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Beavers, June, p.64

Bison, Aug., p.40

Bobcats and rabbits, Oct., p.42

Cats, Oct., p.28

Lemurs, Mar., p.32

Lions, Feb., p.38; Mar., p.60; Apr., p.38

Pigs, Oct., p.32

Seals, Apr., p. 18

Serengeti Park, Feb., p.38; Mar., p.60;

Apr., p.38

Thylacine, Dec, p.70

Wolf, red, Jan., p.50

Mariners, ancient, June, p.54

Mars, Mar., p.78; moons of. May, p.39

Mercury, Nov., p.l05

Metaphors, May, p.8

Mexico, Sierra Madre Indians. Jan., p.55

Midwest settlements, Feb., p.22

Milk, Nov., p.l2

Minnows, fatheads. May, p.72

Moon
and EcUpses, Jan., p.46

and Shadow, Jan., p.46

and Tremors, Jan., p.46

and Water, Jan., p.46

Moons of Mars, May, p.39

Naturalist at Large

Acupuncture, Mar., p.l4

American settlers, Feb., p.22

Antarctic fish, Oct., p.28

Farming, Jan., p.20

Harbor seals, Apr., p.l8

Leisure and environment, June, p.22

Sight, sense of, May, p.8

Tropical ecology, Nov., p.80

Zoos, Aug., p.26

Natural history, Phny, Mar., p.70

Navigation of birds, June, p.32

Nomads, Dec, p.60

Northwest Coast Indians, Feb., p.64

Onion cell, June, p.24

Opium, poppies, Feb., p.30

Organic farming, Nov., p. 16; food. May, p.24

Pacific Northwest forest, cedars, Feb., p.64

Paintings by CatUn, Dec, p.30

Paleontology

Fossils, Jan., p.66; Mar., p.34; Dec, p.52

Peking, Nov., p.26

Peru, South America, Nov., p.32

Pesticides, Jan., p.20; Mar., p.8; Nov., p. 16

Peul nomads, Dec, p.60

Pharaohs, Aug., p.54

Philippines, rice, June, p.28

Phobos, Nov., p.l05

Phobos and Deimos, May, p.39

Pigeons, Jan., p.26; June, p.32

Pigs, in religion, Oct., p.32

Pioneer 10 spacecraft message, Aug., p.72

Planet X, Dec, p.88

Plants, defense weapons, Dec, p.26

PUny, natural history. Mar., p.70

Poppies, opium, Feb., p.30

Potter, Beatrix, Oct., p.38

Predators, Apr., p.38; p.53

Puget Sound, Gertrude Island, Apr., p. 18

Pulsar, Nov., p.l04

Quakes

Earth, Jan., p.38

Moon, Jan., p.48

Rabies, epidemic of. May, p. 14

Rain forest, biological relationships, May,

p.42

Religion

Buddhism, Apr., p.26

Peru healer, Nov., p.32

and Pigs, Oct., p.32

Reptiles, lizards, Apr., p.52

Rice, June, p.28

Scottish estuary, redshanks, Oct., p.68

Seals, Apr., p.l8

Serengeti National Park, Feb., p.38; Mar.,

p.60; Apr., p.38

Shadow on moon, Jan., p.46

Shrimps, May, p.30

Sight, sense of, May, p.8

Sky Reporter see Astronomy

Snow algae, Nov., p.74

Stars, Feb., p.50

Sun

Dust of, Oct., p.UO
Eclipse of, June, p.44

and Sunspots, May, p.48

Supernova, Nov., p.l04; Dec, p.89

Symbiosis, shrimps. May, p.30

Tanzania National Park, Apr., p.38

Tarahumara Indians, Jan., p.54

Tasmania, Australia, thylacine, Dec, n

Teeth, Feb., p.l2

Thailand and opium, Feb., p.30

Theory

of Creation, Apr., p.44

on Evolution, June, p.l2

Thylacine, Dec, p.70

Tin mines and witchcraft. Mar., p.52

Trees, carved by Indians, Feb., p.64

Tremors on moon, Jan., p.46

Trilobites, Dec, p.52

Tropics and agriculture, Nov., p.80

Tundra, Oct., p.60

Universe and intelligence, Feb., p.50

Venus, soil of, Nov., p.105

Virus, rabies. May, p. 14

Warfare, Mar., p.l8

Water and moon, Jan., p.46

Weathervanes, Jan., p.6

Wolves, red, Jan., p.50

Women, liberation of, May, p.20

Woodpecker, Dec, p.44

Woodworkers, Nov., p.48

Yukon, Aug., p.64

Zoo, Aug., p.26

Zoonymy, Apr., p.6

Books in Review

American Indian Portraits from i

maker Expedition of 1913, Aug.. p.

Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Jan.

Case of the Midwife Toad, The, Ju

Doing Fieldwork, Apr., p.82

Gem Kingdom, The, May, p.95

Hawaiian Land Mammals, Dec, p.97

Human Aviary, The. Mai"., p.99

Human Imperative, The, Aug., p.92

Insect Societies, The, Feb., p.86

Mato Grosso, May, p.88

My Land Is Dying, June, p.94

New York Walk Book, Aug., p.96

Only One Earth, Oct., p.98

Organic Gardener, The, Oct., p.l04-

Place and People, Jan., p.89

Restless Earth, The, Aug., p.90

Roots of Civilization, The, Aug., p.B6

Seasons of the Eskimo, Mar., p.96

Seven Arrows, Nov., p.96

Slaughter the Animals, Poison th

June, p.97

Slickrock, Jan., p.86

Tree Where Man Was Bom, The, Dec,

Touch the Earth, Aug., p.95

Who Owns America? Feb., p.89

Zakros: The Discovery of a Lost .

Ancient Crete, Apr., p.88





Is there yet a place

where the land is unspoiled

the animals have no reason to fear man
and mother nature can still keep her balance?

Varig presents the Botswana Safari to Africa.
There is such a place and it all

starts when you board your Varig

Airlines jet for Rio de Janeiro. A
few days in that exciting city and
then on to our adventurous safari

to Africa and Botswana.

On our BOTSWANA SAFARI only nine

persons per departure—accom-
panied by an experienced host-
will explore this land, truly one of

this planet's last remaining regions

of unspoiled nature.

Botswana (formerly the Bechuana-
land Protectorate) resembles
Hemingway's Africa of decades
ago and the very cadence of the

names of the places you'll see
foretell what may be the most un-

forgettable 20 days of your life.

Maun and Lake Ngami. Tsodilo
Hills and Shakawe. Okavango,
Khwai River, Moremi Game Re-
serve. The Savuti Marshes, Chobe
National Park and Victoria Falls.

You'll see few humans other than

possibly bushmen whose an-
cestors have lived there for half a

million years.

But you will see and photograph

wildlife. Perhaps a lone lion en
route to a watering place. Herds of

buffalo, wildebeeste, zebra and im-

pala. Birdlife abounds with waders
and weavers, herons and egrets,

huge flocks of stork and flamingo

by the thousands.

On Varig 's Botswana safari you

will of course travel in comfort.

Some of the camps and lodges are

new— having been especially
created for these safaris.

When visiting the Moremi Wildlife

Reserve you'll stay at the beautiful

Khwai River Lodge. The individual

cottages there are large and hand-
somely furnished. There's a swim-
ming pool, lounge and a dining

room where you'll feast on venison
and game birds.

The BOTSWANA SAFARI is but One of

over 20 untypical tours to untypical

places offered by Varig. No matter

which you choose you'll enjoy

Varig's justifiably famous on-board
service. Service that has earned

South America's largest airline the

reputation as the world's mosf
elegant way to fly.

Ask your travel agent or write us

and we'll send you colorful and
detailed brochures.

Varig Brazilian Airlines
Department NH-I
Box 360, Radio City Station
New York, N.Y. 10019

Please send brochures. I am
interested in:

D Botswana Safari

n Other Varig Tours

Miss
Mrs.
M

(please pr nt)

rify

7ip

Telephone (Area Code)_—
Varig serves South America,
Africa and Japan from
New York, Miami and Los Angeles.
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Authors

developed a new procedure fo

mapping small lakes and is devisin

limnological tei hniques foi sanitar

Hunting weather vanes is one of

the passions Leah Gordon acquired

with marriage. With her husband,

John, an authority and dealer in

Early American antiques and folk

art, she has scoured the East Coast

in search of the few remaining an-

tique vanes still in use. Upon gradu-

ating from Bryn Mawr College with

a B.A. in philosophy, Gordon, un-

able to get a journalistic position,

took her first job selling shoes in

California. Now a correspondent in

the New York bureau of Time
magazine, she is listed in Foremost

Women in Communications.

J. O. Harvey worked an 86-acre
farm in Bucks County, Pennsylva-
nia, from the early days of the de-

pression until very recently. The ex-

perience gave this month's "Natural-

ist at Large" a perspective on the en-

vironmental crisis not common in

today's ecology movement. Her field

experience involved hauling ma-
nure, preparing ten-acre seedbeds,

and harvesting crops; her main suste-

nance came from growing, cutting,

freezing, and eating hybrid cattle.

She now lives on a farm in Glade
Spring, Virginia, where she raises

sheep and studies tobacco culture.

Harvey holds a B.A. from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

Wben he began work on his doc-

toral thesis on avian reproduction

biology at Rice University, Nor-
man Woldow was faced with the

necessity of finding a research bird

that was easy to observe and that

had a long breeding season. With
only a small budget, it wasn't long

before he settled on the pigeon. His

interest in the history of the com-
mon pigeon stemmed from his ob-

servation that it moved from build-

ing to building in the manner first

described by Pliny the Elder.

Woldow is a senior biologist and di-

rector of field operations for the En-

vironmental Control Services Divi-

sion of Southwestern Laboratories

in Houston, Texas, where he has

engineers. Part of this work entail;

checking water turbidity (above)

Woldow plans to continue studying'

the relationship between humar!
population concentrations and sur

vival of wildlife.

A native Californian with
Ph.D. in geophysics from Stanford

University, Russell Robinson has

had a natural laboratory in the San
Andreas Fault. His investigations of
the seismic phenomena associated

with the periodic tremors and

quakes emanating from the fault led

him to further field work in Utah
and Washington. Laboratory re-

search on the effects of high tem-
perature and pressure in rock-frac-

turing mechanisms was the next
step. Robinson is now safely in

New Zealand, where he is trving to

learn more about the possibilities of

predicting earthquakes by studying



he character of foreshocks. His in-

erest in predicting earthquakes was

timulated bv the usual questions

isked of him bv laymen. He reports

hey go something like this:

"What do you do?"

"I'm a geophysicist."

"What's that?"

"I study earthquakes."

"When's the next one?"

The lack of information and the

controversy surrounding the exis-

tence of the red wolf led Ronald

M. Nowak to conduct field in-

vestigations into the status of the

animal in Louisiana and neighbor-

ing states. The work covered a pe-

riod of five years, leading to his

present research into the taxonomic

relationships among all the living

and extinct species of North Ameri-

can canids. A Ph.D. candidate in

zoologv at the University of Kansas.

Nowak plans to study the past and

present relationships of man and

wildlife, and the ecology and con-

servation of endangered species.

Wearing native headgear.

Michael Jenkinson discusses tribal

life-style and shares a humorous mo-

ment with a Tarahumara youth. Jen-

kinson has long been fascinated with

the natural historv of his adopted

Southwest and of northern Mexico.

Born in Pontefract. England, he be-

came a free-lance writer and poet af-

ter obtaining a B.A. in English and

anthropology at the University of

New Mexico. It was on one of his

many trips into the barrancas country

of the Sierra Madre that he first en-

countered, and began studying, the

Tarahumara Indians.

Karl Kernberger. photographer

of "The Glory of the Long-Distance

Runner," accompanied Jenkinson

on trips into the barrancas, and to-

gether they have collaborated on

numerous articles about the region.

Their book. Wild Rivers of North

America, will be published in the

spring by E. P. Dutton.

In 1968. when the first Triassic

fossil vertebrate recovered in

Antarctica was brought to Edwin
H. Colbert at The American Mu-

seum, he identified it as the frag-

ment of an amphibian jaw. This

find had so manv implications that

an expedition to Antarctica to spe-

cificallv search for fossil vertebrates

was undertaken. In short order,

comprehensive deposits of Triassic

amphibians and reptiles were un-

covered by a team led by "a very

excited old man." Interprelations of

this material leave little doubt that

Antarctica and Africa were joined

in the early Triassic. Now curator

emeritus of vertebrate paleontology

al The American Museum. Colbert

is in busv "retirement" as curator

al the Museum of Northern Ari-

zona, where h<' is continuing his

study of antarctic fossils.



Letters

Tl:ic Use and Misuse
of Techiiology

I take issue with the philosophy that

rampant technology is raping the world

and will inevitably destroy us all, and
that those relatively few people gifted

with the wisdom to recognize the com-

ing catastrophe are too few and their

voices lost in the roar of the crowd.

The review by Edward Abbey ("Liv-

ing on the Last Whole Earth," Novem-
ber, 1971) says, with regard to the

people who "attempt living on the

earth": "It may be the only hope we
have left in a world that seems headed

for ecological disaster or, what may be

worse, a total triumph of technologv."

Thus we get the picture: Victorious

Technology, sword in hand, standing

astride defeated man like Perseus with

the head of Medusa. Presumably just

offstage are the scientists, engineers,

and technicians who created these ma-
chines, grinning evilly as they con-

template the thoroughness of their work

.

We should take a look at those happy

backward countries of limited technical

development where the people "live on

the earth." I am sure that these people,

ridden with disease and deformed bv

malnutrition, die happy knowing that at

least they didn't die from polluted wa-

ter. Or if they did, it was cattle ex-

crement and not some chemical plant

up the river.

Abbey says that "new communes are

started every week; few survive." This

may be true, but is it because tech-

nology has doomed them from the start,

or because the workers on these com-

munes simply don't have the skill to

perform the always difficult task of

wresting a hving from the earth? Or is it

that they have become so accUmated to

having a wide variety of foods to pick

from that they have forgotten that, in

the days of the earth-dwellers, people

lived on simple, almost Spartan diets of

almost no variety?

Technology is a necessity; it came
about because man recognized his need

for it. Technology is a tool; it may be

seriously misused. If I design a pick to

dislodge stones from the ground, sooner

or later someone will use this pick to

murder his wife. Am I therefore cul-

pable? I think not.

Abbey also asks the questions: Do
you Teally want to live in a Plexiglas

city? And do you never want a private

thought for the rest of your life? My an-

swer to both of these questions is an im-

mediate "No." But apparently the ma-
jority of the U.S. population would
answer the first question "Yes." Ap-
parently they want cities and neon
lights and go-go joints and noise. And,
apparently, most of them never have a

thought, private or otherwise. The rela-

tive few who "swim against the tide"

(and I include myself) must find a way
to keep productivity high and yet not

have technology destroy nature; we
must master technology and put it to

our own uses. How ... I don't know.
But I know that the problem won't be

solved by brandishing fists at tech-

nology or retreating into the wilderness.

I think that there remains much that

is good and beautiful and satisfying in

the world. I don't think that insects and
disease and hunger are among them,

and technology is our most potent

weapon against these perennial plagues

of man. And though I don't want to live

in a Plexiglas city, neither do I want to

starve, and watch others starve, in a

wilderness.

Jerry F. O'Donnell

Del Mar College

Corpus Christi, Texas

Up the SUde. Safely
I am writing to complain about some-

thing that has often bothered me—Les-

lie Course's tale ("Up the Shde," Natu-

ral History Magazine. November,
1971) serves as a perfect description of

what I find upsetting.

It seems never to fail that those who
call themselves competent in a field are

often careless and negligent of novices

they introduce to their pursuit. "Sly

Sy," expert mountaineer, should either

hike only with other experts or he

should be more open with his know-how
when taking along first-timers.

Two things that can be presumed to

be familiar to the veteran hiker are (1)

the importance of appropriate footgear

(and other clothing: a fact Sy is familiar

with, as evidenced by his ever-present

bedroll) and (2) the necessity of recog-

nizing and staying within the strength

of the entire chmbing party. The ol

saw about a chain being only as stron

as its weakest fink holds true in thi

case as elsewhere.

Both of these factors Sy seems t*

have ignored: unforgivably. The girl

were "slightly cussed out" for thei

footwear, but this was at the base of th i

chmb. Why not offer some informatioi

when inviting people along? As fo

pushing onward to the glorious summi
. . . ! One would think that with a)

the peaks already to Sy's credit. h(

would not need one more 4,000-fo()te

at the expense of others' pleasure am
possible safety.

Not only does an iU-prepared ant

overtired party put itself in jeopardv-

there are also rescuers to be considered

Mountaineering journals are full of ac

counts of accidents and rescues; the ac

counts appear in order to forewarn oth

ers. Is this why Leslie Course
laughingly wrote "Up the Slide"? Is she

warning readers about Sly Sy and his

Qk, reminding readers that "you can

get killed?"

Everyone needn't want to go for a

second hike, but each person ought to

have a reasonable and prepared first ex-

perience.

Alice S. Perry

Penacook, New Hampshire

Eai'ly Wanim^ Ser\dee

Helen Hays and Robert Risebrough

are doing us a great service by in-

vestigating the terns on Creat Cull Is-

land. Natural History Magazine ex-

pands the service by bringing its

readers the information. So often we-,

hear discussions, read articles, letters-

to-the-editor, etc., claiming that the loss

of a few birds is not significant—man
and his works are what count. The fact

that events such as the deformed terns,

thin-shelled hawk eggs, etc., serve as

early warnings (much as the miner's

long-ago use of canaries) has been lost

on too many people. This important

point is brought home clearly by the au-

thors of "The Early Warning of the

Terns."

Diane T. Craves

Princeton, New Jersey



Vacation in tlie

18tli Century.

The change will do you good.

It will take you back to a time

as chaotic, yet far more courtly

than our own. A time when so
many new social, political, and
scientific ideas burst forth on our

world that calling those years'The
Enlightenment" is clearly an un-

derstatement.
That's why we invite you to

pick any three books about the

18th Century (or indeed any three

listed on this page) as your intro-

duction to The History Book Club.

You get all three for only 990

when you choose a fourth at the

low member's price. Then you
simply take four more new books
of history or world affairs during

the coming year from the 150 of-

fered each month. You get these

at savings of $2, $3, or $4 off book-
store prices. And you also earn

other savings through bonus
books you select from the Club's

entire list.

Mail the coupon. Choose a

vacation that gives you distance,

without the cost that normally
entails.

857. The Rise and Fall of the
Habsburg Monarchy
By Victor L.Tapii. $15.00/$8.95

872. America at 1750: A Social Portrait

By Richard F. Hofstadter.

His last book. $6.95/ $5.80

832. China & Russia: The 'Great Ganne'

By 0. Edmund Clubb.

Three centuries of "massive contest"
-always short of war. $12.95/$8.75

841. American Counterpoint: Slavery

and Race in the North-South Dialogue
By C. Vann Woodward. $7.95/ $6.75

837. The Age of Energy
By Howard Mumford Jones.
U.S society from 1865-1915, a highly

original interpretation by the noted
cultural historian. $12.50/$8.40

775. The Rising Sun: The Decline and
Fall of the Japanese Empire, 1936-45
By John Toland. $12.95/ $8.95

708. Jefferson and the Rights of Man
By Dumas Malone. $10.00/$7.95

797. The War of American Independence:
Military Attitudes, Policies and Practice

By Don Higginbotham. $12.95/$8.95

771. The World of the French Revolution

ByR.R. Palmer. $8.50/ $6.75

746. Empire of the Steppes: A History

of Central Asia
Sy /?en^ Grousse!. $17.50/ $9.95

687. Antl-lntellectualism In

American Life

By Richard Hofstadter.

Pulitzer Prize winner. $7.95/ $5.95

677. Witchcraft at Salem
By Chadwick Hansen. $6,95/ $5.75

671. Medieval History: The Life

and Death of a Civilization (2nd Edition)

By Norman F. Cantor. $10.95/ $8.50

AtnefiiH at1750 ASocialP^rtrait

Any 3 books 99<

657. The Creation of the American
Republic, 1776-1787
By Gordon S. Wood.
Bancroft Award winner $15.00/$9.95

$10.95/ $7.65

476. The Life of Lenin

By Louis Fischer.

791. Napoleon: From 18 Brumaire to

Tilsit, 1799-1807
8y Georges /.e/ebvre. $10.00/$7.50

369. The Spanish Civil War
By Hugh Thomas. $12.50/$8.50

767. Conquest of the Incas

By John Hemming. $12,50/$8.75

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Please enroll me as a trial member and send me, for (

the three books whose numbers I have filled in:

Also send me, at the special low member's price:

I enclose no money now. Send bill with books.

Within two weeks, I may return the books and owe nothing. Or keep

them and agree to take only four more selections in the coming year from

among more than 150 offered each month in the Club Review. I may

choose any of these instead of the Editors' Choice, or no book at all.

by returning the reply card accompanying the Review. NH 24S

PrinlNai

lipping charge is added to each order Residents of Canadi

,: tRb Historf Book Club. 16 Ovorlea Blvd., Toronto 17, Onl
of Canada; Please p

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
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f tlie Wind by Leah Gordon

The Greeks used tlieni. The
n:iedleval church made then:i popular.
But it was An:ierican

pioneer craftsn:ien who created the

finest weather vanes of all

The wind is the most ephemeral

and ubiquitous of nature's forces. It

cannot be bottled like rainwater, or

shoveled like snow, and its moods
are wild and fickle. At its best, it is

a caressive, soothing zephyr; at its

worst, a swath of cyclonic destruc-

tion. Man has been able to measure,

predict, and harness it to propel his

ships and power his windmills, but

the wind remains an elusive phe-

nomenon.
Early man was understandably

puzzled and curious about the

ghostly winds that surrounded him,

and he grappled with them in his

own primitive way. In an effort to

detect the shifting winds, which he

knew signaled both daily and sea-

sonal weather changes, he observed

the bend of the trees, the curling

smoke above his fire, and the drift

of the clouds. As with modern man,
weather was an essential factor in

the daily life of primitive man, and

it is not surprising that the wind
vane was one of the first, mete-

orological instruments devised.

With it, man could determine the

wind's direction and could thus,

with some degree of accuracy, fore-

cast the weather that would follow.

Copper vane, mid-nineteenth century. New York State



Just who set up the first wind

vane, and where, is lost in history.

But in the first century B.C., the

Greek astronomer Andronicus buih

a horologium, which he called

"tower of the winds." Tlie original

structure, still standing on the site

of the Roman agora in Athens,

shows that the octagonal tower

faced the eight points of the com-

pass, with each side topped bv a

frieze of figures representing the

winds. To give character to his

tower, Andronicus crowned it with

a huge bronze figure of Triton, and

in the hand of this half-fish, half-

man demigod of the sea, he fi.x:ed a

rod. The figure turned in the wind,

Carefully crafted farmer at

work was once a painted tin

vane turning in the wind

on a Pennsylvania barn roof.

like a modern mobile, pointing its

wand in the direction from which

the wind blew. It was the first

known attempt to make the wind
vane something more than a prac-

tical scientific instrument, and it set

the custom, which has prevailed for

centuries, of decorating architec-

ture with an esthetic object, the

weather vane.

Once Andronicus pointed the

wav, wind vanes, or weather vanes

as the more decorative forms are

called, became familiar figures atop

Roman villas and other pre-Chris-

tian structures. To the Greeks and

Romans, the winds had divine pow-

ers and personalities. Boreas was

the winged and wild demigod who
embodied the north wind. Aeolus

was king of the winds and kept his

subjects in a cave, letting them out

one bv one. Mercurv. Hermes, and

Pan were wind deities: the v^anes

that signaled their passing became
harbingers of fortune or adversity.

The weather vane gained further

popularity under the Christians

when a ninth-centurv Pope decreed

that everv church be capped by a

cock, an emblem of Saint Peter and

an allusion to Peter's guilt for de-

nying Christ on the eve of the Cru-

cifixion. Up on the steeple, the cock

was combined with the simple wind

vane, beckoning the faithful to

prayer and the sinner to repen-,

tance. As an ecclesiastical svmbol,

the weathercock became an impor-

tant fixture. Even the eleventh-cen-

tury artist of the Bayeux tapestry

honored it, depicting in one scene a

medieval craftsman fastening ai

rooster vane on the tower of the

recently built Westminster Abbey.

While Christendom embraced

the cock. Viking warriors bedecked

their ships with quadrant-shaped

vanes akin to the bannerets and

crests that grew out of medieval,

heraldry. Richly gilded and en-

graved with pagan motifs, these

copper and bronze vanes are

thought by some historians to have

—



!Firee to readers
with an abiding joy in the arts
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The story of a"monument
^^

to mans visual imagination'

'

^i^ —SATURDAY RIEVII-SATURDAY REVIEW

I
F YOUR PLEASURE in art is deep and wide-ranging, we invite

you to send for this handsome booklet.

It is illustrated with beautiful color plates representing man's

creative triumphs from many periods and cultures.

It is in fact a prospectus describing in detail the most ex-

traordinary publishing project of our time— the monumental
Encyclopedia of World Art in 1 5 volumes.

The prospectus is free. We hope the sampling will arouse

the same excitement in you that the Encyclopedia has aroused

in the entire art world. But you incur no obligation in request-

ing a copy. No salesman will call.

The Encyclopedia of WorJd Art embraces man's greatest

achievements in the visual arts through the centuries. To turn

the pages of these prodigious volumes ... to read, to learn, to

explore their visual delights ... is a remarkable experience.

There are hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared

by the most eminent art authorities. In more than 7,000 su-

perb full-page plates— measuring a full 9 inches by 12 inches

in size—you will view rare treasures of renowned museums and

private collections all over the world. Not only paintings,

sculpture and architecture— but every art from armor to tex-

tiles, ceramics to tapestry, fashions, furniture and landscape

gardening, ivory, jade and stained glass, jewelry and silver.

More than 16,000 works of art are shown, almost 2,000 of

them in magnificent color.

A convenient Reader's Guide shows you how related ar-

ticles can enrich your understanding of any art subject you
wish to pursue.

With your free color prospectus, you will learn how you
may examine Volume I at leisure in your home and, if you
wish, become a subscriber to the Encyclopedia on a conven-

ient budget plan. Mail the attached card or write:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Dept. AY-122,
330 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 10036

Encyclopedia ofVVorMyirtr
Whatever man has created that is beautiful to look upon . . Ana 15-volume art library and "gallery" for the home

"An essential possession for anyone with a serious personal or professional

Interest in art ... a work to be explored, studied and enjoyed."

Harry Einbinder, The Saturday Review

"A great landmark in art publications— a monumental undertaking."

Dorothy Adiow, Christian Science Monitor

"Packed with wonders." John Canaday, New York Times

"One of the most spectacular— and praiseworthy— achievements in the

field of literature and fine arts." Rex Barley, Los Angeles Mirror News

MAIL THE ATTACHED CARD



648 Ninth Avenue New York, New York 10036

Ancient Jewelry Replicas

In Solid H Karat Gold 6 Sterling SiKer

sterling 14K.
Silver Gold

AP-5 Ankh Pendant 24" ch $27.00 $79.00
Matching 1" Earrings S10.95 $29.95
(pierced or screw backs)

BC-8 Byzantine Cross 24" ch. . .$25.00 S75.00
L-1 Roman Lion Ring S35.00 $99.50
AC-1 Athenian Owl Cuff Links. .$35.00 $95.00

Tie Tack or Charm $15.50 $49.50
AR-2 Ankh Ring $19.95 $39.95
EY-1 Mystic Eye Ring $25.00 $75.00

• Your order shipped promptly
• Money Back Guarantee

Museum & Dealer Inquiries welcome.

...of distinctive jewelry inspired by antiquity:
cuff links, tie tacks, rings, pendants, charms,
earrings, in solid 14K gold and sterling silver.

Outside U.S.A., please send $1.00.

Aladdin House, Ltd., Dept. J1-NH
648 Ninth Avenue, N.Y. N.Y. 10036

^ Please send Free Catalog.

i_i Please send the following

Add 95e insured postage.
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denoted the owner's rank. Others

believe thev were just another

costly, albeit brilliant, embellish-

ment on warships dressed for battle.

Unlike land vanes, these vanes did

not give the wind's true direction

but onlv indicated a combination of

the vessel's and the \\inds motion.

It was this combination that aided

\ iking na\agators in deducing true

wind direction.

During the Middle Ages and the

Renaissance, the weather vane ap-

peared on churches, chateaus. and

The quality of some European
weather vanes is seen in this

beaten-copper rephca

of Columbus's Santa Maria.

Damaged in ^ orld War II and
restored in 1950. it now sails

in the breezes atop the William

Waldorf Astor house in London.

castle turrets, and as cities grew

across Europe, on public buildings.

The cock, the banner, and the

simple arrow were the prevalent

forms. In their rebuilding of Lon-

don after the Great Fire of 1666.

Sir Christopher \^ ren and his archi-

tects made extensive use of the he-

raldic stvle vane as an architectural

ornament.

Later, after the French Revolu-

tion, the weather \ane became
widespread throughout Europe, ap-

pearing not onlv on governmental
I

and ecclesiastical structures but on

the homes and shops of the com-
[

mon man as well. Also, bv this time
|

the cock lost much of his religious

significance and became a mixed
secular svmbol. As the crowing

chanticleer, he represented France.

As the strutting barnvard rooster,

he stood, like the wind he answered

to. for fickleness, energy, and vari-

ability—a tinv-brained bird whose
broad tail could catch even the gen-

tlest breeze. And with its jauntv

profile outlined against the skv. the

12



COME AD¥EINITyi^OINIC!

Come.
Venture into

the tunnels of an

ancient pyramid.

Feel the wind

fill the sails

of the Beagle.

Discover

a buried city.

Run with

the wild dogs

of Africa.

jTHF.Sn»<

Hunt at the

top of the world

with the Eskimos.

All the worlds of rTian and nature await you in the

Extra FREE gift if you act now!

1972 International Reference
Day Book
Packed with useful information
— from world population to

foreign exchange — in a luxuri-

ous desk calendar you'll use
every day of the year!

Re(a// price, $13.00

It's tiigh, wide, wild adventure all the way as a member of ttie Natural Science

Book Club. Wonderful reading. Amazing savings. A stamp is all it takes to see

your first ttiree books. Wtiy not send it and come adventuring wltti us!

Take any 3 books mS)" for only 99^ each
f you will agree to accept only 3 more selections or alternates in ttie next twelve monttis

87340. THE WHOOPING CRANE. Failh IVlcNulty.

Winner of the Dutton Animal Book Award, here is

the exciting story of efforts to save the majestic

whooping crane-a survivor of the Pleistocene

age. Ranges from the zoo-dwelling crane Jose-

phine to the wild birds at the Texas refuge. $5.95

53560. HOME BOOK OF SMOKE-COOKING MEAT,
FISH AND GAME. Jack Sleiglit and Raymond Hull.

For preserving food or enhancing flavor, the old-

time arts of smoke-curing and cooking are enjoy-

ing a deserved comeback. Here's everything you

need to know to do it yourself, S7.95

85230. THE UNEXPECTED UNIVERSE/THE INVIS-

IBLE PYRAMID, /.ore/7 Eiseley. The author weaves

his unique and magical spell as he relates his

haunting experiences with animals and in nature,

speculates on our links to early man, Tiie 2 count

as one book. $12.70

69750. THE PRAIRIE WORLD. David F. Coslello.

The haunting combination of written word and

photographs brings the special world of the prai-

ries beautifully alive, Coslello captures the unique

qualities of these vanishing places, $7.95

34070. ANTISUYO. Gene Savoy. How this daring

and determined explorer sought the lost cities of

the Incas and uncovered the ruins of a city

believed to be the fabulous Vilcabamba, Many
photographs. $8.95

57150. KING SOLOMON'S RING. Konrad Lorenz.

In this beloved classic, the "father of ethology"

introduces his readers to animal conversation, and

to a highly entertaining and individual cast of

animal friends, »6.95

75300. SAVAGE LUXURY. Brian Davies. The stir-

ring story of the fight to stop the slaughter ol baby

seals in the Gulf of St, Lawrence-recounted by

the man who spearheaded the crusade. Includes

rare photographs of these beautiful animals, $6.50

41590. DARWIN AND THE BEAGLE. Alan Moore-

/lead. A famous author recreates in word and pic-

ture Charles Darwin's momentous voyage, $15.00

77680. SECRETS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID. Peter

Tompkins. Was the great pyramid ol Cheops only

a magnificent tomb? Or was it buill to mcorporate

and hand down a mystical number system? Do its

dimensions and, structure hold the key to secrets

about astronomy and the occult? $12.50

(retail prices shown)

' 49020. THE FRIENDLY BEAST. Vitus B. Drosctter.

Recently discovered facts about the amazing abili-

ties of animals-Ihe great intelligence of chimps,

the democratic organization of bands of ravens

and prairie dogs, S8.95

64170. THE NEW DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA. More
than 700 pages and 600 illustrations, a compre-
hensive one-volume encyclopedia to answer all

your questions about dogs—care, "breeds, showing

and training, proper housing, pertinent laws,

n canine diseases—everything! Counts as 2 ol your

) 3 selections. $24.95

54250. THE HUNTING PEOPLES. Carleton S. Coon.

The customs, tools, rites, and lives of the hunting

peoples of the world-from Eskimo to Ainu. $10.00

84910. THE 26 LETTERS. Oscar Ogg. The fasci-

nating history of the alphabet from its misty begin-

nings in Stone Age caves right up to the most
modern forms of computer typesetting, $6.95

55610. IN THE CIRCLE OF THE SUN. Ann Woodin.
A pilgrimage across the deserts of the Old World,

Traveling from India through Pakistan, Afghanis-

tan, Iran, Iraq and the rest of the Middle East to
* Morocco, you learn to know the people, plants

and animals of these exotic desert areas, $7.95

53290.A HISTORY OF THE UMBRELLA. T. S, Craw-
ford, Umbrellas have figured in military battles,

royal court intrigues, ancient rites of celebration

and oractically every other side of civilization.

An unexpected, delightful history, $8.50

66670. OWLS. Jolin Sparks and Tony Soper. A
., complete and intriguing account of the 130

I
species, showing clearly why this unique bird has

I
so long captured the imagination of man, $6.95

70630. THE PROCESSION OF LIFE. Alfred S.

Homer. The compelling story of animal evolution,

lavishly illustrated. One of the clearest presenta-

tions of the timeless drama, $12.50

55440. INNOCENT KILLERS. Hugo and Jane van

Lawick-Goodall. A tour in pictures and words into

the little-known worlds of the African jackal, the

wild dog and the spotted hyena, $10.00

36330. BIRDS, BEASTS, AND RELATIVES. Gerafd

Durrell. The enchanting story of the author's

childhood in which animals were the focus of his

life. $5.95

32760. AMERICAN DAWN. Louis A. Brennan Shat-

tering old notions, here is a new, exciting view of

America before the white man, $8.95

59640. MAN AND ANIMAL IN THE ZOO. Heini

Hediger. In a zoological park, unique among all

environments, the psychology of men and the be-

havioral patterns of wild animals are intimately

intertwined, $11.95
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Cocks and horses were favorite

themes on early American
vanes. The high degree of

workmanship that went into

their production has made
them prized collectors' items.

bird was indeed an impressive sight.

Not until it crossed the Atlantic

Ocean in the eighteenth century did

the weather vane reach full bloom.

This flowering was due to a number
of factors. Because weather fore-

casting was vital to the colo-

nists' rural and seafaring life, vanes

came to play an important role. The
weather vane also became a symbol
of the newfound social and political

equality, since any man could now
raise a fancy metal banner as a kind

of phony coat-of-arms over his

home or barn. And most important.

America attracted a class of con-

summate craftsmen in whose hands
the weather vane was elevated to

sculpture, and its maker, to artist.

For these reasons, the weather vane

flourished in America, reaching an

artistic level that moved Picasso to

remark, after seeing a rooster vane
in an e.xhibition of American folk

art in Paris, "Cocks have always

been seen, but never as well as in,

the American weather vanes."

Shortly after the colonists
erected their first major buildings,

weather vanes appeared. At first

they were European imports or di-

rect copies, but Americans were
soon producing their own with the

vigor, directness, and ingenuity that

typified all American craft. In fact,

some of the most impressive and
significant American weather vanes

were fashioned during the eigh-l

teenth century. Among them was
Paul Revere's wooden codfish

'

studded with large copper-head
nails, which stood on the roof of his

coppersmith shop at Canton, Mas-
sachusetts. Another was the four-

foot-high sheet iron rooster that re-

volved atop a church in Saddle
River, New Jersey.

j

Perhaps the most famous Ameri-

1

can vane is the copper grasshopper

with a green glass eye and antennae
pointing into the wind that since

1742 has turned atop Faneuil Hall



A Lars-Eric Lindblad Cruising Expedition

is not an ordinary cruise.

Our ship, the 2500 ton M.S.

LINDBLAD EXPLORER, is built to

travel where other ships cannot.

Therefore, our Baltic Cruise, unlike

those of our illustrious big brothers,

calls at more than three places.

ARCTIC CIRCLE

HAPARANDA

We stop for days, not hours, at the

islands of Gotland and Oeland; at

Kalmar, Stockholm and its archi-

pelago; Gavie, Haparanda and Lulea

in Sweden; at Oulu, Vaasa and

Helsinki in Finland; and at Leningrad

in Russia. Overnight excursions are

made to Dalecarlia and Abisko in

Lapland, and to the seldom-visited

Ayrapaajarvi lake in Russia.

We dine at castles and at farms and

dance with the young at yacht clubs

and fishing villages, and we don't

charge you a penny extra. The cruise

price is truly all inclusive.

We guarantee that never before has

the Baltic been presented like this.

We even offer you the midnight sun

during three days above the Arctic

Circle.

Departure on June 5, 1972.

THE WORLD OF
LINDBLAD TRAVEL

The M/S Lindblad Explorer

For those who love the British Isles,

we have scheduled a cruising expe-
dition never before undertaken. We
also visit Ireland and the Faeroe Islands.

THE BRITISH ISLES AND
FAEROE ISLANDS

FAEROE ISLANDS

LUNDY
PLYMOUTH

You will see Lundy Island and sail

up the Severn to visit the Wildfowl
Trust sanctuary at Slimbridge.

Gowan Peninsula and the Pem-
brokeshire islands are stops before

proceeding to Bull Rock, Little

Skellig and the three Aran islands in

Ireland, In the Scottish Hebrides we
enjoy North Rona and Sula Sgeir;

and you will never forget the island

of Hirta in the St. Kilda group.

Mykinesholm and Torshavn are in-

cluded in the Faeroes; and in the

Shetlands we land at Unst, Muckle

Flugga and Lerwick. Close to the

Orkneys is fascinating Fair Isle. On
the Isle of May we visit the first

Scottish bird observatory, going back

to the twelfth century. The gannets

at Bass Rock are fantastic; and at

Fame Islands, back in England, we
land at a bird reserve established in

686 A.D.bySt. Cuthbert.

Enough of name dropping—but few

have ever seen the British Isles this way.

Accompanying naturalists are

Mr. Peter Scott, Dr. Bruce Campbell

and Dr. Mike Harris.

Two departures—May 1 and May 18, 1972.

Other 1972 Cruising Expeditions

aboard the M.S. Lindblad Explorer are:

West Coast of South America March 3

Darwin's Galapagos
Norway and the Fjords

Spitsbergen

France, Portugal and Spain

Amazon River Cruises

March 30

June 29

July 17

August 28

October 7 and
October 27

TheM.S. LINDBLAD EXPLORER is of

Finnish Ice Class 1 A—virtually an ice

breaker. For three years she has

braved the packice of the Antarctic.

In 1972 she visits the Arctic for the

first time.

THE ARCTIC ^ \
( SPITSBERGEN^

GREENLAND ^S
^__,^^ TROMSO

y^ janmayen

y
NORWAY

y_______^ ICELAND

'ancmacssalik \
\ TO PLYMOUTH

Spitsbergen, or as the Norwegians

call the islands—Svalbard—has been

visited by cruise ships, but no tourist

has ever circumnavigated the islands

and explored them on many
landings. Our ice class vessel makes
this possible for the first time.

The ice-covered eastern coast of

Greenland with its eskimo life, fabu-

lous bird cliffs, musk ox and polar

bears are also firsts; and a week is

spent on Iceland visiting Myvatn and

many other exciting places.

We will also take you to Jan Mayen
and Bear islands in order to com-
plete your visit to the Arctic.

This history-making expedition will

definitely be one of the biggest

events in travel during 1972; and

lecturers aboard are Dr. Roger Tory

Peterson, Mr. Keith Shackleton and

Mr. Peter Scott.

Departure on July 27, 1972.

BOAC jets will fly you in luxurious

comfort to and from Europe.

Dept. NH-:72

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

133 East 55th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send brochures. I am seriously

interested in:

D British Isles and Faeroe Islands

D The Baltic

D The Arctic

Other Lindblad Explorer Cruises:

Address-

City

Telephone (Area Code)-



^ound The 'World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,250 First Class
• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco

Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges. Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No Age Limit. Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio IS registered in Taiwan.

See your travel agent or contact

Ol^EIMT OVEI^EAS LiNE
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:
Oneni Overseas Se'vrces, Inc.

311 CaNlornia St., San Francisco, CalKornia 9410<

Please send me more information on your
Round-The-World cruises.

Address.

City

(IVI-3)

LIMITED RELEASE—U. S. GOVT. SURPLUS

SNIPERSCOPE

INFRARED SET
for scientists, gun collectors, naturalists

Built by American Optical Co. In excellent working con-

dition. Used by our troops for observing enemy in total

darkness without feeing detected. Suggested uses: medi-

cal research, study of nocturnal animal life, mineralogy,

industrial and medical research, crime detection. Rare

item for gun collectors. Telescope is 16^^" long; clear

aperture of lens is 50.4mm. A 5"-diameter filter is at-

tached. Knob adjusts focus electrostatically: second knob

adjusts reticle intensity. Reticle also, has vertical and
horizontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoul-

der strap included. Complete unit includes Il"xl4"xl6"
chest, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube, 20,000V
power pack with canvas carrying case and shoulder straps,

IR light source, steel carbine bracket, pistol-grip handle

«vith switch control. Formerly highly classified. Limited

supply. Orig. Govt, cost, $800. Shipping wt., approx.

30 lbs. Price $249.50

SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source for

sniperscope. Excellent for many
other 6V applications.

Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

$9.95. Two for $18.00

Prices F.O.B. Tucson, Ariz. No C.O.D.'s please.

C & H SALES CO.
P.O. Box 1572. Tucson, Ariz.

in Boston. The work of Shem
Drowne, America s first profes-

sional weather vane maker, the

Faneuil Hall grasshopper was for

years the standard test for derelict

American seamen abroad seeking a

handout or free passage home from

American consuls. Simply identi-

fying the grasshopper as the vane

on Faneuil Hall was adequate proof

of citizenship. Drowne might have

chosen this lowly, ceaselessly chirp-

ing insect for his most memorable
work because it symbolized agricul-

ture or, more likely, because the

grasshopper was the heraldic crest

of Sir Thomas Gresham, founder of

London's Royal Exchange, the

building after which the Boston

inerchant's market was modeled.

Shortly after the Revolution, lo-

cal tin and copper smiths were de-

vising weather vanes whose shapes

and patterns went far beyond the

imagination of anything their Eu-

ropean counterparts had so far pro-

Indians were a popular

motif on many early

Pennsylvania weather vanes.

duced. Unburdened by European!

tradition, the nineteenth-centur)i

craftsman, as well as his customer,

let whim, humor, and superstition

dictate design. i

Animals and fowl of every de-

scription—horses, dogs, cows, rams,

peacocks, pheasants, stags, and, of

course, the perennial rooster—soon

appeared over farmers' barns in

New York. New Jersey, Pennsylva-

nia, and New England. Subjects

were often related to the immediate
environment and locale. Along the

seafaring eastern coast, whales, cod-

fish, mackerel, swordfish, dolphins,

mermaids, and square-rigger ships;

were popular. In the South, where'

ties with English tradition ran deep,

banners and standards, barkening
to heraldry, were preferred. One ex-

ception was George Washington
who, upon his return from the war
in 1783, ordered a dove for the cu-^

pola on Mount Vernon.

As a,new nation, patriotic fervor

was boundless, reflecting itself even
in the weather vane. The new na-

tional symbol, the eagle, appeared

on countless courthouses and town
halls, along with Columbia, the

Goddess of Liberty, and the snake

( 'Don't tread on me"). Even
George Washington on horseback

i6



Not since the frontier days have

the American Indians faced greater

threats to their existence than they do

today.

Malnutrition, disease and despair

are rampant. The school drop-out rate is

50% greater than the national average.

Unemployment is 10 times the rate of

other Americans. The American Indian

today has the shortest life expectancy

of any group in the country.

Their desperate poverty is a leg-

acy passed on from one generation to

the next. The statistics show that few es-

cape. Eight-year-old Lisa Redfox is one

of the somber statistics. Or she will be

soon, unless someone with $15 a month
cares enough to do something about her.

Through Save the Children Fed-

eration you can do a remarkable num-
ber of things for a child like Lisa. Your

contribution will provide funds for the

clothes and supplies she needs to con-

tinue school. A grant or loan may enable

her parents to make their home more liv-

able or to start<a self-help project. And a

portion of the money will be put into a

fund from which a community can bor-

row to build a village center, install sani-

tary facilities, provide vocational train-

ing or other community projects. But

most of all, this money, and the self-help

projects it is used for, will provide a cli-

mate of hope and a vision of a better

future.

That's what Save the Children is

all about. Our aim is not merely a new
coat, warm gloves or a few hot meals.

We're interested in giving children, their

parents and their communities the little

boost they need to start helping them-

selves. Once people start helping them-

selves, there is almost no end to what

they can do.

Sponsors are desperately needed

for American Indian children, as well as

children in Appalachia, South Korea,

South Vietnam, Latin America, Africa,

the Middle East and Europe.

As a sponsor you will select the

child's nationality. You will receive a

photo of the child, a case history and reg-

ular progress reports. Also, you will have

the opportunity to correspond with the

child and his family. This personal con-

tact can be as close and frequent and

rewarding as you wish it to be. You may
even some day wish to visit with your

child to see first hand what a remarkable

difference you have been able to make.

There's a child waiting for you to

fill out this coupon. You are his or her

best hope. We're not asking you to save

the world. Just a little piece of it. Per-

haps, if there are enough people like you,

that is the way to save the world.

National Sponsors (partial list): Faitti Baldwin, Joan
Crawford, Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly, Paul Newman,
Mrs. J. C. Penney, Frank Sinatra. Save the Children
Federation, founded in 1932, is registered with the
US. State Department Advisory Committee on Vol-
untary Foreign Aid.

To you this is a
To Lisa Redfox I s lyer|ic|(e%ut of lieli. j
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SYSTEM
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sunlight

candielight

moonlight
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microscope

and

enlarging!

Outdoors, studio,

darkroom, laboratory

-wherever, whenever
and whatever your

exposure problem, the

incredibly sensitive

Luna-Pro SYSTEM CdS
meter reads you the

precise answer. As no

nlllC^ other meter can!

UlUo Three optional lock-

on attachments in-

stantly convert the

Luna-Pro from a re-

Cnnt Snri tlected -and -incidentapUl dllU light meter to 3:

Variable Angle 'spot'

Meter: Photomicro

graphy Meter and En-

larging Meter. You may never need them all

but when you do, your Luna-Pro's ready. It's

famed 2,000,000.1 sensitivity range and unique

convertibility SYSTEM make the Luna-Pro your

best long-term investment. See this 'avid

reader' at your camera dealer.

SPECIFICATIONS: Smooth, one-hand operation
Measures reflected and incident light (with built-in

hemispheric diffuser) For still and movie cam-
eras 30° light acceptance angle single "see-
saw" selector button for high and low range
Automatic "memory" needle lock Computer
range: ASA 6 to 25,000; f/1 to f/90; l/4000th sec.
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Berkey

became a suitable theme. The vari-

ety of subjects was legion and some-

times extreme, such as the witch on
a broomstick that was discovered a

few years ago in Salem. Massachu-
setts, or the wall-eved pike that was
taken down from an old inn on
pike-filled Lake Cossavuna. north of

Albanv. New York.

But it was the horse, the animal

so intimately involved with the

growth of the nation, that became
the most popular theme. The sym-
bol of work, transportation, sport,

and recreation, the horse was fash-

ioned in every conceivable way by
nineteenth-century weather vane

makers: running, jumping, plowing,

trotting, carrying Indians and jock-

eys on its back, and pulling sulkies

at its tail. The horse, exemplifying

strength, grace, freedom, and mo-
tion in its shape, no matter what its

stance, became sculpture in the skv.

American churches also em-
bodied an independent spirit.

Today's highway cuhure is

typified by this roadside vane.

breaking awav from the traditional

European weathercock. Although

many a rooster continued to point

the way of the spirit, it was joined

by an elaborately cutout arrow, a

lyre, fish (a metaphor for Christ),

and the angel Gabriel. Gabriel was

a particular favorite during the

great religious revival of the mid-

nineteenth century when, it was
predicted, the millennium would be

heralded by the trumpet-tooting fly-

ing angel.

In the inland areas of Pennsylva-

nia and New York, the Indian was a

frecfuent, albeit curious, subject

since his relations with the white

man were, at best, ambivalent. Nev-

ertheless, he was a favorite form,

possibly because he was a friend of

the colonists during their earliest

trials. Or, as folk art historian Jean

Lipman suggests, "The Indian vane

may have been a practical means of

keeping marauding Indians awav by

indicating amity between the white

man and the Indian."

Among the numerous Indian

vanes that have been found, none
reaches the style and power of Chief

Tammany, now in the collection of

18



the Museum of American Folk Art

in New York. Made in about 1840.

this nine-foot, gilt copper figure

holds a bow in one hand, an. arrow

in the other. The figure is elabo-

rately detailed with clothes, feath-

ers, hair texture, and fingers. For

many years Chief Tammany stood

atop the political clubhouse in East

Branch, New York, at the western

edge of the Catskill Mountains. The

owner of the ramshackle building

was well aware of his prize and re-

fused all offers. Finally, a few years

ago he drove a bargain with a

nearby antique dealer: buy the

building and you buy the vane. The

dealer did.

By the mid-nineteenth century,

the industrial revolution had taken

firm hold in the United States and

the weather vane, like so manv
other objects, fell to commercial,

large-scale production. No longer

the work of free-wheeling artisans,

vanes were now made in factories,

although still by hand. The com-

mercially made vanes became more

realistic and formal, with pedestrian

designs replacing the more in-

Continued on page 78

<S^'^enjamin
Qfanklin

ispleased

to announce
thatthedock
he invented
iniy^S,

is now ready

fordehvery.
More than 200 years ago Benjamin Franklin

caused something of a stir in London. Not
because of his radical ideas on the conduct of

government in the American colonies. But
because of his clock. The clock, a sort of private

Big Ben, was a revolution all of its own. With
only three wheels, two pinions, two weights, and a

pendulum, it kept remarkably accurate time. Its

practical application, however, was less easily

observed. Mr. Franklin had devised a four-hour

dial rather than the conventional twelve. Five

o'clock and nine o'clock were ostensibly the same.

Nevertheless, as clocks go, Mr. Franklin's certainly

went. Today it is still one of the great curiosities

of the 18th century, still a great time-keeper.

Now, Thwaites and Reed, the world's oldest clock-

makers and contemporary neighbors of Franklin,

have reproduced his clock in a numbered limited

edition of 1,000. Each is handbuilt to his original

designs, with a commemorative plate; and hand-
carved wooden wall bracket. Each rich, leisured

tick is a sound straight from the 18th century.

Mr. Franklin would have been proud of them. $390

plus applicable sales tax. Limited edition: 1,000.

P.S. Thicaites and Reed have two other important

responi^'bilities (1) To keep Biy Ben on time in

London (2) To keep watch on the Smithsonian

Institution Clock which they aho biiiU.

ORDER COUPON
This order form should be sent lo:

British American Bicentennial Group
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Phone: 215-923-9200

Please reserve for me a numbered edition of

Benjamin Franklin's clock.

I enclose my deposit of $100 and will pay the

balance when I receive my invoice.

Tel: Sig:

Price delivered New York.



A Naturalist at Large

A Letter
frora a Farraer

"I surely do wish that some of this sudden
affection and solicitude for the environment
would engender respect for the land that

is used to support us all"

I have been pondering NATURAL
History Magazine's ecology ques-

tionnaire (June-July, 1970), and the

responses to it, for more than
a year. I did not answer the

questionnaire because my "personal

experiences and opinions" could
not be amputated to fit.

I happen to be one of the

anonymous two million who put
food on your tables. Industry can-

not feed you, but we can feed you
because we know that you cannot
eat money. I learned this important
fact back in the depression of the

1930s. That I am still an active

farmer proves that I have taken

care of my environment, as a

farmer must if he is not to go broke.

For most of my sixty-five years I

lived and learned and made a living

on a small farm in Bucks County,

Pennsylvania. I doubt if many NaT-

by J. O. Harvey
URAL History subscribers have
known one locality so intimately, so

long. For me, ecology and pollution

were not born yesterday.

When my father bought the place

back in l905 there was a well in

the corner of the barnyard for wa-

tering the livestock. When our pet

pig fell into it, father set about seal-

ing the well with concrete, and our

occasional hired man complained
because the well had the best drink-

ing water on the farm. Both pig and
hired man survived—the latter to

the age of ninety.

A pet pig, in fact, all farm ani-

mals, invariably give us humans
some rough emotional moments. No
scientist studying rats in a cage or

lions in a park has any conception

of the personalities animals display

when we work with them all day

and every day. Most of us hunt rab-

bit, deer, and game birds for food.

Some few may enjoy the sport, but

if you want to see a farmer turn

green, just ask him if he has ever

mowed the legs off a baby rabbit

and had to kill the thing with his

bare hands.

We dispose of our domesticated

animals when it is a question of sur-

vival—them or us. At such times, I

remind myself that 1 am only short-

ening an already brief life-span. We
suffer, too, when our useful farm
dog dies in our arms, or the horse

that has carried us proudly for

twenty years tries to cut a caper to

prove he is still a horse, although he
is swaybacked and nearly blind.

A suburbanite or city resident

can have convictions about the

rights and privileges of animals. I

do not have convictions; I only have
experiences.
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Speaking from experience, rather

than conviction, I know I am not,

to quote the questionnaire, "respon-

sible for our present state of pollu-

tion," and I have no hope that our

environmental problems will be

solved by government authorities,

industrial corporations, revivalists,

beatniks, bureaucrats, technocrats,

or politicians, none of whom really

gives a good goddamn about any-

thing beyond immediate profits,

self-preservation, or private peace

of mind.

The farmer is different; he is on

the ground. He knows what pollutes

his land and he copes with it, or he

cashes in his chips and relocates to

a state more hospitable to agricul-

ture, as I did when I moved to Vir-

ginia. When I left it, the Bucks

County farm represented 90 per-

cent of my lived life. I was there,

watching my country being frag-

mented and despoiled. The deterio-

ration of the environment was spe-

cific and factual.

Erosion besets the farmer before

it attacks his farm. The best farmer

in the world will still get only a

slight margin of profit beyond his

cost of production for milk, eggs,

broilers, and beef; although for

beef, local freeze plants are slowly

undermining packer prices.

Also, the best farmer in the

world will not be able to improve

his land, repair his buildings, hire

labor, or buy a $3,000 potato

picker if Campbell's Soup Company
pays him $38 a ton for tomatoes

that cost $23 a ton to grow, on land

that is highly taxed. For the first

thirty years of this century the

cheapest way to acquire a Bucks

County farm was to invest in a farm

mortgage.

So the land deteriorates. Tilled

land is left without cover crops,

creek banks cave in, and productive

land grows up in swamp elm and

cedar trees. In 1931, when I went

back to growing three meals a day,

I found the neighboring farms were

mostly occupied by grandma and

grandpa, with a horse—or model-T

Ford—a couple of cows, a few

chickens, and an employed but ab-

sent daughter who sent home
money for taxes and interest on the

mortgage. Our farm was unmort-

gaged, but I had to pull trees out of

every acre before I could plow. By
1939 we still had so many six-inch

dogwoods and red maples deco-
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rating our pastures that we sold

$300 worth to a gentleman who
dug them for replanting on New
York's World of Tomorrow fair-

ground. That year we paid our own
taxes.

When the Agricultural Con-

servation and Stabilization Ad-
ministration went into action, it

paid 40 percent of the cost of re-

building fertility with nonnitrog-

enous fertilizer and of stabilizing

the soil through forestry practices,

ponds, diversion ditches, and im-

proved ground cover. My neighbors

and I all needed these items, but

none of us had the required 60 per-

cent cash. I worked at a nearby inn

to earn my first tractor, purchased

from a junkyard for $35, delivered.

Impoverishment set the stage for

pollution. Our Pennsylvania farm

has close to half a mile of frontage

on what is now a state highway.

The original dirt road was perhaps

20 feet wide, and where it climbed

our steep hill, hillocks every 60 feet

drained the floodwater into the ad-

joining fields, but in moderate in-

stallments. Rebuilt to state specifi-

cations, the right-of-way was
widened to 40 feet, the roadbed

raised and paved, and now the

whole hill drains its floodwater into

our pasture, where it has produced

a bottomless swamp. My father

complained and was paid $16 dam-

ages. In 1942, after the grass had

been frosted, a horse I was boarding

got into that swamp and died.

At the north end of our road

frontage, there is a very old hand-

dug well. It is 300 feet from the

house and about 10 feet higher,

being uphill. A lead pipe leads from

the well to our cellar. In times of

electrical failure we could use this

well for the barn and downstairs

bathroom. When hurricane Hazel

went through, every other barn was

without water for three days. Natu-

rally we value this old well, but ev-

ery few years the state highway en-

gineer moves his roadbed farther

from the solid old forest on the

other side of the road, and digs ten

feet more out of my road bank.

In 1967 the bulldozer laid bare

the actual dry stone retaining wall,

which lines the old well. Six months

later, a horrible accident at the top

of the hill scattered brains and

blood all over the highway, and

enough drained into our well to set

up a pseudomonas infection that af-

An opportunity

to take part in

the greatest

undersea
adventure
in history



Jacques-Yves Cousteau
describes his new book, the fascinating chronicle

done of man's nnost dreamed-about adventures

DIVING FORL^^
SUNKEN TREASURE

"Throughout the centuries, men have
explored the depths of the ocean in

search of treasure. Some have been
successful. Others fared not so well.

Many met the same fate as the incred-

ible galleons they hoped to find — and
were lost in the field of murderous
reefs known as 'The Graveyard of

Ships', the awesome Silver Bank off

the Caribbean island of Hispaniola.
"In Diving for Sunken Treas-

ure, we share with you not only the

fantastic excitement of our own que.st

for Spanish gold, but all the magnifi-

cent beauty and vast peril of this Car-
ibbean coral reef. It is said that at

least 50 ships found a watery grave
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here. Our ship. Calypso, was not im-
mune to these dangers.

"And so we painstakingly
planned and rehearsed every dive.
And found ourselves in a true garden
of marvels, a fairyland of coral in

every conceivable color and shape.
Around us were animal colonies of
every form. Sponges, like candles or
chalices, stinging coral, sea-anemones
with venomous tentacles ; and a forest
of mauve and yellow sea whips, their

long branches bent over like ostrich

plumes and waving gently as we swam
through them. Groupers, snappers and
mackerels eyed us calmly, unblink-
ingly. I was stricken with a thought.
What would our excavation do to the
lovely coral that is the home of these
marvelous creatures ? We would see to

it that there was no indiscriminate
destruction in our search !

"As we pressed on in our search
for the Spanish galleon, Nuestra
Senora de la Concepcion, the stories of
these huge treasure ships returned to

us. Their history became part of our
daily lives, and we felt that no journal
of our adventure would be complete
without these stories as well. And so
we have included them along with our
own, in hopes that those who set out
to explore, even if only through the
imagination, will take heed from their
errors and their successes. And per-
haps find what every man dreams of —
a treasure of indescribable value in a
sea of tremendous beauty and
danger."

/d^

Like The Shark and Life and
Death in a Coral Sea, previously pub-
lished, Diving for Sunken Treasure
goes far deeper into "silent world"
science and drama than any television

hour permits. With text written by
Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Philippe
Diole, it includes 112 photographs in

full color, 20 black and white photo-
graphs and 15 drawings. Just pub-
lished in an oversized (7%" x lOU")
format. Diving for Sunken Treas-
ure is at all booksellers now — or mail
the coupon today.

ja^'y^l:

-Yves

To your bookseller or to

Doubleday & Company, Inc.

Dept. 2-NH-l, Garden City, N. Y. 11530

Please accept my order for books as indicated
below. I understand that I may return the

book(s) within two weeks and owe nothing.
Otherwise, you will bill me just $8.95 per copy,
plus shipping and handling charges of dSt as

payment in full.

cnpipg of Diving for Sunken Treasure.

copies of The Shark ("Extraordinary
. . . The absorbing narrative brims with de-
tailed information and observations, letting

the fascinated reader participate in the adven-
ture of scientific pursuit."—Sci'('»cc Mrics. "A
fascinating narrative . . . And beautiful pic-

tures, 124 of them."—Sa?(, Ffanciifco Examiner)

copies of Life and Death in a Coral
Sea ("Both magnetic and magnificent ... It

describes, in an entrancing manner, a beauti-
ful, complex and vast undersea world . . . Mar-
velous color photographs — 122 of them, often
full page . . . An irresistible hook."—Minneap-
olis Star)

SAVE: Check here if payment is enclosed;
we pay shipping and handling charges. Same
return privilege guaranteed.
Offer available only in U.S. and Canada
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Ralph and Doris Davis, Sorosolo, Florida

A 3'/2-INCH QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHS
THE FACE OF THE SUN

This photograph, taken some years ago during a peak of solar activity, not only
shows great detail in the enormous sunspot, but reveals the "orange peel" or "rice grain"
texture of the surface, so familiar to experienced sun observers. Our photographic
print fails to show all the beautiful tracery so plainly visible on the negative.

One would not expect to get such pictures with a 3 '/z -inch telescope, for these
granulations measure only 1 to 2 seconds of arc. This is a job for the great mountaintop
observatories, where a giant telescope can avoid sighting through the worst of the
earth's heat-agitated air. However, this picture was taken with the 7-pound portable
Questar at midday, right through the entire earth's atmosphere—at sea level!

The exposure was 1 / 1 000 second on 35 mm. Microflle film, using an effective focal
length of over 50 feet. The Davises, who took the picture, worked out the technique
which avoided overheating and damaging the telescope.

For totally safe observation of the sun, Questar developed its patented filters which
keep more than 99% of the damaging heat and light from entering the telescope.

This was the first thought anyone had given to keeping these rays out of the instrument
Itself since Galileo sighted through his first telescope in 1 6091

© QUESTAR CORPORATION 1971, All Rights Reserved

Quesfar, the world's finest, most ver-

satile telescope, is now available in two

sizes, the 3 'A and 7, and in numerous

models. Prices begin at $865. Send for

our booldet containing more than 100

photographs by Questar owners. For

mailing anywhere in N.A., $1.00. By air

to rest of Western Hemisphere, $2.50;

Europe and North Africa, $3.00; else-

where $3.50.

TAR
0x60 New Hope, Pa. 18938

fected our cattle with disastrous

diarrhea and presented us with a

sizable veterinary bill.

I had already been writing regu-

larly, but fruitlessly, to the local

state highway maintenance man
and to the district state engineer,

asking for a protective wall around
the well and for the gutter to be

paved for some thirty feet to pre-

vent seepage into the well. I wanted
to get this work done before winter

because the- chemical used to melt

snow was plainly killing our road-

side shrubs and probably would not

do our animals any good.

My letters accomplished nothing,

but it finally occurred to me that I

was writing to hired technicians]

and not to elected officials vulner-

able to public dissatisfaction. So I

wrote one more careful letter to thai

district engineer and sent a carbon
copy to the governor. Five days
later the district engineer appeared
in person; the following week the

well was waterproofed.

I do not have environmental con-

victions, but I do have a suspicion

that laws to protect the environ-

ment should be aimed, not at the

private citizen, but at the govern-

ment's myopic hired hands who
build roads and dams and parks and
sewage lagoons as if the country

were good for nothing else. And in

a very few years, the hired hands
may be right. Already so much of

eastern Pennsylvania is macadam-
ized that the seasonal rains over-

flow the highway gutters, cut gullies

to the nearest creek, and are gone
forever. The land is so thirsty that

two weeks without a shower will

stunt the corn, and market garden-
ers must irrigate their land if they

hope to survive.

You can believe me, a highway
engineer's vital concern is to com-
ply with state or federal specifica-

tions so the road will be eligible for

state or federal funding. The bigger

the road—or pond—the larger the

subsidy.

For years the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Forests and Waters has

been working on "Project '70,"

created to keep the state green with
federal grants for parks and ponds.
In Bucks County a local educator
suddenly became a dedicated con-

servationist and sold the county
commissioners the idea of estab-

lishing a water resources authority,

of which he is now director. This
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authority is in the process of build-

ing four dams.

The "flood-control dam" to oc-

cupy 31 acres of my farm floated

me right off the property. The
debris and pollution restrictions on

my remaining 50-some acres made
general farming impossible. I was

delighted to be liberated, however,

as I had somehow formed the con-

viction that the county had been

taken over by megalomaniacs. To
draw $3 million from federal funds,

the new high school had to cost $8
million and have a swimming pool,

stadium, and science and biology

laboratories. The "cross county"

projected highway, 30 miles long,

had to be a limited access, double-

barreled affair, with maybe a 500-

foot average right-of-way.

The only place for a truly gran-

diose flood-control dam was on my
section of the unfortunate creek,

where the ground rises steeply—50
feet in maybe 200 yards. My neigh-

bor across the creek has a corre-

sponding hill standing back from

the creek and separated from it by

about a hundred yards of lush green

pasture. The earth dam is to be 43
feet high and there is not enough

clay in the vicinity to bridge be-

tween the hills. The whole creek is

approximately five miles long but

there are no proper hills beyond my
property, so the dam has to be

within the first mile of the in-

offensive streamlet that I was able

to cross dry-shod when I was five

years old.

Furthermore, four-fifths of the

watershed, and all the storm drains

from a couple of squjire miles of

Newtown and vicinity, are down-

stream from the flood-control dam.

As a consequence, the 10-acre, per-

manent pond will mostly depend on

the spring freshets for a supply of

water and, I might add, mud.

Far from improving the environ-

ment, on my neighbor's side of the

creek this installation will drown 30

acres of ancient sod too valuable as

pasture to have ever been plowed.

On my wooded hill, clean young tu-

lip poplars just coming into money
at an average diameter of fifteen

inches, will probably be ground

into matchwood and burned. And

then my denuded hill will scour

into raw clay as the pond level fluc-

tuates because of the erratic water

supply from an insufficient water-

shed. I have known this creek all

my life and I am sure there will be
no sufficient, continuous overflow-

to clear the pond of algae and mos-
quitoes in summer.

I am a farmer; I do not need

much land to make a living, but I

do need reasonable neighbors. And
you, conservationists, with your

convictions and your dedicated in-

tentions to save the environment,

must watch your step or be led

down the garden path to outsized

projects that do not even fit the en-

vironment, let alone improve it. I

surely do wish that some of this

sudden affection and solicitude for

the environment would engender

respect for the land that is used to

support us all.

Unless you can live on wild nuts

and berries, the natural environ-

ment cannot support you. Only

farmland, properly used and main-

tained, can support your life—and

You are standing in South Africa
and hearing soundsyou have never
heard. Lion's roar like far-off thunder
rolls across the veld. Leopard's
growl vibrates the leaves of trees.

South Africa is different,
its people, places, pleasures have
a flavour, no other land can matc^
South Africa calls you now.
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Pigeon and Man:
A Spotty Old
Friendsliip
This persistent bird, whetlier
we worship or curse it, follo\vs

liuiiian civilization to^varcl its

uncertain destiny

bv Norman W^oldow

In a world increasingly domi-

nated by megalopolises, super-

highways, intensive agriculture, and

other works of man, onlv a handful

of animals can thrive. The common,
or domestic, pigeon {Columba
livia) is a member of this uncom-
mon group.

Before civilization, this pigeon

was rare and specialized. Then man
became its inadvertent companion
and benefactor. Now, when most

bird populations are declining be-

cause of man's reduction of their

habitat, the common pigeon is

about to expand further in both

numbers and range.

Although their numbers are de-

creasing, a substantial wild popu-

lation of the common pigeon still

remains, confined largely to remote

coastal mountain ranges in northern

Europe and the Balkans. Tlie pi-

geon has also declined as a domes-

ticated animal, owing to its unsuita-

bilitv for modern automated animal

husbandry. In most places, domes-
ticated varieties are kept only for

sport, ornamentation, and local

poultry use.

Only the feral population of the

common pigeon continues to exist

in vast and increasing numbers,

despite man's efforts to reduce its

population. These pigeons, while in-

dependent of human control, in-

habit the immediate human commu-
nity. Ornithologists have called

them feral, indicating that the pi-

geons found in cities and countrv-

side are escapees from domestic

flocks. But early historic sources

disprove this view, showing instead

that man and pigeon came together

as natural companions long ago.

The natural histories of pigeons

and men have been intertwined

since the Neolithic period in human
history, when man progressed from

hunting and pastoral civilizations to

agriculturallv based, settled com-
munities. At this early point in his-

tory, a series of unique habitat over-

laps brought man and pigeon

together. For millennia, pigeons

have been a source of artistic and

literary inspiration for man, but

their swarming flocks have plagued

him as well. Today they are dam-
aging outdoor art and architecture

in cities throughout the world.

In Venice, perhaps the world's
j

urban complex closest to collapse, '

A British sailor, pleased by

his most recent conquests,

feeds the pigeons in

London's Trafalgar Square.

A flock descends, next page,

to a feeding area near Central

Park in New York City.
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pigeons are a major source of dam-
age to sculptures and monuments.
In conjunction with air pollution

from industrial installations, pigeon

dung in vast quantities is corroding

the stone of which the city is built.

Over the years, many of the city's

art treasures have eroded beyond
recognition. In a way, the pigeon

has become so enmeshed with civ-

ilization that it mirrors man's own
duplicity of creative and destructive

force.

Because of its closeness to our

daily life and its availability for sci-

entific study, the pigeon is better

known anatomically and physi-

ologically than any other bird. Its

social behavior is also well known
from observations in laboratories

and the field. Its homing ability,

unique among domestic animals,

has been well studied if not all that

well understood.

The relationship between man
and pigeon started toward the end
of the last Ice Age, when the bird's

distribution was restricted to a rela-

tively narrow band of moderate cli-

mate in the Northern Hemisphere.
The pigeon is far more selective and
specialized in its habitat require-

ments than man. It requires steep,

sheltered cliffs and inaccessible

ledges on which to roost and breed,

yet, at the same time, there must be
extensive vegetation and water
nearby. One such early habitat was
in the hill country of present-day

Iraq and Iran in the Near East. Al-

though man and nature have
changed the ecology of the region,

3°

there are still large numbers of pi-

geons there. In fact, some of the re-

maining, representative colonies of

wild pigeons live in this region and
in the Balkans, to the northwest.

The Near East was also a major
center for man's shift from a hunt-

ing and herding civilization to ag-

riculture. In this revolution, man
began to cultivate a number of

grain plants, which still provide us

with the bulk of our staple food and
sustain our ability to live in settled

communities. With man and pigeon
together in place and time, the

stage was set for a merging of habi-

tats. For as man settled, farmed,

and built houses, he changed the

face of the land, making a new
world not only for himself but for

pigeons as well.

Agriculture began on gentle

slopes, where soil and drainage

were right for the various cereal

grasses. These regions were fine po-

tential feeding grounds for pigeons,

but they did not necessarily provide

the crucial nesting sites and roosts.

Neolithic settlements close to cliff

roosts were probably already feed-

ing grounds, but others were too far

awav from high cliffs.

From my studies of the modern
pigeon, I know that safe shelter is

the primary limitation on the bird's

distribution and individual survival.

Our ancestors' efforts to provide

themselves with permanent shelter

proved attractive to their pigeon

neighbors, and the birds moved into

this emerging habitat, perhaps as it

was being built. The houses and vil-

lages of the Neolithic farmers were

architecturally simple, but they ad-

mirably provided the basic features

of shelter and comfort for the pi-

geon—it was as if new cliffs had
sprouted for pigeons just where
food and water were most available.

Excavations of several proto-

historic civilizations have revealed

that man and pigeon cohabited

these early settlements. Not only

was the pigeon prominent, it was
also regarded as a sacred animal as-

sociated with Ishtar, one of the

most important goddesses of the pe-

riod. Ishtar was long worshiped as a

fertility symbol for both crops and
man. The pigeon's habits and be-

havior fit in nicely with a fertility

religion. Pigeons are conspicuous in

their mating, have a long and pro-

ductive breeding season, and their

squabs grow rapidly. Indeed, they

are outright models of fertility.

Another important factor that

placed pigeons in the religious

scene was their great attraction to

temples—not as temples, of course,

but as the largest, best, and safest

structures that man built. A house

or barn might be small, but the

temple would often be a splendid

building. Even today, in many
small villages of the world the

temple may be the only building

large enough to provide adequate

shelter for nesting a large flock.

In time, the small villages of the

Near East bloomed into the great

Mesopotamian civilizations, moving
down from the hills into the fertile

lowlands adjacent to the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers. These civilizations

were urban, agriculturally based,

and architecturally advanced.
Where none had previously existed.

A pigeon, an agricultural pest

at the time, stands among the

birds pondering the words of

Saint Francis, painted about

1452 by Benozzo Gozzoli.





they used brick to raise, from the

pigeons' viewpoint, high chffs on

plains. The implications for the fu-

ture pigeon populations of the

world were clear. Much of the

world was soon to approach an

ideal, a golden pigeon age, where
on every continent man would con-

struct huge complexes of cliffs and
ledges on which pigeons might nest.

It is almost certain that the

Mesopotamians did not have the pi-

geon under direct domestication,

yet the bird was present in large

numbers and held an important

place in their art and religion.

Agricultural-based civilization,

diffiising from Mesopotamia and
probablv from several other centers,

revolutionized the world. Within a

few hundred years, agriculture had

reached the Middle East, India, and
Egvpt, and was working its way
into eastern Europe. Cereal grain,

mainly wheat and barley, spread

like cultural wildfire. Communi-
cation between regions was active

A pigeon, above, flies from

its roost on a Detroit church.

On a ledge between a pillar and

an air conditioner, a pigeon

built this nest outside the

offices of Natural History

Magazine in New \ork City.

in this early period of civilization,

approximately 5,500 years ago.

Considerable trade took place in all

crafts, particularlv of metal objects,

while between the more remote

parts of the ancient world, sheep

and goats were exchanged.

While domestic plants and ani-

mals spread rapidly throughout the

ancient world, independent pigeon

X4
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populations, working on their own,

diffiised only slowly from the Near

East. In Old and Middle Kingdom
Egypt, only ringed and turtle doves

appear in wall paintings, and these

are clearly wild, along with many
other wild animals and birds. Be-

cause the nearby marshes of the

Nile provided an ample supply of

desirable waterfowl, the first fully

domestic birds in Egypt were the

graylag goose and the mallard. In

India, to the east, the Aryans were

busy depicting and recording the

husbandry of their domestic bird, the

chicken. Upon domestication, the

goose, the duck, and the chicken

were widely traded and reached

worldwide distribution long before

the partly domestic pigeon appeared

outside its ancestral homeland.

It is hard to say exactly when do-

mestication of the pigeon took

place. By Biblical times, the bird

appears to have been domesticated,

although the evidence for this is not

conclusive. The bird seems to have

been significant in early Judaic ob-

servance, probably because of the

close ties between Judaism and the

Mesopotamian civilizations.

By the fifth century B.C., the

Greeks began to show domesticated

pigeons on their statues and vase

drawings. A large number of ren-

derings show people holding pi-

geons that are clearly not resisting.

In many, the birds are billing, or

kissing, the person and in one, a

little boy is letting his bird fly, as is

done with sporting breeds of pi-

geons such as homers or tumblers.

A number of the statues show chil-

dren with pigeons, suggesting the

bird's role as a pet. Domestication

is confirmed by Phny the Elder's

descriptions of several distinct

breeds, the life of the still plentiful

wild pigeon, and pigeon culture.

More important than the exact

time of domestication is the unique

form that pigeon husbandry took.

For most animals domestication

eventually meant that man con-

fined, provided for, and regulated

their lives. Man often brought the

animal food and water, for instance.

For the pigeon, man's commitment

was much less. According to Pliny

the Elder, the Romans followed this

practice: On the roof of a building

they constructed a tower in which
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nests could be built. At intervals,

they would enter the tower and col-

lect some squabs. All the other bur-

dens of animal husbandry were ig-

nored. The pigeons foraged for

themselves and were free to come

and go as they pleased.

In this form of domestication, the

distinction between a domestic pop-

ulation and a free-living one is very

loose. Despite the pigeon's ten-

dency to remain attached to its nest

site, considerable interbreeding and

movement takes place between the

nesting sites. As Pliny puts it,

"They will be seen to conspire

among themselves, offering bribes

and corruptions to induce them to

desert their own buildings and join

their colonies."

This form of pigeon husbandry,

which is called dovecote culture,

does not create rigid partitions be-

tween populations of domestic, fe-

ral, and wild pigeons. Tlie long sur-

vival of this system of culture has

allowed continuous genetic inter-

change between populations of pi-

geons. In America and Europe

dovecote culture lasted until the lat-

ter part of the nineteenth century.

In many parts of the world it still

exists. Moreover, in even the most

industrialized cultures, some breeds

of domestic pigeons, such as

homers, are still allowed to fly free.

In the Middle Ages the dovecote

system of pigeon husbandry became

a bizarre form of taxation, allowing

the nobility to exact an additional

measure of wealth from the

peasants. Although the lord of the

manor was the only person allowed

to own a dovecote, the pigeons for-

aged on all the land, including that

of the peasants. Since the lord took

A seagull, one of the

pigeon's competitors, waits

for a chance to grab some
of the food being handed
out in a London square.

a fixed rent in produce from the

peasants, rather than a percentage

of the harvest, he had little reason

to limit his flock, which might num-

ber in the thousands of birds. In

many manors, the pigeon was the

primary form of domestic poultry,

as was the case in Lord Barcklay's

manor in the year 1326. In that

year the good lord's household con-

sumed 1,008 squabs, 91 capons.

192 hens, 388 chickens, 288
ducks, 194 pigs, plus wild game.

While the other poultry was a regu-

lated portion of the manor's pro-

duce, with some remaining for the

peasants, the squabs were a clear

surcharge added to the peasants'

other burdens. Not surprisingly, in

many of their prayers the peasants

sought deliverance from the lord's

dovecote.

The system of open dovecote was

so close to a natural habitat that pi-

geons survived the depopulation of

the countryside during the period of

enclosure and the rise of indus-

trialization at the opening of the

modern era in Europe. Abandoned,

the pigeons in dovecotes survived as

nuisance populations, gathering

food from the countryside, in-

cluding the remaining farms. At

this time the pigeon was the most

serious avian pest and in some

places rivaled rats in crop damage.

Pigeons were able to revert from

domestic to feral conditions with

little difficulty, and remained an un-

controlled rural pest until the in-

troduction of sporting shotguns in

the early 1800s. Throughout this pe-

riod there were people who bucked

public opinion and kept pigeons, al-

ways utilizing the dovecote system

for the bulk of their birds, although

they increasingly used total con-

finement. The predation of hunters

probably spurred the rise of avicul-

ture for pigeons. As late as the

1840s the open dovecote was

still the rule in England, while on

the Continent open dovecotes were

seen until the First World War.

As human trade spread the

goose, duck, and chicken during

the early years of civilization, so ex-

ploration and colonization spread

the pigeon during the Renaissance.

Colonies of Portugal, Spain,

France, England, and the Nether-

lands spread the dovecote with its

semidomestic, semiferal pigeons all

oyer the world.

Today the common pigeon is one

of the most widely distributed

birds. In some cities of the world it

is the most abundant bird in abso-

lute numbers, although it usually

has smaller numerical strength than

the house sparrow and starling.

Modern cities provide abundant

food for pigeons, as well as an ever

expanding architectural super-

structure, which enables the birds

to roost at greater heights, farther

from disruption. The dense construc-

tion of skyscrapers in downtown
areas proyides abundant shelter.

Massed skyscrapers are also ef-

fective windscreens. A vivid ex-

ample of this windscreening effect

can be seen on the Loop in Chi-

cago, where the winter wind is pre-

dominantly from the northwest, off

Lake Michigan. There are few pi-

geon roosts facing the lake on

Michigan Avenue, and none on the

cross streets, through which the

wind blows. Behind Michigan

Avenue, howeyer, there are multi-

tudes of roosts sheltered in the

streets running parallel to the lake.

Another modern architectural in-

novation that has proved highly ad-

vantageous to the birds is the air

shaft. This well-protected space is

completely surrounded by walls and

has the usual windowsills. In some

of the older air shafts of Houston,

pigeon dung is almost two feet

deep, indicating occupation for long

periods.

In the last ten years, the United

States has built major segments of

an extensive interstate highway sys-

tem. This network of limited access

highways has many overpasses,

loops, and other elevated structures

that present another yast habitat for

exploitation by pigeons. Over-

passes, entry ramps, turnarounds,

and bridges are constructed largely

of steel and steel-reinforced con-

crete, with the post and lintel and

the I beam as prominent architcclu-

ral features. All these constructions

are roofed oyer by the road surface,

proyiding protection even from

rain. Optimum shelter is provided

when the road runs parallel to the

preyailing wind, while on roads per-

pendicular to the wind, pigeons can

find protection only in the centers
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of the road, up under the I beams.
The interstate system extends a

large quantity of nest and roosting

habitat into the countryside, where
such habitat has been scarce in the

past. Based on its past performance,
the pigeon will follow this habitat

extension to its saturation.

Interstate 10, for example, ex-

tends from Houston in two direc-

tions. Several small agricultural

communities west of the citv have few
large buildings, yet thev have thriv-

ing flocks of pigeons, which live un-
der I-IO. Other little towns north and
south of I-IO have hardlv anv pi-

geons, usually flocks of three to five

birds occupying small niches.

The road was built about fifteen

years ago and now pigeon flocks

can be seen as far as sixty miles
from Houston. The economic im-

pact of this expansion is unclear.

Competition from pigeons in the

countryside may diminish feeding

habitat for such native species as

doves and for other herbivores as

well. Pigeons may also pose a sig-

nificant threat as agricultural pests.

A closely related species, the wood
pigeon [Columba palumbus) is a
serious pest inflicting damage to

crops in its native Europe. Alter-

natively, rural pigeons could be
worked into a program of game har-

vesting as sport, perhaps in offsea-

son hunting.

We have come a long way since

the Neolithic period, and a few
commensal companions, including

the pigeon, have come with us. It

seems certain that these few species

will accompany us toward whatever
our future fate mav be. It also

seems strangely significant that we
consider all of them pests.

Despite the damage pigeons do
to buildings and sculpture,

public guards feed the birds

in Piazza San Marco. Venice.
The ornate architecture provides

many nooks for nesting.
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The Rnrables on
Selsraos

As this
mytliical land

slow ly tears
Itself in t\\ o,

the tiny bumps
and jerks

that precede
m^ajor tremors
hold hints of

quakes to come

by
Russell

Robinson

In the mythical nation of Seismos,

the notorious Mad Dog Fault slices

through 500 miles of terrain before

passing out to sea at each end. Dur-

ing the past 200 vears or so, several

large earthqpakes have occurred

along this fault, and numerous
smaller tremors have been
recorded. Moreover, detailed sur-

veys of the fault zone have shown

that the lands on both sides are

slowlv "creeping" past one another

horizontally, the landscape on the

western side moving northward a

few inches a year; the eastern side,

southward.

Despite this clear indication of

landscape instability and severe

damage in the past from large earth-

quakes, the people of Seismos have

built large cities near, and even

across, the Mad Dog Fault, and some
buildings that are slowly being torn in

two by the fault creep have become
great tourist attractions.

As far as the geophvsicists of

Seismos can tell, the fault extends

vertically downward about six or

seven miles into the eai-th's brittle

crust. The rocks underlying the

western side of Seismos appear to

be more or less rigidly attached to

the crustal rocks beneath the bor-

dering ocean to the west, while

those beneath the eastern side are

connected to continental rocks ex-

tending far to the east. Both of

these huge crustal "plates" are

fairly rigid in themselves, but tend

to slide atop a zone of soft, perhaps

partially molten rock beneath. The

scientists do not clearly understand

the enormous forces that, for the

past few million vears, have caused

these two plates to creep past each

other along their boundary (the

Mad Dog Fault). Presumably, they

are the result of the large-scale, but

very slow, movement of rocks deep

in the earth's interior. The com-
bination of intense heat and pres-

sure allows rock to "flow" like a

viscous plastic, although the av-

erage citizen of Seismos might not

think so if he has only observed

rocks at the surface. The scientists

of Seismos say the bulk of these

continent-sized plates continue to

slide past each other even when
their edges are slowed or stopped

by the friction along their bound-

ary. When this happens, the in-

exorable force of the moving plates

pulls the rocks near the Mad Dog
Fault farther and farther out of

shape. Finally the strain is too

much; the rocks snap and spring

back to their original shape. This

sudden release sets up sharp vibra-

tions in the earth—an earthquake.

In the hope of being able to pre-

dict when an earthquake will occur,

the seismologists have set up an

elaborate array of seismographs to

record all tremors along the Mad
Dog Fault. Most of these are so

small that thev are not felt bv the

busy citizens of Seismos. Although

the data thev have gathered have

greatly increased their knowledge
of the fault, the seismologists find

About 35 miles southwest of

Bakersfield. California,

the scar of the very real

San Andreas Fault here

crosses the Carrizo Plain.





that thev are able to make only

broad statistical predictions, such

as: 'Sometime in the next 50 years

a severe earthquake will occur

somewhere in Seismos." They do
say, however, that great earth-

quakes appear to be ine\atable.

It has been many years since an

earthquake large enough to do any
damage has occurred along the cen-

tral section of the Mad Dog Fault,

and only a slight amount of creep

has been observed across the nar-

row fault zone. Broad-scale surveys,

however, seem to indicate that far

from the fault displacements con-

tinue to occur on either side. For
geologic reasons the fault in this

area bends slightly, and the rocks

nearest the fault cannot slide easily

past each other as they do farther

north and south. As strains in the

rocks near the fault build up almost

to the breaking point, here and

there small microseisms (very small

earthquakes) occur, the over-

burdened rock undergoing slight

readjustment under the tremendous
load. These events have been dul\

recorded bv the scientists' surface

instruments but there is no notice-

able pattern in their occurrence and
life in Siesmos goes on as usual.

Scientists observing the creep be-

havior of the fault somewhat to the

south do note a strange fact, how-

ever. Creep in that region occurs,

not at a steady rate, but in jumps,

or "creep events." Moreover, there

is some evidence that these events

may propagate northward along the

fault at a slow rate. Even stranger

still, sensitive magnetometers near

the fault reveal minute but dis-

tinctive changes in the earth's mag-

netic field somewhat before a creep

These homes in Daly City,

California, sit atop the

spot where the San Andreas
Fault emerges from the land

to plunge into the sea.
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The foundation of a winery

building in HoUister.

California, located directly

on the fault, has been

cracked bv periodic tremors. An unfinished overpass

collapsed onto this highway

in the San Fernando \ alley

when an earthquake hit

Los Angeles last February.

event is observed, and the scientists

feel that thev mav be able to predict

when a creep event will occur al-

though thev do not know exactly

why this should be.

But this interesting observation

about creep events is unimpressive

to a farmer living near the site of an

impending earthquake. Lnaware

that a creep event is moving north-

ward and impinging on the locked

section of the fault beneath his

land, he does, however, notice

strange behavior in the water level

in his wells and in the flow of a

small creek. At the same time an

observant boater in a nearbv reser-

voii- notices odd changes in the wa-

ter level there, as though the lake is

tilting slightlv toward the north.

h is at this moment that the in-

creased stresses due to the ap-

proaching creep event—combined

with those due to the tidal forces of

the sun and moon and the changing

atmospheric pressure—increase the

strain in the overloaded rock to a

critical level. The mile-deep stone,

alreadv weakened bv a previous

series of microseisms. is weakened
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still more by increased water pres-

sure in the pore spaces, and the

strains, relentlessly building up. be-

come great enough to cause a small

rupture in the rock. This crack

propagates outward at great speed

(nearly two miles per second) be-

cause its mere presence tends to

further intensify the existing

stresses at its edges; thus, the earth-

quake begins.

As the rupture propagates up and

along the fault, the bordering rocks

spring back to relieve the strains in

them. At the surface, about 15 feet

of lateral displacement occurs,

which gradually tapers off to zero at

a distance of 25 miles either way
along the fault, as the strain energy

stored in the rock becomes in-

sufficient to extend the crack far-

ther. Some of the waves generated

in the rocks near the rupture travel

at great speed through the body of

the earth to distant seismograph sta-

tions. Other, bigger waves travel

along the surface and, with the per-

manent surface displacement itself,

cause severe damage in Seismos

City, ten miles to the north of the

initial break.

Swarms of seismologists flock to

the area of the earthquake and set

up elaborate networks of in-

struments that, over a period of sev-

eral months, record a series of after-

shocks (smaller tremors occurring

later in time but physically near the

main shock). The magnitude of the

earthquake is estimated to be 8.2

on the Richter scale, a great earth-

quake indeed. Seismos City is de-

clared a disaster area and everyone

wonders why he didn't have earth-

quake insurance.

Long before this earthquake oc-

curred, geophysicists had been

monitoring all the physical effects

they could, in the hope that after an

earthquake, they could identify any

phenomena that had foreshadowed

the event. Now, several months af-

ter the earthquake, they feel they

are in a position to make a series of

statements about the prospects for

earthquake prediction.

First, seismologists studying mi-

croseismic activity feel that by

elaborate analyses of the waves gen-

erated, they may be able to dis-

tinguish true foreshocks, which oc-

cur in highly strained rocks, from

normal low-level seismicity. Also,

foreshocks may have a distinctive

pattern, in both time and space,

which has escaped previous detec-

tion. Scientists studying small

changes in the earth's magnetic

field feel that they may be able to

predict abrupt creep events, but it

is still unclear how these events

might be related to an actual earth-

quake, if at all. Work also contin-

ues on the creep events themselves

to see if thev may actually propa-

gate along the fault and serve to

trigger earthquakes. Other workers,

looking closely at the tilts and de-

formation of the ground surface,

most of which result from tidal

forces, find anomalous results that

may have pointed exactly to the

time and place of the earthquake.

Closely related to the tilts are the

observed changes in water levels

and flows. Indeed, many workers

feel that a close watch on the tilts

and changes in the water level in

large reservoirs may turn out to be

the best prediction scheme.

RReturning now to the real

world, we see that although we are

far from being able to forecast an

earthquake at this time, the pros-

pects for the future are good. Ac-

tually, an earthquake such as the

one described has not occurred

recently (although it could at anv

moment), but several smaller trem-

ors have enabled seismologists to

reach the stage of understanding

implied in the last paragraph. Work
in all the areas mentioned contin-

ues, and some of the "mays" will

become firmer with time. More tests

of the implied prediction schemes

are, of course, required. These tests

will require a large earthquake,

thus putting seismologists in the un-

happy position of having to live

near an active fault while hoping

for a major earthquake to take

place. (It should be pointed out that

the earthquake described above is

only one of several possible types,

and agreement on the processes and

events leading up to it would be far

from complete.)

Although it may appear pre-

sumptuous to think of preventing

earthquakes when we cannot as vet

even predict one, in certain cases,

there is some hope along these

lines. The prevention problem has

two facets. First, we want to pre-

vent triggering earthquakes in areas

where they would not normally oc-

cur and, secondly, we might want

to try to prevent or modify the in-

cidence of earthquakes in areas

where they are almost sure to occur

if nothing is done. In the second

case, however, we should note that

the enormous forces underlying

most earthquakes cannot be turned

off or resisted forever, so the word

modification is perhaps better than

prevention.

That man's activities can be the

direct cause of earthquakes is now-

clear. Frequently the impounding

of rivers to create large artificial

lakes is the cause of an increase in

local seismicity. The filling of reser-

voirs in Greece and southern .\frica

has produced earthquakes of signifi-

cant size. During the ten years fol-

lowing the filling of Lake Mead on

the Colorado River, more than 600
small, local tremors were recorded.

That such effects can be disastrous

is well illustrated bv the events in

southern India, where a large dam
was constructed on the Koyna
River in the extremely low-seismic

area of the Deccan Traps. For sev-

eral years following the impounding

of the river, a definite increase in

low-level seismicity was noted that

could be correlated with the amount

of water in the reservoir. Finally, in

December of 1967, following an ex-

tended period of high water levels,

a large earthquake occurred, killing

200 people and causing widespread

destruction. Earthquakes such as

this may result from an increase in

the pressure of the fluids in the

pores of nearby rocks. \^ hatever

the cause, it is clear that the choice

of a site for a large dam is not

simph^ in terms of the seismic risk

involved. At present there seems to

be no reliable wav to accurately

predict just what effect a large dam
will have on local seismicity.
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Although it is possible that an in-

crease in pore-fluid pressure near

large reservoirs is responsible for

producing some earthquakes, it is

just this effect that holds some hope
for modifying other quakes. The
critical importance of the pore-fluid

pressure in rocks near an existing

or incipient fault is clearly demon-

strated by experiences in Colorado.

In 1962 the U.S. Armv Corps of

Engineers began the high-pressure

pumping of waste fluids down a

deep well at the Rocky Mountain
Arsenal near Denver. Between
1962 and 1967 (when the fluid in-

jection was stopped) there was a

definite correlation between the

number of local earthquakes and

the volume of fluids pumped down
the well and into the surrounding

rocks. The earthquakes have con-

tinued ever since.

The effect of the fluids can be

pictured as follows. For slippage to

occur along a fault surface, a cer-

tain ratio—depending on the rocks

involved—between the shearing

forces parallel to the fault and the

forces perpendicular to the fault

must be exceeded. The greater the

perpendicular forces, the greater

the shearing forces must be to cause

active faulting. To see how this

works, simplv place a tin can on a

flat board and note how much
harder you have to pull (shearing

force) to make it slide if there is a

weight on top. (You can measure

the force needed by using a rubber

band to do the pulling—the greater

the stretch, the greater the force

you are applving.) Now if the rocks

on either side of the fault contain a

pore fluid (usuallv water), there is

lubrication at the joint, and the ef-

fective force perpendicular to the

fault surface is reduced. But the

shearing forces are not. Thus, less

shearing force is needed to cause

slippage. To see how this works

with your tin can, repeat the same
experiment twice'— first with the can

full of water and then with a small

hole in the bottom so that a bit of

water is trapped between the board

and the rim of the can's bottom.

Presumably the high-pressure

pumping of fluids down the disposal

well at Denver lowered the per-

pendicular forces enough so that

the pre-existing shearing forces

were sufficient to cause slippage

along the numerous old fault sur-

faces in the rocks around the well.

Thus the earthquakes occurred. The
U.S. Geological Survey has recently

confirmed this hypothesis by a de-

tailed series of experiments in an

operating Colorado oil field. The ex-

perimenters made use of the normal

procedure of pumping water down
wells to increase the amount of oil

recovered.

C iting the results of high-

pressure pumping in Colorado,

some scientists have proposed that

the pore-fluid pressure in rocks near

active faults could be modified,

causing the release of the stored

strain energy in a relatively safe

and controlled way, rather than

waiting for a natural and perhaps

large earthquake to do the same

task. One proposal goes as follows.

A series of wells, say five, would be

drilled in a line paralleling an ac-

tive fault in an area where there are

indications of a strain buildup.

Fluids would be pumped out of all

but the center well, thus strength-

ening the fault's resistance to slip-

page in those ai^eas. Fluids would then

be pumped down the center well,

causing slippage (earthquakes) to oc-

cur. The faulting would, however, be

contained in a small area by the neigh-

boring zones of high strength, thus

serving to release the stored strain

energy near the center well in a con-

trolled wav. If the process proved suc-

cessful, it could then be extended to

other areas along the fault until

enough energy was released to min-

imize the chance of a large natural

earthquake. It probably won't be too

long before such an experiment is

tried (and it is an experiment). I. for

one. am glad not to have the responsi-

bilitv for carrying it out.

Other proposals for the release of

stored strain energy are based on

observations of underground nu-

clear bomb tests. Detailed analyses

of the waves generated by these

tests, togedier with the occurrence

of aftershocks, indicate that more
energy has been released than the

bomb itself can account for. Thus it

has been suggested that such blasts

could be used to relieve strains built

up near active faults. In addition to

being completely uncontrolled with

respect to the amount of extra

energy released, this proposal has

other obvious difficulties. It is not

hard to imagine an underground

blast triggering a great earthquake

with an energy perhaps 100 times

as great as the bomb itself. This is

particularly true in such areas as

the Aleutian Islands, site of a nu-

clear test program, where the natu-

ral seismicitv is much greater than

normal. Although any large earth-

quake generated in that region

would have onlv limited direct ef-

fects on humans (not considering

fish and wildlife), there is the dis-

tinct possibility that a large tsu-

nami, or tidal wave, would be pro-

duced. The great Alaskan
earthquake of 1964 generated just

such a tsunami, which caused ex-

tensive daiuage to areas along the

northern California coast.

Another problem—one which we
should perhaps touch on briefly-is

what would actually happen if an

earthquake prediction were issued.

It is only too easy to imagine the re-

sults in a large city following the

announcement that a large earth-

quake was about to occur (and it is

likely that no more than a few

hours warning will be possible).

Clearly, if this stage is ever reached,

much more work, along lines other

than purely seismologic, will be

needed.

Near Saugus. California.

another unfinished overpass,

about five miles from the

epicenter, collapsed during

the February earthquake.
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Sky Reporter by John P. Wiley, Jr.

The moon is nothing
But a circun:ianibulatory aphrodisiac
Divinely subsidized to provoke the world
Into a rising birth rate

Christoplier Fl-y, "Tlie Ladj's Not for Burning"

Water on the Moon In the future, lovers may have an

ahernative that will make life very difficult for song-

writers: spooning in June by the light of the silvery

Earth. The barren wastelands of the moon may be sit-

ting on underground pools of water, a development
that could radically change the outlook for eventual

colonization, tourism, and, inevitably, honeymooning.
This evidence for water, the first that we have, is

still on the iffy side. Instruments left on the moon by
the Apollo 12 and 14 crews have recorded the out-

burst of geysers, spouting what apparently was water.

The 14'hour eruptions occurred last March 7, but the

scientists checked and rechecked their data for six

months before saying anything.

The eruptions coincided with a series of small

moonquakes. The water vapor spread out to cover an

area of 100 square miles. Other, smaller geysers have

been recorded since, but it is not clear that water was

a constituent of these.

The instruments that identified the water are ion de-

tectors, which react to the presence of ions, or charged

particles, and which, in addition to identifying them,

can measure their quantity and direction. The detec-

tors were left on the moon to study ions arriving at the

moon, any traces of lunar atmosphere, and any sign of

volcanic processes on the moon. For those 14 hours

last March, the detectors radioed back data that fit lab-

oratory measurements of water vapor better than they

fit anything else. Ammonia, neon, and other rare gases

may also have been present.

The scientists who reported the findings, John W.
Freeman, Jr., and H. Kent Hills of Rice University,

said they were sure the water vapor was not related to

the lift-off of the Apollo 14 vehicle from the moon.
The outburst was detected 29 days after the spacecraft

departed. They also discount a volcanic eruption as the

explanation; if that had happened, they say, they
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should have detected such typical volcanic gases as

sulfur dioxide.

Other scientists have been slow to accept the ion de-

tectors' data as solid evidence for water on the moon,
but they admit that it is not impossible. Geologists,

who have yet to find any mineral evidence for water

on the moon, quickly add that they have samples from
only four, rather small areas.

For several decades, earthbound observers have

been noting apparent eruptions on the moon, known
as "transient lunar phenomena." These were believed

to be ventings of gases from the lunar interior. If these

gases do include water vapor, the moon may be far

more hospitable than anyone has thought for years.

Tremors on the Moon Three seismometers are now
measuring quakes on the moon, and so far there has

been a lot of activity.

Some of the quakes appear to be the result of mete-

oroids slamming into the lunar surface, unslowed by

any atmosphere. But many more can be called true

moonquakes, vibrations set up by sudden movements
in the moon's interior. Most are small by earth stan-

dards: they measure 1 to 2 on the Richter scale, which

means you would be hard-pressed to feel them even if

you were standing on the epicenter. But they are true

quakes; the moon is not so dead as some would have

had it.

Reporting at length in Science, Gary Latham of the

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory and eight

coauthors say they have located ten different zones on

the moon where quakes appear to originate. Most of

the activity occurs in one of these zones, a line run-

ning approximately north-south that crosses the crater

Copernicus and passes between the Apollo 12 and 14
landing sites.

Because many of the quakes occur when the moon



is nearest the earth in its orbit, they are apparently

triggered by tidal stresses. Knowing how strain is re-

leased, however, does not tell us how the strain comes

to exist in the first place. Latham and his colleagues

suggest several possibilities: slight expansion or con-

traction resulting from heating or cooling; gradual

changing of the moon's shape from an ellipsoid to a

more spherical form as the moon recedes from the

earth and its gravitational muscle; localized strains

from unsupported masses (the mass concentrations, or

"mascons," that may be asteroid-sized chunks of

heavy material buried beneath lunar seas); localized

strains established as the moon readjusts following

heavy impacts; or local heat sources.

The authors conclude that the moon is seismically

active, but at a very low level compared with the

earth. It is most unlikely, they feel, that any con-

vection currents of the type that drag continents

around on the earth exist beneath the lunar surface.

They believe that, compared with the earth, the outer

surface of the moon is cold, rigid, and stable, except

for the minor disruptions associated with tidal forces.

But they would like very much to know what causes

the internal strains that make moonquakes possible.

Addeiicliiiii l3y

Tlioiiias D. Nicliolsoii

Shadow on the Moon Of the four eclipses that will

occur during 1972, three will be at least partially vis-

ible in North America. The first of these will be the to-

tal lunar eclipse of January 30. While the beginning of

the eclipse and the period of totality will be observable

throughout the United States, the moon will set in the

eastern United States while still emerging from the

earth's shadow, before the end of the eclipse. The

eclipse begins shortly after midnight on the West

Coast, but just a few hours before dawn on the East

Coast. The times for important stages of the eclipse are

given below:

4:11 A.M., EST: Eclipse begins, left edge

of moon first enters earth's

shadow.

5:35 A.M., EST: Total eclipse begins, moon

is completely immersed in

shadow.

5:53 A.M., EST: Mid-eclipse.

6:11 A.M., EST: Total eclipse ends, moon

begins to move out of earth's

shadow.

7:35 A.M., EST: Eclipse ends, moon leaves

earth's shadow completely.

The above times will be one hour earlier in each time

zone to the west.

In observing the eclipse, remember that the moon

will appear to be moving westward (to the right) and

closer to the horizon as the event progresses. This mo-

tion is caused by the earth's rotation. But the moon it-

self is moving to the east (left) around the earth.

Therefore, the left edge of the moon enters the shadow

first, and the shadow seems to move across the moon

from left to right, while at the same time, the moon

moves downward and to the right toward the horizon.

Note particularly the curved shape of the shadow's

edge (one of the early "proofs" that the earth was

round), the variation in the density of the earth's

shadow as it progresses across the moon, and the color

and shading of the shadow during total eclipse.
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Celestial Events
b^- Tl:ioiiias D. Xlc-holson

After new moon on January 16. the moon enters the evening sky,

reaches first-quarter on the 23rd, and becomes full on the 30th. In the

morning sky during the first half of Februan,-, the moon is at last-quar-

ter on the 7th, and it becomes new again on the 14th.

\ enus, Mars, and Saturn are evening stars during late January and
early February; Jupiter is becoming more prominent as a morning star.

In the evening sky, \"enus is brightest, low in the southwest at dusk and
setting shortly after dark. Mars is higher in the southwest after dark and
sets before midnight. Saturn, well up in the southeast in the early eve-

ning, sets in the west before dawn. In the morning sky, Jupiter rises be-

fore dawn and disappears into the early twilight.

January 16: The first of this year's two solar eclipses occurs today;

the second, more interesting locally, will occur on Julv 10.

The eclipse of January 16 will be annular over parts of Antarctica

and the southern Indian Ocean, while the associated partial eclipse will

occur over southern Africa and extreme southwestern Australia. During
an annular eclipse, the moon's distance from earth exceeds the length of

its shadow, so that the shadow tip does not actually touch the earth's

surface. In the sky, the moon moves centrally across the sun, but it is

not large enough to cover the sun completely. A ring, or annulus, of the

sun remains visible around the moon at mid-eclipse.

The second solar eclipse of 1972, on July 10, will be visible as a par-

tial eclipse throughout North America, and will be total in a narrow
band crossing northern Alaska and northern and eastern Canada. The
path of totality in eastern Canada will be readily accessible to residents

of the northeastern United States.

January 18-19: The planet near the crescent moon on these evenings

is Venus: to the left of the moon on the evening of the 18th; to the

right, below, and more distant from the moon on the evening of the

19th.

January 21-22: The moon passes above Mars during the morning of

the 22nd. The planet will be to the left and below the moon in the eve-

ning sky of the 21st, to the right and below the moon on the 22nd.

January 25: The bright object below the gibbous moon this evening

is Saturn. During the night, the moon approaches more closely to Sa-

turn as it passes north of the planet.

January 30: A total lunar eclipse will be visible throughout North
America during the early morning hours today (see page 47).

January 31: Saturn is stationary and resumes its direct (eastward)

motion among the stars of Taurus.

February- 9: The reddish star near the crescent moon this morning is

Antares, in Scorpius.

Februars- 10-11: Jupiter is found near the crescent moon on these

two mornings. On the 10th, the planet is to the left and below the moon
in the southeast. On the morning of the 11th, Jupiter is to the right and
above the moon.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction vou face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map mxh those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:20 P.M. on January 15: 9:15 P.M. on January 31; and 8:15 P.M. on Februar\- 15;

but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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Tlie Mysterious Wblf
of tlie Soutli
Little is kno^\ n about the life history
of the red ^s olf. No\v it looks as if

we raay never have the chance to find ont
When white settlers first entered

southeastern North America, thev

encountered large, wolflike animals

in the region from central Texas to

Florida and north to the Ohio River

\ alley. These animals, mentioned
in writings dating back more than

300 years, were still common in

certain areas until the earlv

twentieth century, but thev re-

mained little known to science.

Now, after centuries of human per-

secution and environmental dis-

ruption, the native wolf population

of the southeast has become nearlv

extinct. Possibly these animals will

disappear entirelv before their tax-

onomv and life historv are known.
The term red wolf w'as originally

used in reference to animals that

lived in central and southern Texas.

But taxonomic studies later showed
a consistency of key cranial and
dental features between these ani-

mals and the w-olves that lived

across the southeastern states to

Florida. Thus the designation red

wolf and the latinized name Canis

Tufus came to be applied to all wolf-

like animals in this region.

Unfortunatelv, the red wolf was
exterminated from most of its origi-

nal range, particularlv in the east,

at an early date. Few specimens

were preserved, and there were no
really complete descriptions of the

animal's appearance and life his-

torv. Therefore we do not know ex-

actly what sort of animal the red

wolf was under natural conditions,

and whether it was more closely re-

lated in habits and physical features

to the larger gray, or timber, wolf

(Canis lupus), which existed to the

north and west, or to the smaller

covote (Canis latrans) of western

North America.

Even the common name red wolf
is misleading although we continue

to use it for convenience" sake. The
reddish color referred to was not

particularlv common except in parts

of south-central Texas. Available

specimens, plus literary accounts,

show that from eastern Texas to the

Atlantic there once lived black,

brown, grayish, yellowish, and red

wolves. Thus, size and body struc-

ture are better guides than color-

ation for distinguishing the differ-

ent species of wolves.

Some 213 adult rpd wolf skulls

collected in the south-central part

of the species' range show that al-

iriost every red wolf was consid-

erably larger than the largest coy-

ote, but that the majority were

smaller than most gray wolves. In

the region represented by these

specimens various accounts indicate

that female red wolves usually

weighed from 40 to 60 pounds,

males from 55 to 7.5 pounds. Some
larger animals were reported, and

one 92-pounder from W inn Parish,

Louisiana, seems to be the recoi^d.

The accounts of earlv settlers and

naturalists invariably refer to the

wolflike animals from extreme east-

ern Texas to Florida as 'wolves,"

showing that they considered these

animals to most closely resemble

the gra\" wolves of Europe and

northeastern North America. Nev-

ertheless, some reports from the

coastal area of Texas use red wolf

synonymously with big coyote.

Early and recent accounts from

Texas agree that the red wolf was

more slender and had relatively

longer legs than the gray wolf. Such

proportions are believed to have

been an adaptation for long-dis-

tance running. It has also been sug-

gested that the species' long, slen-

der legs enabled it to get along

better in the coastal prairies and
river bottom swamps where it was
especially abundant.

The mystery of the red wolfs
identity is emphasized by the fact

that while some workers believe it

to be very closely related to the coy-

ote, one recent taxonomic study at

Harvard University indicated that it

w-as actually a subspecies of the

gray wolf. This latter investigation

attempted to draw up a mathemati-

cal definition of the red wolf based

on skull measurements. Other stud-

ies, using brain anatomv and blood

serum analysis, have tried to define

the red wolf as a distinct species.

An idea that now seems to be

emerging is that the red wolf repre-

sents the surviving stock of a primi-

tive line of wolves that occupied

much of North America a million

years ago, but was then forced back

by more advanced animals and

changing environments into a range

centered in the great swamps and

marshes of the southeast.

Specific details of the ecology,

reproduction, and behavior of the

red wolf are very poorly known. No
significant studies were made when
the species was still prevalent, and
recent efforts have been limited bv

the problem of locating definite red

wolf populations. Possibly we will

never know how this animal lived

under natural conditions in an un-

disturbed habitat. What is known
has been derived bv combining in-

formation from old accounts and
from new studies in southeastern

Texas.

Red wolves establish dens in hol-

low tree trunks, stream banks, old

holes of other animals, and, in
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coastal areas, on sand knolls. Al-

though usually obscured by brush

or vines, the dens' locations give

the occupants a good view of sur-

rounding terrain.

The young are born from late

March to May, following a gesta-

tion period of 60 to 63 days. Both

by Ronald M. Now ak
parents actively guard and feed the

pups. The young reportedly number

from 3 to 12, with 6 or 7 being av-

erage, but most die before the age

of six months. Hookworms are said

to be a major factor in keeping the

successful reproductive rate low in

southeastern Texas. Full size and

mating capability are attained in

the third year of life, but surviving

young usually remain with the par-

ents for a longer period.

Many observations attest to the

highly social character of the red

wolf, with at least two animals re-

ported in most accounts of sight-
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ings. The original parents and sur-

viving pups for several successive

years form most of the so-called

packs, although occasionally, differ-

ent family groups join together. A
pack usually includes from 5 to 12

individuals, but as manv as 23 ha\c

been seen together.

The red wolf is noted for its long-

distance movements. An adult pair

or pack is said to establish a

roughly circular territory through

which the animals move about once

every seven days, often on definite

runways. Many years ago, some

packs reportedly had territories 40
miles in diameter, but most were

certainly smaller. A number of ac-

counts expressed the belief that red

wolves in the Gulf Coast area con-

centrated on the coastal prairies in

fall and winter, and moved to the

inland forests in spring and sum-

mer.

Clearly the red wolf was not so

much a predator of big game as was

the larger gray wolf. There are sto-

ries of packs of red wolves pursuing

deer, but the species was not always

dependent on such activity, and

usually smaller animals are referred

to in accounts of the red wolfs

prey. The only systematic analysis

of stomachs of animals presumed to

be red wolves showed that rabbits

and hares made up the highest per-

centage of food taken, with small

rodents ranking second. Other re-

ported natural food of the red wolf

includes squirrels, muskrats, nutria,

prairie chickens, waterfowl, fish,

crabs, crayfish, insects, and vege-

table matter.

Records of predation on domes-

tic animals are, of course, very com-

mon. Again, it appears that the red

wolf did not share the destructive

ability of the large western gray

wolves, which were said to be ca-

pable of individually bringing down
full-grown steers. There are a few

tales of groups of red wolves attack-

ing adult cattle, but such cases do

not seem to have been usual. Re-

ports of predation generally refer to

calves, small hogs, sheep, and
poultry.

In the early 1900s, wolves were

said to have made sheep raising dif-

ficult in the Big Thicket of Hardin

County, Texas, and in parts of

northeastern Louisiana. There, and

in other lowland areas of the South,

the practice of allowing hogs to

wander freely in the forest led to

many claims against the wolf. Sur-

prisingly, the wolves of Texas and

Louisiana also reportedly took a

heavy toll of domestic dogs. When
dogs were used to hunt the wolves,

the latter often turned the tables as

soon as the opportunity arose.

The red wolf was never a threat

to human life; even the earliest ac-

counts attest to this fact. Audubon
did write of a slave killed by a pack

of wolves in Kentucky in the early

nineteenth century, but this is the

only instance recorded in which red

wolves may have been directly

responsible for a human death.

Following battles of the American

Revolution and the 1835 Texas

Rebellion, wolves were said to have

fed upon the dead, but the animals

reportedly fled at the approach of a

living man. From throughout the

southeast come many tales of

wolves following or pursuing hu-

mans, although an actual attack sel-

dom occurred, and such cases were
often attributable to freshly killed

game being carried by the person

involved.

The exact limits of the red wolfs
original distribution, particularly in

the north, will probably always re-

main a mystery. Wolves were ex-

terminated at an early date in a

broad swath from Pennsylvania

through the Ohio Valley to northern

Missouri, with very few specimens

saved. Since none of the early ac-

counts from this region attempts to

distinguish between the red and
gray wolf, we cannot be sure where
the range of each species stopped.

The decline of the red wolf be-

gan with the arrival of white settlers

along the Atlantic coast. The course
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of events in South Carolina is typi-

cal. Here, in 1695, the colonial as-

sembly ratified "An Act for De-

stroying Beasts of Prey." By this

measure every Indian bowman was

required to yearly bring in one

wolf, panther, or bear skin, or two

bobcat skins. If the Indian pro-

duced more than one skin, a reward

was provided, but if he failed to get

his quota, he was to be "severely

whipped." Regular monetary
bounty payments began in 1700

and continued for most of the pe-

riod through the end of the

eighteenth century when wolves

were noticeably on the decline.

The animals were often trapped

by means of baited pits, dug about

ten feet deep. Above the pit, fresh

meat was suspended over a bal-

anced board that dumped the wolf

into the pit when it reached for the

bait. Variations of such traps were

later used over much of the south-

east.

By 1850 the wolf was said 'to be
nearly extinct in South Carolina,

and the last reliable records are

from the lower Santee River bot-

toms between 1856 and 1860. A
few twentieth-century reports of

wolves in South Carolina are at-

tributable to introduced animals.

The early extermination of

wolves on the Atlantic seaboard was

the result of an ancient attitude.

Striking out of the river swamps,

their howls piercing the night, these

animals probably seemed like devils

incarnate to the early settler with

his European background. Cer-

tainly the actual depredations on

livestock were inconsequential

when compared to losses suffered

through flooding and disease, but

perhaps nothing infuriated the

farmer more than the sight of a

_,- -iar
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sheep or hog torn apart by wild

beasts. While the settler was help-

less against the other forces of na-

ture, the predator offered him a

chance to strike back.

As "civilization" moved west-

ward, the steel spring trap suc-

ceeded the pit as a primary method
of catching wolves. Poison was also

widely used beginning in the mid-

nineteenth century. Another com-

mon means of destruction was lo-

cating and killing young wolves in

the den.

In some parts of the southeast,

the Civil War served as a respite for

the wolf, but following the end of

hostilities, the species was ex-

tirpated over wide areas. Wolves re-

portedly held out in the mountains

of North Carolina and Virginia until

the first decade of the twentieth

century, but we cannot be sure that

these animals were red wolves. The
forests of southern Indiana and Il-

linois apparently sheltered a few

surviving red wolves until the early

1900s.

The remote lowlands of Florida

and southern Georgia were among
the last refuges for the red wolf in

the east. Severe depredations on

calves and sheep were reported dur-

ing the closing years of the nine-

teenth century, but strychnine poi-

soning made the species rare even

here after 1900. A few wolves re-

portedly survived until about 1920
in the Everglades, along the Kis-

simmee River of Florida, and in the

Okefenokee Swamp of Georgia. Ex-

cept for an occasional wandering in-

dividual, by the 1920s the red wolf

had been exterminated in the entire

region east of the Mississippi River.

The species had also vanished from

southeastern Kansas and central

Oklahoma, and from most of its for-

mer range in Texas.

There remained two large con-

centrations of red wolves: one cen-

tered in the Ozark-Ouachita up-

lands of Arkansas, eastern

Oklahoma, and southern Missouri;

the other in -the river bottom forests

and coastal prairies of Louisiana

and southeastern Texas.

But there were too many pres-

sures on these last wolves. Various

state and county governments in

the region offered bounties. Trap-

Continued on page 74
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In the rugg:ecl

barranca

country

of Mexico's

Sierra Madre

Occidental,

Taratiuniara

Indians compete

in tliree-day

maratlions that

n:iay cover

as much as

200 miles

Mile after mile in the blazing

heat, runners in the rarijipari

propel a wooden ball

through the barranca country.

Referees run with the teams

to make sure strict rules of

the race are observed.

Tlie Glory
of the
Long-Distance
Rimner
by Michael Jenkinson

photographs by Karl Kernberger

In the Sierra Madre Occidental

of northwestern Mexico there is an

Alice in Wonderland sort of region

where mountains often rise so

gently they seem almost flat and

bottomlands appear perpendicular;

where canyons carved by creeks

seem deeper than the Grand Can-

yon of the Colorado; where fruit

trees have houses; where owls may

be no bigger than sparrows; and

where running Indians leave tire-

tread imprints on dusty trails.

Much of it is wild country,

known only to the Indians who in-

habit it. Years after the warriors of

Cochise and Geronimo had laid

down their rifles and been

herded on to reservations, bands of

nomadic Apaches roamed the Sierra

Madre, skirmishing with Mexican

soldiers who ventured into their

wilderness stronghold. The last of

these Apaches were annihilated by

federates less than three decades

ago. Today, most of this country,

some 35^000 square miles of

violently dissected terrain con-

nected by rough trails, is the home-

land of Tarahumara Indians. Speak-

ing a form of Uto-Aztecan, these

people are related linguistically to

the Papagos of Arizona and the

Huichol of Jalisco, as well as to

manv other tribes from Montana to

Honduras.

The final tie for the Chihuahua al

Pacifico railroad, which crosses the

Sierra Madre, was spiked in 1961.

The terrain yielded grudgingly to

roadbed: in the short drop from

continental divide to coastal plain.

engineers were forced to blast 89

tunnels and construct 48 bridges.

Now, old Pullman cars, swaying

through the heart of the Sierra

Madre, bear tourists who wear lapel

name tags provided by tour direc-

tors and look up from canasta and

conversation to see the wild country

rolling by the windows.

Where the train stops, Indian

children hawk drums, twilled bas-

kets, or other items, while travelers

snap photographs. Yet most of the

inhabitants of the Tarahumara

backcountrv seem as remote from

this train—this capsule of civ-

ilization—as tribesmen in the .Ama-

zon rain forest.

For some seventy miles west of

Chihuahua the landscape is one of

dry hills, where cattle browse be-

tween cactus clusters, and low stone

walls, still used in lieu of barbed

wire, recede into the distance. In

scattered mud villages, men in

straw hats squat in the shade before

small stores: smoking, talking

softlv. gazing into the distance.

So gradual is the slope of Mex-

ico's great central plateau that

mountains are announced by forests

rather than bv pronounced foothills

or distant peaks. Scrub oaks give

wav to tall ponderosa pines, encinas

("hve oaks'"), and gnarled ma-

drofios with bark the color of bur-

gundv wine. Granite boulders push

up between the trees. Where there

are cleared farms, young fruit trees

are protected from scavenging goats

bv logs piled around them like so

many small, roofless huts.
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In the highlands there are several

logging towns, most of them astride

the railroad. Thev are evocative of

the frontier towns of the American
U est—dusty streets, log or frame

buildings, horsemen and wagons,

the smell of freshly cut lumber.

Law enforcers, carrying guns at

their hips, wear boots, western hats

and shirts, and Levi's. Most other

males who can afford pistols usually

carry them tucked in their belts,

covered bv shirts or jackets. Fortv-

fives are favored and their use is not

infrequent.

It is the canvons, the barrancas,

that dominate the landscape of the

Sierra Madre. The canvons of the

rios Urique, Chinipas. Batopilas,

and Verde (or San Miguel, as it is

sometimes called) all appear to be

deeper than the Grand Canvon.

Precise depths are still unknown,
for the region has never been thor-

oughlv explored or mapped. Manv
deeplv cut tributarv canvons. which

would warrant a national monu-
ment in the United States, are not

even named.

On the canyon rims, ravens

croak through pine forests. It has

been known to snow in the late

springtime, but by May, the sun

beats off the cliffs and immense
boulders in the bottoms of the bar-

rancas, and when the wind dies

they are like open forges. Flocks of

parrots sweep over the bamboo
thickets and the orange trees. But-

terflies jiggle between kapok, lau-

rel, and tamarind trees. On the

sidehills, centurv plants, sotol. tree

and ball cactus stand in the heat.

In the dn- season, wooden plows

are pulled by hand or oxen across

dusty fields in the high countrv, and

smoke from unchecked forest fires

hazes the canyons. In the barrancas,

the rivers are shallow, trivial, out of

proportion to the deep trenches

thev have cut. In most places they

can be waded.

From late June through Septem-

ber, however, thunderheads build

in the heat of late morning, to ex-

plode in storm during the after-

noon. Dry arroyos become sizable

creeks, creeks swell quicklv into

rivers, and evervwhere waterfalls

plummet over ash-grav cliffs. In the

bottoms of the largest barrancas,

roiling masses of water pound
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through barricades of gigantic, pol-

ished boulders. Rocks the size of

two-storv buildings grind and shift

with rumbles that cut through the

incessant roaring of white water.

There are two old Spanish min-

ing towns deep in the barrancas:

Batopilas and Urique. They are seff-

contained, isolated places. Supplies

are mostly brought in by burro

trains from towns near the rims,

thousands of feet above. Both vil-

lages have landing strips, and when
the infrequent visitor arrives bv air-

craft—a government official, per-

haps, or a mining engineer—the re-

ception, especially among the

excited children, is rather like that

given a ship docking at a seldom-

visited South Sea island port. The
lack of air travel to these places, ex-

cept for pressing business, is under-

standable. The airstrip at Urique,

for example, is a narrow, rocky

track that pitches downhill at a

slope only slightly less inclined than

that of a barn roof. An ancient



walled cemetery at the end of the

strip seems conveniently located.

When villagers of Urique or Bato-

pilas do make a journey, they follow

switchbacking trails up to the canyon

rim, and then possibly take a train to

Chihuahua. For these Mexicans, the

rest of the barranca country is

mostly unknown, a wilderness.

Occasionally, backpackers head

down into the canyons, following

Indian trails, but this can be tricky,

as the paths are faint and fork

frequently. One tequila-belting

group of Chihuahua students lost

their path in the dusk, and ended

up dozing fretfully all night astride

weird tropical trees that grow out

almost horizontally from precipitous

slopes.

Some of the many trails in the

barrancas country are rough but

passable for burros or mules; others

are scarcely more than goat paths

that traverse harrowing ledges and

thorny slopes. Over these the Ta-

rahumara Indians stride easily in

sandals with soles made from dis-

carded truck tires. Frequently the

journey is to a friend or relative's

dwelling, which might be a log and

stone structure, a lean-to, or a cave.

Caves also serve as goat pens and

burial places. For the most part, Ta-

rahumaras tend to live in isolated

family units rather than villages.

Eventually, if the right turns are

made, the path will lead to a high-

country trading post or a Mexican

village. Sometimes the Tarahumaras

will bring things out of the can-

von—drums, violins, calcite crys-

tals, coati skins, bearded ceremo-

nial masks, bamboo flutes—hoping

to sell them to tourists when the

train stops. The violins are carved

with great care and ritual from na-

tive woods, principally ash, and put

together with glue that is derived

from a lily bulb. There is a Tarahu-

mara word for each part of the in-

strument.

On occasion, an Indian will ap-

proach a trader he trusts with some
gold dust tied in a bandana or a bit

of rag. The traders know better

than to ask from where it comes;

the Indian would merely mumble,

"From the barrancas," and his face

would become expressionless. In

the past, Tarahumaras who showed

Spaniards and Mexicans the sources

of gold ended up dead or slaving

out their lives in dim tunnels.

Sometimes whole families go to

Mexican villages just to look.

Women and girls in bright red

dresses; men in cotton pullovers,

headbands, and a sort of loincloth

peer through the open doorways of

tiendas ("shops"), where canned

goods are stacked in rows of bright

cylinders. Food is hard to come by

in the barrancas. Pinol. a cornmeal

mush, is the main staple, supple-

mented by some wild game and oc-

casionally the meat of domesticated

animals. In addition to corn, the In-

dians grow beans and squash in

small plots, sometimes on slopes so

steep that it appears difficult to

stand upright on them, much less

engage in cultivation.

Runners take turns flipping

the hard ball with their feet.

Team members use sticks

to maneuver the ball toward

the kicker. Touching it

with the hands is forbidden.

i^i:j^
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Although domestic plants make
up the bulk of his diet, the Tarahu-

mara is a constant, sharp-eyed for-

ager. Numerous wild plants and
roots are gathered for food, season-

ing, medicine, and ceremonial pur-

poses. Wild onions and mustard

greens, for example, are welcome
additions to a family's meal. The
soft center of ball cactus is squeezed

into the ear of a person afflicted

with earache or deafness.

With a frail bow and wood-

tipped arrows, the Indians occasion-

ally hunt deer or peccary. More
frequently, rabbits, pack rats, squir-

rels, skunks, chipmunks, ducks,

quail, and other small game are

brought down with a well-thrown

stone. A strong throwing arm is also

good for knocking honeycombs out

of cracks in the cliffs. Snares are set

for gophers; rock deadfalls for

mountain lions. Lizards, considered

delicacies, are caught by hand and

rattlesnakes are also eaten.

Snakebite cures include blowing

smoke into the victim's face, giving

him peyote buttons to eat, and hold-

ing the snake while he bites it back.

There are trout in the high-coun-

try ponds, and the rivers of the bar-

rancas contain bullhead catfish,

mountain suckers, squawfish. and
other species, some of which are

found nowhere else. Tarahumaras
stun the fish, using several of the

many narcotic plants that grow in

the region. A substance is stirred

into a quiet pool with a stick; soon,

groggy fish float up to the surface

where they can be grabbed with the

hands. Certain plants, such as a

type of agave and poison hemlock,

are used in running water because

their potency carries as far as 300
yards downstream.

The Tarahumaras "fish with

thunder" when they can obtain

dynamite sticks from Mexican min-

ers. The sticks are lobbed into larg-

er pools, and if the timing is right,

the explosion sends a column of wa-

ter into the air, sometimes tearing

slabs of rock loose from the cliffs

above. Dead and dying fish are

scooped up, split down the back-

bone for cleaning, and either

roasted over coals on the spot or

dried on rocks for later con-

sumption. The "thunder sticks," of

course, kill fingerlings as well as

larger fish, and their continued use

will, no doubt, eventually eradicate

any sort of river life in the bar-

rancas. Ecology, however, is not a

prime concern to a man who may
not have eaten for the past twenty-

four hours.

V.irtually the only animal life

not considered potential food by the

Tarahumaras are bears and bats.

Except for those few Indians who
own old Mauser rifles or have been

fortunate enough to get hold of

newer ones, the hunters' weapons
are inadequate to kill a bear. More
importantly, a bear is considered to

have ancestral ties and power, and
elderly Indians often refer to it as

"grandfather."

Also, among Tarahumaras it is

believed the dead awaken at night

and may swoop about in the form of

bats. In daylight, the dead may take

the form of butterflies, and from the

wing markings, a shaman can some-

times interpret the identity of the

human or animal spirit thus liber-

ated.

Tarahumara wealth is measured

in cattle, sheep, and goats, but most

Indians are poor and only possess

small flocks of goats. These animals

are rarely sold and are generally

eaten only at special feasts occa-

sioned by a house raising, a major

footrace, a church fiesta, or a curing

ceremony. Curing ceremonies are

conducted by shamans who may be

called upon to exorcise the spirits

that cause illness or drought or to

drive away evil influences at the

time of crop planting, death, or

birth.

Spaniards penetrating the bar-

rancas country early in the sev-

enteenth century sought both silver

lodes and Catholic converts. Jose

Pascual, a Jesuit priest, established

the first Tarahumara mission in

1639. Today there are Catholic

churches scattered throughout Ta-

rahumara country, some of them

dating back more than two cen-

turies.' In remote areas that have

not been visited by outside priests

for decades, church services are

conducted entirely by Indians, with

an amalgam of Christian dogma and
native beliefs. Undoubtedly, there

are theologians who must muse un-

happily at the irony of Tarahumara
shamans periodicaUv conducting

ceremonies to purify the churches

themselves.

There are approximately 35,000
Tarahumaras, occupying about an
equal number of square miles. Be-

cause game and edible plants are

sparse, crop failure often means
starvation. Only one out of five Ta-

rahumara babies lives to age five;

the rest succumb to malnutrition

and disease.

The Indians who do survive in

this harsh yet bewilderingly beau-

tiful landscape are short, wiry, and
possessed of incredible endurance.

Women from small settlements

deep in the barrancas, such as San
Luis and Divisadero, frequently

walk to Chihuahua and occasionally

even to Ciudad Juarez, infants in

shawls on their backs. Tlij Juarez

trek is roughly equivalent to a hike

from Phoenix to Los Angeles, or

about 400 miles, and in places the

Chihuahua desert presents almost as

sere a landscape as the Mohave in

Arizona and California.

Tarahumara hunters literally run

deer into the ground. Once on the

track ol a deer, a man or several

men will continue to jog after it for

Women watch as men of the

tiny Indian settlement of San

Luis line up for a three-day-

long procession held in

honor of local saints during

Holy Week. By the last day.

the pace of the procession

increases to fever pitch

as the men race madly
around the church





hours, rarelv in sight of the prev,

skillfully reading the most minute

signs. Bv the second day of steady

chase, the fleet animal usually

drops, exhausted, and the hunters

kill it with knives or rocks.

Recently, a Tarahumara courier

was dispatched from the Jesuit mis-

sion center at Sisoguichic to assess

food supplies in several Indian ham-
lets. He was said to have covered

fiftv miles of rough mountain trails
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in six hours—including the stops at

each hamlet. Forty years ago, a Ta-

rahumara chief was invited to send

runners to a marathon in Kansas.

Learning, to his great surprise, that

the course was to be a mere 26
miles, the chief sent three girls.

Tarahumara running ability ap-

pears to stem from a combination of

biological and cultural factors.

Tests indicate that many of these

people have low blood pressure and

pulse rates. From childhood,
women spend much of their time

scrambling up hillsides after goats;

men hunt and engage in running

games. Houses are often distant

from fields, water supplies, and

neighbors. The rugged terrain pro-

vides constant conditioning. Prob-

ably most important, however, is

that running is encouraged in Ta-

rahumara society. One way for a

man to attain great prestige is by
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excelling in this particular activity.

The Tarahumaras may be the fi-

nest natural distance runners in the

world. Yet when taken out of their

natural environment, performance

pales, just as does that of the gifted

high jumpers of central Africa

when they do not leap from
rounded, cement-hard anthills. Al-

though there were some Tarahu-

mara runners on the 1928 Mexican

Olympic team, and others have

more recently been persuaded to try

out for international competitions,

the results have not been dramatic.

For one thing, there is the matter

of diet. The Tarahumara lives

mostly on corn gruel in the moun-

tains. When he comes to an Olym-

pic training camp, he is given beef-

steaks to eat and his gaunt gut is

filled with eggs and milk and other

strange food. His metabolism be-

gins to run crazy. He doesn't sleep

Goats flee as runners race

across the rim of La Barranca

del Cobre. At the bottom

of this canyon, the Rio Urique

winds its way through

remote Tarahumara country.
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much and when he does, he has

weird dreams.

Then there is the matter of where

he runs. In the mountains he is al-

ways loping up rockv hillsides and

then plunging down again; there

are logs to be hopped and flocks of

goats to be skirted. Here, at the

training camp, one just runs around

in a circle. Nice grass inside, but

still a circle. Round and round. It

soon gets boring.

And there are always people

watching: at the important races,

concrete mountainsides of specta-

tors, shrieking and veiling at the

top of their lungs. For a Tarahu-

mara. who has a doelike shvness

with anv but his own people, it is a

terrifying situation.

Finally, then, there is the matter

of footwear. A Tarahumara's feet

are splaved out from constant, un-

confined use, broad, with deep per-

manent cracks in brown soles. All

his life he has worn sandals, tire

tread lashed to bare feet with

thongs. At Olympic track meets he

is expected to push his feet into

confining leather shoes, some even

have cleats like hard shinv cactus

spines on the soles.

No. running in shoes is about as

appealing to a Tarahumai"a as com-

peting in a gunny sack would be to

an American athlete. But back in

the mountains, without medals and

onlv a few of the weird dreams still

lingering, the Tarahumara runners

again compete in tribal games, run-

ning for miles through wild country

where birds dart up against the sun

and canyons drop awav into haze

and grandeur.

The most popular and elaborate

Tarahumara sport is called rariji-

pari. a sort of marathon kickball

race. The top runners of a district,

locally known as an ejido, compete
as a team against the best com-

petition another ejido can put up.

The ejido chiefs determine the

course, marking it with crosses cut

into the bark of trees along the way.

Individual laps mav vary from three

miles to twelve, while the entire

contest may last for three davs and

cover up to 200 miles. At night, the

runners cai^rv pine torches to light

their wav.

Q'n occasion, short races of fifty

miles or so have been staged for

anthropologists or other visitors. At

one such abbreviated affair, it was

discovered that two quarts of te-

quila promised bv the sponsor had

been overlooked in a flurry of bar-

becue preparations. One of the run-

ners made a loping beeline over the

hills for eight miles to the nearest

source, returned with the bottles

and. after throwing back a couple

of stiff ones, was ready for the race.

Major rarijiparis are not taken

lightly. As the event draws neai%

spirited wagers are made, some-

times with money, but more often

with cattle, sheep, goats, drums,

flutes, clothing, or other personal

effects. Since most Tai-ahumaras are

With equal exuberance, wome
right, compete in a shorter

version of the men's race,

substituting a hoop flung

with a stick for the wooden
ball. Left, two runners take

a well-earned break between la

poor and the betting may be heavy,

the outcome of a race can dras-

tically deplete or increase a bettors

assets.

For a period of two to five days

before a contest, runners avoid con-

tact with women, and are careful

not to eat fat. eggs, potatoes, or

sweets. Tesguino, a drink made
from fermented corn sprouts, is for-

bidden, although gallons of it are

brewed for the upcoming festivities, i

The runners' legs are rubbed with

smooth stones and oil and brushed

with herbs and boiled cedar
branches.

Magic is used too. Once the kick-

balls, which are about the size of a

grapefruit, have been carved from

madroino wood, a shaman takes

them to a burial cave. The shinbone

of a man"s right leg is exhumed.

The bone, the wooden balls, bowls

of food, and a jar of tesguino are set

before a cross, and the spirit of the

dead man is asked to cast a spell

that will weaken the opponents.

Other bones mav be taken and se-

cretly buried at certain places along

the rarijipari course. Runners of

the shaman "s ejido are advised of

those places, so they will not pass

near them: hopefully runners of the

other team, unaware, will become
fatigued. The relics, the Tarahu-

mara believe, can exert a powerful

influence for a short distance.

The night before the race, can-

dles are lighted on either side of a

small wooden cross. The runners ai"-

rive, many with the fetishes they

will wear to make them strong in

the race: eagle feathers, hawk and
vulture heads, glowworms, and rat-

tles made of deer hooves. Tlie sha-
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man chants and sings the "song of

the grav fox." The runners make
ceremonial turns around the cross

and candles, the exact number of

laps thev will run during the rariji-

pari. Then the runners wrap them-

selves in their blankets and are

soon in deep, untroubled slumber,

next to the food and water thev will

take at intervals throughout the

race. Here, their opponents' magic

cannot touch them, for the shaman
will remain with them to protect

them until dawn.

On the day of the race, ex-

citement is at fever pitch as more
and more Indians surge in from the

backcountrv. There are a number of

small fires for cooking and for

warmth. A certain amount of sly

flirtation goes on (most Tarahumara

girls, informallv but permanently,

acquire mates bv the time they are

fourteen or fifteen, when they nor-

mallv develop a strong physical

urge for a man), but generally the

men tend to group together around

different fires from the women.
Gourds are dipped into cut-off oil

drums filled with tesguino. Old

friendships are renewed. Bets are

made. There are flocks of goats ev-

erywhere, herded bv tiny, bare-

footed girls who keep stravs in line

bv lobbing stones at them with

amazing accuracy.

Before the rarijipari gets under

wav, the governor of the home ejido

mav give final instructions, remind-

ing the runners that anvone who
throws his kickball bv hand will not

only be disqualified but will wind

up in hell. The Tarahumara do be-

lieve in a nasty place where wTong-

doers emerge after death. (Ulien

pressed for physical details about

this place, they profess ignorance,

saying no Tarahumaras have ever

gone there. AH thev claim to know

When darkness creeps over

the barrancas, runners light

pine torches coated with pitch.

The race goes on all night.

passing the photographer

in a flaming streak.

is that there is a devil with a bitchy

wife, and that their numerous off-

spring are Mexicans.)

The teams start off Only one

runner at a given time kicks the

carved globe; others carry bladed

sticks with which they feed the ball

toward him. Rather than actually

kicking the wooden ball, which

even for a Tarahumara's leathery

foot would soon become toe shatter-

ing, the runner slips his toes under

the ball and flips it with his foot.

Each team is accompanied by six

referees who make certain that no
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shortcuts are used, no tripping or

other foul play occurs, and that no

runners are chewing the dried

leaves and seeds of the riwerame

plant. It is believed that the breath

of a riwerame chewer, blown into

an opponent's face, wiU cause the

opponent to have the blind staggers

within half a mile. Drunks, natu-

rally, must be kept off the race

course, and pregnant women, con-

sidered bad luck when it comes to

matters like this, are kept from

watching the runners. The life of a

rarijipari referee is no easier than

that of his counterpart in baseball.

The runners, jogging through

darkness or through the heat of

high noon, often chew peyote as a

stimulant. At certain specified spots

they stop for warm water and pinol,

rest briefly, then continue on.

Along the course, people sleep,

talk, and play violins and flutes.

Fires glow in the night, and one

must reach deep into the oil barrels

to scoop out tesguino. Life's hard-

ships, the struggle for survival, are

briefly forgotten in laughter, music,

and the mingling of people who

share the same thoughts and places.

At the end of the race sometimes

only one man is left, the others hav-

ing fallen away in exhaustion. He
receives no prize—only a small per-

centage of the bets.

Yet he will know, even when he

is very old and half dozing in lost

dreams, that he once did something

better than anyone. For the Tarahu-

mara, running is more than just

self-satisfying; although it does not

automatically lead to power or

wealth, to excel in running is a ma-

jor way to gain prestige.
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Antarctic Fossils
and the Reconstrnction
of Gondwanaland
Fossil rciiiaiiis slio\\ that the same animals
roamed soutliern .Airica ai^d .Aiitaixtiea

200 million yeai^s agx), moix? e\"idence tliat tlie

soutliern continents \\ ere onc<^ a single land mass

b> Ed^^^n H. CollDert

At the present time geology is

experiencing a revolution as

profound as the one that shook

biology a centurv ago. when Charles

Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace

propounded the theorv of evolution.

This geologic revolution has to do

with the theorv of continental drift,

which postulates that the continents

have been mobile throughout the

immensity of geologic time, rather

than the stable elements they were

so long thought to be. This is a rev-

olutionary idea indeed, as the the-

orv of organic evolution was a revo-

lutionary idea. And as the theor\' of

the evolution of life through natural

selection gave man a new view of

nature and of his place therein, so

the theory of drifting continents has

given man a new view of the earth

on which he lives.

The idea of the evolution of life

had been "in the air" for some

decades before Darwin's Origin of

\
Two members of the 1969-70

expedition work their

way across the lower bone

beds on Coalsack Bluff.

The rock has been carved

by wind-driven snow.

Species was published in 1859.

Likewise, the idea of drifting conti-

nents has been in the air for several

decades—since the early years of

this century and, in some respects,

even before that. Darwin and Wal-

lace independently gave initial form

to the theory of evolution, but it

was largely through the detailed

and massive work of Darwin that

the theory became established.

Frank Taylor, an American, and

Alfred Wegener, a German, inde-

pendently gave initial form to the

theorv of continental drift, in 1910
and 1912. but it was largely

through the efforts of Wegener and

his brilliant follower Alex Du Toit

of South Africa that the theory was

developed in considerable detail.

For years, however, many, per-

haps the majority of geologists

throughout the world strongly op-

posed the theorv of continental

drift. Wegener and Du Toit were

ahead of their time; they had the

concept, but thev lacked the hard

facts to give it a convincing basis.

Now, within the past decade or so.

facts have come to light in varied

disciplines that have made conti-

nental drift not only a viable, con-

vincing theorv. but an exciting one

as well. Continental drift is gaining

ever wider acceptance among geolo-

gists the world around, and the

modern geologic revolution is suc-

ceeding in a dramatic way.

To be valid, a theory must ex-

plain more or less satisfactorily all

aspects of the phenomena with

which it is concerned. For many

years, numerous paleontologists—

the students of ancient life on the

earth—were not impressed bv the

theorv of continental drift because

thev did not need it to explain the

distributions of fossils on the conti-

nents. This was particularly true for

the fossils of land-living vertebrates,

backboned animals that moved
from one place to another bv dry-

land routes. Paleontologists could

explain the distributions of such

animals through geologic time bv

postulating intercontinental move-

ments across existing land bridges

or across those that existed in the

relatively recent geologic past:

namely, the Panamanian Isthmus

between the two Americas: the Ber-

ing bridge (presently interrupted bv

the relatively narrow and shallow

Bering Strait) between the Eastern

and Western Hemispheres: and of

course the connections between Af-

rica and the lands to the north.

Australia, an island continent, was

supposed to have had former con-

nections with Asia. New Zealand

and Madagascar, large islands near

continents, were supposedly colo-

nized bv land-living vertebrates that

adventitiously drifted to these iso-

lated regions on masses of floating

vegetation or logs. Such routes and

means explained the distributions

of ancient and present-day amphi-

bians, reptiles, and mammals on the

land masses of the earth.

Students of land-living verte-

brates, however, largely ignored

one continent—the island continent

of Antarctica. It is true that today

the edges of .Antarctica are popu-

lated by such vertebrate animals as

seals and penguins, as well as a few

other birds, but the presence of
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these denizens of ocean and shore is

readilv explained. Aside from such

mai-ginal inhabitants, the absence of

anv true land-living vertebrates, re-

cent or extinct, on the antarctic

continent placed this great land

mass, half again as lai'ge as the con-

tinental United States, generallv

outside the calculations of most stu-

dents concerned with the dis-

tributions of ancient and recent tet-

rapods—the four-footed amphibians,

reptiles, and mammals.

Some of the places in

Antarctica where fossils

have been found are

located on this map.

Then, in December. 1967. Peter

J. Barrett, a New Zealand geologist

working in the Transantarctic

Mountains about 400 miles from

the South Pole, discovered a small

fragment of a fossil lo\s'er jaw on

the slopes of Graphite Peak in

rocks of earlv Triassic age.

The specimen was too in-

complete for close identification,

but there could be no doubt as to its

general natm'e: it was a portion of

the lower jaw of a labvrinthodont

amphibian, one of the tetrapods

that lived dm-ing late Paleozoic and

earlv Mesozoic times, from about

350 million to 200 million veai-s

ago. Here was a fossil of great sig-

nificance, and it immediatelv drew

attention from paleontologists, geol-

ogists, and biologists, as well as

from the general public. Here was

some slight indication that in the

distant past Antarctica had been in-

habited bv land-living vertebrates.

Immediatelv, questions were

raised. Was it not possible that the

SOUTH AMERICA

Graphite Peak

Beardmore Glacier 1

floss Island Coalsack Bluff

McMurdo Station

,^^^-

s
ANTARCTICA

AUSTRALIA

owner of this piece of fossil jaw had

reached Antarctica bv swimming
across the surrounding ocean? Mod-
ern amphibians cannot tolerate salt

water: if we applv the same phvsi-

ological standai'ds to the extinct am-

phibians, thev could not have s^\"um

to Antarctica. But perhaps the

oceans were less saltv 200 million

veai's ago. Moreover, some earlv

Triassic amphibians have been I

found in marine sediments in Spitz-

1

bergen. although whether these fos-

sils represent animals that habit-

uallv lived in the sea is open to

question. x\t anv rate, the evidence

of one small jaw fragment, although-

most significant, was somewhat
equivocal. More evidence was
needed.

So it was that in October. 1969,

a group of us (\^ illiam J. Breed of

the Museum of Northern Arizona.

James A. Jensen of Brigham \oung
Lniversitv. Jon S. Powell of the

Lniversitv of Arizona, and mvself)

found ourselves at McMui'do Sta-

tion in AntaiTtica, preparing to

seai-ch for fossil vertebrates. We
were pait of a larger group of about

twentv geologists and paleontolo-

gists, working under David H. El-

liot, a geologist of note and a vet-

eran antaiTtic explorer.

Om- expedition was a gamble,

and a costlv one at that. We had no

assurance that we would find fos-

sils, and our chances for success

seemed to diminish even' dav at

McMurdo, as w-e waited through the

weeks for storms to abate. It was
the stormiest antaixtic spring in

years. Each dav, as the winds

howled past our huts, driving

clouds of snow across the gi^eat ice

shelf and Ross Island, on which the

base is located, our long-laid plans

for a concerted fossil hunt became
increasinglv tenuous and dislocated.

At last, how'ever, on November
22, we flew into our camp near

Coalsack Bluff, a nunatak (the ex-

posed top of an isolated mountain

largelv buried in ice) on the edge of

an ice field some 30 miles west of

the mightv Beardmore Glacier, and

some 400 miles from the South

Pole. Elliot had chosen this locality

primarilv because it was a good spot

for supplv planes to land. We were

to have helicopter support, and we
proposed, first of all, to fly across
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nunataks, and Coalsack Bluff is one

of these. The north side of Coalsack

Bluff is a long slope, largelv free of

snow and ice. Its lower portion is

composed of dark shales with lavers

of coal belonging to the Permian

Bucklev Formation, containing, in

places, abundant fossil leaves of the

characteristic Gondwana plant

Glossopteris. Above these shales

and coals is the Fremouw Forma-

tion of early Triassic age, an alter-

nation of sandstones and shales.

The sandstones, generally brown or

gray in color, stand up as low cliffs,

and the shales form the slopes be-

tween them. There are three such

sandstone cliffs, one above the

other, on the slopes of Coalsack

Bluff. Finally, capping the nunatak

and appearing on its slopes as intru-

sions, are thick volcanic rocks.

The Gondwanaland of 200

million years ago included

the now separate continents of

Antarctica, Africa, and South

America, along with India,

Australia, and major islands.

Whole groups of land animals

could have easily moved
from one region to another.

the Beardmore Glacier (itself some
30 miles in width) to Graphite

Peak, to begin our search where

Barrett had made his discovery. We
wanted to begin at a place where

we knew a fossil had been found.

At this point serendipity took

over. Coalsack Bluff was about five

miles away across the ice, and the

helicopters had not as yet arrived.

so on the first day in camp some of

our group went over to Coalsack

Bluff because it was there. Almost

immediately we found fossil bones

in some low cliffs, exposed on the

far side of the nunatak. Before the

day was out, nearly thirty fossils

had been located along a half mile

or more of cliff exposures. From
that day until the end of our stay,

we spent most of our time ex-

cavating fossils from the sandstone

cliffs of Coalsack Bluff.

Something should be said about

the locale at which we were ex-

cavating the fossil bones. A
frequent question asked of us on

our return was: "How did you find

the fossils? Did you dig down
through the ice for them?"

Antarctica is commonly pictured

as a great, ice-covered continent,

and so it is over much of its extent.

But in the Transantarctic Moun-

tains there are extensive cliff ex-

posures where the high mountains

rise above the level of the glaciers

and ice fields. The mountains in

large aspect form a continuous

range across the continent, but at

many places ther(> are outlving

The present locations of

the southern continents

are shown in this

view from above the

Southern Hemisphere. The
reptile symbols indicate

where LYStrosaurus

fossils have been found.
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This is the niamniallike

reptile Lystrosaurus as it

might have looked in

Antarctica 200 million years

ago. When thev were fully

growTi. most species

reached about the size of

a large present-day dog.

These dense rocks, broken and

weathered into highlv polished

slabs, cover much of the slope of

Coalsack Bluff.

The weathering processes in Ant-

arctica are unlike those in other

parts of the world. Central Antarc-

tica is a desert, with an amazingly

scanty annual increment of mois-

ture. Temperatures are low. so

there is little thawing. Much of the

erosion in the Transantarctic Moun-
tains is effected bv wind, wind that

sweeps off the polar plateau in

fierce gales, driving the dry snow in

horizontal clouds. These are the

ground blizzards of Antarctica. At

extremely low temperatures the

snow is so hard and drv that it acts

very much like wind-driven sand.

The force of these blizzards polishes

the hard volcanic rocks and cuts

them into weird shapes. On cliffs

and exposed slopes, such as the

long slope of Coalsack Bluff the

winds clear the snow awav. leaving

the rocks exposed—a fortunate cir-

cumstance for the fossil hunter. (In

another sense the antarctic winds

were anything but fortunate for us;

they were our worst enemv in the

field, frequently making our work
difficult, and at times, impossible.)

The sandstone cliffs from which

we collected the bones were the so-

lidified remains of ancient stream

channels. We were dealing with

sediments laid down in streams,

sediments containing the bones of

amphibians and reptiles that had

lived in and along the edges of the

streams.

It soon became evident that we
were finding the bones of labv-

rinthodont amphibians and mam-
mallike reptiles. On December 4. a

portion of a skull was discovered

that proved to belong to the reptil-

ian genus Lystrosaurus. The dis-

covery of Lystrosaurus with other

mammallike reptiles and with labv-

rinthodont amphibians indicated

that we had found in the Trans-

antarctic Mountains an association

of amphibians and reptiles similar

to that occurring in the Lower
Triassic beds of South Africa, desig-

nated the Lystrosaurus fauna. The
Lystrosaurus fauna has also been

found in the Lower Triassic sedi-

ments of peninsular India, and in

Sinkiang and Shansi. China.

W e never did go to Graphite

Peak, in pai^t because we were com-
pletely busv at Coalsack Bluff and
in pait because of helicopter trou-

bles. Nor did we go. as originally

planned, to McGregor Glacier,

some 150 miles southwest of Beard-

more Glacier, partly because of

problems of logistical support, and
pai-tlv because of the delavs result-

ing from the bad weather that had
plagued us. McGregor Glacier was

reserved for the foOowing season.

The next season came, the aus-

tral summer of 1970-7L and with

it the campaign at McGregor Gla-

cier. This time the fossil hunters

were led bv James ^ . Kitching of

the Bernard Price Institute of Pa-

leontology. Witwatersrand Univer-

sity, Johannesburg, assisted bv John

Ruben of the Lniversitv of Califor-

nia and. for a short time, bv

Thomas Rich of Columbia Lniver-

sitv. Again David Elliot led the en-

tire party working at McGregor
Glacier. Kitching was the best pos-i

sible man to continue the search for

fossils in the Transantarctic Moun-
tains. He has spent a lifetime work-

ing in the Permian and Triassic

sediments of South Africa, and it is

fair to sav that no other paleontol-

ogist alive can equal his experience

in the search for the Permo-Triassic

amphibians and reptiles that occur

so abundantly in the African Kar-

roo sequence. \l e knew bv then

that the fossil tetrapods of Antarc-

tica are of close African relation-

ships: Kitching was the logical man
to look for additional and perhaps

more complete Lystrosaurus fauna

fossils in the Fremouw Formation.

History repeated itself. On the

first day in camp at McGregor Gla-

cier. James Collinson. a geologist,

discovered in the rock a skeletal im-

print of Thrinaxodon, a mammal-
like reptile associated with Lystro-

saurus in the African sediments.

From then on fossils were contin-

ually found in the McGregor Gla-

cier region, many of them articu-

lated skeletons or partial skeletons.

The fossils found at McGregor Gla-

cier show that in addition to Tfiri-

naxodon. there were in Antarctica
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other mammallike reptiles similar

to those found in the Lvstrosaurus

fauna of South Africa, and also

such Lvstrosaurus fauna tetrapods

as the little reptile Procolophon;

small eosuchian reptiles more or

less ancestral to lizards; various

thecodont reptiles especially charac-

teristic of Triassic sediments; and

labvrinthodont amphibians that

may be compared not onlv with the

.African Lvstrosaurus fauna amphi-

bians but also with Lower Triassic

amphibians found in Australia.

Consequently, it is now apparent

that there was a fullv developed

Lvstrosaurus fauna living in Ant-

arctica in earlv Triassic time, a fact

('of particular significance.

In the first place, the presence of

a diversified Lvstrosaurus fauna in

Antarctica indicates beyond any

reasonable doubt that there was a

drv-land connection between the

present south polar continent and

southern Africa. Lvstrosaurus,

Thrinaxodon, and the other mam-
mallike reptiles that have been

found in Antarctica, as well as Pro-

colophon, the thecodont and eosu-

chian reptiles, and the amphibians

could have moved back and forth

between what are now the Trans-

antarctic Mountains and the Karroo

Basin onlv across a land route. In

the second place, the broad spec-

trum of the Lystrosaurus fauna in

Antarctica is almost certainly an in-

dication of a wide drv-land avenue,

allowing the entire fauna to spread

from Africa to .Antarctica (or vice

versa). Such a complete representa-

tion of the fauna in both areas is

strong evidence against a narrow

isthmian bridge connecting ancient

Antarctica with ancient Mrica, for

we know from modern examples
(from the Panamanian Isthmus, for

example) that an elongated, narrow
bridge acts as a zoological filter,

permitting some animals to migrate

along its length but excluding other

animals from using it. No such filter

effect is apparent in comparing the

Lvstrosaurus fauna fossils from the

Transantarctic Mountains with

those from South Africa. Indeed,

the close resemblances between fos-

sils in the two regions, extending

down to a similarity of species

among various genera, is evidence

that in earlv Triassic time Antarc-

tica and southern Africa were prob-

ablv integral parts of a single conti-

nental land mass. The presence of

the Lvstrosaurus fauna in these two

regions is probablv a manifestation

of a single fauna within the limits of

its natural range. Again, the Lystro-

saurus fauna, composed of various

reptiles, some of them of consid-

erable size, and of large amphibians

as well, is obviously an assemblage

of tropical or subtropical animals.

This means that Triassic southern

Africa and Antarctica probablv

were in latitudes lower than those

thev now occupv.

This brings us to the subject of

Gondwanaland. The name was
coined in the latter part of the nine-

teenth centurv bv the Austrian ge-

ologist Eduard Suess to designate a

hypothetical gigantic continent, em-

bracing the modern continents of

the Southern Hemisphere, and ex-

tending across the Equator to in-

clude the peninsular portion of In-

dia as well. This great ancient

continent was considered bv many
geologists as useful, and perhaps

necessary, to explain manv sim-

ilarities among the rocks and fossils

The imprint of a skeleton of

Thrinaxodon, an ancient

mammallike reptile, lies

imbedded in a rock found at

the confluence of McGregor
and Shackleton Glaciers in

the rransantarctic Mountain^

I
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For centuries man feared it, made
sacrifices to it, wailed over it. Now we
run to greet it. You are extended a
unique invitation to witness one of na-

ture's most awe-inspiring spectacles,

a total eclipse of the sun. On Monday,
July 10, 1972, 900 miles east of New
York, the Greek Line luxury liner,

Olympia* will rendezvous with eclipse

totality.

Among the many features of the July

8-15cruise, priced from $395-$495, will

be mini-courses in meteorology, navi-

gation, astronomy and astrophotog-

raphy. Courses will be taught by
leading scientists such as Dr. Joseph
Chamberlain, Director of the Adier

Planetarium of Chicago.
Following the eclipse the floating

scientific hotel will sail to Gaspe,
Quebec, for a look at its famous rock

formations and bird sanctuary and
then on to Sydney in Nova Scotia to

visit the scenic Cabot Trail.

Don't forget the social life which
features international cuisine, three

luxurious swimming pools, floor shows
and dancing.
For further information write:

ECLIPSE 72 ^
Box 1972

Englewood,N.J.07631 "

Phone: 201 -567 -7199

Won't you join us on our

vovnoc

ECLIPSE 72

BOX 1972

ENGLEWOOD, N.J. 07631

Please send me more information

on Eclipse 72,

NAME

ADDRESS

of the Southern Hemisphere conti-

nents and of peninsular India. Some
of the early believers in Gondwana-
land pictured it as an immense east

to west land mass, including India

and the Southern Hemisphere con-

tinents as they are now placed.

Gondwanaland, they thought, sub-

sequently disappeared as an entity

by the foundering of large portions

of land into the oceans, leaving the

present continents as isolated rem-

nants. Other students, who found it

difficult to visualize the sinking of

such great expanses of land beneath

the ocean, thought of Gondwana-
land as being composed of the pres-

ent southern continents and India

as we know them, all connected by
long and relatively narrow land

bridges. Then Wegener, and after

him Du Toit. introduced a new con-

cept, namely that the several conti-

nents making up ancient Gond-
wanaland were at one time
contiguous, and that subsequently

the ancestral land mass fragmented,

its component parts drifting to their

present positions. (A similar parent

continent, Laurasia, has been pro-

posed for the Northern Hemi-
sphere, its subsequent fragmenta-

tion and the drift of the fragments

having produced North America,

Greenland, and most of Eurasia.)

Early opposition to the theory of

continental drift included, of

course, opposition to a Gondwana-
land formed by the modern South-

ern Hemisphere continents and

peninsular India. But modern
geologic findings strongly support

such an ancient continent, its even-

tual fragmentation, and the drift of

its fragments to their present posi-

tions. The many facts that point to

this sequence of geologic events are

too complex and involved for eluci-

dation here. Suffice it to say that

the complementary theories of plate

tectonics and of sea-floor spreading,

which stipulate that the crust of the

earth is composed of a number of

gigantic plates that are constantly

in motion, provide the mechanism,

previously lacking, to explain conti-

nental drift.

Our present concern is how the

fossil evidence accords with the

concept of Gondwanaland and the

theory of continental drift. Do the

distributions of early land-living

vertebrates, especially those that

have been found in Antarctica, sup-

port Gondwanaland and drift?

As we have seen, the fully devej

oped presence of the Lystrosauru

fauna in Antarctica indicates th;

Antarctica and southern Afric;

were joined along a broad fron

The same is true to a somewhc
lesser degree for peninsular Indi^

where the Ljstrosaurus fauna i

found partially represented. If pre:

ent-day Africa, Antarctica, an^,

peninsular India are joined accord

ing to the similarities of their out

lines at a depth of 1,000 fathoms,

the "fits" between them are re

markable. This is particularly tru

for the edge of the African conti

nent between Durban and Mozam
bique and for Antarctica along thi

Weddell Sea and the Princess Mar
tha coast. Such a fit affords a broa(

connection between the two lan(i

masses, making of them essential!

a single land.

And such a fit, together with thi

fit of peninsular India betweei

Antarctica and eastern Africa

brings the localities of the Lystro

saurus fauna in these now wide!

separated continents all withii

about 2,000 miles, or less, of eacl

other. This distribution suggests i|

very reasonable range for a terres

trial vertebrate fauna, as judged bi

modern standards. A single "specie!

of Lystrosaurus is present in

Antarctica, Africa, and India; i

seems quite probable that this spe

cies on the modern continents rep

resents the disruption of what was

once a relatively compact range oil

distribution. (The presence of ele

ments of the Lystrosaurus fauna ir

China has as yet to be explained,

but at the moment it would appeaj

that facts are accumulating that will

account very satisfactorily for the

Chinese occurrences of these earl)

Triassic tetrapods.)

So it is that the discovery of the;

Lower Triassic Lystrosaurus fauna

in the Transantarctic Mountains is a

paleontological development oi

prime importance. It helps prove

the close connection of Antarctica

and southern Africa in Triassic

times. From this demonstration oi

faunal and continental relationships

one proceeds to the conclusions that

there was such an entity as Gond
wanaland, that Gondwanaland was

broken asunder, that its fragments

drifted apart, and that Antarctica,

once the habitat of tropical or sub

tropical amphibians and reptiles

(and abundant plants as well), camti
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fo occupy a position in a climate

quite inimical to the life that had

once flourished in benign tempera-

itures. Other geologic and paleonto-

' logical facts support the conclusions

Idrawn from continental outlines

and the occurrences of the Lystro-

saurus fauna, such as the general

expression of Permian and Triassic

'geology in southern Africa and

Antarctica, the presence of exten-

sive volcanic rocks in the two conti-

nents, and the development of fossil

plants in these areas. But the occur-

rences of the Lystrosaurus fauna

are also important; they give solid

evidence for land connections. The

e-vidence of geophysics involves cer-

tain assumptions, as does that of

geology. The evidence of the fossil

plants is strong, but there is always

the possibility (although according

to the paleobotanists, a very slim

one) that these plants may have

been distributed in part by wind-

borne transportation of seeds. The

evidence of the land-living tetra-

pods, present in the two regions as

fully developed faunas, cannot be

denied. These animal assemblages

most surely had to move from the

one region to the other on dry land.

The recognition of a Lystro-

saurus fauna in the Transantarctic

Mountains is of significance not

only because it adds a large dimen-

sion to our knowledge of ancient

hfe on what is now the South Polar

continent but also, as we have seen,

because of the strong confirmation

it lends to continental drift and to

the former existence of Gondwana-

land. Important as the discoveries

of the past two years are, however,

they have rnerely scratched the sur-

face of antarctic paleontological

riches. For riches there are, in the

form of numerous untouched ex-

posures of the Fremouw Formation

containing abundant fossils.

Much progress has been made in

the elucidation of ancient life on

Antarctica since those tragic days

sixty years ago, when Scott and his

companions unsuccessfully
struggled back from the South Pole,

dragging their sledge loaded with

survival gear and with some 25
pounds of precious fossil plants.

Even more progress lies ahead. In

Antarctica surely are paleontologi-

cal answers to many questions re-

garding the evolution and dis-

tribution of life on the ancient

continent of Gondwanaland. Q]

AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats v^hatever she can find in the garbage.

And that is for less than some prov^ling dog would find in

your garbage can.

For just $12 a month, you can save such a child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" progrom you

con help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even an education.

But there's not a moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept.NH-l, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girlD in
Nome of Country

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for D a full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption ' longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

n I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $

D Or, I will pledge $ per month.

D Please send me further information.
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—
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City -State. -Zip.
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Colombio, Guotemolo, Honduras, Hong Kong, Indio, Iron, Jopon, Koreo, Lebanon,
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How to Travel
. . . and Get Paid
for doing it!
How would you like to spend your future in

the exciting, romantic, rewarding business of
Travel as a Travel Agent or Tour Guide?
Picture yourself planning trips . . . discovering
thrilling new places . . . traveling to far-off
lands to see for yourself if the glowing pic-

tures in the travel folders are true. Imagine
seeing, exploring and telling others about
"The Wonderful World of Travel" — and get-
ting handsomely paid for doing it, too! People
who work full or part time in the Travel Industry
enjoy privileges not available to the general public.
They often travel free, or at greatly reduced rates with
transportation, accommodations and food included.

MAIL COUPON for

FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"
We have prepared a "Travel Career Kit" for those
who are interested in learning more about how they
can become a part of this exciting, booming indus-
try. This kit includes a 20-Page Booklet, "Oppor-
tunities in Travel," a Sample Lesson taken from
our home-study course, plus full details on salaries,

free travel, part time opportunities, etc. To get a
copy FREE and without obligation, just mail the
coupon. There is no cost or obligation to you, now
or ever, and no salesman will call.

Mr. J. Russell Calvert

North American School of Travel, Dept. 21541
4500 Campus Drive, University Plaza
Newport, California 92660
I am interested in learning more about how I

can travel free . . . and get paid for doing it!

Rush "TRAVEL CAREER KIT-" including Booklet,
Sample Lesson, plus full details on salaries, free
travel, part time opportunities, etc. I understand
there is no obligation on my part, now or ever,
and that no salesman will call. Rush everything
FREE and POSTPAID.

NAME
ADDRESS.

CITY

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue to
operate group trips in the U.S. and most
countries of the world, as we have been
doing for the past 12 years. Groups are
small, usually 10 to 20 persons, and are
not publicized widely. However, we will
gladly furnish information concerning
lours or areas of interest, and a limited
number of new participants will be wel-
come.

North America Arizona. May 27; Alaska,
three successive 2-wk. trips reaching
from Vancouver to the Aleutians,
Pribilofs and Barrow, June 17.

Middle America Yucatan I, Jan. 15;
Yucatan H, Jan. 29; Central America,
Feb. 12; Mexico East Coast, March 25;
Mexico West Coast, April 8.

South America Colombia, July 22; Ec-
uador-Peru, Aug. 12.

Europe Scandinavia I (mostly Sweden),
May 3; Ireland-Northumberland, May
25; Scandinavia II (mostly Norway),
June 8; "Highlands & Islands" (Heb-
rides, Orkneys, Shetlands, Faroes),
June 8; Balkans, May 25; Europe East
(Rumania, Czechoslovakia. Poland).
June 15; Iceland. July 6.

Africa North Africa, May 4; East Africa.
Aug. 5; Central Africa, Aug. 26; South
Africa. Sept. 9.

A.sia Himalayas, June 24. with 2-week ex-
tension to Sikkim and Bhutan.

Pacific Melanesia, July 8; New Guinea.
July 28; Indonesia (plus Malaya &
Borneo). Aug. 25; Western Australia,
Sept. 15; Eastern Australia, Oct. 6;
New Zealand. Oct. 27.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS

Box 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

The Mysterious
Wolf of the South
Continued from page 53

ping, poisoning, and even woods
burning were widely practiced by
farmers and private hunters. Fur-

thermore, the 1920s saw the final

destruction of the great forests that

once covered the south-central

United States. Loss of habitat, plus

uncontrolled hunting, brought the

numbers of many game species to

an all-time low. Deprived of their

natural prey, it is possible that

wolves turned more to domestic

stock and thus hastened their own
destruction. As a final blow, the

U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey

began predator-control operations

throughout the south-central states

between 1915 and 1938. These ele-

ments combined to wipe out the

The estimated original range

of the red wolf is indicated

by the light shading. Dates

are the last years in which

a red wolf was positively

identified in each state.

Darker shading indicates the

probable current range;

the evidence is not as

strong in Louisiana

as it is on the Texas coast.

northern red wolf concentration i

the 1930s. But remnant popi

lations continued to survive alon

the Gulf Coast and in the large bo

tomland forests, particularly if

northeastern Louisiana.

Although the red wolf was dis.

appearing, wolflike animals contir

ued to live and even increase in th

south-central states. Many peopl

thus believed that wolves were sli

present, but careful examination c

specimens showed that only a fe\

were as large as the true red wolii

Most were hardly bigger than th

western coyote, while many other!

seemed to be intermediate in chai

acters between the coyote and rer

wolf. After some years of observa

tion it became apparent to biolo

gists that these new wolflike ani

mals in the south-central regioi

represented an invasion by the coy

ote, plus the occurrence of somi

hybridization between individual

of that species and surviving rec

wolves.

It seems that the clearing of th<

forests and the elimination of thi

red wolf enabled the coyote to ex

pand its range eastward. Habitaj

changes also resulted in a break

down of behavioral patterns anc

ecological isolation, which led t(

the occurrence of interbreeding. Al

though the extent of hybridizatior

is not certain, specimens from Mis

,

souri, Oklahoma, and most of Ar
kansas indicate that few hybric

animals occurred there. Apparenth

a relatively pure red wolf popu
lation maintained itself in these i
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ireas until the 1930s when it was

rapidly exterminated by man and

replaced by inyading coyotes.

To the south, hybridization was a

more widespread and long-lasting

3henomenon. Even before 1900.

ranchers in the Edwards Plateau

irea of central Texas had noticed

the existence of animals that

seemed to be crosses between

wolyes and coyotes. A large series

jf skulls collected in this area from

1899 to 1918 confirms the presence

of a population with characters in-

termediate between the red wolf

and the coyote. Additional speci-

mens show that by the 1930s and

1940s this hybrid swarm had

spread over much of eastern Texas

and southern Arkansas.

At that time, most of Louisiana

still retained a pure red wolf popu-

lation. Intensive government trap-

ping, plus increased hunting pres-

sure, decimated this population by

the early 1950s and simultaneously

came reports that the smaller coy-

otelike animals were moving into

the state from the northwest.

Examination of hundreds of

skulls collected since 1960 in east-

ern Texas, southern Arkansas, and

Louisiana reveals that these areas

are now occupied by hybrid ani-

mals. Most of these resemble the

coyote in form, but are somewhat

larger. As a pure species the red

wolf has vanished from almost its

entire natural range.

Although some biologists and

trappers long ago realized that the

true red wolf had all but dis-

appeared, not until the early 1960s

did government authorities become

aware of the situation. As late as

1963 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service reported killing 2,771 "red

wolves' in predator-control oper-

ations. But just the year before, Dr.

Howard McCarley of Austin Col-

lege had reported examining a large

series of specimens and finding that

nearly all of the supposed red

wolves in Texas, Arkansas, and Ok-

lahoma were being misidentified.

In 1964 and 196.5, following rec-

ognition of the critical status of the

species. Dr. Douglas H. Pimlott and

Paul W. Joslin of the University of

Toronto undertook a red wolf

search. In addition to other meth-

ods, thev played recordings of \\'o\(

howls, hoping to elicit responses

that would reveal the presence of

ired wolves. Their investigation in-

Join the 1972

Lewis & Clark expedition
You are invited to join a 23 day expedition personally

escorted b) distinguished Lewis and Clark scholars-

heritage tour designed as an authentic reproduction
of America's greatest journey of exploration.

From St. Louis to the shores of Oregon,
you'll travel nearly 4000 miles- some of the

way by jeep and pontoon- platform riverboat—
exploring America as Lewis and Clark did.

Venture to the source of the Missouri
River ... as they did. Stand on the ridge

of the Continental Divide at Lemhi Pass.

Visit Indian reservations and historic

battlefields. Cruise the upper
Missouri's "Wilderness Waterway"—
its spectacular sandstone cliffs and
grotesque rock sentinels virtually

unchanged since Lewis and Clark
first gazed upon them 165 years

ago. Here is your great oppor-
tunity to re-live the drama of
Lewis and Clark's great journey.

See America the way Lewis and Clark did. Clip
coupon and mail today.

• Authentic routing St. Louis to

Oregon coast • Scholarly leader-

ship to re-create history for you
• Sat. departures June 24th thru
July 29th'Finest accommodations,
Missouri River float trip, all meals,
ground transportation, baggage
handling, tips, etc. -Both historian

and Four Winds escort on every
trip.

fFourWinds
175 hillh Ave., N.Y.,N.Y. 10010 Phone: 212-777-0:60

Please send me your handsome brochure on the

LEWIS and CLARK expeditions.

City^ -Zip- y
Absolutely no two alike

Supply limited

ANTIQUE DOLLS FROM
JAPAN 100-150 years old

EMPEROR—approximately lo" high
$100.no -I- $3.00 postage and handlinp

EMPRESS—approximately 9" high
$100.00 + $3.00 postage and handling

Smaller dolls starting at $17.50

ILLUSTRATED—5'/:" high . . . $25.00 + Sl.OO postage & handling

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount. N.Y.

slate residents please add tax. Send your check or money order to . . .

The American Museum of Natural History

New York, New York 10024tft£/HnseM^kcp
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The most
beautiful fish
story of all

AQUARIUM
FISHES
With color photographs
by Douglas Faulkner
and text byJames W. Atz

It's a guide to aquarium man-
agement, it's a unique study
of the liistory of fisti-iceeping.
it's an incomparable gallery
of photographs of tropical
fishes. Ail in this one superb
volume. Ail the procedures
for setting up and maintaining
successful home aquaria are
here. And the 45 color plates
are appended with notes on
the most popular species—
their behavior and adaptabil-
ity to aquarium life.

$10.95

r —\

THE VIKING PRESS
Dept. NH
625 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me coo
of Aquarium Fishes @ $10.95 ea.

I enclose D check money order

for S total.

Name_

City_

^Zip_

(N.Y. and N.J. residents please
add sales tax.)

dicated the sur\ival of wolves in the
Ozark National Forest of Arkansas,
northeastern Louisiana and adja-

cent pai-ts of Mississippi, southern

Louisiana, and Chambers Countv in

southeastern Te.xas.

In Louisiana, specimens have
been collected and studied bv the

state Wildlife and Fisheries Com-
mission and Louisiana Polvtechnic

Institute, but no animals definitelv

known to be red wolves have been
killed in at least six vears. It is pos-

sible that a few wolves survive in

the bottomland forests along the

Mississippi and Atchafalava rivers,

but even more likelv that a small

population now exists on the coastal

marshes of southwestern Louisiana.

Continued sur\-ival of the red

^volf seems most promising in the

upper Gulf Coast area of Texas.

Trappers and ranchers here have
long reported the presence of larse

wolves that seem verv distinct from
coyotes. More than sixtv skulls col-

lected in Jefferson. Chambers. Lib-

ert)', and eastern Brazoria counties

since 1963 (as part of predator-con-
- trol operations) have been exam-
ined by zoologists and found to

have the same size and features as

skulls from the original red wolf
population of the south-central

Lnited States. No skulls from this

area show covotelike or hvbrid

characters, but hvbrid animals do
exist immediatelv to the north and
west. Although a more rigid

analysis of aU these specimens is

planned for the near future, it is

presently believed that a population

of true red wolves survives in a nar-

row strip of coastal prairie from the

Brazos River to Sabine Lake and
probablv on into Louisiana.

Recognition of the critical status

of the red wolf led to its being
placed on the rare and endangered
species list of the U.S. Fish and
\^ ildlife Senice in Januarv. 1965.
Federal predator-control operations

within the suspected range of the

species, particularlv southeastern

Texas, were curtailed in 1966, and
active investigation and protective

efforts were begun in March. 1968.

This project is currentlv being han-

dled by Glvnn Rilev of the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and \^"ildlife's Di-

vision of Wildlife Services. Tlie to-

tal area under investigation now in-

cludes Brazoria. Galveston. Harris.

Libertv. Chambers. Jefferson, and

Orange counties, Te.xas.

WhoseTrac
Is It?

An Introductory Field Book to

Animal Tracks Found in the

U. S. East of the Mississippi

by RICHARD HEADSTROM
This is the ideal handy guide for
identifying the tracks that mam-
mals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
and even some insects leave in

snow, mud, or sand.

The author illustrates and de-
scribes the tracks of 115 kinds of
creatures often with several
drawings that show how tracks
vary at different gaits. He also

gives habitats, ranges, and habits.

An IVES WASHBURN Book
At bookstores. Illustrated $5.95

You. too. will be satisfied when ycu
piece of our property in the beautiful Inland

Empire of the Pacific Northwest. We have

5.10-20-40 acre tracts in Northeastern Wash-
ington. Northern Idaho and Montana. located
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; sold with access and guaranteed title

easy terms at less than banic

rates. We invite you to inspect our property

and see for yourself the select land '

offenng. We have a wide variety of ;

ages, including view sites, wateriront property

and secluded nooks Prepare now for good
and happy retirement years i

excellent recreational area for as hnle

S1550 total price. For free lists of property,

maps and complete informallo

Dept. Q, P.O. Box 14006
Opportunity Station, Spokane, Wash. 99214



Riley, a little more optimistic

than some earlier workers regarding

the present status of the red wolf,

thinks that dense populations occur

in some parts of the study area. Sev-

eral hundred canids are believed to

be present in the seven counties,

but thev are not all pure red wolves.

Series of specimens from Brazoria

Countv, west of the Brazos River,

and from Liberty Countv indicate

that the hvbrid swarm is pressing in

from the west and north. Rilev does

believe that a pure population of

large red wolves still exists in south-

ern Jefferson and Chambers

counties, but he has not vet exten-

-sivelv investigated the current situ-

ation in eastern Brazoria Countv.

The total pure red wolf population

probably does not exceed 100 indi-

viduals, making this the rarest

mammal species in North America.

The future survival of pure red

wolves seems dependent on main-

taining the numbers and habitat of

existing populations. If this is not

done, there will certainly be a con-

tinued expansion of the hybrid

swarm and eventual elimination of

the red wolf gene pool. Rilev sees a

serious threat to habitat from the in-

creasing development of the chem-

ical industry in the area. Other

problems include drainage and
burning of coastal marshes, chance

killing by deer and waterfowl hunt-

ers, and, especially, persecution by

the cattle ranchers who own most of

the land involved.

Riley's research efforts have been

limited bv the need to devote much
of his time to gaining the coopera-

tion of ranchers. There is a pre-

vailing belief that the red wolf con-

stitutes a major threat to livestock,

particularly young calves. In 1968
about 100 wolves were killed bv lo-

cal ranchers. While it is likely that

many of the cattle believed killed

by wolves actually died as a result

. of disease, poisonous plants, malnu-

trition, drowning, or other factors,

and were perhaps then fed on as

carrion, the attitude of the ranchers

must be considered.

Riley has made arrangements

with a number of ranchers who
agreed to permit him to handle pre-

dator control on their land. He has

received encouraging cooperation

from stockmen in Chambers and

Jefferson counties, and the killing

of wolves there has declined since

1969. Riley attempts to capture any

individual animals that may be
preying on livestock. Everv effort is

made to trap red wolves alive and
unhurt, and they are then made
available to zoos and research pro-

grams. In 1970. fifteen animals

were taken alive and a smaller num-
ber were inadvertently killed. Re-
mains of dead animals are saved for

taxonomic studies.

Of the more than thirty animals

captured in the red wolf study area

since 1967, most are now in zoos.

Their handling is being coordinated

by the Wild Animal Propagation

Trust for the purpose of main-

taining a captive breeding pool that

might one dav be used to restore

wild populations. Some of the cap-

tive specimens are being used in

biochemical taxonomic research,

and some are being sent to the

Point Defiance Zoo in Tacoma for a

genetics study.

The first fuU-time field in-

vestigation of the ecology and be-

havior of the red wolf was begun in

July. 1971, bv James Shaw, a stu-

dent at Yale University. Radio

transmitters enable researchers to

determine the home range, food

habits, and population structure of

the species. At least thirty persons

are presently conducting or plan-

ning research related to the red

wolf.

Despite this widespread atten-

tion, actual protective measures

have been rather slow in coming.

But in 1969 the Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission established a

regulation to protect any red wolves

left in that state. And at its 1970
session the Louisiana state legisla-

ture passed an act protecting the

wolf (as well as the cougar and all

birds of prev).

Probably the best way to pre-

ser\'e the red wolf would be through

the establishment of guarded ref-

uges within the species' range, each

large enough to accommodate a vi-

able population in its natural

habitat. Some persons have sug-

gested moving groups of red wolves

to island sanctuaries off the Gulf

Coast, particularly the Padre Island

National Seashore. Such measures,

and the final designation of any ref-

uge, would best come after tax-

onomic studies have pinpointed

pure red wolf populations, and field

work has determined the ecological

requirements of the species. Hope-

fully there is still enough time.
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AN AMERICAN

INDIAN CHILD

NEEDS YOU AS

A SPONSOR AND

PERSONAL FRIEND...
A friend lo help. A friend to write to.

A friend to share his—or her—joy as

a young life is transformed from ap-
palling hardship to bright new hope
and pride—because of your com-
passion.

Sponsoring an American Indian child

through Futures For Children can
work many wonders:

• Keep "your child" in school

by directly financing shoes,

clothing, and other necessities.

(Right now many Indian chil-

dren have little more than the

threadbare clothes on their

backs.)

• Open a new world "beyond
the reservation" for your child

through your concerned friend-

ship.

• Provide hope, self-esteem and
confidence—perhaps for the

first time in a child's life.

Decide now to sponsor a young Indian
boy or girl. It will be a rewarding ex-

perience for your entire family.

FUTURES FOR CHILDREN
5612 Parkston Road,
Washington, D.C. 20016

n

n Yes, 1 (we) want to sponsor an

American Indian child . . .

n a boy n a girl either

Enclosed is a check for $

($15 monthly; $45 quarterly; $90 I

semi-annually; $180 annually) I

n Here's help, not as a Sponsor, but I

with a check for $ I

n Please send more information.
j

L-^:
City- State -Zip NH172

I
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I National Parks and Conservation Assoc, i

Travel Desk, 18 East 41 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

(212) 532-7075
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novative, one of a kind creations of

pioneer craftsmen. The favorite

cock lost much of its stvhzed

boldness and took on the character-

istics of the prevalent barnvard

breeds: the Wvandotte, Rhode Is-

land Red. and Leghorn, as well as

the fighting cock. Horses, too. %vere

patterned after actual nineteenth-

centurv racers, such as Dexter.

Ethan Allen, and Black Hawk. Car-

rving this trend to the extreme, a

wealthv Maine farmer once ordered

a life-sized cow and horse for his

two mammoth stock barns.

For a people as practical as the

Americans, the weather vane took

on a function bevond weather fore-

casting and decoration. It also

served as a lightning rod and a

trade sign. A rooster on top of a

barn indicated that the farmer sold

eggs. A mortal- and pestle identified

an apothecai'v; a ram, a woolen

mill; a fire engine, the firehouse: a

locomotive, a railroad station; and a

pig on a knife, a slaughterhouse.

As the number and subjects

grew, so too did the methods for

making vanes. Although some of

the most outstanding earlv vanes

were full-bodied and three-di-

mensional, the vast majoritv of pre-

commercial shapes were flat shapes

cut from wood, wrought in iron, or

hammered in sheet metal. But bv
the mid-nineteenth centurv. vanes

became increasinglv dimensional,

and sheet copper, because of its

flexibility and durabilitv. became
the preferred material.

A common method for making a

\"ane called first for the craftsman to

carve a wooden model from which

he cast an iron template. The iron

mold was then cut into component

parts. The horse, for example, had

separate molds for each side of its

bodv, each leg, its head, and tail.

Next the craftsman filled each com-

ponent part with molten lead.

When the lead cooled, he took

sheet copper and sandwiched it be-

tween the hardened lead and the

iron mold. This done, he hammered
on the lead, forcing the copper to

conform to the shape of the iron

mold. Finallv. he removed the cop-

per and soldered the sections to-

gether, giving a full sculptural qual-

ity to the vane. Some manufacturers

combined other metals with the

copper, perhaps using solid zinc for

a horse's head or flat sheet iron for

a rooster's tail. In manv cases gold

leaf was applied or, failing that,

paint was used as a protective cov-

ering. In time the vanes became
elaborate, as craftsmen hand-chis-

eled, hammered, stamped, and
pressed the shapes to simulate wool,

feathers, fur. and scales. The full-

bodied, three-dimensional designs
''

also caught the light better than flat

or low-relief designs, enhancing
even the simplest vanes.

But no matter what the material

or form, there was alwavs room for

individual interpretation, whether^
the vane was made by a profes-

1

sional or an amateur. And the

American weather vane maker usu-

allv left some personal mark on his

product. Even those vanes made on
identical forms in factories showed
personal variations in the wav the

parts were hammered and as-

sembled. The makers, however,

thought of themselves, not as ar-

tists, but as craftsmen and rarelv

signed their work. A notable ex-

ception was the sculptor Augustus

Saint-Gaudens. whose exquisite 13-

foot Diana. Goddess of the Hunt,

pi%"oted atop the original Madison
Square Garden in New York Citv.

While weather vanes are still

made and used todav, these

tw'entieth-centurv versions are but

weak replicas of a once great folk

art tradition. Thev can be seen on

church steeples, country homes,

and barns. Worst of all, thev appear

as trademarks on commercial struc-

tures, such as Howai'd Johnson's,

the newer, colonial-stvled A & P's,

and gasoline stations.

As a forecasting device, the

weather vane has been replaced by
the U.S. Weather Service and by
commercial radio and television. As
a trade sign, it has given wav to

neon. As an architectural ornament,

it no longer commands attention. ^

On the gigantic skvscrapers and im-

personal apai-tment houses of our

urban landscape, the weather vane

has no home, no matter how mighty

its form. It is not in the twentieth-

centurv winds that the inheritors of i

Andi-onicus"s Triton turn best, but

in the museums and private art col-

lections of the countrv. where the

weather vane has come to be valued

as sculpture created bv unknown
generations of American artists.
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Books in Review

B. F. Skinner's
Brave

New World

Beyond Freedom and Dignity, by

B. F. Skinner. Alfred A. Knopf, $6.95;

225 pp.

In 1962, nine years before the publi-

cation of Beyond Freedom and

Dignity. I was assigned by Harper's to

write an article about B. F. Skinner. I

went to Har\'ard to see him. and in the

course of several interviews, extending

over tliree days, he talked at length

about himself and his work. For me. if

not for Skinner, it was, as Skinner

would sav, a thoroughly reinforcing ex-

perience. To be sure, I was prepared to

find him arrogant, and I was not dis-

' appointed. He seemed to have no use.

for instance, for anyone who disagreed

with him. He was hoping, at that time,

to found a Utopian community modeled

^ on the one portraved in his celebrated

novel. Walden Two. and the suspicion

crossed mv mind that his chief motive

was not to help humanitv. but to prove,

,
once and for aU. that he was right about

human nature, and his critics WTong.

But in the end I concluded that Skin-

ner was no more arrogant than many

, admirable people who had a lot less

than he to be arrogant about. Skinner

is, or was, a faithful diarist, who had by

then filled nearly a thousand com-

position books with notes and reflec-

tions, and, with his permission, I sat up

most of one night looking through some

of these. They revealed a man who was,

God knows, impatient with fools—a cate-

gory that seemed to include many of

his Harvard colleagues—and who

shared with Hamlet a conviction that

by Spencer Kla\v

the time was out of joint and that he

was born to set it right. Thev also re-

vealed the extraordinary range and fer-

tility of his mind. All in all, he struck

me as a prickly, stubborn, original, and

engaging human being.

But although I admired Skinner verv

much. I did not much like his ideas

about human behavior and its control,

which he had set forth in Walden Two

and. later, in a number of articles pub-

lished in the 1950s. These ideas have

now been restated in Beyond Freedom

and Dignity, and they do not seem to

me to have grown anv more persuasive

over the years. But thev are worth com-

ing to grips with if onlv because of their

large and growing influence on educa-

tion and on the treatment of the men-

tally ill. Thev also have the merit of

forcing the reader to think hard and.

perhaps, usefuUv about the nature of

man and the meaning of freedom.

In Skinner's view, individual au-

tonomy and freedom do not exist. In a

universe governed by inexorable laws,

people may like to think that they con-

trol their own behavior, but they are

only fooling themselves. What a man

does is completely controlled bv his

genetic endowment and by his environ-

ment—including, most importantly, his

social environment. Specifically, human

behavior is shaped by its consequences:

"A child who cries until caressed be-

gins to cry intentionally."

Much of this is neither new nor star-

tling. The Gallup Poll has shown that

some kinds of human behavior are at

least as predictable as the weather, and

TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So

without any further ado, we would now
you to continue in the battle to keep alive and
free, the heritage of East African wildlife that

belongs to everyone-especially you. What
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n be 'What WAS . . .
" rather than 'What

IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the c

uith cats and other species if the numer
ctivities of the East African Wild Life Society

ave to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region

if not protected, may take their place in the

history books, alongside the Dodo, just as

dead, just as extinct.
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agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the

development of game conservation. The facts

and figures of its performance may be seen
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period, accomplished and projected plans
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life jewellery, and prints decals. shoulde
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and calendars.
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no one would quarrel with the idea that

a baby's behavior is shaped by its

mother's kisses. If our behef in our indi-

vidual autonomy has been destroyed,

the credit or blame belongs to Freud,

not Skinner. But where Skinner differs

radically from Freud is in scrapping the

whole apparatus of ego, id, and super-

ego. In his view, these concepts, hke
the concept of the will, only get in the

way of rational efforts to understand-

that is, to predict and control—human
behavior. It is enough to know a man's

history, the myriad ways in which his

behavior has been shaped by past re-

wards and penalties. One can then ac-

curately predict, at least in principle,

how such a man will behave, without

considering his feelings or motives or,

indeed, anything he may say about what

seems to be going on inside his head.

Like Freud and Marx, Skinner is

bent not just on understanding man but

on making him happier. If we forget

about autonomy, he argues, and face

the fact that man is totally controllable,

we can then build a cultm-al environ-

ment in which the "contingencies of

reinforcement"—roughly, the system of

rewards—are such that men will no
longer be impelled to kill, torture, or

exploit one another. In the past. Skin-

ner says, people who tried to create

such environments were doomed to fail-

ure because they did not really know
how to shape human behavior. Now a

reliable technique is within our grasp:

we need only apply to humans the

methods that have worked so well in

shaping the beha-vior of. among other

creatures, those celebrated pigeons that

Skinner taught to play Ping-Pong by

reinforcing their random movements
with grains of corn.

Even granting that what works with

pigeons wdU work just as well with

people (which many psychologists

deny), there remains the problem of

just what kind of behavior—and what
kind of people—we want to produce. In

the case of an experimental community
like Walden Two one gets together a

group of like-minded persons and
agrees in advance on the rules of the

game. In the community that Skinner

was hoping to estabhsh back in 1962,
to give some trivial but perhaps reveal-

ing examples, there was to be no drink-

ing, no extramarital sex, and no nib-

bling between meals. As Skinner noted

in his diary at the time, "Let anyone
who wants to try something else try it

elsewhere."

If the whole world were Skinnerized

there would, of course, be no escape.

But then. Skinner argues, no one woulel

want to escape, and our personal feell

ings about such a world are irrelevant

"The problem," he writes, "is to desigi

a world which will be liked not b'
people as they now are but by thost

who hve in it." Fair enough, perhaps, i

one grants Skinner's assumptions. Anc
yet the claim that Skinner's Nev
Society would, more or less by defini

tion, please Skinner's New Man is no

altogether reassuring. It was Odysseus

not his companions, who objected tc

Circe's having turned them into swine.

Skinner's impatience with essentialh

political questions, such as who is to la\

down the rules of the good societ\

gives Beyond Freedom and Dignity a

ciu-ious air of unreality. There is noth

ing wrong in imagining a nonpohtical

culture. But it makes no sense in tht

culture to which Skinner belongs—an tJ

from which the new culture musi

evolve—to pretend, as Skinner does,

that politics do not exist. He writes, for

example, that "it is no doubt a serious

problem . . . that students no longer

respond in traditional ways to educa-

tional environments: they drop out of

school, possibly for long periods of time,

they take only courses which they enjoy
i

or which seem to have relevance to

their problems, they destroy school

property and attack teachers and offi-

cials." Skinner's solution is "to design;

contingencies under which students ac-

quire behavior useful to them and their

culture." It doesn't appear to strike him
that what constitutes "useful" behavior

is a political, not a pedagogical

question, and that something else i.-;

wanted here besides a simple behavioral

fix.

Perhaps the most serious criticism <it

Skinner is not that he ignores politics

but that he gives no real account of con-

sciousness and feeUng. Man is onh
what he does: "The picture which

emerges from a scientific analysis is not

of a body with a person inside, but of a

body which is a person in the sense that

it displays a complex repertoire of be-

havior." But let us consider for a mo-
ment a particular piece of Skinner's

own behavior—an entry that he made in

his diary some ten years ago. It was

headed "A New Year," and read, in

part:

It is nearly nine o'clock on the first

day of the new year. From a deep

blue sky sun streams into our liv-

ingroom. . . . My hi-fi is midway
through the first act of Tristan and
Isolde. A very pleasant environment.

A man would be a fool not to enjoy
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himself in it. In a moment I will go

to my study . . . where I will write

for two or three hours on a manu-

script which I think important and

which may "help mankind." So my
life is not only pleasant, it is earned

or deserved. Yet, yet, I am unhappy.

Skinner goes on to suggest that perhaps

he is unhappy because there is so much
misery in the world, and "I mav feel

guilty about it as my puritan heritage."

He concludes:

It is the fact that so little is being

done about it! We are trapped in love

of a life such as this, in false social

science, in statesmanship based on

historical induction . . . . Is it up to

me? (A Wagnerian theme, if I ever

saw one.)

On rereading this passage, it struck

me that it is not enough to say, as I

WTote years ago, that the main thing

wrong with Skinner's Utopia is that it

would never produce—or tolerate—stub-

born and unhappy iconoclasts like

Skinner. I would now add something

else. One may grant the difficulty of an-

swering the old questions of what

"mind" is, and where it is located, and

how anvthing so immaterial as a mental

state can influence events in the mate-

rial world. But given the existence,

never mind where, of the realm of

thought and feeling that Skinner's own
diaries reveal, anv science of human be-

havior that cannot—or does not choose

to—penetrate this realm seems so in-

complete as to be, at best, of limited

value in ordering our affairs.

Spencer Klaw is the author ofThe New
Brahmins: Scientific Life in America. A
former editor of Fortune, Mr. Klaw's

articles have appeared in Harper's, Es-

quire, and other magazines.
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Lisa Stephens

August. 1970

Available at SOi? each postpaid from:

Natiu-al History Magazine

77 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

Brain Puzzler's

Delight
By E. R. Emmet

A treasury of unicni"
mind-stretching puzzU
that can be solved h
straight, logical thinking
and reasoning. No specia
ized math. Offers the plea
ures of discovering soli

tions through use o.
ingenuity, imagination, ii''

sight, and logic. Stimulate'

^^^^^^ and refreshes the mine
IBllpii Till ^"^.r^r" Fascinating, entertainin

wiTL^ y|^**rrf^ puzzles, arranged in orde

StCn«Oi!*^^J o^ difficulty, with (som

&?ijiwM\ \\'^ amazing!) solutions an
xT^^YtJy* f"U explanations at end o

VW*"^ *'°°*^- ILLUSTRATE1
Order Now/ ^^•^^' ^'"^ ^^'^ handUn

10-Day Money-Back Guarantee *

MATH

IS FUN

Math for

"Kicks"—
Now at !ast—the Math Puzzler*
Paradise. If you have an urge 1

juggle numbers, here is a goldmin '

of mathematical high jinks and ho
cus-pocus. Tricks. brain -teasar?

' - .. "magic," paradoxes, problems an
puzzles, riddles, conundrums, an
enigmas—galore. Frustration guar
anteed.
No mathematical genius require

c ' , —just a knack for LOGICA
.--' THINKING and REASONING

(Worth the price of admission is

"course" in Applied Logic an
Straight Thinking, alone. The fu •

thrown in free). Many delightful and helpful illustra

Ordei

MATH IS FUN, by Joseph Degrazia, Ph.D.
S4.95 plus 30i handling. 10-Day Money-Back Guarante

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc. Dept. 684-T
251 West (9th Street, New York. N.Y. 1001 1



STOP SAYING . .

.

"I CAN'T AFFORD TO TRAVEL'

8 BOOKS THAT GIVE YOU THE
FACTS ON HOW YOU CAN TRAVEL
TODAY WITHOUT BEING RICH

AROUND THE WORLD
BY FREIGHTER

Where and he

—the lowe

f to travel by freighte

cost way to travel

For no more than you'd spend at a resort,

i-ou can take a never-to-be-forgotten cruise to

Rio or Buenos Aires. Or through the Canal or

;o the West Indies or to England, France, the
Mediterranean, etc.

And what accommodations you get—large

'ooms with beds (not bunks), probably a pri-

vate bath, lots of good food, and plenty of
relaxation as you speed from port to port.

Travel Routes Around the World names the

Freighter lines (700 of them, with sailings from
practically every port in the world), tells where
they go, what they charge, briefly describes ac-

commodations plus life on your freighter, clothes

to take. etc.

To stop saying that travel is expensixe get

vour copy now. Price $1.50.

AMERICA BY CAR

This big book is your insurance of seeing all

the 4-star sights in whatever corner of the U.S.,
Canada, or Mexico you drive to. Whether you're
visiting New England or California, Florida or
Ihe National Parks, the Great Lakes, the Mis-
sissippi, the East, the South, the Southwest, the
Indian country, etc., it tells you day by day and
road by road the scenic way to go and it al-

ways directs you to the important sights along
the way and in the cities. In Niagara or Los
Angeles, Washington or New Orleans, the Black
Hills or Montreal, it takes the guesswork out
of travel.

America is so big you can easily overlook or
forget important sights or make many a wrong
turn. So get America by Car. the book that

makes sure you'll see everything of consequence
and always travel right. Only $3.50 for this

170,000 word book (as big as 3 ordinary sized

novels).

FABULOUS MEXICO—WHERE
EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

The land of retirement and vacation bargains
where you can build a modem home for $7500
and an American retirement income looks like

a fortune, and your vacation money can buy
double or more what it might back home.
Norman Ford shows you vacation and retire-

ment values where you can live like a prince
on what you might just get along on in the
U.S.A. He pinpoints areas that look like the
South Seas, others where it's like June all year
round, towns where many other Americans have
retired; shows where to find modern flower-

bedecked hotels and inns that charge hardly
half of what you'd expect to spend in even
such a land of vacation and retirement bar-
gains as Mexico. Pius a big section where tc

start vour money earning so much more than
in the U.S.A. S2.50.

OFF-THE-BEATEN PATH

own Barge

Off-the-Beaten Path names the really low cost

Florida retirement and vacationing towns, the

topnotch values in Texas, the Southwest, Cali-

fornia, the South and East, Canada, and a
dozen other areas which the crowds have not
yet discovered:

—Fabulous places like that undiscovered re-

gion where winters are as warm and sunny as

Miami Beach's, yet costs can be 2/3rds less.

Or that island that looks like Hawaii yet is

2000 miles nearer. Or France's only remaining
outposts in this part of the world ... or a
village more Scottish than Scotland ... or

resort villages without crowds or high prices

... or island paradises aplenty in the U.S. or

Canada ... or areas with almost a perfect

climate. And for good measure you also read

about low cost paradises in Hawaii, the Virgin

Islands, and Puerto Rico.

A big book, with about 100,000 words. Yet it

costs only S2.50.

: SPECIAL OFFER: All 4 books above—Travel Routes Around the World, America by Car, Fabulous

, Mexico— IVhere Everything Costs Less, and Off-the-Beaten Path—($10 value) for only $6.95.

UHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

Florida needn't be expensive—not if you know
just where to go for whatever you seek in
Florida. And if there's any man who can give
you the facts you want, it's Norman Ford,
founder of the world-famous Globe Trotters
Club.

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells

you. first of all, road by road, mile by mile,
everything you'll find in Florida, whether you're
on vacation or looking over job, business, real
estate, or retirement prospects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and
restaurants where you can stop for the best ac-
commodations and meals at the price you want
to pay. For that longer vacation, if you let

Norman Ford guide you, you'll find a real
"paradise"—Just the spot which has everything
you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big
book. If you want a home in Florida, he tells

you just where to head. If you've ever wanted
to run a tourist court or own an orange grove,
he tells you today's inside story of these popu-
lar investments.

If you want to retire on a small income,
Norman Ford tells you exactly where you can
retire now on the money you've got, whether
it's a little or a lot. Because he always tells

you where life in Florida is pleasantest on a
small income, he can help you to take life

easy now.

Whatever you seek in Florida, Norman Ford's
Florida gives you the facts you need to find

exactly what you want. Well over 100.000 words
but it costs only S3.00—only a fraction of the
money you*d spend needlessly if you went to

Florida blind.

ALL ABOUT ARIZONA
—the healthful state

Just as a road map shows you how to reach
your destination, this big book leads you to

whatever you want in this fast growing state

of sun and scenic wonderlands.

What do you want to know about Arizona?
Where to retire at low cost? Where are sum-
mers cool, winters sunny most of the lime?
Where are the leading places for a job. a home,
etc? What must a newcomer watch out for?

Is it true that living costs are less than in the
East? What about salaries?

Or do you want to tour this Grand Canyon
State? What's the most scenic way to see Ari-
zona by car or otherwise? What is really the

most satisfving way to see the Grand Canyon?
The Indian reservations? The other 4-slar

sights? Which are the outstanding places to eat

and stay? What are the sure ways to cut travel

costs in this big state?

Filled with facts, over 100,000 words long.

this book almost brings Arizona to your door
answering these and a hundred other questions.

To know ail you should about Arizona before
you go for a home, a job, retirement in the

sun. or a really memorable vacation, read this

book. Price, $2.95.

BARGAIN PARADISES
OF THE WORLD

West Indies, Mexico, Californias Abroad

This is a book on how to double what your
money can buy. For that is what spending a
few weeks or months, or even retiring, in the
world's Bargain Paradises amounts to.

Throughout this big book you learn where to

spend a while in the West Indies. South Amer-
ica, the healthful islands of the South Seas, and
the marvelous Balearic Islands where two can
live like kings for $50 a week.

You read about cities and towns where it's

always spring, about "Californias Abroad,"
about "Four Modern Shangri-Las," about moun-
tain hideaways, tropical islands as colorful as

Tahiti but nearer home, about modern cities

where you can live for less, about quiet country
lanes and surf-washed coastal resorts.

If you've ever wanted to travel but wondered
how you could afford it; if you have a little

income but wonder how you'd ever be able to

retire on that; if you want a life of luxuries on
what you'd get only necessities back home, then

you want this book. $2.50.

WHERE TO RETIRE
ON A SMALL INCOME

This book selects out of the thousands of

communities in the U.S. only those places where
the climate is right, living costs are less, the

surroundings pleasant, and nature and the com-
munity get together to guarantee a good time

from fishing, boating, gardening, concerts or

the like.

It covers cities, towns, spas, resorts, etc.,

throughout America—from New England south

to Florida, west to California and north to the

Pacific Northwest. It Includes both Hawaii and
the American Virgin Islands.

Some people spend hundreds of dollars trying

to get information like this by traveling around
the country. Frequently they fail—there is just

too much of America to explore. This book
saves you from that danger. Yet it costs only

S2.50.

A good trip begins with a Harian book

Publishers since 1935

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS.
45 Walnut Drive
GREENLAWN (Long Island), N.Y. 11740

I have enclosed $ (cash, check, or
monev order ) . Please send me the books I

checked below. YOU WILL REFUND MY
MONEY IF I AM NOT SATISFIED.

Travel Routes Around the World (travel by
freighterb). S1.50.

D America by Car. S3.S0.

Fabulous Mexico—Where Ever>1hing Costs
Less. S2.50.

a Off-the-Beaten Path. S2.50.

n SPECIAL OFFER ±1. All 4 books above
for S6.95.

Q Norman Ford's Florida. S3.00.

Q All About Arizona—Ihe healthful stale. S2.95.

Where to Retire on a Small Income. $2.50.

a Bargain Paradises of the World. S2.50.

a SPECIAL OFFER ^^2: Save $S—all 8

books above, $20.95 value, for only $12.95.

Print Name

Street Address

City

1 State Zip Code

87



4-WAY ''HUMMER'' FEEDER
H
play an
"Humme
drip or

yourself.

birds, those jewel-lik
! sip 4-at-a-time :

-Bird Bar" ® (See a
ust, easy to clean,
reach the good:
family, friends,

seals, love to
the riginal

ictual photoj. No
Other birds or

A grand gift for
AND Humming-

nteed. Instructions. S2.95 plu_
40^ handling. Add 15^ tax in Calif. Sorrv,
no COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN,
10726-N Samoa Ave., Tujunga. CA 91042. Our
17th Year ! (Makers of the popular Oriole
"Fun-Bar" for fun-loving Orioles!) MADE IN
U.S.A.

see The Birds and Wildflowers Of

GREECE in SPRING
led again by

Dr Richard H. Pough
Apr 13th to May 3rd, 1972
for exciting Itinerary write

Santos Travel
9, Patission Street Athens 101, Greece 1

dfoa^t Navigation(^chooi
SCHOOL OF ASTRONOMY Depi.6701

Drawer Y-418 E. Canon Perdido A^
Santa Barbara, California 93102 <^^.

Please send me School Brochure on
your Home Study Courses.

Accred ite

Study Coun

20 ALIVIOST-RARE
STAMPS

From12 LOST NATIONS!

We'd like to send you a score of Postage Stamps
from nations overrun by invaders in the 19th
and 20th Century and never freed again -
stamps so appealing that experienced and be-
ginning collectors alike want themi When these
are gone no more will be available. And from
our Approval Service we'll include llOac/d/-
t/ona/stamps from Britain's Lost Empire, (alone
worth over S3 at catalog prices!), plus an lllus-

strated Album and other unusual stamps for
FreeExamination. Youcan keep the Album and
1 10 British Empire Stamps as an Introductory
Bonus should you buy SI worth from our ap-
proval selection' Or return Album and 110
Stamps with selection and pay nothing. Cancel
service anytime. But in either case, the valuable
Lost Nations Stamps are yours to keep FREE —
as an introduction to the World's Most Reward-
ing Hobby, Send 10c for mailing today while
supplies last!

KENMORE CO.. Millord LN-976. N. Hamp. 03055

seems to me the most beautiful of that

beautiful series. Its photography, color

reproduction, layout, and printing are

nothing less than superlative, while its

text is poetic, anecdotal, vigorous, often

angry, always informed.

A basic dilemma of the Sierra Club

books is here illustrated and solved.

The Sierra Club is not a publishing

house; it is a fighting conservation orga-

nization and outdoor club. This series

has the function of defending the natu-

ral world, especially wilderness, against

the forces of defacement and destruc-

tion. The author of each book had to

choose between particular controversy

and general philosophical statement,

hard sell and soft seU, and different au-

thors made different choices. Thus, The

Last Redwoods is an embattled docu-

ment, both text and pictures cued to a

Cathedral Valley. Capitol Reef

Southeast Utah

specific conservation struggle, while Ev

erest: The West Ridge is the account o

an ultimate testing of man in nature

with no overt conservation message

The Place No One Knew is a requien

for a lovely, living canvon lost to thf

dam buUders, while In Wildness Is tht

Preservation of the World, with wordi

bv Thoreau, and Not Man Apart, witl

words bv Robinson Jeffers, are poetit

statements of man's place in nature

Galapagos divides by volumes: the firsl

celebrators', the second full of warnings.

Slickrock solves the problem by mak
ing no attempt to "marry" text and pic

tures. Abbey's text, often poetic, some

times rapt and mvstical, is mainly anc

finally polemic, full of anger at what has

already happened, geared to some hu

man mobilization that may prevent

worse things. PhiUp Hyde's photo-

graphs are as nonpolemic as the firsl

sun on a canvon rim.

It is all but impossible for pho-

tography to represent, much less exag-'

'sm
-ilt\,»*..^^jj , J



erate, the nobility and spaciousness of

he slickrock country of southeastern

Jtah. It can do beautifully by its indi-

idual forms. Photography (or reproduc-

ion) can easily vulgarize color, as Ari-

ona Highways has been doing for

ears. Hyde's recording has the integ-

ity of the rocks themselves—and the

ubtlety. In spite of their grand spaces

nd colossal forms, subtlety is the ulti-

nate word for these canyons and

nesas, and it is subtlety that Hyde

atches superbly. (Anvone who thinks a

liff of Wingate sandstone isn't subtle

hould sit for just one hour and watch

he light change on its face.)

Hyde is not of the school of his peer

nd colleague Eliot Porter, who so dis-

ikes showing any postcard-blue skv

hat he seldom gives us a sweeping

iew. Hyde does, but he also shows

ovingly the secret, subtle details of

hading and texture—lichens on a boul-

ler, the stained seep of a cave spring, a

ucca or cactus blooming in the sand.

the intricate, varnished fretwork of a

conchoidallv fractured chfF. I am doubly

conscious of the integrity of his pic-

tures, since I came through that countrs'

with his book in my luggage while pon-

dering this review.

Abbey's text deals poetically with the

beauty that was, and angrilv with the

road buUders and power-plant builders

who have already partially destroyed it.

It is somewhat astonishing to find fury

and name calling in such beautiful let-

terpress on such elegant coated paper,

with four-color illustrations, but one has

to concur in the anger and join the cru-

sade. As Abbey says, there are already

enough roads in that country. Every

new one opens another gate to roadside

blight, high-compression tourism, and

pollution. As for the coal-fired power

plants, a single one has already reduced

the light in that brilliant country by 25

percent, and no filter will now filter out

the particulate matter in the air. The fi-

nest pictures of the sUckrock have al-

ready been taken. The superintendent

of Canyonlands National Park predicts

that by the time the road to Grandview

Point is paved, the tourists who will

then be drawn there will be unable to

see the canyon. So begins to pass one ot

the glorious places of the earth. Unless.

. . . That is the burden of Abbey's text.

Wallace Stegner

Stanford University

Place .\.nd People: An Ecology of a

New Gliinean Community, by WiUiam

C. Clarke. University of California

Press, $9.00; 265 pp., illus.

The study of cultural anthropology,

since its inception as an academic

discipline, has generally been based on

empirical field research. Consequently,

in anthropological monographs there

has always been some recognition of the

fact that particular human societies or

communities occupy specific material

environments and that some kind of in-

teraction takes place between cultural

and natural phenomena. Indeed, a few

anthropologists have argued that the en-

vironmental setting largely determines

the form of the cultural events; but in

general the emphasis has been on ex-

plaining culture in cultural terms, with

the physical environment being seen as

a framework that merely defines the

widest limits within which the cultural

phenomena vary through time.

During the past fifteen to twenty

% Beech Cliff

On The Lake, By The Sea
MOUNT DESERT, MAINE, near Bar Harbor

BOYS 9-16 Pioneer camping in setting

of great natural beauti.—plus EXCEP-
TIONAL TRIP PROGRAM. Each camper
elects Wilderness Canoe Trips, Windjam-
mer Sailing Cruise, Mt. Expeditions. In-

Carnp prog. incl. rifler>', archery, tennis,

%\ater skiing, fresh water swimming, sail-

ing Natural science emphasized. {Also
Oceanographic Summer Institute 14-17).
Clifford A. Pulls, 6 Old Marlboro Rd., Concord,

Mass. 01742 (617)369-4095 EST. 1954

WILDERNESS TRIP CAMP
Grand Lake Stream, Maine 04637

For 70 boys, ages 11-17. Six separate groups.

Full Season only. Series of lake, white water

and wilderness trips: Allogash, St. John, St.

Croix & Mochios Rivers. SENIOR TRIP TO
NORTHERN QUEBEC.

Survival, Ecology, conservation and forestry

stressed. Quoker leadership.

ACA Accredited

Write: George N. Darrow

780 Millbrook Lane

Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041

Phone: (215) Ml 2-8216

Capt. Stan Maurer SHANTY BOAT CRUISES
Rt. 1, Bo> 366 NH, Ft. Myers, Fla. 33905



KEEP PACE WITH SPACE A6E! »kE MUUN SHOTS-LANDINGS, SPACE FLIGHTS, CLOSE-UP!

for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT
GttEATtNTERNATlONAL PAPER PLANS BOOKI

al fly-th yourself
book of paper airplan&s
from SCIENTIFIC AMERl-

NEW! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER. KlTl
Solve problems, play games,
predict weather with this ac-
tual working model of giant
electronic brains. Amazing
new fun way to learn all
about computer programming
. . . logic, decimal, binary
systems. Laws of Set5—even
do your own programming
after completing simplified

^ , ,
116 page instructive boob-

let. Includes step-by-step assembly diagrams. Circuits
easily changed. Readout from illuminated control panel
Re*;. 2 "D" batt. (not InclJ. Best model we've seen—for
home, school, industry.
No. 7I .434E (H- X IZ'/a" x 4") $31.50 Pp d.

NEW, LOW.COST GEM TUMBLER
-^ Become a rockhound! Fasci-

Lting hobby . . . loads of

lustre . . . brings out be
tiful coiars. Rugged 3-lb.
paeity tumbler w/continu

EMOTION METER 'lESTS" YOU

device that re

veals hidden
Easy to use.
accurate. Me

likes, dislikes.
and

inges
stance caused by

changes in emotional state.
Needle movement indicates
emotional response {not
whether favorable or un-
favorable). Effectiveness de-
pends on questions asked

ntended strictly
Great fun at partie

and interpretation.
fop entertainment. e(

9v battery, eompl. ins
Stock No. 4I.422E $ 1 5.95 Pp d.

BUTTERFLY & INSECT COLL. KITI
Bargain buy for the budding
naturalist! Basic Butterfly &.

Insect Collecting and Mount-
ing Kit has everything
needed to start a butterfly
or invertebrate collection.
Includes 3 x IQ" spreading
board, 2-02. bottle of dis-
patching fluid, eyedropper.
relaxing fluid, wood-handled
butterfly net, 2 butterfly
specimens. 100 4^2 insect

mounting pins. 20-page iliustr. booklet. Kit weighs 9-lbs.
and is tons of educational family fun at a very low price.
Terrific value:
Stock No. 7[,5I8E $4.95 Ppd.

0JiAH'fil3

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

148 PAGES • MORE THAN
4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!

Completely new catalog, 148 pages packed with
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts, etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building. Barrington, N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Street_

City

NEW 3"

ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
60 to 180X

DE-LUXE FEATURES AT ECONOMY PRICE
Amazingly priced Apollo Space Explorer brings the
wonders of the universe up close. 3" aluminized i
overcoated t 10 mirror. Reaches theoretical limits of
resolution 4. definition. 60X standard size l'4" O.D.
eyepiece, ' i' F.L. 3X adjustable Barlow. 6X finder
telescope; high impact plastic tube: metal fork mount
w/ positive locking. 36" hardwood tripod. Included
FREE: 272 p. Handbook, Star Chart, Instructions.

Best value ever!
Stock No. 80.I62E S59.50 Ppd.
REG. 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.050E S34.50 Fed.
4'j' ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.I05E S94.50 F.O.B.
6" ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.08GE S239. 50 F.O.B.

traffi

terrific for am
rologists. Creat

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
of fun" for klc
toppers for store

cloud heights, wind speed.
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,^^- ^^ dishes, candle-holders, vases

/' ^^^i M '''°'" ordinary no-return
-^ -^ ""^ smooth-surface bottles or

jars! Cut any round bottle
safely, easily in less than
5 minutes for fun, profit,
home decorations with just

, , ^ „ an ice cube and this kit.
Includes: cutter (3=^ X 7',i X 2'i'), candls, 2-oz. grind-
ing powder. Complete instructions.
Stock No^ 71, 475E_. _^ . . . .S10.95 Ppd.

RE-LIVE APOLLO 15 & ROVER RIDE
Official NASA footage

-...J the Lun_.
desolate Hadley
Elbow Crater. t

Apennines, into th
mysterious 4.6 bill

history. Se* the
Mo(
Mo

._nding.
blast-off:

titles. The Rid
4I.625E $14.93 Ppd.

II film (No. 4I,475E) SI4.95 Pod.

tow COST TREASURE FINDER
scover the fun and profit

treasure hunting inex-
isively. Light as a feather

Stock N

TERRIBLE LIZARDS-MONSTROUS MAMMALS
Explore the fascinating pre-
historic world of dinosaurs
200.000.000 years ago. Ne»

authentit
odels (12 dii

'^^^'^^jm-
Wooly Mammoth—range In ^
size from 2" to 6". Also Inst.

to build your own dinosaur land and Wonder Book
Stock No. 70.8I7E S6.00 Ppd.

'fISH WITH A MAG\-

drop it overboard
river, lake or ocei
along bottom—yo^-
ure" haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb.
Magnet is war surplus

—

AInico-V Type— Gov't cost

$50. Lifts over 150 lbs. on lam
Stock No. 70.571 E
Stock No. 70.570E 3'

Stock No. 85.I52E 15

-much more under water,
lbs. SI4.00 Pi
lbs t 8.75 Pl
lbs 533.95 FC

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAl
there's a balloon

i festive. Especial-
ly en the

which
lerky

nake bal-
nd advent

- - i 25 times the fun
—25 balloons of 4, 5. or
6' diam. With them a

izod (300 Ibs/SQ.

heli

safe non-toxic

Stock No'. 7I,289E .$3.00 Pc

Frighten prpwlei

POWER HORN BLASTS A Mli
muggers.

pocket-sized
be heard a

iignal foj- help

emergency. Weighs only 3 oz. but contains up
-piercing blasts. A real bargain.

53 25 Pp
$2 75 Pl

VERSATILE WHITE MODELING PLASf]

m. i-

shaped i baked. Can then b

painted, embossed. Smooth,
Stock No. 60.794E 2 1b. $ 3.60 Pp
Stock No. 7I,205E 8 lb. $10.50 Pp

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KT
Thrill to the fun of building -. .

your omi see-through mo-
torized model of revolution-
ary pistonless type engitie
. . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet nevy pollution
standards. Replaces piston,
cylinder, cranfe assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
remoTed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller than conventional: fewer parts, greater n-
liability, same speed w/less horsepower. Feat: flashirr
plugs, rubber fan belt, sticfe-shift on-ofC switch, Req,—l.aV batt. (not inch).
No.7l.424E (4'/a- » 5' » y) $6,75 Ppc

PLASTIC MODEL V-8 ENGIN
Hours of fun! Get thrill of -
building your own easily as ^

sembled engine from over
350 parts. Then push starter
and watch it run. Crankshaft

lith spark plugs. Do

mechanic courses. Excellent * -- "

easy-to-understand "tech manual "

Stock No. 70.448E ..$I3.50PO

ECONOMICAL WATER LEVEL ALARf.
Avoid costly internal flood
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ears, however, a more sophisticated

[nthropological approach has emerged,

ne that attempts to analyze intensively

le systemic interactions between cul-

oral and other variables. Anthropolo-

ists still deal with traditional spheres of

iquiry, such as kinship and social orga-

ization, religion, political and eco-

omic organizations, but they are now

loncerned not only with the functional

nd structural interconnections of the

vents within and between these fields

lut also with the feedback (positive and

,egative) that takes place between

nan's thought and behavior and the

Yider biophysical world of which he

nd his community are components.

Imong a number of cultural anthro-

iologists today, especially in America,

his holistic view of man, culture, and

nvironment has led to an increasing

utilization of the strategies of ecosys-

lemic analysis. An identifiable and rap-

idly expanding school of cultural ecol-

igy is developing.

One important consequence of this

rend has been the growing rapproche-

nent between cultural anthropologists

and archeologists) and other in-

'estigators—human geographers, bot-

inists, biologists, and nutritionists—in

he prosecution of field studies and the

.ubsecfuent interpretation of the data.

These multidisciplinary inquiries have

)ecome common, for instance, in

Oceania, particularly in New Guinea,

vhich in many ways provides an ideal

aboratory situation for the systematic

itudv of the adaptive features of human

culture and society.

Clarke's book stems from one such

oint investigation organized by A. P.

v'ayda of Columbia University to study

he human ecology of the New Guinea

•ain forest. Between 1962 and 1965

hree cultural anthropologists, a lin-

guist, a nutritionist, and two ge-

)graphers worked with several commu-

lities of Maring people hving on the

lorthern slopes of the Bismarck Range

n the Territory of New Guinea. The

jublications that have so far appeared,

lotably Pigs for the Ancestors, by

R. A. Rappaport (Yale University

Press, 1967), demonstrate the sophis-

ication and productiveness of this ven-

ure, and as a result we now know a

p-eat deal more about Maring culture

ind society and their interrelations with

he environment in which the Maring

operate.

Place and People is a human geogra-

3her's account of the ecology of one

small, more or less localized community

jf Maring people. Clarke's main con-

cern is to examine the system of land

use in Maring subsistence agriculture in

relation not onlv to such physical vari-

ables as climate, topography, soil, flora

and fauna but also to Maring demo-

graphic and residential patterns.

Clarke concludes that "the people

and their environment are close to

being in a state of internal equilibrium,

in the sense that the people maintain

themselves in their ecosystem with vir-

tually no imports of matter or potential

energy and no e.xports or 'production"

in the form of harvests of materials to

be removed by man. " However, he also

notes that, following the expanding con-

tacts of the Maring with the outside

Western world, changes are occurring

that may soon upset this equilibrium.

The population is gi-owing because of

the introduction of medical treatment

and the cessation of intergroup warfare,

new and more efficient steel tools are

being used, and the possibility of cash

cropping is coming closer. All of this

will increase the demands made by the

Maring on their material resources and

may well initiate a downward spiral of

land degradation and impoverished

diet.

Clarke writes pleasantly and con-

cisely and makes his points clearly. I

only wish he had presented more quan-

tified statements to cover the totality of

the horticultural activities of the local

group he describes. Nevertheless, al-

though Place and People deals with

one small community in a remote part of

New Guinea, it should interest any-

one concerned with understanding the

functioning of ecological systems.

M. J. Meggitt

The Cilr University of New York
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Announcing. ..a unique contribution to mat

-k Rattlesnakes with sensitive detectors for infrared radiation

* Kangaroo rats whicti live their entire lives without drinking water—manu-
facturing what they need from the metabolic breakdown of their food

. . . and much, much morel

20 BIG DELUXE VOLUMES! Fmed wim thousands of niustraHons-tull-color

photographs on almost every page. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ANIIvlAL KINGDOM,
a beautiful, deluxe 9Vz" x 10%" set of 20 volumes, is uniformly bound in handsome, durable, soil-

resistant covers. The set offers almost 3,000 pages of fascinating reading and viewingl
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An introduction to the mysteries and marvels o
group of animals to which man himself belong;

' Vertebrates, animals with backbones.

We would like to send you—absolutely free-
no obligation to purchase anything ever, a
of Volume 1 of this new set of books: The 1

trated Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingdom
We want you to see for yourself how exc

the Animal Kingdom is! In Volume 1—whicl
eludes all the vertebrates—you'll meet som
the strangest and most fascinating creature

the rich and varied realm of the animal wt
You'll learn about the spiny anteater,

when frightened, literally digs himself into

ground . . . the male duck-billed platypus I

uses a poisonous foot spur . . . the primitive I

prey that attaches itself to its victims with a
j

tion-cup mouth . . . birds that can glide for r.l

without fluttering a wing.
'

A complete library of all the Animals in the V
—including birds, mammals, fish, insects, rep

Volume 1 is a complete story in itself, provi

a broad look at the myriad wonders of the an
world. Each subsequent volume expands on t

wonders in exciting, informative detail. V
man has learned from the study of animals e

ally staggers the mind. And in these 20 big,

luxe volumes, you'll find a complete basic s

of all the knowledge the world of living creat

has to offer mankind. Like an incredible jou
into another world, this incomparable encj
pedia leads you and your children to an ur
standing of all the species that inhabit the e

—how they feed, breed and survive, in a life i

with constant danger.



^cord of the wonders of the animal world!
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I

e-school children will be delighted with the

nating pictures on every page (there are over

D in full color!). The budding scientist will

a full, rich background that can excite him
'irther and more intensive study. And adults

surely enjoy the photographs and text as

h as their youngsters. The entire family will

;his wonderful set—one that you'll be proud
'splay in your home library.

IFOR YOUR FREE BOOK NOW- WITH NO OBLIGATION!

US send you Vertebrates, Volume 1 of The
';rated Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingdom,
' It's yours as a gift whether or not you pur-
: a single additional volume. Examine it,

y it, keep it. We think you'll be so delighted

I

you'll want to become a Subscriber and re-

:: additional volumes of this new and com-
'ag encyclopedia each month.

As a Subscriber, you will always have the priv-

ilege of examining each new volume in your
home—and if you're not completely satisfied with
it, you simply return the volume at our expense
and owe nothing. Of course, any time you may
wish to cancel, you have only to say so and no
more books will be sent. If you want to keep any
of these richly bound, beautifully printed books
—you may purchase them for the amazing low
price of only $3.98 each (plus a small shipping

and handling fee).

To send for your free volume, simply fill out

and mail the attached order form, or write to

Danbury Press, A Division of Grolier Enterprises,

Inc., Sherman Turnpike, Danbury, Connecticut
06810. 'y'our FREE copy of Vertebrates will be

on its way to you. Remember, you are not obli-

gated in any way by sending for your free volume
... it is our gift to you.

For those who have not yet decided to send for their

free book—a word from the publisher:
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Ray Ramsey '

for the publishers of
"The Illustrated Encyclopedia of

the Animal Kingdom"

What Dr. Richard Van Gelder,
Chairman and Curator,

Department of Mammalogy
of the American Museum of

Natural History, has to say about
"The Illustrated Encyclopedia
of the Animal Kingdom"

".
. . Here in these books is source

material for the future of man. He is

a relative newcomer on the evolution-
ary scene, and he has attempted to
dominate and to destroy the environ-
ment. It is now clear that his concept
of altering nature is leading only to

disaster. The evolutionary message is

clear: he must either change his

methods or face extinction from his

own folly. There are many examples
in these books of how he might adapt
to his environment, rather than at-

tempt to adapt the environment to

him. Instead of 'man against nature'

he must choose to be 'man with na-
ture,' and to come into harmony and
equilibrium with the natural world
around him."

I
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// — until today —
your experience with

art masterpieces has been

limited, for the most part,

to scaled-down "prints" and

reproductions in books ...

Ij^'W^'Y^^

imagine the

excitement of

viewing the world's

great paintings in the

FULL SIZE and

GLOWING COLORS
of the original canvases-

on your own wall

at home!

A REMARKABLE DEMONSTRATION OFFER FROM

THE McGRAW HILL

TAKE THIS ALBUM OF IMPRESSIONIST PAINTINGS FOR ONLY

Color Slide Program ofArt Enjoyment
i[ comparable va

$15 to $18
'"1

AVE you ever

wondered
why people who
are otherwise
well-informed

often fail to develop a real understanding
and enthusiasm for so many of the world's

great paintings? Perhaps it is because most
of us only rarely have the experience of

standing before the original works of art.

Imagine then, what it would be like to

view these celebrated masterpieces in your
own home — just as they appear in leading

museums and the collections of the world's

great art patrons! This extraordinary experi-

ence is now open to you through a series

of remarkable Albums offered to members
of the McGraw-Hill Color Slide Program
of Art Enjoyment. There has never been
anything like it.

A new way to enjoy the world's great art

As a member of this Program, you will

gaze in astonishment as Renoir's lovely
"Seated Bather" (shown above) appears on
your wall jour feet high — aglow with all

the vibrant reds, blues and greens of the Im-
pressionist palette; you will thrill to Rem-
brandt's famed "Aristotle Contemplating
the Bust of Homer," seen nearly five feet

in height — and marvel as you view Titian's

allegorical masterpiece "Sacred and Pro-
fane Love" in its full eight-foot width, just

as it appears in Rome's Borghese Gallery.

These are just a few of the scores of mag-
nificent works of art you will see projected

in the actual size and full color of the

original paintings.

Accept this $1 demonstration offer

If you mail the attached card, you will

receive a unique Album containing 24
color slides of priceless works by Renoir,

Monet, Degas and other important Impres-
sionist painters. These slides are produced
in Florence to exacting specifications on
35mm Kodak film in individual 2x2
mounts. They set a new standard of faith-

fulness to the artists' originals, and can
be used in any home slide projector. (If

you do not own a projector, you may ob-

tain one at very low cost with your trial

Album. See special offer below.)

The color slides, however, are only one
part of this elaborate Album. Bound into

the center is an illustrated 4S-page book
by Albert Chatelet, Director of France's

renowned Lille Museum — with a guide

to each of the slide pictures and the

complete story of the Impressionist era.

If this demonstration pleases you, you
will be offered a new slide-and-commentary

Album as issued, at two-month intervals.

Among the Albums in this series are Ital-

ian Renaissance Painting, with masterpieces

by Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo,
Raphael, and others - The Golden Age of

Spanish Painting, with works by El Greco,

Velasquez, and their contemporaries — and
Albums covering every major art period.

Until today, slide-and-commentary art

education was available only in museums
or universities. Now, you can benefit from
the same kind of expert guidance — and

enjoy the world's great masterpieces with

your family and invited guests — right in

your own home.

The cost is surprisingly low

The least you might expect to pay for 24
color slides of comparable quality — if the

subjects were available from museums and
private collections-is $15 to $18. Yet, as

a subscriber to this new Program, you pay
only $7.95, plus a few cents for shipping,

for each complete Album—including slides

and illustrated guide book. You may take

as few or as many as you like, and may
stop whenever you wish.

Mail attached card for 10 days trial

Send no money now. We will ship your intro-

ductory Color Slide Album of Impressionist
Painting and enroll you as a trial subscriber.

If you are thrilled with the demonstration and
wish to continue with the Program, send only

$1, plus a few cents for shipping. Thereafter,

you will be offered a new Album approxi-
mately every six weeks at the subscribers' low
price of only $7.95. If not delighted, how-
ever, you may return everything within 10

days, cancel your subscription, and owe noth-
ing. Mail the attached card today.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PROJECTOR, here's an unusual op-
portunUy. We can offer you Ihe sensational Kodak Car-
ousel 600 I*rojcclor supplied with a 500-watt lamp, and
3-inch //3.5 Ektanar lens. This ton-rated projector shows
all rcKUlar 2".\2" 35mm slides.

It has dependable gravity feed

and you have instant access to

any slide at any lime. List price
$64.05—subscribers* price only

$48.95. Remittance must ac-

company trial subscription form.

If you aro not completely de-

liehted with the projector, you
may return In 10 days for a full

refund.

If Reply Card has been removed, write Color

Slide Program of Art Enjoyment, Dept. AY-123,

330 West 42nd St.. New York, N. Y. 10036.



Authors
The inventor of a number of den-

tal tools and techniques, Charles I.

Stoloff has been teaching and prac-

ticing dentistry since 1916. The au-

thor of a popular book on teeth

written 43 vear'^ ago. he is now at

woik on his second, a surve\ of

tooth mutilation practices around

the world

K. C. Tcssendorf has been w i it-

ing on historical topics since he

gave up the travel business to de-

vote full time to his avocation. He
takes special pride in discovering

rare old books suitable for reprint-

ing in limited editions; a recent find

was Hunting for Gold, a memoir of

a 49er recently brought out by

American West Publishing Com-
panv A graduate of the University

ol W isconsin, Tessendorf lives in

\^ a'^bington, D.C.

Alain Yvon Dessaint will return

to northern Thailand this year to

( ollet t costumes and to study what

happ( ns when two villages switch

liom growing opium to growing

iL(e. His article on the opium trade

gieu out of his stay there in

1968-70, when he studied migra-

tion and settlement patterns in the

Thai highlands. His earlier field

work was in Mexico, Guatemala,

dud the Ryukyu Islands. Now a lec-

tuier at the Universitv of Hawaii,

Dessaint was born in France and

took degrees at the University of

Chicago and Stanford University.

At a time when biological studies

depend increasingly on in-

strumentation and statistical proce-

dures, George B. Schaller still be-

lieves that field glasses and

unstructured field observations pro-

vide him with the best information

for his wildlife studies. This excerpt

from his book on the lion and other

predators of the Serengeti region of

Tanzania is based on three years of

field work. This included several

periods of continuous day and night

observations of a lion pride, which

gave Schaller insights about night-

hunting behavior "except when I

fell asleep." He is an associate of

the Institute for Research in Ani-

mal Behavior of the New York Zoo-

logical Society and Rockefeller

University.

William J. Weber has been

studying a colony of cattle egrets on

Lake Griffin in central Florida for

two years under the guidance of

Lovett Williams, chief biologist of

the Florida Fish and Game Com-
mission. A graduate of Ohio State

Universitv, Weber has practiced

veterinary medicine in Leesburg,

Florida, since 19S4. His book on



raising orphaned wild animals will

be published this spring.

Part Haida himself, William

Reid has long been involved in the

culture of the West Coast Indians.

As an artist he works on very large

and very small scales: he has re-

created a Haida house with its to-

tems and mortuaries for the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, and is now
creating jewelry. For seventeen

years he supported himself as an an-

nouncer for Canadian radio sta-

tions; presently he is working at his

art full time in an apartment across

the street from McGill University in

Montreal.

Adelaide de Menil, who photo-

graphed the totem poles, was born

in Paris, graduated from Sarah

Lawrence College, and has since

worked around the world—from

Greece to New Guinea. A member

YOU WON'T FIND A BETTER CUP OF
COFFEE than up by the round-bellied stove in the

Jack Daniel's sawmill.

Visitors in the Hollow say it beats anything from

home. The reason, so say our sawyers who make the

coffee, is water from Jack Daniel's limestone cave spring.

And they're probably right. For

100 years, our limestone spring

water has kept Jack Daniel's rr^ CHARCOAL
whiskey free of any iron taste. JfSL MELLOWED
It likely does the same for ^Sl^fk 6
coffee. If you're down our way

and drop in for a visit, you

might just ask if there's a pot

on the sawmill stove.

DROP

6
BY DROP

TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF BY CHOICE e i'J;i, J.i.k n.imclOisl.llcry, Lem Moilow, Pcop., Inc.
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THE 365-DAY
SPORTSMAN
HAT

Handsome, warm, comfortable

Eddie Bauer Goose down
ARCTIC CAP converts to match

the weather. Soft mouton fur flaps

turn down to protect neck, ears,

forehead. Sizes: S/M/L/XL.
Colors: Hunter's Red with red

fur. Autumn Tan or Forest Green

with neutral fur. 0142 ARCTIC
CAP Only $11.95 postpaid. Order

Today! Money Back Guarantee!

Enclosed

forS

my check or money order

_Please Rush myordertoday.

0142 ARCTIC CAP

Size (

Address-

City

nSend me FREE your new 128-page
color catalog of Custom Sportswear and
Expedition-Proven Outdoor Gear for Men
and Women.

^^Sc^i2/^*coa/»^

Seattle, Wash. 98124
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of the American Society of Maga-

zine Photographers, she has been

published in Europe and South

America as well as the United

States. Her photographs of North-

west Coast Indian art were made
during 1966-68: some of the carv-

ings no longer exist.

Canadian-born Kenneth E. F.

Watt is trying to bridge the gap be-

tween advanced ecological theory

and its applications. A zoologist by

training, a systems analyst bv ne-

cessity, he has studied ecosystems

in the field, in the laboratory, and

in computer models. In his essay on

diversity, triggered in part by his

observations of man and coral reefs,

he takes a viewpoint similar to the

one he took in "The Long Arm of

Biological Law," NATURAL History

Magazine, April, 1971. Watt's lat-

est project involves global and re-

gional computer system models of

land use and energy flow in the hu-

man ecosystem. Watt is based at the

University of California at Davis,

where he is professor of zoology and

research systems analyst at the In-

stitute of Ecology.

TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So

without any further ado, we would now ask
you to continue in the battle to keep alive and
free, the heritage of East African wildlife that
belongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the case
with cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society
have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wildlife Society founded
in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
tion and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
amount to $185,000.00. Membership and Inte-

rest in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom! But costs and
commitment are recurrent-and there's always
room for one more in the ark. Your readership
proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail-

able for saleto all, are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Namft

Address .

NH

lO



Bill Tattersa

studied law
...at our expense

After his graduation from college with a B.A.

degree. Bill Tattersall was selected as a member
of our Loop Course management training pro-

gram. His first assignment placed him in one

of our fabricating works as a technical assistant.

Two years later he was named assistant man-

agement's representative at our Chicago Works.

While employed there, he decided to take ad-

vantage of Bethlehem's educational assistance

program which encourages our full-time, sal-

aried employees to continue their education.

The program provides full reimbursement for

tuition costs of approved courses of study.

Through our program. Bill studied at DePaul

University's Law School and earned a Doctor of

Jurisprudence degree. He was later transferred

to our corporate headquarters as a labor at-

torney in the Industrial Relations Department.

Subsequently, he was transferred to the Mining

Department and promoted to his present posi-

tion as Assistant to Manager of our Coal Min-

ing Division with responsibilities in industrial

relations.

There are many other Bethlehem people now

working on bachelors, masters, and doctoral

degrees. We have secretaries who are studying

business administration, accountants pursuing

management science courses, metallurgists tak-

ing M.B.A.'s.

In the past nine years, some 3,100 employees

have taken advantage of our educational assist-

ance program. It's one of our best investments

for the future. -

BETHLEHEM STEEL
BETH EHEM

II



The Fasliionable
Tooth

Before sparkling \\ hlte became
an oral fetish, gold ^\ as glamorous,

black ^s'as beautiful, and a je%\ el or t^s o
supplied dental dazzle

by Charles I. Stoloft

A huge gold molar suspended
from the front of an office building

in Union Square. New York, told

Terence McGrover that he had
reached his destination. He was a

large, burlv man. and the cut of his

clothes and the angle at which he

wore his pearl grav derbv gave

some indication of his business and
position in life. McGrover was the

proud and prosperous owner of one
of the largest cafes on the Bowerv.

The year was 1901.

Ascending a staircase. McGrover
found himself in a room t\'pical of

the elaborate dental parlors of the

time, a room heavv with carved fur-

niture and velvet portieres. But if

Terence McGrover took anv notice

of the room or of the dozen waiting

occupants, he gave no sign of it. He
quickly made his way to the adjoin-

ing chamber and buttonholed the

dentist.

Doc. vou don't know me, but

Im a person of some importance in

my part of town," he said. "I want
some teeth, the classiest set of teeth

you can make. The price doesn't

matter; just make 'em rich looking,

and make 'em all gold!"

It is a pity that no picture or pat-

tern exists of the set of teeth that

Gus Johnson, left, and Dave
Stallworth. star players

with the Baltimore BuUets

basketball team, have both
had diamond stars embedded
in their front teeth.

that Cellini of Union Square in-

stalled in the mouth of Terence

McGrover. We have onlv the word
of his contemporaries that it was
the most spectacular job to be seen

in the city in those davs. When the

12



Suddenly it happens. Five

geese stop to read a

shop sign.

At any moment they could

scatter, along with your
picture.

Your eye goes straight to

the viewfinder.

With a Minolta SR-T 101,

it stays there, as you frame,

focus, and set exposure.

And always with the

viewfinder at maximum
brightness.

Nothing could be faster.

To adjust lens opening and
shutter speed, you simply

align two indicators in the

viewfinder. And a scale in

the finder shows the exact

shutter speed setting.

With a Minolta SR-T 101,

nothing interrupts your
photographic stream of

consciousness.

Click.

Honk! Honk! Honk! Honk!

Minolta

Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a

patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering sys-

tem that automatically compensates to prevent

under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast

situations.

Meter-coupled Rokkor lenses, ranging from
fisheye to long-range telephoto, automatically

remain at maximum aperture to keep the view-

finder bright until the instant of exposure. A
bayonet mount lets you change lenses in sec-

onds, with no aperture or ASA settings to re-

align for through-the-lens exposure readings.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag,

Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by

Minolta Corporation against defects in work-

manship and materials for two years from date

of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage.

The camera will be serviced at no charge pro-

vided it is returned within the warranty period,

postpaid, securely packaged and including $2.00

for mailing, handling and insurance.

The SR-T 101, priced from about 5265, depend-

ing on your choice of f/1.7, f/1.4 or f/1.2 normal

lens. The SR-T 100 is about |220. For literature,

write to Minolta Corp., 200 Park Ave. So., N.Y.,

N.Y. 10003. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.



^ For new and exciting

J discoveries...

dck North Carolina
pver your own gemstones, your own mineral

''rock specimens. Pan for gold, for rubies and
sapphires. Dig for emeralds and amethysts.

North Carolina is a rockhound haven. It's a min-

erals showcase with more than 300 varieties of

gemstones and minerals, and uncounted oppor-

tunities for finding your own treasures.

Use the coupon to discover more of what North
Carolina offers.

North Carolina Travel & Promotion
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Please send me your rockhound guide and gem
brochure and other material on family tun in

North Carolina,
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great Terr)' smiled at his customers
from behind his bar, it was a sight

to be pointed out to the slumming
visitors from "uptown," for the

dentist had taken McGrover at his

word—and his pocketbook. The
new teeth were 22-karat gold; and
from the central incisors, two finely

cut diamonds glittered, adding to

the brilliance of McGrover's smile.

The esthetic appeal of gold teeth

reached a zenith in this country at

about the turn of the century. The
lady of fashion would stand before

her mirror and primp her pompa-
doured coifilire, smooth her tight-

waisted, full-skirted gown, and note

with approval the faintly golden

richness that her dentist had added
to her already charming smile. Her
husband, no less vain, was as proud
of his two or more gold teeth as he
was of his custom-made, high-but-

toned shoes.

Even the youth of the nation

took their pennies to the candy
shop to purchase brass caps, which
they jammed over their teeth in

imitation of their elders' dental ele-

gance. What was a little gum sore-

ness when one could make a swag-

gering entrance into the schoolyard

with a sensational grin?

In the nineties and the early

1900s, gold teeth were as much a

part of the fashion scene as peg-top

trousers, choker collars, and chate-

laine watches. There were, of

course, certain practical reasons for

this popularity. From the viewpoint

of the average dentist, gold-shell

crowns provided a simple method of

securely anchoring artificial teeth;

at the same time they covered uglv,

broken-down, and discolored natu-

ral teeth, as well as much inferior

dental work. And to the patient,

gold seemed to represent the most
in value received.

Gold has always been a popular,

valuable, and sought-after metal,

desired for its color, workability,

and rarity. It was used in fine jew-

elry and coinage and. for almost as

long, in dentistry. For some people,

gold in their mouths not only

created a magic and mysterious

spell, it also had the added dash of

elegance.

Ancient records indicate that

gold was used in dental appliances

more than 4.500 years ago. A
simple Eg\'ptian device made about

2500 B.C.. and consisting of gold

wires designed to hold a loose

H



tooth, was found at Gizeh, Egypt,

some years ago. The Egyptian arti-

sans of this period were very knowl-

edgeable and clever about manipu-

lating the metal, and were
constantly called upon to create ex-

quisite jewelry for the embellish-

ment of their patrons.

It would seem logical that the

Egyptians of antiquity, who pos-

sessed a love of color and glitter,

and who went to great lengths to

beautify themselves with the expert

use of balms, lotions, colorful cos-

metics, and sparkling jewels, would

give some attention to ornamenting

their teeth. The mummies of per-

sons of high rank were decorated

with gilt liberally applied to the

eyebrows, nose, lips, and teeth, be-

tween which a gold coin was

placed. A thin gold plate placed on

the tongue completed the toilette

and permitted the deceased to enter

Preparing for his role as a

traditional geisha, a

Kabuki actor stains his

teeth black—a popular

practice before contact with

the West changed Japanese

concepts of oral beauty.

the new kingdom with a suitably'

gleaming fagade, which might im-

prove his chances of a cordial wel-

come.

Beauty aids and dental tech-

niques were later developed by the

Etruscans, Greeks, Romans, and

other Mediterranean civilizations.

The Etruscans further refined the

art of dentistry, banding natural

teeth to hold artificial ones, and

sometimes covering portions of the

supporting teeth with broad strips

of pure gold. Basically utilitarian,

the practice also became a status

symbol—a luxury accessible onlv to

persons of rank.

Archeologists have uncovered

other ancient dental appliances,

some dating back to the seventh

century B.C., that were made to hold

loose or artificial teeth for utility

and improved appearance. A few

were similar to Egyptian and Etrus-

can appliances; others, of Greek

and Roman origin, were of a more

advanced design. The devices con-

sisted of gold and silver wires, and

flat bands of pure gold, which were

attached to the remaining natural

teeth. One unusual Roman dental

bridge of the first century B.C. uti-

lized the first known gold-shell

crown. It completely covered the

top of the anchorage tooth, assuring

a firm hold. In union with a series

of additional gold ribbon loops, it

held several artificial teeth, prob-

ably carved from ivory or ox bone.

As far as is known, it is the pro-

totype of all gold-shell crowns.

After such a promising begin-

ning, a hiatus in Western dental

technology set in. which lingered

throughout most of the medieval pe-

riod. During this time very little in

the way of new or improved restora-

tive and esthetic devices was

created.

Charlatanry, such as the bizarre

treatment recommended bv an En-

glish doctor at Oxford in 1400. be-

came prevalent. For those who were

unhappy about the appearance of

their teeth he offered two formulas:

the llr.-;! one to make teelh lall out.

llie sct'ond to make them grow

again.

The first: "Dried cow's dung or

the fat of a green frog would posi-

tively cause teeth to fall out when

applied to them .... If an ox.

peradventure, chewed a little frog

with the grass, its teeth would fall

out on the spot." The second: "The

brains of a hare rubbed on the gums

. . . will make teeth grow again

where they have been lost."

In other areas of the world, how-

ever, developments in dental tech-

niques and concepts of oral beauty

(•ontinued to grow from earlier tra-

ditions. From Marco Polo"s Travels.

written about AD. 1280. we learn

that in China dental adornment was

being pursued on a somewhat

higher level. He tells of the "inter-

15



Professional dental care was

still unavailable to many
of the poor in the 1890s.

When her offspring was

in pain, a mother first tried

to remove the decayed

tooth and later worried

about his appearance.

esting Chinese custom of both men
and women covering their teeth

with thin plates of gold, which are

fitted with great nicety to the shape

of the teeth and remain on them

constantly."

The invasion of Mexico in 1518by
the Spanish conquistadores revealed

a Maya culture in which tooth mutila-

tion was performed on sound, decay-

free teeth. This custom—notching,

grooving, and filing the biting edges

of the front teeth—may have been

rooted in reUgion, but it was also

practiced for ornamental purposes.

At an earlier point in their history,

the Maya and their subjects had de-

veloped the art of inlaying frontal

teeth with gold and precious and

semiprecious stones to a high level,

but by the time the Spaniards ar-

rived, this custom had faded out.

To enhance their appearance, the

Yucatan Mava filed their teeth until

thev were sawlike in appearance.

The dental operations involved are

believed to have been performed bv

old women who used stones and wa-

ter to file the teeth. As to the ability

of the patients to bear the dis-

comfort and pain of such dental

work, it is possible that they were

addicted to chewing coca leaves

mixed with lime, and had dis-

covered its anesthetic properties.

Other, more primitive peoples

also notched, cut down, reshaped,

or pointed their teeth. Knocking
out, or ablating, sound teeth to de-

liberately create gaps in the denti-

tion was another widespread custom

in these cultures. Throughout the

ages, such practices have been tra-

ditional in many civilizations for

health, religious, ceremonial, and

esthetic reasons. To those to whom
such dental distortion was the

norm, people with natural dentition

were looked upon with suspicion or

were often the subjects of disdain

and ridicule.

The custom of knocking out

sound, healthy teeth is probably

Neolithic in origin. Ample evidence

in fossil craniological collections in-

dicates that it occurred during that

period in Spain, England, Africa,

Asia Minor, and Japan. Ablation

was also practiced by people of the

California coast, the Pueblo region,

Florida, Alaska, and the Aleutian

Islands, but much later than in

other areas of the world. Studies

have been made of ancient skulls to

distinguish purposeful ablation

from accidental or disease-induced

removal. As a rule, the upper two

incisors were the teeth most
frequently knocked out, but other

incisors, canines, and, rarely, mo-
lars were also removed in this man-
ner.

Why ablation was practiced dur-

ing the Neolithic age is obscure, but

anthropological studies of more re-

cent cultures have shed some light

upon its origins and purposes. In

many cultures the noncurative

removal of a specific tooth was car-

ried out as a trial of endurance and

bore religious significance as a pro-

tection from death: evil spirits re-

siding in the body could exit

through the gap.

The willful removal of one or

more front teeth was also motivated

partly by esthetic reasons. To some

people it was the highest concept of

beauty to disclose a gaping hole

when the lips were parted.

As recently as the nineteenth

century, tooth removal was an im-

portant custom among the Kilao

people living in the vicinity of

Kweichow, southwest China. Girls

were taken out of the house on their

wedding day and two of their in-

cisors were literally broken out. At

first this act, called "damaging the

husband's house," was done to

identify them as married women.
The custom eventually took on a

connotation of beauty.

The Masai of East Africa also

knocked out their teeth, but the

practice has diminished greatly with

the present generation. Until

recently, most adult men and

women had their two lower front in-

cisors removed, considering their

absence a distinctive identifying

and beautifying feature. It is be-

lieved, however, that this custom

had other origins. The story persists

that sometime in the past a clever

Masai medicine man conceived the

idea of creating a gap in the lower

jaw as a lifesaving device for those

stricken with lockjaw, a disease to

i6



First price is publisher's list. Boldface shows member's price-

832. China and Russia:

The "Great Game"
By Edmund Clubb. Three centuries

of "massive contest," always

short of war. $12.95/$8.75

105. Huey Long
By T. Harry Williams.

Winner of the National Book Award and

Pulitzer Prize. $12.50/$8.50

554. The Trial of the Germans:
Nuremberg, 1945-46

By Eugene Davidson $12 50/ $8.95

657. The Creation of the American

Republic, 1776-1787
By Gordon S. Wood.

Bancroft Award winner. $15.00/$9.95

104. The Indian Heritage of America
By Alvin M. Josephy, Jr. $10.00/$7.50

677. Witchcraft at Salem
By Chadwick Hansen. $6.95/$5.75

687. Antl-lntellectualism In

American Life

By Richard Holstadler.

Pulitzer Prize winner. $7.95/$5.95

708. Jefferson and the Rights of Man
By Dumas Malone. $10.00/$7.95

775. The Rising Sun: The Decline and

Fall of the Japanese Empire, 1936-45

By John Toland. $12.95/$8.95

476. The Life of Lenin

By Louis Fischer. Winner of the

National Book Award. $12.50/$8.50

726. A History of the African People
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the Roman era. $10.00/$7.50
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Please send your East Africa brochure to
J
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which the Masai were highly sus-

ceptible. The gap permitted the vic-

tims to be fed.

Froin earliest times, filing teeth

to a point was widely practiced in

xA-frica, Southeast Asia, and Central,

North, and South America. As
recently as 1934 it was reported

that Negrito pygmies in the Philip-

pines sharpened and pointed their

Front teeth to resemble those of a car-

nivorous animal. The Niam-Niam
tribe of the Co'ngo region of Africa

also filed their teeth, claiming it im-

proved their efficiency in piercing an

enemy's flesh during fights. They
have continued the practice, now
deeming it ornamental.

Perhaps the most widespread

dental decoration was the deliberate

coloring of teeth. Symbolic cere-

mony, vanity, and status were the

most important factors in the use of

color as dental ornamentation.

Black and red were the favorite ex-

tranatural colorations. Blue, yellow,

and green, were also used occasion-

ally.

Prior to the middle of the nine-

teenth century, men of high rank in

Sumatra flaunted their station by

dyeing their upper teeth black and

covering their lower ones with fine

gold plate, which, in full light, af-

forded a fine contrast. This practice

was no doubt influenced bv the Chi-

nese custom of covering their front

teeth with gold plate. On other is-

lands in that area, coloration and al-

teration were reversed; gold plate

was used on the upper teeth and the

lowers were blackened.

The skillful Lampong craftswo-

tnen of Sumatra filed the enamel

from their teeth, thus roughening

them to obtain better adhesion be-

fore rubbing in color.

As a beauty aid, the Bontok

women of Luzon in the Philippines

Filing teeth or inlaying

them with precious stones

and minerals was a

highly developed art among
Central American Indians.

This reconstruction

features filed incisors and

hematite inlays.

burned a resinous wood, then
mixed the ashes with sugar cane

juice to make a paste with which
they blackened their teeth. Asiatic

Papuans of the Nicobar Islands in

the Bay of Bengal, who blackened

their teeth at the age of puberty, de-

risively compared white teeth to

those of a dog or a pig.

Among the tribes on the African

continent who dyed their teeth for

ornamental reasons, red was the ;

preferred color. Regardless of how
j

this practice originated, these

people were so accustomed to the

coloration that its use as a cosmetic

became de rigueur.

In Japan the staining of teeth

black, known as ohaguro, had es-

thetic importance in all social

strata. Ancient Chinese records

about "the black teeth people" in-

dicate ohaguro was practiced some

4,000 years ago, originally onlv by

women. In 1233 the custom was

adopted by a royal family, and its

use spread thereafter. Since geishas,

professional entertainers who were

expected to be perfect beauties, also

practiced this custom, we can as-

sume that it was regarded as beau-

tifying. Among women it served as

an indication of marriage. Many
princes, nobles, and aristocrats em-

bellished their smiles with black-

stained natural teeth and Stygian

Eutificial teeth carved of wood and

ivory. The custom waned after

America established commercial re-

lations with Japan in the nineteenth

century, no doubt a consequence of

the Japanese desire to conform to a

Western life-style.



It was in early eighteenth-cen-

tury France that dentistry became a

learned profession, with its own lit-

erature and qualifying restrictions

for its practice. Methods for replac-

ing missing teeth improved gradu-

ally. The gold-shell crown {calotte

d'or), initially used by the Romans
in the first century B.C., was re-

vived, but used in a new way.

Where exposed to view, a fairly nat-

ural appearance could be achieved

by enameling the bright gold with a

pale tint. A similar enameling pro-

cess was employed to cover shiny

gold areas on bridges and full sets

of teeth. Unfortunately, the enamel-

ing had no permanence. The artistic

objective was worthwhile, the arti-

sans skillful, but the process was

doomed because of a lack of proper

materials and technology.

The early eighteenth-century den-

tal restorative efforts then revert-

ed to the materials previously fa-

vored—animal ivories, hippo-

potamus teeth, ox bone, and occa-

sionally gilded or painted wood
carved into artificial teeth—despite

the tendency of these materials to

deteriorate because of mouth fluids.

The problems George Washing-

ton had with his teeth illustrate the

situation well. His ivory teeth were

a source of anxiety because they

were uncomfortable, generated foul

odors by rotting in the mouth, and

had a depressing effi^ct on his ap-

pearance due to lack of support for

his sagging mouth and surrounding

tissues. The result was that at times

his lips had a pouting and swelled

appearance; at other times thev
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were abnormallv fallen, depending
upon how successfully his latest

dentures had been made.
The false teeth he began wearing

after 1789—a full upper and lower

set carved from hippopotamus
tusks—were also not satisfactory.

They were inadequate because den-
tists lacked the proper materials

and because it was difficult to keep
the teeth securely in place.

In the correspondence between
Washington and his dentist, Dr.

Greenwood, there were serious dis-

cussions about the discoloration

caused bv port wine, which turned

his iyory teeth black. On December
28, 1798, in reply to a query by the

President, Dr. Greenwood wrote:

"If vou want your teeth more yel-

low soak them in broth or pot liq-

uor, but not in tea or acids. Porter

is a good thing to color them."
The search continued for better-

looking artificial teeth that would
not rot in the mouth. A Parisian

apothecary, Duchateau, hit upon a

major improvement in 1774. He
was continually nauseated by the

accumulated malodors absorbed by
his carved hippopotamus teeth.

which also sponged up the unplea-

sant tastes from the manv pre-

scriptions he sampled. He con-

ceived a brilliant idea to rid himself

of his misery and, at the same time,

to make teeth that looked more

beautiful and stayed that way.

Looking at the mortars in which he

customarily ground his medications,

he thought, "Why not use the same

nonabsorbent porcelain?" This sig-

nificant advance was carried to

practical fruition in the 1790s by
Nicholas de Chemant, a Paris-

trained dentist, who made "in-

corruptible teeth of mineral paste"

and by Fonzi, an Italian-Parisian

dentist, who provided platinum
hooks in the porcelain teeth for

connection to the base that held

them in position.

Samples of these early porcelain

teeth did not reach the United
States until 1817, too late to relieve

Washington's discomfort. The early

1800s marked a turning point, how-

ever, as American ingenuity devel-

oped fair-looking teeth that could

be made widelv available. By 1844
enough improvements had been
made in porcelain artificial teeth to

permit their manufacture on a com-
mercial scale.

The average citizens of most so-

cieties had, until then, only the bru-

tal instruments of the marketplace,

barnyard, and kitchen for the remo-
val of their aching teeth, while es-

thetic restoration was but a dream.

All previous dental treatment and
replacement procedures had been
the province of a select few—those
of rank and well-filled purse. It was,

perhaps ironically, only in the so-

called primitive cultures that dental

practices were widespread.

The Goodyear process of rubber

vulcanization, developed in the

mid-nineteenth century, further

aided the availability of more at-

tractive artificial teeth. Dental

plates of moderate cost could now
be manufactured, but the great

mass of rubber used to cover the

palate was cumbersome. The time

was right for the reintroduction of

an ancient dental device: the gold-

shell crown. Since it could be used

to hold false teeth to the remaining

ones, thereby eliminating the neces-

sity for using large amounts of rub-

ber, the popularity of gold crowns



spurted, ushering in the American
gold tooth era of which Terence

McGrover and his contemporaries

were such shining examples.

This popularity was short-lived

however, and began to decline in

the years after 1910. A new fashion

in teeth began evolving in the

United States: an image based on

natural, wholesome, well-shaped

teeth was becoming the norm.

The expansion of oral and visual

communication through radio, mov-

ies, and television kept pace with

technical dental improvements.

The increasingly large audiences

of millions of listeners and viewers

were made aware of the mouth,
lips, and teeth as a basis of beauty.

Words such as tempting, ravishing,

alluring, and, of course, sexy im-

pregnated the airwaves and ao-

peared in bold type in magazines

and newspapers. Their objective

was to sell beauty aids—facial con-

ditioners, lipsticks, eye makeup,
tooth whiteners—by building an

idealized picture of what was beau-

tiful. Where teeth were the subject,

the health aspect was only secon-

darily alluded to.

One could not, and cannot, es-

cape this new image, which was ap-

propriately called "Hollywood
teeth.'" It sprang up on billboards

along the highways, in the multi-

colored beauty, personality, and sex

periodicals, and on movie and tele-

vision screens. Closeup techniques

in movies and television created

new visual hazards for the stars,

who were setting universal concepts
of beauty. The magnification of the

screen's close-ups disclosed even

minute tooth defects, initiating a

vast amount of dental restorative

activity to eliminate them.

Plastic cosmetic caps, dubbed
"Hollywood veneers," were first ex-

perimented with, but the slippage

of veneers at the wrong moment,
perhaps during an amorous scene or

speaking passage, made more prac-

tical and permanent replacements

imperative. Crowns made of porce-

lain and plastic came into wide cos-

metic use. Carefully fitted and
matched to the shades of surround-

ing teeth, these caps cover the en-

tire tooth and all manner of dental

defects, as well. Even close ex-

posure does not reveal their pres-

ence. Now widely available, thev

have added a new dimension to the

pursuit of oral charm.

With the increasing impact of

global communications, even
people living in the remotest areas

of the world are no longer immune
to the blandishments of Western
culture. The allure of sparkling

white teeth, carefully created by the

advertising wizards of modern busi-

ness, is penetrating into settlements

formerly isolated from extracultural

contacts. Some peoples still resist

and cling to the old ways, staining

and reshaping their teeth to suit

their ancient concepts of what is

tantalizing and captivating. But it is

a losing battle; the inexorable trend

is toward diminution, and eventual

abandonment, of native folkways

and customs. Because Western
standards—based on advanced tech-

nology and material wealth and
proselyted by the pervasive media-
are effecting a worldwide con-

formity in dress, food, and shelter,

pearly whites will soon become the

universal concept of oral beautv.

Compared to the colorful past, it

will be a duller world.
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A Naturalist at LarRC

How the Midwest
Was Won

W^itli hard labor, fire, fun, and frolic,

early Aiiicricaii settlors trausfornied tlic landscape

From the Gulf to the Great

Lakes a vast, somber, and silent

forest once stood, piney in the south

and far north but predominantly

deciduous elseivhere. Cruising

along the interstate highways to-

day, penetrating through hundreds

of miles ofopen farmland, one may
idly speculate upon who trans-

formed that primeval forest into an
agricultural plain. By the sweat of
whose brow ivere those giant trees

felled?

Two stereotypes emerge: the lone

woodsman, dwarfed by the forest,

chipping away persistently over dec-

ades; or the lumberman's jugger-

by Iv. C. Tessendorf

naut, slashing and raging with ra-

pacious efficiency, feeding timber

into the hungry maw of an ex-

panding nation. Each is true in

particular areas, but as a general

overview one is tempted to believe

that this American forest largely

went up in unharnessed smoke.

A source for finding out how the

forested Midwest was won are the

journals of contemporary observers,

among whom was William Brown,

an Englishman who resided for a

time among the frontiersmen. Re-

turning to Britain, he published

America: A Four Years Residence

in 1849. Brown wrote the book on

America and American practices

for prospective emigrants. His de-

scription of the felling of the great

forest can hardly be improved
upon.

March and April is the time for

the farmer who intends to clear any

new land in order to secure a crop

of wheat for the succeeding year. If

therefore he or his family are not

strong enough for the undertaking

themselves, they hire out the job to

persons who are accustomed to it,

and are always ready at hand and

easy to find. The common price of

clearing land, fencing, burning up,

and making ready for the seed, is
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You can save Sung Soon for ^IS.OO a month*
Or you can turn the page«

Sung Soon Choi.
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ten dollars per acre, one half cash

and one half store pav or produce.

-After the ten acres are marked
out. the men begin the process of

felling the timber, two men at one
tree. Thev have the knack of throw-

ing the falling tree to anv point thev

wish, and accordinglv thev make it

dodge against another tree in the di-

rection thev are clearing, the weight

of which leaning against the next

makes it easier to fell. The trees if

large will average about two hun-

dred per acre: but. if smaller, per-

haps three hundred per acre: but all

the trees are of one height, unless

some pine trees are growing among
them; these trees tower over everv

other tree of the forest, and never

put out a single branch till thev are

high above the loftiest oak. beech,

or maple; and some of the stems of

these pines measure, before vou
come to a single branch, upwards of

200 feet.

Onward go the men. not heeding

what sort of wood thev are cutting

down: thev strike right and left, and

at the end of a single week thev will

have felled the whole ten acres. Let

it be understood that the felling of

trees in America is not like felling

them in England, where the timber

is worth two shillings per square

foot, and where the woodsman cuts

as near the root as possible. In

America thev leave a stump of each

tree standing about three feet high,

or just the most convenient height a

man can more easilv use his axe

with the most effect.

\^ hen the whole of the ten acres

are felled, the next operation of the

men is to cut off the limbs of the

trees and pick out what logs will be

suitable for splitting up for fencing

rails and for building purposes; and

if a saw mill is within a come-at-

able distance, thev will save some
of the soft wood for that operation;

or if near a citv. thev will save the

beech, maple, and hickorv which

make the best firewood (and some-

times oak) for that purpose. But we
will suppose that none of these ad-

vantages are within reach of this

clearing: then the men onlv draw as

much out with oxen as will serve to

fence the clearing and build a

shantv for either man or beast: after

which thev go round among the

neighbours for five or six miles, and

invite them to a Logging Bee.

Thev provide a substantial repast

of beef. pork, and whiskev against

the day. The females are also in-

vited to come in the after part of

the dav, to take a cup of tea and
join in the dance at night, and great

numbers are sure to be collected to-

gether. Each man appears on the

appointed dav early in the morning
with his voke of oxen readv to com-
mence business; and verv soon a

large heap of logs are piled up and
fired; they then commence raising

another pile and firing that, and so

they go on till the whole five hun-

dred vears" growth of the ten acres

is blazing away like—in short, like

blazes!

The owner during this time is

handing round refreshments to the

workmen: but there is no stopping

tOl the whole is on fire. Thev then

turn their oxen among the grass in a

neighbouring field or wood still

coupled together, and betake them-

selves to the house where their din-

ner awaits them to which we mav
suppose thev do ample justice. Af-

ter thev have sat awhile after din-

ner, and the whiskev begins to cir-

culate freelv. some will volunteer a

song. At last Old Snowball, a duskv
son of Africa, is called forth, and
his fiddle being in readiness, each

man chooses his partner and "off

she goes" is the order of the day;

sometimes within doors and some-

times without and sometimes both,

the Negro fiddling awav on the door

threshold.

This amusement is carried on till

davlight next morning without in-

termission. As soon as one partv is

tired thev retire to chat or liquor

and make room for another partv.

The Negro never tires; he is in his

proper element and rasps awav at

his cracked straduarius [sic] as if he
would saw it in two. making at the

same time such contortions in face

and limb as would set a whole au-

dience in a roar of laughter. \^ hen
davlight appears, then everv man
catches his oxen and v/ends his

wearv wav towards his own clear-

ing, and is ready and willing the

next dav to join another Logging
Bee, or to call his neighbours to his

own assistance.

The building of a farmer's first

house is accomplished in the same
manner: all is done in one dav. and
thev never leave the house till the

new farmer and his wife are put to

bed in their new dwelling. This is

called a Raising Bee and is univer-

sallv followed in all the backwoods.
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THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Lars-Eric Lindblad thinks privacy is

absolutely essential on an African Safari.

The thought of large groups of tourists

in crowded motorcoaches viewing wild animals appalls us.

Privacy is tlie most precious thing in tiie world and it is hard or impossible to provide in the crowded

capitals of Europe and Asia. We can offer you thousands of square miles of African game country

practically all to yourself. A Lars-Eric Lindblad Safari gives you excitement and rare adventure-

impossible to attain on a trip to London, Paris and Rome, for example. On safari we give you a lion

all to yourself and you have to share a herd of elephant only with the four companions in your safari vehicfe.

Wing Safari.* Perhaps the best way to see
East Africa. It is limited to only ten persons
and instead of spending days on dusty
roads you hop from one exciting game
reserve to another in your "own" private

aeroplane. We are not dependent on roads—
therefore we can take you to game areas
where nobody else goes and you spend all

your time in Africa seeing and photo-
graphing animals.

The Wing Safari has been operated for eight

years and is without any doubt the one to

choose if you value privacy and comfort
with individual attention to your interests.

Botswana Safari. This is a wing safari limited

to only nine participants and you are
unlikely to meet many other tourists. Here
you see vast herds of animals in the
Okavango Swamps, at Savuti and on the

River Khwai. Thousands of birds on
Lake Ngami. You fish for tiger fish at

Shakawe and view bushman paintings in the

remote Tsodilo Hills where there are no
roads and privacy is guaranteed.

Value Safari. We realize that some may
worry about our little aeroplanes and for

those we have a very special safari— limited

to 19 and allowing only five to each eight-

seat safari vehicle. You visit the Murchison
Falls and Queen Elizabeth Park in Uganda;
sleep at the foot of snowcapped Mt.

Kilimanjaro, watch elephants, rhino and
buffalo coming to drink at a small waterhole
in the Aberdare Forest in Kenya; and in

Tanzania you have the fascinating

Ngorongoro Crater with vast herds of game.
On the Serengeti Plains you are likely to

encounter leopards in the trees and you
spend hours with the blackmaned lions for

which this part of East Africa is famous.
There is no vacation like a safari. Avoid the

crowds and enjoy the beauty of peace and
quiet in the African plains and forests.

By the way, all our safaris are accom-
panied by a Lindblad host. BOAC jets

fly you in luxurious comfort to these
expeditions and home.

Dept NH272
LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 Easl 551h Street
New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send brochures. I am seriously inter-

esteil in:

Wing Safari* Botswana Safari

D Value Safari

Miss

Mrs.

Mr

Cily_ .Zip.

Telephone (Area Co()e)_

Reg TraiJe Mark
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The 80" (f/10-2000mm) focal length of this

scope is accomplished by multiple passes within the
short 16" tube. 2S# total weight and 9x12x24" se-
cured size. Complete with fork mount and clock drive.

/ The Schmidt-Cassegrain optical system of the

Celestron 8 assures the sharpest 40X felephoto
images. Distortion-free and perfect color rendition.

Full 35mm format.

/ For the wife — a nature telescope to study the

frolicking of a bobolink at 150 feet or a bee pollinat-

ing a flower at 30 feet. Shell be sold.

^ For the kids — a real educational bonus. They'll

study the wealth of detail of the Moon, rings of

Saturn, twirling satellites and belt structure of Jupi-

ter, and the filamentary detail of a remote nebula.

"Celestron Techniques" published quarterly. Current i

Celestron 8 — price $850— For details write to:

m Celestron Pacific rorran™, caiif. 90505 j

Own your own piece

of land in the

great Pacific Nortliwest!

5 to 40 acre tracts.

As little as $1550.
Camp on your own piece of ground.
Build that dream cabin in the woods.
Get away from it all on a mountain,
stream, lake or deep in the timber. Start

buying your own recreation land now in

the primitive areas of Montana, Idaho,

Washington. Every tract with growing
timber in the heart of the fish and game
country. View sites and waterfront avail-

able. Guaranteed road access, warranty
deed and title insurance. Irreplaceable

natural land for enjoyment now, for re-

tirement or investment. Come and see
for yourself or write for free lists of sites,

maps and complete information.

Low down payment. Terms available

at less than bank rates.

Write to Dept D24

P.O. Box 14006, Opportunity Station
Spokane, Washington 99214

It answers also for making the

stranger acquainted with his neigh-

bours, and oftentimes ac-

quaintances are formed and love

matches made which continue to

the end of life.

When the timber lately growing

on the land is thoroughly burnt up.

which generally takes a week to ac-

complish, if the weather be ever so

favourable, the ashes are either col-

lected and sent to the ash factory,

or if that is so far distant that they

will cost more carrying there than

the price will amount to, which is at

the rate of five cents per bushel, it

is spread abroad among the stumps,

levelled as well as the rake can do

it, and the land is then ready for

sowing. There is no ploughing or

harrowing necessary; there are no

weeds or grass whatever in the

earth; it is quite bare of vegetation.

The seed is then thrown on, there is

no fear of birds stealing any of the

seeds; there are none worth speak-

ing of at all, except woodpeckers,

and they live on the insects bred in

decayed trees, and will not taste

grain of any sort.

The men are now occupied in

splitting up the logs, saved for that

purpose, into rails for the fence;

they use no posts, but a fence of

light rails piled one upon another in

zigzag line crossing over one an-

other's ends at the obtuse angles;

and a rider on the top of all. This is

called a legal fence; it is about six

feet high when completed, and

though it looks strange and ugly to

an Englishman accustomed to see a

nice trimmed hedgerow, wall, or

picket fence, yet it answers well for

all intents and purposes of the

farmer, and is surely both soon put

up, and repaired afterward with

very little trouble.

The stumps still stand in the

ground, which cannot in general

again be sown with wheat or grain

till the expiration of twelve or four-

teen years, when the roots become

so decomposed that a yoke of oxen

will draw the plough, going round

the stumps and stopping in-

stantaneously when the plough

meets with any obstruction. At that

time the land is found very fa-

vourable for the growth of Indian

corn, among which they sow mel-

ons, squashes, pumpkins, or cucum-

bers. Grass seeds are sown, after the

first cropping. Timothy grass and

clover yield good crops without ma-

nure, except that a peck of gvpsum
(plaster of Paris) finely ground into

powder is sprinkled upon each acre.

This substance has a surprising ef-

fect upon these grasses, and you
may see to a foot where it has been
laid; it is a very cheap article and
sells for about 1 dollar to 1V4 dol-

lars per barrel.

I have many times, in looking

over a farm, said to the owner,

"Why don't you grub up the

stumps, at all events from this field

in front of your house?" The answer

invariably was, "There are from

200 to 300 stumps per acre, and to

stub them up would cost at least on
the average sixty dollars per acre;

j

and if I wanted to sell my land, the

price which I could obtain for it,

building included, would be at the

utmost fifteen dollars per acre; so

there is no encouragement for

grubbing up stumps. There is also

another consideration: if the stumps

were grubbed up, a hole would be

made in the earth where the stump
and roots came out; this hole would !

want filling up and levelling, which

would cost a great deal in labor; but

if the stump is allowed to rot upon
the place where it grew it will fill

up its own hole, so the trouble and

expense is saved by allowing them
to decay where they are."

I should then ask, "How many
years will it take before your land

which is already in cultivation will

be clear of stumps, allowing them

to decay gradually?" His answer

would be, "The oak, ash, and hick-

ory will be sufficiently decayed in

twenty years; the birch, elm, and

whitewood in about sixteen years;

but the pine and chestnut will re-

main sound in the earth for fifty '

years, and then," he would archly

observe, "they turn to stone." This

is as much to say that no man alive

will ever see the stumps of these

trees eradicated from the land (by I

operation of time alone) which had '

been cleared in his days, even if

done when he was ever so young.

The locale described bv Brown is

almost certainly within the envi-

rons of present - day Cleveland.

Ohio. Within a century and a half

this ground has passed from forest,

to stump-filled clearing, to farm-

land, to concrete and crabgrass.

Such are the cumulative works of

man, that the mind boggles at deci-

phering what changes in land use

another century will bring.
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"Begin, and then the work wiU be completed." Go^r/ze

As your introduction to the new

Quality ofJjfe Society
the first book dub created to renew your passion for living

MANY LEADING Scientists, conservationists, psy-

chologists, philosophers and sociologists share

your concern, your longing for a better life. And
they are writing the books that can help you find the

way. From the 10-year-old classic of the ecology

movement, Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, to the

just-published Beyond Freedom and Dignity by B.F.

Skinner—here are books by writers totally dedicated

to the quality of life.

The Quality of Life Society is committed to bring-

ing you not only the most relevant of the new books
but also the best of the seminal works — and at sub-

stantial savings. A new division of Book-of-the-

Month Club, Inc., it will have at its disposal the

Book-of-the-Month Club's vast research and edito-

rial facilities. As a member of the Quality of Life

Society, you will regularly receive our newsletter re-

porting significant developments in conservation,

architecture and landscaping, transportation and in-

dustry, sociology and psychology, and other related

fields. You will also receive the Quality of Life News
with previews of the coming Selection, Alternates

and other available books.

To begin a trial membership, choose any three of

the books on this page for only $1. You need pur-

chase only four additional books during the next

twelve months. And then, if yoii decide to continue,

you will earn a Book-Dividend" Credit for every

Society choice you buy. With these Credits you will

be able to obtain fine library volumes—called Book-
Dividends — at nominal cost, often only $1 or

$1.50 a volume. (Unusually expensive works are

somewhat more.)

If you are concerned with realistic, positive ap-

proaches to your life, take advantage of this intro-

ductory offer: choose any three of these important
books, and return the postpaid card today.

QUALITY OF LIFE SOCIETY
A Division of Book-ol-tlie-Monlh Club. Inc.

280 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017

you are invited to choose

AIM Y i of these important books for only ^1
if you agree to buy four additional choices 'ithii elve months at special inembers" prices

102. Beyond Free-
dom and Dignity by
B. F. Skinner. Con-
troversial new book
on how to improve
man and his society

by the leading behav-
iorist of our time.

(Pub price $6.95)

103. Encounters with
tlie Archdruid by
John McPhee. Excit-

ing trips into three

wilderness areas pro-
vide background for

brilliant arguments
pro and con conser-
vation.
(Pub price $6.95)

106. The Closing Cir-

cle by Barry Com-
moner. A clear
picture of our eco-
logical situation and
what our alternatives

might be.

(Pub price $6.95)

Sierra Cliil)-B.

111. Tlie Last Red-
woods. Text by
Francois Leydet.
Photos by James
Rose. America's red-

wood trees — as they
were, as they are
now . . . and the bat-

tle to save them.
(Pub price $7.50)

114. On the Loose by
Terry and Renny
Russell. Illustrated
with 63 brilliant pho-
tographs. Two young
brothers explore the
splendors of the nat-

ural world . . . a
word-and-picture
chronicle for young
people everywhere.
(Pub price $7,50)

104. The Myth of the
Machine: The Penta-
gon of Power by
Lewis Mumford. De-
scribes our capacity
to live full and satis-

fying lives despite
disasters of modern
technics.
(Pub price $12.95)

105. Stalking the
Heahhful Herbs by
Euell Gibbons. Me-
dicinal and nutri-
tional marvels of
wild herbs and
plants. With detailed
drawings and origi-

nal recipes.

(Pub price $8.95)

100. Silent Spring
by Rachel Carson.
The catalyst of the
ecological move-
ment. A niusi for all

concerned people.
(Pub price $6.95)

tllanline Bool<s

112. In Wildness Is

the Preservation of
the World. Selections

from Thoreau's elo-

quent writings on
nature combined with
Eliot Porter's exqui-
site photos — a work
of art.

(Pub price $7.50)

113. Gentle Wilder-
ness. Text from John
Muir. Photos by
Richard Kauffman.
Edited with a fore-

word by David
Brower. The story of
the Sierra Nevada
by the founder of the

Sierra Club.
(Pub price $7.50)

110. Living on the
Earth by Alicia bay
laurel. Everything
you need to know
about traveling the

wilds . . . with draw-
ings, diagrams, rec-

ipes. Sottcover.
(Pub price $3.95)

101. The Frail Ocean
by Wesley Marx. A
study of the ocean's
natural splendors and
the perils of man's
assaults against
ocean life.

(Pub price $5.95)

107. Design with
Nature by Ian L.
McHarg. A town plan-

ner and landscape
architect shows how
esthetic designs can
suit ecological needs.
Soilcover.
(Pub price $5.95)

108. Martha's 'Vine-

yard. Photos by Al-
fred Eisenstaedt.
Text by Henry Beetle
Hough. From its
geological beginnings
and whaling history,

to today's farms, vil-

lages, bluffs and
beaches.
(Pub price S8.95)

109. Nantucket by
Patricia Coffin.
Photos by David
Plowden. Poetic pic-

ture-and-text lour of
its dunes, beaches,
meadows, woods,
hills and wild lite.

(Pub price $8.95)
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Tlie Popples
Are Beautiful
This Year

Raising" and
marketing
raw opium has
iDOCome iDig

business to many
hill tribes in

northern
Thailand, but the

erop bears seeds
of misery for the

farmers as w^ell as

the consun^ers

Alain Y. Dessaint

To harvest opium, an Akha
woman skillfully makes small

incisions in the poppy
capsule. By the time it

reaches New York in the form

of illegal heroin, $45 worth

of opium from these fields

will cost a dealer $2,000.

From the remote hill country of

Southeast Asia and the poppy fields

of Turkey, to refining laboratories

in Laos, Singapore, Lebanon, and

France, to Italy where, courtesy of

the Mafia, it is smuggled aboard

ships and planes, heroin comes to

New York's streets. Once there, it

moves swiftly through the city in

readily available supply to meet the

demand of addicts. As much as

25,000 pounds of heroin may reach

the United States in a single year.

A considerable portion of the

world's illegal opium comes from

the small, carefully tended hillside

fields of the Lisu and other tribes-

men of northern Thailand. The

Lisu, like their neighbors the Akha
and Lahu, are typical of thousands

of villagers who grow opium pop-

pies as a major source of livelihood.

They represent the first link in an

intricate chain of traders, armed

caravaneers, middlemen, chemists,

smugglers, and pushers who operate

in collusion with customs in-

spectors, government officials, po-

lice, and military personnel from

the mountain fastnesses of inland

Southeast Asia to the docks and air-

ports of New York City. Like the

middlemen and the actual con-

sumers of opium products, the

poppy growers themselves have be-

come deeply dependent on the

plant. To understand this, it is nec-

essary to know something about the

opium trade as it exists today.

Although opium is harvested in

many countries, including Turkey,

Mexico, India, and the Soviet

Union, a significant portion of the

world's supply is produced in the

Golden Triangle of Burma, Laos,

northern Thailand, and Yunnan
Province, China. In 1969, the

United Nations conservatively esti-

mated that this area produced

1,000 tons of raw opium annually.

About 80 percent of this was grown

in Burma, the only country where it

is still legal.

Since then, an astronomic in-

crease in the demand for opium and

its derivatives, heroin and mor-

phine, in the United States, Europe,

and Vietnam, coupled with recent

limitations on opium production in

Turkey, has caused a corresponding

increase in its production in South-

east Asia. In response to pressure

from the United States government,

Turkey has begun to place restric-

tions on its flourishing opium indus-

try, and is expected to outlaw it

next year. The United States has

agreed to give Turkey $35 million

to compensate Turkish peasants

who refrain from growing opium

poppies, and to compensate the

Turkish government for the loss of

revenue from legal opium exports.

Between late 1968 and early

1970, when I lived with Lisu tribes-

men, the price of raw opium at the

producing village almost doubled

from .$24 to $45 a kilogram. Ten

kilograms of opium can be refined

to yield a kilogram of morphine

base, which in turn is transformed

into heroin with little weight loss.

Between mid- 1970 and early 1971,

a kilogram of 96 percent pure

heroin in the Golden Triangle in-

creased in price from $1,240 to

$1,780. The same kilo sells to

Americans in Vietnam for about

$6,000; in the United States it sells

for $20,000 (up from $8,000 just

four years ago). The retail price

paid by a user on the street is five to

ten times higher than this.

Trade routes between opium-pro-

ducing villages, such as those of the

Lisu, and the transshipment camps

and towns of the Golden Triangle

are diverse and ever changing.

Caravans numbering dozens or hun-

dreds of porters and horses, with an
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equal number of guards, are used

along mountain paths. River craft,

fishing junks, and merchant vessels

ply the Mekong. A truck driver

may make more money transporting

opium on one trip than he would in

two years with other cargo. In Laos,

most of the opium is now moved
from villages by a few well-financed

traders and military pilots, who use

helicopters or small aircraft. Some
of this raw opium is parachuted

directly to drop zones in South

Vietnam and the Gulf of Thailand.

Tlie magnitude of the profits to

be made in the opium trade has al-

ways attracted profit-oriented con-

glomerates. Britain went to war

with China in the nineteenth cen-

tury to force the acceptance of In-

dian opium. The colonial govern-

ments of Britain in Burma and of

France in Indochina monopolized

the opium trade. Today in Burma,

the government and rival insurgent

groups often squabble over who
should benefit most from this trade.

High-ranking Vietnamese offi-

cials and American officers have

smuggled opium or participated in

reaping the profits. The Communist
Vietnamese have used opium to fi-

nance their operations against both

CHINA

the French and the Americans. The
Royal Lao Air Force has devoted

much of its energy to organizing the

opium industry in Laos, although

production is reported down be-

cause much of the growing area is

presently controlled by the Pathet

Lao. Conflict between Lao villagers,

for example, between the Commu-
nist-backed Meo of Faydang and

the American-backed Meo of Vang
Pao, has centered mainly ai^ound ef-

forts to secure the best opium-pro-

ducing lands.

Much of the insurgency among
some highland minorities in

northern Thailand has arisen from

their fears concerning their opium
lands and the future of their opium
trade as thev feel the pinch of tight-

ening government controls. Troop

movements throughout the Golden

Triangle can often be correlated

with opium harvests. For an out-

sider, much of the politics of the

area can best be understood from

the viewpoint of the opium trade.

Major entrepreneurs in the

opium trade are remnants of

Kuomintang forces that fled south

after the armies of Mao Tse Tung
gained control of Yunnan Province

in 1949-50. Today these men are

organized into autonomous armies,

which effectively control strategic

areas of eastern Burma and
northern Thailand and maintain

representatives in many opium-pro-

ducing mountain villages. For ex-

ample, the main camp of the Kuo-

mintang 93rd Division has all the

appearance of a prosperous town.

Several hundred houses are scat-

tered over the rolling hills, inter-

rupted only by an airstrip and a

well-built schoolhouse flanked by

basketball courts. But in this town,

today called Mae Salong, guards

armed with U.S. carbines register

all visitors before allowing them to

enter. These guards also accompany

the caravans of small, hardy moun-

tain ponies and mules that supply

remote villages with the necessities

of life in return for their opium har-

vests. Once the opium is obtained,

it is then transported to the head of

the motor road where the Kuo-

mintang maintain warehouses and

stables.

Because of its effective control

over this territory, the Kuomintang

are usually able to levy heavy tolls

on rival traders. It has been re-

ported that when, in July, 1967, a

large Shan caravan from Burma at-

tempted to bypass the toll collectors

by using a circuitous route through

Laos, a thousand Kuomintang
troops were dispatched to intercept

it. Unfortunately for the Kuomin-

tang, however, the battle reportedly

attracted the attention of the local

Lao military commander, who or-

dered T-28 planes to strafe both

sides. More than 300 Chinese and

Shan were killed, and the Lao gen-

eral collected his own toll of some

$35,000.

The initial refining of raw opium

is a simple boiling process, which

can be done either in the producing

village or at the transshipment

point. Further processing into mor-

phine and heroin takes place only

in a few dozen refineries because it

requires exact instruments, supplies

of acetic anhydride, and specialists

with some knowledge of chemistry.

In the past, these refineries were lo-

cated in such places as Hong Kong,

Singapore, Saigon, and various

cities in Europe, but in the last few

years some have been built nearer

to the areas of production, espe-

cially near Mae Sai on the Thai-

Burma border and along the Me-

kong River near Ban Houei Sai,

Luang Prabang, and Vientiane in

Laos. From such towns and refin-

eries in the Golden Triangle,

opium, morphine, and heroin are

smuggled by every conceivable

means to Bangkok, Phnompenh,

Saigon, Singapore, Hong Kong, and

on to distant markets in the United

States, Canada, and Latin America.

These refineries have become so

This innocent-looking flower

is the source of the drug

that, in one way or another,

so drastically affects the

lives of many people.





For a bountiful harvest

that will make him rich, a

Lisu man. above, prays to

the local spirits who have

allowed him to use the land.

Lisu women, above right.

make many passes through

a field to gather opium
from the capsules. Poppy
seeds carefully collected

and stored, insure an Akha
farmer's next crop, far right.

expert that they now produce
heroin rated 96 to 97 percent pure.

This remarkable technical achieve-

ment was motivated by the Ameri-
can market in Vietnam, smaller but

more lucrative than the poorer mar-

ket of Chinese opium smokers. In

past years, much of the opium was
consumed by Chinese (there are

still more than 100,000 addicts in

Hong Kong alone), but with in-

creasing government controls,

many have switched to heroin,

which is easier to transport and

conceal since it is more con-

centrated and less aromatic.
Everywhere, opium seriously—

and too often destructively—affects

the lives of those involved with its

use as a drug. For the person who
requires it for the escape it offers

from a life of misery, death
frequently becomes the only real es-

cape. Middlemen are lured bv the

attractive profits to be made dealing

in opium or heroin, and are thus

drawn into a business that is risky

both because the drug is illegal

nearly everywhere and because of

the threat of rival entrepreneurs.

For the villagers who grow and
market raw opium, such as the Lisu

of northern Thailand, dependence
on opium production creates fore-

boding and uncertain prospects for

their future. In recent years, some
Lisu have managed to attain a sur-

prisingly high standard of living by

cultivating poppies. Modern mate-

rial goods, medicines, and other

conveniences are within the eco-

nomic grasp of more and more
mountain folk, even in the remotest

villages. But opium production has

enmeshed them in an external

money economy dominated by
forces they do not understand, and
serious demands placed on tradi-

tional agricultural practices
threaten to undermine the eco-

nomic well-being of the Lisu.

Lisu tribesmen were not always

prosperous opium farmers. When
they moved south from the Shan
states of Burma in the early years of

this century, they were denied ac-

cess to the rich, rice-producing val-

leys of northern Thailand bv the

more numerous and politically pow-
erful Yuan. Shan. Lue. and Chinese

already in the area. The thin soils

and steep slopes of the marginal

highlands, where the Lisu were
forced to settle, made it impossible

to raise sufficient rice and other

food crops. Acutely awai-e of being
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a people without a country, the

11,000 or so Lisu who Uved inter-

spersed among other highlanders

turned instead to the lucrative busi-

ness of raising opium.

At Evil Peaks, the Lisu village in

which I lived for a year and a half,

an analysis of labor input and crop

yields revealed that labor expended

in opium production was almost

twice as rewarding as that expended

in cultivating rice, a fact the Lisu

recognized long ago. Only a small

percentage of the households at Evil

Peaks were self-sufficient in rice,

while nearly all households de-

pended on opium for the bulk of

their income. After the opium was

sold, rice, clothing, and other

necessities were bought from the

valley-dwelling Yuan or Shan.

To know the Lisu, one must un-

derstand their shifting agriculture.

The basic Lisu economic unit is the

household, consisting of a husband

and wife, unmarried children, and

perhaps a relative or two. Normally,

the youngest married son and his

family also remain in the house-

hold, continuing it into the next

generation. Each household works

its own fields, usually one rice field

and two or more opium fields, in

which maize and vegetables may
also be planted. Fields are selected

each year early in the dry season

(December or January), and any

person may choose any plot of

unused land he wishes. There is no

block of village fields.

Lisu fields and those of neighbor-

ing Lahu, Akha, and Kciren are of-

ten side by side, and sometimes

fields are given or sold across ethnic

boundaries, although such transac-

tions are not registered and have no

sanction under Thai law. Once a

Lisu has chosen and cleared a field,

he has traditional, exclusive rights

of ownership for as long as he lives

in the same village, even if the field

is fallow. Any dispute arising over

land or boundaries is settled by mu-

tual agreement or by the village

headman. The disputes are dis-

cussed over many cups of rice and
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maize liquor, which lubricates the

conversation and stupefies the

quarrelsome. The headman must at-

tempt to reach a settlement ac-

ceptable to all involved, otherwise

the offended mav resort to violence

or emigrate from the village.

The Lisu farmer is highly ra-

tional in choosing a field. He con-

siders such factors as soil color and

texture, the presence of specific

plants and bamboos associated with

potentiallv good fields, the absence

of pests—rats, monkeys, and Hi-

malayan bears—as well as human
thieves and spirits who cause acci-

dents or poor harvests. The Lisu

utilize land only temporarily, with

the permission of local spirits to

whom thev address prayers during

each phase of cultivation.

Opium fields are generally clus-

tered near the highest mountain

ridges: at this latitude, opium pop-

pies grow best at altitudes above

3,000 feet. Rice fields are cleared

at lower elevations, often along

mountain streams. After the land is

cleared, the cut vegetation is al-

lowed to drv, and at the beginning

of the wet season (April or Mav),

the fields are fired. Shortly after,

rice is planted on low fields, maize

on high fields. During the rainv sea-

son, the fields are weeded, and the

maize fields hoed in preparation for

the planting of opium, which takes

place just before the rains stop

(September and October). Poppv

seeds are scattered and the soil

hoed over; the still-standing maize

protects the young plants. Shortly

afterward, rice is reaped and

threshed. This is a busy time, and it

is not unusual for Lisu to set out for

their fields at three or four o'clock

in the morning.

Opium fields must be thoroughly

and constantly weeded and thinned,

either by hand or with short-han-

dled hoes. Many households stagger

the times of opium planting to

spread out the labor requirements

and to insure that the whole crop

will not be ruined by short-term

variations in rain and sunlight. The

long days in the opium fields are

also spent cultivating vegetables:

mustard greens, cucumbers, and

squashes (whose leaves are eaten),

cabbages, beans, dwarf tomatoes,

potatoes, taro, yams, garlics, on-
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ions, and chUi peppers. Young
poppy leaves are also eaten.

Opium is readv to tap in Decem-
ber, and tapping continues through

Januarv and February. Entire

mountainsides are covered with

white and purple poppies swaying

with the wind, and the Lisu com-

ment enthusiastically on the beauty

of the fields, the promise of a good

harvest. A few davs after the petals

of a poppy fall, the capsule (a

greenish, squashed sphere) is ex-

posed. These capsules are examined

daily to determine the best time to

begin tapping. Scored too early, the

milky resin is too thin and runs to

the ground; scored too late, the

opium loses strength. Scoring the

opium poppv is the most exacting of

any Lisu agricultural task, and the

Lisu claim that only they and the

Meo and Yao are adept at it.

Using small, curved blades, an

incision is carefully made in the

capsule. If the incision is too deep,

the resin will run out on the

ground, but if it is too shallow, it

will harden in the capsule. Both

mishaps ruin the capsule. Scoring

must take place under a bright sun

so that the resin exudes and con-

geals. On the following day, the

juice, which has hardened and

turned a yellowish brown, is col-

lected with a curved scraper made
of bamboo or old kerosine tins.

Spitting on his fingers, the collector

moves the sticky opium to the back

of the blade. When the broad blade

is piled high, the opium is WTapped

Continued on page 92

Addiction is not a serious

problem for most highland

people, and those who smoke

opium are often, like this

Akha, older men. Such a scene

is more common in Hong
Kong or Singapore where, to

Chinese addicts, opium is the

most important thing in life.





Predators of tlie Serenaeti: Part 1

The Social Carnivore
Lions have evolved complex group behavior
to survive on the shifting nun^bers
of large and sn:iall prey in their habitat

by George B. Schaller



Predation greatly influences the

dynamics of animal populations, yet

there have been surprisingly few

documented studies on the impact

of large carnivores on populations

of hoofed animals. The large

predators have either been exalted

for their beauty or damned for the

harm they supposedly do to those

wild animals in which man has a

vested interest.

To observe a lion rush from con-

cealment and, in a flurry of vio-

lence, bring down a zebra, or to

watch a pack of wild dogs pursue

and catch a gazelle, is loathsome to

some observers but beautiful to oth-

ers, who admire the precision of

these actions, the unrestrained yet

dispassionate vitality of the mo-

ment. Predation, however, must be

judged, not by emotional reactions

toward individuals, but on the basis

of its effect on populations.

In 1966 John Owen, director of

the Tanzania National Parks, in-

'S^ 1972 by The University of Chicago.

All rights reserved. Adapted from The

Serengeti Lion, to be published later this

year by the University of Chicago Press.

After a tension-filled

stalk, a lioness charges

a herd of zebra on the

Serengeti Plains. If the

fleet zebras have more
than a few seconds to

escape, she has almost no

chance of catching one.
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With a lunge at a zebras neck,

a lioness pulls it down.

Death by strangulation often

follows. The zebra is one of

the most important food

sources for Serengeti lions.

The lioness' flattened ears and

lowered head are a strong

warning against intruders.

Single lions, especially,

must guard their kill

vigorously against hyenas.



vited me to join the Serengeti Re-

search Institute to make a three-

year study of lions in the Serengeti

National Park, especially to answer

the question, "What effect does lion

predation have on prey popu-

lations?" The park administration

was interested in maintaining the

lion, the major predator in the

park, while preserving the region's

million or so hoofed animals, prob-

ably the largest such concentration

in the world.

To determine the effects of lion

predation was a complex endeavor

for, among other problems, five spe-

cies of large predators preyed on

some twenty species of hoofed ani-

mals in the Serengeti region. This is

in contrast to North American pre-

dation studies, which deal with only

one carnivore subsisting mainly on

one or two kinds of prey.

The Serengeti, with its flat-

topped acacias and huge herds of

animals, is the quintessence of Af-

rica, a region of light and space that

makes research there an esthetically

rewarding experience. The preda-

tors add tension to this scene, en-

hancing its vitality with their aura

of impending violence. There is the

lion: indolent, "radiating a kind of

lazy, lordly power born of the care-

lessness of authority," as Maitland

Edey phrased it. In contrast, the

leopard seems a furtive creature of

the moon, and the cheetah an ele-

gant aristocrat. In recent years the

spotted hyena has metamorphosed

in the public eye from a mobile gar-

bage bin into a powerful and skilled

hunter, gaining a measure of re-

spect in spite of its "botched and

skulking form." There, too, is the

wild dog, whose mere existence

arouses abhorrence and intemper-

ance even in such a conservationist

as Carl Akeley, who said after

shooting down a whole pack,

"That's the first shooting on this

whole trip that I've enjoyed."

These predators, each so differ-

ent in the superficial impression

they convey, differ also in their

habits, thereby raising the innumer-

able biological questions without

which even the most interesting re-

search would become routine. As I

began to recognize many of the ani-

mals individually, the study moved

from an abstract plane—with an em-

phasis on collecting quantitative

data—to a more emotional and,

hence, more satisfying one. Know-
ing the historv of many animals, I

empathized with their problems. I

anticipated their future. Male No.

134. for example, is to me not

merely a nomadic lion, which
gained and lost a territorv, but a liv-

ing entity, a part of the vastness of

the plains and the kopjes, the small

hills, that jut from them. He repre-

sents memories of the immense si-

lence of night when even his foot-

steps were noisy interruptions; of

the heat waves at noon trans-

forming distant granite boulders

into visions of castles, and zebra

into lean Giacometti sculptures.

The Serengeti region is a vast,

austere area of plains and hills in

northern Tanzania. Stretching west-

ward for some 100 miles from the

Crater Highlands and the Rift Val-

ley are the Serengeti Plains, cov-

ering some 3,200 square miles.

When verdant and covered from

horizon to horizon with herds of

wildebeest, zebra, and gazelle,

the plains surely present one of the

loveliest sights on earth.

At their western boundary, hills

rise abruptly to a height of 1,000

feet above the level of the Duma
and Mbalageti rivers. To the north

are other hill ranges, which run east

and west down the Corridor, as this

area of the park is called. These

hills are dry and barren after the

grass has burned each year. The

northern part of the park, called the

Northern Extension, is gently roll-

ing and cut by numerous streams.

Confined to a narrow strip along

both banks of most streams is riv-

erine forest. The canopy ranges

from 30 to 80 feet in height and is

often dense with numerous trees,

saplings, shrubs, creepers, and

forbs growing in profusion to

ground level. Fires burn through

most of the woodlands during the

dry season, leaving the terrain open

with little cover behind which

predators can stalk their prey. The

dense vegetation along the rivers

persists, however, and this the cats

use when approaching animals that

have descended to the stream bed

to drink.

The average year is divided into

a dry season, from June to October,

followed bv a period of rain in No-

vember and December. Januarv and
February tend to be dry with onlv

occasional showers. About one-

third to nearly one-half of the total

annual precipitation falls from
March to May. Tlie seasons vary

considerably each year from this av-

erage pattern, primarily as a result

of the erratic and unreliable appear-

ance of the rains.

During the height of the dry sea-

son, the plains present a bleak ap-

pearance. The long grasslands have

been, burned, leaving the ground

black and bare except for occa-

sional scorched tufts. The dry

stubble crackles underfoot. Wind
whips over the rises, and sandy-col-

ored dust devils spin along. Now
and then an ostrich appears, vibrat-

ing in the heat haze on the gray

horizon. The woodlands dry up pro-

gressively. Fires, set bv man, both

inside and outside the park, burn

over three-fourths of the woodlands

between June and October, elimi-

nating the dry grass, killing sap-

lings, and leaving dead trees as ashy

skeletons on the ground. The mi-

grating prey move ceaselessly, first

west, then north, feeding on the dry

grasses that remain or concen-

trating in an area where a local

shower has stimulated a flush of

green.

Towering thunderclouds bal-

anced on black columns of rain her-

ald the onset of the wet season in

late October or November. With

heavy rains in late November and

December, the woodlands and
plains are suddenly transformed

from the predominating colors of

black and gray to an intense green

as the grasses and the leaves of

trees sprout anew. The migratory

species flood back onto the plains.

With the variable weather from Jan-

uary to May, the plains may be ei-

ther wet or dry. The herds eddy

back and forth, retreating westward

and southward into the woodland

during a dry spell, only to surge out

into the open once more with re-

newed rain. This pattern continues

until the onset of the dry season.

Th(^s(> movements of prey
profoundlv influence the behavior

of the lion and other predators of

the Serengeti.

Exceeded in length and weight
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onlv bv the tiger, the Hon is the sec-

ond largest fehne predator in the

world. Within historic times it was

distributed from Greece throughout

the Neai' East to India and over

much of Africa except in the driest

deserts and in the rain forests.

The lions of central Europe—
whose profile man scratched into

the cave walls in France more than

15.000 vears ago—died out before

historic times. Thev survived in Pal-

estine until the Crusades and well

into this centurv in Svria, Iraq, and

Iran. The onlv known population of

the Asiatic lion occurs now in the

Gir Sanctuarv of Gu jurat State in

India, where about 175 animals

represent the remnants of a popu-

lation that 150 vears ago was

widelv spread over the northern

half of the countrv.

In Africa, however, lions contin-

ued to suryive in the vast wood-

lands and plains. Of the ten recog-

nized subspecies of African lion,

onlv two. the Berbef li'on of North

Africa and the Cape lion of South

Africa have become extinct. In re-

cent vears ^giiculturists have elimi-

nated much lipn habitat, and pasto-

ralists with their livestock are

coming into increasing conflict with

the cats, but huge tracts of land

both inside and outside of reserves

still harbor them. Particularlv in

Kenva and Tanzania, the lion leads

a natural life, roaming at will

and preving largelv on the local

fauna.

Konrad Lorenz has written.

'Tliere are certain things in Nature

in which beautv and utilitv. artistic

and technical perfection, coiubine

in some incomprehensible wav, the

web of a spider, the wing of a

dragon-flv, the superblv streamlined

bodv of the porpoise, and the move-

ments of a cat." And at no time is

such movement more vitally beau-

tiful than when a lion tautlv snakes

toward prev. I found the fleeting

hesitation between the end of a

stalk and the final explosive rush a

moment of almost unbearable ten-

sion, a drama in which it was im-

possible not to participate emo-

tionally, knowing that the death of

a being hung in the balance.

The success or failure of a hunt

depends as much on the response of

the prev to the lion as on the behav-

ior of the cat itself. While a lion is

well endowed with claws and teeth

to grasp and kill prev, it lacks

speed. This fact is clearlv recog-

nized bv the various hoofed ani-

mals. In most instances lions can

capture an animal onlv if they can

approach it so closely that it has no

time to attain full running speed be-

fore being grabbed.

As long as lions are visible to

them, prev behave in a remarkablv

casual manner. Resting lions are

usuallv ignored, and a tvpical sight

on the plains is some lions encircled

bv grazing wildebeest and zebra

slightlv more than 100 vards awav.

Because of the prev's fleetness

and keen senses, lions must seek

everv possible advantage to catch

an animal. Lions hunt mainlv at

night, unquestionablv because they

are able to stalk with greater chance

of success under the cover of dark-

ness. Lions appear to be aware of

the advantage that darkness gives

them. Thev frequently watch prey

in late afternoon onlv to wait until

dusk before hunting.

The height and densitv of vegeta-

tion influence the ease with which

lions can stalk without being de-

tected. About three-quarters of the

animals taken on the open plains

were near some low cover when
caught. About one-third of the kills

in the woodlands were made near a

river where the dense vegetation

and broken terrain enable lions to

stalk undetected.

Buffalo, particularlv solitarv bull

buffalo, concentrate their activity

along river courses and therefore

are often killed there. Other species

also favor riverine habitat or con-

centrate there during the dry sea-

son. Thus, these narrow strips of

shrubs and trees provide lions with

prev out of all proportion to the

land area thev cover.

Lions are catholic in their tastes,

and the prev thev kill ranges from

crocodiles, guinea fowl, hares, and

baboons to various antelopes, buf-

falo, and on occasion, other lions.

Between 1966 and 1969. the Ser-

engeti lions were known to have

eaten eighteen kinds of mammals
and four kinds of birds. Prior to mv
study, thev once killed and ate a

yearhng rhinoceros, a porcupine,

and a leopard cub. but they prey

mainly on wildebeest, zebra, buf-

falo, and topi.

Tire size of prev conspicuouslv

influences the food habits of lions.

An adult elephant weighs 7,500

pounds and more, a hippopotamus

at least 4.000 pounds, and giraffe

and rhinoceros usuallv more than

2,000 pounds. These species are so

large—and adults mav defend their

voung so vigorously-that lions

rarelv prey on them, except for

small numbers of giraffe. Prev that

weighs more than 2,000 pounds is

relatively safe from lions and. in

fact, has almost escaped the in-

fluence of predation in general.

At the other extreme, small

mammals and birds are not hunted

much, undoubtedly because the

energy output in trying to subsist

on, for example, hares or dik-dik is

not commensurate with the input.

Lions do capture gazelle fawns

weighing a few pounds, but onlv in-

cidentallv. In the absence of other

prev, lion prides around Seronera,

the Serengeti Park headquarters,

mav subsist for long periods on

Thomson's gazelles weighing 30 to

50 pounds. The usual prev size thus

ranges from about 30 to 2,000

pounds.

It was once thought that lions

follow the moving prey, but ac-

tually only a small nomadic seg-

ment of the lion population follows

the migratory herds. Most wilde-

beest, zebra, and Thomson's ga-

zelle—about 62 percent of the prey

biomass—are migratory and un-

available to most lions for part of

the yeai". Since movements of prey

are largely influenced by erratic

weather, availabihtv of the migra-

tory herds is usually a matter of

chance.

In addition to killing their own
prev, lions readily scavenge from

other predators and eat animals that

have died from disease and other

causes. This accounts for about one-

fifth of their food items. The effect

of VTiltures on the food habits of

lions needs special comment. With

many birds gorging on a zebra or

wildebeest, little meat mav be left

for a predator after an hour. Much
of a vulture's food consists of ani-

mals that have died of disease or

malnutrition. If there were no vul-

tures, such carcasses could provide
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Food items (killed and scavenged) eaten by lions in various parts of the Serengeli

Park (percentages are in parentheses).

Plains Mas ai and Edge of Corridor Northern

Sim- :)nera Woodlands Extension

Wildebeest 159 (56.7) 121 (22.0) 97 (37. .3) 22 (.32.8) 10 (47.6)

Zebra 81 (28.9) 87 (15.8) 63 (24.2) 21 (31.3) 3 (143)
Thomson's g 21 (7.5) 276 (50.0) 31 (11.9) 3 (45)

Buffalo 13 (2.4) 40 (15.4) 5 (7.5) 7 (.33.3)

Topi 4 (1.4) 18 (3.2) 7 (2.7) 4 (6.0) 1 (48)
Warthog 12 (2.2) 5 (1.9) 4 (6.0)

Eland 9 (3.2) .3 (1.2) 1 (1.4)

Grant's g. 3 (1.1) 7 (1.3) 1 (.4)

Hartebeest 1 (.4) 1 (.2) 4 (1-5)

Giraffe 3 (.5) 1 (.4) 5 (7.5)

Inipala 1 (.2) 1 (.4) 2 (3.0)

Reedbuck 6 (1.1) 1 (.4)

Bushbuck 1 (.4)

Waterbuck 1 (4)

Pangolin 1 (.4)

Hare 1 (-2)

Lion 1 (4) 2 (.3)

Hyena 1 (.4) 1 (.2)

Ostrich 3 (1.1)

Guinea fowl 1 (.2)

Sand grouse 1 (.2)

Saddle-bill stork 1 (.2)

Total 280 552 26C 67 21

lions with an appreciable amount of

meat.

In the daytime, any kill in the

open is kept under constant surveil-

lance by vultures. A few birds may
wait nearby, but often none are in

sight until lions leave the vicinitv of

a carcass. When the lions have left,

white-backed and Ruppell's vul-

tures plummet from the sky, the

movement and possibly the noise

alerting vultures for many miles in

all directions, with the result that a

few minutes later the remains are

covered with a writhing, hissing

mass of birds. Lions may be de-

prived of a second meal from a kill

if for some reason they fail to guard

it closely.

Lions, like hyenas and wild dogs,

are vulture-watchers. If several

birds fly past and land nearby or if

they descend suddenly from the

sky, a lion may trot over and in-

vestigate the site. One male, for ex-

ample, hurried toward several vul-

tures a half-mile away only to find,

after much sniffing and searching,

the solitary rib of a gazelle. At other

times, vultures have finished the

meat or a hyena has snatched, and

departed with, the remains. Often,

however, a meal is to be had. In this

respect vultures benefit lions, but I

would estimate that, on the whole,

lions lose inore food from vultures

than they gain.

Zebra inake up about 25 percent

of the total migratory wildebeest

and zebra population, yet 38 per-

cent of the kills of these two species

on the plains consisted of zebra,

and at Seronera and in the wood-

lands the figures were 42 percent.

Tlie zebra's importance to the lion

becomes even more apparent when
multiple killings are considered,

those in which lions capture more
than one animal during a coopera-

tive rush. Thirty-four percent of the

wildebeest kills were multiple ones.

Of the zebra killings, only 10 per-

cent were multiples. If food items

are tallied on the basis of the num-
ber of successful hunts rather than

the number of animals killed, wil-

debeest and zebra would contribute

almost equally. The greater propor-

tion of zebra over wildebeest in the

kill sample is largely due to the

greater availability of the zebra

throughout the Serengeti at all

times of the year, which makes it

the most important prey animal for

the lion, although it onlv ranks

third in number available.

If the various species are rated

on an annual basis in terms of

pounds of food thev provide to lions

tiiroughout the Serengeti, my guess

would be as follows: zebra, 30 per-

cent; wildebeest, 20-25; buffalo,

15; Thomson's gazelle, 2.5; and

other species, 27.5-32.5. The fig-

ure for gazelle may seem low, but

lions prefer large prey, killing ga-

zelle either incidentally or, around

Seronera. out of necessity for a

brief period each year.

Lionesses hunt proportionatelv

more often than do males. In 71
hunts by single lions that were in

groups of mixed sex, males took the

initiative only twice. Out of a total

of 1,210 lions observed stalking

and running, only 3 percent were

males and none participated in driv-

ing or ambushing. Males, however,

respond quicklv to an unexpected

opportunitv. Nomadic males must

of necessity kill more for them-

selves. Here are some examples of

various hunting methods I have ob-

served.

Unexpected hunting: A lioness

was walking along a river when two

Thomson's gazelle rushed up the

embankment in front of her. She

lunged, and sliding sideways
hooked a gazelle in midair with two

claws. It crashed on its side and she

grabbed it with both paws while si-

multaneouslv biting it in the nape.

A zebra foal slept so deeply that it

failed to hear its family move away
and awakened onlv brieflv after a

inale lion pounced on it.

Ambushing: At 8:3.5 .'K.M., a lion-

ess sits in a small patch of gra.ss by

a river watching several gazelle at a

distance of fifty yards. At 5:50 P.M.

she is still there, crouching as five

gazelle approach cautiouslv. alter-

nately walking and slopping. A
male gazelle descends the embank-

ment, closely followed by a female.

The lioness raises herself slowh.

onlv her head above the grass, and

when the female gazelle passes at

five yards, the lioness rushes. The
g;izelle leaps forward and the lion-

ess misses, but using her momen-
tum swerves and bowls over the

male. She hauls him up tli<' i-tn-
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bankment where he ceases to kick.

Driving: About 20 gazelle moved
into a cul-de-sac between the junc-

tion of two creeks. Two lionesses

seventy yards away walked toward

them slowly without attempting to

conceal themselves. The gazelle

first retreated, but then instead of

crossing one of the creeks, most of

the gazelle raced back toward the

lions. One lioness rushed, missed,

pursued another gazelle, and failed

again. But two male gazelle tarried

and a lioness chased one of them
sixty vards while he seemed unde-

cided about an escape route. Finally

he entered a reedbed where he was

caught.

Digging: One night at 12:35

A.M., the Masai pride was moving
across the plains when a lioness

stopped and began to dig at the en-

trance of a burrow. Two lionesses

joined her. One lioness dug vigor-

ously until at 1:35 A.M., some three

yards of tunnel were exposed. She
looked in the hole, jerked back,

ducked in again, and grabbed some-

thing. Her body grew taut with the

strain of pulling. She retained her

hold for eight minutes until she was

finally able to pull out a screaming

adult female warthog by the nape.

Grabbing prey in water: On two

occasions a lioness plucked a swim-

ming gazelle from a river.

Running by single lions: Four li-

onesses and five cubs were walking

in single file along a road. One saw

some fifty gazelles, about 150 vards

away on a sloping riverbank leading

to a waterhole. She ran toward

them. Most of the gazelles fled, but

a few remained by the water, un-

able to see the lioness until she

rushed over the crest of the em-
bankment and captured a male.

Stalking by single lions: Per-

haps the most striking aspect of a

stalking lioness' behavior is the care

with which she watches prey. She
advances when it lowers its head to

graze or stands facing away from

her. If an animal suddenly becomes
alert, she halts, sometimes standing

motionless with paw raised in

midstride. She is fully aware of the

advantage that cover confers, and
when prey moves behind some
shrubs or out of sight into a ravine,

she may run closer. For example: A
lioness sees eight kongoni some 500

yards away, and she lies and
watches them. When they move to a

waterhole partly hidden bv tufts of

grass and acacia saplings, the lion-

ess immediately trots closer in a

semicrouch and from a distance of

forty yards rushes at full speed. The
kongoni scatter. She follows one

and swipes with a forepaw but

misses. All escape, only to halt sixty

vards away and watch her sitting bv

the river.

Communal hunting: When sev-

eral lions spot potential quarry they

characteristically fan out and ap-

proach on a broad front, sometimes

spread over 200 vards of terrain.

By spreading out widely, lions in-

crease their chances of coming into

contact with prey, as shown in this

example: At 6:45 P.M., five lion-

esses and a male see a herd of some
sixty wildebeest more than a mile

away, just black dots moving
against the yellow-gray plains. The
lions walk slowly toward them. At

dusk the wildebeest bunch up. The
last light has faded at 7:30 when
the lions stop 300 vards from the

herd. The lionesses fan out and ad-

vance at a walk in a front 170 vards

wide, the male 65 yards behind

them. WTien they are 200 yards

from the herd, they crouch, and I

can see only an occasional head as

thev stalk closer: the male remains

standing. Five minutes later, a fe-

male on the left flank rushes and

catches a wildebeest. The herd bolts

to the right and two lionesses and

the male run at an angle pursuing

the wildebeest about 100 yards

without success.

Cooperation, while clearly evi-

dent, is relatively simple in nature.

On 29 occasions during my study,

one or more lionesses encircled the

prey, sometimes by detouring far to

one side. The other lions waited

during the flanking movement as if

in anticipation of prey fleeing in

their direction.

The success rate is determined

by the hunting method. Unexpected

hunts are highly productive (61 per-

cent success), as are such minor

ways of obtaining food as digging

for warthog. Stalking by single

lions, driving, and ambushing are

equally successful (17-19 percent),

but running bv single lions shows a

low return (8 percent). When two

or more lions hunt together, their

success is 30 percent, an important

figure not only because it is sizable

but also because this method of

hunting is responsible for nearly

half of all attempts. Large lion

groups do not catch prev more suc-

cessfully than small ones, but there

is an increase in the actual number
of animals captured.

Although solitary lions may on

occasion successfully attack adult

giraffe and buffalo, these species are

usually hunted cooperatively. I saw

lions stalk or chase giraffe on ten

occasions, none of them successful.

Buffalo may defend themselves

against lions and may even attack

in return. On two occasions, the

Masai pride surrounded a solitary

bull while he stood facing the lions,

his rump against a tree. Some
twenty minutes later, he walked off

unmolested. When a male lion

rushed at a solitary cow buffalo he

had surprised in a thicket, she ran

into a nearby stream and stood in

the water facing him. He left. She

had a large raw wound on her back,

undoubtedly the result of an earlier

lion attack. Wounds on the shoul-

ders and back of buffalo are not in-

frequent and these attest to the dif-

ficulty that lions have in subduing

the animals.

I observed seven attacks on buf-

falo, of which one was successful.

At eight o'clock one morning, I

found fourteen lions of the Magadi

pride at the edge of a marshy area

about twenty yards from a bull buf-

falo standing belly-deep in mud and

water. Deep lacerations covered his

muzzle and rump, his hocks were

shredded, and his shoulders full of

bites, all the result of an earlier at-

A cub plays with the remains

of a freshly killed zebra on

the Serengeti. Lion social

organization is crucial for

the siu-vival of many cubs.
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tack that morning. He faced the

lions and grunted each time one

moved. One lioness approached to

within five yards of him but re-

treated when her paws got wet. At

9:25 A.M., five nomadic males

chased the pride away; then re-

turned to the buffalo at 10:10 and

lay six to ten yards from him. Fif-

teen minutes later, he walked

slowly toward the lions, a suicidal

gesture. One male grabbed his

rump; another placed a paw over

his back and bit his shoulder. The

buffalo sank to his knees. A lion

then clambered up on the lower

back of the animal, bit him there

and leaned to one side as if attempt-

ing to turn him over. Meanwhile

the other lion first licked blood off

the old wounds on the buffalo's

shoulder, then bit there again. The
buffalo bellowed, yet made no at-

tempt to defend himself. The two

males then pulled him on his side,

slowly, methodically, without vio-

lent movements. One grabbed a

foreleg and turned him fully on his

back. The third and fourth males

joined; one bit the buffalo in the

throat, the other held the buffalo's

nose and mouth shut with his teeth.

The fifth male did nothing. After

ten minutes, at 10:40 A.M., the buf-

falo died.

In general, social attributes assist

lions in obtaining food, the single

most important requirement in

their day-to-day existence. Several

individuals are more successful as

hunters than is a lone lion, and they

are also able to kill larger prey. Be-

cause hyenas are less likely to drive
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^ Dense vegetation along river

banks provides cover for stalking

lions, which kill many buffalo

near streams, far left. Small

cubs usually stay with the pride,

sometimes playing, left; at other

times they join the group on

a hunt, below. They usually

stay a short distance behind

when the lionesses stalk prey.





them off a carcass, groups of lions

use their food more fullv than indi-

viduals. Furthermore, in a group,

one lion can guard a kill from vul-

tures while the rest seek water.

The evidence indicates that a

close relation exists between the ex-

ploitation of a food resource and the

tvpe of social organization. Lion

prides are adapted for hunting large

prev cooperatively in open terrain,

but their social organization has re-

tained a flexibilitv that enables indi-

viduals to change from social to

solitary hunting depending on the

available prev.

The core of a lion pride consists

of a closed society of lionesses all

directly related to each other.

Among females, small cubs often

serve as a cohesive force to keep the

animals together, especially when
several litters are born at the same

time and their care becomes a com-

munal affair. Although young seem to

have no special relationship with the

mother after she has a new litter, for

those that remain in the pride, con-

tact with her endures for life.

In addition, each pride contains

one to four males; these are often

individuals that have grown up and

acquired a pride together. But the

males are not permanent pride

members. Of the twelve prides I

studied, only three had the same
males at the end of three years. The

other males either left the pride or

were forced out bv nomadic males,

which then generally took over the

lionesses" territory.

Fride lionesses confine their

wanderings to a limited area of

some 8 to 150 square miles, all or

part of which constitutes a territory

in the sense that other lions tend to

A pride rests on one

of the granite outcroppings.

called kopjes, that stud the

Serengeti. Vultures closely

follow the lions' activities.

avoid it or are driven awav bv the

owners. Nomads, who do not belong

to a pride, roam widely, some over

1,500 square miles and more of ter-

rain. Their contacts with other no-

mads tend to be amicable. A few

males establish temporary terri-

tories on the plains, and with the

acquisition of property they become
intolerant of others.

What survival value does reten-

tion of a territory have for a lion?

Given the tendency of pride mem-
bers to scatter widelv, the pride

would not be able to maintain itself

in its present form if it assumed a

nomadic existence: the animals

would either have to remain to-

gether like wild dogs or wolves or

limit themselves to shifting and

casual contacts in the manner of

nomadic lions. Several advantages

accrue to a resident. Territorial be-

havior is a potent spacing mecha-

nism that allows for a more uniform

and socially less disruptive use of

food resources.

The flexibilitv of the lion pride

within its territory enables it to har-

vest both small and large prev more

efficientlv. When the large herds

migrate out of the Seronera area,

for example, the pride disperses and

the lionesses feed primarily on

small game. When the herds return

or when the lions hunt buffalo, the

members of the pride rejoin for the

advantages of group hunting.

Detailed knowledge of water-

holes, river crossings, ambush
places, and other localities probably

increases a lion's hunting success.

Although nomadic lionesses

seem to give birth as often as do

resident ones, they manage to raise

few cubs, indicating that (communal

care of young in a pride increases

reproductive success. This fact

alone would favor selection of a

stable land tenure system.

Males are inefficient hunters, and

they let the lionesses kill whenever

possible. The pride, in effect, be-

comes a meal ticket for the male. In

a communal hunt, males trail be-

hind the lionesses, watching and

waiting, and when prey is caughl

they run up and try to claim a large

share. While males have been deni-

grated in the popular press for such

behavior, it serves two useful func-

tions: (1) Their large manes make

them so conspicuous that their par-

ticipation would increase the

chance of the group being detected

by the prev: and (2) with the males

in the rear any cubs that aie there

are protected from marauding

hvenas and other dangers.

After a kill has been largely con-

sumed, a male often takes the re-

mains and prevents lionesses from

eating. But he does allow cubs to

feed, and if thev arrive late at a kill,

this may be their only meat. Lion-

esses are less generous than males

in sharing and even starving cubs

are cuffed awav.

The main role of a male is to

maintain the integrity of the pride

area, either bv escorting intruders

out or, by his mere presence, in-

ducing them to move on. Although

lionesses take part in territorial dis-

plays, males are the most active in

patrolling, scent marking, and roar-

ing. The Seronera pride illustrated

the importance of males to the

pride. One evening I met the males

of the Seronera and Masai prides

near each other in an overlapping

part of their range, which raised the

possibility of conflict. The following

morning at 6:35 1 found one of the

two Seronera pride males encrusted

with blood. Tatters of his yellow

mane were strewn around his body,

his left thigh was ripped to the

bone, and punctures covered his

body. He breathed heavily. At 6:55

a male from the Masai pride walked

slowly to within five feet of the van-

quished male, and receiving only a

baleful glare and a low growl, am-

bled off". Bv 8:30 the breathing of

the wounded male grew erratic and

spasms racked his chest. At 8:35 a

muscle in his right thigh quivered,

and his pupils became very large,

his last movement.

Males from three other prides

then penetrated deep into the Sero-

nera pride area, killed several cubs,

and drove out the remaining male.

The lionesses remained, but their

success in keeping cubs alive was

much lower (19 percent) than that

of a neighboring pride (46 percent)

that was under the jurisdiction of

vigorous males. It was two years af-

ter the death of the male before the

pride settled down to a normal so-

cial life.

(Continued nr.xt month)
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SkyReporter
bv Joliii P. \\ ilov, Jr.

Iiitc>]li^CMil Uie ill tlio L'liiNcn-sc Out here in

the <i;aLulii' hoondocks. we leiul lo think of ourselves

as being alone. The trading ships never stop, scientific

teams and tourists keep a discreet distance: we are not

even hooked info the regional radio network. At feder-

ation headquarters. Earths file is stamped: "Emerging
technologicak civilization: Survival doubtful."

Nevertheless, in the midst of wars, genocide, social

revolution, and general bedlam, some people on Earth

are quietlv turning their thoughts out to the galaxv.

Patientlv thev swing radio telescopes from one likelv

looking stair to the next, straining their equipment to

pick up signals from other worlds. Sooner or later they

will succeed. The signals will come in, clear and

strong, unquestionablv the product of intelligent life

from another part of the universe.

Fearing invasion bv green monsters, our first reac-

tion mav be to turn to the militarv. But if we stop to

think, we will realize that our having heard "them"
w ill not. in itself, reveal our presence to them. We will

have all the time in the world to decide whether to an-

swer, and how to answer if we do. We probablv have

more to gain than lose bv answering. It is highlv un-

likelv that another race of intelligent beings would

come to Earth for conquest, plunder, or enslavement,

the motives that spring immediately to an earth mind.

The odds are that the other civilization would be far in

advance of our own, socially as well as technically, and

overnight, we could learn from them what might oth-

erwise take us centuries.

Despite the protestations of flying saucer en-

thusiasts, we have no unequivocal evidence that the

earth has ever been visited bv beings from another

world. Radio pioneers Marconi and Tesla claimed to

have heard signals from another world, but no one has

since made a similar claim. It seems little short of cer-

tain, how'ever, that someday, somewhere in the world,

a news story not unlike that predicted in 1900 bv

Tesla will burst upon the world: "We have a message

from another world, unknown and remote. It reads:

One . . . two . . . three.'
"

Consider the numbers. Our galaxy is only one of bil-

lions: \et in our ralaxv alone, several hundred billion

stars are shining. To suppose the sun is the only star

accompanied by planets, and that our planet is the

only one on which life emerged, smacks a bit of the

medieval church, which put men to death for daring to

suggest that the earth was not the center of the uni-

W'hal do 100 billion stars look like? This

neighboring galaxy. M31 in Andromeda, is

believed to give a good idea of what our own

galaxy looks like. At a higher resolution,

the white clouds become swarms of stars; the

bright core at the center is really millions

of stars packed together. The two small spheres

of light are satellite galaxies. All the

other stars in the picture are in our own galcLxy;

we are looking out through them toward M31.
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verse. It has only been in the hfetime of men still liv-

ing and working that we have figured out where we
stand in the galaxy, and where the galaxy stands in

this part of the universe.

The numbers argument was put in cogent form by

Harlow Shapley, one of the first to accurately measure

the galaxy. He calculated that if only one star in a

thousand had any planets at all, and if only one in a

thousand of these had planets at a suitable distance,

and if an atmosphere developed on only one in a thou-

sand of these, and if the right chemicals were present

in the oceans and atmospheres of only one in a thou-

sand of these, we would still be left with a hundred
million planets suitable for life. And that's just in our

galaxy.

Other arguments for the existence of planets around

most stars are based on observation. The evidence is

necessarily indirect; even the nearest stars are so far

away that any planets circling them would be lost in

the stars' glare and we could not see them.

In our immediate neighborhood, most of the stars

are members of multiple systems of one sort or an-

other. Either they are double or triple systems or they

are stars with "unseen companions" pulling on them
as they move through space.

These are the stars we can see best. Of the .59 stars

within 17 light-years of the earth, for example, 22 are

doubles and 6 are triples. At least 7 of the 59 stars are

accompanied by dark companions.

The best-known case is Barnard's Star, which ap-

parently has one or two planets about the size of .lupi-

ter revolving around it. We cannot see the planets, but

we can measure their effect on their star. From
Kepler's laws of motion, we know how far from llir

planet tliey must be: knowing that, we can judgi' how

massive Ihey are by measuring their effect on the star.

Even nearby dark companions can be detected only

when they have great effects on a visible star. Planets

the size of the earth cannot be detected in this way.

Thus, because we can detect only the most obvious

cases, it is doubly significant that seven of the closest

stars have unseen companions. Presumably there are

more.

Another line of evidence is even more striking. All

the stars we can see, including the sun, rotate. We
know this about distant stars because their spectral

lines are slightly spread out. As we look at a star, the

light from the edge coming toward us is shifted

slightly toward the blue end of the spectrum; light

from the receding edge is shifted slightly toward the

red. By measuring the spread, we can discover how
fast a star is rotating.

The interesting thing is that while some kinds of

stars rotate very rapidly, others, including the sun, ro-

tate slowly. Astronomers customarily range stars on a

scale from very hot to very cool, designating them, in

order, 0,B,A,F,G,K, and M. The hot, massive stars,

from to A, all rotate rapidly: a point on their equa-

tor moves several hundred miles per second. But in

the F stars there is a sudden, sharp break in the pat-

tern. All the cooler stars—fiom that point down to the

coolest visible stars—rotate at a much slower rate, on

the order of a mile or two per second. The sun, a G
star, has a rotation rate of some 1.5 miles a second.

As far as we know, all stars formed in the same
way, condensing out of clouds of gas and dust. As they

condensed, the clouds began to rotate; and the smaller

they became, the faster they rotated. This faster rota-

tion results because the total rotating energy is con-

served. Figure skaters know they can spin faster with

their arms tucked in close to their bodies; high divers

know they can do more somersaults if lliey curl into a

ball. In exactly the same way, a shrinking rotating

cloud spins faster and faster.

But rotational energy can be conserved by allowing

some of the weight to revolve at a distance from the

center. When the cloud that was to become the solar

system condensed, some of the rotational energy was

left in the planets, especially .lupiter. Thus the sun ro-

tates at a much slower velocity tiian would otherwise

be the case.

More than 90 percent of llie stars wc can see, even

with our larg(;st telescopes, are F or cooler on the

stellar scale-0,B.A.F,G,K,M-and rotate with very

small velocities. Of the 59 stars nearest the sun. no

fewer than 39 are cool, red M stars. Many astronomers
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are drawing the conclusion that the vast majority of

stars rotate slowlv because thev have invested much of

their rotational energv in planetary systems.

If most, or all. stars are accompanied bv planets,

then the number of stars in the observable universe is

roughlv the number of solar svstems containing one or

more planets. If we take as a conservative number lor

the stai's in our galaxv. 100 billion, and multiply it by

a conservative number for the galaxies in the universe,

a billion, we get 1 with 20 zeroes after it as the con-

servative number of solai- svstems in the universe.

A number like 100.000.000.000.000.000.000 is

prett\' meaningless. A quick calculation might bring it

into better focus. If solar svstems have formed at a

steadv rate since the beginning of the universe, and it

the universe is 10 billion vears old, as is generally ac-

cepted, then a million solar systems are being formed

everv hour.

Not all planets, of course, would be habitable bv life

as we know it. Some would be too close to their star,

and thus too hot: others would be too far away, and

thus too cold. Some would be too small to retain any

tvpe of atmosphere. Some would move in orbits so ec-

centric, or would be so tipped to the plane of their or-

bit, that seasonal extremes of temperature would pre-

clude life. A planet might not be old enough for life to

have ai-isen. Or it might circle a star that will not last

long enough for life to arise.

Even with all these constraints taken into account,

we are still left with a lot of planets that could support

life. In a studv for the Rand Corporation, Stephen

Dole offers one of the best educated guesses to date

about our galaxv: six hundred million planets. Aver-

aged out over the galaxv. this number means that there

is at least one habitable planet within 27 light-years of

the earth, 5 within 47 light-vears. 10 within 59 light-

vears. and 50 within 100 light-vears. all close enough

for us to be able to signal back to them with our

present technologv.

All this number juggling is interesting, but is any-

bodv reallv out there? \^ hat are the odds that life has

arisen on anv of these mvriad hypothesized planets?

We have no sure wav of knowing. Proof that there

is, or was, even bacterial life on Mai-s would be pow-

erful evidence that where life can ai-ise, it will. But

Mai-s is verv cold, with little water or atmosphere; fail-

ure to find evidence of life there would not be a con-

verselv poweiful argument against life being a com-

mon phenomenon in the universe. As a habitable

planet. Mars is marginal at best.

The main argument for life elsewhere in the uni-

verse is that the phvsical laws we are familiar with on

eai-th operate as far- as we can see. or some ten bilhon

light-veai-s. The same phvsical processes, involving the

same elements, are going on all ai'ound us. \^ e have no

reason to disbelieve that the chemical evolution of life

is also going on all around us.

We think we know how life arose on the earth. In

fact, we have been able to duplicate crucial steps in

the laboratorv. Electrical dischai-ges (simulated light-

ning) set off in atmospheres believed similai- to the

primitive eai'th's (methane, ammonia, water, and hy-

drogen) produce large numbers of amino acids. Run-

ning the experiment long enough produces further

combinations, sugars, nucleic acid bases, and long

chains of amino acids that resemble proteins.

\^ hen molecular svstems reach the level of com-

plexitv at which thev can reproduce themselves and af-

fect their environment, then life—and evolution—has

begun.

It now appeal's that the prerequisite chemical evolu-

tion can start at a fairlv complex level. Biological pre-

cursors mav have existed at the time a planet was

formed. Recent work with radio telescopes has re-

vealed the presence of water, ammonia, and a whole

catalog of hvdrocarbons in interstellar clouds. Amino
acids have been found in meteorites.

Even if life has in fact blossomed all over the uni-

verse, it is still not cleai- how man\- planets would

boast populations both intelligent and technological.

\^ hether anv given life form is intelhgent, of course,

depends on vour definition. All that is meant here is

the abilitv to think and to communicate. By tech-

nological is meant the abilitv to communicate across

astronomical distances. It seems not only possible but

probable that manv life forms elsewhere are intelligent

without being technological; in those cases, however,

we could not communicate with them unless we physi-

callv went to them.

The technological civilizations pose their own prob-

lems. Based on our experience on earth, it seems rea-

sonable to assume that technological civilizations may

not last verv long. Or, more optimistically, that if

thev can survive the first few decades after having

unleashed nuclear fission and fusion, they may then

survive for eons. We have no wav of knowing—yet—

which is more likelv to be the case. (We could find out

anv dav now that the lifetime of at least one tech-

nological civilization in the universe was in fact mea-

sured in decades.)

The best guess is that some civilizations make it and

others do not. In their book on life in the universe, the

Soviet astrophvsicist I.S. Shklovskii and the American

planetologist Carl Sagan estimated that technical civ-

ilizations either last less than 100 yeai-s or a good deal

more than 100 million vears. Sti-iking an average of a

miUion veai's for their computations, they then de-

duced that the number of technical civilizations in om-

galaxv is one million. The most probable distance be-

tween such communities would then be several hun-

dred light-vears.

So here we are, floating around the outer reaches of

the galaxv. blissfullv unawai-e of all the other civ-

ihzations that also call the galaxv home. X^ e did listen

for signals for a few months in i960, and now we are

listening again. So far. we have heard nothing.

The odds are verv high, though, that someday we

will receive a signal from another world. That signal

could have been sent a centurv ago, and may just now

be approaching the solar system. We might hear it to-

morrow or a vear from now or not for another century.

It will not make much difference whether we answer

or not: in effect, we answered 40 or so veai's ago when

we first stai-ted using high-frequencv radio trans-



mitters. Those radio waves have been traveHng across

interstellar space ever since, and sooner or later they

will be picked up. We will have announced to the

galaxy that we have achieved a technological civ-

ilization. If the nearest civilization turns out to be less

than 40 hght-years away, their reply may already be
headed toward earth. If they are farther away, they

have not yet heard from us. But they will. And we will

hear from them.

On to Jupitci* To date, man's exploration of space

can be likened to that of a group of people living on a

small island in a warm lagoon who have so far been

able to row across to one nearby, smaller island and to

sail small model boats to other islands in the lagoon.

Now, for the first time they are preparing to sail a

model past the rocky reef that surrounds their lagoon

to one of the larger islands outside. They do not expect

to go there themselves for years to come, but they

hope that by watching the model they will learn some-

thing about the reef, the intervening tides and cur-

rents, and the great island outside.

In other words, for the first time man is headed out

across the rubble-strewn asteroid belt to Jupiter, the

first—and grandest—of the giant planets. A 550-pound

electronic spider called Pioneer F will be lifted off

Cape Kennedy in late February or early March and

flung away from the sun at better than 32,000 miles

per hour. Six hundred to nine hundred days later, if it

has not been demolished by an errant planetoid, the

Pioneer will take about a week to scoot by Jupiter-

snapping pictures like mad—and then corkscrew all

the way past Pluto and out of the solar system into the

deep space dividing one stellar island complex from

the next.

The Pioneer faces a 10 percent chance of being se-

verely damaged or destroyed while going through the

asteroid belt. There are some 50,000 asteroids, rang-

ing in size from 480-mile Ceres down to unnamed
rocks a mile across, and an unknown number of

smaller fragments: all told, enough to make a small

planet. Whether this year's Pioneer makes it or not,

another will be launched in April, 1973, doubling the

chances of success.

Once in the vicinity of Jupiter, the spacecraft will

face real danger from powerful radiation, trapped in

belts around the planet, that could destroy sensitive in-

struments. No one will be upset if the instruments are

destroyed after the data are radioed back from Jupiter

to the earth: Pioneer's radio is too weak to be heard

from much farther away.

For planet bufis, going to Jupiter is worth the

gamble. Jupiter differs in kind from the inner terres-

trial planets and can even be considered a small, feeble

star, rather than a planet at all. It is 11 times larger

than the earth and "weighs" 318 times as much. For

all its size, Jupiter spins much faster than the earth: a

point on its equator moves at 30,000 miles per hour,

while a similar point on earth moves at a mere 1,000

miles per hour. More importantly, Jupiter is a few de-

grees hotter than it should be at its distance from the

sun, leading to speculation that it is a borderline star,

In this photograph of Jupiter, taken in blue

light with the 200-inch telescope on Mount
Palomar, the Great Red Spot appears as the dark

elongated oval at upper left. Just clear of

Jupiter's disk at upper right is Ganymede,

one of the Galilean moons; its shadow is the

dark circle near the top of Jupiter.

generating its own heat in pale imitation of the sun.

We do not even know whether the surface of Jupi-

ter is solid, hquid, or gas. We have no idea what will

explain the Great Red Spot, thousands of miles across,

which wanders among the slate-blue and salmon-pink

bands of Jupiter's upper atmosphere.

We would like to know more about the bursts of ra-

dio noise Jupiter emits, some of them apparently trig-

gered by lo, one of the four Galilean moons. We
would like to know more about the moons themselves,

three of which are larger than the earth's moon and
one of which is believed to have an atmosphere.

The lack of facts has encouraged speculation about

the giant planet. Some have proposed that there could

be life in Jupiter's upper atmosphere, perhaps in the

form of balloonfish, floating around and sucking in nu-

trients like so many jellyfish filtering the water of a

terrestrial ocean.

The Jupiter missions are billed by NASA as warm-
ups for the Grand Tours later this decade. The tours

are missions in which spacecraft would take advantage

of the fortuitous temporary lineup of the outer planets,

so that they would be pulled in by one, only to be

flung on to the next in a kind of gravitational "crack-

the-whip. " But even if the Grand Tour missions are

scrapped (and there is a real debate over whether they

are the best way to spend the money), Jupiter is more
than worth two trips in its own right.
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Celestial Events
l3v ^riionias D. Xicholsoii

With new moon at midmonth in Febraary, expect to see the waxing

crescent in the western skv during evenings from the 17th on, with

first-quarter moon on the 2ist. The moon, full on the evening of Febru-

arv 28. reaches last-quarter on March 8 and becomes new on March 15.

The three evening stars—Venus. Mars, and Saturn—continue to move

closer to one another during late February and early March; Venus

brightens but both Mars and Saturn become dimmer. Venus, by far the

brightest, niav be seen in the southwest from midtwilight to shortly after

dark. Mars is well to the left and higher than Venus and can be dis-

tinguished bv its reddish light. It sets before midnight. Saturn, still far-

ther to the left among the stars of Taurus, is well up toward the south in

the earlv evening and sets about midnight. In the morning sky, Jupiter

rises in the east several hours before the sun and fades into the morning

twilight. Toward mid-March, Mercury can be seen as an evening star,

low in the west after sundown.

Febniarv 17: Mercurv is at superior conjunction, beyond the sun as

viewed from earth, moving from right to left past the sun. The planet

now enters the evening sky.

The ^vaxing crescent moon will pass north of Venus after both have

set for most mainland United States viewers. The bright planet becomes

visible during eailv evening twilight well below and to the left of the

moon, low in the southwest.

Febmary 19: At twilight this evening, the moon is passing from right

to left above Mars, well up in the southwestern sky. Look for the planet

almost directlv below the moon as it grows dark. It is easy to pick out

among the relativelv dim stars of Pisces, the constellation of the Fishes.

The moon will ha\e moved farther to the left of Mars by the time both

set before midnight.

Februarv 20-21: The moon passes through Taurus, and in so doing

moves past the planet Saturn. On the evening of the 20th the moon is

well to the right and above Saturn. By the evening of the 21st, when it

has just about reached first-quarter, the moon is to the left and closer to

Saturn as both become visible in late twilight. The moon moves away to

the left during the night.

March 7: The moon, near- last-quarter, passes close to Antares. the

brightest star in Scorpius. Again, as it does each month this year

through September, the moon occults Antares, this time as seen from

the eastern Pacific and Central and South America. The star will be

found just to the left of the moon in the skv this morning.

Vlarch 9-10: Look for Jupiter to the left of the crescent moon in the

morning skv. On the morning of the 10th Jupiter will be to the right of

the moon and higher.

March 14: Mercurv is at greatest elongation in the evening sky. 18

degrees to the left of the sun. This is a relatively favorable elongation,

and the planet mav be found low in the east during earlv twilight for

several davs before and after the 14th.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you lace is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:15 P.M. on Februarv 15; 9;20 P.M. on February 29; and 8:25 p.m. on March 15:

but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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ANew World for the
Cattle Egret

A small, sociable egret from Afriea lias rapidly filled a
nielie in pastures from Soutli Ameriea to Canada

Glancing anxiouslv at the skv, a

ship's crewman saiUng a stormv

South Atlantic in 1877 might have

noticed a flock of white birds, cattle

egrets from Africa, whizzing by on

their wav to the New World.

Unfortunately no such sighting

was ever recorded, so we do not

know exactly how the cattle egret

reached South American shores; it

is even possible that thev flew the

distance without the helping winds

of a storm. What is known is that

thev were first recorded in Surinam
between 1877 and 1882, and their

presence there is generally accepted

as an example of natural extension

of range, that is, expansion unaided

by man's activities.

The ecological implications of

such colonization are many. There

is the immediate question of the

bird's survival in a new area and, if

successful, its impact upon local

species. Other, long-range ques-

tions center on the birds ability to

expand farther into other suitable

areas and on the effects the invader

has in those ecosystems. These
same questions apply to the rela-

tively frequent expansion of certain

animal populations through the pur-

poseful or inadvertent actions of

man. Introductions of this type

have generated much attention be-

cause thev have sometimes had
negative ecological effects.

Answers to some of the questions

concerning the presence of the

cattle egret, Babulcus ibis, in the

New World have long been known.
The bird did breed successfully,

and after years of consolidation be-
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gan to spread rapidly over much of

northern South America and south-

ward into Brazil. But its greatest

territorial gains were made to the

north. Colonizing its way through

the Caribbean, it appeared in south

Florida by the 1940s, and the first

nesting of cattle egrets in that state

was reported near Lake Okee-
chobee in 1953. Today, thev are

found throughout most of the east-

ern states, all along the Gulf Coast

into Texas, as far west as California

and Washington, and up into New-

Brunswick and Newfoundland.
Nesting has occurred as far north as

Ontario. Cattle egrets have also

spread into many other areas

throughout the world where they

were formerly unknown—over most

of southern Africa and Europe,

Southeast Asia, and Australia. Such
an extensive geographical ex-

pansion in a relatively short period

of time is exceptional.

Studies of animals that have in-

creased their natural ranges—an in-

dication of biological success—can

help man attain better insights into

the processes of evolution. This was
emphasized bv Andrew J.

Meyerrieck in his article on the

cattle egret, "Success Story of a

Pioneering Bird," NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, August-September,

1960.

Few studies had been made on

the bird, however, and Meyerrieck

called for further biological re-

search to provide the data necessary

to interpret the success of this spe-

cies. To demonstrate the lack of ba-

sic information available at the

by ^\'illiam J. ^\^eber

time, his book Comparative Breed-

ing Behavior of North American
Herons, published in 1960, lists

forty of the fifty behavioral patterns

of the cattle egret as unknown. To
learn more about them, I began

studying an island rookery in cen-

tral Florida, where I was able to ob-

serve the courtship, breeding, in-

cubation, hatching, and brooding

activities of the nesting birds.

My daily movements to the blind

soon revealed one factor that may
help to account for the successful

reproduction of the cattle egret.

Each time anyone approached the

island or the blind, there was con-

siderable alarm-call vocalizing, fly-

ing, and complete disruption of

courtship, breeding, and nesting

patterns. A great deal of confusion

ensued as they fluttered awav from

their nest sites, but almost as soon

as the potential threat disappeared,

thev returned to their nests and re-

sumed normal colony activities. Af-

Vociferous greetings are

exchanged at the nest

when a cattle egret takes

over incubation so that

its hungry mate can feed.
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Because plumage is not a

reliable guide and nest

duties are shared, mating

must be observed to identify

the sexes in the field.

ter the fourth or fifth visit all the

birds would be back at their nests

within four to ten minutes, in con-

trast to other species of herons nest-

ing in the area, which never ac-

cepted my presence. This degree of

nesting stability is important to the

eventual survival and successful

spread of a species.

Courtship in this colony begins

in the middle of April. A few birds

staying around the island during

daytime hours, rather than leaving

to feed, is the first sign that a

change is occurring in their daily

routine. At this time the birds have
the normal appearance of cattle

egrets: yellow beaks, yellowish or-

bital skin around the eyes, and yel-

low lores, or spaces between the eye
and beak; their feathers are snowy
white with a brownish wash on the

top of the head, the chest, and the

back. The color of their legs ranges

The firstborn chick has

the best prospect for

survival since it learns to

feed and attains maturity

before its nest mates.



from yellow-green to almost black.

As hormones are set in motion

with the approach of the breeding

season, there is a dramatic change

in the bird's appearance. The basal

cirea of the beak begins to show a

reddish tinge, and in the space of

one to two days the beak becomes

bright scarlet, with a burnished

golden tip. The lores and the orbital

skin become a scarlet-fuschia color

and the irises change from yellow to

bright red with an inner ring of yel-

low at the pupillary opening. Legs

become bright scarlet, and the

brownish-tan wash of the feathers

seems more intense. The snow
white of the body feathers accen-

tuates all these colors.

As the birds paired up and se-

lected nest sites in the sprawling

clumps of Florida elder, I was un-

able to differentiate males from fe-

males. Intensity of the color

changes was not a reliable indicator

as some females were more com-
pletely and intensely colored than

the males. Assuming, as with most
herons and egrets, that it is the

male bird that establishes the nest

site, I could guess which should be

the male, but it was only when the

birds were actually mating that I

knew positively which one was. By
the following day, however, color

pattern and intensity often varied

enough so that copulation would
have to be repeated before I could

again establish which was the

male.

Mating takes place at the site se-

lected for, and during actual con-

struction of, the nest, a rather

shabby affair of reeds, stems, and

elder twigs. It is the male who
initiates copulation by grasping a

heavy twig with his beak and shak-

ing it vigorously. If the twig is in

the nest itself, the shaking is not

violent enough to dislodge it, but is

sufficient to attract the female's at-

tention. At this signal the female,

with much vocalizing, descends to

the nest and is mounted by the male

for five to six seconds. After copula-

tion, the male usually repairs to a

nearby limb, preens awhile, then

leaves to gather twigs for the grow-

ing platform that will be the pair's

nest.

Breeding and nest building usu-

ally cover a period of three days.

The colors of the breeding plumage

are at their peak during this time,

with bright hues contrasting against

tan and white. Equally striking is

the rapid color change back to nor-

mal plumage once the first egg is

laid. Within 24 to 48 hours, almost

all the red color is gone and the

only lingering sign of the breeding

period is an orange tint to the legs.





When a cattle egret chick

clasps its parent's bill, the

adult regurgitates food

to satisfy the young bird's

ravenous appetite.

which also disappears in another

day or so. Paralleling the fading

color is a diminution of breeding

activity.

A light blue egg is laid every

other day until there are two to four

in the nest. Incubation is shared bv

the pair, with a series of vocal

greetings accompanying the ex-

change of nest duty. Since one of

the parents is constantly attending

the eggs, there is little opportunity

for predation bv other birds, an-

other factor that helps insure suc-

cessful reproduction.

The eggs hatch in 24 davs, and

the young, averaging 20 grams, or

two-thirds of an ounce, in weight

are also fed and brooded by both

the male and female. While the

chicks are still quite small one par-

ent always guards the nest while the

mate is off foraging, \ocal greet-

ings, identical to those used during

the incubation period, are again ex-

changed upon the forager's return.

The newlv arrived adult, which has

been feeding upon insects disturbed

by livestock grazing in the nearbv

fields, stands on the edge of the nest

while its mate flies off to feed.

Since the eggs are laid at two-dav

intervals, the chicks hatch at two-

day intervals, giving the firstborn

chick a decided advantage over

those that follow. It learns to eat

first, begins growing at once, and

maintains a decided maturity ad-

vantage over its siblings throughout

the brooding period. To demon-

strate this advantage and its signifi-

cance, weights of three chicks,

which hatched on May 11, 1.3, and

15, respectively, were recorded. At

birth thev weighed 21 grams, 22
grams, and 22.4 grams. By May 16,

the last hatched was still about the

same size, 23 grams; the second

born had more than doubled its

weight to 49 grams, and the first-

born had tripled its weight to 64.5

grams. The smallest seemed to stay

the same size; four davs later it was
missing from the nest. I weighed

the two remaining birds again on

May 25 and the firstborn had bal-

looned up to 168 grams, with the

Mav 13 chick also registering a sub-

stantial gain to 143.5 grams. The
missing chick was found at this

time—dead, squashed into the twigs

making up the floor of the nest.

This pattern was repeated in nest

after nest. In onlv two of the twentv

nests under observation were three

chicks raised. Most parents raised

only two chicks, the voungest

chicks had either been forced out or

killed by their nest mates. In nests

where there were only two eggs,

usuallv only one bird was raised to

fledgling.

For cattle egrets, as well as for

some of the other herons and
egrets, the advantage of the first-

born is a significant factor in survi-

val. Under normal food conditions

an average of two vigorous chicks

are usuallv raised, and in periods of

food abundance, three or more

birds may be successfully fledged.

But in times of severe food short-

age, a pair of cattle egrets will have

a better chance of raising at least

one strong chick. Certainly from a

survival standpoint it is better to

raise one healthy replacement than

two or three weak, malnourished

birds. A natural process of selec-

tion, based primarily on food avail-

ability, insures that replacements

will be strong and vigorous.

Feeding the young chicks is ac-

complished by the adults touching

the chicks" beaks with a re-

gurgitated food bolus, or wad, stim-

ulating them to peck away at the of-

fering. ^ hatever is not eaten or left

on the nest is reswallowed bv the

parent. As the chicks get older,

they become more aggressive eat-

ers. Adults bringing food to the

nest are grasped by the beak and

their heads pulled down to hasten

regurgitation. Competing for the

food, the strongest chicks
frequently drive the smaller ones

away from the feeding parent, and

the weakest ones die.

Soon the surviving chicks are

able to intercept the regurgitated

material before it can fall into the

nest. They crv demandinglv all dur-

ing the feeding process, flapping

their stubby, featherless wings in

typical begging postures, and re-

peatedly grasp the parent's beak,

pulling its head down to the nest in

Range Extension by Cattle Egrets
In the United States and Canada
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hopes of stimulating more output.

They swallow boluses the size of

their own heads, and never seem
satisfied, regardless of the amount
they consume.

At six weeks of age the chicks

appeal- to be as large as their par-

ents. They attack the adults so ag-

gressively that the feeding process

resembles a fight. So violent does

the feeding become that often the

parent and chick fall to the ground

in a white swirl of feathers as the

chick attempts to wrest food from

the battered parent.

At this stage both adults forage

constantly during the daylight

hours for food for the ever hungry

chicks. Alone at the nest site most

of the day, the chicks stay in the

immediate nest area even though

they are now capable of flight. They
move about on the tops of the elder

trees, the better to intercept the

adults as they come bringing food

for the ravenous brood. The chicks

can recognize their parents among
the many flying, milling, similar-ap-

pearing adults while they are still

some distance away from the nest.

Vigorous and aggressive, they fight

off voung birds their own size and

even adults that invade the territory

of the nest site.

Another crucial factor helping to

insure the survival of the species is

the extended nesting period of the

colony. Even in July, some late-

blooming cattle egrets were breed-

ing and establishing nests. Such a

long breeding season helps prevent

any catastrophic loss of the breed-

ing colony or nestlings from natural

phenomena such as heavy wind-

storms or torrential rains. A portion

of the nests and nestlings might be

In a Florida pasture, the

movement of livestock

disturbs enough insects to

provide cattle egrets

with a steady food supply.

lost, but the colony would still be

viable.

All of these factors taken to-

gether help explain why the cattle

egret is a biological success and is

spreading rapidly over the Northern

Hemisphere.

Also, observations of this colony

indicate that this success has not

been at the expense of native her-

ons and egrets. Sharing the island

with the cattle egrets were nesting

Louisiana herons, snowy egrets, and

anhingas. Nests of the snowies and

Louisiana herons were built as close

as six inches to cattle egret nests.

They got along as neighbors unless

the immediate nest territory was in-

vaded, an action that would precipi-

tate some threat posturing and

forceful pecking until territorial

limits were re-established. Because

cattle egrets nest in compact
colonies, they seldom use a large

proportion of the suitable heron-

egret nesting sites available in any
one geographical area.

Competition for food is another

extremely crucial factor when at-

tempting to ascertain whether con-

flicts exist between species in a

given area. In this case the feeding

behavior of both the cattle egret

and native herons is well known.
The cattle egret, much more terres-

trial in its habit of following wild

and domestic cattle, sheep, goats,

and whatever other animals graze in

pasture and field, snaps up insects

disturbed by its larger companions.

Some native species of herons feed

in a similar manner, but to a much
more limited extent; the bulk of

their diet consists of fish and frogs
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speared in streams, marshes, and

along lakeshores.

To further confirm these food

habits, Mike Fogarty, a biologist

with the Florida Game and Fresh

Water Fish Commission, has

analyzed the stomach contents of

one thousand cattle egrets. None of

the fish that make up the basic

diet of native herons and egrets was

found. The study showed that up to

80 percent of the cattle egret's diet

was made up of grasshoppers and

crickets, together with other insects

such as spiders, flies, and beetles.

Earthworms, frogs, and crayfish

made up an additional small portion

of the diet. In total, invertebrates

accounted for 99.8 percent of the

food that could be identified and 92
percent of the total food volume.

The conclusion has to be that rather

than posing a threat to other herons
and egrets through competition for

available food, the cattle egret oc-

cupies a food niche that is not being

exploited by other birds.

Normally the cattle egret feeds

by moving alongside, and at times

under, the feet of grazing livestock,

skillfully preying on the insects

they stir up. No other bird has de-

veloped this specialized feeding

technique to the same degree as the

cattle egret, so competition from

other species of birds has not been

significant. And yet, these birds are

adaptable enough to follow a plow-

ing tractor or even to use other

birds to stir up insects for them.

This adaptability may be one of the

strongest factors insuring the cattle

egrets future survival and ex-

pansion.

That this niche was vacant and

available is probably the most im-

portant ecological consideration for

the rapid spread of this species, but

also significant is the bird's breed-

ing success. The nesting stability,

the incubating, brooding, and feed-

ing of the young by both parents,

the dominant survival order of the

chicks based on available food, and

the long breeding season add up to

an evolutionary balance favoring

survival.

A bird that functions in the bio-

logical control of pasture insects,

adds diversity and the contrast of

white to the greens and browns of

our pasture-studded landscape, and

apparently does not compete with

our native birds should be classified

as a graceful and beneficial addition

to the American avifauna.



Out of the Silence
In a burst of c roati\ ity, Indians once filled

tlie Nortli\\ est Coast of America w itli totem art.

No^^' tliese carved cedars are disappearing
slo%\ ly into tlie eartli that si3a%\'ned tliem

bv William Reid

When we look at a particular work of

Northwest Coast art and see the shape of it, we are

only looking at its afterlife. Its real life is the

movement by which it got to be that shape.

It is easy to be entranced by the soft curtain of

age, seeing this instead of what it obscures. An
ugly building can make a beautiful ruin; a

beautiful wood carving in the dark of many years,

softened by wear, becomes a symbol that tells us

that the cycle of life, death, decav, and rebirth is a

natural and beautiful one.

This is not what their creators intended. These

were objects of bright pride, to be admired in the

newness of their crisp curved lines, the powerful

flow of sure elegant curves and recesses—yes, and

in the brightness of fresh paint. They told the

people of the completeness of their culture, the

continuing lineages of the great families, their

closeness to the magic world of myth and legend.

Perhaps they told more, a story of little people,

few in scattered numbers, in a huge dark world of

enormous forests with absurdly large trees, of

stormy coasts and wild waters beyond, where brief

cool summers gave way to long black winters.

Families round their fires, no matter how long

their lineages, needed much assurance of their

greatness. The wonder of it all is that there were

so few—a handful of sea-hunters clinging to tiny

footholds on the jungle-backed beaches.

But it was a rich land; above all, a rich sea.

Millions of salmon returned each year to the rivers

to spawn and die, a sacrifice that assured the

survival of their kind and at the same time gave

easv life to the bear, the otter, the eagle, and a

host of others, including a few humans. In a few

weeks men could gather enough salmon to last a

year. Shellfish clustered on the rocks and sandy

bottoms; halibut carpeted the ocean; berries grew

plentiful on the bare hillsides. If there weren't

enough bare hillsides, a fire on a hot day would

provide one for the next year. Sea lion and sea

otter, seal and whale and porpoise were

everywhere, and all flesh was meat.

In the early spring the rivers swarmed with

oolichan, the magic fish of the north coast, 90

percent oil, and to those who knew it well,

fragrant, delicious oil to enhance the flavor of

dried salmon and halibut, to mix with dried

photographs ]3y x\delaide de Menil

From Out of the Silence, published for the Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth,
by Outerbridge & Dienstfrey. Copyright ©1971 by Amon Carter Museum of Western Art. Old Kasaan, Alaska
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berries, to flavor stews, and to provide most of the

nutrients necessary for life in the long, sunless

seasons. There were nettle roots and water lilv

roots and seaweeds, gull eggs, black bear, grizzly

bear, deer, and much more, right there for the

taking.

If the sea hunt was unsuccessful or smoked fish

ran out before the new season arrived, mussels

were a dark blue mantle on almost any rock,

cockles lay exposed at low tide, abalone and rock

oysters could be found with little effort, tide pools

yielded delicate sea urchins, the octopus could be

flushed from his cave, and clams lav under most

beaches. Even today only a stupid man could

starve on this coast, and today is not as it was.

Then there was the forest. Nowhere else was

there anything like the Douglas fir, the strongest,

toughest, in many ways most remarkable wood in

the world. Trees six, eight, twelve feet through the

butt, forty or fifty feet to the first limbs, two or

thi-ee hundred feet tall.

They are nearly all gone now, but for a while

they provided the beams and uprights and siding

for half the houses of America; the supports for

many big buildings. But to be used, they had to

wait for the white man and his steel axes and saws.

They were too tough and hard and heavy for the

stone ax and wooden wedge.

The spruce and hemlock were splintery and

hard to work and weathered badly. So a richness



Village Island, Alaska

Tongass, Alaska

'.dans, British Columbia

in timber lay untouched and useless till the white

man came. If these had been the only trees,

the people might have remained simple food

gatherers.

But there was the cedar, the West Coast

cypress, growing huge and plentiful in swampy

areas around creeks and risers. Oh, the cedar tree!

If mankind in his infancy had prayed for the

perfect substance for all material and esthetic

needs, an indulgent God could have provided

nothing better. Beautiful in itself, with a

magnificent flared base tapering suddenly to a tall,

straight trunk wrapped in reddish-brown bark,

like a great coat of gentle fur, gracefully sweeping

boughs, soft feathery fronds of gray-green needles.

Huge, some of these cedars, five hundred years

of slow growth, towering from their massive bases.

The wood is soft, but of a wonderful firmness and,

in a good tree, so straight-grained it will split true

and clean into forty-foot planks, four inches thick

and three feet wide, with scarcely a knot. Across

the grain it cuts clean and precise. It is light in

weight and beautiful in color, reddish brown when

new, silvery gray when old. It is permeated with

natural oils that make it one of the longest-lasting

of all woods, even in the damp of the Northwest

Coast climate.

When steamed, it will bend without breaking.

It will make houses and boats and boxes and

cooking pots. Its bark will make mats, even
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clothing. With a few bits of sharpened stone and

antler, with some beaver teeth, and a lot of time-

later on with a bit of iron—you can build from the

cedar tree the exterior trappings of a great artistic

culture.

Above all, you can build totem poles, and the

people of the Northwest Coast built them in

profusion: forests of sculptured columns between

their houses and the sea, proudly announcing to

all the heraldic past of those who dwelt there.

At most, there were probably no more than a

hundred thousand people, scattered along a

thousand miles of coastline—ten thousand miles

more likely if bays and inlets and promontories

and islands are measured. Isolated in clusters of a

few hundred each, miles from their nearest

neighbors, they were cut off by dense jungles, by

stormy seas for most of the year, by five separate

language groups and hundreds of distinct dialects,

and by suspicions and animosities that often

separated them more than the elements.

And yet, one of these clusters was Tanu. It

Old Kasaan, Alaska

Ninstints. Anthony Island. British Columbia
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wasn't even a single political entity, but two

villages separated by only a few yards. It knew no

law beyond custom, no history beyond legend, no

political unit larger than the family, no

government beyond an informal meeting of family

heads, plus the tacit acceptance of the superiority

of the ranking chief. At the height of its influence,

it had less than a thousand people living in about

twenty-five houses.

But if the wooden structures of Tanu had

survived the hundred years of north coast weather

since the last of its survivors left, its ruins would

rival man's greatest achievements. Tanu may have

been the crowning gem of West Coast material

culture. Some old memories still recall its artists

and builders as the best, and old photographs show

something of its glorv. But it was only one of

dozens of proud citadels—Kaisun, Kiusta,

Squonquai, Skidegate, Massett, Kitwancool,

Kispiox, Gitsixukla, Kitwanga, Kincolith, Kasaan,

Klukwan, Bella Bella, Bella Coola, Koskimo,

Quatsino, Nootka, and many more.
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In each village were great houses some seventy

feet by fifty feet of clear roof span, with gracefully

fluted posts and beams. In the houses there were

treasures that only great traditions and talent, and

sometimes genius, with unlimited time and

devotion, can create: thousands of masks, painted

and carved chests, rattles, dishes, utensils of all

kinds, ceremonial regalia. These were all carefully

stored or proudly displayed during the great feasts

and winter ceremonies. The people of the

Northwest Coast centered their society around

what was to them the essence of life; what we now

call "art."

Old people can still tell "how it was" when, by

boat, they rounded a point of land and entered a

sheltered bay to find a village of large houses and

totem poles facing the sea. Like heraldic crests,

these poles told of the mythological beginnings of

the great families at a time before time, when

animals and mythic beasts and men lived as

equals, and when the play of raven and eagle, bear

and wolf, frog and beaver, thunderbird and whale

established all that was to be.

The poles were many things. The house pole

told of the lineage of the chief who presided

within. The memorial pole commemorated some

great event. The grave pole contained the body

and displayed the crest of a leading noble. In

many of the great houses, massive figures-

illuminated by firelight—supported the roof

beams. Each pole contained the essential spirit of

the individual or family it commemorated, as well

as the spirit of the artists who made it, and by

extension, the living essence of the whole people.

While the people lived, the poles lived, and long

after their culture died, the poles continued to

radiate a terrible vitality that only decay and

destruction could end.

Even trapped in the stairwells of museums,

truncated and dismembered in storage sheds, or

lying in shattered fragments in now-vanished

villages they once glorified, the contained power-

born of magic origins and the genius of their

creators—still survives.

These monuments were the work of master
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carvers and apprentices who brought to final

perfection an art style whose origins lay deep in

the past and partly in Asia. It was an austere,

sophisticated art. Its prevailing mood was classical

control, yet it characterized even the simplest

objects of daily life. These seagoing hunters took

the entire environment as art form.

That effort is now past. Even memory of it

fades. Already the forest has reclaimed the tiny

clearings men once maintained along the twisting

walls of this stormy coast. Onlv a handful of poles

now stand, others lie in the damp, lush forests.

Like the fallen trees around them, they have

become the lifeblood of younger trees growing

from their trunks. In a scene subdued by a

magnificent moss covering and by silenro. thev

return to the forest that orave them Kiith.

itsalas Canyon, British Columbia
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Man's Efficient Rnsli
Toward Deadly Dullness
Diversity is m^ore
than the spice

of life ... it is an
essential elen:ient

of survival

by Kenneth
E. F. Watt

Is diversity of concern to people

interested in natural history, con-

servation, and the environment? To
answer the question fullv. one must

understand the exact meaning of di-

versity, the ubiquitous loss of diver-

sity in the world today, and the rea-

sons for the value of diversity.

An argument for preserving any-

thing, particularly something rare,

often turns out to be an argument

in disguise for diversity. Thus, it

seems worthwhile to provide natu-

ral historians with a handy kit of

powerful arguments for variety be-

cause all too often they feel

defenseless when confronted with

the arguments of developers, which

are clearly supported bv short-term

economic benefits, at least for a few-

investors.

The rapid loss of diversity in the

world is a serious and pervasive

phenomenon. Everywhere we look.

we see examples of a large number
of diverse entities being replaced by

a small number of similar entities.

We all know about endangered spe-

cies such as birds of prey and large

mammals, including all species of

whales. Most of the world's com-

mercial fish stocks are in danger,

shell collectors are depleting trop-

ical beaches and coral reefs, and

pollution will annihilate com-
mercial shellfish populations, result-

ing in simplification of our diets.

But progressive environmental sim-

plification is far more widespread

than this. Half the butterfly species

have disappeared in Holland in the

last few decades. Conversion of the

Russian steppe from wild plants to

wheat fields has cut the number of

Tlie Concept of Diversity To understand the intrinsic value of di-

versitv, we must be explicit as to what we

mean by the concept. Diversity measures

two characteristics of any set of items: even-

ness in numbers of different items in the

set; and richness in numbers of different

items within the set.

To illustrate evenness, suppose we have

two different sets comprising 25 items of

five types:

LIneven Sel Even Sel

Cherries 14 Cherries 6

Apples

Pears

5

3

Apples 5

Pears .5

Bananas 2 Bananas 5

Lemons 1 Lemons 4

Total 25 Tota 25

Richness depends on the number of

items as well as the variety of items in a set.

In the following table, the relative abun-

dance of the first four hems is the same in

each set. but the second set is richer be-

cause it has both more items and rare

items.

Types First Set Second Set

A 4 12

B 3 9

C 2 6

D 1 3

E 2

F 1

G 1

H 1

Total 10 35
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insect species there by 58 percent.

In the economic sphere, there

has been a tremendous reduction in

the number of manufacturers (think

of the number of automobile manu-
facturers in the United States in

1910). Our numerous corner gro-

cery stores have been replaced by a

small number of huge super-

markets. In many fields, large num-
bers of small businesses have been

replaced by small numbers of large

businesses, to the point where we
now have close to a monopoly in

the manufacture of automobiles,

aircraft, and computing equipment.

Similarly, in agriculture large num-
bers of small farms have been re-

placed by small numbers of gigantic

farm coi-porations.

Textural and cultural diversity

has declined in our cities, whether

you compare different parts of the

same city or different cities in dif-

ferent countries. Driving from an

airport to the downtown section of

a city, the signs tend to be in the

same language (English) and to ad-

vertise the same products, whether

one is in Rome, Beirut, or Singa-

pore. Stores and banks seem to be

stamped from a common mold.

Remarkably, the same process

has occurred in the human popu-

lation. An extraordinarilv high pro-

portion of the world's population is

now very young. The variety once

found when many human age

classes coexisted in approximately

equal numbers has gone.

There are too many examples of

the decline of diversity for this situ-

ation to have come about by

chance. Tliere is indeed an under-

lying explanation: we live in an age.

and a culture, that puts tremendous

emphasis on efficiency and produc-

tivity as desiderata for mankind.

Since variety is inimical to these

goals, variety has suffered and will

continue to suffer. Unless powerful

and compelling arguments can be

offered to stop this loss of diversity,

we will soon be living in a homo-

geneous—and boring—world.

The large number of specific ar-

guments for maintaining the diver-

sity of particular sets of plants, ani-

mals, or other items, all fall into

four categories: (1) diversity pro-

motes stability; (2) it insures

against risks; (3) it utilizes more
completelv the sun's energy; and

(4) it promotes the mental well-

being of humans.

Stability

There are only two basic ele-

ments in all theoretical arguments
as to why diversity promotes stabil-

ity. The first is the idea of spreading

the risk (the same idea applies

when you buy insurance from the

largest insurance company). If an

organism feeds on many different

species, the chances of all its food

sources being wiped out in some ca-

tastrophe are less than if the organ-

ism feeds on a few, or only one,

species. The second idea is that a

system functions more harmo-
niously if it has more elements be-

cause it then has more homeostatic

feedback loops.

This abstract language can be

translated into concrete examples.

The greater the variety of foods the

In nature, an environment that is more

tolerant of rarity has a larger number of

species, or more richness.

Given that diversity measures both even-

ness and richness, can a single, simple mea-

sure combine both characteristics? In alge:

braic terms, we can arrive at such a

measure, which will also give us a deeper

understanding of diversity. Suppose we

have N items in a set, divided into A'l items

of the first type, A'^2 items of the second

type, and so on, to Na items of the nth and

last type. Suppose A' is 5, and we want to

know the number of different ways we can

arrange the five items in a row. The ar-

rangement is 5 X 4 X .3 X 2 X J. which

is typically written as 5! In gener-

al, the number of ways we can arrange A^

items in a row is N! A measure of the ways

in which we can arrange the items is given

by

N!

Ni! N2! N3! N„!

This can also be thought of as a measure

of the variety, or diversity, within the set.

By dividing the whole expression by N, we

get a measure of the diversity per individ-

ual in the set. Using the first example of

uneven and even sets, we get

^ r '-^—

1

25 \_14.' 5! 3! 2! 1! ]
and _ _

25 \_6! 5! 5! 5! 4!

}

The even set has 841 times more di-

versity per individual than the uneven set.

In the richness comparison, the diversity

per individual is 15.6 X 10^® times greater

in the richer set than in the less rich set.

For (hose with an intuitive feeling for

mathematics, this comparison will have

great impact on their feelings about what

mankind is doing to the planet by dimin-

ishing evenness and richness in the array of

plants, animals, and everything else.
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Because they're birds and
they're free! So you have

to change your photo habits.

One ingenious solution is a

zoom lens. It gives you a fast

change of focal lengths

without moving the camera
from your eye.

The Vivitar Automatic Zoom
lens goes from 85 to 205mm,
opens up to an impressive

f3.8 and isn't any larger than

most standard 200mm lenses.

The highly sophisticated

optical design has 13 elements
in 9 groups. The Vivitar

Automatic Zoom will fit the

automatic mounts of the

Nikon F, Pentax, Nikkormat,

Mamiya/Sekor, Minolta and
Canon cameras. It is sur-

prisingly priced under S210.

See a demo at your photo

dealer or write for test reports

by leading photo magazines.

Vivitar Zaom lenses

Marketed in the U.S.A. by

PDndEr&.Best, Inc.,

11201 West Pico Boulevard,

Los Angeles, California 90064.

In Canada: Precision

Cameras of Canada, Ltd.

Why dont birds
staywhere they are while

you chaoigc lenses?

/
Join the 1972

Lewis & Clark expedition
You are invited to join a 23 day expedition personally ^b,
escorted bj distinguislied Lewis and Clark scliolars—

a

heritage tour designed as an autlientic reproduction
of America's greatest journey of exploration.

From St. Louis to the shores of Oregon,
you'll travel nearly 4000 miles- some of the
way by jeep and pontoon- platform riverboat
exploring America as Lewis and Clark did.

'Venture to the source of the Missouri
River ... as they did. Stand on the ridge

of the Continental Divide at Lemhi Pass.

'Visit Indian reservations and historic

battlefields. Cruise the upper
Missouri's "Wilderness 'Waterway'
its spectacular sandstone cliffs and
grotesque rock sentinels virtually

unchanged since Lewis and Clark
first gazed upon them 165 years
ago. Here is your great oppor-
tunity to re-live the drama of
Lewis and Clark's great journey.

See America the way Lewis and Clark did. Clip
coupon and mail today.

• Authentic routing St. Louis to
Oregon coast • Scholarly leader-
ship to re-create history for you
• Sat. departures June 24th thru
July 29th -Finest accommodations,
Missouri River float trip, all meals,
ground transportation, baggage
handling, tips, etc. 'Both historian
and Four Winds escort on every
trip.

fFourWinds"
175 Fifth Ave., N.Y.,N.Y. 10010 Phone: 212-777-0260

Please send me your handsome brochure on the
LEWIS and CLARK expeditions.
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human population has available for

harvesting, hunting, or fishing, the

less the likelihood of human catas-

trophe due to a disaster befalling a

particular food species. A most

chilling example was the potato

famine in Ireland, where an entire

human population was excessivelv

dependent on one food species. The
situation is fundamentallv the same
when an Indian tribe depends
greatly on salmon at a certain time

of year, and then something hap-

pens to the salmon population (pol-

lution or modification of the envi-

ronment in the spawning stream

due to a hydroelectric installation,

for example). What few people real-

ize is that the entire human popu-

lation is now setting itself up for the

same situation. For example, as we
rapidly deplete the stocks of more
and more oceanic species through

overfishing and pollution, we cut

off optional food sources that we
might need desperately in the fu-

ture. The larger the human popu-

lation becomes and the more the

sources of food decline, the more
precarious is our situation.

Our great preoccupation \\i\h

productivity and efficiency and our

lack of concern about diversity in-

crease the precariousness of our

economic lives, as well as of our

food. Consider what happens when
^ve try to maximize the manufac-

turing efficiency of aircraft. We are

led, inexorably, to a situation in

which a small group of corporations

manufacture all aircraft in the

Lnited States. Each corporation is

so large that it dominates the econo-

mies of the communities in which

its plants are located. Thus, if a cor-

poration meets with disaster, the

community is in deep trouble. This

is the case in Seattle, where Boeing

sales slackened with saturation of

the international aircraft market.

Architectural writer Jane Jacobs

discovered this principle of relating

the economic stability of cities to

their corporate diversity when she

applied current ecological theories

about the relation between diversity

and stability to her lu-ban studies.

In a most cm-ious wav, diversity

appears to affect our economic, so-

cial, culttu-al, and political pro-

cesses. For example, a slowly grow-

ing or nongrowing human
population has a greater evenness of

numbers in different age classes

than a rapidly growing population. ,
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In a rapid-growth situation, voung
people are being added to the popu-

lation so quicklv that their numbers
become unusually high relative to

the numbers of older people. This

strains society's abilitv to generate

adequate educational taxes from the

older group for the large younger

group. It also is difihcult for a rap-

idly growing society to create new
jobs at the rate at which young
people want to enter the labor

force. This will be obvious as unem-
ployment in the United States

climbs above 6.0 percent of the

prospective labor force when the

next age class graduates high school

and college in June, 1972.

The more even the numbers of

people in different age classes, the

easier it is to maintain good com-
munication between generations.

Thus, all the present discussion

about a "generation gap" has its ul-

timate origin in the lack of diversity

in human age classes.

Many similar arguments relating

diversity and different forms of sta-

bility could be put forth. But the

fundamental structure of all such

arguments would be the same,

whether the subject is a human
society or a rare plant. The reason

for preserving it is that it may, in

some unknown fashion, be impor-

tant to the maintenance of stability

in a part of the planetary ecosystem.

Insurance Against Risk

The second class of arguments

for maintaining diversity is similar

to the argument for buying life in-

surance. You don't really want or

expect to use it, but you buy it just

in case. Similarly, a civilization

does not expect its acts to harm the

world, but just in case they are de-

structive it would be nice to have at

hand other things to fall back on.

For example, when we develop new
strains of plants and animals, we do

not plan on producing lines that

will deteriorate in the future. We do

not plan on producing strains of col-

lie dogs in which the females will

have progressively more difficulty

bearing viable offspring, or strains of

wheat that will succumb to rust, or

berries that after many generations

will no longer have much flavor.

When these unintended events oc-

cur, we fall back on our "insurance

policy," either by backcrossing our

domestic strains to wild strains or by

shifting our attention to new strains

The Classic Mechanical Toy
WITH POWERFUL CLOCKWORK MOTOR

own an entire fleet of6 for only ^5^^
Remember the good old days when they really
knew how to make mechanical toys? They made
them out of heavy, stamped metal, not plastic. The
toys had powerful wind-up motors and lots of whir-
ring, clicking reduction gears that seemed to keep
running forever. We used to take the toys apart
because the motors were really the most fascinat-
ing part.

Well, after lots of looking, we managed to find
a group of highly skilled, dedicated craftsmen
overseas who were able to duplicate exactly the top
quality, spring-driven classic toy car motors that
were precision-made almost a quarter-century ago
by gifted German toy masters. These toy motors
have virtually unbreakable blue carbon steel springs
that we personally clocked at 3V2-minutes running
time (that's a long time); they have 8 separate
metal cogwheel gears (cheap toys have only 2);

there's a unique cut-off device that automatically
stops the motor when the car overturns or bumps
into something (it starts automatically again when
the car is righted); the chassis and wheels are heavy
stamped metal; and there's superb workmanship
throughout.

TheyVe fascinating. They scoot all over the
place with gears whirring and clicking. You can
race them. Build things. They provide hours of
educational fun for the kids. Hobbyists love them.
They're marvelous for relieving executive tensions.
They just don't make 'em like this anymore. And
vou can now buy an entire fleet of 6 for less than
you'd expect to pay for a single plastic toy nowa-
days.

Order No. 40700: Set of 6 CLASSIC MECHANICAL
CARS (Complete with jumbo wind-up keys) only

$5.95 (plus 600 postage). Send check or money order

{N.Y. residents add sales rax.)

FREE gift catalog on request.

THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE:

The GALLERY guarantees EVERYTHING: The
quality, accuracy of description, availability,

prompt delivery. If not delighted, return the
cars within 3 weeks after you receive them
(not the usual 10 days) for an instant refund of

purchase price or cancellation of charges.
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IbuVe seen iton the road.
Come see it on the inside.

Ever see a Sightseer'"' go by and ask yourself, "What's it like

inside.?"

Well, big, for one thing—roomy, comfortable and modern.

There's a full kitchen, and complete bathroom with separate

stall shower. There's a panoramic rear stateroom/lounge, and a

dining area that converts to a double bed.

And everywhere inside there's a view of the outside. The
mountains, desert, forest. Wherever^
you are. Whenever you want

to go.

See a Sightseer.

Inside and out. Visit

your nearest dealer.

Or send the coupon

for a sneak preview.

Sightseer Corporation
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BEACHES of NOSARA
Truly, wouldn't you like to run away here to this garden of

ours? Doesn't your bruised spirit need the soft touch of loving

people, your tense body the pure spray of clean, clean air fil-

tered by sunshine? Don't you long for a place where every day is

gentle summer, where tree-wrapped mountains stretch 12,500
feet to the sky, where tumbling streams and waterfalls and wave-
lapped beaches beg to heal you?

In all truth, isn't it a sort of self-destruction to accept with-

out demur (as maybe you do) the dank cheerless clutch of winter
cold—the wintry faces of cheerless people?

So we ask you again: wouldn't you like to run away here to a

place of your own in this nature-blessed country, inhabited by a
people who deserve every bit of the beauty they've been given?

For the astonishing fact is that the Costa Rican people-
perhaps like none other on earth— live in peace. All of them, each
with the other, live and work in PEACE!

Consider them, the 1% million of them: handsome, gentle,

literate, industrious and (phenomenon of our times!) kindly—

a

European-sprung people who are constantly embracing, shaking
hands, even with strangers, a people to whom law and order is

symbolized by a smiling policeman armed with nothing more
menacing than a whistle, directing traffic with a murmured "por
favor." The phrase "law and order" doesn't have an ominous
meaning here. It's incredible for a foreigner to learn that there

is no army in Costa Rica (without an army, Costa Ricans say,

there is no danger of a military take-over). The only military

uniforms worn are by police and there are more schools in Costa
Rica than there are uniforms. Not alone more schoolchildren or

more schoo/teachers but actually more schoo/s than military

uniforms! Amazing? No wonder that Gov. Nelson Rockefeller,

having undergone a rather stormy Latin American tour in 1968,
exclaimed happily when he finally got to simpat/co Costa Rica:

"This perfect jewel of a country!" The NEW YORK TIMES in an
editorial on February 5th, 1970 headed "Costa Rica's Example"
praises the solid democracy of this tiny country and says in part:

"Doing what comes naturally, a half-million voters have brought
off (Costa Rica's fifth successive) peaceful presidential election

in twenty years."

Yet, It Isn't only each other whom Costa Ricans like. There is

no xenophobia here al all: foreigners are warmly welcomed and
North Americans, especially, are cherished. Nearly 15,000 of us
from the U.S. live and prosper in Costa Rica. English is widely
spoken, and the word has been gradually slipping out that In

this "jewel of a country" lies the fulfillment of the wistful dream
of so many harassed Americans: the mind picture of that perfect

retreat where climate and man are in gentle harmony with each
other.

It's rather astonishing that this spectacularly beautiful coun-
try, really not that distant from the States, is much less familiar

to Americans than the islands of the Caribbean. Almost every-
one knows, and many have visited, the grouping of tropical Edens
called the West Indies—their fabled greenness, the sparkling
waters in which they are set. Yet Costa Rica's climate has all the
balm of its island neighbors and is more exhilaratingly varied.

The sea that stretches along the east coast of this slender strip

of Central America is the Caribbean. Go west less than 150 miles
and there is the Pacific: nowhere does this greatest of oceans
wash more beautiful shores than Costa Rica's. Incongruously,

some travel writers have called this country "The Switzerland of

Central America"; still it is true that Costa Rica's mountains are

as glorious in their tropical setting as the Alps in their ambience.
And it is further a fact that these mountains aid in making the

climate the delight it is. San Jose, the capital, is in the central

plateau, 3500 feet above sea level, and about midway between
the Caribbean and the Pacific. The city's climate is simply noth-

ing less than perpetual Spring with the mean temperature steady

at 70° every month of the year. But even at Pacific coast sea

level — at our BEACHES OF NOSARA, for example — even here,

the mean annual temperature is only 78 degrees accompanied
by humidity so low that it can't be matched by the Caribbean

islands. And not to put down the exotic West Indies, there's a

good deal more of Costa Rica that the islands can't match. Nature

thrives on an immense scale here. Naturalists have identified

762 species of birds (in all of the United States, 130 times
Costa Rica's size, there are 725 varieties). And such birds!

Partridge, parrots, cuckoos, toucans along with the wrens,
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thrushes, orioles, finches. We have deer, raccoon, monkies. Costa
Rica's soil is so fertile that Texas cattle ranchers are incredulous

that what would be prized crop acreage in their state is used
casually as cattle-raising land here. (It has been reported by the

WALL STREET JOURNAL that Lyndon Johnson bought a ranch

on the Pacific side of Costa Rica.) And what lush growth springs

from the soil! Great forests of majestic trees; lignum vitae can
be so huge that a single tree's branches may shelter an entire

herd of cattle. There are groves whose boughs bend under the

weight of fruit— citrus, mangoes, bananas, coconuts. Costa Rican

coffee is unparalleled. Hundreds of varieties of oichids grow wild.

We produce vegetables of a size and flavor such as few North

American housewives have seen (our portfolio, if you'll send
for it, has photos taken in a market and you'll find hard to believe

those giant radishes and scallions).

Costa Rica has a record of steady economic progress and
every foreigner who has come here is instantly aware that this

progress is mounting toward affluence. Clearly, a country of

such natural richness and with so extraordinary a people, puts

fresh meaning into the overworked word opportunity. Oh, oppor-

tunity is here, all right. And for none better than for North Amer-
icans. There are no restrictions against private investment and
the list of American businesses, small and large. Is long. For you

who simply want to retire, there are special privileges if you are

not a Costa Rican, all you have to prove is a guaranteed income
of $325 monthly for you and your wife and you are exempt from

paying taxes. San Jose has everything— for the soul as well as

the stomach. Opera, symphony, splendid movie houses, theater

(its National Theater, marbled and mirrored, is a graceful replica

of L'Opera in Paris). Many doctors and surgeons are from U.S.

medical schools; the hospitals are excellent. You can buy any-

thing in the handsome shops and the cost of living is joyfully

low. T-bone steak, eggs, vegetables, fruits are far below U.S.

prices. An elegant Spanish architectural 3 bedroom house can

presently be constructed for less than $10,000, and a livein-

maid and a gardener will service it at a combined monthly wage
of $80 for both.

Education is a positive obsession in Costa Rica. There are

2,379 elementary schools with 350,000 children attending, and
112 high schools, art academies, business schools, etc. The
beautiful complex of the University of Costa Rica has an enroll-

ment of 12,000 students. And the academic standing of the

English language private schools is very high. The most prestig-

ious of these accommodates North American children at a tuition

of $38 a month. And that includes busing to and from school!

San Jose has a fine airport, one of the largest, most con-

venient and modern in Central America, and the jet flight from

Miami via LACSA or TACA takes about 2'/i hours and presently

costs $182 round trip. For the autoist the drive from the States

along the Pan American Highway is a memorable one; south of

Cartage in Costa Rica, the famous road climbs to its highest

elevation— 10,931 feet.

So It had to happen: Here we were, a group of Americans-
land developers. We'd heard of Costa Rica and we came here.

Instantly to be entranced by its beauty and won by its people. We
knew quite soon—almost like the original Spanish discoverers

who gave it the name "rich coast"—that this was the country

we'd been looking for. All that remained now was to find the

quintessential tract of land that had everything— natural loveli-

ness, serenity, climate, beaches. We found it. We found it in the

peninsula of Nicoya directly on the Pacific. And we named this

tranquil place . . . BEACHES OF NOSARA
We've employed many superlatives in this ad— maybe, you'll

suspect, even extravagances. Yet at the risk of once more stretch-

ing your bounds of credibility, we say this: that nowhere in the

world will you find more glorious beaches than the two miles

of beautiful white sand and unimaginably clean, clear sea that

front our property. There is one section that is modestly com-
pared to the best surfing Hawaii has to offer; and, wonderfully

for the less adventurous, there is a long piece where the sea is

quiet and where even infants can play in the water as it rolls

gently onto the sand. If you're a shell collector you'll find, day
after day, specimens you've never before seen. And out from

shore are the boating and the skin diving, the fishing. A world

of fish, a treasure-house for you, if that's your passion: tuna,

dolphin, wahoo, grouper, snapper—the whole catalog, believe it.

How rare to discover that today— a pure sea teeming with healthy
fish. Yes, as much as anything it was the ocean and the beaches
that caused us to choose NOSARA.

But then one turns his back on the Pacific and looks out at the

land and isn't that something to see—this rich-soiled, lushly-

covered sculpture of hills and valleys! It is big—3300 acres— but
we intend to convert only a part of it to homesites. We've brought
in ecologists and other scientists to help us preserve the natural

beauty of this place. We have laid about 35 miles of horseriding

trails, all within the boundaries of our property. If a precious tree

stands in the way of a bulldozer the tree stays; we bend the road

around it. If it's to be a match-up between "progress" and nature

we'll ride with the trees and the birds.

But of course we've brought in the machines and used them.
Every site in BEACHES OF NOSARA fronts a road. Every home is

guaranteed electricity and pure delicious water. We hope to build

a superb golf course with 9 holes to be completed next year in

1973. and we expect to build the first of our tennis courts shortly.

We've built a charming hotel with club facilities and an airfield

to bring you here quickly from San Jose.

We're not new to this profession. We've been developers in

the West Indies and we do appreciate those magical islands.

But this Is the simple truth: no island in the Caribbean can claim

what we have in this ad. And when one realizes that some im-

proved sites in the West Indies have now soared to fantastic

prices—that one dollar a square foot, $10,000 for a quarter-acre

is now becoming the rule, then BEACHES OF NOSARA becomes
almost too good to be true. For the price of our homesites is only

40* a square foot, $4000 for a quarter-acre, 4% down and 2% a

month, with no Interest charges! And that includes roads, elec-

tricity, water, one year free golf membership and the unlimited

use of the natural paradise that we've inherited and are pre-

serving for you.

We're running out of space and there's so much more to tell

you. Some of you may visit us after reading this message. Most
cannot. For those we have prepared a thick portfolio. It includes

a large color brochure, maps, house plans, and a 96 page con-

densation of Prof. Donald Lundberg's authoritative book "COSTA
R;CA."AI1 this is FREE.

Our portfolio also tells you how to go about reserving a home-
site in BEACHES OF NOSARA and spells out our money-back
guarantees: an unconditional 60 day deposit refund warranty;

and a full year after signing contract to visit the property and
see for yourself whether it delights you. If not, every penny
you'd have paid in is refunded without a word.

We're quite certain that we have something very special in

BEACHES OF NOSARA and we already know that the response to

our advertising is going to be quite lively. We sincerely urge you
—if you wish to be in time for the choice lots— to fill out and
mail the coupon right away. Our portfolio is free and you are

under no obligation at all. Indeed, no one will ever phone you

or call on you. .It's only the mailman you'll see*

BEACHES OF NOSARA
Dept. M-8, 1199 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please send me without obligation your complete port-

folio Including color brochure, maps, and Prof. Lundberg's

book "COSTA R;CA."

City. Zip.
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In just a few hours, these odd-looking cards with the holes in them
can have you playing better than 90% of the hridge players in the U.S.

(And if you're only a beginner, you can play real bridge in 15 minutes.)
Play bridge like an expert. It won't cost you hun-
dreds of dollars for lessons, won't take long weeks
of study. All it takes is BRIDGEVERVONE. This
remarkable new bridge-teaching method guaran-
tees you will learn to bid right the FIRST time
you pick up your FIRST hand, dealt to vou by
BRIDGEVERYONE's Automatic Dealer. At the
press of a button, this astounding little machine
deals out a choice of 160 pre-programmed hands
involving 40 different complete games, over 1,000
bidding situations and SOD play situations. You
must make each bid correctly, play each card cor-
rectly. If not. BRIDGEVERYONE's exclusive Pro-
grammed Guide instantly tells you what to play
and why.

FOR VETERANS AND NEW PLAYERS
Here is a mistake-proof method tailor-made for

veteran players as well as novices. You can use it

alone or with as many as three other players. It

is the only system we know of that teaches cor-

gg finer things by mail from ^^GALLERY

rect offensive and defensive play simultaneously.
The only system that offers beginners the oppor-
tunity to play real bridge with real cards after
only 15 minutes. The only system that actually
works to improve your card-playing memory...
which, after all, is the key to success in any card
game.

Try it just once .. .you'll sing its praises as
enthusiastically as Charles Goren. What's more
you wont risk a single penny. BRIDGEVERYONE
must make you more proficient than 90% of the
players around-in just 30 days-or simply return
it for vour money back.

N. Y. State residents add appropriate sales tax.

Send check or money order, or charge your ere
card account. Please give account name, and yc

Free gift catalog on request.

Dept. 3793, Amsterdam, NY. 12010

Why Nikon binoculars
talce tlie strain

out of bird watcliing
The right and left optics of Nikon departments. Nikon Inc.. Garden City,

binoculars are absolutely Identical N.Y, 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreichbinoculars are absolutely Identical N.Y, 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenrc
and both barrels are optically parallel. Photo-Optical Industries, InclS
So even after hours of viewing you
dont feel any eyestrain or fatigue. NIKON PRISM
That's the difference between RIIUQCULARS

ordinary glasses and Nikon prism
"""»'"•-""'»

binoculars. Through Nikon optical

excellence and precise construction,

you enjoy brilliant, full-field viewing
without effort or strain for as long as
you wish.

Seethe difference yourself, at Nikon
camera dealers and selected optical

or species. But what if there are no
new strains or species to replace the

unsatisfactory ones?

The insurance value of diversity

applies to more than just individual

species or strains of plants and ani-

mals. Suppose a civilization irri-

gated farmland in such a fashion

that long-term, irreversible destruc-

tion of the soil only showed up after

a century. Suppose, further, that

the entire landscape of this civ-

ilization had been managed in an
identical fashion. Then when the

entire landscape lost its fertility, the

civilization would be without land

to produce food. Further, it

wouldn't even have any unmanaged
land to compare with the managed
lands for scientific investigations. A
simple example of the importance
of such comparisons is the few for-

est areas in Greece from which
goats have been excluded. The con-

trast between the grazed and un-

grazed lands is so startling that no
argument from goat-lovers could

withstand visual comparison of for-

ested areas with and without goats.

It is tremendously important for

anv civilization to set aside areas

where common cultivation practices

are not adopted. If the same tech-

niques are used everywhere, we can
never know the long-term results of

the practice. Thus, we can never

know if intensive annual pesticide

sprayings have long-term dele-

terious effects on orchards, forests,

or woodlots unless we have un-

spraved ai'eas for comparison.

In short, a prudent civilization

maintains the landscape under
many different management strate-

gies, including parcels of each soil

and climate zone that are not man-
aged at all. This landscape diversity

has two values. First, we have a

yardstick for determining if some-

thing unexpected or odd is gradu-

ally showing up in a managed area.
]

Without the unmanaged areas, the

odd or unexpected effect could be
|

ascribed to something else, to a

change in climate, for example. The
unsettled arguments as to whether

the changes in the landscape of the

Mediterranean basin, the Middle
East. North Africa, and northern

India were due to climatic change

or man's activities show clearly the

importance of having unmanaged
areas for checking. The second

value of landscape diversity is that

if a civilization unwittingly destroys
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He doesn'tjust sing.
He broadcaststheweather.

When you hear the sound of the striped crested

cuckoo on a South African nature trail, listen closely.

He's a weather broadcaster.
If his song consists of descending notes, then the

weather will be fine. But if it mounts, look out for rain.

For a different kind of forecasting, keep an eye
out for the African hoopoe. When he appears, the
Bantu know it's time for ploughing.

Another helpful bird is the honey guide. With
his excitable chirp and directed fhght, he leads hu-

mans and animals to hives of wild honey.
All this should tell you South Africa is particu-

larly rich in bird life. If you can imagine the sound
of a million birds awakening, then you will know
what daybreak is like out in the bush.

There are over 100 game and nature reserves in

South Africa, including bird sanctuaries, flower re-

serves, and immense tracts of land devoted to ani-

mal life.

At one reserve, there are no fewer than 300
species of birds to be seen. This includes an abun-

dance of aquatic bird life, such as the fish eagle,

dwarf goose, water dikkop, fishing owl, African ja-

cana, and South Africa's national bird, the blue crane.

Come see it all.

The fastest, easiest way there is by South
African Airways. A Boeing Stratojet whisks you
there by the most direct route from New York in a

relaxed, friendly atmosphere. If you want to go by
way of Europe, we have daily departures from 10

European Gateways.
For more information, see your travel agent or

South .African Airways, 605 Fifth Avenue, New
York, New York 10017.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS

Come with us.

A little off the beaten track.



its managed lands, it has other

places on which to raise food while

the destroyed areas are gradually

rebuilt to productivity.

A generalization of this argument

holds that an extremely prudent

civilization would try to maintain

other civilizations with different

ideas about land use. Over the short

term, the ideas of civilization A
might appear vastly superior to

those of civilization B. But over the

long term it could turn out that the

apparently "primitive" practices of

civilization B were based on mil-

lennia of trial and error and in-

corporated deep wisdom that was
unintelligible to civilization A.

Fuller Use of Energy

The third argument for diversitv

originates in the theory of modern
ecologists that any habitat contains

a set of "niches," or functions, that

may be filled. If only part of the

niches are filled, then the sun's

energy that is captured bv, and

flows through, a system will be less

than if all the niches were filled.

Perhaps the best known and
most convincing illustration of this

argument comes from Africa. Re-

search shows that a mix of native

animal species uses the landscape

more economically than imported

livestock. Each of the different

types of antelope and other game
consume slightly different mixes of

food plants or parts of plants, so

that a whole assemblage of different

species uses the landscape more ef-

ficiently than, say, beef cattle would

bv themselves.

The same point has been demon-
strated repeatedly in analyses of the

fish production per year per acre

from different mixes of fish species.

The more fish species there are in a

body of water, the greater the gross

production. Human understanding

of this principle reaches its pinnacle

in Oriental fish farming, where up
to nine different species of carp are

grown together in the set of propor-

tions that makes best use of the re-

sources in a pond.

Mental Well-being

Humanity has given far too little

thought to the fourth argument for

preserving diversity. How much di-

versity in the world around us is op-

timal for the human mind? Might
the extent of environmental diver-

sity have any relationship to the av-

erage level of mental health in a

population? Could a certain level of

diversity be most satisfying—emo-
tionally and estheticallv—to the hu-

man mind because of the conditions

during human evolution? Diversity

in an environment may have a

much deeper significance for man
than is generally recognized. We
know that human beings tend to

hallucinate when kept in confined

quarters and deprived of sensory

stimuli. This could be interpreted as

a protective device by the mind to

provide an otherwise unavailable

need. Reports have been published

indicating that extremely refractory

mental patients, who had not spo-

ken to anyone in years, showed an

almost miraculous response when
taken to wilderness areas.

The recent popularity of skin

diving as recreation may convey a

deep message. It may be that the

rate of incoming sensory stimuli

while skin diving is optimal for the

human mind. I know that after sev-

eral hours of constant interruption

by the phone and visitors, I almost

jump with each new phone call. But

I also know that I can become
bored amid all this stimuli. The ex-

tremely deep satisfaction I derive

from exploring the ocean edge of a

tropical island may be telling me
something important about my
mind and all our minds. We have

evolved over a very long period so

that our minds can cope handily

with a certain rate of incoming sen-

sory stimuli. We find the stimuli

rate we can cope with in nature be-

cause we evolved there. Either

sharply higher or sharply lower

rates of incoming sensory stimuli

are bad for our nervous systems.

This is only anecdotal evidence,

but more carefully designed and

measured research leads to the same
conclusion. For some years. Prof. J.

Lee Kavanau of UCLA has been

conducting experiments on small

mammal behavior in heavily in-

strumented cages. These cages are

wired, enabling the animaJ to

change its environment and record-

ing every move the animal makes
and every detail of the conditions in

the cage. The animals learn to con-

trol their environment by pressing

levers. Kavanau has discovered that

animals will press levers to select

other than optimal conditions. In

other words, confronted with a

choice of living constantly in an op-

timal world but being bored, or of

living in a world that is only opti-

mal part of the time and ex-

periencing variety, even a small ro-

dent will opt for variety. It is

reasonable to assume that humans
would opt even more strongly for

variety rather than constant opti-

mality. Perhaps diversity is not

merely a luxury for us. It may be
something we need.

If, upon reflection, you agree

with my general line of argument as

to the intrinsic value of diversity,

then important implications follow

for many aspects of our lives. Par-

ticularly, the argument has impor-

tant political implications.

For example, if diversity breeds
stabihty. then it is worthwhile for a

government to regulate the rate at

which different interest groups ac-

quire wealth and power. Undue
concentration of power and wealth
allows a small group of people to

change the landscape to suit them-
selves, even though the change may
not suit others. For example, wil-

derness mountaintops and tropical

islands have been overdeveloped for

second homes because the prospec-

tive profits for developers were very

large relative to the total costs for

society. Costs were small for the de-

velopers because they were not

equitably divided within the
society. If something went sour

with the development—the lots

didn't sell after trees were bull-

dozed—or if subsequent sewage and
pollution control costs spiraled,

then someone else, not the devel-

oper, absorbed the costs. Thus, the

developer reaped a great gain from
subdividing, and someone else paid

the price. Given this situation it is

scarcely surprising that so much of

the world is being destroyed or that

diversitv is diminishing so rapidly.

A comparable situation exists

with respect to the oceans, which
our culture treats as an inter-

national "common property re-

source." Since no one or no one na-

tion owns the oceans or their

contents, no one has a motive for

perpetuating the living diversity of

the oceans. Consequently, the pre-

cious living treasures of two-thirds

of the earth may be less diverse or

even depleted in a short time. And
there are too many links between

oceanic and terrestrial life for such

a loss to occur without profoundly

affecting humanity.
[
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Well send you $5 Cash

if you own a cart or

wheelbarrow which

will pass all of this

basic 15 point test

and it isn't one of our designs.

Practically every home has at least one cart

or wheelbarrow, but it is absolutely amazing
how few of them will be able to answer yes

on all of these 15 points.

Unless you do have a cart or wheelbarrow
which will pass on all 15 points, please mail

the coupon below now so we can send you

complete details and prices of the GARDEN
WAY CARTS we make up here in Vermont.

^-A

Several Models Include

Build-lt-Yourself Kits!

These Vermonf-made GARDEN WAY CARTS wiU pass the test

with ease. They are so perfectly balanced on two big

wheels, so easy to roll, you guide them with just one hand,

even with 300 lb. loads! No backstraini No struggle! No

load fall-out! Handsome, rugged, handcrafted appearance.

Perfect (gift) for any him, her, family or business. For FREE

CATALOG by first class mail please mail coupon below now.

ti

.u load It heavily,
it. without it sud-
flopping on Its

YES D NO D

,^^ will It hold two full size
', trash cans or two stan-

r'^'i./ivL ^ dard bushel baskets?

9^^\^ YES n NO D V
Will it pull easily up
steps or over obstacles
without catching its legs
and without dumping its

load out forward?

YES n NO n
Is It narrow enough to
go readily through stan-
dard doors, so you can
enioy using it indoors as

YES n NO D
.^,-

YES D NO n m
I you handle it with
t one hand, without
istant struggle to
ep It from tipping

YES n NO n

z\

Is it shaped to take a
great ,big cardboard box
for leaves and other such
bulky loads?

YES n NO n ^^^;

I J Can you load it crosswise
.^ without having the load

slide off forward?

YES D NO n

^rt^-—))

'^
Is it light and com
enough so it can be
ily lifted, by non-gi.
into a station wagon
example?

YES NO D

Is It designed to take
full size garden tools,
like hoes and rakes?

YES NO n

-, Is It low enough to be
/V Vj-\ just the right height for

W^ ^\'-.\ gardening?

^ YES D NO n ^
Is It rugged enough to
take rough loads, such as
t^vo hundred pounds of
dirt. sand, gravel or the

^ YES G NO n

will It "stand on Its

head" to accept heavy
loads, so you don't have
to lift them?

YES n NO

Are Its legs out of the
way so they don't con-
stantly bang your heels
or shins?

YES D NO n
r .)'

Is It designed
balance a heav
just one finge
the axle carrle
not you?

YES D NO n
If you do have a cart or wheelbarrow which is not

and which you think passes on all 15 points, just se
of It and we'll send you the $5.00 cash if we agr<

we're pretty sure you don't have such a cart unles

yourself, because there isn't any other cart on the

can match ours on all 15 points. If you did build yo

will pass on a 1 15 points, we

matter how ma

'II be de

Seriously, no ny carts

own, M hether you bought or built th

posltiv e you'll want at least o ie of our

severs for gifts.

You'll like on r prices, too -- they'r

expect compa ed to the price s of othe

the cou pon no «. Thanks very nluch for )

our design

us a photo
Of course

you built it

irket which
own and it

ff!

s you now
*re almost
nd perhaps

.GARDEN WAY RESEARCH
I Dept. C-3512

I Charlotte, Vermont 05445

ID
|.am,

Please send by return mail, FREE CATALOG of your GARDEN WAY

CARTS, including your attractive prices.

I- -Zip
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NOW! Automatic Learning Witli:

'THE INFORMATION
MACHINE"

Yes, the world's greatest minds—coupled with the most powerful information

scanning system ever devised by the mind of man—can help turn you into a

walking encyclopedia!

What's the secret? A new electronic method of

PASSIVE LEARNING. That enables you to ab-

sorb almost any skill or subject you care to, far

faster with your eyes closed (if you wish) than

with them open.

This is the A.L.I. AUTOMATED LEARNING
SYSTEM. It has already been proven on thou-

sands of men and women .. .already purchased
by dozens of schools and colleges for their ow-n

students.

The system is incredibly simple. It works on
any tape recorder you wish—the one described

below (which you may try entirely at our risk),

or the one you ow'n today. In either case, the only
iiorA you DO is to slip in our cassette ... push a

button . . . tnul then yo ri^ht on doina \^-hat you
Here doinK before.

It turns virtually anv tape recorder into an
INFORMATION MACHINE. Any tape recorder

becomes vour private tutor— all vou do is sit back
and allow the INFORMATION to be force-fed

nto
:

lind.

It can give you incredibly rapid mastery of

—

• a file-cabinet memory • steel-shutter concentra-
tion • dazzling new power to make money • any
foreign language you wish • over iwfnty-fiie sim-
plifn'ii colli ge subjects - including mathematics,
history, science, accounting, philosophy, econom-
ics, law, and much more.

Here Are The People Who Can

Change Your Life!

Your teachers arc acknowledged leaders in their

fields—business leaders who receive thousands of

dollars to instruct executives of America's top
corporations. . . . Educational leaders who have
devoted their lives to developing aggressive, pro-

ductive leaching technology_ techniques that ac-

celerate absorptii

four—even five li

of INFORMATION Ihn

For Example:

LEONARD p. KRIVY, Ph.D. is the Editor of

our College Level Courses. Dr. Krivy is the Execut-

ive Director of the Philadelphia, Penna. Com-
mission on Higher Education, and host of the CBS
program "Spotlight On Higher Education". Each

college level course contains a complete semester

of information power-condensed on cassette-with

accompanying text that reinforces the information

on tape.

NORMAN SINCERE has developed the only

memory power course that develops the "Auto-
matic Response Pattern Habits" that take ad-

vantage of your natural talents to build a perfect

memory.

DANIEL AKERS AND PHILIP MASLINE
reveal the techniques that develop your powers of

Listening and Concentration to enable you to "get

the job done"-to exclude all distractions-and, for

the first time in your hfe you will learn to really

listen -and use what you hear to benefit yourself-

in every area of your life!

MARY MARGARET KRENSHAW is proof that

the secretary is the sohd backbone of industry. The
successful secretary of today is the sought after

Senior Executive of lomorrow-and you will learn

how indispensible you can be!

Here Is The Vast New World Of Knowledge

They Pour Into Your Mind Tomorrow,

At Our Risk.

INSTANT WORD POWER
by Donald Lewisohn

Burn more power-packed words into your
memory in a single weekend than the average

person learns in a year! Emotion Packed Words'
Knowledge Packed Words' Words that make people
see and feel and do exactly what these words tell

them to do! No. 58 . . .

.' S9.98

Automatic Skills For

LISTENING AND CONCENTRATION
by Daniel Akers & Philip Masline

For perhaps the first time in your life, you'll

learn the automatic skills that bring your mind to a

total commitment for the spoken word! Gives you
powers of concentration you never believed pos-

sible! You will learn the five simple steps that will

allow you to "swallow" information-to devote

yourself completely to a conversation or situa-

tion-to give total listening power to any situation!

No. 60 S9.98

INSTANT MEMORY POWER
by Norman Singere

Here are the Automatic Memory Response
Habits that can build you a perfect memory-
almost overnight! Remember names and faces,

lists, appointment schedules, speeches, sales pre-

sentations, important articles-all in perfect order!

Repeat entire conversations word for word-and
tnore! No. 63 S9.98

DOUBLE YOUR READING SPEED
IN ONE WEEK!

by Martin R. Roan

Finish an entire novel in a single evening! Slash

through a business report in sixty seconds! Read a

complete magazine article in three minutes! And
what's more, understand twice as much-and
remember twice as much! No. 7 S9.98

INSTANT MATH
by Paul R Heitman

You'll learn to add figures faster than an adding

machine . . . Multiply numbers like $69.98 x 85 in

your head . . . Divide 18,674 by 367 in just sec-

onds! All the hard parts of mathematics are made
instantly simple with this course-so simple that

your eight year old can outperform his teacher

once he's shown how! No. 62 $9.98

SUCCESSFUL SECRETARY COURSE
by Mary Margaret Krenshaw

Here is the multi-media, complete "Finishing-

School" course for the aware secretary! All the

answers are here-Spelling, Grammar, Abbrevia-

tions. Typing, Filing, Telephone Techniques-Tele-
grams-Mail-all the information you need to make
yourself invaluable and, leap you into the upper
financial strata of executive personnel!

No.65 $9.98

The New Science of

COMMAND PERSUASION
by Oliver Crofts

You are about to become a commander-not a

"manipulator"-but a commander who knows the

ability to persuade others is more permanent-
more long-lasting- powerfully more effective, than

even threats or demands! Use the techniques in this

course to give you Command: Motivate Salesman-
Direct Business Associates to operate under your
presuasive direction-! TTiis is not a course in

getting along with people. Here you will learn the

techniques that will have people tripping over

themselves to get along with you -to do things for
you-H'ant to be with you! No. 64 $9.98

Secrets Of A
POWER PERSONALITY!

by J. Ralph Simms

Much more than a good personality! Even more
than a great personality! Develop the kind of

personality that enables you to get the specific

reactions you want from anyone-be he friend or

foe, male or female, rich or poor. Where logic,

reasoning, pleading-yes, even threats are useless-

your new powerful personality will have others

pushing you up the ladder of success much faster

than your own talent and effort could ever take

you! No. 61 $9.98

How to Develop Your

CREATIVE MIND POWERS
by William Holz worth Lessart

Powerful, creative ideas are the result of a

particular way of thinking-and this new way of
learning to think will develop the techniques of

AUTOMATIC CREATIVE PERCEPTION that will

expand the abilities you now use every day-to
liberate the creative fiow seething within you!

No. 57 $9.98

RELAX YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS
by Hendon R. Crane

Just a few minutes with this amazing course

shows you how to put yourself at ease-\n sec-

onds- even in the most nen-e racking situations!

Use the nervous tension of others to skyrocket

your own position-in both your business and
social life! Use this new found relaxation technique

to build for yourself a reputation for steel nerved

judgement that can alone be worth a fortune.

No. 26 $9.98

FLUENT SPANISH OR FRENCH
IN 24 HOURS

by Alfred Z. Owen

Speak complete sentences in HALF-AN-HOUR.
Carry on everyday conversations in just 24 hours!

Start chatting away like a native almost from the

very beginning! All without declining a single verb

or memorizing a single rule of grammar!

No. 3 SPANISH 1 $9.98

No. 4 FRENCH 1 $9.98

AUTOMATED LEARNING, INC., 1275 Bloomfield Avenue, Fairfield, N.J. 07006



AUTOMATED LEARNING PROGRAM
Consitlisig of (he following elemenls:

NO TAPE HANDLING/SNAP-IN/EASY LOAD/
TRANSISTORIZED/BATTERY AND ELECTRIC

O COMPACT CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
• PLUS COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES ... At no cxtr

you get:

A) Full-Range Microphone with Remote Control Switch.

B) 60 Minute Cassette.

C) Private Monitoring Earphone.

© AUTOMATIC MEMORIZER
Makes memorizing ANY data absolutely automatic! So it is almost

impossible NOT to learn! So that you master every detail—amaze your
friends with vour complete recall that very same evening! Anv informa-
tion you wisli to learn will be AUTOMATICALLY REPEATED—with
no more effort on your part than simply—Listening—and Learning!

Q TWO AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES
Choose the courses of your choice as part of your Automated Learning

Program. The courses are complete with: Pre-Rccorded subject material

tape cassette and instruction book in handsome bookshelf binder.

INSTANT SHORTHAND
by Mary Margaret Krenshaw

No Symbols! No Painstaking IVIemorizing! With
this amazing new shorthand system you never

forget a shorthand word because you learn to

create INSTANT SHORTHAND on the spot! In

just 5 days-or less-you will develop shorthand

speed you never imagined possible! No.66 $9.98

PLUS ALL THESE COLLEGE-LEVEL
AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES:

No. 1 1 : BASIC ECONOMICS. Business organiza-

tion, personal income, saving, investments, capital

banking, business cycles, supply and demand in the

market place, and more!

No. 12: BASIC ACCOUNTING. Ledgers, journals,

balances, discounts, depreciation, cash accrual, and
more!$9.98

No. 13: CHEMISTRY. Matter, elements and
compounds, laws, solutions, symbols, formulas and
more! $9.98

No. 14: ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND USAGE.
Parts of speech, sentences and fragments, proper

usage, point of view, double negatives, and more.

$9.98

No. 15: BUSINESS LAW. Systems and divisions,

courts and procedures, contracts, personal

property, estates, mortgages, real estate, and more.

$9.98

No. 17: PUBLIC SPEAKING. Types of delivery,

organizing material, patterns for speaking. deUvery
techniques, powerful conclusions, and more. $9.98

No. 18: BASIC PSYCHOLOGY: Stimulus,

central nervous system, sensations, gestalt, percept-

ion, motivation, learning, and more. $9.98

No. 19: PHILOSOPHY: Metaphysics, existential-

ism, ethics, idealism, epistemology, aesthetics, and

more. $9.98

No. 20: SOCIOLOGY. Groups, cultures, races,

social change, population, mass society, and more.

$9.98

No. 54 : ALGEBRA. Basic laws, fractions,

radicals, graphs, logarithms, and more. $9.98

AUTOMATED LEARNING, INCORPORATED

Please Print:

NAME

MAIL NO-RISK FREE TRIAL ORDER TODAY
1275 Bloomfield Avenue. Fairfield, N. J. 07006. Dept. NH-1

©Automated Learning, Incorporated, 197^

CITY

CHECK HERE TO ORDER FULL TAPE RECORDER PROGRAM
Gentlemen: 1 want to try your AUTOMATED LEARNING PRO-

GRAM plus the courses of my choice for 2 full weeks without risk or
obligation. If I am not completely satisfied in every way, I may return
the complete program for a prompt and full refund, with no questions
asked. It is also my understanding that I may order any course I wish
now, or at any time in the future, and pay only $9.98 for each course.

3 ' enclose payment ot $79.98 in full. Send the Automated Learning
Program complete with two Automated Learning Courses

—

Fr.?e courses with prof>rani # #

C Please charge my credit card:

D American Express

G Bank Americard

D Diners Club Signatur

I HAVE IVIY OWN TAPE RECORDER
n REEL-TO-REEL D COMPACT CASSETTE

Please send me the following. I understand I may return this

merchandise for a prompt and full refund after two weeks of use

if I am in any way displeased.

AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES $9.98 EACH

D #60
D #63
D #64
D #62

D #65
D #61
D # 7

n #57

D #58
a #66
D #26
D # 3

D # 4
D #11
D #12
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D
D
D
D

#14
#15
#20
#17

D #18
D #19
D #54

Q AUTOMATIC MEMORIZER . . $9 .91

TOTAI FNfTOSFD $

We Pay Postage And Handling On All Prepaid Order



Books in Re\de%v

The Social Insects
bv Mam Jane W est Ebcrliaixl

The Insect Societies, bv Edward
0. Wilson. Belknap Press of Har-

vard University Press, $20.00: 548
pp., illus.

I
j^ videntlv we are to witness the

J—^publication of a reallv major
English-language treatise on the so-

cial insects only once everv fiftv

vears. In the present century the

first was William Morton Wheeler's

1923 book Social Life among the

Insects (complemented in 1928 bv

The Social Insects): the second is

Edward 0. Wilson's The Insect So-

cieties. If only because of the rarity

of the event and the stature of the

author (one of the most prominent

zoologists in the United States). The
Insect Societies must be considered

a work of major importance. It is

sure to influence the focus of re-

search as well as the content of pub-

lic information on the social insects

for years to come.

The new book by Wilson invites

comparison with W heeler's now clas-

sic volumes. Wilson, like Wheel-
er, began his career in entomology

as a collector and classifier of ants,

then went on to become interested

in behavior, ecology, and sociality

in general. Both works are written

with impeccable clarity, agreeable

style, and a sprinkling of Greek-fla-

vored words such as phthisogynes

(Wheeler's) and ergonomics (Wil-

son's). Wilson's book, like Wheel-
er's in its day, attempts to summa-

Bald-faced hornet

rize and synthesize contemporary
knowledge of the social insects. In

1923 this was an admirable accom-
plishment; today it is a truly gar-

gantuan feat. Bv Wilson's reckon-

ing, there are more than 12,000
articles in the scientific literature

on ants alone, embracing such di-

verse sciences as svstematics. ecol-

ogy, behavior, and biochemistry.

Wilson, who has made original con-

tributions in all these fields, is one
of the few people in the world both
learned enough to write a modern,
comprehensive book on the social

insects and daring enough to under-

take it singlehandedlv.

The Insect Societies would be a

good present for a curious and in-

telligent older child, an imaginative

biology teacher, a serious armchair

naturalist who likes insects, or a

specialist in one kind of social in-

sect who wants to read up on the

others. Its 22 chapters cover vir-

tually everv important topic in the

study of social insects, including

communication, senses and in-

tellectual capacities, population dy-

namics, and theoretical consid-

erations. The first four chapters

outline the natural history of each
of the four major groups of social

insects: the social wasps, the ants,

the social bees, and the termites.

Rather than summarizing all of the

information available on all species,

which would result in a dizzying

hodgepodge of facts, Wilson has de-

scribed in some detail the life-stvles

of selected, relatively well-known

examples: yellow jackets, honey-

bees, tropical stingless bees, army
ants, and fungus-growing termites,

to mention just a few. A rather

sketchy treatment of the social

wasps, due partly to the sparse na-

ture of the information available on

them, is compensated for by a mag-
nificent chapter on the ants—not
only Wilson's specialitv but as a

group probably the best known of

all social insects. Caste determina-

tion, the still mysterious process by

which some individuals become
sterile workers and others become
reproducing kings or queens, is dis-

cussed in separate chapters; and
there are bonus chapters on the pre-

social insects and the svmbionts, or

companions (helpful, harmful, and
neutral), of social species, where
one can glimpse such exotic scenes

as a mother tingid bug giving an an-

tennal rebuke to her straggling off-

spring, and a staphvlinid beetle

duping a worker ant into giving it a

free meal.

The much discussed "genetic

theory of social behavior" devel-

oped by the English biologist Wil-

liam D. Hamilton is given the

ample consideration it deserves.

This is a theory that at last provides

scientific justification for the age-

old tendency to compare insect and
human societies, suggesting com-
mon elements in social evolution

throughout the animal kingdom. As
such, it should influence the views

of sociality held bv anthropologists

and psychologists as well as zoolo-

gists; yet it has so far been discussed

almost exclusively by insect sociolo-

gists and theoretical biologists. This

is the first detailed presentation of

it in a widely accessible book. The_

implications of the theory are pre-

sented as a series of "predictions"

and "evidence" that may make
them difficult for the uninitiated

reader to grasp. While eminently

thorough, this method forces one to

evaluate the theory piece by piece

before having a clear picture of it as

a whole, and the emphasis on prob-

lems of the theory leaves the im-

pression that the whole thing is

somehow very much in doubt. Ac-

tually the central point—the impor-

tance of degree of relatedness of in-

teracting individuals in the

evolution of social behavior—is ir-

refutable if one accepts the basic

tenets of evolutionary theory.

While much of the book was

clearly written with professional bi-

ologists in mind, it will undoubt-
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edly become the standard reference

volume for anyone with a question

to ask about social insects. People

for whom "dichthadiiform erga-

togyne" is not a household word
will be aided by a multitude of illus-

trations, an extensive index, and a

glossary. The glossary includes both

technical terms and ordinary words
(like "commune" and "elite") used

in special ways, but it has some
curious omissions. Some readers

may be left thinking that a

"monotonic function" is a songfest

for the untalented. Also helpful are

the unfailing clarity of the writing

and the felicitous choice of colorful

quotes and examples, such as the

story of a European-style garden in

Central America being carried

away, bit by tender bit, by the

Colony of honeybees

"wiwi-laca," the formidable leaf-

cutting ants of the American trop-

ics. Some of the more technical sec-

tions, such as the detailed dis-

cussion of allometry (the

developmental basis of certain caste

differences) can be skipped over by

the average reader with little loss in

understanding. For readers inter-

ested in fine points, such sections

will prove invaluable syntheses.

The discussion of caste determina-

tion in honeybees, technically one

of the more complicated in the

book, is also one of the most read-

able. It is both intrinsically inter-

esting and particularlv well written,

although lovers of the old. roman-

tic, anthropomorphic style will be

both shocked and disappointed to

find that for Wilson the honeybee

is "just one more eusocial apoid."

The illustrations deserve special

mention. Wilson has used ex-

ceptional taste and care in choosing

from among the best published

drawings and photographs of social

insect behavior and natural history,

adding some unpublished ones sup-

plied by colleagues and two ex-

cellent commissioned artists. The
frontispiece is a beautiful full-page

color reproduction of Frank M. Car-

penter's spectacular photograph of

a fossil ant. and manv of the text il-

lustrations occupy all or half of the

8- by 10-inch pages.

A major intent of the book is

"the expression of insect sociology

as population biologv." In keeping

with this theme there is a valuable

chapter on the population dvnamics
of colonies, the first real synthetic

treatment of this subject. The au-

thor makes an ambitious and affec-

tionate attempt to move the studv

of social insects out of the plodding,

grass-stained realm of the old-fash-

ioned naturalists (who have pro-

vided most of the information in the

book's 548 pages) into the IBM-
fast, lab-coat-clean world of the

"modern" biologists. "The evolu-

tion of social insects," says chapter

18, "offers an interesting array

of the kinds of questions that can

only [italics mine] be solved by the

modern methods of population biol-

ogy." Given as an example of mod-
ern methods is "optimization the-

ory," which inspired Wilson's own
mathematical model of the "ergo-

nomics" of caste. Yet questions

such as. Why do some species ex-

change regurgitated materials and
others not?—cited as particularly

subject to solution bv these meth-

ods—are certainly just the kinds of

questions that can "only" be an-

swered with a great deal of field ob-

servation and comparative natural

history of the traditional kind. The
indispiMisahilitv of mathematical

models is still a moot point. But the

Wilsonian ap|)rc)aili mav serve to
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Herpetologists'
Yearbook

The HERPETOLOGISTS' YEARBOOK for 1971 is in prepara-

tion and will be issued early in 1972. The Yearbook is a new idea

in the field. Besides reviewing the status of special subjects on
amphibians and reptiles, it will provide basic data on the biology

and classification of these animals. This information, culled from
the materia] retrieved and consolidated bj' the Genera of Reptiles

Project (HISS) at the American Museum of Natural History,

will be consulted on almost a daily basis by anyone who is inter-

ested in amphibians and reptiles. This first issue will contain hun-
dreds of important items of information on these animals. We
expect future issues to grow into a regular almanac of herpetology.

THE YEAR BOOK IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO

'ASTRONAUTS . . . The date of the
first orbiting turtle.

*CYTOLOGISTS... A summary
and bibliography of amphibian and
reptile chromosomes.
*HOBBYISTS ... Basic information
on amphibians and reptiles:
longevity, classification.

*HUNTERS ... A section on venom-
ous snakes: snakebite, antivenins,
treatment.

'LIBRARIANS... American
Standard abbreviations for more
than 2,000 journals that publish
articles on amphibians and rep-
tiles.

''PHOTOGRAPHERS . . . some out-
standing portraits of amphibians
and reptiles.

''STUDENTS ... A list of schools
offering herpetology courses,
sketches of herpetological societies

and collections, a Directory of
Living Herpetologists.

'TRAVELER ... A list of zoos with
amphibian and reptile exhibits.

"ZOOLOGISTS ... An up-to-date
Checklist of the species of am-
phibians and reptiles in the United
States and Canada.

AND MUCH MORE

TO: Department of Herpetology: HISS
The American Museum of Natural History
77th street at Central Park West
New York, New York 10024

FROM:

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

(City) (State) (Zip)

PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR copies of the

HERPETOLOGISTS' YEARBOOK for 1971 at the following rates:

Individual subscriptions @ $12.00 $

n Institutional subscriptions @ $15.00 $

I enclose a check for a total of $

[Please make check to "AMNH Genera of Reptiles."]

stimulate new generalizations and
to attract to this important and in-

teresting field people for whom sim-
pler pleasures—such as the sight of
a food-laden worker wasp feverislily

dancing" before her queen—are
not attraction enough.

In writing this book \^ilson has
had to confront manv controversies
and resolve many points left fuzzv
bv previous writers. In a scholarlv

synthesis of this kind, specialists

will find issues to debate and nits to

pick. For example: Do the sim-

ilarities between the separately

evolved societies of termites and
Hymenoptera (wasps, ants, and
bees) really mean, as Wilson sug-

gests, that ''there are constraints on
the machinerv of the insect brain"
that limit the kinds and degrees of
their social organization, and that

the ultimate social limits were
reached 50 and 100 million vears

ago? Tlie questionable implication

is that these insects are no longer
capable of major neurobehavioral
evolution. Similar, heartilv debated
statements are sometimes made
about the evolutionarv progress of

man. In three chapters on caste de-

termination there is no mention of a

haunting uncertaintv as to how the

many experiments on structural

castes relate to the determination of

functional (behavioral) differ-

ences—the most interesting aspect

as far as social organization is con-

cerned. And some will find it ironic

that this "modern svnthesis of in-

sect sociologv" has adopted a now
artificial classification of degrees of

sociality, using overlap of gener-

ations to distinguish between "pre-

social" and "eusocial" (trulv social)

behavior instead of emphasizing the

reproductive division of labor now
considered a far more important

evolutionarv event.

The final chapter. "The Prospect

for a Unified Sociobiologv." con-

tains some of the most important

thoughts in the book, ideas—such as

an appreciation of the functional

similarities between insect and ver-

tebrate societies—that merit more
than the three pages devoted to

them. But it would be a bit sillv to

insist that the book go on to do
even more than it docs. For anyone,

lavman or specialist, interested in a

single, concise, lucid, and author-

itative account of the most signifi-

cant facts and theories about insect

societies. The Insect Societies is the



best available and will be for manv
years.

Man' Jane West Eberhard is a re-

search associate in the Departa-

mento de Biologia, Universidad del

Valle. Cali. Colombia. She is coau-

thor (with Howard E. Evans) of the

book The Wasps.

Who Owns America? bv Walter J.

Hickel. Prentice-Hall. Inc.. §6.95:

328 pp.

If for nothing else, dvnamic. gustv

Wally Hickel will go down in

history as having been the first Inte-

rior Secretary in the "era of envi-

ronmental awareness." which
dawned with the Santa Barbara oil

blowout in January. 1969. just as

he was beginning his brusquely ter-

minated. 22-month tenure. Origi-

nally suspected of being an ex-

ploitationist at heart, Hickel
pleasantly surprised nearly every-

body by his enlightened handling of

a strenuous succession of environ-

mental crises and issues, stretching

from Alaska to the Everglades.

His initial, somewhat jumbled
stab at memoirs—put together with

the help of a half-dozen assistants,

but refreshingly Hickelian in lan-

guage—is more a political document
than an environmental one. He
makes a ringing pitch for genuinely

populistic management of our natu-

ral resource heritage. But he's more
concerned with detailing his falling-

out with the Nixon administration

and intimating his ready, willing,

and ableness for future public of-

fice.

It develops that his celebrated

letter to the president about listen-

ing to youth was only the last straw

in a succession of hassles that got

him crosswise with the Haldeman-
Erlichman-Whi taker-Kissinger-
Klein axis—and with Mr. Nixon
himself.

He publicly touted low interest

rates when that wasn't the cabinet

line. He opposed clustering pollu-

tion controls under the Environ-

mental Protection Agency um-

brella. His sewage plant financing

plan was mysteriously scuttled.

Worst of all. events put him in the

uncomfortable position of having
been right on some key issues on
which other administration people

were wrong. He favored halting the

Florida canal boondoggle long be-

fore the courts and the White
House acted. His adverse memo-
randum on the SST was censored
by the White House for public con-

sumption. He assessed the 1970
Earth Day movement as a historic

popular cause—and he alone in the

administration committed his de-

partment to its support—when the

White House was scared even to

take cognizance of it.

But Mr. Hickel's accounting

poses many questions about the

depth in which he is willing to deal

with environmental realities. He
deplores the Santa Barbara oil mess
without discerning, or at least ac-

knowledging, that it was rooted in

the piratical, nineteenth-century

"grab it where you can" resource

policy the oil industry has foisted

on the public. He mentions the na-

You are standing in South Africa
and hearing soundsyou have never
heard. Lion's roar hke far-off thunder
rolls across the veld. Leopard's
growl vibrates the leaves of trees

South Africa is different.
Its people, places, pleasures have
a flavour, no other land can matc||.'
South Africa calls you novt.
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Share ihe Thrills

01 Explorino

outer Space •
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES^ 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St.. Hartford. Conn 06101
* TM Resistered US. Pat Offi'-p

j CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

I
Dept. NH 25, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

I
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

NATURE TOURS
Friends are reminded that we continue to
operate group trips in the U.S. and most
countries of the world, as we have been
doing for the past 12 years. Groups are
small, usually 10 to 20 persons, and are
not publicized widely. However, we will

gladly furnish information concerning
tours or areas of interest, and a limited
number of new participants will be wel-

Norih America Arizona. May 27; Alasica.
three successive 2-wic. trips reaching
from Vancouver to the Aleutians,
Pribilofs and Barrow. June 17.

Middle America Yucatan I, Jan. 15;
Yucatan II. Jan. 29; Central America,
Feb. 12; Mexico East Coast, March 25;
Mexico West Coast, April S.

Europe Scandinavia I (mostly Sweden),
May 3; Ireland-Northumberland, May
25; Scandinavia II (mostly Norway),
June 8; "Highlands & Islands" (Heb-
rides, Orkneys, Shellands, Faroes),
June 8; Balkans, May 25; Europe East
(Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Poland),
June 15; Iceland. July 6.

Ajrica North Africa. May 4; East Africa.
Aug. 5; Central Africa, Aug. 26; South
Africa, Sept. 9.

4. \\ith 2-wcck ex-
nd Bhutan.

Pacific Melanesia, July 8; New Guinea,
July 28; Indonesia (plus Malaya &
Borneo), Aug. 25; Western Australia.
Sept. 15; Eastern Australia, Oct. 6;
New Zealand, Oct. 27.

Box 222-a

HARPERS FERRY, W. VA. 25425

tional land-use problem without go-

ing anv further than to say we
should take an inventory. (No use

alienating the real estate industry

and states' rights fanatics so early

in the game.) He talks about the

federal land-acquisition problem
without mentioning the Land and
Water Conservation Fund. He de-

votes more space to the question of

how to save whales than how to

save his adopted state of Alaska. He
devotes eight paragraphs to his

vouthful pugilistic prowess, but

onlv four paragraphs each to water

pollution, timber problems, and
strip mining, and only one para-

graph to the multibillion dollar is-

sue of federal shale-oil lands.

In many ways.. Mr. Hickel per-

formed superbly during a turbulent

interlude in the evolution of a more
enlightened national approach to

resources. He owes the public, and
his own reputation, a more thor-

ough accounting of his travail and
his views than this obviously hastily

pasted together (and, incrediblv, in-

de.xless) compilation— even as per-

haps the electorate owes him. and
itself, a less abbreviated demonstra-
tion of his indisputable talent for

decisive action in public affairs.

Hopefully both items may be forth-

coming in some early go-around.

Gladwin Hill

The New York Times

Tlie American Museum is open to the

public every dav during the year, ex-

cept Thanlcsgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exliibition.
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FLYING TO
EUROPE?
Dont go to Europe
without this guide.

The only one of its kind!

It's light, small, packs easily and is

craniiiied with 2,000 full-color illustra-

tions of all of Europe's birds . . . 516
species in all. ( Many are indigenous to

the U.S. as well,

)

Bertel Bruun, famous for

his many books in the field,

covers breeding birds, per-

manent residents and mi-
grants, regular and even
casual visitors.

Birds of Europe is the first field guide to

European birds which presents all rele-

vant information at a glance—illustra-

tion, description and distributional map
appear on facing pages, making it a

simple and quick reference for amateur
and expert ornithologist alike.

Send the coupon today so this excellent

.guide will arri\c in time for your next
trip.

^/rcfe of
Europe

by Bertel Bruun
Illustrated by .\rthiu- Singer S6,9.5

r— Atyourbookstoreorusethiscoupon. —

,

I McGraw-Hill Book Co.

like the niqiiYes, I'd certain!
guide Birds of Europe.

copy(ies) (fi .S6,9.5 plus ,'

shipping <lnd handling charge, I underst;i

that if I am not completely satisfied I u
return the hook within 10 davs and
nionev will he fnllv refunded, Mv check
m,,nev order is .nclosed,

I
-N

V.ldrPSS

Citv

Sf ,1,. y,p

Pleas. add . ppl cahle sales taxes.
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14 reasons why you should read

irfPELLECTUAL DIGEST
A report on the most implausible war corre-

spondent in history—the pacifist George Ber-

nard Shaw in Belgium during World War I.

(Journey To Heartbreak)

The discovery by a geologist that the South
Pole was once in the Sahara Desert. (Natural

History)

An English scholar disposes of the "real"

Christ and says that the Church created Him
and "has invented ever new Christs for every
new age." (Spectator)

A first-hand report from Joseph Heller on the

long-awaited successor to Catch-22, in

ID'S unique feature "Work In Progress."

A lawyer-penologist talks about what will

have to replace our disastrous prison system.

(After Conviction: A New Review of the Ameri-

can Correction System)

Robert Craft's moving journal of the death of

his friend and master, Igor Stravinsky. (NY.
Review of Bool<s)

Why is Frantz Fanon, a black prophet who
died 10 years ago, a key to the Black Power
movement in the U.S.? (Saturday Review)

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Where in the whole world can you find the

best example of the theory and practice of

No-Work? (Hudson Review)

Gore Vidal attacks the fallacy of the male im-

perative and asks why the male ego can't ac-

cept the female challenge to its dominance.
(N.Y. Review of Books)

In "The Souring of George Sauer" the ex-N.Y.

Jets star offers some unexpected thoughts on
aggression and authoritarianism in football.

(Institute for the Study of Sport and Society)

A California psychologist bucks the tide and
speaks up for the benefits of poor communi-
cation. (Psychoanalytic Review)

How to tackle a disease with all the weapons
of science, and find that success may tiring

a whole new set of problems. (Smithsonian)

Arnold Toynbee looks at man's development
for an answer to today's question: Is Religion

Superfluous? (Surviving the Future)

Was Ho Chi Minh a bad poet? Read the argu-

ments, pro and con, and decide for yourself

as Intellectual Digest presents the Chinese
original and two clashing translations.

From literary magazines. Professional magazines. Political pub-

lications. Scientific journals. The freshest ideas from over 300

brilliant magazines—now reprinted in a single new periodical.

There has never been a magazine like INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST before. Our editors read the most significant maga-
zines and journals in the world, and select the articles

most important to the thinking layman. INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST culls from all fields: science, sociology, literature,

politics, art, medicine, history, even zoology. Our only re-

quirement is that every article be thought-provoking, impor-

tant, informative — and lively.

Many articles are published in full. And when we do
"digest," we do so only by editing in collaboration with the

author. Thus the integrity— even the complexity— of the

original is retained.

In addition, three newsletters in each issue keep you up to

the minute on the major disciplines of the social sciences, sci-

ences and arts. Outstanding non-fiction books are excerpted,

too— many before publication. (A few recent examples:

KateMillctt's Sexual Politics. Chiulcs E. Silberman's Crisis

in the Classroom. Paul Goodman's New Reformation: Notes

of a Neolithic Conservative.)

Doesn't this sound like the kind of magazine you would

like to read? You can try an issue of INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST without cost or obligation. Just mail the coupon

and a complimentary issue — with over 15 articles from 15

publications— will be sent to you.

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
P.O. Box 2986
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary issue of INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST and enter my charter half-price subscription for eleven

additional issues at the rale of only $5 (a total savings of 50'~i on

the regular $10 price). I understand I may cancel wiihin 14 days

after receiving my complinientar> issue it I am not fully salisficd.

D Bill me D $5 enclosed

I

Name. .

.

I
Address.

City State Zip.

Add 50(! lor Canada and S2 for Foreign,
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QUESTAR SPIES ON A BALD EAGLE
— brooding on his fate, perhaps, as he

surveys his dwindling domain?

The photographs were taken by Ralph

L. Shook on a bitter cold day in February,

with the wind at 15 miles per hour. He

spent many hours waiting for his eagle to

visit this favorite perch. The picture at the

right shows the whole scene with his Kodak

Instamatic — his Field Model Questar set

up in a blind, 150 feet from the bird's tree

His modified Nikon with through-the-lens

meter is close-coupled to the telescope and

the arrow points to the empty branch —
Above, the Questar photograph is cropped

,

from an 8 X 10 enlargement of 35 mm
Tri-X, token at f/16, 1/250 second. ^

QUESTAR. THE WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TELESCOPE, IS

PRICED FROM $865. OUR BOOKLET CONTAINS MORE THAN ICO
PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. TO MAIL ANYWHERE IN
N. AMERICA, SI.OO. BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE,
$2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA, $3.00; ELSEWHERE $3.50.

Tlic Poppies Are
Beautiful Tliis Year
Continued from page 36

in a banana leaf or rice paper and
either taken home or hidden in the

jungle.

Manv passes are made through

each field because different plants

will be readv at different times and

each plant may be tapped several

times. A large capsule, say 4V^

inches in diameter, may receive as

many as thirty-two incisions, repre-

senting six or seven passes, before it

is considered worthless. After the

harvest, the dried pods are collected

and seeds kept for the next season.

These seeds are also eaten as a

snack, and the capsules are made
into babv rattles.

Rice fields cultivated in this

slash-and-burn manner can be used

only two or three years in succes-

sion before vields decline sharply,

but an opium-maize field can be

used ten or more vears. Yet, inevi-

tablv after such extended use, sec-

ondarv jungle rarely grows back,

and often onlv Imperata grasses

grow. Thus, for manv vears to

come, these fields are rendered in-

sufficiently fertile for successful

agriculture.

The primarv resource that a Lisu

can manipulate to increase his ag-

ricultural vield is labor. One way to

increase the household labor pool is

to have many children. Also, Lisu

marriage involves both a substantial

bride payment and a period of bride

senice during which a father-in-law

mav call upon his son-in-law for la-

bor. The bride payment and the

length of service are subject to ne-

gotiation before and after the mar-

riage. Ambitious Lisu trv to arrange

for both their sons and sons-in-law

to live close bv in the same village

so thev will be available to work in

the fields. Less closely related or

even unrelated households may join

these informal groups for economic

cooperation and mutual support in

disputes.

To further increase the labor

pool, the Lisu hire Karen and Yuan
opium addicts, ^liile they are usu-

ally trusted only with routine or

menial tasks, such as gathering fire-

wood, clearing a field, or husking

rice, their labor contribution is sig-

nificant, and it is doubtful they

would work for wages other than

opium. Incidentally, compared to

some of their neighbors, not many
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Lisu have become addicted. Those

Aho have are mostly elders, who
naki- little economic contribution

11 aiiv case.

Opium is a great democratizer.

Since there is a readv market for it.

iny household with a sufficient la-

bor pool may attain economic inde-

pendence. Economic individualism

is carried over into social and politi-

cal life, and there are no distinct so-

cial classes. Each Lisu village, fur-

thermore, is an independent
political unit with only superficial

ties to the Thai administration.

Opium is also important in Lisu

religious life. There are more rituals

associated with opium than with

any other crop. It is used for offer-

ings to some spirits. It is also prac-

tically their only effective medicine.

Since the Lisu have lived in north-

ern Thailand for a short period,

they do not have an extensive

pharmacopoeia. They remember the

names of plants used in the past,

but many of these are not found lo-

cally. The opium is smoked or eaten

to counteract malarial fevers, and

applied externally to the forehead

for headaches.

Wbile opium has thus made im-

portant contributions to Lisu

societv and provided a convenient

and profitable product for the Lisu

to base a livelihood on, it has also

forced them to be dependent on the

vagaries of an economic system

they are not well equipped to deal

with. They depend upon the low-

lands for the necessities of life.

They are at the mercy of middle-

men who buy their opium, valley

peasants who supply them with

rice, and a lowland-based political

administration with the power to

cut off their primary source of cash.

With a clandestine and uncertain

market for opium, the Lisu are un-

able to seek better prices in lowland

towns because they are subject to

search by the police. They must

bargain in a foreign language with

foreign middlemen who make huge

profits, a situation that leads more

often than not to antagonistic com-

mercial dealings, rather than stable

patron-client relations. Although

they are economically dependent

upon the lowlands, the Lisu are at-

tempting to retain their political in-

dependence and keep the low-

landers from interfering in their

daily affairs.

The potential for interethnic con-

flict is constant. In 1968 at Evil

Peaks, many Lisu fields had been in

use for more than ten years and
their yields were declining sharply.

There was, however, no suitable

land on which to clear new fields.

Over the years. Evil Peaks had
been hemmed in on three sides bv
Karen villages and Yuan tea tracts

(the tea is sold as miang, pickled

tea leaves that are chewed as a

snack). On the fourth side, the land

had been declared a national forest

reserve, and the Lisu had been

warned by Thai officials not to clear

fields there. While the Lisu felt that

encroaching neighbors and reserves

for which they could see no purpose

(timber is not extracted at these al-

titudes) were depriving them of

land on which to make a living, the

neighboring Karen and Yuan
looked upon the Lisu as irrespon-

sible and aggressive newcomers,

who devastated the land with their

methods of shifting cultivation.

This situation was aggravated be-

cause the Lisu were generally eco-

nomically better off than their rural

neighbors. There were constant

thefts of Lisu crops, pigs, and

chickens. The Lisu had been forced

to abandon cattle raising because of

numerous rustlings. Lisu fields were

set on fire prematurely, making
them unusable. Yuan or Chinese

bandits further inflamed this situ-

ation, and there were frequent in-

cidents of violence, including sev-

eral killings. When a Lisu youth

was murdered in 1969, it was the

unanimous opinion in Evil Peaks

that the act had been committed by

Yuan or Shan despite the police

claim that it had been done by high-

land Lahu.

WTien the Lisu did occasionally

look to lowland officials to redress

their grievances, they seldom found

satisfaction. Even when a Yuan was

jailed for stealing a Lisu pig, the

Lisu were not satisfied since they

received no remuneration. The Lisu

have an imperfect knowledge of

lowland laws, language, and cus-

toms, and are seldom willing to pay

either fees or bribes. They are

aware of not being full citizens, for

although they vote and pay taxes,

they are not legal landowners. They

are not drafted into the army, and

because of their isolation and cul-

tural differences, they do not bene-

fit from most government services.

Rather than contest the rights

Wildlife adventure

British Columbia

"One of the most enjoyable
prose evocations of wilderness in

recent seasons . . . His intimacy
with the land, its clean growth,

its fish-filled streams and lakes,

its forests still supporting every
kind of wildlife, deer and cougar
especially, lends rare vigor to his

colorful proie." — Publishers'
Weekly. A book for everyone
who cares about the outdoors
and conservation. Endpaper
maps and numerous drawings.

Blackwater River
(Toa-Thal-Kas)

by WILLIAM HILLEN
At all bookstores, $6.95

Norton!^ ,wnw»w»w^
55 Fifth Av( ' N.Y. 10003

Brain PuzzI r's Delight

,*<f'?'i

W^'

By E. R. Emmet

A treasury of unique
mind-stretching puzzles
that can be solved by
straight, logical thinking
and reasoning. No special-

ized math. Offers the pleas-
ures of discovering solu-
tions through use of
ingenuity, imagination, in-

sight, and logic. Stimulates
and refreshes the mind.
Fascinating, entertaining
puzzles, arranged in order
of difficulty, with (some
amazing! ) solutions and
full explanations at end of
book. ILLUSTRATED

,
10-Day Money Bac!( Guarantee

Handbook of

Knots & Splices
By CHARLES E. GIBSON
Now tie knots for every
purpose — useful, ornamen-
tal, fun-to-make!
Book gives complete "1-

2-3" sketches and instruc-
tions for every hitch, splice,

bend, sling, lashing or whip-
ping you'll ever need for
boating, camping, climbing,
fishing, hunting . . . for
patio awnings, swings, ham-
mocks, rope fences, "wel-
come" mats . . . ornamen-
tal tamps, vases, bell ropes,
key chains, buggy whips,
cat-o-nine tails, rope hand-
cuffs, play quoits, etc.

They're all here . . . over
100 kinds of knots and rope-
work! From the simple square knot to such fancy
numbers as the Manropc. Stopper, Shroud, Crown.
Turk's Head, and Pineapple knots. Also covers
plailinj:. bradinj:. much morel "Higlily rccom-

'ffUll.

PriifLivcl\ illuslr.HLLl ORDI R SOW!
$4.95, plus SOf handling. 10-Day Money Back Guar.

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 742-T
251 West 19th Street. New York. NY. 10011
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UNIQUE RARDTOTIND BARGAINS FOR FUN, STUDYOR PROFIT
. AJl

llent condition. Mark 57,

Mod 0.1-meter E^rect Image
Coincidence Rangefinder

—

ranges from 100-10,000 yds.,
econds.

Optics & mount alone
worth more than price.

Fabulous precision optical
51": dia

Yellow, dark neutral, polarizing & clear ray
filters. Non-magnetic constr. ; 2 bearing mounting sur-

faces dVexS^" O.D. & 1^x5^" O.D.). Storage box.

No. 85,208E .. (Shppg. Wt.—200-lbs.) ..$450.00 F.O.B.
$r,250 HAND HELD 50 CM MODEL
No. 85.2I3E .. (Shppg. Wt.— Il-lbs). .. $600.00 F. 0. B.

DECIDE THE SEX OF YOUR BABY
Predetermining sex can't
be guaranteed 100%, but
now there's a way to do it

with 80% clinically sub-
sUntiated reliability! New
Sex Determination Kit in-
cludes fertility tester, fer-

tility tape and "Your
Baby's Sex: Now You Can
Choose", by Dr. Landrum
B. Shettles, famous for

discovery and identification of male & female pro-
ducing sperms Method explained in his book based on
natural cycles, no manipulation of nature. Especially
helpful also in achieving or postponing pregnancy. Com-
plete instructions.

No. 60.905E (SEX DETERMINATION KIT) $8.25 Ppd.

NEW! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KfTI
Solve problems, play games,
predict weather with this ac-
tual working model of giant
electronic brains. Amazing
new fun way to learn all
about computer programming
. . . logic, decimal, binary
systems. Laws of Sets—even
do your own programming
after completing simplified
116 page Instructive book-

let. Includes step-by-step assembly diagrams. Circuits
easily changed Readout from illuminated control panel.
Req 2 D batt (not inci ) Best model we've seen—for
home school industrj
No 7I.434E (M" X l2'/2

'' X 4") $31.50 Pptl.

tow COSr GEM TUMBLER Become a rockhound! Fascl-
"^ nating hobby . . . loads of

I fun. inexpensive, easy. Make
1 jewelry of all kinds—decora-

I
tive book-ends, table tops,

I
etc Simply tumble-finish

I
readily available gemstones

J . then polish to high
^ lustre . . . brings out beau-

I tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.
^ cap tumbler w/cont. duty

motor. Full instr.

$11.25
ASSORTMENT $9.0 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOK

i

Official fly-them-yoursel(
book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "1st International
Competition". Includes
plans of all winning enirles.
time-aloft records, photos,
technical data. commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages
for easy tear-out. You won't
believe how some of them

flyl Amusing, entertaining. 128 pages, 9" x ll%".
Stock No. 9301 E $2.95 Ppd.

^^^1

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

148 PAGES • MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!

New catalog. Exciting new categories. lOO's of

charts, illustrations. Many new hard-to-get bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts, etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Street_

City_

NEW 3

"

ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
60 to 180X

DE-LUXE FEATURES AT ECONOMY PRICE
Amazingly priced Apollo Space Explorer brings the
wonders of the universe up close. 3" aluminized &
overcoated f/IO mirror. Reaches theoretical limits of

resolution & definition. 60X standard size I 'A" 0.0.
eyepiece. Vi" F.L. 3X adjustable Barlow. 6X finder
telescope: high impact plastic tube; metal fork mount
w/ positive locking. 36" hardwood tripod. Included
FREE: 272 p. Handbook, Star Chart, Instructions.

Best value ever!
Stock No. 80,I62E $59.50 Ppd.
REG. 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.050E $34.50 Ppd.
414' ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85,105E $94.50 F.O.B.
6" ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85,086E $239.50 F.O.B.

GIANT WBATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for stores,
terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back- Jt^^^^
yard fun. Exciting beach 'P .sal^^n ]6fL^
attraction. Amateur meteo- £ l

rologists use to measure ' 33 '^<i

cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. (Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hose; or helium for high rise.
Stock No. 60.568E 8' $2.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 60,632E 16' $7.00 Ppd.

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,
dishes, candle-holders, vases
from ordinary no- return
smooth-surface bottles or
jars! Cut any round bottle
safely, easily in less than
5 minutes for fun. profit,

home decorations with just
an ice cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (ZYa X TVa X 2'A''). candle, 2-oz. grind-
ing powder. Complete instructions.
Stock No. 7I,475E $10.95 Ppd.

EMOTION METER "TESTS" YOU
Amazing lie detector type
device that really works. Re-
veals hidden likes, disliki
Easy to use. Sensitive and Sii^S^^^
accurate. Measures changes ^^^^'^^y
in body resistance caused by mSlf.^^
changes in emotional state. ^^*t».

Needle movement indicates
emotional response (not
whether favorable or un-
favorable). Effectiveness de-
pends on questions asked
and interpretation. Unique lO-oz. set intended strictly

for entertainment, education. Great fun at parties. Incls.

9v battery, compl. instrs.

Stock No. 4I,422E $15.95 Ppd.

LOW COST TREASURE FINDER
Discover the fun and profit

of treasure hunting inex-
pensively. Light as a feather
(10 oz.) solid-state metal
detector finds hidden coins,
jewelry, precious minerals.
Distinguishes minerals from
metal objects. Great for
school, beach, campground
or backyard. Requires 9V
transistor batt.—works with

any common AM transistor radio thus eliminating costly
extra circuitry, weight, dangling wires. Adjustable multi-
purpose plastic handle reduces immediate area metal

—

adds to efficiency. No tuning needed.
Stock No. 7I.395E $14.95 Ppd.

TERRIBLE LIZARDS-MONSTROUS MAMMALS
Explore the fascinating pre-
historic world of dinosaurs
200.000,000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic
scale models (12 dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately
detailed in sturdy plastic.

Incl.: Giant Brontosaurus. JS^;^
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Wooly Mammoth—range in

size from 2" to 6". Also inst.

to build your own dinosaur land and Wonder Book.
Stock No. 70.8I7E $6.00 Ppd.

TEST AIR, WATER, LAND POLLUTION
Now you can easily detect
ALL tliree . . . AIR. WA-
TER and LAND Pollu-
tion—with one low -cost kit
].riiaded with safe chemicals
& apparatus for hundreds of
fascinating hours of sci-
entific environmental mea-
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over the lan(i around Evil Peaks or

put up with constant thievery and
harassment, in 1969 and 1970
three-quarters of the inhabitants

emigrated to other Lisu villages. In

fact, migration is the usual Lisu re-

action to threats of large-scale con-

flict. A change in ethnic identity

may be another reaction. Never-

theless, the Lisu realize that they

cannot continue to find new lands.

The population in the highlands of

Thailand is growing, the result oi

natural causes as well as of immi-

gration from neighboring countries

and the lowlands. And recently,

savannas, on which shifting agricul-

ture is not possible, have become
more widespread. Many Lisu asked

me where they could go in thirty or

forty years, after the present land is

used up.

Both lowlanders and national

governments are increasingly aware

of highland people such as the Lisu.

Highlanders are blamed for defor-

estation and the resultant erosion

and'flooding of the lowlands. Fears

of insurrections, such as that of the

"Red Meo" near the Thai-Lao bor-

der or the "Red Karen" near the

Thai-Burma border, are growing.

The Thai government, having de-

clared the trade and use of opium il-

legal, can confiscate it whenever

they find it.

New interest in the highlands has

resulted in a multiplicity of pro-

grams designed to promote change.

The government, army, police,

Buddhist and Christian mis-

sionaries, and even volunteer low-

landers have introduced educational

and medical services to the Lisu

and other highland villagers in the

past decade. New cash crops, such

as coffee and peaches, have been

promoted to replace opium. Re-

settlement in the lowlands or in

designated highland areas has been

encouraged to stabilize residence

and facilitate administration.

Unfortunately, the speed with

which these programs have been

initiated has resulted in a lack of

coordination and little under-

standing of the significance of some

of the proposed changes. At one

Lisu village with eleven homes, two

different medical programs were

being carried on, while another vil-

lage with 150 or so houses hail

never seen a doctor.

The effectiveness of these pro-

grams depends heavily on ihe indi-
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\ iduals and officials actually in con-

tact with the peope, and while

many of them are well meaning and

capable, the general lack of knowl-

edge about each other's cultures

will continue to be a major hin-

drance. The king of Thailand, who
has taken an interest in the prob-

lems of the country's highland mi-

norities, has suggested the need for

a changed attitude on the pai^t of

some officials. (On Noyember 17.

1971, a group of military and other

leaders in Thailand seized power,

purportedly to "protect the king

and the people" from Communist
insurrection in the north and other

internal strife, as well as from "a

threatening world situation."' What
effect, if any, this will have on the

opium trade is speculatiye.

)

The effort to replace opium in

the economy of many highland yil-

lages will be particularly difficult.

The prospects of ever finding a sub-

stitute crop as well adapted to the

local enyironment and market con-

ditions are dim. One of Thailand's

most influential journalists. Kukrit

Pramoj, has proposed that high-

landers be allowed to continue

growing opium poppies and that the

government buv up the crop. But

whenever it has been suggested that

opium growing be prohibited bv

force or when other threats to the

opium trade have arisen, serious in-

cidents have occurred. For in-

stance, in 1970 the building of a

highland road in Tak Province was

halted when the construction work-

ers were attacked bv Meo who, it is

said, feared the road \vould mean an

end to their opium growing.

And vet, change is nothing new
to the Lisu. They have lived in

many states and have had many
neighbors ^vith whom they have ex-

changed many goods and ideas. In

Yunnan, the changes undergone bv

the Lisu under Communism seem

even more drastic than those faced

bv the Tliailand Lisu. In China,

they have been organized into coop-

eratives and communes to practice

irrigated rice farming, and they

have developed some small-scale in-

dustry. Several have acquired uni-

versity educations. But for the Lisu

and the other villagers of Thailand's

mountains, the future seems to

loom ominouslv and the need for

change seems irreversible. With an

economy based on opium, their

problems are rife.
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17reasons

why you should read

psychology today
1 Why words are the least important of the ways we communicate with each other.

2 The sexual reason behind the popularity of natural childbirth.

3 Why political leaders are constantly in danger of insanity.

4 Why Asians make better politicians than Westerners.

5 Do men need more recreation than women?

6 What kind of parents do hippies make?

7 Why it may be time to end the taboo against incest.

8 The inferiority feelings of men who seek corporate power.

9 What the schizophrenic is trying to tell us.

10 Are campus activists rebelling against the system-or their parents?

1

1

What your daydreams reveal about your ethnic background.

12 Why do swingers tend to become impotent?

13 Is it time to grant the right to commit suicide?

14 Does a child think before he can talk?

15 Why are today's students attracted to violence?

16 Are "hawks" sexually repressed?

17 Are some men born criminals?

Want to learn what modern psychology has learned

about people? Including you?

Until recently, that was quite an order. Your choice would have been to plow

through professional journals. Read weighty new books as quickly as they

came out. Or trust the mass media—where psychology is often sensational-

ized, distorted, oversimplified.

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has changed all that. It allows the educated layman

to catch up with the social sciences. And keep up. With full coverage of all

the different approaches to understanding the human condition. The view-

points range from hard-core Freudianism to the newer behaviorists who,

frankly, think Freud was all wet.

It's psychology the way you'd want it to be presented. Excitingly. Without

tired jargon. No cliche-ridden definitions. And with contributions by many of

the most famous names in the behavioral sciences— like Bruno Bettelheim,

Kenneth B. Clark, Rollo May, Ashley Montagu, Carl Rogers and B. F. Skinner.

I
Send for a complimentary issue

'You can find out what PSYCHOLOGY TODAY is like—and

learn a few things you may never have known before—

without paying a penny. If you mail the coupon, we'll send

you a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY.

There's no obligation.

psychologytoilay
P.O. Box 2990, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send me my complimentary current issue of PSYCHOLOGY

TODAY. I may keep my sample copy and owe nothing. However,

unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send

me the next 11 issues. Bill me after my subscription has started at

a special introductory rate-just $6.00 (Half the regular $12 annual

price).

Na
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Authors
E. Raymond Hall, author of

"Down on the Farm." manages a

107-acre farm in Marysville Town-
ship. Kansas, where he raises sov-

heans. milo. corn, and wheat. Be-

fore retiring to the farm. Hall led a

busv life indeed. After receiving a

Ph.D. in zoolog\- from the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley, he

was the chairman of the Depart-

ment of Zoology of the University

of Kansas, director of the Univer-

sity of Kansas Museum of Natural

History, a vice-president of the

American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, and a con-

sultant on communications to

American Telephone & Telegraph—
to mention only a few of his accom-

plishments.

Two new columnists make their

debut in this issue. Tlie first is Ar-
thur W. Galston, professor of bot-

any at 'Vale Llniversity. Galston

gained considerable attention last

spring when he and a colleague be-

came the first American scientists

in more than twenty veai-s to visit

the People's Republic of China.

Some of the aspects of this trip will

be the subject of forthcoming col-

umns, and more material will come
from a three-month visit to China

planned for this summer. With his

wife and daughter, he will live on
an agricultural commune, spending

half his time at a research in-

stitution. While commenting on
Chinese practices, such as the dis-

cussion of acupuncture in this issue,

the column will also address itself

to topics closer to home. Galston

will discuss his involvement in the

growing movement to increase the

social concern of scientists. And
from time to time he will also delve

into recent developments in plant

biology, his specialty.

The second new column. "The
Human Strategy." bv Marvin Har-
ris, will bring to our readers some
of the fruits of current anthropolog-

ical research. Harris, professor of

anthropology at Columbia Univer-

sity, has been a leader in the rap-

idly expanding school of cultural

ecology, which places a new empha-
sis on the relationship between hu-

man culture and the wider biophysi-

cal world. In this inaugural column,
it is with this holistic approach that

he examines man's persistence in

making war on his own kind. Out-
spoken and often controversial,

Harris's interests range from sacred

cows (the real, Indian kind) to the

rate of deposition of chewing gum
on city sidewalks. He is currently

studying patterns of domestic life in

New York City. Harris has recently

published The Rise ofAnthropolog-
ical Theory and a textbook. Cul-

ture, Man, and Nature.

Sir Frederick Treves was a lec-

turer in anatomy and surgery at

London Hospital Medical College

during the late 1800s. His skills

made him surgeon to the ruling

families of England and friend of

kings, but his greatest satisfaction

may have come as a writer. His

moving report of the life of John
Merrick, a grossly deformed and
ridiculed man, was published in

1923, and it was shortly after that

author and scientist Ashley Mon-
tagu first read the story. The value

of love as an adaptive force became
a central theme of Montagu's phi-

losophy and Treves's original ac-

count of one man's triumph over in-

credible adversity, published in this

issue, is the basis of Montagu's re-

cent book. The Elephant Man.

Through his field work in Mada-
gascar, where he examined the fos-

sils of extinct lemurs and studied

the behavior and ecolosv of surviv-



ing species, Ian Tattersall has been

trying to trace the evolutionary di-

vergence of man and apes. Assisted

bv the writings of the nineteenth-

century French naturahst Gran-

didier, he has gathered a number of

clues about the emergence of earlv

man. Tattersall. an assistant curator

of anthropology at The American

Museum of Natural History, is a na-

tive of England and holds a Ph.D.

in geology from Yale University.

To study the role of a particular

color pattern in the life history of a

bird. Douglas G. Smith needed a

subject that was territorial, abun-

dant, and polygamous. He chose the

red-winged blackbird, and through

his field work in Washington and

Massachusetts, he discovered the

purpose of the males' distinctive

red epaulets. Smith received a

Ph.D. from the State University of

New York at Stonv Brook, where

he is now an associate professor of

biology. His next research project

will be to study the importance of

vocalizations in avian social sys-

tems.

The study of devil worship at-

tracted June Nash to a locale

where few gringas have been: 1.10.5

feet down in a Bolivian tin mine.

There she witnessed the rituals with

which the miners dispel their fears

of an imminent and violent death.

Nash, who is presently an associate

professor of antllropolog^' at New
York University, has collaborated

on a soon to be released film on the

life of a tin miner. She plans to re-

turn to Bolivia to continue her stud-

ies of superstitition, religion, and

ideology. Nash obtained a Ph.D. in

anthropology from the University of

Chicago, and has conducted field

work in Mexico. Guatemala, and

Burma.

As an undergraduate studving

Latin, Phillip Drennon Thomas
enjoyed reading Plinv as a 'break

from some of the tedium of Hor-

ace." This literary diversion devel-

oped into a scholai'ly affair.

Thomas's fascination with all facets

of natural history has led him to

England and Scotland to study the

history of marine biology. He also

likes to poke about in Indian dwell-

ings in New Mexico, beloiv, in his

spare time. An associate professor

of history at Wichita State Univer-

sity, he is working on a monograph
of Richard Burton, the explorer.

His Ph.D. in medieval history was

earned at the Universitv of New
Mexico.

The second of George B. Schal-

ler's three-part study of predation

in the Serengeti region of Tanzania

is based on observations he made of

other large predators while studying

the lion. Schaller is an associate of

the Institute for Research in Ani-

mal Behavior of the New York Zoo-

logical Society and Rockefeller

University.



Letters

Science
of Meti'ocrj'onics

The fortuitous coincidence of your

article on the freezing of human bodies

and a recent trip to New York brought

to mv mind the suggestion of an analo-

gous (and similarh optimistic) treat-

ment of urban blight. \^'hv not freeze

our major cities until the time when ur-

ban experts and social scientists find

solutions to the problems of over-

crowding, high crime rates, pollution,

social disenchantment, and other termi-

nal "diseases" that plague urban cen-

ters? Special fluids might be perfused

along the sub^vav system to prevent fur-

ther deterioration; sewage svstems. wa-

ter mains, etc.. could be similarly

treated. and drv ice packed around tail

buildings. Large fans would then blow

awav residual pollution to pre\ent an\

"greenhouse effect.

A science of metrocr\'onics might

also bring with it some unforeseen

sociocultural advantages. Individuals

who expect to awaken in the future

with a mind 30 to 40 years out of date

might justifiablv expect to have a good

deal of company, but if past histor\^ is

any indication, the solution of urban

problems will have to ^vait considerably

longer than this. How much more sen-

sible, then, to freeze whole populations,

so that citizens can pro\dde mutual sup-

port and reinforcement in the remote

eons of the megathawl

Rov Wagner
Department of Anthropology-

North western L niversitx

Sophisticated Superstition:

Dial Phones
While 1 rather enjoved Spencer

Klaw's personal look at B. F. Skinner

("B. F. Skinner's Brave New World,"

January . 1972). I feel that his review of

Bevond Freedom and Dignitv missed

the essential scientific objection to be-

haviorism. He savs in his review.

"These concepts [ego. id, and super-

ego), like the concept of the will, only

get in the way of rational efforts to un-

deretand—that is. to predict and con-

trol—human behavior." The assumption

that prediction and control constitute

understanding is the fundamental point

of dispute for manv of Skinner's critics.

While understanding mav confer

predictability and control, the converse

is certainly questionable. An automo-

bile driver, for example, mav be able to

predict and control the direction of his

vehicle with absolutely no understand-

ing of suspension geometry, the physics

of internal-combustion engines, or the

mechanics of a drive train. Indeed,

much of our modern life involves pre-

diction and control ^vith little or no un-

derstanding. We dial a telephone and

hear a voice; we turn a knob and see an

imase on a tele\ision screen. That is,

we perform certain rituals because thev

are followed bv certain consequences.

In this sense, our modern technological

prediction differs only in rehabihty

from burning a goat to assure a good

han^est.

Hence, manv behanoral scientists

feel that the prediction and control

sought bv the beha\iorist operate at the

level of ver\" sophisticated superstition.

While thev may achieve some verv' sat-

isfactorv' practical results, they do little

to further our understanding of human

functioning and should therefore be dis-

tinguished from science.

Harry Frank

Department of Psvchology

University of Michigan-Flint

Tl:ie Pigeon Problemi
I found Norman Woldow's article.

"Pigeon and Man" (Januar\% 1972) of

interest, considering the large urban-

ized population of Colomba livia re-

siding in my neighborhood.

Although the "spottv" aspect of the

relationship between pigeon and man is

of some concern, it should be men-

tioned that the common domestic pi-

geon is a canner of psittacosis (orni-

thosis). This avian disease can be fatal.

but infected birds mav show only min-

imal e\idence of the illness, such as ruf-

fled feathers, lethargy, and a failure to

eat. Birds ^vith the active disease, as

well as the asymptomatic carriers, are

most Ukely to transmit the microbial

agent to humans. Even birds that re-

cover can h-ansmit the agent for manv

months.

The most common route of infection

from bird to man is through inhalation

of infected dried excreta. The symp-

toms in humans are a transient in-

fluenza-Uke illness, but a serious

pneumonic disease mav be seen as well.

Since the treatment and responses re-

semble other upper respiratory in-

fections, a diagnosis of psittacosis is not

often made. According to the New
York City Health Department, psitta-

cosis was reported six times in 1970.

and only three times in 1971. It would

be interesting to speculate how^ manv

cases go unreported, considering the

numbers of pigeons that live here witli

us. and the abundance of dried excreta.

Adrienne Smith

Beth Israel Medical Center

New York, New York

I found Dr. Woldow's article infor-

mative, but would like to make some

obsei-vations. First, I have noticed that

the common pigeon has quickly taken

advantage of its original native cliff

habitat where it has found it in .Amer-

ica. I have noticed numbers of them

nesting in the Palisade cliffe in New

Jersev, exactly as their ancestors must

have nested in Eurasia. Therefore. the\

might be considered as a new wild bird,

not a commensal, as thev are now.



COSTUMES
OFTHE EAST
A fascinating history of the costumes of Eastern civilizations

—

from Turkey to Japan, from Palestine to Siberia. Walter A. Fair-

servis, Jr., anthropologist with The American Museum of Natural

History, describes in 160 pages [67 in full color] the costumes,

their functions, and their relation to culture and climate. Soft-

cover $5.95 and hard-cover $15.00. For museum members $5.00

and $12.75, respectively. Please send check or money order to:

The American Museum of Natural History, 17 West 77th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10024



Cape to

Kampala.
The ultimate

African adventure.
Spend an unforgettable 39

days luxuriously touring from
Capetown into the heart of breath-

taking East Africa.

Yourgroup, limited to 25, will

tour in special air-conditioned five-

passenger vehicles with a window
seat for each member. You'll enjoy
personal care and attention, The
limited membership also will

allow for such pleasuresasa la carte

dining, special events and visits to

private homes and small villages.

You will travel through South
Africa, Rhodesia, Kenya, Tanzania,

Uganda. Stay at luxury hotels like

the world-famous Treetops, the IVlt.

Kenya Safari Club and the new Paraa
Safari Lodge, overlooking the Nile.

But best of all, you will

experience the incomparable
physical beauty of Africa. Such
spectacles as the breathtaking

beauty of Victoria Falls.The

Ngorongoro crater. The majesty of

Mt. Kilimanjaro, and the incredible

variety of wildlife: gazelle, zebra,

wildebeest, rhino, lion, and elephant.

But this small advertisement
can't do justice to the sights and
sounds of 39 magnificent days of

beauty, wildlife, deluxe accommoda-
tions and transportation.

There are 14 departures. In all,

only 350 people will be able to

take this ultimate journey. Be one of

them. Send for our free brochure.

^bena;
BelgianWoHd Airlines.

r" n
Sabena Belgian World Airlines N
720 Fifth Avenue
NewYork,N.Y. 10019

Please send me information on the
Sabena Cape to Kampala tour.

Letters continued

Address-

City

L.
My travel agent is_

_Zip_
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Secondly. I disagree that modern ar-

chitecture and skyscrapers have helped

increase the pigeons' numbers. On the

contran'. clean, modern, functional ar-

chitecture offers them fewer niches and

crannies in which to nest. Indeed,

much modern architecture is deUber-

ately planned to be "pigeon-proof." An-
other inhospitable factor in modern
cities is the increasing use of "birth

control grains" to limit their numbers. I

foresee a gradual decline of their urban

populations, perhaps until the time

^\•hen large cities mav hold onlv a min-

uscule flock or two, carefuUv warded as

a memor\^ of the past.

George Rowell
New York, New York

I've long suspected that pigeons are

about as intelligent as they look; now
Norman Woldow's article in the Janu-

ary issue seems to bear me out.

If they roost in Chicago's Loop where

Woldow savs thev do. because, in his

words, "the winter wind is pre-

dominantlv from the northwest, off

Lake Michigan," thev are indeed sillv

birds. Not that the wind is not from tiie

northwest. It is—sweeping down from

Canada's prairie pro\inces, through

Minnesota and Wisconsin, and into the

aptlv named Windv Citv. But Lake

Michigan is to the east.

If the wind were off the lake. Chi-

cago's temperature ^vould be much
more moderate: cooler in summer,

warmer in winter. However, the precip-

itation would be greater. Most birds

would know this, but what can vou ex-

pect of pigeons?

But perhaps I misjudge them. Mavbe
thev roost awav from the lake to be

nearer Citv Hall where, as the legions

of citv employees know, sits the source

of all wannth and light, friend to pigeon

and pavroUer alike—hizzoner the Boss.

Mayor Richard J. Dale\

.

James Prytowski

Evanston. Illinois

Pop Tart TecliiiologTv'

In answer to Jern O'Donnelfs letter

to the editor on technology (January,

1972). I would like to ask why. in spite

of miracle drugs and improved surgical

techniques, has the average life-span in

America increased onlv four years since

1900? Because technology' is creating

diseases as fast as it is getting rid of

them. In 1900 most people died of

pneumonia, tuberculosis, or influenza.

Today: cancer, stroke, heart disease.

And these are on the increase, as are di-

abetes, hemophilia, and mental illness.

Not to mention nem'oses, pathological

social behavior, crimes of violence. We
no longer live in fear? Have you ever

been to New York, Mr. O'Donnell?

Adelle Davis has called this nation:

the best fed and worst nourished. Tech-

nology and its brainchild, the advertis-

ing industry, fool people into beheving

that the food thev shove down their

throats is nutritious. The consumption

of processed food now surpasses the

consumption of unprocessed food in

this country'. Ask the people of Hunza,

who often live more than 100 years,

ho\\- many Pop Tarts thev had for

breakfast.

Insect '"control" has created strains

of poison-resistant mosquitoes and flies

and contaminated many a lake full of

edible fish. Insects pollinate crops and

are an essential link in the food chain

that leads right into our own mouths.

I m afraid the brave new world does

need insects and plenty of them.

Technolog\' is onlv a tool. So are

guns. Guns don't pull their own trig-

gers. Men do. I wonder if wresting the

gun from the man's hand once and for

all wouldn't be more effective than try-

ing to set hmits on when he can and

cannot use it; particularly if the man is

yen" powerful, sits in a high place, and

has a vested interest in using it.

Patty Jo Nelson

Richmond. Maine

Fl^oiii Sonie
Grateful Coyotes

Correspondent Jackie Cobo ("Let-

ters," June-July. 1971). speculated

about what might happen if vour wolf

record were played on a remote speaker

outdoors.

Acting on the suggestion, we played

ours one evening for some half-tame

coyotes who frequent our grounds.

The result was a magnificent an-

tiphonal concert, coyote treble ans^ver-

ing wolf baritone in a truly virtuoso per-

formance. We were irresistibly

reminded of one of Havdn's "echo" di-

vertimentos for two small orchestras.

The record has given us tremendous

pleasure. We—and possibly the coy-

otes—are gi'ateful.

A.MANDA AND PHILIP DUNNE
Malibu. California



Varig presents two tours

that begin with the

most breathtaking sight

you'll ever see.

Until you see the next one.
Untypical tours to untypical places.

The SOUTH AMERICA CLASSIC for

instance will take you and only 23
others to Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay,

Argentina, Chile and Peru.

Your 29 day travel adventure will

begin in Rio with its fantastic views

from Corcovado and Sugarloaf and
continue on from one awe-inspiring

sight to another. Like Peru's Cuzco-
Machu Picchu, the scene of the rise

and fall of the ancient Inca empire.

And Iguassu Falls, 275 cascades in a

mile and a half crescent more spec-

tacular than Niagara. Be sure to

bring your wide angle lens to capture

the sweeping architecture of Brasilia

—a super modern world of tomorrow
wrought from a wilderness.

The highlight of THE CLASSIC is a five

day visit to the GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
—one of the most fascinating and
least-visited places in the world.

When Charles Darwin first set foot

here 135 years ago, it inspired him to

write the "Origin of the Species".

Standing in his footsteps you will see
pretty much what he saw because
these islands are still one of the

most untouched centers of natural

beauty in the world. You will be able

to see and photograph rare vari-

eties of unusual birds and animals.

A cruise ship will be your floating

hotel as you go from island to island.

Of course there's much more and
you'll want to read about it in our bro-

chure; but it all starts when you board

your Varig jet for Rio de Janeiro.

And Rio is your first stop on our

adventurous safari to Africa and
Botswana. On our BOTSWANA SAFARI

only nine persons per departure

—

accompanied by an experienced host

—will explore this unspoiled land.

Botswana (formerly the Bechuana-

land Protectorate) resembles Hem-
ingway's Africa of decades ago and

the very cadence of the names of the

places you'll see foretell what may be

the most unforgettable 20 days of

your life. Maun and Lake Ngami.

Tsodilo Hills and Shakawe, Oka-
vango, Khwai River, Moremi Game
Reserve. The Savuti Marshes, Chobe
National Park and Victoria Falls.

You'll see few humans other than

possibly bushmen whose ancestors

have lived there for half a million

years.

But you will see and photograph

wildlife. Perhaps a lone lion en route

to a watering place. Great herds of

buffalo, wildebeeste, zebra

and impala.

On Varig's BOTSWANA SAFARI you

will of course travel in comfort. Some
of the camps and lodges are new

—

having been especially created for

these safaris.

Whichever of our untypical tours you
choose, you'll enjoy Varig's justifi-

ably famous on-board service.

Service that has earned South Amer-
ica's largest airline the reputation as

the world's most elegant way to fly.

Ask your travel agent about these

tours or write to us, Varig Brazilian

Airlines.

SOUTH AMERICA AND AFRICA /\ /\
ARE VARIG PLACES \A^

I Department NH3

I

Box 360, Radio City Station

I

NewYork.N.y. 10019

Please send brochures. I am interested

in D SOUTH AMERICA CLASSIC
a BOTSWANA SAFARI

(please pr nt)

r.ily

state _ -Zip

Telepho e (A ea Code)

Varig serves South America, Africa and Japan
from New York, Miami and Los Angeles.



Down on tlie Farm
A letter from anotlier farmier

In the January. 1972. issue of

Natiral History Magazine the

letter from farmer J. 0. Harvev
uro;es "respect for the land . . .

used to support us all" and suc-

rinctlv catalogs half a dozen impor-
tant sources of pollution. But she
doesn't mention pesticides, possibly

the single most important source of

pollution facing us in the 1970s.

On the same evening. January
17, that I read the letter. I also read
an Associated Press dispatch (Kan-
sas City Star) crediting our new
Secretai-v of Agriculture with stat-

ing that if pesticides were banned
from farming, we could not feed all

Americans. That dispatch followed

the departmental line, as expressed

by the administrator of the Re-
search Service of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture: "As we cope
with ... a more populous world

. . . one of the greatest needs is

production of food for billions of

people. At present such production

requires the use of pesticides"

(Science, June 19. 1970).

The statement that pesticides are

required to grow food crops is re-

peated so often by employees of the

Department of Agriculture that

many citizens believe it is true. Ac-

tually, it isn't. Individuals and local

organizations of agriculturists in

many parts of the United, States

have been, and are. demonstrating

that the use of pesticides (her-

bicides and insecticides) is not nec-

essary in food production.

One example is a 107-acre farm
that I manage in Marvsville Town-

by E. Raymond Hall

ship. Miami County, Kansas. Five

acres are pasture. 22 are woodland
along a creek, and 80 are culti-

vated. No pesticides have ever been
used on growing crops on this farm.

Corn. milo. soybeans, and wheat are

the crops raised now. For any given

year in the period from 1886
through 1964 there was little or no
difference in the yields from farms
with comparable ground throughout

the township. However, in the

seven years since then, herbicides

were introduced on neighboring

farms and the yield per acre on mv
80 acres has been greater than on
comparable land, especially when
soybeans were planted where corn

had been gi'own the vear before. On
the comparable land, residues of

herbicides applied to inhibit the

growth of broad-leaved weeds in

corn fields accumulate in the soil,

causing the soybeans, themselves

broad-leaved plants, to be puny.

Other kinds of herbicides applied in

order to inhibit the growth of

grasses in soybean fields accumulate

in the soil and cause the corn

plants, themselves grasses, to be

puny, especially when corn is

planted where soybeans had been
grown the vear before.

The following paragraphs explain

how application of herbicides re-

sults in smaller vields per acre.

The farmer who plants and har-

vests row crops on 500 acres (260
corn and 240 soybeans), bv means
of four-row" machinery and without

using pesticides, likely passes over

the land eight times to prepare the

seed bed. plant, cultivate, and har-

vest the crop. In doing this, he av-

erages about 30 acres in a nine-

hour day—more acres when disking

and fewer when planting. For 100
bushels of corn per acre and 40
bushels of soybeans per acre he mav
gross $50,000 ($1 per bushel for

corn and $2.50 per bushel for soy-

beans).

If the farmer attempts to elimi-

nate weeds bv spraying an her-

bicide once instead of bv cultivating

three times, he passes over the land

a total of only six instead of eight

times. This reduces his time spent

in the field bv 25 percent. The use

of herbicides mav reduce the vield

per acre bv 10 percent. Under these

conditions, the farmer, who ordi-

narily wishes to produce in one year

as many bushels as possible, at-

tempts to rent SSVs percent more
land (167 acres) and farm it (using

herbicides) in the extra time he has.

Even with a 10 percent reduction

in yield per acre, from 667 acres

(347 acres of corn and 320 of soy-

beans) he could gross $60,030—or
$10,030 more than from 500 acres.

But is there a better way to farm?

(In 1971. the difference was 30 per-

cent—79 vs. 113 bushels—on corn,

but less than 30 percent on milo

and sovbeans. Corn blight lowered

the yield in fields adjoining the land

managed bv me, which was blight-

free. Presence or absence of blight

is not known to be related to pesti-

cides or their residues in the soils,

however.)

Considering the common interest.



ENJOY THIS SPECTACULAR NEW

Color Slide Art Lecture
IN YOUR HOME FOR ^1

You will view 20 famous

masterpieces by the great

ji LEONARDO DA VINCI

each one projected on your wall in

THE FULL GLORY OF THE ORIGINALS.

You will receive fascinating commentary

on each painting and its place in the

life of the artist. You will discover a new

way to increase your enjoyment and

understanding of the world's great art.

A special demonstration offer from the new ColOf SHdC PfOgram Of tHC GrCat MaStCfS

THERE IS NO EXPERIENCE in the world of

art more thrilling than to stand before a

magnificent painting-and to learn about it

from someone who knows the work well.

Suddenly everything you see takes on new
meaning, as you begin to understand fully

what the artist is communicating through

his particular choice of color, form, brush

stroke, and theme.

Now, your family can share this exciting

experience—and important cultural advan-

tage-at home, through the entirely new
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters.

You view world-famous works of art pro-

jected on your own wall in the full glory of

the original canvases—while a noted author-

ity points out the significant aspects of each

painting, and gives you fascinating back-

ground on the man behind the masterpiece.

This method of art education-the color

slide art lecture-is widely used by leading

museums and universities. It has never be-

fore been made available to families at home.

A new way to deepen your appreciation of art and artists

As a subscriber, you are offered a series of un-

usual albums, each containing 20 color slides of

priceless paintings by a celebrated master. These
superb 35mm slides were created by specialists

in art photography working in leading museums
and collections throughout Europe and Amer-
ica. The authentic colors of the original paint-

ings, every subtle line and detail, are brilliantly

revealed on these slides. They can be shown on

any standard home slide projector. (If you do

not own a projector, you may obtain one at low

cost with your trial Album. See the special offer

at the right.)

The color slides, however, are only one part

of the Album. Bound into the center of each

Album is an illustrated 40-page guided lecture

which discusses the artist's life as well as each

of the 20 paintings presented; its place m the de-

velopment of the artist, its importance m the

history of art, its reflection of the tastes and atti-

tudes of the period.

As you view the paintings projected on your

wall and read the absorbing commentary, you

and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in the enjoyment of art. If you have

been disappointed by the inadequacies of small

prints and art reproductions, you will be de-

lighted with the thrilling visual experience of-

fered by the Color Slide Program of the Great

Masters. It is very much like taking your own
"private tour" with an art expert guiding you

through the world's finest collections.

Tlie Program is flexible-the cost is low

Approximately every six weeks, you are of-

fered a complete new Color Slide Album ot 2U

distinctive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forth-

coming Albums will be devoted to the lives and

works of such great masters as Michelangelo,

Rembrandt, Goya, Gauguin, and Picasso, as

well as Rubens, Caravaggio, Van Gogh. Lau-

Irec, Chagall, and other outstanding artists from

every major period.

If the slides were available from museums,
you would expect to pay as much as $15 a set.

Yet, as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $6.95 for each complete Album-including

20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.

you may take as few or as many as you like,

and may stop whenever you wish.

Accept this $1 demonstration offer

To introduce you to the Color Slide Program of

the Great Masters, we will send you the Color

Slide Album, Leonardo da Vinci (described

above), for 10 days trial. If you are delighted

with the demonstration, and wish to continue

with the Program, send only $1, plus a few cents

for shipping. Thereafter, you will be offered a

new Album approximately every six weeks

at the low price of only $6.95. If not thrilled,

however, simply return everything within 10

days, tell us you do not wish to continue, and

you will be under no further obligation. Mail

the attached card today.

IF YOU 00 NOT HAVE A PROJEHOR, here's an unusual op-

Dorlunlly. Wo can otter you Ihc sensational Kodak Car-

ousel 600 Projector supplied with a SOOwatt lamp, and

3-inch t/3 5 Ektanar lens. This top-rated projector snows

aU recular 2"x2" 35mm slides.

It has dependable gravity feed

and you have instant access t^

any slide at any time. List price

$64.95-subscribcrs' price only ,

J48.95. Remittance must ac-

company trial subscription form.

If you are not completely de-

lighted with the projector, you

may return In 10 days for a full

refund.

If Reply Card has been removed, write Color

Slide Program of the Great Masters, Dept. AY-121

330 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.



TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR
THOSE WHO OREAM OFA BEAUTIFUL

LITTLE COTTAGE BY THE SEA.
Many still dream of a quiet place by the sea, and yet there

are only a few left. Pine Knoll Shores is one of them.
This rare community is tucked away in tall timber and

thick vegetation on an island off the coast of North Carolina.
It's ideal for a vacation retreat, retirement or an invest-

ment, because we intend to keep it the peaceful place that it is.

We have a beautiful booklet describing Pine Knoll Shores.
Its people. And the types of homes that have been built.

We hope you'll send for it right away.
Jf you lie around and dream too much longer, then

your dream will become a reality.

I

But for somebody else
p||^|^ K|||Q|J^ SHORES

Write Dept.222, Pine Knoll Shores. RO.Box736, Morehead City, N.C.28557

City/ state/ Zip

Note — A statement and offering statement has been filed with the Department of State of the State of New York.
The filing does not constitute approval of the sale or lease or offer for sale or lease by the Department of State
or any officer thereof or that the Department of State has in any way passed upon the merits of such offering.

A copy of the offering statement is available, upon request, from the subdivider and in addition thereto the as-

signed advertising number. NYA 1 1080-1

sys-
here. And you can see

exaclly how it works, in this authentic operating
scale model. Someday soon, your car will probably
run on a Wankel. This is the engine you've been
reading about in The Wall Street Journal. Time
Magazine and The New York Times. Wankel-pow-
ered cars have been making headlines throughout
the world. General Motors recently paid S50 million
for the rights to use the revolutionary Wankel Ro-
tary Engine in its cars. And such noted manufac-
turers as Rolls-Royce, Mercedes-Benz, Alfa Romeo

ady developing Wankel-pow-

Works Without Pistons.

What makes the Wankel
run? Instead of conventional
cylinders and pistons, it uses
unique triangular rotors that
rotate in combustion cham-
bers shaped like fat figure
eights. Why is the pistonless
Wankel better? Because it's

less than ', i the size and
weight of conventional en-

sepower! And has 40% fewer
rts. No valves, no rods, no lifters, no cam shafts,

no crank shafts. Which means less friction, less
wear and tear, less need for repair. And the faster
it goes, the quieter it gets.

Fully Authentic Scale Model.
We find the whole thing incredibly fascinating. So
will you, with your own motorized see-through
model of this automobile engine of the future. We
have a kit that duplicates the amazing Wankel in

authentic l/5ih scale right down to the very last

plug, gear and oil cap. This fully detailed operating
model has a transparent, heavy plastic housing. You
can actually see the triangular rotors turning on

their shaft. You see the continual flash of igniting
spark plugs. You see the rotating fan blades. You
see the moving fan belt of real rubber. You hear
the powerful deep-throated whir of the motor. All

trolled by your own touch on the stick-shift on-
off 5 'itch.

gines of the same ho

The model that separates the men from the toys.
This is not a plaything for preschoolers. It is an
intricate, fully operational scale model of a major
automotive development. A "must" for hobbyists,
auto buffs and guys of alt ages who love to build
things. An impressive attention-getter for your of-
fice or den. A significant visual teaching aid. A
history-making forerunner of things to come!
Order No. 43140: Wankel Rotary Engine- Kit.

Comes with all pre-painted parts, motor, display
stand and easy-to-follow instructions. Uses two
inexpensive AA batteries (not incl.)

obtainable everywhere. The price?
As amazing as the engine itself:

only $7.50 complete, including
postage and handling. Send check
money order. (N.Y. residents add
sales tax.V

FREE gift catalog on request.

THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE
The GALLERY guarantees EVERYTHING; The
quality, accuracy of description, availability,

prompt delivery. If not delighted, return the
Wankel Engine Kit within 3 weeks after you re-

ceive it (not the usual 10 days) for an instant
refund of purchase price.

;>i/ine things

ail fcorr3^GALLERY
Dept. 3467, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010

it would seem that, in Miami
County, for each 2,500 acres of cul-

tivated land there should be at least

five instead of four farmers and that

thev should control weeds by culti-

vation and should not use pesti-

cides. This svstem produces more
bushels per acre and more total

bushels.

Furthermore, under this svstem
the fish in the creek grow big and
do not die prematurely because of

pesticide residues, which have al-

ready stilled the spring voices of

five bird species in the woodland on
and around the land that I manage.

,

Tlie example outlined above is

only one strand of the web that

regulates the lives of man, other ani-

mals, and plants in the current

green (agricultural) revolution, but

illustrates why I am verv' tired of

being informed that pesticides are

required to grow enough food
crops.

I yield to the temptation to com-
ment upon two other points made
bv the administrator of the Agricul-

tural Research Service in his article

in Science. First, with respect to

certain newly developed dangerous

pesticides, the administrator of the

USDA's Research Service wrote

that "scientists argue their data and
conclusions . . . until shreds of

truth can be aggregated to establish

the fact" that use of those pesticides

should or should not be banned. To
mv way of thinking, the reverse

procedure is in order: that is. those

pesticides should be banned until

exhaustive testing proves their use

to be in the public interest.

Second, his statement that "no
data on humans are available" con-

cerning the effects of the herbicide

2,4,5-T is surprising because some
acquaintances of mine who used

considerable amounts of it became
ill and died shortly after. They re-

ported having been told at the cHn-

ics where thev went for treatment

that their illness and accompanying

blood dvscrasia probablv resulted

from 2,4,5-T. In mv immediate

neighborhood such information cir-

culates by word of mouth, and as a

consequence less 2,4,5-T is used

than agents of the U.S. Department

of Agriculture recommend. Many
persons feel that, as one farmer put

it, "If you'll notice, a felJow who
uses a lot of that brush killer is apt

to die in about six months of leuke-



Why Were Bankers Warned That This "New Book Could Upset the Savings Applecart" *

How to Make Up to 13 V2%
or More onYour Savings—
All Fully Insured
There are many things hanks don't like to talk about. They don't like to talk about

the fact that they do. indeed, pay interest rates of 8%, 10%, 13'/2%. and often

more, to a select group of knowledgeable depositors!

What's Ihe differ belween ihes'

nply -the the

certain "inside" techniques oj depo^ a "•-
^ithdrawinf; their sa\inf;s tall perfectly ienal. in-

cidentally) that you don't! And—therefore they
earn t^'o Id three nines as much interest on those
savings as you do! Like this . . .

Would It Be Worth An Extra Ten Minutes

A Month To You-To Bring Home Two Or

Three Times As Many Dollars From Your

Savings As You're Getting Today?

The procedure is simple. But to put it to work
for you. tomorrow, you have to know these few
"smari-money" facts:

1. Most thrifty people in this country today arc

actually losing money on iheir savings. The inter-

est they get from a regular bank account is actu-

ally far less than the lost purchasing power that

inflation cuts right out of their savings.

This is one of the great social tragedies of our
time. It means that if you are thrifty and prudent
in this country today, you arc penalized. Either

you arc driven to speculate in the stock market,
where you can be wiped out overnight. Or you try

lo secure safety for your hard-earned capital in a

bank

—

and watch infiaiion turn your dreams of

earh retirement and financial independence into

dtisi!

2. But you just don't have to accept these /mo
tragic choices anv longer! Now there is a Third
Way lo invest your money, that gives you the

absolute safely you want, plus huge guaranteed
returns that you may not even have dreamed pos-

Read What The Banking
Industry Itself Says

About This Startling Volume!

NEW BOOK COULD UPSET
THE SAVINGS APPLECART
TIGHT MOSEY. Regulation Q. and the

much-louied Age of the Consumer, are

key ingredients in a fiammahle mixture
ahoui to he ignited by a hook which could
explode in the face of the commercial
banking industry this year. This says:
"The millions of people who have saved

a few dollars in the form of savings ac-

counts and insurance have been prevented
from gaining any profit from their invest-

ment—indeed they have been forced to
accept real losses—by what amounts to
government agency fiat. These depositors
have contributed more, perhaps, to the
growth of our economy than any other
group, and it is unjust that controls apply
only to interest rates to depositors, while
there are no controls over the inflationary
wage and price increases. Conditions per-
mitting this 20 years of discrimination
should be changed."

/ am quoting from a book, titled, "Don't
Bank On It! How To Make Up to LV/2
percent and More on Your Savings—All
Fully Insured.-
The book-is dedicated "to the members

of the median income group, those truly

forgotten men whose savings deposits make
banking, as we know it, possible."

"Don't Bank On It" may be coming out
at an auspicious time, as the general pub-
lic is becoming more aware of high inter-

est rates, and. thanks to truth in lending,

is being conditioned to look at rates of 12

or 18 percent as low. No doubt he'll soon
recognize that 4 or 5 percent is peanuts.

*Bank Marketing Management,
Feb., 1970.

About the Authors
Martin J. Meyer is president of the Na-
tional Depositors Cooperative Association.
He also serves as Vice President and Sec-
retary of Intercept Tele-Communications.
Inc-, a new international cable and tele-

graphic interception and forwarding orga-
nization. Mr. Meyer has written numerous
magazine articles on banking, thrift, and
inflation.

Dr. Joseph M. McDaniel, Jr., recently
elected President of the World Health
Organization, was Secretary of the Ford
Foundation from 1953 until his retirement
m 1967 and Dean of the School of Com-
merce at Northwestern University. His
distinguished career includes government
service with the Economic Cooperative

3. U is based on one simple fact: '

depositors are completely passive about where and
how they save their money' They ake the

iry to lear
"inside workings" of the banking system. There-
fore, they never even hear about the "super-sav-
ings-accounts" that can yield them far more than
ordinary interest on their money.

And, above all. they have never heard about the
simple, ingenious techniques of "Loophole Depos-
iting"! Active, precisely-timed deposits and with-
drawals that take an average of ten minutes of
your time per month

—

and bring you back 87c...
W^i^f ..-even 197c on every dollar, with exactly
the same total safety that you get on ordinary
bank accounts today!

You Do Only What The Banks And Savings

And Loan Associations Themselves

OPENLY PERMIT. Except Now-
YOU DO IT A LITTLE SMARTER!

out of
the over one hundred million people who have
savings accounts, only about forty thousand of
them use these techniques. They are still brand-
new— virtually-unknown. Only now has a book
been published that reveals them to every man
and woman who is willing to riskonS^ stamp to
learn them!
The time required to read this book from cover

to cover IS approximately one weekend. Or. if you
wish to skip the banking background at its begin-
ning, it will take you about an hour or two to
learn these "Active Depositing" techniques them-
selves. And once you learn them, from that mo-
ment on. you will be able to exploit every legal
loophole in the entire banking system, includmg:
How to get more than 87o interest per year as

an absolute minimum, with hardly any more work
than filling out your deposit slip in a different
way. And then go from there all the way up to as
much as 19% to 25% in special situations, for
limited periods!

How to protect yourself against the possibility
of interest rates dropping in the future. So you're
guaranteed the high interest rates available to you
today, even if tomorrow your friends find their
return on their savings cut in half!

How to make banks pay interest to you on
money you don't reafly even have on deposit—on
non-existent money—on money you have already
spent! (And the bank loves you for it. Because,
no matter how much you make, they make more!
Page 143 shows you how.)

Yes, how you can even earn high interest on
your credit card! So that you are now earning in-

terest on other people's money—ant/ spending it

Special Warning Section: Two common mis-
takes, that unknowingly trap thousands of deposi-
tors every year, that could completely destroy
\our savings!

And how to defer inci">me tax on the interest
you get. Two plans that offer marvelous tax-shel-
tered advantages.

And—let us repeal once again

—

all completely
protected by United States Government Insuring
Agencies! With no service charges

—

no minimum
balances—no legal technicalities! Ready to go to

work right now for the investor with $500—or
$500,000!

Prove Every Penny Of It Yourself—

Entirely At Our Risk!

The top money men in this country—the very
banks themselves— use these techniques! Why
shouldn't you? All you risk to learn them all is a
8i stamp with the Coupon below! Why not send
it in—and start your savings earning double and
triple interest—87c to J3'/27c or more—TODAY!

31 HanM Ave.. Dept. ADX-3 Freeport. NY. 11520

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY! 1

JAY NORRIS CORP., 31 Hanse Ave.,

Dept. ADX-3 Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Please ri sh me: (quar tity)

copv(iesl of DON'T BANK ON T. 1

underslan d the book is mine lor

$8.98 CO mplele. In oddi ion, 1 un-

derslond that 1 may ex jmine this

book for a full 30 days entire y Q\

your risk If ol Ihe end of Ihal 1 me.

1 am not solisfied, 1 will simply re-

lurn Ihe book lo you for every cent

of my money bock.

n SAVEI Order TWO lor SI6.0C com

plele. Mokes on ideal gifti

Enclosed is n check or D money
order fo lolol of $

New York residents odd soles lax.

Name (pr inl)

Tily

Sfntp 7in

© }ay Norris Corp., 1972

-



A Naturalist at Large

Attitudes
on Acupianctiire

Reports about a Chinese medical
teclinlque didn't exactly set some Am^erlcan

scientists on pins and needles

A funnv thing happened to me
on the way back from Peking,

where, together with Ethan Signer

of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, I had been one of the

first two American scientists to visit

since 1949. Impressed by the ob-

vious improvements in the physical

conditions of life of the Chinese

people; by the virtual abolition of

hunger, disease, floods, and
drought; bv the dynamism of the

workers in factories and, especially,

on the communes; and by the in-

credible alterations in education

and research wrought by the Cul-

tural Revolution, we were eager to

talk often and at length about these

and other things we had seen dur-

ing our eventful visit to the

People's Republic of China. By
chance, during the initial interview

with representatives of the press, ra-

dio, and television upon our arrival

at Kennedy Airport on Mav 25,

1971, we happened to mention that

we had witnessed in Peking four

major operations performed with

acupuncture needles as the sole

anesthetic agents. We had intended

this piece of news as one illustration

of the fact, that the Chinese know
some things that we didn't know,
and that any scientific exchanges

with them would therefore be of

benefit to both parties. But the re-

mark was not accepted in that con-

text, and since that first interview,

by Artliur W. Galston

acupuncture has become, perforce,

one of the major topics discussed

whenever we have appeared to talk

about our journey to China. Fur-

thermore, the discussions have be-

come complicated by an acrimony
we had not anticipated. It is no ex-

aggeration to say that professional

friends of long standing began to

doubt our judgment and took to

"needling" us because we appar-

ently believed what we had seen

and been told about acupuncture.

We were aware, of course, that

acupuncture is not a new devel-

opment and that it has been used in

various wavs for more than 4,000
years, mainly in China. Allegedly

originated by the chance discovery

that arrows shot into one part of a

soldier's body could produce loss of

sensation in other parts of the body,

acupuncture developed into a

therapeutic technique in which very

slender and flexible needles are in-

serted into discrete parts of the

body; they are then rotated or

twisted gentlv so as to produce

stimulation at some desired depth

below the surface and a subsequent

loss of sensation elsewhere. Over
the years, acupuncture has devel-

oped into a reasonably well-orga-

nized body of empirical knowledge.

Some 365 effective points in the

body are generally recognized, al-

though we were told that the num-
ber has been expanded to about

1,000 during the last few years of

the Cultural Revolution. This has

occurred mainly through the volun-

teer efforts of members of the

People's Liberation Army who
probed their own bodies with fine

needles. Insertion of the delicate

needles into the effective points is

reported to produce loss of sensa-

tion in very specific and localized

areas, frequently at great distances

from the point of insertion of the

needle. The needles are not espe-

cially painful to insert, nor is there

any unpleasant aftereffect. The
technique is said to be useful for re-

lieving distress caused by such ail-

ments as arthritis, tension, con-

vulsions, and migraine headaches,

and is much used for these purposes

in China, in other Asian countries,

and to a certain extent in France,

Germany, and elsewhere on the Eu-

ropean continent. It has never

found much favor in Britain, the

United States, or other countries in

the Western Hemisphere, although

a College of Acupuncture has

recently been established in Van-

couver, British Columbia, staffed

mainly by Oriental practitioners.

The reluctance of the Western

world to accept acupuncture has re-

sulted partly from the fact that it is

not always successful and partly be-

cause analgesic drugs and other

convenient pain-killing devices cire

available to us. Especially difficult

From The Yale Review Copyright ©1972 by Yale University



ENDANGERED WILDLIFE
A Series of .999 Fine Silver Medals

Produced by American Arts Inc. • Authorized by the National Wildlife Federation

Each coin is struck from 8 gauge metal and is 1-9/16" diameter.

Kirtland's Warbler Southern Sea Otter American Peregrine Falcon Sonoran Prongh^

American Arts Inc.

P.O. Box 290
Paoli, Pa. 19301

ENDANGERED WILDLIFE
Application & Order Form

Please enroll me as a Patron of Endan-
gered Wildlife. Enclosed is payment for

Southern Bald Eagle Medal. I understand
that the remaining 11 medals will be
shipped along with Invoice at one-month
intervals and that I may cancel my sub-
scription at any time.

G Souttiern Bald Eagle

SILVER $15.00

D Soutliern Bald Eagle

BRONZE $5.00

I wish to pay for complete set of Endan-
gered Wildlife Medals now. but under-

stand I will receive them at monthly
intervals.

Album shipped with first medal.

Platinum set struck on special order.

O Complete SILVER set: $180.00

a Complete BRONZE set: $60.00

Pa. residents add 6 % sales tax_

Total remittance enclosed $_

Also available in Bronze State- Zip



BREAK-THROUGH
ONE-STEP ENTRANCE
INTO THE FASCINATING FIELD OF CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY

NOVOFLEX
AUTO-DIAPHRAGM LENS

AND AUTOMATIC
BELLOWS "SYSTEM"

SHOOT FROM 8" TO 30" WITH
ELECTRONIC FLASH WITHOUT

CHANGING

For Nikon, Pentax,
Minolta, Topcon,
and Canon

A. Rear mount fits camera of your choice.
Specify camera when ordering Novoflex auto
bellows and Noflexar auto diaphragm lens.
Nikon, Pentax, Topcon, Canon, and Minolta,

B. World's only line of fully automatic bellows,
completely coupled between camera and lens
automatic diaphragm. Use your camera's auto-
matic lenses or short mount auto Noflexar
1 05mm bellows lens to focus wide open, shoot
stopped down. No other short mount lens and
bellows will do this!

C. Rotating mounting ring with shoe set at
special angle for ctose-up photos, attaches to
and moves with auto bellows lens.

D. The first series of SLR fully automatic short
mount bellows 1 05mm f :4 lenses — the Noflex-
ar. Mechanically coupled to camera via Novo-
flex' automatic bellows without cables. Special
design, correct focal length minimizes distor-
tion, thus allowing ample lens subject, and
proper light throw distance. NO ONE HAS
AUTOMATIC DIAPHRAGM SHORT MOUNT
LENSES BUTNOVOFLEX.
E. Work from 8" to 30" with any guide number
40 electronic flash atf:22 with KodachFome 11.

Forget yesterday's re-calculations and bad ex-
posures. Try to find another system with this

fantastic feature!

F. Special pistol grip operates with or without
single cable release and trigger.

G. Automatic four track bellows with tripod
focusing rack and mechanical inter-lock for all

automatic lenses.

The new flexible Novoflex Auto Bellows/Auto
lens system covers the full range of photog-
raphy from 1 : 1 to infinity and is unequalled by
other designs which are not automatic and lack
the special pistol grip and light ring. An essen-

tial photographic tool for dentists, scientific

photographers, nature lovers, stamp collectors,

etc.

"Most exposure guesswork is eliminated, since
the location of the point light source (strobe) is

based on the inverse square law. As the bellows
is extended, to give greater magnification, more
light is needed to compensate for the additional
extension. Since the light source is mounted at
the lens position and moves with the lens, its

movement, in this case forward and closer to the
subject, provides the increased amount of light

required. The predetermined exposure remains
constant."

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT:

BURLEIGH BROOKS OPTICS, Inc.

44 Burlews Court Hackensack. N.J. 07601

to accept has been the bodv of the-

ory that accompanies the practice:

the Chinese explanations are based

on acupuncture"s effect on internal

adjustment of the relative contribu-

tions of \ in and Yang essences and
upon restoration of the balance of

poorlv characterized bodilv forces

and "humors." To Western medi-

cine, this seems mvstical. inconsist-

ent with known facts of anatomy and

physiology, and internally con-

tradictory. The "meridional points"

on the body into which acupuncture

needles can be inserted with effect do

not coincide with any known ana-

tomical structure. Somewhat more
than half of them do lie along obvious

and well-described neural pathways,

but others have no relation to the po-

sition of nerves. This lack of an ade-

quate body of theors' to account satis-

factorily for the efficacy of the

described points has led. inevitably,

to a rejection bv Western doctors of

the alleged efficacy itself. Thus, we
were not surprised that acupuncture

has not enjoved much esteem in the

\^ estern world, and that manv \^"est-

ern physicians were ready to write it

off as being completely without

therapeutic value.

Our entry into this situation was
certainly fortuitous and accom-
plished under suboptimal condi-

tions. There we were, unexpectedly

in Peking, a molecular biologist and

a plant physiologist, being shown a

startling new advance in anesthetic

technolog\' that had not been wit-

nessed bv any \^ estern physicians.

\^ e were both innocent of the Chi-

nese language, of medical knowl-

edge and of anesthetic techniques,

and had had no opportunity to pre-

pare ourselves for what we were

^^•itnessing. Yet what we saw was so

startling, so direct, and apparently

so easy to understand that we did

not think we should shrink from de-

scribing it when we returned.

The situation was this: We had
requested a visit to a Chinese hospi-

tal so that we could come back with

some impression of the status of

Chinese medicine. Our hosts had ar-

ranged a visit for us to Hospital No.

3 affiliated with Peking Medical

College. During the briefing ses-

sion, when the hospital was being

described to us. we were asked

whether we would care to witness

several operations performed with a

new anesthetic technique. When we
gave our assent, we were taken to

an upstairs room where, after the

usual scrubbing up and donning of

sterilized white robes, we were ad-

mitted to an operating theater. Af-

ter a few minutes, a young man re-

quiring a hernia operation was
wheeled into the room. He was
lively and alert, apparently not wor-

ried about the operation, grateful to

be in such a fine hospital, and quite

happy to talk to us through an in-

terpreter. In a little while, the sur-

geon and some technicians exam-
ined him. conferred briefly, and
then marked on the calves of the

legs and on his abdomen locations

at which the acupuncture needles

were to be inserted. The needles

were then deftly put in at the

marked places and gentlv manipula-

ted until the patient indicated some
numbing of his bodv. Then, to our

surprise, the needles were attached

to delicate wires leading to an elec-

trical junction box, which we sur-

mised was battery operated. Then,

for twenty minutes, a 0.5 milliam-

pere current was permitted to flow

from the 5-volt source. At the end
of this time, the appropriate abdom-
inal area was probed bv the sur-

geon. Since it was completely

anesthetized, he made the incision

and began the operation. To lav-

men, he seemed very skilled and

the team of nurses and technicians

verv crisp and efficient. The patient

remained awake and alert through-

out, and both the doctors and we
were able to converse with him
from time to time. We left as he

was being sewed up.

We then proceeded in turn to

three other operating theaters,

where we witnessed operations for

removal of a gastric ulcer, a thyroid

tumor, and an ovarian tumor. This

last operation was perhaps the most

spectacular. The young woman in-

volved was unusually cheerful and

confident. When she heard the sur-

geon remark that the tumor had

been successfully removed, she

asked to see it. We have a fine pho-

tograph of her looking with interest

at the baseball-sized tumor held in a

porcelain trav near her head as the

surgeons are stitching up the lower

part of her body.

We were not able, in our brief

stay in China, to follow the further

fate of these patients, but we were

told that most patients make a

speedy and uneventful recovery.

Continued on page 92
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An Apache Indian child. Afamilyof six in a tiny two-room house.
No water. No heat. No electricity. In the center of this

desolation Erilnda Cosay. A child of five.

A child who hasn't seen her father since she was three.
A child who must travel four miles a day to school.

A child whose last dress was a castoff.
Eriinda needs your help so she can help herself.

And through Save the Children Federation
you can give her that help.

For $15.00 a month you can sponsor an American
Indian child like Eriinda.

So that there can be electricity in the house
instead of kerosene and wood.

So Eriinda can have a new dress. And books.
So Eriinda's neighbors can improve their

village. With a community well. A new
road. Perhaps a laundromat. To make

money to buy necessities to make
dependent people independent.

And for you there's even more. The
chance to correspond with a child. To

receive a photograph.
And progress reports.

Eriinda's mother instructs her in tribal
* customs, so Eriinda can learn about her past.

Won't you help her learn about her future?

If the
children are

going to save
the world,
won't you

please help
save the

' children?

liad'iiBnaa

Save the Children Federation,
founded in 1932, is registered
with the U.S. State Department

Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign Aid.

Contributions are income
tax deductible.

I wish to contribute $15.00 a month to sponsor a D boy
D Where the need is most urgent D Europe

D girl:

D American Indian
D Appalachia
D Africa

Enclosed is my first payment

n $15.00 monthly
D $45.00 quarterly
D $90.00 semiannually
D $180.00 annually

D Latin America
D Vietnam
D India

D Middle East
D Korea
n Southern U.S.

D Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $.
D Please send me more information.

Name .

City. .Zip.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852
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The Human Strategy

Warfare
Old and New
since tlie original reasons for war are

no longer valid, why does it persist?

by Marvin Harris

Warfare, as many of us will

grimlv acknowledge, is unique to

mankind. No other animal engages

in the organized slaughter of adja-

cent populations of its own species.

It would almost seem that evolu-

tionary theory predicts that warfare

is impossible, for how can natural

selection favor a trait that involves

predation within the species?

The fact that warfcu-e is uniquely

human should immediately dispel

the currently popular belief—gener-

ated by Konrad Lorenz and Robert

Ardrey, among others—that we go

to war because of our aggressive an-

imal instincts. The fiercest sociaOy

organized predators such as hons,

hyenas, and wolves are aggressive,

but they don't make war. There-

fore, the explanation for warfare

cannot be found in the traits that

we share with other animals, such

as the capacity to become violent,

but rather in the traits that we don't

share with them. The causes of war

must be associated with some pecu-

liarity of culture, man's primary

evolutionary mode of adapting to

natural conditions.

I am becoming more and more

convinced that to understand the

causes of warfare we must first dis-

tinguish between the functions of

wjirfare in primitive and in modern

contexts. What does it accomplish?

Among most primitive peoples war-

fare was an adaptive cultural re-

sponse to ecological conditions.

There was no alternative that did

not also involve premature death.

Primitive warfare arose as part of a

complex system that prevented hu-

man populations from exceeding

the carrying capacity of their habi-

tats. For a human group with a

given level of technology, carrying

capacity means the maximum popu-

lation that can be sustained in an

area without inducing irreversible

degradation of the ecosystem. Typi-

cally, the approach toward the limit

of carrying capacity among primi-

tives first manifests itself in a reduc-

tion in the efficiency of food pro-

duction: a unit of labor produces a

smaller yield. Sooner or later the

population must be limited if the

group is to remain viable.

With primitive technology, all

methods of population control are ei-

ther unreliable or lethal. For con-

traception, primitives are limited to

coitus interruptus, a highly unre-

liable technique at best. As for abor-

tions, they are both unreliable and

dangerous. The principal techniques

consist of administering an herbal

poison to the pregnant woman, tying

her with tight bands, or jumping on

her lower abdomen. These practices

reduce the infant population, but

they also kill off a substantial por-

tion of the adult women.
In the absence of an effective

contraceptive technology, the

easiest way to limit population is to

expose a group's infants to the ef-

fects of the approaching ecological

pinch. Simple neglect of babies is

perhaps the most common form of

population control. This wUl begin

to take effect at a point well below

maximum carrying capacity as

mothers, burdened by extra work,

become less responsive to the de-

mands of their children. The babies

cry unattended for longer periods

and the mothers nurse them less ef-

fectively or less often. In ecological

perspective, the line separating in-

fant neglect from infanticide is ex-

tremely thin. In few primitive cul-

tures will the members admit that

the murder of children is common.
But unconscious deprivations can

exert as much influence on infant

mortality as dehberate infanticide.

Now we come to the heart of the

problem. To be an effective means
of population control, infant mortal-

ity must affect girls rather than

boys. AU the male children can sur-

vive to reproductive age without in-

creasing population as long as the

number of females and their aver-

age fertility remain constant. In a

recent survey of the censuses of

112 primitive populations, an-

thropologist William T. Divale

showed that in juvenile age cate-

gories there was an average of 146
males to 100 females. Among
groups still practicing warfare, the

ratio of adult males to females fell

to less than 110:100, indicating a

high rate of mortality for adult

males. Against the background of

detailed case studies, such as Napo-

leon Chagnon's work with the

Yanomamo in Venezuela, these fig-

ures strongly suggest a systemic

relationship between culturally in-

duced female infant mortality and

primitive warfare.

I believe this relationship can be

explained as follows: The severe im-

balance between the sexes is so-

cially unstable. Sooner or later, as

among the Yanomamo, groups raid

their neighbors to steal each other's

women. Once this raiding, or war-

fare, begins it encourages more fe-

male infant mortality, since warfare

places a premium on expanding the

male infant population. Human
warfare itself may not be adaptive,

but female infant mortality is. Thus

the primary function of primitive

warfare is not to kill off "surplus"

males but to insure the continuation
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compendium...
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—S.Dillon Ripley. Secretary. Smithsonian Institution
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of high levek of female infant mor-
tality. Much of what we nowadays
regard as male chauvinism has its

roots in this situation. One con-

clusion that I draw from this is that

the w'hole complex of masculine ag-

gressiveness is a bv-product. not a

cause of war.

Unpleasant as it mav be. it is dif-

ficult to avoid the conclusion that

svarfare began as part of an ecolos;-

icallv adaptive system of population

control. Death through combat
strikes us as wasteful: vet for primi-

tive peoples the alternative to war
for balancing the adult sex ratios

was the expansion of male infant

mortality.

I hasten to add that mv analysis

of warfare in the present century

leads to an entirely different con-

clusion. Todav we are confronted

with equal rates of male and female

infant mortality, and a steady de-

cline in both. This has created the

modern population explosion, itself

a response to the higher carrying

capacities possible with modern
technology-. For a long time now in

modern societies, warfare and se-

lective female infant mortality have

been unhinged. As a result, modern
^varfare. contrary to popular Mal-

thusian doctrines, has ceased to be

an effective means of population

control. Each of the major wars of

this century—World War I, IL Ko-

rea, and Vietnam—has failed to re-

duce the rate of growth of the com-

batant populations. Despite the

scale of slaughter, the fertility of

the female sur\'ivors has easily

made up for the losses in combat.

For example, the population of

South \ ietnam grew at the phenom-
enally high rate of 3 percent a vear

during the past decade.

\^ e are all aware that the means
for making more efficient wars are

available and that a nuclear ex-

change could readily achieve a cata-

strophic decline in world popu-

lation. At least temporarily,

however, the link bet^veen ^var and

population control has been broken.

At the same time, advances in con-

traception technologrv provide us

W'ith an alternative to infant mortal-

ity that need not involve a single

premature human death. \^Tiv then

does warfaiT persist? I shall have to

postpone mv answer, concluding

for the moment only that neither in-

stincts nor population can serve as

reasons.
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THE WORLD OF UNDBLAD TRAVEL

A Lars-Eric Lindblad cruising expedition

into the South Atlantic and Antarctica

is not only exciting, it is highly unique.

Of the many exciting adventures the

M. S. Lindblad Explorer has enjoyed to

date, none has exceeded the Antarctic

expeditions. As evidence we can proudly

point to the growing number of repeat

passengers and ever-expanding passen-

ger list, embracing people from all

corners of the earth, people with varied

interests and vocations.

We believe that our 1973 cruises to the

fascinating Falkland Islands, followed by

our four expeditions into Antarctica,

should be unique and especially inviting.

For nine seasons we have never failed

to disembark our passengers at the

various scientific stations and landfalls.

Not only are we welcomed by the scien-

tific staff of the various nations, but you

will have the opportunity to see the

remarkable bird and animal life of

Antarctica. For the photographer, the

ever-changing ice formations will be a

challenge.

The M. S. Lindblad Explorer, of

Norwegian registry, has exceptional

ability to navigate in ice packs and con-

stricted waters. She will act as a floating

hotel for its ninety-two passengers.

Scientific guest lecturers will give talks

aboard and lead groups ashore.

Write us for a detailed and informative

brochure.

Dept. NH372
LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 East 55th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send brochure. I am seriously inte

ested in your expeditions to Antarctica.

Telephone (Area Code).



The Elephant Man
by Sir Krederick Treves

For iTiost of his life, Jolin Merrick was
ridiculed and tormented. Yet the soul of a butterfly

continued to flutter in his nionstrous forrn^

Postscript by Asliley Montagu

In the Mile End Road, opposite

to the London Hospital, there was

(and possibly still is) a line of small

shops. Among them was a vacant

greengrocer's which was to let. The
whole of the front of the shop, with

the exception of the door, was hid-

den by a hanging sheet of canvas on

which was the announcement that

the Elephant Man was to be seen

within and that the price of admis-

sion was twopence. Painted on the

canvas in primitive colors was a

life-size portrait of the Elephant

Man. This very crude production

depicted a frightful creature that

could only have been possible in a

nightmare. It was the figure of a

man with the characteristics of an

elephant. The transfiguration was
not far advanced. There was still

more of the man than of the beast.

This fact—that it was still human

—

was the most repellent attribute of

the creature. Tliere was nothing

about it of the pitiableness of the

misshapened or the deformed, noth-

ing of the grotesqueness of the

freak, but merely the loathing insin-

uation of a man being changed into

an animal. Some palm trees in the

background of the picture sug-

gested a jungle and might have led

the imaginative to assume that it

was in this wild that the perverted

object had roamed.

When I first became aware of

this phenomenon the exhibition was

closed, but a well-informed boy

sought the proprietor in a public

From The Elephant
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house and I was granted a private

view on payment of a shilling. The
shop was empty and grev with dust.

Some old tins and a few shrivelled

potatoes occupied a shelf and some

vague vegetable refuse the window.

The light in the place was dim,

being obscured by the painted

placard outside. The far end of the

shop—where I expect the late

proprietor sat at a desk—was cut off

by a curtain or rather by a red ta-

blecloth suspended from a cord by a

few rings. The room was cold and

dank, for it was the month of No-

vember. The year, 1 might sav, was

1884.

The showman pulled back the

curtain and revealed a bent figure

crouching on a stool and covered bv

a brown blanket. In front of it, on a

tripod, was a large brick heated by

a Bunsen burner. Over this the

creature was huddled to warm it-

self. It never moved when the cur-

tain was drawn back. Locked up in

an empty shop and lit by the faint

blue light of the gas jet, this

hunched-up figure was the embodi-

Man by Ashley Montagu, published by Outer

C&pyright: Sir Frederick Treves

ment of loneliness. It might have

been a captive in a cavern or a wiz-

ard watching for unholy manifesta-

tions in the ghostly flame. Outside

the sun was shining and one could

hear the footsteps of the passers-by,

a tune whistled by a boy and the

companionable hum of traffic in the

road.

The showman—speaking as if to

a dog—called out harshly: "Stand

up!" The thing arose slowly and let

the blanket that covered its head

and back fall to the ground. There

stood revealed the most disgusting

specimen of humanity that I have

ever seen. In the course of mv pro-

fession I had come upon lamentable

deformities of the face due to injury

or disease, as well as mutilations

and contortions of the body depend-

ing upon like causes; but at no time

had I met with such a degraded or

perverted version of a human being

as this lone figure displayed. He
was naked to the waist, his feet

were bare, he wore a pair of thread-

bare trousers that had once be-

longed to some fat gentleman's

dress suit.

From the intensified painting in

the street I had iinagined the Ele-

phant Man to be of gigantic size.

This, however, was a little man be-

low the average height and made to

look shorter by the bowing of his

back. The most striking feature

about him was his enormous and

misshapened head. From the brow

there projected a huge bony mass

bridge & Dienstl'rev.



COME ADWilMTUIRDINI^!!

Come.
Venture into

the tunnels of an

ancient pyramid.

Feel the wind

fill the sails

of the Beagle.

Discover

a buried city.

Run with

the wild dogs

of Africa.

Discover the

surprising joys of

beachcombing.

All the worlds of man and nature await you in the
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45600. THE EROTIC OCEAN. Jack Rud'oe. Every-

thing marine enthusiasts need lo locate, preserve,

and identify oceanic specimens. This illustrated

volume is an important contribution to conserva-

tion as well as a guide to scientific beachcomb-
ing. $15.00

85230. THE UNEXPECTED UNIVERSE/THE INVIS-
IBLE PYRAMID. Loren Eiseley. The author weaves
his unique and magical spell as he relates his

haunting experiences with animals and in nature,

speculates on our links to early man. The 2 count
as one book. $12.70

49020. THE FRIENDLY BEAST. Vitus B. Droscher.

Recently discovered facts about the amazing abili-

ties of animals—the great intelligence of chimps,

the democratic organization of bands of ravens

and prairie dogs. $8.95

84910. THE 26 LETTERS. Oscar Ogg. The fasci-

nating history of the alphabet from its misty begin-

nings in Stone Age caves right up to the most
modern forms of computer typesetting, $6.95

64170. THE NEW DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA. (Viore

than 700 pages and 600 illustrations, a compre-
hensive one-volume encyclopedia to answer all

your questions about dogs—care, breeds, showing
and training, proper housing, pertinent laws,
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like a loaf, while from the back of

the head hung a bag of spongv.

fungous-looking skin, the surface of

%\"hich \\-as comparable to brown
cauliflower. On the top of the skull

were a few long lank hairs. The os-

seous growth on the forehead al-

most occluded one eve. The circum-

ference of the head was no less than

that of the man's waist. From the

upper jaw there projected another

mass of bone. It protruded from the

mouth Uke a pink stump, turning

the upper lip inside out and making
of the mouth a mere slobbering

aperture. This gro\\'th from the jaw

had been so exaggerated in the

painting as to appear to be a rudi-

mentary trunk or tusk. The nose

was merely a lump of flesh, only

recognizable as a nose from its posi-

tion. The face was no more capable

of expression than a block of

gnarled wood. The back was hor-

rible, because from it hung, as far

down as the middle of the thish.

huge, sack-like masses of flesh cov-

ered bv the same loathsome cau-

liflower skin.

The right arm was of enormous
size and shapeless. It suggested the

limb of the subject of elephantiasis.

It was o\ergrown also with pendent
masses of the same cauliflower-like

skin. The hand was large and
clumsv—a fin or paddle rather than

a hand. There was no distinction

between the palm and the back.

The thumb had the appearance of a

radish, while the fingers might ha\"e

been thick, tuberous roots. As a

limb it was almost useless. The
other arm was remarkable bv con-

trast. It was not only normal but

wEis, moreover, a delicately shaped

Hmb covered with fine skin and

provided with a beautifiil hand
which any woman might have en-

vied. From the chest hung a bag of

the same repulsive flesh. It was like

a dewlap suspended from the neck

of a lizard. The lower hmbs had the

characters of the deformed arm.

Thev were unwieldy, dropsical

looking and grossly misshapen.

To add a further burden to his

trouble the wTetched man. when a

boy, developed hip disease, which

had left him permanently lame, so

that he could only walk with a

stick. He was thus denied all means
of escape from his tormentors. As
he told me later, he could never run

awav. One other feature must be

mentioned to emphasize his isola-

tion from his kind. Although he was
already repeUent enough, there

arose from the fungous skin-growth

with which he was almost covered a

very sickening stench which was
hard to tolerate. From the showman
1 learnt nothing about the Elephant

Man. except that he was English,

that his name was John Merrick
and that he was twentv-one years of

age.

As at the time of mv discoven" of

the Elephant Man I was the Lec-

turer on Anatomy at the Medical

College opposite, I was anxious to

examine him in detail and to pre-

pare an account of his abnor-

malities. I therefore arranged with

the showman that I should inter-

view his strange exhibit in mv room
at the college. I became at once

conscious of a difficults. The Ele-

phant Man could not show himself

in the streets. He would have been

mobbed bv the crowd and seized bv
the police. He was. in fact, as se-

cluded from the world as the Man
with the Iron Mask. He had. how-

ever, a disguise, although it -svas al-

most as startling as he was himself.

It consisted of a long black cloak

which reached to the ground.

\^lience the cloak had been ob-

tained I cannot imagine. I had onlv

seen such a garment on the stage

wrapped about the figure of a \ ene-

tian bravo. The recluse was pro-

vided with a pair of bag-like slip-

pers in which to hide his deformed

feet. On his head was a cap of a

kind that never before was seen. It

was black like the cloak, had a wide

peak, and the general outUne of a

yachting cap. As the circumference

of Merrick's head was that of a

man's (vaist, the size of this head-

gear may be imagined. From the at-

tachment of the peak a grev flannel

curtain hung in front of the face. In

this mask was cut a wide horizontal

slit through which the wearer could

look out. This costume, worn bv a

bent man hobbling along with a

stick, is probably the most remark-

able and the most uncanny that has

as vet been designed. I arranged

that Merrick should cross the road

in a cab. and to insure his immedi-

ate admission to the college I gave

him mv card. This card was des-

tined to plav a critical part in Mer-

rick's life.

I made a careful examination of

mv visitor the result of which I em-

bodied in a paper. I made little of
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the man himself. He was shy, con-

fused, not a httle frightened and
evidently much cowed. Moreover,
his speech was almost unin-
telligible. The great bonv mass that

projected from his mouth blurred
his utterance and made the articu-

lation of certain words impossible.

He returned in a cab to the place of

exhibition, and I assumed that I had
seen the last of him, especially as I

found next day that the show had
been forbidden bv the police and
that the shop was emptv.

I supposed that Merrick was im-

becile and had been imbecile from
birth. The fact that his face was in-

capable of expression, that his

speech was a mere spluttering and
his attitude that of one whose mind
was void of all emotions and con-

cerns gave grounds for this belief

The conviction was no doubt en-

couraged by the hope that his in-

tellect was the blank I imagined it

to be. That he could appreciate his

position was unthinkable. Here was
a man in the hevdav of youth who
was so vilely deformed that every-

one he met confronted him with a

look of horror and disgust. He was
taken about the country to be ex-

hibited as a monstrosity and an ob-

ject of loathing. He was shunned
like a leper, housed like a wild

beast, and got his only view of the

world from a peephole in a show-
man's cart. He was, moreover,
lame, had but one available arm,
and could hardly make his utter-

ances understood. It was not until I

came to know that Merrick was
highly intelligent, that he possessed

an acute sensibility and—worse
than all—a romantic imagination

that I realized the overwhelming
tragedy of his life.

The episode of the Elephant Man
was. 1 imagined, closed; but I was
fated to meet him again—two years

later—under more dramatic condi-

tions. In England the showman and
Merrick had been moved on from
place to place by the police, who
considered the exhibition degrading

and among the things that could not

be allowed. It was hoped that in the

uncritical retreats of Mile End a

more abiding peace would be
found. But it was not to be. The of-

ficial mind there, as elsewhere, very

properly decreed that the pubhc ex-

posure of Merrick and his defor-

mities transgressed the limits of de-

cency. The show must close.

The showman, in despair, fled

with his charge to the Continent.
Whither he roamed at first I do not
know, but he came finally to Brus-
sels. His reception was dis-

couraging. Brussels was firm; the
exhibition was banned; it was bru-
tal, indecent and immoral, and
could not be permitted within the
confines of Belgium. Merrick was
thus no longer of value. He was no
longer a source of profitable enter-

tainment. He was a burden. He
must be got rid of The ehmination
of Merrick was a simple matter. He
could offer no resistance. He was as

docile as a sick sheep. The impre-
sario, having robbed Merrick of his

paltry savings, gave him a ticket to

London, saw him into the train and
no doubt in parting condemned him
to perdition.

His destination was Liverpool

Street. The journey may be imag-
ined. Merrick was in his alarming
outdoor garb. He would be harried

by an eager mob as he hobbled
along the quay. They would run
ahead to get a look at him. They
would lift the hem of his cloak to

peep at his body. He would try to

hide in the train or in some dark
corner of the boat, but never could

he be free from that ring of curious

eyes or from those whispers of
fright and aversion. He had but a

few shillings in his pocket and noth-

ing either to eat or drink on the

way. A panic-dazed dog with a label

on his collar would have received

some sympathy and possibly some
kindness. Merrick received none.

What was he to do when he
reached London? He had not a

friend in the world. He knew no
more of London than he knew of

Peking. How could he find a lodg-

ing, or what lodging-house keeper

would dream of taking him in? All

he wanted was to hide. What most
he dreaded were the open street and
the gaze of his fellow-men. If even

he crept into a cellar the horrid

eyes and the still more dreaded
whispers would follow him to its

depths. Was there ever such a

homecoming!

At Liverpool Street he was res-

cued from the crowd by the police

and taken into the third-class wait-

ing-room. Here he sank on the floor

in the darkest corner. The police

were at a loss what to do with him.

They had dealt with strange and

mouldy tramps, but never with such
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an object as this. He could not ex-

plain himself. His speech was so

maimed that he might as well have
spoken in Arabic. He had. however,
something with him which he pro-

duced with a rav of hope. It was mv
card.

The card simplified matters. It

made it evident that this curious

creatm-e had an acquaintance and
that the individual must be sent for.

A messenger was dispatched to the

London Hospital which is com-
paratively near- at hand. FoiTunatelv

I was in the building and returned at

once with the messenger to the sta-

tion. In the waiting-room I had some
difficulty in making a wav through
the crow-d. but there, on the floor in

the corner, was Merrick. He looked a

mere heap. It seemed as if he had _

been thrown there like a bundle. He
was so huddled up and so helpless

looking that he might have had both
his arms and his legs broken. He
seemed pleased to see me. but he w as

neai-lv done. Tlie journev and want
of food had reduced him to the last

stage of exhaustion. The police

kindlv helped him into a cab. and I

drove him at once to the hospital. He
appeared to be content, for he fell

asleep almost as soon as he was
seated and slept to the journey's end.

He never said a word, but seemed
to be satisfied that all was
well.

In the attics of the hospital was
an isolation ward with a single bed.

It was used for emergency pur-

poses—for a case of dehrium tre-

mens, for a man who had become
suddenly insane or for a patient

with an undetermined fever. Here
the Elephant Man was deposited on
a bed. \s-as made comfortable and
was supplied with food. I had been
guiltv of an irregularity in admit-

ting such a case, for the hospital

was neither a refuge nor a home for

incurables. Chronic cases were not

accepted, but onlv those requiring

active treatment, and Merrick was
not in need of such treatment. I ap-

plied to the sympathetic chairman
of the committee. Mr. Carr Gomm.
who not onI\- was good enough to

approve mv action but ^\'ho agreed

with me that Merrick must not

again be turned out into the world.

Mr. Carr Gomm w rote a letter to

The Times detailing the circum-

stances of the refugee and asking

for money for his support. So gener-

ous is the English public that in a



few days—I think in a week—
enough monev was forthcoming to

maintain Merrick for life without

any charge upon the hospital funds.

There chanced to be two emptv
rooms at the back of the hospital

which were little used. They were
on the ground floor, were out of the

way, and opened upon a large

courtyard called Bedstead Square,

because here the iron beds were
marshalled for cleaning and paint-

ing. The front room was converted

into a bed-sitting room and the

smaller chamber into a bathroom.

The condition of Merrick's skin

rendered a bath at least once a dav
a necessity, and I might here men-
tion that with the use of the bath

the unpleasant odor to which I have
referred ceased to be noticeable.

Merrick took up his abode in the

hospital in December 1886.

Merrick had now something he

had never dreamed of, never sup-

posed to be possible—a home of his

own for life. I at once began to

make myself acquainted with him
and to endeavor to understand his

mentality. It was a study of much
interest. I very soon learned his

speech so that I could talk freelv

with him. This afforded him great

satisfaction, for, curiously enough,

he had a passion for conversation,

yet all his life had had no one to

talk to. I—having then much lei-

sure-saw him almost everv day.

and made a point of spending some
two hours with him every Sundav
morning when he would chatter al-

most without ceasing. It was unrea-

sonable to expect one nurse to at-

tend to him continuously, but there

was no lack of temporary volun-

teers. As they did not all acquire his

speech it came about that I had oc-

casionally to act as an interpreter.

I found Merrick, as I have said,

remarkably intelligent. He had
learned to read and had become a

most voracious reader. I think he

had been taught when he was in

hospital with his diseased hip. His

range of books was limited. The
Bible and Prayer Book he knew in-

timately, but he had subsisted for

the most part upon newspapers, or

rather upon such fragments of old

journals as he had chanced to pick

up. He had read a few stories and
some elementary lesson books, but

the delight of his life was a ro-

mance, especially a love romance.
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OfLemursandMen
by Ian Tattersail

A century haspassed sinceAlfred Grandidier visited

Madagascar to study theseprosimians. Far scarcer now.

in another hundredyears these living cousins ofman^s
earliestforerunners will likely have vanished altogether.

Ah, thepity ofit all

On a hot. dank dav in 1866. a voung Frenchman
poked his wav through an ahnost impenetrable tangle of

vegetation in a rain forest on the island of Madagascar.

Occasionally he caught a glimpse of the skv through the

leafv umbrella of trees, but he concentrated mainlv on

the branches about him. tning to spot the furrv figures

overhead. Alfred Grandidier was looking for lemurs.

Grandidier. the son of wealthy parents, had traveled

widely in both hemispheres before visiting Reunion, a

small French island near Madagascai". in 1865. Tliere

he learned more of the lai'ge island to the west and of its

interesting human and animal inhabitants.

At that time. Madagascar- was ruled from the island's

capital. Tananarive, bv the xenophobic Queen
Rasoherina. and each time Grandidier tried to penetrate

the interior, he was stopped. Reluctantly, he returned to

Reunion, after having surveyed the flora, fauna, and

geography of only the coastal regions of Madagascar.

The following year. 1866. he visited the southern part

of the island, an area that had never fallen completely

under the influence of the Tananarive government.

After a year spent in travel and study, he returned to

France, taking back with him collections of preserved

plant and animal specimens, together with living lemurs

and other animals he had captured.

After a brief period at home, however, he was soon

drawn back to Madagascar. The death of Rasoherina in

1868 allowed him to explore much more of the island.

Continuing his studies of the natural history of the

region, he collected numerous ethnogi-aphical.

botanical, and zoological specimens, including the

preserved bones and skins of lemurs. L nfortunatelv. his

travels were abruptly curtailed bv the outbreak of the

Franco-Prussian War in 1870.

But the island continued to dominate his Ufe. In

1871 he conceived the plan for his monumental
Histoire physique, politique et naturelle de

Madagascar. Written in collaboration with specialists

in many fields, it covers the history, anthropology,

geography, botany, and zoology of Madagascar. Its

twentv-seven illustrated volumes were published

between 1875 and 1930. but Grandidier, who died in

1921, never saw the final volume.

Except for a few slight inaccuracies, the illustrations
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of lemurs (some of which are reproduced here) are quite

reliable representations of the living animals. In fact, in

the case of several rare species, these pictures may be
the best we will ever have. Even for the more common
kinds, good photographs of lemurs in the wild are

extremely difficult to obtain, as I discovered when, one
hundred veai^s after Grandidier had explored the forests

of Madagascai-. I, too, went there to study lemurs.

My initial impressions of the island are still vivid.

From thirty thousand feet, the center of the island, the

world's fourth largest, looks brown and dead. Tlie land

is pocked and scarred bv canvons and eroded gullies,

like a lifeless hulk torn and battered bv the elements. In

places, jagged outcrops of resistant igneous rock rise

above the wasted plateau. Every year the rains fill the

canvons and gullies with rushing water, carrying vet

more precious soil to the sea. The few trees left in this

area cling to the sides of stream channels.

It hardly seemed possible that this was the land that

for millions of years had provided a refuge for lemurs-
distant, forest-dwelling relatives of man. Nevertheless,

even though the high central plateau has been largely

denuded of trees bv human activities, forested regions

still exist on the island, particularly in the east and on

the surrounding coastal lowlands. It was in these small

patches of rain forest that I began my search for living

lemurs in 1969.

Two thousand years ago, in the forests that then

covered nearly the entire island, a traveler in

Madagascar would have seen an enormous diversity of

lemurs. Some of these prosimians, or lower primates,

were lai-ge and browsed on the ground like baboons;

others, vet larger, hung from the branches and fed like

orangutans. Smaller forms scurried along the branches

on all fours, while still others, the long-legged species,

leaped phenomenal distances between vertical tree

trunks. And the traveler who saw these would have

observed but a fraction of the lemurs then living.

Ax the beginning of the Jurassic period, some 180
million vears ago, Madagascar" undoubtedly was a part

of Africa. Toward the end of the Jurassic a large land

mass gradually began to rift apart from .Africa's east

coast, although it probably wasn't until about 70 million

vears ago that the new island actually began to move
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awav from the continent. For some 30 million years this

drift persisted, until Madagascar reached its present

position 250 miles off the coast of Mozambique.

It seems unlikelv that the order Primates had begun
to differentiate from archaic mammal stocks before the

time that Madagascar became an island, so the question

naturally arises, Where did the lemurs come from?

Todav there are large East African rivers, such as the

Zambezi and Limpopo, that drain into the Mozambique
Channel, washing large rafts of vegetation far out to sea.

Sometimes animals are found riding the waves on this

debris. Almost the onlv conceivable way the ancestors

of lemurs could have arrived in Madagascar would have
been bv clinging to such rafts, an easv thing for animals

with grasping hands and feet to do. This accidental

mode of transportation also seems feasible since

Madagascar drifted in a generally southward direction,

almost parallel to the African coast, and for most of its

journev was probablv much closer to the continent than

it is today.

No one has vet found fossils of appropriate age either

in Africa or in Madagascar, so not much is known about

these lemur ancestors. Based on comparative studies of

their descendants, however, it is likelv that at least two,

and possibly three, different lines of ancestral

prosimians gave rise to living lemurs. A few prosimian

genera still exist on the African mainland and in Asia.

but onlv on Madagascar, in the virtual absence of

predation and competition, have the prosimians evolved

into so diverse an array of forms. Today, the largest

Keulernans pinx. ' Imp. Becquet jr. Paris.

Lemur catta
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lemur has the bulk of a medium-sized dog, while the

smallest is no larger than a mouse. Approximately

nineteen species still live in the Madagascar forests, but

a thousand years ago, the number was closer to thirty-

two. Subfossil, or partially fossilized, remains of more

than a dozen now-extinct species have been found in

deposits radioactivelv dated to between 2,850 and 980
years ago.

The lemurs' peaceful world ended when man arrived

on Madagascar. No one is certain who these first men
were or exactly when they came, although legends tell

of a mysterious people called Vazimba whose origins are

obscure. Modern Malagasy are mostly descendants of

immigrants from the Indonesian region, refugees from

the east who probably began to arrive on Madagascar

less than two thousand years ago. Since then, other

groups of people have migrated from the Arabian

peninsula and Africa.

After about 50 million years of isolation, the lemurs

were hopelessly ill-prepared to cope with this influx of

humans. Within a relatively short time, the large lemurs

and the purely terrestrial ones had disappeared, along

with some of the smaller species.

Surprisingly, there is little direct evidence that

associates man with the subfossil lemurs, although some

pottery fragments have been found suspiciously near the

bones of extinct lemurs at a site in south-central

Madagascar. At another site on the southern tip of the

island, the skull ofoneprosimian,^rc/iaeo/emur, turned

up. It had apparently been killed with an ax.

Keulemans pinx.

Lemur variegatiis

Imp. Becquet fr. Paris.
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Folktales, some still current among various Malagasy,

tell of creatures that might bear relationship to now-
extinct lemurs. Among the Bara people of southwest

Madagascar, for example, there is the legend of the

Kalanoro, little men with long hair, said to be agile

runners and climbers inhabiting the forests and
emerging from them at night to raid local villages for

food. It is possible that the once wide-ranging, small-

baboon-sized lemur Hadropithecus gave birth to the

Kalanoro legend. Certainly Madagascar's first human
inhabitants saw Hadropithecus, and no doubt were
largely responsible for its demise.

In 1658, four large animals difficult to identify with

any living lemurs appeared in brief but intriguing

descriptions by Sieur Etienne de Flacourt in his

Histoire de la Grande Isle Madagascar. For many years

during the seventeenth century Flacourt, a

representative of the king of France, maintained a base

at Fort-Dauphin in the south of the island. Not all his

data were culled from personal experience; some of it

came from information supplied by local Malagasy. But

in the light of later investigation, his descriptions seem

to be fairly accurate. One of these reads:

Tretretretre, or tratratratra, an animal as big as a

two-year-old calf, with a round head and the face of a

man. It has wooly hair, a short tail and eves like

those of a man. ... It can be seen near the

Lipomani Lake, in the region of which is its lair. It is

a solitary animal; the local people fear it greatly, and

flee from it as it does from them.

Flacourt could have been describing Megaladapis, the
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largest of the extinct lemurs, which was about the size of

a full-grown St. Bernard. Megaladapis remains are

common in areas near Fort-Dauphin.

Legends also abound about the living lemurs. In

some cases these have even contributed to the animals'

survival. Indri. for instance, tiie largest of todays

lemurs and now found only in a restricted area of the

eastern rain forest, is protected by a taboo that prohibits

killing it. This taboo stems from a folk belief that Indri.

known locally as babakoto, and humans are descended

from the same ancestors. In one version of the legend, a

man and woman lived in the forest, where they spent

their days searching for food. To this couple were born

many children, who all lived on the wild produce of the

forest. Presently some of the children began to clear the

land and grow rice, while others, less industrious,

continued to live on the bounty of nature. The rice-

growers became the ancestors of man, while the others

became babakotos. Since the latter were the brothers of

men, killing them was forbidden.

Another folktale suggests that the attempt to kill a

babakoto is in itself hazardous. The Malagasy say that if

a spear is thrown at one of these animals, it will catch

the weapon and throw it back with great force and
deadly accuracy. Incidentally, this lemur derived its

scientific name, Indri indri. from an incident involving

the eighteenth-century French explorer Sonnerat, whose
excited Malagasy guides pointed at the animal, shouting

"indri, indri!" Sonnerat later wrote, "In the Malagasy

language, indri means 'man of the woods.' " In fact,

babakoto means ''man of the woods'; indri means
"look at that!"

Propithecus. a close relative of Indri. and commonly
known as the sifaka, is another lemur that once was,

and in some areas still is, protected by local beliefs and

laws. Grandidier himself records an incident involving

the sifaka that took place during his journey through

the south of Madagascar in 1866. Grandidier had just

shot a sifaka of a species then new to science and had

set about preparing the animal to preserve its skin and

skeleton. For reasons not clearly understood by him,

this event started a great commotion among the local

populace, and before long a deputation of indignant

Malagasy villagers arrived on the scene to protest.

Eventually they allowed him to take the material he

wanted, but insisted that, in compliance with an edict of

their king, he must return the animal's flesh to them.

This Grandidier did. The remains were then buried with

much ceremony, and the grave covered with spiny

cactus to prevent its desecration.

Taboos do not always work in the lemur's favor.

Daubentonia. the aye-aye, strangest of all the lemurs,

has been reduced to near-extinction with considerable

help from local beliefs. Although some Malagasy

reportedly believed that anyone who harmed an aye-aye

would die within a year, nowadays it is more likely that

an aye-aye will be killed on sight, since the animal
is thought to be evil. A French engineer based at

Maroantsetra, in a region where a few aye-ayes still

survive, told me that twice in six months he had seen

dead aye-ayes by the road, killed by local people.

In many areas, however, beliefs, which might have

once protected lemurs, are no longer effective.

They aie hunted indiscriminately and the destruction

of their habitat continues unabated, despite

present-day conservation efforts. If these practices

continue unchecked, in a century's time the entire

prosimian fauna along with the remaining forests of

Madagascar will be no more than memories.

Ten years ago, the naturalist David Attenborough
studied the activities of sifakas in Didierea forests near

the village of Ifotaka in the south of Madagascar.

Didierea, a tree unique to this part of the island, is

similar to the familiar saguaro cactus of the

southwestern United States. Its slender pillars, covered

with spirals of sharp spines and small, bright-green

leaves, rise to heights of more than thirty feet. Sifakas,

perhaps the most beautiful of all the lemurs, cling to,

and leap great spans between, the Didierea. That any

animal should leap between these spiny trunks seems
incredible, but the sifakas do, and apparently with no ill

effects. Unfortunately, the Didierea forests are as

vulnerable to fire as the other forests of Madagascar.

Today the land around Ifotaka is barren: the forest has

vanished, and the lemurs with it.

The Malagasy prosimians hold a special interest not

only for zoologists but for anthropologists as well. These
animals represent an evolutionary stage approximating

one through which the ancestors of the higher primates

passed at a remote point in their evolution. And, while

lemurs have diversified enormously, they are basically

similar to the prosimians that were widespread

throughout the world when lemur ancestors first began

to populate Madagascar.

Studies oflemur social organization and behavior have

provided valuable clues to the evolution ofthe social life of

higher primates. Recently, a researcher working with two

distantly related living species, the sifaka and the maki.

Lemur catta. found essential similarities in social

organization between the two. What's more, this study

demonstrated the continuity in basic primate social

patterns between the "unintelligent" prosimians and

the "intelligent" higher primates.

Social organization among the higher primates is

extremely variable, but there are certain recurrent

patterns. They tend to live in relatively stable groups,

comprised of individuals of all ages and both sexes, that

inhabit well-defined home ranges. Cohesiveness in these

groups is maintained largely by the interaction between

infants and adults, and by the grooming, bodilv contact,

and play among the group's members. All these

elements are present in the social groupings of both

sifakas and makis, even though the life experience of

these two animals is quite different.

A young maki. for instance, is born into a troop of

perhaps 15 to 25 individuals. Within this group there is

a fairly strict dominance order in which the young

animal must find its place. This pattern of dominance is

revealed in the troop's composition as it moves from one

part of the forest to another: the females, juveniles, and

dominant adult males move in the fore, while the

subordinate males bring up the rear. Dominance in this

context is often established bv one animal's triumph

over another in an aggressive dispute, and the life ol a
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male maki is apt to be one long round of these

confrontations.

Bv comparison, the life of a sifaka is far more

peaceful. Within the sifaka troop, usually no more than

half a dozen animals, few aggressive disputes take place,

although fighting does occur during the short breeding

season. There is no apparent dominance hierarchy, and

almost any individual can initiate group movement or

lead the troop as it moves through the trees.

These two lemurs, then, share with the higher

primates a stable and heterogeneous troop structure.

They also live in distinct home ranges. The sifaka's

energetic defense of its territory and the maki's more

relaxed attitude shado^v almost exactly the range of

tolerances shown to. neighboring troops bv various kinds

of monkeys and apes. Mutual grooming, too. reinforces

bonds within the lemur social unit, just as in monkey

groups. But while monkeys and apes groom each others'

fur bv using their fingers, lemurs use their teeth. In fact,

the front teeth of almost all modern lemur species are

modified specifically for this purpose, and the existence

of so specialized a grooming instrument emphasizes the

importance of this behavior pattern to the maintenance

of group cohesiveness.

As in monkevs and apes, the voung of these lemurs,

particularly the newborn, form a focus of group

attention, while plav. among adults as much as among

juveniles, constitutes a substantial part of their social

MAROANTSETRA

MADAGASCAR

•fort-dauphin

Dark areas represent the remaining natural

vegetation of Madagascar, ranging from shrub

and a few isolated stands of deciduous trees

on the dr\- western side to rain forest on the

humid eastern side. Secondary growth (striped

areas) attracts few lemurs.

behavior and acts as another cement for social bonds.

Yet lemurs are. bv almost any standard, less

"intelligent" than higher primates. Their brains are

neither as large nor as well developed as those of

monkevs. Nor do thev perform as well as monkeys in

laboratory tests. Not only do thev tend to show less

interest in the kinds of problems presented to them but

also, and more importantly, they demonstrate a lesser

ability for learning about objects. Their capacity for

transferring the experience gained in the solution of one

problem to the solution of another is extremely limited.

But in many ways it is unfair to subject nonhuman
primates to anthropomorphic tests administered in the

laboratory. An animal that fails to solve an apparently

simple laboratory problem will have no difficulty in

adapting to highly complex social situations in the

society of his peers. Perhaps a better way of comparing

the intelligence of lemurs and monkeys would be to

contrast the complexity of the societies and social

interactions within the two groups, although this kind of

evaluation entails considerable subjective judgment and

also lacks quantitative supporting data. Even so, it is

difficult to avoid the conclusion that the range of subtle

actions and innovative behavior within the social

context is substantially greater among higher primates

than prosimians.

On the other hand, it is obvious that the basic

patterns of higher primate society exist among diurnal

lemurs like the sifaka and maki. and equally obvious

that these patterns evolved in the absence of the

manipulative and object-learning skills characteristic of

monkevs. Since the dependence on the social group

among lemurs and monkevs both necessitates and

makes possible social learning, it seems likelv that a

characteristically primate form of society preceded,

facilitated, and directed the evolution of primate-type

intelligence. If so, it seems reasonable to suggest that

the precursors of all the higher primates, including man,

possessed patterns of social organization of essentially

primate type as far back as the early part of the Eocene

epoch, some 55 million years ago. If the nocturnal and

relatively nongregarious prosimians that now survive in

places other than Madagascar were the onlv specimens

available for study, we would be far less sure about this.

We might not even suspect it.

It is really not surprising that a good deal can be

learned about the earliest stages of our own evolution bv

studying living lemurs. More remarkable is that support

for a recent h\'pothesis about the origins of our own
zoological family, Hominidae, comes from the studv of

the extinct lemur Hadropithecus. To understand this,

however, first requires some knowledge of the criteria

that are considered in attempts to explain how human
ancestors evolved.

Man differs in numerous ways from his closest living

relatives, the apes. Many of the most striking

differences, however, are more or less recent

developments in our evolution. Our large brain, once

considered the diagnostic hominid criterion, is one of

these. Our upright posture and striding gait are

probably others, although in the absence of fossil

evidence, no one can be sure.
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But the characteristics of our masticatorv apparatus,

including the teeth, are ancient heritages that can be

traced back to the earhest hominids of which we have

any knowledge. In fact, these are the very

characteristics by which we recognize these early

ancestors, since jaws and teeth are the most frequently

preserved remains and actually constitute the entire

hominid fossil record prior to about four million years

ago.

The chief differences between the hominid and

pongid (ape) chewing apparatuses are the following: the

hominid face is generallv deeper from top to bottom and

is much shorter from front to back; the masticatorv

muscles are, in correlation with this, shifted forward.

The front teeth are greatly reduced in man and his

forerunners, while the molars and premolars are broad

and flat and shortened from front to back.

These dental differences are even more pronounced

in certain early hominids than in modern man. Some of

these characteristics are accentuated during an

individual's life because of the ways in which the teeth

are used. Flat, horizontal wear on the teeth of hominids,

for instance, has resulted from the typical grinding

mode of chewing.

The earliest known fossil that has these features, and

can reasonably be called a hominid, is Ramapithecus.

This animal has been found primarily in Kenya and

northern India, in deposits ranging from 14 million to

about 10 million years old. Australopithecus, which

lived in Africa from about 5 million to about 1 million

years ago, presumably descended from Ramapithecus

or a close relative. Even though there are several species

o{ Australopithecus, and a great deal of morphological

variation between them, thev all show the typical

hominid dental-facial complex. Later archaic hominids

had teeth virtually identical to our own, and these early

men are classified in our own genus. Homo.
At some point in the past, a crucial change occurred

in the way hominid ancestors lived, a change that was to

set them on an evolutionary course divergent from that

of the apes. The nature of this change has long been a

much debated question. The most convincing

explanation is based on an analogy with a living baboon

of Ethiopia, Theropithecus, the gelada, and can be

further strengthened bv comparison with the extinct

lemur Hadropithecus.

For a baboon, the gelada's chewing equipment is

relatively hominidlike, although its canines are larger

than hominid canines. In the case of the gelada's extinct

relatives, however, the canines were considerably

smaller than the formidable fangs that make the yawns

of most living baboons so startling. Both living and

fossil geladas all have tiny incisors and expanded,

flattened molars. Compared to the almost doglike snouts

of other baboons, the gelada's face is shorter from front

to back, and is deepened, with the chewing muscles

shifted forward on its skull.

It is essential to the "hominid crucial change
'

hypothesis that all these gelada features must be related

to the animal's feeding habits. Other baboons tend to be

generalized browsers, but the gelada exists on a diet of

small, tough, gritty morsels found on the ground. When

foraging, it squats on the ground, explores the grass

with its fingers, and brings food to its mouth with its

hands. (Geladas, incidentally, live in the treeless High

Semyen of their Ethiopian homeland, and may be the

most terrestrial of all nonhuman primates.) The gelada's

small incisor teeth are scarcely used in feeding, but its

high-crowned and expanded molars have apparently

evolved in response to its tough and abrasive diet.

In view of these dental-facial similarities between the

gelada and the early hominids, so the hypothesis goes, it

seems quite possible that the initial evolutionary shift of

the hominids away from the apes was due to a similar

dietary specialization. It is at this point that the lemur

Hadropithecus helps to fill the gap between the gelada

and the earliest representatives of man's family tree.

The gelada, for all its usefulness in engendering the

hypothesis, is still a baboon; its face is still too snouty

and its canines too large for it to provide a good

example of an early hominid portrait. Hadropithecus

comes closer because it had the shortest face of any

nonhominid primate, and due to its greatly reduced

canine teeth, its yawn was probably not startling at all.

It had every other hallmark of the small, tough object

feeding pattern as well.

Tlie reduction of this lemur's canines is particularly

interesting, since many anthropologists have believed

that the reduction of the canines in man came about

when the forelimbs were freed from a locomotor

function and used to wield weapons and implements.

But Hadropithecus, clearly a typical lemur in all but its

chewing adaptations, cannot conceivably have ever used

tools. Yet its canines were very small. This would seem

to indicate that the human canine more likely assumed

its present size and form in order to complement the

incisors and make the biting complex at the front of the

jaw more efficient.

Hadropithecus goes further in reinforcing the dietary

basis of the hominid crucial change hypothesis by

suggesting that small, tough object feeding is feasible in

a variety of ecological conditions. The gelada's diet is

derived from the open, unforested country in which it

lives and to which it is well adapted, while the hominid

Ramapithecus apparently roamed in forests, judging

from the deposits in which its fossils have been found.

But Hadropithecus remains have been recovered from

widely scattered deposits representing a range of

ecological conditions in Madagascar several thousand

years ago.

It is unfortunate that Hadropithecus had perished by

the time Alfred Grandidier visited Madagascar in the

1860s. Perhaps only a few centuries before, this lemur

was still there. How helpful it would be to have

illustrations and written descriptions of this animal, like

those of the now-extinct dodo recorded by the first

Europeans to land on the shores of Reunion and

Mauritius. Fossils of Hadropithecus are scanty, little

more than two skulls and some jaws, teeth, and a few

limb bones, so there isn't much to tell us what the rest

of the animal looked like. Of its relative size and the

fact that it lived on the ground, we can be sure. But the

living animal is gone, and the firsthand observations

that might have told us so much were never made.
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Tlie Red Badge
of Rivalry

Without its epaulets, a male redwing
can be pushed right out of its territory

It is early spring and a male red-

winged blackbird perched atop a

cattail is delivering his familial"

"konc-kee-ree" song during his

threat display. His threat is directed

to a neighboring male perched high

on another cattail. Only a few feet

separate them; an imaginary line

marks the boundary between their

territories.

The moment these males had ar-

rived in the area, during the late

winter months when snow and ice

still covered much of the marsh,

they began delivering their familiar

"song-spread" displays. As the ice

and snow melted they moved into

the marsh, spending increasing

amounts of time displaying from the

dead stalks of old cattails and
the exposed branches of button

-

bushes. By displaying from differ-

ent perches, they had already started

to establish t)iose areas of the marsh

that, in many cases, would become
their breeding territories. These

areas, ranging from 1,000 to

10,000 square feet, had to be de-

fended from other males also intent

on establishing territories. Even-

tually, through displays typical of

then- species, such as the song

spread and the "bill-up boundary,"

the males spaced themselves out

over the entire marsh and the defi-

nitions of the territorial boundaries

started to come into focus.

Because threats replace fights as

a means of settling a territorial dis-

pute and determining the victor,

physical harm is not involved. As a

general rule, a male is dominant

within the boundaries of his own
territory, but the moment he enters

by Douglas G. Smith

another male s territory he quickly

loses that status.

Since the redwing male must

have a territory if he is to secure

one or more mates, males with terri-

tories are constantly challenged by

males without territories. Chal-

lengers sometimes, although in-

frequently, succeed in their at-

tempts to displace an already estab-

lished male. In response to this

constant pressure from intruders,

males with territories advertise

their presence throughout the

breeding season. These displays re-

pel would-be intruders at a dis-

tance, thus reducing the number of

close-range individual encounters.

As the breeding season progresses,

the territorial boundaries become
well defined and rigid. The fre-

quency of trespasses by neighboring

males diminishes, but the threat

from nonterritorial males attempt-

ing to establish territories is still

quite real.

Many species of birds establish

and maintain territories in a similar

fashion, although the forms of the

actual displays vary widely. Other

species of birds use different means

to establish territories. Variations in

the ways that species establish terri-

tories aie adapted to the type of

habitat in which they live, among
other factors. Some songbirds, for

instance, communicate their where-

abouts, personal identity, and

threats by vocalizations, rather than

by elaborate displays. The wood
warblers are good examples. They
generally inhabit areas of dense

shrubbery or forest where they are

more easily heai'd than seen by con-

specifics. In this case, vocdizations

are a more efficient way of commu-
nicating. Also, predators probably

find it more difficult to locate the

warblers from their vocalizations.

Although many of the warblers ap-

pear to be brightly colored when
seen in museum cases, in their nat-

ural habitat their coloration can be

cryptic.

Some birds utilize visual modes
of communication. The bowerbirds

and the birds of paradise are good

examples of such species. When
courting, some bowerbirds build

elaborate bowers and line the en-

trance with brightly colored ob-

jects, such as bones, shells, and in

areas near human habitation, even

pieces of aluminum foil. In the

birds of paradise, brilliant colors

and long plumes have coevolved

with extremely elaborate move-

ments, and the result is something

that rivals the display of a peacock.

Species of birds with polygamous

or promiscuous mating systems

tend to have more conspicuous plu-

mage and displays than monoga-

mous species. (In polygamous spe-

cies, males pair and mate with more
than one female; in promiscuous

species, males mate with more than

Flaunting his epaulets and

giving full cry, a male

redwing proclaims

his territory to the world.
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one female but do not form pairs.)

In both polygamous and promis-

cuous mating systems the male

mates with more than one female;

therefore some males do not have a

chance to breed. The nonbreeders

are known as "peripheral males."

Since most of the breeding is done
by only a few males, there is in-

tense competition for females and,

therefore, more selective pressure

for the evolution of bright and bi-

zarre plumage to aid the males in

their battle for "the right to breed."

In many monogamous species,

some of which mate for life, there is

much less of a selective premium on

bright colors. In fact, there will be

selective pressure—in the form of

predation—against bright coloration

on the male, especially if he assists

in caring for the young. For ex-

ample, migratory geese are mo-
nogamous and mate for life; in this

species, both sexes are similar in

color.

The promiscuous cock-of-the

rock, on the other hand, is brightly

colored. The females of most spe-

cies tend to be cryptically colored.

But in species such as the phala-

ropes, where the sex roles are re-

versed, where the female establishes

and maintains a territory while the

male incubates the eggs, the female

is brightly colored.

To explain this difference in sec-

ondary sexual characteristics be-

tween males and females, Darwin,
in 1871, suggested, in Descent of
Man and Selection in Relation to

Sex, that sexual selection was the

selective force responsible. He
stated that there were essentially

two groups of sexual characteristics

that aid one sex in acquiring mates

and, therefore, in reproducing.

The antlers, large canines, and

other weaponry found on the males

of many species of niammals are of-

ten disproportionately large when
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compared to those of the females.

According to Darwin's theory,

these characters evolved under the

intrasexual selective pressure that

resulted from male-to-male combat

for a dominant mating position. In

other words, those males with more

effective weaponry are more fre-

quently able to breed. This sexual

selection pressure, therefore, acts to

enlarge the secondary sexual char-

acters that permit a male to estab-

lish himself as the dominant male,

and thereby gives him a higher

probability of mating.

Darwin further theorized that the

bright and sometimes bizarre plu-

mage of male birds was the result of

female choice, or intersexual, selec-

tion pressure. In essence, the bright

colors and patterns of males provide

sexual stimulation for the females,

which then choose the male they

will mate with on the basis of his

colors. Thus, female choice per se

provides a selection pressure favor-

ing the evolution of bizarre plumage

and brighter markings. Other se-

lective pressures, such as predation,

may tend to limit the extent of such

conspicuous coloration. An equilib-

rium results from the interplay of

two such forces. If plumage were to

become too conspicuous (or un-

wieldy), the male would be more

vulnerable to predators; yet the

male, in order to mate, has to pro-

vide sufficient sexual stimulation

for the female to choose him or to

enable threats to be effective in

those species where males use

bright colors to intimidate other

males.

Most naturalists and ornitholo-

gists have assumed that the color-

ation, postures, and vocalizations

used by male birds in their displays

stimulate females, and thus are a re-

sponse to the selective pressure ex-

erted by female choice. But vir-

tually no experimentation on the



A male redwing is about

to be caught in a trap

as he flies at a decoy

male intruding in his

territory. Once his

epaulets are dyed black,

the odds are even that he
will lose the territory.

The epaulets of captured

redwings were blackened

^sith a dye that did

not mat the feathers.

In a control group,

alcohol was used

in place of the dye.
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roles of color patterns in birds was

undertaken until 1935, when G. K.

Noble of The American Museum of

Natural History started experiment-

ing on plumage patterns, which he

thought might be important in sex-

ual recognition. He found that the

moustachelike feather pattern on

male yellow-shafted flickers is the

pattern used by both the male and

the female to discriminate between

the sexes. He glued a "moustache"

on a mated female, and her mate

treated her as though she were an

intruding male. Only after Noble

recaptured her and removed the

moustache did the male recognize

her as his mate. I decided to extend

this type of experimentation on

color patterns to other species.

Despite the prevalence of color

patterns in birds, few people have

tried to determine what role a par-

ticular color pattern might have in

the life history of a species. Color

patterns could be important in com-

municating threat, sex, sexual in-

tent, sexual condition, and individ-

ual identity, as well as other

information. Because of the many
possible roles for color patterns, I

wanted to find a species that was

territorial, locally abundant and

easy to observe, at least potentially

polygamous, and one in which the

male was conspicuously colored.

It was important that the species

be polygamous. If a male could

mate with more than one female, I

reasoned that a change in the size,

presence, or absence of a color pat-

tern might influence the number of

females that he would be able to at-

tract. I also wanted the male to be

territorial; any alteration of a color-

ation might influence the size of a

territory or even ultimately deter-

mine whether or not the male main-

tained or lost his territory.

The red-winged blackbird met

these criteria. The male has a

clearly defined color pattern, the

red epaulet. Redwings are easy to

observe in marshy areas, where they

breed in abundance. They are

polygamous and, depending on

where they nest, males will mate

with from one to six females. Males

defend a well-defined territory.

If the males' red epaulets evolved

in response to the female choice

type of selection pressure, then we

could expect an alteration of color

pattern to affect sexual encounters.

If the epaulet was smaller than its

normal size or even eliminated alto-

gether, it is conceivable that the

males, although they might still be

able to maintain a territory, would

be unable to attract females. On the

other hand, if the epaulets evolved

in response to intrasexual selection

pressure, then a male without red

epaulets might be unable to main-

tain his territory but would, theo-

retically, still attract females.

Male redwings start to establish

territories in early spring by singing

and displaying from perches within

their territories. Their bill-up

boundary display is restricted to the

boundaries of the territories, and

thus, by noting where the males

give this display, it is easy, but time-

consuming, to map the territories.

A peripheral male may intrude on a

resident's territory, but he is gener-

ally intimidated by the resident

male's displays. Fights, although in-

frequent, do occur, and the intruder

sometimes succeeds in establishing

himself as the new resident.

Females arrive shortly after the

males have set up territories and be-

gin pairing with males by flying

into a male's territory of their

choosing and staying for longer and

longer periods of time. Eventually

the females set up subterritories

within the males' territories, lay

three or four eggs, and then in-

cubate them. The male seldom as-

sists his females in the feeding of

the nestlings, but he does help feed

the fledglings after they leave the

nest. Only after the young fledge do

territorv boundaries break down.

Throughout the breeding season

the male uses his epaulets in a vari-

ety of displays. Some of the more

common ones are song spread and

the bill-up boundary displays. Each

display varies in intensity, and with

the exception of a very few, most

are directed to both males and fe-

males.

It seemed plausible then, that if I

were to alter the epaulets of territo-

rial males, a behavioral difference

between normal males and epaulet-

altered males might show up. I be-

gan by completely eliminating the

red epaulets. They had to be black-

ened without fouling the feathers.

Dye had been used successfully in

marking ground squirrels, so at a

colleague's suggestion I tried dye

on the feathers. When applied, it

turned the red feathers black, but

they were otherwise unchanged.

Many territorial males had to be

captured and their feathers dyed so

that anv statement about the role of

the epaulets would hold up statis-

tically. Because I needed to know
the identity of each male and the lo-

cation of his territory, I had to

catch him on his territory and color

band him so that he could be recog-

nized in the future. I developed a

trap, a rectangular cage in which I

placed a male redwing. The catch-

ing mechanism was mounted on top

of the cage and consisted of a

spring-loaded rope net, which

would be released when a treadle

was moved. The whole trap, with

the decoy male in the cage, was

then placed within the boundaries

of a resident male's territory. In ef-

fect, the trap constituted an intrud-

ing male. The resident redwing

would fly over to the trap and dis-

play, thereby tripping the treadle.

Once caught, the male was

treated with black dve. A control

group was treated in essentially the

same way except that alcohol was

substituted for the dye. Eighty-

seven males were treated: approxi-

mately half were experimental and

half were controls. After the treat-

ment, all the males were released,

and they flew back to their terri-

tories where thev resumed normal

activities.

Of the black-epauleted males

more than half lost their territories

to intruding males. In contrast, less

than 10 percent of the controls lost

their territories. This indicates that

the epaulets contribute significantly

to the communication of threat be-

tween rival males. Without the

threatening effect of the epaulets,

the black-epauleted males were at a

disadvantage in maintaining their

territories.

An interesting case arose early in

this study before I had learned

about black dye. I was using fast-

drying black enamel to eliminate

the red epaulets. To reduce the in-

evitable sticking together of the

feathers, I clipped the red tips of

the epaulet feathers, exposing the
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lower white parts. Male number
215 held a territory along the edge

of a cattail-bordered pond, border-

ing the teiTitories of two neighbor-

ing males. After clipping back his

epaulets. I treated 215 with black

enamel and released him on his ter-

ritory. \^ ithin two days he had lost

his territory to the two neighboring

males. Both had extended their

boundaries and divided 215"s terri-

toi'y about equally between them.

These neighboring males held

this additional area for about one
\veek. After that, 215 was back

near his territory displaying—with

white epaulets! He had preened

all the black enamel off his feath-

ers. W ithin only two days of his re-

tarn, he had retaken his territory by

displaying, forcing the two males

back to their original territories and

re-establishing his old boundaries.

The white epaulets had apparently

enabled him to retake and maintain

his tenitory.

Most of the males had ah-ead\'

paired with females when they were

dyed. After treatment the females

did not show any difference in be-

hayior toward either normal or

black-epauleted males. The epaulets

of a tew males had been blackened

before the females aiTiyed and. in

spite of the lack of red epaulets,

some of these black-epauleted males

maintained territories throughout

the breeding season. Those that did.

all mated successfully. This result

indicates that the females choose a

male on the basis of his territory

and not on the basis of his bright

coloration.

Some redwing territories are

more coveted than others. "Desir-

able" territories have good nesting

sites (vegetation strong enough to

support nests and offer protection)

and produce large amounts of food

per unit area. Mai-sh-breeding red-

wings generally feed hatching in-

sects (mostlv aquatic) to their

voung, and so territories with large

amounts of vegetation not only have

more surface on which the insects

can emerge but also provide more
foraging area for the redwings.

Of the all-black males that did

maintain territories throughout the

breeding season, most held less de-

sirable territories composed of but-

tonbushes with few" cattails. Per

unit area these buttonbush terri-

tories provide less food than do the

denser cattail territories. Males

maintaining these poorer territories

suffered fewer intrusions from rival

males than did the males main-

taining cattail territories. Intruding

males appear to discriminate be-

tween territories of different desir-

ableness and to spend more time

and energy trying to displace males

in possession of better territories.

There is an obvious selective value

in the male's ability to make these

discriminations because with a bet-

ter territory, a male is more likely

to be chosen by a female and, there-

fore, to reproduce. The territory he

selects becomes the secondary sex-

ual characteristic on which the fe-

males base their choice of mates.

The male redwing combines
vocalizations, movements, and the

epaulets to varying degrees in his

displays. Because the epaulet is

onlv one component of his display

complex, it is not surprising that

only half the black-epauleted males

lost territories. If males were de-

prived of their vocalizations as well

as their epaulets, thev might be

more likely to lose an already estab-

lished territory.

It appears, then, that the epaulets

of the male redwing have evolved in

response to intrasexual selection

pressure, that is, selection for males

capable of effectively intimidating

other males. They do not seem to

have an important function in en-

counters with females. Because fe-

males probably choose a male s ter-

ritory instead of the male himself,

the female choice type of sexual se-

lection pressure has been less im-

portant than intrasexual selection

pressure in the evolution of red

epaulets.

A female redwing listens

to the call of a male.

Females already paired

with males continued to

accept them even after

their epavdets had been

covered with black dye.
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Devils,
Witches,
and
Sudden Death

In the hellisli mines of Bolivia,

w orl^ers call upon strange
companions to ease their terror

by June Nash

Tin miners in the high Andean
plateau of Bolivia earn less than a

dollar a dav when, to use their

phrase, thev "bury themselves alive

in the bowels of the eailh." The
mine shafts—as much as two miles

long and half a mile deep—pene-
trate hills that have been exploited

for more than 450 vears. The min-

ers descend to the work areas in

open hauls; some stand on the roof

and cling to the swaving cable as

the winch lowers them deep into

the mine.

Once thev reach their working

level, there is alwavs the fear of

rockslides as thev drill the face of

the mine, of landslides when thev

set off the dvnamite, of gas when
they enter unfrequented areas. And
added to their fear of the accidents

that have killed or maimed so manv
of their workmates is their eco-

nomic insecuritv. Like Wall Street

brokers they watch international

price quotations on tin, because a

difference of a few cents can mean
layoffe, loss of bonuses, a cut in

contract prices—even a change of

government.

Working in the narrow chimneys

and corridors of the mine, breath-

ing the dust- and silicate-filled air,

their bodies numbed bv the vibra-

tion of the drilling machines and

the din of dynamite blasts, the tin

miners have found an allv in the

devil, or Tio (uncle), as he is affec-

tionately known. Myths relate the

devil to his pre-Christian counter-

part Huari, the powerful ogre who
owns the treasures of the hills. In

Oruro, a 13,800-foot-high mining

center in the western Andes of Bo-

livia, all the miners know the leg-

end of Huari. who persuaded the

simple farmers of the Uru Uru tribe

to leave their work in the fields and

enter the caves to find the riches he

had in store. The farmers, sup-

ported by their ill-gained wealth

from the mines, turned from a vir-

tuous life of tilling the soil and

praying to the sun god Inti to a life

of drinking and midnight revels.

The communitv would have died,

the legend relates, if an Inca

maiden, Nusta, had not descended

from the sky and taught the people

to live in harmony and industry.

Despite four centuries of prose-

At a graveside service,

the family, friends,

and fellow workers

of a Bolivian miner

mourn his death.
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In a mine, a worker offers

liquor, coca, and cigarettes

to the Tio. "We do not

worship him. We do not kneel

before him," said one miner.

lyting. Catholic priests have failed

to wipe out belief in the legend, but

the principal characters have
merged with Catholic deities. Nusta

is identified with the Virgin of the

Mineshaft, and is represented as the

vision that appeared miraculously

to an unemployed miner.

The miners believe that Huari

lives on in the hills where the mines

are located, and thev venerate him
in the form of the devil, or Tio.

They believe he controls the rich

veins of ore, revealing them only to

those who give him offerings. If

they offend the Tio or slight him by

failing to give him offerings, he will

withhold the rich veins or cause an

accident.

Miners make images of the Tio

and set them up in the main corri-

dors of each mine level, in niches

cut into the walls for the workers to

rest. The image of the Tio varies in

appearance according to the fancy

of the miner who makes him. but

his body is always shaped from ore.

The hands, face, horns, and legs are

sculptured with clay from the mine.

Bright pieces of metal or burned-

out bulbs from the miners' electric

torches are stuck in the eye sockets.

Teeth are made of glass or crystal

sharpened "like nails," and the

mouth is open, gluttonous and

ready to receive offerings. Some-

times the plaster of Paris masks

worn by the devil dancers at Carni-

val are used for the head. Some
Ties wear embroidered vests, flam-

boyant capes, and miners' boots.

The figure of a bull, which helps

miners in contract with the devil by

digging out the ore with its horns,

occasionally accompanies the im-

age, or there may be chinas, female

temptresses who are the devil's con-

sorts.

The Tio is a figure of power: he

has what everyone wants, in excess.

Coca remains lie in his greedy

mouth. His hands are stretched out,

grasping the bottles of alcohol he is

offered. His nose is burned black by
the cigarettes he smokes down to

the nub. If a Tio is knocked out of

his niche by an extra charge of dy-

namite and survives, the miners

consider him to be more powerful

than others.

Another spirit present in the

mines but rarely represented in im-

ages is the Awiche, or old woman.
Although some miners deny she is

the Pachamama, the earth goddess

worshiped by farmers, they relate to

her in the same way. Many of the

miners greet her when they enter

the mine, saying, "Good-day, old

woman. Don't let anything happen
to me today!" They ask her to inter-

cede with the Tio when they feel in

danger; when they leave the mine
safely, they thank her for their life.

Quite the opposite kind of femi-

nine image, the Viuda, or widow,

appears to miners who have been

drinking chicha, a fermented corn

liquor. Miners who have seen the

Viuda describe her as a young and

beautiful chola, or urbanized In-

dian, who makes men lose their

minds—and sometimes their pay-

checks. She, too, is a consort of the

devil and recruits men to make con-

tracts with him, deluding them with

promises of wealth.

When I started working in Oruro

during the summer of 1969, the

men told me about the ch'alla, a

ceremonial offering of cigarettes,

coca, and alcohol to the Tio. One
man described it as follows:

"We make the ch'alla in the

working areas within the mine. My
partner and I do it together every

Friday, but on the first Friday of
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the month we do it with the other

workers on our level. We bring in

banners, confetti, and paper stream-

ers. First we put a cigarette in the

mouth of the Tio and light it. After

this we scatter alcohol on the

ground for the Pachamama, then

give some to the Tio. Next we take

out our coca and begin to chew,

and we also smoke. We serve liquor

from the bottles each of us brings

in. We light the Tio's cigai-ette. say-

ing 'Tio, help us in our work. Don't

let any accidents happen.' We do

not kneel before him as we would

before a saint, because that would

be sacrilegious.

"Then everyone begins to get

drunk. We begin to talk about our

work, about the sacrifices that we
make. When this is finished, we
wind the streamers around the neck

of the Tio. We prepare our mesas
[tables of offerings that include

sugar cakes, llama embryos, colored

wool, rice, and candv balls].

"After some time we say, 'Let's

go.' Some have to carrv out those

who are drunk. We go to where we
change our clothes, and when we
come out we again make the offer-

ing of liquor, banners, and we wrap
the streamers around each others'

necks. From there on, each one

does what he pleases."

I thought I would never be able

to participate in a ch'alla because

the mine managers told me the men
didn't like to have women inside

the mine, let alone join them in

their most sacred rites. Finallv a

friend high in the governmental bu-

reaucracy gave me permission to go

into the mine. Once down on the

lowest level of San Jose mine. 340
meters below the ground, I asked

my guide if I could stay with one of

the work crews rather than tour the

galleries as most visitors did. He
was relieved to leave me and get

back to work. The men let me trv

their machines so that I could get a

sense of what it was like to hold a

160-pound machine vibrating in a

yard-wide tunnel, or to use a me-

chanical shovel in a gallerv where

the temperature was 100° F.

They told me of some of their

frustrations—not getting enough air

pumped in to make the machines

work at more than 20 percent effi-

ciency and constant breakdowns of

machinerv, which slowed them up
on their contract.

At noon I refused the superinten-

dent's invitation to eat lunch at

level 0. Each of the men gave me a

bit of his soup or some "seconds,"

solid food consisting of noodles, po-

tatoes, rice, and spicv meat, which

their wives prepare and send down
in the elevators.

At the end of the shift all the

men in the work group gathered at

the Tio's niche in the large corri-

dor. It was the first Fridav of the

month and the gang leader. Lino

Pino, pulled out a bottle of fruit

juice and liquor, which his wife had

])repared. and each of the men
brought out his plastic bag with

coca. Lino led the men in offering a

cigarette to the Tio, lighting it. and

then shaking the li([uor im the

ground and calling for lilc. "Hal-

lalla! Hallalla!"

We sat on lumps of ore along tlie

rail lines and Lino's helper served

us, in order of seating, from a little

tin cup. I was not given an\ prior-

ilv. nor was I forgotten in lln'

rounds. One of the men gave me
coca from his supplv and I received

it willi two hands, as I had been

laughl in llic riluais aboveu;n)und. 1

When thev toast the Tio.

Indian workers often ask him
to "produce" minerals and

let them "ripen," as if

the ore were a farm crop.
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chewed enough to make mv cheek

feel numb, as though I had had an

injection of novocaine for dental

work. The men told me that

coca was their gift from the Pach-

amama, who took pitv on them in

their work.

As Lino offered liquor to the Tio.

he asked him to "produce" more
mineral and make it "ripen," as

though it were a crop. These rituals

are a continuation of agricultural

ceremonies still practiced bv the

farmers in the area. The miners

themselves are the sons or grand-

sons of the landless farmers who
were recruited when the gold and

silver mines were reopened for tin

production after the turn of the cen-

tury"

.

A month after I visited level

340. three miners died in an ex-

plosion there when a charge of dv-

namite fell down a shoot to their

work site and exploded. Two of the

men died in the mine: the third

died a few davs later in the hospital.

^Tien the accident occurred, all the

men rushed to the elevators to help

or to stare in fascinated horror as

the dead and injured were brought

up to level 0. Thev carried the bod-

ies of their dead comrades to the so-

cial center where thev washed the

charred faces, trs'ing to lessen the

horror for the women who were

coming. ^Tien the women came
into the social center where the

bodies were laid out, thev screamed

and stamped their feet, the hor-

ror of seeing their husbands or

neighbors sweeping through their

bodies.

The entire communitv came to

sit in at the wake, eating and drink-

ing in the feasting that took place

before the coffins of their dead com-

rades. The meal seemed to confirm

the need to go on Hving as well as

the right to live.

Although the accident had not

occurred in the same corridor I had

been in, it was at the same level.

Shortlv after that, when a student

who worked with me requested per-

mission to \'isit the mine, the man-

ager told her that the men were

hinting that the accident had hap-

pened because the gringa (anv for-

eign-born, fair-haired person, in

this case mvself) had been inside.

She was refused permission. I was
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disturbed bv what might happen to

mv relations with the people of the

communitv, but even more con-

cerned that I had added to their

sense of living in a hostile world

where anvthing new was a threat.

The miners were in a state of

uneasiness and tension the rest of

that month. Julv. Thev said the Tio

was "eating them" because he

hadn't had an offering of food. The

dead men were all voung. and the

Tio prefers the juicv flesh and blood

of the voung, not the tired blood of

the sick older workers. He wanted a

k'araku. a ceremonial bancfuet of

sacrificed animals.

There had not been anv sched-

uled k'arakus since the armv put

the mines under militan,' control in

1965. During the first half of the

century, when the "tin barons"—

Patino. Hochschild. and .^ra-

vamao—owned the mines, the ad-

ministrators and even some of the

owners, especiallv Patino. who had

risen from the ranks, would join

with the men in sacrificing animals

to the Tio and in the drinking and

dancing that followed. After nation-

alization of the mines in 1952, the

rituals continued. In fact, some of

the miners complained that thev

were done in excess of the Tio's

needs. One said that going into the

mine after the revolution was like

walking into a saloon.

Following military- control, how-

ever, the miners had held the ritual

onlv once in San Jose, after two

men had died while working their

shift. Now the Tio had again shown

he was hungrs' bv eating the three

miners who had died in the acci-

dent. The miners were determined

to offer him food in a k'araku.

At 10:30 P.M. on the eve of the

devil's month, I went to the mine

with Doris ^ iderkehr, a student,

and Eduardo Ibanez, a Bolivian art-

ist. I was somewhat concerned

about how we would be received af-

ter what the manager of the mine

had said, but all the men seemed

glad we had come. As we sat at the

entry to the main shaft waiting for

the yatiris. shamans who had been

contracted for the ceremonv, the

miners offered us chicha and cock-

tails of fruit juice and alcohol.

^^'Tien I asked one of the men
whv they had prepared the ritual

and what it meant, his answer was:

"We are having the k'araku be-

cause a man can't die just like that.

We in\ated the administrators, but

none of them have come. This is be-

cause onlv the workers feel the

death of their comrades.

"We invite the Pachamama, the

Tio. and God to eat the llamas that

we will sacrifice. With faith we give

coca and alcohol to the Tio. We are

more believers in God here than in

Germany or the United States be-

cause there the workers have lost

their soul. We do not have earth-

quakes because of our faith before

God. We hold the crucifix to our

breast. We have more confidence

before God."

Most miners reject the claim that

belief in the Tio is pagan sacrilege.

Thev feel that no contradiction ex-

ists, since time and place for offer-

ings to the devil are clearlv defined

and separated from Christian ritual.

-\t 11:00 P.M. two white llamas

contributed bv the administration

were brought into level in a com-
panv truck. The miners had already

adorned the pair, a male and a fe-

male, with colored paper streamers

and the bright wool earrings with

which farmers decorate their flocks.

The four yatiris contracted for

did not appear, but two others who
happened to be staving at the house

of a miner were brought in to per-

form the ceremonv. As soon as they

arrived, the miners took the llamas

into the elevator. The male was on

the right and the female to his left,

"just the same as a marriage cere-

monv." one miner commented.

Lxjoking at the couple adorned with

bright streamers and confetti, there

was the feeling of a wedding.

Two men entered the elevator

with the llamas and eight more
climbed on top to go down to level

340. Thev were commissioned to

take charge of the ritual. All the

A model of the Tio, shaped

bv the workers, sits in a

mine alcove. If the image

survives an explosion, it is

considered very powerful.
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Pushing a cart, workers with

puffed cheeks chew coca, a

narcotic. Falling rocks

are a constant danger in the

narrow corridors, lower left.

workers of 340 entered to partici-

pate in the ceremonv below and
about 50 men gathered at level to

drink.

At level 340 the workers guided
the yatiris to the spot where the ac-

cident had occurred. There they

cast liquor from a bottle and called

upon the Tio, the Awiche, and God
to protect the men from further ac-

cidents—naming all the levels in the

mine, the various work sites, the

different veins of ore, the elevator

shaft, and the winch, repeating each
name three times and asking the

Tio not to eat anv more workers
and to give them more veins to

work. The miners removed their

helmets during this ritual. It ended
with the plea for life, "Hallalla, hal-

lalla, hallalla." Two bottles of li-

quor were sprinkled on the face of

the rock and in the various work
places.

Tlie yatiris then instructed the

men to approach the llamas with

their arms behind their backs so

that the animals would not know
who held the knife that would kill

them. They were also told to beg
pardon for the sacrifice and to kiss

the llamas farewell. One miner, not-

ing what appeared to be a tear fall-

ing from the female's eye, cried and
tried to comfort her. As the men
moved around the llamas in a

circle, the yatiris called on the Mal-

kus (eagle gods), the Awiche, the

Pachamama, and finallv the Tiyulas

Continued on page 82

After two men died in an

explosion, the miners held

a k'araku, an ancient

ceremony that included

the sacrifice of two llamas.
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Predators of tlie Serengeti: Part 2

Are You Runnin
with Me, Horainid?
With different liunting patterns,

each large carnivore fills a special niche.

Early man was once there, too

by George B. Schaller

At times during my three-year

study in the Serengeti, especially as

I walked alone across the plains

with the dry grass rustling beneath

my feet and columns of wildebeest

streaming under the hazy sky, a

consciousness of the past would fill

me. I would climb on a kopje—
those wind-worn granite islands

that jut from the plains—and imag-

ine that I was an early hominid,

squinting into the glare, watching

for descending vultures as a sign of

meat to scavenge. What sort of life,

I wondered, did these ancient rela-

tives of man have, existing both as

hunter and hunted?

The leopard often carries

its kill into a tree

because other predators,

particularly the lion, may
steal it on the ground.

During the many times 1 watched

predators hunt and kill, I had svm-

pathy for the prey, yet I felt a

strange tie, an emotional kinship

with the predator. Man is by inheri-

tance a primate; by avocation a car-

nivore. For perhaps two million

years he has at least supplemenlcd

his diet with meat. As anthropolo-

gist Sherwood Washburn noted,

"In a very real sense our intellect,

interests, emotions, and basic social

life—all are evolutionary products

of the success of the hunting adap-

tation."

When trying to deduce the social

system used by Australopithecus

and other early hominids, many
anthropologists have looked for

clues among nonhuman primates.

This is logical on phylogenetic

grounds but not on ecological ones.

Social systems are so strongly in-

fluenced by the ecological condi-

tions under which an animal lives

that even the same species may be-

have differentlv from area to area.

Monkeys and apes are essentially

vegetarians, living in groups con-

fined to small ranges. Early man

and his precursors, on the other

hand, were widely roaming scav-

^1972 by The University of Chiai0:o. All riglits re:

engers and hunters, a wav of life

that has diverged so drastically

from the nonhuman primates that

any similarities in the social systems

of the two may well be accidental.

We can probably learn more

about the genesis of man's social

system by studying phylogenetically

unrelated but ecologicallv similar

forms than by examining nonhu-

man primates. The social carnivores

provide an obvious choice. Some of

the selective forces that influenced

the social existence of the lion,

hyena, and wild dog may also have

had an effect on hominid societies.

Less obvious, but also important

for an ecological perspective on the

evolution of hominids, are the dif-

ferent hunting systems of all the

large cai'nivores, including the leop-

ard, the cheetah, and even the ex-

tinct saber-toothed tiger. During

their evolutionarv histories, each of

these animals has competed with

hominids for food.

The Leopard: The opposite of the

sociable lion, the leopard is the es-

sence of a solitary cat. "Secretive,

silent, smooth and supple as a piece

of silk," as described by Maitland

Edey, "he is an animal of darkness

veJ. Adapted from Tin

Serengeli Lion, lo be publLihed later this year by the University of Chicago Press. 6i



and even in the dark he travels

alone."

The Serengeti leopards favor riv-

erine forests, kopjes densely over-

grown w^ith scrubs, and the exten-

sive thickets in the northern part of

the park. They are sparse on the

plains.

In my study, I found that the

ranges of resident leopards over-

lapped considerably, although each

animal tended to focus its activity

in an area little used bv others at

the time. Two adults were occasion-

ally within a quarter-mile of each

other, and during one period three

females and a subadult male hunted

along the same three-mile stretch of

river, vet only once did I see two

adults together when they were not

courting. This indicates a strong

mutual avoidance, probably based

both on direct visual contact and on
such indirect methods as marking

with scent.

We know little about the causes

of death among leopards, but sev-

eral cases of fatal confrontations

with lions have been reported. On
April 3, 1967, visitors came upon
eleven lions of the Masai pride as

they milled about and pawed a

freshlv killed female leopard: she

had been bitten through the lower

back and throat. Park warden
Myles Turner gave me the following

excerpt from his field notes: "On
17th September, 1960, at 8:00

A.M., the local pride of lions was
noted lying under a tree near the

Seronera River with a female leop-

ard high in the tree above them, ob-

viously very nervous. . . . The
leopard attempted to descend but

was promptly chased up again. Sud-

denly the lions converged on a grass

clump and pulled out two small

leopard cubs about six weeks old.

They were immediately torn to

pieces and consumed." The leopard

may stay in overgrown habitats not

only because of its hunting methods

but also because these areas provide

a refuge from lions.

The leopard is primarily a night

hunter, although I did see nine

leopard stalks in the daytime. One
of these attempts, at a waterhole,

culminated in a successful rush.

Other observers told me of six day-

time rushes, three of them success-

ful. On one occasion a female
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ECOLOGICAL SEPARATION OF PREDATORS

LION

HYENA

I

YOUNG PRIME
WILDEBEEST AGE GROUP

OLD

Both lions and hyenas prey extensively on wildebeest in

the Serengeti, but they tend to kdl different age groups.

stalked a herd of gazelle in the

plains and was within 100 feet of it

when the gazelle sensed her; but in-

stead of fleeing, they merely

snorted and stamped their forelegs.

A visitor observed a leopard leap on
a warthog but fall off when it

lunged ahead and fled. Photogra-

pher Simon Trevor watched three

adult baboons, in a reversal of roles,

chase a leopard from the vicinity of

a group along the Seronera River.

The leopard's diet is more varied

than that of the lion and cheetah,

and food items in the Serengeti in-

clude python, several kinds of

birds, hare, hyrax, various small

and medium-sized antelopes, and a

surprising number of other carni-

vores, a total of 24 species. Any cas-

ual list of kills shows a strong bias

in favor of large animals, which
leopards tend to store in trees. I col-

lected most data on kills around the

park headquarters at Seronera and
at the edge of the woodlands during

dry times. Among the large prey

items were Thomson's gazelle,

which weigh, at most, 50 pounds;

reedbuck. 145 pounds; impala, 140
pounds; and Grant's gazelle, 155
pounds. Other prey consisted of

small species or the young of large

ones. Leopards seem to prefer prey

in the 40- to 155-pound category,

with an upper limit at about 325
pounds, two to three times the

weight of the cat itself.

A leopard drags large prev by
grasping the animal's neck and

straddling the body between fore-

legs, a position also used to

scramble up a tree trunk with a car-

cass. To wedge a kill into the

branches may require several min-

utes of effort, as the limp body often

slips and has to be lifted to another,

more secure spot. Such storing of

carcasses helps keep them out of .

reach of jackals and hyenas and

usually of lions too. Vultures sel-

dom bother kills in trees.

On one occasion, a leopard im-

mediately hauled its kill 40 feet

into a tree when a hyena ap-

proached. On three occasions, lions

climbed trees and took a kill, but

they failed to find it on several oth-

ers. Once, three lions circled a tree

for 15 minutes, sniffing the trunk

and seeming to stare directly at the

carcass, which was clearly visible in

a fork 15 feet above them, but they

finally walked off. Another time, an

injured and obviously hungry lion-

ess behaved similarly when a reed-

buck was hanging a mere 12 feet

from her. The lions seemed aware

that there was a kill near the tree,

but in most instances were appar-

ently unable to recognize the mo-

tionless, distorted carcass by sight.

The Cheetah: With its small,

round head, deep chest, trim waist,

and long slender legs, the cheetah is

the least typical of the cats, an ani-

mal built for speed rather than

power. While cheetah occur

throughout the Serengeti ecological

unit, they prefer the plciins and the



woodlands-plains border. Their dis-

tribution in the Serengeti seems to

be less influenced by vegetation

than by the movements of Thom-
son's gazelle, their principal prey.

Their appearance and dis-

appearance correlate with the ga-

zelle migration.

Several cheetah occupied the

same general area around Seronera

during the dry season, some as tem-

porary residents, others only as

transients. Cheetah merely avoided

contact when they saw each other,

with no evidence of any form of ter-

ritorial defense. The animals spaced

themselves out by centering their

activity in a locality not much used

by others at the time and by avoid-

ing meetings by both visual and ol-

factory means.

In a previous article ("This

Gentle & Elegant Cat," NATURAL
History Magazine, June-July,

1970), I described cheetah pre-

dation. I found that out of a total of

261 cheetah kills found, 91 percent

were Thomson's gazelle, and most

of the others were Grant's gazelle,

wildebeest, impala, and hare. The

prey's size is a major factor in its se-

lection. Thomson's gazelle seldom

weigh more than 45 pounds.

Among the other kills, all the wil-

debeest and hartebeest, one Grant's

gazelle, and one topi were less than

two months old.

Cheetah feed rapidly, stopping

occasionally to look around as if

nervous, probably because other

predators frequently appropriate

the kill. In contrast to other preda-

tors, cheetah apparently do not

scavenge. Being low in the inter-

specific predator hierarchy, in most

instances cheetah are probably too

timid to investigate possible sources

of meat.

The Hyena: Serengeti hyenas

reach their greatest abundance on

the plains. Their basic social unit is

the clan, which may consist of 10 to

60 or more hyenas of both sexes

and all ages. Most hyenas are un-

able to maintain permanent clan

territories in the Serengeti because

their preferred prey, wildebeest and

zebra, may be many miles from the

plains. As the migratory herds re-

treat to the woodlands, clans on the

plains tend to break up. Some ani-

mals become nomadic, following

the prey. Hyenas from several clans

may associate without animosity

around a prey concentration and

may even establish a temporary

clan, which dissolves as food again

becomes scarce. With the advent of

the dry season, other hyenas, partic-

ularly females with cubs, move only

to the edge of the woodlands; from

there they may commute 20 miles

to some prey concentration, feed,

and then return to their den.

Hyenas kill 68 percent of their

prey and scavenge the rest. Because

wildebeest are both vulnerable and

rewarding in the amount of meat

they provide—one adult feeds an

average of 12.6 hyenas—this spe-

cies is the preferred prey. Hyenas

usually hunt at night, merely chas-

ing their quarry. They do not stalk

or lie in ambush. A wildebeest herd

may permit a hyena to approach to

within 20 yards or less before

wheeling around and fleeing, tightly

bunched. The hyena, in turn,

dashes at the herd as if to scatter it;

finally one animal may be selected,

often a calf if available, and pur-

sued at speeds up to 30 miles per

hour. After a chase of one to three

miles, the hyena either gives up the

attempt or is able to stop the animal

by biting its legs or belly.

The decision to hunt zebra is ap-

parently made by a clan before the

hunt begins. Animals gather and

synchronize their activity by, for ex-

ample, visiting latrine areas. After

that a pack may pass through wil-

debeest herds until it finds zebra. A
zebra herd occasionally permits

hyenas to approach to within five

yards before it flees or a stallion at-

tacks. The chase is at speeds of 10

to 20 miles per hour, much slower

than zebra can run. As with other

prey, hyenas tend to select the

weakest animals from a herd.

Once they pull an animal down,

hyenas rip open the abdomen and

bolt first the viscera, then the rest

of the meat. Fights seldom erupt in

competition over food, although an

animal with a bone may be vigor-

ously chased by others. Cubs have

no priority at kills except when

their mother protects them. Hans

Kruuk, the source of most of my in-

formation on hyenas, once observed

.35 hyenas kill a female zebra and

clear all the remains in 36 minutes.

The hyena is below the lion in the

predator hierarch\ . but at times I was

surprised at their temerity in attack-

ing lions. One evening 1 watched two

lionesses at a wildebeest kill. Almost

imperceptibly, hyenas began to

gather nearby in the darkness. Thev

waited silently. By 11:00 P.M. there

were 17 of them. The lions started to

bolt down meat, possibly anticipat-

ing the loss of their kill. As if on sig-

nal, the hyenas began to whoop.

They circled the lions, drawing ever

closer, in an eerie game of psycholog-

ical warfare. Then they rushed to the

kill, and the lions fled into the dark-

ness.

The Wild Dog: Small in size,

with a splotchy white, black, and

yellow coat, the African wild dog,

or hunting dog, does not seem to be

the kind of animal that could arouse

man's passion to the extent that it

has—being relentlessly and irra-

tionally persecuted throughout its

range. Wild dogs are scarce in the

Serengeti, with months sometimes

elapsing between sightings of a

pack, which averages ten adult

dogs. The animals usually disregard

the presence of a vehicle, per-

mitting it to approach to within ten

yards or less; sometimes they will

even bite the tires or otherwise in-

vestigate it. On one occasion, when
my car fell into a warthog burrow, a

pack stood 1.5 yards away and

watched me dig it out.

Packs with small young remain

in the vicinity of a den. The animals

leave the den to hunt, but return to

it afterward, a pattern that restricts

their range of activity. Once the

young are mobile, packs travel

widely. Ranges overlap extensively,

and in a few instances probably

completely. While it is possible that

packs defend the area immediately

around their dens, there is no evi-

dence to suggest that they are terri-

torial at other times. The scarcity of

packs alone tends to space animals

out, and olfactory cues, such as the

animal's powerful body odor, may
also help in this respect.

The most striking aspect of dog

society is the amity that exists be-

tween members. Even when the

whole pack is crowded around a kill

there is little overt strife; growling

and snapping, characteristic among
lions, usually do not occur. I never
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saw two dogs fight. In competition

for a bone or in other potentially

eruptive situations, both animals

tend to assume the appeasement

posture, thereby terminating the in-

teraction.

Packs seem to lack a rigid hier-

archy. Males and females share

most tasks equally, including hunt-

ing and feeding the young, although

certain individuals assume special

functions. For example, some adults

lead in the hunt, while others, espe-

cially yearhngs, trail behind. The
spoils, however, are divided among
all members. When pups are at the

den, one or more members remain

to guard them. The returning hunt-

ers then regurgitate meat for the

pups, as well as for the guards. On
one occasion a lame dog dropped so

far behind the pack that there was

no meat left when he reached the

carcass. He begged from several

members and received some.

Once pups accompany the adults

on the hunt, they are seldom fed on

regurgitated meat. Instead, they

take almost complete precedence at

a kill. Adults may grab a bite at the

time the prev has been caught, but

as soon as the pups arrive, adults

step back and permit them to mo-

nopolize the carcass. Any adult that

tries to eat is chased away by the

twittering, aggressive young—be-
havior already evident at the den

when large pups bite at the adults'

lips and legs while begging for food.

The adults stand around the feeding

young, forming a protective circle

that prevents hyenas and jackals

from grabbing the meat. Pups re-

tain their priority for food until

they are about eight months old.

Considering the high death rate of

adults, any factor that contributes

to a high survival rate of pups, such

as having priority at the kill, has se-

lective advantage.

In some respects the wild dog is

an easy subject for the study of pre-

dation, for it hunts predictably each

day and permits a vehicle to follow

it without altering its behavior. I

observed the hunting and killing of

Thomson's gazelle 37 times, of wil-

debeest 29 times, and of other prey

21 times. Dogs hunt mainly in the

morning and evening. After lying

huddled in small groups in the vi-

cinity of the den all night, they gen-
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erally set off with first light at about

6:00 A.M. The evening hunt, if any,

is rarely started before 5:00 P.M.

Occasionally, packs hunt on moon-
lit nights. Setting out on a hunt, the

dogs often move in single file but

soon spread loosely over the terrain,

a useful formation for finding

crouched gazelle.

The time a pack spends hunting

depends, of course, on the availabil-

ity of prey. On the whole, the ani-

mals are rarely active more than

four to five hours a day—traveling,
killing, and feeding. Of 48 hunts

observed, an average of 30 minutes

elapsed from the time a pack left its

den or rest area to the first kill.

Some hunts were successful within

10 minutes, and all except five were

successful within one hour. The
dogs consume the edible portions of

a Thomson's gazelle within 5 to 10

minutes, although bones are often

gnawed clean-for several more. The
dogs gorge themselves at a large

carcass within 15 to 30 minutes.

Hunting dogs may be trailed bv

one or more hyenas, which later at-

tempt to snatch the kill or at least a

morsel of it. The dogs, in furn, may
rush at the hyenas, and in the event

that these have managed to appro-

priate some meat, may nip them in

the rump until they drop the food,

which the dogs then retrieve. When
attacked, subadult hyenas often

crouch instead of fleeing, and such

individuals are at times permitted

to feed on the kill. Several hyenas

may drive dogs from a carcass, yet

the reverse also happens. The inter-

actions between these two predators

are highly variable, and probablv

depend more on the number of ani-

mals involved and the extent of

their hunger than on any rigid hier-

archical relationship. In fact, when
not competing for food, dogs and

hyenas tolerate each other more
than any other two predators, even

resting side by side in the shade of

the same tree.

The dogs' hunting methods vary

with the species of prev. Usually

only one or two dogs chase a Thom-
son's gazelle while others trail. The
speed of the chase is about 35 miles

per hour. Often sprinting at the be-

ginning of the chase, a gazelle pro-

ceeds in a flat gallop as a dog draws

closer, and finally, with capture im-

minent, it zigzags and reverses di-

rection. This tactic causes it to lose

speed, and finally the dog grabs it,

pulling it down. A bite into the

lower abdomen disembowels the

quarry, and other dogs usually ar-

rive within seconds and tear it to

pieces.

A pursued gazelle may run in a

wide semicircle, and at such times

the dogs hunt cooperatively. While
one or two dogs follow the gazelle,

the others cut across the arc and

surround the gazelle. Brief relay

hunts, with one dog taking the

place of another that was chasing,

were seen on three occasions. Most
pursuits end after a short chase.

When they hunt wildebeest,

packs seem to search specifically for

small calves. On one occasion sev-

eral hundred adult wildebeest, year-

lings, and large calves galloped in

single file while the dogs merely

stood and watched them pass. But

when a small calf, born late in the

season, ran past, it was immediately

pursued and killed. Dogs often

bunch up and walk toward a herd

in a stalk before suddenly dashing

when less than 100 yards from it.

Wildebeest draw together when
pursued, behavior that makes it dif-

ficult for dogs to single out calves.

To scatter a herd, the dogs run be-

side it, mingle with it, and if it cir-

cles, charge toward the advancing

animals. If no calf is present, an-

other herd may be attacked. To pull

a large calf or yearling off its feet

sometimes requires several minutes

of effort, with one or more dogs

hanging on to the nose and neck of

the quarry, several tearing at the

legs, and the rest at the abdomen.

Once a dog flushed a mouse and

As Thomson's gazelle graze,

a leopard watches from a

nearby tree. Unless

the gazelle come closer,

the cat wiU not rush them.
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Left to right: Wild dogs

cut off and kill a young
wildebeest. The descent of

a vulture probably alerts

a nomadic lion, which
drives off the dogs and

takes over the remains.

When wild dogs return

to the den site after

a hunt, pups beg food
by nuzzling an adult. In

a reflexive action, the

adult dog regurgitates part

of the food it consumed
earlier at the kill.

then pawed it. snapped at it. and
bounded in a tight circle around it.

Three other dogs joined. The mouse
squatted, paws raised, mouth agape:

when a dog nudged it with a foot, it

bit. Finally, after five minutes,

longer than it normally takes to kill

a wildebeest, one dog grabbed it.

When several predatory species

hunt in the same area, competition

for a limited prey resource is likely

to occur. One way in which such
competition can be reduced is for

predators to occupy different habi-

tats or to use the same one at differ-

ent times. Although all habitats are

used by the five large predators in

the Serengeti. some animals are

more abundant in one than another.

Lions mainly occupy the wood-
lands, hyenas and cheetah the

plains and woodlands-plains border,

leopards the thickets and riverine

forest, and wild dogs both wood-

lands and plains equally, depending
on availabihtv of prev. The cheetah

and wild dog are diurnal, hunting

predominantly in the morning and
afternoon, whereas the others are

nocturnal except in special circum-

stances, such as when lions stalk

prey at waterholes.

The various predators are ob-

viously not separated completely in

space and time. Cheetah and wild

dogs hunt during the same hours,

but both are so scarce that they sel-

dom meet. Attracted bv each
other's kills, lions and hvenas often

come into conflict, particularly in

the plains where thev appropriate

kills from each other. In general,

predators tend to be intolerant of

each other, even killing without

provocation.

A clear distinction must be
made, however, between hunting

behavior and aeeression, between

Hyenas, right, kill

a sickly adult wildebeest,

which had lagged behind
when they chased its herd.

In many areas the hyena
is a major predator,

killing most of its food.
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predators killing each other for food

and for other reasons. Leopards

frequently catch small carnivores,

such as jackals and sorvals, and eat

them as anv food item. Lions, how-

ever, may pursue hyenas, leopards,

and cheetah, showing, not the in-

expressive facial features of a hunt,

but the bared teeth and vocaliza-

tions typical of intraspecific strife;

thev treat other predators as they

would other lions. In this context it

is interesting to note that lions usu-

ally attack man as another predator,

rather than as a prey item.

It has been customary to divide

the large African carnivores into

predators, such as lions and wild

dogs, which kill their own food, and

scavengers, such as hyenas and

jackals, which subsist mainly on the

remains left bv predators or on any

other meat they can find. This dis-

tinction is not justified, for hyenas

in the Serengeti kill two-thirds of

their own food and jackals, more
than four-fifths of theirs. And lions

scavenge much of their food in

some areas. For example, of 63 car-

casses on which lions were feeding

in Ngorongoro Crater, 81 percent

had been killed by hyenas. Thus
lions can be considered pure preda-

tors in one park and not in another,

an awkward semantic distinction.

The predators, however, can be

divided into stalkers and coursers

based on their predominant hunting

methods. Stalking is characteristic of

most felids, coursing of canids. The
cats are specialized to capture prev

through stealth: in contrast, the ca-

nids, with their fairly long, slender

legs and deep chests are designed

for running fast and far. Lacking

the curved claws and powerful arms

of cats, they have to hold and pull

down their prey with the teeth

alone.

A large predator has a greater va-

riety of hoofed animals available as

prey than a small one. All five of

the large predators capture prey

weighing less than 200 pounds,

whereas only lions kill animals scal-

ing more than 300 pounds, except

on rare occasions when hyenas at-

tack them. Communal hunting also

affects the size of prey that can be

killed by predators. For example,

judging by its size, a solitary wild

dog would subsist on animals

weighing less than 50 pounds, but

packs readily kill prey of 250
pounds. With the spectrum of pred-

ators ranging from jackals to lions,

competition for the same food re-

source is reduced and predation

pressure is distributed more evenly

over the prey population.

A predator's speed and endur-

ance have an obvious effect on the

frequency with which it can obtain

a meal and the kind of prev it can

catch. Hyenas have stamina but

only moderate speed and agility.

Lions and leopards are fairly slow

and easily exhausted. This limits

their pursuit to a short rush, a

method whose success depends as

much on the vulnerability of the

prey a-s-on the skill of the hunter.

Stalkers may, however, increase

their chances of success by hunting

at night and near cover.

Lions, leopards, and hyenas may
go two or more days without obtain-

ing prey. When some is finally

available they gorge themselves,

with hyenas able to ingest one-third

of their body weight in one meal

and lions one-fourth—more than 75

pounds of meat in the case of a

male lion. Food passes rapidly

through the stomach, which means
that they can soon eat more.

Excess meat may be stored, leop-

ards placing theirs in trees, hyenas

in water. Since wild dogs can main-

tain a high speed for considerable

distances, their success in capturing

gazelle is higher than that of

hyenas. Similarly, the cheetah's

sprint is so fast that its success rate

of 70 percent for gazelle exceeds

that of other species. Both these

predators tend to capture prey daily

and neither makes an effort to save

excess meat.

It is interesting to speculate how
a carnivorous hominid might have

subsisted in the Serengeti, espe-

cially since man has been a member
of this predator community since

his evolutionary beginnings. A
hominid could have obtained meat

in one of four ways: by scavenging

animals dead from disease, malnu-

trition, or other causes; by driving

predators off their kill; by capturing

newborn young, sick individuals,

and other vulnerable prey; and by

capturing healthy large mammals.

All large predators in the Serengeti

obtain meat by all four methods,

with the exception of cheetah,

which do not appropriate kills.

Some anthropologists visualize

an evolutionary progression for man
from vegetarian to scavenger to

hunter. The fact that no large mam-
malian predator in the Serengeti

subsists solely by scavenging sug-

gests that hominids would also have

found it difficult to do so unless

thev supplemented their diet with

vegetal matter.

There is no ecological room for a

total scavenger. For several days, I

searched on foot for kills and dead

animals in an area of great prey

abundance. Where prey was abun-

dant a carnivorous hominid might

have survived by scavenging and

killing sick animals, but where prey

was sparse he would have had to

hunt in order to survive. Like all

predators, hominids probably ob-

tained their meat in the easiest pos-

sible way, by scavenging and by
killing the young and sick when
possible; by pursuing healthy ani-

mals when nothing else was avail-

able.

The scavenging and hunting

hominids' primate heritage suggests

that thev were diurnal. Selection

pressures also undoubtedly favored

a social existence. The wild dog,

which hunts at dawn and dusk and

favors prey weighing 125 pounds or

less, was the only other diurnal so-

cial carnivore. Therefore, an eco-

logical opening existed for a social

predator that hunted large animals

and scavenged during the day, an

opening that an early hominid may
well have filled.

{Continued next month)

While immature males may
remain together, cheetah

are normally solitary.

They prey primarily on the

small Thomson's gazelle.







Nights in Pliny's Garden
TlT^e insatiable scliolar w l:io wTotc tlio first

"Natural History" seems to have been too
busy to sleep-except on the night
before his death

by Phillip Drennon Tlionias

From the first century to the

nineteenth century, the most popu-

lar work on natural history was the

Historia naturalis of Gaius Plinius

Secundus, more commonly known
as Pliny the Elder. This ponderous,

37-volume work became the basic

reference source for medieval schol-

ars who were interested in nature.

It is probably the most popular

work on natural history ever writ-

ten. Certainly, it is one of the most

interesting.

Although praised by Buffon,

Humboldt, Cuvier, and a host of

lesser critics, it is nevertheless a

work that must be read with cau-

tion, lor Plinv loved fable as well as

fad. I'hc historian Edward Gibbon

referred lo the Natural History as

"an immense register where Pliny

has deposited the discoveries, the

arts, and the errors of mankind."

In his preface, Pliny informs his

readers that his work contains

20,000 interesting facts, gleaned

from 2,000 volumes by 100 au-

thors, "of which only a few are in

the hands of the studious on ac-

count of the obscurity of the sub-

ject." A careful examination of his

work reveals that Pliny actually re-

fers to 146 Latin authors and 327
' foreign authors, including Homer—
"a prince of learning and father of

antiquities"—Aristotle, Herodotus,

Xenophon, Thucydides, Euclid,

Democritus, Archimedes, Theo-

phrastus, Varro, Livy, Cato, Po-

lybius, Eudoxus, Eratosthenes, Pin-

dar, Hippocrates, Asclepiades, and
King Juba of Numidia. We know of

many early scientists and naturalists

only because Pliny mentioned
them.

Pliny inaugurated a tradition in

scientific scholarship of carefully

citing one's sources, for as he com-

ments in his involved Latin prose,

"I have prefaced these volumes

with the names of my authorities. I

have done so because it is, in my
opinion, a pleasant thing and one

that shows an honorable modesty,

to own up to those who were the

means of one's achievements, not to

do as most of the authors to whom I

have referred did. For you must

know that when collating author-

ities, I have found that the most

professedly reliable and modern

writers have copied the old authors

word for word, without acknowl-

edgment."

Citing his authorities with care.

Pliny sought to embrace nature in

her broadest dimensions. Yet he re-

alized that some subjects escaped

his attention. "Nor do we doubt

that there are many things that have

escaped us also; for we are but hu-

man, and beset with duties, and we

The walls of Pompeii, when uncovered by

archeologists, revealed a wealth of Roman
mythology and natural hi.story. The painting, left,

is from the house of Vetti. Ostia, right, was

Rome's main port when Pliny commanded its fleet.

pursue this sort of interest in our

spare moments, that is at night—

lest any of your house [the emperor

Vespasian] should think that the

night hours have been given lo idle-

ness. The days we devote to you,

and we keep our account with sleep

in terms of health, content even

with this reward alone, that, while

we are dallying, in Varro's phrase,

with these trifles, we are adding hours

to our life—since of a certainty to be

alive means to be awake.





Few matters escaped Pliny's at-

tention, for the numerous books of

his Natural History contain delib-

erations on agriculture, gems,

dfugs, birds, bees, babies, plants,

medicine, monstrosities, omens and

portents, magic and astrology, mar-

vels of the sea, inventions and no-

table first events, and the shape,

size, and motion of the world. They

were a storehouse of the Medi-

[
terranean world's accumulated

I

/acts, folklore, and fables. Pliny

;
provided a table of contents that in-

cluded a survey of the subjects in

each book, the authorities for the

material, and in some cases, the

number of facts, investigations, and

observations presented in the book.

Pliny was interested in ascertain-

ing when events first occurred and

who invented mundane objects.

Consequentlv, he provided illumi-

nation on Rome's first pavements,

the first clock, when the Roman na-

tion first began to squander money,

who first invented fishponds, who
first introduced goose liver, who
were the first bakers in Rome, who
were the richest people, the in-

ventor of perfume, and when lions,

tigers, and elephants were first seen

in Rome.
The details of Pliny's life and ca-

reer are meager. Born in A.D. 23, at

Como in northern Italy, he was the

son of an established, middle-class

Roman family. Studying at Rome,

he was influenced by the Stoicism

of Seneca; and as a moderate Stoic

himself, he believed that nature was

didactic—it could instruct human
society on the questions of virtue.

After studying law, he followed

the traditional course of a Roman
youth and placed his energy and

talents at the service of the Roman

In his Natural History Pliny

also wrote about mythical

creatures, such as the satyr

represented here in a

statue uncovered in Pompeii.

state. As a member of Rome's le-

gions and imperial bureaucracy, he

served in Germany, Gaul, and
Spain. During this time, he had the

opportunity to visit Africa, the site

of many of the wondrous peoples,

places, and things that he recorded

in his Natural History.

During his busy career, Pliny au-

thored a treatise on the cavalry's

use of the javelin, a biography of a

friend, a history of Rome's wars

with Germany, a study of rhetorical

training, a work on grammar, and a

history of his times. Unfortunately,

only his 37-volume Natural History

is extant. Shortly after the dedica-

tion of this work in A.D. 77, he re-

ceived his fateful appointment as

prefect of the Roman fleet at Mi-

senum on the Bay ol Naples.

Pliny was remarkably, almost in-

explicably, energetic in compiling

and organizing his Natural History.

His nephew PUny the Younger,

whose letters provide such a per-

ceptive view of Roman life in the

first century of the Empire, de-

scribes his uncle's method of study

in a letter to a friend:

"You will wonder how a man as

busy as he was could find time to

compose so many books and some

of them too involving such cai-e and

labor. But you will be still more

surprised when you hear that he

pleaded at the bar for some time,

that he died in his fifty-sixth year,

that the intervening time was em-

ployed partly in the execution of

the highest official duties, partly in

attendance upon those emperors

who honored him with their friend-

ship.

"But he had a quick apprehen-

sion, marvelous powers of appli-

cation, and was of exceedingly

wakeful temperament. He always

began to study at midnight at the

time of the feast of Vulcan, not for

the sake of good luck, but for learn-

ing's sake; in winter generally at

one in the morning, but never later

than two, and often at twelve. H<'

was a most ready sleeper, insomuch

that he would sometimes, whilst in

the midst of his studies, fall off and

then wake up again. Before day-

break he used to wait upon Vespa-

sian, who also used his nights lor

transacting business, and then pro-

ceed to execute the orders he re-

ceived. As soon as he returned

home, he gave what time was left to

study.

"After a short and light refresh-

ment at noon, agreeably to the good

old custom of our ancestors, he

would frequently in the summer, if

he was disengaged from business,

lie down and bask in the sun; dur-

ing which time some author was

read to him, while he took notes

and made extracts, for every book

he read he made extracts out of, in-

deed it was a maxim of his, that 'no

book was so bad but some good

might be got out of it.' When this

was over, he generally took a cold

bath, then some slight refreshment

and a little nap.

"After this, as if it had been a

new day, he studied till suppertime,

when a book was again read to him,

which he would take down running

notes upon. I remember once his

reader having mispronounced a

word, one of my uncle's friends at

the table made him go back to

where the word was and repeat it

again; upon which my uncle said to

his friend, 'Surely you understood

it?' Upon his acknowledging that he

did, 'Why then,' he said, 'did you

make him go back again? We have

lost more than ten lines by this in-

terruption.' Such an economist he

was of time!

"In the summer he used to rise

from supper at daylight, and in win-

ter as soon as it was dark: a rule he

observed as strictly as if it had been

a law of state. Such was his manner

of life amid the bustle and turmoil

of town: but in the country his

whole time was devoted to study,

excepting only when he bathed. In

this exception I include no more

than the time during which he was

actually in the bath; for all liie

while he was being rubbed and

wiped, he was employed either in

hearing some book read to him or

in dictating himself.

"In going about ans where, as

ihough he were di-sengaged from all

oilier business, he applied his mind

wholly to that single pursuit. A
shorthand writer constantly at-

tended liini willi boiik and lablels.

who, in (111- winlcr. wore a particu-

lar sort of warm gloves, thai the

sharpness of the weather might nol

occasion an\ inlerruption lo ni\



uncle's studies: and for the same

reason, when in Rome, he was al-

wavs carried in a chair. I recollect

his once taking me to task for walk-

ing. 'You need not,' he said, lose

these hours.' For he thought every

hour gone that was not given to

study."

This passage cleaiiy reveals that

Plinv was a voracious reader rather

than a trained naturalist interested

in observing the phenomena of the

world. Plinv was one of history's

greatest note-takers and compilers.

He was more a historian, in love

with the wonders of nature as re-

corded bv other writers, than a sci-

entist devoted to examining the

minute workings of nature.

Many of the flaws in his work are

those that ai-e symptomatic of the

science of the period. In the tradi-

tion of the Greeks, his universe was

geocentric, and his basic matter was

the four elements of earth, air, fire,

and water.

Plinv was neither more nor less

credulous than other educated Ro-

mans of his era. He claimed his in-

creduhtv was based upon a detailed

examination of nature: For W'hen I

have observed Nature she has al-

ways induced me to deem no state-

ment about her incredible.'

Rome stood in awe before the in-

tellectual accomplishments of the

Greeks and the wondrous manifes-

tations of nature's powers. Thus, it

is not surprising that Plinv derives

much of his information on cos-

mographv. zoologv, and botany

from Greek sources. Thev were the

recognized authorities in these

areas, and Rome respected author-

ities. Nevertheless. Pliny had the

traditional Roman ambivalency to-

wai-d the Greeks. In one passage, he

states, "Onlv do not let us be too

proud to follow the Greeks, because

of their far greater industry or devo-

tion to studv": but later he notes.

"It is astounding to what lengths

Greek credulitv will go; there is no

lie so shameless as to lack a sup-

porter."' He was cautious in the use

of some of his Greek sources, and

he rejoiced to find certain of them

in error. "It afforded me great

amusement to read an exposure of

Greek lies and fraud."

Tlu-oughout his work. Pliny was

defensive about his self -ordained

mission of chronicling natures
nuances. To justify his endeavors,

he offers comments upon Rome's
neglect of science. He noted that

"nowadays it is necessai-y to in-

vestigate not only subsequent dis-

coveries but also those that had al-

ready been made by the men of old.

because general slackness has de-

creed an utter destruction of

records. And for this fault w"ho can

discover other causes than the gen-

eral mo\"ements of affairs in the

world';' The fact is that other cus-

toms have come into vogue, and the

minds of men ai^e occupied about

other matters: the only arts culti-

vated are the arts of avarice." Or
of the constant themes in Pliny's

work is his persistent indictment of

Roman societv's indifference to

learning.

Plinv s world was adorned with

mar\elous peoples: the Ethiopians,

whom vou had to see to believe: the

forest people of the Himalayas, who
had their feet turned backward be-

hind their legs and ran with wild

animals: the Albanians, who were

born with keen gi^av eves and re:,

mained bald from childhood; the

natives of India, who were "more

than seven feet six inches high,

never spit, do not suffer from head-
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ache or toothache or pain in the

eyes"; the umbrella foot tribe, who
in hot weather lav on "their backs

on the ground and protected them-

selves with the shadow of their

feet'"; and those notably strange

mountain people who had dogs'

heads and whose speech was a bark.

Plinv's explanation for these

people was quite simple. "These

and similar varieties of the human
race have been made by the inge-

nuity of Nature as toys for herself

and marvels for us. And indeed

who could possibly recount the vari-

ous things she does every day and

almost every hour? Let it suffice for

the disclosure of her power to have
included the whole races of man-
kind among her marvels."

The elephant was for Plinv one
of the most spectacular inhabitants

of the animal world. It was the first

subject he considered in his books
on zoology. While acknowledging it

as the largest land animal, he was
more enthralled by its human quali-

ties. Plinys elephant "is nearest to

man in intelligence: it understands

the language of its country and

obeys orders, remembers duties that

it has been taught, is pleased by af-

fection and by marks of honor, nay

more it possesses virtues rare even

in man, honesty, wisdom, justice,

also respect for the stars and rever-

ence for the sun and moon." Pliny

chronicled their first appearance in

Rome, examples of their in-

telligence and moral sensibilities,

prowess in war, and methods of

training and breeding, and he re-

viewed their principal enemies-
men and snakes. Pliny maintained

that the biggest elephants were

born in India, but he recorded that

"Ethiopia produces elephants that

rival those of India, being 30 feet

high." After reading Plinv, it is

easy to understand whv the gullible

scholars of the early Middle Ages so

esteemed the elephant.

Pliny presented a lengthy com-

mentary upon the lion, which, like

the elephant, is an animal with no-

bility. The lion alone of wild ani-

mals shows mercy to suppliants; it

spares persons prostrated in front of

it, and when raging it turns its furv

on men rather than women, and

only attacks children when ex-

tremely hungrv."

In his descriptions of aquatic ani-

mals, he again began with the iarg-

Pliny walked through the

streets and arches of

Pompeii, which were buried

when Vesuvius, in the

background, erupted.

est example of that class, the whale.

He recognized that marine animals
can be larger than those on land.

The exotic East is the source once
more for the premier example of a

particular species. "The largest

number of animals and those of the

largest size are in the Indian Sea,

among them whales covering three

acres each, and sharks 100 ells

[150 feet] long: in fact in those re-

gions lobsters grow up to 6 feet

long, and also eels in the river

Ganges to 300 feet."" Plinv reserves

some of the most beautiful prose in

his Natural History for the dolphin.

Pearl-producing oysters are chas-

tised by Plinv because ""moral cor-

ruption and luxurv spring from no
other source in greater abundance
than from the genus shellfish.""

Concerned with Romes abuse of

her environment, Pliny delivers an

impassioned plea against man's ex-

ploitation of his world. "In fact, in

regard to one of nature"s elements

we have no gratitude. For what lux-

uries and for what outrageous uses

does she not subserve mankind?
She is flung into the sea, or dug
away to allow us to let in the chan-

nels. Water, iron. wood. fire, stone,

growing crops are employed to tor-

ture her at all hours, and much
more to make her minister to our

luxuries than our sustenance. Yet in

order to make the sufferings in-

flicted on her surface and mere

outer skin endurable, we probe her

entrails, digging into her veins of

gold and silver and mines of copper

and lead: we actuallv drive shafts

down into the depth to search for

gems and certain tiny stones; we
drag out her entrails, we seek a

jewel merelv to be worn upon a fin-

ger! How many hands are wnni

away with toil that a single knui kle

mav shine resplendcnll If an\

beings of the nether world cxistrd.

assuredly even thc\ wniilil lia\e

been dug up ere now li\ llic hur-

rowing of avarice and lu\ur\! And
can we wonder if earth lias also

generated some creatures for our

harm? Since the wild animals. 1

well believe, are her guardians, and

protect her from sacrilegious hands:

(In not serpents infest our mines, do

we not handle veins of gold mingled

with the roots of poison? Yet that

sliows till' goddess all ihe kinder Id-

"5



wards us, because all these avenues
from which wealth issues lead but

to crime and slaughter and warfare,

and her whom we besprinkle with

our blood we cover with un-

buried bones, over which never-

theless, when at length our madness
has been finallv discharged, she

draws herself as a veil, and hides

even the crimes of mortals. I would
reckon this too among the crimes of

our ingratitude, that we are igno-

rant of her nature."'

Pliny's energetic efforts to dispel

Rome s ignorance about nature

ended suddenlv at the foot of

Mount Vesuvius, which erupted in

volcanic furv on August 24, A.D.

79. By sunset on the 25th, Phnv
the Elder was dead, and the cities

of Pompeii. Herculaneum, and
Stabiae were co\'ered with ash.

Plinv the Younger, who was
eighteen at the time, i:ecorded in a

graphic letter to the historian Tac-

itus the incidents leading to his

uncle's death.

"He was at that time with the

fleet under his command at Mi-

senum. On the 24th of August,

about one in the afternoon, mv
mother desired him to observe a

cloud which appeared of a verv un-

usual size and shape. He had just

taken a turn in the sun and. after

bathing himself in cold water, and
making a light luncheon, gone back
to his books: he immediatelv arose

and went out upon a rising ground
from whence he might get a better

sight of this verv uncommon ap-

pearance.

"A cloud, from which mountain
was uncertain, at this distance (but

it was found afterwards to come
from Mount Vesuvius), was ascend-

ing, the appearance of which I can-

not give you a more exact descrip-

tion of than by likening it to that of

a pine tree, for it shot up to a great

height in the form of a very tall

trunk, which spread itself out at the

top into a sort of branches; occa-

sioned, I imagine, either bv a sud-

den gust of air that impelled it, the

force of which decreased as it ad-

vanced upwards, or the cloud itself

being pressed back again bv its own
weight, expanded m the manner I

have mentioned; it appeared some-
times bright and sometimes dark

and spotted, according as it was ei-
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ther more or less impregnated with

earth and cinders.

This phenomenon seemed to a

man of such learning and research

as m\ uncle extraordinarv and
worth further looking into. He or-

dered a light vessel to be got readv,

and gave me leave, if I liked, to ac-

company him. I said I had rather go

on with mv work; and it so hap-

pened he had himself given me
something to write out.

As he was coming out of the

house, he received a note from Rec-

tina, the wife of Bassus, who was in

the utmost alarm at the imminent
danger which threatened her; for

her \ ilia lying at the foot of Mount
Vesuvius, there was no way of es-

cape but bv sea; she earnestiv en-

treated him therefore to come to

her assistance.

He accordinglv changed his

first intention, and what he had be-

gun from a philosophical, he now
carries out in a noble and generous

spirit. He ordered the gallevs to put

to sea, and went himself on board

with an intention of assisting not

onlv Rectina, but the several other

towns which lay thicklv strewn

along that beautiful coast.

Hastening then to the place

from whence others fled with the

utmost terror, he steered his course

direct to the point of danger, and
with so much calmness and pres-

ence of mind as to be able to make
and dictate his observations upon
the motion and all the phenomena
of that dreadful scene. He was now
so close to the mountain that the

cinders, which grew thicker and
hotter the nearer he approached,

fell into the ships together with

pumice stones, and black pieces of

burning rock: thev were in danger

too not only of being aground bv

the sudden retreat of the sea, but

also from the vast fragments which
rolled down from the mountain,

and obstructed all the shore.

Here he stopped to consider

whether he should turn back again;

to which the pilot advising him.

Fortune,' said he. 'favors the

brave: steer to where Pomponianus
is." Pomponianus was then at

Stabiae, separated bv a bav. which
the sea, after several insensible

windings, forms with the shore. He
had alreadv sent his baggage on

board: lor though he was not at that

time in actual danger, vet being

within sight of it, and indeed ex-

tremely near, if it should in the

least increase, he was determined to

put to sea as soon as the wind,

which was blowing dead in-shore,

should go down.

"It was favorable, however, for

carrving mv uncle to Pomponianus,
whom he found in the greatest con-

sternation: he embraced him ten-

derlv. encouraging and urging him
to keep up his spirits, and. the more
effectuallv to soothe his fears bv

seeming unconcerned himself, or-

dered a bath to be got readv, and

then, after having bathed, sat down
to supper with great cheerfulness,

or at least (what is just as heroic)

with everv appearance of it. Mean-
while broad flames shone out in sev-

eral places from Mount V esuvius,

which the darkness of the night

contributed to render still brighter

and clearer. But mv uncle, in order

to soothe the apprehensions of his

friend, assured him it was onlv the

burning of the villages, which the

country people had abandoned to

the flames: after this he retired to

rest, and it is most certain he was so

little disquieted as to fall into a

sound sleep: for his breathing

which, on account of his corpu-

lence, was rather hea^'^' and sonorous,

was heard bv the attendants.

"The court which led to his

apartment being now almost filled

with stones and ashes, if he had
continued there any time longer, it

would have been impossible for him
to have made his way out. So he

was awoke and got up, and went to

Pomponianus and the rest of his

companv. who were feeling too anx-

ious to think of going to bed. Thev
consulted together whether it would
be most prudent to tnist to the

houses, which now rocked from

side to side with frequent and vio-

lent concussions as though shaken

from their verv foundations; or fl\

to the open fields, where the cal-

cined stones and cinders, though

light indeed vet fell in lai-ge show-

ers, and threatened destruction. In

this choice of dangers thev resolved

for the fields: a resolution which,

while the rest of the companv were

hurried into bv their fears, mv
uncle embraced upon cool and de-



liberate consideration. They went

out then, having pillows tied upon
their heads with napkins; and this

was their whole defence against the

storm of stones that fell around

them.

"It was now day everywhere

else, but there a deeper darkness

prevailed than in the thickest night;

which however was in some degree

alleviated by torches and other

lights of various kinds. They
thought proper to go farther down
upon the shore to see if they might

safely put out to sea, but found the

waves still running extremely high

and boisterous.

"There my uncle, laying himself

down upon a sail-cloth, which was

spread for him, called twice for

some cold water, which he drank,

when immediately the flames, pre-

ceded by a strong whiff of sulphur,

dispersed the rest of the party, and

obliged him to rise. He raised him-

self up with the assistance of two of

his servants, and instantly fell down
dead; suffocated, as I conjecture, by

some gross and noxious vapor, hav-

ing always had a weak throat,

which was often inflamed. As soon

as it was light again, which was not

till the third day after this melan-

choly accident, his body was found

entire, and without any marks of

violence upon it, in the dress in

which he fell, and looking more like

a man asleep than dead."

So died Pliny the Elder, natural

historian of Rome. The concluding

words to his epic study of nature

serve as a fitting epitaph:

"Hail, Nature, Mother of all

creation, and mindful that 1

alone of the men of Rome have

praised thee in all thy manifesta-

tions, be gracious unto me.
'

Roman religious customs

and art, combined in this

statue of a vestal virgin

at Ostia, were also topics of

Pliny's voluminous works.
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Mars Lives by John P. W^lley, Jr.

Back before the turn of the centim', some out-

standing physicists were conv-inced that their dis-

cipline had been pretty well mined out; there was little

left to do, they thought, but add a sixth decimal place

to values that were alreadv known. Thev did not even

dream of protons and electrons; thev had no glimpse

of the power of understanding that quantum mechan-
ics and relativity would bring. Thev did not know they

were puttering in the dark just before a radiant dawn.

As late as 1955. planetarv astronomers were in

much the same position. Their work never actuallv

stopped: ingenious manipulation of instruments and
inspired guesses slowlv added to our store of kno%vl-

edge about our neighbors in space. Most of the work
was done by a small band of extraordinarilv patient

observers, who spent hours peering through the eye-

pieces of telescopes, waiting for those rare occasions

when our swirling atmosphere stood still for a few sec-

onds, revealing the planets in a claritv of detail never
seen in photographs. Then the observer rapidlv

sketched what he saw. slowlv building up a record of

what the planet looked like and what changes, if anv,

were taking place. Astronomers were prisoners under
an ocean of turbulent air, and there seemed to be no
way to climb to new plateaus of knowledge.

Pickings were slim. Venus was nearbv and bright,

but banks of clouds made the planet a blank disk.

Mercurv was never far from the sun. and showed such
faint markings that astronomers even assigned it an er-

roneous rotation rate. Jupiter offered a nice, large disk,

but the conspicuous belts had to be features of the at-

mosphere rather than the surface: all astronomers

could do was follow the development of disturbances

and the fortunes of the tantalizing Great Red Spot.

The rings made Saturn beautiful, but the planet itself

looked much the same as Jupiter, onlv smaller. Uranus
and Neptune were tinv. featureless disks at impossible

distances, and mvsterious Pluto, not a proper outer

planet at all, looked like a rather faint star.

Mars was the onlv planet whose surface could be
seen clearly. Dark markings were mapped. Seasonal

changes took place: a wave of darkening spread from
the shrinking polar cap toward the equator in which-
ever hemisphere spring was occurring. Haze some-
times obscured all or part of the visible disk; storms

could be tracked across the face of the planet.

Even Mars, howe\ er, did not reveal vers' much. It is

onlv half the size of the earth, and most of the time is

more than a hundred million miles away. At best, its

disk is only 25 seconds of arc across: looking at it then

is like looking at a dime a mile awav. At worst, when
Mars is on the other side of the sun from us, its disk

shrinks to just five seconds of arc.

The astronomers did what thev could with what

Dark splotches like these, not seen bv the 19(

Mariner although large enough to be seen fro

the earth, cover much of the Martian south

temperate zone. The crater at center, with tht

dark ring inside, is about 77 miles across.

they had, and a standard picture of Mars emerged.
They destroyed the vision of Percival Lowell, who
dreamed of intelligent creatures living on the banks of

an intricate canal system, and the fun of H. G. Wells,

who had his Martian monsters invade the earth. The
lonely planetologists reported a cold, waterless world
with a tenuous atmosphere and few if anv of the re-

quirements for terrestrial life. Thev called Mars a geo-

logicallv dead world, just as thev had pronounced the

moon to be dead. Thev ruled that nothing ever hap-

pened there, no volcanoes, no earthquakes, nothing.

In a wav. it might have been nice. We might have
seen what a planet looks Hke when it first forms. If no
geological processes had disturbed the surface of Mars,

then it might have been a time machine, taking us

back almost to the creation of the solar svstem. True, ^

the volatile gases, water, and a few other primordial

constituents might be gone, but the surface of the

planet would be the original surface, the "before" pic-

ture of a planet.

But phvsicists were destined to penetrate the atom,

to calculate the curve of space, to create antimatter. A I

whole new picture of the phvsical universe emerged.

Now the planetarv astronomers are making the same
quantum jump. Thev suddenlv have access to in-

struments that not onlv have been lifted above the

earth's atmosphere, but that have been carried to the

celestial bodies thev want to studv. The small band has

grown to an armv. And now our conceptions of the



planets, especially of Mars, are changing almost daily.

It now appears we will have to look elsewhere for a

primordial planet surface. The question of whether

any biological life has succeeded against Martian odds

remains open, but Mars as a planet is very much alive.

We found out in 1965, when our first probe returned

17 pictures, that Mars is cratered like the moon. These

could have been impact craters, however, which

seemed especially likely on a planet so close to the as-

teroid belt. We discovered in 1969, when our second

probes provided 200 pictures, that parts of the surface

are jumbled up. We still do not know what causes

that. Now another Mariner is circling the planet, send-

ing back thousands of pictures, and among students of

Mars all hell is breaking loose.

The rocketeers had their problems. One of the two

Mariners launched last year got no farther than the At-

lantic Ocean. When the successful one arrived after

248 million miles and five and a half months, all of

Mars was blanked out by the worst dust storm in 17

years. The Soviets successfully dropped a television

camera and scientific instruments to the planet's sur-

face, only to hear the signals stop after 20 seconds,

one of the all-time, great scientific disappointments.

By January the storm subsided, and there was joy at

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The pictures were clear

(although the color system failed), and they revealed

completely unexpected surface features, so unexpected

that the reaction of some scientists was described as

"outraged disbelief."

\V/i>
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Pits and hollows pock the surface of Mars

about 500 miles from its south pole.

They could result from the thawing of

ground ice or from wind action. The basins

at left are about ten miles across; the

smaller pits are one to two miles in diameter.

Chasms range for miles across the Martian surface,

some for hundreds of miles. They are complete with

smaller tributary canyons, and look exactly like fea-

tures carved by running water here on earth. The sci-

entists' first reaction, however, is that they are the re-

sult of cracking and sliding of the crust of the sort

usually produced by earthquakes. Wind erosion has

further modified them. Other features, clearly cracks

in the surface, run for more than 1,000 miles.

The surface is pocked in places with mysterious

pits, not at all craterlike, ranging from a hundred

miles across down to the smallest dimensions Mariner

can photograph, about the size of Yankee Stadium.

Other areas are dappled with equally mysterious

"leopard spots," which change color from week to

week and may be related to the waves of darkening

that move across the planet in spring. Both of these

phenomena could be nothing more than effects of the

very high winds that apparently sweep the planet.

Some of the craters are collapsing, creating con-

centric rings of fractures in the surface, and appear to

be the calderas of extinct volcanoes rather than the im-

pact craters they had been assumed to be.

Instruments aboard Mariner have detected "hot

spots." places as much as 10 degrees warmer than the

surrounding area, which may be the sites of geother-

mal activity, possibly even active volcanoes.

The Martian winds themselves must be phenome-

nal. In November, when Mariner arrived, they were

blowing hard enough to keep dust and sand suspended

as much as 30 miles above the planet's surface.

Known elevation differences of 40,000 feet and more

could produce winds of up to 300 miles an hour, ac-

cording to some estimates.

As January drew to a close. Mariner gave every in-

dication that it would continue its probe of Mars for at

least the three months aimed at by the designers. The

only safe prediction had to be that still more surprises

were in store. Two Soviet spacecraft were also taking

pictures from orbits around Mars, and while they were

providing copies to U.S. space scientists, none had

been released to the public. But it was already clear

that Mars is a far more exciting place than anyone has

thought since Lowell and Wells dreamed their dreams

of the red planet.

Physicists these days are happily boring into the ul-

timate nature of matter from a hundred different new

directions. Planetary astronomers, and whole hosts of

new colleagues who call themselves things like as-

trogeochemists, are now sitting under a doudburst ot

information that will keep them busy for years: at lea,st

the years until their instruments take the next quan-

tum step and start reporting direitly from the sandy

deserts of Mars.
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Celestial Events
by Tlioiiias D. Nicholson

After new moon on March 15, the moon enters the evening sky. It is

at perigee (nearest earth) on the 16th, and from the 18th through the

20th appears as a crescent in the western sky after sundown, passing

near the planets Venus, Mars, and Saturn. First-quarter moon occurs on

the 21st; full moon on the 29th. Last-quarter moon occurs on April 6;

new moon in April is on the 13th. followed by perigee about 10 hours

later on the 14th.

Three planets dominate the evening sky through late March and early

April. In mid-March. Venus, very brilliant, is well up in the southwest

at sundown and remains visible for more than three hours. To the left

and above, appearing later and much dimmer than Venus, you will find

Mars and Saturn, both in Taurus, with Saturn the brighter of the two.

Both Venus and Mars are moving rapidly east (left) each night, and by

the end of March and through earlv April, thev will be quite close to

one another, and will overtake and pass Saturn {see map below). Mer-

cury, also an evening star in March, is in favorable position until about

the 20th—low in the west after sundown.

In the morning, vou will find Jupiter among the stars of Sagittarius in

the southern sky. The planet rises a few hours past midnight and re-

mains visible until dawn, when it will be low in the south.

March 18: Venus and the moon are in conjunction.

March 19: The moon is in conjunction with Mars and, eleven hours

later, with Saturn. At sundown, the crescent moon will be nearest Sa-

turn, with Mars and Venus to the right and lower.

March 20: The sun arrives at the vernal equinox at 7:11 A.M., EST,

and spring begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

March 31: Mercurv. at inferior conjunction, enters the morning sky.

April 1: Mars and Saturn are in conjunction.

April 3: The waning gibbous moon is in conjunction with the star

Antares, in Scorpius. The moon will be close to the star this morning

and on the 4th.

April 7: Venus is at greatest elongation in the evening sky, 46 de-

grees to the left of the sun.

April 8: Venus and Saturn are in conjunction early this morning.

April 13-14: Greater than normal high tides can be expected from

the perigee spring tide.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the skv near the horizon. The map is

for 10:25 P.M. on March 15; 9:20 P.M. on March 31; and 8:20 P.M. on April 15; but it

can be used for about an hour before and after those times.

Positions are shown for Venus, Mars, Saturn, and the crescent moon.
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TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So

i/ithout any further ado. we would now ask
you to continue in the battle to keep alive and
free, the heritage of East African wildlife that
belongs to everyone-espectally you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the case
vith cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society

e to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, Just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wildlife Society founded
1 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
tion and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
Qunt to $185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest-in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom! But costs and
commitment are recurrent-and there's always
Dom for one more in the ark. Your readership
roves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICAN A. And avail-

able for sale to all, are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
nd calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member-

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Name

Address .

NH

Devils, Witches, and Sudden Death
Continued from page 58

(Tios of the mines), asking for their

care.

The female llama was the first to

be sacrificed. She struggled and had

to be held down by two men as they

cut her jugular vein. When they

disemboweled her, the men discov-

ered that she was pregnant, to

which they attributed the strength

of her resistance. Her blood was

caught in a white basin.

When the heart of the dying

llama had pumped out its blood, the

yatiri made an incision and re-

moved it, using both his hands, a

sign of respect when receiving an

offering. He put the still palpitating

heart in the basin with the blood

and covered it with a white cloth on

which the miners placed k^oa—an

offering made up of herbs, coca,

wool, and sweets—and small bottles

of alcohol and wine.

The man in charge of the cere-

mony went with five aides to the

site of the principal Tio in the main
corridor. There they removed a

piece of ore from the image's left

side, creating a hole into which they

put the heart, the blood, and the

other offerings. They stood in a

circle, their heads bent, and asked

for safety and that there be no more
accidents. In low voices, they

prayed in Quechua.

When this commission returned,

the yatiris proceeded to sacrifice

the male llama, \gain they asked

the Tio for life and good ore in all

the levels of the mine, and that

there be no accidents. They took

the heart, blood, k'oa, and bottles

of alcohol and wine to another iso-

lated gallery and buried it for the

Tio in a place that would not be dis-

turbed. There they prayed, "filled

with faith," as one commented;
then returned to the place of the

sacrifice. The yatiris sprinkled the

remaining blood on the veins of

ore.

By their absorption and fervid

murmuring of prayers, both young
and old miners revealed the same
faith and devotion. Many of them
wept, thinking of the accident and
their dead companions. During the

ritual drinking was forbidden.

On the following day those men
charged with responsibility for the

ritual came to prepare the meat.

They brought the two carcasses to

the baker, who seasoned them and

cooked them in large ovens. The
men returned at about 1:15 P.M. to

distribute the meat. With the meat,

they served chicha. Some sprinkled

chicha on the ground for the Pach-

amama, saying "Hallalla," before

drinking.

The bones were burned to ashes,

which were then offered to the Tio.

The mine entrance was locked shut-^i

and left undisturbed for 24 hours.

Some remarked that it should be

closed for three days, but the com-
pany did not want to lose that much -

time.

During the k'araku the miners

recognize the Tio as the true owner
of the mine. "All the mineral that

comes out from the interior of the *

mine is the 'crop' of the devil and
whether one likes it or not, we have

to invite the Tio to drink and eat so

that the flow of metal will con-

tinue," said a young miner who
studied evenings at the University

of Oruro.

All the workers felt that the fail-

ure of the administrators to come to

the k 'araku indicated not only their

lack of concern with the lives of the

men but also their disregard of the

need to raise productivity in the

mine.

When the Tio appears uninvited,

the miners fear that they have only

a short time to live. Miners who
have seen apparitions say the Tio

looks Like a gringo—tall, red-faced,

with fair hair and beard, and wear-

ing a cowboy hat. This description,

hardly resembles the images sculp-

tured by the miners, but it does fit

the foreign technicians and admin-

istrators who administered the

mines in the time of the tin barons.

To the Indian workers, drawn from

the highland and Cochabamba
farming areas, the Tio is a strange

and exotic figure, ruthless, glutton-

ous, powerful, and arbitrary in his

use of that power, but nonetheless

attractive, someone to get close to

in order to share that power. I was

beginning to wonder if the reason I

was accepted with such good humor
by the miners, despite their rule

against women in the mines, was •

because they thought I shared some \

of these characteristics and was a

match for the devil.

Sickness or death in the family can

force a man in desperation to make a

contract with the devil. If his com-
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panions become aware of it, the con-

tract is destroyed and with it his life.

The miners feel that they need

the protection of a group when they

confront the Tic. In the ch'alla and

the k 'araku thev convert the power

of the Tio into socially useful pro-

duction. In effect, the rituals are

ways of getting the genie back into

the bottle after he has done his mir-

acles. Security of the group then de-

pends upon respect toward the sac-

rificial offering, as shown by the

following incident told me by the

head of a work gang after the

k 'araku:

"I know of a man who had a vein

of ore near where the bones of the

sacrificial llama were buried. With-

out advising me, he made a hole with

his drill and put the dynamite in. He
knew very well that the bones were

there. On the following day, it cost

him his life. While he was drilling, a

stone fell and cut his head off.

"We had to change the bones with

a ceremony. We brought in a good

shaman who charged us B$500
[about $40], we hired the best or-

chestra, and we sang and danced in

the new location where we laid the

bones. We did not work in that corri-

dor for three days, and we spent all

the time in the ch'alla."

Often the miners are frightened

nearly to death in the mine. A rock

falls on the spot they have just left,

a man falls in a shaft and is saved

by hitting soft clay at the bottom, a

tunnel caves in the moment after a

man leaves it—these are incidents

in a day's work that I have heard

men sav can start a haperk'a, or

fear, that can take their lives.

A shaman may have to be called

in to bring back the spirit that the

Tio has seized. In one curing, a

frightened miner was told to wear

the clothing he had on when the Tio

seized his spirit and to enter and
' give a service to the Tio at the same

spot where he was frightened. The

shaman himself asked the Tio to

cure his patient, flattering him,

"Now you have shown your power,

give back his spirit."

The fear may result in sexual im-

potency. At one of the mines, Siglo

XX, when there is full production,

a dynamite blast goes off every five

minutes in a section called Block

Haven. The air is filled with smoke

and the miners describe it as an in-

ferno. Working under such tension,

a shattering blast may unnerve

them. Some react with an erection,

followed by sexual debilitation.

Mad with rage and feai\ some min-

ers have been known to seize a

knife, the same knife they use to

cut the dvnamite leads, and castrate

themselves. Wlien I visited Block

Haven, I noticed that the Tio on

this level had a huge erection, about

a foot long on a man-sized figure.

The workers said that when they

find themselves in a state of impo-

tency they go to the Tio for help.

By exemplifying what thev want in

the Tio, they seek to repair the psy-

chic damage caused by fear.

After feasting on the meat of the

llamas and listening to stories of the

Tio, I left the mine. The men thanked

me for coming. I could not express

the gratitude I felt for restoring my
confidence in continuing the study.

Shortly thereafter I met Lino

Pino returning from a fiesta for a

miraculous saint in a nearby village.

He asked me if I would be madrina

at his daughter's forthcoming con-

firmation, and when I agreed, his

wife offered me a tin cup with the

delicious cocktail she always pre-

pares for her husband on the days

of the ch'alla. and we all had a

round of drinks.

Later, when I knelt at the altar

rail with Lino and his daughter as

we received the wafer and the wine,

flesh and blood of another sacrifice

victim, I sensed the unity in the

miners' beliefs. The miraculous Vir-

gin looked down on us from her

marbelized, neon-lit niche, her jew-

elled finger held out in benediction.

She was adequate for that scene,

but in the mine they needed some-

one who could respond to their

needs on the job.

In the rituals of the c/s'a//a and the

k 'araku the power of the Tio to de-

stroy is transformed into the socially

useful functions of increasing min-

eral yield and giving peace of mind to

the workers. Confronted alone, the

Tio, like Banquo's ghost, makes a

man unable to produce or even to go

on living. Properly controlled by the

group, the Tio promises fertility, po-

tency, and productivity to the min-

ers. Robbed of this faith, thev often

lose the faith to continue drilUng af-

ter repeated failure to find a vein, or

to continue living when the rewards

of work are so meager. Knowing that

the devil is on your side makes it |ios-

sime to continue working in the hell

that is the mines.
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The Elephant Man
Continued from page 31

These tales were verv real to him,
as real as any narrative in the Bible.

so that he woulti tell them to me as

incidents in the lives of people who
had hved. In his outlook upon the
world he was a child, yet a child

with some of the tempestuous feel-

ings of a man. He was an elemental
being, so primitive that he might
have spent the twenty-three years of

his hfe immured in a cave.

Of his early days I could learn

but little. He was very loath to talk

about the past. It was a nightmare,

the shudder of which was still upon
him. He was born, he believed, in

or about Leicester. Of his father he
knew absolutely nothing. Of his

mother he had some memorv. It

was very faint and had, I think,

been elaborated in his mind into

something definite. Mothers figured

in the tales he had read, and he
wanted his mother to be one of

those comfortable lullaby-singing

persons who are so lovable. In his

subconscious mind there was appar-

ently a germ of recollection in

which someone figured who had
been kind to him. He clung to this

conception and made it more real

by invention, for since the day
when he could toddle no one had
been kind to him. As an infant he
must have been repellent, although
his deformities did not become
gross until he had attained his full

stature.

It was a favorite belief of his that

his mother was beautiful. The fic-

tion was, I am aware, one of his

own making, but it was a great joy

to him. His mother, lovelv as she

may have been, baselv deserted him
when he was very small, so small

that his earliest clear memories
were of the workhouse to which he
had been taken. Worthless and in-

human as this mother was, he spoke
of her with pride and even with

reverence. Once, when referring to

his own appearance, he said: "It is

very strange, for, you see, mother
was so beautiful."

The rest of Merrick's life up to

the time that I met him at Liverpool

Street Station was one dull record

of degradation and squalor. He was
dragged from town to town and
from fair to fair as if he were a

strange beast in a cage. A dozen
times a day he would have to ex-

pose his nakedness and his piteous

deformities before a gaping crowd
who greeted him with such mutter-
ings as "Oh! what a horror! What a
beast!" He had had no childhood.
He had had no boyhood. He had
never experienced pleasure. He
knew nothing of the joy of living

nor of the fun of things. His sole

idea of happiness was to creep into

the dark and hide. Shut up alone in

a booth, awaiting the next exhibi- ^

tion, how mocking must have
sounded the laughter and merri-

ment of the boys and girls outside

who were enjoying the "fun of the
fair!" He haiJ no past to look back
upon and no future to look forward
to. At the age of twenty he was a

creature without hope. There was
nothing in front of him but a vista

of caravans creeping along a road,

of rows of glaring show tents and of
circles of staring eyes with, at the

end, the spectacle of a broken man
in a poor law infirmary.

Those who are interested in the
evolution of character might specu-

late as to the effect of this brutish

life upon a sensitive and intelligent

man. It would be reasonable to sur-

mise that he would become a spite-

ful and malignant misanthrope,

swollen with venom and filled with

hatred of his fellow-men, or, on the

other hand, that he would degen-
erate into a despairing melancholic

on the verge of idiocy. Merrick,
however, was no such being. He
had passed through the fire and had
come out unscathed. His troubles

had ennobled him. He showed him-
self to be a gentle, affectionate and
lovable creature, as amiable as a

happy woman, free from any trace

of cynicism or resentment, without

a grievance and without an unkind
word for anyone. I have never
heard him complain. I have never
heard him deplore his ruined hfe or

resent the treatment he had re-
'

ceived at the hands of callous

keepers. His journey through life

had been indeed along a via dolo-

rosa, the road had been uphill all

the way, and now, when the night

was at its blackest and the way most
steep, he had suddenly found him-
self, as it were, in a friendly inn,

bright with light and warm with
welcome. His gratitude to those

about him was pathetic in its sincer-

ity and eloquent in the childlike

simplicity with which it was ex-

pressed.



As I learned more of this primi-

tive creature I found that there

were two anxieties which were

prominent in his mind and which

he revealed to me with diffidence.

He was in the occupation of the

rooms assigned to him and had

been assured that he would be

cared for to the end of his days.

This, however, he found hard to re-

alize, for he often asked me timidly

to what place he would next be

moved. To understand his attitude

it is necessary to remember that he

had been moving on and moving on

all his life. He knew no other state

of existence. To him it was normal.

He had passed from the workhouse

to the hospital, from the hospital

back to the workhouse, then from
this town to that town or from one

showman's caravan to another. He
had never known a home nor any

semblance of one. He had no pos-

sessions. His sole belongings, be-

sides his clothes and some books,

were the monstrous cap and the

cloak. He was a wanderer, a pariah

and an outcast. That his cpiarters at

the hospital were his for life he

could not understand. He could not

rid his mind of the anxiety which

had pursued him for so many
years—where am I to be taken next?

Another trouble was his dread of

his fellow-men, his fear of people's

eyes, the dread of being always

steired at, the lash of the cruel mut-

terings of the crowd. In his home in

Bedstead Square he was secluded;

but now and then a thoughtless por-

ter or a wardmaid would open his

door to let curious friends have a

peep at the Elephant Man. It there-

fore seemed to him as if the gaze of

the world followed him still.

Influenced by these two obses-

sions he became, during his first

few weeks at the hospital, curiously

uneasy. At last, with much hesita-

tion, he said to me one day: "When
I am next moved can I go to a blind

asylum or to a lighthouse?" He had
read about blind asylums in the

newspapers and was attracted by

the thought of being among people

who could not see. The lighthouse

had another charm. It meant seclu-

sion from the curious. There at least

no one could open a door and peep
in at him. There he would forget

that he had once been the Elephant

Man. There he would escape the

vampire showman. He had never

seen a lighthouse, but he had come

upon a picture of the Eddystone,

and it appeared to him that this

lonely column of stone in the waste

of the sea was such a home as he
had longed for.

I had no great difficulty in rid-

ding Merrick's mind of these ideas.

I wanted him to get accustomed to

his fellow-men, to become a human
being himself and to be admitted to

the communion of his kind. He ap-

peared day by day less frightened,

less haunted looking, less anxious

to hide, less alarmed when he saw
his door being opened. He got to

know most of the people about the

place, to be accustomed to their

comings and goings, and to realize

that they took no more than a

friendly notice of him. He could

only go out after dark, and on fine

nights ventured to take a walk in

Bedstead Square clad in his black

cloak and his cap. His greatest ad-

venture was on one moonless eve-

ning when he walked alone as far as

the hospital garden and back again.

To secure Merrick's recovery

and to bring him, as it were, to life

once more, it was necessary that he

should make the acquaintance of

men and women who would treat

him as a normal and intelligent

young man and not as a monster of

deformity. Women I felt to be more
important than men in bringing

about his transformation. Women
were the more frightened of him,

the more disgusted at his appear-

ance and the more apt to give way
to irrepressible expressions of aver-

sion when they came into his pres-

ence. Moreover, Merrick had an ad-

miration of women of such a kind

that it attained almost to adoration.

This was not the outcome of his

personal experience. They were not

real women but the products of his

imagination. Among them was the

beautiful mother surrounded, at a

respectful distance, by heroines

from the many romances he had

read.

His first entry to the hospital was
attended by a regrettable incident.

He had been placed on the bed in

the little attic, and a nurse had been

instructed to bring him some food.

Unfortunately she had not been

fully informed of Merrick's unusual

appearance. As she entered the

room she saw on the bed, propped

up by white pillows, a monstrous

figure as hideous as an Indian idol.

She at once dropped the tray she
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was carrying and fled, with a

shriek, through the door. Merrick
was too weak to notice much, but
the experience, I am afraid, was not

new to him.

He was looked after by volunteer

nurses whose ministrations were
somewhat formal and constrained.

Merrick, no doubt, was conscious

that their service was purely offi-

cial, that they were merely doing
what they were told to do and that

they were acting rather as automata
than as women. They did not help

him to feel that he was of their

kind. On the contrary, they, with-

out knowing it, made him aware
that the gulf of separation was im-

measurable.

Feeling this, I asked a friend of

mine, a young and pretty widow, if

she thought she could enter Mer-
rick's room with a smile, wish him
good morning and shake him by the

hand. She said she could and she

did. The effect upon poor Merrick
was not quite what I had expected.

As he let go her hand he bent his

head on his knees and sobbed until

I thought he would never cease.

The interview was over. He told me
afterwards that this was the first

woman who had ever smiled at him,

and the first woman, in the whole of

his life, who had shaken hands with

him. From this day the transforma-

tion of Merrick commenced and he
began to change, little by little,

from a hunted thing into a man. It

was a wonderful change to witness

and one that never ceased to fasci-

nate me.

Merrick's case attracted much at-

tention in the papers, with the re-

sult that he had a constant succes-

sion of visitors. Everybody wanted
to see him. He must have been vis-

ited by almost every lady of note in

the social world. They were all good
enough to welcome him with a

smile and to shake hands with him.

The Merrick whom I had found
shivering behind a rag of a curtain

in an empty shop was now conver-

sant with duchesses and countesses

and other ladies of high degree.

They brought him presents, made
his room bright with ornaments and
pictures, and, what pleased him
more than all, supplied him with

books. He soon had a large library

and most of his day was spent in

reading. He was not the least

spoiled; not the least puffed up; he

never asked for anything; never

presumed upon the kindness meted
out to him and was always humbly
and profoundly grateful. Above all

he lost his shyness. He liked to see

his door pushed open and people to

look in. He became acquainted with
most of the frequenters of Bedstead
Square, would chat with them at his

window and show them some of his

choicest presents. He improved in

his speech, although to the end his

utterances were not easy for stran-

gers to understand. He was begin-

ning, moreover, to be less conscious
of his unsightliness, a httle disposed
to think it was after all, not so very
extreme. Possibly this was aided by'

the circumstance that I would not

allow a mirror of any kind in his

room.

The height of his social devel-
,

oprnent was reached on an eventful

day when Queen Alexandra—then
Princess of Wales—came to the hos-

pital to pay him a special visit.

With that kindness which marked
every act of her life, the Queen en-

tered Merrick's room smiling and
shook him warmly by the hand.
Merrick was transported with
dehght. This was beyond even his

most extravagant dream. The
Queen made many people happy,
but I think no gracious act of hers

ever caused such happiness as she

brought into Merrick's room when
she sat by his chair and talked to

him as to a person she was glad to

see.

Merrick, I may say, was now one
of the most contented creatures I

have chanced to meet. More than

once he said to me: "I am happy ev-

ery hour of the day." This was good
to think upon when I recalled the

half-dead heap of miserable human-
ity I had seen in the corner of the

waiting-room at Liverpool Street.

Most men of Merrick's age would
have expressed their joy and sense

of contentment by singing or whis- ^
tling when they were alone. Unfor- .

tunately poor Merrick's mouth was
so deformed that he could neither

whistle nor sing. He was satisfied to

express himself by beating time

upon the pillow to some tune that

was ringing in his head. I have
many times found him so occupied

when I have entered his room unex-

pectedly. One thing that always

struck me as sad about Merrick was
the fact that he could not smile.

Whatever his delight might be, his

face remained expressionless. He



could weep but he could not smile.

The Queen paid Merrick many
visits and sent him every year a

Christmas card with a message in

her own handwriting. On one occa-

sion she sent him a signed photo-

graph of herself. Merrick, quite

overcome, regarded it as a sacred

object and would hardly allow me
to touch it. He cried over it, and af-

ter it was framed had it put up in

his room as a kind of ikon. I told

him that he must write to Her
Royal Highness to thank her for her

goodness. This he was pleased to

do, as he was very fond of writing

letters, never before in his life hav-

ing had anyone to write to. I al-

lowed the letter to be dispatched

unedited. It began "My dear Prin-

cess" and ended "Yours very sin-

cerely." Unorthodox as it was it

was expressed in terms any courtier

would have envied.

Other ladies followed the

Queen's gracious example and sent

their photographs to this delighted

creature who had been all his life

despised and rejected of men. His

mantelpiece and table became so

covered with photographs of hand-

some ladies, with dainty knick-

knacks and pretty trifles that they

may almost have befitted the apart-

ment of an Adonis-like actor or of a

famous tenor.

Through all these bewildering in-

cidents and through the glamour of

this great change Merrick still re-

mained in many ways a mere child.

He had all the invention of an imagi-

native boy or girl, the same love of

"make-beheve," the same instinct

of "dressing up" and of personating

heroic and impressive characters.

This attitude of mind was illustrated

by the following incident. Benevo-
lent visitors had given me, from
time to time, sums of money to be
expended for the comfort of the ci-

devant Elephant Man. When one
Christmas was approaching I asked
Merrick what he would hke me to

purchase as a Christmas present. He
rather startled me by saying shyly

that he would like a dressing-bag

with silver fittings. He had seen a

picture of such an article in an ad-

vertisement which he had furtively

preserved.

The association of a silver-fitted

dressing-bag with the poor wretch
wrapped up in a dirty blanket in an
empty shop was hard to com-
prehend. I fathomed the mystery in

time, for Merrick made little secret

of the fancies that haunted his boy-

ish brain. Just as a small girl with a

tinsel coronet and a window curtain

for a train will realize the con-

ception of a countess on her way to

court, so Merrick loved to imagine
himself a dandy and a young man
about town. Mentally, no doubt, he
had frequently "dressed up" for the

part. He could "make-believe" with

great effect, but he wanted some-

thing to render his fancied charac-

ter more realistic. Hence the jaunty

bag which was to assume the func-

tion of the toy coronet and the win-

dow curtain that could transform a

mite with a pigtail into a countess.

As a theatrical "property" the

dressing-bag was ingenious, since

there was little else to give sub-

stance to the transformation. Mer-
rick could, not wear the silk hat of

the dandy nor, indeed, any kind of

hat. He could not adapt his body to

the trimly cut coat. His deformity

was such that he could wear neither

collar nor tie, while in association

with his bulbous feet the voung
blood's patent leather shoe was un-

thinkable. What was there left to

make up the character? A lady had
given him a ring to wear on his un-

deformed hand, and a noble lord

had presented him with a very styl-

ish walking-stick. But these things,

helpful as they were, were hardly

sufficing.

The dressing-bag, however, was
distinctive, was explanatory and en-

tirely characteristic. So the bag was
obtained and Merrick the Elephant

Man became, in the seclusion of his

chamber, the Piccadilly exquisite,

the young spark, the gallant, the

"nut." When I purchased the ar-

ticle I realized that as Merrick

could never travel he could hardly

want a dressing-bag. He could not

use the silver-backed brushes and

the comb because he had no hair to

brush. The ivory-handled razors

were useless because he could not

shave. The deformity of his mouth
rendered an ordinary toothbrush of

no avail, and as his monstrous lips

could not hold a cigarette the ciga-

rette-case was a mockery. The silver

shoe-horn would be of no service in

the putting on of his ungainly slip-

pers, while the hat-brush was quite

unsuited to the peaked cap with its

visor.

Still the bag was an emblem of

the real swell and of the knock-
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about Don Juan of whom he had
read. So every day Merrick laid out

upon his table, with proud pre-

cision, the silver brushes, the ra-

zors, the shoe-horn and the silver

cigarette-case, which I had taken

care to fill with cigarettes. The con-

templation of these gave him great

pleasure, and such is the power of

self-deception that they convinced
him he was the "real thing."

I think there was just one
shadow in Merrick's life. As I have

already said, he had a lively imagi-

nation; he was romantic; he
cherished an emotional regard for

women and his favorite pursuit was
the reading of love stories. He fell

in love—in a humble and devotional

way—with. I think, every attractive

lady he saw. He, no doubt pictured

himself the hero of many a passion-

ate incident. His bodily deformity

had left unmarred the instincts and
feelings of his years. He was
amorous. He would like to have

been a lover, to have walked with

the beloved object in the langorous

shades of some beautiful garden and
to have poured into her ear all the

glowing utterances that he had re-

hearsed in his heart. And yet—the
pity of it!—imagine the feelings of

such a youth when he saw nothing

but a look of horror creep over the

face of every girl whose eyes met
his. I fancy when he talked of life

among the blind there was a half-

formed idea in his mind that he

might be able to win the affection of

a woman if only she were without

eyes to see.

As Merrick developed he began

to display certain modest ambitions

in the direction of improving his

mind and enlarging his knowledge

of the world. He was as curious as a

child and as eager to learn. There

were so many things he wanted to

know and to see. In the first place

he was anxious to view the interior

of what he called "a real house,"

such a house as figured in many of

the tales he knew, a house with a

hall, a drawing-room where guests

were received and a dining-room

with plates on the sideboard and

with easy chairs into which the hero

could "fling himself." The work-

house, the common lodging-house

and a variety of mean garrets were

all the residences he knew. To sat-

isfy this wish I drove him up to my
small house in Wimpole Street. He
was absurdly interested, and exam-
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ined everything in detail and with

untiring curiosity. I could not show
him the pampered menials and the

powdered footmen of whom he had

read, nor could I produce the white

marble staircase of the mansion of

romance nor the gilded mirrors and
the brocaded divans which belong

to that style of residence. I ex-

plained that the house was a modest
dwelling of the Jane Austen type,

and as he had read Emma he was
content.

A more burning ambition of his

was to go to the theatre. It was a

project very difficult to satisfy. A
popular pantomime was then in

progress at Drury Lane Theatre, but

the problem was how so con-

spicuous a being as the Elephant

Man could be got there, and how he

was to see the performance without

attracting the notice of the audience

and causing a panic or, at least, an

unpleasant diversion. The whole
matter was most ingeniously carried

through by that kindest of women
and most able of actresses—Mrs.

Kendal. She made the necessary ar-

rangements with the lessee of the

theatre. A box was obtained. Mer-
rick was brought up in a carriage

with drawn blinds and was allowed
to make use of the royal entrance so

as to reach the box by a private

stair. I had begged three of the hos-

pital sisters to don evening dress

and to sit in the front row in order

to "dress" the box, on the one
hand, and to form a screen for Mer-
rick on the other. Merrick and I oc-

cupied the back of the box which
was kept in shadow. All went well,

and no one saw a figure, more mon-
strous than any on the stage, mount
the staircase or cross the corridor.

One has often witnessed the un-

constrained delight of a child at its

first pantomime, but Merrick's rap-

ture was much more intense as well

as much more solemn. Here was a

being with the brain of a man, the

fancies of a youth and the imagina-

tion of a child. His attitude was not

so much that of delight as of won-
der and amazement. He was awed.
He was enthralled. The spectacle

left him speechless, so that if he

were spoken to he took no heed. He
often seemed to be panting for

breath. I could not help comparing
him with a man of his own age in

the stalls. This satiated individual

was bored to distraction, would
look wearily at the stage from time
to time and then yawn as if he had
not slept for nights; while at the

same time Merrick was thrilled by a

vision that was almost beyond his

comprehension. Merrick talked of

this pantomime for weeks and
weeks. To him, as to a child with

the faculty of make-believe, every-

thing was real; the palace was the

home of kings, the princess was of

royal blood, the fairies were as un-

doubted as the children in the

street, while the dishes at the ban-

quet were of unquestionable gold.

He did not like to discuss it as a

play but rather as a vision of some
actual world. Wlien this mood pos-

sessed him he would say: "I wonder
what the prince did after we left?"

or "Do you think that poor man is

still in the dungeon?" and so on
and so on.

The splendor and display im-

pressed him, but, I think, the ladies

of the ballet took a still greater hold
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upon his fancy. He did not like the
Ogres and the giants, while the
funny men impressed him as irrev-

erent. Having no experience as a
boy of romping and ragging, of
practical jokes or of "larks," he had
little sympathy %vith the doings of
the clown, but, I think (moved bv
some mischievous instinct in his

subconscious mind), he was pleased
when the policeman was smacked
in the face, knocked down and gen-
erally rendered undignified.

Later on another longing stirred

the depths of Merrick's mind. It

was a desire to see the country, a
desire to live in some green se-

cluded spot and there learn some-
thing about flowers and the ways of
animals and birds. The country as

viewed from a wagon on a dusty
high road was all the country he
knew. He had never wandered
among the fields nor followed the
windings of a wood. He had never
climbed to the brow of a breezy
down. He had never gathered flow-

ers in a meadow. Since so much of
his reading dealt with country life

he was possessed by the wish to see
the wonders of that hfe himself.

This involved a difliculty greater
than that presented by a visit to the
theatre. The project was, however,
made possible on this occasion also

by the kindness and generosity of a

lady—Lady Knightlev—who offered

Merrick a holiday home in a cottage
on her estate. Merrick was con-
veyed to the railway station in the

usual way, but as he could hardly
venture to appear on the platform
the railway authorities were good
enough to run a second-class car-

riage into a distant siding. To this

point Merrick was driven and was
placed in the carriage unobserved.
The carriage, with the curtains

drawn, was then attached to the
mainline train.

He duly arrived at the cottage,

but the housewife (like the nurse at

the hospital) had not been made
clearly aware of the unfortunate
man's appearance. Thus it hap-
pened that when Merrick presented
himself, his hostess, throwing her
apron over her head, fled, gasping,

to the fields. She affirmed that such
a guest was beyond her powers of

endurance for, when she saw him.
she was "that took" as to be in dan-
ger of being permanently "all of a

tremble."

Merrick was then conveyed to a

gamekeeper's cottage which was
hidden from view and was close to

the margin of a wood. The man and
his wife were able to tolerate his

presence. They treated him with the
greatest kindness, and with them he
spent the one supreme holiday of
his life. He could roam where he
pleased. He met no one on his wan-
derings, for the wood was preserved
and denied to all but the game-
keeper and the forester.

There is no doubt that Merrick
passed in this retreat the happiest
time he had as yet experienced. He
was alone in a land of wonders. The
breath of the countr)' passed over
him like a healing wind. Into the si-

lence of the wood the fearsome
voice of the showman could never
penetrate. No cruel eyes could peep
at him through the friendly under-
growth. It seemed as if in this place
of peace all stain had been wiped
away from his sullied past. The
Merrick who had once crouched
terrified in the filthy shadows of a

Mile End shop was now sitting in

the sun, in a clearing among the

trees, arranging a bunch of violets

he had gathered.

His letters to me were the letters

of a delighted and enthusiastic

child. He gave an account of his triv-

ial adventures, of the amazing
things he had seen, and of the

beautiful sounds he had heard. He
had met with strange birds, had
startled a hare from her form, had
made friends with a fierce dog, and
had watched the trout darting in a
stream. He sent me some of the

wild flowers he had picked. They
were of the commonest and most fa-

miliar kind, but they were evidently

regarded by him as rare and pre-

cious specimens.

He came back to London, to his

quarters in Bedstead Square, much
improved in health, pleased to be
"home" again and to be once more

'

among his books, his treasures and
his many friends.

Some six months after Merrick's
return from the country he was
found dead in bed. This was in

April 1890. He was lying on his

back as if asleep, and had evidently

died suddenly and without a

struggle, since not even the coverlet

of the bed was disturbed. The
method of his death was peculiar.

So large and so heavy was his head
that he could not sleep lying down.
When he assumed the recumbent
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position the massive skull was in-

clined to drop backwards, with the

result that he experienced no little

distress. The attitude he was com-
pelled to assume when he slept was
very strange. He sat up in bed with

his back supported bv pillows; his

knees were drawn up, and his arms

clasped round his legs, while his

head rested on the points of his

bent knees.

He often said to me that he

wished he could lie down to sleep

"like other people." I think on this

last night he must, with some deter-

j

mination. have made the experi-

' ment. The pillow was soft, and the

head, when placed on it, must have
fallen backwards and caused a dis-

location of the neck. Thus it came
about that his death was due to the

desire that had dominated his life—
' the pathetic but hopeless desire to

be "like other people."

As a specimen of humanity, Mer-

rick was ignoble and repulsive: but

the spirit of Merrick, if it could be

seen in the form of the living,

would assume the figure of an up-

standing and heroic man, smooth
browed and clean of limb, and with

eyes that flashed undaunted cour-

age.

His tortured journev had come to

an end. All the wav he. like an-

other, had borne on his back a bur-

den almost too grievous to bear. He
had been plunged into the Slough

of Despond, but with manly steps

had gained the farther shore. He
had been made "a spectacle to all

men" in the heartless streets of

Vanity Fair. He had been ill-treated

and reviled and bespattered with

the mud of Disdain. He had es-

caped the clutches of the Giant De-

spair, and at last had reached the

"Place of Deliverance," where "his

burden loosed from off his shoul-

ders and fell from off his back, so

that he saw it no more."

Postscript
The disorder from which John

Merrick suffered is neurofibroma-

tosis, or von Recklinghausen's dis-

ease. A spontaneous mutation in

about 1 out of 3,000 births, it is

due to a proliferation of cells in the

delicate connective tissue surround-

ing nerves. In most cases the dis-

order is limited to nerves in the

skin, but in Merrick's case the

nerves in his bones were also af-

fected, with the most monstrouslv

deforming consequences. As far as I

have been able to determine, Mer-

rick's affliction was the worst case

ever recorded. The disorder is usu-

ally not fatal, but there is no known
cure for it.

It is not Merrick's phvsical dis-

order that is so much of interest to

us as his personalitv. According to

some psychologists, the unspeak-

able torment Merrick suffered for

the greater part of his short life

should have turned him into a mis-

anthrope, full of hostilities and frus-

trations, with nothing but loathing

and hatred for his exploiters. In-

stead. Merrick turned out to be a

gentle, kindly, sensitive creature.

He never uttered an unkind word

about anv of his former "impre-

sarios." And he became a well-read,

intelligent romantic who, in his

newfound paradise, was happy ev-

ery hour of the day.

His story is one of the most poign-

ant in the annals of human experi-

ence. How could a creature so af-

flicted and so maltreated have de-

veloped into the kind of human
being he became? Anv answer can

only be conjectural. My own view is

that during his first three or four

years he probablv received a great

deal of love from his mother, and

that this love gave him the strength

and the resolution to survive and

overcome all the misery and
wretchedness of his life. What his

rescuer, Frederick Treves, some-

how failed to mention is that Mer-

rick alwavs carried a small portrait

painting of his mother with him. He
must have remembered his mother

and her love for him. Merrick's life

is both a triumph of the human
spirit and a testimony to the power

of human love.

Frederick Treves, who became

Merrick's guai'dian angel, went on

to become England's leading sur-

geon and a distinguished teacher.

He removed Edward VII's appen-

dix the day before the prince was

crowned king of England in .Janu-

ary, 1902.

John Merrick died in 1890 at the

age of 27. In February, 1923, ten

months before he died at the age of

70, Frederick Treves's book. The

Elephant Man and Other Reminis-

cences, appeared. At that time I

first read the title story, here re-

printed. *
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AttitLides on Acupuncture
Continued from page 16
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They of course experience pain af-

ter the electroacupuncture anesthe-

tic effect wears off a matter of some

nine hours. But even this post-

operative pain can sometimes be al-

leviated bv ordinarv acupuncture,

as James Reston of The New York

Times discovered in the aftermath

of his appendectomy at Peking's

Anti-Imperialist Hospital.

What we had seen so impressed

us that we asked manv questions

about the technique. We were told

that the use of electricitv in con-

junction with acupuncture needles

was very new. It had been in-

troduced systematically onlv since

the Cidtural Revolution, which be-

gan in 1966. although some work

had been carried out for about a dec-

ade before that. Nothing had been

written about it for foreign con-

sumption: there were onlv internal

information bulletins circulating

among Chinese medical facilities. It

was thus obviously important that

we act as couriers on our return.

Shortly after the first inter\'iew,

we received many invitations to

speak on our China experiences and

were inevitably asked to repeat

what we had seen about acu-

puncture. We were surprised, after

several weeks, that no interest was

being manifested bv the medical

profession and called attention to

that fact in public. About a month

later some friends showed us an ar-

ticle in Medical World Nejus in

which various experts were asked to

express their opinions about our re-

ports. One prominent neurophysi-

ologist described what we had said

as "just rubbish," and several phy-

sicians expressed their doubts that

the facts were as we represented

them. Similar articles followed in

other journals. We were reminded

that we were not competent medical

observers, that remarkable anesthe-

tic effects can be obtained by hyp-

nosis and suggestion, that placebo

treatments frequently produce sig-

nificant effects, and that our Chi-

nese hosts may, in fact, have used

drugs in conjunction with the acu-

puncture. In reply, we could only

assert that we had specifically asked

about drugs and hypnosis, and had

been told that these played no part

in the operations we witnessed. Of

course, the quotations of Chairman

Mao are frequently recited before

important events, and one of the

four patients in fact clutched a copy

of the "Little Red Book" to his

breast throughout the operation, so

that some sort of emotional fortifi-

cation might have been involved.

But if this is the case, it still must

be recorded as an amazingly suc-

cessful tactic, certainly deserving of

respectful interest by doctors in the ^

Western world. It is well known by

anesthesiologists, but infrequently

discussed in public, that general

anesthesia is not without its dan- -

gers. It is very easy to put a patient

to sleep, but not always so easy to

wake him up, and the mortality fig-

ures are not insignificant. Thus, if a

convenient and safe technique for i

local anesthesia were available, it

might become very useful here.

Within the last several weeks,

the picture in this country has be-

gun to change a bit. Several weU-

known American physicians have

now seen the operations in China

and are describing them to their

colleagues. As a result, several

prominent anesthesiologists have

now taken the point of view that

the procedure obviously works and

must be further investigated. We
seem to be approaching the point

where the data will be examined in

a scientific manner, and a dis-

passionate decision made. This is

certainlv the way science ought to

operate, and is much to be pre-

ferred to the arrogant dismissal of

the reports as "just rubbish" with-

out further investigation.

At this point, I am sure of the au-

thenticity of what I witnessed, al-

though I must agree that inter-

pretation is difficult in the light of

existing knowledge. But this could

be very exciting, and it is precisely

here that the Western medical

world has much to do. For if the re-

sults cannot be explained solely on

the basis of the nervous system,

then we may have to invoke other

systems or modalities that can con-

trol the sensation of pain. This

could result in new insights into the

operation of the human body or it

might end up with a relatively triv-

ial explanation. But since the Chi-

nese seem very happy to blend

Western medicine with traditional

Chinese practices, should we be less

willing to learn from the wisdom of

the East?
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Eskirao Way by Jean L. Brlggs

Seasons of the Eskimo, photogra-

phy and text by Fred Bruemmer.
Neiv York Graphic Society.

$15.00; 160 pp., illus.

It is a commonplace that the

spread of Western civilization

has changed, often profoundly, the

lifewavs of the other cultures it has

touched. We tend to see these

changes primarily as an improve-

ment in the standard of living of

"deprived" or "underdeveloped"

peoples. But while people often do

adopt readily and gratefully the ma-

terial benefits of Western civ-

ilization, they pay a price, often

without realizing until too late that

they will have to do so. The price

consists in the loss of valued ways

of thinking, ways of relating to

people and to the natural environ-

ment, that are contradictory to the

requirements of the new way of life.

An instance of this kind of prob-

lem is the sedentation of the Cana-

dian Eskimo. Nomadism is a mate-

rially difficult life on the northern

rim of the continent; it means living

in a drafty tent or chilly igloo,

struggling with heavy sleds over

jagged ice ridges or through slushy

snow in all kinds of weather; it

means an uncertain food supplv and

even more uncertain medical help

in case of need. But nomadism is

much more than this. It is a total

way of life, involving special atti-

tudes toward the environment, so-

cial relations, and possessions. Sea-

sons of the Eskimo gives us a

glimpse of this way of life.

Fred Bruemmer is a photogra-

pher who has spent five vears, off

and on, living and hunting with Es-

kimo in the Canadian Arctic. This

pictorial study of traditional Es-

kimo camp life is an outgrowth of

those experiences. It is difficult to

generalize about Eskimo life with-

out either diminishing the variety of

ways in which Eskimo hunters ac-

tually live or confusing the reader

with a wealth of regionally specific

detail. But here it is successfully

(lone; Bruemmer has distilled the

issence of camp life.

The firsi thing that strikes one

about the book is its visual beauty.

The photographs, which are ar-

ranged according to season, are su-

perb, and the vividlv written text

introducing each season enhances

the pictures rather than distracting

attention from them. Unfortunately,

the proofreading leaves something

to be desired, for at least two of the

captions describe events that are

not taking place in the pictures: on

page 87 a woman is mending a tear

in a caribou hide, not cutting up

meat, and on page 148 she is

spreading sinew to dry for use as

thread. Further, caribou tents (page

153) have nearly died out, not

dried out. I also wish that some of

the pictures were not quite so dark,

especially a few close-ups of faces,

which are beautifully natural and

expressive.

But these are small annoyances.

More important than the book's vis-

ual qualities is the story it tells, a

story of Eskimo families living in

small, isolated, self-sufficient hunt-

ing camps, dependent for life on

their own skill and on the vagaries

of weather and migratory game. It

is a vanishing life, as the subtitle

points out, but Bruemmer neither

idealizes it nostalgically nor deni-

grates it as brutish and primitive,

both mistakes that outsiders are too

prone to make. It is evident that he

has lived with Eskimo in a real

sense, sharing not onlv their tents,

food, and activities, but also to

some extent their point of view.

Bruemmer has experienced their

jovs, their hardships, and the values

that give their life meaning: the ex-

citement and challenge of the hunt;

the enjoyment of food and of hu-

man warmth; and autonomy, that

is. the freedom to live and hunt

where and how one chooses, and to

be governed by one's own mood
and need.

However. Bruemmer's descrip-

tion of Eskimo life, while on the

whole admirably empathic, is in one

respect one-sided. Perhaps one

might sav that it is too Eskimo—too
much as the Eskimo themselves

would like to be perceived by out-
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Summertime means relaxation

—and less clothinff.

siders. Bruemmer gives an idealized

picture of Eskimo personality, so-

cial life, and child rearing, under-

stating the seamv side of their social

relationships. He describes their

values and defenses more accu-

ratelv than their emotions. Eskimo
are. as he savs, "intenselv social."

but more often than we realize,

their warm and smiling manner
conceals distnist. hostilitv, or fear.

"-\ happy person is a good person,"

they say, and bv that thev mean
that he is a safe person: he can be

trusted not to attack others. He is

also safe from attack bv others,

since a major reason for aggression

among Eskimo is fear, and a per-

son who is pacific and friendly does

not arouse fear.

Eskimo are generous—unbe-
lievably so from our perspective—

but their other selves would like to

be stingy', and thev often suspect

their neighbors of being so. Food
sharing is one of the most conflict-

ridden situations in Eskimo life.

Generosity is highly valued and

highly rewarded bv the good opin-

ion of one's fellows. But when food

is scarce, it is difficult not to be

anxious: memories (and in some
cases fantasies) of hunger ai"e vivid,

and in a variety of wavs children

are taught to hold on to food and

hide it. even as thev are taught to

share it.

Eskimo present a calm face in

adversits'. but thev don't always feel

calm; thev are not supposed to

brood, but many do. Bniemmer
suggests that gaiety may be a de-

fense against despondency: he ex-

plains their autumn festivities in

this way. as a reaction to the ap-

proach of winter dai^kness. Eskimo
recognize the defensive value of gai-

ety in other situations too. and tn'

to turn both unhappiness and anger

into amusement. L nfortunatelv. it

doesn t alwavs work, and there are

Eskimo—in camps as well as in

towns—who are severely distressed.

Egalitarianism is another value

that is sometimes honored more in

the breach than in reality. Bruem-
mer savs that ''what power there

was. lav within the community, in

the rule of public opinion." And it

is true that public opinion, in Es-

kimo camps as in other small kin-

based societies, is a major sanction.

However, in traditional Eskimo
society, shamans, bv threatening ill-

ness, famine, or death, also wielded

considerable power, both over indi-

viduals and over the group as a

whole. "Mv helping spirit wants to

sleep with vour wife." a shaman
might say, and the woman and her

husband would have no recourse.

Finally, in mv experience Es-

kimo child reai'ing is not quite as

gentle as Bruemmer perceives it to

be. It is true that in general chil-

dren are profoundly loved and aie

not physically punished. It is also

true that children are allowed a

great deal of freedom to grow and

learn at their own rate, on the as-

sumption that as their minds de-

velop, their behavior will increas-

ingly conform to the desirable.

However, although thev don't al-

ways admit it. adults usually find it

necessary- to supplement the gentle

instruction described bv Bruemmer
with stronger measures. The ridi-

cule Bruemmer mentions is much
more than "occasional"; it is per-

vasive. It is so subtle as to be

largely invisible to non-Eskimo ob-

servers, but ver\" early, children ac-

quire a strong feai' of unkindness

and a sensitivity to criticism, which

goes a long wav toward explaining

their mystifying good behavior. In-

deed. I have heard elderly parents

sav that the children who care most

for them in their old age are those

they scolded most when thev were

voung.

These are, however, relatively

minor criticisms of a book that does

not pretend to be an ethnography.

In fact, it is impressive that through

carefully selected pictures, supple-

mented bv fewer than thirty pages

of text. Bi-uemmer manages to con-

vey as full a sense of traditional Es-

kimo life as he does. The ecological

and historical background material

he provides is scholarly without

being obtrusive, and he also makes
some cogent points about the ef-

fects of the white man on the cul-

tural and ecological balance of the

north and the resultant dilemma of

the Eskimo. The book does ex-

tremely well what it sets out to do:

it portrays poignantly and per-

ceptively a valuable and vanishing

wav of life. It is ironic that some of

the values being destroyed bv settle-

ment life are values that "civilized"

man also holds dear but rarely man-

ages to attain: the freedom to gov-

ern one's o^vn life and to live it at

one's own pace, the opportunity to

do work that is intrinsically satis-

fying, a variety of experience (\ve

are aware of the existence of variety

in our world, but how many of us

actually experience it?), and the ca-

pacity to enjov. really enjoy, lei-

sure. And it is tragic that, ensconced
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in a comfortable settlement life, a

former hunter can sav. as one did

sav to me. "I am worthless hero."

Jean L. Briggs is a member of the

Department of Sociology and An-

thropology at Memorial University

of Newfoundland, Canada. She

tells of her own experience among
the Eskimo in her book Never in

Anger (Harvard University Press).

The Human Aviary, by George

Holton and Kenneth E. Read.

Charles Scribner's Sons, $6.95; 62

pp.. illus.

This is a brilliant book, the

beauty and vividness of the

colored photographs well matched

bv the style of the prose essay that

accompanies them. Holton has

combed New Guinea and the adja-

cent islands for scenes of contrast:

for the lonely landscapes, the men
with feathered headdresses and

faces painted in bright primary col-

ors, bird of paradise feathers in

their hair, faces masked and deco-

rated for festive and warlike occa-

sions. Read reacted to his anthropo-

logical work in New Guinea with a

great sense of the poignancy of the

human adventure, wherever found.

His previous, autobiographical

book. The High Valley, probed

deeply into his own feelings of at-

traction and repulsion for the sav-

agery and the humanity of these

people—the last remnants of the

Stone Age to be explored and re-

corded, photographed and tape re-

corded bv modern man.

In this book, he always writes in

a high key, so of New Guinea, "like

a prehistoric mother bird marshal-

ing a fledgling flock . . . and in the

earlv morning as it stirs beneath the

cover of its clouds, the air seems

filled with its ruminations on the

themes of men and time. It existed

long before man found protection

under its rainbow plumage. The

millennia in which he counts his

journev from his primate origins are

less than a single heartbeat of its

own life, and like an ancient sym-

bolic elder it stands aside, reserving

its judgment on the divided nature

of the recent species."

While Holton picks up the inner

surface of a leaf, the bright hues of

a bird, a face, or a carving, Read
compares the culture of New
Guinea to the whole human effort,

and its treatment of the human
theses that "other cultures have at-

tempted to enshrine in imperishable

stone and marble." For here are

bark and feathers and always paint:

paint donned for each special occa-

sion—and washed away when the

feast or the battle is over-making
it easy for men a few miles apart to

distinguish themselves bv different

styles of headdress and face paint-

ing. Allusions to the proud efforts

of civilization, to Versailles,

FranQois I at the Field of the Cloth

of Gold, "the effigy of a king on the

lid of a sarcophagus under twilight

arches of a great cathedral," obe-

lisks and pyramids, the Arc de

Triomphe, a "brooding Lincoln in a

neo-Grecian temple," and Lenin's

Tomb on May Day. all serve to tie

the pride, the ferocity, and the ar-

tistic flamboyance of New Guinea

peoples to our own bloody and he-

roic past.

Read did his own field work in

the highlands and it is the sense of

the highlands, where "earth is

steeped in air." that dominates the

book, although Holton has ranged

far afield, to the Sepik, to the

Trobriand Islands. It is the savagery

of the highland peoples that pre-

occupies Read. "These iridescent

congregations of people, flocks of

bizarre creatures reminiscent of il-

lustrations in a medieval bestiary,

these scintillating, shouting, drum-

beating, earth-pounding human
beings are expressing a com-

mitment probably as old as man, a

parochial commitment to the gran-

deur and accomplishments of the

group, which out from tribal begin-

nings as the world shrank, resulted

in militant nationalism."

This is one way in which a sensi-

tive, modern human being and a

photographer seeking always for the

special may present New Guinea to

the foreign reader. There is si:arcel\

a hint of how dark and dank the is-

land often is. how many miles one

can travel in the endless green be-

fore seeing a flash of bright bird

wing or a single bright flower, how
seldom the feathers and the paint

relieve the drudgi'rv and patience of

life where so many children die.

and women carry, carry, carry from

place to place. What the traveler

sees very occasionally—except at

one of the great annual dance festi-

vals arranged bv the government-

is crowded into this gorgeous little

book, condensed into an hour of en-

joyment, of which one might sav

with Kipling:

I have written the tale of our life

For a sheltered people's mirth

In jesting guise but ve are wise.

And ve know what the jest is

worth"

Although the "jest" is brightly

painted, the guise is somber in spite

of the jeweled prose in which the

name of the bird of paradise is an

"echo of some universal feeling of a

lost and irretrievable innocence."

But the bird of paradise is not what

the people of New Guinea call it.

This is a book for modern man.

Margaret Mead
The American Museum
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HOWALUMINUM
CAN HELP PAYOUR
$5 BILUON GARBAGE
BILL.

Aluminum's high scrap

value can be used to reduce

the size and cost of our

national waste pile.

Reynolds has already

started the job.

In 1967, Americans generated

enough garbage to cover half the

state of Connecticut with afoot-deep

layer. It costs some ofour large cities

nearly a half million dollars a day to

dispose of their refuse. The pile gets

bigger year after year, and we're fast

running out ofplaces to put it.

Looking at facts like these,

Reynolds Metals Company
launched a program several years

ago to salvage used aluminum cans

and other aluminum household

scrap—even though aluminum ac-

counts for less than Vz of I % of the

nation's garbage.

The idea was to pay people or

groups 10(5 per pound for aluminum
which they bring to Reynolds rec-

lamation centers. There, the scrap



is processed and shipped to other

Reynolds facilities where it is "re-

cycled" back into usable aluminum

sheet, plate or other mill products.

Reynolds helps put

"recycling" into the ecology

dictionary.

Reynolds recycling program

helps do two important jobs: It con-

serves valuable national resources,

and helps with our litter and solid

waste disposal problems.

One of Reynolds Mobile Reclamation Units

to aid collection of all-aluminum cans.

The program is working: The

aluminum industry has recycled

over a bilHon cans, three-fourths of

which were recycled in 1971 alone.

More than S4.3 million were paid to

the American consumer for this

metal—with no municipal disposal

cost.

Reynolds now operates 13 per-

manent reclamation plants and 1

1

mobile collection units. In addition,

other leading companies, chiefly

beverage manufacturers and distrib-

utors, are working with us in this

effort to pick up and recycle every

possible pound of household scrap

aluminum. Today, there is a net-

work of more than 633 satellite cen-

ters in 31 states.

Some of the companies

working with Reynolds in

collecting and recycling

aluminum cans.

Adolph Coors Company
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.

P. Ballantine & Sons

Blitz-Weinhard Company
Carling Brewing Company
FalstafT Brewing Corporation

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company
Theo. Hamm Company
Miller Brewing Company
Mobil Oil Corp.

Olympia Brewing Company
Pepsi-Cola Company
Piel Bros., Inc.

Rainier Brewing Company
The Coca-Cola Company
Union Oil Co. of California

What makes the effort work is

the basic value of aluminum. Scrap

aluminum is worth $200 a ton; other

common packaging materials are

worth only S16 to $20 a ton.

Because of this, we feel our can

collection program is just the start

of much larger and more effective

attacks on the nation's solid waste

disposal problem.

Aluminum's value can help pay

for the recycling of much of the

solid waste this country generates.

Here, for example, are a few of the

approaches Reynolds is involved in:

Will the homemaker

separate?

Ifhousewives would separate re-

cyclable materials from the rest of

their daily trash, municipal refuse

disposal costs would be greatly re-

duced, and recycling could be that

much easier. It is estimated that if

1,000 households separated waste

paper, aluminum cans, and glass

bottlesfor recycling programs rather

than throwing them away, a com-

munity could save over $50,000 in

a year.

• Reynolds is now working with

communities in Florida and Cali-

fornia, providing free plastic bags to

encourage household separation of

waste. The goal is to see if the value

of the aluminum will pay for part of

the collection service.

Working with B.I.R.P.

and cities.

• In Phoenix, Reynolds is part of

the Beverage Industry Recycling

Program (B.I.R.P.), helping to

operate a model facility that is re-

cycling aluminum, glass, and steel.

• We're talking with school

systems about plans to collect used

aluminum containers and foil from

their cafeterias, the proceeds to help

pay for school operations.

• In the San Francisco area,

we're one of nine companies and

municipalities planning a new,

sophisticated reclamation plant.

Here, aluminum, steel, paper, and

glass raw materials will be separated

automatically from mixed munici-

pal garbage.

• Through the Aluminum Asso-

ciation, we've helped develop plans

for garbage processing plants that

could help pay for themselves by

recovering aluminum and other raw

materials. They would also produce

valuable chemicals, fertilizers, ani-

mal feeds, and steam power.

Garbage in. Valuable raw

materials out.
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The American standard of liv-

ing is creating a garbage pile that is

now a national problem. But the

value of aluminum in the garbage

could turn this national problem

into a national asset. To learn more

about what Reynolds is doing, write

Dr. Robert F. Testin, Director of

Environmental Planning. Reynolds

Metals Company, P.O. Box 27003-

LII, Richmond, Va. 23261. The

men and women at Reynolds are

always interested in your comments

and suggestions.
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•HIRSTREHM
Have you ever witnessed a

real Indian war dance in Apache
Territory? Have you ever

walked along Arizona's famed

painted desert? Yours is all the pleasure of watching

your family sharing travel experiences together. When
you go Airstream, all the travel adventure you've only

dreamed about becomes living reality! This is because
family travel is practical in an Airstream. Where to

eat, where to sleep, wash or bathe is no longer a

problem. With an Airstream behind you all the fuss

of travel is eliminated; only the fun remains. Whether

you're in the middle of town or the middle of nowhere,

you enjoy roomy beds, a modern kitchen with range,

oven and refrigerator, heat, bright lights, a complete

bathroom with toilet, tub and shower... and every-

thing operates whether you are hooked up to anything

or not! An Airstream travel trailer is your private

beach cottage, winter lodge or mountain cabin. See

your local Airstream dealer for a

free demonstration ride, then round

up the farriily — adventure is calling!

FREEI Send for The Airstream

Story 1972, a 36-page
catalog beautifully illustrated in living color!

"For extra fun join a Wally Byam Caravan" AIRSTREAM®TRAVEL TRAILERS
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The Limited-Edition Regency.
A very special Ninety-Eight with the Tiffany touch

to mark Oldsmobiie's 75th Anniversary.
Today you rarely have the

opportunity to buy a true

limited-edition luxury
automobile.

This year provides you
such an opportunity: Oldsmobiie's 75th

Anniversary.

To celebrate becoming the first Amer-
ican auto manufacturer to reach this

milestone. Olds is building a very

special luxury car in limited

quantitj'—the Ninety-Eight

Regency.
The specially-styled custom

interior with its "pillow effect'

and velour upholstery is an example of

its distinction and is available in black

or covert.

And there are these very special Tif-

fany touches. The exterior is painted in

Tiffany Gold, an exclusive custom metal-

lic color created especially for this fine

motor car. Even the face of the electric

timepiece has been specially styled by
Tiffany's, and bears the Tiffany name.

Each Ninety-Eight Regency is regis-

tered at Tiffany's, and each owner will

receive a distinctive sterling silver key

ring as a gift. If ever lost, the keys can be

dropped in a mailbox, and Tiffany's will

return them to the owner.

Finally, underneath all the things that

make the Regency extraordinary, are all

the other solid values you've

come to expect from Olds-

mobile. The limited-edition

Ninety-Eight Regency.

At your Olds dealer's now.

OLDSMOBILE NINETY-EIGHT. QUITEA SUBSTANTIAL CAR.
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AuLtliors

After nearly thirty vears of

studying seals, \ ictor B. Scheffer

has not lost his enthusiasm for these

animals. His work is now centered

in the Puget Sound area of Wash-

ington, where he is investigating

the behavior and hfe cycles of har-

bor seals. Although officially re-

tired, Scheffer still teaches an occa-

sional zoology course at the

University of Washington and has

kept busy as an author. He last ap-

Victor B. Scheffer

peared in NATURAL HISTORY MAGA-

ZINE with 'The Cliche of the

Killer." October, 1970. and his lat-

est book. The Seeing Eye, was pub-

lished last vear bv Charles Scrib-

ner"s Sons.

Whether making string from a

sansevieria leaf a la the Bushmen,

top center, or screening a film on

baboon social structure. Peter B.

Dow is thoroughly involved in an

innovative program that brings an-

thropolog\" to the elementars' school

classroom. He is director of the so-

cial studies program of the Educa-

tion Development Center in Cam-

bridge. Massachusetts, which
developed "Man: A Course of

Study" specifically for young chil-

dren. Dow, who feels that the study

of human behavior at this level may
be more valuable than the tradi-

the set. An anthropology graduate

of Columbia University, Burrows

has specialized in the study of Tibe-

tan art and religion.

Peter B. Don

tional social studies, is currently

constructing a course designed to

stimulate sixth and seventh gi-aders

into investigating the uses of tech-

nology" in their communities.

Asked by a New York gallery to

write the catalog for a Tibetan art

show, Carin Burrows, acting cura-

tor of the Tibetan collection at The
American Museum of Natural His-

tory, recognized among the pieces a

priceless set of Vangkas represent-

ing the famous pantheon selected

bv the Changcha Hutuktu, the

Grand Lama of Peking, in the eigh-

teenth centiu-s". These scroll paint-

ings were acquired bv an official of

the Belgian Embassy in Peking dur-

ing the Chinese Revolution of

1911. His sons, who inherited the

Vangkas, had put them up for sale

at the gallery. Recognizing their

significance and value for scholars.

Burrows was instrumental in Tlie

American Museum's acquisition of

Carin Burrows

For George B. Schaller to see

the last of his three-part series on

predators of the Serengeti, a runner

George B. Schaller

will carry it for almost a week into

a remote mountain region of Nepal.

Schaller, who went to Nepal in Feb-

ruary for an extended study of the

snow leopard, wild sheep, and wild

goat, WTites that "wildlife research

in South Asia has been woefully ne-

glected by foreign and native scien-



lists alike," adding that "some 15

scientists are at present working in

the Serengeti, more than in all

South Asia." An associate of the In-

stitute for Research in Animal Be-

havior of the New York Zoological

Society and Rockefeller University,

Schaller's three-year study in the

Serengeti was done under a grant

from the National Science Founda-

tion. In addition to a University of

Chicago Press ecological mono-
graph, from which the excerpts

were taken, he has written Seren-

geti: A Kingdom of Predators, to

be published by Knopf this fall.

Conversations with an environ-

mentally minded student prompted
Michael D. Piburn to think about

the problem of waste recycling. The
more he examined the problem, the

more convinced he became that

glass was a key issue. His unusual

proposal for recycling waste glass,

discussed in this issue, would also,

unfortunately, spell an end to his

own hobby of collecting antique

bottles from old garbage dumps. Pi-

burn, who received a Ph.D. in geol-

ogy from Princeton, is assistant pro-

fessor of education and geology at

Rutgers University. He has con-

ducted geologic field work in the

Michael D. Piburn

Coast Ranges of Venezuela, which

at times entailed adventurous boat

trips, above. He plans future studies

of the origin of zeolite minerals in

the Triassic basalts of the eastern

United States.

To study the interrelation of

ecology and behavior in the giant

Komodo monitor lizards, Walter

Auffenberg has made two expedi-

tions to the Lesser Sunda Islands of

Indonesia, one for a year's stay on

Komodo Island with his familv. The

living wasn't easy, but the work was

rewarding for this herpetologist

whose major research interest has

been the behavior and evolution of

laige land reptiles. His studies have

also included the biosystematics of

fossil and recent land tortoises, re-

seai"ch that took him to India, Is-

rael, Argentina, Panama, Mexico,

and the Caribbean. Auffenberg is

professor of zoology at the Univer-

sity of Florida, where he obtained

his Ph.D., as well as curator of her-

petology and chairman of the De-

W alter Auffenberg

partment of Natural Sciences at the

Florida State Museum.

The tradition-bound territoriality

of Maine lobstermen has important

implications for the future of these

crustacean delicacies, an ecological

Khenomenon uncloaked by James
I. Acheson, assistant professor of

anthropology at the University of

Maine. A native New Englander,

Acheson had long been aware of the

unofficial, self-imposed rules that,

in effect, govern who fishes for lob-

U. Acheson

sters, where, and when. It was the

destruction of a friend's gear, how-
ever, that launched him into a thor-

ough study of the mores and cus-

toms involved. Presently working

on winter shrimping activities in

Maine, Acheson will return to the

site of previous field work in Cuan-

ojo, Mexico, tills summer. He holds

a Pli.D. in anlliropologx from the

Univcrsil\ lA Hochi^stcr.



Letters

Honey Cat
The unhappy bronze gent scowl-

ing at his pigeoned patina on the

cover of vour Januai'v issue is part

of the great Donatello equestrian

statue in Padua. To call him Gen-

eral Gattamelata, however, is like

using a cover photo of General Per-

shing and identifying it only as

"General Black Jack."

His narne was Erasmo di Narni.

He was one of the outstanding mer-

cenary commanders of the con-

dottieri period in Italy's history.

His nickname, "Gattamelata," was

a tribute to his skill and agility. It

means "the honeyed cat."

F. L. Greaves
Tempe, Arizona

Blame the Hired Hand?
Reference is made to the fine ar-

ticle "Letter From a Farmer," by

J.O. Harvey (January. 1972) with

which I am in general agreement. I

would like only to raise a word of

defense for certain of Miss Harvey's

culprits whom she refers to as the

"myopic hired hands of the govern-

ment," who build roads, dams, la-

goons, etc. The term engineers is

not used, though the implication is

obvious, and the charge is not with-

out some justification.

Engineers are being subjected to

much criticism today by environ-

mentalists and conservationists who
seem to consider them enemies of

their cause. Are not such critics

overlooking the fact that the great

majority of engineers are the hired

hands of government or industry

and, as such, are only doing what

they are hired to do? Should not the

criticism be aimed also at the

source of the iniquity? Failure to do

so would appear to be analogous to

blaming the privates and non-coms

for a debacle on the battlefield with-

out mentioning the general officers.

Perhaps the engineer should quit

his job if he finds himself engaged

in a project in which he does not

believe, but if he cannot see his

way clear to do this, he has many
counterparts in other walks of life.

Those with the best brains in the

engineering profession today,

whose minds are not fettered by the

dictates of their "superiors," are

deeply concerned about the envi-

ronment and conservation, and

many of them are hard at work on

the vital problems in these fields. If

the public is not aware of them, it is

partly because such men are not

likely to be seen on television being

interviewed by a cub reporter who,

like the hired engineer, is trying to

get the answers his boss wants.

Elmer B. Stevens
Ocala, Florida

If W^est Meets East
If the Pacific sea snakes (William

A. Dunson, "The Sea Snakes are

Coming," November, 1971) coming

from salty, relatively cool water,

ever get to the Caribbean through a

sea-level Panama Canal, they will

find very warm, turbid water, with

a lower salinity than they are accus-

tomed to, especially near the shore.

I seriously doubt that thev can

make the change and colonize un-

der those conditions.

I am well acquainted with the

fact that Dr. Dunson was also con-

cerned about possible ecological

damage by the introduction of alien

organisms across the isthmus, but I

do not believe that is important be-

cause the environments are too dif-

ferent.

Gordon Gunter
Ocean Springs, Mississippi

An Urban View
of tl:ie Opium Chain
"The Poppies Are Beautiful This

Year" (February, 1972) is a partic-

ularly notable and valuable article.

A great deal that happens in man's

relations with nature has political

implications. Your article—quite

rightly—concerns itself with the

flower, the harvesting and market-

ing of opium. This long-neglected

side of narcotic usage is a partic-

ularly political subject.

While the Administration is

cracking down on importations

from France, opium smuggling
from the Orient is not publicly as-

sailed except by the Democrats, and
if some sources are right, the Demo-
crats were tolerant enough of the

practice when they were in power. I

wonder if I'm being too cynical in

imagining that opium trade from
Southeast Asia will increase, while

France's decreases.

In any event, it has been noted

that no notice was taken of the '

opium trade until middle-class

youngsters became addicts. To my
knowledge, only the Black Panthers

and Black Muslims actively fought

heroin before 1967, when I began
work in the central city area of San
Francisco. No mind was paid then,

and little mind paid now, to ghetto

problems.

I wonder if the importation and

marketing of narcotics can be ex-

plained only by adopting terms

used by the radical left: the rich are

exploiting not only the economic

life but the very souls of the poor,

who no longer gain any satisfaction

in conforming to what the middle

and upper classes consider socially

acceptable behavior. What results is

a "generation" gap, not just of age,

but of pohtics and economics as

well. Look at how drug overdoses

are killing younger and younger

people; look at the increasing "hip-

pie drop-out" and the disaffection

of young black, chicano, and red

populations.

S. UNTERMYER, III

Brant Lake, New York

The photograph on page 30 of

the article "The Poppies Are Beau-

tiful This Year" is most certainly

not an Akha woman, as indicated,

but rather a Yao woman. The two

tribes are completely unrelated and

quite distinctive in the traditional

costumes, particularly those worn

by the women. I have worked for

years with both groups in northern

Thailand and know them well.

Capt. John H. Brandt
Window Rock, Arizona
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better
way to

travel!

IRSTREAIVI
You've worked hard for it . .

.

hitch up an Airstream and turn your

retirement into a new life! Head

for the seashore and under a

friendly sun, unwind from all those years at the grind-

stone. Relax beside a bubbling trout stream and listen to

the wind whisper to the pines while big rainbow fight for

your hook. Remember the promise you made to yourself

when the children were growing up? . . . that you would

some day take time out to 'live a little.' Now it's your turn

to live! Travel far and travel wide ... discover a whole

world of new friends and interests. An Airstream travel

trailer offers you the ultimate in travel/living luxury.

Wherever you choose to wander, you enjoy the conven-

ience of a complete kitchen with range, oven and refrig-

erator, a modern bathroom with toilet, tub and shower,

hot and cold water, heat, bright lights and comfort-

able beds .. .totally independent of outside sources.

See your friendly Airstream dealer for

a free demonstration ride. Do it soon

. . .you've got a lot of living to do!

Free! Send for The Airstream

Story 1972. a 36-page

catalog beautifully illustrated in living color!

'For extra fun join a Wally Byam Caravan" AIRSTREAM®TRAVEL TRAILERS
Dept. 800, Church St., Jackson Center, Ohio 45334
Dept, 800, 1 5939 Piuma Ave., Cerritos, Calif. 90701



The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

A Trip Through
Ma Bell's Zoo

Where can you find gibbons without fleas,

schools of herring but no cod?
Why, in your phone book, of course, Mr. Aardvark

I have always been intrigued by

the occurrence of zoonyms (animal

names). Mr. and Mrs. Wolf were

family friends during my childhood

and I have distant cousins whose

name is Lion. Later, I went to

school with children named Fish

and Bird and 1 learned to take such

names for granted. The fascination

with zoonyms returned when I lived

in Rio de Janeiro for a time and

met my first Sheep and Horse, sur-

names that occasion no surprise if

they are translated back into Portu-

guese. During moments of frustra-

tion with my work, I would plan

imaginary encounters between the

charming Senhor and Senhora

Coelho (rabbit) and the equally

charming Mr. and Mrs. Beaver. The

only useful purpose these day-

dreams served was an occasional

success at the dinner table when
nothing else could get my six-year-

old daughter to eat her vegetables.

Five years ago the whole issue

suddenly took on a maddening ur-

gency. It was about then that I first

met Robin Fox, chairman of the

newly established Department of

Anthropology at Rutgers Univer-

sity. One of Fox's first acts as chair-

man was to make Lionel Tiger a

professor in the same department.

Professors Fox and Tiger soon pro-

ceeded to collaborate in the author-

ship of a somewhat popular book

bearing the title The Imperial Ani-

mal. Naturally, I am not about to

suggest that there actually is a be-

havioral relationship between
zoonymic humans and their animal

familiars. But the Fox-Tiger prob-

lem suggests that the desultory

musings that have hitherto charac-

terized this field ought to be re-

placed by a more responsible form

of scholarship.

To get the ball rolling, I here re-

port on my preliminary researches

into the patterns of zoonymy in the

Manhattan telephone directory,

1968-69 (the only Manhattan book

I could find in my Bergen County,

New Jersey, residence). The first

thing I discovered about English

language zoonyms is that bird sur-

names outnumber mammal, fish fol-

low mammals, and insects follow

fish, in descending order of popu-

larity. Turtle is the only amphibian

and there are no reptiles.

To account for this lopsided in-

ventory, we must posit the exis-

tence of some selective force.

Evidently, animal familiars that, for

one reason or another, developed a

poor public image were either never

adopted or gradually abandoned.

This principle helps to explain not

only why certain phyla are more

popular than others but also why
zoonyms are outnumbered by other

kinds of names.

We may assume that European

zoonyms were more common during

Neolithic times than they are today.

With the advance of urban life, and

the ecological separation of man
and animals, zoonyms were gradu-

ally replaced by names such as

Smith, Potter, and Carpenter,

which designated occupational spe-

cialties. Zoonyms of those insects

regarded as unmitigated pests were

the first casualties. Thus we find not

a single flea, gnat, termite, or wasp

in the Manhattan directory. The ab-

sence of snake, lizard, toad, and sev-

eral other reptiles and amphibians

can be explained in the same way.

Extending this principle to mam-
mals and birds, we can readily un-



If it costs 46% moreto repair a car today
than in 1961, wliat about a teieplione trucli?

With 100 million phones to
care for, our fleet now numbers
110,000 trucks.

And with auto repair costs
rising 46% since 1961, you can
imagine what that's done to our
budget.

We've been doing some of our
own repair work, but our costs
went up just as much—from $230
to $340 per truck.

Our total running expenses
from $612 to $823 a truck.

And to get the money to buy
new trucks, we're having to
borrow at interest rates that have
almost doubled since 1961.

Despite rising costs like these,

residential telephone rates have
gone up only 8% overall since 1961. ^*
And long distance rates have *
actually gone down. While the ^
cost of living has gone ^^
up 37%. ^^^^**

1961-««S"Z.,„.^*-'*'*

Obviously, this can't go on.
Because the cost of providing

you good telephone service is going
up, telephone rates are going up,
too— but based on the last ten
years, far less than most things
you buy.

AT&T and your local

Bell Company.

^1971
* Consumer

Price Index
Up 37%

* 1971
Phone Rates
Up 8%
(CP.i.)



derstand \\ hv most of us have never

met a Mr. or Mrs. Skunk, Rat, or

Mouse, or a Mr. or Mrs. Vulture or

Crackle. In fact, we can now see

why birds outnumber all other ani-

mals in Manhattan. Proportionate

to the total number of species, few

birds can be described as unmiti-

gated pests.

Yet there are serious flaws in this

line of reasoning. Some very con-

spicuous pests are well represented

by modern zoonyms. Among in-

sects, both fly and roach show no

signs of succumbing to vulgar opin-

ion. As for birds, starlings can

scarcely be considered less of a nui-

sance than grackles, vet the name
Starling occurs as often as Stork,

Swallow, or Finch, while Crackle is

extinct. Moreover, given the subur-

ban bird watchers' widespread prej-

udice against aggressive and noisv

crows and bluejays, it is difficult to

understand why Crow and Jav re-

tain their popularity as compared
with, let us sav. Owl, Warbler, or

Woodpecker, all three of which also

seem to have become extinct.

There are many other aspects of

the zoonyinic repertory that cannot

be explained merely by invoking

the principle of selection against

noxious species. Most animals are

associated with a mixture of posi-

tive and negative attributes. On bal-

ance it becomes impossible to tell

whv wolf, fox, bear, and beaver are

popular mammals, while bat, bison,

Ivnx, and chipmunk are utterly de-

void of human congeners (at least

in Manhattan). I have pursued the

possibility that despite their dan-

gerous and destructive habits, wolf

and fox are popular because they

are highlv social mammals with

whom humans find it easy to iden-

tify. But this leads to an impasse

presented bv the virtual absence of

man's closest collaterals—no Mr.

Monkev or Ape; no Miss Corilla.

Chimpanzee, or Orangutan.

To make matters even more com-

plicated, we do find the popular

Cibbon. One might argue that the

etymology of Mr. Gibbon has con-

verged accidentally with that of gib-

bon the hylobatid. Otherwise, a se-

lective principle that operates in

favor of the zoonyms of highly so-

cial or manlike creatures would

have preserved convergences to-

ward the pongids and anthropoids

in genei-al.

The mystery of the absence of

gorilla, orang, and chimpanzee is

clarified somewhat by the fact that

these are tropical species. The in-

ventory of English-language zoo-

nyms exhibits a marked bias against

animal species that are found only

in the tropics or exclusively in Asia,

Africa, or the New World. Presum-

ably, some otherwise acceptable '-

zoonymic possibilities have been ne-

glected simply because, until

recently, Europeans didn't know
thev existed. Here we come to un-

derstand partially why there should

be Badger but no Tapir, Seal but no (

Manatee, Deer but no Okapi, Elk I
but no Cnu, Falcon but no Condor,

Shark but no Barracuda, Salmon but '

no Tuna, Stork but no Penguin.

At first glance. Lion would ap-

pear to be an exception, but there is

evidence that lions roamed southern
'

Europe at least as recently as the

early Hellenic period. That leaves

Tiger, an admittedly strictly Asian

feline. Perhaps we must concede

that a creature as impressive cis a ti-

ger might get a name for itself be-

yond its normal habitat. If so, what

do we do about the elephant? Why
is this most famous, beloved, in-

telligent, industrious, and powerful

creature a zoonymic failure? Do I

hear you suggesting that perhaps no

one wants to be identified with an

animal whose nose is so long and

whose skin is so ugly? If so, we
must face the fish quandary. Can it

honestly be maintained that the

zoonvmically successful haddock is

inherently more beautiful than an

elephant or a giraffe? Of course,

there is the important fact that fish

are usually esteemed for their con-

tribution to human diet, but even

within the North Atlantic group,

which provides our principal ma-

rine staples, inexplicable omissions

can be found. For example, there

are whole schools of Herring and

Pollack, but not a single Cod or

Sardine.

Among birds, the principle of

dietary utility fails to make sense

out of the English game bird com-

plex. We get flocks of Partridge,

Grouse, Mallard, and Woodcock,
but only a lone Quail, and not a

single Pheasant.

The utility principle will take

you just so far and no further. It is

clear that purely ornamental crea-



If the world doesn't excite you anymore,

maybe it's because you've allowed

yourself to stop growing. &IMLL^rUAL
,^£BS /

Maybe, without realizing it, you've
been sitting on tlie sidelines while

some of the greatest intellectual ad-
ventures of all time are taking place.

Take the sciences, for example.
Discovery by discovery, they're start-

ing to come within striking distance
of what makes this universe tick. Or
the social sciences: they're learning

what really makes us act the way we
do. Why we wage war, make peace,
make love. Or the arts: traditional

barriers are breaking down every-
where—to the consternation (and
sometimes delight) of critics.

The only problem is that each
branch of science and art presents

its findings in its own little group of

magazines. And there are hundreds
and hundreds of them—far too many
for one person to follow.

That's why Intellectual Digest was
created. Every month, our editors

comb over 300 scholarly and profes-

sional periodicals. From American
Journal of Sociology to Daedalus.
From Dissent to American Psycholo-
gist. From Physics Today to Paris

Rev/ew. And when we find an article

of unusual significance—or excite-

ment—we reprint it for you . . .

in full, whenever possible.

A few recent examples:

A pioneer aerobiologist
explains how clouds may
be used to reduce the

pollutants in our atmo-
sphere. (Natural History)

A biochemist ex-
plains how a virus may be
used to cure diabetes. (Amer-
ican Scientist)

What went on every Saturday night

at Rue de Fleurus . . . the home of

Gertrude Stein. (Art in America)
Kenneth Clark tells why he op-

poses black studies programs. (Anti-

och Review)

Complimentary issue

See for yourself. Just mail the cou-
pon below and the latest issue will be
sent to you. Then take two weeks to

make your final decision about sub-
scribing at our special half-price

charter rate.

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST 6340
P.O. Box 2986
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send my complimentary issue

and enter my charter half-price sub-
scription for 11 additional issues at

only $5 (a total savings of 50% on the

regular $10 price). I may cancel with-

in 14 days after receiving it if not fully

satisfied.

D Bill Me D $5 enclosed

Name. . .

Address.

City

State Zip. . .

Add 500 lor Canada and $2 for Foreign.

II



Get the Orient tour guide
that was put together

by people who were bom tiiere.

There's something about being
born in a place that goes far deeper
than geography.

You know the place without ever
having to think about it. The feeling

ofthe place isas familiar to you as
its streets. Its heart is your heart.

The Orient is JALs home. We
were born there. We grew up there.
We know the Orient as well as

one can know any place. We know
not just the big tourist spots like

Tokyo and Hong Kong, but all the
little places in between.
WhatweknowweVe puttogether

into a package of great tours, with
more variety, and more prices to
choose from, than anyone else's.

There are short tours for people
in a hurry. Long ones for people
with all the time in the world. 15
days to 99 days. $894 to $6186.

In fact, just about any tour you
can think of is included. Like our
tours of Japanese gardens, Japa-
nesearchitecture, even atwo-week
tour into the world of Zen. Not to
mention all the tours we offer to
Europe, the Mideast, Australia and
around the world.

Send today for your free copy of
JAL's 1972 Happi Holidays World

Festival of Tours Guide. It may not
make you wish you had been born
in Kyoto rather than Kokomo. But
it will show you the charms and
splendors of where others—like
us—were born.

U/KRAN AIRUNES

Japan Air Lines
P.O. Box 618
NewYork,N.Y. 10011

D Please send me a free copy of JALs
7972 Happi Holidays World Festival of
Tours Guide and specific information
about the following; D Orient D Pacific

Circle D Europe D Round the World.

Dl enclose $2. Along with the free tour
guide, I would like to have "32 New
Views of Japan,"JALs specially-boxed
collection of essays on the history,

culture and pleasures of Japan.

Name

Address.

City

My travel agent is_

Please have a travel

consultant call meat_

tures, such as minnow, goldfish,

peacock, and nightingale, are

zoonymically more successful than

such worthy food providers as

mackerel, turkey, and goose. In

fact, the zoonymic failure of some
of our favorite barnyard' friends

might even suggest that an antiutili-

tarian principle is at work. Have
you ever met a Mr. Pig, a Miss

Chicken, or a Mrs. Goat? Why do
we avoid ox, mule, and horse, the

very animals that have contributed

most to the development of our civ-

ilization?

We are in a similar quandary
with respect to cat and dog. Even in

an urban environment, these faith-

ful companions render important

services, yet we apparently deem
them unworthy of zoonymic consid-

eration. We seem to be prejudiced

not so much against useful animals

in general, but against all kinds of

useful domesticated species. Do-

mestication seems to cripple zoo-

nymic potential. I conclude that the

basic requirement for zoonymic suc-

cess is freedom from domination by

human beings. What we most ad-

mire in an animal is its indepen-

dence.

In zoonymy every principle be-

gets its opposite. Further research

will be required before we can be
certain that we have solved the ma-
jor mysteries of this domain. But it

is clear that zoonyms, like the ani-

mals themselves, are endangered
species. Many of the most inter-

esting examples, like Mr. Kiwi and
Mr. Dodo, are represented by sole

survivors and unless remedial ac-

tion is taken, all future research

will have to be conducted in librar-

ies and cemeteries.

(tel. number)
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African SoForis should be seenond not herd.
Our 22-dQy BOAC Safari gives you o very personal view of East Africa.

Ybu journey luith nine other people and your guide in yourown personal aircraft.

Here is the way to see the Game
Reserves of East Africa in comfort and

privacy. Without being herded around with

a busload of other visitors. You'll fly

between Reserves in your private aircraft,

and explore the wild life with only four

other people in a specially-equipped Land

Rover. Stay in the best Lodges and Resorts,

with all meals provided. Our Wing Safari is

a unique blend of adventure and comfort.

The Wing Safari® price of $2,464*

includes round-trip Economy air fare

New York/London/Nairobi, all air and

surface transportation within East Africa,

all accommodations, and all meals except

in Nairobi, all baggage handling, taxes

and tips.

Your Wing Safari will take you to

Murchison Falls, Fort Ikoma, where you

will stay in a newly completed Lodge in

the Serengeti, Manyara, Ngorongoro,

Keekorok, The Ark, Samburu Game
Reserve, the Tana River camp, the small

island of Lamu off the Kenya coast with its

essentially Arab culture, and the Tsavo

tented camp.

For those uiho like ro keep Iheir Feer

on Ihe ground, Q chouFFeured SoFori.

There's also our Value Safari®, which

gives you a ground-borne 21-day Safari for

$1,600" including round-trip Economy
air fare New York/London/Nairobi, all

surface transportation in special Safari

vehicles, accommodations and all meals

except in Nairobi, baggage handling,

taxes and tips.

As with our Wing Safari, you'll have

every opportunity to "shoot" big game—
with your camera. To watch native dances

and tribal rites. But most of all, to study

the great wild life in its natural and

astonishing surroundings.

For reservations, see your Travel

Agent, or contact us, British Overseas

Airways. There are scores of departures

throughout the year for both Safaris.

Meanwhile, send in the coupon for our free

full-color brochures.

I 1

British Overseas Airways Corporation,

Box VCIO, Department 151-664,

New York, New York 10011.
Telephone: (212) 687-1600.

Gentlemen, I don't want to be herded. Please
send me details of your D Wing Safari,

n Value Safari.

BOAC lokes good core of you.

British Overseos Airuioys Corporotion
•Prices based on 17/45-day jet Economy Excursion fare, and two persons sharing twin-bedded rooms.

*GIT fare subject to a minimum of 15 persons travelling togettier, and two persons sharing twin-bedded rooms.
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by Arthur W. Galston

Immortal Carrot
Who knows what secrets lurk
in the hearts of carrots?

(To find out, turn to page 16)



Harper & Row, since 1817 one of America's
distinguished publishing houses,

noAV announces a book club
of unusual depth and scope

T/ie Library ofjListory

and^uman Affairs
FOR 155 YEARS, the house of Harper has been the source of many of the most

enduring and influential books in history and human affairs. Now the historical

expertise of Harper editors is to be applied in a new service: a book club for thought-

ful, discriminating readers who want serious and important works on history and

other historically centered subjects at substantially reduced prices.

As a member, you will be offered books of all publishers in the original editions

(never "book club editions.") The range will be varied: American and world history;

ancient and pre-history; government and political science; major issues in domestic

and foreign policy; historical biography — these will predominate. But works of

social science, anthropology, archaeology, critiques may also be chosen if they

amplify and deepen today's historical perspectives.

If such reading appeals to you, join The Library of History and Human Affairs. The

introductory volumes shown alongside make the present moment a propitious one

for doing so.

THESE TWO CELEBRATED REFERENCE WORKS
(COMBINED RETAIL PRICE $30) YOURS FREE

"'^ with your first Selection now and your agreement as a member to take 3 more Selections

at reduced prices any time in the next 12 months.

2166 PAGES TOTAL . COVERS EVERY REGION, EVERY MAJOR NATION, EVERY

IMPORTANT HISTORIC EVENT AND DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 1970 • 88 SPECIAL

MAPS AND CHARTS • FULLY INDEXED, OVER 45,000 ENTRIES • CONTRIBUTIONS

BY 75 EMINENT HISTORIANS, EDITORS AND CONSULTANTS

tjlcycluiKilr.i

of

\MKRi(..\N

HISIORV
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Wfe believe the

world altitude

record for a
Land Rover is

the entrance

to the copper-

silver mine at

Chorolqui Peak,
Bolivia

(17,500 feet).

IfyourLand Rover has topped

this please call us free at (800)

631-1972. In New Jersey, (800)

962-2803. For your nearest

dealer call the above numbers.

Land Rover
Bridsh Leyland Motors Inc.

Leonia, NewJersey 07605

STANDARD EQUIPMENT: On the new
Series ni Land Rover we offer for 1972 an all

synchromesh gearbox (4 forward speeds and

reverse, plus a 2-speed transfer box, equals

8 forward, 2 reverse); alternator; larger capac-

ity heater; improved power brakes plus new
facia and other styling advances.

As always: Four wheel drive . Full length metal

top. Body of non-corroding aluminum alloy

with sliding side windows. Side-hinged rear

door. Seats for seven. Windshield ventilators

with built in fly screens. Dual braking system.

Windshield washers. Back-up lights. Rresh air

heater and defrosters.

The Iramortal Carrot

The human animal, whether her-

bivore or carnivore, is totally de-

pendent upon the photosynthetic

activity of green plants for his sus-

tenance. Wliether we eat a spinach

leaf or a beef steak, we are in-

directly taking solar energy cap-

tured by the chloroplast of a green

leaf and transforming it into chem-

ical-bond energy for sustenance and

growth of the human body.

One of the greatest accom-

plishments of agriculture is the de-

velopment of high-yielding strains

of plants, especially cereals. With

recent knowledge of plant nutri-

tion, of growth-regulating chem-

icals, and of chemical and biologi-

cal control of noxious fungi and

insects, man has achieved ever

greater productivity per acre. The

venturing of many conglomerate

corporations into our highly tech-

nologized "agribusiness" shows that

fantastically high capital outlays per

acre under production can be justi-

fied in terms of the present high

yields.

Despite these agricultural

triumphs and the rosy profit projec-

tions of well-heeled corporations

moving into the field, those who un-

derstand plants realize the pre-

cariousness of agriculture's present

high productivity. There is a great

need for experimentation in new ge-

netic strains of plants. The corn

blight in the United States and the

devastating rice wilt in the Philip-

pines show that even our most de-

pendable strains of cereals are con-

stantly endangered by mutating

pathogens. We are in a continuous

race with the fungi and insects, at-

tempting to produce new types of

plants that will yield high quantities

of food and resist the ravages of

pests, which could consume the

crop before man harvests it.

The highest-yielding strains of

plants are particularly susceptible

to pathogens. Because of their rapid

growth and maturation, these plants

are extremely succulent and usually

lack the protective devices against

pests that wild plants normally

have. In addition, modern intensive

agriculture, with forced rapid

growth of the same plant on the

same soil year after year, is most

conducive to the development of

pathogenic organisms in the soil. As

a result, modern productive agricul-

ture has become truly dependent on

a vast arsenal of chemical pesti-

cides.

It has been the geneticist and

plant breeder who have tradition-

ally developed new strains of agri-

culturally useful plants. Through se-

lection, crossing, and selection

again, they have developed plant

strains with desirable character-

istics. In a great many cases, dis-

Ccise resistance from wild strains has

been successfully introduced into

high-yielding strains. Geneticists

have also taken advantage of

chance mutations, and more
recently, using radiation and muta-

genic chemicals, they have accele-

rated the creation of new strains.

Whether the new strain arises by

chance or is induced by chemicals

or radiation, its characteristics

frequently can be introduced into

existing plant strains with benefi-

cial results.

Despite these practices, many ex-

perts feel that we are in danger of

losing our race with the fungi and

other pathogens. For one thing, the

breeding cycle of a higher plant en-

compasses, at the very least, several

months and often several years.

You cannot see the results of a ge-

netic cross until you have harvested

the seed, grown the plant, tested it,

and then decided what to do in the

next breeding operation. In this pe-

riod many fungi will have gone

through many breeding cycles, and

may have produced new types,

which in many instances will over-

come the resistance originally bred

into the crop plant.

We need faster techniques for

changing plants. Several recent de-

velopments in the field of plant

physiology give promise of meeting

this need. While none of these

procedures has become economi-

cally important yet, it seems only a

question of time before a new tech-

nology flowing from these devel-

opments will yield something of ma-

jor importance for man.

In the mid- 1930s, two French-

men, Gautheret and Nobecourt, in-

dependently discovered that small

pieces of tissue cut from a carrot

root and put into a nutrient medium

would grow and divide, apparently

indefinitely. The carrot plant nor-

mally lives for only two years, pro-

Continued on page 89
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64580. THE NEW PROMETHEANS. Robert S. de
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creative and destructive forces of science and
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36270. THE BIOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE. Allan
Chase. A noted science writer examines present
state of health services, medical education and
national health in the U.S. $8.95

84900. THE TWILIGHT OF THE PRIMITIVE. Lev/is

Cotlow. What is happening to the Stone Age tribes

in New Guinea, the primitives in the f^ato Grosso,
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taking place among the survivors of age-old cul-

tures. $10.00

74340. THE ROOTS OF ANCIENT INDIA. Wa/(er
A. Fairservis, Jr. An incredibly rich development
of Indian prehistory—from early Stone Age man to

the days of the living Buddha-and the qualities

than make it distinct from all the other ancient
civilizations. Counts as 2 0/ your 3 books. $17.50

86510. THE WAY THINGS WORK. Vol. Two. Ski

bindings, submarines, artificial kidneys—you name
it—you'll find the inside, expert story about what
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Holden. Explains, analyzes, and provides amazing
insights into hundreds of mathematical solids rang-
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Presents a brilliant and revolutionary philosophy
of life based on recent developments in molecular
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A Naturalist at Large by Victor B. Scheffer

The Penitentiary Seals

Reflections off Gertrude Island

Dark of night is falling on the

Puget Sound of Washington. The
air is heavy and quiet, the water

still. I sit on a pillow of sand with

my back against a log on the beach

of Gertrude Island.

Suddenly the face of an old man
rises from the sea, up through the

water grass in a rippling of light

and a shattering of blackness. Drop-

lets run from his whiskers. Here is

the visitor for whom I have been

waiting, one of the company of har-

bor seals that rest and play, quarrel

and feed in the shallows off the is-

land. We stare at one another for a

long time, the elder seal and the el-

der man, while a humming thread

of emotion runs between us, real

though invisible.

"Old seal," I think, "you speak

for all the wild quick things of the

wilderness. You speak for a crea-

ture world we men are losing. You
are history, and we are forgetting

you; when our children's children

will ask for you, you will be gone."

I murmur aloud and the sed drops

down in a flawless motion, leaving

rings of silver and black on the sur-

face of the water.

The harbor seal is everywhere an

animal of lonely places. Wary of

enemies approaching by land, it

haunts the offshore rocks and sand-

bars where it can watch the horizon

and scramble for deep water at the

first sign of danger. It breeds along

the Pacific Coast of the United

States from Alaska to Baja Califor-

nia; in Atlantic waters, it breeds

only in Maine.

No book has been written about

this shy seal, although perhaps one

could be compiled now from arti-

cles published in the languages of

the northern maritime nations.

Such a book would tell how the

seals find their food—fish and shell-

fish—and how even a blind individ-

ual can survive. It would tell of

kindhearted people who try to raise

orphan seals on a bottle, and of

thoughtless people who throw
coins, bottles, and other trash into

aquarium pools. It would describe a

rarely seen act, the mating of seals

in the wild. Once, in the Shetland

Islands, a naturalist looked down
from a cliff 150 feet above the sea

and spied the animals in pairs,

copulating in the clear water.

In a lifetime of traveling along

the shores of the North Pacific

Ocean I had never been close to

harbor seals until I was guided by a

graduate student to the remarkable

colony on Gertrude Island. (I reveal

the name of the place for the seals

in this colony are not endangered.

Men and boats are forbidden within

three hundred yards because the is-

land lies within the boundaries of a

penitentiary.) This colony is the last

important remnant of the species in

Washington; a population that has

decUned from 10,000 to 2,000. In

nearby Oregon, the numbers have

dropped from 5,000 to 500.

So in memory I am back on Ger-

trude Island in mid-August with

student Terry Newby, who is earn-

ing a master's degree at the Univer-

sity of Puget Sound by probing into

the life history of the harbor seal.

We walk along the beach, where

Terry finds two helpless newborn

pups, lank as salamanders. He
weighs and measures each little

seal, marks it with a plastic tag for

later study, then releases it to its

anxious mother waiting offshore. At

intervals during the day, and
throughout most of the night, we
hide in a tall wooden tower, or

blind, where windows give us a



THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

The Mudmen of the Asaro River Elephant at foot of M[. Kilimanjaro

If you want excitement, discovery and adventure...

you will want to participate in a
Lars-Eric Lindblad world-famous Safari.

1. An expedition into the strange and exotic mountain regions of New Guinea.

2. A fascinating Wing Safari* covering vast areas of East Africa.

3. His ever-popular Value Safari tfirougti Hemingv\/ay country.

1. Lars-Eric Lindblad's New Guinea

expedition has been arranged for those

who cherish adventure into a strange and

unknown land where Stone Age man
lives on the very doorstep of the Twentieth
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enjoy the VIP treatment.
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starting from Nairobi and limited to

19 persons, soon becomes a memorable

experience. You will travel by minibus

through Hemingway country to The Ark

where animals feed at night in front of

your very eyes. You will see the mighty

Ngorongoro Crater, perhaps the most

spectacular sight in Africa. You will stay

at a comfortable lodge or in a tented

camp at the foot of majestic Mt. Kiliman-

jaro. And your photographic appetite will

whet at the sight of the lion, elephant

and buffalo herds at Keekorak.

By the way, all of our safaris are accom-

panied by a Lindblad host! BOAC jets

will fly you in luxurious comfort to these

expeditions and home again.
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One of the most famous and

studied seals in captivity,

Dub-Dub died in February

at the ripe old age of 34.

clear view of the seals as they come
and go with the changing of the

tides. Mid-August is a good time to

be here. The females give birth in

August or September to their single

pup and nurse it for a month to six

weeks. I photograph the tender

scene of a nursing pair, mother and

pup. It is a rare privilege, for the

birth of most harbor seals is a pri-

vate event, announced only by the

gulls or ravens that wait to seize the

afterbirth.

To our eyes, the seal is an awk-

ward thing, bound up in a capsule

of rubbery skin that follows the

body outline to the wrists and an-

kles. Knees and elbows are there, to

be sure, but buried deep within the

bodv. Because man himself is long

of limb, tracing his ancestry to pri-

mates who ran on the plains and

swung through the forest, he is apt

to think of himself as a model for

the mammals. But the seal is not

embarrassed by its body; the seal is

built to live in a watery world, the

nature of which man will never

fully know. The animal is perfectly

a part of its water wildness. It twists

and turns, nearly touches its rump

with the back of its head, shoots out



its flexible necis; liice a striking

snake, curls into a ball and dives

straight down, treads water while

turning to scan the horizon, then

sinks to the bottom to sleep for long

minutes, holding its breath yet fully

relaxed. It moves with but a mur-

mur in the quiet sea, brushing

through ribbons and vines of shin-

ing weed. Tumbled by the breaking

surf, it never grows dizzy; com-

pressed by the weight of deep wa-

ter, it rises without discomfort. We
marvel at the way it penetrates with

ease a domain where we, unpro-

tected by machinery, must gasp and

die. We envy it for knowing the

darkness, for diving down to

gloomy caves invisible to our eyes.

The biology books tell us that the

movements of the seal are pro-

grammed; that the animal moves by

numbers coded in its chromosomes.

As I sit on Gertrude Island watch-

ing it perform so gracefully, so

rightly in place, I wish for a mo-

ment that I too could not will, or

want, or weep.

An Indian friend. Lance Ka-

lappa, tells me he hunted seals for

food. Today, men hunt the seals of

Washington for other reasons—

mainly for target practice—though

they say, "We kill the predatorv

fish-eaters to spare more fish for

us." It is true that half the seal's

food is drawn from resources hav-

ing some commercial value, but

that is not the point. I ask in rebut-

tal, "If you kill the seals and have

Continued on page 70

our safaris aren't for everyone. They're for.. .

ORNITHOLOGISTS: You can still join our 2nd Annual Audu-
bon Africa Safari Workshops, July 3rd or July 31st...

from $1750 (3 weeks). A rare opportunity for life-list dis-

coveries in Kenya Tanzania and Uganda in the company
of outstanding Auduboners.

ASTRONOMERS: When the world's scientists converge on
northeast Africa next year for a spectacular solar eclipse of

7-minutes totality, you can share the drama only with us

on Solar Eclipse Safaris from $1495 (2 weeks) and $1995
(3 weeks).

ADVENTURERS: The first-ever Fly and Drive Safaris in

southern Africa let you set your own adventure pace . . .

and save money, tool Our "Safari Kit" and an Avis car pro-

vide rare discoveries from$1 169 from New York (16 days).

ANTHROPOLOGISTS: Our Across Africa Skyfari embraces
contemporary cultures and ancient cradles of civilization

from the Atlantic to the Indian Oceans. This private plane
safari in Hemingway style is priced from about $2000.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: For as little as $1399 from New York,

you can capture the spectacular color of Africa's big game,
birds, flora and fauna and native lifestyles on Selectafaris

exclusive with us.
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mate knowledge of Africa into affordable adventures for

serious safarists. Circle the numbers above and tear out

this entire ad, and we'll send you illustrated details on your
kind of safari.
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If You Were a Baboon, How Would
Your Mother You Were Hungry?

New and sometimes heavy lessons for lO-year-olds

by Peter B. Do\v

"What is your favorite subject?"

asked the doctor absentmindedly,

trying to distract his young patient

as he repaired a sHghtly injured

eye. "Baboons," the small boy re-

plied, startling the doctor and send-

ing a ripple of laughter through the

emergency ward.

This incident, recently reported

to me by a school principal, is typi-

cal of children's responses to a new
anthropology-based social studies

course that is gradually displacing

the standard fifth-grade American

history program in many elemen-

tary schools across the country. De-

signed from concepts originally set

forth by Harvard psychologist Je-

rome Bruner, and developed with

the support of the National Science

Foundation, the program introduces

ten-year-olds to recent studies in

anthropology and ethology by pos-

ing the question, "What is human
about human beings?"

Some may argue that studies of

this kind are more appropriately re-

served for graduate students, but

the development and testing of the

course has produced impressive tes-

timony that young children can

probe deeply into questions about

human behavior when new ideas

are presented to them in simple and

engciging forms. In fact, there is

some evidence that children ap-

proach the study of human behavior

more operdy than most adults, for

they have a spontaneous curiosity

about cultural differences, and they

are fascinated by comparisons be-

tween man and other animals.

To test the conjecture that young

children can grapple with the mys-

teries of human nature in an in-

telligent way, we have developed

"Man: A Course of Study," a year-

long program of materials and

strategies. Using unnarrated films,

anthropologists' field notes, a vari-

ety of carefully designed booklets,

and a collection of games and dra-

matic devices, children have been

introduced to several animal studies

(salmon, herring gulls, baboons,

and chimpanzees) and a prolonged

investigation of a traditional hunt-

ing society (the Netsilik Eskimo).

These materials extend children's

exposure to ideas about human be-

havior well beyond their immediate

experience, offering them a way to

gain new perspectives on their own
behavior. The extensive use of un-

narrated films, free from the intru-

sion of authoritative commentary,

provides children with opportu-

nities to explore behavior "first-

hand." They quickly learn to look

for significant details and to gener-

ate questions about what they see.

By contrasting these insights to the

behavior they see around them,

children are able to deepen their

understanding of the social world in

which they live.

"What are the most important

events in a human lifetime?" This

question, posed early in the course,

takes students cpjickly to some of

the central concerns of "Man: A
Course of Study." From bits of

cardboard and lengths of string,

children fashion life ropes, marking

off what they feel have been the

most significant moments in their

own lives. They then compare these

events, pooling experiences to

create composite lives and dis-

cussing what is universal in a typi-

cal lifetime. Why are birthdays and

Bar Mitzvahs so important? What
changes make a difference in the

early years of a person's life? How
do different lives relate to each

other? What about siblings, friends,

pcU-ents, relatives? What are the im-

portant relationships that develop

between people at different stages

of their lives?

After exploring the contrasts and

continuities that exist across differ-

ent human lifetimes, children are

presented with the life cycle of the

Pacific Coast salmon. Through films

and readings, they examine the

salmon's life story, beginning with

the struggle of the powerful adults

as they dramatically fight their way

upstream through nearly impassable

waterfalls to the protected waters of

their ancestral spawning grounds.

Here male and female, weak from
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hunger and exhausted from their or-

deal, breed and die. When the eggs

hatch in the spring, another genera-

tion begins the same cycle.

Children are intrigued to dis-

cover a species that can survive

without the aid of parents. "How,"
they ask, "can an animal learn what

he needs to know without an adult

to teach him? How does he manage
to stay alive? How can he find his

way back to his birthplace after five

years?" These kinds of questions

lead teachers into discussions of in-

nate and learned behavior, and the

process of natural selection. The
children learn about experiments

that showed that the fish "memo-
rize" the scent of the streams in

which they were born, and actually

smell their way back home at the

time of spawning.

The survival cost that results, at

least in part, from the lack of paren-

tal care among salmon elicits great

amazement in children. Of the six

thousand salmon eggs laid, only

about two salmon survive to repro-

duce—very few salmon ever die in

their ancestral birthplace. Is it true,

then, that parental care is one of

the distinctive human features?

What difference do parents make?
Children are fascinated by the

topic of parental care, and the pro-

gram pursues it in greater depth

through the study of herring gulls.

Here children encounter a species

that appears, at first, to be some-

what more "human" in its social or-

ganization. Male and female gulls

typically mate for life, their young

pass through a long period of de-

pendency (perhaps a quarter of

their lifetimes), and the nearly help-

less chicks are intensively cared for

by both parents during the early

months of life. Children are sur-

prised to discover, however, that

much of this caring behavior is in-

nately programmed, and that chicks

must peck at their parents' beaks to

activate the urge that causes the

parents to regurgitate food for

them. Another fact of gull life that
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interests children is that the rapidly

growing chicks must learn to duck

their heads in the presence of their

parents to avoid threatening them,

for parents can easily mistake their

young for other adults. Comparing

the gull situation to their own, chil-

dren can ponder the flexibility that

exists in human parent-child rela-

tionships and discuss the many al-

ternative child-remng patterns that

such flexibility allows. ''What kind

of parent is a successful parent?" is

a central question of the herring

gull unit.

The parallels to human behavior

that some children see in the gull

study lead to some interesting dis-

cussions of what human children

have to do to keep their parents

looking after them properly. One of

the classroom exercises involves a

role play in which children are

asked to empathize with the limited

relationship a gull has with its par-

ents by pretending that they are

herring guUs trying to get food.

They then compare this to human
situations. During an early trial of

this analogy we learned, to our sur-

prise, how difficult it was for some

children in Newton, Massachusetts,

to get a cookie. (''Have you done

your homework? Did you clean

your room?") Some children clearly

felt that herring gulls would have

an easier time of it.

The baboon is introduced to the

children as a way of helping them
think about the structure and be-

havior of a more humanlike social

group. After observing an unnar-

rated film about animals in Ambo-
seli Park, Kenya, and reading about

the baboons and other animals that

inhabit the African savanna, the

children construct environment

boards of their own design that sim-

ulate the region's ecology. They

then place mock troops of baboons

on these boards, arranging them in

formations that they think will best

meet the basic needs of the various

troop members: access to food and

water, care of the weak and the

young, and protection from preda-

tors. This exercise sometimes leads

to vigorous debates about what an

appropriate social structure might

be. Then, using materials based on

Sherwood Washburn's and Irven

DeVore's study of savanna baboons.

To Be a tlerrmg Gull

by Jesus Medramo, 5th grade

Well here lam in an egg being ready to hatch. When I got strong enough I

broke through the egg shell. When 1 got out around me sat, a huge and dif-

ferent world, I called for my mother and asked her where I was, but she

didn't answer. I then knew where my territory line was. I was hungry just

then I felt an urge to peck 'at the red spot and I got food. As I walked

around the nest I saw other birds flying by, I just couldn't stand and watch

them fly I had to try but it did no good I was to small. All I could do

all day was eat and play. As time went by I had two brothers Jose and

Raul, "Jose did you sleep well" and he said "Yep" but I said I didn't be-

cause I was too busy thinking about flying. Everytime my mother went by I

ducked my head because I didn 't want to get beat up. I was older now and

one day I saw a Girl gull flying by and she said "Come on, lets fly around

honey. " I couldn 't refuse a nice looking chick like that so I tried real hard to

fly then suddenly I saw my feet lifting from the ground a new feeling got

into me, at last I could fly! I was full ofjoy to feel how wonderful it was to

fly I carved I dived and I did the summersalt. Then I started flying with the

other birds in groups. Then one day my mother told me "son you are old now

and mustfind a mate. "But until I couldfind one I caught my ownfood and

flew with the other birds. One day I landed right beside a female, I looked

her straight in the eye then I waited no time in making my neck swell and

regergitate for her as she turned around I quickly jumped on her back I

knew this was the way to reproduce. After a while wefound our territory and

started building the nest. I said to myself soon I'll be a father. I waited a

long time to be a father then one day a chick hatched and I said "I wonder

what your life will be like.

"
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children examine the actual social

structure of a particular troop of ba-

boons and compare "nature's solu-

tion" to their own formulations.

Lacking language, and depen-

dent for communication on a reper-

toire of about two dozen sounds and

gestures, baboon troops are held to-

gether by a dominance hierarchy

headed by three or four central

males that cooperate to keep order

in the troop, control access to fe-

males, and provide defense against

predators. This simple social struc-

ture is a provocative model for

thinking about the organization of

informal human social groups, and

it is not surprising that children see

analogies to baboon behavior in

their own lives. By ten years of age,

children are remarkably astute ob-

servers of the power relationships

that govern their contacts with

other children, as well as with

adults, and discussions of successful

behavior among baboons can turn

into frank exchanges about what

sort of behavior works in the class-

room, on the playing fields, and

even at home. Such discussions

must be handled with honesty and

sensitivity by teachers, but children

can find them a refreshing change

from the moralistic pronounce-

ments that often accompany dis-

cussions of behavior in school.

Child rearing, rather than mere

parental care, is another topic that

emerges during the study of ba-

boons and is of considerable inter-

est to children. Baby baboons are

born even more helpless than gull

chicks, and to survive they must

cling to their mothers' bellies dur-

ing the first few months of life. By

four months or so, they have

learned to ride in a jockey position

on their mothers' backs, a perch

from which they can observe a

wider world without facing its dan-

gers. Weaning begins a few months

later, at about the time their fur

changes from black to the tawny

brown of the older animals. For the

young male in particular, this

means rejection by his mother of

both her companionship and her

'iDreast. She will often chase him if

he attempts to ride, and he now
seeks out closer relationships with

his peers and with the dominant

adult males of the troop. Many
dominant males dfevelop close at-

tachments to the older infants, and

Continued on page 72
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The Fierce and Erotic

Gods of Buddhism
"If is quite siijficiejit for thee to laiav

ihii these apparitions are the reflectioiis

of thine oion thought-fonns"

by Carin Burrows

For several millennia Judeo-Christian reli-

gions have propounded the idea that

monotheism represents the ultimate religious

insight of mankind, and that spiritual under-

standing has proceeded from primitive ani-

mism through pagan pantheism to a final re-

alization of the one godhead from which all

things flow. Other notions of deitv are re-

garded as primitive or superstitious. It is

something of a shock, then, to discover that

manv people—of verv ancient, sophisticated,

and erudite cultures—follow a Buddhist svs-

tem of belief, which contains hundreds, even

thousands, of deities.

Buddhism originated in India in about the

fifth centurv B.C. It was an iconoclastic,

antiestablishment religious movement, re-

jecting the elaborate structure of ritual and

sacrifice of \ edic Hinduism, which perpetu-

ated the caste svstem of the Arvans. Bud-

dhism appealed to the have-nots in societs",

manv of whom were illiterate.

The Lamaist form of Buddhism, which de-

veloped in Tibet, has a pantheon of at least

7,000 deities. Because ever\' individual theo-

reticallv has the opportunity' to achieve en-

lightenment and to become a Buddha, the

ancient religion could have an infinite num-

Bardo Taiol (Tiheian Book of the Dead)

ber of deities. Buddhists, recognizing that

men varv in disposition and level of devel-

opment, sav that Gautama Buddha, out of his

infinite compassion, teaches the religion to

each man according to his intellectual and

spiritual capacities. Thus for individuals in

search of enlightenment, there are different

doctrines and deities.

As Buddhism evolved over the centuries,

manv different sects arose. Not onlv was

Gautama deified, but manv other deities

came to be worshiped as well. Some were

newly created personifications of abstract

concepts; others were former Hindu gods,

older non-Hindu gods of India, local nature

deities, and saints, heroes, kings, and church

hierarchs.

An actively proselyted rehgion. Buddhism

was necessarily syncretistic, absorbing gods

of other rehgions and regions. Followers be-

lieve, for instance, that the Indian pundit

Padmasambhava, in the course of his Bud-

dhist teaching and missionary efforts in Tibet

in the eighth centurv A.D., conquered native

gods and demons, forcing them to serve and

defend Buddhism.

The greatest number of deities in the Tibe-

tan pantheon owe their origin to Tantric doc-

trines and practices. Tantrism is an elaborate

system of theurgic practices, yogist dis-

Ihehe personal pantheon of the Changcha Hutuktu. the Grand Lama of Peking,

was painted on three t'angkas, or scroll paintings, each containing 100 deities.
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Lha-mO is the chief

guardian goddess of the Tibetan

Buddhist pantheon. She is the main

protectress of the so-called Yellow Hat

sect, of which the Dalai Lama is the

head. In one of her incarnations,

Lha-mo was the wife of the king of

the Yakshas in Ceylon. She vowed to

convert her husband to Buddhism or

else to wipe out the royal race. When

she could not influence her husband,

she flayed her son alive, drank his

blood, and ate his flesh. The enraged

king shot an arrow at his fleeing

wife, which pierced the haunch of the

mule she was riding. She pulled out

the arrow, saying, "May the wound of

my mule become an eye large enough to

overlook the twenty-four regions, and

may I myself extirpate the race of

these malignant kings of Ceylon. " In

the painting, right, she sits on the

skin of a human, holding a skull cup

filled with blood in one hand and

brandishing a staff in the other.

With bared fangs and flaming hair, she

rides over a sea of blood. In her

peaceful form, left, Lha-mo is the

principal guardian goddess of the

Tibetan capital of Lhasa. The paintings

that accompany this article are

from three t'angkas made for the

Grand Lama of Peking in the eighteenth

century. The 300 deities in the

t'angkas are popular with followers

of Lamaism, a form of Buddhism that

developed in Tibet.
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bUYYlVClTCl is one of the chief Tantric

deities. He is thought to he incarnated

in the Grand Lamas of Peking. These

multilimbed deities are nearly always

shown in sexual union with their female

consorts (ShaktiJ. Their union symbolizes

the transcending of the seeming polarities

of nature^good and bad, sacred and

profane, sensual and spiritual—which are

seen as but two aspects of one reality.

Vajradakini is one of a class of

female divinities who function chiefly as

consorts of the tutelary gods of Tantric

Buddhism. She represents the inspirational

impulses of consciousness, which can

lead to knowledge and understanding.

A central principle of Tantrism is

a belief in the power of salvation

possessed by female energy worshiped

in union with its male counterpart.

JSAilaraspa, a revered Tibetan

poet-saint, died in 1135. His songs and
poems are widely known throughout Tibet,

and pictures of him can be found in

many homes. Having mastered the yogic

art of hyperpyrexia, he could raise

his body temperature at will and
wore only a light cotton garment

in the extreme cold of Tibet.
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GlllihVUll. liho lived from

about 560 to 480 B.C.. is the fourth

Buddha. There are supposed to have

been three major eras, or kalpas,

before the present one. A mortal

Buddha, presided over each era in

order to teach mankind the doctrine.

The fundamental nucleus of

Gautama's doctrine ivas the goal of

liberation from the cvcle of rebirth.

If one attained enlightenment in this

lifetime, he could achieve nirvana—
the transcendence of all individual,

earthly concepts. The individual

would then be outside the forces that

lead eternally to re-existence. The

nature of the required enlightenment

is described in the Tour Holy

Truths": the existence of sorrou, the

origin of sorrow, the conquest of
sorrow, and the way of the conquest

of sorrow (the Eightfold Path). The

person who reached this goal was

called an arhaL or venerable one.

Maib'em is the fifth,

or coming, Buddha. He is waiting in

the Tushita Heaven for the time when

he is to appear on earth as the

Manushibuddha of the fifth world-cycle.

In the pantheon of the Changcha '':

Hutuktu, a form of Buddha is depicted

at the top of each of the three

panels. jSinety-nine other deities

appear in small squares beneath each

Buddha. By the time Buddhism reached,

Tibet in the eighth century A.D.,
\

it had undergone many modifications.

The arhat ideal had changed to that

of bodhisattva. A bodhisattva is a

saint who could gain nirvana for

himself, but who voluntarily remains

within the cycle of rebirth until

such time as all beings are set free.

He is therefore a future Buddha '

dedicated to the salvation of all.

This expanded doctrine is called the
|

Mahayana. or "great path,' as against\

the older Hinayana. or 'little path.
"
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ciplines, and mystic rites set forth in a large

body of writings called Tantras. Tantric Bud-

dhism is a highly esoteric discipline, tradi-

tionally reserved only for the initiate and

handed on from master to pupil by oral tradi-

tion and secret texts. Some of these texts are

beginning to reach the Western world, but

without a teacher, or guru, they are difficult

to master.

A central principle of Tantrism, and one

that has led to much criticism from non-

Tantrists, is a belief in the power of salvation

possessed by the female energy (Shakti),

which is worshiped in union with its male

counterpart.

The Tantras created elaborate systems of

deities and grouped them into families, some

of them emanations of others and all of them

having more than one form. The deities were

assigned different colors, companions, and

expressions according to their function in

different rites. A god invoked to heal the sick

or vanquish an enemy or to bring prosperity

will have a different appearance for each

role.

It is among the Tantric deities that we find

the classes of gods that seem most strange

from a Western point of view: the terrible

gods, the erotic gods, and the group of deities

with multiple heads, arms, and legs. The ter-

rible gods are depicted in malignant and

threatening form, with ferocious mien and

horrible attributes—crowns of skulls, flayed

human skins, human skull cups filled with

blood, belts of severed human heads—while

the erotic gods, often ithyphallic, are

frequently shown in sexual union with their

partners.

There are differing explanations, even

among the Tibetans, for the curious nature of

these gods. The terrifying deities are called

Protectors of the Faith (dharmapala), and

their frightful aspect is designed to frighten

and repel the enemies of Buddhism. For the

faithful, they are powerful guardians against

harm. Some terrible deities are said to have

been local demons who have sworn an oath

to support Buddhism. These are known as

dam chan, an example of whom is rDo-rJe

legs-pa, shown on the cover of this magazine.

The Bardo T'odol (the Tibetan Book of

the Dead) gives a different reason for the

existence of these gods. During bardo, a

forty-nine-day period after death, the soul en-

counters visions and experiences that lead ei-

ther to enlightenment and release or to

rebirth. In preparing for this ordeal, the indi-

vidual is advised that "by having meditated

on the description of these blood-drinking

deities while in the human world, and by

having performed some worship or praise of

them, or, at least, by having seen their

painted likeness and their images . . . recog-

nition of them will result and liberation."

The erotic deities symbolize the transcen-

dence of apparent dualities, the fundamental

oneness of the cosmos. They embody the goal

of Yoga: the commingling of the individual

soul with the highest spirit, or universal soul.

The highest spirit is an inexhaustible store-

house of energy. Therefore, in Yoga the chief

aim of an individual is to commingle with

ittynO. , the Lord of Death, is

mythologically of Hindu origin. Brought

before him, the wicked are questioned,

judged, and taken by demons to their

punishment. The deity is often

accompanied by his sister, Yami, who

stands on the bull s flank and holds

a skull cup of blood to Yama's lips.
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this spirit, to become one with this funda-

mental energy, thereby renewing oneself and

experiencing indescribable jov.

Tlie gods shown with a multiplicity of

heads and limbs are said to be portrayed in

this manner to express the magnitude of their

powers, and to connect the god with all the

attributes assigned to it. Thev may also rep-

resent syntheses of systems of deities.

The beauty and power of Buddhist art ob-

jects from Tibet are self-evident. These art

forms may communicate something of the as-

pirations common to all mankind, for they

were designed to reach unconscious psychic

centers, which perhaps are fundamentally

similar in all humans. The same visual sym-

bols (such as the cross, the swastika, the

eagle) have been used by many religions at

various times and places, although their

meaniqgs have changed profoundly.

Although some of the power and meaning

of Tibetan art can be understood intuitively,

a study of Buddhist philosophy will unfold

deeper meaning. Since one purpose of these

works was to teach religious doctrine in vis-

ible form, a standardized artistic language

arose. A visual language requires stable icon-

ographic systems, and a lai'ge bodv of Bud-

dhist literature is devoted to descriptions,

correct measurements, and canonical for-

mulas for depicting the deities. The figures

are identified mainlv bv their bodv positions

(asana), hand gestures (mudra), colors, and

the objects they hold or support.

Many of the different forms of a deitv

were originally visualized bv Tantric Yogins

during intense meditation—a state similar to

that of deep sleep, except that the individual

maintains an awareness of the communion of

the soul with the highest spirit. \^ bile in this

state, the Yogin sees a particular form of the

deity, which is then communicated to his pu-

pils so that they can easily and quicklv visu-

alize the deitv and _ attain the supernatural

powers connected with its worship. Thou-

sands of Yogins have visualized innumerable

deities, comparing them to the sparks com-

ing out of the divine spirit, or the universal

energy.

The highest degree of intellectual power is

necessary to follow the path of Tantric Yoga,

and it cannot be, and in fact, never was,

meant for all. The practices must be con-

ducted on right lines, under the guidance

and control of an expert, for mistakes in the

process mav bring incalculable harm to the

practitioner. The Tantrics say that the prac-

tice of Yoga is like playing with high-voltage

electricity, and carelessness mav cause suf-

fering or even death. It is for this reason that

we find among the Tantrists a great rever-

ence for the guru; without an expert, the

Yoga path is impossible to follow.

Historically, wherever Buddhism spread,

its art forms went with it. Images and paint-

ings were considered essential aids to the

practice of the religion. Today, the growing

interest in Tibetan art in the West may be

followed by an appreciation of the thought

system it expresses—a system that seems to

offer an enlargement, an enrichment, of tra-

ditional Western ideas about life and death,

the nature of satisfaction, and the path to its

attainment.

In my study of Buddhist art, I have begun

to see the experience of meditation on, in-

vocation to, and contemplation of, the image

of a deity as a creative act of individual will.

Behind this whole interconnected experience

is the individual's determination to achieve

identification with ultimate ideals. "Deitv"

consists of man's search for deity.

\jClTlmCl is a part-bird, part-human deity who is worshiped by Hindus and

Buddhists, as well as by the followers of Bon, the pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet.

He is an ancient deity, associated with the widespread symbol of the solar eagle.





The Endless
Race of Life
Predators of the Serengeti: Conclusion
Without the blundering hand of man,
the Serengeti anin:ials form an elegant
system of checks and balances

by George B. Schaller

Tlie Serengeti is a boundless re-

gion with horizons so wide that one

can see clouds between the legs of

an ostrich. It is a Pleistocene vision

throbbing with the life of more than

half a million wildebeest and zebra,

a stern yet lovely wilderness where

man can renew his ancient ties with

the predators that were once his

competitors and the prey that gave

him sustenance.

Tanzania possesses in the Ser-

engeti one of the great parks of the

world. The aim of the Tanzania Na-

tional Parks is "to conserve the

present variety of the different habi-

tats within the Park and of the dif-

ferent species of fauna using these

habitats and to maintain them as

nearly as possible in their present

distribution and proportions." But

conservation alone may not be suf-

ficient to accomplish this objective,

for the park is not a self-contained

unit. Wandering freely back and

forth across its borders, the wilde-

beest and zebras are coming into in-

creasing conflict with agriculturists

and pastoralists, so much so that the

huge herds may some day have to

be managed.

Any scheme that will tamper

with the hoofed animals will auto-

matically involve consideration of

the predators, for the interactions

between these animals help deter-

mine their population levels. The
various prey species all have anti-

predator patterns, but their re-

balanced—between the need for

avoidance and maintenance of a

status quo; between an animal's at-

tempts to defend a member of the

group and efforts to save its own
life—that the adaptiveness of these

patterns is not always apparent.

Prey animals, however, know the

potential of each predator. A ga-

zelle, for example, has the smallest

flight distance in response to a

jackal and progressively larger ones

in response to hyenas, lions and

leopards, cheetah, and finally wild

dogs, which generally are avoided

as soon as a pack moves into view a

half-mile or more away. The flight

distance is coiTelated with the dan-

ger that each of the predatory spe-

cies represents.

Wildebeest and zebra may permit

wild dogs and cheetah to approach

to within 20 yards or less without

fleeing, whereas a lion is usually

avoided at 50 yards. If, however,

the herd contains vulnerable young,

it may retreat when these predators

are more than 100 yards away. Wil-

debeest and zebra are quite casual

about the proximity of hyenas, per-

mitting approach to within 10 yards

or less. The animals can probably

detect from the hyena's behavior

whether or not it is hunting.

The defensive actions of the prey

are also adapted to each predator. A
female Thomson's gazelle may butt

a jackal vigorously when defending

her fawn, but against a hyena she

limits herself to distraction displays.spouses to a predator are so finely

©1972 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. Adapted from The
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and with other predators she makes
no effort to save her young because

she herself may be killed. Wilde-

beest and zebra sometimes defend

their offspring against cheetah, wild

dogs, and hyenas but not against

lions. Buffalo and rhinoceros read-

ilv attack lions when their young

are threatened. If the prey out-

weighs a predator by a ratio of at

least 3:1, then it may feel secure

enough to attack.

Defense of young is usually lim-

ited to the mother. Among zebra,

however, several mares and a stal-

lion may attack a predator. A com-

munal effort is particularly evident

among buffalo, and a solid phalanx

of horns will sometimes greet a lion

in search of a meal. A cohesive so-

cial unit seems to promote commu-
nal defense.

Although an animal occasionally

defends its voung against a preda-

tor, it usually does nothing to de-

fend itself once it has been caught.

It is surprising that horns and teeth,

which are consistently used as

weapons in intraspecific strife, are

wielded only infrequently by an an-

imal in defense of its life.

Wildebeest line up to watch

a lion pass. If the predator

is in sight, the wildebeest

are safe because they can

run faster than the lion.





Some antipredator patterns prob-

ably evolved in response to a par-

ticular hunting style. To escape

from a stalker, for example, a ga-

zelle needs only a moderate running

speed, but a much greater speed is

required to elude a courser, such as

the wild dog. Other patterns for de-

terring coursers include the

bunching of herds, a zigzagging

run, and the retreat of young to the

center of the herd. Several anti-

predator devices relevant mainly to

stalkers include the tendency of an-

imals to stay away from dense

cover, to drink in daytime, to travel

in single file, and to scatter and

jump with twisting leaps when they

are attacked.

Most prey species can run at

more than 40 miles an hour. With a

top speed of about 35 miles an

hour, a lion has to be close to its

quarry before a surprise rush can

have much chance of succeeding. A
visible lion is a safe lion, and the

prey animals know this. They may
line up at a distance of 120 feet to

watch a great cat walk by and after-

ward may even follow it. At water-

holes most prey are always poised

for flight, having learned where

danger lurks.

The fleetness and alertness of

prey are products of constant pre-

dation that has weeded out the

stolid and slow. There is a continual

evolutionary race between predator

and prey. As a prey species devel-

ops some slight advantage in its

race against death, a predator

promptly finds a way to overcome

it. But it is a race that can have no

winner.

The need to avoid capture must

be weighed against the other daily

requirements of the animal, such as

a supply of green forage, which it

may be able to obtain only by mi-

grating, entering thickets, or in

other ways that make it vulnerable.

Predators are generally more suc-

cessful at catching small young than

adults, and a large proportion of the

diet of several species consists of

such animals. It has been specu-

lated that birth peaks, which are

typical of most Serengeti ungulates,

represent an antipredator mecha-

nism that makes young so abundant

for a short period that all predators

become satiated, only to have few

or no young available during the

rest of the year. Other scientists hy-

pothesize that climatic factors, spe-

cifically the growth of nutritious

green forage following the seasonal

rains, affect the birth season of

some species.

A strong case can be made for

the argument that the births of most

species are timed in such a way that

the young will have good forage

available at a critical time in their

development. But it seems likely

that predation influences the magni-

tude of the peak in those species in

which the voung are particularly

vulnerable either because they are

conspicuous or the social system

does not adequately provide for

their protection. For example,

hyenas, wild dogs, and cheetah all

select newborn wildebeest calves,

making those born early and late in

the season highly vulnerable. Pre-

dation in this case maintains the

sharp birth peak.

By observing predators contin-

uously for several days at various

seasons, it is possible to obtain an

idea about how much food they in-

gest and how often they kill. The
predators removed roughly 9 to 10
percent of the estimated prey bi-

omass. A critical question is to what

extent these animals represent a

surplus destined to die anyway. I

estimated the amount of prey killed

and scavenged annually by several

predators in the Serengeti, and

Dutch scientist Hans Kruuk did the

same for hyenas. At best, the fig-

ures represent only the right order

of magnitude:
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Wild dogs, above, chase a

herd of zebra on the

Serengeti. The dogs usually

chase a herd only long

enough to find out if one

of the prey is weak and
vulnerable. At a waterhole,

right, an antelope alertly

watches some distant lions.

Estimated Pounds of Prey

Killed and Scavenged Annually

Lion 10.881,000-13,057,000

Hyena 7,242,000

Leopard 1.587,000- 2,381,000

Cheetah 824.000- 995,000

Wild Dog 402,000- 604.000

Total 20.936.000-24,279.000

Wildebeest. Thousands of wilde-

beest calves die each season—one
scientist estimated that 59,840, or

45 percent, of the calves died in

1966—but predators account for

only part of this loss for several rea-

sons. First, wildebeest have a sharp

birth peak, making small young

available for only a few months;

second, traveling en masse, the pop-

^̂
i
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ulation reduces the general avail-

ability of calves; and third, calving

on the plains has reduced lion and

leopard predation on newborn

young to a negligible amount.

While predators do kill many
calves, the loss is so great that other

mortality factors must also be oper-

ating. Hyenas remove from 5,592

to 9,286 yearlings and adults an-

nually, roughly 1.7 to 2.8 percent

of the population. The estimate in-

cludes many sick and starving indi-

viduals, as well as those dead from

one cause or another. Thus hvenas

harvest a large proportion of sur-

plus animals. Lions, which have

wildebeest available for about one-

third of the vear, kill an estimated

9,139 to 13,710 animals (including

calves), or 2.2 to 3.3 percent of a

recent year's population ol

410,000. ' While lions kill manv
healthv adults, thev also account for

a significant number of animals in

poor condition and other surplus in-

dividuals.

Predation by itself has little im-

pact on the population. Many thou-

sands of individuals die from other

causes each year, most probably

from a combination of malnutrition

and disease. That the number of

wildebeest has increased dramati-

cally in recent years is the most po-

tent argument in support of the

statement that- predation is not an

important limiting factor.

Zebra. With no information to the

contrary, I assume that the popu-

lation of about 150,000 animals re-

mained stable during mv studv.

Hans Kruuk calculated that hyenas

accounted for the death of 4,750 to

6,271 zebras annually, or a total of

3.2 to 4.2 percent of the popu-

lation. At least a few zebras are

available to most lions for two-

thirds of the year, and my guess is

that about 30 percent of their food

consists of this species. It is difficult

To proclaim territory, male

topi stand on anthills.

This behavior helps them

spot lions, which usually fail

to stalk them successfully.

to determine to what extent these

percentages represent an ex-

pendable surplus. Two-thirds of the

foals disappear within the first few-

months of life, probably from dis-

ease and malnutrition. Many adults

that are killed bv hvenas are un-

doubtedly in poor condition, as are

some of those that are taken by

lions: in addition, both predators

find and eat zebras that have died.

Predation seems to act as a limiting

factor, but disease and possibly mal-

nutrition also depress the popu-

lation, keeping it from fluctuating

markedly.

Thomson's Gazelle. Gazelle have a

higher reproductive potential than

any other main prey species. Many
females have young twice a year

and most yearlings probably give

birth at least once. Only an esti-

mated 2.5 percent of the lion's prey

biomass consists of gazelle. One-

third of the total kill of wild dogs

probably consists of gazelle, 45 per-

cent of it fawns; and for cheetah the

respective figures are 60 and 66

percent. Jackals and other small

predators catch many young. All

large predators, with the possible

exception of hvenas, kill seemingly

healthv adult gazelle, and this, to-

gether with the total number taken,

suggests that predation may be an

important limiting factor on the

population.

Buffalo. An estimated 15 percent

of the prey biomass taken by lions

consists of buffalo. This amounts

annually to 1,762 to 2,115 buffalo.

According to one estimate, 6,300

yearling and adult buffaloes die

each year, indicating that lions ac-

count for only about one-third of

this total. Disease is possibly a ma-

jor cause of death in calves and

malnutrition in adults, and these

two factors affect the Serengeti pop-

ulation more than predation. The

population has been increasing

steadily in recent years, a further

proof that predation is in-

consequential.

To sum up, wildebeest and buf-

falo have been increasing steadily,

probably as a result of improved

range conditions after successive

seasons of good rain distribution,

coupled with a reduced incidence of

diseaise. The Thomson's gazelle, ze-

bra, and eland populations have

probably remained stable or at least

have not fluctuated markedly. Wil-

debeest and buffalo escape the full

impact of predation. the former by
migrating and the latter by being

large. The remaining species are

both available and vulnerable to

predation throughout the year, and

the evidence, although limited, in-

dicates that this is a factor in keep-

ing their populations depressed.

Under normal circumstances it

seems unlikely that an ungulate

species in the Serengeti can draw

enough predation pressure to de-

press it below its threshold of secur-

ity. But predation can hold species

below their carrying capacity, be-

low a level at which disease, starva-

tion, and other regulatory forces as-

sociated with poor nutrition can

take effect.

Wildebeest and buffalo may have

reached the carrying capacity of the

Serengeti, and drastic forces may
ultimately reduce their numbers.

The most important influence of

predation is a dampening of the ten-

dency of ungulate populations to in-

crease beyond the carrying capacity

of their range.

The Serengeti predators are an

integral and essential part of the

ecological community. Thev help

maintain an equilibrium in the prey

populations within the limits im-

posed by the environment, thus pre-

venting severe fluctuations in the

number of animals and condition of

the habitat. To this task they bring

a discernment that cannot be

matched bv man: predators are the

best wildlife managers. It is not

coincidental that species such as the

elephant, which have somehow es-

caped the effects of predation, pose

the greatest management problems

in reserves.

The predators weed out the sick

and old; they keep herds healthy

and alert. The beauty of antelope,

their vital tension, fleetness, and

grace are the evolutionary products

of a constant predator pressure that

has eliminated the stolid and slow.

Man, one hopes, has gained enough

wisdom from his past mistakes to

realize that, to survive in all theu"

vigor and abundance, prev popu-

lations need the lion and other

predators.
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Sky Reporter

At the Creation ]dx John P. \\ iley, Jr.

Don't Bet Ever^^thlng on the Big Bang
For those of us brought up to believe in some kind ot

divine creation, the big bang theorv of the universe

has been comforting. It postulated that "in the begin-

ning"' a fantastically dense ball of energy blew up.

leaving the present universe as its still scattering re-

mains. That great ball of fur\ sounded ven' much like

the \\ ork of a creator. I recall feeling a pleasant twinge

of recognition on learning that cosmologists could not

start their account of the beginnings of the universe at

time zero, but had to start after 10"'*^ seconds had

elapsed. Admittedlv. that first .00000000000000000-

000000000000000000000000001 second of the his-

tor\' of the universe did not last long, but it seemed

long enough to leave what happened at time zero an

open question.

The big bang theon was also comforting because it

placed creation at a great distance in the past, at least

10 bilhon vears ago and more likelv 20 billion. True,

phenomena such as life on earth arose much further

on, but if the cosmologists could explain whole galax-

ies bv invoking simple differences in the densit}- of the

primordial ball, then I could invoke a few key in-

homogeneities in whatever it was that preceded matter

to explain the subsequent chemical evolution in stars

and galaxies, which in turn made it possible, perhaps

unavoidable, for life to arise. All of creation could

have been accomplished in one glorious stroke.

Todav the big bang theory- is the conventional wis-

dom. It is the "continental drift" of astronomy, only

more so. And vet not evervone is convinced. Geoffrey

Burbidge is a leader of the loyal opposition. Citing a

long hst of reasons, he finds the big bang difficuh to

accept and argues for a ver\' different cosmology, the

steadv-state universe, a theorv associated primarily

with a group of British astronomers. To retain the

same density of matter in a universe that is clearly ex-

panding, the theon- provides for continuous creation

of matter. True, it works out to only one hydrogen

atom per cubic foot of space ever)- couple of biUion

vears, but that is still matter popping into being out of

nowhere, all the time and all around us. If the steady-

state people turn out to be right, it would mean that

creation is still going on.

(The true storv mav be even more dramatic. Recent

speculation suggests that matter in our universe is dis-

appearing into the fantastic gravitational wells of black

holes, only to appear in other uni\"erses through what

appear to be "white holes." Our white holes may be

the quasars, whose prodigious energies we are cur-

rently at a loss to explain.)

\^iiile Burbidge clearly prefers the steady-state the-

ory-, he is not vet prepared to say it is correct. X^ hat he

is prepared to sav is that it is far too early to assume

that the big bang is right. '^ riting in Nature, he sug-

gests that modern cosmology is influenced by several

factors, including "new observational discoveries com-

bined with an extremely simple-minded approach to

them, a deep-seated conviction by many that general

relativity is correct in all details, a belief that as-

tronomy has nothing to teach us about fundamental

physics, and. last but not least, a deep-seated hostility

bv both observers and theoreticians in the astronomi-

cal community toward the steady-state theory-.
'

He concludes, "'^'as there reallv a big bang? I be-

lieve that the answer clearly must be that we do not

know, and that if we are ever to find an answer, much

more effort must be devoted to cosmological tests, with

a much more open-minded approach, and that much

more original thinking must be done to attempt to ex-

plain the large amount of observational material, and

not onlv the material that can be used in a narrow

sense to fit preconceived ideas.

Postscript to the Jupiter Mission Along

with scientific instruments to gather information and

send it back to earth. Pioneer 10 is also carrying greet-

ings to whatever extraterrestrial civilizations it mav en-

counter. Etched on a sLx- bv nine-inch plate are dia-

grams of the energy states of hydrogen atoms, the

location of the earth relative to 14 pulsars and the cen-

ter of the galaxy, a schematic of the solar system sho-vv-

ing the space probe flving from the third to the fifth

planet and then being hurled into interstellar space,

and a man and a woman (the man has his hand up in

friendly greeting) against a diagram of the Pioneer, in-

dicating their relative sizes.

Frank Drake and Carl Sagan at Cornell Lniversitv

designed the plate. Both have long dreamed of finding

and communicating with intelligent life elsewhere in

the universe. More than a decade ago Drake con-

ducted the first search for radio signals from other

worlds. Trying to anticipate what sort of message he

might receive. Drake first devised a message that could

easily be sent and understood bv the recipient despite

presumed differences in language, culture, and physi-

cal shape and size. The message was a series of zeros

and ones; when arranged in the proper rows with a

blank square for a zero and a fiUed square for a one,

the message became a picture representing a man,

woman, and child, the solar system, and a number of

physical constants and relationships.

Now Drake is sending a similar message out to the

stars. Because he is hitching a ride for his message on

the Pioneer spacecraft, he can send it in picture form

without first having to translate the desired picture

into a number code that can be deciphered by a wholly

alien intelligence. He is the first to admit that the

chance of any response is ver\' small, but he also

makes it clear he feels the chance is greater than zero.

Drake, Sagan, and the national space agency have
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already answered for themselves and for us, too, ques-

tions of whether we should call attention to ourselves,

whether we should sav anything to the universe at

large. Until now we have listened, and we have sent

into space a jumble of military and civilian radio

waves that have announced the birth of a technical civ-

ilization. The aluminum plate on Pioneer is the first

message we have consciously sent.

This is the third Skv Reporter colunm in five issues

to discuss interstellar communication, which is prob-

ably a good deal more than you care to know about

what I think' on this subject. Now Natural HISTORY

would like to hear from vou. Do vou think we should

be listening more? What do vou think we will hear

first? Should we be calling attention to ourselves? If so,

what should we be saving and how should we say it?

What kind of a response do you envision?

Natural History will publish the most interesting

and imaginative answers, then send them to people

like Drake and Sagan for possible incorporation into

the next message beamed to the cosmos. The magazine
will also award modest but appropriate prizes for the

letters we like best, making this the first Sky Reporter

reader contest. So, if vou have any thoughts on what
we should—or should not—be saying to the rest of the

galaxy, let us hear from you.

o
This message to unknown aliens starts with units of
time and distance derived from minute changes in the

energy levels of hydrogen atoms, upper left, the most

common in the universe. In going from a state in

which the spin of the electron and the spin of the pro-

ton are aligned, right atom, to one in which they are

opposed, left atom, a hydrogen atom emits radiation

at a wavelength of 21 centimeters every 1.4 billionth

of a second. At extreme right, between the tote marks

representing the height of the humans, appears the bi-

nary number 1 — (which can also be written 100):

this is 8 in the decimal system. Multiplication of that

8 by the 21 centimeters already established as a

length unit gives a height of 168 centimeters, or about

5 feet, 6 inches. This number will also serve as a cross

check for the aliens; if they have the message, they

will have the spacecraft and can judge from that how
big humans are. At left center is a polar projection of

some object centered among 15 other objects. The bi-

nary numbers ivith each are too accurate to represent

a distance; the only number that could be known with

such accuracy would be the periods of pulsars. The

solid line to each would then be its relative distance.

Once the aliens identify the pulsars, they can pin-

point the origin of the spacecraft. And because pul-

sars slotv doivn with time, thev can also determine

when Pioneer was launched. Finally, to help locate us

even more accurately: the solar SYStem is sketched

along the bottom of the plate. Here the binary- 1 s

must obviously represent some unit other than 21 cen-

timeters; in this instance, they indicate a tenth of the

diameter of Mercury's orbit. The binary number near

each planet gives the multiple of this unit for that

planet. Pioneer, having left the third planet and
swung by the fifth (Jupiter), has its dish antenna still

aimed back at the earth.
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Celestial Events
by llionias D. NiclioJsoii

The Moon: Watch for the early crescent as it passes near Saturn,

Venus, and iMars on the evenings of April 16 and 17. The moon is then

in Taurus, but it will be in Cancer by April 20, when it goes through

first-quarter, and in Libra when it becomes full on April 27. Entenng

the morning skv, it becomes the waning gibbous moon, passing Jupiter

in Sagittarius on Mav 3 and reaching last-quarter on May 6. The waning

crescent will be visible during morning twilight until the 10th. On the

12th the moon reaches perigee (when it is nearest earth) and becomes

new eleven hours later. Expect perigee spring tides on the 12th. with

greater than average high tides.

The Planets: Venus and Mars will be close to one another in the

evening skv while thev move from Taurus into Gemini. Mai's is the

lower and fainter, still dimming from its great brilliance of last summer.

Venus is the higher and the brighter by far—brighter than anything but

the moon in the nighttime skv. Both are visible until about three hours

past sunset. Saturn, too, is an evening star in Taurus, visible to the right

and below Mars and Venus during late April, but too close to the sun in

May to be seen.

In the late evening, Jupiter rises in the southeast among the stars of

Sagittarius, moves up to the south several hours past midnight, and re-

mains in the dawn sky as a briUiant morning star in the southwest.

The Stars: In the evening sky, the very bright stars of winter are in

the west, setting before midnight. Look for Orion over the western hori-

zon, with the bright blue star Sirius in the southwest. The twin stars of

Gemini. Castor and Pollux, are higher up in the northwest. The Big

Dipper is above the North Star on these evenings, with the stars of Leo

high in the south. Over in the east. Arcturus, in Bootes, and Spica. in

Virgo, are rising.

Meteors: Maximum of the Lyrid meteor shower occurs on April 21.

This is a weak shower (about 15 meteors per hour) of moderatelv bright

meteors, some of which may be seen from the 20th to the 22nd. Best

on the morning of the 21st, after midnight, with no moonlight after

2:00 A.M.

The waning crescent moon will brighten the morning sky from May 2

through 6. when meteors of the Eta Aquarid shower are expected. Maxi-

mum, with up to 20 bright meteors per hour, occurs on the 4th.

April 22: Venus and Mars are in conjunction.

April 24: Jupiter begins its retrograde (westward) motion.

April 28: Mercurv is at greatest elongation (27°) from the sun in the

morning skv. but poorlv placed for observation.

April 30: The star Antares, near the moon this evening, is occulted

over Europe and Africa.

Mav 3: The moon is in conjunction with Jupiter.

May 11: Venus reaches greatest briUiancy in the evening sky.

May 12: Perigee spring tides will accompany the new moon.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom: then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:20 pm on .A.pril 15: 9:20 pm on Aprd 30; and 8:25 p.m. on May 15: but it can be

used for about an hour before and after those times.
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New Beaches
from Old Bottles

Garbage, like pollution, is simply
a resource that we are not exploiting

In the Pepsi generation, it is be-

coming increasingly difficult to dis-

pose of waste glass. Nothing could

be further from the truth than the

widely held assumption that glass

factories will happily accept an un-

limited number of old bottles for

the manufacture of new glass.

There may, however, be another

way to deal with waste glass, one

that would solve two environmental

problems at once.

Glass is made from sand, soda

ash, and limestone. In the Middle

Atlantic States these materials are

abundant and inexpensive; their

cost comes to about 0.85 cent per

pound of glass produced. Sub-

sequent production costs raise the

price of bottles to 1 cent per pound, or

$20 a ton, as a rough average for

the industry. The makers of Coca

Cola and other bottlers are now
paying this price for used bottles,

plus another $10 a ton for trans-

portation from recvcling centers to

the nearest processing plant. This

public service could not be offered

if the bottlers had to pay the real

costs of separating and sorting the

glass as well; the sepai^ating is now
done by the public.

Glass color, which is achieved by

the addition of minor amounts of

metallic oxides, adds to the diffi-

culty. Cobalt is used to give a blue

color, chromium or sulfur for yel-

low, slag and iron for brown and

green, and manganese or nickel for

purple. Separating glass carefully

enough to maintain precise chem-

ical quality control is difficult, and

much of the colored glass received

at recycling centers is currently

being stockpiled because it cannot

be used. Some work has gone into

developing techniques for sepa-

rating glass by color, such as optical

scanning, which uses jets of com-

pressed air to separate colored frag-

ments from a stream of crushed

glass, but most available processes

are incapable of dealing with the

large amounts of glass involved.

Making bottles from waste glass

is not a new idea. One of the rea-

sons for the general rarity of eight-

eenth-century American bottles is

that this was a common practice in

the early glass industry, as it is to-

day. Householders saved used bot-

tles and itinerant rubbish collectors

made a good living collecting and

returning them to be melted and

reused.

Bottle-makers also recycle their

own waste glass. As crushed glass,

or cuUet, it is returned to the fur-

nace, where it may constitute from

10 to 30 percent of the total batch.

The glass industry has set a goal of

accepting 30 percent cullet in the

manufacture of new bottles, but at

present, one-third to all of the cullet

is produced internally. Unless it is

possible to raise this figure substan-

tially, and no one has as yet sug-

gested that it is, waste glass cannot

be completely recycled even if the

more immediate technical and eco-

nomic problems can be overcome.

Many municipalities are now try-

ing to reduce the volume of waste

glass by drafting ordinances that

would ban nonfeturnable bottles,

and similar bills are before a num-

ber of state legislatures. Such ac-

tions are poorly conceived and will

not measurably improve the situ-

ation. They deal with only a small

part of the problem.

Most glass is not made into bot-

tles. Approximately 60 'percent of

the yearly production is in the form

of flat, pressed, or blown products,

used for everything from window
glass to light bulbs, with containers

making up the remainder. Only
about half of these containers are

beverage bottles; the rest are used

for such things as aspirin and cat-

sup. Thus, less than one-quarter of

the glass produced annually would

be covered by such legislation.

Anyone who has deliberately set

out to find and use only returnable

bottles has probably ended up
weeping with frustration or cursing

materialistic shopkeepers and bot-

tling companies. But the public

beai-s a large share of the responsi-

bility for this phenomenon. In just

seven years, 1964-71, the national

average of round trips for re-

turnable bottles has fallen from 17

to 14 for soft drink bottles and

from 31 to 20 for beer bottles. Av-

erages can tell a misleading story,

however. The best estimate is that

this number may drop to as few as

two round trips in the cities. The
average citizen is at least as reluc-

tant as the retailer to get involved

with returnable bottles.

The debate over returnable ver-

sus single-use bottles could easily

become long and complicated. Re-

turnable bottles must be thicker

than those intended for single use;

thus they require more glass. Before

reuse they must be visually in-

spected for flaws and then ster-



by Michael D. Pil^Lirn

ilized. This process could conceiv-

ably produce unacceptable levels of

effluent in the form of caustic solu-

tions or detergents. The important

question is whether, when the en-

ergy consumptions are compared,

the process of collecting, returning,

and refilling bottles is more effi-

cient than that of throwing them
awav and making new ones. This

question has not yet been answered.

Tlie relative merits of glass ver-

sus plastic or metal as a food-pack-

aging material are also the topic of

considerable debate, but glass re-

mains an attractive material for this

purpose. It is cheaper than either

aluminum or plastics, which cost

nearlv $600 per ton to produce,

and it can be produced and dis-

posed of with minimal environ-

mental damage. There are more im-

portant uses for plastics, which are

made from our dwindling petro-

leum reserves, and the production

of aluminum from bauxite uses

large amounts of energy and is of-

ten highly polluting.

If the rapidly rising use of glass

containers continues, the problem

of waste glass disposal will intensify

with time. One of the . most inter-

esting proposed uses for large

amounts of glass is the manufacture

of "glasphalt," a road-surfacing ma-

terial being developed at the Uni-

versity of Missouri at Rolla. In the

New York metropolitan area, how-

ever, the amount of available glass

exceeds the demand for aggregate

used in road construction, although

the situation is reversed in many

other parts of the country. In any

case, the prospect of building even

more roads because of pressure to

consume ever increasing amounts

of waste glass is a bit frightening.

Building materials, including

bricks and insulation, are also pos-

sible products of a waste glass in-

dustry. Whether reclaimed glass

could compete with primary raw

materials for such purposes is still

questionable.

A reasonable assessment of cost

and environmental damage suggests

that glass should be preferred over

other materials for containers, and

that waste glass should be dumped
in the cheapest and least damaging
way. Unfortunately, our previous

enthusiasm for dumping puts us in

an embarrassing position. There

isn't really any place left to dispose

of large amounts of material.

The principal method of han-

dling solid waste is landfill without

burning. Of approximately 12,000

land disposal sites in this country,

the American Chemical Society es-

timates that only 6 percent are ade-

quate, sanitary landfills. Assuming
that local health regulations, which

require compacting refuse and cov-

ering it with inert material, 'can be

enforced, and that problems of

groundwater contamination and the

generation of gases from decaying

material can be overcome, this will

probably remain the most important

method of disposal in many parts of

the country for some time to come.
Most solid waste disposal in the

New York-New Jersey area has

been accomplished bv filling wet-

lands. Although this critical envi-

ronment is protected by law, it is

not adequately mapped and en-

forcement is virtually impossible.

New Jersey's Department of Envi-

ronmental Protection estimates that

between 1950 and 1970 the state

lost one acre of wetlands per hour.

Even this resource will soon be ex-

hausted, and some experts believe

that in the New York area the crisis

for disposal space will come as soon

as 1975.

Buckminster Fuller has re-

marked that pollution is a resource

that we are not exploiting. In some
senses this is also true of garbage,

which can be thought of as a low-

grade and highly dispersed ore de-

posit. Paper or paper products

make up almost three-quaiters of all

municipal refuse, and this alone

gives it a value of nearly $3 per ton.

Garbage also contains about 8 per-

cent metal, which adds to its value.

Many mines extract ores with less

value, but the high cost of collect-

ing garbage makes it unlikely that a

profit can ever be realized. Rec-

lamation of such materials, how-

ever, would iielp to deirav the total

cost of handling municipal refuse as

well as meeting most of the goals of

the recycling movement.

In most large metropolitan areas

it will become necessary to adopt

some major sohd-waste-processing

system of this sort. If incineration is

involved, the residue will be a de-

posit of metals and glass that must

be crushed for separation. One of

the easiest products to manufacture

at this stage is a synthetic sand with

controlled sorting and size charac-

teristics. By a strange set of coinci-

dences, sand is exactly the material

that is badly needed in the immedi-
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ate vicinity of many urban centers.

Shore communities spend millions

of dollars annually to replace sand

swept away by ocean currents. They
also spend money to dump waste

glass that could make beautiful

sand.

New Jersey is a case in point. Ex-

cept for the coast between Bay
Head and Monmouth Beach, the

shoreline of New Jersey consists of

a series of sand islands separated

from the mainland by shallow

marshes and bays. These barrier is-

lands developed after the last conti-

nental glaciation as a result of ris-

ing sea levels and now continue to

exist by the grace of a very delicate

equilibrium.

Longshore currents are con-

stantly moving sand north and

south from a nodal point near Ma-
nasquan. Littoral drift, the rate at

which sand is moved, ranges be-

tween 200,000 and 500,000 cubic

yards per year. Sand is fed into this

system by the erosion of Cretaceous

and Tertiarv sediments, which are

exposed in the vicinity of the node,

as well as being carried to the sea

by rivers. The eroded material then

moves north toward Sandy Hook
and south to Cape May, ultimately

disappearing into submarine can-

yons at the mouths of the Hudson
and Delaware rivers. Sand is lost

constantly from this svstem, princi-

pally by erosion from the beaches

and by transport offshore into

deeper water. In the vicinity of

Sandy Hook the system experiences

a net annual erosional loss of one to

two cubic yards of sand per linear

foot of shoreline.

The islands of New Jersey are

heavily settled, and summer popu-

lations in the north are dense

enough for the area to be classified

as urban. The desire to protect pub-

lic property in this delicate setting

has led to a number of elaborate

and expensive programs to halt

beach erosion.

Attempts to stabilize eroding

beaches have taken two forms. The

earlier and less effective method es-

tablished stone groins at right an-

gles to the direction of longshore

currents to trap sand and diminish

the amount of erosion. Unfortu-

nately, deposition of sand upcurrent

from the obstruction is frequently

offset by accelerated erosion down-
current. It is now commonly ac-

cepted that maintenance of beaches

can best be accomplished by sup-

plementing the system's sand sup-

ply to overcome erosional losses.

Sand for beach nourishment has

most often been supplied by dredg-

ing the bays behind barrier islands

and pumping the sand across the is-

land onto the beach. The environ-

mental consequences of such a

practice are predictably disastrous

because these bays and estuarine

areas are important breeding
grounds for a wide variety of ter-

restrial and marine organisms, such

as the bay clam, horseshoe crab,

flounder, and a wide variety of mi-

gratory waterfowl. The process also

doesn't work too well. Between

May and July of 1952, 2,550,000

cubic vards of sand were placed on

the beaches of Ocean City by this

method, at an estimated cost of

more than $1.5 million. This beach

fill eroded at the rate of nearly one

million cubic yards per year until

its complete disappearance in 1955.

The use of artificial sand in place

of natural material would not only

reduce the stress on bays and es-

tuaries but might also lead to

greater beach stability and a con-

spquent reduction in the amount of

material needed to replace erosional

losses. Most available sand, like the

sand that disappeared so quickly

from the Ocean City beaches, has

too small an average diameter for

maximum beach stability. Coarse

sand is more desirable, and arti-

ficial sand could be prepared in any

needed size range. It might also be

possible to experiment with a range

in size of particles and grain shape

to maximize beach stability.

Comparisons of the quantity of

glass available with the amount of

sand needed are favorable. The
Army Corps of Engineers calculates

that after an initial, massive beach

fill, effective stabilization of beaches

along the entire 130 miles of New
Jersey cocist could be accomplished

by annual replenishment of one to

two million tons of sand. In 1967,

320,000 tons of waste glass were

generated by New York City alone.

It seems reasonable to assume that

New York and Philadelphia, to-

gether with the major metropolitan

areas that surround each, could pro-

vide more than enough glass for this

purpose.

Glass fragments would be
quickly rounded in the surf, so that

they would present no danger to

people on the beach. Since they

would also be frosted to a uniform

white color, they would be in-

distinguishable from natural sand.

If for some reason the presence of

sharp particles was not acceptable

for even brief periods of time,

crushed glass could be abraded as

part of the initial processing before

it was placed on the beach.

It is difficult to assess the eco-

nomic aspects of such a proposal.

Transportation of sand from pro-

cessing plants to beaches would
probably cost in the vicinity of $10
per ton. Since it now costs $5 a ton

to dispose of the waste glass, the net

cost of this artificial sand delivered

at the beach would be $5 a ton.

Current methods of beach replen-

ishment cost $2 to $3 per linear

foot of beach. It takes one to two

tons of sand to do this, so the arti-

ficial sand would raise the cost to

$5 to $10 per foot of beach. This

cost could be reduced if some of the

earnings from the sale of other re-

claimed materials were applied to

the cost of transporting the pro-

cessed sand. These figures are only

crude estimates, but it does appear

that this proposal could become
economically feasible, even if the

value of the estuaries thus saved is

not taken into account.

In any case, we have long since

passed the point where there is any

alternative to waste-recycling solu-

tions such as the one I have out-

lined. Land disposal sites adjacent

to urban centers are nearly ex-

hausted. Even if cities like New
York and Philadelphia start re-

claiming solid waste, they will still

have to dispose of recycled mate-

rial, such as glass, for which the

supply will exceed the demand. The
only place to dump these unwanted
materials will be the oceans.

If we can ease this problem and,

in the process, alleviate the destruc-

tion of irreplaceable inshore breed-

ing grounds, we will have achieved

more than is usually possible when
looking for the best way out of a

bad situation. •
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Dragons by Walter Auffenberg

Through the
rain forests and
savannas of
six Indonesian
islands, the
largest lizards in
the w^orld track
down their prey,
dead or alive

The wild hog ambled along the

forest trail, head down, feasting

upon fallen tamarind fruit that

lined both sides of the path. Intent

upon the fruit, the animal failed to

notice that it was being stalked by a

huge lizard, fully seven feet long,

intent upon its own meal—a succu-

lent pig. When the distance be-

tween predator and prey closed to

about 3^2 feet, the lizard lunged

and, with its formidable teeth,

grasped the hog's right thigh.

Squealing, the pig tried to turn

around to bite the powerful reptile,

but the lizard hung on, then jerked

back hard and brought the pig

down on its side. Releasing the leg,

the lizard quickly bit into the soft

flesh of the belly; before the pig

stopped moving, the intestines were
nearly consumed.

Witnessing such an event would

probably be a chilling experience

for most onlookers, for while more
people now recognize, and some
even understand, the naturalness of

a lion or leopard making a kill, the

sight of a lizard bringing down a

large mammal would, I think, elicit

more than the usual mixed feelings

of revulsion and excitement gener-

ated by other predators capturing

their prey. This reaction might have

some roots in the dragon mystique

prevalent in mythology, nurtured

by tales of Saint George and his

fire-breathing opponent. The Ko-
modo monitor, however, is not a

legend. This largest of all lizards,
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On Komodo Island,

concentrations of monitors

vary considerably, ranging

from onlv a few indi\dduals

in denuded terrain, above, to

25 per square mile in optimal

savanna grassland habitat.

known locally as the ora, is very

real, with some specimens attaining

a length of ten feet and a weight of

between 150 and 200 pounds. Oras

are relativelv little-known because

few zoos have exhibited them and

because of the remoteness of their

habitat in the Lesser Sunda Islands

of Indonesia.

There, on the islands of Komodo,
Flores, Rintja, Padar, Owadi Sami,

and Gili Moto, the huge lizard Va-

ranus komodoensis roams the mon-

soon forest and savanna in search of

prey or carrion. A highly opportun-

istic carnivore, the lizard begins life

with a slender bodv. thin tail, and a

length of 16 to 20 inches. Growing
rapidlv. it attains a length of six

feet in its first few vears of life. The
next changes in its development are

more remarkable, as a massive,

powerful bodv, with a wide, trun-

cated head and a relatively short,

thick tail, takes form. Eventually,

in individuals reaching full matur-

ity, lengths of eight to ten feet and

top weights of 200 pounds are at-

tained—impressive dimensions for a

reptile.

Their teeth, looking more like

those of a shark than a lizard, con-

vey the impression of an animal ca-

pable of making short shrift of un-

wary prev or available carrion.

Compressed from side to side, they

form a slightly recurved, triangular

blade somewhat like the cutting

blades of a mowing bar. The keen

posterior edge of each tooth is

finely serrated, like that of a steak

knife. Complementing this dental

arsenal, sharp, talonlike claws at

the end of strong, stubby toes help

to tear apart larger sections of flesh.

The striking and highly varied

feeding habits of these lizards,

which our research team studied for

more than a vear, provided an ex-

cellent basis for arriving at some
conclusions about the biologs' and

the ecological role plaved by these

well-adapted predators and scaven-

gers and dispelled some previously

held beliefs.

The published reports of almost

all previous expeditions that studied

Komodo monitors emphasized the

idea that Varanus komodoensis is a

scavenger because it regularly fed

on rotten carcasses that were used

as bait. The regularity and relative

speed with which they come to rot-

ten flesh had even suggested to

some researchers that large speci-

mens are entirely scavengers. Natu-

rally, one wonders how a relatively

small island like Komodo could

supply the large numbers of dead

animals that would be needed to

support the monitors.

Our research team found that

monitors remain in trees most of

their first vear, feeding on small an-

imals such as geckos. Not until they

are about three feet long, or approx-

imately one year old, do they start
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scavenging. In 351 instances of

monitors scavenging rotten bait

during our year on Komodo, onlv

eight involved lizards less than

three feet in total length, and hatch-

ling-sized monitors were never seen

at a carcass. The smallest specimens

of I aranus komodoensis are, in

fact, pure predators.

As for larger-sized specimens,

whether they are scavengers or

predators is a matter of opportu-

nity. Contrary to the recent sugges-

tions of some authors, who assumed

that monitors would be incapable of

capturing sizable prey when carrion

is not abundant, oras are resource-

ful and successful predators. It is ri-

diculous to accept the fact that a

40-pound trained hunting hound,

for example, can bring down a large

deer while at the same time denving

that possibility to a 150-pound rep-

tile.

As predators, Komodo monitors

can successfully attack virtually ev-

ery animal—from insects to water

buffaloes—found within their habi-

tat. Grasshoppers, rats, birds, goats,

hogs, and deer are the most com-

monly preyed upon, with the in-

cidence of predation on each a

function of the size of the lizard. In-

sects make up the bulk of the diet

of very small monitors; rodents and

birds the preponderance of food for

medium-sized individuals; and deer

the favored food of the larger speci-

mens. As physical maturity is at-

tained, their ability to bring down
animals the size of water buffaloes

increases.

Tethered domestic goats on the

islands are often attacked under

their owners' stilted houses, even

though they are surrounded by

barking dogs and shouting villagers.

They are also taken in the pasture

areas around the villages. In the

savannas of western Flores goats

cannot be tied and left unattended

for long without danger of attack.

Most of the smaller islets near

Komodo and Flores are periodically

stocked with goats, which forage

and breed until harvested by the

owner. The situation on one of

these islets, Nusu Mbarapu, is par-

ticularly interesting: when its goat

population is fairly high and when,

for some reason, prey populations

on nearby Komodo are low, large

monitors will swim 1,300 feet of

swift tidal currents to the islet and

live there, eating goats until the

population is reduced to a level

where the chance of further success

is very low.

Monitors kill goats by grasping

them by the neck, away from the

thrashing hooves. Goats are easily

held down, dragged, or even lifted

up and carried, and the monitors

shake them violently from side to

side and up and down—probably ei-

ther to increase the severity of the

wounds or to break the neck. Death

comes quickly, usually in 2% to 4
minutes.

Vi'ild hogs are another common
component of the lizard's diet. Usu-

ally ambushed along the game
trails, the pigs are grasped by the

throat, head, or thigh and jerked

violently from side to side. They are

later bitten in the belly so that the

intestines fall out, after which death

is rapid.

But the chief prev of the larger

monitors are the rusa deer of the

area. The stags of this species are

considerably larger than the does,

sometimes attaining a weight of 440
pounds; and, like most deer, their

sight is only moderate. Smell and

hearing ai'e very acute, however,

and communication between indi-

viduals is accomplished bv several

types of scent glands, stamping of

feet, and the alarm calls and vocal

challenges of males.

Deer feed mainly at night on a

Vciriety of grasses, leaves, and fruits.

With the approach of dawn, they

choose a resting place, usually in

high grass, which serves as cover,

on a flat-topped ridge above the for-

ested valleys. The deer lie there,

awake and ruminating, until late

morning when, probably because of

the increasingly hot temperature on

the open slopes, they begin moving

down into the thicker vegetation on

the valley floors. This is when the

monitors do most of their serious'

hunting, lying in wait along the

game trails leading to the valley.

Choosing one trail from the several

on any slope, a monitor will lie in

wait during the late morning hours,

expecting a small troop of deer to

move past. Of course, the possi-

bility of a successful hunt along any

one trail is slight, but the level of

success must be sufficiently high to

elicit this behavioral pattern almost

every morning.

Having reached the deeper valley

forests, the deer move rapidly to

their daytime sleeping places, usu-

ally under some evergreen shrubs.

The lizards that were unsuccessful

along the trails in the morning fol-

low slowly until, having reached the

thickets, they begin an afternoon

hunt in which they attempt to cap-

ture sleeping deer.

For a monitor to catch a deer

during this time, it must locate a

herd out of the large number of po-

tential sleeping sites within its ac-

tivity range. Since few pellets are

dropped bv the deer during this pe-

riod, this scent is not a major factor
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in the successful location of sleep-

ing deer. There is evidence from
some ungulate studies that secre-

tions from the metatarsal glands are

important in marking sleeping and
resting sites. If this is also true of

rusa deer, it is possible that the

monitors find sleeping individuals

by this means. Our data from Ko-
modo suggest, however, that the

hunting monitor depends on past

experience and knowledge of the

area, checking—in a uniform and
steady manner—all the potential

resting places along, or close to. its

particular hunting circuit during

that afternoon. Deer on Komodo of-

ten frequent the same spot for sev-

eral successive davs, and it is pos-

sible that they move to another onlv

after having been attacked bv a

hunting monitor or a pack of feral

dogs.

Two other lai^ge herbivores, the

feral horse and the water buffalo,

are also preved upon bv this giant

lizard. Standing four feet high at

the shoulder, and weighing an aver-

age of .550 pounds fullv grown, the

usuallv alert feral horses are \Talner-

able when asleep, when moving

along game trails, and most impor-

tantly, when the mares are giving

birth. Foals weighing between 45
and 55 pounds are born throughout

most of the vear. and a monitor will

wait for the foal to drop from be-

neath a hunched and straining

mare, dodging whatever kicks the

mare can manage to aim in its di-

rection. The exhausted mare is in

Mating is a direct affair,

with little preliminary

display. Sexually mature

individuals meet and

copulate at congregations

around kills and carrion.

no condition to protect her off

spring after the birth, and the lizard

finds it easy to move in and grab

the helpless foal.

Water buffaloes—huge, blockv

bovines weighing as much as 1,300

pounds—would be formidable and
dangerous prey for many would-be

predators. Komodo monitors, how-

ever, can bring down the largest

specimens, whether tethered or

free. Obviously, these animals are

too large, powerful, and fierce to be

successfully subdued bv any
straightforward attack mounted bv

a lizard. Instead, the monitors use a

technique of creeping close enough

to the much larger buffaloes and

biting a hind leg with their sharp

teeth. Tlie lizards tenacity, coupled

with the buffalo's struggles to free

itself from the viselike hold, often

results in a severed Achilles tendon,

which forces the buffalo to drop to

the gi'ound. The mtich larger ani-

mal, now incapable of defense, is

then rapidly dispatched bv eviscera-

tion. Over a period of several davs,

an increasing number of monitors

will slowly gather to feed at the rot-

ting carcass of a large buffalo.

Analysis of buffalo remains

found in monitor droppings, as well

as statements bv villagers, indicate

that calves are more commonly at-

tacked than adults. This would be

expected because of the relative dif-

ficulty of capturing mature individ-

uals. The opportunistic nature of

the Komodo monitor's feeding

habits is further revealed bv the fact

that most buffaloes eaten are car-

casses of animals that have died of

other causes. So. whether death oc-

curs through the monitor's own ef-

forts or for other reasons, buffalo

meat becomes a staple of its diet.

Cannibalism is also a factor in

the diet of large monitors. In one

area of Komodo. remains of smaller

individuals were contained in 8.8

percent of all droppings of large

specirhens: As in other carnivores,

cannibalism is most common during

periods of high population density,

but the ecological separation of size

groups in Varanus komodoensis

tends to keep densities uniform

over fairly large areas. Large moni-

tors will, however, attack and eat

any smaller individuals thev can

manage to corner.

Occasionally, humans are also

the objects of this lizard's unpro-
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voked attack. In several instances,

people have been bitten in the

shoulder and neck as they slept on

the ground during the daytime.

Others were attacked from behind

while working in the bush. One of

these died soon after receiving such

wounds. At least one person is also

known to have died from massive

sepsis, a toxic condition resulting

from bacterial action in an in-

fection, four days after being se-

verely bitten in the biceps. Other,

less severe cases of infection follow-

ing bites are also known.

Of the approximately 600 moni-

tors encountered by expedition

members, 400 at feeding sites and

200 in the bush, verv few showed

any interest in us. Most fled when
approached too closely, some en-

tered our tents and blinds and

drove us out, and a few threatened

us and refused to budge when we
encountered them in the forest.

Some were aggressive without provo-

cation, attacking and even tearing

part of our clothing into shreds.

Such behavior was onlv exhibited

by certain monitors, however; the

vast majority were exceedinglv shy

of our presence.

The ability to produce a severe,

septic wound, presumably a

staphylococcal infection, is of ex-

treme importance to the Komodo
monitor, far more so than for other

predators. A wound inflicted on a

deer or antelope by the unsuccess-

ful attack of a large predator may
become septic, making the prey

more susceptible to a second attack

at a later time, but most likely by

some other predator. And, if the

prey dies of the infection, it serves

as food for specialized scavengers.

With the Komodo monitor the situ-

ation is quite different because,

with the exception of recently ar-

rived feral dogs, it is the only large

predator or scavenger in its habitat.

A deer, weakened or dead as the re-

sult of a septic wound produced bv

one monitor, becomes either live or

dead prey for others, so that from

the standpoint of the monitor popu-

lation, the initially unsuccessful at-

tack is eventually successful.

Like most carrion seekers, the

Komodo monitor scavenges rotting

meat by scent. Monitors have an ex-

tremely sensitive olfactory mecha-

nism, but for the system to work

over areas of several square miles.

the carcass must produce a pow-

erful odor. During the first day after

death, an animaPs volatile oils of

decomposition are not produced in

sufficient amounts to attract any but

the closest lizards. After 48 hours

the decomposing process is suf-

ficiently accelerated to produce a

powerful scent, and lizards will

move toward the carcass from over

a large area. The distance over

which a carcass will attract the rep-

tile depends on the direction,

steadiness, and strength of the

wind, as wefl as the amount of scent

produced. Everything else being

equal, the scent of a larger carcass

is stronger and will be sustained for

a longer period of time, attracting

more individuals to it. The greatest

proved distance from which we at-

tracted lizards to bait was approxi-

mately five miles. I am sure that un-

der most circumstances this

distance would not be greatly ex-

ceeded because a single deer car-

cass produces only a finite quantity

of volatile decomposition products.

Because there are so few species

with which the Komodo monitor

competes for a carcass, it is prob-

ably forced to share less carrion
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with other organisms in its range

than any other large scavenger in

the world. These competitors in-

clude a few birds, hogs, several spe-

cies of beetles, flies, and within his-

toric time, feral dogs. Except for

the dogs, none of these are impor-

tant competitors.

Next to the monitors, feral dogs

eat the largest number of both fresh

kills and carrion on Komodo and

Flores. Unlike hogs, these animals

are much more active and aggres-

sive in their attempts to take car-

rion from the monitors or to drive

them away. Normally the dogs sit

several yards awav from the closest

feeding lizards. From time to time

thev will harass them bv rushing in,

barking, and snapping. The larger

lizards usually pay little attention,

although they will attack and kill

the dogs if an opportunity presents

itself. Smaller lizards, however, are

frequently chased from a carcass by

the harassments.

When carrion is left overnight,

the dogs are likely to eat most or all

of it. As with the hogs, this is the

most important period for direct

competition with the lizards for

available carrion.

Scarabid beetles also compete for

the flesh of dead animals. One night

we hung a freshly killed goat near

our base camp; later we were at-

tracted to the bait by what sounded

like thousands of small squeaks.

When I played mv flashlight over

the carcass I found that most of it

was covered bv these beetles. By
the time they left next morning,

they had consumed approximately

eleven pounds of flesh. Hilmi Oes-

man. of the Surabaya Zoo in In-

donesia, reports that on one of his

former expeditions to Komodo,
hordes of beetles completely con-

sumed the flesh of a medium-sized

goat in one night.

Although monitors compete
among themselves for carcasses

when several individuals are at-

tracted to a dead animal, these

small, casual aggregations are not

really social. They last no longer

than one or two davs, or until the

prey is completely eaten, and in-

volve little true coordinated behav-

ior of any sort. During these peri-

ods, however, it is important that

two opposing factors are operative:
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one is cooperation; the other, dis-

operation. The latter is best illus-

trated by the fact that the largest in-

dividual at the carrion usually takes

the best feeding position and eats

the best parts of the food. This indi-

vidual determines in which direc-

tion the carcass will be moved,

when it will be moved, and under

what conditions. This disoperative

factor is obviously dependent on

rank order, based largely on size, al-

though there is some evidence that

prior experience mav also be impor-

tant. Such hierarchy determines the

feeding sequence and the amount

eaten by the smaller individuals as

well. In general, the hierarchical

system is established and reinforced

in these feeding aggregations.

Cooperation is the other major

factor. On several occasions very

large lizards attempted to swallow

particularlv bulky parts of the car-

cass, such as the entire head, but

were unable to do so because it was

still connected to the remaining

portions of the body by ligaments

and flesh. The larger individuals

would frequently swallow as much
as thev could, and then pull steadily

backward. At these times, smaller

individuals would move toward the

carcass from either side and start to

tear meat from that part of the car-

cass immediately in front of the

larger specimen's jaws. After a

short time these smaller individuals

had often removed all the meat in

that area and cut many of the ten-

dons holding the carcass together at

that joint. It was then easilv sepa-

rated by the larger lizard, which

had continued to pull at the piece.

Thus the larger oras obtained their

share of the pieces that were more
difficult to separate from the car-

cass, and at the same time it was

possible for the smaller specimens

to obtain more meat than would or-

dinarily be the case. 1 am sure that

in these instances the smaller oras

approached the larger ones more
closely than usual only because thev

recognized that when the larger

specimen had its mouth full it could

not attack them.

The size of the pieces swallowed

and the amount eaten is sometimes

astonishing. A previous expedition

saw a monitor swallow the entire

hindquarters of a deer in one gulp

—

hooves, legs, vertebrae and all. I

have often seen them do the same

with full-grown goats. One 8V2-foot

ora was seen swallowing an entire

month-old fawn, without eviscerat-

ing it. We also saw a monitor

weighing about 110 pounds eat ab-

solutely all of a 90-pound wild hog
in seventeen minutes. I have seen

very hungry lizards eat the slipped

horn sheaths of rotten goats when
all the flesh had already been eaten

by other lizards. Hair is usually spit

out when it slips from the rotten

carcass, but when attached to large

pieces of flesh it is often eaten. Liz-

ards will occasionally use their

claws to scratch at the carcass hide,

pulling the slipping hair off before

eating a rotting carcass. Bones,

even when cleaned of flesh, are usu-

ally swallowed if not too dry. Hun-
ger will drive monitors to eat food

that is low in the scale of preference

or unfavorably situated. Distur-

bance bv man, interference bv vil-

lage dogs or other monitors, or the

location of carcasses at an un-

suitable site often prevents feeding

even when the kind of food is

highly preferred. Whether a carcass

is eaten depends upon the balance

among these factors. Carcasses of

deer, hogs, and goats are the foods

most eagerly eaten bv large speci-

mens. It is doubtful that a dead

deer or boar could lie for more than

three days in a suitable area without

being consumed.

The removal of prev animals by

monitors is highly important in

maintaining ecological stabilitv in

what is a delicate wilderness envi-

ronment. Long-lasting range dam-

age caused by an overpopulation of

prey species is reduced by the

dampening effects of monitor pre-

dation. Severe fluctuations in prev

populations are held in check until

such time as the actual limiting

forces of food availability and dis-

ease become operative.

Also, the selective predation

pressure of the monitors removes

primarily the voung and old ani-

mals, which, due to inexperience or

debilitated physical condition, are

the most vulnerable. Our data make
it clear that prime deer and buffalo

are avoided, and wild boar killed

only slightly more indiscriminately.

In the Komodo study area, where



deer populations are dense, moni-

tors killed a large proportion of in-

dividuals younger than one year

and older than seven years.

An important objective of our

study vfcis to determine the status of

the Komodo monitor in terms of its

survival as a viable species. It has

long been feared that these lizards

were on the verge of extinction.

What we found was that both the

numbers of monitors and the area

inhabited by them are larger than

previouslv assumed, and that ex-

tinction is not imminent. But the

geographic range is still small, and

history has shown that animals so

situated are highly vulnerable if

their habitat is "opened up" to vari-

ous types of development.

The area involved here is poten-

tially rich in minerals and oil, and

so it can be reasonably assumed

that it won't be long before schemes

are proposed to exploit these natu-

ral resources. Also, as in many
other parts of the underdeveloped

world, the government views tour-

ism as an important future industry,

and ironically, it is thought that

tourists can be persuaded to visit

the Lesser Sunda Islands because of

the dramatic presence of the Ko-

modo monitor. But the impact of

the techniques used to extract oil

and minerals, and the influx of

hordes of people upon a restricted

environment can be disastrous to

the wildlife living within it, as

countless examples in other parts of

the world have demonstrated.

Another important factor in the

continued survival of the species is

that, although there now appear to

be as many Komodo monitors as

there ever have been, their total

population numbers only about

5,000 animals over their entire

range, only about one-third of

which are mature individuals. Of
these 1,500 mature adults, only

about 350 are breeding females.

Yet, to those who would recom-

mend that all of the monitor's range

be considered inviolate, I submit

that such a proposal is completely

unrealistic in Asia at the present

time. The pressure to utilize

"unused" land in such countries as

Indonesia will become increasingly

intense in the near future. Human
overpopulation in the Lesser Sun-

das, the monitors and their prey

species, and the environment must

all somehow be manipulated in-

telligently if a compromise is to be

obtained between an important wild

animal resource and the demands
for higher standards of living.

Hopefully, our work and other fu-

ture studies will contribute the

knowledge necessary to create ef-

fective planning programs that will

satisfy the needs of both man and

animal.

Scent given off by a

nearby carcass attracted

these medium-sized

monitors from a wide area.

Most social behavior,

including the establishment

of hierarchies, occurs

when the lizards come
together at feeding sites.
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Territories
of tlie

Lobsterraen
Good ocean boundaries
niake good neighbors

. . . and vice versa

by Jan"ies M. Acheson

photograpbs by Douglas Faulkner
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According to the law of the State

of Maine, anyone with the proper li-

cense can fish for lobsters in any

watei^ of the state. Yet every year,

fledgling lobster fishermen set out

strings of tfaps or summer residents

put out a few traps "for fun" only

to find their traps opened, damaged,

or gone when they return. They

soon realize that the local lobster-

men consider them interlopers in

private fishing territories.

The local legal system, which

rules lobstering off the rocky coast,

sometimes runs counter to the laws

of the state and nation. It may be

enforced with surreptitious vio-

lence, which can escalate into "lob-

ster wars" and even homicide.

But the lobstermen are not out-

laws, obeying their own code and

ignoring state laws. For example,

they almost universally obey the

consei'vation laws concerning li-

censing and the taking of either un-

dersized "short lobsters" or breed-

ing females. But these formal laws

are relatively few in comparison

with the numerous traditional

norms by which lobstermen govern

themselves.

The rules for lobster fishing terri-

tories are especially critical because

thev control access to the lobsters

and because they have important

ecological implications at a time

when some parts of the maiine re-

source ai'e being overexploited.

Growing up in an inland ai'ea of

Maine, I was for a long time

vaguely aware that territoriality

existed among lobstermen. Onlv

recently, however, did I find evi-

dence of these territorial rules and

inA'estigate them systematically.

About fi^e years ago, I helped a

friend, a recently retired New
Yorker, who was attempting "ti

break into the lobster game," ;is 1
-

phrased it. This T\'as going Ic '

part-time activity for him, a \v ^ oi
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A Maine coast dweller marks

the boundary of his land.

On the ocean, boundaries may
be less obvious, but feelings

about them are as strong.

supplementing his Navy pension.

He only laughed at warnings about

any problems, stubbornly insisting

that the Atlantic Ocean was part of

the public domain and that all one

needed was a state license to go lob-

ster fishing.

Accordingly, he bought an old

boat and 190 new traps and pro-

ceeded to go lobstering. I was with

him the first day he pulled his traps.

In the first row of traps we pulled,

one was missing, possibly destroyed

by accident, we decided. But at the

second string, the trend became

clear: ten traps out of seventeen—at

least $150 worth of gear—were

missing. The destruction was delib-

erate, as we found the cut-off buoys

floating over a two-mile area. For

the rest of the morning it took little

to goad my friend to the heights of

eloquence concerning the ancestry

of lobstermen, their inborn criminal

tendencies, and their sneaky and ar-

rogant ways. He was incredulous

that lobstermen would "survey off

the Atlantic Ocean," as he put it,

and have the gall to enforce those

boundaries.

Maine lobstering takes place in a

spectacular natural setting. Eons

ago, the coast of Maine sank. What
were once valleys and river basins

are now long, indented bays that

create a highly irregular coastline.

It is only 250 air miles from East-

port, Maine, on the Canadian bor-

der to Kittery, across from
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, but

stretched out, the coastline is some

2,500 miles long. There are a great

number of deep, well-protected har-

bors. The rocky headlands—covered

with dark, stunted spruce—are con-

tinually pounded and showered

with foam bv long, rolling waves

coming in off the open ocean. Up
the bays and rivers are mile after

mile of small islands and coves.

The little coastal communities

nestle in small, sheltered harbors

filled with boats. The shores are

covered with a jumble of weath-

erbeaten docks piled with fishing

and lobstering equipment. Clus-

tered behind the waterfront, the

people hve in plain clapboard or

shingled houses from which they

can easily watch boats, equipment,

and the weather. Behind the houses

are evergreen forests.

The cold water off Maine's coast

provides an ideal habitat for hali-

but, shrimp, cod, haddock, sardine,

and lobster, but a poor place for

swimming. The statement that

"only tourists go in the water" is

more than a joke. Many lobstermen

cannot swim, feeling with some jus-

tification that swimming offers them

little insurance in such waters. The

thick fog, present as much as 180

days a year, adds to the danger.

Even with modern safety devices,
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lobstering is not a safe occupation.

Every coastal community has its list

of men lost at sea.

At any time of yeai% lobstering is

difficult work. In the summer, men
usually haul pots, or traps, every

day, starting before daybreak so

that they can complete as much of

the task as possible in the calm

morning hours. In winter, bad

weather makes it iinpossible to go

out more than one or two days a

week. On a sunny, calm day, winter

lobstering can be almost pleasant.

But when the temperature hovers

around zero and one is wet with

spray, eight or ten hours on a

bouncing lobster boat can be miser-

able. At this time of year, one does

not have even the compensation of

a large catch. Many men prefer to

pull all their traps onshore in mid-

winter and to spend their time

working on equipment.

Lobsters are caught in wooden
traps about three feet long, made of

spruce slats, or lars, over oak

frames. The style of trap has re-

mained essentially the same for at

least 100 years. The lars are spaced

about an inch and a half apart, al-

lowing the undersized lobsters to es-

cape while trapping the legal-sized

ones. One end of the trap is left

open and rigged with a funnel-

shaped nylon net, or head, so that a

lobster can easily climb in, but not

out of, the narrow opening. Traps

are baited with fish remnants, ob-

tained now from fish-processing

plants in nearby cities. A '"warp"

line attaches each trap to a floating

buoy, made either of wood or, more

commonly, of styrofoam. Buoys are

painted a distinctive combination of

colors to allow each man to identify

his traps at a distance, and the indi-

vidual designs are registered with

the state.

In shallow water, normally one

trap is attached to a buoy, while in

deep water it is common to attach

two to one warp line; this is called

"fishing doubles." In the Casco Bay

region, the standard procedure,

known as "trawl fishing," is to at-

tach several traps to a single line.

In all cases, traps are set in rows, or

strings, 100 to 300 feet from each

other, close enough so that a lob-

sterman can see from one buoy to

the next, even on a foggy day.

The amount of equipment used

by individual lobstermen varies

greatly. A high school boy, just

starting out, might have as few as

20 traps, which he tends with an

outboard-powered skiff An experi-

enced lobsterman, especially in the

area where trawl fishing is common,
might have more than 1,000 traps,

a 40-foot boat costing more than

•$20,000, and a two-man crew. The
average lobster fisherman tends 400
to 600 traps by himself, using a 30-

foot boat costing about $15,000.

Lobsters are marketed in the lob-

sterman's home harbor through a

dealer with whom he has close eco-

nomic ties. The lobsterman will sell

his entire catch to his dealer, and
purchase gas and suppHes from
him. In return, the dealer will allow

the lobsterman to use his dock, pro-

vide him with bait at close to cost.

Maynard Winchenbach

spends many hours repairing

and rigging lobster pots.

The buoys, top, are painted

in his registered pattern.
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At low tide in the winter,

lobster boats drift at their

moorings in New Harbor.

Manv pots are stored on the

docks in this slow season.

and extend credit for rope and

other geai".

To go lobstering. one must be ac-

cepted bv the men abeady fishing

out of a harbor. These groups of

men have no special name, but are

referred to bv the name of their har-

bor: the "Friendship gang" or the

"Monhegan bovs" or the "men

from Boothbav." Once a man gains

admission to one of these hai-bor

gangs, he usuallv can fish onlv in its

traditional area.

In cases where to^vnships have

tivo or sometimes three harbors

within their boundaiies. each har-

bor has its o^vn gang with its own

traditional tenitorv. The men from

the village of Ne^v Harbor, for ex-

ample, go lobstering out of Pema-

qnid Harbor and New Hai-bor.

'^'hile thev live side by side in one

communitv. thev fish in separate

traditional ai-eas.

Anvone just starting out as a lob-

sterman will experience some hos-

tihtv. Manv resign themselves to a

long period of harassment before

thev are accepted: many never

make it. Ho'svever. a man \vill have

the best chance of establishing him-

self if his family ai-e long-time resi-

dents of the town, if his father's

familv ai-e lobstermen. and if he is

well liked in the conununity. Such a

man almost inherits a place in his

father's hai'bor gang. It also helps if

he enters lobstering gradually, put-

ting out a fe^s- traps while stiU a

teen-ager, then expanding after

high school to become a full-time

fisherman. Such a boy learns the

cultm-e of the communitv and the

norms of the lobster industry as a

part of gi-owing up.

A man will have most difficult

v

entering lobstering if he is an adult.

if he comes from a distant ai-ea. and

if his familv has no connection with

fishing. However, the most impor-

tant single factor in gaining admis-

sion to a harbor gang is wilhngness

to abide bv local traditions. Any
man who accfuires a reputation for

molesting others' geai", a prime ta-

boo, -^vill not last long regardless of

local genealog^" or ties.

A number of ''outsiders" ai'e

presentlv lobstering in Maine \va-

ters. For example, mainlanders and

even out-of-staters have been al-

lo-sved to fish in Monhegan Island

territorv—ostensibly one of the

most difficuh places to gam entry

into—as long as they presently live

on Monhegan, prove %nlling to

abide bv the local "closed season.
"

and do not go fishing before "trap

dav," the dav when the islanders

begin fishing each year. In fact, in

evers^ harbor, a surprisingly high

proportion of the lobstermen were

not born in the communitv where

thev ai-e now lobster fishing.

A pai-t-time lobsterman receives

a good deal more hostility than a

new-, full-time fisherman, even
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though full-time fishermen catch

more lobsters. In part this prejudice

stems from a strong feeling that

part-time men are taking unfair ad-

vantage by having two jobs. As one

man complained, "They have one

job, then after they have collected

one pay check, they come on out

here and take the food out of our

mouths." Another common com-

plaint is that part-time fishermen

are not familiar with the norms of

the industry.

Lobsters are caught in different

places at different seasons. In the

winter, when the water near shore

is very cold, they are best trapped

in water over 30 fathoms deep,

which is warmed by an inversion ef-

fect from the Gulf Stream. As the wa-

ter becomes warmer with the ap-

proach ofsummer, they can be caught

closer and closer to shore so that by

mid-June the buoys are often placed

within feet of the surf. During late

June and July, when lobsters go

among the rocks to molt, or shed, iob-

stering is so bad that some men pull

up all their traps; many others leave

only a few in the water. As the water

cools off, traps are again moved far-

ther offehore.

Traditional lobstering territories

are usually no more than 100
square miles, which means that a

lobsterman spends most of his life

in one small, intimately known
area. Even in winter, most men
rarely go more than ten miles from

their home harbor.

Close to shore, traditional territo-

rial boundaries are clearly demar-

cated and defended. Farther out,

the boundaries become vaguer, so

that six or eight miles offshore there

are no effective boundaries to speak

of. A man from the southern part of

the state put it well when he said,

"The whole ocean is free if you go

out far enough."

While lobstermen will discuss

boundaries in terms of major geo-

graphical features, such as the Dara-

ariscotta River or Pemaquid Point,

actual boundaries are usually drawn
with reference to minor features—

a

reef, a small cove, a sand bar, sea

buoys—features that have signifi-

cance only for men intimately ac-

quainted with the area.

Violation of a territorial bound-

ary meets with no set response. An
older man, well known in the area,

might get away with a territorial in-

trusion for a long period of time; a

vounger man, a new fisherman, or

an unpopular man might quicklv be

sanctioned for the violation.

Ordinarily, repeated violation of

territorial boundaries will lead to

destruction of the offender's gear. It

is usual for one man operating com-

pletely on his own to first warn an

interloper. In some places this is

done by tying two half hitches

around the spindle of the offending

buoys; in other places by damaging
the traps slightly. At this point,

most intruders will move their

traps. If they are not moved, they

will be "cut off." This means cut-

ting off the buoy and warp line from

the trap, which then sinks to the

bottom where the owner has no

chance of finding it.

A man who violates a boundary

is ordinarily never verbally con-

fronted with the fact of his intru-

sion, and the man who destroys his

gear will traditionally never admit

to it. Admitting the destruction of a

man's gear could bring retaliation
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After hooking his buov.

Philip Da^^s slips the line

around a mechanical lifter.

hoists the trap aboard.

and removes a lobster.

not onlv from the lobsterman but

from the Sea and Shore Fisheries

warden as well. Moreover, destrov-

ing another man's geai'—even the

traps of a known interloper—is con-

sidered shameful.

In rare instances, boundai-ies are

defended bv group action. It is weU
known that anvone invading the

traditional territories of islands

such as Monhegan. Matinicus, and

Green Island will meet with coordi-

nated resistance from men fishing

in those territories.

Men touch each others lobster

geai- onlv with great reluctance. A

would-be aggi-essor knows that he

can easilv precipitate an incident in

which he would be the ultimate vic-

tim. As one man said. "The trick to

driving a man [driving him out of

the area] is to just cut off one or

Uvo traps at a time." Tliis makes it

unprofitable for him to continue op-

erating in the area, but does not

challenge him to open \vai-fare, es-

peciallv since, in most cases, he can

onlv guess at who cut his traps.

Periodicallv, a man ^\hose ti-aps

have been cut off \vill retaliate

against the WTong man or men. who
do the same thing in return. Tlie re-

sult is often a comic opera in ^\'hich

the innocent, along with the guiltv.

retaliate blindlv against each other.

Some men cut off traps knowing

someone else will be blamed. The
potentialities for trouble in such sit-

uations ai"e enormous.

Small incidents occm- contin-

uallv, but lobster wars—in which

hundreds of traps are cut off—are

rare, occurring perhaps once a dec-

ade. In fact, when one considers

that the entire coast of Maine is pa-

trolled bv onlv a handful of Sea and

Shore Fisheries wai-dens. it is amaz-

ing that there is so little trouble.

The traditional territorial concepts

go a long wax in maintaining rela-

tive peace.

There ai-e times, howe\-er, when
a group of men. goaded bevond en-

durance, 'svill launch a large scale

cut ^\^Lr. These lobster \vars mav
lead to court action, violence, and

long-standing bitterness. In Maine's

midcoast ai-ea such incidents ai'e

infrequent, although stories about

them are repeated so widelv that

thev give the entii-e coastal region

an unsavorv reputation. I recall lis-

tening to a gi-oup of men gleefullv

recount how men on one of the off-

shore islands cut off all of each oth-

er s geai" in a series of foravs: then

^vent around burning each other's

docks. Such stories have obvious

entertainment value. Tliev also re-

mind people of what can happen
when traditional norms ai^e vio-

lated.

\^'lien trouble does occur, those

who can muster the most support

usuaUv \vin. This is tnie whether
the fight concerns territorial viola-

tions, attempts to break into a har-

bor gang, or a personal feud be-
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tween two men fishing out oi the

same harbor. Several times I heard

it said that "two men who get to

fighting just put each other out of

business." The older, well-estab-

lished men from large families are

thought to be particularly "bad to

plav with." This explains whv men
like my New York friend have less

of a chance of breaking into the

business. It also explains why such

men must be careful about violating

territorial boundaries if they are

ever accepted by a harbor gang.

An individual can affect bound-

aries if he doesn't mind a little

trouble and is willing to take the

economic losses. As one man put it,

"One man who doesn't give a damn
can cut off more traps in a night

than a dozen men can make and set

out in a week." The willingness of

an individual to engage in trouble is

notably increased if he has some

other source of income. One man
on one of the offehore islands, for

example, maintains a private lob-

stering area. If anyone invades his

area, he merely pulls his traps, cuts

off all those of the invader, and

works at boat building until the

trouble dies down. He said, "That's

my area, and if I can't fish there, no

one else is going to."

The waters around manv of the

small, unoccupied islands are the

private lobstering grounds of fam-

ilies who have had legal ownership

of the islands themselves for gener-

ations. These territories are most

vigorously defended. In some cases,

lobstering is done exclusively by

members of the owning family, but

in cases where there are not enough

family members to utilize the area,

other men are allowed to rent lob-

stering rights. Even these rental

rights are inherited, so that men
who rent ocean space from a par-

ticulai' owning family are usually

descended from previous renters.

Although people are hesitant to

talk about catches and incomes, es-

pecially those men fishing private

island territories, there is some evi-

dence that holding and defending a

private island territory is economi-

cally rewarding. For example, early

in July, 1971, when mainland fish-

ermen were happy to average a half

pound of lobster per trap, a man
from one of the strongly defended

island areas indicated that he was

getting much more: "Some of us

out here think that half a pound a

trap isn't so good. If all I could get

was half a pound a trap, I'd go

ashore."

On a recent morning I was talking

to some friends on a dock as they

brought in their catches. One man—
who fishes in an ordinary mainland

harbor territory, along with about 40
other men—got eleven pounds of lob-

sters. Another—fishing five miles

away in his family's private island

area—caught 172 pounds the same

day. The ecology of the two areas is

slightly different, and both men do

not pull the exact same number of

traps. Although the differences in

catch are not always this dramatic,

men lobstering in exclusive island

areas consistently obtain higher

yields than men fishing out of main-

land harbors.

Before the advent of sophisticated
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fishing equipment, lobstering terri-

tories were small compared with

those of today, and boundaries were

strongly defended. This pattern was

connected to the fishing technology.

Wlien fishermen could only gain the

intimate knowledge needed for lob-

stering with a lead sounding line, and

could only travel by rowboat or sail,

the area that could be effectively

fished was limited. Thus, before 1920

the entire coastal waters of Maine

were divided into a large number of

small territories vigorously defended

by their "owners"—often groups of

kinsmen.

With the advent of gasoline mo-

tors, and more recently with the in-

stallation of electronic depth-sound-

ing gear, traditional areas have been

growing larger and larger, and the

ocean area where mixed fishing is al-

lowed has increased as well. In part,

this new technolog)' has allowed men
to fish for lobster farther offshore, in

areas not claimed exclusively by one

harbor. In addition, the new tech-

nology also broke down many of the

older boundai-ies. As the capacity to

fish a larger area increased, men be-

came much less defensive about

maintaining their smaller territories.

Moreover, manv men seem happy to

see some territorial boundaries dis-

appear. As one old man put it, "You
might not be too sad to see men in-

vading your area when the fishing was

good if vou could do the same to him

some other time. Both of you might

well catch more lobsters that way."

Changes in territoriality relate in

very important ways to the major

problem now facing the Maine lob-

stering industry—that of overfishing.

In the past few years the number of

lobsters caught has decreased drasti-

cally, at least a 25 percent decline

One of the most peaceful

areas on the Maine coast

is New Harbor, where

lobsterman Norman Davis

rests on the pier.

since 1967. Lobstermen are fully

aware of the problem. In their view,

the decrease in supply is due to over-

fishing. One lobsterman said that

"the whole problem is due to too

manv men, fishing too many traps, for

too long." This is a simplistic view,

for Robert Dow of Maine Sea and

Shore Fisheries has evidence that a

change in water temperature is one of

the factors responsible for the de-

crease in lobster supply. However,

part of the problem is man-made. The

number of traps set has increased tre-

mendously. Fifteen years ago, only a

few men had as many as 400 traps;

the average was well below 200.

Now, the average fisherman has per-

haps 400. and men with 700 and 800

traps are not uncommon. These in-

creases were made possible by the hy-

draulic pot hauler.

For the last ten years, the num-

ber of lobstermen in Maine has hov-

ered at about 6,000. However, only

half of the men who had lobster li-

censes in 1970 had them ten years

previously. This means that a large



number of men do not stay in the

business for long. But those who
leave are immediately replaced by

others. It is still difficult to break

into a harbor gang and in most

places a summer resident cannot go

lobstering at all. Nevertheless, the

industry is much easier to enter

now. When the entire coast con-

sisted of small, strongly defended

territories, any stranger pioving

into an area could expect to be re-

buffed by the traditional owners

whose income he threatened.

The older territorial system effec-

tively restricted the number of lob-

stermen. While the system was hard

on men attempting to enter the

business, it was easier on the lob-

ster as a resource. Even now, those

coastal areas that are most difficult

to enter, and whose boundaries are

strongly defended, continue to pro-

vide a sustained yield of lobsters.

As one dealer expressed it, "Those

islanders are doing all right, and

they will continue to earn the high-

est incomes on the coast as long as

the place doesn't get overcrowded."

In comparison, the relatively

open areas of the coast where terri-

torial boundaries are weak have suf-

fered from overexploitation of the

lobster resource. If lobster fishing

and fishermen are to survive in

these areas, Maine will have to im-

pose more controls on lobstering.

The state would do well, when it

prepares new legislation on lobster-

ing, to take into consideration the

lobstermen's unwritten rules of

territoriality.
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Tl^e Penitentiary Seals
Continued from page 21

more fish to eat. will the quality of

life be improved?" I think not. A
Puget Sound without seals would

not be Puget Sound.

As I lie in mv sleeping bag on

the floor of the Gertrude Island

tower. I ponder the wavs of seals

and men. All through the night,

some of the animals on the beach

below me are astir. The old ones

mutter drowsilv: now- and then a

voung one calls "kroooh" for its

mother. The flood tide reaches the

base of the tower and I hear the

slop, slop of small \vaves. There is a

hint of voices in the sound, blend-

ing with the talk of the animals. I

look out the window* and see a

lovelv. greenish luminescence
where the surf is reading out its

message.

In the bright light of noon, TenT
and I eat our lunch beneath a ma-

drona tree and speculate on the an-

cestors of the harbor seals. Thev

mav have been otterlike beasts liv-

A harbor seal pup
several months old.

raised in an aquarium.

ing in freshwater lakes of Old Asia.

From then- ranks, pioneers moved
down rivers and out among the bro-

ken ice of the North Pacific Ocean.

For twenty million vears, Ice Ages

came and went, the level of the sea

rose and fell, the Bering land

bridges appeared and disappeared—

and the seals evolved to meet the

changes. Todav, in Arctic waters

there are seals that give birth to

white-coated pups. And todav in

Puget Sound our own harbor seal

gives birth to a siher and black

pup. Yet. though the hai-bor seal

can have no memory of its dim, icv

past, its unborn voung in the (vomb

is clothed for a while in a white,

woollv coat, a memorial to a colder

time.

WTien TeiTv and I return to the

mainland we stop to visit the seals

in the Point Defiance Aquarium in

Tacoma. Here the animals live in

outdoor pools of clean, running wa-

ter pumped directly from the

Sound. Small packets of herring are

on sale to visitors w'ho want to

hand-feed the seals. We watch the

begging postures of four animals

that have leai"ned individual tricks

for winning fish from the custom-
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ers. One pats the water rapidly with

his flipper, one raises his body and

belly flops on the concrete deck

with a loud report like a handclap,

another cries "oonh! oonh!" as he

waggles his lower jaw. The fourth

animal enjoys drenching the specta-

tors with water as though, in the

small circular routine of his life, ex-

citement is more important than

fish. A man chewing on a dead ci-

gar approaches with a bag of her-

ring, feeds the beggars impartially—

and throws the empty bag into their

pool.

Here in Tacoma lives the famous

Dub-Dub, now in his thirty-fourth

year and thought to be the oldest

seal alive. I took his picture thirty

years ago, when he was a handsome

young adult. Now he is blind and

nearly toothless, hanging in the wa-

ter like an old bottle about to sink.

According to his keeper and friend,

Cecil Brosseau, Dub-Dub weighed

325 pounds at the peak of his ca-

reer. Though he sired three pups,

all were born dead. Long ago, he es-

caped from his pool and dis-

appeared for three days, then re-

turned to captivity. He was
lonesome out there in the Sound,

and a little frightened; he had not

known that he was a seal.

The inquiring naturalist can

learn many things about a seal in a

pool. By training instruments upon

it, directly or remotely, he can

study its animal machinery. He can

probe its structure and test its be-

havior under stress. But only from

the seal in the wilderness can he

learn other and more beautiful

things, where it was formed and

where its creation continues. My
thoughts return to Gertrude Island.

The night deepens. The trees lose

their identity; the black fir forest

and the black water merge as one.

A cool, damp, briny smell rises

from the Sound. The sleepy song of

a white-crowned sparrow begins,

then fades away. A guU returns on

beating wings to a sandbar to rest.

Small fishes plop in the shallows,

pursued by an unseen enemy. The

old-man seal had risen like a poet to

illuminate my dark. Though now he

is gone, his presence remains for a

long time in the night, as if the

creature and his world would not be

separated.
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If You Were a Baboon.

.

Continued from page 25

protect them as they learn to cope

with the challenges of life in the

larger group.

Study of this process of baboon
growing-up, well documented on
film, provides many discussions of

the differences between male and
female roles in rearing the young,

the importance of social learning,

and how childhood experiences

help shape the sort of person one
becomes as an adult. Because the

socialization process is relatively

simple and visible in baboons (al-

though there is a remarkable variety

of roles and "personalities"), chil-

dren are helped to look at their own
growing-up in new ways.

Materials of this kind are not de-

signed to teach children a particular

viewpoint about human behavior,

but rather, to heighten their aware-

ness that human behavior, while

complex, is understandable in some
form. By employing certain ap-

proaches, such as the contrasting

animal case studies, and by devel-

oping techniques of observation,

children will hopefully arrive at

new insights about themselves.

Such understanding may even give

them a modicum of increased power
over their own lives.

Among the materials children

read on baboons are excerpts from

Irven DeVore's origincd field notes.

At first we thought that young chil-

dren would be bored by long entries

describing tedious field observa-

tions, but the field notes proved to

be among the most popular reading

in the course. This discovery led to.

the development of an "Observer's

Handbook," a journal that children

use to take their own field notes on
human behavior. Concentrating on
play, learning, and aggression, chil-

dren gather data in the kindergar-

ten, in the playground, and wher-

ever they can find younger children

engaged in normal dady activities.

They compare these observations in

class, discussing them in much the

same way they do the baboon field

studies. Some teachers have even

found ways of extending this first-

hand exploratory aspect of the

course far beyond what was origi-

nally anticipated.

Wh\ did we include the study of

Eskimo in the course? What is in-

structive about a group of human
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beings who have managed to sur-

vive in what was, at least until

space travel, the most alien environ-

ment known to man? The answers

are obvious. (There are. in fact, in-

triguing parallels between the effort

to sustain life in the Arctic and the

problem of survival on the moon—
protection against the elements,

conservation of limited resources,

the need for carefullv structiu-ed

patterns of cooperation, and so

forth.) The purpose of the Netsilik

Eskimo material is not so much to

establish parallels between a remote
culture and our own as to explore in

an unfamiliar context the dvnamics
of cultural behavior. Teaching small

children about their own social en-

vironment is a little like trving to

teach a fish about water. Familiaritv

with the subject gets in the wav.

Hopefully, by studying about
people who seem to be very differ-

ent from themselves, children can

be shown the cultural kinship all

humans have in common. Todav
this is a more important goal than

the repeated studv of American
society that has typically dominated
social studies instruction in the

schools.

This phase of the course opens
with a film. With surprise, the chil-

dren discover a Netsilik family hv-

ing, not in igloos, but in caribou-

skin tents. The month is August,

and there is no snow on the tundra.

iThe camp is located beside a rap-

(idly flowing river, where some of

the group are spearing arctic charr

behind a stone weir with long, tri-

dent-shaped leisters. A man repairs

his fishing gear far from camp to

[protect his luck. A small child pre-

tends to fish with his tov trident

near the water's edge. A woman,
presumably his mother, braids her

hair with decorative strips of fur,

and then, mysteriously, places ashes

from the fire on the eyes of the

recently caught fish she is about to

clean.

;

The class erupts with dozens of

i

questions. Whv are the fish swim-

ming upstream? Are they like the

salmon? How is the stone weir

made? Where do the skins come
from? UTiat are the tools made of?

iHow does he know how to make
them? WTio teaches the little bov?

Do men and women do different

jobs? WTiy is the woman putting

ashes on the eyes of the fish? Do the

women reaUy care about being
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pretty? Why are there more men
than women? Are thev all related?

Even in this brief opening scene,

some of the most important features

of Eskimo culture are revealed: the

centralitv of technology, the infor-

mal but significant patterns of so-

cial life, and the suggestion that be-

havior may be governed bv beliefs.

Furthermore, this picture shatters

children's typical image of Eskimo

life as one of igloos and sled dogs,

and draws them into an exam-

ination of the variety and com-

plexity of Eskimo culture.

As with the earlier animal stud-

ies, much of the information about

Netsilik life is initially presented on
unnarrated films. The films, created

especially for this course, constitute

the most complete visual ethnog-

raphy of another culture ever made.

They were produced under the di-

rection of Asen Balikci, professor of

anthropology at the University of

Montreal, tfsing these films, to-

gether with a children's edition of

Knud Rasiuussen's Arctic journal

of 1923, poems and stories drawn
from Eskimo folklore, a brief novel,

and numerous booklets and materi-

'

als covering all aspects of Netsilik
'

life, children reconstruct for them-

selves a picture of traditional Netsi-

lik culture.

After a brief study of the summer
fishing camp, children turn to an,

examination of the more com-
plicated life at the caribou hunting

grounds. It is early autumn and two

families are living in tents at the

edge of one of the many inland

lakes that lie in the path of the

caribou as they migrate south across

Figuring out the best way to

divide a seal, children

appraise the social value of

Eskimo sharing patterns.
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/ Christos lannopoulos tells us he wants to be a

doctor when he grows up. Perhaps that's because

there /s no doctor to take care of him. Or his family.

And yet Christos is just one of thousands of Greek

children swallowed up by chronic poverty. Without

enough food. Without enough clothing. Without a

future. Families living in communities without

enough water to irrigate their parched olive trees

or keep theirsheep from dying of thirst.

But there is hope. If you help.

For $15 a month you can sponsor a

child like Christos lannopoulos. So he can

go to school with a shirt on his back and
food in his stomach. So his family can live

in a house instead of a shack. So his

community can get a self-help, interest-

free loan to pay for an irrigation system.

That's what Save the Children Federation

is all about. Helping children, families,

ndeed, whole villages help themselves.

Won't you help?
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are going
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children?
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Simpson Peninsula. Several men
are at work constructing strange-

looking stone cairns, known as

inukshuks. which function as decoys

for diverting the caribou toward the

water, ^hen the herd appears, sev-

eral beaters chase the frightened

caribou into the lake, while two
hunters launch their kayaks and
swiftlv intercept the swimming cari-

bou, spearing them easily in the wa-

ter and towing theiri ashore. The
kill is then butchered, some of the

meat eaten, and the rest stored in a

stone cache.

Children simulate the process of

the hunt on game boards especially

designed to allow^ them to play out a

variety of strategies for hunting the

caribou. "Winning" the game in-

volves devising the most effective

way to combine hunters, beaters,

inukshuks. and kayaks to capture

the maximum number of caribou.

What the Netsilik do in hunting

caribou is similar to strategies used bv

humans anvwhere to attain some
desired objective. After plaving this

game, children can discuss how
manv aspects of human life involve

similar plans and strategies.

by David Grinspoon. oth grade

The dominant male,

Is anything but frail.

He leads the troop,

W hich is quite a big group.

The juveniles play.

All through the day.

Baboons have a very-

organized life.

And always have a

different wife.

But the examination of caribou

hunting is not confined to a studv of

the tools and strategies of the hunt.

Children hear tales of the legendary

hero Kaluarsuk, whose prowess as a

hunter was drawn from the mystical

powers of an ancient paddle, and

thev learn about the qualities of

strength and aggressiveness that

produced great caribou hunters in

the past. Here children can discuss

the extent to which the human qual-

ities valued in a culture are related

to behaviors that promoted the sur-

vival of that culture in the past.

\^ hich of these values are univer-

sallv human, and which are unique

to a particular culture? Is aggres-
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siveness always culturally valued?

In winter, Arctic temperatures

drop to nearly fifty degrees below

zero, and the Netsilik congregate in

larger groups. Survival now de-

pends on cooperative hunting of the

elusive seal. This "dark time" of-

fers some of the deepest insights

into the complexity of Netsilik life

and into the mystery of man's hu-

manness. The technology of Arctic

survival alone is an extraordinary

achievement. Using sleds with run-

ners fashioned from the bodies of

frozen fish wrapped in sealskin and
bound together with caribou leg

bones and skin thongs, families mi-

grate out onto the sea ice and build

large communal igloos that will

house several families together.

Here groups of seventy or eighty

people manage to survive and even

prosper under conditions that

would challenge the full human and

technical resources of our own cul-

ture.

Seal hunting is conducted coop-

eratively by a group of hunters

working as partners and sharing the

catch. Since a single seal might

have as many as twenty breathing

holes stretched over an area of sev-

eral square miles, cooperation is es-

senticJ to maximize the possibility

of a successful hunt. Using their

dogs to locate the breathing place,

men insert a long probe into the

opening and then cover the surface

with snow so that only the small

hole made by the probe remains.

They then place a "breathing in-

dicator" made from a tinv loop of

swansdown and attached to a T-

shaped piece of caribou sinew over

the hole. After preparing his har-

poon and carefully propping it up
on two fur-lined supports (to muffle

any sound), a hunter takes his place

over the hole for his long vigil

awaiting the prey. The almost im-

perceptible motion of the swans-

down indicates the presence of the

seal and the hunter, in one swift

and powerful motion, must then

plunge his harpoon down through

the snow into the body of the unsus-

pecting animal. A fight ensues, but

the hunter has the edge, and in the

end he heaves his heavy catch up

onto the ice, where he immediatelv

shares a portion of it with his hunt-

ing partners.

The drama of this struggle to sus-

tain human life in such an unforgiv-

ing environment is not lost on
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young children. They become im-

mersed in the problem of the hunt

by playing a game in which they

"hunt seals" by removing corks

from a board that contains seals

that have been distributed ran-

domly among some of the holes in

the board. They ^viU "starve" if

they faU to catch a seal at least once

every five days, and in any group of

six children playing, two or three

are hkelv to starve before twenty

hunting days have passed.

This leaves the rest of the group

•ivith the decision about what they

should do. Sharing does not always

immediately come to mind, and

American children often make
deals, or even let their classmates

"die" on occasion. Later, they dis-

cover that the Netsilik hunt with

seal-sharing partners, and that rit-

ualized sharing patterns are main-

tained between all members of the

group to insure that no one starves

so long as there is meat in the

camp. Children simulate Netsilik

sharing patterns by cutting up pa-

A structure
can have
many
functions.



per seals and distributing meat

much the way the Netsilik do. This

can lead to discussions of when
sharing is a desirable social value,

and of the different values and so-

cial institutions found in societies

that stress communal ties compared

to those that places strong emphasis

on individual autonomy.

Because winter is a difficult time

for the Netsilik, this raises ques-

tions about the problems a society

faces when it simply cannot provide

for everyone. In Rasmussen's jour-

nal, children read an account of a

man named Arfek who faced the

hard decision of what to do about

his wife's aging mother who could

not keep up on the winter trek.

Waiting for her meant endangering

the lives of his wife and children.

Fifth graders are thus confronted

with every society's dilemma about

how to care for the aged, which nat-

urally leads them into a discussion

of how old people are cared for in

our own culture. Children are trou-

bled, of course, that a Netsilik man

could consider leaving an old

woman out in the snow to die, but

they ultimately understand the ex-

tent of his dilemma. They begin to

see problems of this kind, and how
cultures grapple with them, in a

new perspective. Death becomes a

legitimate topic of discussion in the

elementary classroom.

The children are also introduced

to a collection of ancient songs and

myths of Netsilik culture. They
hear the legends that tell us so

much about how the Netsilik view

their world and how they cope with

the insoluble dilemmas of their

lives. Perhaps the most powerful of

these stories is the origin myth, the

tale of the sea goddess Nuliajuk,

who controls the movement of seals

and who bitterly hates mankind.

Nuliajuk was an orphaned child

left behind by her people in a time

of famine when they went to seek

new hunting grounds. The people

built a raft and as they were leaving

the shore, Nuliajuk jumped onto it.

But the people pushed her into the

sea, and when she tried to hold on

to the raft, they cut off her fingers,

which turned into seals. Nuliajuk

sank to the bottom, where she be-

came mother of the sea and goddess

of all sea creatures. From here she

controls all animals, on both land

and sea. When Eskimo break ta-

boos, she punishes them bv hiding

the animals and letting the people

starve. The NetsUik say she hates

mankind for the way she was

treated as a little girl.

Some children are deeplv moved
by this myth and see in it a pow-

erful statement of how the Netsilik

give symbolic expression to their

continuing struggle to maintain life

in their environment. Like many
other Netsilik myths and stories, it

reveals the plight of the social out-

cast, the vulnerability of children,

and the profound impulse of the

Netsilik toward unification of man
and nature. The theme of man's

weakness in the face of powerful

natural forces runs throughout Net-

silik mythology; as one informant
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said to Rasmussen, "We do not be-

lieve; we fear."

Such a strong statement of tiie

Netsilik world view has evoked in

some children serious reflection

about their own beliefs. What are

beliefs? WTiere do thev come from?
How do they help to shape a per-

son's behavior? How can people

who espouse a variety of beliefs

learn to accommodate their differ-

ences?

In a culture such as the Netsilik,

in which people share a common set

of beliefs based on similar concep-

tions of the world, it is easy to see

how bonds are established against

those forces that constantly
threaten human life. In a culture as

complex as our own, where diver-

sity of belief is not only tolerated,

but these days even encouraged,

children face the critical problem of

giving order to this increased com-

plexity. For young children who
have become increasingly aware of

the cultural differences within

American society and whose knowl-

edge of the world beyond our

shores is growing, discussions of

how others interpret their world can

help them appreciate the meaning
of their own beliefs. Children learn

that Netsilik myths and legends im-

pose a poetic order on the deepest

of human problems, an order that

can be as spiritually satisfying as

the most elegant scientific ex-

planation. Furthermore, tales that

first appear strange often have a

counterpart in our own lives: one

legendary hero, Kiviok, reminds us

of Paul Bunyan and the more
frightening Eskimo stories sound

like passages drawn from the Old

Testament.

But perhaps the most important

consequence of talking about Es-

kiino beliefs in the classroom is the

legitimization of the discussion of

beliefs itself, as opposed to the pro-

mulgation of particular beliefs.

School should not be the place to

indoctrinate beliefs—certainly not

in a society that professes to value

diversity. Fear of indoctrina-

tion, however, has sometimes led

some teachers to avoid the sub-

ject of beliefs altogether, as if hu-

man values were less important to

know about than the names and

dates of wars and presidents.
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comparative study of beliefs and to

help children learn how beliefs in-

fluence human behavior.

Public response to "Man: A
Course of Study" has been mixed.

We knew from the beginning that it

was a risky enterprise, given the

conservatism of most social studies

programs. We were not surprised,

therefore, when dozens of pubHsh-

ers passed up the program as "too

controversial," or "our competitors

would make issues of the con-

cepts," even after the course re-

ceived a commendation from the

American Educational Research

Association and the American Edu-

cational Publishers Institute in

1968.

Now that the program is being

distributed nationally, the judgment

of the commercial textbook houses

remains an open question. Many

Seal Song"
by Alexis Rosenoer, 5th grade

Come up.

Come up to the soft air.

A-h-h-h

So clear

So soft

White clouds above.

The wondrous world on top.

Soft white snow

Cool, crisp air.

Breathe,

Breathe soft air

Breathe low hills

Breathe sweet air.

Love

Love the air

Love the low hills

Love the white snow,

crisp and sparkly

Love the gulls up above-

But be careful!

American parents do not want their

children comparing human behav-

ior to that of other animals, and

some are even skeptical of a social

studies program that immerses chil-

dren in the study of another cul-

ture. Some of this questioning rep-

resents an honest public debate of

the purposes of social studies teach-

ing in the schools. Is it proper for

children to engcige in study that

may lead them into frank dis-

cussions of sex, starvation, and vio-

lence? Should schools expose chil-

dren to an evolutionary perspective

on human behavior that may call

into question religious teachings?

Does teaching about a culture that

permits senilicide under certain cir-

cumstances undermine children's

faith in the perfectability of man?
And what about the problem of cul-

tural relativism—will the presenta-

tion of another culture on an equal

footing with our own erode chil-

dren's faith in the American way of

life?

Open public debate on such

questions is probably the best way
to develop guidelines for the social

education of the young, especially

in an era when our survival may de-

pend on a deeper understanding of

human behavior than we have man-
aged to achieve through social stud-

ies teaching in the past. But the in-

tensity of the controversy that

"Man: A Course of Study" has

stirred in some communities raises

questions about whether such is-

sues can, in fact, be aired in a con-

structive, reasonable way. Recently

in Phoenix, Arizona, more than 700
people attended a special school

board meeting to debate whether
the course should be offered as an

optional elective to 120 students in

one elementary school. Prior to the

meeting the State Superintendent of

Public Instruction banned pur-

chases of materials in the state until

the case was settled, and one local

politician threatened to introduce a

bill in the state legislature barring

the materials on the grounds that by
exposing children to evolutionary

theory, "Man: A Course of Study"
was introducing religious teachings

into the schools.

Political maneuvers of this kind

on the part of public officials are

not likely to encourage a frank ex-

change of views on how to improve

instruction in the social sciences. In

such an atmosphere it is safer to

press on with the incontestable facts

of geography and to tailor history

teaching to the requirements of pa-

triotism. Yet, as our crowded planet

grows smaller by the day, these are

shortsighted views. The best protec-

tion against irreconcilable human
conflict for the next generation of

American adults may be, not to

deepen our patriotism, but rather to

understand the fundamental hu-

manity that all people share.
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Books in Review by Stanley A. Freed

Person to Person

Anthropologists (past NATURAL HISTORY authors) offer friendship and a sympathetic ear.

Doing Fieldwork, by Rosalie H.

Wax. The University of Chicago

Press, $10.50; 395 pp.

About to leave college to con-

duct her first field work and

bursting with enthusiasm, Rosalie

Wax paid a farewell call upon one

of her professors, the great anthro-

pologist Alfred L. Kroeber. She ex-

pected to hear words of profound

intellectual counsel and inspiring

cheer, but Professor Kroeber chose

instead to discuss such mundane
matters as heat, dysentery, and

loneliness. Somewhat disconcerted.

Wax tried to assure Dr. Kroeber

that she was adequately equipped to

cope with the practical side of field

work by remarking that she was

taking along vitamin B tablets to

help her adjust to the heat, to which

Kroeber quietly replied, "I think

you may need more than vitamin

B."

Among anthropologists, field

work means conducting research in

a society and culture different from

one's own. For a beginner, the first

experience in the field is regarded

as the final test of his professional

competence. The novice is ex-

ceedingly vulnerable and under

great tension, for his professional

image is at stake. Failure does not

bear thinking about. The whole ex-

perience takes on an almost mysti-

cal quality, and many anthropolo-

gists think that field work can, or

should, change one in some funda-

mental way.

In this context then, Kroeber's

laconic remarks to Wax on the

verge of her plunging into the

quintessential anthropological expe-

rience exemplify one of the curious

paradoxes of anthropology: the re-

hictance and /or inability of the ex-

perienced professional to explain to

the novice what field work is really

like. Many young anthropologists

go into the field, as Wax did, ill pre-

pared technically and intellectually

and with absolutely no idea of what

to expect in the way of practical dff-

ficulties. Perhaps this is because

field situations differ so much that

many field workers doubt that their

own experiences can be general-

ized; perhaps they stiU fear to reveal

to students and coDeagues their

doubts, shortcomings, and failures;

or perhaps the major problems are

not technical or intellectual but

broadly human and deeply per-

sonal, so that veterans despair of

being able to say anything partic-

ularly helpful to the novice.

"Loneliness, boredom, and frus-

tration," writes Wax, "are intrinsic

to the field situation," and in dis-

cussing the "touching" notion that

people of another society will be

less selfish, greedy, and bigoted

than those of one's own, she com-

ments, "I have no advice on how to

live graciously through the experi-

ence of being exploited, hood-

winked, short-changed, black-

mailed, robbed, or fooled, except by

bearing in mind that every field-

worker could furnish [similar] ex-

amples."

What, then, can the experienced

anthropologist offer the novice to

"The fieldworker who involves himself closely with people at

the top may be sure they will never let him get near the people

at the bottom."
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help him cope with the frustrations,

disenchantments, and practical diffi-

culties of field work? From her own
experiences in the field, Wax be-

lieves that the realization that even

the most competent anthropologists

often have considerable trouble can

have remarkablv therapeutic effects

upon the discouraged field worker.

He then realizes that he is not

unique; the same thing has hap-

pened to others. This is the key to

Wax's approach: she describes in

detail her experiences in con-

ducting three major field studies,

emphasizing all the things that went

wrong and her strategies for setting

them right. Since all her field trips

were difficult, one exceptionally so,

she has a substantial fund of illus-

trative material.

Doing Fieldwork consists of four

parts, starting with an introduction

that discusses, among other matters,

the theoretical presuppositions of

field work and its historical back-

ground. This is followed by lengthv

accounts of her three studies—one

in the Japanese-American Reloca-

tion Centers of World War II and

the other two among North Ameri-

can Indians.

Wax undoubtedly became inter-

ested in the problems of field work

as a result of her first field experi-

ence in the relocation centers in the

1940s. A more trying research situ-

ation would be difficult to imagine.

She was asked to study people who,

having committed no crimes, no

acts of treason or espionage, were

uprooted from their homes and oc-

cupations; then confined behind

barbed wire fences patrolled by

armed soldiers. They had been sub-

jected to venomous propaganda

from powerful politicians and news-

paper columnists, and many had

suffered irreparable economic losses.

Could such people be expected

to welcome a field worker, a non-

Japanese, who wished to record their

words and deeds?

Wax reports that two months of

hard work accomplished nothing

and that "I began to see myself as a

total failure. The anxiety I suffered

was so agonizing that I still find it

hard to describe. Every time I re-

turned to my stifling room after a

series of futile 'interydews' I sat

down and cried. ... I fought a los-

ing battle with an obsessive desire

to eat. ... In three months I

gained thirty pounds."

After a few months, however,

even this emotionally tense field sit-

uation yielded to rather routine

methods. Wax began to interview

people on a variety of commonplace

subjects having no connection with

evacuee attitudes toward the deli-

cate matters that really interested

her. Many people were happy to

chat, for life in the relocation cen-

ters was duU, and Wax's visits pro-

vided relief from the monotony.

These interviews inevitably led to

gossip and discussion of recent

events, the sort of thing that Wax
wanted to hear, and gradually she

began to gather considerable infor-

mation. Some of her respondents

became quite friendly and began to

devote a good deal of time to help-

ing her. At this point, her study was

successfully launched.

The technique Wax used is so

prosaic that it may appear to be no

method at all, vet it works because

it is soundly based on highly valued

personality characteristics, namely,

humility, discretion, patience, hu-

mor, and nonaggression, and upon

a fundamental principle of inter-

personal interaction, mutually prof-

itable exchange. Although it may
seem that Wax was exploiting

friendships to obtain data, she was

offering something equally valuable

in return: a sympathetic ear, a re-

spectful attitude toward Japanese

values and points of view, relief

from boredom, and friendship. Both

Wax and her informants were well

aware of what was going on.

There is nothing humorous in

Wax's account of her work in the

relocation centers, where misery

and tension exploded into violence

and murder. In her next field expe-

rience, however, on the Thrashing

Buffalo Indian reservation, the prin-

cipal problem she faced—being
fooled, exploited, and frustrated bv

a clever Sioux family—w"as the sort

of thing that can strike an outsider

as funny. The classic predicament

of the city sophisticate being duped

by canny country people, com-

plicated in this case by the efforts of

their hostess to seduce Wax's hus-
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band, is hilarious to everyone ex-

cept the victim who watches pre-

cious research time slip awav
without accomplishing anvthing.

Yet during the period that Wax and
her husband were being effectively

frustrated by their Indian hosts,

they were actually accomplishing

something important: they were

giving other Indians the opportu-

nity to observe them in a difficult

situation and to decide what kind of

people they were. Finally, another

Indian family came to their assis-

tance, and their problem of getting

started was quickly resolved.

A third field experience, among
the Six Friendly Tribes, illustrates

yet another problem: the sorts of

difficulties that hostile government
officials can cause. In such cases

one can quickly become bogged
down in an almost incompre-
hensible political morass. This may
be the most difficult problem of all.

for one is faced with organized op-

position backed by power. When
this happens, the field worker needs

powerful backing and luck. Dr.

Wax and her husband had some of

both and they managed to do their

work among the Friendly Tribes.

Although Wax's book is by far

the best that I have read on the

probleins of anthropological field

work, the wisdom she has distilled

from a professional lifetime need

not be of interest only to anthro-

pologists. Much of her advice could

be absorbed profitably by anyone
faced with the necessity of getting

something accomplished in a

strange society or, for that matter,

in his own. Doing Fieldwork will

inevitably be much more mean-
ingful to those who have undergone
an intense experience in a foreign

society than it will be to novices;

the latter may even be tempted to

scorn Wax's matter-of-fact counsel,

for she rejects the romanticism,

moralism, pseudoheroism, and self-

delusion that characterize the ap-

proach of some anthropologists.

The field worker needs a good deal

of luck (Wax justifiably emphasizes

this point), he must keep his wits

about him, and he must not deceive

himself, for his hosts will realize it

and consider him a fool. Ultimately

he needs the cooperation of his

hosts.

"The great feat in most field ex-

peditions, as in life," says Wax, "is

to find the areas in which a mutual
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or reciprocal trust may be devel-

oped. Tliat these areas will be new
or odd to both hosts and field-

worker is vers' likely. But it is in

these areas of mutual trust and.

sometimes, affection, that the finest

fieldwork can be done. . .

.'"

Stanley A. Freed is chairman of the

Department of Anthropology at

The American Museum of ]\atural

Historw

Zakros: The Discovery of a Lost
Pal-ace of Ancient Crete, by Nich-

olas Platon. Charles Scribner's

Sons. SI 9. 95; 345 pp., illus.

At the beginning of the centun.

- Sir -\rthur Evans uncovered,

on the island of Crete, the ancient

palace of Cnossos celebrated in

Greek mythology as the home of

King Minos, and he named its

Bronze Age civilization Minoan.
\^ hile Sir Arthur worked near the

center of the island, another Brit-

isher. Da\-id Hogarth, was making
preliminarv explorations in a long-

dead harbor town at Zakros on the

eastern tip of the island. Evans
worked for years uncovering and
restoring the great palace of Minos;

Hogarth, however, after disinterring

some comparable architectural re-

mains at Zakros. left that promising

site. It lav untouched, except bv lo-

cal scavengers, for almost sixty

years until Platon, a specialist in

Cretan prehistors' at the Liniversitv

of Thessaloniki. financed bv the

American Leon Pomerance. began

fuU-scale excavations that are still

in progress. In this work Platon

gives the first book-length, popular

account of the dig at Zakros. the

modern name of the region that

once held, nestled in the vallev

opening onto the sea, a splendid

\Iinoan palace complex.

Only one-third the size of

Cnossos. Zakros is an impressive,

rambling residence built bv a local

prince about 1600 B.C.
' With a

strong merchant marine at its com-

mand, the Minoan town girdling

the palace concentrated its indush-y

on the harbor where ships weighed

anchor for Egypt and the Xear

East. The merchants of Zakros

sailed their shallow-draft freighters

loaded with the local c^'press wood
to the timber-hungry builders of

Eg\'pt. Great jars (pithoi) of Cretan

oil, wine, aromatics, resins, and,

perhaps, honey lined the bulkheads

of the ships plving the eastern sea-

lanes. In the harbor of Zakros, so

securely shielded bv the Minoan
na\"v that land defenses were never

built, were unloaded ivorv from
S\Tian elephants, metal ingots, and
the Phoenician Murex—raw materi-

als for the careers, smiths, and dvers

ofthe roval ^v•orkshops. For about one

hundred years the town complex

prospered, until a major, still unspe-

cified catastrophe overtook it.

The destruction of the palace was *

followed bv its rebuilding, and the

vigorous ^Iinoan society thrived al-

though portents of doom were car-

ried on the Aegean winds. Rum-
blings from a distant volcano—
about 75 miles from Crete—and
floating pumice debris from its

eruptions washed up on the harbor

town. In 1450 B.C., this volcano,

the heart of the island of Thera. dis-

appeared in a last titanic con-

\'ulsion. The island collapsed and

left a ring of jagged peaks covered

bv 100 to 200 feet of ash and pum-
ice, indicating a geologic catas-

trophe four times greater than that

of the terrible eruption of Krakatoa

in the Pacific. The resultant tidal

waves rolled across the Aegean,

sweeping the coastal regions of

Crete; the sky over Zakros was

blackened with fumes and ash. The
citizens of the town, like their coun-

trymen at Cnossos. had time to

snatch up only then" most precious

belongings before fleeing inland.

The palace was pounded bv the

tidal surf, ash choked the soU, and

flames—feeding on timber and

stored oil—completed the devas-

tation. So savage was the destruc-

tion that, except for the occasional

squatter, men did not resettle at

Zakros until the modern farmer

came to till the land.

Thus runs the history of Zakros

as tentatively reconstructed by Pla-

ton from the archeological evi-

dence. Fiu-ther excavations will cer-

tainly modify and enlarge it, but

extensive geologic probings, still un-

der way. \vill be needed to corrobo-

rate the suggested tragic connection

between the collapse of Zakros and

the destruction of Thera.

Bernard Goldman
Wayne State JJniversity
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Tlic Iiiiiiiortal Carrot
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ducing the fleshy root the first year

and the flower and seed stalk the

second. Yet carrot tissues isolated

by these two men thirty-five years

ago are still living in culture in sev-

eral laboratories around the world.

As far as we know, these plants are

potentially immortal.

The medium for plant tissue

growth must have the usual mineral

salts required for the growth of all

plant tissues, plus a source of car-

bon, such as sucrose, for energy and
the building up of carbon skeletons.

Only two additional substances

are required: these are plant hor-

mones, known respectively as aux-

ins and cvtokinins. Although they

are present in onlv infinitesimal

quantities in tissue, a balanced sup-

ply of these hormones is absolutely

required for the normal growth and

development of plant cells. It was

discovered in the late 1940s that

changing the relative concentra-

tions of auxin and cytokinin leads

to the development of different

growth patterns in cultured tissues.

An excess of auxin with respect to

cytokinin in the medium, for ex-

ample, leads to the initiation of

roots. Similarly, an excess of cy-

tokinin leads to the development of

buds. A ratio of auxin to cytokinin

between these two extremes favors

the development of undifferentiated

plant tissue, called callus.

Knowing these facts, a scientist

can take a bit of tissue from almost

any plant and grow it in a flask in

his laboratory. Furthermore, he can

at will regenerate the entire plant

by changing the hormone concen-

trations so that roots and stems

form. Lising this technique, several

investigators have grown entire

plants from small explants of tissue.

The newly formed plants were nor-

mal in all respects, including their

capacity to produce viable seeds.

As smaller and smaller bits of tis-

sue were used in the experiments, it

was ultimately demonstrated that

only one cell is required for the re-

generation of an entire organism.

This is definite and elegant proof

that within the genetic material of

each cell there exists the complete

blueprint for the development of

the entire organism.

On a practical level, the demon-
stration that a single cell or small

The 80" (f/10-2000mni) focal length o< this

scope is accomplished by multiple passes within the
short 16" tube. 25# total weight and 9x12x24" se-
cured size. Complete with fork mount and clock drive.

/ The Schmldt-Cassegrain optical system of the

Celestron 8 assures the sharpest 40X telephoto
images. Distortion-free and perfect color rendition.

Full 35mm format.

/ For the wife — a nature telescope to study the

frolicking of a bobolink at 150 feet or a bee pollinat-

ing a flower at 30 feet. She'll be sold.

/ For the kids — a real educational bonus. They'll

study the wealth of detail of the Moon, rings of

Saturn, twirling satellites and belt structure of Jupi-

ter and the filamentary detail of a remote nebula.

"Celestron Techniques" published quarterly. Current issue

conlGins articles on lunar. Solar, and terrestrial tele-

photography and many full-color Celestron 8 shots of

these subjects. $2.00 for 4 issues.

Celestron 8 — price $850 — For details write to;

^Celestron Pacific Torrance' Caiif. 90505^

macro kilars
,^j^ 90mm,f/2.8

~~~:j-^^^ Macro-Kilar

and
reflectars

300mm, f/4 Tele-Kilar

by

ZOOMAR
I

For the Serious Photographer. I

I

Focus from infinity to
|

extreme closeup without accessories

C—ZOOMAR IMC.
55 Sea Clitt Ave.. Glen Cove„N.Y. 11542

516/676 - 1904, 1900, 1990

6725 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calilornia 90028

213/465 - 2789



FINISH
WHAT NATURE

STARTED

Nature provides us with beautiful

rocks. Cutting and finishing them
into gems is fascinating and exci-

ting. LAPIDARY TECHNIQUES, a

48-pagebook. beautifully illustrated

in color, describes collecting, cut-

ting, polishing of stones. The new
Star Diamond catalog describes the

most complete line of lapidary and
gem-cutting equipment available

These two books can get you into the

fun of collecting rocks, and gem
making for fun and profit They're
yours for just 51.00

, Star Diamond Industries, Inc.

I a Craftool company

11421 West 240th Street

Harbor City. California 90710

I
Enclosed IS SI.00 ( ) check or ( ) money

I order ( ) cash for my copies of LAPIDARY

I TECHNIQUES (S2 retail) and the 1972

I
Star Diamond Catalog (SI retail). I understand

that my SI will be refunded with my first order

I
by my Star Diamond dealer or by Star Diamond.

I
Name

I
Address

\ City State Zip

I NH.4-72

YOU CRUISE and EXPLORE

most intimate waterways away from

common areas, pollution, noise,

and trasfi. You relax in

Quiet and ELEgant

COMPACT
CAREFREE

INEXPENSIVE

F/^£S
ACTION CATALOG

WITH STARTLING
FACTS & FIGURES
and cruise information.

Mail coupon or address to:

FOLBOT CORP. NH Charleston, S. C. 29405

©

NAME_

ADDRESS-

CITY

groups of cells can be used to

propagate many copies of an or-

ganism is useful in the creation of

plant strains where seed production

is a long and complicated process,

as for example, with many forest

trees. If, from a single voung seed-

ling, tissue is excised and grown in

culture and then bits of this tissue

are made to differentiate roots and

buds, propagable seedlings can be

produced with a tremendous saving

in time. Some valuable genetic ma-

terial has alreadv been introduced

into agriculture through this tech-

nique, and it is likely that the proc-

ess will be extended greatly in the

future.

A second approach to breeding

plant strains also uses the tissue cul-

ture technique, but, in effect, avoids

one of the results of sex. The cells

of the higher green plants, as well

as those of higher animals, are pre-

dominantly diploid, that is, they

contain two complete complements

of chromosomes. One set is derived

from the maternal side of the cross,

one from the paternal. In such dip-

loid cells, a mutation or other ge-

netic transformation in a chromo-

some of one set is apt to be difficult

to detect. For example, a mutation

in the maternal chromosome may
be screened bv the unaltered ho-

mologous chromosome of the pater-

nal set. This problem can be over-

come bv using haploid tissues,

which contain only a single set of

chromosomes.

It has recently become possible

to cultivate haploid plants with

comparative ease. To do this, you

start with haploid cells. At certain

stages in the development of the

pollen-producing anthers of flowers,

pollen grains or their immature mi-

crospore forms mav be removed

and induced to grow. These are

comprised of haploid cells. Thus in

certain plants, especially those be-

longing to the Solanaceae family

(including tobacco, potatoes, and

tomatoes), young anthers may be

cut from the flower, carefully ster-

ilized, and placed in nutrient media.

In some cases, the anther will re-

spond by forming tissue, which is

haploid. Under stimulation and

control by appropriate ratios of

auxin and cytokinin, such tissue

may produce entire haploid plants.

tViien such cultured haploid cells

are exposed to radiation or muta-

genic chemicals, in most cases the

mutation can be detected immedi- i

atelv. Tissue of mutated cells usu-
!

ally produces an abnormal product

or develops an abnormal nutritional

n^ed, such as for a preformed ami-

no acid or vitamin. Thus, the

change in the chromosome can be

quickly specified, and once such

changes are characterized, the tis-

sue may be further treated to yield

economically important products.

But most haploid plants are small

and weak, and do not yield well. So

it is desirable to double the chromo-

some number, restoring the diploid

state. This can be accomplished

through the use of the drug colchi-

cine, which is obtained from the
'

crocuslike plant Colchicum au-

tumnale. This drug causes poly-

ploidy, m this case diploidy. Under

its influence, chromosomes divide

but do not separate into two nuclei.

Starting, therefore, from a haploid

pollen grain, a scientist can detect

or induce a genetic change; if this

genetic change is desirable, the

plant can be diploidized through

the drug colchicine, and a new
strain of diploid plant obtained

rather quickly. At present, not all

plants have been successfully

treated in this way, and it remains

to be seen whether all of them can,

in fact, respond to the same tech-

niques.

The creation of new plant strains

from a small amount of tissue, from

a grain of pollen, or even a single

cell may be difficult to imagine, but

scientists are already taking another

step—they are going inside the cell

to build new strains of life. But that

subject wiU be discussed in a future

column. •
The American Museum is open to the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.
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of support for its work in the fields of

research, education and exhibition.
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THE PENITENTIARY SEALS
Seals of the World. J. E. King.

Trustees of the British Museum (Nat-

ural History), London, 1964.

The Harbour Seal in British Columbia.

M. A. Bigg. Bulletin 172, Fisheries

Research Board of Canada, 1969.

Grey Seal, Co.mmon Seal. R. M. Lock-

lev. October House, Inc., New York,

1966.

IF YOU WERE A BABOON . . . ?

The Relevance of Education. J. S. Bru

ner. W. W. Norton & Company,

Inc., New York, 1971.

Fantasy and Feeling in Education. R
Jones. Harper & Row, Publishers

New York, 1970.

Pedagogy of the Oppressed. P. Freire

Herder and Herder, New York

1970.

THE FIERCE AND
EROTIC GODS OF BUDDHISM
Tibet, Land of Snows. G. Tucci. Stein &

Day Publishers, New York, 1967.

Religions of Tibet. H. Hoffman. Fern-

hill House, Ltd., New York, 1961.

Art of Burma, Korea and Tibet B.

Griswold et al. Crown Publishers,

Inc., New York, n.d.

Iconography of Tibetan Lam,\ism. A. K.

Gordon. Paragon Book Reprint

Corp., New York, 1967.

PREDATORS OF
THE SERENGETI
Serengeti Shall Not Die. B. and M.

Grzimek. Hamish Hamilton. Lon-

don, 1960.

Pred.ators and Scavengers. R. Estes.

Natural History' Magazine, Febru-

ary and March, 1967.

The Spotted Hyena. H. Kruuk. Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, in

press.

NEW BEACHES
FROM OLD BOTTLES
Oceanography. P. K. Weyl. John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., New York, 1969.

Origin of Sedimentary Rocks. H. Blatt,

G. V. Middleton, and R. C. Murray.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, in press.

The Development of the American

Glass Industry. P. Davis. Russell &
Russell Publishers, New York, 1970.

KOMODO DRAGONS
Ora—Giants of Komodo. F. W. King.

Animal Kingdom: Bulletin of the

New York Zoological Society, Au-

gust, 1968.

Dragon Lizards of Komodo. J. A.

Kern. National Geographic, Decem-

ber. 1968.

Dragon Lizards of Komodo. W. D.

Burden. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York, 1927.

TERRITORIES
OF THE LOBSTERMEN
About Lobsters. T. M. Prudden. The

Bond Wheelwright Co., Freeport,

1962.

Winter on Monhegan. R. J. Siegler. At-

lantic Monthly, January. 1963.

Lobsterman. Still Free. J. Gould. The

New York Times Magazine, August

20, 1961.
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-
signs, they make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion
gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-
tificate of authenticity, approx. 3" long ..,S12.50
RARE "Handle lamp", approx. 4" long 29.50

• Add 95^ insured postage • Money back
guarantee.

FREE Gift Catalog!
Illustrating Antiquities from Ancient worlds-

Unique gifts for all tastes and budgets!

Museum & Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. 1-472 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y., N.Y. 10036

High School

Accredited 1 Yr. U.S. Tour
Exciting natural history and ecology expedi-

tion to wilderness, tiistoncal. and cultural

areas ttirougtiout U S A Active exploration

along with informal small group living and
seminars stimulates learning, maturity, co-

operation and responsibility A challenging

environmental encounter socially, physic-

ally, academically Co-ed Endorsed by par-

ents and leading educators Mike and Diana

Cohen. Directors (802) 422-3322

Trailside Counttif School

RIVER CRUISES
""v^k^i^

America's Newest Cruise Ships

Choose your Scenery Pkk Your Cruise

• CRUISE OF THE CENTURY, 26-Days. In July. Circum-

navigates New England via Maine, Nova Scotia, Cape

Breton, Gaspe, Saguenay River, St Lawrence River,

Lake Ontario, Erie Canal. Hudson River and Long

Island Sound.

• SAGUENAY RIVER CRUISES, 12-Days. In July and

August.

• TRIANGLE CRUISES, 12-Days. May to October. Via

Hudson River, Erie Canal. Lake Ontario, St. Lawrence

River, Lake Champlam, Hudson River and return.

• NEW ENGLAND COAST CRUISES, 6 & 12-Days. July-

September, Block Island, Martha's Vineyard, Nan-

tucket, Cape Cod and the Maine Coast to Bar Harbor,

• FLORIDA TO RHODE ISLAND, 14-Days, In May.

• RHODE ISLAND TO FLORIDA, 14-Days. In December.

Both via Intercoastal Waterways. Car transportation

maybe arranged,

• CROSS FLORIDA CRUISES, 5 S 10-Days. December-

April from St, Petersburg to Lalte Okeechobee, Flor-

ida Everglades and Cape Kennedy

'Special low rates lor May 7tli Triaogle Cruise — see above.

For hcc b'ochuic and mfofmalion write Depr NH

AMERICAN CANADIAN LINE, Inc.

p. 0. Box 368, Warren, R. 1. 02885
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW . . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

»:'M'o^ffl»1HC^
UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN. STUDYOR PROFIT

$15,000 RANGEFINDER

cellent condition. Mark 57,

Mod 0, 1-meter Erect Image
Coincidence Rangefinder

—

ranges from 100-10,000 yds.,

accurate to 12-arc seconds.
Optics & mount alone worth
more than price. Fabulous

dia. Yellow, dark
polarizing tS: clear ray glass filters. Non-magnetic
2 bearing mounting surfaces (l^^ s 0%" O.D.

No. 85,2 $600.00 F.O.B.

DECIDE THE SEX OF YOUR BABY
Pre-determining ses can't

be guaranteed 100%, but
now there's a way to do it

with 80% clinically sub-
stantiated reliability! New
Sex Determination Kit in-

cludes fertility testor, fer-

tility tape and "Tour
Baby's Ses: Now You Can
Choose", by Dr. Landrum
B. Shettles. famous for

discovery and identification of male & female pro-

ducing sperms. Method explained in his book based on

natural cycles, no manipulation of nature. Especially

helpful also in achieving or postponing pregnancy. Com-
plete instructions.

No. 60.905E (SEX DETERMINATION KIT) $8.25 Ppd.

TERRIBLE LIZARDS-MONSTROUS MAfAMALS
Explore the fascinating pre-

Brontosaur
fierce Tyrannosaun
Wooly Mammoth—range
size from 2" to 6". Also inst.

to build your o*n dinosaur land and Wonder Book.

Stock No. 70.817E S_6:0g_PPJ:

LOW r09T GEM TUMBLER Become a rockhoundl Fasci-
- nating hobby . . . loads of

fun. inexpensive, easy. Make
jewelry of all kinds—decora-
tive book-ends, table tops.

etc. Simply tumble-finish
readily available gemstones
. . . then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.

cap. tumbler w/cont. duty
motor. Full instr.

Stock No 70 874E SI 1.25 Ppd.

No 70,868E . 6-lb. ASSORTM E NT .... .$9.00 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOKI
Official fly-them-yourself
book of paper airplanes

from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "Ist International

Competition". Includes
plans of all winning entries,

time-aloft records, photos,

technical data, commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages
for easy tear-out. You won't
believe how some of them

flyl Amusing, entertaining. 128 pages, 9" x WW.
Stock No. 939IE 52.95 Ppd.

"STICK-PAPER AIR PLANES" BOOK
Stock No. 9427 E S4.95 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

1

I

148 PAGES • MORE THAN
- 4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 148 pages packed with I

nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new i

categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,

illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar- I

gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro- '

scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,

experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building. Barrington. N.J. 08007

Write for Catalog "E"

Na

Streets

I City

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO 5 DAYS'.
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow- / i ^~r -r \
ing temperature, accelerates / .' / ^ \ A \
seed germination, helps pro- .'' - imr-A'Aiftiifffi • '

duee healthy thriving plants

ready for outdoor planting. v^>.^

Big 3 sq. ft. planting area ^^-,—29" s 15" s 4" box holds
h2 bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato
seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less.

Incl. 3 K 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of

veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg, home currtnt.

Stock No. 80,I53 E $12 .95 P pd.

NEW! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KIT*

Solve problems, play games,
predict weather with this ac-
tual working model of giant
electronic brains. Amazing
new fun way to learn all

about computer programming
^^^^^^— . . logic, decimal, binary

f/#*»T]r° <^>^^H
syg(.ejng_ Laws of Sets—even

^^^f_ff /f i * ±i^^^M do your own programming
^HB^^^L' '^^^H after completing simplified

116 page instructive book-
let. Includes step-by-step assembly diagrams. Circuits
easily changed. Readout from illuminated control panel.
Req. 2 "D" batt. (not incl.). Best model we've seen—for
home, school, industry.
No. 7I.434E (ir X \2V2" x 4") S3I.50 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for stores

terrific for amateur meteo
rologists. Create a neighbor
hood sensation. Great back «^^__
yard f'ln. Exciting beach ^P ^.^^KM '^^
attraction. Amateur meteo M. i ,^,^m^K^ t i

rologists use to measure ®* *- Jfll^^^^W
! ^

cloud heights, wind speed
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hose, or helium for high rise.

Stock No. 60,568E 8' S2 00 Ppd
Stock No. 60.632 E .... 16^ _$7 00 Ppd.

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES

I
Easy-to-use Bottle CutterW Kit lets you be ecologicalW and artistic. Make saleable,

attractive glasses, lamps.
I dishes, candle-holders, vases

^'^mk from ordinary no-return
"^ " smooth -surface bottles or

jars! Cut any round bottle

safely, easily in less than
5 minutes for fun, profit,

home decorations with Just

an ice cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (3^^ X 7'<i X 2'/^"). candle. 2-oz. grind-
ing powder. Complete instructions.

Stock No. 7I.475E $10.95 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits-

stars, phases of Yenus.
planets close up. 60 to 180
power. Xew improved, ahi

minized and overcoated 3"

diameter f/10 primary
mirror, ventilated cell

Equatorial mount with locks

on both axes. PIquipped with
6flx finder telescope, hard
wood tripod. Incl. FREE _ _ST\R CHART"; 272 page HA^DBOOK OF HF^4Y-
EXS"- "HOW TO rSE TOrR TELESCOPE" book.

Stock No. 85.050E .... $32,95 Ppd.

Stock No. 80,I62E DELUXE 3' S59.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 85.I05E ... 41/4'' S94.50 FOB
Stock No. 85.086E GT $239.00 FOB

SHOOT SKY & LAB 'SCOPE SIGHTS
— _ Polaroid® Instrument Astro

I M Camera records what youF see In the heavens or under
--^ —^ M a microscope. You get a

i /- i^y^lli I permanent picture in 1-min.
* «k «*^« *' °^ ^^^^- f°^ valuable data.
w -£ ^\ Ms IzZj I No knowledge of photog-

m ^^SL ^F raphy needed for instant,

«* ^^ ^» quality pictures. TTses reg-
^f ular Polaroid Land pack

film, color or blk & white.
Fits all "Standard evepieces (universal adapter Is incl.).

Camera (4^2 x 7M: x 10' ) is rugged hi-impact plastic.

With 10' cable release ll^^ s 2" dia. focusing tube.

Stock No. 16195 $71.95 Ppd.

HEIRLOOM! APOLLO 11 PLAQUE
Exact replica of plaque now
on the Jloon—made from
same master! Signed by .«--'-—-
Astronauts Armstrong. Col- K f"^'^ ^
lins. Aldrin and by PresI- ^ I * ** 1

dent Nixon. Plaque reads:
"Here men from the planet
Earth first set foot upon
the Moon July 1969. A.D.
We came in peace for all

Mankind." 5-11/16 x
6-15/16" polished steel plaque on 7-% s 9" mounting with
handsome wood- grained finish. Great conversation piece,
gift—todav's treasure, tomorrow's heirloom.
Stock No 71 574E $12.50 Ppd.

AT,T. three .

TEST AIR, WATERr LAND POLLUTION
easily detect

. . AIR, WA-
TER and LAND Pollu-
tion—with one low-cost kit.

Loaded with safe chemicals
& apparatus for hundreds of

fascinating hours of sci-

entific environmental mea-
surement. 40 experiments to

detect and, in many cases,

measure degree, of 5 major
pollutants: measure alkalinity and acidity levels. Also
instructs in biodegradables, anti-litter activity. Ideal in-
troduction to ecology and good citizenship. Includes 48-
page illustrated instruction booklet.
Stock No. 71,548E $9.95 Ppd.

UNDERWATER INSTAMATIC® CASE
Ingenious air and water-
tight case lets you use your
Instamatic® 100, 104, 124
or 134 Camera anywhere,
without fear of damage
Shoot underwater, and in
rain, snow, sand. Unbreak-
able plastic case, tested in
sea water 100 ft. deep
floats, keeps your Insta-
matic safe, ready for pic
tures you've been afraid to risk before Just Insert
camera w/flash cube attached replace cover, and shoot 1

Fast lever action advances film for next shot, rotates flash

Stock No. 7I,549E $2100 Ppd.

"FISH" WITH A MAGNBT
Go treasure hunting on the
bottom! Fascinating fun &.

sometimes profitable' Tie a
line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop it overboard in bay
river, lake or ocean. Troll it

along bottom—your treas

ure " haul can he outboard
motors, anchors, etc 5-lb
Magnet is war surplus

—

AInico-V Type—Govt cost

$50. Lifts over 150 lbs on land—much more under water
Stock No. 70,57IE 5 lbs $14 00 Ppd
Stock No. 70.570E S'/a lbs $ 8 75 Ppd
Stock No. 85.I52E IS^^g lbs $33 95 FOB

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"
Anytime there's a balloor |

toon perky and adven
Now here's 25 times the fu;

—25 balloons of 4 5.

6" diam. With them a

pressurized (300 Ibs/sa in )

can containing 25 liters of

helium to inflate all 25 He-
lium is a safe non-toxic inei

Stock No. 71.289E . $3 00 Ppd.

NEW LOW COST CARTESIAN DIVER
Hours of fascinating fun
Just squeeze sides of plastic

bottle . . . diver sinks
ciaws open. Release pre<!-

sure. claws close diver
floats to lop . . . hopefully
clutching your "treasure' p^^m ^^ ^^ ^ms^'rris
With proper skill play ^^^^fc^ "SA^giJ
games, actually 'build 3 jlwhk^T*'^^^^
piece aquadome. Demon- Et '"yM m
strates transmission of pres ^fc^^ s»

jure by a liquid. Principle discovered by lah Century

scientist-philosopher De=;cartes Easy
slrate. Just add water Great g

n"o^ 7I°.'570E ...AWa" X 3' Pla.) $5.75 Ppd.

HANDY, CLEAN FERTILIZER KIT
Compact kit has 3 elements
most needed in plant nutri-

tion—44% high analysis

nitrogen, phosphorous and
potash. Eliminates great wt.

& bulk. No waste—100%
soluble—«pply with

iterlng Nu-

1.571 E .

;

$5.00 Ppd.

trltion carried directly to

roots. Perfect for home
gardeners. horticulture
clubs, great for experiments (overfeed, starve ... see

diff. results). Less than 4<; a gal.—covers about 50 sq. ft.

Price incls. 1-lb. ea. chemical, postage.

Stock No "

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KFTl

Build your own see-through

motorized model of revolu-

tionary pistonless type en-

gine . . . only engine experts

think economically modifia-

ble to meet new pollution

standards. Replaces piston,

cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
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Authors
Belie\'ing that there is moi-e to

the senson" dominance of vision in

American cultm-e than meets the

eye, folklorist Alan Dundes has

taken a hard look at the evidence

for visual bias. A professor of an-

thi-opolog)- and folklore at the Uni-

Alan Dundes

versitv of California at Berkelev, he

has conducted on-site cultural ob-

senations of the Florida Seminole

and the Potawatomi of Kansas. His

plans include a field view of the

Palio (festival) in Siena. Italv. and a

studv of the "founders of folklore."

His Ph.D. in folklore was earned at

Indiana L niversitv.

Because of an increase of dog

bite cases and the growing threat of

rabies from %vildlife. Dade Q)unt\

.

Florida, created the post of public

health veterinarian last vear and

hired Norman Frank to fill it. A
doctor of veterinai'v medicine from

the Lniversitv of Pennsvlvania. he

had spent a postdoctoral vear at the

University' of Wisconsin comparing
cell changes in human and animal

diseases, and had established a pri-

vate veterinarv practice in Ne\\' Jer-

sey. As part of his new duties.

Frank is investigating the current

rabies epidemic among Florida's

raccoon population.

\"nnan l-niuk

Tin-ee yeai-s ago Carl Roessler.

then director of computation at

\ale Lniversitv. decided a change
in hfe-style was in order and took
lea\ e of the ivv and smokestacks of

New Haven. Vi ith his wife. Man\
below, and two children, he headed

Biological Laboratory on Curaqa

when not busy squiring neophyte

around the coral reefs.

Roessler was assisted in his re

seai'ch on cleaner shrimp bv Jaifl

kees Post, a student of marine bio

og>' at the Lniversitv of Leider

Netherlands. Post, who spent la;

summer in Cura(^ao ^vorking on

reef conservation project at the laL

orators', helped to identify many o

the organisms encountered on tb

di\ es made during the course of th<

study.

Tlie o\"erpo\\ering presence of-,

rain forest has been experienced a

a green hell bv manv who have ven
tured into one. but Charles L
Hogue found more poetry thai

menace in the complex environ

ment all too often dismissed a;

mere jungle. "The Greening o:

Doctor Hogue " occurred on a re

cent trip to Costa Rica \\here he

studied tropical ants. Senior curatoi

LaTl Roessler

south and kept going until they

found what all thought was a good

spot for another beginning—the is-

land of Cm-aqao. There, in his new
occupation as guide for gi-oups of

divers and underwater photogra-

phers. Roessler has had ample time

to pursue his avocations, photogra-

phy and wTiting. He also senses as a

consultant to the Caiibbean Marine

Charles L. Hogue

of entomolog\- at the Natural His-^

torv Museum of Los Angeles
County, Hogue already had a siz-

able storehouse of indelible impres-

sions of that moist and shadowy
realm from pre\ ious field trips to

Central and South America and
East Africa. His research on these

expeditions involved the biosvstem-

atics of primitive aquatic flies and
the insect associates of land crabs.

His book. The Kinf:dom of the Ant,

from which his article is excerpted,

will be published in June as part of

The American Museum of Natural

History's New Explorer series.



In an effort to learn more about

the sun, Jay M. Pasachoff has con-

ducted detailed observations of the

visible solar surface. As a research

fellow at the Hale Observatories in

California, he is doing research on

•solar spectra at the Big Bear Solar

'Observatorv. Using tiie 100-inch

'telescope on Mount Wilson and the

200 inch leflectoi on Palomai, he is

Jay M. Pasachoff

also studving the more distant stars.

For his next project, he will go to

Prince Edward Island, Canada, to

observe the total solar eclipse

scheduled to enshroud the area for

more than two minutes on Julv 10.

He will also supewise a group of

amateur astronomers at the site.

Pasachoff, who received a Ph.D. in

astronomy from Harvard Univer-

sity, will join the faculty at Wil-

iams College this summer and as-

sume the directorship of the

Hopkins Observatory there.

The annual emigration of thou-

sands of Spanish men in search of

work could be expected to indicate

a culture under heavy stress, a sup-

position that led Jerome R. Mintz
to spend three years in Spain

analyzing the causes and effects of

this phenomenon. An associate pro-

fessor of anthropology and folklore

at Indiana University, where he also

earned his Ph.D., Mintz is pre-

paring a series of ethnographic

films based upon his. work and writ-

Jeriimi' R Vinl:

ing a book on the rise of anarchism

among the peasants in Andalusia.

His son and daughter, above, who
accompanied him to Spain, proved

assets in helping to establish rap-

port with the villagers: children are

loved everywhere. Mintz has pre-

viously studied oral traditions of the

Hasidic communities of the New
\ ork City area, and of the Hopi In-

dians of Arizona.

M. Philip Kahl has traveled

over a good pai't of South America

in an attempt to study the ethology

and ecology of that continent's fla-

mingos. As of this writing, he is

still on the track of the bird's nest-

ing grounds, but his wife reports

that flights over most of the lakes in

Bolivia. Argentina, and Chile have

vet to reveal tiie nests' locations.

His account of the African fla-

mingos in this issue is the result of

earlier, more successful journeys.

Kahl, who plans to continue his fla-

mingo studies (should he ever find

them), wrote "The Courtship of

Storks," for the October, 1971. is-

sue of Natural History.

Fathead minnows, those little

fish appreciated mainly bv fish-

ermen for use as bait, have found

an admirer in Vicky McMillan.
who studied their reproductive be-

havior. A graduate biologv student

at the University of Saskatchewan,

she has also examined dragonflv be-

havior in the boreal forests of north-

ern Saskatchewan. With her biolo-

l/. I'lull/, K.ihl

I „kv \Ir\nila„

gist husband. Bill, she is now leav-

ing the formal academic life for sev-

eral years of trav(d in a live-in van.

which will enable both to do field

n^seareh and free-lance writing.

Their first stop will be the Maritime

Provinces of Canada where ihcv

plan observations of inlrrli(kil ani-

mals: then to southern Florida to

study territoriality in butterflies. A
children's book on midges is also in

Ihe works.



Letters

More on Lead
In your December letters col-

umn, you rendered a fine service to

your readers by tracking down the

source (the Lead Industries Asso-

ciation) of an article in a Tennessee
newspaper saying atmospheric lead

is harmless. You might have done
well to give us a comparably thor-

ough report on the sources for your
own lead article ["Greetings from
Los Angeles," by Ira J. Winn, Oc-

tober, 1971] and for your author's

long letter in your December issue.

The letter refers to a National

Research Council press release . . .

and the author states: "And to top

off the simplistic nonsense that was
handed out to the press and widely

circulated, the NRC release—in

part written by a former employee
of one of the world's leading pro-

ducers of lead additives for gaso-

line—noted that 'only young chil-

dren and certain groups of workers

face potential health hazards from
airborne lead.' Perhaps to the pollu-

ters and profiteers, only is a nice

clean adjective to place in front of

lead-poisoned children."

But our press release did not use

the word "only." What it said was:

"The high concentration of lead in

the air of central cities constitutes a

potential health hazard to young
children and certain groups of

workers but poses no identifiable

current threat to the general popu-
lation." The release was written by
one of my associates and me. Nei-

ther of us has, to the best of my
recollection, ever been employed by
a producer of lead additives for gas-

oline.

Brad Byers
Public Information Officer

National Research Council

And the Author Again
To a large extent, the news re-

lease reflects the skimpy treatment

of lead danger in the National Re-

search Council's report, Airborne

Lead in Perspective, upon which
the release is based. But the news
story itself compounds the problem
by artless writing that can only fur-

ther distract the public from the se-

riousness of the airborne lead prob-

lenj caused largely by motor
vehicles using leaded gasoline.

Tsaihwa J. Chow, a scientific spe-

cialist on lead at the Scripps In-

stitution of Oceanography, who is

listed as a consultant and contrib-

utor to the original report, declares

that people were badly misled by
the NRC news release, which he

calls "simplistic and overly optimis-

tic."

True, technically speaking, the

NRC press release never used the

word only in stating that there is a

potential health hazard to young
children. But only is implied in

their statement, and, in fact, that

word was tagged on not only by this

writer but also by other people and
reporters who picked up and spread

the release story. The sentence in

question reads: "The high concen-

tration of lead in the air of central

cities constitutes a potential health

hazard to young children and cer-

tain groups of workers but poses no

identifiable current threat to the

general population" (italics mine).

The implication is clear that only

children and certain workers are

faced with a health hazard.

Finally, to clarify one point. A
former employee of the Du Pont

company has been identified in sev-

eral news stories as the scientist

who wrote the epidemiological

study portion of the report. The
sentence in my letter should have

begurr, "The NRC study (not the

release), in part written by a former

employee of one of the world's lead-

ing producers of lead additives for

gasoline. ..." The NRC press re-

lease people had nothing to do with

this particular issue and I regret

any implication otherwise. I do feel,

however, that the over-all tone of

the press release conveyed a false

sense of ease to the general public,

and that is the key to my letter.

Ira J. Winn

Up in Arms
Although I find Marvin Harris's

ideas on the origin and function of

warfare ("Warfare Old and New
March, 1972) fascinating, I al

find them highly speculative. Hj
ris's conclusion—that warfare is n

associated with instinct—is u
founded. Certainly, he fails

"prove" his conclusion. Since Ha
ris objects to the view that we go

war because of our aggressive ar

mal instincts, I recommend he d
lete the word animal so that

reads "because of our aggressive i

stincts." He may also wish to dele

the term aggressive because hi

mans often become involved in wa
fare for protective reasons.

However, the "urge" to protei

ourselves, our possessions, interest

territories, and beliefs is somethin

we are born with; it is purely ii

stinctive in origin. Because it is, w
place so much value on protectio

(or security) that we become aggrei

sive about it and employ just aboi

every cultural means—includin
bombing raids halfway around th

globe—in an effort to guarantee i

Not only warfare, but probably e\

erything we do—biting our nails

mowing the lawn, or holding up
bank—is at least to some degree de

termined by, or based on, our in

stincts. Careful observation of chil

dren's behavior, for example
suggests that each and every activ

ity (normal) people engage in serve

the purpose of satisfying one o

more of our basic needs: the needi

for identity, security, and stimu

lation (to use Robert Ardrey's ter

minology).

Because our instincts are an in

tegral part of us (see "The Elephani
Man," March, 1972), we cannot de
tach ourselves, our thinking, or oui

behavior from them. No matter how
often we are told to "love th)

neighbor," the overwhelming ma-
jority of humans will remain ego-

centric, selfish, and narrow-minded,
and groups will remain ethnocen-
tric. Sermons and philosophies can-

not change human nature. For this

reason, I contend that if it seems
that some of our actions are not as-

sociated with our instincts, the
likely reason is that we fail to see
the obscure connections that (must)
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With a Minolta SR-T 101

that switch happens in

seconds. Sturdy bayonet

mount. No aperture or ASA
settings to re-align.
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to the viewfinder. A
viewfinder always at

maximum brightness.
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exposure.

Nothing could he faster.
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And a scale in the finder

shows the exact shutter
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With a Minolta SR-T 101,

your photographic stream
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undisturbed.

"Joey!"

Click.

"Get away from the

balcony!"

Minolta
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time
machines
that span the years and make time
stand still. At the push of a single

button, they catch and preserve
the moments that memories are

made of.

Sankyo movie cameras take them
sharper and easier than any other
Super-8 on the market today. Five,

ten, twenty years from now, when
the movies you took revive the
pleasant days of growing up or
transport you to a long forgotten
vacation paradise . . . that's when
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quality, the handling ease and the
assured results built-in to every
Sankyo movie camera. Write for

free literature or see your
authorized Sankyo dealer.

Gentlemen:
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Sankyo Time Machines.
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Sankyo Seiki (America) Inc.
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exist between our hidden, innate

tendencies and our behavior.

Hendrik Jan Reitsma

Department of Geography

University of Georgia

While I read with interest "War-
fare Old and New," by Marvin Har-

ris, I have a number of objections.

Man's warfare is indeed unique; no
other animal engages in our orga-

nized and massive intraspecific (or

interspecific) slaughter. However,
most, if not all, animals express

their aggressive tendencies in a

unique, characteristic, species-spe-

cific fashion. The howling monkey
in the forest, the herring gull along

a coastal beach, the three-spined

stickleback in the water all have
species-specific aggressive displays.

To fully understand a behavior, one
must examine an animal's habitat,

its history, both individual and spe-

cies, and its physical character-

istics. Culture, then, should not be

viewed as the cause of war but as

one of the factors contributing to its

mode of expression.

Warfare has probably served

many functions over the centuries:

economic, ideological, emotional,

and the control of population.

Given, however, that warfare exists

in so many varied cultures, that it

has existed throughout history, and
that no one function or group of

functions can account for all of its

occurrences, I think we should look

at the nature of man for its ultimate

cause and function.

Jeffrey J. Stern
Department of Psychobiology

University of Michigan

Subjects
for Future Columns
I read with interest Arthur W

Galston's "Attitudes on Acupunc
ture"(March, 1972). It was, how
ever, most difficult to get past Mr
Galston's second sentence: "Im
pressed by the obvious improve

ments in the physical conditions of

life of the Chinese people; by the

virtual abolition of hunger, disease,

floods, and drought. ..."
Those are measured words of im-

mense import and scope. I presume

Professor Galston meant them and

meant them to be taken seriously.

If that is the case, I should think

his article would have been de-

voted, not to acupuncture, but

rather to telling the world how th(

Chinese have accomplished the

"virtual abolition of hunger, dis

ease, floods, and drought." Th(

news is so exciting that I shoulc

think the whole March issue of Nat
URAL History might have been de

voted to it.

Robert S. Zollnes

Andover, MassachusetU,

A Choice
"The Elephant Man," by Sii

Frederick Treves (March, 1972) is

a tribute to the writer, a famous

medical doctor, and also to the uni

fortunate subject of the article, whc
obviously rose above the behavior

most of us might have presented un-

der similar circumstances.

As a child I remember that each

time a cai^nival came to my littk

town, one of the first dimes I spent

would be for admission to a tenf

where several microcephalics (gro-

tesquely advertised as "pinheads")

were on display. Usually they wore
an austere gown or simple dress,

had their hair done up in Kewpie-
doll fashion to accent the dimin-

utive proportions of their crania,

and standing eight or ten feet apart,

tossed a five-inch hollow rubber ball

back and forth, their only perform-

ance. I can only excuse my partici-

pation in such an otherwise inex-

cusable affair as the ignorance and
curiosity of childhood.

Thank God such displays of un-

fortunate human beings are rarely

seen today. While the typical "fat

lady" and the "rubber man" may
make their own decisions, micro-

cephalics and other mentally re-

tarded humans have no such choice.

Lyle G. Bounous

Professor of Education

Pan American University

To Convince Society
The article by Kenneth E. F.

Watt ("Man's Efficient Rush
Toward Deadly Dullness," Febru-

ary, 1972) is one of the best articles

I have read in your magazine. Well

done.

All that remains is to convince

society that Watt and others are

correct, and we may yet save our-

selves.

Robin Leech

Entomology Research Institute

Ottawa. Canada
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A Naturalist at Large Alan Dundes

Seeing Is Believing
A brief look at visual terms

used in American speech illustrates just

how much culture affects perception

Whether from early memories of

playing "peek-a-boo," "showing and

telling" in school, or learning the

opening phrase of the national an-

them—"Oh, say can you see"—the

primacy of vision in American cul-

ture is affirmed again and again as

infants grow to adulthood. Ameri-

cans are conditioned from child-

hood to beheve that "what you see

is what you get."

There is more to such a phenom-

enon than immediately meets the

eye. That Americans rely more on

vision than on other senses doesn't

mean that they are aware of it. Nor

does it mean that it is a peculiarly

American trait. People everywhere

rely on their senses to perceive

their world and order their experi-

ences, but since my data are de-

rived from American folk speech, I

cannot speak about others. In any

case, because I have been taught to

mistrust hearsay, I have decided to

take a look at the evidence for a vi-

sual bias and to see for myself.

In Western thought, a distinction

has commonly been made between

sensory perception and reasoning.

The power of reason is presumably

the superior of the two. According

to Aristotle, there are five senses—

sight, hearing, smeU, taste, and

touch—which provide data gener-

ally deemed less trustworthy or, at

least, frequently illusory, compared

to the information that is provided

by the faculties of rational thought.

Subjective versus objective and

body versus mind are other ex-

pressions of this distinction be-

tween the sensory and the rational.

If we assume, however, that reason-

ing cannot take place without some
reference to metaphor, then it is

certainly possible that much Ameri-

can logic and reasoning is closely

tied to metaphor in general and to

visual metaphor in particular.

The allegedly inferior sensory ex-

periences seem to be ranked ac-

cording to how effective or reliable

a given sense is assumed to be. In

American culture, the sense of sight

is normally the first of the five^

senses to be listed. However,
whether sight is actually more use-

ful or crucial for perception than

the other senses is a moot question

and, in fact, does not require an an-

swer to show that a cultural bias for

the sense of sight really exists. In

the present context, it is not the lit-

eral meaning of sight that is impor-

tant, but the metaphorical. I beheve

that, metaphorically speaking,

Americans tend to see the world

around them, rather than hear, feel, '

smell, or taste it. It may be no acci-

dent that Americans observe laws

and holidays.

American speech provides per-

suasive evidence to support the no-

tion that "vision" is used as a meta-

phor for "understanding." Consider,

for example, the classic punning

proverb, " 'I see,' said the blind man.
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as he picked up his hammer and
saw." The oppositional structure in

this text is produced by the juxtaposi-

tion of sight and blindness. Here is a

clear distinction between literal and

metaphorical seeing. Literally a blind

man cannot see, but figuratively he

certainly can.

Americans consistently speak of

"seeing" the point of an argument

when, in fact, an argument is not

really seen but comprehended. In-

tellectual positions, or "perspec-

tives," are frequently referred to

as points of view. When articulated,

they may be introduced by such for-

mulas as, "As I see it" or "It all de-

pends on how you look at it."

American culture is pronounced-

ly concerned with empiricism, and
this empiricism is explicitly visual.

"Seeing is believing" and "I'm from

Missouri" (which means "you've got

to show me") are indications of the

emphasis on seeing something for

oneself and the tendency to distrust

anyone else's report of a given

event. "I saw it with my own (two)

eyes" is a common authenticating

formula, as is the invitation to "see

for yourself."

Without sight, there may be dis-

belief or lack of faith: "I'll believe

it when I see it," "That I've got to

see," or "I can't picture that."

Even though the reliability of vision

may be questioned—"There's more
to this than meets the eye"—in gen-

eral, people tend to believe what
they see. Thus, when something is

really out of the ordinary, we say,

"I couldn't believe my eyes."

Something that is incredible or un-

believable is termed "out of sight,"

a phrase dating from before the end
of the nineteenth century.

Imagination is sometimes called

"the mind's eye," but why should

the mind have an eye? Probably for

the same reason that patients want
doctors "to see them." Telephone
conversations or other purely
oral-aural channels are not consid-

ered entirely satisfactory. Actually,

the patient is probably relieved by
his seeing the doctor. Seeing the

doctor, in turn, is part of the wide-

spread cultural insistence upon in-

terviews. Literally, the word inter-

view refers to A seeing B and B
seeing A.

Consider the nature of American
tourist philosophy—sightseeing. To
"see the sights" is a common goal

of tourists, a goal also reflected in

the mania for snapping pictures a;

permanent records of what was

seen. Typical travel boasting con
sists of inflicting an evening of slide

viewing on unwary friends so thai

they may see what their hosts saw.

This is surely a strange way oi

defining tourism. Visiting a foreign

locale certainly involves all of the

sensory apparatus. There are exotic

smells and tastes, and the opportu-

nity to savor new foods and experi-

ence the "feel" of a foreign setting

is as important in understanding a

country and its people as seeing

them. One reason Americans
frequently fail to enjoy touring as

inuch as they might may be their al-'

most compulsive tendency to see as

many sights as possible. The, seeing

of many sights is, of course, con-
^

sistent with a tendency to quantify'

living, and, specifically, with the

desire to get one's money's worth.
^

When shopping, whether in for-
'

eign countries or at home, Ameri-

cans are reluctant to buy anything

"sight unseen." They prefer "to

'

look something over," "to walk
into something with their eyes

open." A thorough inspection theo-

retically allows one to "see
through" a pretense or fake. And
obviously, a product can only

"catch a person's eye" if he sees it.

Public "images," too, are part of

the visual pattern. But why, after

all, should a person have to be de-

picted in a term such as image?

Even though looks may be deceiv-

ing ("Never judge a book by its

cover"), it seems clear that pack-

aging that appeals to visual esthet-

ics is equally effective whether one

is hawking cigarettes or automo-

biles or selling political candidates.

lO



The reduction of persons or

events to purely visual terms is also

evident in the use of the popular

slang phrase for a detective: "pri-

vate eye." By the same token, sleep

is commonly referred to as "shut-

eye," which obviously singles out

only one aspect of the dormant

state. Furthermore, this suggestion

that sleep is shut-eye also implies

that the waking state is marked

chiefly by having one's eyes open.

As I collected examples of folk

speech, I soon found that com-

parison of vision with the other

senses reaffirmed the superiority of

sight. That a "seer" can make pre-

dictions by gazing into a crystal

ball, for example, suggests that vi-

sion is more effective than the other

senses in foreseeing future events.

The same bias in favor of the vi-

sual is found in American greeting

and leave-taking formulas. Exam-

ples include: "See you around,"

"I'll be seeing you," or "I haven't

seen so-and-so in ages." Greetings

may also be couched in visual

terms. "It's good to see you,"

Americans say, rather than, "It's

good to hear, smell, or feel you."

There seem to be relatively few

complimentary references to hear-

ers, smellers, talkers, and touchers.

"Look, but don't touch" hints at a

delight in gawking (girl-watching).

and possibly at a cultural distaste

for body contact. Someone who is

"touchy" is not pleasant to have

around. A "soft touch," which

sounds as if it should have a posi-

tive connotation, is a slang term for

a dupe or easy mark.

One of the most interesting

pieces of evidence supporting the

notion of visual superiority over the

other senses is that the original ver-

sion of "Seeing's believing" was

presumably "Seeing's believing,

but feeling's the truth." That most

Americans have dropped the second

portion of the proverb does not

seem to be an accident. Rather, il

reflects a definite penchant for the

visual in contrast to the tactual.

Originally, the proverb denigrated

"seeing" in favor of "feeling."

Comparisons between the visual

and the aural are the most common,
however, with hearing considered

second best. Consider "Believe

nothing of what you hear and only

half of what you see." Although

caution is urged against believing

everything one sees, seeing is surely

When I go into an area and cut

down all the trees, some people

don't understand why. They want
to know why I have to cut all the

trees, why I have to take something

so beautiful and leave something

so ugly in its place.

What many people don't know
is that I'm clearcutting to save the

forest— the same way Nature does.

These trees are Douglas Fir

Here in western Oregon, their

seedlings are only going to grow out

in the open, where they can get

plenty of sunlight, so if I don't clear-

cut. Nature will— with winds or

disastrous forest fires that bum out

thousands of acres. That's been
Nature's way for 10,000 years, but

I can do the same thing by planned
harvesting and regeneration—and
the trees I clearcut can be used

instead of going up in smoke.

I've logged areas, burned the

slash, replanted, and watched
beautiful new forests come back,

so I knou; what we're doing is right.

And I wdsh more people understood

the reasons behind what they saw
before they cried "forest raper'.'

Because then I think they'd see the

promise of continuing forests for

their children and grandchildren in

those clearcuts. The way we see it.

The way we plan it.

Dave Burwell, Forester

Rosboro Lumber Company
Oregon

I Are we running out of forests? You'll find ttie I

answers in "Forests USAi' a full<olor. 1 6-page

booklet. For your copy send 25t to API, 1619

Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Addn

City

Zip

American Forest Institute

Responsible forest management
to keep America green.
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depicted as being more reliable and

trustworthv than heai-ing. Compare

the following two statements: "I

hear that X has just moved to Mi-

ami," and "I see that X has just

moved to Miami." The first state-

ment is possibly true, possibly not

true: there is an element of doubt.

The second, in contrast, seems to be

a statement of fact.

Other instances are found in le-

gal parlance. Although judges hear

cases, there is no doubt that hear-

sary, that is, aural-oral, evidence is

not in the same league as that of-

fered by an eyewitness. Actually,

the word witness indicates that the

person was physically present dur-

ing an event and saw with his own
eyes the activities in question. If so,

then the term ereivitness is redun-

dant. Strangely enough, at hearings

there is an insistence that hearsay

evidence be rejected and that only

eyewitness testimony be accepted.

On the other hand, it is interesting

to recall that Justice is depicted as

being blind. Justice cannot see and

presumably bhndness guarantees

fairness. But of course, sometimes

even an innocent man may be

guilty "in the eyes of the law."

The eye is also more powerful

than the ear insofar as it is regarded

as an active rather than a passive

agent. The eye looks, peers, or

gazes. There is seductive power in

the eye, as in "giving a girl the

eye," and the malevolent power of

the eye is manifested in "the evil

eye." The ear, by contrast, is a pas-

sive receptacle. There is little evi-

dence of evil ears. Remember also

that "big brother is watcliing you,"

not listening to vou, although bug-

ging rooms with microphones

makes listening more likely than

watching. Note also that voveurs,

such as Peeping Toms, are consid-

ered to be worse than eavesdrop-

pers. The active versus passive with

respect to seeing and heai^ing mav
also be implied by the connotative

differences between "spectators"

and "audience."

Marshall McLuhan and his fol-

lowers have suggested that the

oral-aural channels of preliterate.

or rather, nonliterate man may be

enjoying a renaissance. According

to this view, as man becomes liter-

ate, written language—which must

be seen to be read—takes priority

over the oral. Recently, however,

radio and television have created

postliterate man, whose world is

once more primarih oral-aural.

Many Americans learn die news of

the day by hearing it on the radio

rather than bv reading it in newspa-

pers. Even on television, the argu-

ment says, the news is mainly told,

not shown. Then, too, telephone

conversations are replacing letter

WTiting more and more.

One can contend, however, that

television has replaced radio, and

thus the visual still supersedes the

purely aural. Americans still prefer

to get agreements in writing rather

than to trust a gentleman's hand--^

shake (a tactile sign) or take some-

one's word or say-so (oral sign) for

a contract. Once an agreement is

down in black and white, Ameri-'

cans watch out for, and read, the

small print, with an "eye" toward

avoiding an unfavorable set of con-

ditions.

If Americans do have a deep-

seated penchant for the visual

sense, as I have tried to suggest bv

examining American folk speech,

the question of what it means re-

mains to be answered. It is not just

a matter of being, able to see more
clearly why Americans tend to look

for men of vision to lead them.

Much more important is the in-

fluence of folk metaphors on scien-

tific thought. American science is

not culture-free, no matter how de-

voutly American scientists wish

that it were or think that it is.

As an anthropologist. I am struck

by the fact that American anthro-

pologists insist upon being partici-

pant observers (not voveurs!) when
they go into the field so as to gain

insight into the world-views of other

cultures. Why "insight"? Do all ex-

amples of problem solving bv in-

sight actually involve visual per-

ception? And whv world-view?

Anthropologists do not always

agree whether man is active or pas-

sive \vith regard to world-view.

Bronislaw Malino^vski, for example,

tended to consider man passive: he

depicted man as being molded bv

the impress of a culturally pat-

terned, cookie cutter kind of world-

view, which imposed its structure

upon human minds. "What inter-

ests me really in the study of the na-

tive," Malinowski said, "is his out-

look on things, his Weltan-
schauung. Every human culture

gives its members a definite vision

Continued on page 86
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A Resursrence o
Because the
virus spreads
In \vildlife,

a rabies epidemic
continues to

gro^v^ tl:iroug:liout

the ^vorld

On Christmas Dav. 1971. Melvin
Barton of Trail Town. Florida, went
deer hunting: he took with him into

the Everglades swamps his favorite

hound, a mixed, predominatelv

beagle dog named Drum. It wasn't

long before the dog met and fousht

with one of the manv raccoons of

the south Florida region. As Barton

grabbed the raccoon bv the back of

the neck and tail to sepai^ate the

fighting animals, he thought brieflv

that the raccoon seemed sluggish. It

even fell once from the low tree

Umb ^vhere Barton had placed it.

Assuming that the raccoon ^\as

only feeling the effects of the en-

counter with the hound. Barton ig-

nored the animal and looked to his

dog. Drum had onlv a few scratches

and bite marks on an ear and over

one eve. Since the dog seemed anx-

ious to continue hunting. Barton

quicklv forgot the incident. On
Febmar\- 29. the dog showed the

first signs of rabies.

\^Tien the dog and the raccoon

fought, the two natural cvcles of

rabies came together. One cvcle,

within -idldlife, is self-propagating.

The second cvcle. that in man and

his domestic animals, functions

when it is fed bv the wildlife cvcle.

Rabies, which remains alive in wild

animals, occasionallv erupts into

epidemics that envelop man. In

much of the world, both wildlife

and man are now experiencing such

an epidemic.

More than two months after the

fight. Drum lost his appetite and be-

came restless. He whined and cried

and seemed to crave attention. Dur-

ing the next two davs the dog be-

came untrustworthv. often growling

at other dogs and people that ap-

proached his pen. On the third eve-

ning he chewed through the %-inch

plvwood floor of his pen and es-

caped into the small Everglades

communitv.

At this time he was viciouslv ag-

gressive. As he roamed, his facial

expression was one of alertness and
anxietv. Anv noise in\"ited angn'

growls, and he seemed to have an

instinctive desire to attack moving
objects. Because the \irus had af-

fected the neuromuscular function

of the throat, he could not swallo^v.

and saliva, built up from his ex-

citation and exertion, acciunulated

on his jowls and chin, dropping to

the ground as foam.

For almost nine vears Drum had
been a faithful companion and one
of the most successful hounds in

Collier Countv; now he was a mad
dog. threatening everv person in

the area.

More than seventv davs after the

raccoon bit Drum, the first clinical

signs of rabies appeared. Most hu-

man and animal diseases spread

rapidlv—bv extension from infected

tissue to nearbv healthv tissue, or

within the circulators' svstem. or bv
both methods. A minor skin in-

fection, for example, can progress

from the finger to the hand and to

the ai-m and axilla in a few davs.

Rabies virus, however, travels

slowlv up the nenes from the bite

to the brain. In bites invohing

hea^y exposure, the \irus travels

approximatelv three millimeters per

hour, and it can first be detected in

the part of the brain that controls

the area bitten.

Once the virus reaches the brain, it

both causes encephalitis and begins

to travel down nenes to the sali\'an'

glands. In dogs and man signs of ag-

gressiveness and ferociousness de-

velop at about the same time that the

virus reaches the salivarv glands.

\^ hen a rabies-infected animal (or

human) bites a susceptible indi-

\ idual, \irus in the sahva enters the

tissues of the victim, and, thus, the

\irus successfully renews its cvcle

As the rabid dog moved alon^

Florida's Route 41, the onlv pavec

road in Trail Town, the \'irus hac

essentiall\ completed its course ir,

him. In essence Drum was dead
existing now onlv to serve the virus

AH mammals are susceptible t.c

rabies; cases of the disease havf

been documented in nearlv aU but

marine mammals. On the evening

of March 2. however, a Trail Town
resident named Larrs' Strickland

became particularlv \"ulnerable. It

was then that Strickland saw the

dog disappear into an auto junk-

yard. He recognized Drum, knew!

he was a valuable hunting dog, and]

worried that Drum might be hit bv

a car on Route 41, Strickland de-

cided to capture the animal and teO

Barton.

In a pai-adox tN-pical of the erra-

tic behavior of rabid animals, the

dog allowed himself to be caught

and tied bv a rope around his neck
to a post. As Strickland walked
awav, the dog freneticallv chewed
through the rope and attacked him,

leaving several teeth punctures in

his calf. Again the dog allowed

Strickland to captmT and tie him to

the post: this time with a metal

chain.

^lien Strickland returned to the

junkvai'd with Barton, both men
watched the dog and quicklv real-

ized that he was violentlv disturbed.

Thev carefullv loaded him into a

car and drove 40 miles into Miami
to a veterinarv hospital. At 11:30

P.M., as an attendant. David Smart,

helped unload the dog. some saliva

dripped on to a fresh scratch on his

hand. At 1:00 A.M. on March 3 the

veterinarian in charge examined the

animal and diagnosed rabies. The
dog. which would have died within

a few days, ^vas put to death that

morning. But the rabies virus had

achieved its goal. It mav ha\e ti-ans-

ferred from Drum to the sLxtv other

Trail Town dogs or to wild animals

that the dog might have bitten after

he had escaped. The virus had defi-

nitelv found two potential hosts.



by Norman Frank

Larry Strickland and David Smart.

The events that led to the in-

fection of Strickland and Smart are

typical of man's worldwide rabies

problem. The rabies virus that

exists within wUdlife was trans-

ferred to man through his domestic

animal. Although Trail Town is sit-

uated in an area of endemic raccoon

rabies, none of its inhabitants were

in immediate danger until the dog

contracted the disease. The major-

ity of human rabies exposures come
from contact with domestic ani-

mals. Although all domestic mam-
mals are susceptible, including

cattle, sheep, swine, horses, goats,

and cats, it is the dog that most of-

ten carries the disease to man.

Jonathan Swift, speaking of

man's unique relationship wdth the

dog, once said that "we are so fond

of one another because our ailments

are the same." This is particularly

true in the case of rabies. The dis-

ease has been recognized as afflict-

ing both man and dog since an-

tiquity, when that period of summer
heralded by the rising of the Dog
Star, Sirius, was referred to as "the

time of dog days." During these

days, the people of ancient civ-

ilization recorded that dogs, ordi-

narily friendly and docile, would

become aggressive and dangerous.

They would roam the streets and,

after a short period of maniacal be-

havior, collapse and die. Sometimes

people who came into contact with

these animals would subsequently

follow the same mad route to death.

Even today the expression dog days

denotes an extremely hot and un-

comfortable period.

In the early 1880s the French

scientist Louis Pasteur, working

with dog rabies, completed one of

the most significant studies in the

history of investigative science. He
found that if rabies virus recovered

from mad dogs, called "street"

virus, was passed through one rab-

bit after another, it eventually

would not cause the disease when
injected into healthy dogs. Yet the

virus, now called "fixed," was suf-

Bitten by a coon hound,

Larry Strickland began

treatment for rabies early

in March. He will not be

out of danger untU May 31.
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When Rabies Strikes
\^Tien vou are bitten or scratched bv a suspected ra-

bid animal, the most important action you can take is

vigorous irrigation, with water, of the wound. Tlie im-

portance of quickly washing the virus-laden saliva

from the injury cannot be overemphasized. Positive

diagnosis of raties can only be made bv laboratorv

tests on the animal's brain. If exposure to rabies is

confirmed, medical treatment should then proceed,

with the administration of a massive injection of

equine-origin hyperimmune serum and then a 23-dose

series of duck embryo vaccine.

It is important that treatment be instituted immedi-
ately, before much of the rabies virus can become
bound to the nerve. With the older vaccine there was a

danger of permanent neiu-ologic damage from the

treatment, but with the duck embryo vaccine this is no
longer a factor. There is, however, a possibility of al-

lergic reaction, especially to horse serum. A physician

must decide which is the greater risk, rabies or a se-

vere allergic reaction to the treatment.

The National Center for Disease Control advises

doctors and public health officials in the United States

to weigh the following factors when considering treat-

ment of a suspected rabies case if the animal cannot be

laboratory' examined: Carnivorous animals (especially

skunks, foxes, coyotes, raccoons, dogs, and cats) and

bats are more likely to be infective than other animals.

Bites of rodents, including squirrels, chipmunks, rats,

and mice, seldom, if ever, call for rabies treatment.

An unprovoked attack is more likely to indicate

that the animal is rabid. Bites during attempts to feed

or handle an apparentlv healthy animal should gener-

ally be regarded as provoked.

Because the likelihood that rabies will result from a

bite varies with the extent and location of the wound,
two categories of exposure are considered: (1) Severe,

in which there are multiple or deep puncture wounds,
or anv bites on the head, face, neck, hands, or fingers

and (2) mild, in which there are scratches, lacerations,

or single bites on areas of the bodv other than the

head, face, neck, hands, or fingers. Open wounds,

such as abrasions, suspected of being contaminated

with saliva also belong in this category.

An adult animal immunized properly with one or

more doses of rabies vaccine has only a minimal »

chance of developing rabies and transmitting the virus.

The safety of the duck embryo vaccine has made it

reasonable to offer pre-exposure immunization to per-

sons in high risk groups: veterinarians, animal han-

dlers, certain laboratory' workers. Others whose voca-

tional or avocational pursuits result in frequent

contact with dogs, cats, foxes, skunks, or bats should

also consider pre-exposure prophvlaxis. This vaccina-

tion is not completely effective, but it greatly reduces

the risk of rabies infection and simplifies any post-

exposure treatment.

Rabies control in domestic animals is easy and gen-

erallv well accepted in the United States. All dogs and

cats should be vaccinated with an approved modified

live vaccine by the time they are sLx months old.

Boosters every two to three years are sufficient to pro-

tect the animal.

ficientlv similar to the street virus

to induce antibody production in

the healthy dog. Thus Pasteur could

administer fixed rabies to a dog,

wait several weeks for the animal to

develop natural antirabies anti-

bodies, and then inject the street

virus. The dog resisted rabies and

remained healthy.

Pasteur's classical rabies experi-

ments have been studied bv genera-

tions of medical students and scien-

tists. Our current polio, rubella,

smallpox, measles, and other vacci-

nations are all a direct extension of

Pasteur's work.

For many years it has been

thought that rabies could be elimi-

nated by vaccination of dogs.

Countries that practiced dog rabies

control had dramatically fewer

cases of rabies than countries that

did not. For instance, during the

first SLX months of 1971, only one

person died of rabies north of the

Rio Grande, while at least 131 died

of rabies in the countries to the

south. The Uriited States and Can-

ada both have dog rabies programs.

whUe in the rest of the Americas

the dog-control problem is vast,

with nonvaccinated dogs presenting

the greatest risk.

In India, where there are five

million unvaccinated dogs, as manv
as one out of every five hundred

patients admitted to hospitals dies

of rabies. An epidemiological sur-

vey of rabies cases in Delhi showed

that most of the victims had been

bitten bv strav dogs. Each year,

more than 100.000 people receive

antirabies treatment at the Pasteur

Institute at Coonoor and at the

treatment centers in Delhi. There

are 1,564 antirabies treatment cen-

ters in India.

In the Philippines about 25,000
dogs and between 200 and 300
people died from rabies in 1970; all

the human cases resulted from ex-

posure to rabid dogs. Philippine

health officials maintain that rabies

control could be easily accom-

plished, pointing to the city of Ma-
nila where dog rabies has not been

reported for six years following a

successful dog vaccination program.

The control of human rabies by

the control of dog rabies is graph-

icallv illustrated in El Paso, Texas,

where rabies had been prevalent

since 1835. For the period 1953 to

1967, animal rabies occurred at the

rate of almost fifty cases per vear,

88 percent in dogs. Between 1965
and 1968 efforts were made to en-

force vaccination and registration of

all dogs, to control strav animal

populations, to investigate all ani-

mal bites and exposures, and to en-

force the "leash law" for dogs. In

1968 there were only eleven cases

of animal rabies in El Paso, none of

which were in dogs. Two years ear-

lier almost 1,000 people received

antirabies treatment; bv 1968,
there were fewer than 300. Unfor-

tunately, the relativelv simple pro-

gram of dog vaccination and control

is not an ultimate solution to the

rabies problem, because of the

other, almost separate cycle of the

disease in wildlife.

That the flare-up of rabies at

Trail Town had its roots in the wild

raccoon population is not surpris-
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Remember
Elsaand her
^ Cubs...

The International Mint cordially invites you
to subscribe to an Official Hallmarked Limited Edition issue

LIVING FREE a series of three commemorative
coin-medals individually minted in 14 KARAT
GOLD-FILLED Solid Sterling Silver or Solid

Jeweler's Bronze
"To those vdio toil that wildlife shall be

forever Living Free". Elsa and her Three
Cubs. Touching the hearts of millions of

people all over the world.

BORN FREE and UVING FREE-perhaps no
other books and films have done more to awaken
man to the sensitivity of his natural environment. To Joy

Adamson, the dangers of extinction faced by the wildlife

of this earth have been a life's work:

"Partly, because of lack of education, we did not realize

the Important role aU creatures play in maintaining the

balance of nature, thus ensuring the survival of life on our

planet. Then Elsa appeared and reopened to us the world to

which we originally belonged and
from which we became estranged as

civilization progressed. She showed
us how we could reestablish the

relationship we once had with wild

animals. In fact, she opened up a
paradise which we had lost."

Appropriately, in concert with the

release of the fihn LIVING FREE, The International Mint
has been commissioned to strike a series of three medals
honoring Elsa, her three cubs and their friend |

and biographer. . . conservationist, Joy Adamson
The medals, designed by Joy Adamson and

sculpted by the renowned artist Philip

Kraczkowski, wlU be made available in strictly

limited precious metals editions and a special

Bronze edition.

The 14 KARAT GOLD FILLED and Solid

Sterling Silver editions will be individually

hallmarked, serially numbered and struck in

the highly valued collector proof condition.

Each Gold Filled medal carries a bonded
layer of solid 14 KARAT GOLD which is nearly

500 times as thick as the minimum govern-

ment standard for gold electroplate. The
collector value of these official medals should
be enhanced by the fact that they are the first

International Mint issue ever stnick in a 14
KARAT GOLD nULED ediUon.

The-Solld Sterling Silver edition offers stiU

further Investment potential for the serious

collector in that each set vrill contain more
than ICXX) grains of Sterling Silver.

The deadline for subscriptions to these limited editions will

be lune 30, 1972. Only applications post-

marked on or before this date will be
accepted.

A special edition is being offered in

SoUd Jeweler's Bronze. There wiU be no
deadline for subscriptions to the

Bronze edition.

Acquisition value and details of this

unusual and important International

Mint issue can be found in the invitation

below. AU subscriptions wiU be processed

in strict rotation. We urge that you act now
to ensure that you may add LIVING FREE to your

most treasured personal heirlooms as your continuing

memorial to Elsa and the significance of LIVING FREE in

our time.

A portion of your subscription to this

medallic tribute will be used by the Elsa

Wild Animal Appeal in the U.S. to

further their work on behalf of

endangered species.

Subscribers to LIVING FREE will

collector case at no additional charge.

The International Mint, Inc., Washington. D.C. is

of The Robbins Company, medalists since 1892. It i:

Mint or any other govenmient agency.

PLEASE E3MTER MY SUBSCRIPTION APPUCATION FOR ONE COMPLETE
HALLMARKED LIMITED EDITION.

Please strikemy proof series in:

14 KARATGOLD FILLED PROOF EDITION ($14.00 per medal)

I I
$42.00 (plus $.75 for handling and insurance)

Solid Sterling Silver Prtxjf Edition ($9.75 per medal)

Q $29.25 (plus $.75 for handling and insurance)

Solid Bronze Edition ($2.50 per medal)

I I
$7.50 (plus $.75 for handling and insurance)

Please make check payable to: THE INTERNATIONAL MINT
and mail to: P.O. Box 1151

Washington, D.C. 20013

Please charge my BankAmericard:

Account No. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Expiration Date -

Foreign residents please remit in U.S. Dollars

I imderstand that 1 must allow 8 weeks for shipment of my individually minted

set of LIVING FREE medals.

Washington. D.C. residents— please add 4% sales tax.

NAME
please print or type

rrrv STATR 7.IP

SIGNATURE 06



ACTUAL SIZE.

Iry'em for size.

The incredibly tiny Konica C35
camera and X-14 electronic flash.

Together, they just may make the

smallest 35mm outfit your pocket

can carry. ( Cut them out and try

'em for yourself.

)

But don't let their size and
simpHcity fool you. The C35 cam-

era offers features and perform-

ance usually found only in large,

expensive cameras.

Like automatically exact

electric-eye exposures, range-

finder focusing, a superbly sharp

lens, and an automatic system for

shooting flash pictures—without

calculations.

Just slide the tiny X-14 onto

the C35, and fire up to 200 flash

photos from two penlight bat-

teries. You'll never need flash-

bulbs again!

konicaCss
The simple camera
system from the

professional

camera people.

Konica Camera Corp., \fO^ Rorfcou
Woodside, New York 1 1377 |>y oerKCy

In Canada; Garhck Films Ltd., Toronto

In the Everglades, a hound
comers a raccoon. The rise

in raccoon rabies makes
such contacts dangerous

for both dog and man.

ing. Florida and south Georgia ac-

count for more than 90 percent of

all raccoon rabies reported in the

L nited States.

The existence of rabies virus in

raccoons was first reported in Flor-

ida in 1947, from Brevard County,

in the center of the Atlantic coastal

region. By the late 1950s raccoon

rabies covered most of peninsular

Florida. Twentv^six cases of rac-

coon rabies were reported from

north Florida in 1961. The next

year the disease advanced into

Georgia. The epidemic moved
northward, shunning the Atlantic

and Gulf coasts, and bv the end of

the decade extended across central

Georgia north to Macon. In the fall

of 1970. rabid raccoons were re-

ported in the Florida panhandle, in-

dicating both a westward spread of

the disease and an end of the virus-

free status of the upper Gulf Coast.

Serum samples collected from
wild raccoons in Florida during this

period revealed an infection rate of

2 to 20 percent. Serum samples col-



lected from Illinois, Texas, and

South Carolina during the same

time, were either completely nega-

tive or showed a low rate of in-

fection. This substantiated the pres-

ence of a rabies epidemic in the

Florida-Georgia region.

In January, 1969, the number of

rabid raccoons suddenly increased

on the island of Long Boat Key in

west Florida. The island, about 40

square miles in area, had a seasonal

human population of between

4,000 and 7,000. Most of the key

was commercially developed. In six

months, 51 raccoons delivered to

the state laboratory were positive

for rabies. Raccoons were hve-

trapped, and about 10 percent of

these were positive. The raccoon

population was approximately 50 to

80 per square mile. This means that

some areas had eight or more rabid

animals per square mile.

The epidemic seriously threat-

ened the health of the community,

but control of the disease was diffi-

cult because of a social response

that public health officials had not

anticipated. Karl D. Kappus of the

Center for Disease Control de-

scribed the situation:

'The raccoon population was

maintained at a level far above the

'natural' carrying capacity of the is-

land by easy access to food and the

Continued on page 80

AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats whatever she can find in the garbage.

And that is far less than some prowling dog would find in

your garbage can.

For just $12 a month, you can save such a child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you

can help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even an education.

But there's not a moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept.NH-5, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girlD ir

Name of Country

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for n a full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story, address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption" longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

n I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $

D Or, I will pledge $ per month.

n Please send me further information

n If for a group, please specify.
Church. Closs, Club. School. Busm

Name

—

Address-

City -State. .Zip_

You con adopt a child Irom any of the following countries Bolivia, Chile,

Colombia, Guotemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, India. Iron. Japan, Korea, Lebanon,

Mexico, Nigeria, Paraguay, Peru, Syria, Thailand. U.S.A. — Appolachion children or

American Indions. (Or o child of greatest need.) All gifts are fully tax deductible.

CHILDREN,INCORPORATEDi



The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

Women's Fib
Promise men anything,
but give then:i peace

"Anatomy is not destiny," say

the leaders of women's liberation.

They mean that sexual differences

need not set limits to the quality of

an individual's life. Evei"yone rec-

ognizes, of course, that the posses-

sion of ovaries rather than testicles

leads to different kinds of experi-

ences. But what the theoreticians of

the sexual revolution are getting at

is that ovaries, testicles, and other

sex-linked accessories are irrelevant

when it comes to the question of

how economic and political privi-

leges and obligations ought to be

distributed within human groups.

They are saying that, aside from

childbearing, the assignment of so-

cial roles results from social con-

vention, or culture, rather than

from biological attributes. And they

are correct when they insist that no

biological imperative assigns Amer-

ican women the dominant role in

child rearing, makes them domestic

drudges, and forces them to step

aside for males at high managerial

and political levels.

Culture is the gatekeeper of sex-

ual destiny. But the realization that

sexual roles are cultural is not suf-

ficient reason to conclude that they

are arbitrary and undetermined. It

does not mean that sex roles are

whimsical, unpredictable, and un-

responsive to physical and biologi-

cal conditions. Subordination of fe-

males happens to occur with re-

markable persistence in a great va-

riety of cultures. When a human
relationship occurs with great fre-

quency across space and time, we

Wrr--

must suppose that there are de-

terminate reasons for it. Culture it-

self is a form of "destiny."

Leaders of women's liberation

concede that female subordination

has been chai'acteristic of societies

on all levels of technological devel-

opment. Some, like Kate Millet,

even exaggerate the uniformity of

sex roles in order to anathematize

so-called patriarchal society. This

social system is supposed to be

equally well exemplified in hunting

and gathering bands, village farm-

ers, pastoralists, ancient states, and

modern industrial nations. The sex-

ual hierarchy does not exhibit pre-

cisely the same shape and substance

in each of these different settings.

Each social system presents novel

distributions of power and author-

ity, and even in our own society our

knowledge of sex roles is extremely

tenuous.

Nevertheless, there are four gen-

eral sets of facts that prove the exis-

tence of a widespread cultural bias

against females. First, with respect

to authority and power in domestic

relations, there is the prevalence of

polygyny (one man, plural wives)

and the corresponding rarity of

polyandry (one woman, plural hus-

bands). Second, with respect to do-

mestic ideologies and economic or-

ganization, descent and inheritance

are usually in the male line, and

wives usually leave their own fam-

ilies to reside with their husbands.

Third, with respect to politi-

cal economy, there is the prepon-

derance of male gerontocracies

and patriarchies as opposed to

the absolute nonexistence of a

single ethnographically reliable in-

stance of matriarchy. And finally,

there is demographic selection

against females through female in-

fanticide. In many tribal societies,

this results in an unbalanced sex ra-

tio, as reported in my column last

March.

The bias against human females

constitutes a remarkable paradox.

Women, after all, are biologically

more valuable than men, and if bi-

ology were in fact "destiny," the

bias would be against men. Women
can do everything that men can do,

although with perhaps some slight

loss of efirciency where brute

strength is required. They can hunt,

they can (and do) carry heavy bur-

dens, they can (and do) work in the

fields. Men can neither bear chil-

dren nor (without advanced tech-

nology) provide them with vital nu-

trients during infancy. The only

respect in which men are biologi-

cally indispensable for the survival

and well being of human popu-

lations is as genitors. But for that

role, one male will suffice for many
women. If biology were destiny, we



Photographed in the Highlands outside Dufftown, Scotland.

This wee beastie knew the secret

of Grant's 8 Scotch before the Grants did.

In 1885 Major William Grant
was looking for a special kind

of place to build his new Scotch

distillery, with spring water

clearer and fresher than

anyone else's.

Then someone told him about

Robbie Dubh's spring, in the

village of Dufftown, where the

rugged Highland cattle grazed.

For years they had it all to

themselves.

The water was perfect. So the

Major bought the land, moved
the Highland cattle to a new
pasture of their own and soon

was making the best Scotch

whisky you could buy.

Today the icy fresh water of

Robbie Dubh's spring is still part

of Grant's 8 Scotch. It still helps

create the smooth, light, balanced

flavor that's mellowed to

perfection for eight full years.

And Major Grant's great-

grandchildren still give this

special blend of Highland and
other fine whiskies the kind of

personal care and attention that

only a family-owned and family

operated business can offer.

That's the secret

of Grant's 8 Scotch.

And you share it

every time you
open a bottle.

wants.

^''<"h/:frdr/l1li"^1

Grant's. 8 Scotch: share our family secret.

Blended Scotch Whisky 86 Proof, ©1972 William Grant & Sons, Inc., N.Y. Importers. Bottled in Scotland.
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Leave the rest ofthe
world behind.
Cniise Scandinavia,
North Africa or
Greece.
Choose from three

extraordinary itineraries, far

from the crowded tourist circuit.

Unregimented days. Unforgettable
nights. Thirty-four 14-day
air/cruise adventures between
March and November. Next time
take a Travel Dynamics
adventure and get away i t> i?

from it all. Contact
your travel agent
or write for ^'
brochures, '

^'

91 9 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1 0022
(212) 371-5570
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would expect polyandrv to be more

common than polygyny, male in-

fanticide to be more common than

female infanticide, and matriarchy

more common than patriarchy.

The women who favor the great-

est possible scope for revolutionan'

cultural innovations in sex roles are

now denying the existence of de-

terministic natm-al and cultural pro-

cesses that might account for female

subordination. Millet, for example,

insists that since patriarchy is a so-

cial and political form we must

"look outside nature for its causes."

But what is there to look to out-

side of nature? Nothing but an irra-

tional—and ultimately evil and in-

scrutable—conspiracy on the part of

males to humble and exploit their

female companions. The only effec-

tive answer to such a conspiracy is

deemed to be a counterconspiracv,

one in which females, united by a

consciousness of their common deg-

radation and biological superiority,

carrv out a sexuallv organized polit-

ical revolution against the male op-

pressors. I call this "women's fib."

Much of the ritualized animositv

toward males that has become the

hallmark of the contemporarv liber-

ated woman derives from this ana-

Ivtical error.

There has not yet been a defini-

tive scientific answer to the ques-

tion of whv female subordination is

so prevalent. In recent years, ho^v-

ever, ecologically oriented research

has led to new insights into the rela-

tionship between sex roles and war-

fare. One hypothesis that emerges

from this research is that female in-

fanticide is a mechanism of popu-

lation control and that wai'fare

among tribal peoples is a con-

sequence of female infanticide.

Whatever the cause, war and fe-

male infanticide seem to have been

endemic and to have functioned to

control population among many
band- and village-organized so-

cieties. Among state-organized peo-

ples, warfare increased in furv and

scope proportionate to the in-

crements in capital and labor that

could be expropriated or exploited

after military conquest. In all forms

of warfare practiced to date, males

have been the effective primary

combatants.

Some women insist that the sec-

ondary role played by female com-

batants is itself a matter of male

conspiracy. But this ignores the se-

riousness of war and the extent of

the slaughter for which it has been

responsible. Males have been, and

continue to be, trained as the pri-

mary combatants because in the

deadly immediacy of the battlefield,

the physical differences between the

sexes, however slight or potentially

modifiable, loom as the difference

between life and death for entire

populations and social svstems.

One of the main weaknesses of

the male conspiracy theory is that

the domestic subordination of

women places them in a powerful

strategic position with respect to

the formation of the male person-

ality. Women control the nursery

and the early childhood condi-

tioning of both sexes. We know'

from psychoanalytic experience that

women do not lack the opportunity

to block the development of aggres-
'

siveness before the adult males

themselves take over the training of

boys. The adaptiveness of the sex-

ual hierarchy results in women
themselves inculcating the "mascu-

linity" of which they are the vic-

tims. This fact would be in-

explicable if female subordination

were merely an arbitrary, nonadap-

tive, meaningless expression of

male vanity.

For primitive societies, the basis j

of female subordination is the ab-

sence of technological solutions to

the military problems associated

with conception, menstruation,

pregnancy, and lactation. For in-

dustrial societies we must look else-

where. Perhaps it has been found

that higher levels of controlled ag-

gressiveness and brutalitv can be at- >^

tained in males when the achieve-

ment of masculinity is linked to the

subordination of females. To put it

bluntly, the institutionahzed privi-

lege of being able to exploit women
is the reward that modern militaris-

tic societies give to males who serve'~

as cannon fodder.

My analysis of the relationship

between sexual hierarchy and war,(

leads to a practical suggestion. The '

strategy of sexual politics requires I

that the superordinate males who
are threatened by the sexual revolu-

tion be promised something in ex-

change for their lost privileges.

What could be better than to prom-

ise them peace?

Marvin Harris teaches anthropol-

ogy at Columbia University.



To do manydifferent jobs
NASA chose manydifferent cameras. Hasselblad.

500 C
In 1962 NASA chose Hassel-

blad to be used by the Astro-

nauts on manned spaceflights.

The first Hasselblad to go
up was the 500C, aboard the
Mercury Spacecraft Sigma 7.

The camera has an 80mm
Zeiss Planar f2.8 lens and 12-

exposure magazine. All com-
ponents are interchangeable.
The famous first walk in

space by Astronaut Edward
White, aboard Gemini 4, was
recorded by Command Pilot

James McDivitt, using a 500C.

NASA chose Hasselblad for

the space program because of

its legendary reliability, qual-

ity of results, ease of operation
(Astronauts are not profes-
sional photographers) and
scope as a photographic sys-

tem. These same characteris-

tics have made Hasselblad the

choice of discriminating pho-
tographers on earth.

A Hasselblad camera is what
you make of it. Snap on a super
wide angle Zeiss Distagon
40mm lens, a 24-exposure
magazine and an eye-level
prism finder, and it becomes
one thing. Switch to a Zeiss

Tele-Tessar 500mm lens, a 70-

exposure magazine, a pistol

grip—and it becomes some-
thing else again.

That's why photographers of

all kinds— commercial, adver-
tising, news, scientific, indus-
trial, amateur—all satisfy their

diverse photographic needs
within the Hasselblad System.

500 C/M

Super Wide C
For four years and eight

manned spaceflights, the 500C
was the Hasselblad space
camera.

Then in 1966, a second Has-
selblad was added. The wide
angle Hasselblad SWCwith its

38mm Zeiss Biogon lens.

It made its first flight aboard
Gemini 9, where Astronaut
Eugene Cernan used it on his

2 hour space walk. During that

walk the camera operated flaw-

lessly in total vacuum.
An exciting glimpse of life

inside the capsule was also

made possible by the SWC, be-
cause of its sweeping 90-de-
gree angle of view and great
depth of field.

On earth the SWC is used
by industrial, architectural,
landscape and amateur photog-
raphers. The SWC allows them
to work indoors and out, at ex-

tremely close quarters, with
extraordinary sharpness from
corner to corner and incredi-

ble depth of field (from 26
inches to infinity at f22).

News and sports photog-
raphers make interesting use
of the unique features of the
SWC by presetting it, snapping
on 70-exposure film magazine,
then using it to take grab shots
when there isn't time to focus.

The versatility of the SWC is

extended by the use of inter-

changeable film magazines
and other components of the
Hasselblad System.

Super Wide C

500 EL
Two and a half years later,

in December 1968, a third Has-
selblad joined the space pro-

gram—the electrically-driven

SOOEL.The event was the flight

of Apollo 8. Two SOOELs went
along—one with an 80mm lens,

the other with a Zeiss Sonnar
250mm lens— plus 7 inter-
changeable 70mm magazines.

This was the first time that

men journeyed from earth to

orbit another world. The photo-

graphs from this voyage were
essential in planning the forth-

coming lunar landing.
The Hasselblad 500EL al-

lowed more photographs to be
taken with less effort, because
no film winding was necessary.
After each exposure the 500EL
automatically readies itself for

the next shot by advancing the
film and cocking the shutter.

This Hasselblad is the only
electrically-driven 2%" camera
on earth. Because of its auto-
matic features, it can be suc-
essfully operated from a

distance, freeing the photog-
rapher from the camera and
allowing him to work more
with his subject. That's part of

the reason why the Hasselblad
500EL/M has won the esteem
of advertising and publicity
photographers, as well as
sports, wildlife, industrial and
scientific photographers.

500 EL/M

500 EL Data Camera
But the first camera to be

used on the moon wasn't the
Hasselblad 500C, or the SWC,
or even the 500EL. It was a
fourth Hasselblad-the 500EL
Data Camera, with Reseau
plate and Zeiss Biogon 60mm
f5.6 lens. A photogrammetric
camera, whose tiny cross-
shaped index marks appear on
the negative, making it pos-
sible to measure distances and
heights with great accuracy.
When Astronaut Neil Arm-

strong took man's first walk on
the moon, on July 20, 1969,
the Hasselblad 500EL Data
Camera was there with him, at-

tached to his chestpack.

The 500EL Data Camera
proved so valuablelhat an
earth version—the MK70—was
developed and is the newest
addition to the System.

The MK70 fills a need for a
small, easy-to-handle photo-
grammetric camera capable of

producing exceptional results.

The IVIK70 is the ideal photo-
graphic tool for use in applied
engineering and construction
work, as well as for mapping,
architectural, industrial and
medical photography.

For a free copy of the 48-
page Hasselblad catalog,
describing all the different
cameras and accessories of

the Hasselblad System, write
Paillard Incorporated, 1900
Lower Road, Linden, N. J.

07036. Other products: Bolex
movie equipment, Hermes type-
writers and figuring machines.

MK70

It takes more than one camera to make a system.

HASS£LBLAD®
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston!

The Organic Gardener
and

Anti-lntellectuallsni

Several years ago, in response

to the then strong student pressures

for "relevance" in education and
moved by a desire to consider cer-

tain social problems in the frame-

work of the newer knowledge of bi-

ologs', several colleagues and I

initiated a course entitled "Biology

and Human Affairs." Designed for

nonmajors and actuallv for non-

scientists (it inevitably became
known as "Biologs' for Poets"), the

course has attracted relatively large

numbers of students and has met
with moderate success in its effort

to provide some biological back-

ground against which one can con-

sider such topics as population

growth, pollution, genetics and in-

telligence, organ transplantation,

biological engineering, and chem-

ical and biological warfare. Teach-

ing such a course is a challenge be-

cause of the great diversity of

student backgrounds in biology

(How much basic science should I

teach?) and because of the in-

adequate grounding in social

science of most biologists, com-

pared with the occasionaUv great

sophistication of some students (Am
1 out of my depth?). These diffi-

culties have resulted in a constant

modification of the course, both in

subject matter and approach, a situ-

ation that is likely to continue for

some years.

Interacting with the students in

informal discussions has made sev-

eral instructors in the course aware

of the extent to which many stu-

dents have become disillusioned

with science—as a method of arriv-

ing at an understanding of man, and

the universe in which he lives and

as a means of improving the quality

of life. To many of the "poets" in

the course, scientists are other-

worldly people, content to fiddle in

their laboratories while the world—
for which they are at least partly re-

sponsible—burns in napalm, decays

into pollution, and becomes de-

humanized into mechanical, com-

puterized, assembly-line work rou-

tines.

The scientist is also held respon-

sible for the antisocial uses to which

many of his discoveries are put by

the military (bombs, chemical, and

biological weapons, flamethrowers,

automated battlefields), by govern-

ment (electronic "bugging" de-

vices, computerized data banks for

political dissidents), and industry

(shoddy mass-produced automo-
biles, chemical products that pol-

lute the environment, useless and
expensive gadgetry). Many students

seem unwilling to agree that the

findings of the scientist are ethically

neutral, and that it is society that

must determine whether they shall

be used for good or evil. Because of

his special insight and knowledge,

the scientist is expected to give

guidance to the decision-making

agencies of government and busi-

ness (which frequently do not re-

spect his testimony) and to main-

tain constant surveillance over the

new technolog)' his research discov-

eries have spawned. Since, with rel-

atively minor exceptions, scientists

have not performed this watchdog
role adequately, both society in gen-

eral and students in particular have

recently given much less approval

to the aspirations and accom-
plishments of science than here-

tofore. In addition, some students

have reacted with cynical disbelief

to some of the data of science, *

\vhich they would not have ques-

tioned several years ago. Let me il-

lustrate with one case history.

As a reaction to the recent ex-

poses concerning the deleterious ef-

fects of various pesticides on animal

life and the ecosystem, the possible

damage to babies from inordinately

high quantities of nitrates in their

foodstufls—a result of the appli-

cation of high quantities of chem-

24
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If you're growing tired
of being

such a good listener"

Pf course, it would be a lot more fun to be a "great conversation-

alist" instead. But how would you go about it? How could you

Decome the kind of fascinating person you usually admire — full

3f ideas, information, with an air of enviable authority on half a

dozen subjects . . .

If you had all the time in the world, you could plow through

Jozens and dozens of magazines and books every month. But

if your time is limited, you can let the editors of Intellectual Digest

do all that heavy reading and sifting for you. And bring you the

aest of the lot — the not-to-be-missed discussable articles that

really interest you.

Intellectual Digest gives you the opportunity to sample the

most fascinating magazines published today — from the well-

known quality magazines such as The New Yorker, Foreign Af-

Why shouldn't you be the one to bring fascinating

subjects like these into the conversation?

• Gore Vidal attacks the fallacy of the male im-

perative and asks why the male ego can't ac-

cept the female challenge to its dominance.
(N. Y. Review of Books)

A geologist discovers that the South Pole was
once in the Sahara Desert. (Natural History)

• Was Ho Chi Minh a bad poet? Read the argu-
ments, pro and con, and decide for yourself

as Intellectual Digest presents the Chinese
original and two clashing translations.

• "Is Religion Superfluous?". . . noted British

historian Arnold Toynbee tells why science
cannot solve human Insecurity, fear of failure

and death. (Excerpt from Surviving the Future)

• "The Liberal Schism". . . a venomous ideolog-

ical confrontation among warring factions of

New York's literary-political fraternity.

(Commonweal)

lairs and Commentary ... to professional magazines (usually

unavailable to the layman) such as Physics Today, Annals of

Internal Medicine, and The New Scientist ... to the "little mag-
azines" and literary quarterlies such as Paris Review, Daedalus,

and Antioch Review. Over 300 magazines in all.

You'll be absorbing facts, theories, discoveries, revelations,

even backstage rumors, about everything important on the cur-

rent scene ... in science, literature, sociology, art, medicine,

history, politics. Most articles are published in full — but when
space considerations make cuts necessary, it's always with the

approval and collaboration of the author.

In addition, at least six excerpts from major books are In every

issue—often brought to you before publication. Recent examples:

John Gardner's Grendel, The "Diary" of Van Gogh, Kate Ivlillett's

Sexual Politics, Julian Huxley's Memories, and R. D. Laing's

Knots. And newsletters in every issue keep you abreast of the

latest developments in the arts and sciences.

Act now for the half-price Charter offer

Doesn't this sound like the kind of magazine that could make
even talking to yourself more interesting? Why not take advan-

tage of the special $5 Charter Rate while it's still in effect. Just

mail the coupon and after your first issue arrives, decide for

yourself if you wish to continue. In any case, the first issue is

yours to keep with our compliments.

Act now
^ for special

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
P.O. Box 2986
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send my complimentary issue and enter my
charter half-price subscription for 11 additional issues

at only $5 (a total savings of 50% on the regular- $10
price). I may cancel within 14 days after receiving' it if

not fully satisfied.
^

n Bill me D $5 enclosed

City

State Zip.

Add 50tf for Canada and $2 tor Foreign.
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ical fertilizers—and the known toxic

effects of certain common chemicals

used as food preser\atives, some

people, including manv students,

have become devotees of "organic

gardening." Produce gi-own bv or-

ganic gai'deners is ostensiblv never

subjected to potentiallv toxic pes-

ticidal spravs. is fertiUzed onlv bv

manure, leaf mold, or other organic

materials, and is never artificiallv

preserved bv chemicals. Materials

so produced are often more ex-

pensive than the usual com-
merciallv available foods and

frequenth' must be purchased in

special stores.

In the course of mv lectures on

botanv. I had occasion to point out

that the green plant is a complete

autotroph for organic materials,

that is, given onlv carbon dioxide

from an-, sunlight, and water, plus

inoi-ganic minerals from the soil, it

is capable of svnthesizing the thou-

sands of organic compounds out of

which it is constnicted. Under fa-

vorable soil conditions, it has abso-

luteb' no need for anv external

sources of organic compounds: and

the hanest produced from crops

supplied with purelv inorganic ferti-

lizers will be just as rich in vita-

mins, amino acids, and other kev

nutritional requirements for man as

one produced from heavily ma-

nured crops. Tliis has been demon-

strated manv times, not onlv bv

analvzing for such components in

the iaboratorv, but also bv feeding

test animals ^\'ith both kinds of

products. In the absence of evi-

dence to the contraiT. almost all

scientists ^vould conclude that there

is no demonstrable difference, ei-

ther chemical or nuti-itional. be-

tween inorganicallv and organicallv

grown plants.

'^Tiv, then, the students want to

know, is it beneficial to apply ma-

nure, leaf mold, peat moss, com-

post, and other organic materials to

the soil? The answer lies, not in the

p'ant. but in the soil itself. Soil is

comprised of vai^ious-sized particles

or degi-aded rock wetted bv a solu-

ti-on containing organic and in-

organic materials, together •(nth or-

gjinic remains of various kinds of

creatmes, large numbers of living

bacteria, fungi and algae, occa-

sional small animals, and a system

of air spaces permeating the entire

mass. This elaborate mixture of

components is not static; on the

contrai-v, it is constantlv under-

going transformation. As the orga-

nisms gi-o\v. the a^ailable nutrients

in the soil solution and the organic

remains are used up. In com-

pensation, these organisms secrete

materials that solubilize the rock

pai-ticles. making new minerals

available for plants, and also glue

soil particles together into lai'ge

ciTimbs. keeping the soil well aer-

ated and in good "tilth" for plant

gi-owth.

If the organic matter of the soil is

depleted, then the activitv of soil

microorganisms diminishes and soil

(jualitv mav deteriorate. Soils poor

in organic matter chai^acteristicalh"

have poor water-holding capacit%'.

deficient mineral nutrients in the

soil solution, and a compacted tex-

tm"e so deficient in air spaces that

roots cannot respire properlv.

Plants grooving in such a soil mav

be mineral deficient for anv one of

these reasons, and it is to be ex-

pected that the addition of chemical

fertilizers would onlv paiiiallv alle-

viate theu- mineral deficiencies,

while manm-e or other organic ad-

ditives would do a more complete

job.

If. however, the soil has adequate

organic matter to sustain its popu-

lation of microorganisms and to

maintain its proper sti"ucture. then

the addition of chemical fertilizers

is sufficient to produce optimal

gi-owth and chemical composition

of the plants growing in the soil.

The best proof of this statement is

that plants can be grown from seed

to seed in svnthetic chemical solu-

tions, entirelv without organic ad-

denda of any kind, and without

even the phvsical support furnished

bv soil. Such plants are as capable

of supporting the gi'owth of the ani-

mals that eat them as are "'organ-

icallv grown plants."

These are facts, as certain (and

as tentative) as anv I kno^v in

science. ^ et. I think it is fair to sav

that the\" were not reallv believed

bv some students in the class who
ai-e emotionallv committed to " or-

ganic gardening."" This is true pai--

tiallv because thev ai-e in re\T)lt

against "'the establishment" and the

svnthetic, plastic world it has

created. This leads them to propose

impossible additional conditions be-

fore thev will believe the facts cited

above. ""How do vou know that

there ai-en"t undiscovered vitamins

or growth factors that vou can't

analvze for?" Of com^se, scientists

don't know, but point to the fact

that svnthetic diets made of known
gro\vth factors will support normal

gro^vth of test organisms, including

man, and will support reproduction

of test animals, such as mice and

rats, over several generations. This

puts the burden of proof for other

gro\\i;h factors scpiarelv in the skep-

tics' comt, but manv of them feel

no necessitv to prove anvthing: they

are content to i^eiterate the possi-

biUtv that there is more to know
about diet than we now know, with-

out being more specific and without

paving regai'd to the usual rules of

evidence.

Mv advice to devotees of organic

food is to pav the exti-a cost of such

foods if thev wish to avoid some
pesticide residues and pre-

servatives, but not to do so under

the illusion that plants grown on or-

ganic media are necessarilv anv bet-

ter than plants given an optimum

mixture of chemical fertilizers. It is

doubtful whether such ad\"ice will

be taken.

In a follow-up discussion, I asked

how manv students regulai^lv con-

sume vitamin pills. About one-third

of the class raised their hands. I

then pointed out that the body

needs onlv minute quantities of vi-

tamins, that a tvpical \a\e College

diet more than adequatelv provides

the quantities needed, that excess

vitamins ai^e merelv excreted, and

that massive quantities of certain vi-

tamins could actuallv produce

hai-mful effects. The students lis-
;

tened respectfullv, but later queries

re\"ealed that practicallv none had

changed theu- habits and continued,

often at great personal expense, to

pop useless and perhaps harmlul

pills as part of theu dailv routine.

Thev did not reallv counter the e\'i-

dence I advanced, nor did they

change theu wav of thinking. They

continued a dailv practice that was

demonstrabh illogical, vet some-

how computable to them. I con-

clude that the Yale undergraduate,,,

like others in the communitv. does

not behave like a completelv logical

animal, cherishes his prejudices

deai-lv. and treats science and scien-

tists with inteiTsted attention, but

not ^vith complete trust.

Arthur W . Galston teaches biology

at Yale Lniversity.
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THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

A Lars-Eric Lindblad cruising expedition

into the South Atlantic and Antarctica

is not only exciting, it is highly unique.

Of the many exciting adventures the

M. S. Lindblad Explorer has enjoyed to

date, none has exceeded the Antarctic

expeditions. As evidence we can proudly

point to the growing number of repeat

passengers and ever-expanding passen-

ger list, embracing people from all

corners of the earth, people with varied

interests and vocations.

We believe that our 1973 cruises to the

fascinating Falkland Islands, followed by

our four expeditions into Antarctica,

should be unique and especially inviting.

For nine seasons we have never failed

to disembark our passengers at the

various scientific stations and landfalls.

Not only are we welcomed by the scien-

tific staff of the various nations, but you

will have the opportunity to see the

remarkable bird and animal life of

Antarctica. For the photographer, the

ever-changing ice formations will be a

challenge.

The M. S. Lindblad Explorer, of

Norwegian registry, has exceptional

ability to navigate in ice packs and con-

stricted waters. She will act as a floating

hotel for its ninety-two passengers.

Scientific guest lecturers will give talks

aboard and lead groups ashore.

Write us for a detailed and informative

brochure.

Dept. NH572
LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 East 55th SIreet
New York. N.Y. 10022 t

Please send brochure. I am seriously inter-

ested in your expeditions to Antarctica.

(Please print)

Telephone (Area Code)_
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Prophylactic Services
of the

Cleaning Shrimp
by Carl Roessler and Jankees Post

Fast, effective relief!

Stop minor itching and irritations

Without causing stomach upset

(Caution: May be habit-forming)

In the countless generations

since the seas began, many involved

relationships have developed among
the creatures of the coral reef. The
most common and best understood,

of course, is the elaborate ritual en-

gaged in by the hunter and the

prey. But other, complex almost-

ballets fill the daily life of the reef;

many of these have only recently

been observed and are part of such

an intricate mosaic that major stud-

ies will be required even to begin to

comprehend them. Why, for ex-

ample, do whole sections of coral

reef suddenly sicken and die, and

why do certain algae and anemones

immediately invade and overgrow

these graveyards?

One relationship, which was first

described within the past twenty

years, is the phenomenon of clean-

ing, a symbiosis in which certain

species remove irritating parasites—

which are their food supply—or

"treat" wounds as a service to other

species. Certain French angelfish

ai|d Spanish hogfish, for example,

spend their youth as cleaners but

stop when they reach adulthood.

Other species spend their entire

lives providing this service.

One group of cleaners, which

combines color, delicate grace, and

fascinating function, are the reef

shrimps. But these tiny crustaceans,

30

nunfbering in the uncounted bil-

lions in the world's seas, are hardly

the best known of their class. The
lobsters, crabs, and commercial

open-water shrimps, which adorn

both sea and table, or the enormous
bulk of the deep-sea, shrimplike

plankton called krill, which forms

one of the sea's largest food sup-

plies, come to mind more quickly.

But when seeking beauty rather

than food, the cleaner shrimps of

the reef are always worth the

search. Four species frequent the

reefs in the Netherlands Antilles.

The most easily found is the bril-

liantly hued Periclemenes yucatani-

cus. Seldom reaching an inch in

length, this exquisite creature hides

amid the stinging tentacles of the

anemone Condylactis gigantea. The
anemone seems to provide lifetime

protection for the otherwise quickly

devoured shrimp, but what does the

smaller symbiote do for its well-

armed host? In aquariums it appears

to clean the anemone.

In the area we observed, each

Condylactis had but a single adult

shrimp symbiote of this species. In

three years of constant diving, we
never saw more than one adult

shrimp per anemone. This local ob-

servation differs from that of the

late Conrad Limbaugh, who found

Periclemenes yucatanicus in pairs

or even aggregations of five or six. 1

On another point, however, our ob-

servations and Limbaugh's are iden-

tical: this shrimp never seems to
|

leave its anemone host to clean fish,
'

apparently spending its entire adult
\

life within the protective perimeter

of the Condylactis' tentacles.

Another tiny shrimp, Penc/emerees

pedersoni, has a larger behavioral

repertoire. It will clean not only
j

Condylactis but several other

anemones as well, and will, at a mo- '

ment's notice, clean parasites from

certain of the passing fish. Con-

stantly lashing its antennae back

and forth to advertise its availabil-

ity, this shrimp is easily visible at a

distance to any fish needing its as-

sistance. Leaping from its anemone

perch at a "truce" signal from the

parasite-plagued fish, this almost .\

transparent shrimp picks the irri-

tants from the scales of its verte-

Not tiny time pills, but the

knoblike appendages of a

sea anemone provide a home
for a cleaner shrimp,

a Periclemenes pedersoni.
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brate visitor. Lnlike P. vucatani-

cus, this shrimp is wilUng to leave

the armed confines of its host

anemone. Individuals and groups of

six to eight can be found on

sponges or other highlv visible sta-

tions, but never far from the protec-

tion of their anemones.

The communication that pre-

cedes fish cleaning involves a fixed

ritual, which is easilv obsened in

the larger cleaning shrimp such as

Stenopus hispidus or the more retir-

ing Hippolxsmata grabhami. Both

these cleaners are usuallv found bv

searching small clefts in the coral

for the telltale long white antennae

that mark them, ^"hile the shrimp's

bodv is generallv not visible, the

waving antennae extend bevond the

sheltering coral like a neon sign ad-

vertising the occupant.

These large cleaning shrimp also

seem to have fixed abodes, ^vhere a

diver can find them dav after dav.

More important, this fixed address

is kno\vn bv the larger territorial

residents of the reef, such as the

groupers and moray eels. These

large predators suffer from almost

transparent parasites, isopods and

copepods. which are actuallv rela-

tives of the ven' shrimp that pro-

vide the cleaning service. Qose in-

spection often reveals these tinv

pai'asites moving about on a group-

er's scales. Especiallv when a

grouper flushes darkly, the diver

will see small white spots, shaped

like horseshoe crabs, skittering

about the head and eyes of the fish.

\^Tien in need of cleaning, a

grouper or morav will approach a

hollowed-out section of coral where

the cleaners live, often entering via

a "back door." '^'e feel they prob-

ablv adopted this method of entr}-

because it hides their bodies from

the view of even larger predators

and alloW'S them to scan the reef

while being cleaned. In these larger

creatures the signal requesting

cleaning seems to be cessation of

movement, sometimes accompanied

bv the flaring of fins and gill covers.

The morav or grouper adopts a posi-

tion of rest and the cleaner shrimp

immediatelv goes to work. Stenopus

maintains its position on the coral

and reaches out with long claws to

pick parasites, but Hippolysmata

leaps aboard the fish or eel and

crawls over its bodv searching for

the irritants.

This ^^"hole procedure is markedly

different from the cleaning of other

reef fish such as bonnetmouths,

wTasse, and parrotfish. Certain spe-

cies of cleaners appear to specialize

in cleaning certain "customers."

For example, bonnetmouths will be

found in clusters about juvenile

Spanish hogfish, but goatfish seem to

approach onlv juvenile French an-

gelfish. Wrasse and parrotfish use
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Two barbershop shrimp^

Stenopus hispidus, finish

cleaning a moray eel, top,

which has been startled. At

left, a shrimp keeps watch

from a nook in the reef.

cleaning gobies or the small blue

anemone shrimp Periclemenespeder-

soni rather than Stenopus or Hip-

polysmata.

Wrasse and parrot fish often

request cleaning service bv adopt-

ing a vertical position—"standing

on their heads" or "standing on

their tails." Since the usual orienta-

tion of fish is almost always horizon-

tal, the sight of a fish holding itself

erect bv waving its pectoral fins is

easy to spot amid other reef activ-

ity. The adoption of a vertical orien-

tation seems to involve a good deal

of effort and would appear to be im-

practical for the larger morays in

particular.

Another signal for requesting

cleaning is color change. We have

observed a group of vellow goatfish

move as a school to the cleaning

station of a juvenile French angel-

fish. All of the goatfish came to rest

on the sand, and one changed from

its normal white and yellow color to

a startling blood red, whereupon

the cleaner began work. When we
interrupted the scene, the red goat-

fish reassumed its normal color, and

the school swam away. The entire

procedure was repeated a half-

dozen times; each time only one

fish of the school changed color and

received service.

The removal of parasites bv the

shrimp must be pleasurable and

necessary for the fish: thev defi-

nitely do not like to be disturbed

while it is in process. Even when a

diver comes near, the fish being

cleaned attempts to remain calm

and let the shrimp work. Especially

in the larger fish or eels, the diver

can observe an increase of stirring

in the client as the intruder moves

closer. In the end. the moray or

grouper will distinctly shudder, and

the cleaners retu^e instantly to the

protection of their coral head. At

this point, particularly in the case

of the larger moravs, the next move
is best made bv the diver.

How important is the cleaning

service offered by the shrimp? To
find out, Limbaugh removed the

cleaner shrimp from two coral

heads. Within a few weeks there
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A tiny cleaning shrimp,

Periclemenes yucatanicus,

scuttles among the armed

tentacles of a sea anemone
on a Caribbean reef.

were fewer fish at these two coral

heads than at others in the area,

and many of these showed frayed

fins and ulcerated sores. Attempts

to repeat this experiment have

shown no such results, however.

On two occasions I have ob-

served wounded morays with clean-

ers picking at their wounds. In one

case, a badly mauled spotted moray

that had lost an eye remained mo-

tionless as a cleaner moved quickly

over the wound.

One might expect that, in return

for their crucial services, the

cleaner shrimp would be immune
from attack, but this is not so. Dur-

ing the clearly signaled truce of the

cleaning ritual, the shrimp is not at-

tacked. But at other times the

cleaners appear to become prey, for

they have been found in the stom-

achs of groupers on several occa-

sions. This might explain why Ste-
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nopus and Hippolysmata live in

protected crevices with only their

advertising antennae visible, and

why Periclemenes yucatanicus and

P. pedersoni live on host anemones.

One of the most interesting of

the reef shrimps is the mantis

shrimp. This formidable predator-

solitary, drab, and vicious—is the

opposite of the cleaner shrimp.

Those we have met are dull white

and blend with the white sand in

which they dig burrows up to three

feet deep. When a diver acciden-

tally puts his hand near a cam-

ouflaged sand burrow (as my 13-

year-old son did), he is immediately

confronted by its raging, snapping

occupant.

The mantis shrimp cleans no one

and seems to attack anything that

passes by. What look, and work,

like praying mantis claws are ac-

tually one elongated pair of

amazingly effective mouth parts.

Strong and sharp, they seem to

have no real equal amoilg familiar

terrestrial insects. Praying mantis

claws reach forward above the prey

and snap downward, while the bot-

tom-dwelling mantis shrimp shoots

its specially adapted lower jaws for-

ward beneath the prey and snaps

upward. But functionally, the two

mechanisms are almost identical.

These few reef shrimps are only a

small percentage of the many spe-

cies of crustaceans that throng the

sea. But while they do throng the

sea, we must end on an ominous

note. We have dived on reefs where

spear fishermen and other human
killers have wiped out the large ter-

ritorial fish such as groupers, and

the repercussions have reached

even the shrimp. In addition, the

popularity of salt water aquariums

has caused professional collectors of

tropical fish to ship large numbers
of Stenopus hispidus to stock

wholesalers in America and Eu-

rope. On reefs that have been heav-

ily worked, the effects are dramatic.

These desolate, empty reefs echo to

the loss of the big sport fish, and

one searches in vain among the co-

ral ledges for the telltale white an-

tennae of their little servants.

Shrimp are not the only

cleaners on the reef. Here a

yellow-tailed goatfish has

turned rust red, its signal

to a French angelfish that

it wants to be cleaned.
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Sky Reporter

Look Out, Hercules
by John P. Wiley, Jr.

Harn^ had been tn'ing to find the variable star for

an hour. He was losing his temper, starting to say

nastv things about V Bootis, the star he couldn't find;

gamma Bootis. the guide star, which he could find;

and the makers of his telescope, which somehow had

to be at fault. He decided to give the variable star one

last chance to be where it was supposed to be.

First he aimed his telescope at third-magnitude

gamma Bootis: then, with the wide-field eyepiece in

place, he slo^vlv swung the tube north and west, mov-

ing a precise number of fields of view from the bright

star. He came to the same star field, the one that

looked so much like the finder chart on the table be-

side him. There was the sidewa\s \^ he was looking

for, and that bright pair: but there, too, were stars that

did not appear on the chart, too many such stars to let

him believe for a moment that he had discovered a

nova. He knew he would never see \ Bootis.

The salts- sting of frustration surprised him. He'd

ir\ again tomorro^\ night, -^vhen his eyes ^veren't so

tired. He wished the doctor had not told him that alco-

hol tends to destrov night vision. Irritated, he lay

down on the plastic-webbed chaise lounge. He had

told his wife that he used it to watch for meteors, and

sometimes that was true. But the chair's angles re-

minded him of a captain's fighting chair on the bridge

of a destrover. and sometimes. Harr\- lav on the lounge

to pilot the earth through space.

He was facing east. It was nearly eleven o'clock and

the summer triangle ^\'as climbing the eastern sky; Leo

was sinking in the west behind him. He half-closed his

eves, concentrating all his consciousness on feehng the

eai-th move, letting out the clutch. Now he felt it. the

speed of rotation canning him toward the eastern hori-

zon at 750 miles an hour. Spaceship Earth was becom-

ing real, spinning like some gigantic dynamo.

Sensing the spin was ahvavs easy. Now he thought

about the sun. hidden bv the bulk of the planet below

him. He willed himself to feel the earth moving

through space as it streaked along in its orbit around

the sun at 18 miles a second. He did not feel it until

he began to sense the centrifugal effect of the earth s

cun'ing in its path. The earth was turning in to^vard

the sun bv a ninth of an inch even- 18 miles, cm^-ing

to close the ellipse of its orbit.

Adding the proper wobble ^sas more difficult vet.

Harrv had to speed up the rhvthms of the world, push-

ing ice sheets up and down the planet like window

shades in a speeded-up cartoon. To really feel the

wobble, he had to rotate the globe so fast it was onlv a

blur, and whip it around the sun at a dizzying velocity.

The wobble was stiU vers- slo^v, but by tensing every

ner\-e, Harrv could feel the earth's axis turn through .

47 degrees. In his pilot's chair he began to swav

slowly from side to side.

(Long ago he had given up the whoUy separate

Chandler wobble, which onlv moved the earth's axis a

few feet. It was real, but too small to matter: Harry

had bigger things to think about.)

Now. with his spaceship rotating, revolving, and

wobbling, Harrv scrunched down into his chair for the

really big motions. He leaned his head back and

aligned himself -svith the sweep of the galaxv.

Slowlv, slowly, he let his senses feel the ponderous

turning of the galaxy, a hundred billion stars acting as

the atoms of a cosmic Frisbee. Slowlv the galaxv spun

(clockwise, if vou looked down from its north pole),

even- star in the skv and the blur of the MUkv \*i av

turning, the flvwheel of the gods.

Harrv had the galaxv spinning now if spinning was

the proper word. It would take 200 million \-ears for

the sun to get around once. It had gone onlv one-third

of the wav around since the last of the great dinosaurs

died. This was not to sav that the sun was loafing

along. It had to move at better than 125 miles a sec-

ond just to keep its place.

Now came the best part. Rather than simply keep-

ing in place and flying the solar svstem around and

around the galaxv like some kiddv car on an amuse-

ment-park track. Harry made his move. Smiling like

Snoopv taking his doghouse up before dawn, he pulled

the earth (and the sun and the rest of its entourage)

out of the stellar formation and sent it flving through

the neighboring stars at 12 miles a second, aiming for

a spot east of the kevstone in the constellation Hercu-

les. Ham- lav back in his chair, eves fixed on Hercu-

les, and soon the stars at the edges of his vision began

to slide bv. Those ahead moved apart, like the trees in

front as vou walk through a forest, and those behind

him closed together.

Harrv knew he was moving in still one more direc-

tion, but chose to ignore it because he did not know
what direction. The universe itself was expanding, and

the galaxv -svas hurtling along, destined bv the ex-

plosion that blew up space itself to moving alwavs far-

ther and farther a^va^- from everv other galaxv.

Ham- had given up tning to feel this motion; he



like piloting an airplane o\cr an untraveled ocean on a

dark night: you could flv for hours and nothing would

look any different. You could not prove that you had

moved at all.

Harry concentrated on what he could see. He
gripped the arms of the chaise, keeping a sharp watch

on the interstellar space ahead of him. The stars of

Hercules seemed to be growing brighter as he slipped

silently toward them: the fuzzy patch of light that

marked the cluster Messier 13 seemed to be breaking

up into individual stars.

"Don't forget to put out the garbage, dear." his

wife called from an upstairs window. Harry stared at

the darkened house, looming up against the northern

sky. The galaxy, the sun, the earth, all stopped mov-

ing. He got up slowly, threw a tarp over the telescope,

picked up his charts, and walked into the house.

Another Dream Lost The solar system be-

came a lonelier place this year when we had our first

close look at the moons of Mars. Phobos and Deimos.

or Fear and Panic, if you prefer translation, look

something like badlv pocked potatoes; they look noth-

ing at all like artificial satellites put in orbit in a last

bid for survival by the technically advanced in-

habitants of a dying planet, i^nd the craters almost

certainly indicate that the two moons were in orbit

long before the period 1862 to 1877.

The Martian moons have been famous beyond their

size ever since .Jonathan Swift correctly described

them in 1726, some 150 years before they were dis-

covered by Asaph Hall. In this century Edgar Rice

Burroughs, in a series of novels, created an image of

them hurtling across the Martian sky. (Actually, seen

from the surface of Mars, thev would appear to he

barely moving.)

In 19.59 the Soviet astronomer I.S. Shklovskii pro-

posed that the moons were hollow, that thev were

really artificial satellites, orbiting habitats' for Mar-

tians. He advanced the idea to explain why Phobos is

accelerating and moving closer to Mars, a motion thai

will change its place in the sky (seen from Mars) li\

4 degrees in a century and that will bring it crashing

to the surface in 10 to 20 million years. Only hollow

objects, Shklovskii argued, could be light enough so

that even the extremely tenuous outer atmosphere of

Mars could exert enough drag on them to shrink llicii-

orbits and thus actually accelerate them.

Anollicr So\ iel writer look Sliklo\skii"s idea a step

fui'ther, suggesting that the moons were launched

sometime between 1862 and 1877. F. Zigel pointed

out that Sir John Herschel did not see the moons at

the favorable opposition of 1862, but Asaph Hall

found them with a smaller telescope 15 years later.

Herschel did not see them because thev were not there

in 1862, Zigel argued.

Now Mariner 9 has sent back pictures of both

moons—misshapen chunks of planetary debris. They
are obviously not the product of intelligent beings. Of
course, if vou were a Martian and wanted to be left

alone, you would not build a shiny space station that

cried out its artificial origin. Instead you might employ
camouflage and try to make your home in space look

like an old chunk of rock.

Phobos, the larger of the Martian moons, was

photographed earlier this year by Mariner 9.

It measures about 20 by 25 miles; the

shadow-filled crater at right center is about

four miles across. The craters show great age.



Celestial Events
b\- Tliomas D. Nicliolsoii

Tlic Mooii: The earlv crescent moon, in the mid-Mav evening skv,

will be \ ery close to Venus and Mais in the south\vest on Mav 15. Set-

ting later as it waxes, the crescent becomes first-quarter moon on May

19, when it sets about midnight, and gibbous thereafter, setting be-

tween midnight and dawn. Apogee, where the moon is farthest from

earth, occurs on the 25th, and on the 27th tlie moon becomes full. Dur-

ing earlv June, the waning gibbous moon rises before midniglit and re-

mains in the sky past dawn, becoming last-quai'ter on the 4th (when it

rises at midnight). It passes through perigee (nearest eai'th) and reaches

new moon on the 11th. The earlv crescent should be visible again in the

evening sky by June 13, when it will again be near- Mai-s.

Tlic Planets: Venus and Mars remain close together in the eve-

ning skv as thev move from Taurus into Gemini. Both have now moved

well to the east (left) of Saturn. Thev set about two hours after sundown

in mid-May, but earlier bv the end of May. Bv mid-June thev are too

close to the sun to be seen. Saturn goes through conjunction in late Mav
and enters the morning sky, where it will become visible bv late June.

About the time that Venus and Mars ai-e setting in the late evening, Ju-

piter is rising, low in the southeast among the stars of Sagittarius. Close

to the moon on the night of Mav 29-30, Jupiter will be low in the south

during morning twilight. Mercurv remains too close to the sun all

month for observation.

Tlie StcVrssiln mid-Mav the stars of spring in the west and the sum-

mer stars in the east dominate the earlv evening sky, with the Big Dip-

per high in the north, above the Pole Star. Bv morning, the autumn

stars are rising in the east.

Mav 15: The moon is in conjunction with \enus and Mars and oc-

cults Mars over parts of Europe.

May 17: Venus and Mars are in conjunction.

May 26: Venus becomes stationary in right ascension and begins its

retrograde (westwEu^d) motion as it approaches conjunction with the

sun. The sun now is approaching the planet rapidly from the west.

May 28: The full moon occults Antares, in Scoi"pius, over central and

western North America, at about 4:00 A.M., EST.

Mav 30: Jupiter is in conjunction with the waning moon.

May 31: Saturn is in conjunction with the sun and now enters the

morning skv.

June 4: Mercury, in superior conjunction, passes beyond the sun and

becomes an evening star.

June 13: Mars is in conjunction with the moon and is occulted over

parts of Africa.

* Hold the Slar Map so the compass direction voii fare is at the bottom; then match

tlie stars in the lower half of the map with those in the skv near the horizon. The map is

for 10:25 I'.M. on Mav 15: 9:20 p.m. on Mav 31; and 8:20 p.m on June 15: hut it can be

used for about an horn- before and after those times.
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The Greenin
of Doctor Hoe^ue
When a biologist from tlie gray and brown

American Southwest arrives in the Costa Rican rain
forest, he receives one overwheln:iing Impression, as

selections from his tape-recorded journal show

by Charles L. Hogue

I awake to the sound of birds and

katydids and the droning of cicadas.

From my window I can see a soUd

wall of green foliage, broken only

by the vertical, light-colored trunks

of various trees and the occasional

deep-brown branches of palm trees.

Vines climb up the trunks of many
of these trees, so my first sight each

morning is the forest. It imposes it-

self upon me from the very instant I

wake up, and stays with me aU day

until I go to bed at night.

This feeling of greenness is be-

ginning to come over me. I've felt it

before on other trips to the tropics,

especially during the rainy season

when the vegetation is even greener

than it is now. One's eyes become
addicted to green as the pre-

dominant color. Suddenly, I can't

remember the grays and browns of

the temperate regions, especially

those of the southwestern United

States, southern California, where I

live. No, the green becomes in-

grained. It seeps into your skin and

saturates the retinas of your eyes. It

is almost as if your whole visual sys-

tem and brain were impregnated with

the forest chlorophyll itself, and you

begin to photosynthesize the light,

and inside your head it takes over

your thinking.

Let me describe the scene that is

before me at the present time.

There stands a large pool of water,

some fifty feet long, about twenty

feet wide and three feet deep. I've

watched this pool of water grow
with the rains; then recede. Now it

contains half of what it did when I

first arrived here, and the stream is
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running about half a foot below

what it was. The pool is exposed to

the full sunlight. It looks like some-

thing that might be observed on the

planet Venus. Cords and wisps of

intensely green algae are proliferat-

ing, lying in a sUmy tangle. The al-

gae are gradually taking over the

pond, and the water in the pond is

assuming the same green that pre-

vails in the leaves of the trees. It

seems almost as if the water has dis-

solved the green from the air, put

there by a gaseous aerial absorp-

tion, and is concentrating this green

and turning it into the stringy cords

of algae.

It is another emphasis of the

movement of green from one state

of matter to another, the solid of

the green leaves of the trees to the

gaseous state of dissolution in the

air, to the liquid state in the water

of this pond, and gradually back to

a solid state in the form of algae. It

is another kind of cycle—a cycle of

green, a cycle of the metamorphosis

of chlorophyll. Perhaps it exists

only poetically, but it does seem to

be going on here. Or could it be

that the rain that falls on the leaves

absorbs the green and transfers it

down the trunks of the trees and off

the tips of the leaves and into the

water of this pond, where it is again

concentrated in the swirling masses

of algae? What sort of metamor-

phosis can be imagined with the

green that is so prevalent in every-

thing that exists here?

I am even turning a little green

myself. I have mentioned how it af-

fects the eyes. It absolutely affects

Copyright © 1972 br Alan LuniUlmrg Pmductiom. Inc.

what I wear. My belt and machete

case, left unattended for two or

three days, sprout a lovely greenish

growth of fungus and I have to

brush it off. My shoes turn this

color if left unwashed. My brief-

case, nicely polished with wear
when I came here, has been sitting

unattended: I looked at it the other

day, and on every exposed piece of

leather—inside and out—I found a

carpet of greenish mold an eighth of

an inch deep. It's impossible to es-

cape from it. Even my feet turned

green, stained by my olive-green sa-

fari boots when I was caught in the

rain while walking back to the re-

search station. To look at them was
like looking at the feet of an imagi-

nary green child from another
world. My feet are stiU stained

green, a color entirely appropriate

to this place. I feel that even after I

have left here and returned to Los
Angeles, for several days green wa-

ter, hke some biological ink, will

run down the bathtub drain after I

bathe.

I am outside the research station

now and looking around for a good
spot to sit down, a spot where it is

quiet. Even though this is a very

peaceful place, it is difficult to find

a spot where there's little noise be-

cause of the abundant animal life,

particularly birds. At this time of

the evening (it's about five o'clock),

the parrots are coming in in great

numbers. They find themselves a

good tree and they come in and
mass, making as much noise as they

possibly can.

I just spotted my first toucan. I
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don't know what species it is, but

it's a mostly black bird with yellow

markings and like all toucans, it has

an enormous beak. They are amus-

ing to watch when they fly because

of their long, protruding bills. The

bird looks almost as if it were push-

ing a banana along in front of it.

I've heard people refer to them as

flying bananas, but this is an af-

front; they are beautiful birds, and

their colors are brilliant. In the eve-

ning, they sit in the dead or leafless

trees around the edge of the station

and make their calls.

I can pick up one new sound af-

ter another: katydids, cicadas,

crickets, frogs, some with the most

bizarre sounds I've ever heard. As 1

listen, 1 hear the sound of someone

vomiting, the sound of a Coke

bottle being hit with a sharp metal

instrument, and sounds simulating

the chirping and cheeping of birds.

They all blend together and make
one sound, a singular sound repro-

ducible nowhere else on the earth,

except in the recesses of the rain

forest.

I'm in a little clearing here. I

look around me 360 degrees, and

see a wall of green punctuated only

by the upright white trunks of

many of the trees. It's common for

trees here to have light-colored

trunks. But when you look at a tree

trunk here you don't always see the

trunk itself. Dozens of different

forms of lichens grow on the bark

of the trees and give them colors

and textures strange to trees. And
as I look around, I see this undu-

lating and pervasive wall of green,

and a few tree trunks, and I feel as

if I'm on a reverse island, an island

that's not surrounded by water that

I can look down upon, but rather

an island that's depressed, and I

have to look up, up to the sea of

green around me.

This afternoon I made a trip

down to the nearest settlement,

Rincon, which is some miles from

here. Rincon, which means "cor-

ner," was chosen by its founders

because of its location in the upper

end, or corner, of the Golfo Dulce.

It was an arduous journev, but one

that gave me great satisfaction. I

went down there just to introduce

myself to the people, and made the

journey back in the sun of the after-

noon; but 1 did some things, some
things happened to me, that made
me realize, made me remember
once again, that I'm an animal. I

don't mean this in a degrading

sense, but I mean that it made me
remember that I'm made of flesh

and blood and that 1 have body sys-

tems and functions like those of

other animals. We tend to forget

these things when we live in the

city. When we get into an automo-

bile and go to work, sit behind a

desk, and go through the motions of

putting together a work day, we
constantly de-eniphasize our human
nature. I think we actually forget

that we are humans, and by forget-

ting that, we forget that we are also

animals.

For the first time in many
months I felt the taste of salty sweat

in my mouth and on the tip of my
tongue, as it dripped down off my
nose and upper lip. I stopped for a

moment to rest in the shade and
looked skvward to see a vulture

circhng overhead. Suddenly, I felt

the burn of salt water in mv eyes as

the perspiration ran down from my
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forehead. These are joyous things.

It sounds strange, but they're joy-

ous because they do make you re-

member your connections, your

relationship with the natural

world—not only looking at it, ex-

periencing it with the eyes and ears,

but actually working with it, letting

the air run over your body, water

run through your body and out your

pores, feeling the hot sun beat

down on your forehead. These are

all sensations that gave me some
real joy this afternoon, though I

wasn't even in the forest. My mus-

cles have gotten flabby, but I made
the trip all right and I'm very happy

that it came off" so well.

In my few minutes of peace and

quiet, usually after I awake in the

morning, before I get out of bed,

and before I get to sleep at night, I

think about this forest and what it

is. As a biologist, I'm interested

mainly in its ecological aspects, and

I have read textbooks and many pa-

pers about the ecology of the rain

forest, but I still don't see it all. I

say all because it is difficult not to

think of the forest as a single unit,

as a single organism rather than a

group of associated organisms. As I

look around me, I don't see a group

of trees inhabited by living animals

and insects; rather, I see one tree,

one thing, ong organism with its

elements partly hidden, partly ex-

posed. Much of this is due to the

density of growth, the closeness of

the trees and the intertwining of the

branches, so there actually is an in-

terconnection, a physical touching

of the different elements of the rain

forest.

This is not found in many other

types of plant associations, at least

not in the ones with which I'm

more familiar—the desert forma-

tions of the Southwest, where the

trees and other plants are wildly

scattered. Because of the scarcity of

water they are spaced out over the

land, and as you walk among them

you see them as units separated

from one another. But just the op-

posite occurs here. You see the

trees as a part of one another—they

are touching, they are in inter-

course and form a real network that

can be thought of as a whole. This

wholeness has been appreciated by

scientists for a long time, and I

think it is one reason that the rain

forest has served as the primai-y

model of an integrated ecosystem.

Rain forests are out of the way,

they're off the beaten track, they're

in the tropics, they're difficult to

reach. Nevertheless, the relatively

few early visitors to the rain forest,

those who were educated as biolo-

gists one hundred years ago, when
ecology was just being born, were

struck not only with its great

beauty but also by its continuity

and by its singular aspect. When
life is so exuberant, so abundant,

and so many things are going on,

biological interrelationships become
gloriously conspicuous.

I must mention that today I saw

another of those always startling

creatures: this one, a tiny larva

of the lacewing fly, which has the

curious habit of picking up bits and

pieces of debris, little chips of

wood, little flecks of dirt, pieces of

leaves. Somehow it affixes these to

its back. When this little animal

walks along, it carries its pile of

rain forest. The insect puts this

habit to use when it stops, however,

for it normally rests on bark that is

encrusted with lichenous growths.

When it holds perfectly still among
the growths, it blends in perfectly

with its background. So its burden

is, not a burden, but a suit of cam-

ouflage that protects it in true mi-

metic fashion.

As I look into the gray sky, I re-

alize what little dusk there is here

in the tropics, in the midlatitudes.

Those of us who are used to the twi-

light that comes with the dawn and

the dusk of every day in the temper-

ate regions rarely get used to the

phenomenon of the tropical sun

coming up and going down with a

thud. Right on schedule, the sun

pops up every morning, pops up

over the horizon without announc-

ing itself; and after a neat twelve

hours, drops abruptly across the op-

posite horizon and it's night.

Twelve hours of night and twelve

hours of day, twelve hours of night

and twelve hours of day, and thus it

goes on throughout the year with

little variation.

It's a little later now; the sounds

around me are increasing in in-

tensity and can be described (if I

had to do it in a single phrase) as an

intense buzzing, the same kind of a

sound I remember at home on a

rainy morning, when the high ten-

sion wires—wet from the fog and

dew and the recently fallen rain-

would buzz and hum. But here, of

course, the sounds are not coming

from a metal wire but from hun-

dreds of different kinds of live orga-

nisms, hundreds of animal musi-

cians, most of which are insects,

primarily cicadas and katydids. The
sound is much the same, and the

feeling you derive from it is much
the same. It is a feeling that the air

around you is alive, your environ-

ment is alive, the very air you take

into your lungs is alive. You feel

the life around you. In the temper-

ate areas, so much of our lives

seems to be played out in a dead en-

vironment. We have asphalt, we
have concrete, we have bricks and

mortar and plaster around us, and

we have sound emanating from ma-

chines, which are built with dead

material: steel, iron, copper. But

here the things around you are

alive, you breathe in life, all your

senses are perceiving life. The expe-

rience is luminous. Absolutely lu-

minous.

Almost every night there are

crystal-clear skies and I can see the

stars. Because of the latitude here I

cannot see Polaris, the North Star. I

could if I were on the ocean be-

cause I am at 9 degrees north lati-

tude and the star should appear at 9
degrees above the horizon. How-
ever, there are hills to the north of

the station, and Polaris hides just

over the crest of this range of hills.

I can see the Big Dipper swinging

around, arching around the sky,

around Polaris, but I cannot see the

star itself. Oh. my God—behind me,

fantastic, one of those beetles, those

fluorescent beetles. There's another

one, absolutely incredible—it's Uke
a fireworks display. There's a beetle

here of the genus Pyrophorus,

which has two headlights on the

front of the thorax and another hght

organ on the underside of the abdo-

men . . . there's one next to me.

And there's another out over the

stream. They're not like fireflies,

which flash on and off. They glow,

they glow in a steady stream of light

that flows through the forest. I just

Continued on page 85
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The
Fiery
Sun
Missing subaton:iic

particles,

an unexpected
flattening, waves
radiating
through sunspots:
these are just

Sonne of the new
nnysteries that

surround our
nearest star

by Jay M. Pasachoff

G. K. Chesterton marveled that

men could live with a light in the

sky they could not look at. Our

first-grade teachers told us that all

life on earth, including our own, de-

pends on the energy of the sun. Just

35 years ago we finally figured out

how the sun can pour out energy at

such a prodigious rate, eon after

eon. Today, as scientists around

the world continue to study the

sun—from its deepest core to its

outermost gases—we are finding out

that we still have a lot to learn

about the sun.

We are almost certainly correct

Curtains of luminous

gas hover tens of

thousands of miles above

the horizon of the sun.
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about the basics of where the en-

ergy comes from. Atoms of hght

elements merge to form atoms of

heavier elements, liberating energy

in the process. This is nuclear fu-

sion, the same process that can

produce the energy for weapons of

war and someday may supply the

heat for power generation. Beneath

the surface of the sun a number of

fusion processes are going on, and

we are now trying to observe them
directly.

In the simplest process, four hy-

drogen atoms combine, in a series

of steps involving carbon atoms, to

form one helium atom. At the end,

7/1000 of the mass of the original

hydrogen has disappeared, trans-

formed into energy according to the

formula E=mc'^ (the energy liber-

ated bv the loss of matter equals the

amount of matter times the speed of

light squared; the speed of light is,

of course, a very large number).

A few years ago, Raymond Davis

of the Brookhaven National Labora-

tory thought he had figured out a

way to observe the inside of the sun

directly. At various stages in the fu-

sion process, certain kinds of spin-

ning, subatomic particles called

neutrinos—which travel at the

speed of light—are emitted. The
neutrino is so elusive that there is

only a very small probability of its

being absorbed inside the sun, so if

we can detect it on earth, we are in

direct contact, so to speak, with the

interior of the sun.

To capture neutrinos, Davis built

the strangest solar telescope of all: a

100,000-gallon tank of per-

chlorethylene, a cleaning fluid. A
chlorine nucleus becomes a radio-

active argon isotope when it is hit

by a neutrino in the energy range

that is expected of one kind of neu-

trino coming from the sun. To
shield the fluid from other cosmic

particles, the tank was placed al-

most a mile underground at the

Homestake Gold Mine in Lead,

South Dakota.

The tank is exposed to solar

neutrinos for a few months at a

time, then Davis counts the radio-

active argon. But despite all he has

done to improve the experiment

over l;he past few years, he has yet

to unequivocally detect a single so-

lar neutrino. Such a negative result

is very useful, especially because

the detection threshold of his equip-

ment is much lower than that re-

quired to sense solar neutrinos in the

predicted quantities. Thus, there

seem to be many times fewer solar

neutrinos than had been thought.

Extensive theoretical analyses of

models of the inside of the sun are

going on, and we are not desperate

yet. But Davis's results are certainly

troubling.

Another recent observation may
also change our ideas about the

sun's interior. Robert H. Dicke of

Princeton has reported that the sun

is slightly brighter at the edges of

its equator than it is at its poles. He
attributes this to a slight equatorial

bulge—40 miles out of 860,000—on
the solar photosphere, the visible

surface. This flattening is more than

the surface rotation of the sun

would cause, and Dicke has sug-

gested that therefore the central

core of the sun rotates much faster:

once every four days, rather than

the 25 days the photosphere takes

at the equator or 30 days it takes at

high latitudes.

_l_ here have been a number ol

challenges to this theory. Some
people have calculated that there

would be too much friction between

the core and the outer layers, while

others have suggested that more

light comes from the equator, not

because of a bulge, but because sur-

face features along the equator are

slightly brighter than those at the

poles. Dicke, in turn, has chal-

lenged these objections. The dis-

cussion bears not only on the solar

interior but also on the validity of

Einstein's general theory of relativ-

ity because a rapidly rotating solar

interior would have other, observ-

able consequences in the solar sys-

tem. For example, the perihelion of

the planet Mercury changes its posi-

tion each year by an amount consid-

ered in agreement with general rela-

tivity. Dicke's rapidly rotating solar

core would contribute to this

change and the amount left over for

Solar granulation shows

clearly in a sunspot

photograph taken through

a red filter. At lower

left and lower center can

be seen the dark images

of gas that was ejected ten

minutes earlier from a solar

flare. Recently waves have

been detected moving

radially outward from the

center of such sunspots.

relativity to explain would be less

than that required by the theory.

Although we know little about

the interior of the sun, we know
somewhat more about its surface.

Here again, however, there is much
to be learned. We have a basic

knowledge of what is going on, but

the structure of the surface is so

complicated that some astronomers

despair of ever sorting it all out, al-

though many are trying. The earth's

atmosphere is a major impediment

to our understanding. Its unsteadi-

ness—the same effect that makes

stars twinkle at night—limits us to

seeing details on the sun no smaller

•than about 500 miles across. Al-

though this one second of arc limit

is a small fraction of the solar di-

ameter, it is still larger than the

structures we would like to see.

We are not yet at the point

where we can get large enough tele-

scopes into space to improve on the

atmosphere-limited observations of

ground-based astronomers. Ten
years ago, a series of balloons was

launched above much of the earth's

atmosphere and sent back several

excellent photographs of the granu-

lated pattern visible on the surface

of the sun. But the quality of these

pictures has now largely been

matched by new instruments on the

earth's surface that approach the at-

mospheric limit, and the capability

of heavier and bigger instruments

on earth has added much flexibility

to the kind of observations that we
can make.

Three major observatories in the
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United States have new instruments

to observe the sun at the highest

resolution. The Kitt Peak National

Observatory, southwest of Tucson,

Arizona, has a huge solar telescope

that is used largely for taking

spectra of the sun. Light is reflected

into the stationary telescope by an

80-inch flat mirror, which tracks

the sun, and is focused by a con-

cave mirror 60 inches across. The
light is then spread out into a tre-

mendous rainbow, which between

the red and the blue would span a

football field if one could lay it out

flat at one time. Astronomers pick

an inch or so for detailed study.

The spectrum of the sun shows a

continuous band of color and, in ad-

dition, dark gaps in the color at par-

ticular wavelengths, called spectral

lines, that are caused by the chem-

ical elements that make up the sun.

By studying these spectral lines, we
can tell what elements are on the

sun, how much of them there are,

and the temperature and pressure

where the light is coming from. We
can dig a tremendous amount of in-

formation out of a tiny fraction of a

light beam.

Moreover, we can ust; the

Doppler effect to measure how fast

things are moving on the sun.

When a gas is moving toward us, its

spectral lines are shifted toward the

blue end of the spectrum; if the gas

is receding, its spectral lines are

shifted toward the red end. By

studying Doppler shifts, we can

measure velocities on the sun of less

than 1 mile per second. Police use

the same principle in radar speed

traps, but here we are investigating

the sun at a distance of 93,000,000

miles.

The Sacramento Peak Observa-

tory of the Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories is located on

a 9,200-foot mountain peak east of

Alamagordo, New Mexico. Because

the earth's atmosphere is a problem

not only above the telescope but

also inside it, where the hot solar

radiation heats' up air currents, the

entire interior is a vacuum. The

sun's motion across the sky during

the day makes the image rotate, so

the central 250 tons of the tele-

scope rotates delicately on a mer-

cury bearing to keep up.

H.ere scientists concentrate

on solar flares and on the spectra of

the smallest segments, or elements,

they can see of the photosphere and

of the chromosphere, the material

between the photosphere and the

corona. Each small segment has a

spectrum different from its neigh-

bor. Many theoretical results have

been calculated to explain the radi-

ation we receive from large areas of

the sun averaged together, but now
we realize that the spectral struc-

ture of small areas is often qualita-

tively different. Thus we must ob-

serve the small areas in detail. Onlv

after we have worked out theo-

retical models for the radiation pro-

cesses going on, and the tempera-

ture and density structure as a

function of position on the surface

as well as of height can we apply

any averaging procedures to get

'typical'" solar values.

1 am now doing research at the

Big Bear Solar Observatory, which,

along with Mount Wilson and Palo-

mar, is one of the Hale Observa-

tories. It has been discovered that a

large body of water has a moder-

ating influence on the "seeing," the

steadiness of astronomical images,

so our telescopes are built on an ar-

tificial island in the middle of a

mountain lake 6,700 feet high. The
site has been a success, for with the

twin 10-inch f/15 refracting tele-

scopes there, our group, under the

direction of Harold Zirin, has taken

some of the finest pictures of solar

structure.

For example, every pore and

penumbral structure of the large

sunspot group of last August stands

out in the picture on this page. Be-

cause we have long time periods of

very steady images, one can even

see waves traveling at 20,000 miles

per hour outward from the dark

central umbras through the gray pe-

numbras of many sunspots. This is

a new phenomenon that had not

been previously reported.

Near the sunspots is a dark spray

of hydrogen gas that had been emit-

ted from the sun by a solar flare

only a few minutes before. We take

time-lapse movies of the sun
through filters that pass only one

very specific wavelength of light at

a time to follow phenomena such as

this.

A major part of our effort is de-

voted to studying such regions of

solar activity. Many solar physicists

are working on the cause of solar

flares that erupt from the sun and

send off both electromagnetic radi-

ation and particles toward the

earth. We would like to be able to

predict their occurrence. We now
think that we can see the magnetic

field that grows to form the sun-
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spots and their surrounding activity

within a few hours of its first ap-

pearance on the photosphere. \^e
are thus able to follow the growth
and migration of magnetic field

lines across the surface of the sun
and. to a certain extent, even map
out the magnetic structure of the

active region just from photographs
of the hvdrogen structure.

In the photograph on page 53, a
flare has ejected a spray of material

at hundreds of miles per second.
and the columns of gas rise and
twist. Ei-uptions such as these can
be monitored closelv, and their ra-

dio emission and X-radiation fol-

lowed simultaneouslv. Tliis helps us

consti-uct models of how energv is

built up and stored in an active re-

gion, and of what mechanism trig-

gers its release.

High above the edge of the sun, a

filter allows us to see prominences
standing tens of thousands of miles

abo\e the solar photosphere, page
49. Some prominences erupt into

space, but this one was quiescent,

and lasted for hours.

Also part of the Hale Observa-
tories, a 150-foot solai- tower at the

Mount U ilson Observatorv contains

a solar magnetograph. It makes use
of the Zeeman effect, in which cer-

tain spectral lines are spHt bv
amounts that depend on the
strength of the magnetic field. Thus,
it can measure fields on the surface

of the sun. The magnetic field also

coincides with the stracture visible

in the radiation of ionized calcium,

mapping out 15,000-mile super-

granules that cover the solar sur-

face.

The solar corona, the cloud of io-

nized gas that surrounds the sun,

extends outward into space, even
including the earth in its outermost
limits. L nder exceptional observing

conditions the inner portions can be
seen with telescopes called corona-

graphs. The Universitv of Hawaii
has built a new observatory on Ha-
leakala crater on Maui to take ad-

vantage of the speciallv clean atmo-
sphere there, and astronomers can
observe the corona from that site on
most days of the year. Thev use a

narrow-band filter that admits
mostly the green radiation from
iron atoms that have lost 13 of their

26 electrons. The corona has a tem-
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perature of two million degrees cen-

tigrade, which is hot enough to tear

half the electrons from iron atoms.

Manv aspects of the corona can

now be studied from space. The
NASA series of Orbiting Solar Ob-

servatories has carried a variety of

instruments, including spectro-

graphs, that can observe the ul:

traviolet region at very short

wavelengths that are cut off bv the

earth's atmosphere.

The latest satellite, OSO-7, was

launched in September, 1971, and
carries a white-light coronagraph. It

can map the basic structure of long,

faint coronal streamers that ex-

tend radiallv out from the sun for

millions of miles. Formerly, such

streamers could be seen only on
rare occasions when an eclipse coin-

cided with especially clean atmo-

spheric conditions. The ability to

monitor continuously allows us to

study the formation of the stream-

ers. One streamer has even been
seen to break up dramatically just

before a flare occurred at its base.

Presumably it had been anchored to

the solar surface there. Material ac-

celerated down\vard from the dis-

integrating streamer may have had
a role in causing the flai-e.

E>ien with satellites in space,

however, total solar eclipses remain
the best way to study manv phe-

nomena of the chromosphere and
corona. Only in this way can we
bring large amounts of sophis-

ticated and hea\-\ equipment to

bear on the chromosphere and co-

rona simultaneouslv. Such a group
effort, including astronomers from
all over the world, still costs less

than a single satellite launch.

At the 1970 total solar eclipse,

Donald H. Menzel of the Harvard
College Observatorv and Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Observatorv
and I led an expedition to Mexico
to study the structure of the outer

corona. The light that we see comes
partly from the highly ionized coro-

nal atoms, partly from scattering of

photospheric radiation bv electrons

in the solar corona, and partly from

scattering of photospheric radiation

by dust particles in interplanetary

space. \^e are measuring the rela-

tive contributions to the total radi-

ation from the different constituents

by studying the spectra and polar-

ization of hght from the corona.

Light emitted by the corona itself

contributes little to the total. Light

coming from the photosphere and
scattered by electrons in the co-

rona, which dominates within about
two solar radii of the edge of the

covering moon, is highly polarized

and has a continuous spectrum. The
light scattered by interplanetary

dust, which dominates fai'ther away
from the sun, is only slightly polar- •

ized and reflects the ordinary spec-

trum of the photosphere. All around
us, other scientists had other t^'pes

of spectrographs, radio telescopes,

interference filters, and the like to

study other aspects of the solar at-

mosphere. There ai'e still so many
unknown quantities that each major
obser\ atory can run a set of com-
plex experiments without overlap.

Menzel and I intend to continue

our observations at the next two
eclipses. On this July 10, the next

total solar eclipse will cut across the

eastern Soviet Union, northern
Alaska, and from northwest to

southeast Canada. We shall be on
Prince Edward Island, where total-

ity will last slightly more than two
minutes. Since the sun will be low
in the sky, weather forecasts

chancy, and money short, many
professional astronomers will

choose to wait a vear, but the prox-

The bright flare at center,

photographed in hydrogen
light at the Big Bear

Solar Observatory, has

ejected a spray of gas.

Monitoring of the solar

surface has enabled

astronomers to detect

active regions within a few
hours of their formation;

they hope to be able

to predict such flares.



imity of the path to populous areas

will mean that many others will

take the chance and travel to see

this celestial phenomenon.

The following year, on June 30,

1973, will come the eclipse that the

professionals will concentrate on. It

will occur near the Equator close to

noon; the sun will be overhead in

the sky and the eclipse will last

more than seven minutes. Unfortu-

nately, the prime locations for view-

ing are in the Sahara Desert, but

that is a mere logistical problem

that will certainly be overcome to

allow observations under such un-

usuallv favorable astronomical con-

ditions. The band of totalitv will

first sweep across Mauritania, and

will be longest over Mali and Niger.

The sun will be lower in the sky

and totality shorter toward sites in

Kenya.

The next step beyond observing

the corona is- going out and sam-

pling it, and a variety of satellites

are now doing just that. The solar

corona expands in a solar wind, car-

rying charged particles to the orbit

of the earth where thev can be

directly detected and analyzed. We
have even been able to spread out

satellites around the sun: Pioneer 6
and 7 in deep space and an IMP
satellite in earth orbit are satel-

lites spaced nearly one-third of the

way around the sun from each

other. Simultaneous observations of

flares from all three satellites ha\'e

provided information about the

magnetic lines of force radiating out

from the sun.

From the solar interior to inter-

planetary space, the sun's influence

is being measured and probed.

Each investigation is a long story in

itself. An increasing number of

physicists are finding interesting

problems to studv in solar astron-

omy, and the field is growing rap-

idly. This seems a fitting amount of

attention for our parent body and
nearest star, the source of all energy

for the support of life on earth.
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Trouble
in Andalusia

bv Jerome R. Miiitz

To many
Spaniards,

tlie ^vlne dark
pageantry of

Hen:iing*%vay's

Spain is

just a mytil

kept alive

by Amerieans
and other

tourists

Since the late 1950s, rural work-

ers throughout Spain have been

abandoning the countrvside for the

nation"? cities, and for the factories

and fields of the more prosperous

industrial and agricultural centers

of western Europe. At the height of

the emigration, earlv in 1967. some
600.000 Spanish \vorkers ^vere em-

ployed in other \^ est European
countries, and since that time, it

has been estimated that 100.000
people have left Spain each \eai- to

\\-ork abroad.

The effect on Spain's mral vil-

lages and towns has been devas-

tating. In the mountains and high

tablelands of the Pyrenees. Castile,

and eastern Andalusia, in rugged

and poverty-stricken Estremadura

and in the hills of Galicia. the ex-

odus has left some villages as

deserted as the\ were during the

plague. Often onlv the verv old and

the verv voung remain behind.

Sometimes a community's entire

patrimony, including the village

church, will be offered for sale in

the classified sections of the Madrid
newspapers.

In the pro\ ince of Cadiz in west-

ern Andalusia, the land is fertile

and the chmate congenial, and

while the pueblos ai^e pockmai-ked

by their losses, thev ai^e not aban-

doned. In this province, there is

still vitality even though the same
sickness of depopulation and unpro-

ductivitv exists. The town of \ alle

(a fictitious name), with a popu-

lation of approximately 4.500. is

fairly typical. Manv of the families

in \ alle exist on money sent bv

husbands or sons \\"ho have emi-

grated to Germany. France. Hol-

land, and Switzerland, or to mban
and tourist centers in Spain.

During the year, the families of

emigrant workers are kept together

bv the women and grandpai'ents.

but in December the men return for

the Christmas holida\s. \^ orkers in

\ alle customaiulv congregate on the

street corners near- the plaza, and

the men who have come back from

other countries stand out from the

rest. Ever\thing thev weai" is new
and shiny. W earing suits and jack-

ets like men of leisure, thev arrive

bv bus with cardboard suitcases and

boxes of tovs. Excited children run

through the streets with their

presents: one has a huge life-size

doll that di-aws the attention of a

crowd of people.

The local storekeepei-s. too. are

liappv when the men return with

money in their pockets. One worker

orders a whole chicken from the

butcher: a woman buvs her husband

^ ould voii biiv a chalet from

this man? A landowner

in ^ alle. he w ants to develop

some of his holdings to

attract tourists.
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a luxury item, a bottle of aftershave

lotion. For two or three weeks,

while the workers are home, the

streets are filled with young faces,

and Valle seems to be fully alive

again. Some of these men, between

the ages of 20 and 40, have been

lost to the town for vears.

-I- edro, playing cards in the cafe

with his friends, is home after his

first five months in Germany. His

oldest son, Pepe, eleven, stands at

his shoulder watching him. Pedro

buys a glass of wine for Antonio,

who was in Germany for five years.

Antonio says he has returned to

Spain to Slav: "I sent home five

thousand pesetas a month for 48

months, but I spent three thousand

pesetas a month myself in Cologne

and came home with nothing. The

money ' I sent to the family was

enough for food, but not enough to

buy clothes. I won't go out again. I'm

too old, 42. It's not good to be without

your family. I've decided to stay here.

If we starve, we do it together."

In the cafe there are tales of Ger-

many and jokes. In one factory

some Spaniards were said to have

battled with a group of German

workers. The police were called,

but the Spanish workers would not

give in. Then the German chief of

police jumped on the table.

"Friends," he cried, "It is good to

see you so united. If you had been

as united in Spain as you are today,

you would not be here."

Pedro walks up the hill to his

home. He has been home for three

weeks and is going back to Ger-

many todav. "I've been working in

Germany near Hanover for five

months, digging trenches for sewer

pipes. We go from town to town.

\^Tien we finish one we go to an-

other. It's a boring life. Bitter.

Even now. I wake up during the

night, dreaming I'm back in Ger-

many. What is there to do when

you're alone? Your family is here.

You can't speak the language. We
live in a rooming house arranged

for by the company. We pay for it,

so many marks a month. We make

our own meals. There are four of us

in the room. Another fellow and I

take turns cooking breakfast and

supper. The night before we make

lunch for the next day. A fried egg

or something. We earn four and a

half marks an hour. I am 36 years

old. We have ten children. The

youngest is four months old. This is

the last one. The oldest is 14, a girl.

No one works in the family but me.

"For eleven years I worked on

Women migrate from

impoverished mountain towns

to work in fields near Jerez.

As in the feudal past, a

shepherd, far right, tends a

landowner's sheep for rations

and a small share of the flock.
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Older men get together

in a tavern for a late

afternoon game of cards

or dominos, above.

When the younger men
work abroad, grandparents

serve as surrogate fathers

in Valle families.
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A boy who must work to

augment the family income

cannot go to school. Without

education, his chances of

earning a decent wage are nil.

the estate of Los Cerros, going and

coming by bicycle. The first year I

waliied it. I went eleven kilometers

on foot each way. Afterward I

bought a bicycle, and when that one

broke I bought another. Finally I

got a small motorcycle—the kind

that requires only a permit instead

of a license. When I did not earn

enough, I had to owe to the store

until I could sell a pig, a turkey, or

something that we raised, in order

to pay the debt. I have owed up to

seven, even eight thousand pesetas.

In the winter when one earns less,

one gets into a trap. In the summer
since one earns more, well, then

one pays off one's debts.

"A fellow who had just come
back from Germany told me about

it and how much he earned. The

wages were good. I decided to go.

In Spain I have so many children.

Before we didn't eat half the things

we eat now because I didn't earn

enough. Since I earn more, my fam-

ily can buy other things to eat—
good meat, fish. If there's a good

lettuce—before I couldn't buy it,

but today I can."

Pedro's wife, Carmen, says: 'Tf I

didn't have so many children, I

would go to Germany with my hus-

band. But you can't go with so

many children. When Pedro comes

back, we will go to Barcelona and

I'll stay there. There's more oppor-

tunitv for the children to find work

Once limited to jobs as maids

in Spanish towns and cities,

some girls now work abroad.

This 14-year-old is more

fortunate—.she helps at

home and works in the fields

to save for her trousseau.

in the factories and there's more

chance for education. I have mixed

feelings about going because I was

raised here. And my mother is here.

She's over seventy. But I'll come
back to see her. I have family there,

my other in-laws, my husband's

familv, my cousins."

Directly below the town of Valle

are irrigated gardens and citrus

groves, and beyond them, running

south to the mountains and west to

the sea, is the valley floor, once cul-

tivated but now largely untended

grazing land for cattle. Before the

Civil War, the mountain and agri-

cultural lands of Andalusia were of-

ten the center of labor agitation—

the fulcrum of the anarchist move-

ment. Today, 33 years after the

war, a landowner has no such con-

cerns. There can be no protest.

With a few strands of wire, a land-

owner can fence in his land and

forget about the worries of labor,

the expenses of contributing to a so-

cial security program, the uncer-

tainties of weather, the destructive

force of the winds from the straits,

the need for investment in seed, ni-

trates, and weed killer, and the ap-

peals of reformers. With little atten-

tion, bulls, cattle, and sheep can be

kept for profit, watched over by a

few men paid the minimum agricul-

tural wage. Children, old men, and

women serve in the place of men
for the manual tasks. The absence

of workers lends tranquilidad.

_l_n 1962, according to the Primer

Censo Agrario de Espafia of that

year, 58.2 percent of the approxi-

mately 700,000 hectares of land in

the province of Cadiz was made up

of 488 estates larger than 300 hec-

tares (one hectare is about two and

a half acres). Of these lands, about

100,000 hectares carried nothing

more than "spontaneous" growth-

clover, weeds, and thistle-and

about 150,000 hectares more was

forest, a large part of which could

have been more productively us(xl.

The past ten years have not im-

proved these figures. But there is

little incentive for a negligent land-

owner to invest capital in his land.

It is the owner who decides the

value and productive potential of

the land, and the lower the official

classification the land receives, the

less tax he is required to pay.

Although Cadiz historically has

been a haven for revolutionary

ideas—earlier in the century it nur-

tured a strong anarchist movement

that sought to work the land collec-

tively—there are many workers who
never seriously considered revolu-

tionary change. According to their

view, the responsibility for the nor-

mal functioning of the world should

be divided among the classes: the

landowners organizing labor for the

toilers of the soil. In this way, the

classes would exchange labor or ser-

vice for wages or goods. The in-

equality of profits as compared with

wages was considered a misfortune to

be endured, for after all, not everyone

can be born rich and avoid labor.

But now, even the most con-

servative are disturbed by the dys-

functioning of the system, for it is

clear that the rich have failed to do

their duty—to provide work for the

poor. To provide work the land

must be tilled, and a portion of the

profits must go back into the land

to improve it. In former davs the

landless workers of Valle could

gather wild asparagus and snails

and poach birds during the winter

months, running up debts in the lo-

cal stores while waiting for agricul-

tural activities to resume in the

spring. But now, when spring

comes, the expected work does not

materialize. Folk singers in Valle la-

ment:

This village is becoming

like the capital

with the latest dances

and with the movie house.

Modern TV sets

to distract the workers

so they won't think about any-

thing

that will liarni them.

Beloved Spain, where are

your thoughts for the worker?

If the fields are not sown

we will all have to go

to foreign lands.

Even when work is available in

the fields, one mans earnings are

not sufficient to support a family. In

1971, the average daily wage for an
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agricultural field hand in \ alle was

150 pesetas (1 peseta equals 1.4

cents). When a kilo of meat costs

150 pesetas, a kilo of the cheapest

fish 20 pesetas, a liter of milk 9 pe-

setas, six eggs 24 pesetas, and a kilo

of bread 12 pesetas. 150 pesetas is

far from an adequate wage. In addi-

tion to the low pa\" for da\" labor,

these workers are emplo\"ed onh' six

to seven months of the vear. Tiiose

laborers who have fixed emplov-

ment on the estates work regularlv,

but receive even less monev. The
poor and the hapless are forced to

put their children to work in the

fields—or else thev must emigrate.

It is with these facts in mind that

the present Bishop of Cadiz has con-

tinuallv criticized the rural land-

lords, "usuallv persons of a ritual-

istic or moralizing Christian

conscience," as being "insensible

to flagrant social violations that are

true crimes against justice and com-

mon welfare." Denouncing land-

lords for denying workers elemen-

With the advent of butane gas,

this village's main industry,

charcoal making, quickly died.

Since little agriculture is

practiced in this mountain

region, men travel far

to find work. Today

the village streets are quiet.

tarv rights, he has implored them to

correct conditions.

The peasants and workers of Ca-

diz have always believed that the

riches of the country lie in the land,

but they also know that the land has

been carelessly used. The vast es-

tates, owned bv absentee landlords,

have never been properly cai-ed for,

and the soil shows signs of erosion

and neglect. Much of the land is
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owned bv the descendants of medi-

eval vassals, such as the dukes of

Medinaceli and Lerma, whose an-

cestors received vast tracts after the

expulsion of the Moors in 1492. A
great deal of this land continues to

be rented to others to graze cattle or

raise bulls, or is reserved for private

hunting preserves.

T__ oc
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day there are other great

landlords, rich from land accumu-

lated by their families in the last

century, or more newly rich from

real estate speculation on the Costa

del Sol. These owners use their es-

tates as weekend retreats or accu-

mulate estates only to allow the

land to lie fallow. All but a verv few

of the great estates are haphazardly

managed with little expenditure of

capital or time. As in the past, the

great landowners customarily live

far from their estates, perhaps in

Madrid or Jerez, and make infre-

quent, or at most, weekend visits.

Some never appear more than once

a year; others come only to look

over their land once and are never

seen again. Their income is derived

from other sources to which they

pay more heed. If the rains come

late, the absentee landlords do not

know that the cattle lack feed.

Some do not know or care that their

cattle perish. Few, if any, hectares

are sown with crops, even grass.

This would require organization and

investment and an increased labor-

ing force. Some estates, reserved or

rented as hunting preserves, are

stocked with deer or more exotic

game. During the year the estate is

protected bv armed guards to pre-

vent the local people from poach-

ing. Then, on a festive occasion, a

party of men and their attendants

will journev to the estate and shoot

200 deer in a single day.

The land, of course, brings

status. Many landowners maintain

vast estates primarily as a sign of

caste—raising brave bulls and sport-

ing with them in the pasture on

weekends during the long spring

and summer, tilting at them with

lances from horseback. Or thev
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work with the cape in a small

arena, testing the heifers to see if

they have the proper mettle to be

used in the breeding of fighting

bulls. "In front of the bulls," says

one rich devotee of the art, "I think

only of the beautiful form I must

take." Tired, he stretches out

against one of the wooden barri-

cades and indicates which of the

young vagabond muletillas can

have a turn practicing his skills.

The ragged boy chosen, eager to be-

come a novillero, an aspiring mata-

dor, drops like a bird from the

small stand and dashes out with his

muleta to confront the exhausted

and confused heifer, which is plas-

tered with sweat, sand, and ex-

crement.

On the unplowed pastures of An-

dalusia, it takes four to five years

for fighting bulls to mature. If beef

cattle are adequately fed, only eigh-

teen months are required for them

to reach their maximum weight.

Since the rules of the bull ring

stipulate that a fighting bull be at

least four years old, the breeders

are not interested in intensive feed-

ing to mature the animals more rap-

idly, nor, as a consequence, in in-

tensive cultivation. It is not

profitable for the breeder to grow

feed crops, or to invest in nitrates,

improved grasses, or mechanization.

Little has been done about the

problem of land reform since the

death of the Republic. At present,

in the municipality that includes

Valle, 4S landowners own 32,007.6

hectares, or 59 percent, of the land

(this is almost the same as the situ-

ation in 1930 when 41 men owned
42 percent of the land). In the adja-

cent municipality, 27 owners con-

trol 27,128 hectares, or 58 percent,

of the land (comparable to 1930
when 64.50 percent of the land was

owned by 31 men). In some cases,

the same landowners have extensive

lands in both municipalities—and in

others as well—and many of them

are related to each other by blood

or by marriage. It is diflficult to cal-

culate how much land each owner

possesses in total, since each munici-

pality in Spain keeps separate

records. In 1932, land records of

the Duke of Medinaceli were filed

at the request of the Republic,

along with the records of other

wealthy landowners, and then

marked for expropriation. The
records showed he owned a total of

79,147 hectares of largely arable

but untilled and underexploited

land. Time and the present govern-

ment have little altered those hold-

ings.

Tlie Civil War ended plans tor

extensive land reform as well as

government and workers' move-

ments toward collective land use.

Tourist development, rather than

land reform, is the prime concern of

the government. With a population

of a little more than 33 million,

Spain now welcomes more than 20

million tourists a year, who bring in

about $1.5 billion. Rather than ex-

propriating the estates of the Duke

of Medinaceli, the government is

said to be encouraging him to de-

velop a portion of his estate at Cas-

tellar near the Mediterranean for

tourism or to sell it to a company
that would put up tourists hotels

and chalets.

R;a;ather than practice internal

reform and work the lands, the gov-

ernment and the landowners have

found it more expedient to sell por-

tions of their patrimony to out-

siders—to foreign investors and to

tourists. The coast of Spain is

owned bv German, French, Swed-

ish, Dutch, Belgian, and American

companies and individuals. An ad-

vertisement in the International

Herald Tribune advises its readers

that the last land available on the

Atlantic coast is for sale: the ad-

dress to inquire for information is

in Germany. To avoid the problem

of social reconstruction or even of

imposing an income tax, Spain has

found it more expedient simply to

swap populations: the landless

unemployed Spanish workers and

peasants for the cash-carrying in-

vestors and tourists.

Pedro sits in the kitchen of his

tiny apartment, his hands in his lap.

It will soon be time for the bus to

leave. His wife shakes her head.

Pedro keeps sending the girls out to

ask for the time because his watch

has just broken. Their son Pepe has

not appeared nor has Pedro's fa-

ther, Diego, and so one of the older

girls goes down to her grandfather's

house to see if they cU^e there. Sud-

denly Pepe comes bursting in; his

grandfather follows with a heavier

step. Pedro rearranges his black

cardboard suitcase, which he

bought in Germany, and his wife

wipes it clean with a cloth. She puts

a pot of food and a loaf of bread in

a cloth bag for him to eat on the

long train ride. This time when
Pedro returns to Germany he will

be living alone. "I'll take put a bed

and have more room. I'm not really

alone. There's a young Spanish

couple next door; both of them

work in a factory. Another Spanish

couple upstairs has a baby about a

year and a half. She's very nice and

he's a good fellow too. She's from

Granada and he's from Galicia. He
says he will never return to Spain."

Now it is time. Pedro must go to

buy his ticket. He kisses each mem-
ber of the family goodbye. He does

not want anyone to accompany him,

but his twelve-year-old daughter,

Angelita, slips away to wait for him

at the bus station. There is a hub-

bub in the kitchen. Juanito, who is

only two, has hit his cousin in the

eye and there are tears. Carmen

takes him by the hand, and with a

motion to indicate that she means

business, she brings Juanito to kiss

his cousin. Defeated, his nose

dripping, Juanito embraces his

enemv. There are a dozen children

in the room, but Carmen is calm

and patient, talking to the children,

consoling them, never raising her

voice, never getting angry. It is

time to leave. Pedro takes his suit-

case, embraces his children, his fa-

ther, his wife. People stop him on

the street to shake his hand, to em-

brace him.

A traditional craft,

plaiting rope from palm

leaf fiber, provides a

subsistence livelihood

for an old man of Valle.
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Six million flamingos brighten

the waters of some of the world's

warmer habitats with a kaleido-

scopic display of pinks and reds. Of
this number, more than half live in

the Rift Valley of eastern Africa. A
million or more of these stately

birds will sometimes congregate for

months on relatively small bodies of

water, such as Lake Nakuru in

Kenya, banding the shores with cot-

ton candy colors.

Gathered in flocks several miles

long and a hundred yards wide, the

highly gregarious flamingos are

packed together so tightly that they

appear to be a solid mass. At first

the eye perceives only a melange of

faded scarlet and slices of white in

the slowest of motions, creeping

across a landscape boiled out by the

African climate. The mountain
backdrop of grays, browns, and

dusty greens heightens the contrast

between the teeming life and the

harsh environment. As the mass of

feathers on stilts moves to the

rhythms of feeding and courting im-

printed ages ago, individual images

of hooked bills and spindly legs

flash into view, register for a mo-

ment, then meld back into the

throng of a million waders.

The practiced eye quickly spots a

comparative handful of birds that

are larger than the rest. These are

the greater flamingos, perhaps

10,000 in number, a species that

also breeds in India, Afghanistan,

and around the Mediterranean. The
smaller and much more numerous

birds, stretching on in endless belts,

are the lesser flamingos, a species

with a inore restricted range.

A newly hatched greater

flamingo chick undergoes

close parental inspection,

left. Adults may be able to

recognize offspring in the

thicket of legs and feather

fluffs, upper right, by vocal

cues. Chick, right, will

remain dependent until able

to fly at eleven weeks.
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Added to the initial impact is

wonderment at how a lake such as

Nakuru, only four miles bv six

miles, can support so many birds.

Sampling the water with an ordi-

nary fish net reveals few potential

food items. Naturalist Leslie

Brown, who has studied African fla-

mingos for nearly two decades, has

estimated that a lesser flamingo

needs approximately 6V2 ounces of

Watched over by a few adults

and a predatory tawny eagle,

thousands of juvenile lesser

flamingos form a creche, on

Lake Natron, Tanzania.

food per day, while the greater fla-

mingo requires slightly more. A
million birds, then, would consume
almost 200 tons of food per day.

How this seemingly limited envi-

ronment can satisfy such prodigious

food requirements is explained by

the abundance of microscopic orga-

nisms in the fertile waters. Condi-

tions are ideal for the rapid growth

of algae: the lake is shallow and

frequently stirred by wind, so that

each algal cell receives some of the

strong equatorial sunlight during

the 12-hour day, and water tem-

perature remains moderately high

throughout the year. To mv knowl-

edge, the precise rates of primary

productivity, that is, the creation of

plant material by photosynthesis,

have not been measured in Lake
Nakuru. \^Tien they are, I predict

that this lake will be found to be

one of the most—if not the most-
productive ecosystems in the world.

Flamingos are food specialists,

superbly adapted by virtue of their

strange, bent bills to strain tinv or-

ganisms from water. The lesser fla-

mingo lives principally on the blue-

green algae -and diatoms that

abound in the strongly alkaline wa-

ter, and a large area of the inner

surface of its bill is covered with a

meshlike network of fine hairs, or

lamellae; a series of coarser "ex-

cluder" hairs keeps items above a

certain size from entering. With this

system in operation, the lessers take

in and retain organisms between
1/250 and 1/50 of an inch in size.

A combined pumping action of the

tongue and throat pulls a stream of

water through the bill, passing it

out again minus the food material,

which is retained and swallowed.



Lesser flamingos feed mainly in the

upper few inches of water, and be-

cause they swim with ease, are able

to forage over the surface of the en-

tire lake when the water is calm.

Greater flamingos, however, are

primarily carnivores, devouring

small zooplankton, such as insect

larvae and copepods, from the wa-

ter and bottom mud. These food

items, in turn, live largely on the

blue-green algae. Because the

greater flamingos crop items from a

higher level of the food chain, their

food is less abundant than that of

the lessers, which feed on plants, at

the beginning of the food chain.

The greater flamingos themselves

are consequently less numerous.

The bill structure of the greater

flamingo and its feeding behavior

reflect its different diet. A smaller

portion of the bill's interior is cov-

ered with lamellae, and these hairs

are more widely spaced, as are the

excluder hairs. The greater fla-

mingo's bill takes in and retains

items between about 1/25 and 2/5

of an inch in size. The mechanism

does not allow for selection of the

kind of food ingested, but this ap-

parently doesn't present a problem

for the bird. Because it is primarily

a bottom feeder, the greater fla-

mingo is most often found nearer to

the shore, where it can reach the

muddy substrate either by wading

Spotting a promising feeding

site, a greater flamingo will

use its dangling legs to

ease into a lengthy, not

altogether graceful landing.

or by swimming and tipping up like

a large pink swan.

Since they normally take differ-

ent types and sizes of food, the two

flamingo species compete little, if at

all, with each other and are able to

coexist in the same habitat.

For physiological reasons, it is

important that the flamingos' feed-

ing techniques efficiently separate

food from water before the material

is swallowed. Few animals could

tolerate the ingestion of much of

the highly alkaline lake water,

whose pH level is sometimes as

high as 11. Part of the problem, at

least, must be solved by not in-

gesting the unwanted material in

the first place. The method of filtra-

tion feeding, which among adult

vertebrates is limited to flamingos

and some whales, solves this prob-

lem efficiently. It has also been re-

ported that some species of ffa-

mingos have nasal glands that
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Showing his colors, a

lesser flamingo displays in

a courtship ritual played

out in the shallows of

Lake Nakuru, Kenya.

secrete a highly concentrated min-

eral solution, which may help to re-

move some of the excessive elec-

trolyte load from their bodies.

Although they feed and live for

most of their lives in strong soda

lakes, the East African flamingos

require—or at least enjoy—fresh-

water from time to time. Many of

the lakes they inhabit have fresh-

water streams or springs along their

shores, where the birds congregate

in dense flocks to drink and bathe.

The lesser flamingos, possibly be-

cause their smaller food items carry

a heavier load of alkaline water,

seem to require freshwater more of-

ten than the greaters. At places

such as Lake Hannington, Kenya,

the only freshwater available in

most seasons comes from boiling

hot springs that dot the western

shore. Here, flamingos gather to

drink water so hot that it appar-

ently hurts their feet, for they dance

continually—lifting one foot, then

the other—as they quench their

thirst.

While large, nonbreeding flocks

of flamingos are easily accessible,

breeding colonies are, in most

cases, extremely difficult to ap-

proach. Most of the lesser flamingos

in East Africa breed far out on the

treacherous mud flats of Lake Na-

tron, in northern Tanzania. Few
people have seen them there, and

most who have, have done so from

airplanes.

Fortunately, greater flamingos

nested at Lake Elmenteita during

two of the years that 1 lived at Na-

kuru. Lying about 10 miles east of

Lake Nakuru, as the flamingo flies,

Elmenteita was easily reached by

Land Rover. With the use of a float-

ing blind constructed on pontoons,

I could wade to within a few feet of

the nests on the rocky islands near

the lake's southwestern shore.

Here, literally within spitting dis-

tance of hundreds of the truncated

mud cone nests, I could sit for

hours, observing and photographing

the home life of these beautiful

birds.

During the hatching period in

late May and early June, the col-

ony—which contained between

5,000 and 6,000 nests—was bed-

lam. Parents constantly departed

and arrived from feeding trips to

nearby Lake Nakuru, bickered with

their neighbors, and tended their

single, chalky white egg. After an

incubation period of 28 days, hatch-

ing began with a seemingly con-

cerned adult standing over each

pipped egg, repeatedly bending low

to stare at or nudge the opening

shell, as if wanting to help in the

delivery but not knowing how.

After hatching, the chick stays

on or near the nest site for a few

days, then begins to wander farther

and farther afield between meals.

By about ten davs of age the various

young from a group of nests band

together in a sort of creche, some-

times comprising hundreds or even

thousands of voung birds. When
most of the parents are away from

the colony gathering food, the

group of young may be attended bv

only a few "baby-sitting" adults

that remain behind.

I arents returning to the colony

seem to recognize their offepring

amid the milling, ravenous mass of

gray chicks. Walking into the

group, a parent will select its chick

from the others and feed it. Experi-

ments with marked birds and play-

back recordings of voice are still

needed to determine if parents feed

only their own young and, if so,

whether the birds recognize each

other by voice, as do penguins, or

by some other cue.

A blood-red fluid that is drooled

from the parent's bill provides sus-

tenance for the chicks. Amid the

movement of the crowd pressing on

all sides, parent and young give and

receive food with bills touching for

several minutes. Chemical analysis

of the fluid has shown that it con-

tains about 1 percent blood and is

rich in carbohydrates and fat. Evi-

dence also indicates that this fluid is

not composed of regurgitated mat-

ter from the adult's stomach, but

rather, that it is a secretion from

the lining of the throat—akin to the

crop milk of pigeons. Its nutritive

value is evidenced by the rapid

growth of the young flamingos.

Mortality among the eggs and

young in nesting colonies is some-

times very high; in some cases, even

total. Most common among the rea-

sons for nesting failure are extreme

flooding, which inundates the nests,

or drought, which leaves them high

and dry and causes the adults to

desert. Predators, including man,

take their toll of eggs and young in

some colonies. But pilferage by

man for eggs from the nests for

food is fortunately not common in

Africa.

Once a flamingo learns to fly, it

can look forward to a long life.

Adults have few natural enemies,

and large amounts of stored fat

within their bodies allow the birds

to survive any of the infrequent

food shortages that occur within

their habitats.

Being spectacular birds, and pos-

ing so many riddles, flamingos have

long attracted the attention of bi-

ologists. Yet many aspects of their

lives remain clouded in mystery.

Little is known, for example, of

their considerable migratorv move-

ments, many of which occur at

night. Even the taxonomic classifi-

cation of the flamingo has not been

resolved. Wliile their field habits re-

semble those of ducks and geese,

anatomical evidence suggests a

strong relationship to the storks and

ibises, and recent egg-white protein

studies have demonstrated an affin-

ity with the herons.

Because flamingos live in hostile

environments featuring brackish or

alkaline water and arid surrounding

lands, investigation of tiieir behav-

ior has been diflicult. But the envi-

ronments hostility is in the eye of

man; the splashes of color and

raucous sounds of the flamingo tes-

tify to the richness of life along the

mud-caked shores.
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Mating of the Fathead
Males of this con^mon n^innow species

break out In stripes and sprout dorsal pads and
pearl organs as the mating season approaches.

Later they will guard the eggs and keep then:i clean

To many people a minnow is just

a small fish that will someday grow

up and be big enough to catch and

eat. While studying fathead min-

nows in a Saskatchewan lake, I of-

ten had to explain to passersby that

the two- to three-inch-long fish in

my buckets would never get much

larger or grow into anything else.

Thev were true minnows, members

of the family Cy-prinidae and a spe-

cies, Pimephales promelas, in their

own right.

Minnows such as the fathead are

not entirely unappreciated. Valu-

able as bait and forage fish, fatheads

can be easily propagated in arti-

ficial ponds. Hardy and prolific,

they also survive well in aquariums.

Eggs, fry, and adults have been

used to study the effects of pollu-

tants on fish. Recently, minnows

were used to evaluate the biological

effects of material collected from

the moon.

Despite their usefulness, how-

ever, fathead minnows have been

little studied for their own sake.

During the past two years I have

analyzed the breeding habits of

these fish, hoping to expand earlier,

sketchy accounts of their behavior.

I have encountered no complex dis-

plays, no bizarre findings. Com-

pared to such fish as cichlids, the

fathead displays rather uncompli-

cated breeding behavior. Yet for all

Pectoral fins spread and

mouth agape, a male fathead

dives at an intruder

that has challenged its

possession of a territory.

by Vicky McMillan

its apparent simplicity, the life of

the fathead minnow involves some

intriguing adaptations to a particu-

lar reproductive style.

Fathead minnows occur across

southern Canada and, in the United

States, from Lake Champlain west

to the Dakotas and south to Ken-

tucky and the Rio Grande. True to

their name, adult males have robust

heads, looking, as biologist R. B.

Miller once described them, "like

goldfish with heavy black socks

pulled over their heads." The fe-

males' heads, however, are rela-

tively small, pale, and pointed.

Breeding males bear three hori-

zontal rows of white tubercles, or

"pearl organs," on their snouts. Ad-

ditional tubercles may appear on

the chin, and some of the pectoral

fin rays bear smaller versions of

these horny, conical projections.

Breeding tubercles are actually sea-

sonal proliferations of the epi-

dermis. In various arrangements

they are characteristic of many

other species of minnows, and

much interest has been aroused

concerning their roles in the behav-

ior of these species.

Breeding male fatheads differ

markedly from females in two other

respects. First, they are often pat-

terned with alternating light and

dark vertical bands. This banding,

which may appear and disappear in

seconds on an individual, occurs

particularly in situations involving

aggression or sexual activity. While

females, too, can become banded,

they do so much less frequently and

less intensely than males. Sunlight

colors the males' stripes deep

purple and light tan, and under

good field conditions males are eas-

ily distinguishable from females.

Secondly, breeding male fatheads

possess a peculiar dorsal pad, which

extends from the back of the head

to the dorsal fin. Like the tubercles,

the dorsal pad appears at the start

of the breeding season and is later

lost. A soft, thick cushion, it is

bluish gray when fully developed.

For so prominent a structure, it has

received surprisingly little attention

and remains somewhat of an

enigma.

The breeding cycle begins in late

spring when males select individual

territories beneath floating or sub-

merged objects. A wide variety of

opaque materials may be used—any-

thing from lily pads and old tires to

stones or pieces of wood. Each male

vigorously defends his territory

from intruders of either sex. De-

spite strong attacks, one or more fe-

males do eventually succeed in

spawning with a male, depositing

adhesive eggs on the underside of

his territorial object. The male

alone remains to defend and care

for the developing eggs. Once they

hatch, young minnows receive no

further care.

Territoriality, male parental care,

and egg deposition on the under-

surfaces of objects are not unique to

fathead minnows. In fact, fish as a

group exhibit a vast array of repro-

ductive styles: internal and external

fertilization, egg laying and birth of

live young, parental care and com-

plete lack of it, elaborate courtship

patterns, and migrations. Still, we

expect that in each case behavior

patterns will be generally adaptive,

of survival value to the species. This

expectation was important during

mv early observations of fathead

minnows, when I didn't know what

I would find. I soon discovered, not

surprisingly, that male fatheads,

which play so prominent a part in

breeding behavior, are admirably

suited to their role.
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A female (lighter color)

that has braved the threats

of a territorial male swims

in close lateral contact

with him prior to spawning.

A male and female begin

to separate after mating.

The thick thread curving

from the male to the block is

probably just-released milt.

A notable feature of males is

their tenacity in defending their ter-

ritories, even against females seek-

ing to spawn. After selecting a site

beneath an object, a male generally

restricts his movements to that im-

mediate area, and spends most "of

his time within several inches of the

object's undersurface—where eggs

will ultimately be deposited in his

care.

Males may become so involved in

their territorial duties that they can

be easily caught by hand. Miller

found that when such individuals

were removed from their territories,

they returned to them from dis-

tances as far as fifteen feet.

Generally, territorial defense by
an animal operates chiefly or en-

tirely against members of its own
species. In fathead minnows, how-

ever, aggression is often exhibited

toward other species. Males in my
aquariums threatened similarly

sized fish, such as sticklebacks and

spot-tailed minnows, as well as

nearby snails. Some even butted the

extended fingers of observers. Dan-

iel Isaac, who studied fatheads in

Minnesota, reported that males car-

ried leeches away from their terri-

tories and that one male vigorously,

but unsuccessfully, tried to defend

its eggs from a painted turtle.

Since the eggs of fathead min-

nows are laid on exposed surfaces,

where they are exposed to preda-

tors, including the fathead itself,

this aggressive behavior is highly

adaptive. Despite the pugnacity of

territory owners, however, out-and-

out fights are uncommon. Because
males will utilize a wide variety of

sites, most natural habitats have
sufficient territorial space, and rig-

orous territorial battles are there-

fore infrequent. Moreover, male
fathead minnows will tolerate the

close presence of another male. In a

dugout stocked with more than 300
fish, I once found two individually

guarded egg masses about six

inches apart on the underside of the

same floating board. Their owners
accepted each other, yet chased off

all other fish venturing near their

respective territories.

The fathead minnow, unhke such
species as the spectacular Siamese
fighting fish, does not possess elabo-

rate displays. Noncontact aggres-

sion is relatively simple. Most such
interactions I witnessed in the field

were brief: a male charged or

chased another fish and the intruder

quickly fled. In other encounters, a

territory owner responded by tail

beating, undulating the posterior

part of his body so that a current of

water was forced against the in-

truder. Tail beating probably serves

an intimidatory function, operating

through the lateral-line sensory sys-

tem of the threatened fish.

In the laboratory, more rigorous

battles can be staged between
males. The procedure is simple.

First, males are isolated from one

another, one per tank. Each tank

contains an eight-inch concrete

block shaped like a C, which the

male readily adopts as a territorial

object, spending most of his time

close to the underside of the top of

the C. Once individual territories
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are established, a male is removed

from his own block and placed in

another male's tank. Generally the

intruder attempts to occupy the

new block as if it were his own, and

vigorous fighting between owner

and intruder often ensues.

Such fights involve a number of

behavioral components that, in sim-

ilar forms, occur in other fish spe-

cies as well. The two males may
carrousel, or circle head to tail, as

each tries to attack or dodge attack.

They may engage in mutual snout-

butting contests, in which they use

their rows of pointed tubercles to

advantage. And tail beating may be-

come intense, involving actual con-

tact between the two fish.

During early observations of ter-

ritorial males, I frequently won-

dered how females ever succeeded

in spawning with them. There was

no elaborate courtship—the males

stayed on their sites and seemed to

drive away ripe-looking females as

readily as they did other males.

With time, I found that initial pair

formation depends largely on the fe-

male—she has to be highly moti-

vated sexually and persistent in her

approaches to a male despite his at-

tacks. Still not clear, however, is

the extent to which the territorial

object itself, the bright banding of

the male, and the male's vigorous

movements on his site all attract

prospective females.

Spawning itself does not occur

until a male and female achieve

close lateral contact. When their

bodies are pressed side to side, the

fish begin to vibrate. Portions of

their dorsal surfaces touch the un-

derside of the territorial object. The
pair may vibrate rapidly in one spot

for several seconds before spawning

or, more commonly, they may move
in a generally circular course below

the object. Here the fish are highly

uncoordinated—one may move
faster than the other; often the pair

stop, start again, change direction.

Finally, when a sufficient degree

of vibratory stimulation has been

reached, the male lifts and presses

the female's ventral surface against

the object's underside. In doing so,

he turns so that he is beneath the

female and can use the posterior

part of his body to manipulate her

upward. The tubercles on his large

pectoral fins also help him grip the

female tightly. As the fish's bodies

are taut and strained in this posi-

tion, the female emits one or per-

haps several eggs, and the male

probably releases sperm at this in-

stant. Then the pair abruptly sepa-

rate, although a new bout of vi-

brating may begin only seconds

later.

As the fish spawn, some eggs fall

to the bottom, but most adhere to

the underside of the object. Once
spawning is completed the male

chases the female from the eggs.

During their period of devel-

opment, which lasts about five days,

the eggs are rigorously guarded by

the male, although he may spawn

again before the first batch hatches.

During egg care a male exhibits

striking behavior. Assuming a verti-

cal or near-vertical position, he

"nibbles" at the egg mass, con-

tacting it with his lips and snout.

Nibbling appears to be necessary to

keep the eggs healthy. Fungus-in-

fected or otherwise "bad" eggs are

eaten, protecting the rest of the

batch from infection. When males

in aquariums are removed from

their eggs, fungus can spread rap-

idly through the batches, prevent-

Male and female, separate

here, may spawn again in a

few seconds. A layer of eggs

accumulates on the ceiling

after a series of such bouts.
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Carrouseling fish circle

head to tail in their attempts

to touch each other.

The aggressor at right is

beating its tail so that a

current of water is forced

against the other fish.

The pearl organs that grow

on breeding males give

them protection during

snout-butting contests.

ing some or even all of the eggs

from hatching.

A parental male also moves in a

circular path, or in parts of circles,

just below the egg mass. During

this circling the male rubs his dor-

sal pad vigorously against the eggs,

and the top of his head and the dor-

sal fin mav also make contact. One
zoologist has suggested that rubbing

with the dorsal pad turns the eggs

over and over, allo^ving a free ac-

cess of oxygen to all sides. Mv o\vn

observations lead me to doubt that

such movement is possible.

I do agree, however, ^vith other

theories about the pad's function.

The male's vigorous motions w"hile

circling—and nibbling—must cer-

tainly agitate the water around the

eggs, aiding aeration. This effect

would be particularly important in

the slow, stagnant waters that many
fathead minnow-s occupy.

Furthermore, dorsal pad contacts

and nibbling probably remove
snails, aquatic insects, and other ani-

mals from the vicinity of the eggs

and keep the eggs clean. They may
even facilitate hatching. WTien a

male is removed from the tank in

which his eggs are hatching, many
of the fry protrude at length from

the egg mass. It may take as long as

fifteen minutes for some to break

free. If the male is returned to his

eggs, his vigorous contact moye-

ments cjuicklv sweep the protruding

fry clear- of the eggs, flinging them far

from the male himself. This is advan-

tageous since males—in acjuariums,

at least—wiU eat their young.

Rubbing and nibbling are not

confined to the parental period. In

fact, thev ai^e performed bv a male

during his entire residence within a

temtorv—eggs or no eggs. Quan-

titative studies, how'ever, show that

such behavior occm's much more
frequently w'hen a male is tending

eggs. Clearly, spawning or the pres-

ence of eggs or both contribute to

this change in behavior.

^Tiat causes nibbling and dorsal

pad contacts even in the absence of

eggs is stin unclear. Perhaps this

behavior is involved with a high de-

gree of parental motiyation. Per-

haps it occurs as a general response

to a selected object, and can thus be

regarded fundamentally as "terri-

tory-directed" behavior. At any

rate, in their preparental context

nibbling and nibbing must help to

keep the future spawning surface

clean.

Furthermore, during both eggless

and egg-tending periods, nibbling

and dorsal pad contacts have other

roles in addition to then- parental

ones. In fact, thev might be termed

truly multifunctional, since in dif-

ferent contexts they produce differ-

ent effects. This point is highly in-

teresting ethologically, since it

suggests an economical use of be-

havior—a particular action can play

more than one adaptive role.

To illustrate this point, I can cite

some pertinent observations. Fight-

ing between a tenntory owner and

an intruder generally becomes most

intense if the intruder nears the un-

derside of the contested object and

especially if he touches the object.

A highly aggressive intruder will

try to do just this—to nibble the ob-

ject and rub it with his dorsal pad.

In other words, he ^vill try to per-

form actions t\'pically performed bv

males ^vho have already chosen and

established themselves in terri-

tories. Interestingly, the owner of

the object also contacts it during

the territorial dispute, so that in-

tense fighting alternates with at-

tempts bv both fish to rub with

their dorsal pads and nibble.

These and other observations
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A MONEY-SAVING OFFER
FROM HARPER'S:

We'll meet you

haliwav.
Harper's has never been more diversi-

fied, more challenging, or more downright

fun to read than it is right now.
And we can prove it.

With the next eight issues.

That's why we're happy to offer new
subscribers the next eight issues for only

$2.84. That's 36 cents a copy—and half

the regular subscription rate.

Look over the eight issues. Read them
and judge them. If, at any time, you decide

Harper's is not for you, we'll refund your

money on any unmailed issues.

But we're betting you'll like today's

Haiper's. Because it's one magazine
whose editorial approach is broad enough
to touch on virtually all the major issues

and ideas of today—yet deep enough to

let you know what's really going on.

Some recent Harper's articles

that people are talking about:

Should all drug use be legalized? Yes,

says Thomas S. Szasz, M.D.
—

"It should be
none of the government's business what
drugs a man puts into his body."

What happens if Nixon wins? Will he
behave differently if he at last reaches
the point where he has no higher—or far-

ther—to go?

Are the environmentalists wrong? We
need more technology—not less—to save
the environment, says Peter Drucker.

Is Hollywood's "new honesty" phony?
A surprising look at CarnaJ Knowledge,
Shah, McCabe and Mrs. Miller, and other

cinematic sacred cows.

Is sexuality in old age a myth? Simone
de Beauvoir examines fascinating case

histories of the great and famous in talking

about something most people don't like to

talk about.

In Harper's you meet people as varied

as Henry Kissinger and Joe Frazier, Rus-

sell Baker and Robert Cole, Buckminster

Fuller and Daniel EUsberg. So we can
promise that Harper's will delight you, oc-

casionally anger you—but never bore you.

Mail the coupon today, won't you?

EIGHT MONTHS AT HALF PRICE

Send me the next eight months of Harper's at

the special introductory rate, for new sub-

scribers, of $2.84—half the regular subscrip-

tion price. If I'm not satisfied at any time,

you'll refund my money on all unmailed
issues.

D Double my savings. Send 16 months for

only $5.68

Name_
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n
an invitation we can't repeat in ttiis century

When the world's scientific teams encamp on the Sa-
hara's rim next June for the last, long-totality eclipse

in this century, you can share their epic experience
. . . with Prof. Frederick E. Trinklein, author and as-

tronomer, as your personal host.

Cahill-Laughlin and KLM are building a tented solar

village at the June 30, 1973 center line. On a cloud-
free, comfortably cool Lake Rudolf site personally

selected by Prof. Trinklein for its 100% viewing po-
tential.

Once these high-wall tents are booked, official direc-

tives may exclude all further entree to viable center
line sites. So immediate reservations are mandatory!
For a safari that's more than a date with the sun.

Private planes for wide camera range. Birding sanc-
tuaries. The Leakey excavations. Encounter with the
primitive El Molo. Wildlife under eclipse conditions.
Access to Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro from our base.

At $1600 from New York (2 weeks) and $2100 (3

weeks). Gall any travel agent or (212) 759-9856.

CAHILL-LAUGHLIN TOURS, INC.
655 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021

_ 'i Please rush Solar Eclipse '73 Safari application.

Name

MIRANDA AUTO SENSOREX EE*
Fully automatic electric-eye expo-

sure control to stop anything that

moves. Instantly.

Spot and average through-the-

lens meters to "read" your quarry

even if it flies into the sim. And the

meters are on the mirror, so op-

tional "grass-level" or critical

finders may be substituted for the

pentaprism when he lands

Our normal lens

focuses closer than any-
body else's SLR; close

enough to copy this ad with

or the plane shi

THE

out any attachments. And it twists

onto an exclusive dual lensmount

that accepts over 1,500 tele,

wide-angle and macro lenses, micro-

scope adapters and other accesso-

ries from oiu" and other systems.

Plus self-timer, socket for re-

mote cable release and a focal-

plane shutter that's too quiet to

scare anything away.
All protected by the

longest guarantee* of any
camera. Which should

please any bug.

suggest that nibbling and dorsal pad

movements can act as aggressive or

territorial displays, signaling a

male's ownership of a site and his

readiness to defend it.

Thev may have sexual functions

as well. When a male is attacking a

female seeking to spawn, he often

interrupts his attacks to vigorously

contact the object with his dorsal

pad. Dorsal pad contacts in this

context may function as a subtle at-

tractant to ripe females.

Collectively with morphological

features—the tubercles, vivid band-

ing, and dorsal pads of males—nib-
bling and rubbing are striking adap-

tations to a mode of reproduction in

which the male plays the pre-

dominant parental role. Many more
links need to be established, how-

ever, between behavior and struc-

ture in the fathead minnow. Cell

analysis by R. J. F. Smith at the

University of Saskatchewan may
shed additional light on the signifi-

cance of the dorsal pad. Intriguing

questions remain: Of what types of

tissue is the pad composed? How is

its growth governed by internal

changes in a male as the breeding

season approaches? Does the pad

possess special sensory receptors

that give a male information about

his territorial object and his eggs?

Such questions will probably be

approached largely through labora-

tory studies. Further field work is

also essential, however, because it is

only by observing the fish in their

natural surroundings that the adap-

tiveness of their behavior can be

fully appreciated.

Often, instead of conscientiously

taking notes, I have sat motionless

on a lakeshore, caught up in the ac-

tivities of minnows breeding only a

few feet away. Males were contin-

ually on the move, dcirting pugna-

ciously at intruders and vigorously

rubbing their eggs, while sunhght

glinted off their vividly banded bod-

ies. The life of each male fathead

centers around his own small terri-

tory and eggs. Every year, minnows

perform the tasks that, in a long

evolutionary process, have become
a trademark of the species. For all

animals—including man—there is

the perpetual threat of extinction,

but the fathead seems better

equipped than we are to face the

demands of our environment. What
resources it utilizes wUl puzzle sci-

entists for some time to come.
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s progress our most dangerous product?
ist published: the first, in-depth re-

jrt on the human and ecological costs
' introducing 20th-century technology

the world's under-developed nations

50 case studies taken from the rec-

d of the Conference convened by
e Conservation Foundation and the

enter tor the Biology of Naturaf Sys-

ms, Washington University, St. Louis.

Originally, the sponsors of the

onference had hoped to explore both

Dsitive and negative case histories,

ut their plan failed — because, in case
ter case, they discovered that well-

tentioned development programs had
iled. Inescapably, they concluded
lat the great bulk of post-World War I

chnological effort in the Third World
as resulted in severe problems of en-

ronmental degradation.

Case histories in THE CARE-
ESS TECHNOLOGY cover such ex-

Tiples of ecological backlash as
lese:

• what can happen when milk is in-

troduced to peoples whose bodies
are unused to it;

• how transferable drug resistance

can turn antibiotic "miracle drugs
into ecological nightmares;

contributors, including Barry
ommoner, F. Fraser Darling,

ynton K. Caldwell, Kenneth
oulding, P. T. Haskell, and
iunnar Myrdal • 1,060 pages
Over 250 illustrations • yVs

10y4 • With bibliography,

ppendices and Index • A
loubleday/Natural His-
iry Press Book

> the almost inevitable destructive

side effects of any irrigation project

in the tropics (with specific details

on the Aswan High [Dam, the Kariba
Lake Basin, and the Mekong River

Development Plan);

' how pesticides have caused dev-
astating pest outbreaks;

' the widespread effect of dam con-
struction on bilharziasis and blad-

der cancer;

« why American scientists so badly
miscalculated the consequences
of hydrogen bomb testing on our
ecosystem;

• the four-sided public health dis-

aster that "technical progress"
brought to Okinawa;

and much, much more.

Many of these ecological mis-

takes are now irreversible. But many
more can be averted — if the profound
social and scientific issues raised by
THE CARELESS TECHNOLOGY re-

ceive the serious consideration they

merit. THE CARELESS TECHNOLOGY
is, in fact, a landmark volume — must
reading for anyone concerned with the

intelligent allocation of the world's pre-

carious resources.
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A Resurgence of Rabies Continued from page 19

tolerance of the residents. One
Long Boat Key resident fed an av-

erage of 400 pounds of dog meal a

month to raccoons visiting his res-

taurant. While most members of the

community tolerated the raccoons

as friendly nuisances, many individ-

uals considered them community
pets.

"If one understands the 'domes-

ticated' status of this animal popu-

lation, the emotional response that

the . rabies outbreak elicited from

the community is quite under-

standable. Rabies control measures,

the investigations of the epizootic,

and even the existence of a rabies

outbreak in the raccoons became
controversial. One of the larger

newspapers in the area took a spe-

cial interest and began to report

provocative and often misleading

accounts of the Vaccoon killing.' A
lead editorial lectured on the ecol-

ogy of the situation based on the as-

sumption that the 10 percent preva-

lence of rabies in the raccoons was

'about normal for any wildlife popu-

lation' and darkly predicted a

Only this post and sign

remain of a kennel Melvin
Barton built in 1970. When
one dog became rabid, he
disposed of them all.

plague of rats and rattlesnakes fol-

lowing the loss of the raccoon popu-

lation. Feature stories lamented the

loss of the animals to medical re-

search and questioned the motives

of the health department officials

concerned."

The local epidemic on Long Boat

Key eventuallv burned itself out, as

rabies itself reduced the raccoon

population. However, the Flor-

ida-Georgia epidemic continues

and, while the residents of the key

were spared human exposures,

other communities may not be so

fortunate. Certainly Trail Town
wasn't.

X^'Tiile raccoon rabies has ex-

panded in southeastern United
States, rabies outbreaks in other

species have occurred in pai-ts of

the United States and the world.

Tennessee recorded 34 cases of ani-

mal rabies in January, 1972—up al-

most 300 percent from the previous

year. Half of the cases were in

foxes. Dr. Eugene Fowinkle, health

commissioner of Tennessee, re-

ported that the rabies situation has

reached a crisis and "people are lit-

erally afraid to walk outside their

homes—foxes ai^e coming to door-

steps, or car doors, to children play-

ing outdoors." Fox population con-

trol is currently under way in parts

of Tennessee.

Skunk rabies was reported a

decade ago, principally in Texas,

central California, and the upper

t /"vTt'^

Midwest. During the 1960s a grad

ual expansion in all directions oc

curred, stopping only temporaril'

at the continental divide in th(

mountain states. Today, skunl

rabies is reported from 60 percen

of the states. On March 9 and 10

1971, a two-county area
north-central Oklahoma was placec

under rabies quarantine. The Okla
homa State Health Department re

ported 56 cases of animal rabiei

(primai-ily skunk) for January anc

FebiTjary, 1971, compared to '.

cases in the same period during!

1970—an 800 percent increase. Re I

ports indicate that intensified efj

forts in recent years to eliminate

predators such as bobcats and coy

otes have resulted in an unusual!)

large skunk population in that r&

gion.

In 1939 there was an outbreak o)

rabies in Poland. The virus estab-

lished itself in the wild fox popu-

lation, then spread westward at the

rate of about 24 miles per year. B)

1950 it crossed the Elbe; by 196C

it reached the Rhine. By 1966 at

least 26,000 Europeans w-ere re-

ceiving postexposure rabies prophy-

laxis yearly. In 1968 the disease

was reported from France, and to-

day it is a major health problem in

much of western Europe.

The skunk and raccoon epidem-

ics in the United States indicate a

shift in wildlife hosts over the last

ten years. Formerly the fox was the

major wildlife carrier of rabies, but

now the skunk predominates. At

present, about 50 percent of the

know-n wildlife rabies is in skunks

and 25 per cent in foxes. In addi-

tion, bats have emerged as a wild

life rabies host.

The first case of bat rabies in the

United States was reported from

Florida in 1953, and by the end of

1965 rabid bats were found in all

states except Rhode Island, Hawaii,

and Alaska. Lndoubtedlv this rapid

expansion is due in part to in-

creased awareness of the problem.

There are about forty species of

bats in the continental United

States; more than half of them have

been reported rabid. The bat prob-

lem is not limited to rural areas.

Last year 43 bats were turned in to

the New York City Department of

Health, and two of them were ra-

bid.



Trail Town is a cluster of

trailers, small houses, a gas

station, and a junkyard

surrounded by swamp. Its

inhabitants include 60 dogs.

Most bat-associated human
rabies, including the case of a New
Jersey man who died from a bite on

the lip last November, results from

the direct bites of infected bats.

This fits into the general method for

transmission of the disease, that is,

in virus-laden saliva from animal

to animal. However, in 1956 and

again in 1959, two humans who
died from bat-transmitted rabies

had no history of being bitten. The
first was a Texas scientist who had

been working in a cave on a bat

rabies research project. The second,

also in Texas, was a mining engi-

neer who spent some time in a cave

on a prospecting assignment for a

bat guano mining company.

In 1962 the existence of airborne

transmission of rabies to animals

was proved in Frio Cave near

Uvalde, Texas. A number of ani-

mals, including twelve foxes and

ten coyotes, were caged within the

bat cave for four weeks. The cages

were constructed so that neither an-

imal nor arthropod could enter

them. All of the coyotes and foxes

became ill and died of rabies. Since

that time, spelunkers have been ad-

vised to take the pre-exposure

rabies vaccination.

In Mexico and many of the Cen-

tral and South American countries,

the vampire bat is an extremely se-

rious vector of disease. Rabies from

this bat is considered to be the most

frequent cause of cattle death. Dur-

ing 1956 an estimated one million

cattle died due to vampire rabies,

for an economic loss of about $80
million.

Although rabies was commonly
believed to be a quickly fatal dis-

ease, it was shown as early as 1936
that rabid bats can live for a long

time. Yet dogs or men almost never

survive rabies. Two explanations,

both apparently correct, arise for

these phenomena: first, there are

slightly different strains of rabies

virus existing within different spe-

cies of infected animals; and sec-

ond, certain individuals within a

species, or even certain species, are

latent carriers, that is, they are in-

fected with rabies but not diseased.

In a series of laboratory experi-

ments, groups of mice were injected

with rabies viruses from dogs, vam-

pire bats, and skunks. While all the

mice developed rabies, the course

of the disease was different with the

virus from each animal. Incubation

periods varied; the impact on the

brains was different; and the virus

from the skunk was not always fa-

tal. These results indicate that dif-

ferent strains of rabies vinas exist.

Two distinct types of rabies in-

fection seem to occur, depending

on the species of animal and the

strain of virus. Various wild ani-

mals, including certain bats and

skunks, get subclinical infections;

man and his domestic animals,

along with certain other wildlife

species, are affected by encephalytic

infections.

Any parasite that consistently

killed all of its hosts would doom it-

self to a brief course as a viable spe-

cies. A successful parasite, in-

cluding the rabies virus, needs the

ability to infect its permanent host

without causing fatal disease. Thus
the parasite insures itself of an un-

disturbed environment for survival.

If animals within a species con-

sistently die as a result of a specific

infection, then that species does not

represent the natural, permanent

host, but rather an unnatural, or ab-

errant, host. Dogs and man, for ex-

ample, are aberrant hosts of rabies.

Conversely, if you find a species

that only sporadically dies from a

specific infection, presumably it is a

natural host.

Sporadic cases of rabies occur in

the United States in the spotted

skunk and the long-tailed weasel,

thus incriminating them as natural

hosts. Mongooses in Asia, and the

civet and the polecat in South Af-

rica, have also been identified as ra-

bid in areas where the disease is

otherwise unknown. These hosts

maintain the rabies virus between

epidemics.

When present in an animal, but

not causing disease, the rabies virus
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is found in the mucous-secreting

glands of the respiratory tract. The

virus has an affinity for glandular

tissue, often invading the pancreas,

and has been recovered from the

milk of a rabid vampire bat. The

virus causes disease only when it in-

vades the nervous system.

\^ildlife rabies is an extremely

complicated problem, and man
directly worsens the situation in

several ways. Alteration of an ani-

mal's basic life pattern can either

activate a latent rabies infection or

lead to a new infection. Animals,

like men, are more susceptible to

disease when under stress. Rabies

virus changes, the severity of the

disease increases, and the suscepti-

bility to the infection rises under

conditions of overcrowding, nutri-

tional deficiency, and concurrent

disease.

Working with experimental ani-

mals, 0. A. Soave showed in 1961

that reactivation of rabies virus in-

fection can occur with the adminis-

tration of adrenocortical hormones.

In 1964 he demonstrated reac-

tivation of rabies virus in guinea

pigs due to the stress of crowding.

Presumably this was related to the

circulation of high levels of steroids

in response to the stress.

Taking this concept out of the

laboratory and into the field, it is

possible to correlate the rabies out-

break with the crowding of rac-

coons on Long Boat Key. As the

land suitable for them was bull-

dozed and developed, the animals

were crowded together. Fed and

protected by the residents, the rac-

coon population was further

crowded by an unnatural increase

in population. Under these stressful

conditions the island colony became

highly susceptible to disease. And
with a rabies epidemic on the

nearby Florida mainland, the dan-

gerous outbreak on Long Boat Key
was almost inevitable.

Man's effect on the environment

has historically been only local in

scope and cannot account for the

worldwide spread of rabies. But the

massive intrusion of man in natural

cycles is creating a global impact.

As man encroaches, both directly

and indirectly, on the habitat, he in-

troduces environmental insults that

animal populations cannot tolerate.

The killing of predators resulting in

the growth of the skunk popu-

lation—and the subsequent rabies

epidemic—in Oklahoma is an ex-

ample of this concept.

Man also worsens the situation

by shipping rabid animals interstate

or internationally. Wild animal

farms in Florida ship thousands of

adult raccoons, trapped in endemic

rabies areas, to points all over the

United States. The raccoons are

usually released back into the wild

by gun clubs for use in training

hunting dogs. There have been

documented cases of the transfer of

infected animals, but no action has

been taken to insure that only

healthy animals are sold.

People often buy wild animals as

pets—skunks, exotic cats, and rac-

coons being especially popular. Dr.

Michael Hattwick, in a case study

accepted for publication in the

American Journal of Public

Health, traced one rabid pet skunk

that bit its owner in Seattle, Wash-

ington, back through pet shops and

wholesalers to the area of Oregon

where it had been caught as a

weanling. The skunk was one of 69
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in a shipment. Skunlcs in the lot

mixed freely so that all were ex-

posed to rabies. Over all, through

the shipping and handling proce-

dures and in the homes of owners,

366 persons had been exposed to

the skunks and 80 of them had

been bitten.

Hattwick reports further that ap-

proximately 180 skunks are in-

troduced annually into the Port-

land, Oregon, area, which has a

human population of 382,000. By

extrapolation, it can be calculated

that at least 100,000 Americans are

bitten each year by pet skunks. The
nature of the wild animal pet busi-

ness being what it is, many, if not

most, of these skunks come from

endemic rabies areas and are

shipped without the benefit of any

health examination.

In New York City, in addition to

the 37,488 dog-bite cases last year,

there were nearly 100 reported in-

cidents of what the city health de-

partment calls "exotic animal"

bites. These exotic animals were

mainly monkeys, raccoons, and

skunks, as well as a fox, a coati

mundi, and an agouti. In previous

years bites involved pottos, weasels,

ocelots, a leopard, chimpanzees,

mink, a margay, and kinkajous. All

of these animals are potential rabies

carriers.

To prevent rabies, control pro-

grams must be aimed at the three

hosts involved: man, domestic ani-

mals, and wildlife. In man, the dis-

ease can be most easily controlled by

eliminating exposure to rabid ani-

mals. People should be aware of the

dangers in handling animals, espe-

cially wild ones, whose history is

unknown. Responsible ownership.

At the Pasteur Institute,

1905, a man bitten by

a rabid dog is given a

painful injection. Treatment

now is easier and safer.
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Strickland, left, chats with

Melvin Barton, owner of the

rabid dog Drum. By the time

he escaped, "in essence.

Drum was dead, existing now
only to serve the virus."

including vaccination of pets and

abstinence from owning wild ani-

mals, significantly reduces the risk.

In addition to the vaccination

and control of pets, the treatment of

livestock should be considered. It is

not economically feasible to vacci-

nate all livestock, but owners of

valuable livestock in endemic rabies

areas should consider it.

The control of wild animal rabies

remains difficult. The only method
used on a large scale has been the

selective reduction of the popu-

lation of the species involved. The
principle is to reduce the contact

rate between infected and suscep-

tible animals. There have been a

few instances of success, but more
often this method has failed. Some
states have operated programs for

several years with little or no sig-

nificant decline in the incidence of

rabies.

Many poisoning and gassing

procedures are not selective. In

Denmark the gassing of fox dens

has been shown to exterminate the

innocent badger more effectively

than the fox, since the badger does

not make up population losses as ef-

ficiently. In regions of the United

States, the black-footed ferret was

exterminated by poison put out for

other animals.

Any thought of controlling rabies

in bats boggles the imagination.

However, bats should be kept out of

houses where people might come in

contact with them. Children should

be warned against chasing any bat

seen flying during the day, as this is

abnormal behavior and may be a

sign of rabies infection. Any bat in-

volved in a biting incident should

be considered rabid until laboratory

examination indicates otherwise.

New methods of wild animal vac-

cination through medicated bait of-

fer some hope of future rabies con-

trol. Further understanding of the

ecology and natural history of wild-

life rabies may open new avenues of

control. But at present, as the

worldwide rabies epidemic contin-

ues, the dangers for man are great,

and incidents, such as the one at

Trail Town, will continue to occur.

On March 3, Larry Strickland

and David Smart began antirabies

prophylaxis. Untreated, each man
stood about a 40 percent chance of

getting the disease and almost cer-

tainly dying. Because therapy was

begun within 24 hours of the bite,

their chances of getting rabies are

less than one in ten.

The puncture wounds on Lcirry

Strickland's leg have healed. Both

men have finished the daily, painful

series of shots and now wait out the

long incubation period, playing the

percentages. If signs of rabies have

not developed by May 31, most ex-

perts would consider them out of

danger and the case closed.
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Tlie Greening-
of Doctor Hog'ue
Continued from page 47

saw lour of them, and what a sight:

the hght is so bright that it actually

lights up the leaves beside the

beetle as it flies. It's a streak of

light, it's the Fourth of July; it's

really bright, a greenish fluorescent

light, an uncanny light I've never

seen before. I wonder if mv flash-

light is attracting them. I'ln going

to take my flashlight and flash it

around in the forest to see if I can

stimulate some of these beetles to

flash. Oh, there's one, a bright spot

of light sitting on a plant only

twenty feet from me. It's gradually

fading out. It has come on again;

now it's fading out again. The
beetle is obviously resting on the

plant, throwing its light and then

letting it fade out. There's another

off to my left and another and an-

other. The stars have fallen into the

forest among the leaves of the trees.

I'm flashing my light. As I flash

it around through the understorv oi

the forest. I seem to stimulate the

beetles into glowing. When they go

through the air, it's sheer pyrotech-

nics. Now I'm going to flash my
light up into the canopy. There

dont seem to be any up there. I'm

going to sweep it around the under-

storv again. Ah, as soon as my light

comes near a beetle, on comes his

hght, just like the reflector you see

alongside a road when you're driv-

ing in a car in the dark of the night.

Every time I turn around there's

some other unbelievable thing to

see. There are two of them now
where there was one before. It's

hke coming out and looking at the

horizon on a clear night, and seeing

the stars gradually coming into view-

as the sun goes down and the sky

darkens. Tliere seems to be just the

right quantity of hght coming from

my flashlight to ignite these Py-

rophorus. Oh, my God. There's one

that was bright, bright orange, like

a falling star or a burning match or

a sparkler thrown through the air.

One could easily use these beetles

to live by, to read by. They're like

meteorites falling through the for-

est. This is a sight I can hardly be-

lieve; I shine my light on the tree

and it lights up like a (Christmas tree.

Absolutely incredible. I say mv
name. Charley Iloguc. The night is

real, it is real, and 1 don't know what

to do, I am so bedazzled.

A gem
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Seeing- is Believing
Continu ed fro in pa-ge 12

of the world.'" In contrast, Robert

Redfield, by defining world-view as

"the wav a people characteristically

look outward upon the universe,"

suggested that man was a more ac-

tive participant. In any case,

whether man passively accepts a

culturally determined world-view or

actively creates a world-view sys-

tem, the visual bias in the very

seai"ch by anthropologists for world-

view is evident.

It has been observed that for

Americans the universe is essen-

tially something thev can draw a

picture or diagram of. But surely a

person's world is felt, smelled.

tasted, and heard as well. This pro-

pensity for visual metaphorical cate-

gories may produce distortion in at-

tempts to describe facets of

American culture. It is unlikely that

such distortion would even be no-

ticed, since the distortion, like

beauty, is strLctly in the subjective

eye of the beholder. But what hap-

pens when Americans or American

scientists seek to describe features

of other cultures or the features of

the natural world?

It is at least possible that bv

looking for the world-view of other

peoples, we run the risk of impos-

ing our own rank-ordering of the

senses upon data that may not be

perceived in the same wav bv the

people whose cultures are being de-

scribed. If we are truly interested in

understanding how other peoples

perceive reality, we must recognize

their cognitive categories and try to

escape the confines of our own.

The history of man is full of in-

stances of one group's conscious or

unconscious attempts to impose its

particular set of cognitive categories

upon another group. The imposing

group typically claims that its cate-

gories represent the true nature of

reality (as opposed to the categories

of the victimized group, which are

deemed odd at best and false at

worst). Whether it is nineteenth-

century American linguists search-

ing in vain for Latin cases (for ex-

ample, the dative or accusative) in

American Indian languages, or a

modern Western physician, imbued

with the number three, trying to

persuade an American Indian, who

believes in the sacredness of the

number four, that only three doses

MAN 51 WEST 54th STREET,
SC 4-7272 SC 4-7408
SC 4-7158
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)r inoculations are sufficient (as in

I series of three polio shots), the is-

sue is the same.

This is why it is essential for

Americans (and for other peoples as

A'ell) to become aware of their de-

Dendence upon cognitive categories

iuch as the visual metaphorical

node I have been talking about.

\rmed with this awareness, it is

jossible to appreciate more fully

he aptness of the visual metaphor

Ruth Benedict used to explain why
io many social theorists failed to

lotice custom or culture: "We do

lot see the lens through which we
ook." A conscious recognition of

5ur visual bias may help make the

ens visible. We must never forget

he possible relativity of our own
sensory perception categories.

Inventories of the same or sim-

lar sense categories found in other

cultures may help. Clifford Geertz

reports, for example, that the Java-

nese have five senses (seeing, hear-

ng, talking, smelling, and feeling),

which do not coincide exactly with

3ur five. The delineation of such

differences may teach us just how
:ulture-bound or culture-specific

3ur own observations of nature may
We tend to delude ourselves

I

into thinking we are studying the

nature of nature, foolishly forget-

ting that we cannot obsei-ve raw or

pure nature. We can perceive na-

ture only through the mediation of

ulture, with its panoply of cultur-

illy relative cognitive categories.

Much of the study of "natural

history" often turns out to be "cul-

tural history" in disguise. Theories

ind ideas about the natural world

are invariably couched in terms of a

specific human language and are

based upon data obtained from hu-

man observation. With human ob-

:ervation expressed in human lan-

guage, one simply cannot avoid

ultural bias. Searching for culture-

ree descriptions of nature may be a

worthwhile goal, and perhaps man
vvill one day succeed in achieving

t. In the meantime, we must be

wary of mistaking relatives for ab-

olutes, of mistaking culture for na-

ture. Cross-cultural comparisons of

sense categories may not only re-

veal critical differences in the spe-

cific senses, but also whether or not

the apparent priority of vision over

the other senses is a human univer-

ial. For the moment, we can do

little more than wait and see.

DISCOVERA ^
NEW CONTINENT.

Africa. TAP's African
Adventure Safari is perhaps
the most exciting trip you
and your camera will ever
take.
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Kenya, Mozambique, South
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own an entire fleet of6 for only ^5^^
Remember the good old days when they really
knew how to make mechanical toys? They made
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running forever. We used to take the toys apart
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into something (it starts automatically again when
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stamped metal; and there's superb workmanship
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place with gears whirring and clicking. You can
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our mountain tents . . . and you don'f have

fo enter under wafer. We manufacture

backpacking and mountaineering equip-
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bring 10 issues of NATURAL HIS-
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American Museum of Natural His-

tory. $15 for a 2-year gift, or $21 for

a 3-year gift, also brings a special

bonus book.

. . - - -GIFT ORDER- -
Natural History Magazine
P.O. Box 2925
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send
NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE to:

My check is enclosed for: 1 yr $8 n
2yrs$15n 3 yrs $21 D
If you wish, we'll send a card an-

nouncing your gift. Card should be
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Books in Review

The End of Ede
MaTO GrOSSO, bv Anthony Smith.

E.P. Button & Co., $17.50; 288

pp., illus.

This book is both a delight and

a frustration. It is a visual

delight because its incomparable

color photographs convev directb

to the reader's senses the essence o:

natural beauty and wonder to b«

found in the heartland of Brazil. I

is frustrating because it documents

through a somewhat ethnocentrit



by Keiiipton E. Webb

point of view, the rich natural set-

ting of a Garden of Eden in the pro-

cess of being dismantled and re-

shaped by ''progress."

The volume is a product of the

1960s, which, in retrospect, proved

to be a decade of crucial signifi-

cance to the vast backlands of west-

central (Goias and Mato Grosso

states) and northern Brazil (essen-

tiallv the Amazon Basin). It was

during the 1960s that Brazil occu-

pied and took charge of its remain-

ing wildernesses. In April, 1960,

the capital of the country was

moved from coastal Rio de Janeiro

to Brasilia in the heart of the coun-

try. Within three years the first all-

weather road, the Belem-Brasilia

Highway, linked the population

core of eastern and southern Brazil

with the Amazon Basin.

In June, 1966, the Symposium
on Amazon Biota was held in Belem

in the state of Para. This remark-

able conference gathered several

hundred scientists and researchers

in the natural and social sciences

from all over Brazil and abroad for

an exchange of scholarly papers.

When they were eventually pub-

lished, they sounded the death knell

for the myth that the vast Amazon
Basin remains a terra incognita, an

unknown land. The latest devel-

opment has been the plan to build a

Trans-Amazon Highway, from
northeast Brazil westward to the

westernmost corner of Brazil.

This book on the Mato Grosso is

but one chapter in the decade-long

story of a last rush to know and un-

derstand the economic and de-

The Kuarup festival marks
end of the mourning period.

Men blow sacred flutes and

young girls are released

after months of seclusion.

mographic "zero" of west-central

Brazil, and to record for posterity

something of its natural, undis-

turbed beautv before the imminent

onrush of civilization transforms the

area into but another part of the

productive base of the nation.

In the mid-1960s a highway was

planned to extend from Xavantina,

about 250 miles west-northwest of

Brasilia, to Cachimbo, just north of

the southern border of Para State.

In 1965 the Brazilian government,

realizing that there was an unusual

opportunity for scientific work to be

carried out as the road was being

carved through the region, invited

scientists to come and explore the

area before its forests fell under the

ax of the pioneer settler.

The scientific investigation

would be facilitated within hun-

dreds of square miles of "virgin ter-

ritory" by the presence of the new
road, over which supplies could be

brought in, easing the logistical

challenge of providing food, fuel,

and supplies, at least as far as the

roadhead.

Great Britain received an in-

vitation by way of the British Em-
bassy in Brazil, and forwarded it to

the Royal Geographical Society in

London. The Royal Society also col-

laborated. Its expeditions com-
mittee pointed out that the road was

cutting through "one of the remain-

ing areas of the world which has not

been available for scientific re-

search, and which offers opportu-

nities for original research not

available elsewhere." The two so-

cieties sent a reconnaissance party

to Brazil in May, 1966; after six

weeks they returned full of enthusi-

asm and with plans for mounting a

major effort involving dozens of re-

searchers from various disciplines-

geography, earth science, botany,

zoology, medicine.

The expedition's primary objec-

tive would be to make scientific ob-

servations and to record details of
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A 3'/2-INCH QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHS
THE FACE OF THE SUN

This photograph, taken some years ago during a peak of solar activity, not only

shows great detail in the enormous sunspot, but reveals the "orange peel" or "rice grain"
texture of the surface, so familiar to experienced sun observers. Our photographic
print foils to show all the beautiful tracery so plainly visible on the negative.

One would not expect to get such pictures with a SVi-inch telescope, for these

granulations measure only 1 to 2 seconds of arc. This is o job for the great mountaintop
observatories, where a giant telescope can avoid sighting through the worst of the

earth's heat-agitated air. However, this picture was taken with the 7-pound portable
Questar at midday, right through the entire earth's atmosphere—at sea level!

The exposure was 1 /I 000 second on 35 mm. Microfile film, using on effective focal

length of over 50 feet. The Davises, who took the picture, worked out the technique
which avoided overheating and damaging the telescope.

For totally safe observation of the sun, Questar developed its patented filters which

keep more than 99% of the damaging heat and light from entering the telescope.

This was the first thought anyone hod given to keeping these rays out of the instrument

itself since Galileo sighted through his first telescope in 1 609!

© QUESTAR CORPORATION 1971, All Rights Reserved

Be sure (o send for Quesfor's NEW booklet;

the 1972 edition—larger formal, 78 pages

of color, 150 new photographs by Questar

owners, and complete description of Qt/es-

for, the world's finest, most versatile tele-

scope, with its many special applications

in research and industry. Send $1 to cover

mailing and handling costs on this conti-

nent. By air to South America, $2.50;

Europe and North Africa, $3; all other

areas, $3.50.

TAR
Box C60 New Hope, Pa. 18938

both the environment and its in-

habitants. From 1967 to 1969, in-

di\idual members of the expedition

spent from one to eighteen months
in the field, and it will be perhaps
se\-eral years before the full impact
of their scientific findings is felt.

This book, bv the expedition's

science correspondent," is essen-

tially a British perception of a trop-

ical part of Brazil (there were 44
British and 20 Brazilian members
oi the expedition): the initial im-

pression received from Mato Grosso

is that of an overlv romantic view of

a tropical Garden of Eden as ob-

served by those whose normal habi-

tat lies in the higher middle lati-

tudes. To someone who has lived

and worked in different parts of

Brazil, the perception aspect is par-

ticularly fascinating. It is ironic that

the highly trained researchers who
came from across the Atlantic to

delve into the mysteries of the Mato
Grosso forests were, bv and laraje,

ignorant of Brazil and Brazilians.

The account conveys an attitude of

fascination with something that is

exotic and not quite part of the real

world. To Brazilians, of course,

Mato Grosso is simplv another state

within the republic, one that is un-

dergoing a normal and expected

valorization and transformation

froiTi unused backlands to produc-

tive cattle lands. The consenationist

biases of most of the scientists were

not shared, and could not be expected

to be shared, bv Brazilians who have
waited long enough to experience

what the development process

means.

L pon confronting the trackless

density of the Mato Grosso forest,

the naturalists reacted with wonder
and delight to all of the new and

varied life forms. To the Brazilian

caboclo, or "settler,'" there is noth-

ing there. To the Indian in-

habitants. ho^^"eyer. who number
between 60.000 and 100.000 in all

Brazil, the forest has everything.

They say. 'Tt supplies all our needs:

food to eat. timber and thatch for

houses, wood for bows and ai'rows,

fruit and medicine." Again, a mat-

ter of perception.

Smith's account is probably

weakest when it describes people

and the wide range of racial and

cultural characteristics that make
up the Brazilian people. Some state-

ments raise more questions than

the\ resolve. For example, on page
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OFTHE EAST
A fascinating history of the costumes of Eastern civilizations

—

from Turkey to Japan, from Palestine to Siberia. Walter A. Fair-

servis, Jr., anthropologist with The American Museum of Natural

History, describes in 160 pages (67 in full color) the costumes,

their functions, and their relation to culture and climate. Soft-
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The American Museum of Natural History, 77 West 77th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10024
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TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help,

without any further ado. we would now
I to continue in the battle to keep alive

5. the heritage of East African wildlife that
ongs to everyone-especially you. What

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the case
with cats and other species if the numer
activities of the East African Wild Life Society
have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah
lion, leopard and other animals of the regior
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
1 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
gency assisting the three East African repub-
cs of Kenya. Uganda and Tanzania in the

development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-

1 and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
nount to S185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up. there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom ! But costs and
ommitmentare recurrent- and there's always
3om for one more in the ark. Your readership
roves your interest.

Become a member now. and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICAN A. And avail-
able for sale to all. are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Name , ,

Address ,

NH

83. '"The caboclo of Central Brazil

is someone about whom it is both

easv and impossible to generalize.

Racially, and therefore facially, he

can be from white to black -^vith his

genetic background being similarly

complex. ^^ hether mainly Negro or

mainly Indian or mainly Portuguese

he can be a unique blend, with per-

haps Negro hair and Indian features

or the other way about." These

statements, as well as some others,

remind me of the topic sentence

written by an underachieying un-

dergraduate student in an anthro-

pology class in an upstate in-

stitution: 'The Mayas are a queer

people." One of the book's annoy-

ances is that the writer convevs too

much of a "Gee, here we are among
all of these exotic people" impres-

sion without providing the reader

with sufficient background for un-

derstanding what is so handsomely
portrayed in the photographs.

There is, of course, a lot known
about Mato Grosso and the Indians

who liye there. Most of the best

writings are in Portuguese and are

therefore not accessible to most
Americans. It seems, however, that

the Indians and their problems are

worthy of a more understanding

and enlightening treatment than

thev are given in some chapters.

Descriptions of vegetation types,

ranging from the different forest

densities through the campo cer-

rado to the open grassland compos
are accurate. The author spends

considerable time describing the in-

credible diversity of insect life. Ap-
parently, the ruling triumvirate on
the ground (lest you sit down!) is

composed of the ant, the termite,

and the tick. This information sup-

ports the conclusions of Ellen

Bromfield Geld (daughter of the

original conservationist and land re-

storer Louis Bromfield), who calls

insects the main challenge to Brazil-

ian agriculture.

There are minor errors tiiat cause

one to question other statements in

the book. For example, a photo-

graph on page 67 showing a

planked rowboat with an outboai-d

motor is described in the text as a

"dugout canoe." On page 58 there

is a statement that the capital citv

of Goias State. Goiania, has ''close

on a million people." In 1970 the

estimated population for Goiania

was 133.000 people. Later, some-
one is described as alwavs enjoying

NATURAL BEAUTY
I
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wildlife, meandering streams and clear skies. Comi
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1 glass of mm, but that he would

lot drink cachaca since he re-

garded it as "gut-rot." Actuallv both

rum and cachaca are derivatives of

sugar cane refining processes.

Before the advancing front of

:ivilization, most Indians retreat

into one of three situations: thev re-

main in their own miserable vil-

lages, thev are gathered into a mis-

sion, or thev stav in the new Xingu

National Pai-k. The Villas Boas

brothers, Claudio and Orlando, are

trying to soften the impact of civ-

ilization and to protect the Indians

bv sometimes transporting them to

the Xingu National Park where in-

accessibility insures some measure

of protection for the indigenous

wav of life. It is not evident just

how long overland inaccessibility

will last, since Brazilians excel at

road building, and the pace of their

road network expansion is ever

quickening.

Notes transcribed from the note-

books of the medical researchers

are recorded, sometimes graph-

ically, and fully document the fra-

gility of life among the Indians,

who lia\"(> little resistance lo the ilis-

eases that accompany the advance
of civilization. "Local birth control

can be as simple as it is gruesome.

After about 28 weeks of pregnancy

the woman, lying on a hard surface,

grasps the uterus through her ab-

dominal wall and breaks the baby

to pieces. Dehverv of the stillbirth

follows quite rapidlv. Maternal

death-rate for this procedure is not

too high." Although the doctors did

all they possibly could to alleviate

pain and suffering among the In-

dians with whom they came in con-

tact, it is only too obvious that their

efforts were inadequate for the mag-

nitude of medical needs.

One of the most interesting parts

of the narrative account is the last

three chapters, which deal with the

settlement process and the manner
in which squatters build their

shacks along the road right-of-way

and then proceed to eke a living

from the land. Tliese chapters pro-

vide a vivid and convincing record

of how Brazilians perceive Mato
Grosso. To them, it is an area where

land could be bought for pennies an

acre before a road was put in. Thev

sec ihe area berominE; highlv xalo-

rized bv the extension of a road.

The land becomes especially valu-

able once the forest is cut down and

colonial grass is planted for cattle

grazing. The growth of urban mar-

kets for beef is impressive, and the

extension of the cattle frontier into

the remote interior of the country is

a response to that demand for beef.

Much of the development has in-

volved single tracts of many hun-

dreds of square miles in area. The
development process is often well

financed by eastern banks and the

management of the fazendas is

frequently pro\ided bv professional

farm managers from Sao Paulo.

"The \illas Boas brothers be-

lieve that the tribes as vet uncon-

tacted will suffer in the age-old fash-

ion when they are finally encircled

by the advance of progress. Both

sides are suspicious, the pioneering

Brazilians and the waiting Indians,

and both sides suffer. Even if there

is no actual slaughter, the trauma of

both disease and contact is a peril

only to the Indians. Smallpox or the

grippe will attack them as se\ erely

as any spattering of bullets from a

frightened pioneer."

That's all you pay for the handsomest of all

nature magazines. Two books in one, really—

the front part magnificently illustrated, and written

with deep love of the great outdoors. The back, a

wealth of authority on ecology and conservation.

$2 extra makes you a member of the National

Audubon Society, and a local chapter too. Send
the coupon now.
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! Send Me FREE COLOR BROCHURE

' Nr,mo

1

^^^r^cc !

ICity State Zip

_l

^ Tag & the lion who wouldn't walk

I

It is difficult to summarize this

book. It is a visual feast because oi

its incredible color photography.

The situation and the process de-

picted is controversial. What is go-i

ing to happen to the Indians of Bra-

zil s interior? Even if one knewj
what difference would it make since

the Brazilians are committed to ef^

fective occupation of all their na-.

tional ten'itorv?
;

Brazil is rapidly becoming an in-

dustrial nation—and technology

creates problems. With bulldozers

and chain saws man can denude
forested areas more quicklv than

ever before. And with wonder
drugs, peoples' lives can be pre-

served so that they can live misera-

bly until an even unhappier old age.

Nonetheless. Brazil is a microcosm
of historical, geographical, and cul-

tural conditions. The keen ob-

sei-ver, arriving in Brazil, experi-

ences an existentialist shock
between the trulv monumental
problems of hunger, disease, and;

lack of shelter on the one hand, and!

the burgeoning technical apparatus'

and urban glitter of a Sao Paulo or

Brasilia on the other. The countrv is^

indeed an archipelago of more de-

veloped cities within a large, under-

developed hinterland.

The Brazilian philosopher Vin-

cente Ferreira da Silva wTOte in

some of his short essays that in

Western culture and thought, man
hates nature, for ever since his ex-

pulsion from Eden man has wanted
revenge. The whole thrust of \^'est-

ern action has been the domination

of rational thought processes over

nature. In the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, man gradually

came to understand nature; with the

twentieth century he has succeeded

in changing it. Is it possible that the

Brazilians will follow the Americans
and destroy nature in order to re-

place it with an industrial park?

Perhaps we can sav that in the deep

interior of central Brazil we see an

almost laboratory situation of how
man is confronting prehistory with •

the present, and how he is changing

the face of the earth in accordance

with his momentary cultural defini-

tions of resources. It is a grim yet

fascinating story.

Kempton E. Webb is professor of
geographv at Columbia University

and director of its Institute ofLatin
j

American Studies.
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/here only the moon
ghts the sky

High

Hampton
lo neon lights or night clubs. Spectacular

cenery. 2300 acres at 3600 ft. Inn & cottages,

lustic. Private 18-hole, par 71 golf course.

fast-drying tennis courts. 3 lakes. Fishing,

ioating. Swimming. Other sports. Children's

igm. Good food. Attractive people. Early

/lay to late Oct. Write for brochure and rates.

'ligh Hampton Inn & Country Club

Jashiers, N.C. 28717. Dept. NH

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
3ular $109.50 Postpaid $69.50

an example of the deep discount prices on
rh quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog.
s catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding se-

tion of microscopes, camero lens, telephoto lens,

^scopes, binoculars etc., plus valuable information
I to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
>URTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

Preserve and protect your

copies of natural History

^ini^B
irlli"•>r||W/m

only vll
^Pi

$095
1^1

each 1INI^

NATURAL HISTORY FILE-
holds a year's subscription-

keeps all copies neat, clean

and in one place

A deluxe Royal Blue magazine case
with "Natural History" gold stamped
on the face. Has the expensive good
looks of a leather-bound book. Orga-
nizes your valuable collection by year of

issue. Reduces clutter in your home or

office, keeps copies handy for easy
reference. Sturdy bookbinder's board
protects copies against soil and dam-
age for as long as you want to keep
them. Gold leaf furnished free for dat-

ing, etc. Measures liy2"H by 3"W by
8y2"D. Send check or money order.

Money refunded if not satisfied.

Natural History File $3.95ea.;
3 for $10.00 postpaid

We have custom designed files for over 8000 mag-
azines. Order by tilie, $3.95 ea. ppd.

SHANNON, INC.
734 Decatur Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minn. 55427

More Reviews

The Gem Kingdom, bv Paul E.

Desautels. Ridge Press /Random
House. $17.95; 252 pp.. illus.

There are not manv popular

gem books on the market,

even though the lure of gems has

persisted, strong and abiding,

throughout human historv and the

shifting whims of fashion. Indeed,

in a world increasingly adorned

with plastic and mass-produced

trivia, the timeless appeal of natural

gemstones becomes more com-

pelling than ever.

Although there are some two

thousand natural inorganic min-

erals, only about sixteen have the

beautv, durability, and rarity that

single them out as possible gem-

stones. These characteristics, espe-

cially in earlier davs. were wedded
to a mvstical significance, so that

gems were valued not only for per-

sonal adornment, but as talismans

with wide-ranging magical proper-

ties. Amethyst was thought to cure

drunkenness; a giant sapphire un-

der the earth made the sky blue;

opal brought bad luck.

The closely related sciences of

mineralogy and gemology gave the

world a different, but no less inter-

esting, view of gems as the stable

and enduring manifestations of a

chemically active, churning earth.

Gemstones came to be categorized

bv their intrinsic properties. Finn

identification became possible with

specialized, often simple tech-

niques, which Desautels presents in

a nontechnical wav. As he points

out, such techniques have led to a

reclassification of some of the fa

mous gems of history. Manv so

called rubies, for instance, in

eluding the Black Prince rubv in

the crown of England, are really

spinels.

But of course most people rarely

have access to the kno\vledge and

instruments for distinguishing gen

nine natural stones from imitations

synthetics, or dved stones. So an

enlightening chapter takes up the

making and faking of gems, substi-

tutions, buih-up and treated gems.

"Wilderfiess—^
Expeditions
in association with FRIENDS OF
THE EARTH, is arranging 1972

trips accompanied by well known
conservationists and scientists to

these and other wild places:

Australia's Great Barrier Reef
and Queensland Rainforest with
Pixie Loomis and Australian
conservationists Dr. Frank Talbot
and Len Webb.
August 1 -Sept. 3. $1950
including airfare.

Tanzania Marine and Inland
Parks with Gordon Wilson of African
Wildlife Leadership Foundation.
Sept. 18 -Oct. 8. $1450
including airfare.

Kashmir with lUCN ecologist

Colin Holloway.
Oct. 5 - Nov. 2. $1625 including airfare.

Nepal, Sikkim with Conservation
Foundation's John Milton.
Nov. 4 -Dec. 10. $1950
including airfare,

MAIL TO:
Wilderness Expeditions, Inc.

Dep(. N.H.S72, 345 Park Ave.,N.Y.,N.Y.10022

(212) 758-1406

Please send your 1972 brochure to;

Name

Share me Thrills

01 Exploring f
outor Space •
All DYNASCOPES, IncludlnK this

superb RV-6, 6-Inch available
on easy terms! g

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs.who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same Instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Cliurch St., Hartford. Conn. 061D1

• TM Reelstered U.S. Pat, Offine

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-28. 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

I Addr
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Paresfine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians S. Jews. With varied de-
signs, they make unique archaeological display
Pieces for home and ofRcs. A superb all-occasion
gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-
tificate of authenticity, approx. 3" long ...$12 50
RARE "Handle Lamp", approx. 4" long ... 29 50

• Add 95(( insured postage • Money back
guarantee.

FREE Gift Cataloa!
Illustrating Antiquities from Ancient worlds-

Unique gifts for all tastes and budgets!
Museum & Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. L-572 . 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y., N.Y. 10036

WILDERNESS
VACATIONS

GET THE FEEL OF PRIMITIVE WILDERNESS LIVING

Here is a chance to do it. AWE saddle
pack trips into the great Wilderness
Areas of Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming,
Idaho and Montana. Well guided but
not pampered. 15 people max per trip.

Ride, hike, climb, fish, read, sit. 7 and 11

day trips, April-September. From $210.
For brochure write:

AMERICAN WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
Box 1108A Boulder, Colorado 80302

"A few thousand words

from her, and the world

took a new direction"
— Boston Globe

The House
of Life

RACHEL CARSON AT WORK

By PAUL BROOKS
A uthor of Roadless Area and
The Pursuit of Wilderness

ROGER T. PETERSON: "Rachel Car-
son, who startled a nation to en-
vironmental awareness in Silent

Spring, now has her story told by
Paul Brooks, her editor, who
knew more than anyone else what
went on behind the quiet facade
presented by this remarkable
woman. ... As someone who also
knew her during this critical
period, I can attest that this is

Rachel Carson."

EDWIN WAY TEAIE: "Combining
her life and representative selec-

tions of her work, this is bound
to be the basic book on Rachel
Carson."

Illustrated with photos • $8.95

Houghton Mifflin Company
2 Park Street, Boston 02107

and such regrettably misleading

common names as Brazilian topaz

lor quartz. It may leave you deter-

mined to ayoid Eastern bazaars

when buying gems and to stick to

reputable jewelers or learn the sci-

ence yourself.

Ranging from such practical ap-

])lications to purely esthetic plea-

sure. The Gem Kingdom should

luive wide appeal, h chronicles the

discoyery and mining of some of

the greatest gem deposits in the

\vorld, from South African dia-

monds to Colombian emeralds. It

describes precious stones in their

many varieties and numerous,
equally lovely semiprecious stones.

It reveals the history, methods, and
artistry of gem-carving and facet-

ing. There is a chapter about the

crown jewels of royalty and another

devoted to jade, which has been
around as a gem for more than four

tiiousand years and, in its two dif-

ferent mineral forms, was revered

by the widely sepai-ated cultures of

China and the Aztecs.

Illustrations appear every few
pages. There are some interesting

and quaint old sketches and line

drawings, but most of the pictures

are Lee Boltin's color photographs
of gems, jewels, and carvings, usu-

al Iv filling entire pages or two-page

spreads. Although it is regrettable

that there is rarely any indication of

scale, the photography is superb,

and the parade of natural and man-
fashioned beauty through these

pages is surely unsurpassed in any
other gem book.

Altogether, a book to be read,

browsed through, and enjoved
through the years.

Barbara Blau Chamberlain
Geologist and Author

The American Museum is open to the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership
and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

This list details the photoo;rapher or

other source of illustration bv page.
COVER-Carl Roessier 55-63-Jerome R. Mintz;
810-AMNH except map-AMNH
15-Norman Frank 64-70-M. Philip Kahl
18-19-IVlelvin Barton 72-75-Vicl<y McMillan
20-AMNH 76-AIV1NH after William
24-AMNH McMillan
31-37-Carl Roessier 80-Norman Frank
39-Jet Propulsion Labo- 81 -Alan Ternes

ratory 82-83-The Bettmann
40-41 -Helmut Wimmer Archive Inc

43-46-Charles L. Hogue 84-Norman Frank
48-53-Big Bear Solar 88-Courtesy of George

Observatory Rainbird Ltd.

Something Different:

A "People tp People" conducted tour to

SIBERIA and MONGOLIA
MOSCOW—NOVOSIBIRSK—IRKUTSK—BRATSK

and nine days in ULAN BATOR

including excursion to the Gobi Desert and
Karakorum. You witness the t\/longolian
Revolutionary Celebration.

A tour in depth with round-table discussions.

JUNE 28—JULY 19 First Class $1,610 Complete

ANNIVERSARY TOURS, INC.

250 West 57 Street

Telephone: (212) 245-7501

New York, N.Y. 10019

Wn'fe for details and brochure

BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS'
gbirds, colorful playboys of the featb

ered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time for 1

years now from orig:inal "Hummy-Bird Bars" (i

(actual photo). No other birds or bees ca
reach the goodies. No drip or rust. So-o-o eas
to clean. Is always a "fun" gift! Full instruc

^
tions. Moneyback guarantee. $2.95 plus 40
handling. In Calif, add 15i tax. Sorry, no COD's
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 10726-N Same .

Ave., Tujunga, CA 91042. (Makers of th
popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-Iovin;
Orioles!) MADE IN U.S.A.

oN^^^il^iff^A^,

.\91^

IV MF^^ IV

^^^ FOUR
JOURNEY

FOUR CENTURIES
INTO THE PAST
as the personal guest of

Robert David Lion Gardiner,
1 61h Lord of the Manor of Gardiners

Island. Stiare the legacy of the

Island and the Gardiner Family.

Tours of historic Gardiners Island will

again be conducted by Southampton
College for the benefit of the

Scholarship Endowment Fund.

SPECIAL TOURS
Thurs, Fri, Sal, July 27, 28, 29, 1972
10 A.M. to 5 P.M. (Rain or Shine)

Display of Heirlooms
Cocktails— Buffet Luncheon
Subscription: $60 per person

($55 of which is tax deductible)

Mr. Robert D. L. Gardiner will be your Host
(or cocktails and the buffet.

Transportation will be provided by Boats
leaving from East Hampton, Long Island, and
by Buses and Safari Trucks on Gardiners
Island.

FOR RESERVATIONS, Descriptive
Brochures, or information— please
write to . .

.

The Office for Developmental Affairs

Southampton College
Southampton, New York 1 1 968
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Suggested
Additional Reading

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Visual Thinking. R. Arnheim. Univ. of

Calilornia Press, Berkeley, 1969.

Understanding Media. M. McLuhan.

Signet Books, New York, 1966.

World as View and World as Event.

W. J. Ong. American Anthropolo-

gist, August, 1969.

A RESURGENCE OF RABIES
Viral and Rickettsial Infections of

Man. F. L. Horsfall and I. Tamm.

J. B. Lippincott Co., Phila., 1965.

Epidemiology of Rabies. M. M.
Kaplan. Nature, February 1, 1969.

Veterinary Medicine and Human
Health. H. 0. Schwabe. The Wil-

liams & Wilkins Co., Baltimore,

1969.

PROPHYLACTIC SERVICES OF
THE CLEANING SHRIMP
Crust.aceans. W. L. Schmitt. Tlie Uni-

versity of Michigan Press, Ann Ar-

bor, 1965.

Aspects of the Biology of Symbiosis. T.

Cheng, ed. University Park Press,

Baltimore, 1971.

The Hidden Sea. D. Faulkner and C. L.

Smith. The Viking Press, Inc., New

York, 1970.

THE GREENING
OF DOCTOR HOGUE
The Tropical Rain Forest. P. W. Rich-

ards. Cambridge University Press,

New York, 1952.

Forest Ecology. S. H. Spurr. Ronald

Press Company, New York. 1964.

Insect Life in the Tropics. T. W. ICirk-

patrick. Longmans, London, 1957.

THE FIERY SUN
Our Sun. D. H. Menzel. Harvard Uni-

versity Press, Cambridge, 1959.

Solar EaiPSE. D. H. Menzel and J. M.

Pasachoff. National Geographic, Au-

gust, 1970.

TROUBLE IN ANDALUSIA
The Spanish Labyrinth. G. Brenan.

Cambridge University Press, New
York, 1960.

The People of the Sierra. J. A. Pitt-

Rivers. Phoenix Books, Chicago,

1961.

The Spanish Republic and the Civil

War: 1931-39. G. Jackson. Prince-

ton Univ. Press, Princeton, 1965.

THE PINK TIDE
The Flamingos. R. P. Allen. Research

Report No. 5, National Audubon

Society, 1956.

The Mystery of the Flamingos. L. H.

Brown. Transatlantic Arts, Inc., Lev-

ittown, 1960.

MATING OF THE FATHEAD
The Life Story of the Fish. B. Curtis.

Dover Publications, Inc., New York,

1961.

Behantor. M. E. Brown, ed. Vol. II of

The Physiology of Fishes. Aca-

demic Press, Inc., New York, 1957.

Modes of Reproduction in Fishes.

C. M. Breder, Jr. The Natural His-

tory Press. Garden City. 1966.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History Magazine

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

1 year—$8 n 2 years—$15 D 3 years—$21

(Add $1 per year to Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

New Address

j about a change of address, renewal

I of subscription, billing, or any kind

I of adjustment, send the present

I address label from the magazine

' wrapper.

I
Moving? Please notify 6 weeks In

I advance.

-' You can use this form to tell us

2 about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

Change of address—attach your

address label In this dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History

Magazine, Reader Services, Box

~ 2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

— A new subscription—Check box

and fill In name and address at

left.

ALEXANDER H. SMITH
The Mushroom Hunter's

Field Guide
Revised and Enlarged Edition
".

. . at last we have a field guide to

mushrooms which is both simply
written, yet authoritative. . .

."

—Ernest S. Booth, Naturalist

90 color plates; more than 200 black

and white photographs $8.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

WILLIAM H. BURT
Mammals of the

Great Lakes Region
".

. . a wealth of material pertaining

to mammalogy in general is packed
between its covers. . .

."

—Richard H. Manville,
Journal of Mammaloi^y

Illustrated with 100 line drawings
and 77 maps

$6.95/paperbound $2.95

FROM yOUR LOCAL BOOKSELLER,
OR ORDER DIRECT.

THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN PRESS

ANN ARBOR
The University of Michigan Press
615 East University,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Please send me the following book(s).

Payment is enclosed.

Please add ACo Sales Tax with all orders

shipped to Michig:in address. NI

• ••••••••••••••
Own your own piece

of land in the

great Pacific Northwest!

5 to 40 acre tracts.

As little as $1550.
Camp on your own piece of ground.

Build that dream cabin in the woods.
Get away from it all on a mountain,

stream, lake or deep in the timber. Start

buying your own recreation land now in

the primitive areas of Montana. Idaho,

Washington. Every tract with growing

timber in the heart of the fish and game
country. View sites and waterfront avail-

able. Guaranteed road access, warranty

deed and title insurance. Irreplaceable

natural land for enjoyment now. for re-

tirement or investment. Come and see

for yourself or write for free lists of sites,

maps and complete information

Low down payment. Terms available

at less than bank rates.

Write 10 Dept, D24

P.O. Box 14006, Opportunity Station

Spokane, Washington 9921'^

• ••••••••••••••
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW. . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

ECOLOGICAL
l^a'M'o TIJ IfirHTTl ."^N IMMOi;
UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN.STUDYOR PROFIT

GEODESIC DOMES. FUTURE HOMESI
Spherical geodesic domes of
triangular faces form strong,
lightweight, simple, grace-
ful buildings. Tou can eas-
ilj- build your orni future
models, discover math of
geodesic structures, build a
greenhouse w/larger, local-
ly avail, struts. Great for
experiments, learning how to
apply this liigh performance

technology and design to solve the housing crisis. Ineluf'es
42 bpokehubs. over 100 color-coded wood struts; IS-pg.
bklt, instr for model &. full size constructions.
Stock No. 7I.583E $9.75 Pp d.

DECIDE THE SEX OF YOUR BABY
Pre-determining sex can't
be guaranteed 100%, but
now there's a way to do it

with 80^0 cUnlcally sub-
suntiated reliability I New
Ses Determination Kit in-
cludes fertility testor, fer-
tility tape and "Tour
Baby's Ses: Now You Can
Choose", by Dr. Landrum
B. Shettles, famous for

discovery and Identification of male & female pro-
ducing sperms. Method explained in his book based on
natural cycles, no manipulation of nature. Especially
helpful In achieving or postponing pregnancy. Instr.

No. 60,905E (SEX DETERMINATION KIT) $8.25 Ppd.

5,000 RANGEFINDER

cellent condition. Mark 57,
Mod 0, 1-meter Erect Image
Coincidence Rangefinder

—

ranges from 100-10,000 yds..

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION KIT
Amazing. Amusing. Tests

,

for your power of ESP
j

using scientific techniques
individually or with a
group. Also tests for Tele
pathy (ability to send mes-
sages from one mind to
another); Perception; Psy-
chokinesis (ability to in-
fluence movement of things

]

by mental power) ; P
cognition (ability to see into future) Great for adult party
games. Science Projects, etc Has everything you need for
hours of stimulating fun and garnet, including scientific
instr booklet.
Stock No. 4(.454E $3.00 Ppd.

"starts seeds in 3 to 5 DAYS!
~~

New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow-
ing temperature, accelerates
seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants
ready for outdoor planting.
Big 3 sq. ft. planting area
—29" s 15' X 4" bos holds
^ bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less.
Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pbgs of

reg hurae current
.. $12.95 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for stores,
terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back-
yard fun. Exciting beach
attraction. Amateur meteo-

to

precision optical Instrument.
51' X 7" dla. Yellow, dark

ray glass filters. Non-magnetic
O.D.

LOW COST GEM TUMBLER

neutral, polarizing & cl(

constr. ; 2 bearing mounting surfaces (1^
& IH s oH" O.D.). Storage box. Instrs.
No. 85.208E .. (Shppg. Wt.—200-lbs.) .. $450.00 F.O.B.
$1,250 HAND HELD 50 CM MODEL
No. 85.2I3E .. (Shpp g. Wt.— M-lbs^)_. . S600.00 F^.B.

Become a rockhoundl Fasci-
nating hobby . . . loads of

fun, inexpensive, easy. Make
Jewelry of all kinds—decora-
tive book -ends, table tops,

etc. Simply tumble-finish
readily available gemstones
. . . then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.
cap. tumbler w/cont. duty

for high rise.

52 00 Ppd.
$7.00 Ppd.

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,
dishes, candle-holders, vases
from ordinary no-retum
smooth-surface bottles or
JarsI Cut any round bottle
safely, easily In less than
5 minutes for fun, profit,
home decorations with just
an lee cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (3% X 7Va X IVa'), candle. 2-oz. grlnd-

No. 70,868E 6-lb. ASSORTMENT $9.00 Ppd .

TEST AIR, WATER, LAND POLLUTION
Now you can easily detect
ALL three . . . AIR, WA-
TER and LAND Pollu-
tion—with one low-cost kit.

Loaded with safe chemicals
& apparatus for hundreds of

fascinating hours of sci-

entific environmental mea-
surement. 40 experiments to

detect and. in many cases,

measure degree, of 5 major
pollutants; measure alkalinity and acidity levels. Instructs
in blodegradables, anti-litter activity. Ideal Intro, tc

ecology, fiicls, 4S-pg. Illus. instr. bblt.
Stock No. 7I.548E $9.95 Ppd. Stock No. 85,

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits-
stars, phases of Venus,
planets close up. 60 to 180
power. New Improved, alu-
minized and overcoated 3'
diameter f/10 primary
mirror. ventilated cell

Equatorial mount with lock-.

on both axes. Equipped with
60x finder telescope, hard-
wood tripod. Incl. FREE
"ST.\R CHART": 272 page "HWDROOK OF HEAV-
ENS': "HOW TO t'SE TOITI TELESCOPE" hoofe
Stock No. 85.050E . . $32 95 Ppd.
Stock No. 80.162E . .. DELUXE 3' $59 50 Ppd.
Stock No. 85.I05E . . 4"4' $94 50 FOB

6' $239 00 FOB

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

I

^

148 PAGES • MORE THAN
4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!

Completely new catalog. 148 pages packed with
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. 100's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrlngton, N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Name^
.

SHOOT SKY & LAB 'SCOPE SIGHTS
Polaroid® Instrument Astro
Camera records what you
see In the heavens or under
a microscope, Tou get a
permanent picture In 1-min.
or less, for valuable data.
No knowledge of photog-
raphy needed for Instant,
quality pictures. Uses reg-
ular Polaroid Land pack
film, color or blk & white,

(universal adapter Is Incl.).
10") Is rugged hi-Impact plastic.,,,, „- jj^ focusing tube,

Fits all standard eyepl
Camera (4^ x 7^4 s 1,
With 10' cable release. 11

Stock No. I 6 I9E $71.95 Pp d.

HEIRLOOM! APOLLO 11 PLAQUE
Exact replica of plaque now
on the Moon—made from
same master! Signed by
Astronauts Armstrong. Col-
lins. Aldrin and by Presi-
dent Nixon. Plaque reads:
"Here men from the planet
Earth first set foot upon

I

handsome wood-grained finish. Great conversation pii
:ift—today's t _ „
Stock No. 7I.574E $12.50 Pod.

GROW FANTASTIC "KILLER" PLANT
World's most unusual & in-
teresting plants 1 Each car-
nivorous plant lures & traps Aj . 'tCI^iti
insect victims in own unique -^BL • .}^^^^<S'
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
ing. sweetness; traps &
drowns them. Tapered hol-
low tube of Huntsman's Horn snares quarry in bottoi
Incl 1 each, ready to plant, planting mixture, cultu

Stock No." 60.922E $4.50 Pp
VENUS FLY TRAP 3-Pack (#60859E) $2.00 Pp

UNDERWATER INSTAMATIC® CAi
Ingenious air and water-
tight case lets you use your i

Instamatic® 100, 104. 124
'

or 134 Camera anywhere,
without fear of damage.
Shoot underwater, and In

\

rain, snow, sand. Unbreak-
able plastic case, tested In ^-"m^ rr^msi trf^
sea water 100 ft. deep, ^HifiMlSiLJf''

J

fioats, keeps your Insta-
matic safe, ready for pic-

,

tures you've been afraid to risk before. Just inae]
camera w/fiash cube attached, replace cover, and slioofl
Fast lever action advances film for next shot, rotates flasV
Stock No. 7I,549E $21.00 PpJ

"FISH'' WITH A MAGN^
Go treasure hunting on the
bottom! Fascinating fun &
sometimes profitable! Tie a
line to our 5-lb. Magnet

—

drop It overboard in bay
river, take or ocean. Troll It

along bottom—your "treas-
ure'' haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb
Magnet Is war surplus

—

AInlco-V Type—Gov't cost

$50. Lifts over ISO lbs. on land—mueh more under water
Stock No. 70.571 E 5 Ibl $14 00 Ppc
Stock No. 70.570E 3'/j lbs $ 8 75 Poc
Stock No. 85.I52E I5y4 lbs $3395 FOE

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BALL
Anytime there's a balloon
the air is festive. Especial-
ly when the "air" Is he-
lium, which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous.
Now here's 25 times the fun—25 balloons of 4. 5, or
6* diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. In.)

can containing 25 liters of
helium to inflate all 25. He-
lium is a safe non-toxic inert gas.

Stock No. 7I.289E $3.00 Ppd

NEW LOW COST CARTESIAN DIVEP\
Hours of fascinating fuiL
Just squeeze sides of plastic
bottle . . . diver sinks,
claws open. Release pres-

clutching your "treasure".
With proper skill play
games, actually "build" 3
piece aquadome. Demon-
strates transmission of pres-
sure by a liquid. Principle discovered by 17th Century
scientist-philosopher Descartes. Easy to use . . . demon-

Just add water. Great gift, desk accessory. Better

3' Dla.) $5.75 Ppd.

Compact kit ha:
most needed In plant nutri-
tion—44% high analyst
nitrogen, phosphorous and
potash. Eliminates great wt
& bulk. No waste—lOO'^ii

water soluble— apply with
hose or watering can. Nu-
trl tion carried directly to
roots. Perfect for home
gardeners. horticulture
clubs, great for experin
diff'. results). Less than 4

S0M^.

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KIT!
Build your own see-through . ^_
motorized model of revolu-
tionary plstonless typo en-
gine . . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces plstwi,
cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller than convent.

;

fewer parts, greater rel., less h.p. Switch. Req. S—
1.5V batt. (not Incl.).
No. 7I.424E {4'/i'x 5' X 9*) $6.75 Ppd.

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

^ 300 EDSCORP BLOG.
^ BARRIIMGTOIM, IVIEW JERSEY 08007



i_ook what George Vail

aught in Lake Erie

Dn June 10,1971

George Vail, Hamburg, New York, has

been catching fish in Lake Erie since

1945. And he has been quite successful

at it. He regularly catches perch, bass,

pike, and other kinds of fish just off-

shore from our steel plant near Buffalo.

George doesn't agree with those who
wring their hands and claim the lake is

"dead" or beyond hope. Others share

his view. For example, Dr.W.T.Pecora,

Director, U. S. Geological Survey*,

wrote in the August 1970 issue of

Mining Congress Journal.

"We frequently hear that Lake Erie

is dead. This is pure rubbish. Lake

Erie is the shallowest of the Great

Lakes, was created about 20,000

years ago and, barring another Ice

Age, has several thousands of

years yet to go before senility. The

western part of the lake is ex-

tremely shallow and receives a

large amount of natural organic

material transported from the sur-

rounding terrain. Here is where

the algae growth has always been

present. Lake Erie has continually

produced about 50% of the fish

catch of the entire Great Lakes

system, consistently over the past

100 years. This is not a mark of a

dead lake."

Technical Report No. 3 of the Great

Lakes Fishery Commission, Ann Arbor,

Michigan, presents data documenting

Dr. Pecora's remarks.

Lake Erie does, of course, have serious

pollution problems and we are not

about to understate them. And our

steel plant near Buffalo has contributed

to this pollution. For several years we

have been working on solutions. Late

last year we completed a $24 million

program to control water pollution at

this plant alone.

Of the 320 million gallons of lake

water taken into the plant daily, about

one-third becomes contaminated. This

is processed through the plant's waste

water treatment facilities before it is

returned to the lake. This treated water

not only meets New York state require-

ments for suspended solids and oil, it

substantially exceeds them.

We will continue to clean up our air

and water discharges wherever we

have operations. We hope others will

do their share, too.

*Dr. Pecora is now Under Secretary of

the Interior.

BETHLEHEM STEEL BETHIEHEM
STtEL
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Which may suggest why
the Jaguar XJ6 was selected

as one of the world's ten best

cars by Road & Track.

All cars begin as an idea. The Jaguar
XJ6 began as an almost impossible idea.

It was to design a sedan that would
set new standards of comfort and luxury,

road-holding and ride, steering and brak-
ing, performance and safety, while main-
taining the standard of value traditionally

associated with Jaguar.

In building the Jaguar XJ6, we held
fast to that idea without compromise.

A few particulars.

The XJ6 is powered by a 4.2 litre

twin-overhead camshaft engine that was de-
scribed by a prominent automotive publica-
tion as "almost faultless".

Motor Trend described its handling in
one word: "superb".

That characteristic derives from the
engineering that went into the Jaguar XJ6.
A fully-independent 4-wheel suspension sys-
tem designed to negotiate the ruts and
bumps of English country roads.

And power-assisted rack-and-pinion
steering. Caliper-type disc brakes front and
rear, also power-assisted.

In naming the Jaguar XJ6 as one of
the world's ten best cars of 1971, Road &
Track wrote, "When we first drove the XJ6

we said it was 'uncannily swift, glorio;
silent and safe as houses.' We still like

description. It was also one of the I

handling sedans in the world as well . .

."

Jaguar XJ6: an idea that beci
reality without compromise.

For the name of your nearest Jaj
dealer and for information about over;
delivery, dial (800) 631-1972 except
New Jersey where the number is (800) S

2803. Calls are toll-free.

BRITISH LEYLAND MOTORS INC., LEONIA, N EW JERSEYO

Jaguar
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"THE BEST PUT-TOGETHERCARS
OUTOF DETROIT THISYEAR

MAYCOME OUTOF WISCONSIN.

.'iilv Ldr in its class to oSer air-conditioning,VS engine,

power brakes and automatic transmission asstandard equipment.

The tough little compact that made a 38,0C)0-mile endurance run
throughout North and South America.

The original American subcompact. Still heavier, wider and
more horsepower than any car near its price.

Tlic car that Mark Donohue and Roger Penske modified to

7 ol 9 Trans-Am races and the 1971 Season Championship.

The only wagon made in America that oSers 60.8 cubic feet of

cargo space, a rear lift gate, four doors and sleek, racy looks.

The mid-size car chosen for a SOOcar fleet by the Los Angeles
Police Department on the basis of quality, performance and price.



rHAT'SWHERE AMERICANMOTORS
MAKES THEM'.' -Popular Mechanics

Popular Mechanics made that

statement in their new car issue sev-

eral months ago. What impressed
them was our whole approach to our

1972 cars.

Rather than spend a lot of money
on new chrome, gimmicks and gad-

getry,we set out to produce cars as

defect-free as man and machine could
possibly make them.

CAR-BUILDING SIMPLIFIED.

We cut the number of models from
21 to 15-We eliminated "stripped"

models and concentrated on the

models people really wanted.
Starting from scratch with each

model, we looked at 17 areas of func-

tion, from design to final assembly.

Altogether,we made 102 engineer-

ing changes.Some big, some little, but
all designed to make the cars work
better.

Then we put in more quality con-

trol steps, more tests and more people

to be sure the cars are right when they

leave the factory.

Overall,we put more time,men and
money into this program than any-

thing else we're doing this year.

This is the kind of commitment
Popular Mechanics was talking

about.

Then we made another commit-
ment.

AMERICAN MOTORS
BUYER PROTECTION PLAN.

Since we're building our cars bet-

ter than ever before, we're going to

back them better.

With what we call American
Motors Buyer Protection Plan.

It comes with all our '72's, from the

smallest Gremlin to the biggest Am-
bassador we make.

Here's how it works.
Before the dealer delivers your '72,

it's checked over, road-tested and so

thoroughly prepared that we make
this promise:

If anything goes wrong with your
'72, and it's our fault, you won't have
to pay for the parts or the labor.We
will.

rw
When you buy a new 1972 car from an An

Motors dealer, American Motors Corporation guarantees

to you that, except for tires, it will pay for the repair or re-

placement of any part it supplies that is defective in material

or workmanship.
This guarantee is good for 12 months from the date

the car is first used or 12,000 miles, whichever comes first

All we require is that the car be properly maintained

and cared for under normal use and service in the fifty

United States or Canada and that guaranteed repairs or

replacements be made by an American Motors dealer.

If you make an appointment and
we can't fix your '72 in a day, over

1,900 dealers will loan you a car. Free.

Finally, if you have a problem, you
have a name and toll-free number to

call in Detroit.Andwe promise you'll

get action, not a runaround.
Nobody in the business does all

this for you after you buy a car.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.

This, along with the way we're put-

ting our cars together, makes for a

very simple proposition. Before you
buy a '72 from anybody else, see an
American Motors dealer.

When you're going to spend sev-

eral thousand of your
hard-earned dollars on
a car, it would be fool-

ish not to. n
American Motors
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Imaginary intei-views with some

of history's most influential scien-

tists, such as Galileo, Newton, Her-

schel, and Darwin, were the subject

of a recent BBC television series.

The principal figure in all of the

programs was Michael Hoskin,
whose years of research in scientific

biography inspired the series. Hos-

kin, a fellow at Churchill College,

Cambridge, where he is in charge of

the Archives Centre, is founder and

Michael Hoskin

editor of the annual Histon of
Science and the Journal for the His-

tory^ of Astronomy. His book. The
Mind of the Scientist, from which
"A Chat with Charles Darwin" is

excerpted, was published this

spring by the Taplinger Publishing

Company.

Robin W. Doughty first became
interested in conservation in his na-

tive England, an interest that led to

his dissertation, "Feather Fashions

and Bird Preservation," for his doc-

torate from the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley. He has done
field work in the Farallon Islands of

Robin W. Doughty

California, where he investigated

the historical ecology of commercial

egg gathering, and in the Amazon

River Basin, where he studied the

trade in wildcat skins and ornamen-

tal feathers. Doughty, assistant pro-

fessor of geography at the Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin, is now
planning research on the history

and ecology of alien and endan-

gered species in Texas.

It was through his discussions

with Doughty regarding ecolog-

ically deleterious business trends

that Michael Morrison became
concerned about the advent of the

shorter work week. Morrison, who
serves as a Washington correspon-

dent for McGraw-Hill Publications,

specializes in writing about energy

resources. He explains that his asso-

ciation with Doughty is "a natural

one: He's an ecologist, I'm a busi-

Michael Morrison

ness journalist, and most of the en-

vironmental problems in this coun-
try are in some way related to

commerce." The coauthors of "The
Three-Day American Pleasure
Trip" are planning a book on the
four-day work week and its poten-

tial impact on the landscape.

Learning to pilot a plane was but
one of the sticky problems Charles
Walcott faced in the course of

his bird-navigation experiments. By
tracking homing pigeons over much
of Massachusetts, he has sought to

discover what cues the birds use to

return to their lofts. The engine he
is tinkering with, above right, be-

longs to the light plane used in

pigeon pursuit, which has, inciden-

tally, become a familiar radar blip

to certain air traffic controllers.

Walcott is continuing his field work
with pigeons as part of the larger

question of how birds are able to

migrate between distant points. He

Charles W alcott

is associate professor and chairman
of the Department of Cellular and
Comparative Biology at the State

University of New York at Stony
Brook.

Intrigued by the peculiar light ef-

fects he observed during the total

solar eclipse of 1954, Sam Silver-

man began a lengthy inquiry into

the nature of the changes of sky

color that occur when the sun is ob-

scured by the moon. To learn some
of the answers, Silverman, who is

chief of the Polar Atmospheric Proc-

esses Branch, Aernomy Laboratory,

at the Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratories in Bedford,

Massachusetts, also conducted stud-

ies of the 1959, 1963, 1965, and
1966 total solar eclipses. During
the 1963 eclipse, his research group
obtained the first high-resolution

photometric information on sky

^am Silverman

color changes; from observations of

the 1966 eclipse, the group identi-

fied and resolved such influencing

factors as elevation and zenith angle

effects. Silverman has also investi-

gated the polar upper atmosphere
and conditions affecting sky bright-

ness.



Shortly after joining the Air

Force Cambridge Research Labora-

tories as a physicist in 1970, Gary
Mullen started searching through

the literature of previous eclipses.

Wbat he found was a veritable

storehouse of human-interest stories

describing the attempts of early in-

vestigators to view solar eclipses

from highly advantageous, but often

inhospitable and remote, sites. Such

background reporting is no longer

found in technical journals, and

with so many professional and ama-

Gan Mullen

teur scientists planning to journey

to Canada to observe the .Julv 10

eclipse, Mullen and Silverman de-

cided that a look at the humorous

side of past expeditions could prove

a valuable guide for the peripatetic

astronomers.

To trace the maritime history of

Mediterranean civilizations, Fred-

erick H. van Doorninck. Jr., dons

Frederick H. van Doorninck. Jr.
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We look at every shipwe build

Texaco's operating procedures at

sea dictate thatwe make every effort to

keep our oceans clean and oil-free. So,

whenwe order a new tanker to be bmlt,

we look at it from the ocean's

point of view.

ATexaco marine construction

expert is assigned to the ship from the

very first day building begins.

One of his jobs is to see that every

precaution is taken at every step to avoid

the escape of oil at sea.

He, with the officerswho are to sail

this tanker, will inspect fittings, welds,

structural steel, and the latest electronic



from the ocean'^ point of view.

navigation and cargo-handling

equipment to guard against pollution.

The world's ever-increasing energy

demand requires more and more tankers

which provide the most efficient means

of supplying crude oil to United States

and oiier world markets. Texaco, with

its long-standing concem, demands that

nothing be overlooked on its ships

to prevent the escape of oil at sea,

anywhere, at any time.Whenwe make
our plans,weVe got the ocean in mind.

fEXACOl

We're working to keep your trust.



Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a

patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering sys-

tem that automatically compensates to prevent
under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast

situations.

The meter-coupled Rokkor 50mm f;3.5 macro
lens automaticalh' remains at maximum aper-

ture to keep the viewfinder bright until the

instant of exposure. All adjustment for macro
exposure is completely automatic regardless of

magnification ratio.

Other meter-coupled Rokkor lenses range
from fisheye to long-range telephoto. Each has
a patented bayonet mount for quick, effortless

changing, without realigning aperture or ASA
settings.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag,

Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by
Minolta Corporation against defects in work-
manship and materials for two years from date
of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage.
The camera will be serviced at no charge pro-

vided it is returned within the warranty period,

postpaid, securely packaged and including S2.00
^

for mailing, handling and insurance.

The MC Macro Rokkor is about S220. The
SR-T 101 is priced from about S300, depending
on your choice of f 1.7, f 1.4 or f 1.2 normal
lens. The SR-T 100 is about S250. For illustrated

literature write to iMinolta Corp.. 200 Park
Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10003. In Canada:
Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.

A rusty ?noon hovers over

sunlit cliffs in a landscape

no man has ever walked.

There's an undiscovered

world you don't have to be

an astronaut to see. A
world of simple, ordinary

things, like the burnt wooc
and rusty nail you see here

All you need is a

Minolta SR-T 101. And an
MC Rokkor macro lens.

Macrophotography has

never been easier. To adjui

exposure, you simply align

two indicators in the

viewfinder. The finder is

always at maximum
brightness until the

mojnent of exposure, and
a scale shows the exact

shutter speed setting.

With a Minolta SR-T 101,

nothing interrupts your

photographic stream of

consciousness.

Minolta



scuba gear and excavates ancient

shipwrecks. His underwater ar-

cheological work has included ser-

vice as assistant director of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania expeditions,

which excavated a seventh-century

Byzantine merchantman and a

fourth-century Roman trade ship

near the Turkish island of Yassi

Ada in the Aegean Sea. The arti-

facts recovered are providing valu-

able information about the cultures

that built and manned the ships. An
assistant professor of Greek and

classical archeology at the Univer-

sity of California at Davis, van

Doorninck wrote the chapter on By-

zantine shipping for the upcoming
A History ofSeafaring, from which

"The Navy from Constantinople" is

excerpted. The book will be pub-

lished in the United States this fall

by Walker and Company.

The return of beavers to many
heavily settled eastern states is

making scientists curious and leav-

ing more than a few farmers per-

John II. Miller

plexed. To learn about the ecology

of recolonization, John W. Miller

has studied more than fifty beaver

colonies in the Massachusetts-Ver-

mont border area since 1968. His

work has concentrated on the be-

havior of these large rodents and

the effects of their pond making on

the surrounding environment.
Miller, who is presently lecturing

on writing at Hunter College in

New York City, has also conducted

research at the Department of Ani-

mal Behavior of The American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

The research team of Armstrong,

Deamer, and Mais, based at the

University of California at Davis,

began producing scanning electron

micrographs of biting insects when

John J. Mais, left,

and Peter B. Armstrong

their investigative attention was di-

rected to the valley black gnat, an

insect that was making life miser-

able for people in the Sacramento

Valley. The miniscule gnat, too

small to have its structure examined

in detail by the naked eye, was re-

vealed in all its complexity and

beauty by this specialized electron

microscope.

Peter B. Armstrong, an assis-

tant professor of zoology, has done

extensive work on the mechanism
of adhesion between cells in animal

tissue and the role of adhesive inter-

actions in controlling the migratory

behavior of cells during embryonic

development.

David W. Deamer's research

has concentrated on the structure

and function of biological mem-
branes. An associate professor of

zoology, he plans to conduct elec-

tron microscope studies of amphib-

ian eggs.

John J. Mais, a staff research as-

sociate, provides most of the techni-

cal expertise essential to the opera-

tion of the scanning electron micro-

scope.

David W . Deamer
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Letters

Ma Bell's Zoo
Among the nonhominid bones I

would like to pick with vour article "A
Trip Through Ma Bell's Zoo" (April,

1972) is the description of the Manhat-

tan family name Turtle. You state that

the turtle is an amphibian. This is true

only in the t^-pological sense in which

seals, penguins, and scuba divers are

also amphibians. In the phvlogenetic

sense in which you presumably in-

tended the statement, the turtle is. how-

ever aquatic in habit, a reptile bv de-

scent. In fact, the chelonian order to

which it belongs is paleontologicaUy

second in antiquity onlv to the

rhvnchocephalians, represented bv the

lizardlike tuatara of New Zealand.

To compound confusion, the English

common noun £urt/e—like the noun

dolphin.—denotes two distinct species,

each belonging to a different vertebrate

class. In its older sense, going back to

the tenth centur\', a turtle (from Latin

turtur) is a dove, as it remained in the

King James Bible, in which The Song

of Solomon characterizes lovers' spring-

time as heralded by "the voice of the

turtle"—surely a birdsong rather than a

reptilian phonation! In its later sense,

beginning toward the end of the six-

teenth century, a turtle (from the

French Wrtue) is a tortoise.

And, as if this were not enough, the

proper name Turtle may be derived not

onlv from the turtledove but also (with

its bv-form Thirkell) from Thurkettle,

an Old English name meaning "thun-

der-kettle," or 'Thor's cauldron."

Roger W. '^'escott

Professor of Linguistics

Drew Lniversity

I enjoy your magazine ven' much,

but when a reptile is slighted it makes

me cold-blooded.

Arthur B. Busbey. hi

Austin. Texas

The remarks on elephants give an

impression of proper respect for that

noblest of beasts, but show no real

depth of understanding. The bearers of

that illustrious name quite properly in-

sist on the more becoming classical

spelling. Look under '"0," sir. You will

find a modest-sized, but bv no means

neghgible, herd of OHphants.

George Brewster

Arlington. I'irginia

In the Portland. Oregon, telephone

director\^ I find five Oliphants.

Robert W. Leonard

West Linn, Oregon

Anthropology
for Peace

After two years of trying to de\ise

mv own anthropologS' program for

fourth graders, I decided to tr)' "Man:

A Course of Study" ("If You Were a

Baboon, How ^'ould You Tell Your

Mother You Were Hungrs?" April,

1972). The response of mv pupils was

gratifying and exciting! The concepts

introduced bv this course are far more

basic to an understanding of man and

his relationship to the environment

than the "tons of tin ex-ported bv Bo-

li\ia" approach of traditional social

studies courses. "Bunga of the Jungle"

in standard geography books is pre-

sented in such a stilted and unrealistic

manner that children usually come to

resent him. The purpose of social stud-

ies is defeated before it has begun.

I have always believed, and am now

con\inced, that if children can be in-

troduced to anthropology and its ap-

proach to the study of man before their

own values have prejudiced their atti-

tudes, thev win grow- up w-ith a true tol-

erance for, and understanding of, other

peoples of the world. Perhaps through

education of this sort we can shape a

peaceful w^orld.

Eliz.\beth C. Righter

West Chester. Pennsylvania

Rapid Recovery
The postscript to the article "The

Elephant Man" (March, 1972) gives an

account of Edward \irs appendectomy

and subsequent recovery and corona-

tion that is too lively for even that no-

tably active monarch.

The operation did not take place on
' the day before the prince was crowned

king of England in Januars", 1902."

Queen Victoria died in Januar\', 1902.

and Edward immediately became king.

But he was neither crowned nor oper-

ated on then. The Dictionary' of Na-

tional Biography gives the follo^nng

account:

In the summer of 1902 Treves' fame

became suddenly world-wide. On 24

June, tsvo davs before the date fixed

for his coronation. King Edward VII

became acutely ill. His conditioni

was diagnosed as perityphlitis.

Treves had been called in bv the
|

physicians in attendance. After con- I

sultation with Lord Lister and Sir

Thomas Smith, he operated. The

King made a good recovery and was

cro^\-ned on 9 August. Treves was

created baronet in the same year.

Yours for rapid recoveries and return to

duti-,

Keith Dowden

West Lafayette. Indiana

An Unexplained
Hatred

The three-part article by George B.

Schaller. "Predators of the Serengeti."

(Februar\-, March, and .April, 1972)

has made me curious about the hatred

for wild dogs bv even confirmed "con-

servationists." who are moved to a

rampage of extermination when sight-

ing a pack. Occasionally during televi-

sion interviews. I have heard men ex-

press their contempt of the animal and

relate how thev shot entire packs vv-hen-

ever thev came across them. But never
;

have I heard them give a reason for

their hatred.

Schaller also does not give a reason,

but refers to the baffling occurrence by

saving of the wild dog that "it does not

seem to be the kind of animal that

could arouse mans passion to the ex-

tent that it has—being relentlessly and

irrationally persecuted throughout its

range." After reading his observations

of the animals. I see absolutely nothing

objectionable about them: in fact, I find

their social concern and protection for

one another very admirable and supe-

rior to other animals.

\^Tiat is the case against the wild

dog. and is its existence going to be in

jeopardy?

Nancy ^eddell

Hinsdale. Illinois

lO



(An informative adverlisement)

Checkyourself
to see ifyou need
this free book.

1. Subcompacts are likely to be less expensive to repair than a standard-sized car.

True? False?

2. The rear of your car skids to the left on slippery pavement. The first thing you
should do is: A. Hit the brakes, B. Turn the steering wheel to the left and brake

lightly, C. Turn the steering wheel to the right and brake lightly.

3. The 1972 emission control devices have reduced hydrocarbon emissions by (20%)
(40%) (80%) over cars without such controls.

4. Radial ply tires are considered longer-lasting under normal conditions. True?
False?

5. Air conditioning can increase the resale value of your car. True? False?
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and disadvantages of each, what to do with your old car, etc.

There's also a section on Ford Motor Company cars-

facts, figures and specifications. We'd like to send you

a free copy of the book. The way we figure it, if we
can help you become a smarter car buyer, we'll get our

share of the business. We listen better. And we'd like

you to know what we've been doing to build better.

For your free copy, write : Ford Motor Company Listens

P.O. Box 1958; The American Road— SK
Dearborn, Michigan 48121
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A Cliat with Charles Darwin
The author of The Origin of Species was recently portrayed on British television.

His appearance was the brainchild of an imaginative science historian who re-created

an interview with the long-since departed champion of evolution

by Micliael Hoskin

In his early manhood Darwin was capable of con-

siderable feats of endurance in South American expe-

ditions, but for many years now he has had to nurse

his health. He is probably suffering from an obscure

disease contracted in South A merica, one that leads to

a feeling of lassitude and loss of drive. But the dis-

ease is not understood, and he is widely suspected of
mere hypochondria. As a result he lives in the shelter

of his large and devoted family, rarely venturing into

the outside world and avoiding social contacts. He is

fortunate in having been providedfor by his father, so

that he has never had to struggle to earn his own
daily bread; instead he has enjoyed indefinite leisure

in which to pursue his elaborate researches.

As a person he is simple to the point of naivete. His

wife said: "He is the most open transparent man I

ever saw, and every ivord expresses his real thoughts.
"

He has a sense offun, and is exceedingly thoughtful

and generous. He tends to avoid controversy and pre-

fers others to fight his battles for him, but he has high

principles and an ability to see many sides to a ques-

tion.

Hoskin: Mr. Darwin, it's an extraordinary fact that

most of the ideas that went into your theory of evolu-

tion are to be found in the writings of your own grand-

father. How much did his work influence you?

Darwin: I read my grandfather's book Zoonomia

when I was young, and I admired it greatly. But when
I read it a second time after an interval of ten or fif-

teen years, I was disappointed in it—the proportion of

speculation was so large in comparison with the facts

Copyright © 1971 by Michael Hoskin. From The Mind of the Scientist, pubUshed by TapUnger PubUshing Co., I
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he gave. In the same way a fellow undergraduate told

me of my grandfather's French contemporary
Lamarck, and his views on evolution; but as far as I

can judge this had no effect on me.

Hoskin: But the idea of evolution was in the air?

Darwin: Well it had certainly been discussed, but I

never came across a serious naturalist who believed

that species do change. But 1 think it is true that a

great many well-observed facts were stored in thei

minds of naturalists, ready to take their proper places

as soon as a theory was explained to account for them.

Hoskin: What was it like, having a famous grand-

father?

Darwin: Oh, he died before I was born. It was my fa-

ther who dominated the familv. He was the largest

man 1 ever saw, twentv-four stone of him. But his

mind was not scientific. He didn't try to express his

knowledge under general laws.

Hoskin: And your mother?

Darwin: She died when 1 was eight, and I can hardly

remember anything about her. It was a year after that

'

that I went to Dr. Butler's great school at Shrewsbury,

where I stayed until 1 was sLxteen. But the school as a

means of education to me was simply a blank—the
studies were strictly classical.

Hoskin: Latin and Greek? From what you say it

sounds as though you didn't come top of the class.

Darwin: When I left the school all my masters

thought me a very ordinary boy, rather below average.

And my father once said to me, "You care for nothing

but shooting, dogs, and rat-catching—you will be a dis-

grace to yourself and all your family."

Hoskin: You had no scientific interests at school?
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Darwin: I collected minerals and insects—Jeac? in-

sects, as my sister told me it was wTong to kill insects

just to make a collection. And towards the end of mv
school life 1 helped mv brother in his chemical experi-

ments—he had a laboratory with proper apparatus in

the toolhouse in the garden. This was the best part of

my education, though Dr. Butler didn't approve at all.

and it showed me. practically, the meaning of experi-

mental science.

Hoskin: ^Tiat did your father make of all this?

Darwin: '^ ell, I was doing no good at school, so when
I was sixteen he sent me to Edinburgh Uni\-ersitA^ to

study medicine. But I felt sure that he \vould leave me
enough money to Uve on. and so I didn't make anv
great effort to learn medicine.

Hoskin: Did you find Edinburgh an improvement on
Shrewsbury-?

Dariiin: No. the instruction was entirely bv lectures,

and these were intolerably dull. Dr. Duncan's lectures

on drugs at eight o'clock on a winters morning are

something fearful to remember. Anvhow. human anat-

omy disgusted me.

Hoskin: Not a promising start to a medical career!

Darwin: No. And so when mv father saw that I didn't

like the thought of being a phvsician. he proposed that

1 should become a clergy-man. This meant I must take

a degree at one of the English universities.

Hoskin: Then your years at Edinburgh were a com-
plete waste of time?

Darwin: No. I made friends with several young men
fond of the natural sciences. I used to go %\-ith one of

them to collect animals in the tidal pools, and I dis-

sected them as well as I could. And during mv second
year I attended Professor Robert Jameson's lectures

on geology- and zoolog\-; but they were incredibly bor-

ing. Tlie sole effect thev produced on me was the de-

termination never, as long as I Uved, to read a book on
geolog\- or in anv ^vav to studv the subject.

Hoskin: How did vou react to vour father's proposal

that you become a clerg\man?

Danvin: I asked for some time to consider. But as I

Samuel WHberforce. bishop of Oxford.
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did not then doubt the strict and literal truth of every

word in the Bible. I soon persuaded mvself that our

creed must be fully accepted. So I went to Cambridge,
early in 1828.

Hoskin: I hope vou had better luck with the teaching

there!

Darwin: No, I'm afraid mv three years in Cambridge
were wasted as completely as mv time at Edinburgh
and at school—as far as the academical studies \vere

concerned.

Hoskin: lou studied what, classics . . . ?

Darwin: . . . and mathematics, and \^ illiam Palev's

books, which we all had to studv. The logic of Palev's

reasoning appealed to me.

Hoskin: Palev gives the old argument for the exis-

tence of God, doesn't he? From the evidence of design

in nature.

Darwin: Yes. Palev savs that if we find a watch on the

ground and pick it up and examine it, we soon con-

\-ince ourselves that the \vatch had a maker who de-

signed it for telling the time—even though we never

actually saw him at w-ork. In the same -svav, he argues,

if we examine an eve we find it is wonderfully de-

signed for seeing, and so must have a designer, who is

God.

This argument—which then completely convinced

me—^\-as the basis for the then accepted belief that aU
species had remained fixed and immutable since their

creation.

Hoskin: Did you go to anv of the courses, in view of

your experiences in Edinburgh?

Danvin: Not many, but I did attend John Henslow's

lectures on botany. Henslow used to take his pupils on

field excm'sions, and lectured on the rarer plants or

animals -ivhich were seen. These excursions were de-

lightful.

Hoskin: And ven- fonvard looking for theh day.

Darwin: Yes. But nothing I did at Cambridge gave

me so much pleasure as collecting beetles. It (vas the

mere passion for collecting. I remember one day I tore

off some old bark from a tree and saw two rare beetles

there. I seized one in each hand—but then I saw a

third and new kind, which I couldn't bear to lose. So I

popped the one that I held in mv right hand into mv
mouth! Alas, it ejected some intensely acrid fluid.

^\-hich burned mv tongue, so that I was forced to spit

the beetle out—and I lost it and the third one as well.

Hoskin: But at least vou held on to one of them!

Darwin: Yes! But at Cambridge what influenced mv
career more than anything else was mv friendship with

Professor Henslo\\'. I took long walks with him most
davs, and some of the dons called me "the man who
walks ^vith Henslo^\'.'' It was he who persuaded me to

study geolog^ in mv last two terms in Cambridge, and
it was he who asked Professor Sedgwick to let me ac-

company him on his geological investigations in North
\^ ales.

'

Sedg^vick's very first conversation ^«th me made a

big impression on mv mind. I told him of a tropical

shell that a laborer claimed he had found in an old

gravel pit neai- Shrewsbury. But Sedg^vick said at once
that it must have been thrown away bv someone into

the pit—and he added that if it had reallv been em-

bedded there it would be the greatest misfortune to ge-

ology

.
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Hoskin: Because it would disprove the current theo-

ries.

Darwin: Yes. But I was utterly astonished at Sedg-

wick not being delighted at so wonderful a fact as a

tropical shell being found near the surface in the

middle of England. Nothing before had ever made me
realize that science consists in grouping facts so that

general laws or conclusions may be drawn from them.

Hoskin: And one could go on to say that a fact only

becomes a scientific fact when it is relevant to some

theory—when it tells for or against some hypothesis.

And one exception may be devastating.

Darwin: Yes. How odd it is that anyone should not

see that all observation must be for or against some

view if it is to be of any use.

Well, on returning home from Wales 1 found a let-

ter from Henslow telling me that Captain Fitzroy of

H.M.S. Beagle was willing to give up part of his own
cabin to any young man who would volunteer to go

with him as naturalist on a voyage round the world.

Fitzroy wanted someone to gather evidence to help de-

fend the strict and literal truth of every statement in

the Bible.

Hoskin: But were you free to go? Weren't you study-

ing for the Church?

Darwin: Yes, and my father thought that to go on this

wild scheme would be disreputable to my character as

a clergyman. You know, the voyage of the Beagle was

by far the most important event in my life and deter-

mined my whole career. Yet it depended on my uncle

offering to drive me thirty miles to Shrewsbury to talk

with my father.

Hoskin: And your father gave his consent.

Darwin: In the kindest manner.

Hoskin: How long did the voyage last?

Darwin: Five years, most of which were spent along

the shores of South America. I have always felt that I

owe to the voyage the first real training or education of

my mind. My powers of observation were improved—

but far more important was the investigation of the ge-

ology of all the places we visited, because in geology

you have to reason.

Hoskin: How do you mean?

Darwin: Well, when you first examine a new district

the chaos of rocks seems hopeless. But if you record

the layers and the nature of the rocks and fossils at

many points, reasoning it out and predicting what you

will find elsewhere, you discover that the general

structure then becomes more or less intelligible.

Hoskin: You mean that you began to form hypotheses

on the evidence that you first came across, and then

you tested these hypotheses against the later evidence?

Darwin: Yes. And I studied the first volume of Lyell's

Principles of Geology, which Henslow had given me,

though he warned me on no account to accept Lyell's

views.

Hoskin: He wanted you to use the book merely as a

compendium of facts.

Darwin: Yes.

Hoskin: I suppose he didn't hke Lyell's views because

Lyell insisted that the Earth as we know it has been

formed over milUons of years, and simply by the forces

we see at work today. No divine interventions, no

great upheavals, only continuous processes—ones that

science can investigate.

Darwin: Exactly. For example, Lyell claimed that long

lines of inland cliffs have been formed and great val-

leys excavated by the agencies which we still see at

work. But many geologists found this a great diffi-

culty, because the mind cannot grasp the full meaning

of even a million years.

In the same way the main cause of our unwilling-

ness to admit that one species has given birth to other

and distinct species is that we are always slow in ad-

mitting great changes of which we do not see the

steps. The mind cannot add up the full effects of many
slight variations accumulated during an almost infinite

number of generations.

Now on the Beagle I studied Lyell's book carefully.

And the very first district I examined showed me
clearly the wonderful superiority of his method of

treating geology.

Hoskin: And soon you were convinced that Lyell was

right that the time-scale of the Earth is to be measured

in millions of years.

Darwin: Yes.

Hoskin: But what led you to believe that species had

changed? After all, Lyell himself was opposed to this,

wasn't he?

Darwin: Yes, and he maintained this position for

thirty years, but gave it up on reading my work-
something which I think is without parallel in the

records of science.

Hoskin: Yes, most scientists would rather die than al-

ter their minds on a fundamental question! But what

led you to beheve that species change?

Darwin: Well, during the voyage of the Beagle I was

deeply impressed by a number of things: by discov-

ering in one place great fossil animals covered with ar-

mor like that on the existing armadillos; by the way in

which closely allied animals replace one another as

you proceed southwards over the continent of South

America; and by the South American character of

most of the animals of the Galapagos Islands; and

more particularly by the way in which they differ

slightly on each island of the group.

Hoskin: Could we take these in turn. First you found

great animal fossils that looked like existing animals

except that they were far bigger in size. And you won-

dered why they had died and others so similar were

still living.

Then, in addition to these examples of similar ani-

mals separated in time, you found many examples of

similar animals separated in space—as you traveled

south the species changed gradually from place to

place. And you wondered why this should be so. And
the most striking example of this you found in some is-

lands hundreds of miles out in the Pacific Ocean.

There the animals were nearly the same on each is-

land, but not quite.

Darwin: Yes. Unfortunately until my investigation

was nearly complete it never occurred to me that on is-

lands only a few miles apart and with the same physi-

cal conditions the animals would be dissimilar. Yet in

the thirteen species of groundfinches you can trace a

nearly perfect series of steps from a beak that is ex-

traordinarily thick to one that's so fine you could com-

pare it to a warbler. And if you show the Spaniards a

tortoise from one of the islands they can tell you at

once which island it has come from, simply from the
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form of its body, the shape of its scale, and its general

size. It was clear that facts like these could only be ex-

plained on the supposition that species gradually be-

come modified.

The subject haunted me. And so a few months after

my return to England, I opened my first notebook for

facts relating to the origin of species, and I never

ceased working on this for the next twenty years.

Hoskin: But what about the question of what causes

species to change?

Darwin: And the question of why organisms of every

kind are so beautifully adapted to their habits of life—

a woodpecker to climb trees, or a seed to be scattered

by hooks or plumes. Until these could be explained it

seemed to me almost useless to try to prove by indirect

evidence that species have been modified. And they

couldn't be explained by the will of the organisms, or

the action of the surrounding conditions, as some
writers have tried to do—such as my grandfather and

his French contemporary Lamarck.

Hoskin: Because, for example, conditions on each of

those islands you visited were exactly the same, while

at the same time the species of finches and tortoises

were different. So somehow the barrier of a mile or

two of water must have been enough to allow each spe-

cies to develop its own characteristics.

Darwin: Yes.

Hoskin: So what did you do?

Darwin: Well, about fifteen months after I had opened

my first notebook, I happened to read for amusement
Thomas Malthus's Essay on Population and . . .

Hoskin: Excuse me. Malthus maintained, didn't he,

that at each generation a population—human, animal,

or plant—tends to multiply. For example if, on the av-

erage, two human parents have four children, then the

population will double with each generation, provided

the children survive. And after eight more generations

you would have more than a thousand to take the

place of the first parents.

Darwin: Yes, and he pointed out that in fact the food

supplies increase much more slowly.

Hoskin: So that there is a constant check on the popu-

lation.

Darwin: Yes. Now from my long-continued observa-

tions of the habits of animals and plants I was well

able to appreciate the struggle for existence which ev-

erywhere goes on. And it struck me at once that under

these circumstances favorable variations, however

small, would tend to be preserved, and unfavorable

ones destroyed. The result of this would be the forma-

tion of new species.

I called this process "natural selection" and the re-

sult is the survival of the fittest.

Hoskin: Could we see if Fve got this clear? Let's sup-

pose we have a lot of giraffes. Then some will of course

be taller than others. But there is not enough food for

them all, so the shorter giraffes go hungry and die,

while the taller ones can reach higher in the trees for

food and so manage to survive and have young ones.

\But these young will tend to be tall like their par-

ents—taller, that is, than the average giraffe used to be.

In this way the average height will increase—and so

the later giraffes will be different from their ances-

tors—in time perhaps so different that we would call it

a new species.

Darwin: That would be one simple example, yes.

Hoskin: So now you had an idea of what causes spe-

cies to change.

Darwin: Yes.

Hoskin: And this was a grand idea of yours, affecting

every living species.

Darwin: Yes. So I was anxious to avoid prejudice.

And it wasn't until 1842 that I first allowed myself the

satisfacton of writing a very brief abstract of my the-

ory in pencil. Two years later I enlarged it to 230
pages.

Hoskin: You were married by this time?

Darwin: Yes, I was married in 1839. My dear wife has

been my greatest blessing; without her my life would

have been miserable—because of my ill health.

Hoskin: Did you suffer from iU health during the

Beagle voyage?

Darwin: No—then I could ride a horse for ten hours at

a time, and I thought nothing of sleeping rough for

weeks on end. But since my return I have lost much of

my time through illness. This is why my wife and I

have lived such a retired life. You see, I found that af-

ter meeting friends my health always suffered from the

excitement, which brought on violent shivering and
vomiting attacks. I get exhausted now by seeing and

talking with anyone for even an hour—except my wife

and children.

Hoskin: Yes, I must be careful not to tire you.

Darwin: Well, I have nothing to report during the rest

of my life, except the publication of my various books.

Hoskin: You had time to write many books because

you never had to go out and earn your living?

Darwin: Fortunately no—my father always provided

for me. And so my chief enjoyment, and my sole em-

ployment throughout life, has been scientific work.

Hoskin: The world has left you to get on with it in

peace.

Darwin: Yes, and the excitement of it makes me
forget my daily discomfort.

Hoskin: We got as far as the longer sketch of your the-

ory.

Darwin: Yes, that was in 1844. Twelve years later

Lyell advised me to write out my views pretty fully,

and I began to do so on a much larger scale than was

afterwards published in my Origin of Species.

But my plans were all upset in 1858 when Mr. Al-

fred Russel Wallace, who was then in the Malay Ar-

chipelago, sent me an essay that contained exactly the

same theory as mine.

Hoskin: What a dreadful thing to happen to you, and

after twenty years' work on the theory! What did you

do?

Darwin: With many misgivings, and on the advice of

friends, I had Mr. Wallace's essay published jointly

with some pieces of mine. But they didn't excite much
attention—which shows how necessary it is that any

new view should be explained at length.

Hoskin: But I expect the shock of Wallaces essay gal-

vanized you into action.

Darwin: Yes! After thirteen months and ten days of

hard labor, my Origin of Species was published in No-

vember, 1859.

Hoskin: Mr. Darwin, one of the most important impli-

cations of your theory is that man has animals for his

ancestors.
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Danvin: That is true.

Hoskin: Did you make this plain in your book?

Darwin: At the time when I first became convinced

that species change I could not avoid believing that

man must come under the same law. And so I col-

lected notes on the subject—for mv own satisfaction,

not for a long time with anv intention of publishing.

But in order that no honorable man should accuse me
of concealing mv views, I added in mv book on The

Origin of Species that "light will be thrown on the ori-

gin of man and his historv."

Hoskin: Wh^t? You mean to sav, onlv one sentence in

the ^vhole book?

Danvin: Yes—but of course when I found that many
naturalists fully accepted my doctrine of the evolution

of species, I worked up my notes into a special treatise

on the origin of man. It was published in 1871 as The

Descent of Man.
Hoskin: And that was no less than twelve years after

The Origin of Species. And meanwhile friends like

Thomas Henrv Huxlev were fighting your battles for

you.

Darwin: That is true. I used to call Huxlev "my gen-

eral agent," and others called him mv "bulldog."

After the Origin was published awful fights raged in

the newspapers and drawing rooms. There was one

pitched battle at a meeting in Oxford—I'm glad I

Thomas Henrv Huxley
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wasn't there; I should have been overwhelmed, with

mv health in the state it was. But Huxley answered the

Bishop of Oxford capitally—whereas I would as soon

have died as tried to answer the bishop in such an as-

sembly.

Hoskin: What did the bishop say?

Darwin: It seems he assured his Usteners that there

was nothing in the idea of evolution; and he asked

Huxley whether he claimed descent from a monkey
through his grandfather or his grandmother.

Hoskin: What did Huxley say to that?

Darwin: He said he would prefer to have a miserable

ape for a grandfather, rather than a man who em-

ployed his great talents to introduce ridicule into a

grave scientific discussion.

Hoskin: But was the bishop a scientist?

Darwin: No, but he was a spokesman for scientists. ,

Hoskin: There was no question of a fight with the sci-

entists on one side and the bishop on the other?

Darwin: By no means. But it is true that the old argu-

ment for the existence of a personal God—the argu-

ment from design in nature, which used to seem so
|

conclusive to me (you know, Paley's argument), fails

now that the law of natural selection has been discov- I

ered.

Hoskin: You mean that giraffes have long necks, not

because God decided to make them that way, but be-

cause long necks have helped their ancestors to sur-

vive periods of famine.

Darwin: Yes. Tliere seems to be no more design in the

variability of living things and in the action of natural

selection than in the ways the wind blows.

Hoskin: But vou are not saying that because one argu-

ment for the existence of God proves unsatisfactory,

therefore God does not exist?

Darwin: No. But I cannot pretend to throw the least

light on such abstruse problems. It is not in our power

to solve the mystery of the beginning of all things; and

I for one must be content to admit I do not know. I am
agnostic.

Hoskin: Mr. Darwin, this caution seems to me to be

characteristic of vour scientific work also. You took

twenty years to publish your theory of evolution, and

twelve more to make clear its implications for man.

And vet your caution hasn't prevented you from bring-

ing about a revolution in thought. How is this?

Darwin: It is hard to understand. My power to follow

a purely abstract train of thought is very limited. And
my memory is hazv—and I've no great quickness of

wit, which is so remarkable in some clever men, like

Huxlev. But I don't think its tnie to say, like some of

my critics, "Oh, he's a good observer but he's no

power of reasoning."' After all. The Origin of Species

is one long argument from beginning to end. And I

notice things that easily escape attention, and observe

them carefully. And I've always had the strongest de-

sire to understand or explain whatever I observed—to

group all facts under some general laws—though I've

tried always to give up any hvpothesis as soon as the

facts are clearly against it.

But it's truly surprising that with such moderate

abilities I should have influenced the beliefs of scien-

tific men on some important points.

Hoskin: Mr. Darwin, I hope we have not tired you too

much. *
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A Naturalist at Large Robin W. Doug

Tlie Three-Day
Araerican Pleasure Trip
Batten down the hatches.
The four-day work %veek, civilized as it is,

will unleash a new fury on the land

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure dome de-

cree:

^Tiere Alph, the sacred river,

ran

Through caverns measureless

to man
Down to a sunless sea.

So twice five miles of fertile

ground

\^ ith walls and towers were

girdled round:

And there were gardens
bright with sinuous rills.

\^Tiere blossomed manv an

incense-bearing tree:

And here were forests ancient

as the hills,

Enfolding sunnv spots of

greenerv.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Perhaps onlv in poetrv can -sve

come close to evoking the ideal

place of leisure, the "stately plea-

sure dome" of oiu- desires. Yet this

enduring fantasv—sensual and
vague—per\ades our actions, partic-

ularlv when we have time off from

the routine of work. Attitudes

toward leisure, undefined and nebu-

lous as thev are. nevertheless have a

direct and measurable impact on

the landscape, and for both social

and technological reasons, that im-

pact is expanding dramaticallv.

"Let them eat cake" has been

translated to ''Let them go out and

play."

Manv Americans are now getting

an additional dav in which to pur-

sue their fantasies of leisure as a re-

sult of a four-dav work week. More

than 700 American companies now
give employees three out of everv

seven davs to themselves, and at

least 1.000 companies are con-

templating such a shift. The na-

tion's largest employer, the federal

government, will ran a four-dav

^vork week e.xperiment for Social

Security svorkers at the agency's

Baltimore headquarters as soon as

Congress passes enabling legisla-

tion. Municipal employees in

Long Beach, California, and At-

lanta. Georgia, have switched.

Other cities are similarly question-

ing their allegiance to the fi\'e-dav

week.

Unfortunately, our comprehen-

sion of personal free-time manage-
ment is little advanced bevond that

of an adolescent street-corner

lounger. Except for a privileged

feiv. humanity has worked most of

its (\ aking hours until the earlv part

of this century. Much of the world

still does. The tw'o-day weekend,
dream of our fathers', has been with

us for fe\ver than fifty years and was
exported from North America only

in the last twenty years.

Tlie effects of a burgeoning mul-

titude in search of undefined plea-

sures are readUy apparent. Mounds
of trash are being spread across the

landscape: lines of cars are clogging

roads everv fair weekend: and dete-

rioration of the nation's parks is ac-

celerating. L ncontroUed construc-

tion of everything from golf course

condominiums to AIA-designed
beach houses and elaborate resort

villages is creating a stagger-

ing number of personal mini-

gardens of leism^eh' pleasure—often

at the terrible expense of what little

unspoiled land remains.

The crushing weight of the com-

ing problems caused bv expanded
leisure can be understood bv exam-

ining our recent behavior with time

off. \ isits to national parks, for ex-

ample, rose from 72.2 million in

1960 to 160 million in 1970. State

pai'ks across the country have expe-

rienced similar pressures: from
1962 to 1967, attendance increased

36.5 percent and overnight vis-

itation 50. 7 percent, while tent and
trailer camping jumped 70 percent

during the same period. Bv 1970,

the attendance figures for state

parks had gone up another 23.8

percent, for overnight visitation 40
percent, and for tent and trailer

camping 44.6 percent over what
thev \sere in 1967.

These figures ai-e likely to pale

before what's coming as the work
week contracts. Management con-

sultant Riva Poor, editor of the

best-selling book Four Days, Forty

Hours, suneved the habits of the

new leisure class possessing 72-

hour weekends. She and statistician

James L. Steele found the most

striking increases in travel and re-

lated activities: among the four-dav

workers studied, swimming and

boating had increased 319 percent,

while hunting and fishing had gone

up 95 percent.

To today's water-recreation-

minded worker seeking salvation at

the lake, the four-dav work week
will mean the three-dav weekend;

but to the lake, it will mean the
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four-day weekend. Businesses that

adjust to the system bv opening for

trade only four days a week are

likely to split fairly evenly in elect-

ing Friday or Monday as the addi-

tional holiday. The first human
wave will hit the lake Friday for a

stay through Sunday. The second

will be on hand Saturday through

Monday. A recreational resource

that formerly had five days in which

to rejuvenate will now have only

three—Tuesday, U ednesdav, and

Thursday.

Lest that leave life too easy for

the lake's ecosystem, some busi-

nesses have another four-dav work
week strategy in which employees

are always off Sunday, plus two

other days by rotation: Monday and

Tuesday the first week, Tuesday

and Wednesday the next, and so on.

Workers have free time during mid-

week, and the rotation results in a

five-day mini-vacation, from Friday

through Tuesday, every sixth week.

The inevitable result of so much
time off and increased mobility will

be a severe case of people pollution.

Omnipresent man. not population

growth, becomes the quintessential

problem.

People pollution got its start in

earnest when midcenturv affluence

began underwriting a bit of travel

for nearly evenone. Better high-

ways were constructed, making out-

lying natural areas accessible to

auto-rich urbanites and subur-

banites. Next came campers, self-

propelled or pulled, equipped with

bed, beer-stocked refrigerator, flush
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

The Naked Cell

When the final layer of an onion is peeled back,
you find strange and wondrous things

Every cell of every plant lives

within a "wooden box," or wall,

composed mainly of cellulose, plus

a few other less weU-defined com-

pounds. Most plant physiologists

now believe that the cell wall is a

secretion of the living part of the

ceU, and not a truly integral part of

the living system. The individual

cells are cemented together by pec-

tins, the materials used com-

mercially in making jellies. Some-

times the integrity of plant tissue is

upset through invasion by wall-di-

gesting molds. As these molds make
their way through plant tissue, they

secrete two types of enzymes: pec-

tinases, which separate cells from

each other, and cellulases, which

enable the mold to digest the cell

walls and to get at the living con-

tents of the cell. If we extract these

enzymes from the mold, we can use

the pectinases to separate cellular

masses into individual cells, and the

cellulases to digest the wall away
from the living protoplast inside the

cell. We have, then, a technique for

isolating and unwrapping the proto-

plast, or most elemental unit of

plant life.

The protoplast of a plant cell is

an active osmotic system; that is, it

will quickly take up water from the

surrounding medium and expand.

Normally, the protoplast, like the

bladder of a basketball, is re-

strained by the rigid outer coat, the

cellulose cell wall. But once that

wall has been digested by the cellu-

lase, there is no limit to expansion.

The protoplast will absorb more and

more water and swell until finallv,

like an overblown balloon, it bursts.

To protect the protoplast against

such an untimely end, you simply

add osmotically active material,

such as mannitol (a sugar alcohol),

to the medium around the cell. The
protoplast becomes equilibrated and

does not swell further.
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WE WANT YOU TO BE ABLE
TO CONTROL YOUR INSECT

PROBLEMS WITHOUT DAMAGING
THE ENVIRONMENT

FOR THIS REASON, in our line

of RAID flying insect control

products, we adopted only the safest

of all known insecticides, the Pyre-

thrins, plus such non-persistent syn-

thetics as Neopynamin and d-trans-

Allethrin, as active ingredients.

To control crawling insects such

as roaches effectively, a product must

have some residual effect. We make
such products for those who have

need of them. But we make them with

carbamate and organophosphorous

active ingredients, all of which de-

grade rapidly enough to pose mini-

mal environmental hazards to plant,

animal and bird life.

Further, we recommend that our

I.'/'

products be used only for in-home

and near-home situations, such as

private yards and gardens.

Finally, we do not use DDT, Lin-

dane, Dieldrin, or other "hard" chlo-

rinated hydrocarbons, in any of our

products.

fVe wantyou to be able to controlyour insectproblems.

But not at the expense of our environment.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Makers of Raid Insecticides

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin 53403 Printed in U.S.A. All rights reserved. RAID is a trademark.
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time
machines
that span the years and make time

stand still. At the push of a single

button, they catch and preserve

the moments that memories are

made of.

Sankyo movie cameras take them
sharper and easier than any other

Super-8 on the market today. Five,

ten, twrenty years from now, when
the movies you took revive the

pleasant days of growing up or

transport you to a long forgotten

vacation paradise . . . that's when
you will really appreciate the

quality, the handling ease and the

assured results built-in to every
Sankyo movie camera. Write for

free literature or see your
authorized Sankyo dealer.

Gentlemen:

Please tell me more about the
Sankyo Time Machines.

Address

State ZipCity

NA-67

Sankyo Seiki (America) Inc.
149Fi(th Avenue, New York, N.Y 10010/212-260-0200

13000 S. Athens Way. Los Angeles, Calit. 90061 /21 3-321-0320
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What can we now do with such

naked protoplasts, suitably os-

moticallv stabilized and immersed

in an appropriate culture medium?
In a significant number of cases,

protoplasts will re-form cell walls,

and will then go on to divide to pro-

duce callus masses, or undifferen-

tiated tissue. These behave in a

flask like the ordinary- callus masses

I mentioned in an earlier column

("The Immortal Carrot," April,

1972). That is, thev will form roots

in response to high auxin levels and

buds in response to high levels of

cvtokinin. This shows that a single

isolated protoplast bears within it

all the information required for the

regeneration of the entire plant; the

cell wall carries none of the essen-

tial information. The cells formed

from the protoplasts presumably are

immortal, like those taken from car-

rots bv Gautheret and Nobecourt

thirtv-five vears ago. And. of impor-

tance to plant breeders, the naked

plant protoplasts are far more
amenable to external manipulation

than are cells in their cellulose

boxes.

The plant protoplasts resemble

animal cells in their changeabilitv

of form. Animal tissue can also

be cultivated—potentiaUv indefi-

nitely—in an artificial medium, al-

though the medium is much more

complicated than the one required

for plant cells. The animal cell me-

dium must contain some as vet un-

characterized organic materials ob-

tained from immature embrvos or

from blood serum. In a typical ex-

periment with animal tissue, fibro-

blast cells are put into a Petri dish

containing a culture medium. The
cells behave like amoebas, dividing

vigorously and migrating over the

interface between the glass and the

nutrient medium. Lnlike experi-

menters with plant cells, scientists

working with animal cells have not

vet been able to get the cells to dif-

ferentiate into organs or the intact

organism.

If fibroblasts from two different

animals are put into the same Petri

dish, they may come into contact

and sometimes fuse. To aid this fu-

sion, scientists usually incorporate

an inactivated virus into the me-

dium. Although viruses are rela-

tively large particles, they can

nonetheless make their way through

the usually resistant cell membrane.

Proteins on the surface of a virus

/

have an affinity with certain points

on the cell membrane. The pene-

tration of the virus through the

membrane must involve a local

breakdown of membrane structure.

Tlius, the facilitation of protoplast

fusion by inacti\'ated viruses may
be due to a local breakdown of the

membranes and the spontaneous re-

formation of membranes across con-

tact surfaces between cells. This

could cause cellular fusion. Since

the virus is inactive, there are no

complications due to virus replica-

tion in the cell.

Using this technique of virus-fa-

cilitated fusion of animal cells in

culture, experimenters have pro-

duced in a Petri dish man-mouse
hybrids, chicken -hamster hybrids,

and a whole host of other combina-

tions that would be impossible to

obtain bv conventional techniques.

Tlius, bv such pai-asexual genetic

technicfues, you can examine the

consequences of introducing for-

eign sets of genes into host cells.

L nfortunatelv, in the animal ex-

periments just described, nuclear-

fusion is usually incomplete. In

most cases, one of the genomes is

progressively eliminated. Thus in

man-mouse hybrids the human
component becomes diluted until it

almost completely disappears. In

other instances, parts of the gene

set of, say, a chicken cell are incor-

porated into a mammalian cell and

continue to produce proteins that

are characteristic of the chicken

and not of the mammal. Because of

our inability to induce animal cells

to differentiate in culture, these ex-

periments cannot vet be carried fur-

ther to see the morphological con-

sequences of such fusions.

But let us return to the plant. If a

single protoplast can regenerate the

entire plant, what might happen if

two related protoplasts were fused

by this parasexual method? Could

one take the fusion product, cause

it to develop a cell wall, divide into

a callus mass, and then regenerate

the entire plant? Would it be a nor-

mal plant? \^ ould the genes of the

two cells be represented in the fin-

ished product? Could \'iable plants

be produced in this wav? These

questions are now attracting the ex-

cited attention of many experimen-

tal botanists.

Experimenters have already dem-

onstrated that some plant proto-

Continued on page 88
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The Human Strategy

How Green
the Revolution
In Asia, tlie seeds of hope
may become the seeds of destruction

!

The Philippine rice harvest is

down 3 percent from last year, and
for the second vear in a row the

country will import massive
amounts of foreign rice to satisfy

domestic demand. What is so re-

markable about this is that the Phil-

ippines are the original home and
early hope of the highly heralded

Green Revolution in rice. The In-

ternational Rice Research Institute

at Los Banos, in the Philippines,

developed the '"miracle" high-yield

varieties of dwarf rice as a means of

combating hunger in the Asian
tropics. The new varieties were first

field tested in the Philippines, and
today these varieties occupy propor-

tionately more acreage there than

anywhere else.

The Philippine population is in-

creasing at the rate of 3 percent a

year, so a 3 percent drop in the pro-

duction of the country's staple food
is a serious matter. But there is

much more at stake. The pubhc im-

age of the Green Revolution has

been shaped by prematurely opti-

mistic accounts of the Philippines

experience. For example, a United
States Agency for International De-
velopment report written in 1969
begins with these words: "The story

of the rapid adoption by the Fili-

pino fai-mers of the new high-yield-

ing rice varieties is epical in the his-

tory of agricultural development."
And in 1968 Ferdinand Mai'cos,

the president of the Philippines,

campaigned on the promise that his

country would never again have to

import rice. Assuredly the Green
Revolution will be "epical," but
whether it will be an epical success
or an epical failure remains to be
seen.

Articles in the news media have
emphasized the technological break-

through, the "miracle seeds" that

will quadruple grain production.

But within the scope of the Green
Revolution, the new seeds are only
one part—in many ways only a mi-

nor part—of an immense program
of forced social change.

The managers of the Green Rev-
olution hope to achieve nothing less

than a non-Communist Great Leap
Forward, but there is a real risk

that instead they will trigger natural

and cultural disasters of a size un-

precedented in human history.

Contrary to what most people
have been led to believe, the high-

yield varieties of rice are not more
productive under the usual condi-

tions of peasant agriculture in Asia.

In fact, if the new seeds are merely
substituted for local varieties, an
immediate and drastic decline in

output per acre ensues. The so-

called miracle seeds are only more
productive if they are planted in

conjunction with optimum levels of

irrigation water, chemical ferti-

lizers, and pesticides. A true mir-

acle seed, designed to meet the

existing conditions of peasant agri-

culture, would have different speci-

fications, since 70 to 90 percent of

Asian farm families have no irriga-

tion water and no cash or credit for

the purchase of chemical products.

In many other ways the high-

yield varieties fall far short of being

miraculous. The two main rice vari-

eties, known as IR-8 and IR-5, are

only moderately resistant to such
common rice plant diseases as bac-

terial leaf blight, blast, and tungro

virus. Because of this lack of resis-

tance to epidemic pathogens and
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by Marvin Harris

the insects that carry them, heavy

dosages of insecticides and fungi-

cides are an essential feature of the

Green Revolution. The current set-

back in the Philippines is partly

due to severe outbreaks of tungro.

yellow dwarf, grassy stunt, bacterial

leaf blight, bacterial leaf streak, and

stem rot. At the International Rice

Research Institute, which is spon-

sored by the Ford and Rockefeller

foundations, geneticists are working

feverishly on new high-yield vari-

eties that will have greater resis-

tance to these diseases.

Continuous mass application of

broad-spectrum insecticides is eco-

logical Russian roulette. Chemical

residues, resistant mutations, and the

lifting of ecological restraints on sec-

ondary vectors will give rise to un-

predictable problems. Plant ento-

mologists are holding their breath as

they watch whole continents being

planted with one or two strains of

rice or wheat, creating ecological

conditions that never existed before.

The potential for continental dis-

asters is awesome.

Another defect of the new rice is

that most rice eaters don't like its

taste. Presumably once the tastier,

native grains are driven from the

market, people may get used to IR-

5, IR-8, and the other new strains.

But in the meantime, high-yield

rice sells for 20 percent under the

price of the traditional varieties in

the Philippines.

Consumer resistance complicates

the governmental price support pro-

gram, another essential "input" of

the Green Revolution. The farmer

planting the new varieties has many
new expenses. If prices fall too far

he cannot sustain the costs of irriga-
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can't buy more camera
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Konica offers more mean
ingful features.
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tion, fertilizers, and insecticides.

Massive government-backed loan

programs, created to induce farmers

to plant the new seeds, are an

added hazard. \^'hen bank credit is

suddenly diverted into the rural sec-

tors of underdeveloped countries,

local moneylenders and political

bosses inevitably gain more control,

heightening the exploitation of

farmers and the already ex

cruciating level of corruption. In

the Philippines, the disappearance

of the revolving funds that were al-

located for agricultural credit has

already created scandals all the way

from Manila down to the smallest

hamlets.

Extensive rural unrest is also

cited officially as one of the reasons

for the drop in rice production, but

unrest is a predictable result of the

Green Revolution.

Another consequence of the mir-

acle seeds results from their rapid

growth. IR-8 and IR-5 mature in

130 davs or less, while traditional

varieties mature in about 170 days.

Although this feature is attractive to

the farmers who have adequate sup-

plies of water, since they can plant

two crops a year rather than one,

such rapid growth means that the

rice must be harvested during the

rainy season. In contrast, tradi-

tional rice varieties are harvested

after the rainy season, and the grains

can be dried in the sun before being

put in bags. For the new varieties,

which mature during the wet sea-

son, special mechanical driers must

be used to prevent mildew and the

sprouting of the wet grains. In the

Philippines, farmers who lack their

own mechanical driers have been

receiving 20 percent less than the

wholesale price for their rice during

the rainy season.

The new varieties of rice are

dwarf plants. They are bred to have

strong, short, thick stems to support

the heavy heads of grain. This fea-

ture also was initially alleged to of-

fer protection against typhoon

winds. Yet typhoon damage is

frequently cited in the official ex-

planation of recent Philippine crop

losses. One of the problems may be

that the short-stemmed varieties

survive the winds but drown if, as

often happens, the typhoon is ac-

companied by extensive flooding.

In India, where rice stubble is

the most important food source for

cattle, more ominous consequences

were narrowly avoided. According

to anthropologist Edward Mont-

gomery, the attempt to introduce

IR-8 had to be abandoned, at least

in part, because the cattle refused

to eat the short, thick stalks.

Can we continue to believe that

the creation of high-yielding rice

was inspired by a vision of miracles

for the benefit of the peasants of

Asia? I think not. For the peasants,

these seeds, with their carefully en-

gineered genetic characteristics, are

antimiracles, veritable seeds of de-

struction. The precise objective of

the managers of the Green Revolu-

tion is to wipe out the class of small

farmers and to replace them with

efficient agribusinessmen who will

be heavily dependent upon indus-

trial products and world markets.

The program's managers know,

and openly propose as development

targets, the actual steps for the con-

version of peasants into agribusi-

nessmen. One of the first steps for

the spread of the new seeds in a

country is a commitment from for-

eign corporations to build chemical

fertilizer factories. Corporations will

give such commitments once the

government of a country shows that

it intends not only to subsidize the

farmers' purchase of fertilizers and

other chemical and mechanical in-

puts, but also to maintain the price

of rice at levels higher than those of

the world market. In the Philip-

pines, for example, Esso Standard

Fertilizer and Agricultural Com-

pany has played a critical role in all

phases of the introduction and mar-

keting of the high-yield varieties.

According to an Agency for Inter-

national Development report, Esso

installed 400 agroservice stores

throughout the Philippines in an-

ticipation of the Green Revolution.

To staff these stores, Esso created

"a sales staff of agent-representa-

tive-entrepreneurs who served as

extension agents to promote the

rice program and ti^ain farmers."

These salesmen were recruited from

among the "top graduates of the

Agricultural College of the Univer-

sity of the Philippines at attractive

salaries," and they "became prime

movers and innovators in the prov-

inces, working with AID officials

and government agents." Esso did

not have to extend credit for the

purchase of the chemicals; the Phil-

ippine government did that.

It was inherent in the design of

the new varieties of rice that where

private enterprise prevails, the rich

farmers will be made richer and the

poor farmers poorer. Only those

farmers who already have UTigation

can use the new seeds effectively;

only thev can get the credit to buy

the fertilizers, pesticides, and herbi-

cides that Esso and other chemical

companies are selling (at prices

abo\e the world market price). The
larger the farm, the easier it is for

the owner to obtain credit.

Small owners who resist the Esso

salesmen face an ultimate ecological

crunch: when the high-yield vari-

eties are harvested, the traditional

varieties are still ripening in adja-

cent fields. These become targets

for armies of rodents and insects

that are dispossessed by the harvest

of the high-vield varieties.

As competition forces the smaller

producers into credit-based agri-

business, their hold on their lands

weakens. The smaller the farmer,

the greater the risk he takes in ac-

cepting the lure of the miracle

seeds. Not only does he stand to

lose his savings, but he may also

find himself without any rice to eat.

If the new varieties fail for a single

year, the small farmer may have to

sell his land unless additional credit

is extended. There is no indication

that the Philippine government is

prepared to support the small pro-

ducers through even a single poor

harvest. The inexorable, planned ef-

fect of the Green Revolution is for

the millions of "inefficient" farmers

with small landholdings to sell out.

Where thev and their families will

go is not clear, but my guess is that

in the Philippines most of them will

end up as low-paid migrant farm-

workers or as slum dwellers in the

teeming squatments of Manila.

The higher productivity of the

miracle seeds wUl not bring even a

temporary respite from the prob-

lems of hunger and malnutrition in

Asia. Hunger and malnutrition are

the result of social inequities and

population growth. The Green Rev-

olution is intensifying the social in-

equities. And by dislocating mO-

lions of families and increasing the

economic uncertainties of their

lives, the Green Revolution plants

the seeds of unrestrained popu-

lation growth and chaos.

Marvin Harris teaches anthropol-

ogy at Columbia University.
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Before telephone installers make their first call,

they get a $1,700 training course.
College education isn't the

only thing that's gone up.
It now costs us twice as much

to train a telephone installer as
it did ten years ago.

But it's one of the best ways
we know to improve your service.

So we do it right.

Each of our training centers
has a practice house. So a new
installer can make mistakes on
our wall, not yours.

There's also an 800-page
textbook that suggests a right
way to do everything.

Like leaving a small "drip
loop" in the outside wire to keep
water from running down the
side of your house.

And drilling guide holes for
screws so they won't split your
baseboard.

And keeping telephone wires

a safe distance from electric

wires to protect you from shocks.
With 20,000 new installers

this year to be trained at full pay,
you can see why we worry about
the high cost of training.

Despite rising costs like these,
residential telephone rates have
gone up only 8% overall since
1961. And long distance rates have
actually gone down. While the /
cost of living has gone ^^*
up 37%. *--

1961—«--— •«...
Obviously, this can't go on.
Because the cost of providing

you good telephone service
is going up, telephone rates are
going up, too—but based on
the last ten years, far less than
most things you buy.
AT&T and your local

Bell Company.

,1971
/ Consumer
' Price Index

Up 37%

,* 1971
Phone Rates
Up 8%
(CP.I.)
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Bird Navigatioii
Travels around
New England
in pursuit
of pigeons

by Charles Walcott

Eels, salmon, whales, turtles, and

birds—and even insects—migrate

long distances, sometimes for thou-

sands of miles. While this phenome-

non has been studied throughout re-

corded history, we have as yet no

clear answer to the question. How
do animals navigate?

The most familiar of these mi-

grating animals are those that per-

form the most spectacular migra-

tions: the birds. The arctic tern, for

example, sometimes flies 11,000

miles each way from the Arctic to

the Antarctic, and back, each year.

Closer to home, we are all familiar

with the northward migrations of

robins and bluebirds in the spring

These birds, having spent the win^

ter in the warmer climate of the

south, migrate north with the com
ing of spring. Interestingly, band

ing birds has shown that many re

turn to the exact place where they

were banded; the robin on your lawn

this year was probably there last year

and will most likely return next. This

suggests that migration is far from a

Douglas G. Smith, now
a professor at Stony

Brook, releases a pigeon

from a moving car.

Once the bird has

learned to find its way

back to the loft, it

will be equipped with

a radio beacon so

that it can be followed.

haphazard movement north or south.

What we would like to understand is

how the robin finds its way south in

the fall, then returns the following

spring to exactly the same place that

its journev began.

That most of these birds migrate

at night does nothing to make the

problem easier, but it does suggest

that the birds might be using the

stars. And so it seems to be. E.G.F.

Kramer and E.M. Sauer in Ger-

many and Steven Emlen at Cornell

University have confirmed that

some species of birds can make use

of the stars to choose a direction of

flight.

This conclusion is based on an

elegantly simple experiment. Dur-

ing the seasons when they migrate,

caged small birds become restless at

night, instead of quietly sleeping.

During this period of migratory

restlessness, they will continually

hop from one perch to another.

IG-amer and Sauer put such birds in

a circular cage with a transparent

bottom; then, placing it out of doors

with a clear view of the sky, they

lay underneath the cage and kept

track of the direction in which the

birds hopped. They found that in

the spring such caged birds tended

to spend more time on the north

side of the cage and in the fall,

more time on the south side. On
overcast nights, when the stars were

not visible, the warblers appeared

to be completely disoriented and

hopped in all directions equally. Bv
moving the cage indoors to a plane-

tarium, Kramer and Sauer were

able to show that the birds would

still orient to the north in the

spring, but if the star pattern was

reversed and the northern con-

stellations appeared in the south,

the birds would also reverse their

orientation, following the stars.

Several other people tried to re-

peat these experiments, some of

them using complex cages with

perches equipped with switches and

elaborate electronic counters and

computers, but no one was very

successful until Steven Emlen tried

it with a superbly simple cage. He

built a circular arena about 14

inches in diameter with sloping

sides too steep for the bird to stand

on. He lined these sides with blot-

ting paper and equipped the bottom

of the arena with an inked stamp

pad. ^Tien he put indigo buntings

in this cage, they first stood on the

bottom getting their feet well inked

and then, as they became restless,

they fluttered against the sloping

WiUiam O'NeiU, a Stony

Brook graduate student,

prepares to release a

pigeon equipped with a hood
and translucent goggles

that allow it to see

only vague shapes.
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O'Neill tracks a bird,

using radio equipment packed

into the back of a car

known as the pigeonmobile.

sides of the arena, leading little

inkv footprints. All Emlen had to

do was cover the cages with a

screen or a piece of plastic, put

them out under the night skv. and

then look for the direction of the

footprints. A remarkable improve-

ment over spending the night on

one's back counting bird hops—and
no computers neededl

L'sing this technique. Emlen has

confirmed Kramer and Sauer's ma-

jor point: that indigo buntings, at

least, can use the stars to choose a

direction. But migration involves

more than simplv flving in a spe-

cific direction. Manv times birds are

blown off course by crosswinds. and

if thev are to return to their original

breeding ground, thev must com-

pensate for this displacement. The

bird must first determine where it is

in relation to its goal, in this case,

its breeding ground. Having deter-

mined this, it can now choose a new
compass coiuse to get there. This

concept of a two-step svstem was

described bv Kramer as a "map and

compass" svstem: the 'map was

the process of locating oneself rela-

tive to the goal and the "compass"

was the directional cue. Uke the fa-

mihar magnetic compass, used to

keep to the chosen course.

Put vourself in the position of

the bird. You suddenlv find vour-

self over an expanse of open water.

^ our compass teUs vou which wav
north, south, east, and west are, but

before that will do vou anv good,

vou ha\'e to know where vou are in

relation to where vou"re going. Is it

the Atlantic. Pacific, or Indian

Ocean? Or is it a great lake? This

question has to be solved before a

compass can help. This process,

which Kramer called map, is also

known as true navigation. Once vou

have determined that home is west,

a compass is verv^ useful for flving

in that direction.

The bird that has been blown off

course must then have some wav of

navigating and therebv correcting its

compass course for home. The obvi-

ous suggestion was that this process

was also accomplished using the

stars. This idea is easv to test in a

planetarium: one can simplv displav

the star pattern that would be seen

from a place east or west of the bird s

normal migration route at anv given

time and note if the bird alters its

heading or the direction of its inky

footprints to compensate for the ap-

parent displacement.

Sauer reports that this is exactly

what happened in an experiment us-

ing European warblers: the birds did,

in fact, alter their compass heading

to correct for the apparent dis-

placement. Emlen, however, has not

been able to show this in indigo

buntings. The buntings keep their
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same headings no matter how far east

or west the skv pattern has been

moved. It seems, then, that at least

some species of night-migrating

birds can and do use the stars as a

compass; whether they can also use

them as a map to navigate bv is less

clear.

But even if birds do use the stars,

this cannot be the whole story. A lot

of migration occurs on cloudv nights.

And bv using radar it has been pos-

sible to follow flocks of migrating

birds even under overcast condi-

tions. Such studies have shown that

birds are well oriented under an

overcast, and some recent observa-

tions suggest that birds are oriented

even on the rare occasions when the\

flv within the clouds themselves.

Clearlv the birds must have alterna-

tive methods of navigation, and

when one cue is taken awav thev

must be able to switch to some other

strateg)'. It is probablv a serious mis-

take, therefore, to search for the wa\

in which birds navigate; most likelv

there are manv different sources of

navigational information. It would

be nice, though, to know what thev

are using to find their way in the

middle of the night, inside a cloud.

A student working as a

pigeon tracker prepares

a lunch while listening

to a pigeon's radio beacon

on his earphones.

Lee R.G. Snyder, now at

Stanford, watches a

pigeon successfully take

off after being held in the

water. The question

was whether a pigeon

released at sea could

take off again if it

landed in the water.
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Many problems arise in working

on migratory birds. In the first

place, migration only occurs for a

month or two in the spring and fall.

This means a frantic period of in-

vestigation, then a long wait until

the next season. Secondly, it is hard

to do experiments on freely migrat-

ing birds. William Cochran at the

University of Illinois equips

thrushes with small radio beacons

and then waits, often for several

days, for the radio-equipped birds

to decide to migrate. Emlen has

found he can often persuade birds

to migrate by sending them up in

balloons and releasing them at sev-

eral thousand feet. Short of such in-

genious and heroic procedures, mi-

gratory birds are hard to work with.
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What one would like is the white

rat of the bird world, and to a large

extent the homing pigeon fits that

role.

The homing, carrier, or racing

pigeon—a relative of the common
street pigeon—has been bred for

generations to return rapidly to its

home loft when released away from
home. Today they are still raced for

sport. In a major pigeon race the

fastest bird home may win several

hundred dollars for its owner; not

surprisingly, there is intense com-

petition to breed and train the fast-

est possible birds. From the stand-

point of understanding bird

navigation, homing pigeons are al-

most ideal. They work all year long;

they return to the investigator's

loft, so that each bird can be used

many times; they are easy to handle

and are nice and big, so that one

can attach all sorts of instruments

and the birds can still fly. Their

only drawback is that they don't

migrate.

At the same time, homing pi-

geons routinely do what a migratory

bird that has been blown off course

does—a pigeon taken from its loft

and released at some place where it

has never been before will usually

circle once or twice and then head

for home. It must, therefore, have

some way of determining the direc-

tion to the home loft. It must be

able to navigate. This ability has at-

tracted many investigators, and the

literature of experiments on pigeon



An airplane follows a pigeon

over Ipswich, Massachusetts.

The plane flew much
faster than the pigeon, and
since the experimenters did

not want to scare it or herd

it in any direction, the plane

approached only to within a

half-mile of the bird, turned

and flew in the opposite

direction for three minutes,

then turned again and flew

back toward the pigeon. This

system produced an accurate

position for the pigeon

every six minutes.

Birds were taken aboard

this chartered boat from

Provincetown, Massachusetts,

and released 40 miles

out at sea to insure

they had no landmarks to

help their navigation.

They were then tracked by

boat and plane. Martin

Michener, at top, and two

assistants are installing the

antennas used for tracking.

navigation is huge. In spite of this

enormous amount of work, when
Martin Michener and I began our

research in 1962, we found that

little information existed about

what an individual pigeon does be-

tween the time it is released and the

time it arrives at the home loft.

Flocks of pigeons had been fol-

lowed by airplanes, but because the

pigeon is a highly social bird, it is

reluctant to fly alone, and the path

of a flock must represent some con-

sensus of the orientation of its

members.

Michener's idea was to follow in-

dividual birds on their homing

flights, and to do this he built small

radio transmitters that the pigeons

could carry. My part of the scheme
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This pigeon is equipped

with coils of wire that

produce a uniform magnetic

field around its head.

The pack on its back

contains batteries for the

coils and the radio

beacon used for tracking.

A pigeon outside the loft

gazes at itself in

the mirror. The mirror

reflects the sun's image

onto a second mirror that

can be tdted; thus,

to birds inside the loft,

the sun can be made to

appear higher or lower in

the sky than it really is.



was to learn to fly an airplane so

that we could follow a transmitter-

equipped pigeon wherever it might

roam. We had our share of prob-

lems in getting airplane, radio,

trackers, and pigeons all to cooper-

ate. On one of our first flights, all

went well until the pigeon decided

it had flown enough and sat down
on the telemetry antennas at

M.I.T.'s Lincoln Laboratories. Our
transmitters are very low power,

but placed directly on an ultrasensi-

tive antenna, they become rather

strong. Lincoln Laboratories, how-

ever, is a restricted area so we could

not get close enough to throw a

rock at the pigeon to persuade it to

move on; all we could do was wait.

When it eventually flew off, we
dashed for the airplane and man-

aged to track it toward the loft,

whereupon it promptly landed

again—this time on the grounds of a

mental hospital. After some dis-

cussion we agreed that it didn't

seem wise to wander around the

hospital grounds with our portable

radio-direction finder—we could

easily imagine the discussion with a

guard if we said we were looking

for our pigeon.

Actually, the pigeon-tracking ra-

dio system worked remarkably

well—we could follow a single bird

for days if need be. Frequently we
would leave a bird roosting at night

and find it in the same place before

daybreak the next morning. In this

way we learned a great deal about

the behavior of individual pigeons.

One of the first things we learned

was that pigeons are either not fa-

miliar with the federal air traflfic

regulations or they choose to ignore

them. Our birds were just as ready

to fly over Boston's Logan Airport

as anywhere else. When we radioed

the radar approach control that we
wanted to enter their control zone

to follow a pigeon, there was usu-

ally a long moment of silence while

the controller no doubt wondered if

somebody was pulling his leg or

whether there really was some nut

up there following a pigeon.

Following birds that were re-

leased from places where they had

been many times before, we found

they took similar but not identical

routes home each time. They were

not simply following a set sequence

of landmarks to the loft. Further-

more, their track was no more ir-

regular on days with poor visibility

than on days when you could see

for miles. Nor were the birds blown

off course by crosswinds. In fact,

they only seemed bothered when

the sun was obscured. Then they

would stop flying and sit, frequently

for hours, while we circled over-

head in the airplane.

Next we took the birds south to

New Bedford, Massachusetts, a

place they had never been before. If

the pigeons were using landmarks,

we expected that when they were

released in a new place they would

search for something familiar. If

they were simply using a compass

and flying in the direction that had

gotten them home from their train-

ing point west of the loft, they

should fly east. But if they were

really navigating, they should fly

directly home, in this case, north.

We found that all three things oc-

curred; pigeons often would start

out in their trained compass direc-

tion, then switch to navigation and

head for the loft, and finally appear

to use landmarks to find the loft it-

self. But there was great individual

variation in strategies—some pi-

geons always flew an initial com-

pass course; others never did.

One of our birds, B77 (a blue

band, No. 77) always flew directly

home. Another bird, WY, was

trained along a route that had a

prominent hill on the way home.

Released in a new place, it in-

variably flew to the nearest moun-

tain, then turned and headed for

home.
The point is simply that pigeons

are individuals, and they clearly use

a variety of strategies. Following in-

dividual birds gave us an insight

into what each bird was likely to

do; then when we gave the same

birds some experimental treatment,

we could recognize any changed be-

havior.

Our first idea was that the birds

were using the sun. It had been

known for a number of years that

pigeons can use the sun as a com-

pass and can compensate for the

sun's apparent movement through

the sky by using an internal clock.

But two Englishmen, G.V.T. Mat-

thews and C.J. Pennycuick, sug-

gested that the navigation, or map,

might also be based on the sun.

They proposed that a pigeon might

compare the sun's position where it

was released to its memory of the

sun's position at the home loft at

the same time of day. From this

comparison, the pigeon could deter-

mine the direction to the loft. This

was an appealing idea not only be-

cause it is somewhat similar to what

human navigators do but also be-

cause it made specific predictions

that could be tested. For example, a

pigeon that had been released north

of its loft would see a sun at noon

that was lower in the sky than the

home sun at noon. Similarly, for a

pigeon released south of the loft,

the noon sun would be higher in the

sky than at the home loft. Of
course, because pigeons navigate at

all times of day, not just at noon,

they would have to have a way of

estimating the sun's noon altitude

at any time of day, but let's ignore

this complication for the moment.

To test this idea, Michener and I

arranged a small cage in a corner of

the loft. From this cage the only

view of the outside world was

through a window, the bottom half

of which gave a view of the field in

front of the loft and of the lower

part of the sky. The top portion of

the window showed the pigeon the

sky's upper region and allowed it a

view of the sun for about three

hours centered around noon every

day. We hoped the pigeons did not

notice that their view of this top

part of the sky and sun was seen

through a pair of mirrors. By ad-

justing the angle of one of the mir-

rors, we could make the sun appear

either too low or too high in the

sky. In short, we could make it ap-

pear to a pigeon, attentive to the

sun's altitude at noon, that the loft

had been moved either north or

south.

We exposed pigeons to this "mir-

ror box" for ten days to two weeks,

then released them in a place they

had never been before. If they "be-

lieved" what the mirrors had shown

them, we expected them to fly

toward the place where the sun

really behaved as it appeared to in

the mirror box.

Unfortunately, the pigeons sim-

ply flew home.
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MASSACHUSETTS

Then we wondered if the pigeons

had homed normally because the

mirrors had not, for some reason,

fooled them. This being possible,

we switched to a more radical form

of treatment: we began to upset the

pigeon's internal clocks. A bird that

is using the sun for navigation must

have an accurate clock to determine

whether it has been displaced east

or west of home. If a pigeon deter-

mines north-south displacement by

noon sun altitude, it might use what

is, in effect, a comparison of sunrise

times to determine its east-west po-

sition. Suppose a pigeon notices

that the sun rises at 6:00 A.M. in its

home loft in Lincoln, Massachu-

setts. Now the pigeon is displaced

and sees a sun that is not as far

along its path, indicating a sunrise

time of 7:00 A.M. Obviously, such a

bird is west of the loft, and must fly

east to get home.

The bird could use the time

when the sun reaches its highest

point in the sky, the noon position,

in the same way. The time of sun-

rise or of local noon varies about

four minutes for every fifty miles

you travel east or west. If you go

from Boston, Massachusetts, to Al-

bany, New York, you will notice

that both the sunrise and the local

noon are eight minutes later in Al-

bany. Normally, we ignore such dif-

ferences until they reach about an

hour; then we call them time zones.

They are about 750 miles wide.

A number of people have shown

Colored lines represent tracks of pigeons trained to

home to the same loft; points on the tracks are

accurate locations. The lower track indicates the path

of a pigeon, released in Willimantic. whose compass clock

had been shifted by six hours; it generally flew 90

degrees to the right of the course home. The upper

track is that of a pigeon, released near Woonsocket,

whose clock had been shifted by only five minutes; it

flew more or less directly back to the home loft.

that if a pigeon is put in an artificial

environment where the lights go off

and on out of phase with the real

day, its internal clock will graduallv

shift to the new time schedule.

Thus, if sunrise and sunset are 6:00

A.M. and 8:00 P.M., respectively,

but the lights in the box go on at

7:00 A.M. and off at 9:00 P.M., the

pigeon has experienced a normal

day length, but is shifted one hour

out of phase—its internal clock is

one hour behind local time. And
there is, in fact, a place where the

sun altitude is the same as at the

loft, but the local sun time is ex-

actly one hour behind. Such a place

would be 750 miles west of Lin-

coln, or near Chicago, Illinois. If a

pigeon were navigating by the sun,

it might weU home to this place

rather than to the loft.

To test this idea we used pigeons

with clock shifts of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20,

60, 120, and 360 minutes, and then

released and tracked them from

places they had never been before.

All except the birds with the 360-

minute (six-hour) shift homed nor-

mallv. The birds with the six-hour

shift headed in every direction.

That birds with a six-hour clock

shift show poor homeward orienta-

tion is not surprising when you re-

member that pigeons also use the

sun as a compass. Since the sun

moves 15 degrees an hour, a bird

with a six-hour error in its clock

should make a compass error of 90

degrees. Klaus Schmidt-Koenig in

Germany has shown that this is ex-

actly what happens. Suppose you

want to fly east. The real time is

sunrise, 6:00 A.M. Your internal

clock says that the time is six hours

later, namely, noontime. To fly east

at 6:00 A.M., you fly roughly toward

the sun, but because your clock tells

you it is really noon, you know the

sun is in the south and that to fly east,

you must fly 90 degrees to the left of

the sun. And this is exactly what

the birds do, although presumably

they do not go through the rea-
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soning process I have described.

Our clock-shift experiments seem
to have affected the birds' sun com-

pass, but to have had absolutely no

effect on their navigation. In des-

peration we considered the possi-

bility suggested by Klaus Hoff-

mann—that the birds might have

two clocks. One of these would be a

"sun compass clock," easily set to

local time; the other a "navigation

clock," highly resistant to resetting.

This idea led us to perform a

really radical experiment. It has

been found that heavy water, in

which the hydrogen atoms have ex-

tra protons in their nuclei, slows

down all biological clocks on which

it has been tested. Lee Snyder

found that 30 percent heavy water

in drinking water slowed down the

activity rhythms of pigeons by

about 6 percent. We took a group

of experienced pigeons, put them in

a clock-shift box where the lights

came on and went off at irregular

intervals, and gave them 30 percent

heavy water to drink for about two
weeks. At the end of this time, their

internal clocks should have been

thoroughly scrambled. But we
could not just take these birds out

and release and track them. Their

sun compass clocks would also have

been upset and it would be impos-

sible to say whether our treatment

had affected their map or only their

compass.

Instead, we transported the birds

in a closed container to Ithaca, New
York, about 250 miles west of Bos-

ton. William Keeton and Andre Go-

bert held the birds for us in an open

cage where they had an unob-

structed view of the sun. After ten

days to two weeks in Ithaca, drink-

ing normal water and with a view of

the sun and a normal day, the pi-

geons should have reset their clocks

to Ithaca time. Next we took all the

Here is the track of a pigeon that flew straight home
despite attempts to confuse it. The bird had been

subjected to random periods of light and dark and given

heavy water to drink; then it was taken 250 miles west

to Ithaca, N.Y., and kept there for 10 days. When
released the pigeon flew straight home to its home loft

in Lincoln, Mass. In the inset, the little boxes

on each circle represents the directions taken by

individual pigeons after being released in Orange, Mass.

Circle at left shows the results for the control

birds, whose average course on release was less

accurate than that of the treated birds, whose initial

flight directions are indicated on the right circle.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Nashua

pigeons to a spot between Ithaca

and the home loft. If the pigeons'

navigation clocks were set to Ithaca

time and they were using the sun,

they should fly west to Ithaca. If

they were simply confused, which

seemed the most likely possibility,

they might fly in any direction. But

if they weren't bothered by our

treatment, they would fly home.

And that is exactly what they

did. Their homeward bearings and

tracks were even more accurate

than those of pigeons just taken

directly out of the loft. This result,

together with Keeton's finding that

his pigeons showed excellent orien-

tation even under total overcast

when they could not see the sun,

leads us to believe that the sun is

probably not the basis of pigeon

navigation. At the very least, there

is some other series of cues that pi-

geons can use to get home.

It occurred to us that the pigeons

might be getting some information

during the trip from the loft to the

release site. Such a possibility

seemed unlikely, but to test it we
anesthetized the birds at the loft

and drove them to the release point

fully anesthetized, in a covered

cage, and in a strong, fluctuating

magnetic field. Such an experiment

may seem to have too many vari-

ables, and indeed, that is the case.

But if all of these treatments have

no effect, then one has ruled out

several possibilities at once. And
that is exactly what happened: after

the birds had recovered from their

anesthesia, they homed just as well

as the controls. This result indicates

that the pigeons are probably ob-

taining their navigational informa-

tion at the release site rather than

during the trip out.

There is other evidence suggest-

ing the same thing—each release

site seems to have its own, charac-

teristic error. That is, birds released

at a particular point may not head

precisely toward home. They may
instead choose a direction as much
as 90 percent from the correct

home bearing. This error is con-

sistent both from day to day and even

for pigeons from different lofts.

Whatever it is the pigeons are us-

ing probably does not depend upon

their ability to see. In a series of

very exciting experiments, Hans
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Schlichte and Klaus Schmidt-Koe-

nig have shown that pigeons can

home even when their eyes are cov-

ered with translucent contact

lenses, which prevent them from

seeing anything but a general, dif-

fuse image of very close, large ob-

jects, rather like the view one gets

of an approaching person through a

ground-glass door. Because pigeons

equipped with these lenses showed

homeward orientation as accurate

as that of birds equipped with trans-

parent lenses, it seems unlikelv that

vision plays an essential role in pi-

geon navigation.

But if we eliminate vision, what

is left? An obvious idea is that pi-

geons might sornehow use some as-

pect of the earth's magnetic field.

This is a vers- old idea, and the ex-

periments of Henrv L. Yeagley, a

phvsicist at Dickinson College, for

example, show no convincing effect

of equipping pigeons with small

magnets. Once again it was the

work of Keeton at Cornell that

showed that, under overcast condi-

tions when the sun was not visible,

pigeons equipped with small mag-

nets showed poorer orientation to

the loft than did birds carrying

equivalent brass weights. Under

sunnv conditions there appears to

be no effect when the birds are re-

leased close to the loft, but if thev

are released at greater than usual

distances, the magnet-equipped

birds are frequentlv disoriented,

whereas the birds with brass

weights are not.

With our birds I found no differ-

ences when the pigeons were re-

leased at 50 to 70 miles, but on two

releases from 120 miles on sunny

days, the magnet birds were com-

pletelv disoriented, the brasses were

not. There are, however, puzzling

aspects to these experiments. For

one thing, the results are variable;

one day there will be a clear differ-

ence between the Uwo groups; the

next day there will be none. Sec-

ondly, the pigeons with magnets do

not all seem to flv on a consistent

bearing—they simply fiv off in all

directions.

It occurred to us that the field of

a small bar magnet is restricted

and, as the pigeon moved its head,

the magnetic field around the head

would vary greatly. Of course, there

is no particular reason to believe

that a pigeon's magnetic receptor, if

it has one, would be located in the

head. It might, for all we know, be

in the left hind toe. But the head

seemed a hkelv place to begin.

We equipped the pigeons with a

pair of small coils and a battery.

One coil was glued to the top of the

pigeon's head like a hat. the other

served as a collar around its neck.

Bv changing the amount of current

through the coUs we could accu-

ratelv varv the strength of the mag-

netic field around the head. We be-

gan with verv weak fields, only 0.1

gauss (approximately 1/6 the

strength of the earth's normal field

of 0.6 gauss). Control birds carried

the same apparatus, but the coU was

not connected to the battery. The

effect of this procedure was to in-

crease the scatter of the directions

that the experimental birds took, as

compared to the controls. It ap-

peared that this effect is relatively

consistent: on 14 out of 19 releases

the experimental birds were less

well oriented than the controls.

Most recently we have had a hint

of an even more impressive effect.

Robert Green, an undergraduate at

the State Universits^ of New York at

Stonv Brook, made two releases of

birds with coils designed to produce

somewhat stronger magnetic fields

(0.6 gauss), under overcast. His ex-

perimental and control birds were

identiccdly equipped with coUs, ex-

cept that ten birds had their bat-

teries connected one wav and eight

had the batterv connections re-

versed. The magnetic field of the

coils was thus oriented one wav for

the first group and in the opposite

direction for the second. That is,

the north pole of the induced field

was toward the bird's head in one

set and toward its tail in the other.

When the two groups of birds

were released and tracked from

New York Gty, fifty mUes west of

the loft at Stony Brook, Green

found that one group of birds flew

directly east toward the home loft

but that the other birds flew in an

almost exactlv opposite direction!

While the number of birds used and

the number of releases are not great

enough to verify these results, they

ai'e exciting. If these experiments

can be repeated, it suggests that an

applied magnetic field can drasti-

cally upset a pigeon's orientation

and that the effect of the field de-

pends on its polarity. If bv altering

the direction of the applied mag-

netic field, we can make pigeons fiv

in predictable directions rather than

simplv flving home to the loft, it in-

dicates that magnetic fields are in

some wav related to pigeon naviga-

tion. After repeated experiments,

the differences probablv will dis-

appear—that seems to be one of the

problems in working with pigeons.

But thev just might not, and it is

that hope that keeps us going.

Suppose that we are successful

and find that artificial magnetic

fields do have an effect: Have we
then found the basis of the pigeon's

navigation? I suspect not. It is hard

to see how a pigeon could use the

earth's magnetic field to tell it

where it is in relation to home. It

seems much more hkely that if the

birds are using magnetic cues, they

sen'e as an auxihary compass to be

used when either the sun or stars

are obscured. Only further investi-

gation will tell.

We are sure that birds use a wide

varietv of cues to migrate or home
over the surface of the earth. Mi-

grating warblers use the stars as a

compass, and pigeons use the sun.

No doubt both can use landmarks.

But how they navigate is still un-

known. And in a wav that's rather

nice. Here is a problem that many
people have worked on for a great

manv vears; we have all seen the

phenomenon, it is all around us.

But the birds won't tell—at least not

until we ask the right questions.

A flock of pigeons rests

on the loft roof after a

training flight. Birds

are trained to home from

increasing distances

first in groups, then

by themselves. When they

routinely return alone

from 50 miles, they are

ready for experimental use.
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TheWhere,When,and Ho\
by Thomas D.

Nicholson

The month of July brings two

eclipses to North America, one so-

lar and one lunar. Tlie solar eclipse

on July 10 will be total in pai'ts of

Alaska and Canada, partial else-

where on the continent. The lunar

eclipse, on the night of July 25-26,
will be partial, visible generally

throughout North America. With
the eclipses of last January (one an

annular eclipse of the sun, the other

a total echpse of the moon), these

two July events will complete the

eclipse calendar for 1972. More im-

portantly, the July 10 event will be

the last total solar eclipse that can

be seen in or near the United States

for 45 years.

Many ISatural Histor)- readers

will remember the MaiTh 7, 1970,

solai- eclipse, which was total along

a path extending from Mexico
across the central gulf coast to the

mid-Atlantic coast and partial else-

where in the nation. The path of to-

tality crossed easily accessible re-

gions of the southeast, with good

roads and accommodations for trav-

elers, and weather prospects were

fair to good. Man\' readers traveled

to the parts of Alabama, Georgia,

the Carolinas, and Virginia where

the eclipse was total. Those who
chose observing sites farther south

were disappointed by thick clouds

preceding a cold-front passage.

Those who went north to Virginia,

where the cold front had already

gone by, found ideal observing con-

ditions and a beautiful eclipse. Ob-

servers had been alerted to expect

that kind of fast-moving weather

circumstance in 1970 and to be

ready to move quickly if they

wanted to enhance their chances of

seeing the total eclipse.

Now, on July 10, we will all have

another chance. This time the path

of totality crosses the eastern Soviet

Union, northern Alaska and Can-

ada, then curv'es south across Hud-
son's Bay, Quebec, and the Mari-

time Provinces. The total eclipse

path, in Quebec, New Brunswick,

Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, again includes easily acces-
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f tlie July lO Eclipse
sible areas with good roads and

good travel facilities. Furthermore,

this is delightful vacation country,

with enough charm to attract the

summer visitor in any year. The

added attraction of a total solar

eclipse should make southeastern

Canada popular indeed.

For those who stay home or vaca-

tion elsewhere on July 10, the ac-

companying illustration shows what

can be expected. In southern Can-

ada and in the United States (ex-

cept for part of Alaska), the eclipse

will be partial, and the portion of

the sun that will be obscured by the

moon will decrease from north to

south and from east to west. More
than 90 percent of the sun will be

obscured at mid-eclipse in Maine,

but in Los Angeles the moon will

cover less than 10 percent of the

sun's diameter. The eclipse occurs

in the early afternoon on the Pacific

Coast, in the late afternoon along

the Atlantic seaboard. The duration

of the eclipse, the time of mid-

eclipse, and the magnitude, or per-

cent of the sun's diameter covered

at mid-eclipse, at representative

cities are shown in the accom-

panying table.

Where the eclipse is partial, the

dark moon will appear first on the

west (right) edge of the sun and

move from right to left across the

sun. It will take from half an hour

to an hour or more, depending on

location, for the moon to reach mid-

eclipse, when the maximum amount
of the sun's diameter will be cov-

ered, leaving part of the sun visible

below the southern (lower) edge of

the moon. Another half an hour to

an hour or more will be required for

This more detailed map
shows the path of totality

across eastern Canada.

The times indicated are

the times of mid-eclipse

at each position.

SOLAR ECLIPSE JULY 10

Eclipse Eclipse

Begins Mid-eclipse Magnitude Ends

New York (EDT) 3:33 P.M. 4:42 P.M. 80% 5:45 P.M.

Pittsburgh (EDT) 3:27 P.M. 4:38 P.M. 71% 5:42 P.M.

Atlanta (EDT) 3:40 P.M. 4:47 P.M. 51% 5:47 P.M.

New Orleans (CDT) 2:48 P.M. 3:48 P.M. 34% 4:42 P.M.

Chicago (CDT) 2:15 p.m. 3:28 P.M. 63% 4:34 P.M.

Kansas City (CDT) 2:14 P.M. 3:24 P.M. 48% 4:28 P.M.

Bismarck (CDT) 1:47 P.M. 3:01 P.M. 59% 4:11 P.M.

Salt Lake City (MDT) 12:45 P.M. 1:49 P.M. 31% 2:51 P.M.

Denver (MDT) 12:58 P.M. 2:05 P.M. 36% 3:08 P.M.

Seattle (PDT) 11:13 A.M. 12:21 P.M. 44% 1:30 P.M.

San Francisco (PDT) 11:40 A.M. 12:26 P.M. 14% 1:12 P.M.

the moon to move off the east (left)

edge of the sun.

But the prize of the event is re-

served for those who visit the path

of total eclipse. No one who has

seen such an event will ever forget

it. Anyone who has not yet experi-

enced it will find it well worth the

effort. The sudden darkening, the

swift sense of chill, the rapid

changes in the sun's appearance,

the sight of stars by day, the strange

color of the remaining light, all add

to an excitement that builds swiftly

to a climax as the sun's corona ap-

pears like a halo around the dark

moon at totality.

For astronomers, however, July

10 is not a particularly exciting

eclipse. The sun will be low in the

afternoon sky in eastern Canada,

and the total eclipse will be rela-

tively short in duration, slightly

more than two minutes. The
weather outlook, based on climatic

records for the area, is not too

promising. Professional astrono-

mers are looking forward to the

June 30, 1973, eclipse, when total-

ity will last more than seven min-

utes and the sun will be high in

clear atmosphere. But that will be

visible from the Sahara Desert in

Africa. Unless we can follow as-

tronomers to remote parts of the

world, the July eclipse will be our

best opportunitv for a generation.

The low sun and short period of

totality will not bother the nonpro-

fessional viewer, nor will it dampen
the excitement and beauty of the

event. But weather is the real cul-

prit. Climate records over eastern

Canada for early July place the odds

against seeing the total eclipse at

about two to one. The problem is

the typical buildup of late afternoon

cumulus clouds over land areas on

what might otherwise be a pleasant

summer day.

Climate data for the area were re-

viewed by John W. Stewart of the

University of Virginia in Weath-

erwise, a journal of the American

Meteorological Society. Chances for

clear skies during the eclipse are 10

to 20 percent, for partly cloudy

skies about 30 percent, and for

overcast skies (80 percent or more
cloud cover) 50 to 70 percent. Ac-

cording to Stewart, the best op-

portunities for seeing the eclipse

will be found on the north coast of

Quebec's Gaspe Peninsula, where

afternoon cloudiness is less likely to

form over the wide St. Lawrence es-

tuary than it is over land areas, and

where the viewing direction to the

sun at totality will be over water. A
similar advantage could be claimed

for locations on the coast of Prince

Edward Island and the north coast

of Nova Scotia. But climate records

give little advantage to any location

in the Maritimes, and any differ-

ences in climate data may well be
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far less significant than the weather

that actually occurs on July 10.

Travelers should be alert to spe-

cial eclipse forecasts that will be

made by the Canadian Atmospheric

Environment Service. Because of

the bodies of water between the

land areas over which the moon's

shadow passes, it will not be so easy

to change location quickly and sig-

nificantly this time. Nevertheless,

weather advisories a day or so be-

fore the eclipse might suggest some
preferences along the nearly 450-

mile-long and 110-mile-wide path

of totality from the north shore of

the St. Lawrence to the south shore

of Nova Scotia.

Readers seriously concerned

with analyzing the climate records

may wish to obtain Climatic Data

for the Day of the Eclipse July 10,

1972, by F. D. Manning, Pubhca-

tion CDS #6-70, Canadian Atmo-
spheric Environment Service, Ot-

tawa, Canada. And if you plan to

combine a vacation trip with vour

eclipse expedition, vou may want to

write to the Canadian Government
Travel Bureau, 680 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N.Y. Those who plan

to photograph the event (either to-

tal or partial) should obtain Solar

Eclipse Photography for the Ama-
teur, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York. This booklet

will also advise what precautions

you should take to avoid eye dam-
age while viewing an eclipse. These

precautions are equally important

whether you are observing from

within the path of totality or from
some location where the eclipse will

be partial.

There is no risk of eye damage
during the total phase of an eclipse.

When the sun is completely covered

by the moon, only the much fainter

light of the sun's chromosphere and
corona (atmospheric layers in the

sun) is visible. But when the sun is

only partly covered by the moon,
before or after totality, or at any

time during a partial solar eclipse,

the portion of the sun's surface that

remains visible has the same bright-

ness it has under normal conditions.

Prolonged viewing of this uncov-

ered area of the sun's surface, or

viewing for any period—no matter

how short—with optical aids such as

binoculars or camera rangefinders,

can permanently and irreparably

damage vision unless adequate pro-

tection is used. The sun's rays are

no different and no more harmful

during an eclipse than they are at

any other time, but they are also no

less harmful. And that is the point.

During an eclipse, we may be

tempted to look at the sun longer or

in different ways than we normally

would. We should be sure that we
are doing so safely.

Tliere are safe ways of viewing

the sun during an eclipse—or at any

time. We could, for example, see it

reflected in a pool of water. Or we
could project it on a white screen or

cloth through the lens of a telescope

or binoculars. Or we could use com-

Eclipses:A Literature of Mi
by Sam Silverman

and Gary Mullen
Scientific papers almost in-

variably give the impression that no

problems, other than technical

ones, enter into an experiment. The

typical scientific paper is designed

to present a picture of a logical con-

tinuity from conception to con-

clusion; of precision and efficiency

at every step of the way. tempered

only by the difficult obstacles that a

sometimes refractory nature puts in

our way. The eclipse literature is al-

most alone in the physical sciences

in affording glimpses of other fac-

tors, including human ones, that af-

fect the outcome of a scientific mea-

surement. Some excerpts from the

literature illustrate these problems.

Our first selection, taken from

Plutarch, illustrates the interaction

of society and the scientist or, per-

haps more accurately, the impact of

society on the scientist. The occa-

sion was the lunar eclipse that led

Nicias of Athens to delay his retreat

and resulted in a major defeat of his

forces by the Syracusans.

And when all were in read-

iness, and none of the enemy
had observed them, not ex-

pecting such a thing, the moon
was eclipsed in the night, to the

great fright of Nicias and others,

who, for want of experience, or

out of superstition, felt alarm at

such appearances. That the sun

might be darkened about the

close of the month, this even or-

dinary people now understood

pretty well to be the effect of the

moon; but the moon itself to be

darkened, how that could come
about, and how, on the sudden, a

broad full moon should lose her

light, and show such various col-

ors, was not easy to be com-
prehended; they concluded it to

be ominous, and a divine in-

timation of some heavy cala-

mities. For he who the first, and

the most plainly of any, and with

the greatest assurance committed

to writing how the moon is en-

lightened and overshadowed,
was Anaxagoras; and he was as

yet but recent, nor was his argu-

ment much known, but was
rather kept secret, passing only

amongst a few, under some kind

of caution and confidence.

People would not then tolerate

natural philosophers, and theo-

rists, as they then called them,

about things above; as lessening

the divine power, by explaining

away its agency into the opera-

tion of irrational causes and

senseless forces acting by neces-

sity, without anything of Provi-

dence or a free agent. Hence it

was that Protagoras was ban-

ished, and Anaxagoras cast in

prison, so that Pericles had much
difficulty to procure his liberty;

and Socrates, though he had no

concern whatever with this sort

of learning, yet was put to death

for philosophy.

The sun and the moon have al-

ways been important in human life.

The moon, in particular, has played



LUNAR ECLIPSE JULY 25-6

Eclipse Begins Mid-eclipse Eclipse Ends

Eastern Daylight Time July 26; 1:55 a.m. July 26; 3:16 a.m. July 26: 4:36 A.M.

Central Daylight Time July 26; 12:55 A.M. July 26; 2:16 a.m. July 26; 3:36 A.M.

Mountain Daylight Time July 25; 11:55 P.M. July 26; 1:16 a.m. July 26; 2:36 A.M.

Pacific Daylight Time July 25; 10:55 P.M. July 26; 12:16 A.M. July 26; 1:36 A.M.

mercially available sun filters or

prepare special filters as instructed

by Eastman Kodak in the booklet

named above. But never try to look

at the sun through ordinary sun-

glasses, through smoked glass,

through colored glass such as soft-

drink bottles, or through ordinary

exposed film negatives.

The second eclipse of July, the

partial lunar eclipse, occurs when
the lower (or southern) half of the

moon brushes through the earth's

shadow on the night of July 25-20.

Beginning before midnight on the

West Coast ancj occurring mostly af-

ter midnight on the East Coast, the

eclipse will reach maximum when
the earth's shadow covers about 5.5

percent of the moon's disk. Flat-

earth theorists may not be anxious

to watch at that time, because the

earth's shadow on the moon will be

curved, just as it should be if cast

by a spherical object. Events during

the eclipse will occur as shown on

the schedule above.

Of the two July eclipses, the so-

lar eclipse on the 10th is by far the

more interesting. But the lunar

eclipse is the easier to see: If the

sky is clear, all you have to do is go

outdoors. One observing location

has no advantage over another. As
for the solar eclipse, admittedly you

will have to travel to eastern Can-

ada to see the total eclipse, and

even there you will have to locate

precisely. You will also have to take

your chances with the weather, with

odds about two to one against you.

But if you miss this one, you have a

long time to wait for the next, un-

less you can travel much farther

away from home. Not until August

21, 2017, will there be another to-

tal solar eclipse within easy reach of

the continental United States.

dventures
a significant symbolic role. The
waxing of the moon has meant life

and growth; its waning, death and
decay. Perhaps for this reason a lu-

nar eclipse occurring at the full

moon, which divides life and death,

had a portentous meaning that usu-

ally signified disasters of one sort or

another; hence, the importance of

the event itself and of its foreknowl-

edge. If one cannot avert disaster,

then the next best thing is to be

prepared for it, and to be prepared

one must be able to predict. Those

entrusted with this function bear a

heavy responsibility. The con-

sequences of failure to do this are il-

lustrated by the probably apocry-

phal story of the first recorded

eclipse in Chinese annals.

Hi and Ho, steeped in wine,

were not able to make any use of

their talents. Without any regard

for the obedience they owed to

the prince, they abandoned the

duties of their post, and they

were the first who upset the good

order of the calendar, which had

been entrusted to their care; for

on the first day of the last moon
of autumn, the sun and the moon
in their conjunction were not in

accord in Fang, a blind man was

striking a tambourine, officers

were mounting horses, and

people were running up. During

this period Hi and Ho, like stat-

ues of wood, neither saw nor

heard anything; and through

their negligence to realize^nd to

see the movement of the heav-

enly bodies, they violated the

law of death set up by our an-

cient princes. According to our

inviolate laws, the astronomers

who advanced or delayed the

time [of the eclipse] were, with-

out fail, to be punished by death.

Typically, however, eclipse ob-

servations are more troubled by

species other than human, or by in-

animate nature. A good example is

the eclipse seen in Southeast Asia

on May 9, 1929.

In the week before the eclipse

thev had five inches of rainfall in

five days, so that it is not surpris-

ing that they had complete hu-

midity (estimated at about 100
percent), and we can imagine

what the ground was like in a

flat country of heavy clay. The
observers discussed the advis-

ability of cutting drains radiating

from the camp, similar to the

canals of Mars, but a discussion

whether they would take water

into the camp or out of it arrived

at no very satisfactory con-

clusion. They had unexpected

opportunities of observing ani-

mal life, since the pits dug for

the clock-weights of the coelo-

stats filled with water, which in

some way produced a number of

frogs. Other animals which came
under observation were snakes,

crocodiles, and iguanas, and mil-

lions of scorpions and centi-

pedes. I believe that at the In-

dian eclipse of 1898 it was so

dusty that Prof. Campbell
flooded his darkroom floor in or-

der to restrain the dust as much
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as possible. On the recent occa-

sion there was no dust, but the

darkroom floor was flooded all

the same—indeed, a good deal

more so. There was scarcely any

need to dissolve the hypo in wa-

ter, for it soon dissolved itself if

exposed to the air, and plates

which had not been fully washed

free from hypo would not dry at

all. Work in the darkroom could

only be conducted in short shifts,

as it was necessary to come out

to breathe, and the alternative of

working at night in the open was

subject to risks from lightning

flashes, which occurred every

evening. Besides the English ex-

pedition, there was an American

party, who had diverted from the

pursuit of big game to that of the

eclipse.

Water, in the form of rivers,

lakes, and clouds, was also respon-

sible for what must have been one

of the most frustrating and dis-

couraging eclipse expeditions ever

reported. The occasion was the

eclipse of June 18, 1860, and the

place was what is even today the

sparsely settled regions of Sas-

katchewan, Canada.

The remainder of the route of

the expedition was down the Red
River about twenty miles to the

lake, through the lake to the

mouth of the Saskatchewan, and

then up the Saskatchewan to

Cumberland House, in all about

550 miles. The country after

leaving the Red River settle-

ment, is a desolate and un-

inhabited wilderness, abounding

in marshes and tamarac swamps,

with a few limestone bluffs along

the western coast of the lake. A
few encampments of migratory

Indians, obtaining a miserable

subsistence from fishing, were

the only inhabitants seen. A voy-

age on Lake Winnipeg in a frail

canoe of birch bark, when it is

stormy, is considered dangerous,

especially the making of tra-

verses of ten or twelve miles, of

which there are a great many,

and as the peirty had an unusu-

ally stormy time, and a rather

frail canoe heavily loaded, it was

very much detained on the voy-

age by the wind and waves. The
party was fourteen days in going

the length of the lake from Red
River to the mouth of the Sas-

katchewan, and during the whole

time it was enabled to proceed

only one entire day without in-

terruption, and was obliged to

spend three consecutive days

and nights on a small island in

the lake on account of a long

continued and violent storm.

On arriving at the mouth of

the Saskatchewan it was found

that the river was never known
to be higher, and that the ascent

over the rapids and up the cur-

rent the whole distance to Cum-
berland House would be unusu-

ally difficult. Only a little more

than four days were left; yet the

party still hoped to be able to ac-

complish it against the time of

the eclipse. The crew labored

very hard in ascending the rap-

ids, being obliged at some places

to drag the canoe along close by

the shore by means of ropes, tak-

ing first only one half of the bag-

gage and then returning for the

other half, and at other places to

exert the utmost of their strength

with long poles in getting it past

high and steep bluffs and rocks

projecting into the current, so

that two days were spent in mak-
ing the Grand Portage, and as-

cending some eight or ten miles

of rapids near the mouth of the

river. The party now despaired

of being able to reach Cumber-
land House in time for the

eclipse, but still had hopes of

being able to get within the lim-

its of total darkness. After pass-

ing through Cedar Lake, the

whole country for nearly a hun-

dred miles was overflowed by the

water of the river, so that the

party could find no dry spot to

stop upon but were obliged to

cook with a fire made amongst
the roots of large floating trees,

and eat and sleep in the canoe.

In order to get, if possible,

within the limits of total dark-

ness to observe the eclipse, the

crew were persuaded to paddle

up the river for thirty-six hours

without stopping for sleep or

rest, but late in the evening pre-

ceding the eclipse the party had

been able to get only to the

mouth of Moose River, a few

miles only within the limits of to-

tal darkness. It was now very

cloudy and rainy, and the

strength of the crew was ex-

hausted so that the party could

do no better than stop and make
preparations for observing the

eclipse from this point, if by

chance it should be visible next

morning. It was, however, still

raining in the morning and con-

tinued very cloudy until after the

beginning of the eclipse, so that

it could not be observed.

The presence of clouds at the

crucial moments of totality is a re-

current problem of eclipse measure-

ments, although in recent years the

use of airborne instrumentation has

obviated some of these difficulties.

The possibilities of airborne mea-

surements were recognized in the

nineteenth century. Balloons as

platforms had achieved consid-

erable publicity after their use by

the French during the siege of Paris

in 1870, and a number of govern-

ments, including the Russian, set

up balloon corps in recognition of

the potentialities of airborne obser-

vations and weapons delivery. It

was perhaps natural, then, that the

eclipse of August 19, 1887, whose

path spanned the Russian Empire
from the Baltic Sea to the Sea of Ja-

pan, became the occasion to at-

tempt an airborne observation of

the eclipse. The scientist chosen to

make the ascent with the army's

principal aeronaut. Lieutenant Ko-

vanko, was none other than Dmitri

Ivanovich Mendelejeff, Russia's

foremost chemist and discoverer of

the periodic table. He was then 53
years old, not, as stated in the ex-

cerpt below, in his sixties. What ac-

tually happened during the attempt

is somewhat in doubt, as will be

clear from the following.

At Klin, after a wet and

cloudy night, patches of blue sky

in the early morning raised delu-

sive hopes, but during the

eclipse the heavens were
shrouded in dull gray, and a

Scotch mist prevailed. To pro-

vide against that very cpntin-

gency it had been arranged that

Prof. Mendeleieff was to observe

the form of the corona, its spec-

trum and the course of the

moon's shadow from a balloon
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A balloon carrying the

Russian chemist Mendelejeff,

but not the pilot, begins

its ascent for the solar

eclipse of August 19, 1887.

furnished by the Russian Impe-

rial Institute of Technology, but

the experiment was only par-

tially successful. Partly because

it was insufficiently filled with

gas, and partly because it was

waterlogged by exposure to a

heavy dew which had fallen in

the early morning, when after

much delay the balloon was cast

loose it refused to ascend. Ac-

cording to one account Lieut.

Kowanko, the aeronaut who was

to accompany Prof. Mendeleiefi',

thereupon got out of the car to

make some necessary alterations,

/ but on being relieved of his

weight the balloon suddenly

rose, and amid the hand-clapping

of the crowd, the professor was

carried away about two minutes

before totality, begging his

friends to collect his bones. An-

other account states that the pro-

fessor—a man over sixty years

old, who had never before been

in a balloon—deliberately left the

aeronaut behind him because the

balloon could not carry both. Be
that as it may, the balloon shot

rapidly through the fog into the

clear upper air, where, at an alti-

tude of 11,500 feet, the profes-

sor had an excellent view of the

corona, and saw the moon's

shadow passing through the

clouds, but his thoughts were

necessarily so fully occupied

with the unfamiliar task of man-

aging the balloon that he had

little time to give to scientific ob-

servations. He saw nothing of

the earth for an hour, and, after

traveling one hundred and
twenty miles, he landed safely

near the Serge monastery, not

far from Moscow. In recognition

of ihe pluck exhibited in this as-

cent, the Academy of Aero-

stalion of France has presented a

medal to Prof. Mendeleieff.

Posin, in the only full-length

English language biography of

Mendelejeff and taking the account

from Mendelejeffs own words, has

presented the more charitable ver-

sion, that the solo ascent was a de-

liberate action. In anv event, Men-
delejeffs inilialixi' and self-reliance

in handling the descent of the bal-

loon into a clearing suitable for

landing must be admired.

For our final selection we have

chosen an account of a measure-

ment carried out in China during

the eclipse of September 22, 1968.

In this case the use of airborne

equipment, a development of the

past century, was influenced and

acted on by society in a manner
perhaps not too dissimilar from that

of our first selection. It would ap-

pear that while our control of the

physical environment has pro-

gressed greatly over the past two
millennia, there is still work to be

done in controlling the impact of

society on the individual.

Successive trial-flights began

after the airborne high-altitude

observation team aiTived at the

airport in mid-August, 1968.

When the plane went above

8,000 meters, some of them kept

vomiting, some had acute head-

aches, some suffered stomach

discomforts, and some felt their

limbs go numb. When the plane

reached an altitude of lO,000

meters, some of them had to lie

down. Acute high-altitude sick-

ness was a stern test for all mem-
bers of the team and caused a

fierce ideological struggle in

their minds. ^Tiether to face up
to the difficulties and advance

with courage or to beat a retreat

was the question. . . .

At this juncture, Peoples Lib-

eration Army coimades led the

members of the team in studying

Chairman Mao's "three con-

stantly read articles" ("Serve the

People," "In Memory of Nor-

man Bethune," and "The Fool-

ish Old Man Wlio Removed the

Mountains"). At a meeting to ex-

change experience in the cre-

ative study and application of

Chairman Mao's works, aviation

doctor Cheng said: "Higii-aUi-

tude sickness is also a paper ti-

ger. You can defeat it if you dare

to fight it and are good at fight-

ing it. We must learn from Com-
rade Chang Szu-teli to lighi and

die for Chairman Man. "

T\h-

deputy conmiandcr of a I'.L.A.

regiment encouraged the team

mcmlirrs li\ idling iheni alKiul

Ciiiiliniii-il (III iiiiiic l>2
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Celestial Events
by Thon"ias D. Xicholson

Tlie }vIoon: A crescent in the evening skv in mid-June, the moon
reaches first-quarter on the 18th. goes through apogee on the 21st. and
becomes full on the 26th. \vhen it will pass close to Jupiter. Entering

the evening skv. the moon reaches last-quarter on Julv 3. goes through

perigee on the 7th. and becomes new on the 10th. First-quarter in Julv

is on the 18th. apogee on the 19th. and full moon on the 26th. Ending
the month of Julv in the morning skv. the moon in August reaches last-

quarter on the 2nd, perigee on the 3rd. and becomes a new moon on the

9th. Bv mid-August, the earlv crescent will again be seen in the evening

sky. A partial lunar eclipse occurs on Julv 26.

The Planets: Look for Jupiter in the earlv evening, rising at sun-

set or earlier, visible until dawn in mid-June, but setting a few hours

past midnight bv mid-August. Mercun^ is also an evening star for most
of the period and goes tlirough a favorable evening elongation in Julv.

Obsen-ers with a clear westerlv horizon can see the planet low in the

west-north'west shortlv after sunset for about a week before and after

July 10. The crescent moon should help on Julv 12. Mercury- will be

just to the right of the crescent in evening twilight.

Mars is too near the sun to be visible this summer, but Saturn and
\ enus. ha^"ing passed from the evening to the morning skv. will be get-

ting prominent as morning stars bv earlv Julv. Saturn rises first, among
the stars of Taurus: \ enus later, but far more brilliant. The crescent

moon will pass near both planets in the morning skv of Julv 8 and again

on August 4 and 5.

The Sun and Stars: A total eclipse of the sun occurs on Julv

10 (pages 44-45). In early evening, late spring stars are low in the west,

summer stars high above, and autumn stars rising in the east. Winter
stars aiT rising in the east bv dawn.

Meteors: The Delta Aquarid meteor shower reaches maximum on

July 28. but there will be a bright gibbous moon in the skv after mid-

night. ^Tien the Perseid meteor shower reaches maximum on August
11. however, the moon will be just past new. Expect Perseid meteors

from the 7th through the 15th. with up to 50 per hour expected in the

early morning hours of August 12, shortlv after maximum. The skies af-

ter midnight, when obsening is best, wall be dark and moonless.

June 17: \ enus. at inferior conjunction, enters the morning sky.

June 21: Summer begins in the Northern Hemisphere when the sun
arrives at the summer solstice at 2:06 A.M.. EST.

June 24: The moon occults Antares over Asia: Jupiter, at opposition

from the sun. enters the evening skv.

Julv 5: Earth is at aphelion. 94.514.000 miles from the sun.

Julv 10: Total solar eclipse, visible in North America: Mercun^ is at

greatest distance from the sun in the evening skv.

July 21: The moon passes close to Antares at 6:00 P.M., EST.
July 24: \ enus is at greatest briUiancv in the morning skv.

July 26: Partial lunar eclipse, visible in North America {page 49).

Julv 29: Mercury- passes south of Mars.

August 7: Mercurv. at inferior conjunction, enters the morning skv.

August 11: Maximum of Perseid meteor shower.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction vou face is at the bottom: then match
the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the skv near the horizon. The map is

for 10:20 P.M. on June 15: 9:20 P-M. on June 30: 8:25 P.M. on Julv 15: and 7:20 P.M. on
August 1: but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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Late last summer a pair of bea-

vers built a dam on a brook next to

Don Herron's cornfield in Leyden,

Massachusetts. They gnawed down

a stand of aspen trees, dragged

them branch by branch back to the

safety of their pond, ate the bark,

and built their dam with the left-

over sticks and logs. As the beavers

added to the dam, the water rose,

drowning pines and elms 400 feet

upstream.

Then the pond began to inch into

one corner of Herron's field. By

night the beavers waddled up the

iurrows and carried back about a

hundred stalks of corn. The stalks

that they didn't eat went into their

dam, making the water rise higher.

By building up the dam,

lower left, beavers expand

the pond to new food sources.

The pond also kills pine

trees by flooding.

Grassy meadows, caused by

silt deposition and flooding,

surround many beaver ponds.

Farmers often cultivate

these fertile fields.

Farmer Herron's sons tore a wide

hole in the dam, but in a few nights

the beavers had restored it, and the

water rose above its original level.

In October, after he had lost a

morning hauling his tractor and

harvester out of the mud next to the

beaver pond with a borrowed bull-

dozer, Herron called the western

Massachusetts wildlife manager in

Pittsfield for help. The state would

be willing to take the beavers else-

where, he was told, but they were

probably belter off in his brook

State parks were becoming over

crowded with transplanted beavers

and in other areas, property owners

especially summer residents com

plaining about noisy frogs at night-

were making more requests to have
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the animals livetrapped and re-

moved than to have them placed on

then- streams. As a last resort, Her-

ron, a landholder, could obtain a

permit to destroy the animals bv

rifle, steel trap, or other means
short of poisoning.

But you mav justifiablv ask.

Which has the greater claim to the

land—man or beaver? After having

been nearly exterminated by trap-

pers, beavers are finding their way
back to meadows they had pre-

viously silted up, and they are now
haunting property owners with

doubts as to who is the squatter and

who is the legitimate landholder.

The beavers' claim probablv

dates back to preglacial periods,

when they moved upstream from

lakes and rivers and created more
stable, "artificial" bodies of water

by damming up brooks. The first

dams were probably mere accumu-

lations of logs, sticks, and detritus.

The basins of calmer water created

A beaver leaves its lodge

by an underwater passage.

The submerged entrances

protect the inhabitants

from predators.

by these natural dams and the

edible deciduous trees along their

edges would have attracted migrant

beavers. Generations of beavers

would have been waylaid by such

basins before thev began to put

mud and sticks together to improve

the already favorable conditions.

Eventually, the beavers' damming
skills were refined to the point that

you can observe today: with mud
and reinforcing sticks, they fill ev-

ery place where water flows over

the rim of the dam. By plugging

spillwav after spillwav, the animals

heap up a higher, \vider, and more
robust barrier, which spreads out

laterallv across the streain valley.

The stable ponds above dams of-

fered more protection than fluctuat-

ing rivers and lakes. The uncon-

trollable water levels of rivers and

lakes could flood the beavers from

their nest hollows or drop below the

underwater burrow entrances, ex-

posing the entire colony of adults,

yearlings, and kits to shoreline

predators. The artificial ponds not

only expanded the beavers" terri-

tory to new sources of deciduous

trees but also set up a happy for-

mula whereby one colony prepares

the stream meadow for reforesting

so that the next colony to take its

place will have food.

As every farmer familiar with

keeping the woods from invading



his fields knows, aspens are among

the first trees to sprout in his grass.

This member of the poplar family

produces saplings that look and

grow like weeds. The leaves of sap-

lings, two or three times larger than

those of the adult trees, catch a maxi-

mum amount of sunlight and spur on

a growth of better than two feet a

year. Aspens make up the vanguard

of the advancing forest, leading the

slower-growing maples, oaks,

birches, and pines, which are less de-

pendent on direct rays of the sun.

If the forest is allowed to spread

over the entire field, the young as-

pens become thinned and choked

out by the slower-advancing, but

taller shade trees. Finally, conifers,

bringing up the rear, block off the

sun to all but a few of the tallest as-

pens. Eventually, the remaining as-

pens die off, and what was once

open field becomes woods too dark

for the survival of new aspen seed-

lings.

In this one-sided competition be-

tween aspens, the beavers" basic

staple, and pines, the only type of

tree they will never fell or eat, bea-

vers interceded on the part of the

aspen.

By flooding areas long enough to

drown conifers, the beavers opened

clearings where aspen could make

its typical interim stand after the

flood receded. The more land the

beavers cleared, the more aspens

and other edible trees they reaped,

thereby enabling the colony to re-

main longer at a brook site.

In addition, the longer a dam
was maintained, the more silt accu-

mulated. Thus, over many years the

beavers built up wide, gently slop-

ing beaver meadows. During this

Two-week-old kits nurse

inside a beaver lodge.

The young beavers normally

leave the colony when
they are two years old.

fruitful symbiosis between animal

and aspen trees, the beavers must

ha\'e settled down to the "agrarian"

lives they now lead. One colony

comes into a meadow to reap the

crop planted by previous tenants

and at the same time to improve the

land, thereby providing a slightly

superior crop for future tenants.

Once the aspens and other edible

trees at a beaver pond are ex-

hausted, the territory is abandoned
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and the dam rots and breaches. The
water drains and the pond bed be-

comes a fertile beaver meadow
where aspen seedhngs soon sprout.

After perhaps ten years, the sap-

Ungs are large enough and abun-

dant enough to attract a beaver mi-

grating along the brook of the

meadow. The beaver cuts the

nearby trees, carries them back to

the brook, and begins to erect a

dam. The cycle starts anew.

This cycle accounts for the as-

toundingly provident choices that

beavers make for their damsites.

They almost always select a stretch

of stream with enough aspens to

tide an entire colony over at least

one winter, and they also settle

along streams that will neither dry

up in August nor wash out their

dams in March. Walk for a half

mile upstream and downstream

from a beaver colony and the

chances are that you could not find

a better damsite. Not only will the

beavers' choice meet the above con-

ditions, but the dam will also back

up at least an acre-sized pond that is

deep enough so that the animals

will not be ice-locked in their lodge

in February. To make all these ex-

traordinary calculations a migrant

beaver needs neither intelligence

nor instinct, but only a keen nose

and an appetite for the aspens grow-

ing in the meadow created by the

previous occupants.

All this brings us only a little

closer to understanding Don Her-

ron's beaver problem. In the early

eighteenth century, the beaver pop-

ulation had probably reached its

ceiling. The meadows must have

been heavily worked, and the pines

pressing along the edges were
inched back, allowing a few more
aspens to take root. By the first

decades of the nineteenth century,

when beaver hats reached their

After felling this aspen

near the edge of a pond,

beavers will chew off its

branches and drag them
to the lodge or dam.

greatest popularity, the beaver pop-

ulation in all but the most remote

areas of North America had been

drastically reduced. The open
ponds were a dead giveaway to even

the most inept woodsman in search

of beaver pelts. He needed only to

make a small breach in the dam and

wait with gun or trap for the re-

pairer to arrive.

Wettlers quickly claimed the bea-

ver meadows as the choicest pieces

of land and took up farming where

the exterminated colonies had left

off. This was the case of Beaver

Meadow in Leyden and no doubt of

many other southern New England

stream valleys similarly named by

early inhabitants who still remem-

bered the dams and ponds. In

northern areas of New England and

the Adirondacks where beaver

meadows were never reached by

farmers, pines crowded back to the

edges of streams.

In about 1905, a number of bea-

vers were transplanted from the

west to the Adirondacks. Protected

by new laws, these immigrants,

along with the few beavers that had

survived the slaughter, completely

reversed the gloomy outlook for the

species.

By 1921 the beaver population

in the Adirondacks had expanded

to the point that fishermen were

complaining that the animals were

opening the forest canopy, which

let the sun heat up streams and sup-

posedly made life miserable for

brook trout. Timber concerns ac-

cused beavers of drowning off hun-

dreds of acres of pines that had

grown on beaver meadows. Both

complainants ignored some of the

benefits. The beavers were restoring

water tables and controlling floods

by holding back millions of gallons

of spring and fall rains that other-

wise would flush out to sea.

The extraordinarily rapid renais-

sance of beavers was due primarily

to the heritage they had left behind

in beaver meadows. Although con-

temporary beavers, like their non-

damming ancestors, can and often

do carry on muskratlike existences

along lake and river banks, they

gain much better access to food

trees by flooding and controlling

their territories along brooks. Bea-

vers of the Adirondacks, as well as

those now found all across northern

Vermont, New Hampshire, and

Maine, had to clear their meadows
of undesirable evergreens much as

their early damming ancestors had

to inch back the primeval forest.

Contemporary beavers, however,

are enormously advantaged by the

perfectly sloping and broadened

meadows beneath the evergreen for-

ests. With only one deftly placed

dam they can drown off and push

back the same two or three acres of

trees that had taken their fore-

fathers thousands of dams. This dra-

matic assault on conifers must have

been what so alarmed the Adiron-

dack timbermen.

In the more settled parts of the

east—especially central and south-

ern New York State, Pennsylvania,

southern Vermont and New Hamp-
shire, and most of western Massa-

chusetts—the expansion of the bea-

ver population was additionally

favored by the great number of de-

ciduous trees that grew back in bea-

ver meadows as farmers abandoned

the land for cities. The European

settler had profited from earlier oc-

cupation of meadows by beavers.

Now beavers are profiting from the

200-year occupation by dairy farm-

ers, fruit growers, and loggers, who
kept conifers out of both the mead-

ows and the uplands. As a result,

the aspen has become one of the

most common trees in the east.

Driving through the eastern

countryside, today you can see

many flooded areas with dead trees

standing trunk-deep in water. These

attest to the rapid proliferation of

beavers over the last half-century as

they reclaim their ancient meadows.

In western Massachusetts, which is

fairly typical, beavers were released

in Lenox by the local Audubon
Society during the early 1930s. By
1945 the population had expanded
to the point that a trapping season

was opened. Now, state game man-

ager Winston Saville, who for the

last 25 years has been watching out

for new homes for livetrapped ani-

mals, says, "If a stream has not al-
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ready been discovered by beavers,

there's probably something wrong
with it." Most beaver ponds are

gradually being restored to how
they must have looked 300 years

ago. The tall, ghostly hemlocks,

elms, and other drowned trees will

eventually be blown down, making
the pond more lakelike.

The great success of this. crash

program can also be explained bv
the unusual breeding and colony

habits of these rodents. A pair of

beavers produce a litter of four to

six kits only once a year. But due to

the great size of the animals and the

two-year-long maturation period

during which the young remain
with the parents, a colonv may soon

severely strain its food supply.

A colony in Michigan, which
zoologist G. W. Bradt livetrapped

each year from 1929 to 1933, was
started in 1928 with a pair of adults

weighing probably between 40 and
50 pounds each. In May of 1929 a

litter of four kits was born, bringing

the colony to six. In May, 1930, six

more kits were born, which brought
the colony to its apparent ceiling of

twelve members. Before the birth of

each successive litter, the parents

drove away all the two-year-olds,

thus ridding the colony of these vo-

racious adolescents, which then had
the entire summer in which to roam
about streams and lakes and estab-

lish their own colonies. Bradt's col-

ony, which produced litters of six,

four, and six kits during subsequent

years, remained at an even twelve

members until 1933 when the food

trees finally gave out and the colony

migrated.

Although most colonies—espe-
cially in states where trapping is

permitted—usually average fewer

than six members, the parents nev-

ertheless drive away the adolescents

as well as intruding noncolony

members, thereby keeping their

flooded land exclusively to them-
selves. In doing this, they are acting

out complex and subtly interlocking

behavioral patterns, influenced by
the maturational and hormonal
changes constantly going on in de-

veloping kits, yearlings, and adults.

One result of these little-understood

processes is an extremely well-man-

aged meadow in which the trees are

rationed out to last at least through
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the two-year maturation period of

the first generation.

By the colony's second year,

when food demand has reached its

peak, the ponds usually begin to

produce enough algae, duckweed,

and water lilies to take some of the

strain off the trees, which will be

needed in the fall for winter caches.

Often by the third year, when the

food trees within reach of the main
pond have become exhausted, the

animals begin to build canals and
secondary dams along tributaries

and up and down stream from the

main pond. In this way they can tap

more remote food sources, which

last for several more years, until the

supply lines back to the main pond
and lodge become overstretched

and the area must be abandoned.

I he involved and oddly reversible

relationship between beaver and
man is being revealed by present-

dav beavers. As they work back
into their old niches they remind
man of what he had forgotten. One
colony in Leyden, which I have

been observing since 1968, settled

into a meadow that, over the last

hundred years, had become so over-

grown with elms and aspens that I

did not realize it had once been
planted with apple trees. I found
apple seeds in the beaver feces, and
on following several freshly
trampled runways inland from the

pond for about one hundred feet, I

was led to several ancient trees still

bearing fruit. For the next four

years the animals embraced this hu-

man heritage, beating a trail back
to the trees where every night they
fed on the fallen apples.

Another colony plugged the cul-

vert pipe under West Leyden Road
with mud and sticks. As the water
backed up the stream valley and
then began to spill across the as-

phah, it became clear that the bea-

vers had turned the road into a
dam. Before then no one had real-

ized how much labor the beavers
had saved earlier road builders—not
only by filling up and leveling out
the valley but also by leaving be-

hind long mounds of earth from an

early dam, which possibly served as

a blueprint for the roadbed.

Such mounds, remaining from
the tons of sticks, logs, and mud
that beavers pile on their dams, are

frequently found on the down-
stream end of beaver meadows.
They extend toward each other

from both banks of the stream val-

ley, perfectly level and with a curi-

ous symmetry that makes them ap-

pear Uke enigmatic earthworks left

by some aboriginal human in-

habitants. They are great labor sav-

ers for the next beavers that inherit

the meadow. With only a httle

breachwork from one mound to the

other, the animals can bridge the

stream, re-creating the same pond
that had been tried and proved suc-

cessful by previous inhabitants.

When the beavers of West Leyden
Road returned, they found these

mounds of their ancestors consid-

erably improved "by man's road-

making activities.

A similar example of such bea-

ver-man archeology can be found
in Guilford, Vermont, where a col-

ony had constructed its dam against

a stone wall probably laid about the

time of the Revolution. But when
the animals recently abandoned the

pond and the water level dropped,
exposing the wall's foundations, it

became apparent that an early Yan-
kee had built his wall atop the

mounds left from an earlier beaver
dam.

Even if Don Herron did some-
how get rid of the colony now occu-

pying his land, the problem would
soon return. Other beavers migrat-

ing along the brook would be at-

tracted to the site. Backed by the

ancient work of their ancestors,

they would rebuild the dam and, as

the waters slowly rose, gently reas-

sert their valid claim.

Did 10-foot beavers cut

down these trees? Or
beaver-toothed monkeys?

Actually, ordinary beavers

standing on deep snow did.
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Millions of Americans will flock

to camps, parks, and wilderness

areas this summer for their version

of personal communion with Na-

ture. All too often, however, Nature

communicates back in unpleasant

fashion, particularly when those

millions of Americans become tar-

gets for billions of bugs. To better

acquaint people with their tormen-

tors, we have prepared a rogue's

gallery of some of the assorted bit-

ing insects and arachnids (such as

spiders and ticks) most frequently

encountered out of doors. The pho-

tographs were prepared with the aid

of a scanning electron microscope.

The great resolution, depth of field,

and startling clarity of scanning

electron micrographs reveal a

wealth of detail and beauty not ap-

preciated by any other means.

The basic biology of biting in-

sects and arachnids has attracted

the attention not onlv of entomolo-

gists but of physicians, veterinar-

ians, and medical researchers, as

weU. This is due to the many health

and disease problems associated

with these arthropods.

At their very least, insects are a

source of discomfort and irritation.

Some of the insects, spiders, and

ticks pictured on these paiges—the

mosquito, flea, gnat, crab louse, and

tick—bite humans to obtain food.

The pain or itching that often re-

sults from their bites is caused by

the injection of saliva, which con-

tains substances that aid the feeding

process, rather than by the punc-

txu-e of the skin itself. These sub-

stances can include anticoagulants

(substances that retard blood clot-

ting). The body reacts to these sub-

stances with both immediate and

delayed allergic responses, resulting

in pain, itching, and localized swell-

ing and edema.

The black widow spider, the

western spotted corsair, and the

honeybee bite or sting humans only

in self-defense. In these cases, toxic

venoms produce the resultant pain.

The toxicities of the venoms vary.

Black widow spider bites are rather

dangerous, with a human fatality

rate of 1 to 5 percent. Honeybee
stings, on the other hand, are far

less dangerous, except to individ-

uals who are especially allergic to

bee stings. For these people, even a

single sting can sometimes prove fa-

tal unless appropriate therapy is

started promptly. Most people who
are allergic to bee stings show aller-

gic response, not to the venom it-

self, but to other substances in-

troduced along with the venom.

Far more serious as a general

health problem than mere irritation

or even direct toxic effects of insect

or spider bites is the role plaved by

biting insects in the transmission of

disease. The list of insect-borne dis-

eases is a vers' long one and in-

cludes such major health problems

as malaria, yellow fever, typhus, en-

cephalitis, and plague. The patho-

gens carried by insects include vi-

ruses (encephalitis and yellow fe-

ver), rickettsiae (typhus), bacteria

(plague), protozoans (malaria), and

roundworms (filariasis). Fleas trans-

mit plague from small mammals,
such as rats and other rodents, to

man. The species of mosquito pic-

tured on page 75 can transmit yel-

low fever, dengue (a viral-caused

disease), and equine encephalitis (a

viral disease of horses, mules, and,

occasionally, humans). Certain spe-

cies of ticks (but apparently not the

one pictured on page 8l) trans-

mit Rocky Mountain spotted fever.

Biting insects frequently exhibit

complex life histories. Larval forms

may show very different habitat and

food preferences from those of the

adults. Mosquito eggs are laid in

water and hatch into aquatic larvae,

most of which feed on microscopic

plants and animals in the water.

Following pupation, the adult

emerges to breed and complete the

life cycle. Only female mosquitoes

feed on blood; males feed on plant

juices and nectar. In many species,

development of the eggs can occur

only after the female has taken a

blood meal.

The larvae of biting gnats, like

those of the mosquito, are not them-

selves blood feeders. The valley

black gnat spends its larval life be-

neath the soil. In California, adults

emerge as the soil dries and cracks

during the first hot days in the

spring. Again, only the female is a

blood feeder. The larvae of fleas

generally live away from the hosts

they will parasitize as adults, pre-

ferring the nests of hosts or other

sites where there are quantities of

detritus favored as food. Only the

adult fleas adopt a blood-sucking

mode of existence.

Humans play host to three vari-

eties of lice: the crab louse,

Phthirus pubis; the head louse,

Pediculus humanus capitis; and
the cootie, or body louse, P. hu-

manus humanus. These are all of

the insect order Anoplura, or suck-

ing lice: a group of wingless ecto-

parasites of mammals, with flat-

tened bodies and legs adapted for

clinging to hairs. The three lice

tend to inhabit different regions of

the body: The first is found pre-

dominantly in the pubic region

hy Peter B. Armstrong, David W. Deamer, and John J. Mais
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The triangular tip protruding from the very end of this mosquito's proboscis

is the part that actually penetrates a mammal's skin to reach the blood. The sheaths on either side

are drawn back to fully expose it. At each side of the head are the hemispheric eyes

each composed of several hundred individual facets. Here the mosquito's head is 183 times life-size.
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The long, pointed proboscis, which administers a painful sting, is evident

in this view from beneath a western spotted corsair. Farther back are the hemispheric eyes.
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The head, above, and the stinger, below, at the other

end of a honeybee. The stinger is left in whatever the bee has

stung; tiny barbs at the tip make it difficult to remove.
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The heavy, hooked jaw parts of a female black widow spider

dominate this head-on view. One to 5 percent of humans bitten will die.

The head of a biting gnat, an insect that can cause extreme

discomfort to mammals through its sheer numbers. The species shown here

is found in the Central Valley of California.
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A human crab louse is seen here Jrom

underneath. The thick legs and large claws are used

to grasp hair shafts on the host.
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(onlv rarely in the hair of the

ai-mpits or head): the second in the

hair of the head: and the third in

the clothing. Eggs of the crab louse

and head louse are attached firnilv

to hair shafts, while those of the

body louse are laid in seams in

clothing. Infections of crab Uce and

head hce are difficult to control bv

simple soap-and-water washing be-

cause the eggs are ven' difficult to

dislodge and usually suryiye.

Highly effectiye lousicides are no-(\-

a\'ailable. ho\vever. Lice are ti-ans-

feiTcd by direct contact or contact

with contaminated clothing, furni-

ture, and so on.

In terms of a major health haz-

ai-d, the body louse presents the

most severe problem because it is

the principal agent for transfer of

epidemic t-yphus. The disease can

be especially severe in wartime and

often has a high mortality rate

(Russia lost tsvo to three miUion

persons during World War I to

t^"phus). Tlie pathogen responsible

for the disease. Rickettsia prow-

azeki, is a member of a peculiar mi-

crobial group, the Rickettsiae.

These seem to be somewhat inter-

mediate in characteristics between

viruses and bacteria. The typhus or-

ganism multiplies within the in-

testinal cells of the louse and is

transferred to persons through

From the side, the cat Jlea rrscmlilrs u mfdiciai J,i/ian,\<,- knifiht in full armor. The toothed plates and
bacl^iiard-directed spines alloie movement through the hairs of a cat or dog

only in the forward direction and thus increase the difficulty of removal by Scratching.

(g^-^^
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scratches in the skin when an in-

fected louse is crushed.

The evolutionary adaptations to a

life of biting, stinging, and blood

sucking are often very interesting.

Tliese include anatomical adapta-

tions, ranging from the devel-

opment of massive biting or sting-

ing mouthparts, such as those of the

black widow spider, the western

spotted corsair, and the mosquito;

the presence of backward-directed

serrae, or barbs, on the mouthparts

as shown by the tick; and the occur-

rence of the long, sharp-barbed

stinging dart of the bee, really a

modified ovipositor.

In addition to anatomical adapta-

tions, phvsiological and biochemical

adaptations for biting and stinging

are also important. The venom of

the black widow spider or the west-

ern spotted corsair is intended to

kill or paralyze its prey (usually an

insect) and is injected into the

wound made by the biting mouth-

parts. Some mosquitoes inject anti-

coagulants prior to the start of

blood sucking, probably to lessen

difficulties resulting from clotting.

These, then, are some of the bit-

ing insects. Scanning electron mi-

crographs reveal their beauty and

unexpected complexity. Think
about it, just before you slap that

next mosquito or gnat to death.

II lirn liiliiif:. ihr III L lliiitsh l/ir s.Trnlril lulitii: mi:, in ,il ,riiir; ilinniish

the skin into deeper-lying tissues. Jl is these serrae that make distoitgnient so dijjicult.



' For centuries man feared it, made
sacrifices to it, wailed over it. Now we
run to greet it. You are extended a
unique invitation to witness one of na-

ture's most awe-inspiring spectacles,

a total eclipse of ttie sun. On Monday,
July 10, 1972, 900 miles east of New
York, ttie Greek Line luxury liner,

Olympia* will rendezvous with eclipse

totality.

Among the many features of the July

8-15 cruise, priced from $395-$495, will

be mini-courses In meteorology, navi-

gation, astronomy and astrophotog-
raphy. Courses will be taught by
leading scientists such as Dr Joseph
Chomberlain, Director of the Adier
Planetarium of Chicago.

Following the eclipse the floating

scientific hotel will sail to Gaspe,
Quebec, for a look at its famous rock

formations and bird sanctuary and
then on to Sydney in Nova Scotia to

visit the scenic Cabot Trail.

Don't forget the social life which
features international cuisine, three

luxurious swimming pools, floor shows
and dancing.
For further information write:

ECLIPSE 72 _,J
Box 1972 ^
Englewood, N.J. 07631
Phone: 201 -567 -7199

Won't you join us on our

VOVfiG^

'ship ofGreek regislty

ECLIPSE 72
BOX 1972

ENGLEWOOD, N.J. 07631

Please send me more information

on Eclipse 72.

NAME

ADDRESS

Eclipses:
Continued from page 51

the heroic deeds of Huang Chi-

kuang, who threw himself on an

enemy machine gun to enable

his comrades-in-arms to make a

charge and about the staunch-

ness of the Red Army, which

climbed snow-covered mountains

and crossed marshy grasslands

during the Long March.

Chao Hsiu-ching, the only rev-

olutionary young woman in the

airborne observation team, lost

quite a bit of weight after a se-

ries of high-altitude flights. Once
she felt sick and worried about

whether she should fly the next

day. She lay awake that night

thinking of Chang Szu-teh who
served the people "wholly" and
"entirely," of the Foolish Old
Man's determination to sur-

mount every difficulty, and of

Comrade Bethune's communist
spirit of absolute selflessness.

She all the more thought of the

hopes Chairman Mao placed on

China's younger generation and
his deep solicitude for it. She
made this pledge: "I must fulfill

the task!"

The next day, Chao deter-

minedly boarded the plane. Un-
well and subject to high-altitude

sickness, she suffered from head-

ache and had a pain in her side.

But she always bore in mind
Chairman Mao's great teaching:

"Be resolute, fear no sacrifice

and surmount every diflficulty to

win victory." With unswerving
tenacity, she overcame one diffi-

culty after another and fulfilled

her task splendidly. When her

comrades praised her, she de-

clared: "AH the credit should go
to Chairman Mao. In winning ev-

ery victory, we depend on Mao
Tse-tung's thought!"

Inspired by Mao Tse-tung's

thought, the members of the air-

borne observation team dis-

played revolutionary heroism
and flew at an altitude of 11,000
meters in a nonhermetically
sealed cabin, thus breaking the

world record of 9,000 meters set

by some foreign countries in air-

borne observation from a non-

hermeticaffy sealed cabin. They
obtained the world's most com-
plete data on a solar eclipse ob-

served at high altitude.

OF MOSQUITOES,
MOTHS, AND MICE
By C. BROOKE WORTH. This
famous entomologist discovered
that his Cape May, N.J., farm
harbored some 6,000,000 mos-
quitoes per acre. Instead of sell-

ing the land, he decided to find

out why it (and he) played host
to so many insects. In the course
of his investigations, he also be-
came involved with turtles, luna
and polyphemus moths, and
white-footed mice. Superbly
written, his book is not only in-

formative and fascinating — but
marvelously entertaining. Illus-

trated. $8.95

THE LORD'S
WOODS
The Passing of an
American Woodland
By ROBERT ARBIB. The
Lord's Woods has won Mr.
Arbib the coveted John Bur-

roughs Medal as author of the

finest nature book of 1971. It is

the story of the destruction of

a Long Island hardwood forest.

$6.95

WATER:
The Web of Life

By CYNTHIA A. HUNT and
ROBERT M. GARRELS. A
lively, comprehensive examina-

tion by two oceanographers of

earth's most pervasive and vital

element—and its effect on man's

past, present, and future. $6.95

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

INortona
55 Fifth Ave. / N.Y. 10003
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rtist: peter cher

The ideal

Seas that are permanently
protected from man's abuse.

The real

Thoughtlessly, man spews
waste into the world's oceans.

From the air, from the streams,

from ships, all of it from
ourselves.

: erich hartmann

We must find new and better ways to

guard our waters from ourselves. Our
solutions must be swift. They must be
creative and mature. For tomorrow the

waters of the world will inherit what we
do today.

Throughout the world, man must learn

to function without fouling the oceans—
and the air and earth that adjoin them.
Until then, we cannot protect the

environment in which life began—and
on which our lives still depend.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany <>



EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE SOCIETY
1972 CHRISTMAS CARDS AND 1973 CALENDAR

EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE SOCIETY

1972 Christmas cards and 1973 Calendar

Send addresses of your friends and we will dispatch calendars to them on your behalf.

The 1973 Calendar (21 cms x 28cms) consists of twelve beautiful wildlife pictures

Price $1.50 post free surface mail. $3.00 by air mail.

Christmas cards size 14.5cms x 21cms. Price $0.20 each including envelope. Post and packing free by surface

Wording in cards "May the Peace of Christmas be yours throughout the year."

Blank cards i.e. without greetings also available at the same price.

TO: THE EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE SOCIETY,

P.O. BOX 20110, Nairobi, Kenya, East Africa.

Please send quantities marked in the boxes to:

Nome

Address

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

1. LION CUBS

2. BUFFALO

3. ELEPHANT

4. CHEETAH

5. SUNSET

6. GIRAFFE

7. CALENDAR
J



The Three -Day AiTierican Pleasure Trip
Continued from page 23

toilet, and a television set to sustain

flagging interest in Big Skv Coun-

try.

That was idvllic for the motor-

ized outdoorsman until he found his

camper blocked bv natural barriers

beyond the asphalt frontier. Since

America moves on wheels, further

conquest came bv motorcycle,

snowmobile, jeep, trail bike, all-ter-

rain vehicle, dune and swamp
buggy, and even Hovercraft.

More than 1.5 million snowmo-

biles, with a value approaching %2

billion, are estimated to now be in

use. Production of all-terrain vehi-

cles, potentiallv the most pernicious

of all motorized recreational vehi-

cles (MRVs) went from a reported

15.000 in 1969 to about 40.000 in

. 1970. Output is expected to reach

'225,000 by 1975. These con-

' vevances, yoked to recreation in-

dustry profit and real estate specula-

tion, have enabled man at rest to

inflict a brutal impact on the envi-

ronment.

Mobilitv, money, technology,

and leisure are dancing together in

a seemingly infinite spiral: tech-

nology provides leisure; leisure gen-

erates monev bv permitting part-

time, short-term second jobs;

monev buys mobility.

Real estate speculators begin de-

r
veloping areas opened bv the new
mobilitv—high rises bv the sea, sec-

ond homes inland. Roads are built

to serve the developments and in-

creased accessibilitv brings people

with time and money to spend on

travel. Fast-food franchises spring

up to feed them, whirling off pa-

trons in a fog of plastic exhaust.

Exit idvllicism. Enter vacationers

madder than hell at what's happen-

ing to the place and wondering who
is to blame.

, Pointing a finger at the culprits

who actually began the chain of en-

vironmental offenses is simply not

acceptable to the offenders. Not

many persons of moderate income,

who have worked for their time off,

would be willing to confess
' wrongdoing in exercising the same

privileges in leisure that wealthy

cosmopolites have enjoyed for cen-

turies: to go where they want, when
they want, supplied with basic

amenities. Besides, this is no venal

pollution by industry. It is we who

are pursuing something in nature,

and the pursuit is not one of per-

sonal gain.

Efforts to initiate meaningful re-

search into the problems involved

are handicapped bv man's igno-

rance of his ignorance. In 1962
sociologist William A. Faunce con-

ducted a survey among auto assem-

blv-line workers to determine how
they would use the free time a four-

day work week would bring. About
20 percent said thev would return

to school. Steele and Poor's studv

of employees with the leisure al-

ready in hand, however, disclosed

that less than 6 percent sought out

education, and their number was

heavilv weighted with managerial

personnel and individuals who iden-

tified themselves as students work-

ing to finance their studies. Only
4.8 percent of Faunce's respon-

dents reported that they would en-

gage in water-sport recreation,

while Steele and Poor found 48.6

percent actuallv doing so.

Research into what motivates the

"getaway person" is necessary if we
are going to prevent the kind of un-

planned exploitation of the environ-

ment that characterized the coming

of industrialization. Rational man-

agement of the country's recrea-

tional resources must evolve from

detailed studies based upon the so-

cial, as well as the biological,

sciences before technologv in-

undates what esthetic values and

natural areas are left. Curiously,

this approach is not meeting favor

with manv old-line conservationists,

sure in their faith that people go to

nature for nature. Their wilderness

ethos simply has not permitted

them to seriously consider that a

man looking at a sublime mountain

vista from the door of his multigad-

geted camper may be where he is

primarily for the sake of the camper

and its gadgetry, not for the vista—

and certainly not for sublimity.

The suggestion that todavs mobs

of motorized outdoorsmen are

drawn to the wilderness primarily

to use their mat hinery, not to touch

nature, has been considered a near

obscenity in polite ecological dia-

logue. But recognition of this possi-

bilit\ mav bt^ an important key to

dealing with all forms of (Miviron-

mental degradation caused l)\ mil-

Share the Thrills

olExploriniif

ouier space •
All OYNASCOPES, Including thlt

superb RV-B, 6-Inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St.. Hartford. Conn. 06101
• TM Reeistered US. Pat. Offire

I
CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO. I

I
DepL NH-29. 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

I
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

I
Name

I Address

are you serious?
Serious photographers depend on a hand-

held exposure meter for the accuracy, sen-

sitivity and reliability they must have for

their color and black & white shots. The

SUPER PILOT CdS by world-famed Gossen

ideally fills their needs. Try one and you'll

see how a fine exposure meter helps 'take'

better pictures.

The Super Pilot CdS accurately measures re-

flected or incident light; two full measuring

ranges: Normal and Low Light. Scales: ASA 6 to

12500; f/1 to f, 45; 1/ 1000 sec. to 2 hrs; EV - 6

to ^24; Cine from 8 to 128fps.

At better photo dealt rite for literature.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY Ij^BerkevI
P 0. Box 1060. Woodside.N.Y. 11377 La^_:^ ill

goSen super pilot®
CdS EXPOSURE METER
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NIGHTTIME

WORLD of

NATURE
Why miss such

an exciting half

of life? Let

author-naturalist

VINSON BROWN
turn you on to

KNOWING
the

OUTDOORS
in the DARK
When night falls, nature's world comes pleasantly
alive for those who put eyes, ears, and nose to work
understanding what's going on around them Using
these more than 1000 drawings in a style that
approximates shapes distinguishable in the dark,
and nontechnical descriptions, any outdoor wan-
derer can know the nocturnal world and lore of
birds, fish, mammals, plants, insects, reptiles, and
waterside life

Among these easy-to-read telltale signs are those
which help the novice recognize and interpret
movements and glows, identify birds through feed
ing motions, shapes, flight patterns, sounds; see
the nocturnal signs of all the animal inhabitants of
field and mountain, observe fish at night, visit insect
homes; know what happens to plants Knowing the
Outdoors in the Dark develops observations of
sounds, movements, and scent into a complete
recognition system, and a sixth sense for moving
around in the dark with ease. S6 95

another VINSON BROWN
tour through nature's

wonderland...

for daylight story-spotting

in forests, soil, rocks, climate,

land formations, and creatures

READING THE WOODS
I signs of nature's past and futu
)le, accurate descriptions and seve
ndred sharp photos help the i

Please send this Natural History subscribe

copies of Knowing the Outdoors
in the Darl( at S6.95

copies of Reading the Woods at S6.95

D Payment enclosed, send postpaid

D Bill me. plus SI .00 postage-handling

Address.

City.

Stackpole Books
*—— Camcion & Kelkei Streets Hairisburg, Pa 17105 '
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lions of tourists with three-day

weekends to fill.

Government research and plan-

ning into the implications of in-

creasing leisure are scarce, how-
ever. It is only within the National

Park Service that a specialized re-

search team is studying the proh-

lems in terms of changing work pat-

terns and leisure trends. The
findings of the group promise to be-

come important elements in the fu-

ture management of the country's

recreational resources.

There is some supposition among
federal officials that, if the problem
is one of ignorance, education is the

obvious cure—education to bring

people into meaningful contact with

coastal and inland wildernesses and
to teach them wildlife appreciation.

To instill a love of nature in the

young, the National Park Service

hopes to eventually bring its inter-

pretive programs to every school

within fifty miles of a national park.

("If we called them 'educational

programs,' " remarked one Park
Service interpretive specialist,

"some Congressman on appropria-

tions would order them out of Inte-

rior and over to HEW. HEW
wouldn't have the faintest idea of

what to do with an educational pro-

gram on the California condor and
diat would be the end of that.") Af-

ter beginning in 1968, it reached

27,000 youngsters in 1969, and
more than 58,000 in 1970. The Bu-
reau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

has a siiuilar, but less developed, ef-

fort under way.

These are worthy steps, but small

ones when dealing with a popu-
lation of more than 200 million.

And the worthiness of the pro-

gram's aims are not above dispute.

Although the interpretive special-

ists perceive their goal as education,

not everyone in the National Park
Service sees it in quite the same
way. There is a good deal of talk,

lor instance, about interpretive pro-

grams "projecting the image of the

service."

Scholastic endeavor, moreover,
can be as ecologically devastating as

intentional destruction when it is

improperly conducted. California's

Pacific tidal pools, Vermont's
Green Mountains, and other diverse

resources have been roughly han-

dled by well-intentioned teachers

and their swarming classes whose
only expertise was in curiosity.

Some conservationists accept th«

notion that we are catering the re

mains of our natural estate t(

people who clutch at them
knowingly or not, as merely obtain

able substitutes for other, unarticu

lated desires. These people mai
want something other than caves o

ice, stillness, or simply, beache:

bereft of bikinis. This something

else may be opulent surrounding!

and differential treatment at resor

hotels. An opportunity for machin(
tinkering, new gadgetry, speed, anc

a sense of power may provide the

necessary outlets.

In recognition of what is becom
ing increasingly apparent, planner;

are beginning to speak of estab

lishing technologically nourished

"high-intensity" recreation center;

at the rims of metropolitan areas

Nature would be cultivated as ar

enhancing fabric around the vis-

itor's genuine interests. There
would be water sports, shooting,

mechanized camping, and special

facilities for MRVs. Hotels and cha-

lets with impressive views, movies,

theaters, restaurants, arcades ol

games and exhibits, children's ac-

tivities, and other diversions would
complete the pleasure dome.

As might be expected when a

ripe potential for profit exists, pri-

vate enterprise is stepping in to

meet an obvious need with com-
mercial schemes designed to cater

to the public taste. Walt Disney
Productions, a leader in the field,

possibly showed the way with the

pioneering Disneyland in Califor-

nia. With that tremendous success

behind them, their new fantasy

world in Orlando, Florida, is now
in operation and on its way to be-

coming one of the nation's leading

vacation spots. Astroworld in Hous-
ton, Texas, is performing a similar

function for that area of the coun-

try. Perhaps even more threatening

and reveahng as to the future, Dis-

ney is planning to build a ski resort

and vacation complex in the Min-

eral King area of Sequoia National

Forest, California.

Other proposals for high-in-

tensity recreational facilities are in-

tegral to futuristic plans being

spawned by some imaginative

thinkers. The ideas include turning

cities into great leisure-hour fun

centers, low-profile mass transit

throughout critical wilderness re-

gions to replace motor vehicles, er-



satz nature enjoyment in special

motion picture tlieaters with sound,

smell, and 360-degree screens, and

even behavioral engineering to

make people fit available leisure re-

sources rather than vice versa.

A proposition that government

enter into partnerships with private

enterprise to plan and construct the

types of recreation centers now
springing up unchecked all over the

country is another concept that

might profitably be considered.

Such pleasure domes would offer

specific, varied uses for the leisure

of a great manv people, siphoning

off pressure from \ital natural re-

sources. They would require limited

amounts of open land and proxim-

ity to bodies of water, but not the

best of national wilderness re-

sources. More important, site selec-

tion and composition would be un-

der government control, but private

corporations would supply the capi-

tal, obviating the necessity of rais-

ing the needed monev through

taxes.

Whatever actions are finally

taken, the time factor is growing

more critical as the four-day work

week and its ramifications roll in-

exorably toward us. The problems

are coming into focus, and enlight-

ened conservationists are seeing the

danger in some of the more futuris-

tic schemes that, to the present,

have had no research planning.

"Are we going to save the wilder-

ness from three-day weekenders bv

turning it into a vast, organized

playground?" is one of the per-

tinent questions now being asked.

Supreme Court Justice William

0. Douglas believes that "alleyways

and playgrounds pit man against

man," whereas woods, lakes, and

mountains can soften him and make
him seK-reliant. Some leisure-prone

Americans have long treated the

outdoors as allevwavs and play-

grounds. For them, nature is inci-

dental to the picnic table, the mo-

torized trail bike, the radio, and

beach buggy.

Environmental specialists may
wring their hands, but something

more is needed. If the dream of lei-

sure is not defined and if the grow-

ing numbers of people with tree

time are not given an opportunity

to find their own pleasure domes,

then wilderness and wildlife, as well

as those who love botii, will be the

losers. "
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plasts can be made to fuse. The
trick appears to be the use, not of

inactivated viruses, but simply of an

appropriate concentration of so-

dium nitrate. The sodium nitrate

appears to have the same effect

upon plant cells that inactivated vi-

ruses have on animal cells. Fusion

is frequently seen, and fusion prod-

ucts can form cell walls. In a few-

cases thev go on to divide. As far as

I know, no product of protoplast fu-

sion has yet produced any differ-

entiated organs or organism, but

probablv the only block to such a

realization is further experimenta-

tion and some tricks of technology.

Plant protoplasts have a remark-

able ability to envelop and, ulti-

mately, to ingest rather large par-

ticles, such as tobacco mosaic virus

particles and even little balls of syn-

thetic latex several microns in di-

ameter. When the foreign particle

comes up to the membrane of the

protoplast, the membrane forms a

sheath around it, and eventually

folds together into a vesicle, or blis-

ter, containing the particle. The
vesicle migrates to the interior of

the cell and then dissolves, releas-

ing the particle inside the proto-

plast. This immediately suggests

some new possibilities for trans-

forming cells.

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is

the molecular basis of hereditv.

RNA (ribonucleic acid), a smaller

molecule, can act as a messenger,

carrving information from DNA to

the cell. In numerous experiments,

investigators have introduced for-

eign DNA into microbial cells, usu-

ally as a virus-transmitted genome,
but even as a DNA solution. In

some instances, when the host cell

with its foreign DNA replicates it-

self and divides, it also replicates

the foreign DNA. This means that

new biochemical potentialities have

been permanently introduced into

the host cell. Since naked proto-

plasts can ingest viruses, they

should be able to ingest functional

DNA and RNA and thus become
permanently transformed.

Experiments conducted in sev-

eral laboratories indicate that for-

eign DNA can be incorporated into

host plant cells, leading to per-

manent transformation of the host.

In Germany, Dieter Hess has in-

jected DNA from genetically pinl

or red petunias into albino petunias

In a significant number of cases, th^

albino petunias became pigmen
producing. The inference is that th<

genes for pigment-making enzymes

have been successfully transferrec]

from cell to cell. While there ar^

many aspects of this experimen;

that leave geneticists unconvinced;

it seems to me that the indications

are hopeful.
'

In experiments in our Yale Uni'

versitv laboratories we have in-

troduced foreign RNA into tobaccc

pith cells (these cells have beer

most successfully cultivated intc

complete plants). This foreign RNA
alters the enzymatic composition ol

the tobacco plant cells. Although

we have not been able to demon-

strate that the introduced RNA is

replicated when the cells replicate

themselves, the experiment seems

to us important in demonstrating

the possibilities for further experi-

mentation.

Putting all the pieces of evidence

together, it seems possible that in

the near future we will be able to

isolate protoplasts from almost any

plant and feed foreign DNA orj

RNA into these protoplasts. In

some cases the DNA or RNA will

be incorporated into the host cell,
i

which would then form an altered

mass of plant ceUs and ultimately

an altered intact plant. Through

the use of this technique we could

acquire an entirely new approach to

the production of new plant geno-

types.

With all the difficulties ahead for

the experimenter in this new field

'

of parasexual genetics, you might

ask, "Why go to all the trouble?

Why not simply continue with con-

ventional genetics and produce new
types of plants by the old tried and

true methods of pollination, fertil-

ization, and harvesting of seeds?"

There are many answers to this

question, but the most important is

that certain sexual combinations are

barred to the experimenter simply

because of the incompatibility be-

tween the pollen tube of one plant

and the stigma of another. In gen-

eral, you cannot achieve sexual fu-

sion of the sperm and egg through

pollination unless the plants are

very closely related. This means
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that some desired crosses could not

be achieved through conventional

techniques, but the crosses might

be possible if greatlv dissimilar cells

fused in the test tube as naked

protoplasts.

Perhaps we could be permitted a

few wild dreams at this point. For

example, the tomato and the potato

are in the same family, Solanaceae.

This suggests that their cells might

be fused in vitro. If they regener-

ated a plant, what would it look

like? Would it produce both tomato

fruits and potato tubers? Or potato

tubers with the ascorbic acid con-

tent of a tomato? Or would it be a

useless melange of the two geno-

types, producing none of the bene-

fits? It is. of course, impossible to

sav until the experiment is done,

but the possibilities are there.

Let us consider another, even

more exciting possibilitv. On a

worldwide basis, the greatest limita-

tion to plant growth is the low level

of nitrogen in the soil. Nearly all

the nitrogen in the biosphere has

come from biological nitrogen fixa-

tion, that is, the conversion of free

atmospheric nitrogen into a com-

pound suitable as plant food. This is

cai-ried out either by free-living or-

ganisms in the soil, which use de-

composed organic matter as energy

sources for the nitrogen fixation and

growth, or by the symbiotic nitro-

gen fixers, which live in the nodules

of leguminous plants and certain

other species. The occurrence of ni-

trogen fixation bv nodules is so

scattered throughout the plant king-

dom as to make Httle phylogenetic

sense. If we could take plants that

do not now fix nitrogen and fuse

their protoplasts with plants that

do, then perhaps the nitrogen-fixing

nodules could be incorporated into

the plants that do not now possess

the habit.

What a boon it would be if we

could induce corn, wheat, or rice to

become nitrogen fixing in this way!

Not only would we save the expense

of tons and tons of nitrogenous fer-

tilizer, but we would also avoid the

pollution caused by fertilizer salts.

Best of all, we might greatly in-

crease production of the world's

most important class of food plants.

At the moment this is a dream, but

it might just come trui-.

Arthur W. Galslon teaches biology

at Yale University.
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Arthur Koestler. Random House,

$5.95; 187 pp., illus.

Arthur Koestler has resurrected

the case of the midwife toad,

a scientific cause celebre in the

early 1920s, but largely unknown
to biologists who succeeded the

generation of Evelyn Hutchinson,

Paul Weiss, and J. H. Quastel, all

of whom played significant roles in

the story, without getting caught in

its tragedy. To put the matter as

briefly as possible, during the first

two decades of this century a gifted

member of the staff of the Biolo-

gische Versuchsanstalt in Vienna,

named Paul Kammerer, performed
three series of experiments purport-

ing to demonstrate the inheritance

of acquired characteristics.

The most extensive involved the

breeding of two different species of

salamanders, each in the environ-

ment appropriate to the other. After

two or three generations, the off

spring developed coloration appro-

priate to the environment in which
they were raised, but quite different

from that of their ancestors. In the

second series, the siphons of sea

squirts were caused to elongate by
repeated amputation. The offepring

produced similarly elongated si-

phons, presumably as a result of an
induced genetic change. Finally,

eggs of the land-living midwife toad

were incubated in water (a very dif-

ficult trick: Kammerer succeeded
with only 3.5 percent of his eggs,

and others failed entirely). The

Paul Kammerer in 1924, age 44.

adult males of the fifth generation

raised in this way developed nuptial

pads on the hands appropriate to

aquatic life, but not to the land-liv-

ing species of Amphibia from which
they were descended.

These findings naturally aroused

a good deal of skepticism in the bio-

logical establishment, but for rea-

sons hard to understand at this dis-

tance, the debate rapidly focused on
the forelimb of the one remaining

specimen, only fairly well preserved

in a glass jar in the Vienna Insti-

tute. After multiple inspections and
much argument by many of the

noted zoologists of the day, both in

Vienna and London, the specimen

was suddenly revealed as a possible
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?lobert S. Morison

forgery by none other than G. K.

Noble, then beginning his distin-

guished career at The American

Museum of Natural History. Six

months later, a few days after

Noble's findings were published in

Nature, and a few days before Kam-

merer was to leave for Moscow to

found an institute of genetics at the

Pavlov Institute in Leningrad, he

walked up the Schneebei'g, sat

down next to the Theresa Rock,

and shot himself through the left

temple with his right hand. (In spite

of the basic tragedy, Koestler shares

with us his appreciation of the

"Byronic" nature of this gesture, so

characteristic of Kammerer the

man.)

No one is sure to this day

whether his suicide was due to the

apparent discrediting of his most

celebrated specimen, the decline in

his personal situation because of the

rampant postwar inflation, or the

fact that a talented and fascinating

but sHghdy aging musician—the last

of the five Wiesenthal sisters to

have successively engaged his affec-

tions—refused to accompany him to

Moscow (perhaps because they were

both married to other people).

This reviewer put the book down
with his mind whirling in rhythm

with the distant strains of this tale

from the Vienna Woods. Obviously

one admires Koestler's skill and

economv as a storyteller. Even

more perhaps, one is grateful for his

ability to understand science and

scientists and for his interest in

If they saw me out there in the

woods with a backfire torch, some

people would be convinced that

this was irresponsible forest

management. But a carefully con-

trolled bum is actually a valuable
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and support the growth of more

mature stands.
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perfect setting for one of Nature's

disastrous wildfires. We only bum
when wind, temperature, and

moisture conditions are right to
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heat low enough to cause no damage

to trees or wildlife. And by clearing

out this inedible undergrowth,

we're also making room for the

plants and shrubs that turkeys and

squirrels and deer need for food.

1 guess you might say that what

we're really doing is sweeping the

forest floor. I just wish more
people saw it that way, that they

understood how safely controlled

burning is done —and why it's done.

When you are a forester, you know
what you're doing is right, but it's

still good to feel like other people

know it, too. O ^_.^

.;^
Jim Nicholson, forester
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them. One can't help wishing, in

fact, that more novelists were
trained as engineers or had spent

some time reporting scientific ex-

plorations of various kinds. Even
though Koestler concentrates here

on the seamier side of science, he

succeeds in revealing scientists as

human beings, engaged in an in-

tensely human pursuit. Indeed, one
can read the book simply as a study

of how a single, vindictive man
(William Bateson), disturbed by a

threat to his own hard-won ortho-

doxv, can lure an unsuspecting and
fundamentally decent person into a

one-sided and fatal duel on ground
of his own choosing.

Koestler, who started his investi-

gations on the assumption that

Kammerer had been guiltv of some
kind of deception, ultimately be-

came convinced that Kammerer had
been framed—partly by Bateson's

skQl in concentrating the entire ar-

gument on his opponent's weakest
point and partly by an unidentified

personal enemv who deliberatelv

and clumsily tampered with the key

specimen in order to make it look a

forgery. This view is documented
with the care and skill of an experi-

enced attorney for the defense. In-

deed this thesis appears as the prin-

cipal purpose of the book and
justifies the statement on the jacket

that it has all the excitement of a

detective storv. But there are other

levels at which one can read it.

Quite obviously the author
wished to remind us that scientific

orthodoxy is as oppressive as any
other orthodoxy, but the storv does
not convince one that William Bate-

son, or anyone else, succeeded in

suppressing the truth in any general

sense. Surely Mr. Koestler realizes

that our views on the nature of evo-

lution did not reaUy turn on the

nuptial pads of a single male mid-
wife toad. Even if the entire corpus
of Kammerer's work were repeated

and proved to be factually correct,

there would still be grave questions

oi interpretation to be worried

over—as Koestler himself hints in

several places.

Possibly, perhaps even probabh',

he is trying to prepare us for his

forthcoming book on extrasensory

perception, to which he has given
increasing attention during the past

several years. Tucked awav in the

closing pages of The Case of the

Midwife Toad is an intriguing ap-
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lendix dealing with Kammerer"s

lOok entitled Das Gesetz der Serie.

lublished in 1919, which contains

Imost a lifetime collection of exam-

)les of coincidences, along with an

ffort at classification and the devel-

ipment of a theory of "lawful re-

;urrence" of highly improbable

ivents.

Engaged by the yery richness of

he possibilities opened by
Coestler"s treatment of this per-

gonal story, I must confess to carry-

ng away, as my main impression, a

leightened consciousness of what

he \^ estern world lost when
Vienna lost its hinterland in \^ orld

X'ar I and its soul in the eyents that

ed to \^ orld War II. Kammerer
.vas w'hat the more sober Anglo-

Saxon has come to regard as the

:ypical Viennese, charming as well

IS capable, yiyacious as well as in-

iustrious, brilliantly successful and.

n the end, tragically defeated.

There is an elusiyeness. a residual

imbiguity about his life that infuses

much of the immense creatiyity of

Middle Europe. One thinks of Gall

and Spurzheim, the inyentors of

phrenology. Looked at from one

angle, they are simply unusualh'

elegant charlatans, but they may
equally well be regarded as the in-

spired founders of a neuroanatomi-

cal tradition that underlies nearly

two centuries of effort to localize

functions within the nervous sys-

tem. Or consider the even more

dubious Mesmer, whose work on

animal magnetism can be traced to

Paris and Charcot, and back again

to Vienna for full flowering in the

psychoanalysis of Freud.

Those of us who learned our

science in English are instinctively

put off by the romantic dash and

popular acclaim that characterized

Kammerers early visits to America.

Perhaps Mr. Koestler is trying to

tell us, among other things, that the

baroque glitter and sometimes fan-

tastic speculations of the culture of

Middle Em-ope have some neces-

sary connection w-ith its extraordi-

narv creativity in the arts and

sciences. One remembers, for ex-

ample, that although Paul Kam-
merer's ideas about inheritance

never quite come off, the equally

unlikely speculations about how the

nervous system grows, elaborated

by Paul Weiss from the same \ ien-

nese institute a few years later, are

succeeding brilliantly.
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How can one help being grateful

to Arthur Koestler for reminding us

of all this, and how can any Ameri-

can biologist who has more than a

shopkeeper's interest in his subject

fail to read him?

Dr. Robert S. Morison is professor

of science and society at Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York.

More Reviews

My Land Is Dying, bv Harrv M.
Caudill. E. P. Button & Co., $6.50;
144 pp., illus.

Seldom have I read a book that

so effectively communicated
its author's love for his corner of

this country, in this instance the

Cumberland region of Kentucky.
At the risk of stirring up a hornet's

nest, let me simply say that lawyer-

author Caudill's feeling for the area

struck me as being genetically built

into him. I doubt that the environ-

mentally acquired training in law
and composition would have al-

lowed him to be quite so forceful

an advocate had not the Caudills

been Kentucky people since colo-

nial times. Read the book and de-

cide the point for vom-self; the ex-

perience will be worth it in anv
event.

History buffs will enjoy this book
because, with a disciplined econ-
omy of words, Caudill relates how
the early settlers poured through
the Cumberland Gap. how the hard-

wood forests were consumed during
the post-Civil War industrial boom,
how tunnel mining kept the natives

employed for a time, and then how,
after World War 11 and the decline
in the demand for coal, the area re-

lapsed into an economic backwater.
By the thousands, the mountain
folk migrated to the cities of the

Midwest where, unskilled in the

arts demanded in our technological
era, they have come to constitute

the urban white poor who so far

have not attracted much attention.

More recently, the demand for

cheap electricity has increased the

demand for coal. T\ A. for example

exhausted its supply of water powe
and. heU-bent on its mission of pre

viding electricity at a profit to th

public, went in search of coal. Pr:

vate power companies, discouragei

with the failure of nuclear plants t

come to practical fruition, hav'

been building coal-powered genei

ating plants by the score. Entrepre

neurs have learned, moreover, tha

profits can be made by emplovinj

machines in lieu of men—machine;
ne\'er go on strike for higher wages
The concatenation of these severa

factors coalesced in a boom in strij

mining adventures in eastern Ken
tucky, the exploitation of whicl

promises to reduce this hauntingl)

lovely area to a wasteland.

The most telling points Caudill

makes refer to how the formal in

stitutions of organized society have
failed to come to grips with this en-

vironmental threat. The mining op-

erators acquired their rights by buy-

,

ing up old mineral deeds executed

years ago by the illiterate natives of

the region. When it comes to inter-!

preting these old deeds, most courts!

have restrained mining concerns,'

not allowing them to heap slag in]

piles so high they threaten, if theyj

slide, to bury the homeowner on thai

site. Kentucky courts actually re-j

versed their old rules and liberally

construed these deeds so as to li-}

cense the operatives to behave bar-

barously, not excluding excavating

the coffins of dead children without

one iota of civilized regard. TVA,
once a liberal dream, continues to

make a profit bv not coercing its

suppliers to behave better. The state

legislature, while eager to enact

laws requiring the mine operatives

to restore the areas they have
stripped, have been loath to insure

the actual enforcement of these

laws. As it is, the natives, scratch-

ing out a miserable existence be-

tween welfare payments and dirt

farming, have resorted to rifles and
dynamite to express their anger.

As a lawyer used to urban reali-

ties, I could easily enough be cyni- \

cal about a book like this. Give the

local landowners some rights and
the lawyer who represents them
stands to make a fortune himself,

prosecuting lawsuits against the

mine operatives. \^ ith Caudill, how-
ever, this would be an unfair in-

nuendo. Caudill has fought for the

natives and has lost all the way. If
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:conomic gain were his motive, he

vould have had enough sense to

witch sides a decade ago. We are

lot deaUng here with a city lawyer.

Disturbingly enough, we are met

lere with the Tory-style lawyer

ibout whom James Gould Cozzens

•ould have constructed a magnifi-

ent novel. We are met with a man
vho still loves his land, his hills, his

rees, his home. Yet, and here is the

•eal tragedv, we are met with a

oser.

Implicit in this book is the theme

:hat it is we who are the real cul-

jrits. Used to our electric tooth-

Drushes, pencil sharpeners, and

:ocktail blenders, we are content to

jnjoy nature either by taking jet

[rips to remote foreign climes or pe-

rusing the glossy color prints in ex-

pensive magazines. To his credit,

Caudill does not press this point; he

relies upon us to induce it from the

evidence. Even moi'e to his credit,

he does not lose his composure and

scream to the rafters that, somehow,

he has a magic answer for this mess.

Rather, and here is how this book

rises to the level of literature, he

conveys his despair. Caudill alter all

is a bell ringer, a verv pessimistic

one. The bell is tolling for us. Fan-

ciful? Read Caudill and then reflect

upon what 1 said here. It may really

be true, after all, that the world will

not end with a bang but a whimper,

and in this tragic rendition of the

world as it is, we have on hand at

least a scintilla of evidence support-

ing this proposition.

E. F. Roberts

The Cornell Law School

Slaughter the Animals, Poison the

Earth, by Jack Olsen. Simon and
Schuster, $6.95; 287 pp., illus.

How to destroy an ecosystem

by trying hard, may serve as

a one-sentence synopsis of this

angry and eloquent book about the

predator-control programs in the

American West. The eloquence

comes through because the anger is

disciplined and as deadly as a cy-

anide gun.

Responding to the sheepmen's

indiscriminate and pathological ha-

tred of all predators, the state and

county agencies, but above all the

heavily funded U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, labor enthusiastically

to exterminate wildcats, wolves,

eagles, bears, mountain lions, and

coyotes by shooting and trapping:

with the cyanide "covote getter,"

with arsenic put out in honey buck-

ets, with the carcasses of game ani-

mals (illegally killed by law en-

forcement officers) impregnated

with thallium and with strvchnine

encased in sugar pills, verv effective

when sown at random from the air.

But the masterpiece in this line of

business is the chemical sodium

fluoroacetate, known commercially

as "1080," which Olsen calls "a bi-

ological high explosive." There is

no antidote. Even the vomitus is le-

thal. The long-range effects of 1080
upon the environment remain un-

studied and unknown.

Especially illuminating is the

symbiotic relationship that exists

between wool and sheep trade asso-

ciations and government field men.

"Fuller Brush men selling poison,"

Olsen calls the latter. They actively

solicit inflated damage claims. That

is, they trade more poison for a

high body count of dead sheep.

When the predocides clear the

larger wild animals out of an area,

the rodents swarm in. This pre-

dictable consequence booms gov-

ernment budgets and requires, of

course, massive rodent-control mea-

sures—another program for the

wildlife bureaucracy to administer.

With the camaraderie that won
the West and is now in a fair wav to

lose it, ecologically speaking, the

stockmen and "district field assis-

tants" (code phrase for oflicial poi-

soners) lift the social glass to the

myths they both live by, such as the

one that aflirms that the only way

sheep die on the range is by pre-

dation. And they share the laughs

directed at "coyote lovers" and

"little old ladies in tennis shoes"

(code phrase for conservationists).

Not only the field men of the

Fish and Wildlife Service but also

the employees of the U.S. Bureau of

Land Management and the Forest

Service jump when the sheep men
whistle. Those who display too

much zeal in upholding the law.

who report too many violations, or

commit the gaffe of taking a sheep

rancher before a sheep-country

judge, soon find themselves looking

for work in some otiier line ol en-

deavor.

The people oi tiie ^ est who do

not share the "Buflalo Bill men-

tality" toward the natural world are

discouraged and frustralcd. for the

Field trips to

EAST
^AFRICA

with people who care deeply
and are committed to its

preservation.

Three-week tours into UGANDA,
KENYA and TANZANIA
You "see" things, but what do they mean?

From headwaters of the Nile to the

Indian Ocean, interpretive leaders will

show you what to look at, how to

"see" it, and what it means. A leisurely

pace in uncrowded cars; animal and

bird watching in the great national

parks and game reserves; meetings

with representatives in various fields.

Finest accommodations and services. Gen-

erously inclusive price (including tips) v<lth

round trip air from Nev< York. $1585
Year round departures

I
For brochure, see your travel agent or write to

f National Parks and Conservation Assoc. 1

Tour Sect., 18 East 41 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

(212) 532-7075

Please send your East Africa brochure to
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FREEDOM IN THE WILDS
A S.ig.i ol'tlic Adirond.icks

BY HAROLD WESTON
"Harold Weston's Freedom in the Wilds is a

rare blend of carefully researched history and

warm personal reminiscence. But it is more

than that. It is a stunning demonstration that

true appreciation of wilderness is a creative

act, whether it be expressed in words or in

paint. Harold Weston has command of both.

And like Thoreau, he has achieved a broad

margin to his life. His book will help to pre-

serve tlie country he loves for a rising gen-

eration wlio want to experience the world at

first hand."
—Paul Brooks

232 pp., 45 illustrations (8 in full color),

6';, X9V2, Sio.oo.

The Adirondack Trail Improvement Society

Attn: Carol Payne, 254 Wcstficld Street,

Dedham, Mass. 02026

Please send copies of Freedom in

the H^i'Ws at Sio.oo.
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All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll
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oneness

In fusing together man's religious

symbols the artisan has created this

subtle pendant as an expression of

the spirit of an emerging age which

strives to unify mankind thru recon-

ciliation and love.

Sterling silver with 24 chain. ^1 6.00
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Complimentary catalog
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Stock lobbies, Mr. Olsen declares,

'"have the public bv the throat." If

our overgrazed public lands and dis-

appearing western fauna are to be

saved, help \vl11 have to come from

the east. The author praises the

work done in Congress bv such men
as John Savior of Pennsylvania,

John Dingell of Michigan, and Sen.

Gavlord N. Nelson of ^'isconsin. as

well as the reportage of the gallant.

Washington-based organization Tlie

Defenders of \^ ildlife.

But Olsen does not see the light

at the end of the tunnel vet. The
sheep and wool associations are

powerful, well financed, and greedv

for that last blade of grass. And
thev are caught in a cultural trap:

thev actually believe their own
propaganda. Their vulnerable point

mav be the despoiling of the public

lands, some of which are losing top-

soil at an annual rate of a ton per

acre. "\our ^ard—Their Sheep

The Defenders of Wildlife lacon-

icallv calls existing grazing prac-

tices in its sound and color fihn

(rental is free).

"Onlv the tainted western legis-

latures would put up with this waste

of national wealth." Olsen con-

cludes. So WTite to vour eastern sen-

ator or congressman. Or, if you. are

moved bv Olsen's fine piece of in-

vestigative reporting, vou might fol-

low the example of Paul Gilbert, an

honest superv ising game warden for

Colorado's Department of Game.
Fish and Parks. The Gilbert house-

hold boycotts lamb.

"I think theres a place for

sheep.'" Gilbert savs. "and the place

is New Zealand."'

Ger.\ld Carson
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Costumes

of the East
A fascinating history of the

costumesof Eastern civilizations

from Palestine to Siberia, from
Lapland to China.

Walter A. Fairservis, Jr., an

anthropologist with The
American Museum, describes

the costumes, their functions,

and how they are related to

culture and climate. Over 100
photographs (68 in full color)

show the detail and drama of

the clothes.

Costumes of the East is a

beautiful and informative book.

The price is $5.95 for the

soft-cover edition and $15.00
for the hard-cover edition.

For Museum Members, the

price is $5.00 and $12.75,
respectively. Order a copy for

yourself and one for a friend.

The book is a superb gift.

Send check or money order to:

The American Museum of Natural History

Costume Book, 77 West 77th Street

New York, New York 10024
Soft Cover
Hard Cover
I am a Museum Member

Name

Address

City State.. .Zip..



Suggested
Additional Reading
A CHAT WITH CHARLES DARWIN
The Origin of Species. C. Darwin. New

American Library, New York, n. d.

The Voyage of the Beagle. C. Darwin.

Anchor Books, Doubleday & Com-

pany, Inc., Garden Citv. 1962.

The Life and Letters of Charles Dar.

WIN. F. Darwin, ed. Basic Books,

Inc., New York. 1959.

Charles Darwin. G. de Beer. Anchor

Books, Doubledav & Company, Inc..

Garden City, 1965.

THE THREE-DAY
AMERICAN PLEASURE TRIP
Four Days, Forty Hours. R. Poor, ed.

Bursk and Poor, Cambridge, 1970.

The Off-Road Vehicle and Environ-

mental Quality. M. F. Baldwin.

Conservation Foundation. Washing-

ton, 1970.

Man and Nature in the National

Parks. F.F. Darling and N.D. Eich-

horn. Conservation Foundation,

Washington, 1967.

BIRD NAVIGATION
Bird Migration. D.R. Griffin. Double-

dav and Coinpany, Inc., Garden

City, 1964.

Bird Navigation. G.V.T; Matthews.

Cambridge University Press, New
York, 1968.

The Physiology and Geophysics of

Bird Navigation. D.R. Griffin. The

Quarterly Review of Biology, Sep-

tember, 1969.

Orientation by Pigeon: Is the Sun Nec-

essary? W. T. Keeton. Science, Au-

gust 29, 1969.

THE NA\^
FROM CONSTANTINOPLE
Naval Power and Trade in the Medi-

terranean: A.D. 500-1100. A.R.

Lewis. Vol. 5 of Princeton Studies in

History Series, Johnson Reprint

Corporation, New York, 1970.

A Byzantine Trading Venture. G.F.

Bass. Scientific American, August,

1971.

The Church Wreck off Marzamemi. G.

Kapitan. Archeology; April, 1969.

A Fourth-Century Shipwreck at Yassi

Ada. G.F. Bass and F.H. van Door-

ninck, Jr. American Journal of

Archeology, January, 1971.

RETURN OF THE BEAVER
A Study of Beavxr Colonies in Michi-

gan. G.W. Bradt. Journal of Mam-
malogy, Mav 14, 1938.

The World of Beaver. L. L. Rue III.

J.B. Lippincott Company, Phila-

delphia, 1964.

The American Beaver and His Works.

L.H. Morgan. Burt Frankhn, Pub-

hsher, New York, 1970 (Reprint of

1868 edition).

WHAT'S BITING YOU?
The Physiology of Mosquitoes. A.N.

Clements. Permagon Press, Inc.,

Elmsford, 1963.

Medical Entomology. W.R. Horsfall.

Ronald Press Company. New York.

1962.

Herms' Medical Entomology. M.T.

James and R.F. Harwood, eds. The

Macmillan Company, New York,

1969.
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Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History Magazine

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

about a change of address, renewal

of subscription, billing, or any kind

of adjustment, send the present

address label from the magazine

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks In

advance.

^ You can use this form to tell us

6NF2 about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

1 year—$8 D 2 years—$15 D 3 years—$21

(Add $1 per year to Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

_^lp

Change of address—attach your

address label in the dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History

Magazine, Reader Services. Box

2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

A new subscription—Check box

and fill in name and address at

left.

ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity, approx. 3" long ...$12.50
RARE "Handle Lamp", approx. 4" long 29.50

• Add 95^ insured postage • Money back
guarantee.

FREE Gift Catalog
Illustrating Antiquities from Ancient worlds-

Unique gifts for all tastes and budgets!

Museum & Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. L-472 . 648 N nth A ve. • N.Y , N.Y. 10036

^^ m1

<s^ illP
^^'^^^.i^J

Lik s the Kabasso J, we have a tough shell

we'

our 60/40
gh as mu( h.

jarka

We
...and if doesn't

manufacture back-

packing and mounta neenng equipment

our color ca alog IS 25 cents.

SIERRA DESIGNS, Dept. NH-2

4+h and Addison Sts., Be keley CA 94710

Adventure story
Safaris, sailboat cruises, camel
caravans . . . mountaineering,
alpine skiing, hiking ... to the

farthest reaches of the earth, in

small groups led by expedition

veterans, for children or sexa-

genarians, for mountaineers or

just strollers, to bring wild and
beautiful places within the reach

of everyone. This is. Mountain
Travel, USA, and this is our
adventure story: our 1972-73

catalog, a 24-page booklet with

trips to five continents fully

described and photographed.
Send 250 to M.T., USA,
6201 Medau Place, Oakland,
Calif. 94611 and we'll rush

you your copy.

99



LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW . . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS

ECOLOGICAL
& PHYSrCAL

UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN.STUDYOR PROFIT <

GBODESJC DOMES, FUTURE HOMES!
Spherical geodesic domes of
triangular faces form strong,
lightweight, simple, grace-
ful buildings. You can eas-
ily build your own future
models, discoTer matli of

geodesic structures, build a
greenhouse w/larger, local-
ly avail, struts. Great for
esperiments, learning how to
apply this high performance

tethnology and design to sohe the housing crisis. Includes
42 spobehubi, over 100 color-coded wood struts ; IS-pg.
bklt, inatr for model &. full size constructions.
Stock No. 71,583E $9.75 Ppd.

SELF-PRIMING 350 G.PM, PUMP
Lifts water 20 ft. , pushes
it 50 ft. Drain flooded base-
ment, aquarium, boat; fill

tanks, transfer most liquids
(not gasoline) . Brass con-
nections fit garden hose,

Vs" pipe. Instant self-

primer pump (3^ s 4% s

part. Stainless steel

plates. System incls.
handle, pump, hi-torque end. liov AC motor w/thermal
overload protection, two suction & discharge hoses, 6-ft.
heavy duty grounded cord, brass strainer, instrs. and
10-year guarantee.
Stock No. 7I.440E $39.95 Ppd.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE LAB KIT
Actually perform exciting
experiments in human be-
havior 1 See how we per-
ceive, learn, forget, think.
Studj' stimulus control, la-
tent learning, mirror-image
effects, color mixing, more

!

Train goldfish, insects to

respond to certain stimuli.
run mazes. Easy-to-ust
home apparatus for IS ex-

periments, sugg for more. Designed by "Psychology
Today" psychologists, kit incls. 30-pg manual, fish tank,
insect & human mazes, perception discs & goggles,
tachistoscope.
Stock No. 7I.584E $13.75 Ppd.

tow COST GEM TUMBLER Become a rockhound! Fasci-
nating hobby . . . loads of

fun inexpensive, easy. Make
jewelry of all kinds—decora-

book ends, table tops,

etc

readily
nply

thei

lilable

Stock No 70 874E

ngs out beau-
Rugged 3-Ib.
w/cunt. duty

otor Full instr.

$11.25 Ppd.
6-Ib. ASSORTMENT $9.00 Ppd.

VISIBLE V'8 ENGINE
Hours of fun! Get thriU of
building your own easily
a';bembled engine from over
-> parts Then push starter
and watch it run. Crank-
hjft revolves, pistons move,
valves open and close in
equence with spark plugs.
Does everything but burn
oil ^i scale, molded in 4
colors Same motor used in

Excellent, easy-to-understand

Stock No. 70,448E $13.50 Ppd.

GIANT FREE

'B i 148 PAGES • MORE THAN I

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS! I

Pletelynew catalog. 148 _pages_ packed with |

harts,

nearly 4,000 unusual bargaim
categories. Many new items,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get

citing
of

surplii
selection of telescop..

gnets, ecolosical and unique
parts etc.. for hobbyists.kits,

experimenters, workshops,

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building. Barrlngton. N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Name

j
Streak

I City_

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION KIT
Amazing. Amusing. Tests
for your power oi ESP
using scientific techniques,
individually or with a
group. Also tests for Tele-
pathy (ability to send mes-
sages from one mind to
another): Perception: Psy-
chokinesis (ability to In-
fluence
by mental . . .

cognition (ability to see into future) Great for adult party
games. Science Projects, etc. Ha^ everything you need for

hours of stimulating fun and games including scientific

instr booklet.
Stock No. 4I.454E $3.00 Ppd.

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO 5 DAYS!
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow-
ing temperature, accelerates
seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants
ready for outdoor planting.
Big 3 sq. ft. planting area
—29" s 15" s 4" box holds
V2 bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wb, or less.
Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of
veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg. home current.
Stock_No._8QM53E_. $12.95 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids
tratTic stoppers for stores
terrific for amateur meteo
rologists. Create a neighbor
hood sensation. Great back
yard fun. Exciting beach
attraction. Ar

cloud heights, wind speed
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate
vacuum cleaner, auto ai

AMAZING NEW V/ANKEL ENGINE K
Build your own see-through
motorized model of revolu-
lionary pistonless type en-
gine . . . only engine experts
chink economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,

cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller than convent.;
fewer parts, greater rel., less h.p. Switch. Req. 2

1.5V bait, (not incl.}.

No. 7I.424E (4'/2' X 5" X 9") $6.75 Pt

GROW FANTASTIC "K/U£R" PLAN
World's most unusual &
teresting plants] Each
nivorous plant lures & traps
insect victims in own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
ing, sweetness ; traps &
drowns them. Tapered hol-
low tube of Huntsman's
Incl 1 each, ready to plant, planting

Tiateur

VERSATILE WHITE MODELING PLAST
Perfect for figures, forms,
bhapes product & tool de-
signs negative molds, model
making etc. Easily shaped
by hand tools. Can be rolled
flat built up into figures
Permanently pliable until
baked at 300° F. for 15-30
minutes in oven—no kiln nor
plaster molds needed

Wo

for high rise.

$2 00 Ppd
S7 00 Ppd

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you bo ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,
dishes, candle-holders, vases
from ordinary no-retum
smooth-surface bottles or
iarsi Cut any round bottle
safely, easily in less than
5 minutes fop fun. profit,
home decorations with just

, . ,
an ice cube and this kit.

rncludes: cutter (SV^ X 7'/4 X 2'/4'). candle. 2-02. grind-

sawed, drilled,

cky. harmless.
2 lb. $ s.eo Pp
I lb. $10.50 Pp

UNDERWATER INSTAMATIC@ CAi^
Ingenious air and water-
tight case lets you use your
iDStamatic® 100. 104, 124
or 134 Camera anywhere,
without fear of damage
Shoot underwater, and in
rain, snow, sand. Unbreak-
able plastic case, tested in
sea water 100 ft. deep.

,

floats, keeps your Insta- '

inatic safe, ready for pic- '

tures vou've been afraid to risk before. Just in^^e

p/flash cube attached, replace cover, and shoo

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits-
stars, phases of Venus
planets close up. 60 to 180
power. New improved alu
minized and overcoated 3'
diameter f/10 primary
mirror, ventilated cell

Equatorial mount with lock
on both axes. Equipped uitli

60x finder telescope har i

wood tripod. Incl. FREE
"STAR CHART": 272 page H-\^DBOOK OF HF.AV
KNS"; "HOW TO USE TOUR TELESCOPE' book
Stock No. 85.050E $32.95 Ppd.
Stock No. 80,I62E DELUXE 3" S59.50 Ppd.
Stock No. a5.l05E 4'/4' S94.50 FOB
Stock No. 85,086E 6" $239.00 FOB

SHOOT SKY & LAB 'SCOPE SIGHTS
Polaroid® Instrument Astro
Camera records what you
see In the heavens or under
a microscope. You get a
permanent picture In 1-mln.
or less, for valuable data.
No knowledge of photog-
raphy reeded for instant,
quality pictures. Uses reg-
ular Polaroid Land pack

T?if. .u . ^ ^ .
^^"^- f^o'or or blk & white.

J^lts all standard eyepieces (universal adapter is incl )

wuh^m^^'^J ^H ^ ^^'\Ki' ^"R^^'^ hi-lmpact plastic.With 10" cable release, liii s 2" dia. focusing tube.
52-pg. instrs.
Stock No. I6I9E $;|,95 pp^^

MELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BALL"
Anytime there's a balloon 1

the air is festive. Especial-
b' when the "air" is he-
lium, which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous
Now here's 20 times the fun

|—20 balloons of 4. 5. or
6" diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in )

can containing 20 liters of

Go treasure hunting on the
bottom' Fascinating fun 6l

lometimes profitable! Tie a

line to our 5-lb- Magnet

—

board in bay
ocean. Troll it—your "treas

in be outboard
nchors, etc. 5-lb

Type—Gov't cost

$50 Lifts over ISO lbs. on Ian

Stock No. 70,571 E 5 lbs

Stock No. 70,570E 3'/; lbs

Stock No. 85.I52E 15^

"FISH" WITH A MAGNi

lbs

NEW LOW COST CARTESIAN DIVE
Hours of fascinating fun.
Just squeeze sides of plastic
bottle . . . diver sinks
claws open. Release pres-
sure, claws close, diver
floats to top . . . hopefully
clutching your "treasure
With proper skill play
games, actually "build" 3
piece aquadome. Demon
strates transmission of pres-
sure by a liquid. Principle discovered by 17lh Centui
scientist-philosopher Descartes Easy to use demoi
strate. Just add water. Great gift, desk accessory Betti

3' Dia.) .$5.75 Ppi

I stock No. 7I.289E $3.00 Ppd.

HANDY, CLEAN FERTILIZER I

Compact kit has 3 elements
most needed in plant nutri-
tion—44% high analysis
nitrogen, phosphorous and
potash. Eliminates great wt.

& bulk. No waste—lOOffl
water soluble^apply with
hose or watering can. Nu- .

trition carried directly to I^^^^^^t, " 3<^
roots. Perfect for home ^^^m^^^^^ ^^^l
gardeners. horticulture
clubs, great for experiments (overfeed
diff. results). Less than i0 a gal —covers about 50 sq fl"
Price incls. 1-lb. ea. chemical postage
Stock No. 71.571 E $5.00 Ppi

EDMUND
SCIEIMTIFIC CO.

' CHECK OR MONEY ORDER • MON

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOiM. NEW JERSEY 08007



How vacuum cleaners"

keep our electric furnaces

from fouling the air

GIANT
FANS

'^'" A^R^'^
Making steel in electric furnaces gen-

erates a lot of dust. The most effective

way to keep the particles and fumes
from billowing out into the atmos-
phere is to build a control system
which we call a "baghouse". This

operates on much the same principle

as a household vacuum cleaner.

Such systems are very expensive to

build and operate. But they work,
and that's what counts. Our electric

furnaces in Los Angeles, Seattle, and
Steelton, Pa., all have baghouses.

The last of our electric furnaces to be

so equipped is at Bethlehem, Pa.,

where a $572 million baghouse system

will be in operation later this year.

This will be capable of collecting

SVi tons of dust a day.

In the last twenty years we have spent

more than $200 million to control air

and water pollution. Our efforts are

continuing. We want to be good
neighbors wherever we have plants,

shipyards, mines, and other operations.

<^ln a typical baghouse system, dust-laden air

from an electric furnace is pushed by giant

fans through a series of huge bags which

filter the fine particulate matter. Cleaned air

is discharged at the top.

Air passage in some of the bag compart-

ments is shut off at intervals, and the bags

are shaken, causing the accumulated dust to

fall. The dust collected in the hoppers is re-

moved for disposal or recycling.

BETHLEHEM STEEL BtTMl EHtM
st;el



Celestwn.
Schmidt -Cassegn
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Nature Observers . . . Telephotographers . . . Amateur Astronomers
You may now own an optically large telescope with razor-sharp optics and extremely high power
capability, an instrument that is so portable that you'll always take it with you on nature outings or
star parties. The Celestron 5 and Celestron 8 telescopes shown above feature Schmidt-Cassegrain
optics which are capable of sharper images over a wider flat field than any other lens system cur-

rently available in a telescope or telephoto. The long focal length of these instruments is accom-
plished by optical folding in the stubby tube. The Celestron 5 is a best buy for the nature enthusiast
giving you the capability of an extremely close up view of a bee pollinating a flower from the 20-
foot near focus distance, or an eagle guarding its nest from a mile away. Easily attaches to your
3Smm SLR camera for exciting extreme telephotographic shots. Unsurpassed in its aperture range
as a deep-sky telescope for lunar, planetary, and galactic cluster studies. The 1 2 lb. total weight in-

cludes a rigid fork mount and electric clock drive . . . price $595. The larger Celestron 8 offers in-

creased light grasp and a magnification range of 50 to 500X but at a slight decrease in portability— 23 lbs. It is the optimum instrument for the serious amateur astronomer and astrophotographer
. . . $895.

Background photo — the Orion Constellat

PROMPT DELIVERY FINANCE PLAN AVAILABLE
Celestron's position as the leading manufacturer of Schmidt-Casse-

grain telescopes has been earned by many years of delivering the

optically sharpest and most relioble instruments in their class and
price range. We regularly receive customer photos that rival in

elcstron 22Smm, f/1 .65 Schmidt Comera.

quality those produced at professional observatories. To share these

with others who might be interested we publish Celestron Techniques

(subscription fee $2 for 4 issues), and we also have a library of

color slides including resolution tests, astronomical photos, and
nature shots taken with these instruments — send for listings.

Information requests promptly filled -

Celestron Pacific
2430Amsler Box 3578H
Torrance, Calif. 90505

Phone LA. (213) 534-2322
N.Y. (212) 834-1888
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When Jaguar XJ6 was named by Road &
Track magazine as one of the ten best cars

in the world, it came as no surprise to us.

That is exactly what we intended. We
sought excellence—a. rare quality in today's

production-line world.

COMFORT
In a showroom, virtually every car is com-
fortable. Many makers use "showroom im-
pression" as one of their criteria. Comfort
is far more elusive, however, after a half-

dozen hours at 60 or 70 mph.
That's why the seats of the XJ6 are

designed to support the human anatomy at

four vital points. Instead of being engulfed

by the seat, you are supported by it. Cor-
rectly. Firmly.

A mark of the seats' interior construc-

tion is revealed by their exterior—you sit on
first-grade English leather, hand-cut, hand-
fitted and carefully matched for grain.

The fascia is hand-finished in gnarled

walnut. It houses an array of instruments

arranged with superb logic. A slight dip of

your eyes reveals your road speed, engine

revolutions and warning lights. A glance to

the right scans your ammeter, oU gauge,

transistorized clock, temperature gauge and
fuel gauge—all in a neat row.

Below are ten rocker switches — the

controls for your auxiliary systems — lined

up like dominoes.

The interior is richly endowed with

convenient pockets, boxes and shelves. The
glove box contains a vanity mirror.

RIDE AND HANDLING
One of the old saws in automotive circles is

that you can't achieve a smooth, comfor-

table ride and have a superior handling car.

The Jaguar XJ6 has laid that bit of

engineering folklore eternally to rest.

Witness: Motor Trend, Dec, 1971.
".

. . take a peek at tomorrow and promote
a ride in an XJ6, the ride and handling and

basic construction put it in a class by itself."

Indeed, the XJ6 is in a class by itself.

Independent front and rear suspensions let

each wheel suffer the jolts and jounces of

the road surface independent of the others.

And, in addition, we have "suspended"
our suspension systems on steel sub-frames,

to avoid the transmission of vibration and
harshness to the passenger compartment. Re-
sult: the driver and passengers are completely

isolated from the vagaries of the highway.

And power assisted rack-and-pinion
steering not only gives you instant response,

but also a proper "feel" of the road.

The net effect is the feeling that some-
thing good has happened to the road itself.

And that curves have become crisp, clean,

unwavering arcs, negotiated with grace.

PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY
We believe the subjects of performance and

safety are two sides of the same coin. .

car that can whisk you straight as an ar

from to 60 should be able to bring

back down to a calm, dignified stop, jus

smartly. I

Our performance going up the sea

generated by a 4.2 litre, twin-overhead c

six cylinder engine. Race-designed
proven, it powers the 3,830-pound Jaj

XJ6 from to 60 in a little under 1 1 seco;

That's why the XJ6 has power-assi
disc brakes. Four to be precise. 1 1 .2-inchA

tUated discs on the front wheels. 10.4-i

discs, mounted in-board, on the rear. O
bined with "anti-dive" geometry of the fi

suspension, they give you stopping ab:

that's sure, straight and quick.

The center section of the body is

mensely strong, while the front and i

ends are designed to deform progressr
and absorb the energy of an impact.
even tuck the fuel lines into the structuri

minimize the chance of rupture.
|

There are burst-proof locks on]
doors, in the rear we add child-proof latcl

TOLL-FREE INFORMATION
|

For dealer location or overseas delivery

formation, caU (800) 63 1-1972. In N.J.,

(800) 962-2803. And do schedule eno
time to thoroughly examine one of "the
best cars in the world." Considered by maj
"the one best" in its price category.

JAGUAR XJ6.
It reflects the pursuit ofexcellence abandoned bymany

for the sake ofexpediency

BRITISH LEYLAND MOTORS INC.. LEONIA, NEW JERSEY (
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Research engineer Eric Hirst is

studying energ)'-use patterns under

an environmental program spon-

sored bv the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory and the National
Science Foundation. The object of

his research at Oak Ridge is to

identify areas where energ\' effi-

ciency can be improved, thereby

reducing energy growth rates and

energy'-environment conflicts. For

eight years Hirst rode a bicycle to

school and work, but he now lives

too far from the laboratory' to cvcle.

He does, however, belong to an

energy-efficient car pool with three

other people. Before coming to Oak
Ridge, Hirst and his wife taught at

the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston

and his wife entered China early in

July for an extended stay. His time

there will be divided between work

at a research institute and an agri-

cultural commune. This issue's col-

umn on the Chinese university is

based on observations made during

his previous visit to that countrv. It

is adapted from an article pubUshed

in the April, 1972, issue of Bio-

Science, the journal of the Ameri-

can Institute of Biological Sciences.

Robert Sommer, an environ-

mental psychologist, teaches at the

Universits" of California at Davis

and is chairman of the school's De-

partment of Psychology'. His inter-

est in zoos developed from his field

work in prisons, mental hospitals,

and college dormitories and reflects

his concern with the beha\iorai

Robert Sommer

connections between people and

their surroundings. This is also the

subject of his recent book. Design

Awareness, and of many of his arti-

cles. Sommer is the author of ''A

Time for Every Purpose," which
appeared in the August-September,

1971, issue of Natural History:

Analysis of new data unearthed

by Chinese archeological field work-

ers has enabled Judith M. Treist-

man to clear up many misconcep-

tions about the role of archeologv' in

the People's Republic of China. As-

sociate professor of anthropology at

the City University of New York,

?*^

she has written numerous articles

and reviews on Oriental archeology,

as well as The Prehistory' of China,

which was recently published by

the Natural History Press. ,Treist-

man has done field work on Taiwan

and research on Chinese art collec-

tions in the United States.

An associate professor of psy-

chology- at the University of Califor-

nia at Davis, Dale F. Lett was bom
on the National Bison Range in

Montana and spent most of his

childhood on or near it. His curios-

ity about bison was not very in-

tense, however, until he needed a

suitable animal for a field project.

He felt that because bison "were

such a prodigious success in their

time, they should offer some valu-

able insights into the questions con-

cerning the adaptive significance of

animal behavior." Lott plans to

continue his research project on the



The Hasselblad 500 EL/M. It brings the concept of
"Film Director"to 2% photography.

The Hasselblad 500 EL/M is the

only electrically-driven IVi cam-
era. After you take a picture, the

500 EL/M advances the film and
cocks the shutter, readying itself

for the next shot automatically.

This allows the photographer to

concentrate less on the mechan-
ics of the camera and more on
composition. And because it can
be triggered remotely in a variety

of ways, the 500 EL/M opens
some interesting possibilities. It

lets you get out from behind the

camera and work with your sub-

ject. In a sense, it permits you
to become more a director than
a cameraman.
Picture this.

SCENE ONE
You're an advertising photogra-
pher and you have to shoot a

group of kids. You take your Has-
selblad 500 EL/M, snap on a 70-

exposure film magazine and a

Zeiss Planar 80mm
f2.8 lens. You slide

off the waist-level

viewing hood and
slip on an eye-level

prism finder with

through the lens metering sys-

tem. Now you set up the camera
on its tripod and attach a 100-

foot release cord, wound on a

cord reel. You focus, set your

speed and aperture, then walk

away from the camera to work
with your subject. You shoot as

you work, no distracting the kids

by the presence of the camera.

SCENE TWO
You're a medical photographer
filming an operation. You set up

two Hasselblad 500 EL/Ms on tri-

pod mounts, each covering a dif-

ferent angle. Again you use a

70-exposure magazine on each
camera with different film, but

this time you change to Zeiss
Sonnar 150mm f4 lenses, with ap-

propriate filters. You preset the

controls, then plug the two cam-
eras into a single command unit

(this unit can handle four Hassel-

blads at once).

You attach a release cord to the

command unit, and you're ready
to trigger both cameras simulta-

neously throughout the operation.

SCENE THREE
You're an industrial photographer
and your assignment is to photo-
graph instrument readings at

pre-determined intervals over a

period of time. You change to a

Zeiss Distagon 500mm f4 lens.

Then you connect the Hassel-
blad to its timer and set the
timer to trigger the camera at the

desired intervals. You pre-set the

camera, start the timer, and leave.

When the time
comes, the in-

tervalometer
will trigger the

camera. It op-
erates off the

same recharge-

able batteries that will automati-
cally ready the camera for the

next shot. There's no need for

the two of you to hang around
waiting. Only the camera.

SCENE FOUR
You're a wildlife photographer
and you're out to get pictures of

an animal that would just as soon
eat you as pose for you. So in-

stead of going after the animal
with your Hasselblad, you ar-

range to have the animal come
to you. And not find you
there when he arrives. Only
your Hasselblad. To do that

you set up your 500 EL/M
near the water hole, pre-set

the controls, equip the cam-
era with a remote radio con-
trol unit, and put distance

between yourself and
your Hasselblad. You
watch through bin-

oculars, and when
the animal appears,

you trigger the cam-
era by radio signal,

shooting up to 70 exposures, with-

out a scratch.

Of course, a good many photog-
raphers simply don't have the

occasion to use the 500 EL/M re-

motely. They use it hand-held or

tripod-mounted. Or, like the Amer-
ican Astronauts, attached to their

chest packs.

The 500 EL/M, as remarkable as

it is, is only one camera of the

Hasselblad System. For informa-

tion on the other Hasselblads
and their extensive accessories,

write for our free catalog. Paillard

Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road,
Linden, N.J. 07036. Other prod-

ucts: Bolex movie equipment,
Hermes typewriters and figuring

machines.

HASSELBLAD^

iiiinos:
The System



social behavior of bison and to

study the effects of experience on

behavior and the effects of social

stimuli on reproduction endocri-

nology.

Before the tide of human over-

population can be stemmed, Gerald

Oster believes researchers will have

to find birth control devices that are

safer and more widely acceptable,

especially to the people of the less

developed countries. Pursuing this

aim at the Mount Sinai School of

Medicine of the City University of

New York, where he is professor of

biophysics and research professor of

obstetrics and gynecology, Oster

has been experimenting with cop-

per-wired intrauterine devices and

various chemicals that suppress the

transport of sperm in the cervical

mucus. In addition to his broad sci-

entific career, Oster created the

mathematical art known as moire

patterns, and has had exhibits at the

Museum of Modern Art in New
York and at numerous other mu-
seums. While lecturing on the sub-

ject, he is enveloped by a projection

of one of his designs, left below.

By studying the roles of age,

family dental history, population

trends, and genetic factors in the

dentition of Michigan school-

children, James E. Harris has been

able to improve the prognoses for

orthodontic treatment. He was able

to test and refine his theories by

comparing what he found among
present-day Nubian children with

the skuUs of their ancestors of

2,000 years ago. To study the ef-

fects of dietary differences, he next

compared the dental histories of the

ancient Nubians with those of

higher-class Egyptians of the same

era: first, the officials and nobles,

and finally, the pharaohs, them-

selves. Harris is professor of den-

tistry and chairman of the Depart-

ment of Orthodontics at the

University of Michigan.

The coauthor of ''X-raying the

Pharaohs," Kent R. Weeks is an

Egyptologist trained in anthropol-

ogy and archeological techniques.

With Harris, he has attempted to

learn more about ancient Egyptian

medicine, health, and disease

through X-raving the royal mum-
mies. Their- studies have unraveled

some of the mysteries of the process

of mummification, as well as the

times and causes of death of the

subjects. Weeks reports that their

findings have "seriously affected

many of the views of Egyptian cul-

ture often taken as fact." An associ-

ate professor at the American Uni-

versity in Cairo, he is the author of

a text. The Tomb ofPemab, sched-

uled for publication by the Metro-

politan Museum of Art in New
York.

The writer-photographer team of

Bob Skovbo and Paul von Baich
has published several accounts of

their travels through Alaska and
Canada, including two previous ar-

ticles for Natural History. Skovbo,

who writes under a pen name to as-

sure the anonymous travel he pre-

fers, first crossed parts of the re-

mote Ogilvie Mountains of the

Yukon in 1969, and was so im-

pressed by what he saw that "I de-

cided to return with my old travel-

ing companion, Paul von Baich,

whose lenses could do the landscape

better justice than 1 could." Their

backpacking trip into the area last

summer revealed a wilderness laced

only with the abandoned cabins of

Gold Rush sourdoughs, and moun-
tains unlike any they had ever seen.
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Letters
Good and Bad News

It is with pronounced relief that I re-

port diat both LaiTS' Strickland and Da-

\id Smart ["A Resurgence of Rabies."

Mav. 1972] have passed the reasonable

period of incubation for rabies without

developing the disease.

It is \nth considerablv less enthusi-

asm that I convev the findings of the

Center for Disease Control rabies sur-

veillance staff for 1971: 4,392 labora-

toi-s'-con firmed cases of rabies reported

for the United States. 1,116 more cases

than in 1970 and 14 percent above the

average for the preceding five years.

This \vas also the first year that rabies

was reported from all contiguous states.

NoR^u^' Fr.\-\k

Public Health Veterinarian

Dade County. Florida

Xorman Frank's "A Resurgence of

Rabies" was a timelv item coming as it

did prior to the camping season, when

manv thousands of campers, trailerites,

and other nomads on wheels—with their

dogs—move into and around the normal

habitat of wildlife species ivhose indi-

\iduals mav be a source of the dreaded

\irus. \\Tiile a half-dozen states bar dogs

from overnight stavs in state park

campgi'ounds. the other states do admit

them, as do most privatelv o^\'ned camp-

STOunds and trailer parks. \^ here dogs

are permitted there is nearly ahravs the

precaution: "Pets on Leash Onlv. ' Un-

fortunatelv. the leashing requirement is

not universaUv obser\ed. Strict adhe-

rence to the rule would largely prevent

contact i\ith rabid wild animals.

ROI_\-ND BiRVv

Clearnater. Florida

A Taste Test
In "The Organic Gardener and Anti-

intellectualism" in vour May issue, ^Ar-

thur \^'. Galston presents an excessively

narrow \iew of organic gardening in or-

der to make his "scientific" argument

for chemical methods of plant culture

appear more con\incing.

For example. I don't argue with Gal-

ston that it is possible to grow plants in

chemical solutions. However, such hv-

droponic methods are so costlv in both

dollars and resources that surely large

numbers of .\mericans would stane if

these methods were our only source of

food production. The true advantage of

the organic system is that it takes a

much more whole \iew of the growing

of food than Professor Galston is willing

to look at. I think he could benefit from

reading Barrv Commoner's book The

Closing Circle, which explains quite lu-

cidly the ecological necessity of return-

ing organic materials to the soil and the

problems that result ^vhen agriculture

becomes dependent on s\Tithetic chem-

icals.

Also. I challenge Galston's statement

that "such [hvdi-oponic] plants are as

capable of supporting the growth of the

animals that eat them as are 'organ-

ically grown plants.' " I know of no

such test that has ever been conducted

comparing hvdroponic with organically

grown foods. To find the true worth of

food, it is necessan' to conduct nutri-

tional ex-periments over a long period of

time, so that the effect of trace element

and other nutritional imbalances can be

observed over several generations. For-

tunately, such tests are now being

planned and wiU probably be carried

out shortly.

Actually, the manv voung people

who are now interested in natural and

organically grown foods need go no fur-

ther than their own taste buds to gather

acceptable data on food quahtv. They

hke the ^vav natural and organically

growTi foods taste, as compared ^sith the

conventional foods, ^vhich are so over-

processed and gimmicked up with ad-

ditives.

Robert Rod.-vle

Emmaus. Pennsylvania

Against Clearcutting
I am shocked to find an advertise-

ment transparently aimed at deceiying

conservationists in the pages of your

fine magazine. I am referring to the

American Forest Institute's "I'm Qear-

cutting to Save the Forest" advertise-

ment in the Mav, 1972, issue.

As a student of geolog^". I recently

wTOte a paper summarizing the geologic

effects of clearcut logging. The scien-

tific evidence, gathered bv researchers

working in forests in various parts of

tlie L nited States, specifically including

Oregon, shows without any doubt that

clearcutting is destro\ing the productiv-

ity- of our forests (our national forests, I

might add). The rate of regrowth in

clearcut areas is simplv not as great as

that predicted bv foresters.

One of the major causes of this de-

chning productiyitv in clearcut forests

is the actual removal of soil due to tre-

mendously increased erosion rates.

Peaks of sediment concentration more

than 250 times those observed in an

uncut watershed were measured in a

stream in Oregon. The burning of slash

(the debris remaining after the logs are

remoy'ed), so casually referred to bv the

beneficent logger in the advertisement,

greatly increased erosion bv remo\ing

any anchoring ground cover. This ero-

sion not only removes the fertile topsoQ

from our forests, but also clogs streams

and pollutes them with nutrients.

Spa^vning gravels, necessan^ for salmon

reproduction, are destroyed bv the de-

position of fine material from the soil. It

may be years before these stream beds

can once again be used bv the salmon.

Salmon and trout are also detrimentally

affected bv the increased stream tem-

peratures (and decreased oxygen con-

tent) observed in streams draining

clearcut areas.

A newly discovered and highly dis-

turbing effect of clearcutting is the

flushing of nutrient ions from the soil.

It seems that a proliferation of the bac-

teria that convert insoluble NH4+ into

soluble N03= follows the removal of

vegetation. The flushing out of the ni-

trogen is closely followed by the re-

moval of other important ions. The re-

sult is a severe depletion of the soil and

pollution of streams.

There is a hopeful note. The amount

of disturbance observed in an area is

closely related to the care taken in log-

ging. Carefullv planned roads, buffer

zones of trees along stream banks, and

careful selection of trees to be cut help

to protect and preserve oiu- land. Our

forests desen"e better treatment than

clearcutting.

Ellen Z. H.\rrison

Sharon, Connecticut

X^ ith regard to the American Forest

Institute advertisement, one can rejoice

in OUT good fortune that forests had

somehow managed to survive until the

loggers arrived on the scene to begin

sa\ing them.

Glen' Cole

Chicago, Illinois



To Observe an Eclipse
May I add to your interesting articles

on the total solar eclipse [June-July,

1972] that on February' 26, 1979. a to-

tal ecHpse will be visible in the states of

the Pacific Northwest. Thus, Americans

will have another chance to see an

echpse without traveling too far.

I have always been amused by the

heights to which astronomers will go to

observe an echpse. The altitude record

mentioned was exceeded by Professor

D. E. Blackwell of Oxford during the

echpse of June 30, 1954. In the

Monthly Notes of the Royal Astronomi-

cal Society (1955, page 630), he writes:

The observations should be made in

an open aircraft, and not through an

aircraft window. ... If a special

window is fitted, there is danger of

frosting at high altitude. In making

the observations now being described

it was found most convenient to fold

the aircraft door back to mount the

camera in the open doorway. . . .

The aircraft used was a special Lin-

coln capable of flying to an altitude

of 43,000 feet. Physiological diffi-

culties made it inadvisable to attempt

observations from this height, and a

height of 30,000 feet was chosen to

give the best compromise between

sky darkening on the one hand, and

aircraft stability and observer alert-

ness on the other hand.

I nominate this for the award for

British and scientific understatement.

Jay M. Pasachoff

Williams College—Hopkins Observatory'

Food for the Eye
Alan Dundes's perceptive article on

the sensory dominance of vision

omitted perhaps the most curious Amer-

ican phenomenon of all—the Playboy

Clubs, where the objective seems to be

to spend the evening viewing the wait-

resses. At least they are seen first-hand.

We may yet live to see restaurants

where the finest food is brought forth,

displayed to the customer's discerning

eye, and then returned to the kitchen.

Kenneth M. Smith

Newark, Delaware

Liberating
the Straw Woman

Marvin Harris's "practical sugges-

tion" vis a vis the hberation of women
(and consequently men) ["Women's
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The ideal

We must teach our
children not only what
to see but how to see.

artist, herbert bayer (1934)

The real

Too often we try to educate by
preaching orthodoxies. But
orthodox solutions are no longer
enough.

Our world is changing faster than ever
before while many of our educational
premises remain static, mired in the past.

But the past no longer has enough of

the answers. In the years ahead,
problems will arise for which there are

no precedents. To keep the future

open we must teach our children not
only what to learn but how to learn,

how to see, how to analyze.

Only then will they be able to recog-
nize and cope with problems which
our generation cannot even foresee.

AtlantlcRlchfleldCompany <>

wmmmmmitmM
artist: jasper Johns
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GOING5 ON ABOUT TOVN LETTER FKOM VA5HINGTON

^^______^____________^_^___^ ...Wallace captured most of the Florida

delegation not because he got most of the

primary votes but because the majority

of ballots was divided among ten other

candidates, all of whom were liberals of

one species or another, and some of

whom differed in nothing noticeable ex-

cept physiognomy —Richard Rovere

P a O F I L B 5

ENCOUNTE^J VITH THt AaCHD^UIDTHE TALK OF THE TOVN

Notes and Com?7ient

...If the charcoal these women use still

contains traces of the dioxin contaminant

—or if, as some scientists have reported,

the burning of 2,4,5-T can itself produce

dioxin—they are running a risk of ingest-

ing quantities, though small, of one of

the most poisonous and teratogenic sub-

stances known

THE iPOKTING 5CENE
MAINLY ABOUT JONE5

...The odd thing about the 1972 Mas-

ters was that it started out as if a mem-
orable tournament were in the offing. In

the first round, for example, one of the

great figures in American folklore, Sam-

uel Jackson Snead, posted a three-under-

par 69, which placed him only one shot

behind the leader. Jack Nicklaus, and

there was such snap to Snead's stride

and such verve to his golf that although

we all knew he was born in" 19 and 12,"

as he puts it, and will turn sixty this

May, he had the look of a true con-

tender —Herbert Warren Wind

THE CUIlllENT CINEMA
Alchemy

IF
ever there was a great example of

how the best popular movies come

out of a merger of commerce and

art, "The Godfather" is it. The movie

starts from a trash novel that is gener-

ally considered gripping and compul-

sively readable, though (maybe because

movies more than satisfy my appetite for

trash) I found it unreadable——Pauline Kael

"/ think I know what's causing your migraine."

A HEPOKTEK AT LAUGE
THE CL05ING CIUCLE-I

...The paradoxical role we play in the

natural environment—at once participant

and exploiter—distorts our perception of

it. Particularly serious is the illusion that

we have "conquered nature" and no

longer depend on the natural environ-

ment —Barry Commoner

Charles Park

David B

...Brewer had dropped out of college

when he was nineteen, and disappeared

into the Sierra Nevada. He had spent his

life defending mountain ranges and

what, by extension, they symbolized to

him, and one of the ironies of his life

was that his love of the mountains had

long since drawn him away from them

and into buildings impertinently called

skyscrapers, into congressional corridors,

into temporary offices in hotel rooms, into

battle after battle, and out of shape

—

—John McPhee

OUR FAR-FLUNG
CORRE5PONDENT5
THE POLLUTION OF LAKE BAIKAL

...Because a large part of Lake Baikal's

watershed area is surfaced with rock, its

water is between twenty-five and fifty

percent lower in mineral content than

that of most freshwater bodies, and is so

transparent that divers can see down al-

most a hundred and fifty feet. These and

many of the lake's other unique attri-

butes and resources have, for the past ten

years or so, been increasingly threatened

by the incursion of industry

—

—Marshall I. Goldman

This page is a New Yorker sampler.

The New Yorker brings you a unique

blending of fact and fiction, cartoons

and criticism, humor and opinion. It

presents a broad, considered view of

both the United States and the world.

If you feel that The New Yorker may

be your kind of magazine, please fill in

and mail the subscription card above.

If the card has been used, fill in the

coupon below and mail to:

ACM (A subsidiary of The New Yorker)

28West44th Street, NewYork 10036.

D Special Trial Subscription, 6 months

(26 issues) $6

D 1 year (52 issues) $12

D 2 years (104 issues) $20

Mail the coupon now. ACM will bill you

later.
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the world-famed SYSTEM
<^ ®

most sensitive . . . widest range

REFLECTED and INCIDENT LIGHT METER!

Just by itself, the Luna-PRO—with Its

extraordinary 2,000,000:1 sensitivity

range— is the world's outstanding

meter for reflected and incident light

. . . brightest sunlight . . . candlelight . .

.

even moonlight!

To make it a SPOT METER, ENLARG-
ING METER or MICROSCOPE METER
is a matter of seconds with the op-

tional lock-on attachments. The Luna-

Pro is the only meter you'll ever need!

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS

VARIABU ANGLE • MICROSCOPE • ENLARGING
"Spot Meter" : AHACHMENT ; A'HACHMENT
AHACHMENT •

SPECIFICATIONS: Smooth, one-hand operation

Measures reflected and incident light (with built-

in hemispheric diffuser) For still and movie

cameras 30° light acceptance angle single

"seesaw" selector button for high and low range

Automatic "memory" needle lock Computer
range: ASA 6 to 25,000; f/1 to f/90: l/4000th

sec. to 8 hours; Cine from 8 to 128 fps EV-8
to EV+24; .016 to 32,000 foot candles Weighs
only 7 ounces.

Fib," May, 1972] is a perfect sequitur

for his sti-aw man (woman!) statements.

Leaders in the movement do not, as Mr.

Han-is suggests, take the singular posi-

tion of the denial of the "existence of

deterministic nahiral and cultural pro-

cesses that might account for female

subordination.

Thev challenge the notion as unsub-

stantiated, and if it were substantiated,

thev would condemn it as archaic and

irrelevant. He asks. "But what is there

to look to outside of nature?" Must this

anthropologist be reminded that the

quintessence of humanness resides in

our capacits^ to amend the natural

forces that shape our Uves? Continuing

his assault on his straw woman. Mr.

Harris says, "Women control the nur-

sery and the early childhood condi-

tioning of both sexes." That is to say.

subordinated, brainwashed women. It is

preciselv that kind of woman, pro-

grammed meticulouslv to support and

teach male values and wishes—total

male culture—whom today's liberation-

ists ^^^^ free.

Clyde Trude.\u

Fairfield, Connecticut

Incident
in the Serengeti

M\ attention has been drawn to a

statement bv George B. SchaUer in the

conclusion of his superb series on the

predators of the Serengeti [Februarw

March, and April. 1972]. Mr. Schaller

unequivocallv states that "zebra some-

times defend their offspring against

cheetah, ^dld dogs, and hvenas but not

a£;ainst hons."

Write for literature

KLING PHOTO COMPANY
P.O. Box 1060, Woodside, N.Y. 11377 ^|^y|

1 returned from the Serengeti last

March and was pri\ileged to witness an

incident that, although rare, may

change the absolute vahditv of Mr.

SchaUer's statement.

Mv colleagues and I were obsening

a herd of zebra from four Land rovers in

the Ngorongoro Crater. A lioness ap-

peared from some nearby brush and. us-

ing the cars as cover, stealthily ap-

proached the zebras. At this point it

became obvious that the lioness had not

only accepted the dailv presence of

tourists, but that she had also adapted to

using their vehicles as cover. Finally,

ha\ing selected a mare and foal as

likelv prey, the honess sprang upon

them and made a clean kiU of the foal,

apparently breaking its neck. The re-

mainder of the herd ran around in dis-

organized fashion, except for the mare,

who returned to the kiU and seized the

honess by the neck. There ensued

about tiventv seconds of absolute ex-

citement, during which time the zebra

had much of the advantage and we were

able to record the incident on mo\de

film and also obtain other pictures. The

encounter ended when the lion finally

broke loose from the mare's jaws and

succeeded in inflicting some facial lac-

erations. The zebra retreated to the

herd and the lioness removed the car-

cass of the foal to a wooded guUv.

where her cubs were located.

This is undoubtedlv an unusual expe-

rience, and I wonder if anv of vour

readers have encountered a similar situ-

ation.

C. BRL\N BlRKE. ^LD.

Hitchcock Clinic

Hanover. iSetc Hampshire
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First price is publisher's list. Boldface shows member's price.

736. The Quest for Theseus
Edited by Anne G. Ward. The historical

reality behind the legends of the mythic

slayer of the Minotaur and founder of

Athens. $13.50/$8.95

885. The White Generals: The White
Movement and the Russian Civil War
By Richard Luckett. $10.00/$7.50

859. Let History Judge: The Origins
and Consequences of Stalinism
By Roy A. Medvedev. $12.50/ $8.50

858. Napoleon Bonaparte: An Intimate

Biography
By Vincent Cronin. $12.50/$8.50

857. The Rise and Fall of the

Habsburg Monarchy
By Victor-L. Tapie. $15.00/$8.95

677. Witchcraft at Salem
By Chadwici< Hansen. $6.95/ $5.75

754. Augustus to Constantine: The
Thrust of the Christian Movement into

the Roman World
By Robert M. Grant. $10.00/ $7.50

726. A History of the African People
By Robert W. July. $15.00/$8.95

796. Justinian and Theodora
By Robert Browning. The peasant's son

and lady of ill-repute who ruled the

Byzantine Roman empire. $15.00/$9.95

105. Huey Long
By T. Harry Williams. National Book
Award & Pulitzer Prize. $12.50/ $8.50

877. Apache Chronicle: The Story

of a People
By John Upton Terrell. $12.50/$8.50

876. Rebirth of Feminism
By Judith Hole & Ellen Levine.

$10.00/$7.50

775. The Rising Sun: The Decline and
Fall of the Japanese Empire, 1935-45
By John Toland. $12.95/ $8.95

832. China and Russia: The "Great Game"
By 0. Edmund Clubb. Three centuries of

"massive contest," always short of war.

$12.95/$8.75

103. From Slavery to Freedom: A History

of Negro Americans
By John Hope Franklin. $13-95/$8.40

746. Empire of the Steppes: A History

of Central Asia

By Reni Grousset. $17.50/$9.95

891. The Double-Cross System in

the War of 1939 to 1945
By J. C. Masterman. How the British

actually controlled and used German
spies. $6.95/ $5.95

460. Hltien A Study in Tyranny
By Alan Bullocl<. $ 10.00/ $6.95

759. Gold, Glory, and the Gospel: Lives

and Times of the Renaissance Explorers

By Louis B. Wright. $10.00/$7.50

476. The Life of Lenin

By Louis Fischer. Winner of the National

Book Award. $12.50/$8.50

606. Henry VIII

By John J. Scarisbricl<. $10.95/$7.65

671. Medieval History. The Life and
Death of a Civilization (2nd Edition)

By Norman F. Cantor. $10.95/$8.50

687. Anti-lntellectualism In

American Life

By Richard Holstadter. Pulitzer Prize

winner. $7.95/$5.95

657. The Creation of the American
Republic, 1776-1787
By Gordons. Wood Bancroft Award
winner. $15.00/$9.95

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Please enroll me as a trial

member and send me. for only 99
cents, the three books whose
numbers I have filled in:

Also send me, at the special low
member's price:

I enclose no money now.
Send bill with books.

Within two weeks, I may return
the books and owe nothing. Or
keep them and agree to take only
four more selections in the coming
year from among more than 150
offered each month in the Club Review.
I may choose any of these instead

of the Editors' Choice, or no book at

all, by returning the reply card

accompanying the Review. NH 27S

Print Nan

Special on tyrants.
Anythree for99 cents.

Hitler. Stalin. Napoleon. Augustus.

Lustful Henry. Justinian and his Theodora.

They did more to change the course

of history than many of the good guys.

That's why we'd like to send you any

three of these gentlemen as your introduction

to The History Book Club.

Or, if you prefer, you may choose the

company of heroes, martyrs, politicians, kings.

Or become embroiled in wars or revolutions.

In fact, you can have any three books

listed above. All for 99 cents, when you take a

fourth at the low member's price.

If you're not delighted, you may of

course return them. But If you do keep them,

you simply take four more new books

during the coming year, from the 1 50 offered

each month. You get these at savings of $2, $3,

or $4 off bookstore prices. And you also earn

other savings through bonus books you can

choose from the Club's entire list.

Well-known statesmen, scholars and

community leaders belong to The History Book

Club. But by accepting our tyrants offer, you

can also enjoy the company of villains.

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
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In Praise of Bikers,
Hikers,
and Crowded Cars

How long can we afford the luxury
of large, single-passenger auton^obiles?

by Eric Hirst

The automobile is assuming an

ever increasing role in the social

Hfe, the economy, and the environ-

ment of America. Environmental

problems associated with the auto-

mobile include air and noise pollu-

tion, traffic congestion, urban de-

cay, suburban sprawl, and the lack

of adequate transportation alterna-

tives, such as mass transit systems.

During the past few years we
have also been confronted with a se-

ries of energy problems, often re-

ferred to as an energy crisis: brown-

outs and blackouts, fuel shortages,

rising fuel prices, and the environ-

mental impacts of energy produc-

tion and conversion. Unfortunatelv,

many of us are not aware of the

close relationship between the auto-

mobile and these energy issues.

Approximately one-half of

United States energy consumption

is supplied by petroleum, with half

of this petroleum going to the trans-

portation sector. In 1970, Ameri-

can cars consumed 66 billion gal-

lons of gasoline, equal to 30
percent of total United States petro-

leum consumption. This is impor-

tant for three reasons.

First, the United States currently

imports almost one-fourth of its pe-

troleum supply. The fraction of oil

provided by foreign imports is

climbing rapidly and will probably

exceed one-half within ten years.

Most of this oil comes from the

Middle East, a region noted for its

political instability and lack of am-

ity for the United States.

Second, development of petro-

leum supplies involves serious envi-

ronmental problems. Consider the

number of oil spills, tanker acci-

dents, fires at offshore oil wells, and

the controversy over the Alaskan

oil pipeline.

Third, the world supply of petro-

leum is quite limited, and we shall

soon face a serious energy resources

problem. Experts estimate that 80
percent of the world oil supply will

be exhausted within fifty years.

United States petroleum resources

are sufficient for only another thirty

to forty years; even the Alaskan oil

discoveries cannot add more than

ten years to these estimates.

But gasoline consumption by au-

tomobiles is only part of the prob-

lem. Indirectly, to manufacture,

sell, and maintain it, the automobile

consumes as much energy as it con-

sumes directly in gasoline.

Automobiles are made of steel,

iron, copper, aluminum, rubber,

glass, plastics, and other materials.

These materials must be mined,

converted from raw ore to a pri-

mary product, then finished at a

fabrication plant. These finished

products are then shipped to auto-

mobile factories, where automobiles

are assembled. Each of these steps

requires energy. All together, to

manufacture one automobile it

lakes about 150 million Btu. (Brit-

ish thermal units) of energy, which

is the equivalent of 1,100 gallons of

gasoline. This is enough gasoline to

run a car for about 15,000 miles.

Energy is also rc(|uired to ship

cars from the factories to deal-

erships throughout the country.

Dealers expend energy preparing

cars for delivery, advertising their

wares, lighting and heating their

showrooms, and so on. These vari-

ous activities require almost as

much energy per automobile as

does the manufacture of a car. We
must also include the energy used

to make replacement tires, spai'k

plugs, batteries, and all the other

parts needed for repairs and main-

tenance and as accessories.

Once the automobile reaches the

consumer, it must be powered. In

order to produce a gallon of gaso-

line, oil fields must be discovered,

wells drilled, oil pumped to the sur-

face and transported to refineries.

Petroleum refineries consume en-

ergy to transform crude oil into

various refined petroleum products,

such as gasoline, diesel fuel, kero-

sine. and jet fuel. Totaling the en-

ergy costs for these steps suggests

that about 1.2 units of energy are

required, directly and indirectly, to

produce 1 unit of gasoline energy.

In other words, the energy equiva-

lent of 12 gallons is consumed for

everv 10 gallons pumped into vour

cai's gas tank.

Finally, billions of dollars are

spent annually to construct new
highways and roads. This requires

considerable quantities of energy,

both for the construction itself and
for the production of the sand,

gravel, and cement used to build

these roads.

In 1968. for example, all these

energy re(]uirements added up to a

total of about 16,000 trillion Btu.

Of this total, only 50 percent was

consumed directly as gasoline; the

H
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YOU CRUISE and EXPLORE

most intimate waterways away from ^
common areas, pollution, noise, j,^

and trash. You relax in

Quiet and elegant

SEAWORTHY
Travel Craft

for delightful

Holidays and

GENUINE
Recreation

COMPACT
CAREFREE

INEXPENSIVE

FAse
ACTION CATALOG

WITH STARTLING
FACTS & FIGURES
and cruise information.

Mail coupon or address to:

FOLBOT CORP. NH Charleston, S. C. 29405

©

NAME-

T^oundThe^World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,700 First Class

• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco

Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges, Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No Age Limit Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio is registered in Taiwan.

See your travel agent or contact

OKiENT OVEI^EAS LiNE
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:

Orient Overseas Services, Inc.

311 California St., San Francisco, California 94104

Address,

City
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(9. 5 = INDIRECT ENERGY)

(9.7 = DIRECT ENERGY, GASOLINE) -D O-

TOTAL
19.2X10=
BTU/MILE

remainder was devoted to indirect

functions. The average automobile

in the United States consumes

19,000 Btu. per mile. This is

equivalent to only 7. 1 miles per gal-

lon of gasoline.

Thus, the automobile is respon-

sible, directly and indirectly, for

about 25 percent of the total United

States energy consumption. What
can we do to lower this figure, con-

serve energy resources, reduce air

pollution, and help solve both our

energy and automobile problems?

The most important thing is to pro-

mote changes in passenger trans-

portation. Bicycles are 22 times as

energy-efficient as cars, walking 15

times, buses almost 4 times, and

railroads 2.5 times. Only airplanes

are less energy-efficient than cars.

If we were suddenly able to shift

all urban passenger traffic to buses

and half the intercity automobile

traffic to buses and railroads, we
would effect enormous energy sav-

ings. Specifically, in 1970 we could

have cut gasoline energy con-

sumption in half, from 9,000 tril-

lion Btu. for automobiles to 4,500
trillion Btu.

In addition to the beneficial as-

pects of energy conservation, such

changes in transportation would
have other positive effects. Traffic

congestion in cities would be re-

duced, and land formerly devoted

to parking lots and streets could be

used for parks and housing. The
noise of engines, squealing tu-es,

and honking horns would be gone

and we might, once again, be able

to hear birds sing.

On a national scale, we would

greatly diminish our dependence on

foreign petroleum. These changes

would also ease the pressures on do

mestic petroleum reserves, allowing

us more time to develop ecologi

cally rational ways to use these re-

sources.

Unfortunately, it will take at

least a few decades to shift from au-

tomobiles to more energy-efficient

transport modes such as mass tran-

sit. One encouraging note, however:

in 1971 more than 8 million bicy-

cles were sold, twice the number
sold ten years earlier.

In the meantime, there are ways

to increase the energy efficiency of

cars. The typical car carries only

two passengers; if this number were

increased to four, energy con-

sumption for automobiles would be

halved. We could also use smaller

cars, with low-horsepower engines,

driven at lower speeds to improve

fuel economy. For example, a Vega

with four passengers uses only one-

fourth as much fuel per passenger

mile as a large Buick with two pas-

sengers.

Some of these gains, however,

will be offset by a probable decline

of 20 to 40 percent in fuel economy
over the next several years; to meet

the new federal automotive air qual-

ity requirements, car engines will

use more gasoline to clean up their

exhaust.

The changes in passenger trans-

portation suggested here would re-

quire modifications of many ele-

ments of our society. But this

should not deter us from consid-

ering such changes. After all, con-

sider the alternatives.

i6



You can save Luz Marina
for ^15 a monfh.

Or you can turn the page*

Luz Marina Jacanamijoy.
An eleven year old Colombian
child. Living with her parents
five brothers and sisters in a m6s>
room house. The roof is straw and
the kitchen is a fire outside. No
electricity. No medical care. None of the
things so many of us take for granted.

Yet for only $15 a month, you can sponsor a childTTEe

Luz Marina and really give meaning to those last three

letters in her last name—jo/- The joy she will know when
she learns she can continue her schooling and not have
to work in the fields full time. The joy her parents will

receive, through an interest-free loan that will enable
them to start their own self-help project. Like raising

chickens to help raise their standard of living.

That's what Save the Children Federation is all about.
Helping people—indeed, helping entire communities—
to help themselves.

And for you, there are many rewards. The chance to

correspond with a child. To receive his or her
photograph. And progress reports. And, knowing too,

that your hard earned money is helping one child,

one family, one community.

That's how Save the Children works. But without you, it

can't work. So please: clip this coupon and mail it today.

Now you can turn the page.

hp Ciiitdi-en rederation, founded in 1932. is

cgisteied vvii-h (haU S Siatc Oeoartmeni Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income tax deductible.

I Wish to contribute $15 a month to sponsor a

D Where the need is most urgent n Europe

D boy D girl:

O Latin America Q Middle East
D Vietnam G Korea
CJ Bangladesh D Southern U.S.

D American Indian
D Appalachia
n Africa

Enclosed is my first payment

D $15 monthly
n $45 quarterly ri Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $
D $90 semi-annually I) Please send me more information.
D $180 annually

.Zip.City State

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

The Cliliiese University

Shunning competition and grades, the students
work together, are prom^oted together,

and "not a com^rade is left behind"

In the post-Cultural Revolution

People's Republic of China, the

university is so different from its

American counterpart as to be vir-

tually unrecognizable as the same

entity. To understand the nature of

the Chinese university of todav re-

quires some understanding of Chi-

nese society, for in China, as almost

nowhere else in the world, the uni-

versity mirrors and serves the needs

of its society.

For centuries, a weak and dis-

united Chinese nation had been rav-

aged not only by internal strife and

corruption but also bv repeated im-

perialist invasions. For a decade be-

fore Pearl Harbor, China had been

occupied by, and was fighting a

fierce guerrilla war against, Japa-

nese invaders. Then, following the

defeat of the Japanese in 1945, she

suffered through an additional four

years of bitter civil war. With the

establishment of a Communist gov-

ernment in 1949, China was de-

prived of contact with, and aid

from, the Western powers and was,

up to 1960, almost totallv depen-

dent on the Soviet Union and east-

ern European countries for tech-

nological and scientific assistance.

Following the ideological split with

the Russians in 1960, even that aid

has been largelv denied to her.

Since 1960, whatever progress

China has made in solving her

pressing problems of production,

public health, and technology has

been accomplished almost totally

with her own resources.

Possessed of this capsule of re-

cent Chinese history, and knowing
also that for centuries China has

been bedeviled bv such ills as over-

population, underproduction, star-

vation, disease, alternating floods

and droughts, child selling, con-

cubinage, and prostitution, what

should the modern traveler in China

expect to find? I was astonished

from the very first moment of my

entry into that country. Immedi-

ately overwhelming is the impres-

sion one gets of a well-fed, healthy,

adequately clothed, reasonably

well-housed, and enthusiastic popu-

lation, working together vigorously

to improve their lot in l3"e. The

cities are incredibly clean, neat,

and orderly, and the roadsides are

lined with trees. The countryside,

formerly a patchwork quilt of small

farms incapable of efficient produc-

tion, has now been organized into

huge collectivized communes where

tens of thousands of people work

cooperatively to achieve greatly en-

larged production. In the cities, fac-

tories and dwellings are similarly

well organized.

The main thrust throughout

China is a determined effort to

achieve a greatly increased standard

of living. China has much to teach

the Western world about the organi-

zation of production, pubUc health,

and cooperative living units. As an



The most exciting value ever
to iieipyou build

yourown natural science library!
(Retail prices lipht. member prices bold.)

33310. AMONG ANIMALS OF
AFRICA. Bernhard Grzrmek. Fasci-

nating first-hand studies of ele-

phants, crocodiles, lions, etc. Color
photos. $12.50,$9.50

68560. THE PHILOSOPHICAL FISH-
ERMAN. Harold F. Blaisdell The
wisdom and lore of fishing comes
vibrantly to life. $6.95 $5.75

52570. HELICOPTERS AND AUTO-
GIROS. Char/es Gablehouse. Newly
revised, up-to-date and authorita-

tive. $6.95 $5.75

53870. THE HUDSON RIVER. Robert
H. Boyle. Best-selling account of the
destruction of one of America's
mighty rivers. $7.95 $6.50

67650. THE PENTAGON OF POWER.
Lewis Mumford. Examines the anti-

human, technological culture we
have wrought— and what we can do
about it. $12.95/$8.50

69280. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA. Text
and Photographs by Leonard Lee
Rue III. $12.50 $9.50

70630. THE PROCESSION OF LIFE.
Alfred S. Romer. The compelling
story of animal evolution, lavishly

illustrated. $12.50, $7.95

74260. INTRODUCTION TO ROCK
AND MOUNTAIN CLIMBING. Ruth
and John Mendenha/I. Everything
you need to know about it!

$5.95/$5.25

58840. LOOKING FOR DILMUN.
Geoffrey Bibby. Discovery of the
civilization lost for 3,000 years.

$10.00/$7.50
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Take any5 book
(values to

$66.30)

with your first selection (at low discount price)

as a member of the

Natural Science Book Club
and you need buy only 3 more books

at member discount prices in the next 1 2 months!

Harlow Shapley
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63800. THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
MAMMALS. Francois Bourliire. Com-
prehensive picture of what has been
learned of the life and customs of

mammals. $7.95/$6.50

39300. THE COAST OF MAINE. Louise
Dickinson Rich. Indispensable guide
and informal history. $8.95/$7.25

56530. ISLAND AT THE CENTER OF
THE WORLD. Father Sebastian Eng-
lert. The mysterious story of Easter
Island. Illustrated. $15.00/$10.95

33780. ANIMALS IN MIGRATION.
Robert T. Orr. Basic principles be-

hind all animal migrations. Beauti-
fully illustrated. $12.50 $9.50

32980. AMERICA'S CAMPING BOOK.
Paul Cardwel/, Jr. Most complete
guide to camping ever published.

$10.00, $7.50

48810. THE FLIGHT OF THE EAGLE.
Per 0/of Sundman. The lost balloon
Eagle and its ill-fated voyage to the
North Pole. $6.95, $5.95
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48670. FLIGHTS INTO YESTERDAY.
Leo Deuel. Scientific detective story

about archaeological discoveries
through aerial photography.

$895 $6.95

63280. MR. TOUGH. Anthony Green-
bank. Practical way to a new lease

on life with health and body-build-

ing. $5.95,$5.25

Francis

84270. THROUGH RUGGED WAYS
TO THE STARS/OPPENHEIMER. The
dean of American astronomers remi-
nisces. Plus a new look at J. Robert
Oppenheimer by 1. I. Rabi, Robert
Serber, Glenn T. Seaborg, and
others. The two books count as one.

$12.90 $8.50

36950. THE BUFFALO. Francis
Haines. Nature lore. Indian lore,

exploration, and high adventure.
$7.95 $6.25

68160. PERSEPOLIS. Donald N. Wil-

ber. Breathtaking journey to the
priceless treasures of the ancient
kings of Persia. $7.95/$6.25

62100. MEN AND DINOSAURS. Ed-
win H. Colbert. Behind-the-bones"
story of the exciting discovery of

the dinosaurs. $8.95 $6.95

40260. CONQUISTADORS WITHOUT
SWORDS. Leo C. Deuel. First-hand:

some of the most exciting archae-
ological finds in the Americas.

$12.95,'$8.95

64850. NOTES FROM THE CENTURY
BEFORE. Edward Hoagland. Percep-
tive account of a virtually unex-
plored portion of British Columbia.

$6.95 $5.95

80640. STORY OF QUANTUM ME-
CHANICS. Victor Guillemin. Exuber-
ant story of the 20th century's most
exciting scientific developments.

$8.95 $6.95

75720. SCIENCE NEWS YEARBOOK
1970. Compiled and Edited by
Science Service. Indispensable ref-

erence. More than 100 photos and
maps. $9.95 $7.75

61320. MATHEMATICAL SNAP-
SHOTS, Third Revised and Enlarged
American Edition/SECOND MISCEL-
LANY OF PUZZLES. Remarkably
varied feast of math oddities— Plus
a collection of devilish, original puz-
zles. The two books count as one.

$12.45 $8.50

36170. THE BIG MACHINE. Robert
Jungk. Today's real world of par-

ticle physics. $6.95/$5.75

78350.SINCE SILENT SPRING. Frank
Graham, Jr. What has happened
since Rachel Carson s prophetic
1962 classic. $6.95 $5.95

88110. THE YEAR OF THE SEAL.
Victor B. Scheffer. Poetic natural
history about these fascinating
mammals. $7.95 $6.75

65290. ON A PIECE OF CHALK.
Thomas Henry Huxley. Edited by
Loren Eiseley. Geological classic!

$6.95, $5.95

65320. ON ANCIENT CENTRAL-
ASIAN TRACKS. Sir Aurel Stein
Three famous expeditions to Chi-

nese Turkestan. $5.95 $5.25
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Push button power zoom, automatic
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Sankyo quality make Sankyo cameras so

easy to Uve with.

See the full line of Sankyo home movie
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anciOary feature, it offers new in-

sights into the organization of the

university to meet the needs of its

people in this critical stage in its

history. While the Chinese model

may not be relevant to the Ameri-

can scene, it may be very relevant

to the problems of emergent Third

World societies, which are seeking

to leap from a preindustrial, under-

developed, often postcolonial orga-

nization into the modern twentieth-

century technologized world.

The Chinese student graduating

from secondary school, at about the

age of 18, does not immediately en-

ter the university. He must first go

on to the production line—in a fac-

tory, in a commune, or in some

branch of the People's Liberation

Army. This last organization is not

entirely military. Besides the mi-

litia, it includes activities like our

Peace Corps, Civilian Conservation

Corps, Public Health Officer Corps,

and apprentice teachers. It seems to

be a means of obtaining national

service from the young under a va-

riety of agencies and conditions.

Following about three or four

years of successful and productive

service, the student may be nomi-

nated by his production unit for en-

try into a university. Only those

students who indicate a desire to at-

tend the university, who have done

well in their studies, who have dem-

onstrated a knowledge and appre-

ciation of Marxism-Leninism and

Maoism, who have demonstrated

their social concern and willingness

to subjugate their individual ambi-

tions to the needs of the people, and

who indicate a desire to be leaders

in their community will achieve rec-

ognition by being nominated for ad-

mission to the university.

The entering student is generally

somewhere in his mid-twenties. He
has already had experience on the

production line, is mature, and has

some appreciation for his position

in society.

One of the main effects of the

Cultural Revolution has been to ter-

minate the concept that the univer-

sity is a means of escaping from the

life of the laboring classes. Rather,

the university and the courses that

it offers ai'e considered a means of

obtaining expertise that will permit

the student to return to the produc-

tion line as a more intelligent and
expert laborer, frequently in the

same unit from which he came.

Thus the purpose of his educa-

tion is to permit him to better serve

the people by becoming acquainted

with that body of organized theo-

retical and practical knowledge

relevant to the job that he has been

doing. It is easy to see how this

works in the sciences; much less

clear to me is what happens in the

liberal arts, humanities, and social

sciences. The over-all effect of this

policy is to prevent social stratifica-

tion in which the laboring classes

are separated from the expert or

managerial classes.

At Chungsan University in Can-

ton, for example, the university has

set up departments of industrial bi-

ology, agricultural biology, and

herbal medicine, instead of the

usud Department of Biology,'. The
industrial biology program has as its

focus a factory—built cooperatively

by students, professors, and labor-

ers—for the production of tetracy-

cfine antibiotics. The principles of

biology, chemistry, engineering,

and even economics are taught

within the framework of learning to

grow the mold, to extract and char-

acterize the antibiotic materials, to

test and calibrate them, and then to

put them up into glass ampuls that

will be acceptable to the medical

profession. So effective has this sys-

tem been that the profits realized

from the sale of materials to the

government have permitted this

depai-tment to build a new labora-

tory, which it hopes to put into pro-

duction shortly. It will extend the

department's program to other fer-

mentation products such eis the

plant growth hormones, the gib-

bereUins.

How was all of this organized,

and who made the decisions? One
leains quickly that in the new
China, all decisions are made bv tri-

partite Revolutionary Committees,

which run everything from factories

and universities to municipalities.

All such committees consist of po-

litical cadres, members of the

People's Liberation Army, and rep-

resentatives of the workers in the

particular installation. Tliey seem to

be elected through reasonably dem-

ocratic techniques in the organiza-

tions that thev serve. These organi-

zations were formed during the

Cultural Revolution, and seem to be

reasonably well adapted to the

needs of the people during these

times.
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Lars-Eric Lindblad thinks privacy is

absolutely essential on an African Safari.
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The content of curriculum of in-

dividual courses and of educational

methods would be decided not bv

professors alone but by a group of

professional and lay people, dis-

cussing not only the subject matter

but the needs of society, as well.

This, of course, leads to a ver\^ prac-

tically oriented curriculum, and I

think it is fair to say that there is es-

sentially no basic research going on

in China at the present time, either

in universities or in the various

agencies of the Academia Sinica.

However, the Chinese do read the

world's literature and are content,

at least for a while, to let the rest of

the world do the basic research

upon which they will depend for

their practical advances.

The student admitted to the uni-

versity is given a stipend of 19.5

yuans per month. This is about one-

third of the average wage of factor)^

workers and permits the students to

exist at a level roughly equivalent

to the bare subsistence that charac-

terizes many American graduate

students today. They do not have to

worry about tuition; they have

enough money for food, shelter,

clothing, and miscellaneous supply

needs, but they certainly don't have

anything extra. At a dormitory' that

I visited at Peking University, in-

stead of being offered the usual tea,

I was offered hot water by the stu-

dents who served as hosts; for them
tea was a luxury. The only ex-

ception is the more mature student

who comes to the university after

ten years or more on the production

line. Such students continue to re-

ceive the full salary- they enjoyed as

workers, and this is paid by their

production units, not by the univer-

sity.

Certain aspects of the educa-

tional process in Chinese universi-

ties differ radically from widely

used and accepted practices that we
deem essential to quality education.

In the first place, the practice of as-

signing grades for performance sim-

ply doesn't exist in Chinese univer-

sities. There are examinations, but

these are strictly didactic devices

used to inform the student what

subject matter he does not under-

stand adequately, and also to in-

form the professor where he has

failed to communicate well. Com-
petition between the students is cJso

lacking. In fact, when we asked

about competition between stu-

dents, we were greeted by gales of

laughter. We were told that the

more able students help the less

able students; all work together, all

are promoted together, and "not a

comrade is left behind." How then

does one decide who is the best stu-

dent in the event that there is one

position to be given, for example, to

a superior physicist for a research

post? How can this possibly be ac-

complished if no grades are kept?

Once again the students laughed in

response to this question. "We
know who the most able students

are," they said. "We, ourselves, can

choose him, because after having

lived together we know well who
understands the subject best. We do

not need a professor with a grade

book to teU us." It is, of course, too

soon to know how successful this

experiment in ungraded, uncom-

petitive education will be, but that

it is going on at all, and on a na-

tionsvide scale, must pose a chal-

lenge for American universities,

which are so rooted in a com-

petitive, grade-oriented system.

We have heard much in the

Western world about the iniquities

visited upon professors, especially

those trained in the West, during

the turbulent years of the Cultural

Revolution. While we are in no po-

sition to assess the correctness of

these reports, I can report what

happened to several friends whom I

had known in the United States

many years ago and who returned

to China. One, a plant physiologist

who had worked exclusively in the

laboratory', felt that his enforced

sojourn in a commune—where he

had to build his own shelter and

work in the fields—gave him a

much better appreciation of the

problems faced by farmers and

made him more cognizant of the

kinds of things he should be doing

to improve the lot of his agricul-

tural colleagues. Together with

workers on the commune, he de-

vised a technique for the economi-

cal production of crude gibberellins

from waste agricultural products on

the commune. This has made pos-

sible, it was reported to me, a 20
percent increase in the yield of bar-

ley on test plots. Both the scientists

and workers seem completely con-

vinced of the efficacy of their prac-

tices. Whatever discomfort the

Western-trained plant physiologist

may have suffered was more than

compensated for by his new contact

with practically trained farmers,

and his collaboration with them
yielded important new procedures.

This is one example of "bringing

science to the people."

Another is that of an American-

trained pediatrician, the wife of a

former colleague, who had prac-

ticed in a New Haven hospital.

Upon her return to Peking in the

mid-1950s, she set up practice as a

pediatrician in Peking and felt that

she was doing all that she should for

her people. But when the Cultural

Revolution started about 1965,

Chairman Mao pointed out that

while 80 percent of the Chinese

people hved in the countryside, al-

most all of the physicians lived in

the cities. She responded by asking

her family whether thev would

mind her joining a medical brigade

going to the countryside. Since her

children were fairly grown and

could spare her, the family gave

permission. For eighteen months

she was out in the countryside with

the medical brigade, setting up

health centers in villages, carrying

out mass inoculations, training

paramedical personnel, and giving

instructions to a wide variety of

medical technicians. She retiu-ned

from this experience feeling that

she had never before been so useful

as a physician. It is true, she said,

that while in the countryside she

had suffered some discomfort be-

cause of the difficulties of life there.

She was, after all, city born and

bred, and had lived in the relative

comfort of Peking. Subjecting her-

self to the arduous conditions of

primitive villages in the backwoods

areas of China had posed some diffi-

culties, but after the experience was

over she felt happv that she had vol-

unteered.

It is beheved by many in the

West that some professors and

scholars were executed, and that

many who were either exiled or

forced to do manual labor during

the Cultural Re\olution have not

been restored to their past posi-

tions. From all that we could come

to understand this is not true. Some
professors who could not adjust to

new conditions were retired pre-

maturely. Some had to "go back to

the people" to be "re-educated,"

but in no instance, we were told,

had the Cultural Revolution led to

executions or permanent loss of the



technical or cultural resources of

the people working at universities.

This conclusion was affirmed also

by Dr. C. N. Yang, the Nobel phys-

icist of Stony Brook, New York,

who was in Peking in mid- 1971 to

visit his father, a professor emeritus

at National Tsinghua University.

The university today is an exten-

sion of the political and cultural

philosophy of the Chinese Revolu-

tion, and especially of the Cultural

Revolution of 1965 to 1969. It will

produce a group of people, based in

the working classes of China, sub-

jected to a briefer, more practical,

and more intense learning experi-

ence.

How, it may be asked, can true

education proceed in the absence of

freedom of inquiry? We do not

know to what extent the Chinese

are hampered by restraints on their

freedom of thought and expression.

Qearly it is not possible to oppose

Chairman Mao's line, but neither is

it true that Chairman Mao has been

built up as a symbol in the same

way that Joseph Stalin was in the

Soviet Union. The cult of Maoism,

according to many, including Pre-

mier Chou En-lai, was a manifesta-

tion of the excesses of the far left

wing of the revolutionary factions

during the early days of the Cub
tural Revolution. Many observers

feel that there is now a progressive

de-emphasis on Maoism. His stat-

ues, posters carrying his sayings,

and buttons bearing his picture are

disappearing rapidly from China.

But certainly there are some things

the Chinese cannot read and other

things they cannot write or speak

about, at least at present. This will

certainly hinder them if the practice

is prolonged.

It is at least possible that with

the emergence of a stronger, more
confident, more secure People's Re-

public of China, the restraints on

the intelligentsia will be lifted and

freedom of expression and contact

with the rest of the world will be-

come enlarged. This is perhaps a

hopeful and optimistic view; I offer

it as a foreseeable possibility. It is a

possibility at least as likely as opin-

ions to the contrary that have been

vouchsafed by China watchers who
have not been to the People's Re-

public of China, and who continue

to deduce everything they know
from partial news releases and small

shts in the bamboo curtain.
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The Human Strategy

You Are Wliat They Ate
^S ere our primordial ancestors
aggressive meat eaters or supervegetarlan freaks?

People who are into the health

food and vegetarian movement like

to sav, "You are what vou eat."

^^Tien mv son, a 16-vear-old "fish-

etarian" (no red meat, but plentv" of

canned tuna) asks me if food affects

the nature of the soul, I usuallv trs'

to change the subject. Recentlv.

however. I've had to admit that the

idea is food for thought. In an evo-

lutionarv sense, organisms do owe
their nature to their diet.

Our species

—

Homo sapiens—
shows its true nature bv what it

eats. Some human populations are

exclusivelv meat eaters, some exclu-

sivelv vegetarians, and others eat

evervthing from raw meat to ex-

crement (as in clam cocktails).

Thus, the species as a whole is nei-

ther carnivorous, herbivorous, nor

omnivorous. W e are just immenselv

variable. Our dietars" indefiniteness

implies that man's nature is to be

able to learn to be carnivorous, her-

bivorous, or omnivorous in con-

formitv with customs and tradi-

tions, or culture. This culture is

man's primarv mode of evolution-

arv adaptation.

Manv people are dissatisfied with

the ambiguitv and open-endedness

of this conclusion. Thev trv to dis-

cover the "real" basis of human na-

ture bv reconstructing the primor-

dial diet of man. The erroneous

assumption behind this approach is

that we are what our ancestors ate.

Judged in terms of book sales,

the most successful reconstruction

of man's primordial eating habits

has been pieced together bv plav-

\mght Robert Ardrev. He savs our

ancestors were meat eaters; we are

the children of carnivorous apes.

"Man is a predator whose natural

instinct is to kill with a weapon."

Recent studies of human origins

challenge the view that Adam
sinned bv eating apples in a prime-

val forest; earlv man apparentlv

evolved in a plains and savanna

habitat. And the possibilitv that

Adam first sinned bv eating steak

now seems even more remote.

One problem with Ardrev's the-

ory is time. The date of the known
ancestn' of his "killer apes," the

australopithecines, has now been

pushed back from 1.5 to 5.5 million

vears ago. In addition, the known
ancestrv of the hominids—all man-

like creatures—has been pushed

back another 10 million vears. Pa-

leontologists agree that the separa-

tion of the ancestors of the modern

great apes and the ancestors of

modern man occurred during the

Miocene epoch. The earhest of the

hominids and the putative ancestor

of both the australopithecines and

modern man was a small animal

called Ramapithecus. whose fossil

jaws and teeth have been found in

East Africa, India, and China. This

adds up to nearlv 15 miUion vears

of distinctive hominid evolutionarv

adaptations. Hunting could have

been an important mode of subsis-

tence for our ancestors during onlv

a small fraction of this vast time

span, perhaps onlv during the last

750.000 vears.

The best wav to find out how and
what an animal eats is to look in its

mouth. The jaws and teeth of Ra-
mapithecus and Australopithecus

tell the same ston': small incisors

relative to molars; reduced canine

teeth; large, high-crowned, multi-

cusped molars, which erupt at long

intervals; and jaw joints that permit

chewing with a rotar\- crushing,

milhng, and grinding motion. Ev-

ers'thing about this pattern points

awav from meat eating and toward

a vegetarian specialty.

Mammals that consume quan-

tities of fresh raw meat tend to have

large canine teeth for ripping open

tough hides; enlarged premolars,

shaped like long narrow blades, for

shearing and cutting; and small.

narrow molars. For example, the in-

spection of a convenient cat (in the

unlikely event that vou can get it to

open its mouth) will reveal only one

small molar in each quadrant of the

jaw. Nothing could be more ill-

suited to the needs of a killer ape

than the set of twelve massive, high-

crowned blunt "grinders" pos-

sessed bv the australopithecines

and, to a lesser degree, bv modem
man.

Some authorities, in an attempt

to denv the vegetarian implications

of australopithecine molar patterns,

have postulated the existence of tivo

widely different australopithecines:

a small, carnivorous, hunting spe-

cies and a larger, vegetarian,

hunted species, distinguished re-

spectively bv small and large molar

teeth. Physical anthropologist Mil-

ford H. \^ olpoff has recently

shown, however, that proportionate

to body size, the grinding areas of

the premolars and molars of the

small australopithecines is larger

than that of the robust forms. If the

molar grinding area of the australo-

pithecines is compared with the

grinding surface available to the

strictly vegetarian gorilla, vou have

to conclude that our ancestors must

have been super\egetarian freaks.

According to Wolpoff, the smallest

australopithecines had grinding

areas similar in size to the gorilla,

even though their bodv mass was

only one-quarter to one-eighth go-

rilla size.

In certain important respects, the

basic hominid dental pattern is

more like an elephant's than a cat's

or a dog's. An elephant's molars are

massive, transverse-ridged mill-

stones that can crush and grind

grass, roots, branches, and other fi-

brous and woody substances. Only
one elephant molar at a time is

functional per cfuadrant, but as each

wears do%\Ti it is supplemented from

the rear bv a new tooth.

The long span during which

hominid molars continue to erupt

(from six to nineteen vears of age)

is analogous to the elephant. For

milhons of vears, especially prior to

the invention of fire and cooking,

these molars were subject to hea\'v

abrasive action and hence had to be

supplemented from front to rear as

their surfaces became smooth and

suffered a loss in milling and grind-

ing efficiency. Almost all adult aus-

tralopithecine fossU molars exhibit
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by Marvin Harris

signs of abrasive wear, with a de-

creasing severity from front to rear.

Worn down, flat molars are also

characteristic of the earhest fossil

representative of om- genus {Homo
erectus), who evolved out of the

australopithecines about 750,000

years ago. Even contemporary

primitive populations that cook

their grains and vegetables tend to

have worn-down molar teeth due to

the amount of grit in their foods.

The teeth of the australopithecines

tell us that our ancestors spent a

great deal of their hfetime chewing

low-energy foods in order to feed

their bodies.

In the killer ape version of homi-

nid origins, the australopithecines

were drawn to the open woodlands

and savannas by the great herds of

grazing animals. Lacking natural

hunting weapons, such as claws or

tusklike canine teeth, the australo-

pithecines could only become hunt-

ers by learning how to manufacture

hunting weapons. Upright posture

then arose as an accommodation to

the need for carrying these weapons

from place to place. The version

concludes with natural selection

acting in favor of hunting skills and

killer instincts.

Our teeth will not let this story

pass. If the primary adaptive mode
of the australopithecines was ag-

gressive hunting with weapons, how
can we explain the supervegetarian

grinders that linger on for five mil-

lion years?

Chfford JoEy of New York Uni-

versity has suggested a more plau-

sible reason for leaving the forest.

Based on his observation of the way
baboons make use of the food re-

sources of modern African savannas

and plains. Jolly beheves that our

ancestors were subject to natural se-

lection, not for hunting instincts,

but for their ability to pick up, dig

up, grind up, and digest IcU^ge quan-

tities of low-energy grass seeds,

roots, and other tidbits that were

available in the savanna and plains.

My own guess is that their first tools

were probably not weapons but sim-

ply sbarpened sticks for getting at

roots that could not otherwise be

dug up.

The early australopithecines, like

modern baboons, may have occa-

sionally cornered a rabbit or a small

antelope, and they may have scav-

enged large animal carrion. Like

chimpanzees they may have occa-

sionally killed and eaten a larger

animal in self-defense. But their

feeding activity could not have cen-

tered on meat. Even the contempo-

rary Bushmen hunters of the Kala-

hari, equipped with poison-tipped

iron arrows, derive two-thirds of

their diet from plant foods.

None of the stone artifacts associ-

ated with australopithecine fossil

sites can be described as hunting

weapons. Some splintered and bro-

ken animal bones might have

served defensively against preda-

tors, but there is nothing that jus-

tifies the view that medium- or

large-size herbivores were being

hunted on a regular basis. The
stone chopping tools that go back

about 2.5 million years could have

been as useful for digging roots and

fashioning digging sticks as for cut-

ting animal hides. As weapons of

the hunt, they could have had little

utility.

The killer ape story is further

weakened by indications that the

australopithecines spent the major-

ity of their time on earth without

any stone tools at all. In surveys of

the Turkana region of Kenya,
where australopithecine fossils dat-

ing back 5.5 million years have

been discovered, no trace of any

tools has been uncovered. A gap of

two million years separates these

earliest fossils from the earliest

stone artifacts.

It is believed that Homo erectus

used fire to stampede big game into

swamps or over cliffs. But this hap-

pened long after the australo-

pithecines had disappeared. There is

no indication that the australo-

pithecines ever mastered the use of

fire. The weapons—projectile points,

spear throwers, bows and arrows—

that our ancestors needed to be ef-

fective hunters were probably not

invented until the last 100,000 to

50,000 years of -the 15 million

years of hominid existence.

Why then, despite so much evi-

dence to the contrary, has the belief

in man's bloodthirsty apehood
gained such wide popular appeal? I

think the answer must be that the

myth of the killer ape places the

burden for achieving a more hu-

mane world on nature rather than

culture. It is a convenient way to

avoid responsibility for not hving

up to the human promise of our

most apelike ancestors.
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A Naturalist at Large Robert Somraer

What Do We Learn
at the Zoo?

"Despite excellent intentions, even tlie

best zoos may be creating anin^al

stereotypes that are not only incorrect
but that actually work against the

interests of ^vildlife preservation"

What did you learn at the zoo today.

Dear little boy of mine?

I learned that an elephant likes the shade

I learned that a tiger paces his cage

I learned that monkeys imitate people

And do funny things to one another

That's what I learned at the zoo today,

That's what I learned at the zoo.

Admission statistics make it clear

that zoos are increasingly becoming

children's areas. Most adults are ac-

companied by children, but even

the lone adult cannot avoid the

chattering presence of children in

family groups or in school classes.

Many zoos today stress their role

in public education, but this has not

always been the case. The earliest

zoos, such as the paradeisos in an-

cient Persia, were developed for the

amusement of royalty. Later on, the

zoo became largely a place of

amusement for the general public,

and sometimes a place for the seri-

ous study of animals by scientists

and artists.

While some primatologists have

been concerned about some of the

lessons people have learned by

watching monkeys in zoos, the pub-

lic education role of the zoo has not

received much systematic inquiry.

The list of behaviors common in the

zoo, but relatively uncommon in na-

ture, includes sexual aberrations, a

heavy incidence of aggression, and

the blahness common to many ani-

mals that don't have anything to do

in a concrete cage. Although this

had led animal biologists to ques-

tion the research function of the

zoo, it has rarely led to significant

questions about the zoo's role in

public education.

From the descriptive brochures,

one receives the impression that the

mere presence of the animals in en-

closures is regarded as educational.

I think there is good reason to ques-

tion the validity of this assumption.

Are we trying to teach visitors that

a lion can survive in a 15 by 25
foot cage or that two animals of a

threatened species can occasionally

breed in captivity? The sight of ani-

mals waiting for visitors to bring

them peanuts would seem to de-

velop a homocentric environmental

ethic.

One of the most depressing as-

pects of a visit to a zoo is the

amount of petty sadism and exhibi-

tionism displayed by the visitors,

adults as well as children. These un-

fortunate but all too common occur-

rences make it evident that, by it-

self, the sight of caged animals does

not engender respect for animals.

Prior to the development of pho-

tography and inexpensive pictorial

reproductions, there was some justi-

fication for exhibiting animals as an

educational exercise. The zoo pro-

vided an opportunity for the public

to see what certain animals looked

like. However, the ready availabil-

ity of wildlife documentaries that
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SO*Cl*C*ry (se-si'e-te) n., pi. -ties. a. A group,
or groups, of human beings sharing mutual interests
and institutions, participating in a common culture
distinguished by certain characteristics from other cul-

tures, b. The sum total of social relationships among
human beings.

Howdoyou fit in?
How would you feel about visiting your daughter and
the young man she's "living with"? About improving
your environment by living more "naturally"—with
fewer mechanical contrivances? If the pilot were a
woman and the stewardess a man—would you take

the train? It may happen sooner than you think.

This is the not-to-be-pinned-down shape of our
evolving society. ..giving us more freedom but de-

manding more participation. Maybe you find it exhil-

arating. Maybe you find it perplexing. And surely

you're wondering: how do I fit in? How do I make the

most of the forward leaps, in my various roles as
parent, worker, private person and public citizen?

To search out and find the many possible answers,
you need more than current information. You need a
magazine whose special vision and insights make it

an indispensable guide: The new Saturday Review of

The Society. A forum of ideas, a journal of facts

rendered by experts, and a close examination of what
specific social changes may mean to you, Saturday
Review of The Society analyzes vital contemporary
issues in terms of the options open to you.

For instance, here's a sampling of

some recent and forthcoming articles:

• How are society's more liberal views on cohabitation

affecting laws applying to marriage, divorce, cus-
tody, legitimacy, tax status, etc.?

• In what ways are today's women college graduates
different from those who graduated 5-10 years ago—
and how will these differences affect business, the

arts, the family in America?
• Blue Cross and red tape—how to avoid the bureau-
cratic tangles and get the benefits that are coming
to you.

• Can stockholders with a social conscience really

influence the policy of huge corporations towards
the environment, war, civil rights and other social

problems? Should they?

• Will genetic engineering lead to the "perfect" human
being—or a society of laboratory freaks?

• What is it like to be old In America—and what can
you do before it happens to you?

• Is it "immoral" to test new drugs on prisoners,

retarded children, and charity ward patients?

And complementing brilliantly-written articles by out-

standing authors and authorities are extraordinary
graphics and a totally fresh look. All of which makes
the new Saturday Review of The Society a pleasure
to look at as well as read.

In addition to the intellectual excitement generated
by launching a new magazine, there's a financial ad-
vantage we can offer: the charter subscription rate—
$6.00 for a year. That's 1 2 regular monthly issues, plus
an annual summary and review of the entire year.

This is half the regular subscription rate and well

worth immediate action. Why not mail the order form
now?

SATURDAY REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY
380 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Please enroll me as a Charter Subscriber to SATURDAY
REVIEW OF THE SOCIETY and bill me for $6.00-half the
regular subscription price— for one year (including the
Yearbook, 13 issues annually), after I receive the first Issue.
I understand that I may cancel at any time, for any reason,
and receive an immediate and unquestioned refund for the
issues remaining on my subscription.

City-

.Zip.

Offer good only In U.S.A. and Canada.



There is music on your records
you hove probably never heard
The average listener spends
over twice as mucin on records
as hie does on his entire

music system. And then
never gets to hear many of the
sounds on his records.

in most systems, the speakers
limit the sounds to be heard.
What goes in just doesn't all

come out. Listen to a cymbal;
or a complex vocal harmony;
or a drum solo; or an organ.
How real does it sound?

Listen to it again on a BOSE
DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
System. Bring your most demand
records to your BOSE dealer.

Ask him to play them. You'll

most likely hear music you've
never heard before.
Covered by patent rights, issued and pending.

For copies of the reviews and other literature,

vi/rite Bose Corp., Dept. W. Naticl<, Ma. 01760.

JBaSA
Natick, Ma. 01760.

MAUPINTOUR'S UNHURRIED SAFARI . . .

BEST WILD LIFE VIEWING!

AFRICA
THE CONGO
AN EASY PACE by comfortable, most modern
safari cars and private aircraft for spectacular
wild life and scenic viewing. Small party,

best accommodations. Nothing has been
spared to make this an extraordinary experi-

ence. Fascinating game parks, tribal villages,

cities. 3-week, 5-week, 9-week East/Central
Africa adventures, plus South Africa, Rho-
desia. Deluxe tent camping, too.

ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT for the new
Maupintour Africa brochure or write to

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts Street, Law-
rence, Kansas 66044. Telephone 913/842-1211.

our 21st year

tour operation
^'-' ^Maupintour

ASK ABOUT THESE MAUPINTOUR HOLIDAYS:
n Siberia/Central Asia D Europe By Train/By Air
D Spain/Portugal D Alps of Europe D Scandinavia
n Greece/Aegean Q Italy/Sicily D Britisii Isles

n France Q Morocco/Canaries/Madeira/Algarve
n USSR/Eastern Europe D Dalmafia/The Balkans
D Samarkand/Oriental Russia D South America
n Soutll Pacific D Orient D Africa Q Middle East

show animals in their natural habi-

tats, together with the availability

of illustrated nature books and
magazines, compels us to view the

problem in a new light.

A school teacher or wildlife biol-

ogist must ask himself, specifically,

whether he would prefer the public

to observe a species in the zoo or

see a good documentary film. The
question need not be framed in an
either /or manner. It may be that in

a large specialized zoo, with an ade-

quate staff and budget, certain spe-

cies can be adequately portrayed in

their natural habitats. Yet other

species, such as large mammals,
simply cannot be accornmodated in

any kind of urban zoo without

doing gross violence to their natural

behaviors.

Certainly it is an achievement to

keep some species alive in captivity,

and the scientific community will

readily applaud such efforts, partic-

ularly if the animals are able to

breed successfully. I would encour-

age such experimentation partic-

ularly when the species is endan-

gered in its own habitat. These

efforts, however, fall in the category

of research, rather than public edu-

cation. This is not merely semantic

quibbling, for there are important

policy differences between research

and education.

During the last few years there

has been a critical examination of

the ethnic stereotypes we have lived

with for so long. Occasionally, as

with the portrayal of the American
Indian, the issue comes directly to

the door of the natural history mu-
seum with its displays of the early

American West. The use of ethnic

stereotypes in advertising (Little

Black Sambo, Aunt Jemima, the

Frito Bandito, the Kachina whiskey
bottle) has provoked cries of out-

rage froin people who feel that their

identities are being misrepresented.

However, we cannot expect a

similar organized movement among
captive animals whose exhibition

does an injustice to their natural be-

haviors. This task must fall to mem-
bers of the human species who care

about wildlife. The perpetuation of

stereotypes about the dangers from
wolves and hawks has already been

recognized. It seems time to turn a

critical eye at the lessons taught by
the modern zoo. Despite excellent

intentions, even the best zoos may
be creating animal stereotypes that
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are not only incorrect but that ac-

tually work against the interests of

wildlife preservation.

I became interested in this issue

in a roundabout way. For many
years I have taught abnormal psy-

chology to university students. At

one time or another, students have

requested field trips to nearbv men-

tal institutions. Initially this seemed
like a good idea, so I arranged for

such trips. However, since I believe

in evaluating all such programs, I

later asked the students what thev

had learned.

I was terribly disappointed at the

results. The students had seen what

was there, but from my standpoint

and that of the hospital staff, thev

had drawn the wrong lessons. To
explain this I have to say something

about the patient population in

most mental hospitals. At any given

moment, the vast majority of

patients can be described as "psy-

chiatric failures." When a new
patient is admitted to the hospital,

he is placed in an admission ward,

and in all likelihood, he is dis-

charged from there in less than

three months. However, if he does

not respond to treatment, he is

transferred to a chronic ward. Al-

though this may be a small per-

centage of the new patients each

year, the accumulation of chronic

patients makes up perhaps 90 per-

cent of the hospital population at

any given time.

Imagine what happens when a

class of young and impressionable

college students visits an institution

of this sort. First of all, a visit sim-

ply cannot be restricted to the ad-

mission wards. The students want

to see where "the violent ones" (a

virtually nonexistent species) are

kept, and if you refuse to show
them what the chronic wards are

like, thev believe that something is

being hidden from them.

The only reasonable solution is

to open the entire hospital to the

visitors and let them go wherever

they want. This means that the stu-

dents will observe a vast number of

middle-aged and elderly men and

women sitting around corridors and

dayrooms looking disconsolate and

detached.

If you ask the students what the

hospital needs most, they reply that

it needs more buildings, since the

wards are obviously overcrowded.

Continued on pa^e 84

Get the Orient tour guide
that was put together

by people who were born there.

There's something about being
born in a place that goes far deeper
than geography.

You /(now the place without ever
having to think about it. The feeling

of the place is as familiar to you as
its streets. Its heart is your heart.

The Orient is JAL's home. We
were born there. We grew up there.

We know the Orient as well as
one can know any place. We know
not just the big tourist spots like

Tokyo and Hong Kong, but all the
little places in between.

Whatwe knowwe've put together
into a package of great tours, with
more variety, and more prices to

choose from, than anyone else's.

There are short tours for people
in a hurry. Long ones for people
with all the time in the world. 15
days to 99 days. $894 to $6186.

In fact, just about any tour you
can think of is included. Like our
tours of Japanese gardens, Japa-
nese architecture, even atwo-week
tour into the world of Zen. Not to

mention all the tours we offer to

Europe, the Mideast, Australia and
around the world.

Send today for your free copy of

JAL's 1972 Happi Holidays World

Festival of Tours Guide. It may not
make you wish you had been born
in Kyoto rather than Kokomo. But
it will show you the charms and
splendors of where others— like

us—were born.

UARAN AIR LINES

Japan Air Lines
P.O. Box 618
New York, N.Y 10011

D Please send me a free copy
of JAL's 1972 Happi Holidays
World Festival of Tours Guide
and specific information
about the following: D Orient
D Pacific Circle D Europe
D Round the World.

Please have a travel

consultant call meat

NH0872 (tel. number)
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The
Ne^v Arclieolo
of Clilna
'Let the past serve the present"

Mao Tse-tung

gy

by Judith M. Treistman

In the summer of 1968, a unit of

the People's Liberation Army, oper-

ating in Hopeh Province in north-

ern China, came upon a tomb cut

deeply into the rock of a mountain.

Great stone blocks over which mol-

ten iron had been poured sealed the

mouth of the tomb. The soldiers

and their commander, together with

local peasants, blasted through the

iron wall.

Inside lay the remains of Liu

Sheng, ninth son of Emperor Ching

Ti of the Western Han dynasty

(206 B.C.-A.D. 24). The prince, who
died shortly before the first century

B.C., and Tu Wan, his wife, interred

in a nearby tomb, were encased in

garments of jade, each made of

more than 2,000 small rectangles of

the fine stone, pierced at the cor-

ners and joined with gold wire. It

was believed that such costumes

would preserve their bodies.

Carefully, under the guidance of

archeologists, the soldiers and peas-

ants excavated the tombs and sorted

about 3,000 funerary artifacts:

bronze and gold vessels, ornaments

of gold, silver, and jade, ceramics

and lacquerware, silks and splendid

chariots, all the appointments and

insignia of royalty and the life of

the aristocracy. At the head of each

body was a pillow sculptured of

jade; and, in waiting on the prin-

cess, a kneeling servant cast in

bronze and gilded, holding a lamp

with a movable shutter. In the

prince's tomb, the workers found a

bronze incense burner, or censer,

fashioned to represent Mount Po, a

remembrance of carefree days spent

hunting there. Clouds of gold and

silver were inlaid on the carved

peaks, and the forms of wild ani-

mals seem to play amid the jagged

cliffs. When incense was lit, the

smoke would emerge from numer-

ous perforations to swirl around the

mountain heights.

The pictm-e of soldiers and peas-

ants of the People's Republic dig-

ging in the dust of the past, reveal-

ing the ostentatious wealth and

magnificence of former royalty,

may seem incongruous, but, in fact,

such activities are very much a part

of the Cultural Revolution. Threads

of continuity are there, raised to

ideology in Mao's thought, "Let the

past serve the present." The lesson

of history, according to Mao Tse-

tung, lies in the evidence of class

exploitation, of the oppression of

the peasants by the gentry. Con-

ceived of in this way, the laborers

of two thousand years ago—who re-

moved 64,000 square feet of solid

rock—are linked sympathetically

with the men and women of the

People's Revolution. There exists,

A funerary object from the

tomb of Tu Wan, this lamp

of gilded bronze was cast

in the shape of a palace

serving girl, who herself

holds a detachable lamp. It

was an ingenious device:

the Ught could be directed

to either the left or the

right and the amount of

light controlled by

adjusting the opening.
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too. the open admiration expressed
bv today's craftsmen for the skill

and talents of yesterdav"s artisans, a

feeUng common to the experience
of archeologists all over the world.

A revolution in archeologv oc-

curred in the wake of China's pohti-

cal revolution of 1949. Manv of us

continue to think of the pursuit of
archeology as a luxun'. We savor
exotic ci^'ilizatio^s much as we en-

joy fine wines, fulfilling our dreams
of romance, ex-ploration, and dis-

covers. But in China, as in many
other countries undergoing a redefi-

nition of nationhood, archeology-

has become a necessitv.

The new archeologv, which de-

veloped so quicklv after the estab-

lishment of the People's Republic,
first began in the 1920s and 1930s
when intellectuals were questioning

the classical tradition of histori-

ography, challenging the uncritical

acceptance of earlier documents. It

was the archeologists who at-

tempted to meet the demands of

these young scientific historians.

and thev were highlv successful.

Perhaps the best know'n of the dis-

coveries dm"ing this time w"as the

site of Anvang, the roval city of

Shang. a civilization of the second

millennium B.C. previouslv known
onlv from fragmentarv inscriptions

and the work of scholars writing for

Chou dvnasts- kings in the follosving

millennium.

Throughout the first half of the

tsventieth centun-, however, Chi-

nese archeology- was plagued bv un-

scrupulous persons who scoured the

markets for antiquities to be sold at

fabulous prices to art collectors all

over the world. Tombs w-ere looted,

frescoes torn out of w^alls, and statu-

ary- dismembered, shipped abroad,

and reassembled in museums and

private gardens.

The new Chinese archeologists of

the 1950s inherited a chaos out of

svhich they strove to make some or-

der. As part of their plan, thev es-

tabhshed provincial and district

museums and "institutes" of ar-

cheologv. These sen ed a dual pur-

pose: the training of local field

workers and the prevention of fur-

ther malpractices through popular

education aimed at encouraging

pride in the historv and crafts of the

nation. Several hundred sites were
put under government protection as

cultural monuments, and at least

one prehistoric site, an excavated

Neolithic sillage, was preserved as a

permanent museum.
Early in the revolutionan' phase

of Chinese archeologv. the attempt

to "make order out of chaos" fos-

tered a theoretical reduction of all

historic processes into a simplified

Marxian framework, a series of so-

cial stages beginning w4th primitive

societv and climbing through slav-

ers- and feudalism to the present.

^ hile this formal scheme is stiU re-

tained, the most recent work is fo-

cused on a more critical appraisal of

the interplav between socioeconom-

ic relations and historv, as well as

on the esthetic appreciation of arti-

facts.

Because the Chinese are bent on



discovering themselves, and are not

concerned with exotic peoples from

other parts of the world, their ar-

cheology has little of the anthropo-

logical cast to which we are accus-

tomed. Chinese scholars do not en-

gage in comparative studies; they

do not seek "universals" of human
behavior that cross cut societal and

cultural boundaries. Culture change

is explained in terms of historical

conditions, with ecological relation-

ships receiving little attention.

The few Westerners who, in the

years preceding the 1950s, con-

cerned themselves with the study of

Far Eastern antiquities painted a

rather bare picture of China's past.

The record included a population of

almost-human Peking men in north-

ern China about half a million years

ago; scattered Neolithic sites known
almost exclusively from pottery re-

mains, which were frequently inter-

preted as evidence of cultural diffli-

sion from the West; and bronzes

and oracle bones with inscriptions

attributed to the time of the Shang

dynasty. The arts of metallurgy and
writing were supposed to have de-

rived from Western inspiration, and

the terms used to describe China in

the twentieth century—unchanging,

backward, and unoriginal—were of-

ten applied to her past as well.

Building on a foundation of scien-

tific excavation (this was introduced

by Western geologists and paleon-

tologists), the work of the past

twenty years has completely over-

turned these ideas and has so filled

the archeological map that the

prehistory of China now emerges

as dynamic, innovative, and vastly

complex.

The re-excavation in 1959 of the

caves of Choukoutien (see Natural

History, November, 1971) has

swelled the fossil Homo erectus pop-

ulation of the north; even earlier H.

erectus had apparently inhabited an

area in the Shensi Province of cen-

tral China. Discoveries in south-

ern China of H. sapiens neander-

thalensis (Kwangtung and Hupeh)

and "primitive" H. sapiens sapiens

The jade death suit of Liu

Sheng, restored to its

original splendor, conveys

the extravagance of royalty

during the Han dynasty.
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(Szechwan and Kwangsi) have con-

siderablY broadened our knowledge

of earlv man in eastern Asia during

the Pleistocene. The signs of human
activity during nearly a million

years of shifting climates and envi-

ronments come archeologically in

the form of differentiated physical

populations and specialized tool in-

dustries. It is no longer possible to

cast all fossil men in the image of

Peking man. The discovery of bifa-

cial hand axes, flake tools, and a

microblade tradition suggests that,

confronted with the specific prob-

lems of his environment, earlv man
in China followed specific paths for

sur\'ival.

In the first decade after 1949,

several thousand sites of agricul-

tural villages were found, and many
hundreds of trial excavations have

been reported. Apparently, as in-

dicated by the great diversity of

style preferences in pottery Uyes
and designs of the period, regional

affiliations were being formed dur-

ing the fourth and third millennia

B.C. These developments may sig-

nify the beginnings of circulating

markets and trade of craft products.

One early village, excavated in

its entirety between 1954 and

1957, is at a site called Pan P'o

ts'un, near the city of Sian in

Shensi Province. It was a large set-

tlement of about 17 acres, divided

into a central hving area, a ceme-

tery, and a series of pottery kilns

outside the drainage ditch that svu--

rounded the village. At any given

time, this village may have had

some two hundred households, with

a population of five or sLx hundred

persons. The houses were built of

the most readily available materials:

mud. straw, and hewn logs. They

were low ceilinged and had south-

ern entrances to protect them from

the cold northerly winds. Some of

the dwellings were small and round

in shape, with inner partitions be-

tween eating and sleeping areas:

others were larger, rectangular

buildings, which mav have shel-

tered bigger families. In the center

of the village stood a roofed stioic-

ture of more than 1.700 square

feet, with a high, fired-mud founda-

tion wall in which the roof supports

were anchored. We can imagine

that important community activities

took place in this building.

From pollen analyses done at the

site, we know that millet was the

major agricultural crop, but re-

mains of chestnuts, hazelnuts, and

pine seeds remind us that gathering

wild foodstuffs was an important ac-

tivity. The high frequency of plants

that are now considered weeds, no-

tably chenopods, suggests that these

were intensively collected or possi-

bly even cultivated. The people of

Pan P'o ts'un hunted small game,

and from numerous artifacts and

bone remains, it seems that nearly

everyone in the village must have

engaged in fishing. A fish motif was

used exuberantly in the beauti-

ful painted pottery that was pro-

duced here.

It is difficult to select only a few

of the many discoveries from this

long and immensely exciting period

of earlv farming, but perhaps we
should pause a moment to look at

Kansu Province in western China.

People here, living in small villages

scattered along the river terraces,

cultivated millet and vegetables.

These crops alone were insufficient

to sustain the population, however,

and were supplemented by a wide

range of small game. Because the

region is marked by rugged hills,

ravines, and gullies, generations of

families were isolated for long peri-

ods and a complex succession of ail

styles developed.

Recent archeological studies

have attempted to unravel the chro-

nology of these cultural phases.

Many new examples of the beautiful

Pan Shan urns that were formerly

exported in great numbers to col-

lectors in Europe and the United

States have been excavated. The

Pan Shan style appears as a uni-

fying force that seems to have bro-

ken through the endlessly repetitive

pattern of village life. Perhaps it

embodied the death ritual, itself a

reaffirmation of universality; per-

Silk shoes with cloud-shaped

toecaps are among the

many colorful Tang dynasty

artifacts that have been

preserved by the arid

climate in the Turfan Basin

of Sinkiang Uighur.
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This vivid silk fabric of the

Tang dynasty, recently

unearthed with other

well-preserved silks and

linens in the Turfan Basin,

provides evidence that,

through the ages, China

carried on active trade and

cultural exchange with

western Asia and Europe.

haps the famous modeled lids of the

urns hint at the drama of the ritual.

Last year an exhibit of ancient

artifacts recovered since the begin-

ning of the Cultural Revolution

opened in Peking. The objects on

display were selected from literally

thousands; it is said that in Shensi

Province alone, more than 160,000
pieces were discovered from 1966
to 1970. The reports of these dis-

coveries seem to reflect the current

tendency of Chinese archeologists

to emphasize the early historic peri-

ods that gave definition and shape

to the Chinese way of life. Interest

in the earlier, prehistoric periods

seems to have waned, perhaps be-

cause the purpose of establishing

the great length of human occupa-

tion in China has been served or

perhaps because of a lack of interest

in the broadly generalized cultures

of Paleohthic and early Neolithic

times.

The recent discovery of a noble-

man's tomb (Chou dynasty,
1100-221 B.C.) in which eighteen

individuals, all wearing iron collars,

were buried with a man of wealth

substantiates the presence of a slave

class in early Chinese society. Of
somewhat later date (the Western

Han period), is a set of glazed pot-

tery figurines, probably a burial

gift, unearthed in Chinan, Shantung

Province. In this marvelously pre-

served vignette of court life, the

separation of classes is clearly seen.

Acrobats, dancers, and musicians

entertain the nobility; the orchestra

has drums, pipes, and ringing musi-

cal chimes. A set of 25 such stone

chimes, incised with phoenixes and

gaily painted, has recently been

found in Hupeh Province, where

they were used sometime between

475 and 221 B.C.

A common misconception is that

the history of ancient China is an

orderly succession of dynasties,

each rising to dominance and fall-

ing to its defeat; each in turn hav-

ing controlled a far-flung empire.

Thus we name entire epochs after a

particular reigning dynasty of a cer-

tain area, and mistakenly apply that

name to all of China at a given

time. This impression of political

unity and smooth periodization of

centralized power stems from our

tendency to focus on the official his-

tories written for the kings of the

northern states, such as Chou and

Han.

One effect of recent archeological

research has been the redirection of

our attention to the more than one

hundred states, large and small,

that existed in various regions of

ancient China, reminding us that,

then as now, China's population is

made up of many different ethnic

groups. Our whole concept of the

East during the last few centuries

that preceded Christ has been consid-

erably broadened as many centers of

ancient culture have been discov-

ered throughout all parts of China.

Archeology is gradually reveal-

ing the presence of several centers

of metal-using civilizations in south-

west China. These sites are espe-

cially interesting since they repre-

sent cultures only vaguely
described by the Chinese historians

of the north. Thev may be related to

the Bronze Age cultures in North

Vietnam and Thailand. At Tap'ona,

near Tali in Yunnan Province, a

unique cemetery was excavated in

1964. One pit tomb contained a

wooden chamber plastered with

lime on the outside. Inside this

chamber was a bronze coffin cast in

the shape of a pile house with a ga-

bled roof. The complex coffin was

made of seven pieces, each deco-

rated with either geometric designs

or representations of wild animals

and birds. A bronze kettledrum was

found in the cemetery, along with

bells and the fragments of hundreds

of other bronze implements.

Another cemetery excavated

near Lake Tien in Yunnan during

the 1960s has proved to be one of

the most spectacular archeological

sites in China. This site was used

for a long time, spanning periods

comparable to the Chou and early

Han dynasties in the north. The es-

sence of the civilization is best cap-

tured in the bronzes, which transfix

the details of evervdav life: market

scenes, battle scenes, and rituals are

all portrayed in sculptured bronze
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vessels and in the engravings.

Dancers and musicians corhe alive,

and people are shown engaged in

their occupations: plowing and sow-

ing grain, har%-esting. hunting, and

weaving. Lines of boats with

strangelv dressed oarsmen steer the

spirits of the dead through the neth-

envorld.

Two new trends have emerged in

Chinese archeology' since the Cul-

tural Revolution. One is the loca-

tion and excavation of the earlv

cities, in an effort to explore in

depth the nature of cits' planning

and the socioeconomic relations of

developing urbanization. The sec-

ond, also in keeping with the ex-

plicit goal of wTiting economic his-

tor\-. is the piecing together of the

histon,- of technologv.

T'svo examples of this kind of m--

ban research can be brieflv men-
tioned to indicate the scope of these

investigations. In the region of Hsin

T'ien. Shansi Province, two walled

cities of the Chou period have been

excavated. In both, walls enclosed

an inner area where tiled wooden

buildings stood on raised platforms.

These secluded buildings were

reached bv ramps running up from

the streets. Ruts worn bv the traffic

of tw'o-wheeled carriages can still be

seen. The entire area may have

been further enclosed bv a moat,

sen-ing to separate the dwellings of

the wealthv inhabitants of this inner

cit\- from the working people who



lived in and around the clusters of

workshops. These workshops are

found in little surrounding villages

that specialized in particular craft

production: ceramics, chariot fit-

tings, bone tools, coinage. In all,

the complex of small settlements

that tied into the center stretched

over more than 18 miles.

In the Loyang region of western

Honan Province, two major cities

were built, one during the fifth cen-

tury and the other toward the end

of the third century, B.C. The earlier

and larger citv had walls enclosing

an area of nearly 2,000 acres, al-

though not all of this space was oc-

cupied at the same time. Here,

again, the city was divided so that

the quarters and workshops of the

workers were separated from the

homes of the rich, a class differ-

entiation that extended to the ceme-

teries as well. In the burying

grounds of the poor, the dead were

placed in small, rectangular graves.

An insight into the court

Hfe of the Western Han
dynasty is provided by this

set of acrobats and dancers

entertaining nobihty. The
glazed pottery figurines

were recently unearthed in

Chinan, Shantung Province.
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accompanied by simple offerings of

glass and bone jewelry, bronze and

iron utensils, and grain and meat in

pottery containers. The lacquered

coffins of the wealthy were interred

in underground rooms lined with

wooden walls painted to simulate

hanging carpets and screens. Pot-

tery and bronze figurines were also

placed here as "retainers" intended

to serve the dead for eternity.

One of the important results of

technological studies has been a

much clearer understanding of

bronze production. Although the

beautiful bronze vessels of the

Shang and Chou periods have long

been admired all over the world, for

many years the techniques of manu-
facture were misunderstood. It was

assumed that the finely detailed de-

signs could be achieved only by the

lost-wax process (cire-perdu) famil-

iar to the West; indeed, this was

considered a major point in the dif-

fusionist argument that Chinese civ-

ilization derived from ancient Me-
sopotamia. It was also claimed that

the Shang bronzes found at Anyang
were the product of a fully devel-

oped industry that had no in-

digenous antecedents. Excavations

of the bronze workshops, however,

have revealed first, that a somewhat
more primitive bronze metallurgy

did indeed exist prior to the move
of the Shang to Anyang, and sec-

ond, that the bronzes at Anyang
were made by the complex piece-

mold process.

Outside the city walls of ancient

Ao, near modern-day Sian, the

earliest foundries yet known in

China were excavated. The floors of

these foundries were littered with

slag (the remains of once molten

copper), broken clay crucibles and

pouring beakers, and thousands of

fragments of earthenware molds

and clay cores used to cast the

simple implements of everyday use:

Discovered in Hunan
Province, this bronze jar

dates to the Shang dynasty

(sixteenth to eleventh

centuries B.C.). The lid

was made at a later time.

knives, arrowheads, and fishhooks.

Arrowheads were made in simple

two-part molds. These consisted of

slabs of baked clay in which a haff-

dozen shapes were hollowed out and

connected to a central channel.

Molten metal was poured into the

tightly bound molds, and after cool-

ing, the arrowheads were cut off at

the central stem. This process was

further developed by making a fired

clay model, which could be sculp-

tured and engraved with designs,

and then making a clay mold of the

model. These multipieced molds

were used in the casting of intricate

metal objects.

Another aspect of recent re-

search resembles what Americans

call "historical archeology," ex-

cavating done with the purpose of

obtaining cultural information not

usually included in traditional his-

torical documents. In 1968, an ex-

cavation involving this kind of ap-

proach was done at the site of one

of the two vast granaries that oper-

ated at Loyang about A.D. 600.

During the Sui dynasty, millions of

people were impressed, under

threat of decapitation, into a great

laboring army. At the expense of

hundreds of thousands of lives, they

built an incredible system of canals,

uniting the rich agricultural regions

of southern China with the north.

Grain, collected as taxes, was

shipped from all over the country to

Loyang along the Grand Canal. The
granary itself occupied an area of

4V2 million square feet and con-

tained more than 400 silos, each 20
to 60 feet in diameter and as deep

as 33 feet. Some of these silos still

contained grain when they were ex-

cavated.

Finally, I should mention the nu-

merous recent discoveries that at-

test to the active contacts between

China and the rest of the world in

early historic times. Sassanid, By-

zantine, and Japanese coins of gold

and silver remind us of the far-flung

trade that took place in the sixth,

seventh, and eighth centuries. At
the time that cities such as Changan
were becoming great cosmopolitan

centers—drawing merchants from

India, Southeast Asia, .lapan, Ko-

rea, Persia, and the western Medi-

terranean—the Chinese were also

struggling to maintain control of

outposts along the Great Silk Road,

which skirted the oases of the west-

ern deserts. An extremely dry cli-

mate accounts for the remarkable

preservation of silks and linens

found in the outer region, now
known as the Sinkiang Uighur,

through which they exported to the

west.

Some of the silks found in tombs

along the Silk Road are almost

2,000 years old, but they still retain

the bright colors of their lively pat-

terns. The weavers of ancient China

knew many techniques, which they

skillfully manipulated to create ex-

tremely complex designs. Silks had

previously been found in archeo-

logical excavations of Shang tombs

at Anyang. These early pieces were

in both plain weave and twilled, but

the newly discovered fabrics, which

are dated somewhat later, include

tapestries, gauzes, damasks, and

embroideries.

An interesting technological de-

velopment came when the Chinese

workshops of the Tang period (A.D.

618-907) began to produce silks in

the Sassanian style of Persia. Pat-

terns were executed in the weft of

the fabric rather than being deter-

mined by the arrangement of warp
threads. Sassanian motffs also be-

came popular, and are found along

with more traditional Han designs.

Another technique of treating

silk appeared after the Han period;

this involved creating designs on

the woven fabric by tie-dyeing and

resist-dyeing, or batik. These meth-

ods may have been introduced from

Southeast Asia. A recently discov-

ered Tang silk gauze was decorated

by a complex resist-dyeing process

using more than one color. The fig-

ures in this design depict a hunting

scene: mounted riders are shown
chasing hares and deer among trees

and flowers.

The extensive trade and cultural

relations that existed in the past be-

tween China and the West stand in

contrast to the isolation that exists

today. When this isolation is finally

ended, when scientific and schol-

arly exchanges are resumed and ex-

amination of the artifacts of the past

encouraged, archeology will be en-

riched by a better understanding

and appreciation of China's history

and culture.
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Bison
Would Rather Breed
than Fight
Because too raucli fighting can leave bison bulls

too weak to survive the winter, they
have found other ways to settle disputes

by Dale F. Lott

The sky really i^ bigger in Mon-
tana—a colossal, inverted bowl of

vi\ad blue. In late July and early

August, plumes of dust, rising with

earth-warmed air from the brown

grass and rolling rangeland, ascend

into that bowl. The dust makers, a

herd of bison on the National Bison

Range, are going about their busi-

ness—breeding—and 1 am going

about mine—obsen-ing, recording,

and trying to understand their be-

havior.

Most of the dust comes from

wallows, shallow pits where the bi-

son have torn awav the sod with

their horns and where the subsoil,

dried bv the sun and stirred by

hoofs and horns, turns to a flourlike

dust. Some of the plumes start

when threatening bulls paw and roU

in these wallows, but most occur

when fighting bulls plow the soil

with their hoofs, or when thev slam

their heads together and the shock

explodes dust from their bodies.

A fight betiveen two bulls is an

awesome sight. Thev slam their

foreheads together with short

straight lunges or drive the tips of

their short, cur\'ed horns into each

other's foreheads with sideways

hooking motions powered by their

tremendous necks. Chunks of hair

twice as large as a man's fist are

sliced from their foreheads and float

in the air above them. The bulls

circle each other swiftlv. Occasion-

aUv a bull will charge into an ex-

posed shoulder or flank and, with

the tips of his horns, drive an oppo-

nent forward, but this is rare; usu-

ally it is the head that both deHvers

and receives the blows.

To survive these fights, the buUs

are protected in several wavs. Their

short, hea\T, cur\-ed horns catch

and paiT\ hooks and charges, and

their strong necks absorb some of

the force of impact. The way the

hair grows on their heads also

helps. By the time a bull is six years

old, a mat of hair several inches

thick extends from the top of his

head down across his forehead,

thinning graduallv until it stops just

above his muzzle. His eves peer

from shallow wells, his ears flick

out from deep recesses, and the

space between his horns is com-

pletely fiUed ^dth this luxuriant

growth. Beneath this natural shock

absorber a thick laver of tough hide

covers his forehead.

The effectiveness of this combi-

nation was demonstrated to me one

afternoon when I saw a rare event

in buffalo combat: a full gallop

charge bv one bull at another. The

attacked bull took the charge

squarelv on his forehead. Although

he skidded backward about tivo

bodv lengths, he staved on his feet,

counterattacked, and soon
triumphed.

So natural selection has pro-

duced an animal that can withstand

the charge of a 2,000-pound batter-

ing ram with horns. But tough as he

is, a bison bull is not invulnerable.

Some are injured even- breeding

season, and occasionallv one is

kiUed. Since all his protection is

concentrated at his head, the usual

point of attack, a bison bull is easily

wounded bv a horn thrust from the

side. This is generally true of

horned or antlered animals. If they

are facing an attack, they can usu-

ally protect themselves. But to face

it, they must be able to anticipate

or predict it: they need information.

The signal that one animal is

about to attack another is one of

several kinds of information that in-

dividuals in most species must ex-

change. Discovering what informa-

tion is exchanged, and how and

whv it is exchanged, is an essential

earlv step in understanding the so-

cial svstem of a species and its role

in adapting the species to its habi-

tat. Mv studies on bison began with

this problem and focused primarilv

on aggressive behavior. The infor-

mation used to predict attack was

one of the first things I studied.

Territoriality provides this infor-

mation for some species. The terri-

ton' owner usuaUv attacks all com-

petitors \«thin a given space and

keeps up the attack until they leave.

All that is needed to predict attack

fairlv successfully is a knowledge of

territorial boundaries.

But bison. Uke many other ani-

mals, are not territorial. Thev are

roamers, drifting singlv or in small,

temporarv groups across their

range. Because thev cannot use

their location in space to predict

whether or not another animal will

attack them, thev depend on sig-
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nals. When we speak of signals be-

tween humans, we usually mean a

communication in which the com-

municator intends to send a mes-

sage. But all that is necessary for

communication is that one individ-

ual be able to detect and respond to

some change that consistently pre-

cedes a particular behavior in an-

other individual. Behavior that con-

sistently precedes an attack, and to

w^hich other animals respond appro-

priately, is called a threat.

It is clearly to the advantage of

an animal about to be attacked to

become canny in judging his

enemy's behavior. Generally the

task is made easier by the enemy
who, instead of disguising the com-

ing attack, often amplifies those

characteristic behaviors, draws at-

tention to them, and in every way
makes it easy to see what he is

about to do. If forewarned is fore-

armed, why not attack first and give

indication later? The reason, of

course, is that it may not be neces-

sary to attack at all. Forewarned is

often foredefeated. This result oc-

curs at least often enough to make
the warning worthwhile.

A fight avoided is also risk and

energy expenditure avoided. As my
knowledge of the bison has in-

creased, I have come to see that

fighting is an occasionally necessary

grand spectacle, but the real biolog-

ical drama hes in the complex,

drawn out, and frequently subtle

wavs in which most conflicts are

settled by communication. Let me
describe some of that drama to you.

The breeding season is the only

time during the year that mature

bulls and cows are together for any

length of time. The bulls, which

have been alone or in small, tempo-

rary groups, join the cows, which

have been living in larger groups

with the calves and young bulls.

The bulls seek out certain cows,

usually those in estrus. They stay

with these cows if they can (this be-

havior is called "tending"), keeping

other bulls away by threatening and

fighting.

But threatening and fighting are

also common between bulls that are

not defending cows. Since receptive

cows are the only scarce resource in

the bulls' economy, this seems sur-

prising at first: one wonders what

the non-tending bulls are fighting

about. But it does make sense be-

cause an animal dominated now
will probablv give way later in the

breeding season without a contest,

saving a tending bull time and ef-

fort when he has none to spare. Not

that the bull works it all out like

this. He simply has a powerful urge

to dominate other bulls, and follow-

ing this impulse works to his advan-

tage. This drive to dominate is so

powerful that it occasionally inter-

feres with his real business and its

ultimate function. Bulls will some-

times leave a receptive cow to

threaten a distant bull.

The threat that operates at the

greatest distance is vocalization. On
a still day the bellow, or roar, of a

bull carries several miles. If you

can't see the bull or don't recognize

the sound, you're likely to think

that a thunderstorm is brewing.

If the competition presses, the

bellowing becomes louder, and a

quality that is hard to define but

somehow easy to recognize—a qual-

ity of fury—begins to grow in it. Of-

ten one or both bulls will interrupt

their bellowing to paw the ground

or wallow.

If the challenge does not end in

the wallow-ing or bellowing stage,

the bulls draw closer to each other

and special postures come into play.

There seem to be two distinct threat

postures. In the "head-on threat,"

which is simply the posture and

movement that precedes a charge,

the bull moves toward his opponent

with his head held slightly to one

side. The more slowly the challeng-

ers are moving, the farther to the

side their heads are held. When
they approach nearly straight-on, ei-

ther one bull submits by turning

away or they bang heads. But when
they approach slowly with their

heads well to one side, they often

stop close to, but not quite touch-

ing, each other and enter into a pat-

tern I have named "nod-threat."

Nod-threatening bulls stand close

enough to reach one another; their

bodies may form a single, straight

line or an angle of up to ninety de-

grees, but in either case their heads

are held well to one side. From this

position they can attack suddenly

by hooking a horn into the oppo-

nent's head. The hook always starts

when the head is close to the

ground, the muzzle tucked back

toward the feet.

But in the threat, the head-low,

muzzle-back position is only a brief

interruption of a head-high stance:

the bulls' heads drop in a matched

movement, then swing back up

again, still to one side. A hooking

attack may start at the bottom of

any one of the down swings, but the

opponent never seems to be caught

off guard. After a series of such

nods one animal may suddenly sub-

mit, ending the clash.

Nod-threatening takes place most

often between bulls that are not

tending cows. In this respect, it re-

sembles another important threat,

the "broadside threat." A bull in

this posture keeps himself broad-

side to his opponent with his head

held a little higher than normal.

Usually his back is arched and he is

bellowing. If he moves, he does so

slowly, in short, stiff steps that keep

him broadside to his opponent. Of-

ten two bulls will threaten by stand-

ing parallel to each other with only

a few feet separating them. Only

rarely does this threat lead to a

fight. The encounter may be long as

threats go, as much as a minute or

more, but one of the animals almost

always submits.

The broadside threat and the nod

threat emphasize the degree to

which the bulls forewarn their op-

ponents. This forewarning is so

elaborate that it has become a force

in its own right. It goes beyond per-

mitting the prediction of attack; by

substituting for attack, it often

overpowers the opponent.

This may account for some puz-

zling aspects of these postures.

Whv, for example, do the bulls

threaten bv turning broadside?

When tiirned this way, a bull seems

very \ailnerable to attack, partic-

ularly if the bull he is threatening is

facing him. (This danger by the

way, is more apparent than real. In

watching thousands of such threats

I have seen only one broadside bull

attacked.) Perhaps the function of

the broadside threat is to display

the full size and power of the bull,

as well as to forewarn the opponent.

If the threatening buU makes a big

enough impression he may save

himself a fight.
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The one recurrent note in all

these descriptions of fighting and

threatening is that they go on until

one animal submits. Submission sig-

nals serve two functions: they enable

a bull to withdraw from an encounter

without getting into a fight, and they

enable a bull that is losing a fight to

end it without injury and without re-

treating a long way. There are two

questions to ask about the communi-
cation of submission in bison: How
do they signal it? Why do the winners

accept it?

All bison submission signals are

variations on a theme; the sub-

mitting bull turns away. Sometimes

it is a 180-degree turn followed by

a galloping retreat. Other times it is

an abbreviated swing of the head

and neck to one side. When it in-

volves a 90-degree turn, the sub-

mitting animal ends up in the same
general position as one who is

threatening broadside. It is easy to

tell the difference, however. In sub-

mission the bull's head is usually

low, muzzle extended as if to graze

(and sometimes he does graze), and

the bull is silent. Whatever form

the submission signal takes, it al-

most always stops the threats or at-

tack immediately.

I recall in dramatic detail one ex-

ample the bulls gave me of the

power of this signal. Two bulls were

fighting in a swale below me. The
low ground was moist, so the grass

was green even in early August.

The spurting dust raised by most
fights was missing, and the rich

contrast between the warm brown
of the bulls' coats and the green

grass gave the scene a certain tran-

quillity. But the bulls were fighting

in earnest. They slammed their

heads together, stepped back a few

feet, then drove their foreheads to-

gether again so hard that the shock

of the impact seemed to ripple

through their bodies in a wave.

There were three or four such

blows, and then, just as they had

drawn back and were poising to

plunge together again, one of the

bulls simply stood in his tracks and

swung his head 90 degrees to the

right. The winner had already

started his forward lunge. His front

feet plowed sudden dark furrows in

the green grass as he skidded to a

stop. His horns could not have been

more than 18 inches from the

loser's neck. The two animals stood

immobile for a few seconds; then

both walked quietly away.

Fights usually stop just that

abruptly and with the loser just that

Bison stir up dust in wallows

worn into the sod. When
worked into the animals'

coats, the dust inhibits

the activity of insect pests.

vulnerable. One more step, one

more lunge bv the winner, and the

loser would be out. But that step is

almost never taken.

This describes the way sub-

mission is signalled, but there is

still the second question: Why does

submission work? One is tempted to

explain it by analogy to human in-

stitutions, to say that bison operate

by a set of "rules"; that the loser is

kept from harm by the winner's

conforming to rules, just as a foot-

ball player who has been knocked

off his feet is protected from further

assault by the rules of football. But

this kind of analog^', between social

behavior and social convention, ob-

scures rather than clarifies.

The rules of football are a social

invention based on enlightened self-

interest and reciprocity. Players

agree to be restrained from some
destructive acts, provided the oppo-
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Two mature bulls engage

in nod threats, swinging

their heads up and

down in matched movements.

Their heads are up most

of the time; an attack comes

only when they are down.

sition is similarly restrained. Kick-

ing an opponent in the head when
he is down is so dangerous, every-

one agrees that it should be penal-

ized bv giving the other team some
advantage in play. This penalty im-

posed by a specialized group of rule

enforcers is the mechanism through

which rules control the football

players' behavior.

There are, however, no recipro-

cal agreements and no rule en-

forcers among bison. Each bull's

behavior meets his own needs and

no other bull's. The only penalties

for any action are those assessed by

the action itself. At first thought

this seems wrong. How would a

winning bull penalize himself by

polishing off a loser? The fact is. he

would be assessed two precious

commodities: time and energy.

Time is valuable because most

conflicts take place in the breeding

season, and time spent fighting,

even a mop-up operation, is time

lost from breeding. Besides, if win-

ners did not stop attacking when
losers submitted, losers would give

up less readily, and fights would be

more time consuming.

Fights to the finish would take

even more energy, and that is in

shorter supply than you might

imagine. When you see bulls in the

middle of the summer, in the midst

of tall grass and warm sunshine,

their good health and nutrition

seem assured. But bison are north-

ern animals, one of the most north-

ern of the cattle family. They have

adapted to a climate where food is

scarce through long winter months,

where the males of other hoofed

species, deer for example, fre-

quently die during the winter be-

cause fall caught them without

enough stored energy in the form of

body fat.

Breeding season takes a lot of en-

ergy as it is. The mature male loses

an average of 200 pounds between

June and October. If every fight

was long and rough and ended in a

wild cross-country chase, bison

bulls, winners and losers alike,

might well die before spring re-

newed the plains.

Pursuing and destroying the

loser would eliminate the need ever

to face him again, of course, but

that would accomplish little. Bison

breed in large groups, with the

males moving constantly from one

group to another. There are always

many more challengers where the

last came from. In the final analy-

sis, the winner does not spare his

defeated rivals, he spares himself.

The prolonged forewarnings, the

reluctance to fight, the generosity to

losers are neither the last noble ves-

tige of chivalry in our time nor na-

ture's way of exhorting man to live

on a higher ethical plane. Rather,

they are carefully balanced behav-

ioral adjustments to the social and

ecological circumstances in which

the competition between bulls

evolved. Thev are among the basic

ecological adaptations that enabled

this animal to thrive so mightily

that little more than a hundred
years ago, 50 to 70 million bison

dominated the plains of North
America, shaping the grasslands

where they walked and shaking the

earth when they stampeded.
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The bull on the right

threatens, while the bull

at left submits by swinging

his head to the left and

down until his beard nearly

touches the ground.

Heads low, eyes open, two

bulls ram into each other

after a short charge. Each

tries to hook the other

with a horn, but a fatal

wound is rarely inflicted.
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Conception
and

Contraception
The delicate human reproductive system can be upset
by en:iotional stress, by many chemical compounds, or

by an assortment of devices

Reproduction is not essential for

the existence of an individual, but it

is crucial for the survival of a spe-

cies. However, if the population in-

creases at too high a rate, the spe-

cies may be threatened. This now
seems to be the case for man.

Under social conditions of maxi-

mum fertility, a woman in her re-

productive years (typically between

the ages of 15 and 50) can produce

twenty children. To have fewer pro-

geny requires some form of birth

control. One method, which is sanc-

tioned by the Catholic church, is

the rhythm method. It is of doubtful

effectiveness, however, because it

requires abstinence from sexual in-

tercourse during the week in each

menstrual cycle when a woman is

supposedly at the peak of her fertil-

ity. Another method, known as

coitus interruptus, or withdrawal, is

the traditional birth control method
of Roman Catholic couples in many
European countries.

The most commonly used con-

traceptive device, the condom, also

prevents venereal infection, which

was said to be its original function

when it was invented in the six-

teenth century. Another effective

device for barring the passage of

sperm is the diaphragm. Perhaps

because it requires individual fit-

ting and because of the care with

which it must be inserted into the

vagina, the diaphragm is not popu-

lar worldwide. Other sperm barriers

include vaginal foams and jellies.

Of increasing interest is the in-

trauterine device, or lUD. The
modern lUD is a plastic object.

by Gerald Oster

which is aseptically inserted into

the uterus by a trained person (most

easily for women who have already

had a child). The lUD is a highly ef-

fective method of birth control, and

if no complications occur, the de-

vice can remain unattended indefi-

nitely. Unfortunately, clinical expe-

rience over the past few years has

shown that perhaps one-third of the

users do suffer compHcations (par-

ticularly excessive bleeding and

backache), which are relieved when
the device is removed. Sometimes

the device is spontaneously expelled

by the uterus.

Of much greater popularity, par-

ticularly in the United States and

many Western European countries,

is the PiU, or oral contraceptive. It

was introduced in the mid-1950s by

the late Gregory Pincus of the

Worcester Foundation in Shrews-

bury, Massachusetts. In an experi-

ment conducted at a Puerto Rican

housing project, Pincus, in collabo-

ration with John Rock and Celso

Garcia, demonstrated that a woman
could control her reproductive

functions via an oral route. The Pill

is now one of the most extensively

used medications; some 30 million

women throughout the world take it

daily.

Despite its proved effectiveness,

the Pill is not widely used in the de-

veloping countries, except among
the more educated women of the

cities. It is most popular among
women who are sufficiently moti-

vated to take it on a strict regimen.

When a medicine is so extensively

used, especially one that drastically

alters the hormonal balance of the

body, complications inevitably

arise. To give one example, the Pill

suppresses lactation. As a result, in

underdeveloped countries where
mothers' milk is the principal nutri-

ent for children up to the age of

three, some governments are refus-

ing to promote the Pill for the pop-

ulace as a whole.

Some of the PUl's side effects are

minor, but others, notably throm-

boembolism, reported by British

and American chnicians, can be fa-

tal. In certain medical quarters,

there is the gnawing feehng that

long-term use of the Pill carries the

possibihty of carcinogenetic action,

which would become apparent only

by the mid-1970s. Doctors have al-

ready decided against administering

the PiU to women susceptible to

breast cancer, such as the highly in-

bred Parsi women of Bombay.
Abortion, or as it is called in

more timid circles, the termination

of pregnancy, has long been an ef-

fective means of birth control. In

Hungary, where abortions are legal

and performed free of charge, the

number of abortions actually ex-

ceeds the number of live births.

Actually, spontaneous abortions

occur frequently, many without a

woman even sensing it. Such fetal

wastage may occur in 15 percent of

conceptions. If abortion is taken to

mean any process that interrupts

the development of the fertilized

ovum, then the lUD is probably an

abortifacient, as is, in the opinion

of some experts, the Pill.

The progress of birth control is
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greatly impeded by the huge gaps in

our knowledge of human reproduc-

tive physiology. Much of our infor-

mation is derived from the study of

animals, but unlike the circulatory

system, the reproductive system

varies widely from species to spe-

cies. At the present time more is

known of the reproductive func-

tioning of the sow, for example,

than of women.
AU animals except humans ex-

hibit obvious characteristics, known
as estrus, during the time of ovula-

tion. The female will accept the

male for intercourse only during es-

trus, signaled to the male by various

visual, auditory, and olfactory

clues. The female of our species, on

the other hand, wiU in principle ac-

cept the male at any time, and both

she and her mate do not seem to be

conscious that ovulation might be

occurring. Our nearest relatives, the

higher apes, show distinct signs

when ovulation is approaching.

When the female chimpanzee ovu-

lates and has maximum interest in

the male, the skin at her vulva red-

dens and enlarges greatly. Recently,

it was found that at ovulation the

chimpanzee produces in its vagina a

substance, appropriately named
copulin, that fills a male chim-

panzee with intense sexual ardor.

This is one of the many olfactants

present throughout the animal king-

dom that serve to attract animals to

their mates.

At ovulation, some animals, in-

cluding the dog, show a vaginal dis-

charge containing blood. This was

long confused with menstruation.

Aristotle thought that the human
fetus was a consequence of the mix-

ing of semen with menstrual blood.

Not until the early 1930s, when K.

Ogino and H. Knaus clarified the

situation and promulgated the

rhythm method, was it generally

understood that the most fertile pe-

riod of a woman Ues somewhere at

mid-cycle, between successive men-

struations.

Primates (excepting the New
World monkeys) are unique in the

animal kingdom in that they exhibit

a monthly shedding of the uterine

lining, or endometrium, which con-

tains non-clotting blood. The bleed-

ing for humans, typically about one-

half cup per month, is far more

copious than for other primates. Al-

though the average, but variable,

period for women is 28 days, which

happens to coincide with the lunar

month, menstruation has nothing to

do with the phases of the moon. For

chimpanzees the average period is

35 days.

Human ovulation usually occurs

about two weeks prior to the onset

of the menstrual period. But the

preovulatory period varies consid-

erably, depending on a variety of

factors. The menstrual cycle can be

interrupted by sudden changes in

habits. Stress factors play a role and

clearly demonstrate the involve-

ment of the central nervous system

in reproductive physiology. A study

of women in mental institutions

demonstrated that irregular cycles

were caused by emotional, rather

than nutritional, factors. This dis-

ruption is a kind of unconscious

regulation of fertihty, a process that

exists throughout the animal king-

dom and acts as a safety valve on

the population in times of ex-

tremely bad environmental condi-

tions, such as a shortage of food. A
recent study of college women in

dormitories found a tendency

toward synchrony in menstrual cy-

cles among friends and roommates,

thus suggesting a social factor in

human reproductive physiology.

Because of the implications for

population growth, demographers

are concerned by the results of an

Enghsh study that indicate that the

average age for the onset of men-

struation, menarche, has dropped

from 17 a century ago to the

present average of 13. This appears

to be a worldwide trend and might

be related to the increase in the

quality of nutrition. Menarche usu-

ally takes place after the appear-

ance of such secondary sex charac-

teristics as the budding of breasts,

the deposition of fat on the hips,

and the growth of hair in the

armpits and in the pubic region.

The girl is usually infertile until her

ovaries are functionally mature, and

regular cycles set in. The ovaries no

longer function at menopause, the

time when menstruation ceases.

Medical records indicate that over

the past century the average age of

menopause has gradually increased

to 50 years.

The details of the menstrual proc-

ess were observed in the remark-

able experiments of the late J. E.

Markee of Duke University. Work-

ing with a monkey, Markee in-

troduced a piece of the endome-

trium into the anterior chamber of

the monkey's eye. With a low-

power microscope, he observed the

histological changes during the

menstrual cycle.

Just before menstruation, the tis-

sue blanched because the blood

flow was shut off by contraction of

the pecuUar spiral arteries of the

endometrium. This was followed by

a bursting of the vessels, the hem-

orrhage of menstruation.

When menstruation is complete,

typically after five days, the num-
ber of cells in the tissue increases

rapidly, repairing the damage of

menstruation in about two days.

For the subsequent week up to ovu-

lation, cells proliferate in the endo-

metrium, increasing in thickness by

about five times. For the next two

weeks, until menstruation, the en-

dometrium becomes increasingly

convoluted and tortuous. The tissue

becomes spongy and the cells se-

crete.

This cycle in the endometrium is

a preparation of the uterus for a fer-

tilized ovum. The function of the

uterus is to house the developing

embryo until it is mature enough to

be born and survive on its own. If

the endometrium does not receive

the fertilized ovum about one week

after ovulation, it breaks down in

menstruation.

The physiological need for men-

struation is unclear. What C.W.

Corner wrote 30 years ago in his

classic. The Hormones in Human
Reproduction, applies today: "Men-

struation, then, is still a paradox

and a puzzle—a normal function

that displays itself by destruction of

tissues: a phenomenon, seemingly

useless and even retrogressive, that

exists only in the higher animals; an

unexplained turmoil in the other-

wise serenely coordinated process

of uterine function." Certainly,

menstruation is not a detoxification

process, as was once commonly

thought, due, perhaps, to the con-

stant references to it in chapter 15

of Leviticus as being "unclean."

In the reproductive system, the



ovaries influence the endometrium

in several ways. After the follicle

develops into an egg in the ovary, it

passes through the ovary wall and

down the Fallopian tube. If the egg

is fertilized, it may become im-

planted in the endometrium. The
ovaries produce estrogen hormones,

which encourage the repair and de-

velopment of the endometrium. In

addition, a temporary organ, the

corpus luteum, develops in the

ovary immediately after an egg is

released. The corpus luteum pro-

duces another hormone, proges-

terone, which further prepares

the uterus for implantation of the

fertilized ovum. If implantation

takes place, the estrogens and pro-

gesterone then act in concert to

maintain the implant. If implanta-

tion does not take place, the con-

centration of the hormones sud-

denly drops drastically and
menstruation follows.

The estrogens are biosynthesized

(from cholesterol) in the growing

follicle. The endometrium grows at

the same time that the follicle de-

velops. Estrogens are circulated in

the bloodstream and reach their

peak in concentration at ovulation,

about the fourteenth day in the

cycle, with another surge about a

week later.

The output of progesterone by

the corpus luteum reaches a peak

about ten days after ovulation. If

pregnancy does not occur, the cor-

pus luteum degenerates to form a

connective tissue scar.

In humans, the corpus luteum

functions for about the first two

months of pregnancy, after which

its hormonal activities are taken

over by the placenta, and the gland

degenerates. To survive for the two

months, the corpus luteum depends

on hormonal production by the pla-

centa. This production is induced

by a glycoprotein (a protein con-

taining carbohydrate) known as hu-

The egg discharged from an

ovary on day 14 (i) awaits

the arrival of sperm (2),

which has passed up the

Fallopian tube via the

cervix and the uterus. The
egg's actual size is about

one-hundredth of an inch.

The fertilized egg undergoes

several cleavages without

changing its size {3 and 4)

and passes down the Fallopian

tube. The blastocyst (5)

is implanted in the

uterine wall. The whole

process, from ovulation to

implantation, takes about

one week.
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Production of gonadotrophic

hormones in the pituitary

is controlled by signals

from the brain and by the

feedback action of estrogens

and progesterone from the

sex organs. Nerve fibers

carry messages that signal

the release of hormones

in the pituitary. In

humans, LH and FSH govern

the menstrual cycle. Oxytocin

influences uterine

contraction, especially

at labor, and prolactin

governs the milk-producin

capability of most mammals

man chorionic gonadotrophic hor-

mone. Since this substance will

produce a red inflammation in the

ovaries of an immature rat, it pro-

vided the basis for the once-com-

mon pregnancy urine test invented

by M. Aschheim and B. Zondek in

1928. Whereas the test in its origi-

nal form took five days, the present

test, involving an immunological

precipitation, is carried out in the

doctor's office while the patient

waits, usually anxiously. Recently,

a do-it-yourself kit based on the

same principle has been developed.

The gonadotrophic glycoprotein

hormones and at least six other hor-

mones are produced in the pitu-

itary gland. This pea-sized gland is

an appendage of the hypothalamus,

which Ues at the base of the brain.

It has long been known that the re-

moval of the pituitary from mature

female animals results in atrophy of

the ovaries and, eventually, the rest

of the genital tract. If the gland is

grafted back to its original location.

the sexual cycle of the animal is re-

stored. And if extracts from the an-

terior (but not the posterior) por-

tion of the gland are injected in an

animal, sexual functioning is re-

stored. Two of the hormones pro-

duced by the anterior pituitary

gland, the folUcle-stimulating hor-

mone (FSH) and the luteinizing

hormone (LH), are most immedi-

ately related to reproduction.

FSH stimulates the growth and

maturation of follicles in the

ovaries. LH, in conjunction with

FSH, promotes the maturation of a

single foUicle. Why one foUicle is

chosen at the expense of the others,

and indeed, how one oocyte out of

some half-million initially present

in the ovaries is destined to become

the ripened egg, is as yet a com-

plete mystery. Following matura-

tion of the follicle, LH causes ovu-

lation by inducing a rupture of the

folhcular wall with release of the

egg. In humans LH also stimulates

the corpus luteum to release pro-

Environmental stimuli

Control from brain

Oxytocin

inferior
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gesterone. In a normal menstrual

cycle the LH concentration in the

blood exhibits a sharp maximum
somewhere around the time of ovu-

lation.

FSH will induce ovulation in

some infertile women. But in half

the successful appUcations of this

treatment, there has been an embar-

rassment of riches and multiple

pregnancies (as many as seven)

have resulted. One source of an

FSH-like substance is the urine of

postmenopausal women whose
ovaries have ceased to function de-

spite the efforts of the pituitary to

reverse this. A commercial enter-

prise in Rome obtains this sub-

stance from urine collected daily in

a tank truck from nearby convents.

Some Swedish gynecologists work-

ing on infertility prefer pure FSH
prepared from human anterior pi-

tuitaries (obtained from cadavers).

The hypothalamus controls the

release of FSH and LH from the an-

terior pituitary. The hypothalamus,

to which the pituitary is attached,

lies at the base of the brain and

serves as a decoder for messages

from the central nervous system.

The hypothalamus and the anterior

pituitary have no neural con-

nections, but they share a blood sys-

tem that is somewhat isolated from

the general circulatory system. On
receiving signals from the central

nervous system, specific polypep-

tides, which are releasing factors for

LH and FSH, are generated in the

hypothalamus. They flow via the

blood system into the pituitary and

cause the gland to release the gona-

dotrophins. One recent approach to

fertility control proposes immuniza-

tion against the polypeptide releas-

ing factors. This would involve the

injection of these laboratory-pro-

duced substances to build up immu-
nity to them.

The hypothalamus also governs

sexual maturation in humans, as has

been deduced from pathological

conditions. For example, tumor of

the hypothalamus, which is very

rare, can cause a normal-sized child

of eight to become sexually mature.

The record for such a case is that of

a child of five who, after men-

struating since she was one year

old, gave birth (by Caesarean sec-

tion). It may be significant that girls

who are blind from birth often ex-

hibit an unusually early menarche.

In addition to triggering changes

in the sex organs, the estrogens and
progesterone exert controls on the

flow of LH and FSH from the pitu-

itary. Through feedback mecha-
nisms, the hypothalamus, which is

the control center of the reproduc-

tive system, will signal for an in-

crease or decrease in LH and FSH,
depending on the concentrations of

estrogens and progesterone it de-

tects in the blood. For example, es-

trogens in low concentration stimu-

late the production of LH, while at

high concentrations they inhibit its

production. Presumably this type of

seesaw action causes the 28-day

menstrual cycle.

The effectiveness of many types

of the PiU is apparently due to the

influence of the estrogens and pro-

gestin on the hypothalamus, with a

resultant suppression of ovulation.

There are some thirty preparations

of oral contraceptives on the mar-

ket. They consist of synthetic ster-

oids, modified estrogens and pro-

gestins, and for each commercial

product the chemical structure may
differ, as does the estrogen—

progestin ratio.

The estrogen and progestin com-

bination in the Pill apparently

works synergistically; that is, the

mixture is more effective than the

sum of its components. Two types

of pills have been developed. One
consists of a combination of an es-

trogen and a progestin and is taken

from day 5 to day 25 of the men-

strual cycle in order to establish an

artificial 28-day cycle. The other,

the sequential pill, consists of an es-

trogen to be taken for 10 to 15

days, followed by a combination of

an estrogen and a progestin for 10

to 15 days. This latter regimen re-

quires a smaller total quantity of

progestin.

One of the major directions in

the field of birth control is to find a

substance that, taken orally only

once a month, would cause the

uterus to become an unfavorable

environment for implantation of the

fertilized egg, but would otherwise

not interfere with a woman's nor-

mal physiology.

Progestin by itself is a con-

traceptive. One observation is that

under its influence, the peristaltic

action of the ovarian ducts is al-

tered so that the fertilized egg ar-

rives in the uterus too soon for im-

plantation. In the absence of

estrogens, however, progestin may
cause spontaneous bleeding.

On the other hand, the estrogen

component of the Pill causes most

of the numerous undesirable side ef-

fects. Some fatal, but fortunately,

rare cases of pulmonary embolism
have been directly traceable to the

estrogen component. Since estrogen

causes water retention, the most

common complaint of women tak-

ing the pill is a bloated feeling.

Nausea, similar to the "morning
sickness" of early pregnancy, is an-

other frequent side effect, caused

when the estrogen stimulates the

contraction of the gastrointestinal

tract muscles.

Particularly annoying for many
women on the Pill is the appear-

ance of facial blotches, the so-called

mask of pregnancy, after exposure

to the sun. This may be a con-

sequence of the estrogen-induced

high copper levels in the blood,

which catalyze the oxidation of skin

pigments. Another complaint is that

the PiU produces migraine head-

aches, which disappear if the suf-

ferer stops taking the Pill.

Protagonists of the POl argue

that these side effects are essentially

eliminated with the correct choice

of type, which should take account

of the woman's medical history and

be followed by periodic checkups

by a gynecologist. Unfortunately,

such highly trained personnel are

not available for many women, es-

pecially in the underdeveloped
countries, and the future of the Pill

as a major deterrent to the world

population explosion is an open

question.

Because the Pill interferes with

the whole reproductive system—

and other systems of the body as

well—considerable birth control re-

search has focused on other tech-

niques. Some of these approaches

are, in effect, attempts to modernize

the condom, to stop the movement

of sperm to the egg. The special

properties of the mucus of the cer-

vix make it a good subject for birth

control studies.

This mucus, secreted from a
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number of glands in the cervix, is

most copious at mid-cycle. Its phys-

iochemical properties are such that

the sperm will move readily

through it at mid-cycle but not at

other times. The cervix serves as a

valve for the passage of sperm; it is

closed except about the time of ovu-

lation. The vagina of women in

their reproductive years is usually

strongly acid, due to the bacterial

production of lactic acid. At mid-

cycle, however, the cervical mucus
exhibits a maximum in alkahnity.

This provides a favorable gradient

for sperm motion because sperm
move more rapidly in alkaline than

in acid media. In addition, mid-

cycle mucus has peculiar flow prop-

erties not shown by postovulatory

mucus. The ability of mid-cycle cer-

vical mucus to be drawn into a

long, fine thread provides a gyne-

cologist with a convenient in-

dication that a woman is ovulating.

Why the cervical mucus is most

threadlike at ovulation is a question

we are trying to answer in our labo-

ratory at the Mount Sinai School of

Medicine. The mucin component of

cervical mucus interacts with albu-

min. We are investigating various

chemicals, notably substances bear-

ing positive charges, that suppress

the transport of sperm into cervical

mucus. Polymeric forms of such

substances might be active over a

period of a few days with a single

vaginal application.

Birth control might be simplified

if a woman was aware of the time in

the cycle when she is fertile. A
woman using the rhythm method
charts her basal body temperature

during the course of a few cycles to

determine her ovulatory pattern. A
metabolic product of progesterone

produces, probably by its action on
the temperature control center of

the hypothalamus, a rise of about

half a degree centigrade, which per-

sists through the postovulatory

phase. However, this thermal rise

appears after ovulation. Even if a

"safe" period were established for a

few months in a row there is no as-

surance that this pattern will be fol-

lowed in a subsequent month. Fur-

thermore, extensive studies have

shown that only 25 percent of all

women exhibit a clear-cut mid-cycle

temperature rise.

One indicator of ovulation is a

mid-cycle vaginal discharge, con-

sisting of a small amount of cervical

mucus and a trace of blood. This

phenomenon is probably an evolu-

tionary remnant of estrus in ani-

mals. The discharge, often so slight

as to be unnoticed by many women,
might be a reliable indicator if a

convenient color test for its pres-

ence were devised. Some women
occasionally experience a sharp

lower abdominal pain at mid-cycle

(named Mittelschmerz by German
gynecologists).

The metabolism of vitamin C is

also cyclic in women, with a pro-

nounced minimum in vitamin C
concentration in the urine at mid-

cycle. Estrogen biosynthesis in the

ovaries involves the consumption of

vitamin C, and this consumption is

maximal at mid-cycle. The phenom-

enon of vitamin depletion could be

utiUzed as an ovulation test if it

were first shown that the minimum
occurred independently of the vita-

min C intake in the diet.

A test that anticipated ovulation

by two days or more would be most

useful in birth control. In my labo-

ratory we have indications that the

concentration of siaHc acid in the

saliva is at a minimum a few days

before mid-cycle. Experiments with

artificial insemination of ewes and
cows have demonstrated that sperm
capable of fertilization remain in

the female genital tract for as long

as two days. More Hmited experi-

ence with artificial insemination of

women at fertility clinics indicates

that the two-day period of sperm
survival applies to humans as well.

If more were known about the

biochemical processes associated

with the nurturing of a single fol-

licle in the ovaries, perhaps a prac-

tical preovulation test could be de-

veloped. With an accurate test,

birth control could be practiced by
abstaining from intercourse for

three days, two days for the lifetime

of the sperm and another for the

lifetime of the egg.

Sperm moves into the female

tract very rapidly. Some evidence

indicates that sperm are present in

the cervix within a minute after in-

tercourse. This demonstrates the fu-

tility of using douches following in-

tercourse. Tests on farm animals

and a few humans show that sperm
reach the site of fertiUzation within

fifteen minutes after intercourse.

This is too rapid a movement if only

the intrinsic motility of sperm is

considered. Indeed, test particles

such as carbon granules are pro-

pelled along with the same speed.

Obviously, the peristaltic movement
of the musculature of the female

tract is responsible for this rapid

sperm movement. Some oral chem-

ical agent might be found to arrest

this peristaltic movement, but it

would have to be very efficient.

Of the 500 million or so sperm
in a single ejaculate, only about one
hundred reach the site of fertiliza-

.

tion. This tremendous attrition,

caused primarily by scavenging

white cells, takes place mainly in

the cervix. But the motion of the re-

maining sperm would have to be

completely arrested or destroyed if

fertilization were to be prevented.

Attrition of the sperm is total, how-

ever, in the case of certain sterile

women whose cervical mucus con-

tains a precipitating factor, possibly

an antibody, for sperm.

The transport of the egg is con-

trolled by the beating of cilia as

well as by peristaltic action of the

tubes. This movement has to be

delicately controlled to insure that

the egg arrives at the site of ferti-

lization at the most propitious mo-
ment, that the fertilized egg devel-

ops sufficiently to be acceptable to

the uterus, and that the uterus has

time to prepare for the implanta-

tion. Progestins seem to upset this

delicate timing sequence.

Certain cationic detergents such

as clomiphine—which for rats, at

least, is a powerful antifertility

agent—cause a rapid expulsion of

the ovum through the tubes. This

suggests that such substances might

serve as postcoital contraceptives.

Large dosages of estrogens arrest

the movement of the fertilized

ovum. It has long been the practice

among dog breeders to feed
diethyktilbestrol, a simple phenohc
substance having estrogenic proper-

ties, to stop pregnancy in bitches

who have been accidentally mated.

This substance is also effective for

humans, where it has been used for

cases of rape, but its side effects, in-

Continued on page 76
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Hypothalamus

Location of pituitary in human brain

Progesterone may
stimulate manufacture

of FSH but suppress
manufacture of LH

Manufacture of FSH
and LH is determined
by estrogen-feedback
to hypothalamus

The normal

menstrual cycle in

women repeats every

28 days for 35 years.

A primordial follicle in

the ovary develops on being

signaled by FSH produced in

the anterior pituitary. Typically,

on day 14 (two weeks after the

onset of menstruation) LH triggers the

release of the egg from the mature follicle.

Meantime, the uterus is being prepared for implantation of the blastocyst. If

fertilization has not occurred, the uterine lining breaks down and menstruation begins

two weeks later. Estrogens are produced in the follicle and peak at about day 14, when

development of the uterine lining becomes accelerated. Progesterone is produced in the

corpus luteum and peaks at day 21. Estrogens and progesterone feed back to the hypothalamus

and control the production of FSH and LH. In this way, the whole process becomes periodic.
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X-raylng th^

The ancient Egyptian kings suffered from bad teeth,

arthritis, arteriosclerosis, and possibly polio

No relic of antiquity has been

more romanticized or made the sub-

ject of more incredible mis-

information than the ancient Egyp-

tian mummy. Visitors to the

Mummy Room of the Egyptian Mu-

seum in Cairo often expect to see

mummies as they appeared in the

horror films of the 1930s: grotesque

figures with fearsome grins, sunken

eyes, and bandages just loose

enough to reveal a fist clenching

nine tanna leaves. Lying in gilded

sarcophagi, they waited with sinis-

ter patience for the unwelcome in-

truder to strav too close.

Visitors with such expectations

are invariably disappointed. Mum-
mies, with their leatherlike skin and
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frozen features, look unreal but cer-

tainly not frightening, and they lie

in simple oak coffins in a stark

room that resembles a storeroom

more than a repository for ancient

royalty. While most of us realize

that mummies are not terrifying

creatures ready to invoke ancient

curses, few are aware that mummies
are worthwhile subjects of scholarly

research.

Most people believe that because

the hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt

can be read, its art analyzed, and its

buildings excavated, a vividly clear

picture of Egyptian life has been re-

constructed. Unfortunately, this is

not true. Egyptology is a young dis-

cipline; hieroglyphs could not be

Copv-right© 1972 Charles Scribner's

read accurately until well after Jean

Frangois Champollion published his

decipherment in 1824, and most of

the texts from ancient Egypt are

still in need of careful translation.

Scientific archeology is even

younger, and of the thousands of

archeological sites known in Egypt,

the vast majority are still undug or

only partially dug or have been de-

stroyed bv thieves and untrained

amateurs. In fact, while a historical

skeleton of ancient Egypt can he

constructed, there is not very much

flesh to add to its bones. Papyri,

paintings, and texts simply do not

tell enough. For the study of three

aspects of ancient Egypt—physical
anthropology, medicine, and mum-

Sons. To be published in X-raying the Pharaohs.



Pharaohs by James E. Harris
and Kent R. Weeks

mification—ancient mummies can

be of immense help.

From what diseases did the an-

cient Egyptians suffer? What surgi-

cal techniques did they use? How
did diet affect their health? How
long did thev live? Where did they

come from? How did they prepare

their dead for burial? The rerhains

of the Egyptians themselves can

provide answers that can have a

great effect upon the foundation of

Egyptological study, the chronologi-

cal framework upon which all other

data are based.

The value of mummies for

Egyptological study has been recog-

nized since the late nineteenth cen-

tury, when two great caches of

royal mummies were discovered at

Thebes. The problem for nearlv

eighty years was how to study them
without doing damage to the an-

cient tissues and bones.

Any complete examination of

mummified remains requires that

the bodies be unwrapped and their

internal structures probed and ana-

lyzed. In Europe and America, an

occasional mummy had been dis-

sected and a full-scale autopsy per-

formed, but no one felt that the

royal mummies could be so treated.

These mummies formed a unique

collection. Many of them were so

beautifully wrapped that to destroy

their bandages and dissect their or-

gans was unthinkable.

Beneath the carved masks and
wrappings lies the mummy
of Amenhotep I, an Egyptian

king who died more than

3,000 years ago. X-rays,

like that at left, gave

modern scholars their first

view of the body, which had
never been unwrapped
because of its excellent

state of preservation.
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A small mummy found in the

tomb of the priestess Makare

was assumed to be that of

a baby, but X-rays revealed

it was a baboon. At

right, a papyrus shows

Makare before a table

of funerary offerings. Her

shabit, a figure designed

to serve her in afterlife,

stands behind her.

The development of the X-ray in

1895 was a boon for the nonde-

structive study of ancient mum-
mies. However, the costly and cum-

bersome equipment required at this

earlv stage of development made it

nearly impossible to use X-ravs on

any but a few mummies. It was not

until December, 1966, when an X-

ray unit of sufficient portability had

been designed at the University of

Michigan and a staff of qualified sci-

entists assembled, that the Egyptian

Museum collection could be exam-

ined. Only then were the internal

featiues of the wrapped mummies
exposed for analysis.

The project to X-ray the pha-

raohs resulted, not so much from

Egyptological interest, but because

a group of dentists at the univer-

sity's School of Dentistry—curious

about the evolution of human denti-

tion over the past several thousand

years—was studying the people of a

long-neglected land called Nubia.

The study began in 1965 at Ge-

bel Adda, about 700 miles south of

Cairo. There, an expedition from

the American Research Center in

Egypt had been excavating an

elaborate townsite and seven huge

cemeteries, from which they had re-

covered and saved more than 5,000

skeletons and naturally desiccated

bodies. The skeletons spanned a pe-

riod from about the first to the eigh-

teenth century A.D.

One of us (Weeks) had measured

each skeleton and body, described

any abnormalities, and taken hun-

dreds of bone and tissue samples for

later laboratory analysis. It quickly

became evident that teeth best

t - . -' -
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showed physical changes and the ef-

fects of diet and environment upon

heahh. To perform the kind of den-

tal study demanded by a sample as

large as that of Gebel Adda, a full-

scale expedition was necessary.

Thus the other of us (Harris), a ge-

neticist and orthodontist interested

in the dentition of ancient man, was

asked to direct the project, and in

1965 he and his staff arrived in Ge-

bel Adda.

Nubia was the logical place for

such a study. The Gebel Adda ma-

terial offered a large collection of

human remains spanning nearly

two thousand years, and the con-

temporary descendants of these

early inhabitants, living in new vil-

lages near Aswan, provided the

continuity for determining dental

evolution. In spite of many foreign

incursions, the group as a whole has

remained remarkablv homoge-

neous; thus the confusing picture

presented by heterogeneous Ameri-

can and European populations

would not be an obstacle here. The

Nubian population showed some in-

teresting dental features. Crowding,

for example, a condition in which

the teeth are poorly aligned, is

thought to result from man's jaws

having become increasinglv smaller

as he has evolved, while his teeth

have remained about the same size,

at least for the last several thousand

years. The project found evidence

to support this theory. Modern Nu-

bians have smaller faces, smaller

jaws, and more crowding of the

teeth than their ancestors had.

Among contemporary Nubian
schoolchildren, the facial skeleton

grows very slowly, while the

permanent teeth erupt at even an

earlier age than among American

children. This disassociation in de-

velopment greatly facilitates study

of the etiology of malocclusion.

When the Nubian study was

completed, we wanted to examine

some noble mummies to see if the

richer, more varied diet expected in

a higher class had any significant ef-

fect on dentition.

After examining the mummies of

officials and lesser nobles at Gizeh

and Thebes, we sought permission

to X-ray the unique collection of

royal mummies, spanning the

broadest range of Egypt's history,

in the Egyptian Museum. The mu-

seum was interested; these mum-
mies, which had still not been com-

pletely studied, promised a great

deal of information, not only on

diet and social class in relation to

dental health but also on a number

of other important questions that

were perplexing Egyptologists. In

December, 1966, work was begun

by the first of four expeditions to

the Egyptian Museum.
One of the most interesting

mummies was that of one of the

best-known Egyptian kings, Ram-

ses II. No pharaoh of ancient Egypt

engaged in more obvious self-ag-

grandizement, erected more temples

and shrines, or described his mili-

tary exploits in greater detail than

did Ramses II, often called Ramses

the Great. No pharaoh boasted of

having more children (more than

one hundred sons), and indeed, few

reigned as many years (sixty-seven).

Ramses II came to the throne in

1304 B.C., after some years as core-

gent with his father, Seti I. He was

Taken from the side, an

X-ray of the feet of

a ruler named Siptah shows

that one foot was deformed.

The bones of the heahhy

foot extend across the

bottom part of the picture.

The much smaller, deformed

foot is at the left.

Once diagnosed as a

clubfoot, the ailment now
appears to have been a

case of poliomyelitis.
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brash, not overburdened with intel-

Ugence, and singularly lacking in

taste. He carved his tomb in the

Valley of the Kings. Larger than his

father's, it was poorly decorated

and set in an ill-chosen and badly

engineered site. Today the tomb is

closed because of its dangerous,

crumbling condition.

X-rays of Ramses II and his suc-

cessor, Merneptah, show consid-

erable similarity in their dentition,

and both are similar to that of Seti

I. The large noses of all three, made

more dramatic by embalmer's pack-

ing, also show a close relationship

between them. Ramses II suffered

from heavy dental wear and from

what must have been painful ab-

scesses, clearly indicated by the X-

rays. Several of the teeth are loose

in their sockets, and the heavy pit-

ting of the bone around them shows

this to have been a condition that

had developed over a long period

during life. Despite such dental prob-

lems, both Ramses II and Seti I show

well-spaced and properly aligned

teeth with none of the protrusion of

the incisors characteristic of many

early Egyptian rulers. Good dental

hygiene would have saved both rulers

considerable discomfort.

Ramses II must also have been

plagued by cold feet: X-rays show

severe degenerative arthritis in the

hip joint and arteriosclerosis of all

the major arteries of the lower ex-

tremities. Such disorders often pro-

duce circulatory problems and

make movement painful.

When Ramses II died in 1225

B.C., he had outhved twelve of his

hundred sons, and his thirteenth son,

Merneptah, was crowned pharaoh.

Merneptah must have been more

than fifty years old when he as-

sumed the throne, and he inherited

a difficuh job. During his reign of

In this composite X-ray of

the mummy of Thutmose I,

the right lung can still be

seen in the chest. The

fuzzy image around the legs

and feet is the wrapping.
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All mumm ies were aligned

exactly the same way for

X-rays so the results could

be compared. A typical

result is the skull of

Ramses 11. below, who
apparently suffered

more dental wear and

abscesses than any other

ruler of ancient Egjpt.

ALIGNING ARMS

RIGHT ANGLED GUN SIGHT

METAL CHANNEL

FILM

X-RAY HEAD

about twelve vears there was little

new construction at home, the mili-

tarv situation was precarious, and
the impression was that Egypt ^vas

on the dechne.

Merneptah's mummv was found

in the tomb of Amenhotep II. and it

shows him to have been an old

man, partially bald and corpulent.

Few roval mummies have shown so

clearly the deshabilitv of X-rav

studies, for few rulers suffered so

many pathological conditions, al-

most all of which ^vould othenvise

be invisible without careful dis-

section. The cervical vertebrae

show severe degenerative arthritis;

the blood vessels of the thigh reveal

evidence of arteriosclerosis: there

are signs of fractures in the heads of

the femurs (the thigh bones): and

there is a hole (made after death?)

in the right side of the cranium.

The body -^vas badlv treated bv
tomb robbers. An ax or knife

driven through the shoulder split

the right clavicle. The right arm
was i\Tenched from place and an

enormous hole ^vas hacked through

the abdomen.
Merneptah is believed to have

been the pharaoh of the Exodus.
The hea\7 incrustation of sak on
his skin has led some writers to

claim that he drowned in the Red
Sea, but the brine solution in which
mummies \vere placed easUy ac-

counts for the salt on his body.

Like his father. Merneptah suf-

fered from extremely poor dental

health. The few remaining teeth

show only moderate wear, but all the

molars and premolars have been lost,

and there is considerable evidence
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of bone loss and of periodontal dis-

ease. In examining the areas of

missing teeth, several dentists have

wondered if they might have been

deliberately removed, not just

fallen out. If they were extracted,

they provide almost the only evi-

dence from dynastic Egypt of den-

tal surgery.

Another interesting case is that

of Siptah. Although he succeeded

Seti II, his parentage is very much
in doubt. Whatever his origins, he

ascended the throne in 1209 B.C.,

as a minor and died seven years

later.

His mummy, found in the

Amenhotep II cache, is particulculy

interesting from a medical stand-

point because of the severe deform-

ity from which he suffered. His left

foot has generally been diagnosed

as a clubfoot. But Dr. Walter

Whitehouse, the radiologist on the

Michigan expedition, has pointed

out that the over-all shortening of

the entire right leg and the atrophy

of the soft tissues indicate the pres-

ence of a neuromuscular disease in

childhood. The disorder that gener-

ally produces such results is po-

liomyelitis. Because polio has been

identified only once before in dy-

nastic Egypt, and then only tenta-

tively in a relief carving of late

date, the medical implications of

Whitehouse's diagnosis was a major

finding of the expedition.

Siptah's teeth are in good condi-

tion and show that he died in his

late teens or early twenties. The

question of his parentage has not

been solved by X-ray examination,

but there is no doubt that he shows

less similarity to earlier rulers than

one would hope for to confirm di-

rect biological relationship.

At a time when the high priest of

the most important temple came to

have at least as much power as the

pharaoh, the women of the temple

came into great power and prestige

in their own right. One, Makare, is

shown in a temple relief as out-

ranking another woman who was

referred to as the "King's bodily

Daughter, Great Kings' Wife,

King's Mother, Mother of the God's

Wife of Amon. Mother of the God's

Votaress of Amon, God's Mother of

Khonsu the Child, and First Great

Chief of the Concubines of Amon."

Makare herself is referred to as sim-

ply "God's Wife of Amon at Kar-

nak," the highest position a woman
in the temple could attain.

Makare died at a relatively early

age, and an examination of her

mummy indicates that she died ei-

ther during childbirth or very

shortly thereafter. Even the packing

of her abdomen by the embalmers

was done to indicate that fact. It

had been assumed that Makare's

child was a girl named Moutemhet,

who died in infancy and was buried

with her mother. It is now clear

that the name Moutemhet belonged

to Makare herself, and that the

small mummy placed in her sar-

cophagus is not a child at all but a

female hamadryas baboon. Cer-

tainly, the X-ray examination of the

mummy of the high priestess Ma-

kare and her "daughter, the Prin-

cess Moutemhet" in 1968 gener-

ated more interest than any other

aspect of our research in the Egyp-

tian Museum.
Presumably, therefore, Makare's

child survived its mother, biit schol-

ars are completely ignorant both of its

career and of its father. They are not

even certain that Makare was mar-

ried—the God's Wife of Amon, some

believe, was supposed to be a virgin—

and it is quite possible that the child

was a result of the ritual temple pros-

titution later writers describe as hav- .

ing been prevalent at this time.

A number of possible ex-

planations for the burial of a ba-

boon with Makare come to mind,

but none seem completely con-

vincing. In Egyptian religion the

baboon was associated with Thoth,

the god of learning, knowledge, and

science. In later times a small piece

of cloth with a baboon painted on it

was often included in burials to pro-

vide "inner warmth" to the other-

wise cold corpse. But from such as-

sociations of baboons to the actual

burial of one with the mummy is a

fairly big step.

Some scholars have wondered

whether the baboon was a substitute

for Makare's infant. If she had died

during childbirth, they argue, might

it not have seemed appropriate to

bury at least a substitute child with

her for the afterlife? There is no evi-

dence for this, but it is an inter-

esting—and not unpleasant—idea.

These kind of results are important

both for Egyptology and medical

history. The X-rays of the mummies
have shed light on the various dis-

eases from which Egypt's rulers suf-

fered and have provided a much
better picture of ancient medical

and dental problems than texts

alone could give. They have shown

that the previous calculations of the

ages at which various pharaohs died

are incorrect, and therefore parts of

the chronology of ancient Egypt

will have to be altered, in some

cases drastically. The X-rays have

dso shown that the genetic relation-

ships among the members of the

ruling families are by no means as

clear-cut as was once thought. While

the kings of the early Eighteenth

Dynasty closely resemble one an-

other, as do those of the early Nine-

teenth Dynasty, an enormous differ-

ence between the two groups is

evident. Clearly the rulers of an-

cient Egypt do not form a single ge-

netic line, and the royal family tree

will have to be revised.

Even information on cultural

practices was revealed through X-

rays. For example, the X-ray of Ma-

kare, the high priestess, showed

that she had been buried, not with

an infant daughter as had been

thought, but with a baboon. It was

found that circumcision, thought to

be universal, did not always occur.

Statuettes and other rehgious sym-

bols and jewelry were also discov-

ered inside of mummies. As the

project continues, it is hoped that it

will reveal even more information

about how the ancient Egyptian rul-

ing class lived and died.

The 13 Steps

of Mummy Making
Long before Egypt became a

great civilization 5,000 years ago, a

strong belief in an afterlife led its

inhabitants to attempt preserving

the bodies of their dead. These an-

cestors of dynastic Egypt wrapped

their dead in linen sheets or hides

or mats, drew their knees up under

the chin in an approximation of the

fetal position, and buried them in

shallow desert graves. In the hot

sand a natural drying of the body

took place, leaving soft tissues in a

well-preserved state, with the ap-
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pearance of old leather. This natu-

ral desiccation, and hence preserva-

tion, of the body was not nearly so

effective when the Egyptians began

building tomb chambers deep in the

ground, where the body was not

protected by the hot, dry sand. It

may have been this change in burial

practice that inspired the devel-

opment of artificial techniques for

preparing the dead, so that all bod-

ies might be preserved and retain a

lifelike appearance.

During the first two dynasties of

the Old Kingdom, bodies were sim-

ply wrapped and placed in coffins;

it quickly became clear that this did

not protect the body, even when a

stone sarcophagus was used. By the

Third Dynasty embalmers began re-

moving the parts of the body that

decay the fastest, the internal or-

gans, through a small incision in

the body. More importantly, they

began treating the body with na-

tron, a mixture of sodium bicarbo-

nate and sodium chloride (salt), to

remove any liquids that might has-

ten decomposition.

Even with these refinements, the

process did not work very well. We
still have the Great Pyramids built

during this era, but very few Old

Kingdom mummies have survived

to the present. Centuries of trial

and error followed before mummifi-

cation reached its peak in the New
Kingdom, a period that extended

from 1570 to 1080 B.C. As
the illustrations indicate. New
Kingdom embalmers eventually

perfected techniques that enable us

to easily identify persons who have

been dead for 3,000 years.

Perhaps the best description of

the process has been put together

by Zaki Iskander, acting direc-

tor-general of Egypts' Antiquities

Department. He divides the process

into these 13 steps:

1. Shortly after death—exactly

how long after is not known—the
body was carried to the Per-nefer,

the "House of Mummification," or

to the Wabet, the "House of Purifi-

cation." The clothing was removed

and the body placed on a large

wooden board.

2. The brain was extracted

through the nostrils. A small chisel

was used to pierce the bones of the

nose, then a hooked wire was

passed through and the cerebral

matter removed. The brain could

also be removed through a hole

made in the skull, but this was an

extremely rare variation. In no case

was the brain preserved with the

other organs, probably because the

Egyptians did not assign to the

brain any special or important func-

tions.

3. An incision was made in the

abdomen, and all the contents, ex-

cept the kidneys, were removed.

After the abdomen was cleansed,

the diaphragm was cut and all the

contents of the chest cavity, except

the heart, were removed. To the

Egyptians the heart, not the brain,

was the seat of mind and emotion,

the organ that recorded for the gods

all the good and evil deeds one did

during life. In religious scenes, the

heart of the deceased was shown

being weighed against the symbol

of truth to determine whether or

not the deceased was worthy of

heaven.

4. After the internal organs were

removed, the chest cavity and abdo-

men were washed with palm wine

and spices.

5. The viscera were washed sep-

arately and placed in a container of

natron for forty days. After being

sprinkled with perfume and treated

with hot resin, they were wrapped

in packages and placed in four con-

tainers called canopic jars. The

head of a deity was carved on the

lid of each jar.

6. To speed the dehydration pro-

cess and prevent any disfigurement

of the body, the abdominal and

chest cavities were next packed

with temporary stuffing materials:

sand, straw, resin, rags, dried vege-

table fibers—one gets the impres-

sion that anything handy was used.

7. According to Herodotus, sev-

enty days probably represented the

time required for the entire mum-
mification process. Almost half that

time was needed for dehydration,

since any remaining fluids could de-

stroy the body. This was accom-

plished by placing the body on a

sloping board and covering it with

heaps of dried natron. The time re-

quired for this operation has been

the subject of dispute; the "forty

days" mentioned in the Bible (Gen.

50:2-3) is perhaps an allusion to

The mummy of Yuya, father

of an Egyptian queen, is

so well preserved that

stubble can be seen on his

chin. X-rays revealed that

many teeth were missing.

this: "And Joseph commanded his

servants the physicians to embalm
his father: and the physicians em-

balmed Israel.

"And forty days were fulfilled

for him; for so are fulfilled the days

of those which are embalmed: and

the Egyptians mourned for him
threescore and ten days."

8. After the dehydration process

was completed, the body was re-

moved from the natron. The tempo-

rary stuffing was taken out and,

since it had come into contact with

the dead man, was not discarded

but set aside. The body was washed

with water and palm wine and care-

fully dried.

9. Resin or resin-soaked linen

was then placed in the cranial cav-

ity, and sawdust, myrrh, or occa-

sionally onions—carefully wrapped

in small linen bags—were stuffed

into the abdomen. The abdominal

incision was then sewed up, often

rather crudely, and in some cases a

small plate of gold or a beeswax

seal was placed over it.

10. The body was next rubbed

with a mixture of cedar oil, cumin,

wax, natron, gum, and possibly

milk and wine, then dusted with

spices.

11. To restore a lifelike appear-

ance to the face, the cheeks were

padded with linen and the nose was

plugged. Small pads of linen were

placed in the eye sockets, and the

eyelids were closed.

12. To strengthen the skin and

to prevent moisture from entering

the pores, a thick coating of resin

was applied to the entire body.

13. Occasionally eyebrows

might be painted on the face or jew-

elry used to decorate the body.

Bandaging usually began by vvrap-

ping each finger and toe separately,

then each limb, and finally the body

as a whole. Everything that had

Continued on page 78
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Beyond
the
Yukon
Hidden from
the river

is a land that

makes hunters
forget to hunt

The most enjoyable way to travel

the Yukon Territory is by raft on its

natural highway, the Yukon River.

It costs next to nothing, you can es-

tablish yourself in cornfort, and the

river does the traveling for you. Air

and scenery are at their best, and

since the river carried the traffic of

the country for most of its history,

historic sites are plentiful right

along its banks. In fact, travehng

the Yukon by raft is so enjoyable

that one can only marvel at the

single-mindedness of the Klondik-

ers to get it over with and start dig-

ging-

But to really see the Yukon Ter-

ritory, traveling the Yukon River is

not enough. The territory is mostly

mountains, and for the first five

hundred miles you hardly see any

true mountains at all from the river.

Not until Dawson City do you ap-

proach a major range, and only at

Forty Mile, a still older gold town,

does it draw into full view.

The mountains you see there

form the southwest flank of the

Ogilvie Ranges. Until the last

decade these ranges were the least-

known in Canada, and thus presum-

ably on the North American conti-

nent—another startling testimony to

the single-mindedness of the early

Yukoners, considering that their

by Bob Skovbo

photographs by
Paul von Baich
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"The river does the
traveling for you."

capital lay virtually at the foot of

these mountains and that their high-

way, the Yukon River, skirts them
by a few miles. But there wasn't

much gold to be found in the moun-
tain creeks, so the miners didn't

bother with them any further.

A few trappers, prospectors.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police pa-

trols, and Indian bands roamed the

mountains at one time, but they left

scant records of their travels, and

have now virtuallv abandoned the

country. Their place has lately been

taken by geologic exploration par-

ties and a few hunting outfitters,

and a road-building crew is pushing

north toward the Mackenzie Delta.

By their topographic definition, the

Ogilvie Ranges cover an area of

some 15,000 square miles, so there

is still room for anyone wishing to

roam a true mountain wilderness.

But the river tourists, true to tradi-

tion, continue to pass them by.

Although I had been in the coun-

try before, we had traveled with

boats on that occasion, and I knew
little of the terrain a^vay from the

river. The overland route we picked

for this trip proved to be not the

most convenient for backpacking.

The local game outfitter prefers a

route four times as long, and the

boundary survey crews that oper-

ated in the area early in the centurv

found conditions so difficult that

they abandoned most of their

horses—and in some cases even

clothing and bedding—to break

back out to the Yukon River. Their

traverse was, of course, much more
extensive and arduous than ours,

but the terrain can be trying even

when you don't have to cut through

in a straight line and only have a

short distance to cover. What with

bad weather, big loads requiring re-

lays, untrained legs, photographic

work, scouting excursions, and a re-

turn trip to the nearest settlement

for new boots for me, it took us

three weeks to cover the 20 or 25
miles to our destination, instead of

the one week I had predicted.

We entered the region through

the valley of the Tatonduk, a small

river that flows into the Yukon
some 28 miles downstream from

Eagle on the Alaska side of the bor-

der. Our destination was a minor

range on the Yukon side whose

most prominent feature is marked
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Sheep Mountain on the local maps.

This formation is a prodigious

limestone escarpment sculptured in

the manner of the "rock castles" of

Utah and Colorado, albeit on a more

modest scale, and represents only one

ofmany similar outcrops in that area.

In size and impressiveness these for-

mations may well be unmatched in

Canada—1 certainly know of no oth-

ers hke them—but nobody 1 had met

in the Yukon or at Eagle seemed to

know of their existence. We planned

to make them the principal object of

our trip.

The Tatonduk is a typical moun-

tain stream—swift, clear, shallow.

"It bursts into

countless chutes
and rapids."



"Here you have
a subarctic

landscape at

Its greatest."

unruly, and cold. For a few miles

above its mouth, and again at its

headwaters, it braids profusely over

wide gravel bars, but for most of its

course it stays in a well-defined bed.

Apart from filamentous algae, it is

devoid of vegetation; even its fe^v

slow, meandering arms appear

largely lifeless. Tlie salmon of the

Yukon are not known to ascend it.

Apart from little sculpins lurking

bv the water's edge, the only fish

we noticed in the Tatonduk were

whitefish and arctic grayling.

Tlais is not to say that the stream

is dead or uninteresting. With due

allowance for the affection one de-

velops for streams bv \vhose banks

one has spent some of the best days

of one's life and which one knows
from end to end, I could not imag-

ine a more dehghtful little river. Its

gravel pans abound in intriguing

pebbles, quite a few of them fossil-

iferous. It bursts into countless

chutes and rapids, and in its up-

permost gorge, plunges over a falls

some fiftv feet high. Nor is it always

just a delightful little river. WTiere



it breaks through the mountains it

has cut a canyon with one sheer

wall 700 feet high, the other rising

to some 500 feet and on up into the

hills. You don't see this place when
you backpack into the higlilands.

but it is well worth a side trip.

And though the waters of the Ta-

tonduk ai-e too cold and active to

support much life, the vallev bot-

tomlands they have built up support

the richest biome of the region, at

least in terms of biomass if not in

variety of species. On the terraces

formed by the river occur the most

extensive stands of tall timber: Cot-

tonwood, or balsam poplar, on the

younger formation: white spruce

and paper birch on the older, with

an understorv of willows, alder,

soapberry, roses, highbush cran-

berry, currants (both red and
black), and some flowering dog-

wood, here at the limit of its range.

Quite a few of the spruce are two
feet thick at chest level and fifty to

seventy feet high, and the cotton-

"Llving in the bush,
one's interest

in berries tends
to be more than
purely botanical."
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"A typical

mountain stream

—

swift, clear, shallow,

unruly, and cold."

woods aren't much inferior. Black

spruce muskegs with the usual mat

of mosses and Ericaceae tend to oc-

cur on the older and higher alluvia,

and on dry, sunny bluffs aspen and

prickly juniper grow, as well as oc-

casional gooseberry shrubs, which

also seem to favor these sites.

Perhaps the most intriguing, al-

though hardly the most beautiful,

plant growing in the shade of these

woods is the alder root parasite

Boschniaka rossica. Its brown,

cone-shaped spikes sprout from the

moss in many places and, together

with extensive light-green mats of

fleecy horsetails, lend a distinctive

appearance to the forest floor. I

have never seen this parasite out-

side the Yukon-Alaska region, nor

such vast mats of horsetail growing

in the woods. Incidentally, Bosch-

niaka is one of the many floristic

links between the Yukon-Alaska
region and Asia that one can see here,

that lend such a unique perspective to

botanizing in these parts.

Living in the bush, one's interest

in berries tends to be more than

purely botanical, however, and I be-

lieve few kinds eluded us. But apart

from the insipid pinesap and the

not much superior bearberry, most

varieties were not at their best in

the valley.

August is also not the ideal

month for birding. The small pas-

serines, which are usually most

readily recognized by their song,

tend to pass unobserved. The only

species still in full voice was Traill's

flycatcher, but the call of this in-

habitant of waterline thickets is

more notable for persistence than

for melodiousness. Another bird

whose song is still heard in the

mountains in August is the varied

thrush, but again it is not a remark-

able effort, romantic reports to the

contrary notwithstanding. The only

common river birds were king-

fishers and spotted sandpipers, al-

though at the river's mouth, red-

throated loons were regularly seen

fishing. An occasional harrier, too,

patrolled the river flats there. The
presence of a fair number of ruffed

grouse in the poplar-spruce stands

by the river's mouth might also be

worth mentioning, considering that

this may represent a northern limit

ot their range; indeed, none were

seen farther up the valley, where
the spruce grouse replaces them.

One cannot leave the valley with-

out mentioning its rocks. They out-

crop in a bewildering variety of ex-

posures, and although the untrained

eye can do little more than marvel

at their fascinating structures and
tints, it is evident from published

reports that they are no less fasci-

nating to the geologist. They repre-

sent an exceptionally condensed

and complete sequence from the

Mississippian to the Lower Cam-
brian period of the Paleozoic era, a

range of 310 million to 550 million

years before the present. Only the

Pennsylvanian and Permian are ab-

sent, and rocks of these ages are

found in abundance farther up-

stream, culminating in the great

castellations of the Sheep Mountain
cuestas, which bring the Paleozoic

exposures of the region to such a

splendid conclusion. Along the

lower Tatonduk, as you struggle up

the first prominent bluff by the

river, you are, figuratively speak-

ing, climbing down the ladder of

time in the opposite sense. Crossing

the threshold of the Lower Cam-
brian into the Proterozoic, you con-

tinue on over outcrops of banded

shales, colored flesh pink to deep

oxblood and fractured into steplike

patterns of the most delicate and

detailed symmetry, while on your

left, red beds of the same age out-

crop high above the forest. After

some three miles a fault terminates

the succession and a great wall of

Cambrian cliffs closes in on the

river, putting a stop to further

travel in that direction.

Just walking over these rocks is

enough to prompt all sorts of reflec-

tions on the record they trace—how
much time a single footstep can

span; how a single, delicate band

can stand for an age longer than it

took to raise the taOest mountain in

sight; how much life has vanished

across the invisible gap of a dis-

conformity; and how the horsetails

and club mosses brushing your

boots grow on the very rock in

which their ancestors—giant horse-

tails and lepidodendrons as tall as

the trees that now shade their de-

scendants—may now lie buried.

Where rocks shape the land, you

must shape your course accord-

ingly, and at the great cliffs by the

Precambrian -Paleozoic fault you

must leave the valley. A short haul

brings you to the next region, one

we called the Boundary Mountains.

Short as that haul is, with it you

enter another country altogether.

Steep slopes rise on every hand,

creeks gush from narrow valleys

over boulders and rubble, and the

scent of leafmold is no longer in the

air. This is highland air, which
sweeps over the crags and pinnacles

you see rising above the timberline

spruce wherever the slopes meet the

sky. You are in the mountains now.

The pale gray and bone-colored

crags you see here are all outcrops

of one formation, the Jones Ridge

Limestone, a massive accumulation

of beds thought to have originated

as a shoal or reef in the offshore wa-

ters of a Cambrian -Ordovician sea

that must have covered the area

with little interruption for some
150 million years. Erosion has

shaped it into spectacular and dis-

tinctive structures—jagged, precipi-

tous spurs with "windows" worn
through the rock, massive rock cas-

tles, and groups of pinnacles whose

shapes seem to copy on a gigantic

scale the conical outlines of the

spruce often seen growing among
them, to give an arrangement curi-

ously reminiscent of the fanciful

mountainscapes in early Renais-

sance paintings. The upper Funnel

Creek Valley in particular, flanked

by Nimrod Peak on one side and

Squaw Mountain on the other, dis-

plays a marvelous variety of these

structures. These mountains rise to

about 5,000 feel, and to the north-

west are succeeded by a yet taller

mountain, the Jones Ridge, after

whicli the entire formation is

named. Its upper beds, especially,

are highly fossiliferous in places,

and the lower contain beautifully

preserved examples of the sponge-

like Archaeocyathus, which flour-

Continued on page 80
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Sky Reporter

Waiting for the Phone to Ring
By and large, readers of this column tend to be

open, friendly, optimistic people. Most believe we
should not only listen for signals from intelligent

beings elsewhere in the galaxy, but that we should also

do more to let them know we are here.

This, at least, is the impression I received from

readers who responded to the invitation for ideas on

this question in the April "Skv Reporter." A few did

argue that contacting other civilizations could be a

mistake, that some more powerful kind of beings

might crush us like an annoying anthill. More pointed

out that we humans have no little difficulty commu-
nicating with each other here on earth, much less with

fellow inhabitants like porpoises, so we cannot expect

to communicate very well with truly alien creatures.

The April discussion started with the plaque at-

tached to the Pioneer 10 spacecraft, now hurtling

through the asteroid belt on its way to Jupiter and

eventually out of the solar system. The plaque, repro-

duced below, is our first deliberate attempt to commu-
nicate with extraterrestrial beings; its message in-

cludes what we look like, where we are in the galaxy,

and what we think would be a good radio wavelength

for communication.

The plaque was an afterthought for the Jupiter flv-

bv, hurriedly designed by Fraiik Drake and Carl Sagan

at Cornell University. Some of our readers wbuld have

done it very differently. For example, Bunnie Hall of

Live Oak, Florida, wrote:

"But if . . . they receive our message, I am sure

that within a thousand years they can interpret enough

of it to know there is a nudist colony somewhere in

outer space. We have had considerable trouble inter-

preting some of the messages left by our early ances-

tors and failed on some. And they were simple and un-

scientific.

"I think bv all means we should try to contact any-

one out there, but why blow it if we should. Why not

use a simple 'Me Tarzan, you Jane' type of picture

message that could be interpreted bv simple people

like us on earth?"

Others felt that the picture of the man and woman
on the plaque offered too narrow a view of earth life.

Virginia Radcliffe of New York City reacted this wav:

"Assuming it's wise, other worlds to illumine—

We attempt to show life as exclusively human.
But graffiti celestial

Can't avoid being bestial

When thev picture two Wasps as the man and the

woman!"

The Reverend Kenneth J. Delano of Fall River,

Massachusetts, was more specific:

"'In our communications attempts we should try to

make it clear that we like to show kindness and love

toward others, not just toward our own. species. For

that pui-pose it would be advisable to depict not merely

a man and a woman (as on the Pioneer 10 plaque), but

perhaps the representation of a man and woman in the

company of, or offering food to, creatures altogether

different from themselves, such as four-footed animals

or birds. We are more likely to get a response if we are

recognized as being willing to show good will to non-

humans."

No one seemed to doubt that we have the physical

capability of sending messages across deep space, but

many doubted we were ready to meet the rest of the

galaxy. Robert Baker of North Glenn, Colorado,

asked:

"And what about racial discrimination? This may
reveal the biggest problem of all on facing up to extra-

terrestrial life. But this time it isn't just cultural and

pigmentation differences, but an entirely different con-

cept of being and a totally different historical back-

ground.

"Brother, if I feel like an alien and an outcast on

my own planet, just think what these poor fellows

would go through if communications were to be imme-
diate and interpersonal. Should W'C not do something

about this?"

Gene Weeks of Earlysville, Virginia, feared aliens

might be appalled by the way we are messing up our

planet. "I do not believe it wise to invite our neigh-

bors in for coffee until we have cleaned house," he

concluded.

If we do send further messages, what should we say?

Charles Bigelow of Portland, Oregon, suggested:

"It is difficult to sav what messages to send, or

guess what we might receive, when as vet we know so

little of communication on earth. Wliat stories do the

crows tell on winter evenings in their citylike roosts?

What would the ants say of their vast altruistic and to-

O ^ . v^
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by John P. Wiley, Jr.

talitarian societies? And do porpoises discuss the cur-

rents and blooms of the oceans as farmers gather to

talk about the weather and crops.

"If we receive an answer, then we may as well send

back everything we know—Tacitus, Schrodinger, Mao,

and Matisse, the dance of the bee, and the soliloquy of

the raven. So that on another world, if they were will-

ing and capable, beings could set aside their reading of

War and Peace, and see a bumblebee on red clover,

trees dancing in the wind, and the Earth buzzing and

shining with a billion creatures."

A few readers were downright upset about the im-

plications of the Pioneer 10 message. They tended to

assume that other civilizations would be superior in

various ways, which seems likelv if civilizations on

older planets circling older stars reached our present

level ten thousand or ten million years ago. These

readers felt we would only hurt ourselves—or the

aliens—by making contact.

To Jonathan Haskett of Washington, D.C., "our

messages are rather like an obnoxious drunk who goes

around putting his arm around you and telling you

loudly you are his friend."

R. J. Ganley of Hancock, New Hampshire, argued

that it was hypocritical to send what we intended to be

a message of peace, the image of the man with his

empty hand raised in greeting. He argued (in the copy

of an advertisement he wrote for a Keene restaurant):

"That's what really got me! Man hasn't gone any-

where in peace! Human beings speak with forked

tongues and I've got 5,000 years of recorded human
history that will back up my argument that any crea-

tures that encounter this rocket had better just let it go

by, or hide!"

Finally, a number of readers offered samples of mes-

sages we might receive or scenarios of what might hap-

pen when aliens intercept Pioneer 10. Here is one

scenario from Richard G. Robinson of Dragerton,

Utah:

"Centurion 2-20 checked the hues of lights before

him. All was well, his spacecraft would take him safely

home. 20 looked across the dimly lit control room; 1-

103 was following the mechanical movements of the

navigation system. 20 could not determine exactly

why, but he found 103 as mentally abrasive as his

tough epidermis. 20 lifted his own limb to a red light

as a comparison. He could see the light through his

semitranslucent flesh, but the light now had a bluish

cast. Having a superior mind compensated him for any

physical restriction he might have.

"103's call jolted 20 from his mental wanderings.

20 walked to the oval dish 103 was watching. The per-

sistent murmurings of the navigation equipment ap-

peared solved, reported 103. The equipment was pick-

ing up a metallic craft running a parallel course with

their own ship. 'You simple fool,' thought 20; Impos-
sible.' 20 routinely checked 103's conclusions without

comment. Unless the machine was malfunctioning,

103's conclusion was correct. 'How could this be?' 20
wondered. Eons ago 2s had exterminated all poten-

tially dangerous life. 20 looked into the eyes of the

biped creature before him. Yes, all except some 500
Is kept for tasks considered too hazardous for 2s.

" 'Direct the craft to within physical identification

range of our traveling companion.' 103 paused, then

changed course. 20 knew indirectly a course change

was against regulations, but that is why a 2 was

aboard—to make decisions.

"20 and 103 gazed intently at the metallic object as

it drew closer. 20 ordered the strange craft taken

aboard. 103 complied by opening the cavity at the

base of the ship. 103 walked down to the next level to

see that the craft had indeed been successfully taken.

As 103 gave the craft a cursory inspection, his atten-

tion was immediately caught by a sun-colored in-

scription. He reached to touch the inscription, but sud-

denly reeled back, writhing in pain. 20 shut off the

frequency control directed at 103 from his midsection

belt. This was the first time 103 had taken the initia-

tive, a serious violation of standing orders. If this was

an indication, after all these eons of controlled action,

of I's innate nature, it was no wonder the decision was

made to exterminate the culture and civilization of the

Is. There could be no hope for creatures ruled bv emo-

tion.

"20 moved closer to the metal craft and saw what

had addled 103. He saw figures amazingly close to Is

etched on the inscription. 20 studied the inscription

carefully. It carried a significant amount of informa-

tion requiring deciphering, but the most obvious thing

was the order to stop, backed by the threat of addi-

tional spaceships and some violent force to go with

them.

"The captured craft was turned over to the 3s for

examination. Among the interpretations: The Is who
fled had found a new home during the extermination

period. This message from them was a demand to stop

the extermination. The latest home of Is contains a

tremendous source of power they are prepared to use

against 2s and 3s. To show their fearlessness, thev in-

cluded a map of their home.

"Decisions: 3s would compute the exact location of

the third planet, home of Is, destroy their power base

with a vast robot fleet with a catalvst to negate the

sun's power.

"103 watched the firings, more than he lould

count, until the need for rest compelled sleep. The in-

scription had been like a shot of adrenalin to all Is.

10.3 closed his eyes, knowing bondage would become a

thing of the past."
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Celestial Events
by Tl^oiiias D. Nicholson

The Moon: During August, September, and October, the moon's

phases follow about the same schedule. You will find the waning cres-

cent in the morning sky during the first week of each month. Then, for

about a week before and after midmonth, the moon will be an evening

object, appearing as a waxing crescent until first-quarter (about mid-

month), and then a waxing gibbous moon until it becomes full about a

week before the month ends. Finally, during the last week of each

month, the waning gibbous moon will rise between sunset and midnight

and remain until dawn. In August, first-quarter is on the 16th, full

moon on the 24th, and last-quarter on the 31st; in September, new

moon is on the 7th, first-quarter on the 16th, full moon on the 22nd,

and last-quarter on the 29th; and in October, new moon is on the 7th

and first-quarter on the 15th.

Planets and Stars: On August evenings, summer stars are

high overhead, spring stars (Regulus, Spica, and Arcturus) are stiU

prominent in the west, and the autumn groups (Pegasus, Pisces, Aries,

and Perseus) are rising in the east. By October, however, spring stars

have gone from the evening sky, the Summer Triangle (Ahair, Deneb,

and Vega) has slipped into the west, and the early harbinger of winter,

Taurus, is well up in the east before midnight.

The only planet you will see in the early evening sky is Jupiter. Very

bright, it appears in the south or southwest at dusk among the stars of

Sagittarius, and sets about midnight or before.

Jupiter is gone by midnight, but Saturn will be rising well up in the

east by then. It is still in Taurus, above and to the left of the bright red

star Aldebaran. Saturn remains visible until dawn, when it will be high

in the southern sky. To the left of Saturn, you will see Venus, the

brightest of the planets, rising two to three hours past midnight, domi-

nating the southeastern sky by daybreak.

Mercury can be seen as a morning star for the last half of August.

Otherwise, both Mercury and Mars are too close to the sun to be ob-

served during these months.

August 18: The reddish star near the moon is Antares.

August 19: Jupiter is close to the moon tonight.

August 25: Mercury is at greatest elongation from the sun in the

morning sky, and is visible as a morning star for several days.

August 26: Venus is at its greatest westerly elongation, 46 degrees to

the right of the sun.

September 1: Saturn is below the moon this morning.

September 3-4: Venus is near the moon on both mornings.

September 7: Mars becomes a morning star.

September 15-16: Jupiter is near the moon on both evenings.

September 19: Mercury becomes an evening star.

September 22: The sun reaches the autumnal equinox. Summer ends

and autumn begins in the Northern Hemisphere at 5:33 P.M., EST.

Tonight's full moon is the harvest moon.

September 28-29: Saturn is near the moon again.

October 3-4: Venus is close to the moon in the morning sky. The star

nearby is Regulus, in Leo.

October 13: The moon passes close to Jupiter this evening.

•Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match the

stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for

12:20 A.M. on August 15; 11:20 P.M. on August 31; 10:20 P.M. on September 15; 9:15

P.M. on September 30; and 8:20 P.M. on October 15; but it can be used for about an

hour before and after those times.
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TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THAMKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So

\/vJthout any further ado, we \A/ould now ask
you to continue in the battle to keep alive and
free, the heritage of East African wildlife that
belongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?"' But that could be the case
with cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society
have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.
The East African Wild Life Society founded

in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
tion and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
amount to $185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom ! But costs and
commitment are recurrent-end there's always
room for one more in the ark. Your readership
proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICAN A. And avail-

able for sale to all. are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Namff

Address .

NH

Conception
and Contraception
Continued from page 52

eluding severe nausea, lessen its ac-

ceptability as a postcoital medicine.

Semen contains substances that

induce the contraction of the

smooth muscle of the uterus. These

substances, called prostaglandins

(misnamed because they are formed

in seminal vesicles, rather than in

the prostate as originally thought)

have been the subject of intensive

research in recent years, partic-

ularly by U. von Euler and S.

Bergstrom of the Karolinska Insti-

tute in Stockholm, who first charac-

terized them.

Prostaglandins are fatty acids

and are synthesized in the body
from linoleic acid, an essential con-

stituent of the diet. Prostaglandins

are found in many body tissues of

both men and women, but the rich-

est source is human semen. Some
prostaglandins dUate the blood ves-

sels with a consequent lowering of

blood pressure, and some suppress

gastric secretions in ulcerated stom-

achs, so they are of considerable

pharmacological interest. Of par-

ticular relevance to birth control

are certain prostaglandins that,

when injected .into women in the

early stages of pregnancy, induce

strong uterine contractions, which
expel the implant within two days

after the injection.

Recent clinical studies have dem-
onstrated this to be a practical

means of inducing abortion. The
only side effect seems to be nausea,

because the prostaglandin also

causes contraction of the smooth
muscle of the gastrointestinal tract.

If we could synthesize a prostaglan-

din that is more specific for the

uterus and that could be taken

orally, it would be a superb con-

traceptive. A woman would take

the substance orally or as a vaginal

suppository if she missed a period.

An apparent menstruation would
result, with expulsion of the im-

plant if indeed it was present.

The lUD has been known since

antiquity. Prior to their long cara-

van journeys, Arabian camel driv-

ers inserted a smooth stone into the

uteri of their animals to prevent

their pregnancy along the route.

During the 1920s some gynecolo-

gists in Germanv employed the lUD
in the form of a collar button or a

metal ring, but it fell into disfavor

because of occasional infections and
uterine perforations. lUDs were re-

vived in the 1950s with the use of

plastic loops, spirals, and similar

objects, which expand when in-

serted into the uterus. They have a

trailing thread to aid in their re-

moval when pregnancy is desired or

when the device is found to produce
intolerable side effects. Most usu-

ally, especially after a few months,

the menstrual cycle and menstrual

flow become normal. In those por-

tions of the endometrium that are in

contact with the device, there is

some edema.

Like any foreign body, the lUD
will cause the marshaling of white

cells. These phagocytes attack

sperm and possibly even the im-

plant itself. Still another possibility

is that the lUD arrests cleavage of

the fertilized egg.

The side effects of the lUD (pel-

vic cramps, irregular and partic-

ularly heavy menstrual bleeding,

and spontaneous expulsion—some-
times even without the wearer's

knowledge) are reduced by decreas-

ing the size of the device, but this

also reduces its contraceptive effec-

tiveness. The small size can be com-

pensated for, however, by winding

the device with a small coil of cop-

per wire as was first observed by
Jaime Zipper of the University of

Santiago. Since then a T-shaped

lUD wrapped with copper has been

developed and tested in field trials

by the Population Council of New
York. Prehminary trials indicate

excellent results: namely, only one
percent pregnancies with prac-

tically none of the usual side ef-

fects. Studies in oiu- laboratory in-

dicate that metalhc copper has a

profound effect on the mucoids and

enzymes of the endometrium.

Considerable effort has been ex-

pended to develop a practical oral

antifertihty agent for men, but

without much success. The devel-

opment of sperm, which first occurs

in puberty, is governed by the hy-

pothalamus and involves the same
gonadotrophins as with women. Al-

though estrogens are produced in

males, the typically male steroid

hormones are the androgens, testos-

terone and androsterone. No cychc

phenomenon has been observed in

men. The time of generation of

spermatozoa in humans is cibout two

months. Hence, any treatment that
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inhibited spermatogenesis would

have to be applied only every other

month.

Cadmium salts have a sterilizing

effect on males through the destruc-

tion of cells in the scrotum, but are

not being seriously considered be-

cause they promote hypertension

and other, toxic effects. Mutagenic

agents used in the chemical treat-

ment of cancer are effective in ar-

resting spermatogenesis but are

Hkewise considered too toxic.

One oral agent, a diamine, which

stops the generation of spermatozoa

and which is not toxic, has a curi-

ous side effect, an intolerance to al-

cohol. This compound apparently

forms complexes with substances

that are required in the oxidation of

aldehydes produced in the liver by

alcohol. As a consequence, a man
drinking even a small amount of al-

cohol after taking the pill (as was

indeed the case to celebrate the suc-

cess of the experiment) suffers a se-

vere hangover. It could be argued

that this piU would simultaneously

solve two major ills, namelv alco-

holism and overpopulation, but in

our present society this argument

might be hard to sell.

A practical method of effecting

male steriUty is vasectomy. This is a

minor operation consisting of liga-

tion of the tubes leading from the

testes. Vasectomy has no effect on

male sexual physiology and after

two months the semen contains no

sperm. The method is quite widely

accepted, and in the past decade

perhaps two million such operations

have been performed in the United

States and India. Similarly for

women, ligation of the ovarian tubes

is a simple procedure for effecting

sterility.

There is no single completely sat-

isfactory contraceptive method;

each one has its drawbacks. Pre-

sumably, the combined efforts of

scientists from various discipUnes,

armed with expanded knowledge of

the details of human reproductive

physiology, will evolve new meth-

ods that are most appropriate for a

given sociological situation. Sociol-

ogists agree, however, that it is

equally important to inculcate in

the masses a recognition of the dan-

gers of overpopulation and a strong

personal need to restrict the size of

the family. Meanwhile, the popu-

lation time bomb keeps ticking

away. •

PUBLIC ARCHEOLOGY
by CHARLES R. McGIMSEY, III, Arkansas Archeological Survey, Univ. of Arkan-

sas Museum, Fayetteville, Ark.

A Volume of STUDIES IN ARCHEOLOGY
Series Editor: STUART STRUEVER

tion, Federal Support of Archeological
Research and Development; THE
STATUS OF STATE SUPPORT FOR
ARCHEOLOGY IN EACH STATE (in

which the laws are listed for each
state); EXAMPLES OF ARCHEOLOGI-
CAL LEGISLATION: Examples of State

and Local Archeological Legislation,

Principal Federal Legislation Affecting

Archeological Preservation.

1972, 282 pp., $9.50

CONTENTS: ARCHEOLOGY AND THE
PUBLIC: A Challenge, The Practice of

Archeology: A Principle and Some
Problems; THE STATE-SUPPORTED
ARCHEOLOGICAL PROGRAM: De-
signing a State Program, Designing a

State Antiquities Act, One Example-
Arkansas; A SUMMARY OF CURRENT
STATE AND FEDERAL SUPPORT:
State Support of Archeological Re-
search and Development, Administra-
tive Organization, Regulatory Legisla-

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
AND UNDERWATER EXPLORATION
editor: JOAN DU PLAT TAYLOR, Council for Nautical Archaeology, Inst, of

Archaeology, Gordon Square, London, England

A journal for archaeologists, those in- excited interest throughout history.

terested in the past, and everyone volume 1 (Complete in one issue),

1972, $7.50

(Please add $1.00 for air freigtit and post-

age in the Western Hemisphere.)

attracted by the underwater world. It

is the first publication in the world
devoted to this subject, one that has

SEMINAR PRESS, INC.
NEW YORK AND LONDON

ATT: PROMOTION DEPARTMENT

McGIMSEY: PUBLIC
ARCHEOLOGY ($9.50)

DU PLAT TAYLOR: THE
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND
UNDERWATER EXPLORATION
{$7.50)

[2 Please send Seminar Press catalog

CITY/STATE/ZIP_

n Please send additional information

on the journal

Why Nikon binoculars

take tlie strain

out of bird watcliing
The right and left optics of Nikon departments Nikon Inc., Garden City,

binoculars are absolutely identical

and both barrels are optically parallel.

So even after hours of viewing you
dont feel any eyestrain or fatigue.

That s the difference between
ordinary glasses and Nikon prism

binoculars Through Nikon optical

excellence and precise construction,

you enjoy brilliant, full-field viewing

without effort or strain for as long as

you wish.

Seethe difference yourself, at Nikon

camera dealers and selected optical

NY. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.JS?.

NIKON PRISM
BINOCULARS
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Fully automatic electric-eye expo-
sure control to stop anything that

moves. Instantly.

Spot and average through-the-

lens meters to "read" your quarry
even if it flies into the sun. And the

meters are on the mirror, so op-
tional "grass-level" or critical

finders may be substituted for the
pentaprism when he lands

Our normal lens

focuses closer than any-
body else's SLR; close

enough to copy this ad with

'or the plane shi

THE

out any attachments. And it twists

onto an exclusive dual lensmoimt
that accepts over 1,500 tele,

wide-angle and macro lenses, micro-

scope adapters and other accesso-

ries from oiir and other systems.

Plus self-timer, socket for re-

mote cable release and a focal-

plane shutter that's too quiet to

scare anything away.
All protected by the

longest guarantee* of any
camera. Which should
please any bug.

CAMERAIOR

an invitation we can't repeat in tliis century

hen the world's scientific teams encamp on the Sa-

hara's rim next June for the last, long-totality eclipse

in this century, you can share their epic experience

. . . with Prof. Frederick E. Trinl<lein, author and as-

tronomer, as your personal host.

Cahill-Laughlin and KLM are building a tented solar

village at the June 30, 1973 center line. On a cloud-

free, comfortably cool Lake Rudolf site personally

selected by Prof. Trinklein for its 100% viewing po-

tential.

Dnce these high-wall tents are booked, official direc-

tives may exclude all further entree to viable center

line sites. So immediate reservations are mandatory!
For a safari that's more than a date with the sun.

Private planes for wide camera range. Birding sanc-
tuaries. The Leakey excavations. Encounter with the
primitive El Molo. Wildlife under eclipse conditions.

Access to Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro from our base.

At $1750 from New York (2 weeks) and $2195 (3

weeks). Call any travel agent or (212) 759-9866.

CAHILL-LAUGHLIN TOURS, INC.
655 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021

ury

I
I

I Please rush Solar Eclipse '73 Safari application.

I

I

I
Address

Jc3ity State Zip ^M

X-raying tlie

Pharaohs
Continued from page 62

touched the mummy during these

thirteen steps, including the stuff-

ing materials, was now carefully

gathered together, packed into

sixty-seven large pots, and buried

near the tomb of the deceased. This

was necessary, for it was thought

that the possession of so much as a

hair of the deceased's head by an

enemy would provide a means of

bewitching him.

Placed in his coffin, accompanied

by priests and mourners and mem-
bers of his family, the deceased was
carried in procession across the Nile

to his tomb on the west bank of the

river. So that the deceased might en-

joy in the afterlife all that he had en-

joyed in his lifetime, ceremonies

were performed to restore his ability

to see, hear, speak, move, and eat.

Did such ceremonies work? The
Egyptians believed they did, and

belief in the magical properties of

mummies has persisted through the

ages. Less than four hundred years

ago, powdered mummy—ancient
human flesh, finely ground—was
prescribed by physicians as a treat-

ment for epilepsy, heart murmurs,
nausea, poisoning, paralysis, tu-

berculosis, cuts, bruises—in short,

almost every known ailment.

Genuine ancient Egyptian mum-
mies, rather than the naturally

desiccated bodies one finds in any

desert country, were especially fa-

vored by physicians, and by the late

1500s an extensive trade had devel-

oped to locate and ship such mum-
mies to druggists throughout Eu-

rope. As the demand for mummies
increased, enterprising merchants

"manufactured"i artificial mum-
mies, exhuming bodies from loccJ

cemeteries and drying the cadavers

to produce a substance that at least

looked like the real article. Some
physicians of the time, such as Am-
broise Pare, criticized the use of

mummy, claiming that it caused

"many troublesome symptoms, as

paine of the heart or stomake, vom-

itting, and stinks of the mouth."

But its use has continued. Even to-

day there is a regular, although ad-

mittedly not heavy, demand for

genuine powdered Egyptian
mummy at a New York pharmacy

catering to witches. The cost is

forty dollars an ounce.
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Special savings for readers
of Natural History

LIFE BETWEEN TIDEMARKS ON ROCKY SHORES

T. A. STEPHENSON and ANNE STEPHENSON

Foreword by C. M. Yonge, The University of Edinburgh

Here is the long-anticipated summation of the work of the late T. A.

Stephenson, who was one of the world's foremost authorities on

intertidal ecology. Its coverage is unprecedentedly wide, extending

from an explanation of Professor Stephenson's zonation system to

descriptions of the plant and animal populations of rocky shores in

all parts of the world except Asia (with special concentration on

those of South Africa and North America). Written for scholar and

layman alike, this is a volume that everyone with a keen interest in

natural history will enjoy.

1972, 423 pages, 233 illustrations (20 plates in full color), $15.00

Special Price $12.75 (Also available paperbound $6.95)

NEW HORIZONS IN ASTRONOMY
JOHN C. BRANDT, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center and

University of Maryland, and

STEPHEN P. MARAN, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center

A book that discusses the relevance of astronomy to the basic earth,

life, and physical sciences—and indeed to the very origin and nature

of life on Earth. While emphasizing the importance to every citizen

of a broad understanding of science, the authors also treat specific

developments such as pulsars, quasars, and the Apollo Moon studies

at unusual length for an elementary survey.

1972, 496 pages, 314 illustrations (11 plates in full color), $12.50

Special Prk:e $10.62

GEOLOGY ILLUSTRATED

JOHN S. SHELTON, formerly at Pomona College.

Drawings by Hal Shelton

"An artist of aerial photography, Shelton uses some 400 of his

finest photos to illuminate a discussion of the whole-earth system.

Not a traditional textbook, but a fascinating exploration of the

problems posed by asking, 'How did that come about?' Worth

buying for the photos and book design alone, but you'll probably

find yourself becoming interested in geology regardless of your

original intentions." —Whole Earth Catalog, Summer 1971

1966, 434 pages, 382 illustrations, $1 1.95 Special Price$10.16

Second Edition

POPULATION, RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT
Issues in Human Ecology

PAUL R. EHRLICH and ANNE H. EHR LI CH, Stanford University

"The new parts of this book cover many important matters, and this

second edition is even better than the first. To spend three or four

days reading it is to be introduced to the part of today's news that

will determine what the world will be like tomorrow. It is more than

a book— it is an education." —Nathan Keyfitz, Professor of Demog-

raphy, University of California, Berkeley

The extensively revised and completely updated edition of the first

and leading book to cover all aspects of the ecological crisis.

1972, 509 pages, 48 illustrations, $9.50 Special Price $8.07

Second Edition

HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE

JULES JANICK, Purdue University

For nearly a decade, Jules Janick's Horticultural Science has been an

excellent source of fundamental information about this intriguing

subject. In this second edition, all material has been updated to reflect

the changes undergone by the field of horticulture in the past decade.

Of the First Edition: "Nothing better reveals the complex nature of

horticulture than an excellent introductory book such as this . . . the

author succeeds in lucidly presenting modern botanical interpreta-

tions of both amateur and professional gardening." —Horticulture

1972, 586 pages, 324 illustrations, $1 2.00 Special Price $10.20

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION

A Handbook

ALFRED A. BLAKER, University of California, Berkeley

"An excellent book for the beginning photographer of scientific

subjects; even the veteran photographer may find a few new ideas."

— The American Biology Teacher, December 1966

1965, 158 pages, 55 illustrations (2 plates in full color), $8.00

Special Price $6.80

WIN A

SCIENTIFIC
AMERICANi
RESOURCE LIBRARY

$150 value.

No purchase

necessary.

"Quite simply there has never been anything

in the history of the effort to popularize science

comparable to these volumes."

—The New York Times

D Send me contest rules. D Send me the books I have listed below

at the special prices offered. I understand that if not satisfied with

the books, I may return them for full refund within ten days after

receipt. (Offer good in U. S. and Canada only.)

City .Zip

W. H. FREEMAN AND COMPANY
660 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94104

D Extra savings. Enclose payment now and publisher pays postage.

(California residents add appropriate state and local taxes.)

n Bill me (for amount plus postage and handling).
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU LOOK

YOU SEE MORE
WITH A QU ESTA R

With Questar Field Model's new Fast

Focus the photographer gets those spur-of-

the-moment shots—from the eye of a fly to

the craters of the moon . . . instantly!

GROUND SQUIRREL PICTURES ARE FROM QUESTARS

NEW BOOKLET CONTAINING 150 NEW PHOTO-

GRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS: $1 TO COVER

HANDLING-MAILING COSTS ON THIS CONTINENT.

AIR TO S.A., $2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA,

$3; ELSEWHERE, $3.50.

BOX Q60. NEW HOPE. PENNSYLVANIA 18938

Beyond the Yukon
Continued from page 71

ished only in the early Cambrian.

Beautiful as the lower Tatonduk

Valley is, you have to get into these

hiUs to see the country at its finest.

For some distance up the narrow

valley bottoms the vegetation does

not differ greatly from that by the

Tatonduk. Cottonwood and black

spruce, viburnum and soapberry are

less prevalent, and dogwood is no

longer seen, but otherwise it is

much the same, and big white

spruce still occur, ascending the

slopes almost to timberline at about

3,500 feet. With their broadly

spaced trees and well-drained forest

floor covered in berries and mosses,

with a sparkling creek purling and

gushing beside a well-trodden

moose trail, these ribbons of forest

can be enchanting places to travel.

But if you are heading for higher

ground, you will soon reach the wil-

lows in which these ribbons tend to

trail off; indeed, even if you don't

want to go into higher country,

something will be in your way, even

if it is only the creek itself, which

the trail constantly crosses and

which the moose don't mind, but

which can be tricky for a biped

with a pack. In the steep heads of

the valleys, where the creeks are

lined with willows, you often have

to walk up the creek itself, hopping

and teetering from boulder to boul-

der till you lose heart and crash

back into the shrubs. This, together

with negotiating loose rockslides by

dint of similar acrobatics, is doubt-

less the riskiest part of backpacking

through that country.

You are richly rewarded for your

efforts. Scenery, flora, and fauna are

at their most varied and contain

much that you are unlikely to see in

more settled parts.

Much has been made of the

edible plants of the north, but if

you have ever watched a grizzly

rooting for them, you realize what it

takes in the way of physique and

application to make a meal of these

plants. We tended to stick to ber-

ries and mushrooms. These can be

picked as you go along, and in a

good year they will supply all your

vegetary needs. Nineteen seventy-

one was an exceptionally good year

for berries and mushrooms in the

northwest, and we must have con-

sumed bushels of bilberries, cloud-

berries, lingonberries, crowberries,

red and black bearberries, red and

black currants, raspberries, rose

hips, and to go with our stews and

meat, boletes, agarics, and coral

mushrooms. A few other edible ber-

ries and a multitude of edible mush-

rooms occur, but in such a year you

need pick only the choicest kinds.

Rare flowers and huge crops of

mushrooms were not our only unex-

pected finds in the Boundary Moun-
tains. Climbing a talus slope one

raw and rainy morning and vaguely

thinking about the possible mean-

ing of the fresh grizzly diggings in

the vicinity, I was suddenly stopped

in my tracks, not by a grizzly, but

by something much more astonish-

ing—a little gray, white, and black

bird called the wheatear. This as-

tonishing bird, thin in beak and

limb but bold in posture, seems

about to invade our continent via a

remarkable pincer movement across

its extreme northern frontier:

Alaska on the west and northern

Labrador, Baffin, and even Elles-

mere Island on the east. We were in

the Yukon by then, where I

thought, wrongly as it turned out, it

had never been recorded. But for

me it certainly made the day, espe-

cially when I later came upon the

female with her young.

As morning dawns in the valley

you are sure to hear the strange,

sustained note of the varied thrush.

In August it is rare to hear a snatch

of this solitaii-e's song, one of the

loveliest sounds in the mountain

wilderness. But you see the bird of-

ten, and above timberhne you will

catch sight of finches, bounding

through the sky in loose flocks and

suddenly descending as if strewn

from the clouds to busy themselves

among the rocks and lichen. Few
sights convey better the freedom of

those open spaces than a flight of

rosy finches. But everything vou see

embodies this sense of freedom in

one way or another—a white-and-

brown ptarmigan clearing a ridge

on set wings, a kestrel turning in

the wind, a golden eagle cruising,

the sharp trill of a gopher from the

ridge opposite, the white mountain

sheep grazing there. So does any

spread of valleys and hiUs beneath

you, with the great redoubt of

Sheep Mountain in the distance.

For you can see it now wherever

you "top out."

But before you reach Sheep



Mountain vou must first descend

from the Boundary Mountains and

traverse a number of valleys and

ridges, depending on the route you

choose. The variety of landforms

you encounter here is perhaps the

most remarkable of tire entire trip.

There is first a zone of strangely

convoluted and deeply gullied hills

of brittle shale weathered to the

magical tints of a Persian minia-

ture—silvery gray, mustard yellow,

and in places, brick to blood red,

dotted with feathery birch and the

dark minarets of spruce. Then long

spurs lead up to a high, smooth

ridge of herb mats and heather; the

next ridge outcrops in a succession

of humps that look like the dorsal

spines of a dinosaur; the next again,

which affords the best route but is

better reached by another approach,

is ribbed by parallel ridges of con-

glomerate many miles long and

weirdly reminiscent of some gigan-

tic defense system, the ruins of

some multiple Great Wall of China.

In the folds between these tracts of

highland you can camp by creeks

under well-spaced timber, protected

from the weather and supplied with

all the amenities the wilderness has

to offer. No country more thor-

oughlv belies the popular concep-

tion of the north as a bleak and for-

bidding place.

Presently you regain the Taton-

duk, cross it at some fordable spot,

and pack into Sheep Mountain. The

cuesta of Sheep Mountain proper

faces south, and we set up our base

camp in the first suitable wooded

gully at its back. From there, we
made excursions ranging over the

deeply dissected upland of hog-

backs, mesas, escarpments, and

small canyons stretching some
twenty miles from the Tatonduk

River to its gradual termination a

little beyond a small lake in its east-

ern reaches, which we called Meet-

ing Lake (in disregard of its actual

but still unofficial name, Callison

Lake). We also rounded and

crossed the two associated forma-

tions. Mount Deville and Mount
King. But we spent a good part of

our time, as before, sitting in camp

waiting for better weather and

watching the antics of the whisky

jacks (Canada jays), which had be-

friended us.

We saw no unusual plants or ani-

mals in the three weeks we spent in

the region. What we saw were its
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WalterHickel's

Who Owns
America?
ThePbliticsof

Ecology.

Only
$1.50

Walter J. Hickel is the man who
hated the SST, loved Earth Day,

stopped the Everglades Airport,

ended the Santa Barbara oil drill-

ing, sued polluting corporations,

returned the sacred Blue Lake
lands to the Taos Pueblo, saved
the baby seals and got himself

fired by President Nixon!
Walter Hickel, the ex-Secretary

of the Interior, tells the story of the

incredible wheeling and dealing

of the government and its disre-

gard for the average American
and his environment in "Who
Owns America?"

Anyone interested in the gov-
ernment and the ecology prob-
lems of America cannot afford to

miss this informative book.
"Hickel's direct and fascinating

account of deception and lack of

self-confidence within the Nixon
administration is catching the

thrust of most book reviews. But
Nickel's book has an environ-
mental message
that will outlast

the eddies of

contemporary
political events
and personali-

ties." — The
Denver Post

Read
Walter J. Hickel's

"Who Owns
America?"

Hiebook that could chanae
theTl election.

Paperback Library
Available Wherever Paperbacks Are Sold

traditional inhabitants—grosbeaks,

rosv finches, redpolls, pipits,

ptarmigans, golden and bald eagles,

\shite Dall sheep, moose, a \\'ol\er-

ine, a black beai". a grizzlv. This is

the country of the golden eagle, the

Dall sheep, and the grizzlv. so to

sight just one grizzlv and not a

single ram ^\ ith a full curl is not an

impressive record. Just to step onto

the rim of an escarpment and look

out over the immense spread of that

countr\' should be enough for anv

man. ^lien you ask an Indian or an

Eskimo why he went some^vhere,

he will often tell vou, "To see the

land." Even to him. the hunter, the

rest is incidental. Tliis land is to be

seen in that spirit.

Here vou see a subarctic moun-
tain landscape at its greatest. The
first white man to visit it, the sur-

veyor-general ^'Villiam Ogilvie, re-

serves his only departm'e from the

matter-of-fact account of his two-

year journey through the ^ukon
and Northwest Territories for this

region. Of tlie prospect north and

south from the saddle between

Mount King and Mount Deville. he

says. "This is one of the grandest

views I ha\"e ever seen, and the

profound stillness and vast solitude

impress one as perhaps few other

scenes in the world would." Not
much has changed there since that

dav in 1888—a small lake seems to

have dried up and the trees must
have grown some^vhat, but that is

about all.

To the beholder, three features

above all distinguish the Sheep
Mountain countiT and set it apart at

a glance from the regions so far tra-

versed: the castellated escarpments

of its uplands, the span and sweep

of the valleys, and the relative pre-

dominance of open muskeg. In the

Boundaiv Mountains the sculptured

rocks seemed merelv incidental or-

naments, set here and there against

the backdrop of ridges and peaks;

here thev crown the elevations and

continue in long colonnades as far

as the eve can see. In these uplands,

vounger and softer rocks form the

center of the upfold; thev tend to

erode below or, at best, level with

the subjacent cliff-forming strata.

Uplift and folding may also have

been more regular and less severe

in this region, giving it the large-

scale svmmetrv one observes. Fi-

naUv, the region was glaciated,

whereas the Boundarv Mountains

were not. Tlie glaciers in question
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were merely minor valley glaciers,

not extensions of the continental ice

sheet, but in deepening and broad-

ening the valleys and clearing them

of spurs, the glaciers have left their

mark on the topography. In the val-

leys thus widened and leveled,

drainage was slow and muskegs

formed, as they tend to do in re-

gions where permafrost is preva-

lent. In late summer these muskegs

turn cinnamon, and together with

the deep green ribbons and stream-

ers of forest, the gray talus fans

mantling the slopes, and the great

battlements towering above, they

make this land look like none other.

Near Meeting Lake some very

curious rocks occur; whatever one's

personal interest in the detailed his-

tory of rocks, a trip to Meeting

Lake is an experience not easily for-

gotten. Vivid memories of this part

of the country often owe their vivid-

ness to the distressing circum-

stances one had to put up with at

the time, but it is unlikely that a

trip to Meeting Lake will be re-

membered for that reason. If you

take the right route (up "Flourball

Creek"), it is nearly all plain sailing,

and the sights you see on the wav

are truly incredible. Time and again

you tell yourself this just can't go

on, but it does. It is a walk on

which you can learn that peculiar

fear that comes with exposure to a

degree of beauty, an alien order of

magnificence, that leaves you

strangely helpless, uncomprehend-

ing, and feeling expendable. Hav-

ing swatted up on your geology

won't help you now. But although

you don't feel very much "needed,"

or exactly "master of all you sur-

vey," you wish for nothing better

than to walk on forever through

that land. Even the occasional griz-

zly track won't make vou change

your mind. It is part of the land.

There is only one thing you truly

fear out there: that someone might

want to tamper with it. That in

some well-appointed, air-condi-

tioned office, plans are being laid to

put it to some profitable use.

For its vastness and solitude are

only a measure of its frailty. One
road is enough to wreck it. With a

road another world enters, the loud

new world we know so well, and

the old order is just an empty, punc-

tured shell, its spirit gone. One can

only hope that room can still be

found for both.

The small one that
sees big^
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DISCOVER A ^
NEW CONTINENT.

Africa. TAP'S African

Adventure Safari is perhaps
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take.
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Africa, Tanzania and Uganda
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What Do We Learn
at the Zoo?
Continued from page 29

This answer is a real shocker to

anyone concerned with mental hos-

pitals. Today, additional manorial

buildings in isolated areas are being

given the lowest priority. Instead,

the emphasis is upon small, active

treatment hospitals located near

population centers; but this lesson

cannot be learned from a single

field trip to a mental hospital with a

largely chronic population.

My use of the mental hospital as

a point of comparison with the zoo

is not accidental. In a brilliant pa-

per, psychiatrist Henri Ellenberger

traces the parallel development of

mental hospitals and zoos, from

places of public amusement to their

present emphasis on humane treat-

ment and public education. The

first public mental institution in

England, Bethlehem Royal Hospital

(later corrupted to Bedlam) was

supported by admission fees

charged the visitors at the penny

gates. Tickets were sold to members

of the public who wanted to view

the antics of mental patients. The

patients would perform in order to

receive candy, food, or money.

After the French Revolution,

when the French government
wanted to develop a model zoo, the

Natural History Society of Paris ap-

pointed a committee of three men
to study the project. One of these

was Pinel, who had supervised the

dramatic hospital reforms at the Bi-

cetre Hospital. Pinel was the sub-

ject of the dramatic painting of the

doctor removing the chains from

the legs of a madman. Out of the ef-

forts of Pinel and his committee

came the Jardin des Plantes in

Paris, a zoo that was intended for

public education, and which sub-

sequently became the model for in-

stitutions of its kind during the

nineteenth century.

It would be a serious mistake to

confuse the behavior evident in any

prison or mental hospital with the

"natural" behavior of criminals or

mental patients. Visits to prisons

and mental hospitals can tell us

something about the effects of con-

finement and institutional routine

and, I am sorry to say, all too often

about the progressive brutalization

of immates. In the same manner, a

visit to a zoo will reveal a great deal

about the adaptation of animals to

captivity.

I would never have become
aware of this situation had I not

questioned my students specifically

about the field trip. As far as I can

tell, few zookeepers and animal bi-

ologists have ever questioned zoo

visitors about what they have

learned during visits. My own cur-

sory explorations in zoos suggest

that too many children are learning

about animal behavior from the way

animals pace in their cages or sit

around watching the visitors.

How should a visitor interpret a

convict pacing in his cell, a mental

patient screaming in the isolation

room, or a lion pacing in his cage?

What is one learning about the na-

ture of criminality, about mental ill-

ness, or about the behavior of lions?

When a person makes a single visit

to a novel setting and is bombarded

with unusual stimuli, a great deal of

his learning will be nonverbal and

intuitive. Since his ordinary con-

cepts cannot encompass what the

visitor sees, hears, feels, and smells,

this nonverbal learning will deal

with the particular quirks, peculi-

arities, and behavioral idiosyncra-

cies of the animals and his sub-

jective reactions to them.

I am not simply complaining

about the brutalization of mental

patients, prisoners, or zoo animals.

My criticisms apply to good mental

hospitals, prisons, and zoos, as well

as poor ones. We must be clear

about the effects they actually pro-

duce, as well as their avowed goals.

If we want zoos to be places of

public amusement, let us invite

back the circus keepers who know
how to train animals to do tricks. I

do not say this in any disparaging

sense. I believe that the public

wants, and is willing to pay for,

places of public amusement.

If we want research laboratories

for animal biologists, that is another

matter. I think that this is a very

important activity and it should be

budgeted as such. The National In-

stitutes of Health have established a

number of excellent primate labora-

tories in various parts of the coun-

try, including one on my own cam-

pus. Although visitors are welcome
on certain days and in certain pre-

scribed areas, no one pretends that

public educatiori is a major function

of a National Primate Center. For

the most part, they are run by, and

for, biologists so that they may
learn something about the lower

primates that may be applied to the

improvement of human health.

The animal biologist has sharp-

ened his senses so that he is attuned

to every nuance of animal behavior,

but this provides no guarantee that

he is equally sensitive-to the atti-

tudes and behaviors of his own spe-

cies, particularly children. As a

teacher, I know how difficult it is,

in a class of 30 or 50 students, to

learn what they are thinking. Some-

times 1 think I have succeeded in

getting information across, only to

find disastrous misunderstandings

when the examinations are turned

in.

It is all too easy for the poor

teacher to blame his students for

their ignorance, for the park ranger

to blame inconsiderate campers for

a litter problem, or for zoo officials

to think in terms of insensitive and

unresponsive visitors. People who
live or work in a place see things

differently than do casual visitors.

Hospital nurses and physicians tune

out the noise from carts being

wheeled down the corridors, the

jangling of bells, hospital odors of

all varieties, and the vagaries of

hospital time, but they are extraor-

dinarily sensitive to messages over

the loudspeaker system that seem

unintelligible to patients and vis-

itors. Lying on one's back on a hos-

pital bed for several days changes

one's view of the world. In a wheel-

chair or on crutches, distances seem
much longer than usual. Nurses and

patients, teachers and pupils, and

zookeepers and visitors, all inhabit

different perceptual worlds.

The question about the proper

role of the zoo must concern those

who care about wildlife. It is obvi-

ous that some people assign a very

low priority to the survival of the

crocodile or even the bald eagle,

our national emblem. We cannot as-

sume that people are born with an

enduring interest in wildlife and

natural beauty. The human species

has been "at war" with nature too

long for us to assume that our basic

instincts are of a benign or even an

altruistic sort. Rather, the task is

one of continued public education

about the importance of wildlife

and the needs of each particular

species.

If the zoo is miseducating the

public about the behavior of ani-



mals. as I think it often does, then

this is a serious matter for all of us.

The first task is to learn exactly

what people learn when they visit

zoos. After that we can decide what

aspects of the zoo should be over-

hauled, strengthened, or elimi-

nated.

It may be that for certain species,

a well-run zoo adequately portrays

the animal in its natural habitat, for

example, a nocturnal rodent seen

by the public under red light. But

in the cases of large mammals, such

as lions and giraffes, it is likelv that

the educational value of the zoo is

minimal or even negative. I would

turn these portions of the zoo back

into research stations for scientists

who are interested in the biology

and behavior of captive animals and

downgrade the public educational

functions.

At the present time, zoos take

their research function very seri-

ously and join in the dissemination

of information about the care and

treatment of captive animals. It

would be desirable to devote a small

portion of these efforts to studying

zoo patrons, particularly young chil-

dren, and what they have learned

from their visits.

The question cannot be framed

in a simplistic manner since it must

encompass variations in type and

mode of exhibit as well as different

visitor populations. We can learn

something about the proper viewing

distance for each species and the

placement of cages. We may find

that tours for schoolchildren should

be run in series and developed in

conjunction with appropriate read-

ing and documentary films, rather

than be taken singly. A zoo may
spend a great deal of money arrang-

ing its animals according to place of

origin without visitors being aware

of this. Many of the signs under the

cages are uninformative and arcane.

Research into visitor responses can

lead to the improved design of zoos

to realize their expressed educa-

tional objectives.

I do not question the idea that

zoos should have a role in public

education about animal behavior.

Indeed just the opposite is true: I

believe that the public education

function should be taken seriously

enough to subject it to systematic

inquiry. We must learn the extent

to which the zoo serves to develop a

proper environmental ethic.

AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.
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cratclied and Chiseled
Marks of Man

by Jerome Y. Lettvin

An overengraved and renewed

mare, a bison associated

with serpentine images,

and two "killed" bears, part

of engraved wall composition

in the cave of Les Trois

Freres, are depicted in this

line rendition.

The Roots of Civilization, by Al-

exander Marshack. McGraw-Hill

Book Co., $17.50; 413 pp., illus.

Mr. Marshack's book presents

a new method in paleology

and some of the resuks obtained

from its use. The new method sim-

ply brings the apparatus of the po-

lice laboratory to bear on mysteries

from the remote past. Using a low-

power microscope, Marshack exam-

ines the scratched and chiseled

marks left by ancient man, in the

same way that microscopes are used

on documents suspected of forgery

or on clues left by a criminal.

Which marks were made first,

which later? How were they made-
one after another in a single sitting

or separated by long intervals? Can

some of the maker's intentions be

inferred from the way they were

made?
It is a little surprising at first that

such a careful study on the graphic

methods had not been done be-

fore—because the techniques for

study have been available for a long

time. But then, since nobody ex-

pected to find anything, nobody

went to look—until Marshack began

his work with the assumption that

the marks were meaningful and that

their meaning could be guessed.

For this reason, as well as many

others, the book is valuable. It

shows that the days of discovery are

not yet over and that strong contri-

butions can still be made outside

the academy and by self-profe.sscd

amateurs.

What Marshack found were,

principally, lunar calendric nota-

tions inscribed along the edges and

on the faces of bone fragments.

These fragments dale from ten to

thirty millennia back in time, ail

the way back to when Cro-Magnon

man appeared in Europe, displacing

Neanderthal man as the glaciers re-

ceded. In most cases the evidence

for calendric marking is com-

pelling. Sometimes the marks art-

grouped in reasonably distinct peri-

ods corresponding to the number of

days between distinct phase

changes of the moon. Sometimes

the overriding periodicity of the

marks is that of the whole lunar

cycle. There is enough evidence

marshaled to make a perfectly

lovely case. Marshack, however,

seemingly a bit nervous about his

forwardness in scientific matters,

indulges in a kind of overkill. There

are too many diagrams fitting the

data to cycles, and they are often

harder to make out than had he

simply sketched a looser fit. I can

sympathize with his eagerness to

make the best possible case, but it

just isn't necessary to hammer the

points that much and with such

complex figures on the basis that

some learned skeptic will otherwise

call the work unscientific. I can

imagine a future scholar taking a

decoder to Marshack's notation.

Marshack makes an excellent

case for calendric marking and for

the extreme intelligence of modern

man when he first appeal's as Cro-

Magnon. But some of the text ob-

scures this message. There are cer-

tain words and phrases that sound

like the Harvard School of Educa-

tion trying to be serious. I imagine

"cognitive" once had a meaning be-

fore educators began using it. and

"time-factoring" will almost cer-

tainly have a fad if it isn't currently

being used by them. The trouble

with such words is that they usually

displace thinking. I know that Mar-

shack. unlike those who usually use

such words, meant to discuss the

significance of what he had found.

But 1 wish he had pul his thoughts

in less scicniific-sounding language,

for at times 1 could nol giasp what

he was lr\ing to sa\

.

Except for a chapter or so in lliis

odd jargon and an occasional word-

picture of what an advanced trog-

lodyte standing at the mouth of bis

cave might have felt, the text makes

interesting and |)leasant reading. Il
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is presented, properly, as a personal

adventure—and Marshack writes

with justified pride. He has gone to

some pains to collect references and

mixes his scholarship with his ad-

venture in an engaging way. And
he has made a real and important

discovery.

So far I have reviewed the book

explicitly, as it stands, and as the

publishers meant it to be taken.

Were that all, I would end here.

But the volume has given me sev-

eral sleepless nights. Marshack has

illustrated the work profusely, and

these photographs and sketches

raise questions, hinted at in the

text, that he refuses to develop be-

cause he is cautious. To elaborate

on these questions would take a

iengthv, independent paper, but I

would like to indicate a few here.

If the markings are calendric, as

thev seein to be, then certainly,

they must have been read, if only

by the mark-maker himself. The
wearing on the bones sho\vs, as

Marshack remarks, that they were

carried around or were much han-

dled. How were they read? They
need not have been counted, cer-

tainly. Marshack thinks they

weren't. Then the phase transitions

in the marking sequence must have

been noted and read. But why read

phase transitions on bone when one

can glance at the moon? Well, as

Marshack suggests, to prepare for a

ritual, a ritual such as a hunt. But

to prepare means to be able to read

that a phase transition is, say, to-

morrow. Virgins have to be ready,

the healthy buffalo selected—all the

busy routine that so occupies one

on the days before an Event. See

what that image implies? It tells us

that the position in the phase is to

be known bv the marks, and vet the

marks for a lunar phase are all

alike—otherwise Marshack could

not have read them as calendric so

successfully. And, in turn, that

would mean that the mark-maker

could count—if only by setting

mark against day, by matching the

two sets.

So one looks at "The Bone of the

Eagle" (chapter 10) and dreams.

Marshack thinks that all complex

marks of the same sort, involving at

least two strokes, were made at one

session—all of one kind of stroke

first; all of the other kind of stroke

after. The reason he beheves this is

that each mark is like its neighbor

in the series of marks, although he

makes the telling point that the two

strokes in a mark are made by dif-

ferent instruments. He is reluctant

to propose what he hints at, but

Line rendition of engraved

rhinoceros on La Colombiere

pebble {ca. 20,000 B.C.)

indicates original drawing

of the head and subsequent

overengraving as determined

by microscopic analysis.
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then practically denies: that each

vertical mark could have been made
on a separate day, and each foot

added after, at the corresponding

part of a later lunar phase. I asked

him about this, and what he said

was that the marks were all so sim-

ilai- that experts assured him they

must have been made in a single

session. Alex, Alex, look at the

hand that carved those wonderful

lions and horses and fish, and then

say if that artist's sureness could

not have done in leisured sequence

what your "experts" say must have

been done in one Stakhanovite ses-

sion.

And now another ghost comes to

sit by the bed. Marsfiack shows, or

suggests, that notation diffused as

early modern man—that papa of all

present races—diffiised. And so

with him must have diffiised the

sounds he made. One looks at the

conservatism in evolution—one
small step at a time, and the change

must be consistent with what has

not changed. So the vertebrate plan

is preserved from fish to man-
waste not, want not. One looks at

conservatism also in the evolution

of man's artifacts (automobiles are

good examples—where economics

determine that every year only a

few parts can change and the

changes must be compatible with

what doesn't change).

I mention these matters because

the glimpse of early man in this

book raises such questions and

dreams. And that is what a book
ought to do. Certainly I realize that

there are defects in Marshack's

style; that he is cautious when he

ought to be bold, obscure when he

should be clear, and pads when he

should be concise. But these defects

are beside the point. What is more
important is that some of his no-

tions and some of his arrayed pic-

tures set one to playing Sherlock

Holmes, Tarzan, and Leonardo in

fantasy. It is more a book for the

young, who are still curious, than

for the old, who are overcritical and

have forgotten how it feels to guess

at what words can ill encompass. I

liked it, even when I was most exas-

perated with it.

Dr. Jerome Y. Lettvin is professor

of communications physiology and
a lecturer in the Department ofHu-
manities at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology.

More Reviews

The Restless Earth, by Nigel Cal-

der. The Viking Press, $10.00; 152

pp., illus.

Those who were fortunate

enough earlier this year to

ha\ e watched a two-hour BBC tele-

vision documentary entitled "The
Restless Earth" hailed the show as

geology's first TV "spectacular."

The publication of a book on the

same topic by the same writer will

open the door to a far wider public

and will be welcomed by the origi-

nal viewers, who now have the op-

portunity to dip more leisurely into

some of those fascinating, almost

subliminal concepts they glimpsed

in the few seconds' exposure on the

television screen. The diagrams and

graphs are all here, and the color

pictures are absolutely glorious.

Geology today is undergoing as

profound a revolution as biology

did in the last decade, but it does

not mean that the rock men are

burning their boots and throwing

away their hammers in favor of the

"black boxes" of geophysics and

geochemistry. Far from it: the de-

mand for more field work, more ex-

ploration, more mountain climbing,

more ocean-floor probing is greater

than ever. But we are not looking

aimlessly. We now have a globally

encompassing theory that cries out

to be confirmed and expanded.

Nigel Calder is that very rare

species, a science writer—he is edi-

tor of the New Scientist—'who can

actually write and who also has the

mental capacity to attend meetings,

read the literature, and find out

what is really going on. His action

in bringing out the complex ideas

and discoveries of the new geology,

in language that everyone can fol-

low, deserves our warmhearted ap-

proval. He takes in a breathtaking

sweep of concepts—the lines of

earthquake epicenters, which define

the fractured "plate" of the earth's

crust; Wegener's jigsaw puzzle, fit-

ting the continents together; the ro-

tation of Spain; the Italian boot

kicking back into Yugoslavia and

pushing up the Alps—all the bits

that are beginning to fall into place.
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But continental drift is not a one-

shot affair. The "magnetic striping"

uncovered in the ocean floor gives

us a stratigraphic record, confirmed

by the deep-sea drilling program of

the Glomar Challenger, that takes

the story back nearly 200 million

years. Shortsighted scientists

thought that that was all there was

to it. Now, newer ways are being

worked out for discovering even

more ancient plate boundaries. One
of these was pioneered fifty years

ago by the great Alpine geologist

Gustav Steinmann. Students of

geosynclinal history had heard of

"Steinmann's trinity," a certain

combination of three rocks that was

evidence of a former continental

margin. Tliis combination included

ultrabasic rocks (dense lavas that

erupted on the sea floor or were in-

jected into the nearby crust); cherts

or flints (evidence of free silica lib-

erated by the submarine eiTiptions);

and flysch- or graywacke-type sedi-

ments (which proved a deep-sea

trough).

So thus it is that the boots-and-

hammer geologists can identify sites

of former cycles of continental drift

and plate collisions. And that is not

all. As Nigel Calder has developed

his theme, there is a bonus. \^ hen
plates collide, one must override

the other. The descending plate

melts and generates molten rock

with concentrated chemical ele-

ments from the former sea floor.

Veins are emplaced containing the

much sought-after metals: copper,

lead, zinc, silver, gold.

This reviewer, who is also a pro-

fessional scientist, rarely approves

of a popularization. Far too often

the science wTiter is naive and un-

critical. Calder, however, seems to

remain calm and judicious and ex-

presses the story warmly yet fairly.

He names names, indexes the work,
and you can check him. It checks
out.

Rhodes Fairbridge

Columbia Universitv

The Human Imperative, by Alexan-

der AUand, Jr. Columbia Univer-

sity Press, $8.50; 185 pp.

It was Voltau-e who remarked
that God created man in his own

image, and man has returned the

compliment. Unable to face the

crippled image of himself and the

devastation he has wrought in the
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world, he has resorted to the scape-

goating device of blaming it all on

Nature. It is not we, but Nature

that is responsible for our aggres-

sion and destructiveness. We are

''programmed," "biogrammed,"

"wired," for aggression and vio-

lence, and do what we wiU, these

are part of our nature. There ai-e ex-

perts (an expert being defined as

one who should know) who can

point to parts of the brain and tell

you that there is where all the

trouble lies. And what more proof

of the innate orneriness of man
does one need than that?

The new biological reductionism

has not only enlisted the support of

many neuroscientists, but even

more surprisingly, of quite a num-

ber of behavioral scientists as well.

It will take years to set the record

straight, but meanwhile, such popu-

lar writers as Lorenz, Ardrey, Mor-

ris, and others are enjoying, to coin

a phrase, a regular field day. It is to

the views of these writers that Pro-

fessor Alland addresses himself.

As an anthropologist, Alland is

able to bring a perspective to bear

upon the behavioral traits of human
beings that is entirely lacking in

"LAM" (Lorenz, Ardrey, and Mor-

ris). Man is behaviorally polypoten-

tial—he is capable of anything

within his individual genetic hmits,

but he is not predetermined to be

anything in particular, "^hat he be-

comes, he learns on the basis of po-

tentialities that are biological and

influences that are social. His he-

redity is not what he is biologically

endowed with at conception or

what he is born with, but the ex-

pression of the interaction between

his genetic potentialities and the en-

vironmental influences that have

acted upon them.

As Professor Alland shows, envi-

ronmental factors, which in man
are largely cultural, have a wav of

producing behaviors that the unso-

phisticated readily attribute to in-

nate factors. But these behaviors

are, in fact, largely or entirely

learned. In the matter of aggres-

sion, Alland is able to demonstrate

this from studies bv anthropologists

in the field, including one of his

own. The biological determinists

completely fail to understand the

role that culture has come to play in

the development of human behav-

ior, and they fail to do so because

either they lack knowledge or else

Thousands
of Years

John A. Wilson
"Wilson relates the story of his per-

sonal and scholarly life. Best known
as the leading American Egyptologist

and a former director of the Oriental

Institute of the University of Chicago,

he is also a master storyteller. Aspir-

ing archaeologists, Egyptologists, or

those who just have an interest in an-

cient history will find much behind-

the-scenes information."—Library Journal
Illustrated. $9.95

Meditations
on Hunting

Jose Ortega y Gasset
"A satisfying reading experience that ]'

demands not so much special interest f
in hunting as an appreciation for one h

man's philosophical response to the ^

'chase' and to the spiritual renewal

overcivilized man may find in wilder-

ness and countryside. Provides much
detail and insight into ecology."—Publishers Weekly

Illustrated. $9.95

The Desert
Locust

Stanley Baron
"A journalist who worked as a public-

ity agent on a locust control program

in North Africa and the Near East

offers a history of locust plagues . . .

and the life history of this destructive

insect. A fascinating description of

Baron's experiences on the project."—Library Journal

Illustrated. $7.95

^tu At your bookstore or write to

3 CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS^ Dept. MS
597 Fifth Avenue, New York 10017

Please enclose check or money order

including sales tax plus 300
handing charges for orders under $9.95.
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WORTH $5.00 AT CATALOG PRICES!
Get this incredible collection of genuine post-
age stamps from 88 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES!
Exotic lands, from Afghanistan to Zambia,
North Pole to South Pole, British, French, Por-
tuguese, Spanish Colonies. Ancient Stamps
nearly 100 years old. New Issues. Airmails,
Commemoratives, Moon and Outer Space
stamps, plus many more.
Also, other exciting stamps to examine free
Buy any or none, return balance, cancel ser-
vice anytime — but this valuable collection
(plus Wonderful Illustrated Catalog) are yours
jto keep. Send only 1 0^ — TODAY!
H.E.HARRIS.DEPT.S-106,Boston,Mass.02117

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular SI 09.50 Postpaid S69.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog.

This catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding se-

lection of microscopes, camera lens, telephoto lens,

telescopes, binoculars etc., plus valuable information
on how to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

TRAVEL AGENT
oig Money I fun I Presttgel

Thousands big money career —

^

opportunities open for qualified i

women in travel. Travel is booming ...

of 15% each year! Easy home-study plan trains you now
for -well-paid glamour job with travel agency, airline, re-

sort hotel, etc. shows >ou how to become
travel agent in your own town . . . reveals

how you can make big profits escorting
-—.ic^. -1 guided tours.Scndforbig"TRAVELCAREER
-^r^M^^MPLE g,T," 20-Page Book "Opportunities in

^^V °^l Travel, "Sample Lesson and 16-Page Full
~

^^^tffiS Color Pocket Atlas . . . ALL FREE!

Mm^ NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF TRAVEL
4500 Campus Drive, Dept. 21549, Newport Beach, California 92660

THE
GER

MAN 51 WEST 64th STREET,
SC-l-7272 SC 4-7408
SC4-71S8

ACROSS FROM LISCOLS CESTER

they have a warped and whollv er-

roneous understanding of the pecu-

liar nature of man's evolutionars

iiistory.

ITiere seem to be other motive

forces at work in the rather Hobbes-

ian view they take of the nature of

human nature. At any rate, the

writings of LAM have great appeal

for corporation presidents, racists,

and inhabitants of the Pentagon, a

fact that elicits appropriate com-
ments from Professor AUand. Ln-

iortunately, Lamian writings also

have a profound and widespread ap-

peal for the general reader, since

Lamianism offers a simple and eas-

ily understood explanation of the

ills of mankind. It also offers abso-

lution for the sin of being ornerv.

All of which may be gratifying to

the 'true believer," but it is hardlv

science. What is worse, Lamianism.

as Alland points out, diverts atten-

tion from the real causes of human
aggression and violence by focusing

on purely spurious ones. Professor

Alland's book will help to keep the

focus where it should be—with
those who are attempting to dis-

cover the truth, not with those who
claim to have found it.

Ashley Montagl:

Briefly Noted:

Touch the Earth: A Self-Por-

TRAiT OF Indian Existence, com-

piled by T.C. McLuhan. Out-

erbridge & Dienstfrey, $6.95; 185

pp., illus.

T.C. McLuhan has allowed the

Indian to speak in his own voice by

presenting speeches and writings

that follow the dismal course of

North American history. The years

of broken treaties and promises

have evoked an eloquent response

of surprise, anger, humiliation, and

hopelessness, and these selections

recount "the pain of the Indian as

he experienced the death of his wav
of life." The book is illustrated with

photographs of Indians taken in the

early years of this century.

American Indian Portraits from

THE WaNAMAKER EXPEDITION OF

1913, chosen and with an in-

troduction by Charles R. Reynolds.

.Jr. The Stephen Greene Press.

$12.50; 124 pp., illus.

Three mainly piiotographic expe-

ditions to the American Indian

(1908, 1909. 1913) were laun.hcl

Own your own land in the

great Pacific Northwest
for as little as $1550.

start buying your own recreation land
now in the primitive areas of Montana,
Idaho or Washington. Every tract with
growing timber in the heart of country
rich in wild life. Mountain, stream, view
sites available in 5 to 40 acre tracts. Low
down payment; terms less than bank rates.

Guaranteed road access, warranty deed,
title insurance. Enjoy America's vanish-
ing wilderness now . . . keep it for retire-

ment or investment. Come in person or
write for free lists of sites, maps and
complete information.

Over 82,000 acres bought by satis-

fied purchasers in the past 10 years

from this pioneer land company.

Recycle Bottles

into beautiful glassware

A fun and fascinating way to recycle

ordinary throw away wine, liquor and

soda bottles! Turn them into a wide

assortment of glasses, ashtrays, vases,

candle holders, whatever.

This low cost precision tool lets you

cut the tops off bottles with ease in

just minutes. Comes complete

with instructions and

finishing materials.

Order yours now.

Fight pollution

and have fun

at the same
time.

HCUSÊ

ECOLOGY HOUSE

PRINCETON, N.J. 08540

Please send me Bottle Recyclers ^o

$8.95 plus $1.00 each for postage and
handling. Enclosed is my check or money
order for $

N. J. residents add 5% sales tax. If not
completely satisfied return within 10 days
for full refund.

Name

Address

City State Zip
NH-81
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/^'^Key of fife"

jewelry

Ancient Egyptian hiero-
glyph called "ANKH"

meaning "LIFE", beau-
tifully crafted 21/2"

pendant in Solid 18K.
or14K. Golds Sterling

m > Silver. Worn today by' ' men and women of all

faiths as a symbol of...

LOVE and LIFE!

^^ ^^ Pertect gilt

\^^ '^V expressing long
lite and happiness!

ANKH-on 24" chain,
ACTUAL jewelry box & certificate...

SIZE M Solid Sterling
Silver $27.95

Solid 14 Karat
Gold 79.95

Solid 18 Karat
Gold 100.95

Museum & Dealer Inquiries invited

FREE GIFT CATALOG
Ancient world art & jewelry—unique gilts lor
all interests! Outside U.S.A. please send SI.

> Your order shipped promptly * Money bock guarantee.

aLa^^fn bocise, Ltd-
Dept. N-872 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 10036

53 ORI£Nm$-o!S?W^

Imported from strange lands of the mysterious

Far East — this valuable collection of 53 genuine

postage stamps from Borneo, Burma, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, Nepal, Siam, Sarawak, Singapore, Viet

Nam, etc. Supernatural Demon-God (half-man, half

bird), ferocious wild beasts, ceremonial dancers,

weird oriental idols, many others. Guaranteed worth
over $1.50 at standard catalog prices - all for ^Qi\

Also, fine stamps from our approval service which

you may return without purchases and cancel serv-

ice at any time— plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

Jamestown Stamp Co.,C82NIVI, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

ISHI IN TWO WORLDS
Clolh SE.95 Pipir S2 25

A Biography of the Last Wild

Indian in North Americo

BY THEODORA KROEBER

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS

bv Rodman \^ anamaker (son of the

department store family) and re-

sulted in thousands of still pictures

and fifty miles of moyies. In 1965,

a picture researcher for Infinity

magazine discovered these remark-

able Indian portraits filed and for-

gotten in a drawer at The American
Museum of Natm^al History. Be-

lieyed to be the result of the last ex-

pedition, precious little information

exists concerning the pictures-

even the identity of the photogi^a-

pher is in doubt. W anamaker fi-

nanced the expedition to dramatize

the plight of the Indians, and the

120 portraits represent a highly

personal and romantic viewpoint of

a vast selection of cultural groups

from across the country.

>.'e\^ York Walk Book bv New
\ork-New Jersey Trail Conference

and The American Geographical

Society. Doubleday /Natural His-

tory Press, $9.95; 326 pp., illm.

First published in 1923, this

fourth edition of New York W alk

Book is written proof that areas of

great natural beautv are available to

New \ orkers willing to use their

feet. Wilderness trails within fifty to

one hundred miles of the city, eas-

ily reached by car or bus, are

sketched for the would-be hiker.

Areas included range from Van
Cortlandt Park, Queens, and Staten

Island, to Long Island, New Jersey,

Bear Mountain, the Catskills, Con-

necticut, and the Hudson High-

lands. Tips for beginning hikers are

given, plus information on the diffi-

culty of the proposed hike, the

amount of time needed, and what to

see along the wav.

C.B.

The Aiiieritan Museum is open to the

pubUc every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustration bv page.

COVER-Courtesy of
China Pictorial. Peking

12-C. Brian Burke
14-Steve Myers
16-AMNH after Hirst

18—Barbara Hollings-

worth
25—Steve Myers
31-3S-Courtesy of

China Pictorial, Peking
41-Leonard Lee Rue III.

National Audubon
Society

43-45-Dale F. Loft

46—Steve Myers
49-53-H. Peter Loewer
54-63-James E, Harn:
and Kent R, Weeks

64-70-Paul von Baich
72-Frank Drake,

Carl and Linda Sagan
Cornell University

74-75-Helmut Wimmer
82-AMNH
86-88-Courti

McGraw-Hill Book Co,

nd

of

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Rction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 64.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

^'f
HOW You Can Receive

an Interesting Mineral Specimen

each Montli!

". ,~..'^y.,\ Write for free information to:

MINERAL OF THE MONTH CLUB
BOX 487-HB, YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399

Share

SUMMERTIME
with a friend.

Give a gift of

NATURAL HISTORY

the magazine

that blossoms

all year long.

A 1-year gift, costing $8.00, will

bring 10 issues ofNATURAL HIS-

TORY, fall and spring bonuses,

discounts at the Museum Shop,

and free admission to The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

$15 for a 2-year gift, or $21 for a

3-year gift, also brings a special

bonus book.

GIFT ORDER.

Natural History
P.O. Box 2925
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send
NATURAL HISTORY to:

ADDRESS

CITY

My check Is enclosed for: 1 yr $8 D
2 yrs $15 Q 3 yrs $21 Q
If you wish, we'll send a card an-

nouncing your gift. Card should be
signed from:
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Suggested
Additional Reading
IN PRAISE OF BIKERS,
HIKERS, AND CROWDED CARS
The Energy Resources of the Earth.

M.K. Hubbert. Scientific American,

September, 1971.

The Conversion of Energy. CM. Sum-

mers. Scientific American, Septem-

ber, 1971.

Historical Perspective in Transport

System Development. R.A. Rice.

Chapter 9 of ADVANCED URBAN Trans-

portation Systems. M.A. Wil-

liamson, ed. Transportation Research

Institute, Carnegie-Mellon Univer-

sity, Pittsburgh, 1970.

WHAT DO WE LEARN
AT THE ZOO?
Wild Animals in Captivity. H. Hediger

Dover Publications, Inc., New York

1950.

Man and Animal in the Zoo. H. Hedi

ger. Delacorte Press, New York

1969.

Teaching for Survival. M. Terry. Bal

lantine Books, Inc., New York

1971.

THE NEW ARCHEOLOGY
OF CHINA
Prehistoric China. T.K. Cheng. W.

Heffer & Sons Ltd., Cambridge,

1966.

New Light on Prehistoric China. T.K.

Cheng. W. Heffer & Sons Ltd., Cam-

bridge, 1966.

Archaeology of Ancient China. K.C.

Chang. Yale University Press, New
Haven, 1968.

Archaeology in China. W. Watson.

University of London Press, Ltd.,

London, 1960.

BISON WOULD RATHER
BREED THAN FIGHT
Animal Behavior. N. Tinbergen. Time-

Life Books, New York, 1965.

The Time of the Buffalo. T. McHugh.
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York, in

press.

Ethology of Mammals. R.F. Ewer. Ple-

num Publishing Corporation, New
York, 1968.

CONCEPTION
AND CONTRACEPTION
Physiology of Reproduction. W.D.

Odell and D.L. Moyer. The C.V.

Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1971.

Textbook of Contraceptive Practice.

J. Peel and D. Potts. Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, New York, 1969.

Fertility and Contraception in the Hu-

man Female. J.A. Loraine and E.T.

Bell. The Williams & WUkins Co.,

Baltimore, 1968.

The Hormones in Reproduction. C.W.

Corner. Atheneum Pubhshers, New
York, 1963.

X-RAYING THE PHARAOHS
Akhenaten, Pharaoh of Egypt. C. A1-

dred. McGraw-Hill Book Company,

New York, 1969.

Culture of Anqent Egypt. J.A. Wil-

son. University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 1951.

Anqent Kingdoms of the Nile. W.A.

Fairservis, Jr. Thomas Y. Crowell

Company, New York, 1962.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

n 1 year—$8

(Add $1 per year

PLEASE PRINT

n 2 years—$15 O 3 years—$21

to Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

New Address

about a change of address, renewal

of subscription, billing, or any kind

of adjustment, send the present

address label from the magazine

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in

advance.

you can use this form to tell us

about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

Change of address—attach your

address label in the dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History,

Reader Services, Box 2927,

Boulder, Colorado 80302.

A new subscription—Check box

and fill in name and address at

left.

BARBARA WARD and
RENE DUBOS examine en-

vironmental problems not
only from a global perspective

but in their totality • Written
in layman's language • Com-
missioned by the Secretary-

General of the United Nations
Conference on the Human En-
vironment • Prepared with the

assistance of consultants in 58
nations • "An inspiring expe-
rience." — Brooks Atkinson

A Book-of-the-Month Club
Selection. At all bookstores,

$6.00

55 Fifth Ave. / N.Y. 10003

Field trips to

EAST
liAFRICA
with people who care deeply
and are committed to its

preservation.

Three-week tours into UGANDA,
KENYA and TANZANIA
You "see" things, but what do they mean?

From headwaters of the Nile to the
Indian Ocean, interpretive leaders will

show you what to look at, how to

"see" it, and what it means. A leisurely

pace in uncrowded cars: animal and
bird watching in the great national

parks and game reserves; meetings
with representatives in various fields.

Finest accommodations and services. Gen-
erously inclusive price (including tips) with
round trip air from New York. Sl58S

Year round departures

For brochure, see your travel agent or write to

I National Parks and Conservation Assoc. 1

I Tour Sect., 18 East 41 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

I
(212) 532-7075

I
Please send your East Africa brochure to

I
Name

.

City-
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW . . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

*mYh[mmm
UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN.STUDYOR PROFIT

GEODESIC DOMES, FUTURE HOMES!
Spherical geodesic domes of

triangular faces form strong,
lightweight, simple, grace-
ful buildings. Tou can eas-
ily build your own future
models, discover math of

geodesic structures, build a
greenhouse w/larger, local-

ly avail, struts. Great for
experiments, learning how to

apply this high performance
technology and design to solve the housing crisis. Includes
42 spokehubs, over 100 color-coded wood struts; 18-pg.
bklt, instr for model & full size constructions.
Stock No. 7i,583E $9.75 Ppd.

SELF-PRIMING 3S0 G.PM, PUMP
Lifts water 20 ft., pushes
it 50 ft. Drain flooded base-
ment, aquarium, boat; fill

tanks, transfer most liquids
(not gasoline). Brass con-
nections fit garden hose,
^"^ pipe. Instant self-

primer pump (3% s 4% X

plates. System Incls.

handle, pump, hi-torque encl. Il5v AC motor w/thermal
overload protection, two suction & discharge hoses, 6-ft.

heavy duty grounded cord, brass strainer, instrs. and
10-year guarantee.
Stock No. 7I,440E $39.95 Ppd.

beauty in-
doors 1 Assmt of 5 pkgs of

seeds or log roots incls 1 ea
of: Bird of Paradise (seeds)
which blooms in brilliant
colors, lives for jrs: Ha-
waiian Wood Rose (seeds)
whose yrly blossoms turn
golden brown, with wood-like
texture when they dry, make
lasting floral arrangements

;

green as Hawaii; Tl Plants.
Fire, (both log roots) are

colorful decoration. Individual growing instrs

Stock No. 60.929E $5.35 Ppd.

tow COST GEM TUMBLER Become a rockhoundl Fasci-
nating hobby . . . loads of

fun. inexpensive, easy. Make
jewelry of all kinds—decora-

tive book -ends, table tops,

etc Simply tumble-flnlsh
readily available gemstones

. then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3<lb.
cap tumbler w/cont. duty
motor. Full instr.

$11.25 Ppd,
6.|b. ASSORTMENT $9.00 Ppd.

VISIBLE V'8 ENGINE
Hours of fun! Get thrill of

building your own easily

assembled engine from over
3i0 parts. Then push starter

and watch it run. Crank-
shaft revolves, pistons move.
valves open and close in
"Sequence with spark plugs.

Does everything but burn
% scale, molded in 4

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

148 PAGES • IWOKt THAN
4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!

catalog. 148 pages packed with
h:iraains. Excitina new

harts,

Many hard-to-get war surpli

__.npletely _ . _ .

nearly 4,000 unusual bargains. Exciting
categories. Many

selection of telescopes,

scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting Items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edseorp Building, Bairington. N.J. 08007
Write tor Catalog "E"

j
Street_

I Clty_

POWERFUL 22 OZ. RANGEFINDER
Direct reading up to 2 mi.
Has 3 interchangeable pre-
computed scales. Ir> seconds,
get exact fix, check distance
tfc speed, correct compass.
Gives 210' field of view at _^_ ^ ,

500 yds; less than 1% error Iffi^
at 50 & 100 yds. 6 s 18X WP^^'J
monocular detaches for sep
use. Ideal for hunters, boat-
ers, golfers, engrs., con-
tractors, estimators. Weatherproof. 2-yr warranty.
No. 7I.&48E d'/aXll") $35.75 Ppd.
CARRY CASE & "IN USE" HOLSTER
Stock No. 7I.649E $7-75 Ppd .

STARFS SEEDS IN 3 TO 5 DAY51
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse

t"~7''~T-~"^^^7^ provides constant 70° grow-
' I I T \V ing temperature, accelerates

seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants
ready for outdoor planting
Big 3 sq ft planting area

rid^ —29" s 15' X 4' l)ox twlds
^• bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wb. or less.

Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of
veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg home current.
Stock No. 80.I53E $12.95 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Baits of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for stores,
terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back- .«^^__
yard fun. Exciting beach f F .^Jf^^H I^Ft..'
attraction. Amateur meteo- ""

cloud hei ghts, wind speed,
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hose: or helium for high rise.

Stock No. 60.568E 8' S2.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 60.632E 16' $7.00 Ppd.

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy-to-use Bottle Cutter

IW Kit lets you be ecologicalW and artistic. Make saleable.
V attractive glasses, lamps,
I dishes, candle-holders, vases

^P^4b> from ordinary no-retum
smooth-surface bottles or
JarsI Cut any round bottle
safely, easily In less than
5 minutes for fun. profit,
home decorations with Just
an lee cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (3% X 7Va X 2'/4'). candle, 2-oz. grind-
ing powder. Complete instructions.
Stock No. 7I.475E $10.95 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits- WSKH^SSSSS^^^^^^ *
stars, phases of Venus flH^^^^^^^ .^^ 1
planets close up. 60 to 180 ^^^^^F ., '^J^
power. New improved, alu
minized and overcoated 3"
diameter f/10 primary
mirror. ventilated cell

Equatorial mount with lock^
on both axes. Equipped with
60s eyepiece and mounted
Barlow lens. 3x finder tele
scope, hardwood tripod Incl t REE STAR CH iRT
'HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE book
Stock No. 85,050E .... $32 95 Ppd
Stock No. 80,I62E .... DELUXE 3' $59.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 85.I05E ... 4'/4' $94 50 FOB
Stock No. 85.086E .. 6" S239 50 FOB

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOK!
Official fly-them-yourself
book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "1st International
Competition". Includes
ulans of all winning entries,
time-aloft records, photos,
technical data, commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages
for easy tear out You won't
believe how some of them

(]yl Amusing, entertaining. 128 pages 9' x ll%"
Stock No. 9391 E $2 95 Ppd
"STICK-PAPER AIR PLANES" BOOK
Stock No. 9427E $4 95 Ppd

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BALL"
Anytime there's a balloon

|

the air is festive. Especial-
ly when the "air" is he-
lium, which makes a bal-

|

loon perky and adventurous.
Now here's 20 times the fun |—20 balloons of 4, 5.
6" diam. With them,
pressurized {300 Ibs/sq. i

can containing 20 liters of \

helium to inflate all 20. He-
lium is a safe non-toxic Inert gas.

Stock No. 7I.289E $3.00 Ppd.

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KTTl
Build your own see-through - _^ -^

motorized model of revolu-
tionary pistonless type en-
gine . . . only engine ezp^ts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,
cylinder, cranb assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cbam-
bers). Smaller; fewer parts
greaterrel., less h. p. Switch, Req _— 1 o^ batt (notint.1 )

No. 7I.424E (4'/a' X 5' X 9*) $6 75 Ppd
519 Pg. "Wankel" Book No 9439E $(5 25 Ppd

World
teresting plants! Each car-
nivorous plant lures & traps
insect victims in own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor. holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
iog, sweetness; traps &
drowns them. Tapered hol-

plant planting

shapes, product & tool de-
signs, negative molds, model
making, etc. Easily shaped
by hand, tools. Can be rolled
flat, built up into figures.
Permanently pliable until
baked at 300° F. for 15-30
minutes in oven—no kiln nor
plaster molds needed. Re-

shrink. Acquires permanent non Ljnitle tiardnuss when
shaped & baked. Can then be cut, sawed, drilled, sanded
painted, embossed. Smooth, non-sticky harmless
Stock No. 60.794E 2 lb $ 3 60 Ppd
Stock No. 7I.205E . tib $10 50 Ppd

STEREO MICROSCOPE AT 1/3 PRICE
Mfr."s surplus 1 Paired lOX -

Kellner eyepieces w/rubber
eyeguards & paired 3X color
corrected objectives for SOX
overall. Left side focuses in-
dependently. Good definition
collimated; coated optics,
long working distance (var
1^-4") ; interpupillary adj
55-80mm; extends 9-13"
overaU. Removable diffusing
plastic stage; helical rack &. pinion for smooth focusing
lockable head swings 360° Lustre coated metal sturdy
vlbrationless base. 3^ lbs Imported Hurry

'^

Stock No. 7I.G2iE $59 50 Ppd

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET

sometimes profitable! Tie ;

line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop it overboard In

haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb
Magnet Is war surplus

—

Alnico-V Type—Gov't cost

$50. Lifts over ISO lbs. on land—much
Stock No. 70.571 E 5 lbs

Stock No. 70,570E 3'/a lbs

Stock No. 85.I52E IS^^lbs

BEAUTY WITH BRAINS!
Elegant home weather sta-

tion. Handsome genuine
solid walnut case faced with
brushed chromium plate
houses 3 recessed dials to

keep you weather wise : an

Dials have black velvet fin-

ish, white numerals, bright
red pointers for clear, sharp
readings. Range 29-31" of mercury. This elegant home or

desk accessory (2ais4%s6%" high) makes a great gift,

includes interesting instructions.

Stock No. 7I.632E $25.95 Ppd.

POWER HORN BLASTS A MILE
Frighten prowlers, muggers,
vicious dogs with 118 deci-
bels Just press and this
Freon powered pocket-sized
metal horn can be heard a
mile away to signal for help
or fun. Great for boating
(it floats), hiking, camping,
hunting, seashore, rooting
for your team. Can be heard
over traffic and constr. noises
to sound fire drill, lunch
break or emergency. Weighs only 3 oz. but contain

100 mile-piercing blasts. A real bargain. .„ « „ .

Stock No. 41.423E .^I'^^
Ppd.

Giant 9 oz. Horn No. 7I,630E $8.20 Ppd.

I up to

EDMUND 300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOIM, NEW JERSEY 08007



The phone company wants
more installers like Alana MacFarlane.

Alana MacFarlane is a 20-year-old

from San Rafael, California. She's one
of our first women telephone installers.

She won't be the last.

We also have several hundred male
telephone operators. And a policy that

there are no all-male or all-female jobs

at the phone company.
We want the men and women of the

telephone company to do what they want
to do, and do best.

For example, Alana likes working
outdoors. "I don't go for office routine,"

she said. "But as an installer, I get plenty

of variety and a chance to move around!'

Some people like to work with their

hands, or, like Alana, get a kick out of

working 20 feet up in the air.

Others like to drive trucks. Some
we're helping to develop into good
managers.

Today, when openings exist, local

Bell Companies are offering applicants

and present employees some jobs they

may never have thought about before.We
want to help all advance to the best of

their abilities.

AT&T and your local Bell Company
are equal opportunity employers.
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Nature Observers . . . Telephofographers . . . Amateur Astronomers
You may now own an optically large telescope with razor-sharp optics and extremely high power
capability, an instrument that is so portable that you'll always take it with you on nature outings or

star parties. The Celestron 5 and Celestron 8 telescopes shown above feature Schmidt-Cassegrain

optics which are capable of sharper images over a wider flat field than any other lens system cur-

rently available in a telescope or telephoto. The long focal length of these instruments is accom-

plished by optical folding in the stubby tube. The Celestron 5 is a best buy for the nature enthusiast

giving you the capability of an extremely close up view of a bee pollinating a flower from the 20-

foot near focus distance, or an eagle guarding its nest from a mile away. Easily attaches to your

35mm SLR camera for exciting extreme telephotographic shots. Unsurpassed in its aperture range
as a deep-sky telescope for lunar, planetary, and galactic cluster studies. The 7 2 lb. total weight in-

cludes a rigid fork mount and electric clock drive . . . price $595. The larger Celestron 8 offers in-

creased light grasp and a magnification range of 50 to 500X but at a slight decrease in portability— 23 lbs. It is the optimum instrument for the serious amateur astronomer and astrophotographer

. . . $895.
Background photo — the Orion Constellation, Celestron 225nim, f/T.65 Schmidt Camera.

PROMPT DELIVERY FINANCE PLAN AVAILABLE

Celestron's position as the leading manufacturer of Schmidt-Casse-

grain telescopes has been earned by many years of delivering the

optically sharpest and most reliable instruments in their class and

price range. We regularly receive customer photos thot rival in

quality those produced at professional observatories. To share these

with others who might be interested we publish Celestron Techniques

(subscription fee $2 for 4 issues), and we also have a library of

color slides including resolution tests, astronomical photos, and
nature shots taken with these instruments — send for listings.

nformation requests promptly filled — write to;

Celestron Pacific
2430 Amsler Box 3578H
Torrance, Calif. 90505

Phone LA. (213) 534-2322
N.Y. (212) 834-1888
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When
the Queen
of England
wanted
bone china
for her
wedding
table,
she chose
Aynsley.

Who knows English

bone china better than

the Queen of England?

And she chose

Aynsley.

Each pattern exudes

a great sense of history.

Each is made by
hand, with heart.

May we illustrate

two?

Famille Rose. A new
pattern captures the

fairest flower in raised

enamels; and a rose is

sweeter than a rose.

Five-piece place setting,

$35.

Indian Tree. An
Oriental design first

reproduced by Aynsley

in 1820. East meets

West in raised enamels.

Five-piece place setting.

And
when the
president's
daughter
wanted
crystal,
she chose
Waterford.

Each piece of

Waterford Irish Crystal

is a signed original.

Each piece is blown,

ciit and made today, as

it was two hundred

years ago.

It is an investment

in beauty that grows

more valuable with the

passing years.

Two examples.

Kinsale. $11.00

Kenmare. $12.75

Irish beauties.

Write for colorful

free booklets that show
all, tell all. Waterford

& Aynsley, 225 Fifth

Avenue, New York
10010.

Become a collector.



How we
clean the
"gunk"out
of water
In our diverse operations we must cope with

many kinds of potential pollutants. At a typical

steel mill, for example, we generate in the man-

ufacturing process a lot of "gunk" in our waste

water— such as ammonia, phenol, coal tar, mill

scale, waste acid, waste oil, sediment, and sewage.

To help prevent liquid wastes from causing

water pollution, we've spent many millions of

dollars for specialized control equipment. The

treatment of these wastes requires extensive

"plumbing" systems. And a system designed for

one plant may not solve the problem of a similar

operation at a different location.

At a typical rolling mill, oil and large particles

of mill scale are removed from the waste water

in scale pits (A). The water is then pumped to a

secondary treatment unit called a thickener or

clarifier (B) where smaller particles settle out.

Chemicals are sometimes used to improve

the settling.

From this point waste water may be re-used

(C), discharged (D), or given further treatment.

Other treatment methods include holding

lagoons where water is cooled and reaerated,

and high-rate sand filters which remove very

fine particles.

At Bethlehem we don't claim to have all the

answers but we're actively working to improve

the environment in the communities where we

have operations.

BETHLEHEM STEEL

SLURRY TO
BE DRIED

AND RECYCLED

TREATED
WATER

DISCHARGED
(D)



^^^^ For four generations
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' --"weVe been making medicines ^
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mf as ifpeople's lives depended on them. |
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Autliors

As a research associate with the

University of Parana in Brazil, and
as an independent investigator.

Vladimir Kozak has made numer-
ous ethnographical field trips into

the Brazilian interior. He was a

member of the first scientific expe-

dition to visit the Heta Indians at

their forest encampments. His

recording of the making of a Heta

stone ax is the only documentation
of its kind. Kozak, who was born in

Czechoslovakia, emigrated to Brazil

to work as a mechanical engineer.

Since his retirement more than 20
years ago, he has devoted much of

his time to filming and painting

South American Indians.

Doing the research for a history

of oceanography can be a time-con-

suming project, especially when the

author, Susan Schlee, tracks down
the incidental, yet significant, infor-

mation to be found in the accounts

of marine scientists. In this issue,

she relates the saga of the Antarctic

voyages of the Erebus and Terror in

1839, and of the rare 6'/4-inch fish

"caught" by one of the ships.

Schlee, whose oceanographic his-

tory, The Edge of an Unfamiliar

World, will be pubHshed in January

Susan Schlee

by E.P. Dutton & Co., works out of

the Marine Biological Laboratories

at Woods Hole.

Naomi Gilpatrick first became
interested in Beatrix Potter when
she was teaching reading to elemen-
tar>^ school children. The college

courses she has given on children's

literature prompted her to delve

further into the early scientific ca-

reer of the creator of some of the

world's most enduring children's

stories. GUpatrick's own literary

works include a novel. The Broken
Pitcher, numerous magazine arti-

cles, poetry, and a play. Presently

an assistant professor of education

at Paterson State College, she has

also been a drama critic and news-

paper book editor.

For Aim Zwinger, freelance

writer and artist, accessibility to the

alpine tundra is one of the enjov-

able features of living in Colorado

Springs. She has made many trips

into the Rockies, and frequently

flies over them in her husband's

Naomi Gilpatrick

Ann Zwinger

plane. When not climbing moun-
tains or writing about them,
Zwinger does collages and pen-and-

ink drawings. She is the author of

Beyond the Aspen Grove, published

by Random House.

Beatrice E. Willard, who col-

laborated with Zwinger on "Above
the Treeline," is a vice-president of



The great American forest

is closer than you think.
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Wherever you are.

Because after giving up land

3 build our cities and highways, after

leeting our constantly growing de-

mands for wood and paper products,

v^e still have three-fourths as much
Drestland as we had when Columbus

anded.

Even more surprising, this 761

nillion acres is still widely distrib-

ited all across the country— it's not

ill just "out West" or "down South'.'

)1% of New York State is forest. 65%
)f Rhode Island. And 51% of New
ersey—the most densely populated

;tate. As a matter of fact, more than

lalf of the forest in the continental

Jnited States is located in the east-

em part of the country.

Because America's forest is

truly an American forest, growing in

many different elevations and rain-

falls and temperatures and soils, its

six distinct natural regions provide

us with a constant variety, too, from

the Douglas firs of the Northwest to

the hardwoods of the Northeast.

Much of the forest has been
harvested and regrown three or four

times. And, public or private, gov-

ernment or individually owned, much
of it is available for hunting and fish-

ing, picnicking and camping— as mil-

lions of outdoorsmen from Maine to

California can tell you. So if you
haven't seen it lately, why wait?

It's right there in your back-

yard, keeping America green— and
growing.

For the whole story on America's forest today, get "Forests USA!'

For your copy of this full-color, 16-page booklet, send 25c to

AFI, 1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

City

Zip

American Forest Institute



We're not here fora vacation.

WeVe here to help dean up America's air.

The island of Trinidad is

a Caribbean paradise to

many. But to Texaco it's the

place to do an important job.

There, as part of our
huge refinery, we're building
a new plant of advanced
design.

Its purpose— to remove
even more sulphur from
fuel oil before it's delivered

to American industry.

When this plant is com-
pleted. Texaco can provide

increased quantities of the

cleaner-burning fuel re-

quired to protect our urban
environment.
And the people who live

in it.

We're working to keep your trust. [TEXACOJ



the Thorne Ecological Foundation

of Colorado. She has conducted ex-

tensive research into the effects of

visitors on alpine tundra ecosys-

tems. Willard is a former research

I

Beatrice Willard

assistant at the Institute of Arctic

and Alpine Research of the Uni-

versity of Colorado, and founder

and director of Seminars on Ecol-

ogy at Rocky Mountain National

Park. The article is adapted from

Land above the Trees, to be pub-

lished next month by Harper &
Row.

When Theodore N. Bailey be-

gan to study the bobcat, little was

known about the feeding habits,

habitat, and social behavior of this

solitary animal. His observations,

conducted over a three-year period

in a 250-square-mile area of south-

eastern Idaho, have led to a new un-

derstanding of prey dependency,

territoriality, and reproduction in

this widespread predator. As part of

his interest in the behavior and

ecology of carnivores, Bailey has also

studied predation in the striped

skunk. He is a research associate with

the Idaho Cooperative Wildlife Re-

search Unit of the University of

Idaho.

One of the reasons John Goss-

Custard selected the redshank for

his doctoral studies was that it is a

common shorebird and, he thought,

easy to study. But when he delved

into the bird's behavior—spending

months watching it, particularly

during the winter in northern Scot-

land—he found that the life strategy

of this small bird is complex and

fascinating. Goss-Custard is associ-

ated with the Department of Psy-

chology of the University of Bristol,

England, where he is continuing a

series of experiments on the feeding

behavior of the redshank.

Intrigued by the Minoan lan-

guage, and resolved to decipher it,

Cyrus H. Gordon made his first

trip to Crete in 1931. After service

as a military cryptanalyst of enemy
codes and ciphers during World

War II, he conducted seven more

expeditions to the island. His grasp

of the Minoan language and culture

Theodore N. Bailey

Cyrus n. Gordon

enables him to identify many links

between the ancient Mediterranean

civilizations. Last year Gordon,

whose prime research interest now

is underwater archeology, worked

on the excavations of King Solo-

mon's seaport at Ezion-geber on the

Gulf of Aqaba. He is a professor

and chairman of the Department of

Mediterranean Studies at Brandeis

University.

THE KONA SURF
A BEAUTIFUL NEW
WAY TO DISCOVER

OLD HAWAII

©You'll find that the magnificent new
Kona Surf embodies all the gentle,

gracious charm of old Hawaii.

That's probably one of the reasons it's

being called Hawaii's most beautiful resort.

Of course you will also enjoy its simple

luxury, championship golf, tennis, swim-

ming, deep sea fishing and a host of other

activities. But most of all you'll enjoy Hawaii

as it should be ... as it has always been

on the unhurried, historic Kona Coast. It's

time for you to discover Hawaii at the Kona

Surf. For reservations and a color brochure

see your travel agent or write:

suvf resorts HAWAII

A division of Interlsland Resorts, Ltd.

P. O. Box 8539 / Honolulu, Hawaii 96815



It is two million years ago. On an African savanna, a strange creature browser,

for food. He looks something like an ape and also like a man. He walks upright - yet h

forehead is flat, his jaw thrusts forward. He doesn't know it— but he represents a g/a/i

step forward in evolution. For he is the "missing link" between ape and man .

.

TIMEI

Dio announces
BOOKS

OF MAN
Filled with startling discoveries, this important new series

takes you on an expedition that traces man's origins, development am
probable future ... in the greatest adventure of all time.

Begin with

Life Before Man
yours to enjoy free for 10 days

Color-keyed charts like this make the evolution-
ary processes easy to understand.

Today, that creature who first ventured to

raise himself above the other animals no
longer exists; he has become you. Unique.
Set apart from the 2 million other species

living on the planet by a thumb that makes
your hand a precision tool ... by a knee
that "locks" you in a comfortable upright

position . . . and by your capacity for ab-

stract thought and speech. All this, and
more, has enabled your species to dominate
the earth. And yet you share, with every

other creature that ever lived, the same
origins — the same accident that led to the

spontaneous creation of the first single-

celled algae 3.5 billion years ago.

How did it all happen? What was the

evolutionary process that led to Man and
his conquest of a harsh and hostile environ-

ment? You will find the amazing story in

TIME-LIFE BOOKS' new series, THE
EMERGENCE OF MAN.

In the introductory volume, Life Before
Man, you'll experience the stranger-than-

science-fiction excitement of the earth's be-

ginnings. You'll feel a sense of immediacy
and visual adventure in the incredibly life-

like pictorial technique, photo-painting. In
the more than 100 illustrations, and in the
accuracy of its fact-filled text, you'll find

fascinating new answers to age-old ques-
tions about the evolution of man.

The answers come from some of the
world's most eminent authorities on anthro-
pology, archeology, zoology and paleo-
anthropology: Margaret Mead; F. Clark

Howell; Sherwood L. Washburn; Bernar
Campbell and Bert Salwen. They have helpe

create the most authentic, up-to-date 1

brary of books on this subject availabl

today. Once you've experienced the high ac

venture of Life Before Man, you'll eagerli

anticipate the rest of the books in the seriea

In books such as The Missing Link, r/i|

First Men, Cro-Magnon Man and The Fin',

Cities, you'll witness the development of alj

the characteristics that make men humar|

For an unforgettable trip into the origini

of everything you are and know, take ad

vantage of our introductory offer: Examin
Life Before Man for 10 days. If it doesn'

make you want to own it, send it back. I

you do keep it, pay just $5.95 ($6.95 in Can
ada) plus shipping and handling, and we wij

then send you other volumes in the Emer
gence of Man series at the rate of one ap

proximately every other month, on the sami

free examination terms. You may cance

this arrangement at any time. For your in

troductory volume, send the order form o;

write to: Time-Life Books, Dept. 0401,Tiraf

& Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611. i

Plus an absolutely Free
Wall Chart & Map

Depicting milestones in the evolution of

man. Suitable for home, office, or

schoolroom. In color, SOVi. x 20 Inches,

it's yours to keep as a gift for accepting

our 10-day trial offer.



Do you know:
> why you get goose-pimples?

> why you have traces of webs
between your fingers, the rem-
nants of a second eyelid in the
corner of your eye and a use-
less appendix?

> why the human fetus has gills?

> why some people are able to

wiggle their ears?

> in what way Neanderthal Man
was "religious"?

> where and when wine-drinking
began?

• what dinosaurs were really like

and what enabled them to rule

the earth for 135 million years?

> what the latest findings are on
"the missing link"?

> i( any creatures except man
use tools?

« whether or not there are still

Neanderthals among us?

Among Other Volumes:
The Missing Link • Cro-Magnon Man

The Neanderthals • The Monument Builders

• Hardbound, with
full-color cover

• 9 X 10 inches, 35,000 words
160 pages, over 40 in full-color

Complete Index and bibliography



°nctJ^rapher: Lucien Clergue Camera: Minolta SR-T 101

What Lucien Clergue saw in

this watery marsh, you'll never
see in real life. Because it

doesn't exist in the same way.
Only inside his mind, and

then inside his camera, can

Clergue achieve the strange
metamorphosis you see here.

When a mind and a camera
unite, reality is often altered.

There's a visual wealth to be
discovered inside everyone.

To find it, just let your imagina-
tion run free.

Then choose a camera that

lets your mind express itself.A
camera that makes it easy to

turn imagination into reality.

What happens inside your mind, can happen inside a camera.

With a Minolta SR-T 101, nothing interrupts Lucien Clergue's photographic stream of consciousness

looking away from the viewfinder, Clergue can compose, focus, adjust shutter speed and lens open-

ing. A scale shows the exact shutter speed setting, from 1 to 1/ 1000th of a second plus "bulb"

And the finder is always at maximum brightness until the moment of exposure

Lens changing is equally effortless. Sturdy bayonet mount. No aperture or ASA
settings to realign. And you can choose meter-coupled Rokkor lenses ranging from

fisheye to long-range telephoto. Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a patented

"CLC" through-the-lens metering system that automatically compensates to pre-

vent under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast situations.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are

warranted by Minolta Corporation against defects in workmanship and materials

for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera
will be serviced at no charge provided it is returned within the warranty period,

postpaid, securely packaged and including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insura

The SR-T 101, from about $300, depending on your choice of f/ 1.7, f/ 1.4 or f/1.2

normal lens. The SR-T 100 is about $250. For literature, write: Minolta Corporation

200 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10003. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q. Min^Jf-,



Letters
The Predatory
Dragon
Readers of your magazine might

like to know that the first scientific

expedition to the island of Komodo,
which I led, was undertaken by The
American Museum of Natural His-

tory in 1926. In our report the fol-

lowing year about the so-called Ko-

modo dragon, we declared that the

giant lizard was a true predator.

This conclusion was later disputed,

so I am pleased to find out that Dr.

Walter Auffenberg, after his exten-

sive studies on the island, has con-

firmed our original conclusion in

"Komodo Dragons" [April, 1972].

The fossil remains of the great

prehistoric varanids of Australia,

known to be contemporaries of

early man, suggest that these ani-

mals were able to walk off with a

man in their jaws as easily as the

Komodo lizard does with a monkey.

My original suggestion that these

early relatives of the Komodo moni-

tor could well have given rise to the

dragon stories that circled the world

was founded on this possibility. In-

deed, the entire dragon mythology

could well have been based on fact,

namely, on the enormous saurians

that evidently lived side by side

with Pleistocene man in Australia.

Since Varanus komodoensis is

undoubtedly an endangered species,

it is to be hoped that Auffenberg's

observations will contribute to its

long-term survival.

W. Douglas Burden
Charlotte, Vermont

Beaver Corps
I have just finished reading "Re-

turn of the Beaver," by John W.
Miller (June-July, 1972), and found

it to be most interesting as well as

educational. It would be fitting and

proper for the Army Corps of Engi-

neers to be replaced by the Beaver

Corps of Engineers.

Jane Suppona

Palmdale, California

Watching
The Strippers

E. F. Roberts's review of Harry

M. Caudill's book My Land Is Dy-

ing [June-July, 1972] asserts that

"TVA . . . exhausted its supply of

water power and, hell-bent on its

mission of providing electricity

at a profit to the public, went in

search of coal." Two points should

be made.

First, the TVA power system op-

erates on essentially a nonprofit

basis—the law requires it to be fi-

nancially self-supporting and seK-

liquidating, so it maintains a small

operating margin.

Second, TVA began using large

amounts of coal in the 1950s, which

coincided with the Korean war when
nuclear weapons facilities were

being built for national defense. A
large share of them were built in and

near the Tennessee Valley and oper-

ated on TVA electricity. Thus,

TVA's massive coal buying was dic-

tated by national necessity. More-

over, TVA's increased coal pur-

chases came when markets for coal

for home heating and railroad opera-

tion were declining, and TVA buying

did much to alleviate unemployment

in the coal fields.

I am particularly concerned with

the statement that "TVA, once a

liberal dream, continues to make a

profit by not coercing its suppliers

to behave better." Since 1965,

TVA, which has no regulatory au-

thority, has included provisions in

its strip mine contracts requiring

the operators to reclaim land strip

mined for TVA. The provisions are

enforced by frequent inspections.

They have been strengthened as ex-

perience warranted. Yet in seven

years, to the best of our knowledge,

TVA is stiU the only major buyer of

coal that undertakes enforced recla-

mation. The irony is that so-called

conservation groups have not lifted

their voices to support TVA in this

practice or to widen its use.

Paul L. Evans

Tennessee Valley Authority

Knoxville, Tennessee

One Man's Meat . .

.

I was shocked and repelled to see

the three blowsy, unkempt speci-

mens polluting your June-July

cover.

Mrs. John Ekern Ott
Hinsdale, Illinois

Thank you very much for the

warm, loving, and human cover on

your June-July issue.

Paul A. Marsh
Olympia, Washington

Wild Dogs
Nancv Weddell's letter in the

June-July issue raised a good ques-

tion about why man views the Cape

hunting dog (Lycaon pictus) with

such dreadful contempt.

I have spent some time studying

the Cape hunting dogs in Ngor-

ongoro Conservation Area, Tan-

zania, and I can recall my shock the

first time I saw a pack make a kill.

Although I "knew" what to expect,

I was awed by the incredible effi-

ciency and ruthlessness with which

the wild dogs caught and dis-

emboweled their prey. Often I

saw their teeth slash open a ga-

zelle's abdominal wall and the in-

testines tumble out. The only con-

solation I felt in the apparent

cruelty was that the prey was ob-

viously in very deep shock and

possibly obhvious to pain as it

watched itself being eaten.

Generations of European hunters

and settlers in Africa undoubtedly

witnessed these hunts many times,

but understood little else about the

Cape hunting dog. Famous hunter-

naturalists, such as Selous, Perci-

val, and Vaughan-Kirby, first de-

scribed the Cape hunting dog's

predatory behavior, and later au-

thors expanded this description to

create the notorious image of de-

structiveness that survives to some

extent today. Wild dogs were

viewed primarily as vermin because

almost nothing was known of their

social behavior and of their role in

the ecosystem. Man saw the wild

dog only as a killer, and was unable

to place it in a proper ecological

perspective.

Wild dogs were shot in African

national parks from the turn of the

century to as recently as 1958 in

Rhodesia. Now their esthetic and

biological values are becoming
more appreciated, and the wild

dogs presently receive adequate

protection in most national parks

and game reserves. Old attitudes

die slowly, but I believe that recent

research has created a better appre-

ciation and understanding of the

Cape hunting dog that can only di-

minish man's hatred for this inter-

esting creature.

George W. Frame
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit

Utah State University
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Why Were Bankers Warned That This "New Book Could Upset the Savings Applecart"
*

How to Make Up to 13 Vi%
or More onYour Savings—

All Fully Insured (ii2Lsls£i^gELe,,i

There are many things banks don't like to talk about. They don't like to talk about

the fact that they do, indeed, pay interest rates of 8%, 10%, \V/i%. and often

more, to a select group of knowledgeable depositors!

What's the difference between these men and

women and you? Simply this

—

thai they knov.

certain "inside" techniques of depositing and
withdrawing their savings (all perfectly legal, tn-

cidentallv) that vou don't! And—therefore they

earn two to three times ok much interest on those

savings as you do! Like this . .

.

Would It Be Worth An Extra Ten Minutes

A Month To You-To Bring Home Two Or

Three Times As Many Dollars From Your

Savings As You're Getting Today?

The procedure is simple. But to put it to work
for you, tomorrow, you have to know these few

"smart-money" facts:

1. Most thrifty people in this country today are

actually losing monev on their savings. The inter-

est they get from a regular bank account is actu-

ally far less than the lost purchasing power that

inflation cuts right out of their savings.

This is one of the great social tragedies of our

time. It means that if you are thrifty and prudent

in this country today, you are penalized. Either

you are driven to speculate in the stock market,

where you can be wiped out overnight. Or you try

to secure safety for your hard-earned capital in a

bank—anJ watch infiatic

About the Authors
Martin J. Meyer is president of the Na-
tional Depositors Cooperative Association,

He also serves as Vice President and Sec-

retary of Intercept Tele-Communications.
Inc., a new international cable and tele-

graphic interception and forwarding orga-

nization. Mr. Meyer has written numerous
magazine articles on banking, thrift, and
inflation.

Dr. Joseph McDaniel, Jr. was secretary

of the Ford Foundation from 1953 until

his retirement in 1967 and Dean of the

School of Commerce at Northwestern
University. His distinguished career in-

cludes President of World Health Foun-
dation (U.S.A.) and government service

with the Economic Cooperative Assn.
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on one simple fact: That most
npleiely passive about where and

ave their money! They never take the

hours that are necessary to learn the

rkings" of the banking system. There-
never even hear about the "super-sav-

its" that can yield them far more than
terest on their money.

11. they have never heard about the

nple, ingenious techniques of "Loophole Depos-
iting"! Active, precisely-timed deposits and with-

drawals that take an average of ten minutes of
your time per month

—

and bring you back 8% . .

.

13^2%. ..even 19% on every dollar, with exactly
the same total safety that you get on ordinary
bank accounts today!

You Do Only What The Banks And Savings

And Loan Associations Themselves

OPENLY PERMIT. Except Now-
YOU DO IT A LITTLE SMARTER!

At this moment, in this entire country, out of

the over one hundred million people who have

savings accounts, only about forty thousand of

them use these techniques. They are still brand-

new—virtually-unknown. Only now has a book

been published that reveals them to every man
and woman who is willing to riskanS^ stamp to

learn them!

The time required to read this book from cover

to cover is approximately one weekend. Or, if you
wish to skip the banking background at its begin-

ning, it will take you about an hour or two to

learn these "Active Depositing" techniques them-
selves. And once you learn them, from that mo-
ment on. you will be able to exploit every legal

loophole in the entire banking system, including:

How to get more than 8% interest per year as

an absolute minimum, with hardly any more work
than filling out your deposit slip in a different

way. And then go from there all the way up to as

much as 19% to 25% in special situations, for

limited periods!

How to protect yourself against the possibility

of interest rates dropping in the future. So you're
guaranteed the high interest rates available to you
today, even if tomorrow your friends find their

return on their savings cut in half!

How to make banks pay interest to you on
money you don't reatly even have on deposit—on

spent! (And the bank loves you for it. Because,
no matter how much you make, they make more!
Page 143 shows you how.)

Yes. how you can even earn high interest on

your credit card! So that you are now earning in-

terest on other people's money

—

and spending it

at exactly the same time!

Nationally Advertised in WALL STREET JOURNAL. N.Y. TIMES. FORBES, BARRONS. U.S.
NEWS, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. NATIONAL OBSERVER. HUMAN EVENTS. PARADE.
NEWSWEEK, ETC. An exclusive and priceless gift for anyone you value. Not distributed through
bookstores. Clip handy coupon and order today. 30-day money-back guarantee.

Read What The Banking
Industry Itself Says

About This Startling Volume!

NEW BOOK COULD UPSET
THE SAVINGS APPLECART
TIGHT MONEY. Regulation Q, and the

much-touted Age of the Consumer, are

kev ingredients in a flammable mixture

about to be ignited by a book which could

explode in the face of the commercial
banking industry this year. This says:

"The millions of people who have saved

a few dollars in the form of savings ac-

counts and insurance have been prevented

from gaining any profit from their invest-

ment—indeed they have been forced to

accept real losses—by what amounts to

government agency fiat. These depositors

have contributed more, perhaps, to the

growth of our economy than any other

group, and it is unjust that controls apply
only to interest rates to depositors, while

there are no controls over the inflationary

wage and price increases. Conditions per-

mitting this 20 years of discrimination

should be changed."
/ am quoting from a book, titled. "Don't

Bank On It! How To Make Up to 13'/2

percent and More on Your Savings—All

Fully Insured."
The book-is dedicated "to the members

in income group, those truly

T whose savings deposits make
ve know it. possible."

nk On It" may be coming out

of the
forgotten i

banking, 2

"Don't
at an auspicious time, as the general pub-

lic is becoming more aware of high inter-

est rates, and, thanks to truth in lending,

is being conditioned to look at rates of 12

or 18 percent as low. No doubt he'll soon

recognize that 4 or 5 percent is peanuts.

*Bank Marketing Management,
Feb., 1970.

Special Warning Section.: Two common mis-
takes, that unknowingly trap thousands of deposi-
tors every year, that could completely destroy

your savings!

And how to defer income tax on the interest

you get. Two plans that offer marvelous tax-shel-

tered advantages.

And—let us repeat once again

—

all completely
protected by United States Government Insuring

Agencies! With no service charges

—

no minimum
balances—no legal technicalities! Ready to go to

work right now for the investor with $500—or

$500,000!

Prove Every Penny Of It Yourself-

EntirelyAtOurRlsk!
The top money men in this country—the very

banks themselves— use these techniques! Why
shouldn't you? All you risk to learn them allisan

8i stamp with the Coupon below! Why not send

it in—and start your savings earning double and
triple interest—8% to J3'/2% or more—TODAY!

wrTvlMOKms fCORR

25 W. Merrick Rd., Dept. ADX-4, Freeport, N.Y. 11520

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE—
30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Jay Norris Corp., 25 W. Merrick Rd.

Dept. ADX-4, Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Please rush me: (quantity)

copy(ies) of DON'T BANK ON IT. I

understand llie book is mine for

$8.98 complete. In addition, I un-

derstand ttiot I may examine tfiis

book for a full 30 days entirely at

your risk. If of the end of that time,

I am not satisfied, I will simply re-

turn the book to you for every cent

of my money back.

D SAVEI Order TWO for $16.00 com-

plete. Makes an ideal gifti

Enclosed is D check or D money

order for total of $

New York residents add sales lax.

No : (print)_

City-

state- _Zip_

( © Jay Norris Corp.. 1972 1
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Show all your slides

hriliianti;

magnified

9 times

AUTOMATICALLY!

Screen is perfect size
for convenient viewing
by family and friends.

01

Think of it as a slide projector. But without all the fuss and time-

consuming preliminaries that slide projectors and screens usually

require. And without their high cost.

This cleverly designed viewer is a cinch to use. It shows your

favorite slides instantly. And changes them automatically, with

just the touch of a lever. Best of all, your slides come magically

alive, beautifully magnified a full nine times. Bright and brilliant,

distortion-free, with remarkable depth and color definition, thanks

to the fine precision optical system.

IDEAL FOR GROUP VIEWING
The screen is I'/i square inches, great for quick-and-easy group
viewing. The viewer loads conveniently up front . . . takes as many
as 36 slides at a time . . . any 2x2, 35mm. slides in cardboard,

plastic, metal Or glass mounts. Side-changing is jamproof, fool-

proof. For slide removal, merely push a button.

Operates on two standard "C" batteries (not inch). Attractively

styled, rugged long-life housing features handy snap-apart con-
struction for easy access to lamp and batteries. (No screws to

loosen or lose.)

Only S9.99 plus $1.00 shipping and handling.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE—30DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

JAY NORRIS CORP., 25 W. Merrick Rd., Dept. ADX-5, Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Please rush Automatic Slide Viewer(s) @
I $9.99 plus $1.00 each for shipping and handling, un-

m der your 30-day money-back guarantee.

_ G iovel Order 2 for only $18.99 plus SI.50 posfoge and
I handling.

I n Check or D money order enclosed for total:

rJunrJ.^)t).-J.'}L-*coRR

25 W. Merrick Rd., Dept. ADX-5, Freeport, N.Y. 1 1 520

(N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

Name (print)

Address

City

State - Zip

e Jay Norris Corp., 1972



StoneAge Revisited

In a Brazilian jungle, an etlinograplier
observes and for the first time records in detail

the making of a basic tool of primitive life

A great deal is known of how

primitive man chipped his flint

tools. Some anthropologists have

seen chipping at first hand, and
afew have even become expert at

it themselves. But the making of
a stone ax, which involves the

very different techniques ofpeck-

ing, grinding, and polishing,

has seldom been seen by Western

observers. The shaping of a

stone ax is so laborious that

when steel axes are introduced

the practice is abandoned al-

most immediately.

Only in New Guinea and
Amazonia have peoples survived

who, within the last decade or

two, have actually made and
used stone axes. One such tribe

is the Heta of southern Brazil.

Vladimir Kozdk, a member of
the first scientific expedition to

contact the Heta and the lead-

ing student of their culture, had
the rare chance to observe them

making a stone ax. His article is

a unique document in the study

of American Indian stone tech-

ROBERT L. CaRNEIRO

Curator, South American Ethnology

The American Museum

by Vladimir Kozak
When Europeans first entered

Amazonia early in the 1500s prob-

ably everv Indian tribe in the basin

was familiar with the stone ax. Over

the centuries since then, a few trav-

elers have left sketchy descriptions

of how the stone ax was used, but as

far as I know, not one of them ever

recorded in detail just how a stone

ax was made.

Today the stone ax has all but

disappeared from Amazonia, and

the chances of recording its manu-

facture are almost nil. But by a

stroke of great luck, in 1960 I had

the opportunity to observe the mak-

ing of a stone ax among the newly

discovered Heta Indians of Brazil

and to record the event in notes and

on film. As it w-as, the chance came
almost too late, for today Heta cul-

ture is extinct, and of those Heta

who grew to adulthood in the for-

est, only two are still living.

The Heta Indians inhabited a

hillv, heavily forested region of

southern Brazil known as the Serra

dos Dourados, which until the end

of World War II was a forest pre-

serve. Although the region is less

than 400 miles from the great me-

tropolis of Sao Paulo, the tribe was

all but unknown. After the war, the

State of Parana, in an effort to pro-

mote settlement in the area, began to

sell tracts of forest land to private in-

dividuals. As surveyors and colonists

penetrated the forest, vague reports

began to filter out that unknown In-

dians were living there. Prompted by

these reports, in 1945 and 1949 the

Indian Protective Service sent expe-

ditions to attempt to locate them.

The latter expedition managed to

find some ten campsites, but gave up

the search before encountering any

live Indians.

Then in 1952 a young BraziUan

by the name of Antonio Lustosa de

Freitas began clearing a patch of

forest in the Serra, not far from the

Ivai River. For two years, as he

gradually enlarged his clearing,

Heta Indians came, unseen, to the

edge of the forest to watch him at

his work. What particularly caught

their eye was the steel ax Freitas

used. On occasion, when he hap-

pened to leave the implement in the

forest overnight, they were able to

examine it at close range and to

marvel appreciatively at the sharp-

ness of its cutting edge. Never once

though did Freitas suspect that

there were Indians in the forest.

Eager to have steel axes of their

own, the Heta summoned up their

courage and on December 8, 1954,



Hasselbags.
Because cameras that travel a lot need their own luggage.

Since the Hasselblad System
; more than a camera, a Hassel-

lad carrying case is more than

I camera case. "Hasselbags"
re fitted suitcases in which to

:arry selected components of

he Hasselblad System.
We make Hasselbags because

I professional camera has to be

eady to leave on a moment's
lOtice.

The Hasselblad System is

jniquely qualified for location

photography. The cameras are

;ompletely modular in design,

offering limitless possibilities for

nterchanging components. The
i^hotographer can literally "build"

3 Hasselblad camera to suit his

needs, on the spot, instantly.

The System starts with four

(different camera bodies— the
istandard 500C/M, the Super
Wide C, the electrically-driven

500EL/M and the MK70, a photo-

grammetric camera.
Interchangeable film maga-

zines allow the photographer to

switch freely from one emulsion

to another, from color to black

and white, from 12-exposure
magazines to 70-exposure maga-
zines.
The System offers ten inter-

changeable Carl Zeiss lenses,
from an astonishingly wide angle
40mm Distagon f/4 (with an 88
degree angle of view) to a super
long 500mm Tele-Tessar f/8.

A system of viewers permits
an unlimited variety of shooting
positions. You can stand over the
Hasselblad, lie behind it, stand
to one side, even hold it upside
down overhead (the format is

square so the picture won't be
affected)—each time getting a

big, bright, true image, razor

sharp from corner to corner.

The Hasselblad System is

what professionals use when
they have to bring back the shots
at all costs. It's what the U.S.
Astronauts have used on every
manned spaceflight for the past
ten years. Working in unimagin-
able conditions of temperature
extreme, pressure, acceleration
and shock, not one of the many
Hasselblads used in the space

program has ever once failed.

Such a system of photography
wouldn't be complete without a

system for carrying The System.
Hasselbag #515—A fine all-pur-

pose case for one Hasselblad
plus many accessories.

Hasselbag #51 1—Accommo-
dates one Hasselblad, several

lenses and a wide variety of ac-

cessories and looks like an ele-

gant attache case.

Hasselbag #518—A rugged two-
Hasselblad case designed for

fast, easy location work.
Hasselbag #565— Designed for

the electrically-driven 500EL/M,
this case holds a considerable
amount of lenses and accesso-

ries. It's like a studio in a suitcase.
Hasselbag #612-Weather and

dust-resistant case made of ham-
mered aluminum with tight-fit-

ting gasket-lined cover.
For a free copy of the 48 page

Hasselblad catalog, describing
all the different cameras and ac-

cessories of the Hasselblad Sys-
tem, write: Paillard Incorporated,
1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J.

07036. Other products: Bolex
movie equipment, Hermes type-
writers and figuring machines.

HASSELBLAD^
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The System
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GOSSEN

PRECISION EXPOSURE METER

Here's the mini-meter that consistently

gives the "heavies" a run for their money
in accuracy, versatility and handling speed.

The diminutive Gossen PILOT not only

measures reflected light— its built-in dif-

fuser (a Gossen exclusive) converts it for

incident light readings in a second! What's

more, it boasts a shock resistant jeweled

movement. Ideal for still and movie cam-

eras. Gives you great color shots . . . spar-

kling black and white. Just thumb the large

computer ring to the reading and there's

your setting for perfect exposures! See it

at better dealers everywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS: Exposure range from 1/1000 sec. to

one minute Film exposure indexes from ASA 6 to

6400 f-stops from 1.4 to 22 Exposure Values for

shutters calibrated with EV scale Measures reflected

or incident light with exclusive built-in converter

Shock resistant spring-loaded jewel bearing Size:

l%x2'/4Xl" Weight: IV'2 ozs. Complete with Safe-

Case and neckstrap in attractive gift package.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY BerkeySs
P.O. BOX 1060, WOODSIDE. N.Y. 11377 Phololncli^

appeared at Freitas's cabin. But

Freitas, convinced that he was

being attacked, tried to scare them
off bv beating on the door jamb

with the flat of his machete. Ac-

tually, their intentions were peace-

ful, and they had left their bows

and arrows behind in the forest.

\^Tien calm was finally estab-

lished, Freitas's wife offered the In-

dians some sugar and boiled rice,

but such food w£is unfamiliar to

them and thev spilled it on the

ground. After being shown that it

was food, and especially after dis-

covering that sugar was sweeter

than anvthing thev had ever tasted,

the Indians retrieved evers bit of it.

Other visits followed, all of them

peaceful, and on each occasion

Freitas and his family shared their

food with the Heta. As the visits con-

tinued, however, Freitas, concerned

at the extra drain on his meager food

supplv. decided to notifv the Indian

Service of the situation.

During 1955 the Indian Serv'ice

sent three expeditions to try to con-

tact the Heta, and the second one,

of which I was a member, encoun-

tered a number of them at Freitas's

farm. Then in February, 1956, a

fourth expedition was organized,

this time by the Universit)- of

Parana in Curitiba. This expedition,

of which I was also a member, suc-

ceeded, for the first time ever, in lo-

cating and observing the Heta in

their own encampments deep
within the forest.

We found the Heta to be an ex-

ceedinglv simple people, living in

tiny nomadic bands and subsisting

entirely by hunting, gathering, and

a httle fishing. They did not culti-

vate plants, nor did thev make pot-

tery, weave hammocks, or make ca-

noes. Indeed, they were as primi-

tive a group of Indians as I knew of

in all of South America.

At the time of our first contact

with them, there were somewhat
more than 150 Heta altogether, Hv-

ing in a number of separate bands.

"Heta ' (sometimes incorrectly

written "Xeta") was their name for

themselves, and meant "all of us"

or "we all."'

The camp we visited consisted of

seven people, four adults and three

children. In Heta camps each fam-

ilv would build itself a simple bee-

hive-shaped hut of poles thatched

with palm leaves, but these shelters

were used only when it rained. In

good weather the Heta moved their

palm leaf mats outdoors and slept

on open ground under the stars. A
small campfire built close to the

sleeping area helped to take the

chiU off cool nights. A campsite was

occupied only as long as the sur-

rounding area continued to yield

food. When the fruit or game
plaved out, the Heta abandoned the

camp and pushed on to another site

in the forest, where new shelters

were erected.

To cut the saplings needed for

these shelters, as well as for other

types of cutting, the Heta used a

stone ax. I was fascinated by this

implement. The blade was nearly

oval in cross section, and the bit

was sharpened to a keen edge. The
butt was buried deep within the

thick upper part of the wooden
handle, which was about two to

three feet long. In the hands of one

skilled in its use, the stone ax was,

as I came to see, an effective tool.

I was anxious to find out how a

stone ax was made, but it was sud-

denly announced that our expedi-

tion had to leave. I was dismayed,

fearing that a unique opportunity

was being lost. And it ahnost was.

Not until 1960, four years later, did

I have another chance to visit the

Heta and to observe a stone ax

being made.

When I first asked the Heta to

make a stone ax, they thought my
request absurd. The steel axes they

had received from us had quickly

displaced their own bludgeonhke

stone axes, which they now consid-

ered obsolete. To make another one

at this point seemed to them not

only onerous but pointless. More-

over, why on earth should the

bearer of such a peerless instrument

as a steel ax want to witness the

making of a stone one?

My urging was fruitless, and my
insistence only amused them. My
pantomiming struck them as com-

ical, and they laughed at me. How
could I possiblv make them under-

stand? They knew no Portuguese; I

knew no Heta.

Days passed, and the Heta were

no nearer complving with my
request. At best, I was being po-

litely tolerated. Finally I decided to

change my tactics and to direct my
entreaties to Aliia, the wife of a

man named Eirakan. I asked her, as

best I could, to urge her husband to

bring home some stones suitable for

i6
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making an ax. Miraculously, it

worked. Late one afternoon a hunt-

ing parts', returning from inspecting

the traps and collecting insect lar-

vae for the evening meal, brought

with them se\"eral river cobbles. I

^vas delighted that I was about to

witness what perhaps no other

white man in the New ^'orld had

ever seen—or at least reported.

I learned that the first step in the

making of a stone ax is to carefullv

select the stone itself. A stone

should be of the proper size and

have the approximate shape of the

finished ax, that is, an elongated

ovoid. Bv beginning with a stone of

this shape, much less abrading is re-

quired, thus saving the ax maker
manv hours of work. Besides being

the right size and shape, the stone

must be tough enough to withstand

the manv blows it will have to de-

liver. As a precaution, a stone is

carefullv inspected for cracks or

flaws beforehand, since the slightest

defect may cause it to fracture the

first time it is used, thus wasting

perhaps several davs of -work.

The hammerstone used for peck-

ing should be slightlv harder than

the stone used for the ax head,

shaped so that it feels comfortable

in the hand, and not so large that

wielding it will tire the worker.

Although he had brought back

the necessary" raw materials, Eira-

kan stiU could not understand whv
I wanted to see him use them.

Nonetheless, early the next morn-

ing he sat do^vn on a mat close to

the fire, the two stones next to him,

readv to start working. He spread

his knees, brought the soles of his

feet close together, and placed the

ovoid stone betsveen them. Then,

taking the hammerstone in his

hand, he began to peck.

But the sun was not vet high

enough for filming, and as I wanted

to make a fuU photographic record

of the work, I asked Eirakan to

stop. Now he knew I was crazv.

First, I had pestered him for davs to

make a stone ax. and now that he

was about to do so, I was asking

him to stop. Surelv I was deprived

of all reason.

I pointed to the sun and then to
'

mv equipment a few times, at last

.

managing to convev to Eirakan

some dim notion of whv I wanted

him to w-ait. ObUgingly, he laid

aside the stones and decided to

have his breakfast. Out came a few



fat larvae from the previous day's

catch, which he roasted in the fire

and ate along with a piece of mon-
key meat and some palm nuts.

By the time he had finished his

meal, the sun had risen above the

trees, and I had enough hght to

film. I nodded for him to proceed.

Again, using his feet as a vise, he

gripped the oval stone, and began

pecking away. He pecked at the

surface of the stone with hght, care-

fully directed blows. No chips or

flakes came off during the pecking,

only fine granules. Little by little,

the hard, water-polished cortex of

the stone was completely removed,

and the cobble was lightly pitted

over its entire surface. Stone dust

soon covered his hands and feet and

accumulated on the mat beneath

him.

As he worked, Eirakan repeat-

edly examined both sides of the

stone, pecking at spots that seemed

a little high, making sure the ax

blade would be entirely sym-

metrical. For several days he la-

bored diligently, stopping only to

inspect the traps and collect larvae

or fruit. The work necessarily pro-

ceeded slowly since great care had

to be taken. Too hard a blow and

the ax blade might crack in his

hands. Or a careless blow near the

cutting edge might knock off more

than desired, and the entire bit

would have to be trimmed down to

The ax head is inserted into

a hole gouged into the handle

with a tapir bone, right.

Tamping on the opposite side

firmly secures the blade.

form a new edge. The work seemed

endless to me, and I was beginning

to see why Eirakan and the others

had thought my request senseless.

Still, all was going well and I fully

expected the ax to be completed.

But one afternoon Eirakan, re-

turning wet and tired from a forag-

ing trip, took sick. Before he had

recovered, our expedition had to re-

turn to Curitiba. I left the Heta

with the greatest reluctance, de-

spairing of ever seeing the ax fin-

ished. Lacking the financial re-

sources to mount another expe-

dition myself, I was not even sure

that I would ever return to the Ivai

River. And even if I were to, the

forest was being destroyed so rap-

idly that I seriously wondered if

there would be any Heta left.

But six months later 1 was able to

make still another trip to the tribe.

I knew very well, though, that this

was my last chance to see the stone

ax finished, and that 1 had to take

full advantage of it.

Eirakan was again in good
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health, but his mood had changed.

He no longer had anv interest in

finishing the stone ax. But I w'as not

to be dissuaded easily, and I kept

prodding him. Finallv, somewhat
annoyed at my insistence, he

yielded. Off he went to a spot deep

in the undergrowth and came back
with the two stones. They were ex-

actly as I had last seen them sLx

months before.

Once more Eirakan began to

work, sitting on his mat, his legs

spread, his feet clamped around the

stone. But again he fell ill, this time

with influenza, which is often a seri-

ous ailment for an Indian. Things

looked bad. But I had tried too hard

and gone too far to give up now, so

I approached another man, Nango,

and asked him to take over tlie

work. Nango, however, couldn't see

any more sense in it than Eirakan

had. He already had a steel ax, why
should he make a stone one?

Nothing I said could induce

Nango to resume the work, and as a

last resort I appealed to Tahev, the

headman of the group. There was
no show of authoritv, no issuing of

commands^ Tahev merely said a few

words to Nango, and the latter sat

dow n, picked up the stones, and be-

gan to work.

Nango pecked at the blade until

at last it was reduced to the proper

size and shape. This particular spec-

imen was about six inches long, al-

though others I had seen varied in

size. Next came the grinding and

polishing. A large sandstone cobble

was brought in for the purpose,

along with some white clav, which

Nango put into a water- filled con-

tainer made from a folded palm
spathe. He then took the ax head,

dipped it into the container, held

what was to be the cutting edge

firmly against the sandstone with

his hands, and began rubbing. He
ground one side of the ax, turned it

over, ground the other side, went
back to the first side, and so_ on.

During the grinding, Nango
paused many times to renew the

clay coating bv dipping the ax head

in the container. I had alwavs as-

sumed that grinding and polishing a

stone ax were two separate opera-

tions, but the Heta performed them
simultaneously: the sandstone

ground while the clay polished.

A great deal of pressure was re-

quired to grind the ax blade, and

the work was tiring. The sun was



high and hot, and the sweat rolled

down Nango's body. Yet, while it

was obvious that he did not relish

the work, he stuck to it dutifully.

Only occasionally did he interrupt

it to inspect the traps and to eat.

Finally, after a full afternoon's

work, the grinding and polishing

were done. Nango, who had con-

sulted Tahey several times during

the work, now brought the finished

ax blade to him for his approval.

Only the cutting end of the ax head

had been polished; the butt end was

left rough so that it would hold

more securely in the wooden
handle. Since the blade formed one

continuous curve, with no groove or

notch for lashings, technically the

implement was a celt, not an ax.

Now that the blade was ready for

hafting, it was Eirakan who offered

to do so. He had regained his health

and actually seemed enthusiastic

about finishing the ax. The next day

he went into the forest and came

back with a section of tree trunk

about four feet long and five inches

in diameter.

Hafting the ax proved easier than 1

imagined. First, Eirakan stripped

the bark off the end of the hard-

wood trunk he had selected to receive

the blade. This was the end with the

most knots, since knot wood is harder

and therefore more resistant to split-

ting under the heavy blows that a

stone ax will deliver.

Eirakan pulled the leg bone of a

tapir out of his work basket, broke off

one of the condyles with a stone, and

sharpened the jagged end of the shaft

on the sandstone until he had a ser-

viceable chisel. He then placed the

butt end of the ax head against the

knotty end ofthe trunk, and using the

edge of the chisel as a marker, out-

lined the area he would gouge out to

hold the blade. This done, he knelt on

the trunk to secure it firmly, and us-

ing a hammerstone, he pounded the

chisel into it.

Much to my surprise, the chisel

withstood the heavy blows without

breaking, although it did have to be

resharpened several times. In half

an hour Eirakan had cut out a deep

oval hole in the knotty end of the

trunk. It did not go all the way

through the wood, but was just big

enough to hold the butt end of the

ax head securely. Eirakan pressed it

into the hole until he knew it would

fit tightly, then removed it.

Since the section of tree trunk
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was still too thick to hold in the

hand, it had to be trimmed down.

Eirakan first cut a groove around

the trunk a little below where the

ax head was to be inserted. Then,

hammering the chisel into the wood
below this and using it as a wedge,

he pried away long splints of wood
all the way up to the groove. In this

manner, the handle was reduced in

size until it was about two inches

thick, with a slight taper toward the

lower end. The end itself was then

beveled with a stone flake. The
handle was scraped lightly with a

stone scraper, but not really

smoothed.

Finally, with the handle finished,

the blade was pushed into the hole

made for it and lodged firmly in

place by tamping hard on the oppo-

site side a few times. No resin, bees-

wax, or other adhesive was used to

help hold the blade in place, and no

lashings of any kind were em-

ployed. The green wood was hard

and succulent enough to hold the ax

head securely.

And so the stone ax was finished.

Under favorable conditions, the

Heta could make a stone ax in three

to five days, with another half-day

for hafting. This one had taken

seven months. Eirakan was proud

of his work. After showing the ax to

everyone in camp, he finally pre-

sented it to me as a gift.

If carefully pecked from good

tough stone, an ax can last a long

time. It requires frequent sharp-

ening, however, and would eventu-

ally be ground down to a good deal

less than its original size. If the

blade should come loose, it can be

secured in place again by tamping

the back of the ax a few times, just

as was done to insert it in the first

place.

The Heta used the stone ax in a

variety of ways. Most important, of

course, was its use as a cutting tool

for felling trees. Almost any tree

could be felled with a stone ax. 1

have seen trees four feet in diame-

ter that the Heta had felled to serve

as a bridge across a deep stream.

Starting with well-sharpened axes,

it took four men a day's work to fell

a tree of that size.

In addition to cutting, a stone ax

was used for cracking nuts, chipping

bones, and grinding and hammering
in general. The handle, too, had a

number of uses. Its sharpened end

served as a crowbar, which was
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driven into a rotten tree and moved
back and forth in search of insect lar-

vae. Pounded into the ground with a

heavy stone, it made holes for shelter

poles. It functioned as a digging stick,

and was used to excavate pit traps.

And occasionally, when wielded as a

club, the stone ax could be a dan-

gerous weapon.

Sometimes a carrying cord of bark

was attached to the ax. With his stone

ax hanging from the back of his neck

by means of such a cord, a Heta thus

had his hands free to climb a tree.

Once there, he could swing his ax to

cut out a honeycomb or cut down a

cluster of palm nuts.

The Heta will never use the

stone ax again. Indeed, the tribe, as

such, exists no more. The forest,

which for centuries was their source

of food as well as their shield

against the outside world, has rap-

idly given way to coffee plantations.

And as the forest dwindled in size,

it became increasingly more diffi-

cult for the Heta to extract a living

from it. Diseases acquired from the

white man decimated the popu-

lation, and those Heta who man-

aged to survive saw the futility of

staying on. They left the forest,

some to work as farm laborers,

others to seek a livelihood as best

they could outside of it.

Less than two decades ago, there

were more than 150 Heta. Today

there are only fifteen, and because

After felling a tree, the

Heta use the pointed end of

the ax handle to dig out a

honeycomb. The honey is

then caught in a gourd.

almost all of these were children

when they were taken from the for-

est, they never had a chance to

learn much of their own culture.

Heta culture, thus, is extinct. Of
those Heta who left the forest as

adults, only two—one of whom is

Nango—are still living.

Since the Heta were discovered,

three or four other Amazonian
tribes that also used stone axes have

come to light. But they, too,

quicklv gave up their stone tools for

steel ones. The forest Indian is a

dedicated pragmatist for whom the

faithful cutting tool of a thousand

years commands no loyalty. Con-

fronted with the clear superioritv of

the steel ax, he gives up his stone

tool without the slightest hesitancy.

Indeed, the change occurs so swiftly

that there is usually no one around

to note it, let alone to record how
the old stone ax was made or used.

Only by a stroke of luck was I once

able to do so. It is not likely that

anyone in this hemisphere will ever

have that chance again.
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A Naturalist at Large by Susan Schlee

One Sraall Step for Science,
One Good Meal

for the Ship's Cat

"In no expedition that ever

sailed from Europe has more care

been taken to collect the zoological

productions of the sea, than in the

pre-eminently scientific one of the

Erebus and Terror.'^ So wrote an

English doctor and naturalist, John

Richardson, about "the survey . . .

of novel design" that set out in

1839 to locate the south magnetic

pole and chart some portion of the

mysterious southern continent.

Richardson did not accompany the

voyage himself, but he did receive

most of the fishes that were caught

on this famous expedition.

The Erebus and Terror were un-

der the command of Sir James

Clark Ross, and happily for the

young science of marine biology,
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Sir James was eager to discover all

the fish and worms and shellfish

that might inhabit the cold and un-

known waters of the Antarctic.

With him, therefore, he brought Jo-

seph Hooker, a botanist at the be-

ginning of an illustrious career, and
John Robertson, a surgeon-natural-

ist. Both men were heartily encour-

aged to collect and preserve what-

ever creatures they could find, and
so they did.

On February 20, 1842, "when
the ships were in the high latitude

of 77° 10' S., and long. 178y2° [W]
[in what is now known as the Ross

Sea], a fish was thrown up by the

spray in a gale of wind, against the

bow of the Terror, and frozen

there."

The sailors discovered the little

fish as they made their rounds of

the ship, chipping away the coating

of ice that daily threatened to trans-

form the vessel into a beautifully

frosted but dangerous and unman-
ageable statue. The fish was care-

fully pried from the bow and given

to Robertson. The doctor carried

this very first specimen of a fish

caught within the Antarctic Circle

to his cabin, where despite its fro-

zen condition, he made a rough

sketch of it, noting that "the

ground colour of the body is pale

blue; much of the head, and the

vertical bands are dark neutral tint,

and minute dark specks are scat-

tered over the body and caudal

fin." He then placed the fish, which
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measured onlv &A inches in length

and an inch in diameter, in a pan to

thaw. He intended to examine this

rare specimen more thoroughly and

eventually to presene it in alcohol

for the long trip home.

But before it could be put into

spirits, Richardson reported later,

"a cat carried it away from his

[Robertson's] cabin, and ate

it."

Robertson, with feelings he did

not record, named the missing fish

Pagetodes. a Greek word meaning

"frozen solid." A year later, when
the Erebus and Terror sailed back

to England, he gave Richardson his

notes on Pagetodes along with his

more tangible collections, which

did not include other fish from such

high latitudes.

Excepting some unrecorded cap-

tures that might have been made by

southern peoples, that dinner for

the ship's cat was the first Antarctic

fish that had ever been caught. In

the years preceding the vovage of

the Erebus and Terror at least eight

explorers had sailed south of lati-

tude 66°30'S.. but although these

were observant men (Captain James

Cook, the first to cross the circle in

1773, noted the "inexpressibly hor-

rid aspect of the country"), none

mentioned even the sighting of a

single fish. And neither did the men
who explored the Southern Ocean
after Sir James's expedition.

The famous Challenger crossed

the Polar Circle in 1874, the first

ship ^nth an auxiUarv engine to do

so. as did the Jason, the Hertha,

and the Antarctic, but as before, no

mention was made of any fish.

Then in 1897 a voung lieutenant

in the Belgian na^'v, Adrien de Ger-

lache, launched a remarkable expe-

dition in the tinv three-masted bark

Belgica. His intent was to let his

100-foot vessel be trapped in the

ice pack somewhere south of South

America and to make continuous

meteorological and oceanographic

observations as the Belgica drifted

all winter long in the ice.

The Belgica left Antwerp in Au-

gust, 1897, and after many a storm

(and a short layover in Rio de Ja-

neiro to pick up a medical doctor

from Brooklyn, New York), sailed

to Punta Arenas, Argentina, and

from there proceeded south and

west to the edge of the ice.

For a month or more, de Ger-

lache and his officer Roald Amund-
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sen, subsequent discoverer of the

South Pole, attempted to sail

through the pack ice in the belief

that a navigable sea lay beyond, but

in mid-February they gave up this

idea and sailed due south. The ship

crossed the Polar Circle and a

month later was frozen in.

There were four scientists on

board the Belgica, and during the

long days of the southern summer
they chopped holes in the ice and

through them lowered sounding

lines, plankton nets, and hempen
tangles attached to an iron bar.

These tangles were usually left

down for a full 24 hours in hopes

that the slowly drifting ice would

drag them across some part of the

sea floor populated by more than

just sand and pebbles.

On May 17, 1898, a little more

than 56 years after the first re-

corded specimen of Antarctic fish

was snatched from science, the

trawls were sent down to a depth of

about 1,500 feet, and the next

morning, after being slowly hauled

to the surface, they were found to

have snagged an exciting variety of

animals: a sponge, a starfish, several

sea fans and shellfish, a brittle star,

and a single, small fish. All the speci-

mens were preserved in alcohol and

packed away in hopes they would

someday reach the Royal Museum
of Natural History in Brussels.

Some seven months later, after a

long and gloomy winter, it became

apparent that the southern summer
of 1899 would not be as warm as

usual and that the Belgica would

not be released from the ice pack.

With one death and two insanities

already weighing on the men's spir-

its, the thought of another dark year

in the ice was more than they could

endure, and with the ship's three

small ice saws they set about open-

ing up a channel through ice six

feet thick. After a month and a half

of constant work, night and day,

they had made a half-mile-long

channel that reached from the im-

prisoned ship to open water.

The Belgica and her tired but

triumphant crew returned to Eu-

rope and her treasures were depos-

ited in the Brussels museum. There

Louis Dollo, an ichthyologist, mi-

nutely examined the fish caught on

May 18, gave it the scientifically ac-

ceptable name of Cryodraco ant-

arcticus, and proclaimed it to be that

rarest of cat foods—Pagetodes!
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The Huixian Strategy by Marvin Harris

Riddle of the Pi

There have been many explanations

for the dietary laws against pork,

but none seemed quite kosher

When the God of the ancient He-

brews told them not to eat pork, He
must have reaUzed that generations

of scholars were going to try to fig-

ure out why. From my ecologiccJ

perspective, I would like to offer an

explanation that relates Jewish and

Muslim attitudes toward the pig to

the cultural and natural ecosystems

of the Middle East.

Naturahstic explanations for the

taboo on pork go back to Maimon-
ides, who lived in the twelfth cen-

tury. Maimonides said that God had

intended the ban on pork as a pub-

lic health measure since swine's

flesh "had a bad and damaging ef-

fect upon the body." This ex-

planation gained favor in the mid-

nineteenth century when it was dis-

covered that there was a parasite

present in undercooked pork that

caused trichinosis.

Impressed by this rational an-

swer to the ancient riddle, Ameri-

can Jews who belonged to the re-

formed congregations proceeded

forthwith to revoke the scriptural

taboo on the grounds that if prop-

erly cooked, pork no longer men-

aced the community's health. But

Maimonides's explanation has a big

hole in it: the flesh of all under-

cooked domestic animals can serve

as a vector for human diseases.

Cattle, sheep, and goats, for ex-

ample, transmit brucellosis and

anthrax, both of which have fatahty

rates as high as that of trichinosis.

Although Maimonides's explana-

tion must be rejected, I think he

was closer to the truth than modern
anthropologists, including Sir

James Frazer, renowned author of

The Golden Bough. Frazer declared
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that pigs, like "all so-called unclean

animals were originally sacred; the

reason for not eating them was that

many were originallv di\dne." This

doesn't help us very much since the

sheep, goat, and cow were also once

worshiped in the Middle East, and

yet their meat is much enjoyed by

all ethnic and religious groups in

the area.

Other scholars have suggested

that pigs, along with the rest of the

foods prohibited in the Bible, were

the original totem animals of the

Hebrew clans. But why interdict

the consumption of a valuable food

resource? After all, eagles, ravens,

spiders, and other animals that are

of only limited significance as a

source of human food are also used

as clan totems.

Maimonides at least tried to

place the taboo in a natural context

in which definite, intelligible forces

were at work. His mistake was that

he conceived of public health much
too narrowly. \^Tiat he lacked was

an understanding of the threat that

the pig posed to the integrity of the

broad cultural and natural ecosys-

tem of the ancient Hebrew habitat.

1 think we have to take into ac-

count that the protohistoric He-

brews—the children of Abraham

—

were adapted to life in the rugged,

sparsely inhabited arid lands be-

tween Mesopotamia and Egypt. Un-
til their conquest of the Jordan Val-

ley in Palestine, which began in the

thirteenth century B.C., they were

primarily nomadic pastoralists, hv-

ing almost entirely on their sheep,

goats, and cattle. But like all pasto-

ral peoples they maintained close

relationships with sedentary agri-

culturalists who held the oasis and
fertile river valley.

From time to time certain He-
brew lineages adopted a more sed-

entan', agriculturally oriented mode
of existence, as appears to have
been the case with the Abrahamites
in Mesopotamia, the Josephites in

Egypt, and the Isaacites in the west-

ern Negev. But even during the ch-

max of urban and village hfe under
David and Solomon, the herding of

sheep, goats, and cattle continued

to play a vital, if not predominant,

economic role everywhere except in

the irrigated portions of the Jordan

Valley.

Within the over-all pattern of

this mixed farming and pastoral

complex, the divine prohibition
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against pork constituted a sound

ecological strategy. During periods

of maximum nomadism, it was im-

possible for the Israelites to raise

pigs, while during the semi-

sedentary and even fully village

farming phases, pigs were more of a

threat than an asset. The basic rea-

son for this is that the world zones

of pastoral nomadism correspond to

unforested plains and hills that are

too arid for rainfall agriculture and

that cannot easily be irrigated. The

domestic animals best adapted to

these zones are the ruminants-

cattle, sheep, and goats. Because

ruminants have sacks anterior to

their stomachs, they are able to di-

gest grass, leaves, and other foods

consisting mainly of cellulose more

efficiently than any other mammals.

The pig, however, is primarily a

creature of forests and shaded river

banks. Although it is omnivorous,

its best weight gain is from food low

in cellulose—nuts, fruits, tubers,

and especially grains, making it a

direct competitor of man. It cannot

subsist on grass alone and nowhere

in the world do fully nomadic pasto-

ralists raise significant numbers of

pigs. The pig has the further dis-

advantage of not being a practical

source of milk and of being difficult

to herd over long distances.

Above all, the pig is ill-adapted

to the heat of the Negev, the Jordan

Valley, and the other biblical lands.

Compared to cattle, goats, and

sheep, the pig is markedly in-

capable of maintaining a constant

body temperature when the tem-

perature rises.

In spite of the expression "to

sweat like a pig," it has now be-

come clear that pigs can't sweat

through their relatively hairless

skins. Human beings, the sweatiest

of all mammals, cool themselves by

evaporating as much as three

ounces of body hquid per hour from

each square foot of body surface.

The best a pig can manage is one-

tenth ounce per square foot, and

none of this is sweat. Even sheep

evaporate twice as much body liq-

uid through their skins as pigs. And
sheep have the advantage of thick

white wool, which both reflects the

sun's rays and provides insulation

when the ambient temperature rises

above body temperature. According

to L. E. Mount of the Agricultural

Research Council Institute of Ani-

mal Physiology in Cambridge,
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England, adult pigs will die if ex-

posed to direct sunlight and air

temperatures over 97 degrees F. In

the Jordan Valley, air temperatures

of 110 degrees occur almost every

summer and there is intense sun-

shine throughout the year.

To compensate for its lack of

protective hair and its inability to

sweat, the pig must dampen its skin

with external moisture. It usually

does this by wallowing in fresh,

clean mud, but if nothing else is

available, it will cover its skin with

its own urine and feces. Mount re-

ports that below 84 degrees F. pigs

kept in pens deposit their excreta

away from their sleeping and feed-

ing areas, while above 84 degrees

they excrete throughout the pen.

Sheep and goats were the hrst

animals to be domesticated in the

Middle East, possibly as early as

9000 B.C. Pigs were domesticated

in the same general region about

2,000 years later. Bone counts con-

ducted by archeologists at early pre-

historic village farming sites show

that sheep and goats were in the

majority while the domesticated pig

was almost always a relatively mi-

nor part—about 5 percent—of the

village fauna. This is what one

would expect of a creature that ate

the same food as man, couldn't be

milked, and had to be provided

with shade and mudholes. Domes-
ticated pigs were from the begin-

ning an economical and ecological

luxury, especially since goats,

sheep, and cattle provided miUc,

cheese, meat, hides, dung, fiber,

and traction for plowing. But the

pig, with its rich, fatty meat, was a

delectable temptation—the kind,

like incest and adultery, that man-
kind finds difficult to resist. And so

God was heard to say that swine

were unclean, not only as food, but

to the touch as well. This message

was repeated by Mohammed for the

same reason: it was ecologically

more adaptive for the people of the

Middle East to cater to their goats,

sheep, and cattle. Pigs tasted good
but they ate you out of house and
home and, if you gave them a

chance, used up your water as well.

Well, that's my answer to the riddle

of why God told the Jews and the

Muslims not to eat pork. Anyone
have a better idea?

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.
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The
Secret Life

of
Beatrix Potter

When England's chauvinistic male scientists

ignored the shy naturalist, she turned to a new career. . .

and delighted generations of children

by Naomi Gilpatrick

^'aiting for the director of the

Roval Botanic Gardens to appear,

the voung woman stood, silent and

watchful, in the shadow of the

trees. Beatrix Potter was half-in-

clined to flee. Her theories on sym-

biosis, which she had wTitten up in

a paper on the germination of

spores, went beyond what was

known in 1896, and she needed a

sponsor. But the director of the

Gardens had no time for her or her

discoveries. She watched two
women assistants at work, and after

learning that thev were "obliged to

wear knickerbockers,'" she wrote in

38

her journal, using a code alphabet

of her own invention, that the di-

rector "mav be a misogvnist."

Following Beatrix Potter's death

in 1943 at the age of seventy-seven,

Leslie Linder, an engineer whose

leisure-time hobby was collecting

Potter drawings, heard that a

bundle of pages in keyless code had

been found in the farmhouse of the

author of The Tale of Peter Rabbit.

Challenged, Linder worked on and

off for years trying to break the

code. He finally succeeded in 1958,

but it took him several more years

to decipher the diary. Beatrix Pot-

ter's Journal, covering the years

from 1881 to 1897, was published

in 1966, and in it can be found the

stors" of her efforts to present her

theories to the scientific authorities

of the time, who reacted as though

"one must not speak to them.
'

She would have Hked to discuss

her growng portfolio of fungus and

lichen drawings with some of the

scientists at the Botanic Gardens.

She had questions to ask—small,
moot points that weren't touched

upon in any of the books she had

consulted. She had never gone to

school; instead, she had been tu-
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tored by governesses hired to teach

her French and German. She had

made good use of this by consuhing

natural history books in both these

languages, especially those by Louis

Pasteur and Oskar Brefeld. Her
own observations, made not only in

her third-floor study but also on

frequent holidays to seacoast towns

with her father, a leisure-class pho-

tographer, had brought her, in her

twenties, to the forefront of what

was known about lichens and fungi.

In her father's company, she

found that Sir William Flower, who
was associated with the Museum of

Natural History at South Kensing-

ton, would acknowledge her, but at

the museum he would walk past as

if she weren't there. One Sunday,

she attended a gathering at the

home of the local police magistrate,

hoping to meet and confer with Sir

William there. But she was sitting

in a darkened alcove of the room

when he entered and he gave no

sign of recognizing her. That night

she wrote in her journal, "I wonder

if people know the pleasure they

may give a person bv a little no-

tice."

Trudging the fields hadn't

equipped her for the small talk nec-

essary to initiate a conversation.

Too long had she silently assisted

with the camera while her voluble

father carried on animated conver-

sations with the great men he pho-

tographed: John Bright, a member
of Parliament; Prime Minister

Gladstone; and the painter Sir John

Millais, who said, in her presence,

that the length of her nose and up-

per lip spoiled her face. No wonder

she couldn't lift it from the mu-
seum's fossil cases to get the an-

swers she needed.

She wrote in her journal that the

museum "is the quietest place I

know—and the most awkward.
They have reached such a pitch of

propriety that one cannot ask the

simplest question." Her frustration

mounted as she studied the labels

on insects. "I worked into in-

dignation about that august In-

stitution. The clerks seem to be all

gentlemen and one must not speak

to them."

Holiday trips with her parents,

which allowed her to explore quar-

ries for fossils, made her feel that

"with opportunity the world is very

interesting." At the age of twenty-

eight she observed a falling meteor,

but decided that she wouldn't start

Cantharellus cibarius

Gomphidius glutinosus
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to study the stars, with forty thou-

sand named and classified fungi yet

to be observed. By then, she had

found and painted more than two

hundred species.

During her teens and twenties,

Beatrix Potter's search for fungi

took her out of doors each day that

weather permitted. Nothing dis-

couraged her, not even the average

of seventy insect bites ("suspect

spiders") that she received on each

search. What mattered was cUmb-

ing over a hedge, going into a

wood, and finding "a paradise of

funguses." Even the danger of get-

ting lost in the depths of a black fir

forest did not deter her from plung-

ing through the bracken until she

found the yellow Peziza in the moss

or the gigantic Cortinarius.

Her search for fungi was unre-

mitting. The emotion she recorded

upon coming across a new species

for the first time was "joy of joys."

She went deeper and deeper into

"the green fogginess and tangle,"

pausing at what seemed to her "an

ideal heavenly dream. . . . The
fungus starred the ground appar-

ently in thousands."

Beatrix Potter, before she turned

to writing for children, was the first

person in England to affirm that the

colorful patches growing on trees,

fences, tombs, and rocks were ac-

tually a merging of two discrete

plants—an alga and a fungus—to
make a third kind of plant, a lichen,

which in function and longevity was

different from either of the two

originators.

In 1867 the Swiss botanist

Simon Schwendener was the first to

describe lichens as dual organisms,

but British botanists rejected this

announcement. In 1874, when
Beatrix Potter was eight years old

and already assiduously painting

and labeling caterpillars in her-

sketchbook, the English botanist

J. M. Crombie came out with a sar-

donic dismissal of Schwendener,

who, he wrote, was advancing an

"unnatural union between a captive

Algal damsel and a tyrant Fungal

master." In an article ten years

later in the Journal of the Linnean

Society, Crombie continued to de-

nounce the "alga-lichen hypothe-

sis."

In 1879 a German botanist, Hein-

rich de Bary, coined the word sym-

biosis to designate a sharing of

physiological mechanisms by dis-

Continued on page 88





The Elusive

Bobcat
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This small, secretive cat

establishes territories and pursues
its prey within the shadow of man

by Theodore N. Bailey

Seldom seen and rarely heard,

the elusive bobcat still hunts the

rock outcrops and thick brush over

much of North America. From the

Atlantic to the Pacific and from

southern Canada through Mexico,

the bobcat is found in areas where

other, larger carnivores have long

since been exterminated. Primarily

nocturnal, but active at any hour,

bobcats range over a wide variety of

habitats—from swampy bayous to

parched deserts and snow-covered

mountains—their presence often un-

noted even by people living in close

proximity.

While there is an abundance of

folk names for the bobcat, few pro-

vide any factual information about

the animal. Commonly called a lynx

cat, or simply, wildcat, the Ameri-

can bobcat is often confused with

the Canadian lynx to which it is

closely related. Distinguishing it

from the similar-sized lynx, how-

ever, is a more colorful, spotted

brown-and-gray coat, a longer tail,

shorter legs, and less prominent ear

tufts.

Slightly more than three feet

long, bobcats average from fifteen

to thirty pounds, have a prominent

ruff of fur below their pointed ears,

and six-inch tails. Their low profile,

cryptic coloration, and large feet al-

low them to move stealthily through

low cover.

Because of the bobcat's secretive

nature, data on the animal's social

behavior, spatial requirements, and

density have been scanty or nonex-

istent. To obtain some of this infor-

mation, in 1969 I began a three-

year study of bobcats. My objec-

tives were to calculate the number

of bobcats living in a given area;

determine the influence of food,

habitat, and social behavior on their

numbers; and by measuring produc-

tivity, mortahty, and dispersal,

learn how these influences operate.

My study area comprised about

250 square miles located within the

boundaries of the Atomic Energy

Commission's National Reactor

Testing Station in southeastern

Idaho. Situated on the upper Snake

River Plain, the region encom-

passes many lava flows, caves, and

volcanic craters. Remnants of an-

cient volcanoes tower more than a

thousand feet above the rocky

plain. In this semiarid, sagebrush-

covered country, frequent winds

create a harsh environment, blow-

ing dust in the hot summers and

snow in the winters. Because strict

security measures in the area ban

hunters and trappers, bobcats and

their prey were relatively abundant.

A picturesque bonus was provided

by the region's beautiful sunsets,

delicate flowers, lichen-encrusted

rocks, and undulating snowdrifts.

During this study, I captured 66

live bobcats, both adults and young,

and equipped 17 with radio trans-

mitters. I also examined more than

300 specimens that had been killed

by fur trappers in nearby regions.
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Light November snows are

a portent of the heavier

accumulations that will

restrict bobcat movements
during the Idaho winter.

From this field work, I pieced to-

gether a picture of bobcat behavior

and ecology in this part of its range.

The preferred habitat was rocky

or broken terrain where prey was

abundant and cover sufficient for a

successful stalk or ambush. 1 esti-

mated that about 35 adults resided

on or used parts of the area. In ad-

dition, at least seven litters were

born annually, and an undeter-

mined number of transient bobcats

passed through each year.

Their marking behavior, spatial

distribution, and the presence of

the same individuals in the same lo-

calities each year suggested that the

cats were territorial, but not in the

classical "defense of an area" sense

that describes certain bird behavior.

Their territories were too large to

readily defend, and only places of

special significance, such as caves

and rock piles, were marked. Some
territorial overlap is common in this

type of spatial organization and was

greatest among adult males and

least among adult females. A male's

territory often overlapped that of

several females. Encounters were

held to a minimum because resident

cats rarely used the same areas si-

multaneously.

Significant places within terri-

tories were marked with feces,

scrapes, and urine. Droppings, left

uncovered at such conspicuous

landscape features as ant mounds,

rock outcrops, trails, and small

clearings, served as marking loca-

tions. A bobcat smelling fresh feces

apparently knew that the airea had

recently been visited and could

change its movements to avoid an

encounter. Females, especially

those with young kittens, appeared

to mark most intensively.

Bobcats also advertised their

presence with urine, which they

squirted on rocks, snowbanks, and
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bushes near their retreats. Scrapes,

or scratch marks, also appeared to

be significant in communication. In

addition, the peanut-sized scent

glands situated on each side of the

anus probably produce a phero-

mone that permits sexual or individ-

ual recognition.

The distances that bobcats

moved depended on sex, age, breed-

ing condition, weather, and prey

availability. Females with small kit-

tens usually hunted within a one-

mile radius of the den, but ex-

panded their movements as the kit-

tens matured. Adult males moved
greater distances over extended pe-

riods before returning to previously

visited areas. I calculated that adult

female ranges encompassed up to

six scpjare miles, males up to 67
square miles, but the bobcats did

not use the entire area within such

a range nor did they inhabit the en-

tire study area.

Examination of feces from the

Using sagebrush and rocks

for cover, a seven-month-old

male begins to search for

prey. At this young age his

chances of success are slim.
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study area showed that jackrabbits

and cottontails made up more than

90 percent of the bobcat's diet, and

that rodents and birds were the next

most frequently eaten prey. In the

more diversified habitat of the

nearby mountains where rabbits

and hares were less plentiful, bob-

cats preyed more heavily upon ro-

dents and birds.

The remains of mule deer were

found in 9 percent of the bobcats

examined from the mountains, but

none were found in the feces from

the study area. Although bobcats

are capable of killing a deer, partic-

ularly in the winter, they probably

do so only if more easily captured

prey is scarce. Attacking an animal

with sharp hooves or antlers can be

hazardous, as was revealed by the

broken facial bones and missing

teeth of some of the bobcats exam-

ined from the mountains. Many
deer die each winter from natural

causes or gunshot wounds, so it is

possible that some deer are already

dead before being discovered and

eaten by bobcats. For example, one

study revealed that 23 of 26 deer

kills eaten bv bobcats were carrion.

Bobcats at times kill domestic

sheep, thereby incurring the wrath

of some stockmen who proceed to

advocate their extermination. But

the evidence from studies of bobcat

food habits in sheep country in-

dicates that such kills are infre-

quent. I examined the stomach con-

tents and feces of nearly 300
bobcats but in only one instance did

I find sheep remains. I also followed

several bobcats near flocks of sheep

without observing a single attack.





A young female catnaps in the

shade. Basically nocturnal,

bobcats avoid the hot sun of

a summer afternoon, stirring

again toward evening.

To locate prey, the bobcat uses

its acute vision and hearing. Tlie

bobcat must then place itseli' in a

position that will enable it to cap-

ture the prey as quickly as possible.

The element of sui^prise is manda-

tory: given a second's advantage,

the average jackrabbit can outrun

the average bobcat.

The technique was demonstrated

by an old female hunting for a

meal. While traveling along a ridge

from which she could see a consid-

erable distance, she changed di-

rection suddenly and carefully

approached a well-used jackrabbit

trail. Exploring the terrain, she

slowly moved in a large semicircle,

stopping to hide at five different lo-

cations. She eventually found a suit-

able spot for an ambush behind

some sagebrush, and when a jack-

rabbit came by within sk feet, she

captured it in one leap.

Cottontails were caught more of-

ten than would be expected from

their number in the population.

They probably were more vulner-

able than jackrabbits, which run

faster and are more difficult to ap-

proach. The slower cottontails often

try to hide by freezing in one posi-

tion instead of running. Because

they live in broken, rocky habitat,

they can be more easily approached

and captured. This prey selection

might also explain how two preda-

tors such as bobcats and coyotes

can coexist even though both use

rabbits and hares as a major food

source. My preliminary data in-

dicated that jackrabbits occurred

more frequentlv than cottontails in

the. diet of coyotes in the area.

Territoriality and the food supply

appeared to be the main factors

regulating bobcat numbers. Despite

the number of kittens raised and

the number of transient bobcats

moving through the study area, the

number of resident females re-

mained relatively constant. The
breeding density of female bobcats

on the study area was apparently

limited bv their territorial behavior.

The food supply had a strong in-

fluence on the total number of bob-

cats raised. Rabbit and hare popu-

lations in the region are subject to

periodic cycles of abundance and

decline. Population counts in-

dicated that during the first two

years of the study, they increased in

numbers; in the third year, they de-

clined nearly 90 percent.

Sixteen bobcat kittens were cap-

tured during each of the first two

years ofthe study, but only three were

captured after the rabbit and hare de-

cline. Since most were at least three

months old, this was a good measure

of kitten survival. Visual observa-

tions at several dens in the spring

showed that females had kittens that

third year, but subsequent observa-

tions and trapping efforts indicated

that few offspring survived into the

winter. Although no dead young were

found, death from starvation was

probably the cause.

Territorial behavior may have

been modified as the food supply

dwindled. Three adults—two males

and a female—shared the same rock

pile during two weeks of severe

winter weather after the rabbit and

hare decline. Each bobcat entered

the rock pile via a separate en-

trance, remained apart inside, and

hunted different areas. No evidence

of fighting was observed even when
the two males were less than twelve

feet apart. Thus, under adverse con-

ditions the territorial system was

modified as the bobcats struggled to

survive.

Sexually mature bobcats, those at

least a year old or older, bred from

February through June in this re-

gion. This period was one of the

few times that males formed any

relationship with the females, al-

though some females appeared to

tolerate males when their kittens

were nearing self-sufficiency. At no

time did the males demonstrate any

involvement in caring for their off-

spring.

Most kittens were born in the

spring, but some females gave birth

as late as August. The average num-

ber of kittens per litter was 2.8,

with a range of two to five. Older

females appeared to have the larger

litters, a factor of selective advan-

tage reducing the mortality rate of

kittens born to young, inexperi-

enced mothers. For example, one

female had two kittens in her first

litter and four the following year.

Most of the kittens on the study

area were born in protected caves

and rock piles where little harm
could befall them. The same dens

The Home Ranses of Three Adult Female Bobcats
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The element of surprise is

needed to overcome the speed

of a jackrabbit. Hares made

up the bulk of the bobcat

diet on the study area.

were used each year if the female

and her Utter were not unduly dis-

turbed.

Kittens were nursed for about

two months before the females

brought prey back to the den.

When three to five months old, the

kittens were led from the natal dens

to begin searching for prey. During

these forays, the females kept their

litters in tow. The female's up-

turned tail and conspicuous ear

patches probably helped the kittens

keep their mother in view as they

followed her through the dense

vegetation during the night. When
the kittens are older and they travel

separately, vocal calls may be used

to keep in contact with each other.

The females were diligent par-

ents. Some remained near their kit-

tens, which I had trapped near theh

dens, and one female brought a rab-

bit for its captive offspring. At

times, the nearby females threat-

ened by growling as I examined

their kittens. Only females with

young displayed such bold behav-

ior; other bobcats I observed at

close range immediately fled or con-

cealed themselves. Tall stories

about hunters facing fierce bobcats

tell us more about the nature of the

storyteller than about the animal.

Dependence on the female's

hunting prowess was a critical fac-

tor in the survival of a Utter. I once

tracked a female for more than a

mile as she carried a jackrabbit

back through deep snow to her kit-

ten waiting in the rocks. It is likely

that if the female is killed during

this period of dependency, the litter

will starve to death. Young bobcats,

unskilled in the art of hunting, were

not as successful as adults in captur-

ing prey, even though they made
many attempts. One night, a young

bobcat I was tracking tried to cap-

ture two jackrabbits and two cot-

tontails, but all escaped unharmed.

Slower than the jackrabbit,

and more easily stalked

on the broken, rocky

terrain, the cottontail is

a favored prey of bobcats.



In contrast, one adult female suc-

cessfully captured three jackrabbits

on three attempts during different

hunts.

Some young bobcats became par-

tially self-sufficient at seven to nine

months, spending periods of time

alone within their mother's home
range, before rejoining her, perhaps

after several days of unsuccessful

hunting. One mother led one of her

kittens, a nine-month-old male, out

of his familiar range and returned

several days later alone. He did not

return.

No kittens were captured within

their mother's home range after she

had her next litter. When self-suf-

ficient, all young left their home
area, and several were later cap-

tured by fur trappers twelve to fif-

teen miles from their birthplaces.

Some bobcats have been known to

travel nearly 100 miles searching

for a place to live. This innate wan-

dering of sexually immature bob-

cats is of survival value to the spe-

cies because it prevents over-

crowding and insures that new
areas will be occupied.

Bobcats usually are not as abun-

dant as similar-sized carnivores

within their geographical range.

Trapping records indicate that in

some areas coyotes may outnumber

them by as much as eight to one.

Their relative scarcity would seem

to result from the combination of a

low reproductive rate, restricted

feeding habits, and habitat selec-

tion. Coyotes usually have twice the

number of young per litter as bob-

cats and eat a greater variety of

foods.

The adaptability demonstrated

by the bobcats' wide distribution in

a variety of habitats offers no assur-

ance of the species' survival. Other

cats with wide distributions, such as

the American lion and the cheetah,

have drasticaOy declined in num-
bers with the constant destruction

of their habitat and harassment by

man.

Since bobcats are not protected

in much of their range, unregulated

hunting and trapping further re-

duce their numbers. A 1970-71
survey revealed that in 20 states

bobcats were still on the bounty

lists of some counties, and their

pelts are currently selling for over

twenty dollars apiece. Recent bans

in the United States on the impor-

tation of many catskins is an opti-

mistic sign, but until a greater ap-

preciation of this native cat replaces

the irrational attitudes held against

it, its future remains uncertain.



Bios Down on tli(

Weeding the
cucumbers with
a Yale professor
at the Marco
Polo Bridge
People's

Commune

Most recent American visitors in

China follow a well-worn path—
from Canton to Shanghai to Pe-

king—with a visit to historic Sian

and Yenan, or some other city of

special interest, thrown in for some.

Thev are all put up in \^'estern-style

hotels such as the Peking or Hsin

Ch'iao in the nation's capital or the

Hoping in Shanghai (the splendid

old Victor Sassoon Cathay Hotel),

where they sleep on Western beds

in luxurious suites, eat Western-

style food, and talk almost exclu-

sively with other visitors from the

West.

When they visit factories,

schools, apartment houses, or com-

munes, they are driven in com-

modious limousines, which move
swiftly through the streets, honking

pedestrians, buses, and slower traf-

fic out of the way. At their destina-

tions, they are usually met by offi-

cial delegations from the relevant

Revolutionary Committee and then

whisked through the establishment

on a carefully worked-out and busy

schedule. I think it is fair to say

that their view of China is at best

fragmentary and selected. It is not

at all surprising that their reports

have been remarkably uniform.

When I was in China for 15 days

last year, I insisted on being al-

lowed to walk about by myself part

of the time, so that I could observe

and photograph whatever came my
way. This was valuable and enjoy-

able, but still limited and selective,

since I could perforce walk only in

the cities in the vicinity of the ho-

tels where I was staying. My abihty

to profit from my experiences was

further hampered by my complete

lack of knowledge of the Chinese

language.

This year I have returned to

China with my wife. Dale, and

daughter, Beth, 23, and the experi-

ence is proving quite different in

many respects. We are staying for

two months rather than two weeks.

Almost from the moment of our ar-

rival, we protested against the re-

striction of our activities to lodging

in luxury hotels in big cities, at-

tending formal banquets, and riding

around in chauffeured limousines.

After a bit of argument, we won a

series of small victories that culmi-

nated in our being allowed to move,

by ordinary bus and walking, to a

peoples commune for an indefinite

stay. And at this writing, we are hv-

ing in a typical (but fairly well-off)

peasant's home, eating ordinary

fare, and within the limits of physi-

cal endurance, participating in the

regular "lao dung," or manual la-

bor, that consumes the larger part

of an average commune members
life. It is a life common to the al-

most 80 percent of China's popu-

lation—about six hundred million

people—who live in rural areas.

We have visited schools, nurs-

eries, clinics, hospitals, and stores

and are even being permitted to sit

in on the biweekly political dis-

cussions required of almost all

workers in China. We are enjoying

a view of China quite different from

what I was able to observe last year;

one that is probably unknown to all

but a few foreigners.

The Lu Gou Chiao Jenmin
Gungsha (Marco Polo Bridge
People's Commune) is located a

short distance from Peking. It com-

prises an area of about 18 square

miles and a population of about

46,000 people, Hving in 10,700
households. This is not extraordi-

narily large; the Malu People's Ag-

ricultural Commune outside of

Shanghai, which I visited last year,

has 75,000 people.

Our commune is divided into 21

brigades subdivided into 143 pro-

duction teams. The latter are the

true functioning units of the com-

mune; their members plan, work,

discuss, and criticize together. They
also share the problems and rewards

of their joint agricultural effort.

My wife, daughter, and I are

staying with a production team of

97 families. The team is closely

knit, and in two weeks we have

come to know many of the mem-
bers. In addition to its primary agri-

cultural activity, the commune
manufactures farm tools, motors,

lime, and bricks, and has facilities

for the repair of trucks. Its children

attend its own nineteen elementary

and five middle schools under a

Committee on Culture, Education,

and Sanitation.

Each brigade is led by a Revolu-

tionary Committee (RC), nominated

and elected by its members. The
Syau Tuen Brigade, of which our

Mei Shih Kou production unit is a

part, has an RC of nine members,
one from each of its six component
production teams and three chosen

at large. Although only one of the

RC members of this brigade is a

woman, it was emphasized to us

that the head of the commune itself

is a woman, and that women play a

large role in the commune as a

whole.

When we arrived with our inter-

preter, Li Ming-teh, we were met
by two leaders of the production

team, a man and a woman. Chang
Chung, a muscular man of 44, has

had no formal education, but he is a

skilled farmer and excels at getting

along with people. He has six chil-

dren, four boys and two girls.

Chang Shu-men, a 27-year-old

woman, is married, has no children,

and is completely devoted to her

role as a "responsible person" in

the commune. We quickly learned

to refer to them as "lao" Chang and

"syao" Chang, for "old" and
"young" Chang.

They led us to the home of our

host, ShUi Chen Yu, a 73-year-old

patriarch with three sons and two
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ommuiie by Arthur W. Galston



Before hanging them in

the sun to dry, a

woman braids garlic

plants together. Behind

her is a rabbit hutch. 3S.rfl««*'^!sc.
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A machine blows wheat
into the air to winnow
out the grain. Workers
sweep up the chaff, which
will be fed to pigs.

Cucumber vines have to

be hand-tied to stakes.

Vegetables account

for two-thirds of

this team's production;

grain for one-third.

When tying rice

seedlings into bundles,

workers squat

for hours. The author

had to use a small

stool for the job.
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The commune has its

own hospital, where herbs

are stored in drawers

at the pharmacy.

Traditional Chinese,

Western-trained, and

"barefoot" doctors

treat the inhabitants.

Classroom atmosphere

appears rigid and formal.

Students raise their hands,

wait to be called upon,

stand and recite crisply,

and sit down promptly.
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daughters. Two of his sons hve and

work on the commune in close

proximity with their parents, the

other son and daughter are mill-

workers in nearby Peking, and the

youngest daughter is a teacher in

the commune.
The extended family, 23 people,

occupies a brick-walled compound

of 90 by 84 feet, subdivided into an

outer courtyard 30 feet wide by 84
feet long and an inner courtyard 60

feet wide by 84 feet long. Two 2-

room houses, each about 21 by 40
feet, form an L at one corner of the

inner court. At the opposite end is

the toilet, a walled-in "one-holer"

of concrete, open to the sky. Family

waste is collected regularly and al-

lowed to ferment for two or three

months in an airtight concrete tank.

Then, odorless and disease-free, it is

used for fertilizer, especially on the

vegetable plots, which are the pri-

mary concern of this production

team. The remainder of the pe-

riphery of the inner compound is

occupied by cooking sheds, storage

sheds, rabbit hutches, chicken

coops, and a small vegetable

plot.

Near the houses in the central

courtyard is a hand-operated pump
in almost continual use, which

yields large quantities of apparently

pure fresh water. Water heated on

coal stoves is brought to each house

in a kettle, and stored in insulated

jugs to provide abundant hot water

for tea making or washing up.

The courtyard floor is earthen,

but there is one concrete path down
the center to the main house. This

courtyard is swept and sprinkled

frequently and is as scrupulously

clean as conditions permit. The

outer courtyard has an enclosure for

a pig at one end, flanked by a shel-

ter for a tethered sheep and her

lamb and a pile of storage wood.

The corners near the entrance to

the lane contain a pile of coal and a

pile of straw.

The house in which we live is di-

vided into two rooms, one about

twice as long as the other; about

one-third the area of each room is

given over to an elevated k'ang.

This is an earthen bed platform

built over a heating unit. It is cov-

ered by straw mats, sometimes also

by rugs or thin mattress pads, and

affords a spacious and comfortable,

if firm, bed. The pillows, stuffed

with chaff and covered with a finely

woven straw mat, are also sur-

prisingly comfortable.

Our days start at about 4:30 a.m.

Fires are rekindled, water boiled

for tea and wash-up, and children

tended to. By 5:00, we are washed

and dressed and sipping tea outside

in the courtyard. Seated on low

footstools around a low, square

table, we are frequently joined by

our hosts, interpreters, or lao and

syao Chang. By 5:30 we are off to

work, which moves at a good clip

until breakfast at 7:00 a.m. At this

time, the community loudspeakers,

which have been playing in-

spirational music, switch to the

news. Breakfast, rest, and true

wash-up follow until 8:30, when
work recommences and continues

until noon with a break between

10:00 and 10:30.

Lunch is the big meal of the day

and is followed by a long rest in the

heat of the day, until 2:30 or 3:00

P.M. Then work continues until

7:00 P.M., with a break from 5:00

to 5:30. It is a long, hard work day,

but always sociable, never frenetic.

During the busy harvest period,

some workers return to the fields af-

ter the evening meal, served at about

8:00 P.M. But we fall exhausted into

bed at about 9:00 or 9:30 every

evening.

We share a fair sampling of the

work of the commune, which in the

case of our team is two-thirds vege-

table and one-third grain produc-

tion. We tie up and weed cucumber

plants, harvest beans, debud to-

matoes, remove and bundle rice

seedlings for transplantation, haul

harvested wheat to the thresher,

pitchfork the once-threshed mate-

rial into piles for further winnow-

ing, cart chaff to the piggery, gather

the straw into stacks, sweep the

grain into giant piles, shovel it into

bags, help haul the bags to the

warehouse, and sweep and tend the

large, open threshing area.

We are finding muscles that we
haven't known for years and marvel

at the strength and endurance of

the men and women who work the

fields constantly. Their labor is con-

tinuous, graceful, and cheerful, and

frequently accompanied by much

chatter and ribbing and music from

the community loudspeaker. We es-

pecially respect their ability to

squat on their heels for hours on

end without fatigue; we can last

only about five minutes, and in har-

vesting beans and removing rice

seedlings, this is a distinct dis-

advantage.

Our reaction to this hard work

regimen after one week surprises

us. We are exhilarated by it; we en-

joy working together with a group

engaged in a mutual, productive ef-

fort. We find our appreciation for

small things, like tomatoes and cu-

cumbers, heightened by our famil-

iarity with the problems associated

with their production. We also feel

that the distressing problems of the

world, in which we were so recently

immersed, have receded and that

what is really important is getting

the wheat harvested before the rains

come, getting the vegetables irri-

gated before the drought damages

them, and increasing the welfare

and happiness of our friends on the

commune. In short, the brief ex-

posure has worked; we are hooked

and have become truly emotionally

attached to the commune.
Each production unit has several

"barefoot doctors," that is, regular

workers who have received from

one month to one year of special

medical training. They can adminis-

ter first aid, dispense routine pre-

scriptions, assist at childbirth, and

handle some inoculations and small

surgery such as stitching up a

wound. Each brigade (about six

production teams) has a clinic

staffed both by regular and barefoot

doctors; the regular doctors can be

either Western or traditional Chi-

nese trained. Each clinic building

has rooms for examinations, in-

oculations, minor surgery, and a

pharmacy. It is open, with someone

on duty, 24 hours a day.

The commune operates a large

hospital, complete with all modern

medical facilities and a staff of doc-

tors, including Western, traditional

Chinese, and barefoot. It is pre-

pared to handle all but the most se-

rious medi('al emergencies, for

which patients would be sent to

nearby Peking. Under this system,

all commune members receive com-

plete medical care for the sum of 2
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73-year-old Shih Chen Yu
feeds boiled vegetables

to a pig in the courtyard.

A sheep and its lamb
were kept tethered nearby.

vuan (roughly 80 cents) per veai".

Both mv wife and daughter de-

veloped colds during the third dav
of our stay, and in mv wife's case

the complications of coughing and
lever were enough to warrant some
medical attention. So we were vis-

ited by a team of four medical

people: a Western-trained doctor, a

traditional Chinese doctor, and two

barefoot doctors, all whom had a

hand in the diagnosis.

The traditional Chinese doctor,

the senior member of the delega-

tion, started the proceedings bv tak-

ing my wife's pulse and then telling

her that she had a cold, her throat

was dry and sore, her stomach was
upset, her head hurt, and her joints

ached. He was right on about 80
percent of these statements, but he

didn't ask, he told.

Then the Western-trained
woman doctor took mv wife's tem-

perature, blood pressure, and pulse,

looked inside her throat, and lis-

tened with a stethoscope at various

spots front and back. She ended bv
palpating the abdomen. Both doc-

tors then consulted with each other

and the barefoot doctors and jointly

wrote Chinese- and Western-style

prescriptions, both of which were
promptly filled and delivered to our
house. This treatment was probably

rather special, because we were for-

eign \'isitors and VIPs, but it was
impressive nonetheless. Whether
because of the treatment or because
of the passage of time, mv wiie rap-

idly improved.

Furthermore, it does seem that

all commune members feel secure

medically, no matter what the emer-
gency. This notion is reinforced

when we hear many older members
refer to the preliberation era when
no peasant could expect medical at-

tention for any illness.
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Schooling, too, is self-contained

within the commune, with each bri-

gade operating one or more primary

schools, and the commune opei^ating

the lower and upper middle schools

for aU. The primar\^ school we \is-

ited has slightly over 500 students

and 22 teachers, 7 male and 15 fe-

male. The teachers (usually more
than 20 years old) are themselves

graduates of upper middle schools

and have studied some educational

technique and a special subject.

Their salaries are in the 50-60
}aian per month range, the median
for workers generally. The school is

governed bv a three-man Revolu-

tionary Committee under the close

supervision of the Communist
Party. The chairman of the RC, for

example, is secretary of the local

party branch, and the vice chair-

man is also a party member; the

third member is a teacher. Yet we
were told that these three are all

chosen by election; we still cannot

resolve this logical inconsistency.

Tlie students go to school from

8:00 A.M. to 11:45 a.m. or from
2:00 P.M. to 5:45 p.m.. double ses-

sions each divided into 45-minute
periods. During the first three years

(ages 7-9) they study Chinese liter-

ature, mathematics, music, sports,



drawing, and politics (largely

Maoism). During the second three

years (10-12), the program is ex-

tended to include industrial knowl-

edge (practical work on the com-

mune or at nearby factories) and

"fundamental knowledge," which

we gather is a general world view.

We visited an abacus lesson in a

fourth-grade arithmetic class, which

seemed well run and lively, though

quite strict and rigid by our stan-

dards. The teacher had firm control

of his 36 students, who raise their

hands, wait to be called upon, recite

crisply, and sit down promptly. We
also witnessed tumbling on the ath-

letic field, group singing in the mu-

sic class, and reading aloud and a

question period in the literature

class. This modest building, in

which many of the rooms have dirt

floors and peeling plaster, is pro-

ducing a well-drilled and educated

youth, but there is much political

indoctrination, uniformity of

thought and action, and little allow-

ance for individual divergence from

the norm.

All primarv school students go

on to the lower middle school,

which engages them until age

15-16; about 20 percent of the

lower middle school graduates can

go on to upper middle school in this

area, the remainder must go to

work. The lower middle school we
saw was an impressive red brick

building on a large piece of land

containing extensive athletic fields.

It was founded in 1968, in the

midst of the Great Proletarian Cul-

tural Revolution, and already en-

rolls about 1,000 students in twenty

classes with 43 teachers and ten

staff members. Almost all students

are from peasant families.

This lower middle school is run

by an RC of nine members nomi-

nated "by the masses," whose elec-

tion, after discussion, is approved

bv the Party Committee of the

People's Commune. We were told

that no nominated individual was

ever disapproved by the Party Com-
mittee and that no person who had
failed to be nominated ever com-
plained or tried to run on his own
initiative. The teachers are chosen

by the Revolutionary Committee of

the commune and the books are

supplied bv the Educational Depart-

ment of nearby Peking Municipal-

ity. Courses offered include Chinese

language and literature, mathemat-

ics, physics, chemistry, agriculture,

politics, history, geography, foreign

languages (seventeen English
classes and three Russian classes),

music, painting and drawing, and

physical education.

To go on to the upper middle

school, students must be recom-

mended. Selections are made first

by the students, then by their teach-

ers, and final approval, as usual, is

given by the Revolutionarv Com-
mittee. There are examinations and

grades, but we were repeatedlv as-

sured that there is no competition;

students aid one another and spe-

cial attention is given bv the group

to those having difficulty.

We visited a chemistrv class in

which a spirited and able woman
teacher was explaining solutions,

solvents, and solutes to an eager

and attentive class of 48. After lay-

ing out the basic principles, she

posed questions. Students re-

sponded bv raising their hands,

speaking loudly and clearlv. and sit-

ting down smartly after completing

their answer. Bv contrast, the English

language class was stiff and formal,

and the stories in the readers were
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propagandistic, nationalistic, and

frequently anti-American.

In the courtyard, we witnessed

vigorous basketball, Ping-Pong, vol-

leyball, and gymnastics. While com-
petition between opposing teams
was keen, it was maintained in a

spirit of friendly rivalry. The
major problem of this new school,

according to three members of the

Revolutionary Committee that we
interviewed, is fulfilling the require-

ments for cultural reformation set

by the Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution. To help adequately

train teachers for this task, special

seminars are held during the sum-
mer months.

Our over-all view of the elemen-

tary and middle-school facilities we
visited was complicated, and, in

fact, my wife and daughter reacted

in one way and I in another. While
all three of us agreed that the exten-

sion of universal education to age

16 is bound to raise literacv and in-

crease skills and further educabil-

ity, we differed on the effects of the

strict rote learning and political in-

doctrination from the earliest ages.

My wife and daughter felt that the

children, taught unquestioning rev-

erence for their "great leader and
helmsman, Chairman Mao," would
have hmited desire and ability to

deviate from any political or ideo-

logical line handed them in the fu-

tiu-e. If the successors to Mao and
Chou En-lai turn out to be aggres-

sive leaders out for world conquest,

such regimented children could

turn into willing and obedient sol-

diers, willing to follow wherever
they were led.

While I acknowledge that these

are real dangers, my experience

with university people leads me to

believe thaj; |bpir early training had
damaged neither their critical facul-

ties nor their ability to look at their

leaders and party in a realistic light.

Which of these points of view is

more correct is impossible to say

now, but the years immediately

ahead ought to give us hints. I am
also struck by the fact that even in

a relatively open society like our
own, the military forces can find

enough soldiers willing to fight and
bomb in Indochina that our opera-

tions there have continued for more
than a decade, even in the face of
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determined opposition on the part

of a growing number of citizens and

congressmen. Tlius, I feel that the

danger lies, not so much in the

early education of the children, but

in the poHcies of the leadership of

the country.

Rounding out the self-sufficiency

of life on our commune is a line of

shops near the schools. Thev offer

foodstuffs, cloth and notions, agri-

cultural implements, stationery sup-

plies, and some toys. A commune
worker receives an average of 500
yuan per year in addition to almost

all the food he needs (some grown
in his private plot). His living quar-

ters and utilities are virtually free,

and medical care and education are

almost without cost, which enables

him to use the better part of his al-

lowance for the purchase of cloth-

ing, bicycles, household utensils,

wristwatches, fountain pens, elec-

tric fans, and transistor radios.

Since almost all adults and mature
teen-agers, both men and women,
work and receive salaries, the fam-

ily income may well exceed several

thousand yuan per year, much of

which is saved or spent for con-

sumer goods.

In China, there is no income tax

or sales tax and no internal or ex-

ternal debt; the government gets all

its income from the controlled price

structure. A government agency
buys all farm produce from the

communes and then sells it at a suf-

ficient markup to guarantee receipt

of the differential required to sus-

tain governmental operations. This

system must employ a small army of

economists, but it seems to work
well. Prices in China are stable, the

people have access to all the neces-

sities of hfe, and the government is

able to function and to improve life

by construction of public works.

Winnowed wheat is loaded

into sacks. Most will be

distributed directly to homes,

according to each person's

allocation; some will be

stored in a warehouse.

housing units, roads, railways, etc.

(During our overnight trip from

Shanghai to Peking by train, the

punctuality and cleanliness of the

train, plus the cheerfulness and effi-

ciency of the employees, made us

feel that Amtrak should send some
observers to see how they do it.)

In the matter of income distribu-

tion, individual differences are both

recognized and rewarded. Each pro-

duction team shares the fruits of its

labor; thus, two production teams

growing the same crops on the same
commune may earn quite different

returns for their labor. Within each

production team, outstanding work-

ers receive more production points

than less able workers. Thus, within
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this system of total communal own-

ership of the productive process,

there is adequate incentive for indi-

vidual initiative.

Entertainment, too, is provided

within the hardworking communal
regime. There are mobile movie

teams, traveling actors, acrobats,

and musicians, and "home talent"

activities. As we work in the fields

or take a break, we find the workers

eager to exchange songs with us.

Especial favorites with them are

"Old MacDonald Had a Farm"
(they crack up on the animal imita-

tions), "Yankee Doodle," and "Cle-

mentine." We have also introduced

several brightly colored Frisbees

with great immediate success, espe-

cially among the boys and girls.

So, there is our commune—out-

side Peking in China—an incredibly

hardworking, cooperative assem-

blage of dedicated people, sharing

all the worries, plans, and profits of

a collectively run, diversified enter-

prise. They enjoy levels of health,

security, and material rewards un-

dreamed of just a generation ago.

They sense their growing prosperity

and power. They support their

present regime enthusiastically and

virtually unquestioningly.

And in this resides the one as-

pect of life on the commune, and in

fact in all China, that deeply dis-

turbs us—this complete control of

all that is taught, learned, and read.

The news gives a partial, slanted

view of the outside world. School

routines foster rigid adherence to

one point of view. Social or political

deviation is met with criticism, usu-

ally followed by public self-criti-

cism and frequently an enforced

"re-education" process. The pres-

sures to conform are well-nigh irre-

sistible. What is this doing to indi-

vidual mentality, creativity, and

basic happiness? It will take many
more months of experience in

China before we can begin to ana-

lyze problems such as these.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston

teaches biology at Yale University.
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Above the Treeline
A sudden storm

is never out
of season on the

alpine tundra

by Ann Zwinger
and

Beatrice Willard

To the east of Mount Evans are

the high plains of Colorado, drawn

in pastels and smudged as if with

one long thumbstroke. In between

are soft, morning-blue foothills, as

rough and muted as a torn blotter.

Clouds still catch in the valleys,

remnants of yesterday's storm, lost

sheep left behind when the flock

moved out. To the west, the conti-

nental divide forms a choppy sea of

jagged white peaks, serrating the

horizon as far as one can see. A
concatenation of cirques—huge, si-

lent amphitheaters filled with

snow—pockmarks the mountain-

side. A dotted white line of clouds

is already forming over the divide,

marking it just as a dotted black

line marks it on a map of Colorado.

The temperature at 14,000 feet

is 38 degrees, and the July morning

breeze is chilly. A beginning-of-the-

world quality pervades the alpine

tundra landscape, a sense of

sparseness and lucidity not unex-

pected in a vegetational zone that

starts where the trees end and as-

cends more than 3,000 feet to the

mountaintop. It seems strangely

empty, and one is overwhelmed by

the sharp contrasts and incredible

intensity. A brilliant sky stretches

on forever, and the flowers are min-

iscule references to their lowland

relatives. The only objects larger

than small are boulders. There are

no trees to provide a measure of

Copyright ®1972 Ann H. Zwinger

and Beatrice E. Willard
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height, few houses or other man-

made objects to lend scale. There are

no in-betweens, and for humans, who
live in an in-between-sized world,

comprehension takes time.

The light further confuses one's

sense of scale. Faraway mountains

are so sharply outlined that they

seem much closer than they are.

There is twice as much ultraviolet

radiation and 25 percent more light

here than at sea level, making sun-

burn cream and sunglasses neces-

sities. The reflection of light off

snow in the winter can damage vi-

sion, producing snow blindness.

And psychologically, the light il-

luminating the alpine tundra gradu-

ally gives one a sense of revelation

verging on euphoria.

Although it is July, new snow

from yesterday's storm, extremely

rare in midsummer, lies opaque and

white between the weathered gran-

ite rocks at my feet. The tempera-

ture is about 30 degrees cooler than

in the foothills, easily making the

difference between rain at 6,000

feet and snow up here.

Generally the storms that coat

the alpine tundra from late March
into early summer are upslope

storms, characterized by a local

weatherman as "weather in the

weeds" because visibility is reduced

to nothing. These storms are formed

when maritime, subtropical air from

the Gulf of Mexico is pulled north-

ward to the mountains by the low-

pressure areas that frequently form

in northern New Mexico. When the

wet winds back up against the east

face of the Rockies, we are in for

heavily overcast days. At lower alti-

tudes it may rain, but when the

moist air extends up over the conti-

nental divide into higher elevations,

the mountains can be smothered

with snow: in April of 1921 a

record snowfall of 76 inches in 24
hours was recorded for this area.

Upslope storms are usually

gentle and persistent, sifting down
moist snow. They come like a bene-

diction, with little wind and gener-

ous moisture, clinging to the land

and seeping into the thirsty tundra

soils. In contrast, winter blizzards

come slashing out of the north and
west, dry and shai-p, blowing the

snow off almost as fast as it falls.

But as I walked up to the summit

on that July morning, the newly

formed snow crystals were crisp

and exquisite. In the warmth of

summer, however, they soon lost

their spidery tracery and metamor-

phosed into rounded granular par-

ticles. As the delicate branches of

the crystals disintegrated, they slid

together to become a closely packed

layer of amorphous grains.

A southeast-facing boulder was

coated with clear ice, but beneath

the ice, running water made dark

droplets, like little tadpoles racing

downslope, catching each other in

continuous arabesques. Boulders,

lying below snow patches, shone

with slender serpentine slivers

where water plaited downward, the

dull rock enlivened by the quick-

silver sparkle. Seepage down the

granite was so slow that there was

no glisten, just a change in surface

color that said "damp." At the top

of the watery trail, a pika—alert and

wary, a little handful of an animal

—

sampled the morning breeze. As
soon as it heard a footstep it piped

its distinctive warning and popped
off its sentinel station, disappearing

among the rocks.

On the summit, not even a fly is

about yet. The rocks are firmly en-

cased in ice, and there are still fro-

zen puddles in the hand-sized de-

pressions on their tops. Three small

puddles in a descending row hold a

spattering of lichens. Entrapped air

bubbles radiate out from the center

of the ice, tracing tiny dotted white

lines. A five-inch ice handle on the

bottom puddle points due northwest,

making a transparent sundial. But it

is an evanescent timepiece due to dis-

appear this morning, while the rock

remains unchanged, telling time in

centuries, not hours.

Snow and ice are always part of

the western alpine view. The jagged

profiles of these mountains are

white in winter, and bear vestiges

of snow all summer. The glaciers

that carved and sculptured their

flanks during the Pleistocene left

many alpine areas untouched, as

here in the eastern Rockies, high

above the ice that wedged through

the valleys thousands of years ago,

but the cold and dampness have

marked these areas as clearly as the

glaciers marked the lower land-

scape. Much of the alpine tundra is

more rolling and gentler than one

expects above treeline. It has a

well-scrubbed, worn look, like an

old tabletop once painted nicely

green, now warped, faded to a pa-

tina, chips of paint remaining only

in the cracks. This flowing surface

has been smoothed by different

types of frost action, all of which

work to level high mountain sur-

faces. The high alpine ridges sur-

rounded by, but not covered with,

glaciers were especially subject to

frost actions during the colder, wet-

ter climate of the Pleistocene.

Permanent moisture, together

with a certain temperature pattern,

depends upon and creates per-

mafrost. The combination of per-

mafrost overlaid by water-saturated

soil provides optimum conditions

for the freeze-and-thaw phenome-

non common in both arctic and al-

pine regions. Rocks are heaved out

of the ground, forming polygonal

patterns; soil, thawed and saturated,

creeps downslope over a firm un-

derlayer of bedrock in a process

known as solifluction. In marshy

areas, frost hummocks, green with

lush sedges and mosses, alternate

with near-empty black bog soil.

The continual freezing and thaw-

ing of water eventually fractures all

bare rock surfaces, and as frag-

ments fall away, new layers are un-

sealed and opened to weathering.

Over the millennia, bedrock is pro-

gressively broken down into smaller

and smaller particles until gravel

and sand are all that remain.

Gently curved solifluction ter-

races lie across the slopes on which

they were molded. Such wet soils

are extremely unstable. Solifluction

is a slow process, but over the cen-

turies it moves enough soil down-

ward to round off the uneven land-

scape. Old, inactive solifluction

terraces are revealed in the subtle

undulations of the vegetation char-

acteristic of many cold regions.

As ice forms in the wet soil, the

soil's volume increases, creating

pressure on the loose rocks within

and eventually expelling them.

Sometimes they form the patterned

ground found in nearly all tundra

areas. The patterning is as precise

as if drawn for a textbook illustra-

tion: long rock streams flow down
or drape across the slope, pulling
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an alpine winter. Small snowdrifts

form between the hummocks in

early fall, but the higher tops, left

free of snow and exposed to wind,

are subjected to freezing and dry-

ing. Several dead and desiccated

plants hold to the soil by a root

thread, readv to fall awav with the

first tug.

When plant cover is finally torn

away, needle ice crumbles the soil,

which is soon blown away by winter

winds. After the insulating top

layer of soil is removed by wind
erosion, the permafrost beneath the

hummock retreats. Surface water

penetrates deeper and frost heaving

is accelerated, creating a scar

through which buried rocks are

pushed up and out. Extruded stones

tumble down the sides of the con-

vex center. Eventually, the center

of the hummock, wind-eroded and

bereft of rocks, becomes low and

level, an area of fine materials

ringed by the ejected rocks.

Plants insinuate themselves into

the edges of these rock rings, which

are more stable than the stiU-active

centers of the frost scars where

roots and rhizomes are torn. As soil

On the high, rugged peaks

of the Colorado Rockies,

"the flowers are

miniscule references

to their lowland relatives."

into garlands where the grade steep-

ens. Huge polygons are formed, of-

ten with smaller patterns within.

Old patterns are frequently buried

in alpine meadows by the buildup

of soil and the thick growth of

meadow grasses and sedges.

Frost action is most apparent in

wet ground. Tiny patterns of peb-

bles and small rocks tile seep areas.

Over a period of time, hummocks,
ranging from teacup size to that of a

large pillow, are raised across an al-

pine bog. Some of the hummocks
are low, while others have been ele-

vated by frost heaving, which lifts

their plant cover out of the thin

winter snow blanket of the marsh

into the murderous environment of
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The snow-filled

cirques of Mount Evans

are reminders that

"winter is never more
than six weeks away."

begins to build up over the rocks,

other plants are able to invade. The
vegetation begins to insulate the

scar center, frost activity decreases,

and still more plants colonize the

middle of the scar. When heaving

subsides altogether, plant cover be-

comes almost total.

Like snow, wind is a constant

presence on the alpine tundra. On
top of a ridge, it blows across,

swooping up from the dark green

valleys below. There is something

about an alpine wind: it seems to

come from the back of beyond, car-

rying tangles of trees in its passing.

In the mountains, its average veloc-

ity increases with height above

ground, h erodes soil and nudges

turf until "wind scarps" are carved

out. h dictates the shape of plants,

scatters seeds and pollen, distrib-

utes lichens that reproduce by frag-

mentation, and molds the snow sur-

face into fanciful sculptures.

Wind distributes snow, the most

important dictator of plant commu-
nities in an alpine region. Under
the snow, plants are protected from

the wind; above it, they are pruned

back. In snow-free areas, entirely

different plant communities de-

velop, which are adapted to water

desiccation. The prevailing winds

move clouds rapidly across the sky,

constantly altering light values and

bringing the afternoon storms and

clouds frequent in alpine areas.
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When the wind is strong it car-

ries sand and snow and has consid-

erable abrasive effect at the ground

surface, pitting and sculpturing

rock outcrops on the windward side

and sandblasting bark and twigs. If

water is not available to plants at

these times, either because the soil

is frozen or because of insufficient

moisture, strong ground winds

cause plants to wilt as if under se-

vere drought. Wind is most lethal in

the winter when it shears off all ex-

posed growth.

On a cold day at high altitude,

the combination of wind and low

temperature has the same physi-

ological impact on human flesh as

much lower temperature under
calm conditions, making high-alti-

tude work hazardous. Wind velo-

cities are the greatest in winter and

spring. In the winter they make
working conditions above tree limit

difficult, demanding not only spe-

cial equipment and clothing but

also extreme self-discipline and sta-

mina. In the spring, warm chinook

winds often reach gale velocity; like

a blow torch, they evaporate the

snows of eastern mountain slopes.

Since wind speed and pressure

increase with height above ground,

the environment is colder and wind-

ier at man's height than at plant

level. The difference can be dis-

cerned by lying prone and becom-

ing part of the plant world; indeed,

sometimes this is the only place

where one can work comfortably.

The wind still twitches and frets the

grasses at eight inches, but scarcely

nudges the smaller cushions and

mats at two inches.

It is at this myopic level, where

sedges fringe the far view like green

eyelashes, that one feels much of

the enchantment of the alpine tun-

dra, and there is a real reluctance to

go down at the end of the day. 1

The constant wind sandblasts

bark and twigs, pruning

back any trees colonizing

the alpine tundra of

the Colorado mountains.

find as many excuses as possible to

prolong the descent. The next out-

crop, catches my attention. What
small plants grow in its shelter? A
glimmer of water across the slope

piques my ciu^iosity. I walk to it

and explore, finding tiny pink al-

pine willowherbs and deep-blue

speedwells studding the margin of a

tiny pool caught behind a solifluc-

tion terrace.

The sun disappears as I poke

around the outer edges of the pond,

and I take off my backpack to get

out a down jacket. The wind is sud-

denly chill and sharp. I have fool-

ishly miscalculated the alpine

weather, forgetting in my concen-

tration the caprice of its clouds and

the swiftness of its tempers.

Toward the east the plains are

stUl sun-bathed. To the west a

mountain storm, like a hand across

the sun, shreds over the peaks.

Lightning flashes and I automati-

cally begin to count, "One thou-

sand one, one thousand two, one

thousand three, one thousand

four," hoping to get to the seven

that means the strike is a mile

away. Thunder rolls down the val-

ley; the strike is less than half a

mile away, too close for comfort.

The cirque I find myself in soon

gathers the direct blast of the storm

and piles it up against the surround-

ing slopes. Within the natural am-

phitheater, wind swirls like a der-

vish, snatching off my hood, and

raindrops begin hitting with the

force of hail. Then graupel—a kind

of half-snow, half-hail—drives hori-

zontally, stinging my face like

hurled gravel. It whitens the ground

and dances off the rocks. My hands

ache with the cold, and 1 cannot see

ten feet in front of me. Snow and

sleet smoke all around, and I have

grim thoughts of death by exposure.

I think of things I wish I had told

my children.

Lightning detonates again. A hu-

man on the treeless tundra is often

the highest object and therefore a

lightning attractor. Sighting the

wall above me, I hope that I am
within a 45-degree angle from its

top to the ground. Any direct hits

in the immediate vicinity should be

"caught" by the rock wall, protect-

ing a conelike area at its base; but,

to be safer, I crouch down on a nar-

row ridge of dirt within a cluster of

slightly higher rocks. I shove my
backpack under me for balance and

insulation, and hunch to form the

least possible lightning focus. My
heart pounds against my knees.

Lightning and thunder seem to

hit simultaneously—I hear the light-

ning bang and feel the percussion

of the thunder. I discipline myself

and make a visual check of my sur-

roundings to be sure I've avoided a

damp gully that carries ground ciur-

rent, the discharge of lightning that

travels through damp soil. I take

care not to touch the rocks so that I

do not conduct ciu-rent from them.

Ground currents can be strong

enough to make rocks buzz and

one's muscles twitch.

Looking at the crevice plants

within the few square inches of vi-

sion, I try to reassure myself with

the physical reality of their survival.

The tiny furred cushion plant,

which is adapted to take advantage

of minimum warmth and moisture,

is anchored by its deep taproot. A
wolf spider hies to safety beneath it.

I envy the pika, tucked safely be-

hind a boulder, able to survive on
the herbs and grasses of the tundra

summer. Everything that lives here

is adapted to survive the elements. I

am not.

The hail and rain stop as sud-

denly as they began, and a shaft of

sunlight fingers a distant peak. I

stand up and brush myself off, drier

than I expected to be, a little stiff

but very much alive. Every flower

and grass quivers in the wind and

shakes itself free of the weight of

the water drops. One by one the

stems spring upright, shaken by the

fresh breeze. The sunlight catches

each drop of rain still pendant, and

even the rocks glitter in the

brilliant crystalline light. I feel a

primitive sense of survival, a re-

newed and refreshed sense of liv-

ing—and considerable relief that

the storm is over. I feel like run-

ning across the slope, but one who
dashes across this rocky terrain is

both foolish and winded, and might

miss something. I walk sensibly

back, seeing in every windrow of

graupel and white parenthesis of

hail that snow is eternally a part of

the alpine world, and that winter is

never more than six weeks away.
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Survival on a Bleal
When winter drains its energy, the redshank
hunts all day and night, on shores and fields,

for the 40,000 bits of prey it needs to live

by John Goss-Custard

On the northeast coast of Scot-

land, about ten miles north of Aber-

deen, the river Ythan forms a pro-

tected tidal estuarv" just before it

reaches the cold, stormv North Sea.

A sandv peninsula with low dunes

separates the estuan^ from the sea.

It is a wildhfe sanctuan% and the

shores and surrounding waters are a

haven for large flocks of shorebirds

and waterfowl.

Long-legged oyster catchers and

redshanks, another common Euro-

pean shorebird, are often seen strid-

ing along the beaches and tidal

flats. Because the behavior of the

redshank presents a number of dif-

ficult but fascinating ecological puz-

zles, I have studied this bird for

vears.

During a vear. the redshank

feeds on a variety of prey in the

nearby fields and on the estuary.

Yet at certain times and seasons the

bird feeds in only one area, ignor-

ing other, apparently good feeding

conditions. And it may feed night

and day or only during the day.

Why?
A bird population often appears

to have a variety of ways to collect

food from its environment, but it

may use only one or two of these

options. On the basis of the theors'

of natural selection, the bird would

choose the most efficient feeding

strategy. That choice would be deci-

sive to its survival. In theon% then,

the behavior of the redshank—fly-

ing between field and estuan, scat-

tering in irregular flocks along the

shore, eating or resting at night,

striding along, feeding from side to

side—is the best way for the bird to

exploit its broad environment.

This raises the question, "^Tiat is

efficient behavior for a whole popu-
lation of birds—or for any other ani-

mal? Part of the answer is that the

method an animal adopts for ex-

ploiting the environment must en-

able it to collect sufficient energy to

replace the energy it expends. En-

ergy is used to maintain the body

temperature and to carry out activi-

ties. \^ ithin the narrow limits of its

energy reserves, an animal must

take in a certain minimum amount
of food to balance its crucial energy

input /energy output budget.

Generally food is not scarce at all

times of year; there are many peri-

ods when an animal has no diffi-

culty in finding all the food it

needs. But even during bountiful

times we expect birds to feed effi-

ciently because the less time the

bird spends feeding, the more time

it can devote to other essential ac-

tivities. These would include main-

taining its plumage, keeping alert

for predators, and in the case of ter-

ritorial species, competing with

other animals for space. Further-

more, in the breeding season the ef-

ficient animal would raise a larger

number of healthy young than

would a less efficient rival because

it can collect more food for its

young and spend more time looking

after them.

Therefore, an animal should feed

as efficiently as possible at all times.

A description of the bird's daily

feeding activities will show how
amazingly efficient it is.

The redshank is an attractive,

medium-sized wading bird that

stands about eight inches high, has

dark brown upperparts. a slightlv

paler head and breast, and an al-

most white bellv. Its long,
strikingly colored orange-red legs

give the bird its name. During the

breeding season redshanks live both

inland and in coastal regions on

moors, marshes, and meadows; at

other times of the year they mainly

inhabit coastal regions, where they

collect thek food from meadows.

marshes, and the intertidal zone. In

winter the birds are particularly nu-

merous on the muddier regions of

estuaries.

Redshanks breed in Iceland,

Britain, and in many parts of the

continents of Europe and Asia.

Most of them migrate southward in

autumn after the breeding season

ends. They are then found along the

coasts of southern Iceland, Britain,

western Europe and Africa, around

the MediteiTanean and eastward

through northeast Africa, the Red
Sea area, and on into the south of

Asia as far as the Philippines.

My own work on this species was

carried out on the small Ythan Es-

tuary. While redshanks occur on

the estuary" throughout the year,

they are far more numerous there

from autumn to spring than during

the summer breeding season. I

therefore devoted most of my time

to studying their feeding between

August and April. At times during

the study, up to 900 birds occupied

the estuarv, which is four miles

long and never more than a few

hundred vards wide. The large

number of birds in this small area

suggests that they were an impor-

tant component of the estuarine bi-

ological community. The studv con-

tributed to a long-term reseai'ch

program on the estuarv carried out

by Aberdeen University.

At all times of the year red-

shanks feed predominantly on small

invertebrates, using only one or two

methods to find food. They gener-

ally walk over the ground at a rate

of about twelve vards a minute and

either peck frequently at the sur-

face or probe deeply into it with

their bills. They can feed on the

surface at a very fast rate: I have of-

ten seen them eat sixty food items a

minute. When thev surface feed

they apparently detect their prey bv
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sight because they seem to scruti-

nize the ground as they search, of-

ten dashing from side to side to

pick up prey. At other times they

feed in an entirely different man-

ner, walking very slowly and sweep-

ing their open bills through patches

of soft mud. When they do this,

they apparently detect their prey by

touch.

Like many birds, redshanks feed

on a wide variety of prey. In farm

fields they often follow plows, re-

trieving exposed earthworms and

insect larvae. More commonly, they

feed in grass fields, probing into the

soil for prey. On the estuary the

birds took nine different species,

but only four of these were of real

importance. These four in-

vertebrates occurred in extremely

high numbers—often as many as

fifty thousand per square yard.

The most important prey was

7.^-^.^V' '.^''.•'•- V--T^.'-- '-

Corophium, a small, shrimplike

creature that grows to about a third

of an inch in length and lives in U-
shaped burrows to a depth of about

three inches. Nereis, a three-inch,

segmented worm, burrows straight

into the mud to a depth of about

eighteen inches. Hydrobia, a small

snail with a quarter-inch shell, lives

in the surface layers of the mud.
Macoma is a small, burrowing bi-

valve mollusk whose shell is about

half an inch wide.

Because it was difficult to study

redshank feeding in the dark, I put

most effort into studying their day-

time feeding activities. It quickly

became clear that a whole series of

factors affect the rate of feeding and

the kind of prey taken.

If all the prey species were

equallv palatable and easy to locate

and catch, the proportions of each

species in the bird's diet would ac-

curately reflect their densities in the

mud. But I quickly discovered that

things were not that simple. Cer-

tainly, the diet was influenced by

the relative densities of the differ-

ent species in the mud. In the upper
reaches of the estuary, for example,

the redshank took Nereis more
frequently than Macoma because

there the worm was more abundant

than the mollusk. But there were

generally several tens of thousands

of the snail Hydrobia per square

yard, while the bird's diet consisted

mainly of Corophium, which was
far less abundant and never oc-

curred at densities exceeding eight

thousand per square yard. Possibly

some species were more difficult to

find than others: the prev were all

located in the mud and the birds of-

ten directed their pecks at cues too

subtle for me to detect. Although

Hydrobia frequently occurred in

huge numbers clearly visible on the

mud surface, the birds ignored most
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of them. The small size of this snail

may make it an uneconomical prev

to feed on, or its thick shell mav
make it difficult to digest. At night,

however, redshanks ^\'\ll feed on

Hydro bia and, to a lesser extent, on

one or two other species of mol-

lusks.

Density and palatability of the

prev were not the onlv factors that

influenced the redshank. CUmate
had a great effect on the bird's diet

and feeding rate. The temperature

of the mud was one factor. At

higher temperatures, for example,

the shrimplike Corophium formed

most of the food intake in terms of

both numbers and weight. As the

temperature dropped, however,

complex changes took place, which

varied from place to place and from

season to season. In one winter the

numbers of Corophium and Hydro-

bia taken per minute decreased

drastically as the mud temperature

dropped to freezing. At the same
time the numbers oi Nereis and Ma-
coma taken increased.

The result was a complete
change in the importance of the

various prev in the diet: from being

the most important at higher tem-

peratures, Corophium became one

of the least important at lower tem-

peratures. This change in diet was

probably caused by the effect of low

temperatm-e on the behavior of the

prev. Anything that affects the visi-

bihtv of the prev or the likelihood

of its being near the surface would

affect the frequency with which the

birds encounter it. At higher tem-

peratures, Corophium often stuck

their front ends out of their burrows

for a few seconds at a time. The

number of animals doing this drops

as the mud temperatm'e decreases,

so that at about 40 degrees Fahren-

heit, none appear.

Rain also forced the prey deep

into their burrows, and at the same

time the feeding rate of the birds

decreased by about 50 percent. In

this case, however, the decline in

feeding rate seemed to result from

the mud surface being stirred up so

that the prev became more difficult

to locate. Both at low temperatures

and in rain the birds still managed
to collect Corophium at a fast rate,

even though none were visible to

me at the smface. \^ hat thev ac-

tually pecked at is something of a

mystery. It was a reliable indicator,

however, because the birds usually

managed to catch a prev in 70 to 80
percent of their attempts.

The redshank, then, searches

over a carpet of prev that varies in

density, size, availability, and
palatabihty from place to place and

from time to time. Two factors af-

fect the diet and feeding rate. First,

the densits' of the prev that the

birds can actually locate and catch

is of great importance. In addition,

because the birds do not merely

take all the prey they encounter,

some selection is taking place. The
principles underlying this selection

process in birds are now important

research topics for both ecologists

and students of behavior. It is likelv

that both the nutritional quaUt\- of

the prev and the amount of energy

it enables the bird to collect per

unit time and effort expended aie

important.

As well as having to choose be-

tween the various prey they encoun-

Main Prev of the Redshank

The shi-jmplike Corophi

iSerels, a segmented worm

Mycoma, a burrowing bivalve The small snail Hydrobia

ter, redshanks also have to choose

between the fields and the estuary

and between daytime and nighttime

feeding. In the spring and autumn
they fed onlv during the day and
mainly on the estuary. Throughout

the night and at high water during

the day thev roosted in compact

flocks at various places around the

estuary, particularly on an island in

the middle.

The daily feeding pattern was

quite different in winter. First, dur-

ing the day at low water they fed

both on the estuary and in the sur-

rounding fields. Second, instead of

roosting at high water, the birds

flew to the fields to feed. Third, all

the birds retm^ned to the estuary at

night and fed there, except at high

tide, when they flew to their roost.

In winter the birds spent nearly all

of each 24-hour period feeding in a

variety of situations, while at other

seasons they fed only during the

day on the estuary.

The distribution of the birds be-

tween the estuary and fields at low

water depended on the weather.

The birds flew from the estuary to

the fields when the temperature

dropped and when it rained: hence,

in winter most of the birds fed in

the fields. However, in periods of

severe frost, when the ground froze

or when it was covered with snow,

the birds returned to the estuarv to

feed.

These changes in the daily rou-

tine of feeding produced dramatic

seasonal variations in the diet of the

population. In autumn most of the

diet consisted of the shrimplike

Corophium because the birds fed

only on the estuars- during the day

and the mud temperature was high.

In winter a varying number of birds

fed on the estuary dm^ing the day,

where the mollusk Macoma and the

worm Nereis contributed a lot to

their diet. Thev also fed on earth-

worms and insect larvae in the

fields and on the snail Hydrobia at

night. During the spring, most of

the redshanks again took mainly

Corophium.

\^'Tiat causes these changes—
these di-amatic shifts in diet—in the

daily feeding routine in different

seasons? First of all, in winter the

birds require much more food each

day than in autumn and spring be-
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cause they have to take in a great

deal of energy to keep their body

temperatures constant. In winter

the daylength is short and with the

tide covering the mudflats for sev-

eral hours out of every twelve, the

birds that feed intertidally have

only five or six hours for feeding on

the estuary in daylight. As a result,

in winter they are able to collect

only 40 percent of their daily food

requirements from the estuary in

daylight even though they spend 96
percent of the available time feed-

ing. Additional feeding at night and

in the fields at high water is there-

fore essential.

By contrast, the feeding condi-

tions are much easier in spring and

autumn. The temperature is higher,

so the birds need less food and prey

are more available in the mud. The
prey are also larger at these times of

year than in winter and there is

much more time in which to feed.

As a result, the birds are able to

collect all their food during the day

on the estuary and do so by spend-

ing only 88 percent of the available

time feeding.

The redshank's behavior raises

further questions: Why don't the

birds spread their feeding through-

out the day and night in autumn
and spring? What determines the

preference between the feeding

areas? The redshank evidently does

choose the most efficient feeding

situation. Feeding at night is appar-

ently much less efficient than the

normal daytime feeding because of

the slow, probing method used. Pre-

sumably this is why the birds al-

ways prefer daytime feeding and

feed at night only when they are

forced to do so in winter. Similarly,

the distribution of the birds be-

tween the estuarv and the fields is

correlated with the relative effi-

ciency of feeding in the two habi-

As water recedes on

a tidal flat, redshanks

search for prey. The birds

cluster in areas where

prey is most dense.

tats. Rain, for example, cuts the

rate of feeding on the estuary by

half, so the birds fly to the fields

where they can feed on the abun-

dant food supply provided by

worms coming to the surface. Sim-

ilarly, low temperature reduces the

feeding rate on the estuary and

again the birds fly to the fields

where the feeding conditions prob-

ably are better.

But the best demonstration of the

birds' preference for the areas that

allowed the most efficient feeding
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come from within the estuan" itself.

While the birds feed all over the es-

tuarv% some areas attract manv
more birds than others. I discovered

that the densits" of the birds corre-

lated closelv %\'ith the densits" of

their main prev. Corophium. \^Tiere

the density of their prev was highest

not onlv was the weight of food col-

lected per unit time greater but also

the amount of effort put into col-

lecting a given quantitv of food was

less. \^Tiile feeding, redshanks ex-

pended energv on walking and on

pecking. The walking rates -svere

similar in the different areas, but

the number of pecks required to

vield a given quantitv of food was

much less in the preferred areas.

Since some areas veie clearlv

better than others, whv didn't the

birds all congregate in the few best

areas? One possibilitv is that if the

birds had done this thev would have

interfered with each other's feed-

ing. Corophium shoot dowm their

bun-ows ^^hen a redshank w'alks

over them, so if large numbers of

birds assemble in a few places,

these -svould rapidlv cease to be the

best feeding areas.

An over-all picture emerges of

the birds prefen-ing to feed in the

places and at the times of dav that

provide the most efficient feeding.

This choice is made at aU levels:

within the estuan* itself and, at an

even finer level, at points up and

down the beach. Finallv. the kinds

and sizes of prev taken are probablv

also partlv determined bv what can

be most efficientlv collected.

The fact that in autumn and

spring the birds feed onlv on the es-

tuai-s" during the dav. and do not

spread their feeding throughout the

high-water period and throughout

the night as well, suggests that thev

prefer to complete their feeding as

soon as possible. Apparentlv, the

redshanks avoid the fields at high

^\ater and the estuars" at night not

because some factor, such as pre-

dation. makes these areas more
riskv. but because such feeding sit-

uations are less efficient.

Feeding efficientlv was clearlv of

direct importance at certain diffi-

cult times of the winter. WTien

there was sno\v in the fields the

birds could not feed in this habitat.

Furthermore, ice in the upper

Summer permits redshanks

(foreground) and oyster

catchers (at right) time to

roost. In winter, redshanks

feed most of the time.

reaches of the estuary- at these times

often denied that important region

to the birds. On the estuarv, the low-

temperature reduced the feeding

rate of the birds. The result was

that after a few davs. small numbers

of birds died and manv more left

the area and did not retm"n until the

weather impro\ed.

W inter mav be a difficult time

for man\' bii-d populations. Quite

apart from the hardships inflicted

bv periods of snow and ice. the low-

temperature in ^sinter produces

high energy- requirements and these

mav be difficult to meet because the

prev mav be scai'ce. Furthermore, if

the bird can feed onlv dm'ing the

dav. the short period of davlight

during winter restricts the time

a\ailable for finding food. Tliis can

gi\e rise to incrediblv high rates of

feeding: European tits require an

average-sized insect even- 2V2 sec-

onds of the dav to keep alive! Sim-

ilarlv, redshanks on the \than Es-

tuars" have to collect about 40.000
prev items a dav to sunive. but be-

cause thev can locate their prev bv

touch in the soft mud. thev can feed

dm-ing the night as ^vell as during

the dav. Although night feeding is

relativelv inefficient, it is essential

to the birds if thev are to sumve
the winter.

Thus, the redshank, along \\-ith

all the other species of birds on the

\than Estuarv, pursues an efficient

strategv of food gathering. Depend-
ing on the season, the climate, the

hours of davlight. the tides, the ac-

tion of its prev. and manv other fac-

tors, the bird selects the most effi-

cient time and place and foraging

method. In theor\-. the redshank

must behave this wav to survi\ e. vet

this in no Ka\ makes less remai-k-

able the bird's'feat of finding 40.000
items of prev even' 24 houi^ during

a harsh winter in Scotland.
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The Minoan Connection
Out of their

mysterious past,

the spirited
sealords of Crete
emerge as a vital

link between
Egyptian, Greek,
and Hebrew
civilizations

by Cyrus H. Gordon

Greek authors, including Homer,
Herodotus, Thucvdides, Plato, and
Strabo, knew of a great. pre-Helle-

nic empire of Minoan sealords cen-

tered on G-ete. But it remained for

the British archeologist Arthur
Evans, who had faith in the tradi-

tions, to unearth the material re-

mains of the Minoans. In 1900 at

their main capital, Knossos, near

what is now Herakleion, he found
clay tablets with Minoan writing,

thus providing the means of trans-

forming the Minoans from a pre-

historic to a historic people.

\^e now know that Minoan pal-

aces and inscribed tablets first began
to appear on Crete about 1850 B.C.

There had been, to be sure, an ear-

lier population on the island, but

excavations of their communities do
not reflect the high Minoan civ-

ihzation that flourished there be-

tween 1850 and 1400 B.C.

\^lio were the newcomers who
produced the palaces and the ar-

chives? The architecture of the pal-

aces suggests that the newcomers
came from a warmer climate to the

south. Minoan emphasis on air-

and-light wells and the absence of

built-in hearths did not make for

comfort on the ra\v ^^inter davs of

Crete. The most likelv southern

land is Eg}^t, for Egv'ptian imports

/4
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A woman, above, known to

archeologists as "La Parisienne,"

and a youth carrying a

drinking vessel, opposite page,

are depicted in frescoes from

the Minoan palace at Knossos.

The paintings are believed

to date from about 1475 B.C.
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A side view of the painted

limestone sarcophagus

from the palace site at

Hagia Triada, ca. 1400 B.C.,

shows, at right, three

men bringing a boat

and two calves to the

deceased, who stands

beside his tomb.

On the left, women carry

fluids in elaborate vessels.

In Minoan art, men appear

ceremonially colored

reddish brown, while the

women are white.

This difference between

men's and women's cosmetics

is also found among the

Ugaritians. Hebrews.

Egyptians, Etruscans, and

several other peoples.

are abundant at Minoan sites. Egyp-

tian inscriptions on Crete, espe-

cially those with Pharaonic names,

provide the primarv basis for Min-

oan chronology. There are Eurasian

artifacts, as well, including Babylo-

nian seal cylinders (when rolled on

soft clay tablets, they left convex

impressions identifying the owner),

but the archeological record in-

dicates that Eg^fpt made the strong-

est impact.

The main single feature of the

Minoans was their thalassocracy:

they were sealords. Strabo states

that they undertook longer and

bolder voyages than the later

Greeks and Romans. Their hevdav

(1850-1400 B.C.) was contempo-

rars' with megalithic structures in

the Atlantic community, notably

Stonehenge in England, where an-

cient car\'ings of a "Mycenaean"'

dagger and double axes, as well as

burial mounds that contained Egyp-
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tian blue faience beads, are among
the links with the Mediterranean of

the mid-second millennium B.C.

Eleven colonies around the east-

ern and central MediteiTanean had

the epithet "Minoa." For instance.

Gaza is so identified bv a coin with

the legend "Gaza Minoa." Another

"Minoa" lay east of the Dead Sea

along a route to a Red Sea port. Its

location made sense as a Minoan
station for maintaining trade on the

Indian Ocean.

The Minoans were sea people

whose familiarity with marine life is

reflected in their art. The octopus,

portrayed realistically at first, but

becoming highly stylized with the

passing of time, w"as a favorite

theme. Various fish, including fly-

ing fish, are portrayed with ver^e.

The appeal of Minoan art, as dis-

tinct from the more sedate and

static arts of Mesopotamia, Eg\^t,

and classical Greece, is precisely its

liveliness. The frequency of spirals

instead of straight lines, a bull

shoivn in a flying gallop with all

four feet off the ground, and voung

men and girls pictured vaulting in

mid-air over a bull, illustrate the

Minoan's love of activity.

The architecture of the main

Minoan centers, such as Knossos,

Phaistos. Mallia. and Kato Zakro, is

agglutinative: units were added to

form a growing complex emanating

from the palace. On the Asiatic

mainland we find related archi-

tecture at such sites as Alalakh in

southern Turkey, and even distant

Mari on the middle Euphrates.

Although ancient buildings are

not as a rule preser\ed to a great

height, we have Minoan representa-

tions of houses with upper stories

and windows. In Lgaritic literature

(from the north coast of Svria) of

the Late Bronze Age (1600-1200

B.C.), the window is regarded as a



Minoan innovation introduced by

Kothar-wa-Kliasis, the Cretan god

of arts and crafts, who was invited

to build a palace for the god Baal.

The Ugaritic text says of Kothar-

wa-Kliasis that he resides on Caph-

tor (Crete), but the land of his in-

heritance is Egypt. This implies

that while Minoan Crete was then

the cultural and artistic center of

the east Mediterranean, the origins

of Minoan art lay mainly in Egypt.

\ et Minoan art is distinctive. This

apparent discrepancy arises because

there were two Egypts.

This fresco from the palace

of Knossos, ca. 1475 B.C.,

shows successive phases

of the cultic sport of

vaulting over a charging

bull. The athlete skillfully

gets himself tossed by

the bull's horns. Spanish

bullfighting, which begins

each year on Easter Sunday,

retains some of the

sacramental overtones of

its indirect Minoan heritaee.

'*^^fH/fjjj^ftjg^!'0* N'jWjUMinif

^w.w*-VAiii?jj*wiw'."-»*.'''* *i^ii^^'m wf '"^s^jqeaaavja
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The bull was worshiped

throughout the eastern

Mediterranean. This bull-

head drinking vessel,

partly restored, comes from
the Zakro palace. El, the

chief of the Canaanite

pantheon, is also called

"The Bull" in Ugaritic

literature. In the unorthodox

Hebrew cult of the Golden
Calf we see a relationship

between Crete and Canaan;

both worshiped the Old Bull

as well as the Young Calf.

The ancient Egyptians called

their country Tawy, "The Two
Lands," and the Pharaohs wore the

double crown of Upper and Lower
Egypt. Most of what we know about

the material remains of ancient

Egypt comes from Upper Egypt

(south of the Cairo area or, in other

words, "up" the Nile River); most

of the remains of Lower Egypt (the

Nile Delta) have perished because

of intensive cultivation and destruc-

tive moistiu-e. Unlike Upper Egypt,

the delta region is a Mediterranean

country with a mixed population.

Ancient Alexandria, composed
about equally of Egyptians, Greeks,

and Jews, illustrates interethnic

delta dynamism. Genesis 10:13-14
derives the Cretans from Egypt,

which can only mean the Nile

Delta. No other part of the country

has the coast required by sea

people.

We must seek the historic cause

for the migration from the delta to

Crete that touched off the building

of the Minoan palaces. The Old

Kingdom, which had produced the

great pyramids, collapsed in the

closing centuries of the third mil-

lennium B.C. That period of dis-

integration in Egypt is called the

First Intermediate, when foreigners

contributed to the internal break-

down of the land and its fragmenta-

tion into the old local provinces.

During the early part of the second

millennium, the local rulers of

Thebes began the process of ex-

pelUng the foreigners and reuniting

the two Egypts to usher in the

Middle Kingdom. The task was

completed by the Twelfth Dynasty,

just before the first Minoan palaces

appeared.

The language of the Minoan in-

scriptions is, as we shall soon see,

northwest Semitic. The Minoans
were a people talented in naviga-

tion, trade, and art. They controlled

a number of islands and coasts, but

were mainly headquartered on the

delta. The purge that expelled them

was aimed at eliminating a creative

element that was regarded as a

threat to the purer Egyptians of Up-
per Egypt. Such purges always

drain a country of its talented elite.

Eventually (ca. 1670 B.C.), Egypt
fell into its Second Intermediate pe-

riod of decline, culminating in the

foreign Hyksos dynasties. The
Hyksos invaded Egypt from Asia

and held sway over an international

empire from their capital at Avaris

on the eastern coast of the delta.

The Hyksos empire had interests in

Crete and in the Near East as far as

Babylonia. We know this from

sources, including stone objects in-

scribed with the name of the

Hyksos Pharaoh Khyan, found as

far east as Baghdad and as far west

as Knossos. It is hkely that the Min-

oans, mindful of their expulsion

from Lower Egypt, supported the

Hyksos in their conquest of Egypt,

and remained their allies.

About 1570 B.C., the vigorous

Eighteenth Dynasty of Thebes
drove out the Hyksos and reunited

Upper and Lower Egypt to in-

augurate the New Kingdom, or Em-
pire Period (ca. 1570-1200 B.C.).

The fall of the New Kingdom went
hand in hand with the expulsion of

another talented northwest Semitic

people from Lower Egypt: the He-

brews, who excelled in administra-

tion, trade, and art. The delLa thus

emerges as the breeding ground of

both the Minoans and the Hebrews.



During the Late Bronze Age, the

Mycenaeans coexisted with the

Minoans, absorbed their civ-

iUzation, and gradually supplanted

them, so that by 1200 B.C. the Ae-

gean was predominantly Greek.

At Knossos, Evans had discov-

ered clay tablets inscribed in both

Minoan and Mycenaean. While he

could not pronounce the signs, he

realized from the different word

groups that they were in two dif-

ferent categories. What we now
call Minoan, he called Linear A;

what we call Mycenaean, he

called Linear B. The same writing

recorded two entirely different

languages: Minoan, which is

northwest Semitic and related to

Phoenician, Hebrew, and Ara-

maic; and Mycenaean, which is a

Greek dialect.

The Minoan inscriptions became
pronounceable as soon as the Myce-

naean texts were deciphered by the

late Michael Ventris in 1952. We
know that the same signs were pro-

nounced identically because the

same names are spelled the same
way in both sets of texts. For ex-

ample, the city name "Phaistos" is

written Pa-i-to, and the personal

name "Pade" is written Pa-de, in

both sets of texts.

Different kinds of context enable

us to define various pronounceable

words, thus providing the means of

identifying the Minoan language

and translating the Minoan (Linear

A) inscriptions.

One Minoan tablet from Hagia

Triada, a palace site near Phaistos,

is an inventory of vases, with the

appropriate word for each vase in-

scribed over each pictograph. Three

examples follow:

V \7^
The first word, ^ (j^ , is pronounced
su-pu; it means a vase of the type

shown in the pictograph. The word
for the same type of vase is SP in

Ugaritic, the northwest Semitic lan-

guage of the Late Bronze Age used

at Ugarit, a Syrian port in close

contact with Crete by ship.

The second word, ® + ^ , is ka-

TO-pa, while in Ugaritic it is written

KRP (plus the suffix N); the third

word, S H ^, is 5u-/>a-/a, and is

written SPL in Ugaritic. Note that

in each case the consonants of the

Ugaritic correspond to the first let-

ter of each syllable of the Minoan.

All three words designate bowls

or vases mentioned in Ugaritic and

other Semitic languages. We know
that the three Minoan words are

vessel-names because the picto-

graphs fix their meaning. Thus, be-

cause these Minoan names, like so

many other Minoan words, also ap-

pear in Ugaritic and other Semitic

languages, we can say these lan-

guages are related.

Another kind of "virtual bilin-

gual" is the wheat-determinative

tp , accompanying the Minoan
word ku-ni-su: a Semitic noun des-

ignating "emmer wheat." In Linear

B the same wheat-determinative ac-

companies the Mycenaean Greek si-

to, "wheat." Since Minoan ku-ni-su

and Mycenaean si-to are deter-

mined by the same wheat deter-

minative, we have a bilingual corre-

spondence: the Minoan ku-ni-su,

"wheat" is equivalent to the Myce-
naean si-to, "wheat" {sito-s in clas-

sical Greek).

Totals of listed items are in-

troduced by the Minoan word ku-

lo, which happens to be the com-
mon Semitic kull, "all," and in-

troduces totals of listed items in ex-

actly the same way.

Eighteen stone cult objects in-

scribed with Minoan dedications

have been found. While they come
from throughout eastern and central

Crete, they share enough phraseo-

logy to show that they are in the

one language used at all the Minoan
cultic centers, so that that one lan-

guage can rightly be called Minoan.
Moreover, the dedications employ
terminology familiar from well-

known northwest Semitic dedica-

tions on stone. Minoan ya-ta-no

means the same as Phoenician

YTN, "he gave" (as a votive offer-

ing); Minoan pi-te za means the

same as Phoenician PTH Z, "this

engraved stone"; and Minoan ta-

nu-'a-ti means the same as Phoeni-

cian TN'T, "I set up" (as a votive

offering).

In archaic, classical, and Helle-

nistic times (from the seventh to the

third centuries B.C.), the old native

language of Minoan Crete contin-

ued to be written, along with

Greek, in Greek letters. Scholars

have been calling that native, non-

Greek language "Eteocretan" (gen-

uine Cretan) without knowing its

linguistic classification or the mean-

ing of the Eteocretan texts. One
Eteocretan-inscribed stone from

Psychro (ca. 300 B.C.) perpetuates

Minoan dedicatory terminology. It

begins e-pithi z ethantke, "this en-

graved stone I have given" (
=

Phoenician-Punic H-PTH Z
YTNT[Y]), giving the 300 B.C." pro-

nunciation of the Minoan words
v^itten pi-te, "engraved stone"; za,

"this"; ya-ta-n(o), "gave"; and the

first person singular suffix -ti with

the past tense of the verb, a form
used over a millennium earlier.

There are also a couple of short

Eteocretan-Greek bilinguals, in

which the Greek version confirms

the northwest Semitic expressions

for "to," "mother," "may it be,"

"they decreed," and some others in

the Eteocretan version.

The longest Eteocretan sequence

intelligible as northwest Semitic

was announced in 1963 when I

showed that nine consecutive words

were idiomatic for "whosoever he

be, fellow citizen or anyone else."

This reading was confirmed in 1970
by the appearance of the equivalent

expression in a Greek text from the

same town, Praisos, and period.

Many other Eteocretan readings

have been confirmed by the Greek



texts from the same towns, Praisos

and Dreros, and times that pro-

duced the Eteocretan inscriptions.

That Eteocretan is essentially a

continuation of the Minoan, or

Linear A, language is indicated by

the continuity of basic words, such

as "and," "all," "to," and "for."

But the most telling evidence is the

continuity in the formula for donat-

ing engraved stones, as noted

above. While the wording of that

formula goes with the Canaanite

branch of northwest Semitic, there

is also some Minoan and much
Eteocretan material in the Aramaic

branch of northwest Semitic. As
might be expected, the northwest

Semites of Crete differed dia-

lectally, depending on time and lo-

cality. The combination of Aramaic

and Hebrew (Canaanite) is com-

mon. The Hebrew books of Genesis

(31:47) and Jeremiah (10:11) each

have a short Aramaic passage, while

Daniel and Ezra have long sections

in both Aramaic and Hebrew. The

same publics often understood both

the Canaanite and Aramaic vari-

eties of northwest Semitic.

The Aramaic component of the

pre-Greek Cretan population is of

interest. Crete was the main center

for the transmission of the alphabet

from the northwest Semites to the

Greeks. On that island, the Min-

oans and Mycenaean Greeks shared

the same syllabic script (Linear A
and B) for writing theii- respective

languages during the Late Bronze

Age. Later, in such towns as Dreros

and Praisos, their descendants con-

tinued to wTite their respective lan-

guages, Eteocretan and Greek, in

the same alphabet. Some of the

names of the Greek letters end in

the post-positive Aramaic article -a.

Instead of the Phoenician letter

names aleph, bet, gimil, dalet, and

others, including jo<i, kaph, lamed,

the Greek names end in -a: alpha,

beta, gamma, delta — iota, kappa,

lambda. The role of the Arameans
in the origins of Western civ-

ilization is obscured by the fact that

the Greeks called all northwest

Semitic trading folk "Phoenician,"

whereas modern scholars have in-

troduced a new terminology with

fine distinctions that were of no

concern to the Greeks.

The northwest Semitic character

of the non-Greek Cretans explains

much of the close cultural relation-

ships between the early Greeks and

Hebrews, both of whom were inter-

communicating east Mediterranean

peoples. The awareness of the com-

mon background of Hebrew and

Greek civilizations is clearing up
whole chapters of history. For ex-

ample, David's technique for train-

ing his troops was not understood

until the following Greek parallel

was brought into the discussion:

Tyrtaeus was invited to Sparta to

save that city-state from defeat at

the hands of its Messenian neigh-

bors. Like David, he was a musician

and poet as well as a general. His

poems set to music were used in

training troops to function tactically

in unison. His elegies exhorted

Spartan youth to fight to victory or

death, like their heroes of old. Da-

vid, using the same methods, did

for Israel what Tyrtaeus did for

Sparta. The key to David's role is

found in 2 Samuel 1:17-27, where

David's dirge, glorifying the heroic

deaths of Saul and Jonathan in

battle, aims at training the troops of

Judah tactically. Verse 18 tells us

that the dirge was composed to

"teach the children of Judah the

use of the bow." Until the common

This disk, dating from

about 1600 B.C., remains

undeciphered 60 years after

it was excavated at what

was the Minoan center at

Phaistos. On one side

are 30 word groups, on the

other 31, possibly

reflecting months of 30 and

31 days respectively. At

least some of the pictographs

are astrological: scales

for Libra, fish for Pisces,

and so on. The clay disk

was stamped between two

plates of "type" set with

movable dies, so the disk is

an early example of printing.
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background of Greece and Israel

was established, the plain meaning

of the phrase was not understood,

and many a biblical critic elimi-

nated it from the Bible as a textual

corruption.

It is interesting to observe that

Dictys Cretensis, translated into

Latin by Lucius Septimius in the

fourth centun' a.d., presenes the

knowledge of the northwest Semitic

character of Eteocretan. The an-

cient introduction to Dictvs nar-

rates that in the thirteenth vear of

Nero (a.d. 66) an earthquake ex-

posed some of the contents of Dic-

tvs"s tomb at Knossos. Some shep-

herds passing bv obsen'ed a tin box

containing a long document on lin-

den bark, which thev gave to their

employer. He transmitted the docu-

ment through the Roman governor

of Crete to the Emperor Nero, who
had scholarly interests. Nero recog-

nized the "Phoenician" (northwest

Semitic) character of the script and

language and called in Semitists to

translate it into Greek for his li-

brars". Three centuries later. Lucius

rendered the Greek into Latin.

Dictys Cretensis is ^vritten as

though it were the autobiography of

a Cretan hero who participated in

the Trojan W ar. \^Tiile it is actuallv

a Hellenistic pseudepigraphon,
claiming the authorship of a person

who did not in fact compose it, it is

not a forgery of the fom'th centur)'

A.D. by Lucius. This latter false con-

clusion by nineteenth-centurv" clas-

sicists was disproved bv the modem
discovers- of pap%Ti. dated early in

the third centurv a.d., that contain

parts of the Greek version. The pa-

pyri, from Tebtunis and Oxy-
rhvnchus in Eg)-pt, are more than a

centun earlier than Lucius's Latin

version. Thanks to the decipher-

ment of Eteocretan \ve can now un-

derstand the Phoenician character

ot the original find, which Nero had
translated into Greek. Thus, the

modern decipherment of Minoan
and Eteocretan would have been re-

garded as simple translation bv the

Romans at least as late as the fourth

centun^ a.d.

In Hellenistic times there was a

rash of pseudepigrapha ascribed to

famous men of old. Hellenistic

Jewry produced 'autobiographies"

attributed to biblical heroes, such as

the antediluvian Enoch (The Book

ofEnoch) and the twelve sons of Ja-

cob {Testaments of the Patriarchs).
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The northwest Semitic pagans on

Crete were subject to the same Uter-

arv trend, but thev took their

themes from Homer.
The Minoan inscriptions are

largely cultic. Not onlv are the

dedicated stone objects of a reli-

gious nature, but also many of the

lists of commodities on clav tablets

are offerings to the gods. The per-

sonal and divine names reflect the

mixed composition of the popu-

lation and the origin of the cult.

The Minoan population was

mixed. Two names in the Minoan

inscriptions are Hurrian: Da-ku-se-

ne and Su-ki-ri-te-se-va. The Hur-

rians, whose kingdom was in north-

west Mesopotamia, were an impor-

tant segment of the population

throughout the Near East during

the second millennium B.C. Now we
are finding out just how influential

they were on Crete.

More numerous are the Eg\~ptian

names reflecting the cult of the sun

god Re: Ne-tu-ri-Re ("Re is di-

vine"), A-ra-na-Re ("Great is the

name of Re"). Pa-va-Re ("He of

Re '). Ya-mi-da-Re {'He who is

from the hand of Re"), and more
than tyventv other Re names. The
influence of the Re cult in the Ae-

gean was pre-Minoan. for on the is-

land of Cvthera an EgN-ptian in-

scription, reading Sep-Re (the name
of the Sun Temple of Lserkaf, the

first Pharaoh of the Fifth Dvnastv).

harks back to the mid-third millen-

nium B.C., long before the first Min-

oan palaces. The impact of the Re
cult on the delta Semites is also re-

flected in Hebrew Re names
{Reuel, "Re is God," and Ahira,

"Re is fraternal") and in the tradi-

A typical Minoan fertility

goddess figurine. She wears

a flounced skirt, has bare

breasts, an^ holds snakes

in her half-raised hands.

This glazed clay idol

from the early sixteenth

centviry B.C. was excavated

in the palace of Knossos.



tion that Joseph married Asenath,

the daughter of the priest of On,

where Re was worshiped.

Many of the identifiable names

are famihar from northwest Semitic

literatures. Da-we-da, which occurs

four times in the Hagia Triada tab-

lets, is "David." A name written

varyingly as Ki-ri-td, Ki-re-td, and

Ki-re-ta-na is probably the deified

hero of Crete who gave the island

its name. He appears in Ugaritic lit-

erature as KRT (and once as

KRTN), the name of a deified king

whose parents are El and Asherah,

the chief god and goddess of the Ca-

naanite pantheon. The contacts be-

tween Ugarit and Crete are many-

sided, including mutual seaborne

trade, as spelled out in a legal docu-

ment from Ugarit. The Minoan Ti-

ni-ta is the popular Phoenician-Pu-

nic goddess "Tinit" (often mis-

spelled "Tanit" in modern books).

But in spite of the many figurines of

the goddess with bare breasts,

flounced skirt, and half-raised arms

(often holding snakes), most of the

deities that receive offerings in the

texts are male. The commonest are

Gu-pa-nu and 'A-du, who are given

offerings in the Hagia Triada tablets

nine and seven times, respectively.

Gu-pa-nu ("vineyard god") and 'A-

du are both in the Ugaritic pan-

theon. A-du (pronounced 'Addu or

Haddu) is an alternative name of

Baal, the most active god in the

Ugaritic pantheon.

The predominance of male gods

in the texts, in contrast to the fre-

quency of the goddess figurines,

confronts us with a contradiction

that is more apparent than real. Be-

fore the decipherment of Minoan,
' the figurines had created the im-

pression that the cult was female

oriented. It is instructive to com-

pare this with the situation in Pales-

tine, where the biblical text makes

it clear that the official God is male

' but that He was not to be wor-

shiped as a graven image. Palesti-

nian archeologists have found no

graven images of Yahweh, but

many figurines of Astarte, the god-

dess of the popular fertility cult.

There is no real contradiction be-

tween the Minoan texts and idols.

The official cult was male oriented

but not idolatrous. The popular, but

un-oflncial, fertility cult did, how-

ever, find expression in goddess fig-

urines. The aversion to idols is

oddly enough anticipated in early
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Egypt, where there are hardly any

sculptured images of gods before the

Twelfth Dynasty. The Re cult partic-

ularly shunned any three-dimen-

sional image of Re in the solar tem-

ples.

The most interesting arch-

eological confirmation of the north-

west Semitic character of the Min-

oans was detected in the mid-1960s

by George Bass of the University of

Pennsylvania, who excavated a Late

Minoan shipwreck of the thirteenth

century B.C. at Cape Gelidonya off

the coast of Turkey. The cargo, in-

cluding hide-shaped copper ingots

was Aegean. The vessel, however,

was made of Syrian timber, and the

captain's seal is Syrian. Thus, the

ship and its management are associ-

ated with the northwest Semitic

sphere, although they were shipping

Minoan wares in the Aegean home
waters of the Minoans. In addition

to uncovering the evidence, Bass in-

terpreted it to show that the deci-

pherment of Minoan is supported

by material evidence of northwest

Semitic hegemony in the Aegean
during Minoan times.

Throughout the millennia earth-

quakes have wreaked havoc on

Crete and may have contributed to

the destruction of the "old palaces"

of Middle Minoan II (1850-1700
B.C.) and of the "new palaces" in

Late Minoan II (1450-1400 B.C.).

Recently, much attention has been
drawn to the volcanic eruptions of

Thera, a small Aegean island with

an active volcano that in Late Min-

oan times erupted with baleful ef-

fects. On Crete the tephra blown
from Thera was deposited so heav-

ily that it convulsed Minoan civ-

ilization and for a long time ren-

dered agriculture impossible. On
Thera itself the buildings were

buried and preserved by the vol-

canic deposits, but not so suddenly

as to prevent people from escaping

with their most valued possessions.

But at Kato Zakro, at the east end

of Crete, considerable treasure was

found, suggesting a more sudden

disaster. When did the severest of

the eruptions take place? Higher es-

timates put it at about 1500 B.C.;

the lowest, at about 1200 B.C.,

when the Late Bronze Age gave
way to the First Early Iron Age
(1200-900 B.C.). Such matters may
eventually be solved by a more con-

clusive sampling of carbon- 14 dat-

ings of organic remains buried

within the tephra deposits. Mean-
while, this much may be said for

the late (1200 B.C.) date: that time

marked the maximum dislocation

and movement of peoples in the

east Mediterranean. The sea peo-

ples, including the post-Minoan

Philistines from Crete, were on the

move. After being repulsed by
Ramses III from Egypt in about'

1185 B.C., they occupied the Philis-

tian Plain, which (together with all

Palestine) is named after them. The
names of the Philistines and their

gods (for example, Abimelech and

Dagon) are, more often than not,

Semitic, and since they are repre-

sented as never having a communi-l
cations problem with the Hebrews,,;

they apparently came to Palestine I

speaking a northwest Semitic dia-

lect of their Minoan homeland.

It was also in about 1200 B.C.

that a whole network of Aramean
states sprang up suddenly in Syria,

from Damascus northward to the

Syro-Hittite city-states at Homs,
Hamath, and Aleppo, among oth-

ers. Where did all those Arameans
come from? The Aramaic features

in Minoan and Eteocretan suggest

that many may have emerged from
the Aegean in the wake of upheav-

als, natural and human, that took

place about 1200 b.c. The Ara-

means' skill in commerce and inter-

national relations favors Minoan
connections.

The opening up of the Minoan
inscriptions is the key to the iden-

tity and character of the first high

and literate civilization on Euro-

pean soil. The decline of Minoan
power was connected with the rise

of the Greeks in the heroic age de-

picted by Homer, and with the up-

heaval throughout the Near East, as

the Late Bronze Age gave way to

the First Early Iron Age. The
prophet Amos understood that the

dislocation of peoples was not lim-

ited to one nation but was rather

the concatenated destiny of many
nations. Accordingly, he has God
bringing not only Israel out of

Egypt, but also Philistines from

Caphtor (Crete) and Syrians (Ara-

means) from Kir (Amos 9:7).

Tlie Minoan legacy supphed the

impetus for much of Greek and He-
brew civilizations. The Mycenaean
Greeks carried on Minoan culture,

while Hebrew nationhood was
largely Israel's response to the rule

of the Philistines from Crete.



Sun Line and Donald L. Ferguson, Ltd.

invite you to cruise

The Best of Both Caribbeans.
Cruise to 21 ports in 21 days

—

including Surinam. From San Juan
As little as $655

Cruise to Guatemala and Honduras
20 days— 12 ports

From the New Port of Miami
As little as $695

NJUAN^JST.THOM

ST. CROIX^^^>s^^\
KITTS Tl Ai~=

MAARTEN
5T. BARTHELEMY

ST. EUSTATIUSl

NEVIS>f"^^4^
NQLAguadeloupe

ILES DES SAINTES'^

Even the most experienced traveler will find

something nevv on these two unusual cruises.

Both offer destinations the big cruise ships can't

touch. The Sun Line/Donald L. Ferguson secret? Two
gleaming, yacht-like ships (friendly, uncrowded clubs

at sea), both of a size that can bring these unique

ports to your door.

The Stella Oceanis and Stella Maris are

completely air-conditioned, each has a swimming

pool and spacious public rooms. All staterooms on

both ships have private bath, telephone and music,

and many have large picture windows.

You'll dine well, in congenial company. Loll

under the warm southern sun. Enjoy entertaining

evenings of dancing and galas. And there'll be a

new destination for your discovery almost every day.

Take your choice of the best of both Caribbeans.

Departure dates for both cruises are: December 20,

January 1 0, January 31 and February 21

.

For more information, call your travel agent, or

Sun Line Agencies, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N.Y., N.Y. 10020 or Donald L. Ferguson Ltd.,

Coral Gables, Florida 33134.

The Stella Oceanis and Stella Maris are

ships of Greek Registry.

Donald L. Ferguson, Ltd., Coral Gables, Florida 33134 or

Sun Line Agencies

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020

Please send me more information about the Sun Line/

Donald L. Ferguson, Ltd., Best of Both Caribbean cruises.

Name_

Street_

City -State. .Zip.

My Travel Agent is.
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NOW! Automatic Learning Witii:

'THE INFORMATION
MACHINE"

Yes, the world's greatest minds—coupled with the most powerful information

scanning system ever devised by the mind of man—can help turn you into a

walking encyclopedia!

What's the secret? A new electronic method of

PASSIVE LEARNING. That enables you to ab-

sorb almost any skill or subject you care to. far

faster with your eyes closed (if you wish) than

with them open.

This is the A.L.I. AUTOMATED LEARNING
SYSTEM. It has already been proven on thou-

sands of men and women . . . already purchased
by dozens of schools and colleges for their own
students.

The system is incredibly simple. It works on
any tape recorder you wish—the one described
below (which you may try entirely at our risk).

or the one you own today. In either case, the only
work YOU DO is to slip in our cassette .. .push a

button . . . and then ^o right on doing what you
were doing before.

It turns virtually any tape recorder into an
INFORMATION MACHINE. Any tape recorder
becomes your private tutor— all vou do is sit back
and allow the INFORMATION to be force-fed

into your mind.
it can give you incredibly rapid mastery of

—

• a file-cabinet memory • steel-shutter concentra-
tion • dazzling new power to make money • any
foreit^n language you wish • over tufnty-fivf sim.

plifiid rollrne subjects — including mathematics,
hi.story. science, accounting, philosophy, econom-
ics, law, and much more.

Here Are The People Who Can

Change Your Life!

Your teachers are acknowledged leaders in their

fields—business leaders who receive thousands of

dollars to instruct executives of America's top

corporations. . . . Educational leaders who have
devoted their lives to developing aggressive, pro-

ductive teaching technology techniques that ac-

celerate absorption of INFORMATION three-
four—even five times!

For Example;

LEONARD p. KRIVY, Ph.D. is the Editor of

our College Level Courses. Dr. Krivy is the Execut-

ive Director of the Philadelphia, Penna. Com-
mission on Higher Education, and host of the CBS
program "SpotUght On Higher Education". Each
college level course contains a complete semester

of information power-condensed on cassette-with

accompanying text that reinforces the information

on tape.

NORMAN SINCERE has developed the only

memory power course that develops the "Auto-
matic Response Pattern Habits" that take ad-

vantage of your natural talents to build a perfect

memory.

DANIEL AKERS AND PHILIP MASLINE
reveal the techniques that develop your powers of

Listening and Concentration to enable you to "get

the job done"-to exclude all distractions-and, for

the first time in your Ufe you will learn to really

hsten—and use what you hear to benefit yourself-

in every area of your iife!

MARY MARGARET KRENSHAW is proof that

the secretary is the solid backbone of industry. The
successful secretary of today is the sought after

Senior Executive of tomorrow-and you will learn

how indispensible you can be!

Here Is The Vast New World Of Knowledge

They Pour Into Your Mind Tomorrow,

At Our Risk.

INSTANT WORD POWER
by Donald Lewisohn

Burn more power-packed words into your
memory in a single weekend than the average

person learns in a year! Emotion Packed Words.'

Knowledge Packed Words' Words that make people

see and feel and do exactly what these words tell

them to do! No. 58 S9.98

Automatic Skills For

LISTENING AND CONCENTRATION
by Daniel Akers & Philip Masline

For perhaps the first time in your Ufe, you'll

learn the automatic skills that bring your mind to a

total commitment for the spoken word! Gives you
powers of concentration you never believed pos-

sible! You will learn the five simple steps that will

allow you to "swallow" information-to devote

yourself completely to a conversation or situa-

tion-to give total listening power to any situation!

No. 60 S9.98

INSTANT MEMORY POWER
by Norman Singere

Here are the Automatic Memory Response
Habits that can build you a perfect memory-
almost overnight! Remember names and faces,

hsts. appointment schedules, speeches, sales pre-

sentations, important articles-aU in perfect order!

Repeat entire conversations word for word-and
more' No. 63 S9.98

DOUBLE YOUR READING SPEED
IN ONE WEEK!

by Martin R. Roan

Finish an entire novel in a single evening! Slash

through a business report in sixty seconds! Read a

complete magazine article in three minutes! And
what's more, understand twice as much-and
remember twice as much! No. 7 S9,98

INSTANT MATH
by Paul R. Heitman

You'll learn to add figures faster than an adding
machine . . . Multiply numbers like S69.98 x 85 in

your head . . . Divide 18,674 by 367 in just sec-

onds! All the hard parts of mathematics are made
instantly simple with this course-so simple that

your eight year old can outperform his teacher
once he's shown how! No. 62 S9.98

SUCCESSFUL SECRETARY COURSE
by Mary Margaret Krenshaw

Here is the multi-media, complete "Finishing-

School" course for the aware secretary! All the

answers are here-Spelling, Grammar, Abbrevia-
tions, Typing. Filing, Telephone Techniques-Tele-
grams-Mail-all the information you need to make
yourself invaluable and, leap you into the upper
financial strata of executive personnel!

No.65 S9.98

The New Science of

COMMAND PERSUASION
by Oliver Crofts

You are about to become a commander-not a

"manipulator"-but a commander who knows the

ability to persuade others is more permanent-
more long-lasting- powerfully more effective, than

even threats or demands! Use the techniques in this

course to give you Command; Motivate Salesman-
Direct Business Associates to operate under your
presuasive direction-! This is not a course in

getting along with people. Here you will learn the

techniques that will have people tripping over

themselves to get along with you -to do things for
you-want to be with you! No. 64 S9.98

Secrets Of A
POWER PERSONALITY!

by J. Ralph Simms

Much more than a good personality! Even more
than a great personality! Develop the kind of

personality that enables you to get the specific

reactions you want from anyone-be he friend or

foe, male or female, rich or poor. Where logic,

reasoning, pleading-yes, even threats are useless—

your new powerful personality will have others

pushing you up the ladder of success much faster

than your own talent and effort could ever take

you! No. 61 S9.98

How to Develop Your

CREATIVE MIND POWERS
by William Holzworth Lessart

Powerful, creative ideas are the result of a

particular way of thinking-and this new way of
learning to tfiink will develop the techniques of

AUTOMATIC CREATIVE PERCEPTION that wiU
expand the abilities you now use every day-to
liberate the creative fiow seething within you!

No. 57 S9.98

RELAX YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS
by Hendon R. Crane

Just a few minutes with this amazing course

shows you how to put yourself at ease -in sec-

onds- even in the most nerve racking situations!

Use the nervous tension of others to skyrocket

your own position-in both your business and
social life! Use this new found relaxation technique

to build for yourself a reputation for steel nerved

judgement that can alone be worth a fortune.

No. 26 $9.98

FLUENT SPANISH OR FRENCH
IN 24 HOURS

by Alfred Z. Owen

Speak complete sentences in HALF-AN-HOUR.
Carry on everyday conversations in just 24 hours!

Start chatting away like a native almost from the

very beginning! All without declining a single verb

or memorizing a single rule of grammar!

No. 3 SPANISH 1 $9.98

1

No. 4 FRENCH 1 $9.98

AUTOMATED LEARNING, INC., 1275 Bloomfield Avenue, Fairfield, N.J. 07006



AUTOMATED LEARNING PROGRAM
Consisting of the following elements:

NO TAPE HANDLING/SNAP-IN/EASY LOAD/
TRANSISTORIZED/BATTERY AND ELECTRIC

O COMPACT CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
• PELS COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES... At no extra charge,
you get:

A) Full-Range Microphone with Remote Control Switch.
B) 60 Minute Cassette.

C) Private Monitoring Earphone.

© AUTOMATIC MEMORIZER
Makes memorizing ANY data absolutely automatic! So it is almost

impossible NOT to learn! So that you master every detail—amaze your
friends with vour complete recall that very same evening! Anv informa-
tion you wish to learn will be AUTOMATICALLY REPEATED—with
no more effort on your part than simply—Listening—and Learning!

O TWO AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES
Choose the courses of your choice as part of your Automated Learning

Program, The courses are complete with: Pre-Recorded subject material
tape cassette and instruction book in handsome bookshelf binder.

INSTANT SHORTHAND
by Mary Margaret Krenshaw

No Symbols! No Painstaking IVlcmorizing! With
this amazing new shorthand system you never
forget a shorthand word because you learn to

create INSTANT SHORTHAND on the spot! In

just 5 days-or less-you will develop shorthand
speed you never imagined possible! No. 66 $9.98

PLUS ALL THESE COLLEGE-LEVEL
AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES:

No. 1 1 : BASIC ECONOMICS. Business organiza-
tion, personal income, saving, investments, capital

banking, business cycles, supply and demand in the
market place, and more!

No. 12: BASIC ACCOUNTING. Ledgers, journals,

balances, discounts, depreciation, cash accrual, and
more!$9.98

No. 13: CHEMISTRY. Matter, elements and
compounds, laws, solutions, symbols, formulas and
more! $9.98

No. 14: ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND USAGE.
Parts of speech, sentences and fragments, proper

usage, point of view, double negatives, and more.
$9.98

No. 15: BUSINESS LAW. Systems and divisions,

courts and procedures, contracts, personal

property, estates, mortgages, real estate, and more.

$9.98

No. 17: PUBLIC SPEAKING. Types of delivery,

organizing material, patterns for speaking, delivery

techniques, powerful conclusions, and more. $9.98

No. 18 : BASIC PSYCHOLOGY: Stimulus,

central nervous system, sensations, gestalt, percept-

ion, motivation, learning, and more. $9.98

No. 19: PHILOSOPHY: Metaphysics, existential-

ism, ethics, idealism, epistemology, aesthetics, and
more. $9.98

No. 20: SOCIOLOGY. Groups, cultures, races,

social change, population, mass society, and more.

$9.98

No. 54 : ALGEBRA. Basic laws, fractions,

radicals, graphs, logarithms, and more. $9.98— ___ MAIL NO-RISK FREE TRIAL ORDER TODAY
AUTOMATED LEARNING, INCORPORATED • 1275 Bloomfleld Avenue. Fairfield, N, J. 07006, Dept. NH-10

:i3Automatcd Learning, Incorporated, 197^
Please Print:

NAME

CHECK HERE TO ORDER FULL TAPE RECORDER PROGRAM
Gentlemen: I want to try your AUTOMATED LEARNING PRO-

GRAM phis the courses of my choice for 2 full weeks without risk or
obligation. If I am not completely satisfied in every way, I may return
the complete program for a prompt and full refund, with no questions
asked. It is also my understanding that I may order any course I wish
now, or at any time in the future, and pay only $9.98 for each course.

3 / enclose payment ol $79.98 in full. Send the Automated Learning
Program complete with two Automated Learning Courses

—

Fr.'e courses with pronrant # #

C Please charge my credit card:

D American Express

D Bank Americard

D Diners Club Signat

Account No.

I HAVE MY OWN TAPE RECORDER
n REEL-TO-REEL Q COMPACT CASSETTE

Please send me the following. I understand 1 may return this

merchandise for a prompt and full refund after two weeks of use
if I am in any way displeased.

AUTOMATED LEARNING COURSES $9.9B EACH

D #60 D #65 D #58 D # 4 n #14 D #18
D #63 D #61 D #66 n #11 n #15 D #19
n #64 D # 7 D #26 Q #12 n #20 n #54
a #62 D #57 D # 3 D #13 n #17

a AUTOMATIC MEMORIZER . . $9.98

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

We Pay Postage And Handling On All Prepaid Orde
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"The world's leading

authority on waterfowl

has prepared

a magnificent book
for the layman"

— Inland Bird Banding News

WATERFOWL: Their

Biology and Natural History

By Paul A. Johnsgard
Features all genera and species in 148

close-up photographs (59 in color) and

16 pages of drawings,

Covers distribution and migrations,

ecology and general behavior, sound

production, social behavior, breeding

biology, molts and plumages, evolution,

and conservation.

Includes identification key, annotated

list, and bibliography. Cloth $8.95

THE DISCOVERY OF
YELLOWSTONE PARK:
Journal of the Washburn
Expedition, 1870
By Nathaniel P. Langtord
Fwd. by Aubrey L. Haines

Exploration of the region and its estab-

lishment as America's first national park.

Cloth $4.95/ Paper $1.95

NATURE AND THE
AMERICAN:
Three Centuries of

Changing Attitudes

By Hans Huth

"The best book yet written on the back-

ground of conservation" — New York

Times. "A fascinating and charming pre-

sentation of our appreciation for the nat-

ural scene, wild and unmodified by man"
—Nature Magazine. Paper $2.95

At bookstores or from UNP

University of '

i

M^ebx>a,ska, Press
Lincoln 68508

The Secret Life of Beatrix Potter
Continued from page il

similar organisms. By 1894, Beatrix

Potter was sufficiently advanced in

her own researches to take a lively

interest in Johannes Reinke's find-

ings in that year that symbiosis was

the life force responsible for gener-

ating a new departure in plant life:

the lichen.

But she could find no one at ei-

ther the Kensington Museum or at

the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew
who would concur with her own mi-

croscopic findings about the pro-

cesses integrating fungi and algae

into lichens. It took a great deal of

tactful talking on her part to bring

the assistant at the Royal Her-

barium halfway around to "believe

my new-thing, Lichens," she wrote

in her joiunal, pinpointing by a

date, November 27, 1896, when
her "idea of the lichens" first came

to her. Her observations of sym-

biosis convinced her that the fungal

partner was not a parasite, but a

contributing member of a pair

Reinke called "two consorts."

To prove this theory to the au-

thorities at Kew, Potter drew on the

know-how of her uncle. Sir Henry
E. Roscoe, a chemist who had been

knighted two years earlier for his

scientific contributions. He sug-

gested ways of testing the algae for

chlorophyll lines with a spectro-

scope.

This research led Potter to the

conclusion that, far from the para-

site that some German and Swiss

botanists held the fungal partner to

be (authorities in England doubted

it was a partner in any sense), the

fungus contributed minerals ex-

tracted from air and water needed

by the alga. Alone, the fungus had

no chlorophyll for making its

own food. The alga had green

chlorophyll, which traps light, con-

verting it to chemical energy for

turning carbon dioxide into sugar.

While the alga manufactured the

sugar, starch, and oxygen that nour-

ished itself and the fungal strands,

what triggered the chlorophyll to

act was water stored in the sponge-

like fungus. The alga had a modi-

cum of water, but it was excited to

vigorous photosynthetic activity by

contact with the fungus, whose

rapid uptake of hquid water was by

imbibation. After a rain, some
fungal components hold up to 35

times their dry weight in water.

They have the capacity to absorb

water from fog, dew, and the air.

The photosynthetic activity of the

algal component is stimulated by

the fungal partner's surplus water,

which contains dissolved mineral'

salts, chemicals, and carbon diox-

ide—aU elements needed by the

,

alga to make vitamins for both.

It was through her uncle, Sir!

Henry, that Beatrix Potter finally

got the opportunity to meet the di-

rector of the Royal Botanic Gar-

dens, Sir William Turner Thiselton-

Dyer. Sir Henry, while paying a,

sick call on her father, looked at

her portfolio of fungus paintings

and impressed, offered to take her

to see Thiselton-Dyer.

Once at the Gardens, she noted

with astonishment that her uncle, in

introducing her to five different offi-

cials in turn, had assumed an engag-

ing simper. The assistant director,

D. Morris, was sorting crumpled pa-

pers containing gums from Arabia.

"I know nothing about fungi," he

told them brusquely. "I am exclu-

sively tropical."

They left him to his specialty and

went across Kew Green to the her-

barium, pausing to see W.B. Hems-

ley, but he was too intent on

stacks of dried papers to give them

any time. One assistant, George

Massee, did look at her drawings

with pleasure. But J.G. Baker, the

librarian, a thin man who seemed

himself to have "been dried . . .

under a press," took refuge in the

silence of a deep bow.

At last they were in the office of

Thiselton-Dyer. With a cigarette in

one hand and an alert manner, he

turned the pages of her portfolio. A
look of smprise came into his face.

"I'll be glad to renew your student

ticket to admit you to the gardens

and the library," he told her, and

then, turning to her uncle to talk

about politics, he did not address

her again. She had built herself up

to meet each in turn and now she

was tired. She felt that Thiselton-

Dyer thought she was too young to

be given further consideration.

She had brought her drawings to

the director to show him that while

the fungal strands enclosed the

green algal cells securely to draw in

carbohydrates, vitamins, and oxy-



Yet another superb wildlife study by the author of The Mountain Gorilla,

The Year of the Gorilla, and The Deer and the Tiger

THE SERENGETI
T T/'^^VT ^ Study of Predator-Prfy

L^LkJLS Relations

GEORGE B. SCHALLER

From three years' fieldwork in the Serengeti

National Park, George Schaller has produced the

most intensive study ever made of lion behavior.

He goes far beyond mere description of the species'

way of life to enlarge our understanding of this great

cat as a member of a natural community. He
observes the lion's social system, population

dynamics, and hunting behavior, and shows how

the lion differs ecologically and behaviorally from

other predators in the area.- the leopard, cheetah,

hyena, and wild dog. Schaller is concerned with

the basic evolutionary processes of adaptation

and selection and with the preservation of wild-

life. Predators, he is convinced, are the best

w ildlife managers. Through their weeding out of

the sick and the old, they keep alert and healthy

the herds of wildebeest, zebra, and gazelle for

which the Serengeti is famous.

With sketches and photographs

by the author.

$12.50

Also in the series:

Published 1971

MOUNTAIN SHEEP
A Study of Behavior and Evolution

Valerius Geist

"Will stand as the definitive text

on wild sheep for many, many

Just published

THE SPOTTED HYENA
A Study of Predation and Social

Behavior

HansKruuk $15.00

A volume in the series Wildlife

Behavior and Ecology edited by

George B. Schaller.

I 1 !>.

University of

Chicago

years."

—

Science $15.50



^tirNational Parks
100th Anniversary

"four Country's
Natural Treasures

(larger than a silver dollar)

A Limited, Registered Edition that

Will Help to Keep America Beautiful

For the Collector, the Naturalist, the

Conservationistand the Ecology-minded

In these pollution-ndden days, our National

Parks stand as havens of untainted air. virgin

woodland and sparkling clear water The essence
of the outdoors, captured m this brilliant

medallic series, brings the beauty of these

majestic parks right into your home. Twelve of

the most magnificent of these pristine oases
have been selected and portrayed m precious

metal through the age-old arts of sculpture

and minting

A Constant Source ofPleasure. .

.

as wellas an Investment

Designed in deep bas relief by internationally

known artist Pierre Charles LeFebvre to suggest
the freedom of untainted air, double-struck

to portray the cnspness of sparkling clean water,

and of proof quality to signify the treasure of

virgin woodland . . .these medals beautifully

depict our irreplaceable national treasures in

precious metal. Like the Parks they portray...

they are destined to last for ages and increase

in value with the years.

Your beautiful medallic series will be identical

to those that will be presented to the National

Parks Service and the Smithsonian Institute

for historical preservation

A Limited, Registered, Proof Quality Edition^
Only the following number of sets

will be struck:

Platinum on Sterling 100 sets

24-K Gold on Sterling 500 sets

Solid Sterling Silver 5000 sets

Your subscription will be registered and assigned
your own exclusive number. It will appear on
each of your medals, which will be issued one
each month for the coming year. You will also re-

ceive a beautiful display album at no e>ctra cost.

An Investment in Our Future Too
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gen, the water from swollen fungal

Ryphae was crucial for this process

and yielded mineral nutrients to the

alga partner. The fast-growing

hyphae cling to bare rocks, extract-

ing ions and minerals, anchoring

the algae while the fungal walls

shield the algae from too intense

light. She pointed out that the an-

tibiotic qualities of the substances

adhering to the fungal strands pro-
]

tect lichens from pathogenic at-

tacks, insuring a greater longevity

to the composite plant than either

component could enjoy alone. But

Thiselton-Dyer was indifferent, and t

shrugged away her paintings as too

artistic to meet scientific criteria. '

Three weeks later she went back^

to Kew and sought out George Mas-

see, the assistant who had seemed

interested in her paintings. He
showed her the fungi he was grow-

ing under glass covers, and as he

talked she detected that his ideas

were "not founded on very suf^

ficient evidence." It vtas clear to

her that the man had "passed sev-

eral stages of development into a

fungus himself."

From there, she went to the Mu-
seum of Natural History to identify

some specimens and "was further

edified by the slowness of the offi-

cials." It wasn't that they weren't

kind. What bothered her was that

"they do not seem to be half-

sharp." B. Waterhouse, in charge of

beetles (one of her subjects in

painting), looked so much like a

frog that she had once kept as a pet

that she couldn't bring herself to

discuss beetles with him. Sir Wil-

liam Flower passed her and re-

marked pleasantly on her bonnet.

What is his subject besides ladies'

bonnets? she wondered later in her

journal. Her day was saved by

meeting a Mr. R. Pocock, who
liked her painting of a male crab

spider and talked about spiders

with her. She didn't tell him she

thought the spider case was "an ex-

treme example of museum labelling

nin mad." In her journal that night

she wTote, grimly, "They are almost

too much specialists; they really

seem less well informed than an or-

dinary person on any subject out-

side their own."

She continued to develop theo-

ries about fungi. Those that spring

up on fresh manure in the summer,

she decided, must have another

source to take them over the winter
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months. She concluded that all

higher fungi must have a mold. This

is how, she reasoned, the Chloro-

splenium gets from log to log

"without cups to spore." Her uncle

advised her to write a "fishing" let-

ter to Massee at Kew ostensibly ask-

ing for a book, but actually trying

to find out how much the authori-

ties knew about spore culture.

The answer came two days later

on a postcard: "Botanische Unter-

suchungen ilber Schimmelpilze, by

Oskar Brefeld." Disgusted, the next

day she drove to Kew in her pony
cart and faced Massee with a direct

question, Had Dr. Brefeld actually

"got the mushroom mould"? Mas-

see said, "No." He was looking at

her vaguely through his glasses. It

took her only two minutes to dis-

cover that Massee "knew very httle

about it." The discussion about her

mushroom slips became heated. She

wrote in recollection of the encoun-

ter: "I am afraid I contradicted him
badly."

Her uncle exulted, "No one but

you and Dr. Brefeld have grown
spores." Sir Henry urged her to

write a paper on her theory. When
she showed her father the first draft

of her paper, he dismayed her by
going through it with a proprietary

pencil. After listening to his re-

marks about her grammar, she

wished she had never shown it to

him.

Her ideas about lichens gener-

ated "another idea about hybrids."

She looked forward to delivering

the paper to Thiselton-Dyer and to

discussing it with him. She went so

far as to take the train to Kew, but

when she reached the gates, shyness

overcame her. She watched through
the window for fifteen minutes be-

fore going in; then she sat in an
outer room and tried to distract

herself by feehng the patterns on
the chair legs. When an old gen-

tleman came to the door to look at

her with curiosity, she "inconti-

nently fled."

The following Monday, she re-

turned to Kew. Although it was a

long wait, this time she stayed until

an impatient and cynical Thiselton-

Dyer bounced in, telling her that

her opinions were mares' nests, that

he hadn't time to look at her draw-

ings, and that she ought to go to

Cambridge University. "It will all

be in the books in ten years," she

told him. She left at that point, be-
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cause she found herself beginning

to laugh.

In the herbarium, she found that

Massee had become a convert to her

theory. But in listening to him, she

had to conclude that he didn't have

a very clear concept of it. She

found herself amazed at "how bot-

anists have niggled at a few isolated

species and not in the least seen the

broad bearings of it." As it was,

Massee urged caution and contin-

ued experiments.

A week later she stopped by to

visit her uncle. He had finished his

breakfast and was sitting back on

the sofa, smoking. He told her he

had received a "rude and stupid"

letter from Thiselton-Dyer.

"Maybe there's more to what you

are working on than even I realized.

Do you think you could explain to

me in detail and very carefully just

what it is you are advancing?"

She was delighted. Pulling paper

and pencil toward her, she drew

and sketched while she explained.

Sir Henry listened intentlv, making

a great effort to understand, asking

at each step, "Are you quite sure?"

Annoyed at the slight given to one

under his patronage, he told her

that no stone would go unturned

until her paper went to the most

prestigious scientific group in Lon-

don, the Linnean Society.

Thiselton-Dver's rude letter

acted on him as a spur. Sir Henry's

single-minded absorption in show-

ing up the martinet in charge of the

Royal Botanic Gardens made him
forget a touch of gout, and he soon

sent for Beatrix again and ques-

tioned her closely. He pointed out

places in her paper that she had to

clarify.

"You've seen," he asked her,

"that most fungi can form a prod-

uct that looks like yeast?"

"Yes. And since telling you that.

I've found Brefeld agrees."

"Does Brefeld have it all?" he

asked searchingly.

"He has plenty of facts and

plenty of experiments, but he

doesn't know which are of interest

and which are deadwood. He has

theories, too; but they don't piece

on to the experiments."

"And Pasteur?"

"He stopped experimenting after

he tried and failed to get yeast from

Penicillium, but he took it for a

single species, whereas there are

hundreds."
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That night, stimulated bv her dis-

cussion with her uncle, she worked

on her paper until midnight, even

though it was Christmas. To have

spent the w-hole afternoon dis-

cussing lichens with her tireless,

svhite-haired uncle and the whole

evening writing about them was to

Beatrix Potter, the hchenologist,

the perfect way to spend her

thirtieth Christmas. The ne-xt morn-

ing she w'as up bright and earlv, pa-

per in hand, going across the snow-

to her uncle's. She thought it would

take but a minute for him to look

over her paper, but he had gotten

his second wind. \^ ith a well-sharp-

ened pencil, he pointed out places

in her paper where more references

"and putting together" w'ere

needed. As the morning wore on,

she realized that she had more writ-

ing to do before bra\'ing "the mis-

og^'nist."

Her uncle said. "It's because

vouVe an outsider that vou have to

get this right," and lent her some
more of Pasteur's works.

Once home, she saw what he was

tning to do for her. He didn't want
her to throw in pieces haphazardlv,

as Brefeld did, but rather, to

achieve the sense of unit)' that Pas-

teur had. She treasured his pencil

mai'ks, which showed someone was
interested. Her mother, going out

in her carriage everv dav on a

round of social calls, and her father,

with his photographv of the great

and famous, found her unremitting

collecting of fungi a grubbv and in-

explicable preoccupation. "If vou
have anv reason for doing it." her

mother told her, "I don't want to

hear it."

Beatrix Potter was beginning to

have serious second thoughts about

pitting her amateur know-how
against the big guns at the univer-

sity and the London Linnean
Society. In retrospect, her long

years of sharing data with herbalists

met on the road or with Charlie

Macintosh, the postman, seemed
better. \^"hen he had called at her

invitation five vears before, Macin-

tosh told her he was studving fresh-

water algae. At the time, she wrote

that as he looked o\er her drawings,

his accuracy in 'minute botanical

points gave me infinitely more plea-

sure than that of critics who assume
more, and know less." Now, five

vears later as she prepared to go to

London to face the experts, she

wrote in her journal, "I prefer the

sagacit)' of the man in the street."

Coming to her uncle's with the

final draft of her paper on the last

day of January, she was in a "state

of abject fright." He read the paper

intentlv, suggesting no further

changes. "Do vou think Professor

^ ard will have the patience to read

it through?" she asked, facing up to

the prospect that the opinion of

Henry Marshall \4 ard, professor of

botany at Cambridge, might be un-

favorable.

Her uncle, however, urged her to

present it. On April 1, 1897, the

paper, entitled "On the Germina-

tion of the Spores oi Agaricineae,"

bv Helen B. Potter, was read at a

meeting of the Linnean Society of

London. It was read bv George

Beatrix Potters drawing of

Old Mr. Bunny whipping his

nephew Peter was used in Peter

Rabbit's Painting Book, 1911.
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Massee; Beatrix was not present, for

only men were allowed to attend

the meetings.

The paper told of her experi-

ments in trying to get spores to

propagate apai-t from their natural

habitat. Before the paper could be

published, however, she withdrew it

because she wanted to conduct fur-

ther experiments. Her extensive

reading, as well as her talks with

authorities at the museum and her-

barium, made her aware that she

was the first Britisher to break

ground in the germination of

spores, and the first Britisher to

point out the positive contribution

of fungi to algae in the lichen

union. She wrote in her journal re-

garding chlorophyll and symbiosis,

"I don't think anyone else is at it.
"

It helps one to understand how
hotly that lichen controversy raged

by realizing that even today the

question is unresolved. While most

authorities unquestioninglv affirm

the reciprocal benefits enjoyed, in

some degree, by the two com-

ponents making up the lichen, oth-

ers assert that, in most cases, the

relationship is parasitic. A few

claim that there is no transforming

exchange in lichens, since the alga

can exist independently if sepa-

rated. The controversy persists,

largely because of the many t\^es

of hchenized unions. Most authori-

ties agree that lichenology has more
unexplored horizons than any other

field of plant study.

Now that her theory had reached

British scholars, Beatrix Potter

hoped that if any of those botanists

present at the meeting mentioned it

in their books, they would acknowl-

edge her. But the prospect of devot-

ing another two decades of her life to

achieve a second footnote in the bot-

any books was no longer inviting to

her. However, what prevented Bea-

trix Potter's receiving even delayed

appreciation for her studies was that

at her death in 1943, or shortly

thereafter, many of her voluminous

notes were burned. Among these

was her paper on spores.

She gave up her studies of spores

two years after she had asked for

the return of her paper because the

time and energy she had invested in

painting fungi and lichens now
went into writing and illustrating

children's books. She found the re-

sponse from child readers much
more heartening.
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The children in her former gov-

erness's family had always de-

lighted in the illustrated letters she

wrote to them. When in 1890,

seven years before her lichen paper

was finished, she received her first

check for six Cliristmas card de-

signs, she was so pleased she gave

her rabbit model, Benjamin Boun-

cer, a cupful of hemp seeds as a re-

ward. When she tried to use him as

a model the next morning, she

found him partially intoxicated and

unmanageable.

Beatrbc began to wonder if a

whole book about a rabbit would be

equally well received, and she sent

her book to six publishers, to no

avail. The individuahst who had

gone past an impasse at the mu-

seum to reach a scientific audience

at the Linnean Society, in a similar

way went past the rejection of pub-

lishers by paying a printer named
Strangeways to print her first book

for children. When it appeared, the

firm of Frederick Warne, Ltd., in-

formed her that they would issue it

under their imprint if she would

redo the pictures, this time using

color. So with the same preciseness

she had used to differentiate fungi,

she now set herself to learning and

perfecting the technique of creating

color illustrations for small books.

The Tale of Peter Rabbit has

been on the list of best-selling chil-

dren's books every year since its ap-

pearance seventy years ago. It ush-

ered in a new career for its author.

She put aside the detailed water-

colors of fungi (by 1901 she had

completed 270—all of which are

now in the Armitt Library, Amble-
side, England), intending to return

to her research and drawings of

spore development after the interest

in Peter Rabbit died down. But the

clamor of children and of book-

sellers led her to invest her energy

in producing book after book,

twenty-five in all. The spore paper

was never published, nagging her

with the sense of a goal not at-

tained.

One easily detects this flavor of

frustration in Beatrix Potter's story-

books: the sense of being kept from

a desired goal. The tailor of

Gloucester can't work on the wed-

ding garment because the cat has

stolen the twist of thread he needs

for his buttonhole. Jeremy Fisher,

the frog, can't treat his friends, the

tortoise and salamander, to a min-

WI€KER
FROG

BASKET

Otir princely frog
is a royal charm-
er! He's got a
huge "appetite"
for wastepaper,
soiled clothes,

toys, kiuttmg,
etc. He's a dandy
companion for

, , , , i . j
nursery, bedroom, bath, kitchen or denl And
don't kids love to fill hinn upl Hand-woven natu-
ral rattan with bright marble eyes. 19"H 16"W.
$18.95 Postpaid-add 50(< each West of Miss.

SEND 250 FOR 72-PG. COLOR CATALOG
1200 ITEMS—FURNITURE, HOME ACCES-
SORIES, DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

Include Zip Code YIELD HOUSE
Money Back Dept. N10-2A
Guarantee No. Conway, N.H. 03860

For reading fine

print. So fashion-

able, lightweight

and comfortable.
Precision ground optical lenses. Golden-
finished wire frames with raised nose-
piece and non-slip earpiece on temples.
For folks over 40 without eye disease or
astigmatism. State age. Only $5.95 plus

45c postage, case included.

Nel-King Products • Dept. NU-102WG
811 Wyandotte St. (Kansas City, Mo. 64105

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 64.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

^Discover
Galapagos

CRUISES IN THE TWELVE PASSENGER
SCHOONER GOLDEN CACHALOT-THE
ONLY WAY FOR NATURALISTS TO SEE

THESE ISLANDS

COLOR BROCHURE WITH ITINERARY,

1972/73 DEPARTURE DATES AND COSTS
NOW AVAILABLE

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC.
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 354 6634

CATCH INVADING CHIPMUNKS

Sate HAVAHART traps capture invading chipmunks,
squirrels, rabbits, mice. rats, sparrows, opossums, sUunks.

Take mink, coon without injury. Sizes tor all needs.

Easy to use—open ends give animal confidence. Galvanized.

No jaws or springs to break. Straying pets, poultry re-

leased unhurt. Write for guide with trapping secrets.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562

Please send new guide and price list.

Name
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now dinner because he has been

swallowed by a trout. Peter Rabbit

can't range the garden at will be-

cause of the upraised rake of the

pursuing gardener, McGregor.

Squirrel Nutkin, with Beatrix-Pot-

ter-like effrontery, dared to twit the

owl—who represented the Estab-

lishment on the island—and lost his

tail. Tom Kitten was stopped in his

exploring by two rats, who tied him

up and wrapped him in dough to

make a pudding of him. Jemima
Puddle-duck found a "safe" place

to sit on her eggs as guest of a suave

fox who, like Sir William Flower

with Beatrix Potter, complimented

Jemima on her bonnet.

As the royalties from her books

increased, Beatrix was able to buy a

farm at Sawrey. In 1913, at the age

of forty-seven, she married William

Heelis, a solicitor who advised her

in buying land in the Lake District.

With him she enjoyed thirty years

of happiness. Little is known of

these years, however, for she had

ceased writing in her journal on the

day in 1897 when she brought the

final draft of her paper on spores to

her uncle.

After her marriage she became a

sheep raiser, with a summer popu-

lation of 1,800 Herdwick sheep and

70 head of cattle on her ten farms.

Many of these she brought to fairs

in the autumn, where other breed-

ers sought her advice. So skilled

was she in raising the hardy blue

sheep that the farmers of Sawrey

elected her president of the Herd-

wick Breeders' Association, the

first time a woman had ever held

that post. Into one of her longest

books. The Fairy Caravan, she put

her experiences of rescuing sheep

who had gotten cragged or buried

under snowdrifts, flavoring the

book with shepherds' talk.

In her seventies, when she was too

old to climb the steep mountain

crags, she walked the windswept

hills in her mind's eye, knowing by

heart every path, boulder, overhang,

and stream. So that none of this

countryside would be urbanized, she

used her book royalties to buy farm

after farm, willing 4,049 acres and

fifteen cottages to the National Trust

as a place of sanctuary where no

hunter would rout the sheep and

birds or chase Peter Rabbit. In peace

then, in 1943 at the age of seventy-

seven, she could close her eyes upon
it all.

ARCHAEOLOGY ^MPVI^HI
TOUR TO MAYA fjpSKB^
MESOAMERICA •^

1
rSfeyTJ^I

Conducted by The American
Museum of Natural History J ^^^^H

23 DAYS
MARCH 12 TO APRIL 3, 1973 "^

I'^aJI^H
An unusual study tour to see the

past splendors of the great Maya
civilization. Journeys into the

Peten Jungle, the Guatemala
highlands, Honduras, and the

Yucatan Peninsula. The famed
sites of Copan, Quirigua, Tikal,

Palenque, Uxmal, Chichen Itza,

Iximche, and many other noted
areas will be visited.

NOTE:
Future tours include

SOUTH AMERICA, Spring 1974
and MEXICO, Summer 1974.
Names will now be accepted for

the waiting lists for these tours. -rgSffi^r^^^^^
M '' 4i^^^^^^™^^

For further information
call or write:

t^SS^SS^^r.^ ~^^
"*^^^SHj

Department of Education
The American Museum of

Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024
HH

Tel.: 873-7507 m^^H
THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

ANTARCTICA

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 East 55lhSlreel.New York, N Y 10022

Lars-Eric Lindblad

nvitesyou to visit

a seldom-seen
Paradise.

/( IS not as corny as you think.

Antarctica, with its awesome
spectacle of frozen splendor,

whichuntil recently has been re-

served for scientists and ex-

plorers, has now opened up for

those of us who cherish the sight

of seldom-seen fauna and rich

sea life

The comfortable MS Lindblad

Explorer, of Norwegian registry,

built especially for navigation in

icy waters, will make several ex-

peditions into the Antarctic

regions this coming winter We
will be pleased to have you aboard

Increasing interest in these tours

would suggest you make early

reservations. Write for our infor-

mative Antarctic brochure,

Deol NH-I072
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Books in Review by Raymond F. Dasmann

The Afterraatli of
Stockholm
Will the seeming
promise of last
spring in Sweden
endure the
coming winter
in New York?

Only One Earth, bv Barbara Ward
and Rene Dubos. W\ W. Norton &
Co.. Inc.. $6.00; 225 pp.

The first United Nations Con-

ference on the Human Envi-

ronment came to its predicted con-

clusion on June 16, 1972, in

Stockholm. The resuhs were clearly

those that were expected. In view of

more than three years of prepara-

tory work, it was most unlikely that

Stockholm would produce anv real

surprises, and it is to the credit of

the conference secretariat that it

did not fall far short of the mark.

Outside the conference halls, the

world continued on its collision

course with ecological reality. The

weary delegates flew home. Thev

flew across the poisoned Baltic and

the oil-stained North Sea. over the

filthv Rhine to the polluted shores

of Lake Geneva. They passed far

above the ever widening margin of

the Sahara, where dust clouds rise

from once productive grasslands,

and on over empty African plains

where game herds once darkened

the ground. Sealed offfrom the roar

of bulldozers and the whine of

chainsaws crunching their wav into

the last great refuge of neotropical

life, they flew above the erstwhile

wilderness of Amazonia. Some re-

turned to the hopelessness of Cal-

cutta, others to breathe the toxic air

of Tokyo, a few to the hatred and

despair of Indochina. All returned

to the real world to console them-

selves with dreams of development

and progress.

Those who had come to Stock-

holm full of hope and optimism,

and there were a few, left with their

spirits perturbed. Those more famil-

iar with the realities of inter-

governmental life were pleased with

the results. Ideally, of course, the

conference could have been a gath-

ering of well-informed people,

brought together to seek truth and

find answers to the environmental

dilemmas that confront mankind.

Realisticallv, it could not be, and

truth was not welcomed on the con-

ference floor. \^ itbin the rules that

thus far govern all gatherings of na-

tions, it was a conference of politi-

cians. Perhaps some had a deep

concern for man and his environ-

ment, but all were bound to see that

their nations lost not one iota of

sovereignty, and gained every pos-

sible political advantage.

To prepare the world for the real-

ities of Stockholm, the Secretary-

General of the L nited Nations Con-

ference on the Human Environ-

ment, Maurice F. Strong, commis-

sioned an unofficial report—

a

book—to be written by devel-

opment-economist Barbara Ward
and microbiologist-pathologist Rene
Dubos. To help them in their labor,

the assistance of a 152-member

Three Japanese victims of

mercury poisoning walk from
a plane at Arlandia Airport

to attend the Stockholm

environmental conference.



If you like your thinking
spoon-fed, forget HARPER'S.

Because HARPER'S readers think for

themselves. They read NATURAL HIS-

TORY . . . and books (lots of books) . . .

and HARPER'S MAGAZINE.

Why? Because they know that it takes

brains and guts, talent and time, faith and

skepticism to produce a great magazine

every month.

It takes the same virtues to read it, to

understand it, to heed its constructive

criticism. It takes a lot for this quid pro

quo. YOU, FOR INSTANCE?

Perhaps you pride yourself on having an

open mind. But do you have it? Really?

You like intellectual challenge, stimula-

tion, the inner pleasure of a new thought

—however alien. But if it questions—with

intelligence, perception, and understand-

ing—if it really questions some of the

basic "truths" you hold as self-evident,

will you admit the thought?

If so, then you'll enjoy the new Harper's.

AND WE'LL MEET YOU HALFWAY

The Editors want to help you make sense

out of what's making news. And the pub-

lisher will pay half the freight if you'll go

halfway too.

The attached postpaid rip-off card (or the

coupon at the right) can bring you the

next eight months of Harper's for only

$2.84, payable later if you like. That's

half the regular subscription price for the

same eight issues.

Try It. If you don't like it, cancel and you'll

get a full refund for all unmailed copies.

That's a promise. And a guarantee.

Rip off, fill in, and mail the card or cou-

pon today. Tomorrow you'll be wiser for

it.
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2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Send me the next eight months of

HARPER'S at the introductory rate, for

new subscribers, of $2.84. That's half the

regular subscription price. If I'm not satis-

fied at any time, you'll refund my money on

all unmailed issues.

Double my savings. Send 16 months for

only $5.68

NAME

ADDRESS
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STATE ZIP

Payment enclosed Bill me
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worshipped, eaten,

'dreaded,

exploitede^

the 140.000.000-year-story of a

now-endangered link with meso-
zoic times

C. A. W. GUGGISBERG
provides the long-needed report on

CROCODILES:
Their Natural History. Folklore

and Conservation
This distinguished naturalist offers a full.

accurate account of the life and habits of

these adaptable cousins of the dinosaurs
— physical characteristics detailed and
pictured for each species; their daily

life, feeding, hunting, mating, breeding
described, their place m the worlds
ecology, history, legends, religion, and
literature recounted And. before they re

all hand-bagged, a program to save the
Croc in America and worldwide Royal-
ties shared by World Wildlife Fund 224
pages, with photographs, drawings,
naps S7 95

^cKpole
BooRs

ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-
signs, they make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion
gift. Wiounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity, approx. 3" long ...$12,50
RARE "Handle Lamp", approx. 4" long 29.50

• Add 95< insured postage • Money back
guarantee.

FREE Gift Catalog!
Illustrating Antiquities from Ancient worlds-

Unique gifts for all tastes and budgets!

Museum i Deafer Inquiries Welcome.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept 1-1072 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y., N.Y. 10036

committee of corresponding consul-

tants in 58 countries \\as provided.

Despite this formidable handicap,

these highly talented writers have

produced a well-written, and in

places, a beautifullv written book.

Anv author knows that this is no

mean achievement. In the words of

Maurice Strong's preface:

"The names of Barbara U ard

and Rene Dubos are listed quite

properlv as authors of the report.

Thev are indeed responsible for the

drafting and revision of the manu-

script to which thev both contrib-

uted at personal sacrifice, under re-

morseless time pressure, with

unstinting assistance of a verv' small

staff and without compensation.

Thev are responsible, too, for its

general stvle. It would be quite im-

possible to describe adequatelv the

spirit and energy that thev invested

in its enterprise."

Perhaps because of the unwieldv

apparatus estabhshed for its produc-

tion, and despite the spirit and ef-

forts of the authors, the book was

published too late to help at the

Stockholm conference. If the public

had read it beforehand, if even the

delegates had read it beforehand, or

more importantlv, if those respon-

sible for appointing the delegates

had read it, some greater realization

of environmental reahties would

have been apparent at Stockholm.

Manv davs into the dehberations

at the conference, one bewildered

delegate spoke from the floor: "It

would help if we could be told just

what is meant bv the word environ-

ment." Indeed, it might have. In

this book, the conference secretar-

iat's viewpoint on the subject, as

shaped and conditioned bv the atti-

tudes of governments, is expressed.

One can learn much from its em-

phases and its omissions.

In part one, "The Planet's

Lnitv," we encounter some little

ecologv, a bit more of natural

science in general, and a large lac-

ing of economics. The emphasis is

historical and focuses on man.

\^ bile it is apparent that mankind
inherited a world of nature, there is

no pause to study its rules or con-

template its magnificence. Part tivo,

'The Unities of Science," moves
from physics, with its \iew on mat-

ter and energy, through evolution-

arv' biologv' to a further brief con-

sideration of ecologv. In part three,

"The Problems of High Tech-

nology," we reach what is to be one

major theme of the book and of the

conference: the question of pollu-

tion and its relation to economic de-

velopment. In this section the facts

concerning the pollution of air and

water are briefly but adequately

covered. We are warned of the

dangers of persisting in our
present ways and shown some
ways out of our pollution prob-

lems. Nevertheless, the viewpoint

is economic and we are ^varned of

the costs of insisting that things

be too clean. In preparation for

Stockholm we are not led to ask

for too much.

The chapter on "Man's Lse and

Abuse of the Land" is less about

the land than about sohd-waste pol-

lution and the problems of urban

settlements. The latter represents a

second major theme of the book

and the conference. There are two

pages, well-enough written, on wil-

derness, and a bit on national

parks.

\^ e move next to 'The Balance

of Resources," and here the view-

point of the development economist

takes over. Once more we are told

that each child born in America

contrives to consume, bv the time

he is grown, an incredible amount
of energy and raw materials, and

that all Americans collectively will

"create over 30 percent of the

world's drain on nonrenewable re-

sources.'' European nations, Japan,

and other technologically advanced

countries come in for their share of

the blame. These are words that stir

up the delegates from developing

countries, who see themselves being

left farther and farther behind in

the rush for consumption. Yet the

other side of the coin is not clearly

examined. \^Tiat would happen if

the consuming countries were to

suddenly cease consuming so

a\idlv, if the markets for oil, min-

erals, and agricultural produce were I

to suddenly dr\- up? Could the poor

countries grow rich bv selling each

other petroleum and palm oil? The
problem of maldistribution of the

world's wealth is real and cries out

for solution. But the answers will

not be simple and are less likelv to
.

be sought if invective and abuse are
;

heaped on the haves bv the have-

nots.

In part four, 'The Developing

Regions.'' a further major theme of

the conference emerges—the rela-
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WHY ARE TWICE AS MANY BIRDERS
TAKING OUR TOURS THIS YEAR?

More birders have taken BIRD BONANZAS' tours in the first half of !972 'han

in all of 1971. Why? We thinl< the reasons are these:

Our itineraries are worked out very carefully and thoroughly in advance, so

that all travel, arrangements proceed very smoothly during the tour.

We don't use a small set of leaders for the whole world, but try to select the

best individual for every area we tour.

We keep our groups small — usually Most of the people who have lake

about a half dozen people, and we
encourage only enthusiastic birders.

Most of the people wl

one of our tours have repeated within

a year, and they have recommended
us so highly that some of their

friends have come along.

November 25, 1972

to December 5, 1972
January 4 to March 6, 1973
bruary 4 to March 6, 1973
March 10 to April 7, 1973

March 31 to April 7, 1973

April 8 to 15, 1973
April 16 to 22, 1973

April 21 to May 20, 1973
May 18 to 27, 1973

May 29 to June 18, 1973
June 3 to 17, 1973
June 9 to 17, 1973

June 16 to July 8, 1973

mendous number-
of birds.

Some of our

forthcoming tours include:

COLOMBIA
BRITISH HONDURAS
BURMA, THAILAND & MALAYA
INDIA - NEPAL
COSTA RICA .

GUATEMALA
BRITISH HONDURAS
HONG KONG, TAIWAN & JAPAN
SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA
EAST AFRICA
ALASKA
GALAPAGOS & ECUADOR
NORTHERN EUROPE

T973 FEATURE TOUR. Each year we select one tour as the high point of our

annual program and spare no effort to make it the finest ornithological tour in

the entire world that year. In 1970 we recorded 663 species of birds (and 60

mammals) in East Africa. This spring we recorded 540 species in Burma, Thailand

and Malaya. Our 1973 feature tour will span the entire continent of AUSTRALIA
from September 15 to October 20, and if our previous feature tours are a prec-

edent, we may shatter records for the number of birds seen on a single tour of

Australia. How would you like to be along when we do?

For additional information on any of the above tours write:

"To), TdD
l2)iro IWonanzas, Inc.

6630 Biscayne Boulevard • Miami, Florida 33138

"/•/^i? Show People Birds''''

PHOTOGRAPH BY WILLIAM HICKOCK

Jacques-Yves
Cousleau i^jnow shares his unprecedented encounters ^'Vftt^^

.

with the world's largest living creature A^Z^ Jk

TheWhale
Mighty Monarch of the Sec
The mysterious relationship that developed between whales and the crew
of the Calypso is explored in the extraordinary new book by Captain

Cousteau and Philippe Diole. THE WHALE includes 1 24 full-color photo-

graphs, many of scenes never before recorded by man

tion between development and en-

vironment. In this section the prob-

lems of the developing world are

well presented: the poverty and

hunger, the desperate attempts to

raise living standards and the envi-

ronmental backlash that sometimes

follows, the pressure of population,

the green revolution, the changes in

rural lands, and the worsening con-

ditions of urban life. The need for

environmental considerations in the

planning of development becomes
apparent, but the likelihood that

they will be given the necessary at-

tention seems remote.

Relatively little attention is given

in the book to the diversity and

complexity of the natural world and

its significance to man's welfare.

The role played by the natural

wealth of living creatures in main-

taining the health and functioning

of the biosphere, in keeping it fit

for human occupancy, while not ig-

nored, is scarcely emphasized. One
can understand how the delegates

to Stockholm persist in their illu-

sion of an unlimited earth, rejecting

the concept of limits to growth. But

an ecologist can only wonder how
such an illusion persists, just as an

astronaut might be baffled by meet-

ing a believer in a flat earth. Not

strangely, however, the Stockholm

conference paid more than lip ser-

vice to the need for protection of

wildlife and natural communities,

and a surprising degree of enthusi-

asm and unanimity was displayed in

calling for a ten-year moratorium

on whaling. Virtually all resolutions

on national parks, genetic re-

sources, and protection of wild spe-

cies passed with little debate. One
wonders why those who prepared

the conference did not ask for

more. Such subjects, for the mo-

ment at least, are politically neu-

tral.

In reading Barbara Ward and

Rene Dubos's book, one finally re-

alizes a depressing significance to

the title Only One Earth. Alterna-

tives to development in the tradi-

tional sense are scarcely considered.

The prospects for maintaining a di-

versity of life-styles suited to the

great genetic diversity of the human
race are mostly passed over. The
rights of those who were not repre-

sented by governments at Stock-

holm—the different peoples and

cultures that do not hold political

power and who may not seek to
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participate in an urbanized world

of high technology, but rather

to find different paths to happiness-

are certainly not examined. Instead,

economic development in its tradi-

tional Western sense is considered to

be essential for the United Nations

family. All men must be caught in the

technological net and drawn closer

and closer together.

It would be easy to feel bitter

about the bad behavior of govern-

ments at Stockholm. It is difficult to

sit and watch nations behave like

compulsive gamblers at a roulette

table, prepared to risk the future of

mankind for a bigger share of the

earth's riches now. Yet such bitter-

ness would be based on an unwar-

ranted optimism about the capacity

of man to see beyond his immediate

problems to an altruistic concern

for tomorrow. The Stockholm con-

ference did what it was asked to do.

We have a declaration on the hu-

man environment, a bit muddled bv

anti-neocolonialist, anti-imperialist

statements, but one we would do

well to respect. We have prospects

for a new United Nations Secretar-

iat that can do something about en-

vironmental problems, and for an

environmental fund with which it

can work. The conference produced

an action program for the United

Nations with some excellent recom-

mendations for international action,

which governments and inter-

national agencies must consider.

We wiU have an "earthwatch" to

monitor and measure the growing

sickness of the planet, and perhaps

not too late, to have its warnings re-

spected.

The Stockholm conference, of

course, only recommends to the

United Nations General Assembly.

In New York in December, the So-

viet Union and its friends will be in

full attendance, anxious to make up

for the opportunities lost through

their absence at Stockholm. The
Chinese will be there, confirmed in

their belief that a strong dose of

Chairman Mao's revolutionary med-

icine can cure the problems of pop-

ulation and environment. The Third

World will again be on the attack,

guarding its right to pollute and to

do whatever it desires to the envi-

ronment within its borders.

It is still likely, however, that

most of the good that came out of

Stockholm will survive New York.

Perhaps the best preparation that

AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats whatever she can find In the garbage.

And that is for less than some prowling dog would find in

your garbage can.

For just $1 2 a month, you can save such a child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you

con help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even an education.

But there's not o moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept.NHlO, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girl D in
^Iqme of Country

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for D a full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story, address and picture.

1 understand that 1 can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption" longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

D I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $

n Or, I will pledge $ per month.

D Please send me further information.

D If for a group, please specify.
Church, Class, Club, School. Busir

Nome—
Address.

City -State. -Zip.

You con "adopt" o child from ony of Ifie following countries Bolivio, Chile,

Colombia, Gualemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, India. Iran, Jopon, Korea, Lebanon,
Mexico. Nigerio. Paroguay, Peru, Syno, Thoiland, U.S.A. — Appolachian children or

Americon Indians. [Or a child of greatest need.) Afl gifts are fully tax deductible.

CHILDREN,INCORPORATEDI
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COSTUMES OF THE EAST

A fascinating history of the costumes of

Eastern civilizations from Palestine to Si-

beria, from Lapland to China.

A beautiful book with over 100 photographs

(68 in full color) and a text by Walter A. Fair-

servis, Jr., who describes the costumes,

their functions, and their relation to culture

and climate.

Hard cover $15.00, soft $5.95 (Museum
members: $12.75 or $5.00). Send check or

money order to The American Museum of

Natural History, Costume Book, 77 West

77th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024.

Natural History Safari, 17 Days
To Colombia And The Galapagos

February, July, September, 1973

—7 days in Colombia with bird

expert K. von Sneidern; Birds

—

Flora—Archeology—Cultures.

—8 day naturalist cruise amongst
the Galapagos, luxury air condi-

tioned yacht, Lina-A, plus more.

—Only 16-24 members, unhurried.

—Cost: Los Angeles $1728, Miami
$1506, inclusive.

^FlyAVlANCA

For details, write or phone
Siemer & Hand, Ltd., Travel

1 Embarcadero Center

San Francisco, Calif. 94111

(415) 788-7186

At
last—

a

definitive

book
on
swans

There is a magic about swans that

has persisted through the ages, in

heraldry, art, myth, and ornithol-

ogy. Now for the first time we have
a truly comprehensive book about
these noble birds.

All eight species of swans are in-

cluded. Each chapter is written by
an e.xpert, or several experts, on
such subjects as: distribution, mi-
gration, habitat, food, courtship and
family life, domestication, prob-
lems of conservation, and much
more. The book is magnificently
illustrated with 48 pages of photo-
graphs and some 100 drawings,
many by Peter Scott.

THE SWANS
Peter Scott and the Wildfowl Trust

$15.00 at your bookstore, or

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
2 Park Street, Boston, Mass. 02107

the average citizen can make for the

General Assembly is to carefully ex-

amine the contents of Only One
Earth. Perhaps there wiU be time to

communicate his concern to his na-

tional delegation.

.Raymond F. Dasmann is senior ecolo-

gist at the International Union for the

Conservation of feature. Switzerland.

The Organic Gardener, by Cath-

erine Osgood Foster. Alfred A.

Knopf $7.95 ($2.95 paperf 234

pp.. illus.

Traditionally, the topics of con-

versation that engender heat

without light have been politics and

religion, but we can now add or-

ganic gardening to the Ust. The true

believers and the nonbehevers—ma-
nureheads vs. nozzleheads—can be

really poor dinner companions, and

frequently they are bad gardeners

and /or poor scientists, as well. A
debate between a Rodale and a Bor-

lag would not only be uninteresting,

it would also be distasteful. Thus,

e\en though I am a professional

plant physiologist and supposedly

antiorganic, I want to start this re-

view by saving that The Organic

Gardener is really a pretty good
book and should be read by anyone

who is thinking of using the so-

called organic method.

Soil is basically pulverized rock

plus variable qualities and quan-

tities of complex organic materials

in which a manelous assortment of

organisms live. Although plants will

grow beautifuUv in inorganic min-

eral solutions, plants in soU have to

be in intimate root-soil contact ^Wth

water containing dissolved, re-

quired minerals in the correct pro-

portions and quantities. Raw min-

eral rock cannot properly hold and
supply this soil solution, it cannot

provide the environment for proper

root development, and it usually

cannot maintain the acidity-
alkalinity balance that the root

system must have to allow optimum
water and mineral uptake bv plants.

The organic continuum, usually

called humus, that facilitates these

processes is continually being bro-

ken down bv leaching, by the ac-

tion of soil organisms, and bv other

processes; and as it disappears, soil

compacts, roots may become oxv-

gen deficient and dry out. and the

EXCLUSIVE
The Museum Tie

Tyrannosaurus on ribbed poly-

ester. Two widths— 31/4" —
$6.00 ea.*; 41/4"—$7.00 ea.*

Color choice—white on maroon
—gold on navy— rust on brown.

*Please add 500 postage and

handling for each tie.

Members of the Museum are

entitled to a 10% discount.

Please add local taxes where
applicable and send yourcheck

to. .

.

The American Museum
of Natural History

New York, New York 10024

!
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Our wildlife bookoffer

expires January 1,1973.

The wildlifemay last

a little longer.

It may be an exaggeration to set an ex-

piration date on America's native wiidlife,

but it is no exaggeration to say ttiat our

wildlife is in serious danger. Once there

were 40 million pronghorns, 60 million

bison, and more than five billion prairie

dogs. When they were numerous, they

were largely ignored by naturalists; and

now that their habitats are being pre-

empted, it is becoming harder and harder

to study them in the natural state. (David

F. Costello was involved in research on

the social habits of prairie dogs when

rodent exterminators arrived unan-

nounced and poisoned all his subjects.)

LIVING WORLD BOOKS serve as an au-

thentic, permanent record of this imper-

iled natural world. They offer a wealth of

ecological information that is vital to an

understanding of the present plight of

our wildlife and to development of plans

to preserve it. Authors of LIVING WORLD
BOOKS spend months in the wild for

each book — photographing and observ-

ing the animals. The books are then

written with the general reader in mind,

in layman's language, with a thorough

explanation of technical background in-

formation.

To date, twenty-seven LIVING WORLD ti-

tles have been published, each devoted

to a common North American animal.

Each is fully illustrated with photographs,

and explains, in complete detail, the hab-

its and life cycle of the species. The au-

thors describe their research and offer

the naturalist — professional or amateur
— valuable advice on where the animals

can best be found, observed, and photo-

graphed. Anyone interested in the nat-

ural environment — its appreciation and

preservation — will find the LIVING
WORLD BOOKS indispensable.

"As enjoyable as they are authoritative

and informative ... an impressive con-

tribution to the literature of natural his-

tory." —John Kieran

"The Living World series ... is one of

the really solid contributions to the li-

brary of anyone interested in

nature."

—Edwin Way Teale

The
offer:
The list price of LIVING

WORLD BOOKS is $5.95

each. Until January 1,

1973, the following dis-

counts apply:

With the
purchase of

discount
price

2-4 books $5.36

5-9 books 5.06

10 or more books. . 4.76
Editor,

JOHNK.TERRES
TVz" X 10" • up to 150
photographs • bibhography index

LIVING WORLD BOOKS
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square
PliiladelphIa, Pennsylvania 19105

Send me the LIVING WORLD BOOKS which
I have checked at the right. List price $5.95,

or discount price for quantity orders.

Payment herewith (save shipping charges)

n Bill me as delivered (plus shipping
charges)

Residents of Pa., N.J., N.Y., N.C.. N.D., N.M.,
Ark., Cal., and Tenn. please add state and
local taxes.

The World of the . .

.

n AMERICAN ELK

n ANT
n BEAVER

D BISON
BLACK BEAR

D BOBCAT
D BOTTLENOSED

DOLPHIN

D CANADA GOOSE
a COYOTE
D FROG AND TOAD
D GREAT HORNED OWL
D GRIZZLY BEAR

D GULL

NH-1072 '

n MOOSE
D OPOSSUM
n OTTER

n PORCUPINE
D PRAIRIE DOG
D PRONGHORN
D RACCOON
D RED FOX

D RED-TAILED HAWK
n SNAKE
n SWAN
n WHITE-TAILED DEER|
n WOLF

n WOODCHUCK
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whole plant suffers. It is, therefore,

prudent and thrifty gardening prac-

tice to encourage and assist in

maintaining adequate organic

humus in soil. This is just about 90
percent of the organic gardening

story' and is above reproach.

Another 5 percent of the story is

the desire to eliminate pesticides

and other plant protective agents.

Companionate planting—the an-

cient technique of introducing

plants that repel insects—and rigor-

ous, diligent, and individual atten-

tion will control many insect pests.

Picking bugs off one bv one or

washing each leaf with a soap solu-

tion can be done only when the gar-

den is small and leisure time avail-

able; a fiftv-acre tomato field is

quite another matter. Bacterial and

fungus pests can, in some instances,

be controlled nicely bv cutting off

infected leaves, pulling out "sick"

plants, and especially bv thrifty gar-

den practice. There is, however,

little evidence for the author's as-

sertion that onlv poor plants be-

come diseased. \^ hat she is prob-

ably seeing is effect and not cause.

The last 5 percent of the storv in-

volves fertihzation. That organic ad-

ditives can supply the inorganic

minerals required by plants is un-

questioned. But serious questions

can be raised regarding the state-

ments that vitamins and other bio-

logically important molecules can
be supplied to intact plants through

the root system. Indeed, intact

plants are rarely deficient in such

substances. Tlie main bone of con-

tention is whether the plant can dis-

tinguish between, say, a phosphate
ion derived from compost and the

ion supphed from a bag of com-
mercial fertilizer such as 5-10-5.

Leaving aside the mystical cult of

Nature worship, I contend that

there is no difference. If we accept

the concepts of controlled experi-

mentation, all the available evi-

dence supports my point of view.

Be it noted, however, that adequate
humus provides the sod structure

that permits root aeration, adequate
moisture, a balanced soil solution,

and other conditions that facilitate

the absorption of that phosphate
ion.

It is a general biological prin-

ciple that the efficiency with which
nutrients are used by organisms is

about 10 percent. The relevance of

this to all recycling should be borne

"tlljii^Natute Books
for Young People

Animals and

Their Food

By James R. Johnson. Here

are fascinating details about

what wild animals eat, how
they obtain their food, and

how their food habits affect

their characteristics. The vol-

ume covers the four basic

kinds of eaters — herbivores,

vegetarians, carnivores, and

omnivores. Ages 11-14. $4.50

Frogs, Toads, and

Salamanders as Pets

By Richard Headstrom. "This

companion to Lizards as Pets

offers comparable field

guide/handbook information

about American amphibians.

The section on caring for am-
phibious pets will be the most

useful." —Kirkus Reviews
Ages 11-14. Illus. $4.95.

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC.
750 Third Ave., New York 10017

r
now II mmm
A powerful study of the

social bonds which hold

us together—and the
antisocial theories which
drive us apart.

TTHF
IMPERIAL
ANIMAL

Lionel Tiger & Robin Fox

<^o<^<^o<^>e><x><><><^<x><^><><>o<><>C'

"Superlative writing ... an
impressive tour de force."

-'Saturday Review

"Engaging, literate and
original ... a book on hu-

man beings for human be-

ings."

—San Francisco Chronicle

AA DELTA BOOK-S295
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Science
forthelaymaa

The editors of Saturday Review SR Science covers •^ =^?^^^^s^^^^^^e -=~The editors of Saturday Review
roudly announce a new monthly
lagazine devoted to Science.

' Science has become too important

^
part of our lives to be left to scientists.

Yet most magazines that deal with
iie subject of science are so technically

riented, they tend to be obscure to the

on-professional.

So the editors of Saturday Review
ave created a monthly magazine to

3lve the problem.

It's called Saturday Review-
cience, and it's written for you, the

on-professional.

Which is not to say that it's

mplistic.

In fact, many scientists thoroughly

ajoy it. They read it to learn more about

reas other than their own.
What we've done is to make the

laterial more relevant, and more digestible

We've eliminated the statistical

robability curve charts.

And the complicated

iree-paragraph
ifil&^\

hemical formulae v^JB1I^,m

Veve left the fun in

science as it needs to be covered.

It keeps you abreast of ff
develop ments in virtually every ^^
field of science. -^!

Health and medicine.

Psychology. Physics. Environment
Sociology. Anthropology. Biology, ^^^g
Chemistry. Computer sciences. __
Applied sciences. And the ideas and gj
discoveries of the top men and womeng^g4=^^^
in the various fields of science.

Our approach is to clarify

and communicate, rather than

just to report.

After reading an article on
the phenomena of lightning, you
will actually understand the pro- "3^^
cesses that produce them. In detail. ~^_

Some articles;

—The computer and civil liberties:

the danger of a nation on file m a

machine's memory.
—Lunar tides: how the attrac-

tion of the ,/ moon results m everything

from mirth to madness.

-What's wrong with
American agriculture.

—Weather modification:

are raindrops as lethal as bombs?
—The psychology of foreign

aid: is it really better to give

than receive?

—Quantity vs. quality: shaping

our society by the numbers.

—The schedule of the human
embryo: when does life really begin.

—The definition of death.

When does life really end?

In addition. Science carries fea-

tures, puzz,les, reviews, contests and
editorials of the kind that have made
Saturday Review the brain-prodder it

has always been.

SR-Science will be the publica-

tion you'll look forward to getting

every month.

You can get a Charter Member
Subscription at the half-price rate of

$6.00 for one year (regularly SI 2).

We invite you to take advantage

of this offer today.

Layman or not.

(Saturdqyl^iew
loy. 204.', Rock lilandMll f'\y>^

Dear Saturday Review,

Enter my introductory subscription to

Saturday Review- Science at the Halt-Price

Charter Subscription rate of $6.00 for one year

(regularly $12) with a guarantee that I must
enjoy it or you'll give me a full refund.

n Payment Enclosed D Bill me
(nflcr good only in US. and Canada )

Name

tly a subscriber to Saturday Review. SR- Science is already included in your sub^nption as

total information program covering The Arts. Education, The Society as well as Science.
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^^^ Outdoor Sporting Specuili

th
I
year

Outdoor Sporting Specialties

Free Fall Catalog

Just Off the Press

Fully illustrated fea-
turing hunting, win-
ter sports and camp-
ing equipment. Out-
doors apparel and
footwear for men
and women. Many
items of our own
manufacture. Our
GOth year of provid-
ing dependable, high
grade sporting spe-
cialties. All fully
guaranteed.

D Send Free Catalog

L. L. Bean^ Inc.
622 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

iiJMDilPlJPf
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
OVER 300 NOW AVAILABLE FROM HUBBARD
Formerly available only from the U.S. Topo-
graphic Command, these 3-D maps are ideal for
framing. A perfect low-cost gift . . . only $9.95,
Ask your local book, gift, or stationery store.

iillRRAlin P O. BOX To5~72655'shrrm'i7Rd.7
nUDDHnUNorthbrook, Illinois 60062

Please send FREE descriptive literature.

ADDRESS-

CITY

Country Inns

j||.f&
Back Roads

/ EACH INN A NEW ADVENTURE

3l-f\ It will reach yoo in time to enioy

.JU ppd.
the sequestered ways of autumn

Kennebunkport to Cormel. Crisp mornings, refresh-
ing orr, crackling fires, snug beds, hearty food
A guide to unique travel. History, nature. Includes
naps. At bookstores or order directly. Sounds

nderful, doe

Tarry In Our Book Stall

Thc'^erk§tiirt ^ravelle
STOCKBRIDGE. MASS'ttS 01252i w

in mind. Of the initial mineral level

in materials to be composted, only

about 10 percent is available to the

plant supplied with the compost,

and the plant can use about 10 per-

cent of this for its development.

The same order of magnitude
changes occur at each turn of the

cvcle. This does not mean that recy-

chng should not be mandated; our

wasting of potentially useful sewage

and other compostable material is

sinful. It does mean that even if all

of the potential humus in the world

was efficiently recycled, we would
still have need for input of indus-

trially prepared fertilizers. With the

need to grow plants to feed the re-

sults of enthusiastic human over-

breeding, the fertilizer industry is

vital in world economies. Any other

evaluation of the recycling problem
is wishing for a perpetual motion

machine.

As I said, this is a pretty good
book. The text has many useful rec-

ommendations, there is a wealth of

information on the how-to of com-
panionate planting and the con-

struction of compost heaps, plus a

few intriguing recipes. The plant

physiological explanations are a bit

simphstic and occasionally in con-

flict with present knowledge. Some
of the home brew formulas for or-

ganic sprays are probably worth the

time to test. Most important, one

gets the impression of a warm and
intelligent person talking to you—

a

delightful style of writing that is sel-

dom presented in expository prose

courses. The illustrations, however,

aren't worth the paper or ink.

Richard M. Klein

Vniversity of Vermont

The American Museum is open to the

public every dav during the vear. ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

The list below details the photographer

or other source of illustration bv page.
COVER-Warren Garst,
Tom Stack & Associ-

ates

14-24-Vladimir Kozak
28-L0UI5 Dollo

32-Bettmann Archive
38-41-Courtesy of Fred-

erick Warne & Co-
42 43-James Simon,

Bruce Coleman, Inc.

44-49—Theodore Bailey
except 47-AMNH af-

ter Bailey

51-59-Arthur Galston
eaei-Beatrice Willard

63-66—Ann Zwinger

got

69— Eric Hosking
70-AMNH
71-LawrenceC. Shaffer
72-73-Eric Hosking
74-75-Scala
76-77-Scala/l

Wolf
78-Emil Sarafis

79-80-AMNH
81 -Sea la

82-Hirmer Fotoarchiv

94-Courtesy of Fred
erick Warne & Co.

98-UPl
UO-UPI
113—Helmut Wimmer

A
COPTIC
CROSS
A gift to remember
A reproduction of an ancient

cross from central Etliiopia.

The original hand-forged arti-

fact is on exhibit in our hall

of MAN IN AFRICA. The
cross is 2 1/2" long x IV2" wide.

The chain is 30" long. Both
are silver-plated.

S4.75 + 500 postage and
handling.

Members of the Museum
are entitled to a 10% dis-

count. Please add local taxes

where applicable and send

your check to . .

.

tkeyMi\se4u^kcp
The American Museum

of Natural History

New York, New York 10024
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Suggested
Additional Reading
STONE AGE REVISITED
Native Peoples of South America.

J.H. Steward and L.C. Faron.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York, 1959.

Indians of Brazil in the Twentieth

Century. J.H. Hopper, ed. Institute

for Cross-Cultural Research, Wash-

ington, 1967.

ONE SMALL STEP FOR SCIENCE,

ONE GOOD MEAL
FOR THE SHIP'S CAT
A History of Polar Exploration. L.P.

Kirwan. W.W. Norton and Com-

pany, Inc., New York, 1960.

Zoology of HMS Erebus and Terror

UNDER Capt. Sir James Clark Ross,

R.N., F.R.S., during the years

1839-1843. J. Richardson and J.E.

Gray. E.W. Janson, London.

THE SECRET LIFE OF
BEATRIX POTTER
Journal of Beatrix Potter. B. Potter.

L. Linder, ed. Frederick Warne and

Company, Inc., New York, 1966.

The Art of Beatrix Potter. B. Potter.

Frederick Warne and Company,

Inc., New York, 1955.

Plants Without Leaves. R.E. Hut-

chins. Dodd, Mead and Company,

New York, 1966.

THE ELUSIVE BOBCAT
The Bobcat of North America. S.P.

Young. Stackpole Books, Harris-

burg, 1958.

The World of the Bobcat. J. Van

Wormer. J.B. Lippincott Company,

Philadelphia, 1964
Of Predation and Life. P.L. Erring-

ton. Iowa State University, Ames,

1967.

Mammals of North America. V.H.

Cahalane. The MacmiUan Company,

New York, 1947.

ABOVE THE TREELINE
Timberline Ancients. D. Muench and

D. Lambert. Charles H. Belding,

Portland, 1972.

Ecology of the Heights. L.W. Swan.

Natural History, April, 1963.

SURVIVAL ON A BLEAK
SCOTTISH ESTUARY
Biology and Comparative Physiology

OF Birds, Vol. II. A.J. Marshall, ed.

Academic Press, New York, 1961.

The Shorebirds of North America.

G.D. Stout, ed. Viking Press, New
York, 1967.

Social Behaviour in Animals. N. Tin-

bergen. Barnes & Noble, Inc., New
York, 1965.

THE MINOAN CONNECTION
Prehistoric Crete. R.W. Hutchinson.

Penguin Books, Inc., Baltimore,

1962.

Crete and Mycenae. S. Marinatos.

Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York,

n.d.

Forgotten Scripts. C.H. Gordon. Ba-

sic Books, Inc., Publishers, New
York, 1968.

Ugarit and Minoan Crete. C.H. Gor-

don. W.W. Norton and Company,

Inc., New York, 1966.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

j about a change of address, renewal

I of subscription, billing, or any kind

I of adjustment, send the present

I address label from the magazine
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I
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clip and mail to: Natural History,

Reader Services. P.O. Box 2927,

Boulder, Colorado 80302.
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left.

"Our favorite way of 'shooting'

Bighorn — with a QUESTAR"
Ralph and Doris Davis, who took this photograph
on a recent trip to the Rockies, would not dream
of shooting a Bighorn any other way. They spotted

two females across a canyon on a rocky ledge,

shown below in a regular camera shot. Questar's

closeup is on Tri-X at 1/125 second.

The last word in Questar accessories is the Carpod,
below. This rigid support lets you sit comlortably

inside your car, observing or photographing, with-

out disturbing the wildlile. Only the versatile and
portable Questar can allord you such convenience
and enjoyment.

IRIBED
0UE5TAI
RGES IN KERICA, S2 50, EUROPE

QUESTAR
BOX Q 60, NEW HOPE, PA, 18938



Sky Reporter

Is the Galaxy Cracking Uj
Huge clouds of hydrogen are falling into our galaxy

at velocities of 50 to 100 miles a second. Untd re-

cently, some astronomers thought they were matter

left over from the formation of the galaxy. Others of-

fered the more interesting view that our galactic center

is as active as others we see, and that it had shot out

large quantities of matter, which had expanded into

clouds that are now faUing back in at the edges of our

galactic disk.

R. D. Davies at the JodreU Bank radio observatory

in England has a better idea. In his view, the edges of

the galaxy are being pulled out of the plane of the disk

by the gravitational attraction of two small nearby gal-

axies, the Magellenic Clouds, visible to the naked eye

in the southern sky. The tidal forces are so strong, in

fact, that pieces are being broken off completely. It is

these pieces, being pulled back by the stronger grav-

itational attraction of the galactic center, that radio as-

tronomers see as incoming clouds of hydrogen.

Davies's explanation is based on a new survey of the

outer reaches of our galaxy made with the Jodrell

Bank radio telescope. Hydrogen clouds emit radio

waves when their atoms spontaneously drop to a

slightly lower energy level; the wavelengths of these

signals appear slightly shifted as the clouds come
toward us or move away from us. By measuring these

shifts, radio astronomers can tell which way and how
fast a hydrogen cloud is moving. They have mapped
the movements of hydrogen clouds throughout the en-

tire sky, and in so doing discovered the high-velocity

clouds streaming into our galaxy.

The JodreU Bank survey has revealed the existence of

spiral arms farther out from the center of our galaxy than

any previously mapped. These more distant arms are

tilted from the plane of the disk, and come quite close to

the high-velocity clouds. The clouds appear to be broken

off pieces of these distant arms; the distant arms them-

selves appear to be extensions ofpreviously known arms.

Summarizing his results in Nature, Davies points

out that his findings agree with earher predictions by
others that the galactic disk could be unstable at a dis-

tance of more than 16 kiloparsecs (a little more than

50,000 light-years) from the center. The new arms and

the high-velocity clouds are beyond this at some 20
kiloparsecs (about 64,000 light-years).

Future textbooks will show the galaxy, not as a disk

rotating in unassailable splendor, but as one whose
edges are being flopped up and down hard enough to

break off astronomical-sized chunks, which then fall

back into the dense, seething center.

Dust from the Sun A common sight in high

latitudes during the summer are noctilucent clouds,

clouds so high (40 to 60 miles) that they remain illu-

minated long after the sun has set. They are believed

to be composed of dust pcirticles coated with ice.

Now it appears that the dust may come from the

sun. The particles have been brought back to earth by

high-altitude rockets, and they are reveahng a strange

chemistry that is almost certainly not terrestrial, mete-

oritic, or cometary in origin. Some 70 percent of the

particles have inner cores of heavy, exotic atoms of

such elements as lanthanum, thulium, praeseodynium,

osmium, ytterbium, and tantalum. The rounded, low-

density material that surrounds some of the cores ap-

In this picture of the sun through a special

filter, a bright flare appears near right

center as a white splotch. The flare, which

reached a peak on August 7, was one of the

largest ever recorded, covering some 2.8

billion square mUes. Particles ejected

from the sun in flares like this reach the

earth; some of the heavier particles may
form the nuclei for the high-altitude ice

crystals we see as noctilucent clouds.

IIO



by John P. Wiley, Jr.

pears to have been in place before the particles en-

tered the earth's atmosphere, although it may have

been altered during entry.

Reporting their results in Nature, Curtis L. Hemen-
way, D. S. Hallgren, and D. C. Schmalberger of the Dud-

ley Observatory in Albany say the particles almost cer-

tainly are coming from outside the earth because other

rocket flights have found that the particles have measur-

able downward velocities. They also feel that if the par-

ticles were terrestrial, it would be hard to explain why
only such heavy, unusual elements are found. They are

satisfied that the particles were not from their laboratory

and are not part of the rocket or its exhaust.

The same argument about the preponderance of

heavy atomic weights seems to rule out the moon, me-

teors, asteroids, or comets as the source. The flux

seems too great to be interstellar in origin. Thus the

authors find they are left with the sun as the only pos-

sible source.

A solar origin for the noctilucent cloud particles

could also explain observed variations in the Zodiacal

Light. This hazy cone of light, sometimes visible after

sunset or before sunrise, is sunlight reflected from dust

particles in orbit around the sun. At times when in-

creased solar activity is producing more of the heavy

particles, the Zodiacal Light would naturally be in-

creased.

Their suggestions, the authors say, have several im-

plications. The reason tropical skies are darker may be

because the solar particles, carrying an electric charge,

are preferentially drawn toward the earth's magnetic

poles. Thus our atmosphere may have a fixed lower

limit of cleanliness, a limit always to be found at low

latitudes. Inflow of these particles could also have a

bearing on terrestrial weather. The particles would

make effective nucleating agents for rainfall when they

reach the troposphere. Thus long-range weather fore-

casting may need to take into account the upper atmo-

sphere influx of solar dust, which presumably is based,

in turn, on varying solar activity.

More on Black Holes I had always thought

that black holes (stars so collapsed, with gravity so

strong, that no light can escape) were more or less in-

vented by J. Robert Oppenheimer (he of the later AEC
hearing) in 1939. Not so. In a review in Nature, Roger

Penrose of Birkbeck College, London, points out that

in 1798 Pierre Simon La Place, the French mathema-

tician, wrote that the largest luminous bodies in the

universe may be invisible. According to his calcu-

lations, "A luminous star, of the same density as the

Earth, and whose diameter should be 250 times that of

the Sun, would not, in consequence of its attraction,

allow any of its rays to arrive at us."

Today black holes are the object of a widespread

hunt. In 1971 at least ten authors proposed that the

invisible companions of stars in certain binary systems

could be or must be black holes. Such arguments illus-

trate one of the few ways to detect a black hole: by its

gravitational effect on another body.

Another way to find them is to detect the grav-

itational waves they would generate, particularly when
black holes merge or when entire stars are pulled into

large black holes. Very strong gravitational waves have

been detected coming from the center of our galaxy,

leading some theorists to postulate that a large black

hole at the center is swallowing stars continually.

If one is found, it would not behoove a future physi-

cist to get too close. An observer approaching the

threshold of a black hole of one solar mass can expect

to feel himself stretched in the direction of the center

of the hole and squashed in all the perpendicular di-

rections. These forces would be enough to kill a man,

Penrose notes, long before he reaches the hole.

Falling into a black hole of 100,000 to

100,000,000 solar masses, the observer would not be

killed until he was well inside the hole. "But," Pen-

rose continues, "as he nears the center, the effect

mounts inexorably. Not only is the observer himself

soon destroyed by the mounting space-time curvature,

but the very atoms of his body, even their constituent

elementary particles, will themselves be ultimately

squeezed out of existence."

The final state is a "space-time singularity," an area

in which space and time have become so distorted that

the laws of physics as we understand them no longer

apply. Penrose points out that some theorists believe

some matter may be able to escape from a black hole:

for example, if an extremely asymmetrical body col-

lapsed, some parts might miss other parts. Tliis matter,

he says, could escape the black hole but not the space-

time disruption and would emerge as a visible or

"naked" singularity. For these objects, too, the phys-

ics is unknown, and Penrose suggests that extraordi-

nary things could occur, "For exani|)lc. ihr |ir()(hicliiin

of matter out ol gravitation."

Black-hole hunters should work out what the detect-

able characteristics would be, Penrose argues, for the

possibility of naked singularities must be taken as seri-

ously as that of "normal" black holes.
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Celestial Events
by Tlion^as D. Xicliolsoii

The Moon: From first-quarter on October 15, the moon goes

through its waxing gibbous phase, during which it is prominent in the

evening sky, growing in size nightly, and setting later and later after

midnight, until it becomes full moon on October 22. This full moon is

known as the hunter's moon. Like the harvest moon of September, the

moon this October, as it nears its full phase, rises only a half hour or so

later each night, as compared with an average of 50 minutes later

nightly at other times. Thus, the fuU or nearly full moon seems to be in

the sky all night long for several nights in a row during early autumn.

After full moon on the 22nd, the gibbous moon wanes nightly, while

rising later and later after sunset, until it becomes the last-quarter moon

on October 28. The waning crescent continues to be seen in the morn-

ing sky until a few days before new moon on November 5. By Novem-

ber 8, you should begin to see the new crescent moon in the evening

sky, growing in size and becoming first-quarter on November 14.

Stars and Planets: In these months of early autumn, the early

evening sky still contains the brightest summer stars, the Great Triangle

of Ahair, Deneb, and Vega, well up in the west. Stars of autumn, in the

constellations Pegasus, Andromeda, Perseus, Cassiopeia, and Aries, are

high above, while winter stars, led by those of Auriga, Taurus, and

Orion, are rising in the east. By midnight, the stars of winter fill the

eastern sky, moving into the west during the morning hours.

Jupiter and Saturn appear among the evening stars. Jupiter, in Sagit-

tarius, is very bright in the southwest at dusk, but sets shortly after

dark, along with the southern summer stars. Saturn rises in Taurus sev-

eral hours after sunset, appearing well up in the southeast by midnight.

The morning sky contains Saturn and Venus. Satiu-n is stiU high in

the southwest at dawn. Venus, much brighter, is in Leo, and rises be-

tween 2 and 3 hours before the sun, disappearing with the dawn.

Meteors: The outlook for viewing the Orionid meteor shower,

which reaches maximum on October 21, is not good, with bright light

from the full or nearly full moon expected aU night long. Moonlight will

not interfere with observations of the Taurid meteors, however, as they

approach their maximum on November 4. But this is a sparse shower of

not too bright meteors.

October 23: Perigee comes 24 hours after full moon. Expect greater

high-water heights from perigee spring tides.

October 25: Saturn rises shortly after, close to, and below the moon

tonight.

November 2-3: Venus is near the crescent moon on both mornings, to

the left of the moon on the 2nd, to the right of the moon in the dawn

sky on the 3rd.

November 4: If you look carefully to the left and above the rising

crescent moon, you may get your first ghmpse of Mars as a morning star

today. The star Spica is between Mars and the moon.

November 5: Mercury is at greatest elongation to the left of the sun

in the evening sky, but this is an unfavorable elongation. The planet is

quite low even at sunset.

November 9-10: Jupiter is close to the moon on both evenings. At

conjunction, on the ICfth, the moon occults the planet over Antarctica.

November 15: Mercury begins its retrograde (westward) motion.

*Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match the

stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for

10:20 P.M. on October 15; 9:20 P.M. on October 31; and 8:15 pm on November 15; but

it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW. . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS. NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

*:»kvo^ra**i« c^ «^
UNIQUE HARD-TO-FINP BARGAINS FOR FUN. STUDYOR PROFIT

TERRIBLE LIZARD
Explore the fascinating pre-
historic world of dinosaurs
200, UOO 000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic
scale models (12 dinosaurs

2 mammals) accurately
iiled in sturdy plastic.

1 1 Giant Brontosaurus,
tierce TjTannosaurus Kes,
^^ ooly llammoth—range in

size from 2" to 6". Also instr.

to build your own dinosaur land and Wonder Boob.
Stock No. 70.8I7E S6.00 Ppd.

IT'S FOR YOU! UPC. PHONEl
Authentic Swedish designed
ERICOFOX<S) i5 ultra mod-
em space & time saver.

Pick up to use dial on bot-

tom, put down to hang up.

Beautiful, legal ! Ideal for

crowded desk, table (base

3%xiW. ht:8V). Com-
pact conversation piece trans-

mits voices w/true fidelity.

Lustrous beige hi -Impact
scratch-resit thermo-plastlc Advanced electronic tone

ringer (tweeter) for bridged & divided ringing systems.

Plug, instr.

Stock No. 7l,748E S57.50 Ppd.

No. 7I.479E (WITHOUT RINGER) S47.50 Ppd.

beauty in-

doors! Assmt of 5 pkgs of

seeds or log roots incls 1

; Bird of Paradise (seeds)

which blooms in brilliant

colors, lives for yrs; Ha-
waiian Wood Rose (seeds)
whose yrly blossoms turn
golden brown, with wood-like
testure when they dry. make
lasting floral arrangements

;

Hawaiian Palm (seeds) is as green as Hawaii; Ti Plants,

Aloha Green and Hawaiian Fire, (both log roots) are

hardy, make colorful decoration. Individual growing instrs

Stock No. 60.929E S5.35 Ppd.

LOW COST GEM TUMBLER
Become a rockhoundl Fascl-

r^ nating hobby . . . loads of

fun inespen';ive, easy. Mabe
je^^elrj of all binds—decora-
tive boob ends, table tops,

c simply tumble-finish
r--^ illy available gemstones

then polish to high
lustre brings out beau-
tiful colors Rugged 3-lb.

cap tumbler w/cont. duty
motor Full Instr.

...SM.25 Ppd.
ASSORTMENT ....$9.00 Ppd.

VISIBLE V-S ENGINE
Hours ot fun I Get thrill of

building your own easily

assembled engine from over
3n0 parti Then push starter

and watch it run. Crank-
shaft revolves, pistons move,
valves open and close In
sequence with spark plugs.
Does everything but burn

^ scale, molded in 4

many auto mechanic (

tech manual
Stock No 70 448E

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES . MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 164 pages packed with
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,

illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts etc.. for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
30O Edscorp Building. Barnngton. N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Direct reading up to 2 mi.
Has 3 interchangeable pre-
compuled scales. In seconds,

get exact fis, check di:

& speed, correct compass

50 & 100 yds. 6 s ISX
monocular detaches for sep

use. Ideal for hunters, boat-
ers, golfers, engrs., con-
tractors, estimators. Weatherproof, 2-yr warranty.
No. 7I.648E (l'/2Xll") S35.75 Ppd.
CARRY CASE &. "IN USE" HOLSTER
Stock No. 7I.649E S7.75 Ppd.

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO 5 DAYS'.
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow-
ing temperature, accelerates

seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants

ready for outdoor planting.
Big 3 sq. ft. planting area
—29" s 15" s 4" box holda
^ bushel of growing me-
dium Germinates tomato

seeds In 3-5 days; asters dahlias petunias wk or less

Incl. 3 s 4 ft. clear plastic cover supports 4 pkgs of
veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg home current
Stock No. 80,I53E ... . $12 95 Ppd

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids
traffic stoppers for stores

hood sensation. Great back
yard fun. Escltlng beach
attraction- Amateur meteo
rologists use to meaaure
cloud heights, wind speed
and temp, ilade of heavy-

duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hosi

Stock No. 60.568E ....

Stock No. 60.632E ....

for high nse
S2 00 Ppd
$7 00 Ppd

TURN BOTTLES INTO TREASURES
Easy- to- use Bottle Cutter
Kit lets you be ecological
and artistic. Make saleable,
attractive glasses, lamps,
dishes, candle-holders, vases
from ordinary no-return
smooth- surface bottles or
jars! Cut any round bottle
safely, easily in less than
5 minutes for fun. profit.

home decorations with just
an ice cube and this kit.

Includes: cutter (3% X 7*4 X 2^4"). candle, 2-oz. grind-
ing powder. Complete instructions.
Stock No. 7I,475E SI0.95 Ppd.

LIE DETECTOR TYPE METER!
How a kiss, scare, etc. af- " "

/
fects you is revealed by de-
gree of Hang Up Meter's
high pitched tone. Similar
to psychologists' psychogal-

udibly
sures changes in skin re-
sistance caused by stimuli
changes. Sensitivity adjust-
able from mild to wild. 12-

pg bklt has 10 psychological
experiments incl self-awareness training &. control—some
people use to learn to relax. Plastic case w/2 finger contact
PCS, 2^-ft. contact cord."
No. 71,738E (2'/ax3%x6'/4) $29.75 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOK!
Official fiy-them-yourself
book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AiXERI-
CAN'S "1st International
Competition". Includes
plans of all winning entrtes.
time-aloft records, photos,
technical data. commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages
for easy tear-out. You won't
believe how some of them

fly: Anuising. entertaining. 128 pages. 9" s 11^".
Stock No. 9391 E $2.95 Ppd.
"STICK-PAPER AIR PLANES" BOOK
Stock No. 9427E $4.95 Ppd.

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAW*
Anytime there's a ballooi
the air is festive. Especial-

|

ly when the "air" is he-
lium, which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous.
Now here's 20 times the fun |—20 balloons of 4. 5.
6" diam. With them,
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. ii

can containing 20 liters
'

. Inflate all 20. J
nert gas.

Stock No. 7I.289E $3. 00 Ppd

Build your own see-through
motorized model of revolu-

tionary pisionless type en-
gine . . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Beplaces piston,
C5"linder, crank assemblies .^g^^l^.
with rotating discs (sections ^^Bt^^^removed for firing cham- ^^^^^
hers). Smaller; fewer parts
greater rel., less h.p. Switch. Req. 2—1.5V. batt. (not-ind..

No. 7I.424E (4'/2'' X 5" X 9") $6.75 Pptl.

519 Pg. "Wankel" Book No. 9439E $15.25 Ppd.

GROW EANTAtTIC
World's most unusual & in-

teresting plants 1 Each car-
nivorous plant lures & traps
insect victims in own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
ing, sweetness: traps

'KILLER" PLANTS

NEW ELEaRONIC CALCULATOR-$99.50
Terrific American-made val-

ue w/big machine capabil-
ities. Add, subtract, mul-
tiply, divide do mixed
calculations—silent answers
in milU-seconds. 8 digit
entry & readout w, IB-digit
cap. Auto, precise to the
decimal. Also features fixed

decimal, constant key un-
derflow, zero suppression.
minus signal for true credit balance, error correction,

keyboard roU over memory. Solid state; modular constr.,

orily 3-lb. Year guarantee (normal use).

No. 78.000E (6-'/;x9x2'' Hi) $99.50 Ppd.

FEATHERWEIGHT TREASURE FINDER
Best, easiest to use solid
state, metal detector at lt5

price. U.S. made! Only 3
lbs !

6" search head detects
depth of 5", silver

dollar at 8". bag i

18". Easily works thru dirt,

sand, wood, water (30" deep)
and rock with no power loss.

Detects your "find" sharply
with "sound off" loud-
speaker. Comes ready to go. One tuner control; all tran-
sistor; adjus. stem; perfect balance. Incls 9v batt, FREE
TREASURE GUIDE To 101 Treasure Sites
Stock No. 80.I75E $39 95 Ppd

WITH A MAGNET"FISH
hunting on the

bottom' Fascinating fun iS.

•sometimes profltable! Tie a

line to our 5-lb. Magnet

—

drop It overboard In bay
river lake or ocean. Troll it

along bottom—your "treas-
ure haul can be outboard
moto^^ anchors, etc. 5-lb.

Magnet is war surplus

—

A.lniro T Type—GoVt cost
_

'^50 Lifti over 150 lbs. on land—much more under water.
Stock No 70.571 E 5 lbs S 14.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 70.570E S'/z lbs S 8.75 Ppd.
Stock No. 85.I52E 15% lbs. $33.95 FOB

BEAUTY WITH BRAINS!

solid walnut case faced i

brushed chromium plate
houses 3 recessed dials to

keep you weather

Dials have black velvet fin-

ish, white numerals, bright
red pointers for clear, sharp
readings. Range 29-31" of m

Stock No. 7I,632E $25.95 Ppd.

POWER HORN BLASTS A MILE
Frighten prowlers, muggers,
vicious dogs with 118 deci-

bels. Just press and this

Freon powered pocket-sized
metal horn can be heard a

mile away to signal for help
or fun. Great for boating
(it floats), hiking, camping,
hunting, seashore, rooting
for your team. Can be heard
over traffic and constr. noises
to sound fire drill, lunch
break or emergency. Weighs only 3 oz. but contains up to

100 mile-piercing blasts. A real bargain.
Stock No. 4I,423E $3.25 Ppd.
Giant 9 oz. Horn No. 7I.630E $8.20 Ppd.

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

300 EDSCORP BLOG.
BARRIIUGTOm, lUEW JERSEY 08007
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The real

Technology has trapped us in a
roar of unnatural sound which
threatens our health, our thinking

—our very sense of well-being.

The ideal

We can rediscover our own best
natures when we once again find

the quiet that has been lost.

artist: seurat The Art Institute of Ctiicago

artist: p. soval<

Total environmental noise is

doubling every ten years. And
unwanted sound forces up our
blood pressure, tenses our
muscles, frazzles our nerves.

But noise is an environmental
enemy we can conquer with
better urban planning, improved
industrial design, well-planned
legislation, sound-dampening

construction, and above all,

respect for one another's right

to quiet.

It's time for all of us to help plan
ways for quieting things down-
while we can still hear ourselves
think.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany



The Qm^ler Imperial ^vas biiilt Mith the idea that a eai' should

cany }ou fix)m place to place iii maxunuin comfoit.

That idea has never changed.

To begin with, there's the 1973

Imperial's comfortable ride, so quiet

it's almost eerie. It"s the result of a

unique combination of its torsion-bar

suspension (for good handling) and a

sound isolation system that's designed

to give \'ou an extraordinary sense of

remoteness and serenitv.

To comfort your mind,

ourElectronic Igni-

1

tion System starts

up the car's insides

no matter how
wet the weather gets outside.

And you get an electronic

digital clock that keeps time with-

in a minute a month.

i1 1:58 30 a<«—

We've added new sound dead-

eners to the '73 Imperial. Strategically

placed foam seals, silencer pads and

vibration absorbers, to name a few.

The interior of the new Imperial is

enough to make you wish you didn't have to

leave it. Depending on the model you pick, it

indulges you with beautiful Cologne leather

seats, individual folding center armrests, rear-

seat reading lamps and built-in foam pillows.

The Imperial is our finest,

most comfortable car.

And the 1973 Imperial is

our finest, most comfortable
Imperial ever.

The car may change.

The idea never.

CHRYSLER

Gin^ler Imperial WMM
Extra care in engiiieering-it makes a difierence.
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ONCEINALOVETimE

Life is hardly a fair>- tale, but at least

you can wine and dine happily ever after.

Take Waterford Irish Cr>-stal.

Each piece is a signed original, blown,

cut and made by hand, as it was two

hundred years ago.

Waterford is an investment that grows

more valuable with the passing years.

Witness, for example, the three Irish

beauties shown here: Castletown, $23.

Tramore, S9.25. Kenmare, $12.75.

Small wonder that when the president's

daughter wanted crystal, she chose

Waterford.

And when the Queen of England

wanted bone china for her wedding table,

she chose Aynsley.

Waterford & Aynsley go together like

love and kisses.

Each is made by hand, with heart.

Take these Aynsley patterns, for in-

stance. ( Prices noted for five-piece place

settings.)

Pembroke, created by Aynsley in the

late 1 700's, yet so right for today; raised

enamels. S32.50.

Indian Tree, an Oriental design repro-

duced by Aynsley in 1820; raised

enamels, $45.
Henley, a timeless design, richly tex-

tured in raised enamels, S28.95.

Other five-piece place settings, from
$20 to $300.

For colorful free booklets, write to

Waterford & Aynsley, 225 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10010.
Become a collector. For once in a

'""'"WATERFORD& AYNSII
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Raised on a daii'v fai-ni in Ten-

nessee, Lisa Alther had an earlv

interest in the debate over organic

versus chemical farming. A vege-

table garden in her backvard
sharpened her desire to find valid-

ity in the flood of conflicting

claims and statistics emanatine;

from both camps Alther i free

subject, he became Eduardos ap-

prentice. Sharon, a teaching assis-

tant at the Uni\t'i-^it\ nf Cahlurnia

lance writer, visited England last

year to look into agricultural tech-

niques in that countrv. partic-

ularly at the Haughlev Research
Farms in East Anglia.

Douglas G. Sharon first met
Eduardo the folk healer while on
an archeological expedition to

northern Peru in 1965. Impressed
by the man and his talents, in

1970 Sharon obtained a fellowship

to investigate curanderismo and its

role in contemporar\ Peruvian
culture. To gain insights into the

at Los Angeles, plans to studv the

psychology of socialization among
the Guajiro Indians of Venezuela
and Colombia.

A design instructor at the
Cleveland Institute of Art. Chris-
topher Williams believes that

wood is perhaps the material
closest to man's own temper-
ament. It is infinite in its vailety,

vital, and filled with imperfec-

tions." To learn about the har-

mony between W'Oodworkers and
their environment, he has visited

North Africa, the Middle East,

eastern Europe, and Lapland, and
watched native craftsmen and ar-

chitects at work. Williams, who is

completing a book on his observa-
tions, is a carpenter bv avocation.

ChnstnjiluT H illiain.s

\^ hether he is speaking to fish

hobbvists or marine scientists,

James W. Atz empiiasizes the ex-

tremelv delicate nature of fishes.

But he hastens to add that thev

James W. Atz



This Christmas, make a Perseverance Pie.

It takes a wee dram of Grant's 8. Scotch.

And Auntie Fiona's recipe. (Send for it.)

On Christmas day, 1887, after

luch perseverance, the first drops

f Grant's Scotch ran from Major

Vilham Grant's new distillery.

It called for a celebration. And
hat was Auntie Fiona's job.

While all the other Grants

vere hard at work in the distillery,

ihe had been working on her own

nasterpiece. A special Christmas

Me, unlike anyone in the High-

ands had ever tasted. It was

I blend of fruits and spices, a

mrprise of beef, and a wee dram

)f Scotch, for good measure.

Christmas hasn't changed

much in our family. Four genera-

tions later, we watch over the

family Scotch -drop by drop-
for eight full years. Our distillery

is still Gi'ant owned and Grant

operated with the kind of dedi-

cation Auntie Fiona would be

pleased with. And we still celebrate

every year with her Christmas pie.

Get to know oui- family a little

better this Christmas. Serve the

treat we've named Perseverance

Pie, because of everything it

stands for. Just write us, William

Grant & Sons, Inc.

630 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N.Y.

10020, and we'll

send you the

recipe.

Grant's

'"•'I-'/./rfM Vl"^

Grant's 8® Scotch: share our family secret.

Blended Scotch Whisky 8G Proof, © 1072 William Grant & Sons, Inc., N.Y. Importers. Bottled in Scotland



are not really difficult to keep

once their sensitivities are under-

stood. Atz had ample firsthand ex-

perience with the problems of

keeping fish in captivity while

sei-ving on the staff of the New
York Aquarium for nearly 25
years. His research has included

work on the reproductive behav-

ior, endocrinology, afid genetics of

fishes. He is a cm"ator and Dean
Bibliographer of Fishes in the De-

partment of Ichthyology at The

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, and an adjunct professor of

biology at New York University.

His latest book, illustrated bv
photographer Douglas Faulkner, is

Aquarium Fishes, published last

year by The Viking Press.

For the past six years Derek
Stonorov has studied the social

behavior of the Alaska brown
bear. Most of his field work was

carried out at the McNeil River

Bear Sanctuary and Lake Bech-

arof on the Alaska Peninsula

while Stonorov was a graduate as-

sistant in the Department of Wild-

life Resources at Utah State Uni-

versity. He has now moved to

Fairbanks to be closer to the

bears, and to continue his long-

term research on the communica-

Derek Stonorov

tion used by bears to establish hi-

erarchies during the salmon feed-

ing season. His wife, MoUv, as-

sists in the data collection and

photography, and shares her hus-

band's enthusiasm and concern for

the life history and survival of the

brown bear.

John T. Hardy first saw col-

ored snow in 1964 while moun-
tain climbing in the Cascade

Mountains of Oregon. The striking

phenomenon spurred his interest,

and he soon became involved in

research to learn more about how

organisms could thrive in such

a severe environment. Hardy's

other research interests have in-

volved studies of the ecology of

the giant Tridacna clams, life cy-

cles of the microscopic organisms

that inhabit air-water interfaces,

and sewerage pollution in tropical

John T. Hardy

lagoons. He has just begun an as-

sistant professorship in biology at

the American University of Bei-

rut, Lebanon, where he plans to

initiate a study of marine pollu-

tion in the eastern Mediterranean.

Coauthor of "The Candy-Col-
ored, Snow-Flaked Alpine
Biome," Herbert Curl, Jr., is a

mountain climber, which helps
him in his studies of snow algae.

He has investigated algal growths
in the snowfields of the Cascade
Mountains with John Hai'dy, and
made expeditions to Antarctica

and the glaciers of Alaska. Marine
productivity is his other specialty,

and his next project wiU center

on estuarine ecosystems. Curl is

professor of biological oceanogra-

phy at Oregon State University.

Herbert Curl, Jr.

"There are fe\y things more

presumptuous than a U.S. scientist

holding forth on the future oj

tropical ecology," explains Daniel
H. Janzen, who since 1963 has

spent three to six months of ever)

year conducting ecological studies

in Central America. "But," he

adds, "I am here by default. The
fantastic diversity of resources and

cultures in the tropics is sing

ularly lacking in indigenous schol-

arly exposition." Janzen's recent

)
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Daniel H. Janzen

work has been centered in Costa

Rica, where he is studying the in-

teractions of animals and plants in

both natural and disturbed habi-

tats. Associate professor of zoology

at the University of Michigan,
Janzen has also traveled to Africa

and Southeast Asia to pursue trop-

ical studies.
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The 1973 Thunderbird.

\ In appearance,

in appointments, it's a luxury car.

In ride and handling,

its distinctly Thunderbird.

Convenient control panel for optional power
windows, seats and outside rear view mirror.

The handsome instrument panel for 1973.

The automobile that is known for ride and

luxury has even more to offer this year.

Thunderbird's remarkable suspen-

sion system has been refined and tuned

to its steel-belted radial ply tires. Result:

an extraordinarily smooth ride.

Here are a few of the other special

contributions to luxury that are standard

with Thunderbird: luxuriously cushioned

front seats with twin center armrests, the

comfortable efficiency of Thunderbird's

power brakes and power steering. And
the smooth power of Thunderbird's 429
C.I.D. engine.

There Is really only one way to com-
pletely experience this new Thunderbird.

In person. At your Ford Dealer.

A unique luxury automobile

THUNDERBIRD
FORD DIVISION CO^rd

This 1973 Thunderbird with new energy-absorbing bumpers is shown with some of the many optional features you may wish to consider: deluxe whei
windows, power antenna, exterior decor group, bumper protection group, sun roof, right-hand remote control mirror, cornering lamps, leather trim, an



)vers, opera windows, power side

ther interior features not detailed.
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HUNTING
The Kenton Collection

preserve of gifts inspired

by the rare, threatened

and endangered species.

NOTICE: for each

order received, The
Kenton Collection will

make a cash

contribution in your

name to the American
Museum of Natural

History for the study

and protection of

endangered species.
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h \REWFIL TOAST Drink to the survival of (

Bengal titer oryx polar bear, white rhinoceros,
cheetah whooping crane, bald eagle and alligatd

eicht more inimals m m has nearly turned into a

memory Our b ndangered Species" glasses. EacI
some 14 ounces of good cheer. In a few years, tli

just might hold history Exclusively at Georg JeJ

Set of 8 Double Old Fashions #822XN 12.50 (i

Set of 8 Stemmed coolers #823XN 14.50(1.90

»

TIGER YARN: Oui bab> tiger needlepoint kit comes
complete with canvas, yarn, design and needles.

Treated gently, it could serve as a reminder of what
a tiger looked like. 9" x 8". A Collection world

exclusive. #973XN 18.50 (.90t.

CURIOUS KIWI BOOKENDS: 5" tall bronze statues
marking the final chapter of nearly 8 million years of

existence. A Collection exclusive.

#972XN the pair 50.00 (2.00).

Copyright The Kenton Collect!



MDA AND LEOPARD, LIMITED EDITIONS:
m an exotic animal series, each figure is cast in a

ter base metal, electroplated, then delicately hand
nelled. A signed and numbered limited edition of

each, subject to prior sale. At Cartier.

'4XN Panda, 3W' tall electroplated with nickel

.00 (1.50). #975XN Chinese Leopard, 4'/2" long,

troplated with 22 kt. gold 250.00 (1.50).

DGWOOD WILDLIFE: A fitting tribute to the

nals that have survived— their portraits captured on
dgwood china. Lioness and cubs, leopard, antelope,

wildebeest, sable antelope and springbock. All

oying the good life . . . while it lasts. Set of six

'i" diameter plates, at Georg Jensen.

77XN 65.00 (1.90).

ILL LIFE: Our cold cast bronze rhinoceros imported
m England for The Collection. How in the world
Id a rhinoceros be endangered? Ask a white polar bear.
" long, 3" high. #976XN 20.00 (1.10).

THE WALKING BEAR ICEBERG: From
Sweden's Kosta, a crystal mound hand
engraved with Isears looking for a place to

hibernate ... or should we say hide.

4" X 3", at Georg Jensen.

#979XN 60.00 (1.50).

NAN LEE LEOPARD: She paints a striking

life size head on a 12" square of Travertine

marble. Quite an accomplishment. More
impressive considering how difficult it is to

even find a leopard these days. From
The Collection. #978XN including brass

stand 250.00 (2.60).

The Kenton Collection
Now the great stores

come to you.

If order card is missing, send order to: The Kenton Collection/

P. O. Box 34257/Dept. 01076/Dallas, Texas 75234.



The American forest still belongs
to the American people.

33'^T public and private forestland not suitabl

or ~e' a^me tor parks and ^ildemess areas ;e and federal forestland.

And to a lot of people.

To begin vdih, four million

indi\idual .\mericans own 39% of the

entireforest— a forest that's still three-

fourths as large as it was when
Columbus landed.

Then, too, everybody shares

o\\Tiership in that 19% of the forest

o\\'ned by federal and state govern-

ments which supplies so much of the

raw material for building our houses

and cities and making our paper
products.

And when you add the 16 mil-

lion aaes of forestland that's been set

aside for parks and wilderness areas,

and the land not suitable for growing

commercial trees, the American
people —indi\idually or collectively

—

owa 91% of America's 761 million

acres of forest.

So if the forest industries seem

39% individuallv-ouTied forestlri:

to own more than their 9%, it's prob-

ably because with responsible, scien-

tific management they've been able

to make this 9% produce one-third of

all the raw material we need for

today's wood and paper products, and
still keep ^America green-and growing.

For the whole story on .\inenca's forest today, get "Forests USA'.'

For vour copy of this full-color. 16-page booklet, send 25c to

AFl. 1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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American Forest Institute
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Letters

What's New
At the Zoo?

Robert Sommer's recent article

in Natural History ["What Do We
Learn at the Zoo?" August-Septem-

ber, 1972] raises some interesting

and provocative questions about the

scope and purpose of zoos in mod-

ern, urban society. Yet I feel that

part of his criticism is misplaced.

No one is more critical of zoos

than members of the zoo world it-

self. The innovative ideas being de-

veloped by the major zoos of the

country should leave no doubt that

zoos are undergoing painful analysis

and re-evaluation.

Most zoos, aware of the in-

adequacy of many of their cagelike

exhibits, are undergoing an exten-

sive modification of existing facili-

ties and are adding sizable open ex-

hibits. Hidden moats are being used

to restrict animals to specific areas.

There is a tendency toward exhibits

that simulate the animal's natural

habitat.

Yet despite all the changes. Dr.

Sommer is quite correct that most

zoos fall short in their role as educa-

tors. The zoo must offer learning ex-

periences to every age group. It

must educate the public to the idea

that we, as humans, are only part of

a biological community that must

be treated with love and respect if it

is to endure.

Since its opening in 1966, the Los

Angeles Zoo has been involved in a

comprehensive and wide-ranging

education program. Most impor-

tantly, Los Angeles is not unique.

Many of the major zoos have special

projects and personnel devoted . . .

to the problems of educating the pub-

lic through specially coordinated

classes and improved graphics.

Zoos are intensely interested in

education and committed to the de-

velopment of extensive programs

that will offer the public an under-

standing of the importance of pre-

serving wildhfe as a valuable and

diminishing resource. For only

through changing the value system

of the urban society will the biologi-

cal community endure.

Sharon B. Emerson

Assistant Curator of Mammals
Los Angeles Zoo

Points of View
I personally felt that "Concep-

tion and Contraception," by Gerald

Oster [August-September, 1972]

was out of place in your magazine—

although advanced and well writ-

ten. However, what really bothered

me was the accompanying photo-

graph of the various methods of

birth prevention.

Jacqueline E. Beckmann

Staten Island, New York

I must convey to you my contin-

ued pleasure with the magazine, its

scope of coverage and illustrations.

I was particularly impressed by the

artful treatment of the illustration

facing Gerald Oster's article.

Stuart J. Coward

Department of Zoology

University of Georgia

Hungry Beavers
In his article, "Return of the

Beaver" [June-July, 1972], John

W. Miller states that pines are the

only type of trees beavers will never

fell or eat. I have been studying the

food choices of beavers in Worces-

ter County, Massachusetts, this

summer, and have found one beaver

colony that has cut and debarked

white pines and another colony that

has stripped the bark from the bases

of several red pines. A third colony

has shown no evidence of using

pines so far this year.

The contrast between Miller's ex-

perience in western Massachusetts

and mine in central Massachusetts

suggests that there may be significant

differences in food habits be-

tween different colonies of beavers.

Stephen H. Jenkins

Department of Biology

Harvard University

jCanadu
a special cruise ship

for travelers

to

LANDFALLS OF THE
CONQUISTADORS

and the

GALAPAGOS ISLA>JDS

A Brilliant New Itinerary

Southward along the

eastern littoral of the Pacific

Ocean lie some of the most
charming of lands - best

known, Mexico of course;

then less-visited

GUATEMALA; still lesser

known EL SALVADOR and
COSTA RICA; and not too

far offshore the fabled islands

of the GALAPAGOS whose

fauna have intrigued the mind

of man ever since Charles

Darwin made his historic and
carefully annotated voyage in

the "Beagle''

It will be to these

landfalls and islands that

XANADU will go and where

guests will take extensive

inland trips by motor, rail and
air to the mountains, lakes,

volcanoes, Mayan ruins,

villages and cities - to

San Jose, Costa Rica, among
others. All of the inland trips

are of course included in

the passage fare.

Cruises are of 21 days

duration and originate or

terminate in Los Angeles,

California or Balboa, in the

Canal Zone - each port con-

veniently reached by air from
all U.S. cities.

Sailings: Nov. 28, Dec. 19. 1972
Jan. 9, Jan. 30, Feb. 20,

Mar. 13, Apr. 3, Apr. 24. 1973

For brochures and reservations,

your TRAVEL AGENT or

DONALD L.FERGUSON
CRUISES. LTD.

One Management Ship and Shore

219 Palermo Avenue,

Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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Ttie Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

One Man's
Food

Is Another Man's
Whltewasli
Only a peculiar minority

of tlie world's adults drink milk

If you are a typical American,

you will find it hard to believe that

the world is full of people who get

sick when they drink milk. When
we milk lovers were young, our par-

ents told us that milk was nature's

perfect food. Soon, merely to be in

the presence of a brimming glass of

fresh milk was to feel nature's good-

ness and to have visions of radiant

health dance in our heads.

As adults, we milk lovers con-

tinue to drink a glass or two a day,

12

especially when in need of extra

strength or purity, after an illness,

or to combat a hangover. A break-

fast of cereal and milk starts the

day right, and additional milk goes

into our coffee even if we don't or-

der a "grade A" at lunch.

But the milk-tide of American
life runs strongest in childhood and
adolescence, when all sorts of in-

genious shakes and malteds are

gulped down in addition to the nu-

tritionally recommended quart a

day. How incredible, therefore, that

there should be vast numbers of

people in east Asia, Africa, and

South America who regard milk as

a food unfit for consumption by
adult human beings.

In many cultures, the rejection

of milk as an adult food is accom-

panied by a definite loathing. The
Chinese, for example, react to the

thought of a glass of milk the way
we might react to the thought of a

glass of blood.

Wi



From our treasure house of books

on the natural sciences, pick a few
treasures for yoursou
(or as gifts)

Superb books for reading and reference that belong in your library — books you

will dip into often, refer to, treasure. Useful, enjoyable and quite often beautiful.

The chances are that you'll find a number of books on this page you've particularly

been wanting to read and to own. Indulge yourself. No reason to wait any longer.

(retail prices shown)

64170. THE NEW DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA. With

more than 700 pages and 600 illustrations, a

comprehensive one-volume encyclopedia to an-

swer all your questions about dogs -care, breeds,

showing and training, proper housing, pertinent

laws, canine diseases. Counts as 2 of your 1 books.
$24.95

53400. HISTORY OF ROCKETRY AND SPACE
TRAVEL, Revised Edilion. Weniher von Braun

and Frederick I. Ordway, III. A remarkable travel

through time, from medieval rockets to the Apollo

moonwalk. Revised and up-dated to include the

newest explorations of space. $17.50

85230. THE UNEXPECTED UNIVERSE/THE
INVISIBLE PYRAMID. Loren Eiseley. One of

America's foremost natural scientists relates his

haunting experiences with animals and in nature,

speculates on our links to early man, and probes

the dangers of our increasingly urban world. The
2 books count as I $12.70

77680. SECRETS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.
Peter Tompkins. Was the great pyramid of Cheops
only a magnificent tomb? Or do its dimensions

and structure hold the key to secrets about as-

tronomy, mathematics and the occult that the

ancients wished to preserve? $12.50

36190. THE BIG THICKET. A. Y. Gunter. The
gripping account of the still unfinished fight to

save the Big Thicket area of East Texas from the

rapacious hands of oil drillers, pulp and paper

companies, and real estate developers. Many
photographs. $12.50

66120. ORCHID FLOWERS. L. van der Fiji and
Calaway H. Dodson. A delightful account of the

orchid flower, its pollinators and the often weird

and wonderful contrivances by which pollination

is accomplished. Many illustrations in color.
$12.50

50110. GENETICS OF THE EVOLUTIONARY
PROCESS. Theodosius Dobzhansky. One of the

giants of modern genetics reveals the strange new
vistas opened by the discovery of DNA and RNA,
the findings of molecular geneticists, the reasons

for the stunning diversity of life on earth. $10.95

64500. A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF
THE MOON. Zdenek Kopal. Breathtakingly illus-

trated with more than 200 unique photographic

plates, here is a lunar Baedeker that will allow

you to explore the Moon first-hand, tour its entire

surface, inspect the strange mountains, rilles and
domes of this fascinating planet. Counts as 2 of

your 3 books. $20.00

33780. ANIMALS IN MIGRATION. Robert T.

Orr. Told for the first time in a single book, the

basic principles behind all animal migrations —
the fantastic flights of birds, the incredibly long

ocean voyages of turtles, the upstream battles of

salmon. Beautifully illustrated. $12.50

87210. WILDLIFE IN DANGER. James Fisher.

Noel Simon, and Jack Vincent. An encyclopedic

reference, exquisitely illustrated, to all the spe-

cies of animals and plants in danger of imminent
extinction. $12.95

88690. ZAKROS: THE DISCOVERY OF A LOST
PALACE OF ANCIENT CRETE. Nicholas
Platon. Illustrated step-by-step description of the

excavation of a great palace of ancient Crete.

Absorbing as a well-written detective story. Counts
as 2 ot your 3 books. $19.95

56580. INTRODUCTION TO SPACE SCIENCE.
Robert C. Haymes. Nuclear clocks, quasars, the

origin of the solar system, and the Van Allen belt

are among hundreds of topics covered in this

brilliant and lucid overview of an exciting new
branch of science. $14.95

32350. AFRICAN SCULPTURE SPEAKS.
Ladislas Segy. Now in its third edition, this highly

acclaimed work is a magnificent escorted tour of

the most celebrated art of Africa-its sculpture.

Lavishly illustrated with over 436 photographs and
drawings. $14.95

33310. AMONG ANIMALS OF AFRICA.
Bernhard Grzimek. The famous zoologist and
author of award-winning films about animals tells

about his fascinating studies of African elephants,

crocodiles, giraffes, lions, camels, ostriches and
reveals new findings about their habits. $12.50

41590. DARWIN AND THE BEAGLE. Alan
Moorehead. A famous author recreates Darwin's
momentous voyage aboard the HMS Beagle. In

Brazilian jungles, in the South Seas, the young
naturalist has breathtaking adventures-and
gathers evidence that will lead to his revolutionary

theory. Handsomely illustrated. $15.00

52370. THE HARPER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
SCIENCE, Revised Edilion. Edited by James R.

Newman. Recognized as the standard reference

in science the world over. 1400 pages, with 2500
photographs, diagrams, and drawings — 72 pages

in full color — plus over 4000 entries. Counts as 3

oj your 3 books. $40.00

69930. POPULATIONS, SPECIES, AND EVO-
LUTION. Ernst Mayr. The latest developments
on the currently sizzling questions of evolution —
told by a noted authority. Ranges from new ani-

mal lore to fresh insights on human racial

differences. $10.00

37590. CHEROKEE TRAGEDY. Thurman
Wilkins. A master historian tells for the first time

the dramatic true story of the mysterious Ridge
family — leaders of the Cherokee Nation; of their

roles in the treaty that forced the Indians on the

Trail of Tears — and of the brutal assassinations

of the Ridges. $10.00

46580. THE EVOLUTION OF MAN AND SO-
CIETY. C. D. Darlington. One of the world's

great scientists sums up a lifetime of research and
speculation on every aspect of human develop-

ment. Like Darwin's The Descent oj Man. it wUl
stand as a landmark in the history of modern
thought. $12.95

45600. THE EROTIC OCEAN. Jack Rudloe. An
expert advises on how to find and collect stunning
marine specimens, building and keeping a salt-

water aquarium, discovering the rich life of many
shore habitats ... even how to catch an octopus.

$15.00

34610. ASIMOVS BIOGRAPHICAL ENCY-
CLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE ANDTECHNOLOGY
New Revised Edition. Isaac Asimov. A facinat-

ing and continuously readable reference work.
The lives of 1,195 of the world's greatest savants

from ancient Greeks to today's daring molecular
biologists. $12.95

TAKE
ANY 3 BOOKS

(values to $47.50)

for only 99c each
as a member of the

NATURAL SCIENGE
BOOKCLUB

if you will join now and agree to buy
only 3 more books at member discount

prices in the next 12 months;

m^ MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION ^h
Natural Science Book Club 4-682
Riverside, New Jersey 08075
Upon atLeplance of this order, please enroll me
as a member and .send the three books I have
indicated. Hill me only 99c each, plus postage

and handling. If not delighted. I will return all

books within ten days and this membership will

be cancelled.

As a member, I need accept only three more
selections during the next 12 months at reduced
member prices, plus postage and handling. Sav-
ings range up to 30% and occasionally even more.
I understand that I will receive free advance
Reviews which fully describe each month's Main
Selection and Alternates. If 1 wish the Main
Selection. I need do nothing; it will come to mo
autoniaricallv. If I do not wish to receive the
Main Selection, or I wish an Alternate Selection.
I will advise you by using the convenient reply
card provided with the monthly Review.s. I under-
.stand tliat I may choose a bonus book for every
4 selections purchased. (Introductory oflTer counts
as Ilrst selection toward bonus book.) Send no
money. Members avo billed when books arrive.

3 Books for99c each are: (Write in numbers)
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It seems perverse that humans
should deny their evolutionaiy heri-

tage by spm-ning the hfe-giving

product of a fellow mammal's mam-
mary glands. But this is an illusion

produced bv our own customs. If

we are I'l judge whose tastes are pe-

culiar ..y general mammalian stan-

dards, it is the Americans and Eu-

ropeans, not the Chinese, who seem

peculiar. Adult mammals, in gen-

eral, don't drink milk. More impor-

tantly, most adult mammals have

trouble digesting milk.

Milk presents a problem because

its only significant carbohydrate,

and its predominant sohd, is a com-

plex sugar known as lactose. Before

lactose can be metabolized, it must

be converted from a complex to a

simple sugar. This conversion is ef-

fected by an enzyme known as lac-

tase, which is produced bv the lin-

ing of the small intestine. If the

level of lactase production is in-

adequate, ingestion of substantial

amounts of milk leads to flatulence,

bloating, and diarrhea. During in-

fancy, adequate lactase levels are

maintained until weaning, but in

animal experiments it has been

found that lactase production de-

clines or ceases altogether among
juveniles and adults. Lactase pro-

duction in rats, for example, begins

to decline about two weeks after

birth; juvenile pigs fed on lactose

fail to thrive; and when adult dogs

are given milk, it induces diarrhea.

I think it likely that the inhibition

of lactase production is an evolu-

tionary adaptation that discourages

juvenile and adult mammals from

competing with infants for mother's

milk.

The principal known exceptions

to the rule that adult mammals are

lactase deficient appear to be the

lactophilic populations of Europe

and America and the domesticated

cat. Many individual adults in these

groups, however, show symptoms of

discomfort and diarrhea after milk

consumption.

A recent study by Robert
McCracken, professor of public

health and anthropology at the Uni-

versity of California, Los Angeles,

indicates that human populations

differ greatly in their proportions of

lactase-deficient individuals. More
than 90 percent of adult Thais,

Taiwanese, Andean Indians, and
Eskimos have clinically established

lactase deficiencies, while similar

deficiencies seem to occur in less

than 20 percent of the populations

of such European centers of dairy-

ing as Finland, Sweden, and Switz-

erland. In the United States, the

rate for lactase deficiency among
adults of predominantly European

ancestry lies between 10 and 20

percent, contrasting with the 70
percent rate found among adults of

African descent.

These facts have only recently

been brought to the attention of

Western nutritionists and devel-

opment experts, whose first impulse

when confronted with a sub-

standard diet has been to try to in-

crease the milk ration. I think there

is little reason to doubt that thou-

sands of tons of powdered milk sent

out to benefit people in under-

developed countries result in in-

creased gastric distress rather than

improved nutrition. Anthropolo-

gists and others who have lived in

peasant areas have long reported a

variety of complaints associated

with the distribution of milk by re-

lief agencies. In Brazil, I was

frequently told that drinking pow-

dered milk was no good because it

caused stomachaches. Professor

McCracken has collected a number
of similar cases: abdominal pains

following distribution of powdered
milk in Vicos, Peru; powdered milk

deemed fit only for whitewashing

houses in Guatemala; powdered
milk deliberately thrown away by
the Navahos; high absenteeism
among Colombian schoolchildren

after the arrival of powdered milk

shipments from the United States;

refusal by the Kanuri of Nigeria to

use powdered milk because of the

"evil spirits" in it; and use of milk

as a laxative among the Balinese.

Two major hypotheses have been
offered to explain the distribution of

lactase-deficient and lactase-suf-

ficient adults. Professor McCracken
believes that all human populations

were originally lactase deficient.

With the development of cultures

that depended primarily upon
dairying for subsistence, adult indi-

viduals who could metabolize milk

enjoyed a reproductive advantage

over those who could not. This re-

sulted in populations that were ge-

netically adapted for milk con-

sumption by juveniles and adults.

Opposed to this genetic hypothe-

sis is one that stresses environ-

mental factors. Some investigators

believe that all human populations

can achieve high rates of lactase

sufficiency if during the transition

from infancy to adulthood they in-

dulge in the uninterrupted con-

sumption of substantial quantities

of milk. Others point to the inhib-

iting effect of diseases and parasites

on the intestinal mucosa that se-

crete lactase, and suggest that when
these diseases are controlled, most

people can produce suflficient lac-

tase.

I am personally inclined not to

accept the genetic theory because

there are alternative modes of in-

gesting milk products that avoid the

need for lactase. When milk is fer-

mented, converted into cheese, or

boiled, most of the lactose is broken

down into simple carbohydrates. It

seems likely to me that wherever

the consumption of milk was vital

for health and reproduction, lac-

tase-deficient individuals would

avail themselves of these cultural

adaptations.

Hence, where dairying was im-

portant for subsistence, there would

be no cause for lactase-deficient in-

dividuals to be reproductively less

successful than lactase-su fficient in-

dividuals, and consequently there

would be no genetic selection for

lactase sufficiency. It seems to me
more likely that the factors account-

ing for the variance and distribution

of lactase deficiency are related to

contemporary systems of food pro-

duction and to the availability of

quantities of milk sufficient to

maintain lactase levels during the

transition from infancy to adult-

hood. Much additional research will

be required before we can make an

informed choice between these al-

ternative interpretations.

In any event, a new perspective

has been opened on the question of

why people such as the Thai and

Chinese have an aversion to milk.

Robert Lowie, one of the most dis-

tinguished anthropologists of an

earlier epoch, attributed such food

preferences to arbitrary and essen-

tially inexplicable cultural stan-

dards. It now seems assured that

this trait, like other seemingly ai^bi-

trary cultural preferences, is deter-

mined by definite interactive pro-

cesses that link culture, man, and

nature into an intelligible system.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.



This diamond is called "The Sultan of Morocco,"
says Douglas Cooper,

but for $250,000 I will name it after you.
It's that easy.

Mr. Cooper, the Philadelphia jeweler, has a

flair for the never-before. This time it's the
world's largest known blue-gray (steel-blue?)

diamond. To wit: 35.27 carats.

The history of the Sultan, or the

Diamond (why not fill in your name now and
see how it sounds?) is somewhat fragmen-
tary, to say the least. The gem was unearthed
in India in the 18th century or earlier. Its

uniqueness and unusual cut suggest that it

once occupied a place of honor in the coffers

of Catherine The Great. (Possibly she was
wearing it on the occasion of her untimely
demise.)

At any rate, from there it vanished. And
the following account was laced together

from bits of rumors, legends, folderol and
some actual facts: an exiled monk, in pay-
ment for her silence, gave the gem to a

favored Circassian slave. She was later to

become the mother of Sultan Abd ul-Aziz IV,

who was famous for collecting taxes at the

point of a sword. The Sultan fell prey to an
unscrupulous vizier who, pandering to his

worst traits, squandered the Sultan's
treasure. Unreliable sources report that the

diamond somehow then came into the

possession of a Dutch libertine who narrowly
escaped death by firing squad in Casablanca
in 1908, along with 5 other deserters from
the Foreign Legion.

Two World Wars and a shroud of mystery
account for another half-century during
which the stone never surfaced. Though the

diamond was rumored to be in the western

part of the United States, Mr. Cooper's man
recently trailed a Riffian tribesman from a

bazaar in Ksar-es-Souk to the grandnephew
of the former legionnaire and the fabled

Sultan of Morocco.
Mr. Cooper has since set the Sultan as a

ring with diamonds in platinum. (See it

fJCOOPER INC.

jewelers by birth . . . since 1883
1416 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

2 Orange St. at Union, Montego Bay, Jamaic
F. R. Cooper, Colchester, England

below actual size.) It should be noted that

any museum would give its eye-teeth to add
this incredible gem to its collection. Ask
Mr. Cooper or your accountant for the

interesting specifics tax-wise. At your
leisure, Mr. Cooper will fiy the Sultan to

you for your approval.

Speaking of flying, in all the excitement we
forgot to tell you about Seiior Toucan
(rhamphastidae), who just flew in from
Paraguay (the long way around), crossing

the Andes at altitudes of up to 10,000 feet

(which isn't easy with a diamond in your
beak). Shown actual size in 18 karat gold

with ruby eyes, $220.

Mail address: 1406 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19110. Add 6^c

for Penna. delivery. (Our mag-
nificent Christmas catalog is

ready. You may now write

for it.)



Organic Farraing oi
For 34 years
organic and

chem^ical
agriculture have
been compared

on a British
experimental farm

by Lisa Alther

Amid the loud and often outra-

geous claims being made in the

United States bv the organic school

of farming on the one hand, and the

agroehemical businesses on the

other, it is refreshing to come

across a gi-oup of people (where else

but in England?) who for the past

thirtv-four vears have been calmly

and quietly studying the soil-plant-

animal cycle and the effect of differ-

ent ae^-icultural methods on this

cycle.

Haughley Research Farms is lo-

cated in the flat agricultural region

of East Anglia. near the old

mai'ket to'^vn of Sto^vmarket and

some two hours bv train northeast

from London. Walnut Tree Manor,

a handsome old brick house, serves

as headquarters for the Soil Asso-

ciation, which has run the Haugh-

ley Farms until recently, and for

the Pye Research Centre, which

now runs the farms. The Soil x\sso-

ciation is a private organization

with an international meiubership

whose purpose is to undertake re-

search into the relationships among
soil, plants, animals, and man, and

to disseminate the results. The Pve

R-esearch Centre is a charitable

trust with goals similar to those of

the Soil Association, based on the

convictions of Mr. and Mrs. Pve

that the increasing incidence of

degenerative disease in developed

countries requires some basic re-

search into human nutrition.

In the late 1930s and early

1940s there was a surge of inter-

est—similar to today's—in the coun-

trs'side and the soil. People were

moving back to the land in seau'ch

of a way of life that would make
sense and provide some small mea-

sure of security in a world seem-

ingly gone mad. This train of

thought naturally led a great many
people to an interest in the whole

topic of farming.

At the time, three Englishmen,

working in different fields, arrived

at similar conclusions. Dr. Lionel

Picton, a general practitioner in

Cheshire and one of the authors of

The Medical Testament, main-

tained that "illness results from a

life-time of wrong nutrition . . . for

nutrition and the quality of food ai-e

the paramount factors in fitness."

Sir Robert McCarrison. bv feeding

rats the diets of different human
populations, claimed in his book

Nutrition and JSational Health to

have duplicated in the rats the dis-

eases that were prevalent in each

population gi'oup. Sir Albert How-
ard's lifetime of agricultural work

had led him to the conclusion that

the quality of food related in gen-

eral to the fertility of the soil in

which it was grown, and in particu-

lar to the well-being of the micro-

flora in that soil.

Picton, summing up the joint ob-

servations of the three men. said in

The Medical Testament, "The Es-

kimos on flesh, liver, blubber, and

fish: the Hunza or Sikh on wheaten

chapaties, fruit, milk, sprouted le-

gumes and a little meat; the island-

ers of Tristan da Cunha, on po-

tatoes, seabirds" eggs, fish and

cabbage; are equally healthy and

free from disease. But there is some

principle or quality in these diets

which is absent from, or deficient

in. the food of our people today

.... The food in all these diets

is, for the most part, fresh from its

source, little altered by preparation,

and complete ... in the case of

foods based on agriculture, the nat-

ural cycle is complete. Animal and

vegetable waste-soil-plant-food-ani-

mal-man. No chemic-al or substitu-

tion stage intervenes.'

It was to study these last two fac-

tors—a complete cvcle using all or-

ganic wastes and the elimination of

chemical substitutes for natural pro-

cesses—that Miss Alice Debenham
and Ladv Eve Balfour donated land

and set up the Haughley Experi-

ment, named for the small English

village of Haughley in which the

farms are located. Even at that time

there were abundant testimonies

from people who claimed to have

been cured of various ills, or to

have increased their resistance to

ills, by switching to organically

grown food. There were fai'mers

who, upon a change to organic

farming methods, thought they had

noticed an end to deficiency dis-

eases in their livestock, equivalent

production per animal on less food,

better breeding records, and in-

creased longevity. Other farmers

felt they had witnessed greater crop

i6



Prial
resistance to deficiency diseases and

to pests under organic husbandry,

qualities that increased in succes-

sive generations.

Yet no one had ever system-

atically studied this topic of disease

as a symptom of imbalance between

an organism and its environment.

And for obvious reasons. It is a

project whose scope Michael Al-

laby, editor of the English environ-

mental magazine The Ecologist.

now terms "almost naively am-

bitious."

In answer to criticism that the

size and scope of the Haughley Ex-

periment were too great to allow

valid statistical treatment, Reginald

F. Milton, consultant biochemist to

the experiment, said in their report

of the first twenty-five years, ''My

experience in the wider biological

field had taught me, also, the limita-

tions of the statistical approach.

The statistical formula is valid only

if the number of variables is known
and limited, and in any experiment

involving a biological organism the

variables can never be assessed—let

alone controlled. . . . Now the

Haughley Experiment is concerned

with differing methods of farm man-

agement and it involves the com-

plicated interplay and balance be-

tween soil, crop, and animal. The

limits are boundless and cannot be

anticipated or controlled. The ex-

periment, therefore, is to be consid-

ered as a pioneer or proving ven-

ture, which may reveal effects upon

soil, plant, and animal that could

never have been obtained by plot or

controlled agricultural experi-

ment." Also, eliminating anv

known variables in an effort to fash-

ion a statistically valid experiment

would have destroyed the "whole"

the experiment was designed to

study.

The alkaline clay-loam land pro-

vided by Miss Debenham and Lady

Balfour was divided into three sec-

tions, chosen carefully so as to allo-

cate equally the different soil types,

variously oriented fields, etc. The

organic section consisted of 68

acres of crops and pasturage and 7

acres of permanent grass. The rota-

tion was one year each of wheal,

kale and maize, barley, peas and

beans, oats, silage, then four years

OUR MAINTENANCE CREW puts in a lot of over-

time to help give our Tennessee Whiskey its rare,

sippin' smoothness.

Mainly, they see that our whiskey equipment is kept in

good condition. And, since some of this machinery dates

back to Lem Motlow's day, you can be sure it needs some

looking after. But we're not about to

change our machinery until we

simply have to. You see, we

might unwittingly change the way

we make whiskey. And neither

the maintenance crew nor

anyone else would want to

take a chance on that.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED
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TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF C 1972, Jack Daniel Distillery. Lem Mollow, Prop., Inc.

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY • LYNCHBURG (POP. 361), TENNESSEE
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648 Ninth Avenue New York, New York 10036

Ancient Jewelry Replicas
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AP-5 Ankh Pendant 24" ch . $27.00 $ 79.00
Matching 1" Earrings. . $10.95 $ 29.95
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Haughley Researcli Farms
of pasturage. Seed from each crop

of wheat, barley, oats, peas, and

beans was saved for the next year.

No sprays or seed dressings were

used. Guernsey cattle, Glum Forest

breeding ewes, and Light Sussex

poultry were kept; their manure
was roughly composted and re-

turned to the fields, along with crop

residue, at an average annual rate

of three to five tons per acre. Ani-

mals were fed almost exclusively on

the above feed. Herd or flock im-

provement was achieved solely

through home breeding and culling

of the descendants of the original

animals. Milk and eggs were sold.

No injections, stimulants, or hor-

mones were given to any animals.

Tlie mixed section of 75 acres

was managed similarly with respect

to the cropping system and the hve-

stock. Here, the crop residues and

the manure, piled briefly or spread

directly on the fields, were supple-

mented by conventional appli-

cations of artificial fertilizers. Her-

bicides, pesticides, and seed

dressings were used as needed. The
cows were provided with supple-

mental mineral mixes and the

chickens with fishmeal, whereas the

animals on the organic section re-

ceived seaweed supplements.

The stockless section, as the

name indicates, supported no live-

stock. It consisted of 32 acres of

arable land with the rotation being

wheat, sugar beet, barley, beans.

Grop remains were supplemented

by artificial fertilizers. Sprays and

seed dressings were used. This sec-

tion most closely resembled the

common commercial monoculture

typical of East Anglia. ("The rota-

tion here is barley, barley, barley,"

jokes Brigadier A. W. Vickers, gen-

eral secretary of the Soil Associa-

tion.) In addition to the three sec-

tions just described, there was a

research area for running tests on

soil and crop structure and content.

As of 1971, the organic and

mixed sections had completed two

full ten-year rotations, which means

that every field had grown every

kind of crop and had gone through

its full period under pasture on

which all the different kinds of

stock had grazed. The stockless sec-

tion had completed some four rota-

tions, having no livestock and
therefore a shorter rotation period.

To iron out variations due to un-

usual weather, rainfall, or other lo-

cal conditions, it was thought neces-

sary to complete one full rotation

before indicating any trends.

In general, the fields on the or-

ganic section seemed to exhibit a

greater "workability" to the farm

hands. For example, in the spring



LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!
A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A GIANT MAGNET
Go Treasure Hunting On The Bottom!
Fascinating fun, and sometimes very prof-
itable! Tie a line to our 5-pound Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay, river, lake or
ocean. Troll it along the bottom. Your
"treasured" haul can be outboard motors,
anchors, other metal valuables. Five-pound
Magnet is war surplus—AInico V Type that
cost the Government $50. It lifts over 150
pounds on land—much greater weights under
water!

Stock No. 70,571EG $14.00 Ppd.
StocK No. 70,570EG 3Vi lbs $8.75 Ppd.
Stock No. 85,152£G
15% lbs $33.95 F.O.I

Amem^ New
WANKEL ENGINE KIT!
General Motors recently paid $50
million for rights to the Wankel. Ford
just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your own see-
through, 1/5 scale working motorized
model. This revolutionary pistonless
type engine replaces piston, cylin-

der and crank assemblies with ro-

tating discs (sections removed to
form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-

shift, on-off switch, instructions.
Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-

cluded).

I StocK No. 71 ,424 EG (41/2 X 5 X 9") $6.75 Ppd.^^ 519-Page Wankel Engine Book^^ I Stock No. 9,439 EG $15.25 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER^ PLANE
> BOOK!
Official fly-them-yourself book

of paper airplanes from SCIEN-
IFIC AMERICAN'S ''Ist Interna-
ional Competition". Includes plans

of all winning entries, time-aloft
records, photos, technical data,
commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages for easy
tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-
taming. 128 pages. 9" x IPA".

Stock No. 9391 EG $2.95 Ppd.

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus
4,000 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.)

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS—8' OR 16' DIAMETER
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stop
pers for stores, terrific for amateui
meteorologists. Create a neighbor
hood sensation. Great backyard fun
An exciting beach attraction. Ama-
teur meteorologists can use these
balloons to measure cloud heights,
wind speed and temperature. Made
of heavy-duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner or auto air hose; or
locally available helium for high rise.

Stock No. G0,568EG
(8' Size) $2.00 Ppd.

Stock No. 60,632EG
(16' size) $7.00 Ppd.

NEW, LOW-COST GEM TUMBLER
Become a rockhound! Fascinating hobby

. . . loads of fun, inexpensive, easy. Make

jewelry of all kinds—decorative bookends,

table tops, etc. Simply tumble-finish readily

available gemstones . . . then polish to

high lustre ... brings out beautiful colors.

Rugged 3-lb. capacity tumbler w/continu-

ous duty motor compares to units selling

for many times its price.

Stock No. 70,B74EG $11.25 Ppd.

6-lB. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)

Stock No. 7D,868EG $9.00 Ppd.

^ SEE
THE STARS,
MOON, PLANETS
CLOSE UP

3" ASTRONOMICAL
REFLECTING TELESCOPE

60 To 180 Power. Famous Mt. Palomar Type

See the rings of Saturn, the fascinating planet
Mars, Seas and Craters of the Moon, Star Clus-
ters in detail. New improved, aluminized and
overcoated 3" diameter f/10 primary mirror,
ventilated cell. Equatorial mount with locks on
both axes. Equipped with 60x finder telescope,
hardwood triood. Included FREE: VALUABLE
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book; "STAR
CHART"

Stock No. 85,050 EG . . . $32.95 Ppd.
DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 80,162EG . $59.50 Ppd.

6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE WITH
ELECTRIC CLOCK DRIVE
Stock No. 85,086 EG $239.50 F.O.B.

HVi" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45X TO 270X) Stock No. 85,105 EG $96.50 F.O.B.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN I

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS! |

Completely new Catalog. Packed with huge selection

of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-
nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique

Lighting items, parts, kits, accessories — many hard-

to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.

For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. I. 06007

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EG"

VORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL
T^^^HEDMUND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
il^^^P 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007
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GIANT FREE CATALOG "EG"
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money order for $_
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VVrite ahead for a

vacation into the past*
Write for our beautiful free booklet and re-

capture yesterday in Colonial Williains
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Write. And, when you've fin-
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Colonial America fo
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mote cable release and a focal-
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scare anything away.
All protected by the

longest guarantee* of any
camera. Which should
please any bug.
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jrelypacked. plus a S2. 50 charge for main

of 1961 the tractor plowman re-

ported the following fuel require-

ments for plowing at the same set-

ting one field in each section during

the first week that the land would

carry a tractor: the stockless field. 9
gallons per day; the mixed field. 7

gallons; and the organic, 5 gcdlons.

This difference mav be explained by
the greater humus content, and

hence porositv. that the organic

fields attained during the first rota-

tion and a half.

Another interesting obsen-ation

resulting from monthly soil tests

over the years is that the humus
content and several of the minerals

and trace elements exhibited a sea-

sonal pattern of rise and fall, reach-

ing a peak in availability during the

late spring and summer months. A
similar seasonal fluctuation in vita-

min, mineral, and protein content

appeared to pertain in the case of

herbage, milk, and eggs from the

various sections. This suggests a

correlation between enhanced bio-

logical activity in the soU, which re-

leases bound minerals, and most

rapid plant groivth. Such fluctua-

tions appeai-ed to be largest and

most consistent in the fields with

the highest humus content, those of

the organic section. All of this sug-

gests, among other things, the futil-

ity of assessing soil requirements on

the basis of one annual soil test, as

is often done in the United States.

Despite the application of arti-

ficial fertilizers containing nitrogen

and phosphate to the stockless and

mixed sections, the organic section

showed a higher level of available

nitrogen and phosphate. This might

indicate a loss of the applied nitro-

gen by leaching or volatilization.

Milton urges caution in interpreting

these facts, but would go so far as to

sav in 1964 that "the picture is suf-

ficiently clear- to indicate that on

the organic section, which is not

treated chemically, there is no nu-

tritional deficiency."

As for the crops on the three sec-

tions, there was a greater yield from

cereal crops on the mixed and

stockless sections, but no clear pat-

tern emerged concerning the yields

of other ai^able crops. There was

also some indication of a greater re-

sistance to insect pests on the or-

ganic section. In 1960-61 only

heavy spraying saved the pea and

alfalfa crops on the mixed section

from complete devastation bv wee-

.



vils, whereas neither the alfalfa nor

the peas on the organic section

were attacked. The mixed section's

oat-pea silage for 1961 was not

spraved, and weevils destroyed

practically every pea, whereas al-

most no damage occurred to the un-

sprayed organic section's silage.

From the third generation of ce-

real crops on, a marked difference

was noted in terms of large grains

versus small during the sieving of

the grains for seed pui-poses. The
stockless section yielded 10 percent

"smalls," the mixed 7 percent, and

the organic 5 percent. Another in-

teresting trend was the increasingly

"self-supporting" nature of the or-

ganic section crops. A 1962 report

said, "Those on the other two sec-

tions are definitely dependent on

the artificial aids they receive. . . .

If fertilizer is omitted from even a

small area of any field, the yield of

that part of the crop drops well be-

low the yield of the ecpjivalent or-

ganic crop. Conversely, the heavi-

est-yielding fields on the organic

section are those that have been

longest without fertilizers." In the

spring of 1961 the mixed section al-

falfa pasture produced a large num-
ber of discolored leaves, which dis-

appeared only after the addition of

artificial fertilizers, whereas the or-

ganic section alfalfa produced only

a few isolated leaves with such dis-

coloration.

The most dramatic result of the

thirty-four-year experiment, though,

is that the cows on the organic sec-

tion gave significantly more milk on

10 to 15 percent less feed than the

cows on the mixed section. Since

both sections were self-supporting,

with no feed brought in from out-

side, and since the crops on the or-

ganic section had a lower yield than

those on the mixed section, the or-

ganic section cows had smaller feed

rations; even so, they outproduced

the mixed section cows in total milk

production, production per cow,

production per acre, and produc-

tion per pound of concentrates fed.

This finding has occupied a great

deal of research and thought at

Haughley. A controversy arose

among Soil Association members in

1962 as to whether genetic factors

in the two herds could account for

the difference in milk production.

This led to a close study of the

herds' histories and to the dismissal,

apparently with the plaintiffe' ap-
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proval, of the original herd alloca-

tions as cin explanation for later

ti-ends in productivitv.

\^Tien the mixed section fields

were being fertilized artificiallv in

the spring of 1963. a strip across

the center of one field ^vas deliber-

ately left unfertilized. Once the

cows were tui'ned into this field,

thev immediatelv sought out this

unfertilized strip and grazed it bai'e.

Chris Shai"man. assistant fai'm man-
ager, savs that he observed that the

co^\"s on the organic section alwavs

grazed their fields closelv and
evenlv. whereas the cows on the

mLxed section grazed patchilv. leav-

ing tufts of coarse giass all through

their fields. WTiether this was a

question of palatabilitv. nutritional

content, or what, remains unclear.

Milton has suggested that per-

haps the higher sohds content of the

organic pastures accounts for the

phenomenon of more milk for less

bulk of feed: the mixed pastm-es

produced grasses containing a

higher moistui'e content. Therefore.

the mixed section co^vs would some-

times have had to eat t^dce as much
bulk as the organic section cows in

order to ingest the same quantity of

actual drx matter.

In teiTns of the vitamin and min-

eral content, there seems to have

been no significant difference in the

mixed and organic crops fed to the

respective herds that would account

for this difference in their milk pro-

duction. There were, however,

more trace elements in the seaweed

fed to the organic cows than in the

mineral mix given to the mixed

cows; also the pastm^es on the or-

ganic section contained manv deep-

rooting herbs. The protein content

of crops from the organic section

'.\as slightlv higher as well. But on

the -svhole. Milton feels that the\"

have not \et accounted for gi-eater

milk production for less food ton-

nage on the organic section. He
savs. "\^e have been for the past

few vears carrving out regular

analvses of the crops and produce

from the sections. These analvses

have included the usual items of

recognizable food value, as well as

mineral content (including trace

elements) and also certain of the \'i-

tamins. There is more than infer-

ential e\"idence that, in addition to

these factors . . . certain sub-

stances mav be present in foodstuffs

that affect palatabilitv. digestibilit-v.

and assimilabilit\". and that could

represent an important pai-t of the

nutritive value that \\ould be in-

cluded under the heading of qual-

itv. An experiment to explore such

factors \\'as cairied out in 1963 on

fistulated heifers—co^ss with tubes

fixed into their nimen so that sam-

ples of paitlv digested food could be

removed at inten'als and examined

for bacterial flora and fattv acid

composition. Indications from this

experiment and from others at

Enghsh agricultural research sta-

tions in recent veai's are that differ-

ent diets produce different ratios

of simple organic acids (such as ace-

tic, propionic, and butvric). which

affect svnthesis of butterfat in the

udder. But at this point Milton is

reluctant to interpret these results

One of the original houses

still stands at Haughley
Farms, site of a British

organic farming experiment.

in relation to the higher milk ^^elds

on the organic section.

In addition to a better milk pro-

duction record, the organic herd

had a better breeding record than

the mixed herd. From 1948 to

1964. 17 percent of the cows culled

from the organic herd had failed to

breed: tliis figure \vas 34.8 percent

for the mixed herd.

Expenses and income at the

Haughlev Farms ob'i'iouslv aren"t

compai'able to those of commercial

fai^ming. where feed is often bought

and where vields can be increased

through different seed vai'ieties and

through animals imported from out-

side. Also, because of the careful

measurements and separations per-

formed for research pm-poses. labor

costs ai-e higher at Haughlev. But

the sections were carefuUv costed

sepai"atelv in order to find out if,

under the conditions of the experi-

ment, the organic section would be

much more costlv to nrn. as had

been predicted. This ^vas not the

case. Total costs for the organic and

mixed sections were equivalent, ex-

cluding fertilizers: thus, the mLxed

section cost more to run bv roughly

the amount spent on fertilizers.

Despite raanv of these results,

which seem to suggest the superior-
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itv of the methods used on the or-

ganic section, the Haughlev Experi-

ment must reallv be termed a stale-

mate. Bv 1965 there \\'as evidence

that the organic section was run-

ning down. Crop yields began to

flag and the herd had to be reduced:

as a result of less crop residue and

less manui-e to be turned under,

humus content of the soil also

started to drop. The remaining cows

on the organic section began to suf-

fer from certain mineral defi-

ciencies and were plagued bv infer-

tihts'. One explanation for this is

that the circle at Haughlev was not

reallv a closed one: milk. eggs, and

animal carcasses 'were remo\"ed

from the farm with no equivalents

being returned to the land on the

organic section, whereas com-
mercial fertilizers replaced nutri-

ents removed from the mixed and
stockless sections. For this reason,

in 1970 it was decided to conclude

the attempted "closed cvcle" phase

of the experiment bv carting in

from the outside carefullv selected

chicken manure for the organic sec-

tion. At the same time the research-

ers decided to studv methods for

upgrading depleted soils.

One often hears the claim that

organicallv raised animals are dis-

ease resistant. Sir Albert Howard
had oxen w^ho nabbed noses with

oxen suffering hoof-and-mouth dis-

ease and vet his animals did not

succumb to the disease. In the late

1960s fo^vl pox completelv de-

stroyed the chicken flock on the

mixed section at Haughlev. as it did

chicken flocks all across England.

For some three months the flock on

the organic section remained
healthy. On the dav that govern-

ment agricultural officials were to

arrive to witness this phenomenon,
however, the first chicken in the or-

ganic flock succumbed to fowl pox.

with the rest of the flock soon fol-

lowing. This w^ould suggest that re-

sistance based on an organic diet

could be a factor in avoiding dis-

ease, but certainly not the only one.

Robert \^ aller. editor of the Soil

Association Journal, said in a re-

view recently, ''There is no superi-

ority of any manure just because it

is natural or organic: in practice,

everything depends upon its com-

position, nothing on its origin. For

the plant to make the fullest use of

the radiant energy of the sun, the

topsoil must contain the full range

of substances required for its meta-

bohsm. Here the art of husbandry

comes in, backed up bv scientific

information. On both the organic

and mixed sections of Haughlev we
should be able to practice this ac-

cording to the different methods of

husbandry. ... It does seem to

me, however, that to provide plants

with a balanced diet by the use of

fertilizers and at the same time con-

ser\"e soil stiaicture is a might\" com-

plicated business."

It seems safe to say that the or-

ganic and the nuxed sections have

proved different means to the same
ends—at least for the first rotation

and a half, or 15 years. The health of

both co\v herds was above average;

both chicken flocks showed a steady

increase in production over the years:

the humus content increased in both

soils; and crop, milk, and egg yields

were respectable on both. Since that

time, however, production on the or-

ganic section has begun to drop, and

production on the mixed section has

leveled off.

But agricultural practices, at

least in the United States, have

changed far bevond what the found-

ers of the Haughlev Experiment

would have thought possible in

1938. If the Haughlev Experiment

W'cre starting todaw the researchers

would have to set up ver\" different

conditions. To duplicate modern ag-

ricultural practices, thev ^vould

have to feed commercially raised

livestock on crops from the stock-

less section: then compare their

health and productivity with those

of the mixed and organic section

livestock. Acknowledging that

crops like those from the stockless

section and animals fed on such

crops are our food source today,

Chris Sharman at Haughlev says

that he feels there is a place for arti-

ficial fertilizers, used sensibly and

in balance w'ith other practices of

sound soil management. But they

should not constitute the sole means

of soil maintenance, as is now- so of-

ten the case in this country.

Such understanding is the result

of long-term, painstaking research.

For this reason, experiments like

the one at Haughlev Farms are vi-

tal; only through dispassionate

analysis of the effects of different

agricultural methods will we be able

to understand the relationships

among soQ. plants, animals, and hu-

man nutrition.
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, The spectacular success achieved in observing and photographing
=—

_, 'h the July 10, 1972, eclipse by over 800 passengers aboard a luxury
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'*^='-=»«»='^^*'»=>»=v eclipse.
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The cruise includes the following: maneuverability of vessel -satellite

weather forecasting -2 "ocres'ofopen deck space -eclipse viewing
devices - no extra equipment weight charges - 15 courses taught by
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For complete details write:
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

Peking Man
(and Woman) Today

In the last issue, I described a

large agricultural commune on the

outskirts of Peking. That report

benefited from the weeks that mv
family and I were able to live and

work on the commune, sharing with

the peasants of our production team
not only their labor but also their

Hying quarters, food, beds, water

and sanitary facihties, political

meetings, and leisure time activi-

ties.

In this article, I shall attempt to

describe life in the nearby capital

city, but in a real sense, this report

will be less authentic than the pre-

vious one. My view is that of an

outsider, a visitor lixang and eating

in a luxur\' hotel, and being driven

in a chaufFeured limousine to visit

factories, apartment houses, parks,

and other points of citv life. I did

attempt to balance these officially

sponsored visits with observations

made in unescorted strolls through

the streets, visits to department

stores, rides on buses, and lounging

in the parks, but because of scanty

knowledge of the Chinese language,

I did not come awav with the feel-

ing that I had penetrated to the es-

sence of the city. Nonetheless, these

observations are certain to increase

the reader's understanding of the

people's hfe in Peking, if only be-

cause eyewitness accounts have

been so scarce in the Linited States.

It is important to start with the

fact of Ufe in China that almost all

women, as well as all men. work.

Certainly there are some people,

mainly elderly, who ai^e not physi-

cally able to cai"ry on with the rig-

ors of a regular job. but such people

seemed relatively fe^v in number.

Obviously, to make it possible for

married women with children to

work full time in a factory, it is nec-

essar)' to organize a comprehensive

system of child care, convenient

transportation and shopping, and a

rationalized system for the perform-

ance of household chores, such as

cooking and cleaning. This the

Chinese seem to have achieved

weU.

The first trick is to avoid the ne-

cessity for much mass trans-

portation bv building factories in

the midst of established housing for

large numbers of workers; we saw,

in fact, one new factory being built

together with apartment dwellings

for its workers. The factory con-

tains nurseries for voung children

from t\vo months to two and a half

years old; after this they can go on

to kindergarten until age four and a

half, then to higher kindergarten,

which prepares them for entry, at

age 7, into primary school (through

age 12) and middle school (until

16). Such schools are frequently

within, or at least close to, the fac-

tors-housing complex.

A pregnant woman is put on a

light work schedule two months be-

fore bearing her child and is given

one extra hour of rest per day. She

then gets 56 days of maternity' leave

with pay, and upon her return to

work is permitted half an hour dm--

ing each of her half-day shifts to

nm'se the babv. Lnder this system a

married woman can bear children

and continue to work with min-

imum complication; when she goes

to work at the nearby factory, she

leaves her child under the com-

petent super\dsion of employees

paid and trained to do just that job.

\^ hen her work is over, she takes

her child home to a normal home
life and influences. We did run into

a few factories in which children

were left in live-in nurseries for the

entire week, but these seemed

much less numerous than the day-

care t^pe.

While close proximity of the fac-

tory to living quarters is the rule,

there ai'e certainly many people

who do have to travel some distance

to work. This is done either on foot,

on bicycles (there are said to be
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You can save Aurora Cortex
for $15 a month*

Or you can turn the page.

Here are some facts about Aurora Cortez,

her family, and her town—Plato, Magdalena,
on the coast of Colombia. No editorializing.
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No electricity. No running water. No
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Colombia. Money her father doesn't have.
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Children Federation you can sponsor a
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to another human being. That's] how Save the
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So please: clip this coupon and mail It today.

Now you can turn the page.

Save the Children Federation, founded in 1932. is registered with the U.S. State Department

Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income tax deductible.

I want to sponsor a Child and his n her Q community.

My first choice is: Where the need is most urgent.

Domestic

(including Appalachia, Chicano, Indian, Inner Cities, Southern Blacl<

)

Overseas

(including Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, Middle East)

Enclosed is my check for:

n $15 monthly D $90 semi-annually

n $45 quarterly $180 annually

I know how important contributions are, so enclosed Is my check for

Please send more information.

Name-

City. _Zip_

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

NH 11/2
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O^o Hi-Focus

rouasing so almost
automatic...you'll

swear you heard it

click into

place. ^

The end of fuzzy

home movies.

The beginning of

sharp, clear.

memorable
movies from first

frame to last.

Sankyo replaced judgment focusing \\n\h

geometry ... made focusing an exact

science.

Simply pull back on the lens shade.

You'll see two images. Rotate the lens

shade and these two images \vi\\ merge
into one. Perfect focus! You can even do
it while you're filming to follow focus on
a moving subject.

Push button power zoom, automatic

electric eye exposure settings, push but-

ton slow motion (on some models), make
Sankyo Hi-Focus cameras so easy to use.

Superb Sankyo lenses and legendary

Sankyo quality make Sankyo cameras so

easy to live with.

See the full line of Sankyo home movie
equipment at your camera store or write

for free literature. Department NY6 H-8

Sankyo Seiki CAmerica) Inc.
149 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10010/212-260-0200
Wast Coail Branch:

13000S.AthensWay.Los Angeles. Calil. 90061 /213-321-0320
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more than l'/2 million in Peking, a

city of between 3 and 4 million

people), or bv public trans-

portation in buses or subway trains.

Bus rides cost 1 to 2 cents in U.S.

money; the buses run every few
minutes and are quite crowded. De-

spite the congestion, we always got

seats when we entered a bus be-

cause the politeness of the Chinese

will simply not permit a foreign vis-

itor to stand. Most buses are diesel-

powered and spew forth noxious

fumes, but others are quiet, elec-

trified trolleys, usually consist-

ing of several segments hooked to-

gether.

\^^iat saves the traffic situation

from chaos is the scarcity of vehicu-

lar traffic; there are no privately

owned cars at all in China, nor is

there any plan that there should be.

The main component of traffic is

thus the forest of bicvcles, which

occupy about half of each of the

right-hand traffic lanes. The buses,

trucks, and limousines make their

way through this maze bv frequent

and sometimes indiscriminate use

of horns. The result is heavy noise

pollution with \vhich the Chinese

^^ill someday have to cope. Most
travelers on the streets move at a

slow, deliberate pace; we saw few

traffic accidents or even incidents,

and people -generally kept theu

good humor about complications

that did develop.

Tlie newer apartment houses for

the workers ai'c usually brick struc-

tures, four to six stories tall, some-

times with balconies outside one

room of the apartment. The apart-

ments themselves are small bv oui"

standards; a family of four or five

generaUv lives in an apartment of

fwo rooms plus kitchen, bathroom,

and small fover. Each of the rooms

contains beds as well as other furni-

ture and must thus serve a dual

function. ^\ hile these quarters are

much less spacious than those on

the commune, they are apparently

so much better than they were a

few years ago that nobodv com-

plains much. In fact, many workers

live in much older and suboptimal

quarters and anticipate the day

when they can move into one of the

newer blocks with nrnning water,

water heaters, flush toilets, and

proximity to work, shopping, and

other conveniences.

All stores are, of course, owned
by the government; thev are gener-

ally grouped together in shopping
districts, as in our own country. We
shopped bv ourselves in several

large department stores, which were

extremely well stocked with simple

consumers' goods at modest prices,

although there were some surpris-

ing disparities. A pair of shoes, for

example, cost 3 yuans, but so did a

pair of nylon socks. We later

leai^ned where to buy the cotton

socks that cost less than 1 \'uan.

Since the average salai'v is about 60
vuans per month, with a range of

about 40 to 110 vuans, this may
seem like a disproportionate
amount for shoes or socks, but

most families have at least two

wage earners. And when you con-

sider that rent and utilities to-

gether generally cost under 5
}TJans per month and that medical

care and education are virtually

free, you can understand why the

Chinese city dweller feels pretty

well off these days.

Canteens at the factories ser\'e all

meals at a cost of about 12 to 15
yuans per month per person; many
working families take advantage of

this, although others prefer to cook

at home, which is cheaper but more
trouble. Other tx-pical prices ai^e a

dozen eggs .90 yuan, a bar of soap

.37 \u3Ln, wine 1 to 4 yuans, cu-

cumbers .38 Mian a pound, radishes

.06 yuan a pound, a pound of beef

.75 Mian, of mutton .71 yuan, of

pork .95 yuan, and of fish .46 yuan.

Tea ranges from 3 to 10 vuans per

pound, depending on the t\'pe. A
bicycle of good quality costs about

150 yuans, or about two months
salary for a well-off worker.

In evaluating the true meaning of

these prices, it is not at all helpful

to know that the official exchange

rate of about 2.4 Mjans to the dollar

gives the \"uan a nominal value of

slightly more than $.40 in U.S.

money. 'W hat is important to note is

that most Chinese seem to have

more than enough money to satisfy

theii- basic needs, and in Peking at

least, the stores were full of people

looking to spend available money.

There is no inflation, no fluctuation

in prices (rice has been stable at . 18
)Tran for a pound ever since libera-

tion in 1949), no sales tax. and no

income tax. The government ob-

tains its revenue entirely through

the purchase and resale of all items

in the economy. While this system

must keep a small army of econo-
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Gettins rave reviews: Eaton's versatile frames and albums that place favorite

snapsfiots in a starring role. Unique decorative accessories ideal to give and

to get. Clockwise: Adaptable "golden bamboo" Magnetic Frame, $12.50.

Impressive Showcase Album, $7.95. Photo Lectern, for desk and table, $5.00.

Center Stage for photos in spin-around Photo Carousel, $6.95. Photo Galaxy,

three sizes, $5.00, $7.50,$10.00. See the complete Eaton star-studded picture

show at your favorite store.
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Yesterday's trash

ivas hoola hoops,

pogo sticks and ukeleles.

Tomorroiv, it'll be today's fads.

It never ends!

inn that will last?

Like the classics.
Books you'll treasure today and tomorrow. Immortal masterpieces

' by the world's most gifted writers. Shakespeare. Faulkner. Milton.
Swift. Steinbeck. Tolstoy. And all the other giants who forged our
rich literary heritage.

Through the International Collectors Library, these treasured works
come to you clad in authentic re-creations of fine old-world bindings.
Decorated with 24K gold, they are bound in a variety of regal
colors sure to enhance the decor of any room in your home.

Truly, these are books you'll return to again and again for the sheer
pleasure of good reading. As a member of the International
Collectors Library, you can get the classics of your choice at

remarkably low cost . . . starting with any 4 on this page for just $1,
plus a small shipping and handling charge. Send no money.
Simply fill out and mail the coupon to: International Collectors

Library, Garden City, New York 11530.

Act now! You've waited long enough
to own something that will last.

Take any 4 classics in 24-karat gold-decorated bindings for only ^1.00

sue. The Brothers
Karamazov.Fyodor
Dostoevsky. Czar

5181. C
Stories of Edg
Allan Pee. Orieni
Tree of Life bli

binding.

5108. Moby Dick.
Herman Melville,
William Morris
blue binding.

Mad.
Pompadour
binding.

5447. The Calne
Mutiny. Herman
Wouk. Rafael
Palacios red bind-

3363. Canterbury
Tales. Geoffrey
Chaucer. Marie A n-

5223. Bulfinch's Mythol-
ogy. Foreword by Robert
Graves. Oriental Tree of
Life blue binding.

5124. The Forsyte Saga.
John Galsworthy. Louis
XVI green binding.

5306. Ivanhoe. Sir Walter
Scott. 19th Century Mer-
cier blue binding.

5140. Gone With the Winil.
Margaret Mitchell. William
Morris blue binding.

5041. The History of Tom
Jones. Henry Fielding.
Leicester Square brown
binding.

5389. Poems of Byron,
Keats anti Shelley. Marie
Antoinette brown binding.

5074. Crime ami Punish-
ment. Fyodor Dostoevsky.
Czar Alexander U red
binding. (Not available in

Canada.)

5496. Jamaica Inn. Daphne
du Maurier. Louis XVI
green binding.

5256. The Outline of His-
tory. H. G. Wells. French
Empire tan binding.

5058. Jane Eyre. Charlotte
Bronte. 19th Century Mer-
cier blue binding.

5231. Nicholas and Alex-
andra. Robert K. Massie.
London Fleet Street red
binding.

5439. Selections From the
Arabian Nights. Anony-
mous. Oriental Tree of Life
blue binding.

5017. War and Peace. Leo
Tolstoy. Czar Alexander II

red binding. Abridged.

5157.
teers.

Madame de Pompadour
maroon binding.

5470. Mutiny on the
Bounty. NordhofI & Hall.
Cobden-Sanderson green
binding.

International Collectors Library

Dept. BL853, Garden City, New York 11530

Please accept my application for membership in the Inter-

national Collectors Library, and send me the four fine

volumes whose numbers I have printed in the boxes.

I 2 2-CL64

Selections or Alternates during the coming year and may
resign anytime thereafter. Most Selections come to me for

only $3.95, plus a modest shipping and handling charge.

Occasionally, Extra-value Selections will be offered at

slightly higher prices. NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted

I may return the entire introductory package within 10
days. Membership will be canceled, and I will owe nothing.

Bill me only $1.00, plus shipping and handling, for all

four. About every four weeks, send me the Club's bulletin

describing the next Featured Selection, and a variety of

Alternate choices. If I wish to receive the Featured Selec-

tion, I need do nothing; it will be shipped to me automat-

ically. Whenever I prefer an Alternate, or no book at all,

I will notify you by the date specified by returning the

convenient form always provided. I need take only four 1 from Toronto.



FOR
JUST

1st U.S. PRESIDENTIAL
SILVER PORTRAIT SET

$100
(shipped with

second set at

regular price)

THE OFFICIAL ENGRAVED PORTRAITS FROM
THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY

IN COMBINATION WITH

STERLING SILVER PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLIONS
FROM THE WITTNAUER PRECIOUS METALS GUILD

set in a magnificent heavy Lucite Plaquette.

525 Grains Of Solid Sterling Silver in

every medallion puts you well on your

way to amassing a private Treasury of

this precious metal.

Magnificent Engraved Portraits. Examine

the infinite detail of the engravings . . .

the fine, delicate lines—the gentle shad-

ing and subtle nuance of every stroke of

the master engravers at the world-re-

nowned American Bank Note Company,
suppliers to the U.S. Treasury Depart-

ment.

Your Individual Serial Number gives this

series of plaquettes matched set stature,

much the same as valued sets of books,

prints, etchings.

This number... the magnificent en-

gravings . . . the degree of perfection . . .

and the high precious metal content of

the medallions are but a few of the many
reasons we feel perfectly secure in offer-

ing you our remarkable repurchase plan.

' We want you to have the first in this re-

markable new series, for just $1.00, so

that you may see for yourself why we
believe this to be the definitive collector/

investor's opportunity.

) Admire all the care and craftsmanship . .

.

the proudest products of the Wittnauer

Precious Metals Guild— heirs to over a

century of jewelry precision by the mak-
ers of the "world's most honored watch."

• Feel the rich, deep sculpture—Heft the

bulk of the heavyweight Sterling Silver

worked into a serial numbered master-

piece of sculptured history.

• Yours Free—A deluxe $29.95 solid wood
display chest as a subscriber to the Presi-

dential Portrait series. In addition, each

2-set shipment comes to you in an ele-

gant crimson hanging frame. (see above)

HOW THE SERIES WORKS

Along with the first Plaquette, commemo-
rating George Washington, we will send

you the second honoring John Adams. You
examine both FREE for 15 days. Decide at

your leisure if this series is all we say it is.

If you choose you may return both pla-

quettes and tell us to cancel your subscrip-

tion and owe us nothing. The first is yours

for ju5t $1.00 however, if you decide to

continue in the series. As a subscriber, in-

dividually numbered medallions are struck

at the mint for your plaquettes which you
will receive at the rate of two every four

weeks. Should you wish to cancel, you may
with no obligation.

Full-Price Repurchase Guarantee

Every subscriber who purchases

a complete "PRESIDENTIAL POR-
TRAITS" series of 36 Plaquettes may,
during 1976, return the entire un-

damaged series to us fora full cash

refund of original purchase price.

• Simply write to Wittnauer Pre-

cious Metals Guild, Larchmont,
New York 10538 and tell us that

you want to exercise your right to

have your set repurchased. You
will be advised of how and where
to mail the set back.

WE CANNOT ASSURE YOU A SUBSCRIPTION UNLESS WE HAVE THIS

APPLICATION CERTIFICATE IN OUR HANDS BY DECEMBER 31, 1972

Limited Offer—this series will be limited

in that only 1 out of every 1000 families

(51,000) can own a complete set.

PRESIDENTIAL PORTRAITS
1HE WITTNAUER PRECIOUS METALS GUILD LARCHMONT, N. Y. 10538

Please reserve my "PRESIDENTIAL PORTRAITS" subscriplion in solid Sterling Silver. I will receive

the first two Engraving/Medallion Sets (or a FREE 15 DAY EXAMINATION and I MAY KEEP THE
FIRST SET FOR lUST $1.00 if I decide to continue in the series. I understand that I will be billed on
a regular basis (or each consecutive monthly shipment of two plaquettes.

D I prefer my medallions minted in 24-K Cold-Electroplated-Sterling Silver.

Sterling Silver Sets are $10.00 each. 24-K Cold-Electroplated Sets are $15.00 each plus postage,

handling, insurance and applicable sales tax.

Orders subject to credit acceptance or request (or prepayment by our National Sales OKlce.

AN EXTRA SERVICE FOR YOU (Please check one i( you wish to charge your purcha

D American Express

n Diners Club

(Signature

MY CREDIT CARD NUMBER IS-

D BankAmericard
(card number .

.

D Mastercharge
(expiration date
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MAUPINTOUR'S UNHURRIED SAFARI . . .

BEST WILD LIFE VIEWING!

AFRICA
THE CONGO
AN EASY PACE by comfortable, most modern
safari cars and private aircraft for spectacular

wild life and scenic viewing. Small party,

best accommodations. Nothing has been
spared to make this an extraordinary experi-

ence. Fascinating game parks, tribal villages,

cities. 3-week, 5-week, 9-week East/Central

Africa adventures, plus South Africa, Rho-
desia. Deluxe tent camping, too.

ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT for the new
Maupintour Africa brochure or write to

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts Street, Law-
rence, Kansas 66044. Telephone 913/842-1211.

our 21st year

of quality

four operation©Maupintour
ASK ABOUT THESE MAUPINTOUR HOLIDAYS:
n Siberia/Central Asia D Europe By Train/By Air

n Spain/Portugal D Alps of Europe D Scandinavia

D Greece/Aegean D Italy/Sicily D Britisti Isles

n France D Morocco/Canaries/Madeira/ Algarve
D USSR/Eastern Europe D Dalmatia/The Balkans

n Samarkand/Oriental Russia D South America
D South Pacific D Orient D Africa Q Middle East

There is music on your records

you hove probobly never heord
The average listener spends
over twice as much on records
as he does on his entire

music system. And then
never gets to hear many of the

sounds on his records.

In most systems, the speakers
limit the sounds to be heard.
What goes in just doesn't all

come out. Listen to a cymbal;
or a complex vocal harmony;
or a drum solo; or an organ.

How real does it sound?
Listen to it again on a BOSE

DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
System. Bring your most demanding
records to your BOSE dealer.

Ask him to play them. You'll

most likely hear music you've
never heard before.

Covered by patent rights, issued and pending.

For copies of the reviews and other literature,

write Bose Corp., Dept. W. Natick, Ma. 01760.

Natick, Ma. 01760.

mists busy, it does appear to work.

The factories themselves vary

greatly in appearance. The newer

ones are models of good planning.

They generally consist of moderate-

sized buildings about three or four

stories tall set amongst greenery

and connected by landscaped paths.

The working rooms are airy and

well lighted, the work proceeds at a

busy but not frenetic pace, and the

workers seem to be in good spirits,

at least to the inexpert eye. Each
factory is managed by a Revolution-

ary Committee consisting (as in the

commune) of workers, cadres, and

army people elected by the masses.

Women are appearing in greater

and greater numbers on such gov-

erning bodies, although they are

still underrepresented. There is

compulsory study of the classics

of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism,
generally for 90-minute periods

twice per week. Since the factories

and associated workers' apartment

houses are frequently surrounded

by parks, athletic fields, theaters,

schools, and hospitals, many Chi-

nese workers find it unnecessary

to ever travel far from their

homes.

Let me comment briefly on the

appearance of the people, because

so many inaccurate remarks about

them seem to have created false im-

pressions here. The people are not

unfeeling autoinatons without

much emotion; on the contrary, we

found them lively and generally

zestful. Their most annoying char-

acteristic is probably their tendency

to stare at foreigners; at such times,

the impassivity of their faces is dif-

ficult to interpret, but no overtly

unfriendly act marred our visit.

Men and women do dress alike

in cotton pants and square-cut jack-

ets, but there is, contrary to ac-

cepted notions, some variation in

color and style. Some women wear

skirts and blouses in flowery pat-

terns, although this is certainly not

the rule. I got the impression that

clothes in Cbina, as in the United

States, partly expressed the person-

ality of the people wearing them,

even though the prevailing ethic in

China emphasizes a playing down of

personal vanity. Some people were

obviously dressed very sharply,

with well-fitted, well-ironed cotton

uniforms, while others had a much
more casual and rumpled appear-

ance, as here. Significantly, al-
|
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though we saw some patched and

worn work clothing, we never saw a

single person whose clothes in-

dicated a loss of self-respect or mo-

rale. There are also absolutely no

beggars on the streets, a remarkable

achievement for any Asian country.

Tipping is unknown, and if offered,

tips would be refused as a sign of

lingering imperialist influence.

One cannot close any discussion

of Chinese cities without remarking

on their cleanliness, orderliness,

and freedom from crime. In Peking,

Canton, and Shanghai, we did a

great deal of wandering on our

own; we were never warned to

avoid certain areas, and as I re-

marked above, were never troubled

by untoward incidents. From this

we conclude that muggings, rob-

bery, rape, and the like must be

rare in Chinese cities, and pub-

lished statistics certainly support

this impression. Drug traffic, prosti-

tution, and gambling have been vir-

tually eliminated, and Western doc-

tors who have worked in China

affirm that venereal diseases are

completely gone.

TTie streets are clean and neat

partly because the Chinese do not

have as much to throw around as

we do. But even when they have

things to throw, they seem to litter

less than we do, although we did

see some displays- of carelessness

with ice cream wrappers, water-

melon rinds, and the like. But the

cleanliness of the cities can largely

be attributed to the large corps of

workers who, both by hand and

with machines, constantly manicure

the cities to keep them attractive.

Their ceaseless activities remind us

that with sufficient will, support,

and labor, even the "impossible"

job of keeping urban environments

decent can be accomplished.

Thus, the Chinese cities, like the

countryside, are full of busy,

healthy, well-fed people carrying on

their labors with what appears to be

good morale and a sense of purpose.

Most Westerners would find life in

China difficult and terribly circum-

scribed culturally, but even that

may change in a fairly short time.

So much has already been accom-

plished in the years since 1949 that

I would hate at this point to sell the

Chinese short on anything.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.

AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cristina eats whatever she can find in the garbage.

And that is far less than some prowling dog would find in

your garbage can.

For just $1 2 a month, you can save such a child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you

con help provide a child with o better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even on education.

But there's not o moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept. NHll, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girl D in.
Name of Country

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for D a full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story, address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption" longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

n I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help $

n Or, I will pledge $ per month.

D Please send me further information,

n If for a group, please specify
church, class. Club, School, Business, etc

Name

—

Address.

City -State- -Zip.

You can adopt a child from any of the following countries: Bolivia. Chile,

Colombia. Guotemola, Honduros, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Japan, Koreo, Lebonon,

Mexico, Nigeria, Poraguoy, Peru, Syria, Thoiland, U.S.A. — Appolachion children or

American Indrons. (Or o child of greatest need.) All gifts are fully tox deductible.

CHILDREN,INCORPORATEDi
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Eduardo tlie Healer
His artistry and beneficence were smothereci

by the econonilc and social pressures of rural Peru,
until he became a curandero

bv Doue:las G. Sharon

When, in 1965. as a member of

an archeological expedition in Pem.

I first met Eduardo "Qiino" Calde-

ron. he was an ailist in charge of

frieze reconstraction at Chan Chan.

Tliis areheological site, located near

the modern citv of Trujillo. not far

from Lima, is the ancient capital of

the kingdom of Chimu (a.d. 1000-

1440) and the largest adobe ruin in

the ^vorld. Later I discovered that

Eduai'do svas also a curandero. or

folk healer, a foUo^ver of an ancient

but changing cultural ti-adition no^v

illegal in Peru.

Hea\"A"set and bulging at the

waist. Eduai'do is dvnamic and ag-

Ue. His round, expressive face is as

phable as the clav he manipu-

lates to restore adobe friezes. He
has confidence and a robust sense

of humor, which seem to emanate

from a deep resersoir of inner

strength.

Curanderos are the contemporary^

counterparts of pre-Columbian reh-

gious healers \\-ho cured sdth me-

dicinal plants. In the kingdom of

Chimu. these healers, kno\\"n as

Oquetlupuc. were greatlv respected

and well rewarded for their ser-

vices. K. however, a patient died

under treatment, the doctor ^\-as of-

ten put to death b\ flogging.

Usuallv a curandero can cure

more than phvsical iUness. He is

also reputed to be able to locate lost

or stolen propertv. di\'ine futm-e

events, assure success in personal

matters, romance, and business.

cmT insanitv" and alcoholism, and

counteract the effects of witchcraft.

L nfortunatelv. it is often difficult

to distinguish betis'een a curandero

and a brujo. or sorcerer, %\'ho, while

usuallv able to perform manv of the

same feats as a curandero, is partic-

ularlv noted for his abihts' in ad-

verse love magic and witchcraft.

Since the Spanish conquest, both

curanderos and brujos have been

regularlv persecuted bv the Chru-ch

and the law. Although thev were

forced underground bv such per-

secution, their knowledge has per-

sisted via oral tradition, passed on

from curandero to apprentice over

the centuries. \^Tiile folk healing

has vielded to clerical pressures by

adopting manv of the trappings of

Christianity much of the ancient

shamanistic content has been pre-

sened.

Despite the persecution, there

ai'e stOl manv folk healers. Indeed,

one small town in the north of Pera

recentiv had one hundred curan-

deros. These practitioners do not

simplv represent a quaint cultural

tradition that is being wiped out bv

modernization. Rather, curande-

rismo is adapting to cultural change

and curanderos do not alwavs shv

awav from modem medicine. Com-

mon ailments ai^e often treated bv

pharmaceutical products, as well as

bv those medicinal plants used dur-

ing traditional folk healing sessions.

The adaptabilitv of curanderismo

is a direct result of the socioeco-

nomic structm-e of northern Peru, a

rigidlv stratified societv' with iew

opportunities for breaking out of

the enduring economic patterns.

Folk healing, in addition to curing

sickness and disease, also provides

a method of psvchologicaUv alle-

viating the strains of living in a

societv" where competition for a

livelihood is harsh.

Although he is also a practicing

artist, archeologist. and fisherman,

Eduardo's interest in curanderismo

is not a passing one. It has been

spmred through manv vears of in-

terest in. and studv of, religion,

mvsticism. medicine, and the arts,

especiallv ceramics and sculpture.

He was born in 1930 in Trujillo to

parents of modest means. His father

was an artisan competent in manv

trades, but especiallv skilled in

shoemaking. one of the first trades

that Eduardo learned. As the oldest

son of the familv. Eduardo learned

earlv how to make a living. During

grade school he carried produce in

the local market and sold chocolates

in the theaters of Trujillo. He also

worked in the meat section of a

market, which e\entuallv led to a

job in a slaughterhouse.

.\t sixteen he began his high

school education at a seminars' in
\
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To meet the needs of his gromng family,

Eduardo supplements his income by fishing.

Yet he finds the time for many
lively social gatherings at his home.
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Although he is a curandero,

Eduardo, opposite page, earns

a living mainly by reproducing

huacos, an ancient Peruvian

art form. At left, finished

clay pieces are placed in

a hole for firing. Gasoline-

soaked cow manure is burned

to provide heat, below.

Trujillo. Initially he was attracted

to the priesthood, but because he

found it stifling, his interest shifted

to the study of medicine, a goal

made impossible b\ his limited eco-

nomic resources

Increasingly disenchanted with

his studies, Eduardo finally left the

seminary just befoie completing his

fourth year and went to Lima at the

age of twenty. There he worked as

an assistant bricklayer, a job that

earned him enough mone> to entei

Lima's School of Fine Arts But dis-

illusioned with the teaching system,

he left the school before completing

the first year. He did, however, con-

tinue to make wood sculptures and

pottery, holding occasional exhibi-

tions in Trujillo.

On his return from Lima,

Eduardo turned to fishing, using the

traditional methods of the coastal

hamlet near Trujillo where he took

up residence. These included the

use of nets strung from the shore

and hauled by donkeys and the

casting of nets from one-man reed

boats. At 23 he met the daughter of

one of the hamlet's fishermen. They

fell in love and have been together

ever since. As of 1972 they had

nine children.

In the 1950s the fishing industry

in Peru was beginning to expand,

especially at Chimbote, south of Tru-

jillo. To increase his income for the

support of a growing family, Eduardo

seasonally migrated to Chimbote dur-

ing the fishing season. During the off-

season he worked as a stevedore load-

ing sugar at Trujillo.

In 1962, when the American

hospital ship Hope put into port for

a year, the staff frequently pur-

chased his ceramics. This gave

Eduardo a chance to pursue his art

almost full time. When the ship left,

Eduardo was offered a contract in

the United States to commercialize

his talents on a large scale. How-

ever, at this time his mother be-

came seriously ill. Since his father

had left the family, Eduardo, as the

oldest son, felt compelled to stay

and look after his brothers and sis-

ters, some of whom were minors. So

once again he took up his steve-

dore's hook and his fishing net.

Eduardo continued working in

Salaverry and Chimbote until he

had saved enough capital to begin

payments on a secondhand boat and

net. This allowed him to fish from

his own community, where he be-
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When not working, Eduardo is perpetually

clowning. Along the lonely Peruvian coast,

he imaginatively leads his children in play.







In Salala, a town in

northern Peru where

Eduardo visited another

curandero, a father brought

his disturbed son to a

heaUng session for

treatment. Eduardo helped

subdue the boy when he

became agitated.

gan to introduce modern fishing

methods. But in 1965 the Peruvian

fishing industry suffered a bad year,

forcing small fishermen like

Eduardo out of business. Thus, at

the age of 35, he was forced to be-

gin again.

Owing to his exhibitions and the

interest of the Hope staff, Eduardo

began to attract attention as an art-

ist of considerable merit. When a

local committee organized an arch-

eological restoration program for

the nearby ruins of Chan Chan,

Eduardo was offered a job.

Throughout these years of hard-

ship. Eduardo was also evolving as

a cuTCindero. His early interest in

the priesthood was an attempt to

answer a call to serve humanity. He

had dreams urging him to prepare

himself and he felt a yearning to

help alleviate man's suffering. The

priesthood was a disappointment

and medicine was out of reach. Nei-

ther discipline allowed the full ex-

pression of his artistic abilities.

At 22 he had become ill with a

strange ailment, which did not yield

to medical attention. Both his

grandfathers had been curanderos

in the highlands, so he knew about

these practices. As a last resort, his

family took him to a folk healer and

he was quickly cured. He did not

understand what had happened,

and his curiosity was stirred. Two
\iars later his uncle, noted for his

abilities in working with a mesa, or

lable of folk healing, agreed to ap-

prentice Eduardo. Eventually he

gained enough experience to serve

as a rastreador. one who helps the

curandero focus his supernatural

"vision" on patients' problems.

During one momentous session,

the Christ of the mesa (embodied in

the crucifix) chose him to effect a

part of the curing ritual. After that

session Eduardo felt that he had

outgrown his teacher. Yet he did

not feel ready to set up his own

mesa because curanderismo re-

quires a long and difficult appren-

ticeship. So he went north to work

with famous curanderos in Chi-

clavo, Motupe, and Ferrafiafe.

When Eduardo returned he was

still hesitant to practice on his own. A
cousin suddenly became seriouslv ill,

however, and her father, suspecting

that she was suffering from witch-

craft, implored Eduardo to cure her.

Despite his doubts, he decided to trv.

In two sessions he uncovered the

cause and cured her, launching his ca-

reer as a curandero at the age of 28,

after four years of training. In grat-

itude to God, Eduardo made a prom-

ise to never abuse his power and to

work for humanity.

Today, after fourteen years as a

full-fledged curandero. Eduardo is

still learning and growing. His ac-

tive mind is constantly probing and

seeking new challenges, as evi-

denced bv his extensive reading in

theologv. philosophy, psychology,

art, and the occult. He has even

completed a course in nursing from

a correspondence school in the

United States.

B'ut his erudition only sup-

plements the keen insight into hu-

man nature that he has gained from

wide experience. He is direct and

candid in his dealings with his fel-

lows, and he does not believe in

keeping his knowledge a secret. For

Eduardo, curanderismo is simply a

matter of vision, gained bv those

with a sincere desire to learn and

practiced on a regular basis. But it

is mv belief that curanderos are

born and not made, that they are

unusually gifted and perceptive

people. Eduardo is not a common
man. He sums up his own philos-

ophy very simplv:

I work under a faith more

than anything, a promise that

1 made when 1 was initiated

as a curandero—iov one must

make a promise, of course—

a

promise to serve man without

thought of gain, whoever he

may be, whatever the circum-

stances.

Eduai'do is proud of his abilities.

When he discovered my interest in

this phase of his life he was willing

to discuss it in great detail. His

honesty, seriousness, and con-

fidence in his own powers were im-

pressive. But his marvelous sense of

humor included the ability to laugh

at himself. After our first conversa-

tions, he began using what little

English he knew in mock serious-

ness and, in a deep voice he would

say, '1 am a wizard." Then he

would roll his eyes back in his head

and pucker up his mouth in feigned

awe, followed by a broad smile and

a hearty chuckle.

Unfortunately, cm- group then

launched an expedition to the high-

land jungles east of Trujillo. After

one more expedition to another part

of Peru, 1 returned to the United

States in 1967, thus ending, I

thought, any hope of further re-

search in folk healing.

But in 1970, after winning an

anthropological fellowship from the

University of California at Los An-

geles to studv curanderismo. 1

found myself back in Peru, hoping

to study folk healing with Eduardo.

With his approval to undertaki- an

apprenticeship, I was launched on a

series of adventures into the realm

of the human psvche. Much of the

restoration work at Chan Chan had

been discontinued, and Eduai'do

now had to work full time produc-

ing copies of ceramics for tourist

shops. This was a boon lor me. as I
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was able to talk with him in the pri-

vacy of his home while he worked

on his pots. It was also easier for

patients to find and consult him.

For consultations involving busi-

ness, love, or other advice, Eduai-do

went into a separate room to per-

form cartomancy with a deck of

Spanish divining cards. For sick-

ness or the suspicion of witchcraft,

which often went together, he

rubbed the patient down with a live

guinea pig, opened its stomach, and

performed entrail divination. The

sensitive guinea pig is believed to

take on the body "humors" and ail-

ments of the patient. In cases of or-

ganic disorder, it is thought that the

diseased organ becomes spotted or

turns black. For ailments caused by

witchcraft the spine of the animal is

supposed to break. In the latter case

a date for a curing session was set.

Sessions could also be arranged to

overcome love magic or to assure

success in a business or romantic

venture.

When the guinea pig revealed a

serious organic disorder, Eduardo

indicated the organ affected and

urged the patient to seek medical

attention. His diagnosis of organic

ailments was facilitated by the med-

ical knowledge gained from his cor-

respondence course in nursing.

One occasion demonstrated

Eduardo's balanced use of modern

medicine and folk psychotherapy.

Early one morning a cai" drove up

to his house and a middle-aged

woman, aided by her two sons,

emerged. She had spent a sleepless

night because of pains in her abdo-

men; her face was pale and the

whites of her eves had a yellowish

cast. She told Eduardo that she

thought a neighbor had hexed her

after an argument thev had had a

week earlier.

After checking her symptoms,

Eduardo rubbed her with the

guinea pig she had brought and

made the sign of the cross over her.

His wife, Maria, was told to hold a

basin under the animal as he

quickly sliced the guinea pig down

the middle and peeled the skin back

to reveal the internal organs and

spine. The animal squealed pit-

eously before it lost a torrent of

blood—lapped up by the household

dogs—and died. After spraying per-

fume over the lifeless carcass to

purify the sacrifice, Eduaido peered

carefully into the quivering viscera

of the animal. Discovering that the

spine was still intact, he meticu-

lously inspected each internal or-

gan. They were all normally colored

except the liver, which was black.

Eduardo told the woman that her

liver was diseased and that she

should seek immediate medical at-

tention. The woman protested that

she was sure she had been be-

witched by her neighbor, but

Eduardo guided her hand along the

guinea pig's spinal column to show

her that it was not broken, and em-

phasized that the intact spine was

proof that she had not been be-

witched.

NI ot everyone who visited the

Calderon residence was a patient.

Busy as he was, Eduardo always

had time for friends; and if they

stayed long enough, someone was

usually sent out for a gallon bottle

of chicha, beer made from fer-

mented corn. There were old fish-

ing cohorts, stevedores, teachers,

shopkeepers, students, artists, busi-

nessmen, farmers, old people,

youngsters, and drifters. It ap-

peared as if the outside world had

beaten a path to his door. As I

watched his daily interaction I grad-

ually realized that Eduai-do's great-

est masterpiece was his own life. He

molded it with the same deliber-

ateness and dexterity with which he

shaped his ceramics.

It became clear that Eduardo's

curandero lore is the expression of a

profound system of abstract thought

that rivals orthodox philosopiiv.

For, in addition to embodying tradi-

tional beliefs and practices, it is

grounded in personal experience.

There is a lusty, earthy quality to

Eduai'do's system, which reflects a

direct contact with nature and a re-

alistic perception of the joys and

sorrows of the human situation. The

rituals he conducts during sessions,

as well as the mesa itself, are a di-

rect manifestation and application

of his philosophy.

The mesa symbolizes the duality

of the worlds of man and nature,

the struggle between good and evil.

Thus, it is divided into two major

zones (campos) with a neutral area

between them. The left side of the

mesa, called the campo ganadero,

or field of the sly dealer, contains

artifacts associated with the forces

of evil and black magic, mainly

fragments of ceramics and stones

from archeological ruins. This zone

is governed by Satan, whose nega-

tive powers are focused in three

staff's placed upright in the ground

behind the artifacts. The zone is

needed for consultation in cases of

witchcraft, adverse love magic, or

bad luck, since this is the realm re-

sponsible for such evils and there-

fore capable of revealing their

causes.

The right side of the m£sa, called

the campo justiciero, or field of the

divine justice, contains artifacts re-

lated to the forces of good and

white magic, mainly saints and in-

struments used in healing. The zone

is governed bv Christ, whose posi-

tive powers are focused in the ciTici-

fix and in eight additional staffs po-

sitioned behind the artifacts.

Between the two extremes is the

campo medio, or middle field, con-

taining artifacts of a neutral nature

in which the forces of good and evil

are balanced. This zone is governed

by Saint Cyprian (a po\verful magi-

cian who was converted to Chris-

tianity), whose natural powers are

focused in the serpent staff. This

staff is placed behind certain ai'ti-

facts that are symbolic of forces in

nature and in the world of man that

can be used for good or evil, de-

pending upon the intentions of the
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individual involved. This part of the

mesa is the focal point of Eduardo's

vision. Because of its neutral qual-

ity, it is considered capable of re-

flecting a case without distortion.

The artifacts of a mesa are not

just a random collection of standard

objects; they are accumulated

throughout the years. Eduardo

started his practice with several

utensils and a few key artifacts for

each campo. As his skills improved,

he enlarged his collection. Each ar-

ticle has been acquired under spe-

cial circumstances—as gifts from

fellow curanderos or patients or af-

ter careful search in dry riverbeds,

the mountains, or archeological

ruins. Many have been made by

Eduardo from materials that are of

particular significance to him as an

artist and fisherman. In addition to

its personal meaning, each artifact

has its own cuenta, or ''account,"

which is activated during a night

session. Each artifact is a focal

point of a particular force. Collec-

tively, they are a projection of

Eduardo's spiritual power, which

becomes activated whenever the

mesa is manipulated in conjunction

with the drinking of a psychedelic

brew made from the cactus San

Pedro. Within the standard sym-

bolic framework that is passed from

curandero to initiate, there is room

for personal elaboration once the

initiate gains mastery over the

curing ai"t.

In setting up the mesa. Eduardo

always positions everything so that

the sea is behind him. He considers

it to be a protective force that pre-

vents him from being overtaken

from behind. His personal experi-

ences with the sea have led him to

accept the power of this Chimu
deity. This is typical of his devel-

opment as a curandero: a painstak-

ing process of incorporating ancient

beliefs and practices with modern

times and the curandero''?, person-

ality.

A night healing session enables

the curandero to focus his vision

and manipulate the forces of the

mesa. There are two parts to the

session: ceremony and curing. A
typical ceremonial part lasts from

about 10:00 p.m. until midnight and

consists of a series of prayers, rit-

uals, and songs performed to the

rhythmic beat of the curandero^s

rattle, interspersed bv periodic na-

sal imbibition, called "raising," of a

mixture of boiled San Pedro cactus

and wild black tobacco juice bv all

present.

The first part of the ceremony

terminates at midnight with the

drinking of a cup of pure San Pedro

infusion. The purpose of the cere-

monial division is to invoke the

forces of nature and gucirdian spir-

its, to make patients susceptible to

therapy, and to focus the curan-

dero's vision on the problems at

hand.

The second part of the session,

which lasts until about 4:00 a.m.,

consists of the actual curing acts.

Each person present—the curan-

dero. two assistants, patients, and

patients' friends—must take a turn

before the mesa while the curan-

dero chants a song in his name. Ev-

eryone then concentrates on the

staffs and swords at the head of the

mesa. One of these artifacts, the

one that is the focal point of the

forces affecting the patient, is sup-

posed to vibrate. It is then given to

the patient to hold in his left hand

while the curandero chants the song

of the staff to activate its "ac-

counts" and cause it to manifest its

powers.

While everyone considers the

patient's problem, the curandero

begins a long divinatory discourse

in which he relates what he sees.

Sometimes others present see the

same things as the curandero. The

purpose of the discourse is to re-

lease from his subconscious what-

ever blockages are causing the

patient's problem. When ihe dis-

course ends, the curandero^ two as-

sistants both nasally imbibe the to-

bacco juice and San Pedi-o mixture

in the patient's name. Then, while

holding the staff over his head, the

patient must nasally imbibe a liquid

provided by the curandero (usually

the tobacco juice and San Pedro

mixture, but other licpiids, often a

perfume, may be chosen. This is

called "raising the staff" Finally an

assistant or the curandero rubs the

patient with the staff, sprays it

orally with whichever liquid the cu-

randero has chosen, and returns it

to the head of the mesa.

After all present have had a turn

before the mesa, the curandero fin-

ishes the session with a closing

prayer. Before departing, each per-

son is orally sprayed with a mixture

of water, lye, and white corn flour

while the curandero makes the form

of a cross in the ground where the

mesa stood and sprinkles the four

corners of the area and the outlines

of the cross with the same white

corn flour mixture.

At one session in which Eduardo

treated an entire family, the thera-

peutic manipulation of artifacts and

rituals became quite clear. The fa-

ther's business had been declining,

and he was sick and unable to walk.

Medical attention had not alleviated

his condition. At the same time, his

children had been dropping out of

school or quitting their jobs. The fa-

ther was a practical-minded busi-

nessman who, until this setback,

had been successful. This was his

second session with Eduardo. Al-

though he was beginning to walk

again, he was skeptical about being

healed, as he did not believe in

witchcraft or folk healing and had

decided to consult Eduardo only af-

ter much urging on the part of a

business associate.

The atmosphere was charged

with tension. As each member of

the family took his turn before the

mesa and Eduardo divined about

people and events from their lives,

their amazement was obvious. Each

person had difficulty raising the

staff after the di\ inalion, a si<in tiiat
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the forces responsible for the witch-

craft are resisting therapy.

At one point a screech owl flew

overhead, letting out an eerie cry

and wracking the family's nerves.

Since owls are associated with black

magic and sorcery, they are consid-

ered to be bad omens. Then the

hood of a small truck in the yard

where the session was held buckled,

as if someone had put pressure on

the metal and then let it go. We had

a feeling of foreboding.

At this point a daughter of the

family took her turn before the

mesa. When divining, Eduardo had

warned her about certain envious

friends who wished her ill. Every-

thing proceeded normally until she

tried to raise the staff. She tried and

tried. After coughing and sputter-

ing, she regurgitated the brew.

Then she began to lean crazily

backward. Someone exclaimed that

a monster was pulling the girl's hair

from behind in an effort to cairv

her away. Suddenlv, Eduardo raised

a liquid in the name of the girl,

grabbed one of the swords at the

head of the mesa, and charged into

the open behind her. Before I knew

it, he was conducting a furious

sword battle, slicing and slashing

like a buccaneer. With incredible

dexterity and grace, he suddenly

flipped into seven successive rapid-

fire somersaults, holding the sword

over his head with the blade out-

ward at the beginning of each. The

direction of his movements over the

ground formed a cross.

Catching his breath, he resumed

the curing routine, passing on to

the next ritual as if nothing had

happened. The tension was broken.

From then on, everything pro-

gressed smoothly. After the session

the girl asked Eduardo what had

happened to her. He was the es-

sence of matter-of-fact self-con-

fidence and paternalism. He told

her that she had confronted forces

with which she was unfamiliar, but.

like everything else in life, they

could be dealt with once one makes

an effort to understand their func-

tion. Later when I asked him what

had happened, he informed me that

the sorcerer responsible for the fam-

ily's ill fortune had attacked the ses-

sion, making emergency action nec-

essary. The sword battle and

somersaults were intended to shock

the sorcerer and break his spell.

There was one more session with

this family before I returned to the

United States. It went smoothly,

with no tension, and everyone was

able to raise the staff. When I left

Peru, the father was better and his

business and the family were get-

ting back to normal.

Scholars have theorized that ail-

ments such as these often have so-

cial explanations. Even when social

conflicts are not apparent, curan-

deros try to seek out any such con-

flicts in their patients' backgrounds

as a method of accounting for the

illness. The cause of the business-

man's ailment, for example, turned

out to be a hex placed on him by an

envious competitor who had gone to

a sorcerer when the victim took

awav some of his business.

S.ocial conditions in northern

Peru explain much of the popu-

lation's attraction to witchcraft. The

region suffers from an imbalance of

service industries based upon a lim-

ited industrial base of sugar, cotton,

and fishing industries. A high

unemployment rate has grown out

of the region's rapid population

growth and heavy urban migration.

The result is a rigid social stratifica-

tion with little upward mobility,

chronic insecurity, arid extreme

competition for jobs. Such condi-

tions produce great frustration and

interpersonal conflict, leading to a

high level of aggression that is not

directly expressed. This aggression,

however, finds expression in a pro-

jective mechanism, an "envy syn-

drome," that is highly supportive of

a continued belief in witchcraft.

In the mountains near the

border of Ecuador lie a

series of sacred lakes

visited by pilgrims led by

curanderos. Upon arriving

at the lakes, the pilgrims

nasally imbibe an herbal

brew. After a ritual bath,

they warm up by jumping,

rolling, and running.

It invariablv crops up in cases of

witchcraft treated by curanderos.

For example, if someone is envious

of another person, he can seek out a

sorcerer to help him express his

covert aggressions. Or if one suffers

illness or personal tragedy, he can

blame it on the envy of an enemy-
real or imagined—and seek allevia-

tion from a folk healer. By the same

token, guilt or fear resulting from a

violation of norms geared to sup-

port the rigid social structure can

be blamed on the malice of an en-

vious enemy, whose actions can

only be counteracted by a curq,n-

dero. Thus, witchcraft serves as an

escape valve, permitting aggression

to express itself without attacking

fundamental institutions. As long as

current social conditions prevail,

the curandero -will continue to play

an important role in northern Per-

uvian society.

Although supernatural forces are

often blamed for the patient's ail-

ment, therapy usually consists of

discovering disturbed social rela-

tionships, a procedure that rids the

patient of his pathological symp-

toms. In this way curanderismo pro-

vides individuals with channels for

anxiety reduction and treatment.

By following a prescribed pattern of

stereotyped folk diagnosis and cul-

turally determined ritual, the curan-

dero, who receives a nominal pay-

ment of money, chicha, or favprs, is

able to relieve the symptoms and re-

integrate the patient into society.

Although Eduardo is a tradi-
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Knowledge of herbal remedies, one

of which Eduardo is preparing, below,

is part of a curanderos art.

The remedies are sometimes sprayed

on the artifacts of the mesa,

which is being set up, right, by

Eduardo and his wife. During one

healing session, below right, Eduardo

fights off a sorcerer's spell

that was interrupting the session.



tional curandero, who depends on

his ability to communicate with

spirits in order to heal, his use of

modern pharmaceutical products

and medical practices indicates his

willingness to adapt to cultural

change. His nursing studies are a

strong affirmation of his acceptance

of modern medical practices, a form

of technological innovation that he

does not see as threatening his tra-

ditional practices.

When he encounters a natural ill-

ness that he cannot heal, such as an

organic ailment or a chronic dis-

order, Eduardo informs his patient

and recommends medical attention.

This became apparent at one ses-

sion I attended when Eduardo diag-

nosed ten cases in one night. There

was only one case that he consid-

ered to be caused by witchcraft. For

the others, he advocated diets,

herbs, and medical attention.

Despite this adaptation, Eduardo

maintains a firm conviction that his

services are essential. This is prob-

ably the case in his community,

which does not have a doctor and

where many are too poor to afford

medical attention, even if it were

available. But this does not explain

Eduardo's large number of patients

who come from Trujillo, Lima, and

other parts of the country. The

great majority of these patients are

middle-class Peruvians with modern

medical benefits available to them.

Some have already been to a doctor

and have found no relief, or wish to

supplement the medical therapy,

while others suspect they are

suffering from witchcraft.

Despite the increasing influence

of modern medicine, the curandero

has not been superseded or ren-

dered obsolete in northern Peru. If

anything, his role in Peruvian cul-

ture is meaningful and useful dur-

ing a stressful time of rapid culture

change and development.
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Craftsraen of Necessity
Because they cannot afford to be wasteful,

woodworkers in some cultures create beautiful
and lasting ties with their environment

by Christopher Willian"is

The one factor that differentiates

man from all other organisms is his

need to alter his environment to a

greater degree than any other crea-

ture. He must do so because he is

essentially alien to almost every en-

vironment. Most are too hot or

cold, too wet or dry. Man cannot

find food to eat, water to drink, or a

place to sleep, so he must plow and

plant, dig and build.

Every organism will change its

environment to some degree; its

mere existence within that environ-

ment alters it. It eats and converts

foodstuffs, it consumes energy, it

dies and leaves its bodv. Many orga-

nisms are home builders, and some-

times their homes are also their

food. Trees are felled, rivers di-

verted, grasslands destroyed, and is-

lands created. But none alters so

drastically as man.

Most other creatures have been

working their environment in the

same way for millions and billions

of generations, and the environ-

ment has come to accept their ways.

It has changed over these yeai^s to

accommodate their work and to

even expect their alterations. Orga-

nisms become their environment,

and if they were to be ehminated,

their environment would undergo

crucial reorganization. Man has not

become his environment, and rarely

has the environment accepted him.

Most of man's drastic actions have

come within the last two hundred

years—a microsecond in evolution-

arv terms. His activities expand at

an increasing rate.

Long years of weathering

emphasize the grain of

an Austrian spiked door.

Possibly our natural environment

will eventually come to accept us as

we are. It would certainly require

many thousands of generations, and

just as certainly, the environment

would be something other than that

which we now know. Yet it would

be a strange world that would need

man's vulgar emissions and hungry

consumptions. Just as likely, man
could be the germ of destruction

that the environment could never

assimilate, and his work would lead

to the total collapse of the biosphere

and, of course, of man himself.

The few human societies that are

appai-ently tolerated by their envi-

ronment survive because they tread

lightly. They do so, not because they

want to, but because they must. In-

digenous human societies seek and

find methods of working that do not

violate their surroundings because

they lack the power to violate. They

use self-regulating systems because

they have neither the force nor the

material to squander. They com-

promise because they must.

There is a lyrical decree in the

art of building, an edict, an under-

standing available to those who
build with a sensitive hand. It may
be a method of using material, a

form and appearance, the estab-

lishing of an organic system. Or it

may be just a light touch or the way
the parts combine to make a

whole—building by form and fit. In-

digenous architects have found this

approach through need. Thev are

not consciously aware of the sub-

tleties of their work; they act natu-

rally and out of simple necessity.

Rural people of eastern Europe

have maintained stable societies.

They expect thai family property

will remain with the family through

many generations. A house is built

to last for son, grandson, and his

progcnv; it is .built to remain sub-

stantial through hundreds of vears.

Few houses are built, but each be-

comes a landmark, a permanent at-

tachment to the ground. To achieve

this longevity, the housebuilder

thinks in solid terms.

Walls are built of ponderous tim-

bers, notched and mortised to-

gether. With weather change, these

massive beams move on their joints,

expanding with humidity and con-

tracting when the weather turns

dry. To permit this movement, the

joints are pinned with wood instead

of with iron. These pegs not only

permit the joints to flex, but also al-

low the timbers to change without

being torn apart. The wooden pin,

forced into the hole, is keyed with a

wedge to hold it in place.

Over the timbered wall, sapling

branches, split in half, are tacked.

Over this, plaster is worked on the

inside and clay or shingle on the

outside. The result is almost twelve

inches of solid insulation.

Builders know that wood will sag

and lose some of its rigidity over a

long period of time, that it will warp

and check. So they build to accom-

modate and outlast these changes.

They know that a fiftv-foot long, ten-

inch-square oak beam will settle eight

inches in a hundred and fifty years, so

they set an angular stanchion to take

hold when the time comes.

Some of these structures in the

low country near the Danube River

are made completely of hardwood

planks more than three feet wide

and five inches thick. This tim-

bering is so massive that a house,

with the exc(^ption of the shingle

roof, can be built with a small num-

ber of planks.

Over tiie house broods a greal

deep roof. Its peak projects to the

treetops, and its eaves reach almost

to the ground. Under its ponderous

ribs, near the long, slanted peak,

children are sent up three stories

between joists and rafters to sleep
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in the loft in warm protection on

winter nights.

Through the veai's an intimate as-

sociation is buih up between the

familv and the house, each reflect-

ing the other's personahty. The

familv maintains and patronizes the

old house, while the house protects

the familv.

The roof is usually the first part

of a house to wear out. for it re-

ceives the brunt of the weather's

blow. To enhance the runoff of wa-

ter, some indigenous builders in

Scandinavia use split logs placed

verticallv, which last almost as long

as the building. Others lay down

birch bark, over which they hne up

long, thin logs to hold it down.

When overlapped, birch bark is

weathertight and almost completely

resistant to rot. Perhaps the most

enduring is the stone roof. If leaks

are prevented, the roof will stay in-

tact until the timbers beneath fall in

decav.

Even before the builder puts

away his hammer, the desti-uctive

forces of nature stai't decomposing

his newlv completed structure: the

wind erodes, the sun dries, the rain

leaches and ^vashes, the insects and

animals, organisms of decay, eat at

it. The fragile things the builder

makes must be sheltered, contin-

uallv maintained, or just left to lead

theu- short lives. The enduring

structures contain material that re-

sists these forces or have so much
bulk that a great quantitv of natural

force is recjuired to consume them.

But the use of an organic svstem,

working with the forces, is the most

satisfactorv wav of controlling

them. Less work is required to

build, little maintenance is neces-

sarv, and a satisfaction is achieved

\vith the creation of a self-regulating

svstem, a living svstem. At these

times, the builder treats his house

as an organism that he brings to life

and then, bv its own mechanisms of

self-renewal, allows to sustain itseU'.

The establishment of a self-regu-

lating svstem is that act of turning

anvthing back on itself to control

its own action.

For vears the Norwegians iiave

used the organic roofed house.

X^Tien the house is first constructed,

birch bark is laid as a sealer. Then

squares of pasture dirt, about five

inches thick, along with roots and

grass, are laid over the bark. As the

seasons pass, the mat pei-petuates it-

self, root intertwines root, and the

In northeastern Rumania,

a gate, counterbalanced

so that it swings open

easily, is cut from the

crotch of a sycamore tree.

At right, the roof of

an ancient Carpathian

Mountain house is built

without a chimney; smoke,

exhausted from the

fireplace, sifts through the

thatch and prevents decay.

roof becomes a solid whole. Rain

and weather onlv sti-engthen it. In

winter the dead stalks of grass hold

the snow for effective insulation.

Tlie spring rains beat the grasses

down to shed the excess water, tlien

bring the roof to life again. In sum-

mer the grasses grow long and ef-

fectivelv reflect the sun"s heat. As

the veai-s pass, the roof renews itself

from season to season, needing little

or no maintenance. Visuallv, the

house blends into the forests and

pcistures, becoming part of its envi-

ronment. Yet when the house was
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built, its visual effect was secon-

dary.

Sometimes the same approach is

taken by masons. They lay stone

walls with mud or clay instead of

with inorganic mortar. The clay

provides a footing for vines. If

coaxed to grow in the right direc-

tion, when the vines reach maturity

they form a solid structure that

holds the stone in place and is tight

enough to resist the weather.

Houses with deep, pointed roofs

of straw also perform as organic

units in the forests of Rumania. Al-

though they do not grow, they are,

in a sense, alive and maintaining

themselves. In an expression of

thrift, most houses £ire built without

chimneys, which would let out

smoke, thereby wasting it. Stoves

and fireplaces exhaust the smoke
into the underside of the roof. The
smoke fills the rafters, then drifts

down to the ceiling of the living

floor and slowly filters out through

the thatch. This not only acts as

central heating, but also cures meat.

which is hung in the peak. At the

same time, it preserves the straw by
checking rot and decay. The act of

living in the house preserves it.

If the thatched roof is left unat-

tended for a generation or two, the

straw will begin to rot. But if the

climate and prevailing conditions

are favorable, it will begin to come
to fife again, re-establishing itself.

The decayed and moist straw builds

up a rich growing base suitable for

mosses; as the straw gives way, the

mosses spread, soon encompassing
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Harmony between man and

his environment is seen in

the self-perpetuating sod

on the birch bark roof of

a Norwegian house.

the whole roof. With a steep pitch

the moisture is held out and the

roof is virtually self-perpetuating.

The people that build their

houses on the rock ledges that jut

through the forest in the Transvlva-

nian Alps in the northwest of Ru-

mania have used the elements of the

wood's structure to accommodate

the climate. Thev live between the

boreal north wind, which cascades

down from the Russian plains in

winter, and the hot winds off the

Yugoslavian plateau in summer.

The winter winds are heavy with

moisture; the summer winds, very

dry. The builders cover their roofs,

and sometimes their whole house,

with shingles cut from a fir tree that

grows in this area. This wood is ex-

tremely sensitive to humidity

changes, expanding rapidly in mois-

ture and contracting in arid aii-. The
shingles are notched and grooved to

mate with one another. In winter,

when the moist winds press down
on them, the shingles turn dark and

become fat with water. Row on row

they grow fast together; the more

the wind torments, the more solid

they become. The house shuts itself

in for the winter, secure against the

damp. As the winter lets up and the

north wind stops, spring introduces

the drying wind from the south. By
early summer, the shingles turn a

lighter gray and ease their shoulder

to shoulder press. August opens up

the house. The drv shingles move
aside for the cool air to run through

the house and relieve its inhabitants

from the summer heat.

The woodworker is a solitary

man, alone with his hands. Beside

him. ready for their turn, lie his

tools—long-bladed knives to cut

long, thin wafers of wood, hatchets

and adzes to cut chunks, curved

shank gouges to cut spirals. By fol-

lowing the edges and flats of his

tools with his thumb and eve, the

woodcutter can determine the char-

acter of the finished piece. His tools

lie before him like a vocabulary,

each one possessing a subtle in-

flection of meaning. With this lan-

guage of tools and the motions by

which he uses them, a conversation

is initiated between worker and ma-

terial. The' wood argues in knots

and agrees in smooth grain. There

is a simple ratio of one wood-

worker, one piece of wood, and one

result. No written plans are needed,

nothing on paper, no cornmunica-

tion with images, no concern with

passing information ffom worker to

worker. The woodworker's plans

ride in his mind, intricate or simple

as the moment demands. They are

liquid, flowing into any devel-

opment that may appear with the

work. The direction of his work

rests in his hands and mind; they

form an empirical knowledge of

what is to be done. As the plan is

executed, change and invention are

easily accommodated. His products,

although preconceived, are spon-

taneous and varied. Each is fresh

and vital, as though it were the only

one ever to exist.

A woodworker in a diverse forest

finds a pleasing selection before

him when setting off on a job. By
his selection, he can control and

regulate strength, weight, and struc-

ture. He may choose as manv as

five different kinds of wood for one

chair: black walnut for the rockers

because the nap on its surface wiU

keep the wood from shding on the

floor; powerful ash for the legs;

hard, deep-grained cherry for the

seat; strong and flexible hickory for

the back and arms; and tough birch

dowels and wedges to peg and kev

the whole chair together.

A tree varies from vear to year- as

the climate changes and the forest

conditions alter around it. Some
vears the growth is thick and gener-

ous and soft to the chisel. The diffi-

cult yeai's add thin rings of hard,

dense wood.

From the first cutting to the final

stages of aged decay, wood retains

its appeal. Sapwood, the growing

layer, has a fresh delight in its

heavy, moist grain, fat with resin.

Wlien the wood is cut and the sap

dries, the wood becomes light,

workable, and warm to the touch.

This is the time when woodworkers

take greatest pleasure in working

their material. As time passes, wood
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•They fly th« cfH«ign m Ihe Vikings of Norway.

^ ?Vnd plolling llji^j^^,^r<^e Ky Ihq sun—
south in winler, norlh in summer^Uiey venture

like those soa rovers of old Icjjind the new
wherever it wails. ,

. ,
• ,

For these are the new Vikings of the

r^oyal Viking Line, no\^ sailing the oceans of

the world in the resplendent Royal Viking Star ,

joined in 1973 by her sister ships, the —

am.
^
Royal Viking Sky and Royal Viking Sea^

Teak decked. Sleek bowed. New from hull

t(i high mast. And first class throughout. All

are built to oTie dT»«5igri, for one purpose:

to cruise elegantly, everywhere.

Like the daring long ships of their Viking

forebears, they voyage*to discover the world,

Jhg whole world.

-«y||L ROYALVIKING LINE ^



THE ROYAL VIKING LINE WORLD CRUISE CALENDAR

Vol.

1972 OCT. 21 CARIBBEAN, MEXICO/TRANS-CANAL-20 DAYS II

NOV. 10 W EST COAST/CARIBBEAN-32 DAYS II

DEC. 19 MEXICO HOLIDAY-15 DAYS U

1973 JAN. 2 SOUTH SEAS-46 DAYS ~iM

FEB. 18 CIRCLE PACIFIC-66 DAYS

APR. 29 W. CST., CARIBBEAN EUROPE-35 DAYS I, II

APRr29 CARIBBEAN. N^EXICG TRANS-CANAL-16 DAYS II

MAY 16 SUNNY EUROPEAN -19 DAYS I

JUNE 30 NORTH CAPE SPITSBERGEN -14 DAYS
1

JULY 6 NORTH CAPE. SPITSBERGEN -14 DAYS
1

JULY 14 NORTH CAPE, SPITSBERGEN -14 DAYS I

JULY 14 NORTH CAPE-RUSSIA. EUROPE-28 D.AYS I

JULY 20 NORTH CAPE SPITSBERGEN-14 DAYS I

]ULY28 RUSSIA EUROPE-14 DAYS I

AUG. 3 NORTH CAPE SPITSBERGEN -14 DAYS I

AUG. 3 NORTH CAPE-RUSSIA, EUROPE-36 DAYS
1

AUG. 12 ,\tEDITERRANEAN-22 DAYS I

AUG.18 RUSSIA 'EUROPE-22 DAYS I

SEP. 2 TRANSATLANTIC-7 DAYS I

SEP. 4 MEDITERRANEAN-30 DAYS I

SEP. 9 NEW ENGLAND INDIAN SUVlMER-7 DAYS II

SEP. 16 NEW ENGLAND INDIAN SUMMcR-7 DAYS II

SEP. 24 SOUTH SEAS-67 DAYS IM

SEP. 24 CARIBBEAN,MEX1CO,TRANS-CANAL-20 DAYS II

SEP. 27 TRANS.ATLANTIC-7 DAYS 1

OCT. 5 NEW ENCLAND./INDIAN SUMMER-7 DAYS fl

OCT. 12 NEW ENGLAND INDIAN SUMMER-7 DAYS fl

OCT. 14 SOUTH SEAS-47 DAYS III

OCT. 20 SOUTH A.WERICA SOUTH AFRlCA-54 DAYS HI

DEC. 1 WEST COAST.. CARIBBEAN -32 DAYS U

DEC. 2 ATL. ISLANDS, AFRICAN COAST-14 DAYS I

DEC. 14 SOUTH SEAS-66 DAYS 111

DEC. 14 CARIBBEAN. MEXICO TRANS-CANAL-19 DAYS H

DEC. 17 ATL. ISLANDS./ AFRICAN COAST-16 DAYS i

1974 JAN. 2 SOUTH SEAS-47 DAYS 111

JAN. 5 MEXICO-15 DAYS II

JAN. 7 TRANSATLANTIC-9 DAYS li

JAN. 7 ENGLAND./ CARIBBEAN.. MEXICO -28 DAYS i

JAN. 7 ENGLAND/SOUTH SEAS-75 DAYS i

JAN. 16 CARIBBEAN,/ MEXICO/TRANS-CANAL-19 DAYS U

JAN. 16 SOUTH SEAS-66 DAYS fll

JAN. 22 AROUND THE WORLD-97 DAYS III, IV

JAN. 22 CARIBBEAN/MEXICO/TRANS-CANAL-12 DAYS U

FEB. 4 SOUTH SEAS-47 DAYS iTi

FEB. 5 AROUND THE WORLD -100 DAYS III, IV

FEB. 20 CIRCLE PACIFlC-69 DAYS Ml

MAR. 27 CIRCLE PACIFIC-68 DAYS lli

APR. 29 CARIBBEAN, \\EXICO./TRANS-CANAL-1 6 DAYS H

APR. 29 W. CST./CARIBBEAN, EUROPE-35 DAYS Hi
MAY 16 SUNNY EUROPEAN -19 DAYS i

ROYALVIKING LINE

Our 20th Century Viking ships could carry more than

500 passengers each. But don't.

Room. With views. Instead, each carries a dining

room roomy enough for everyone to dine at once on an

upper deck, where high, wide windows lay out a feast

for the eyes. And stately staterooms that let 95% of

all passengers see the sea (because all doubles are outside).

A swimming pool actually big enough for swimming.
Over 450 signed works of art. So much live greenery

there's a ship's gardener. Sun decks and sports decks.

A real sauna. Singers, dancers, and musicians for your

entertainment, interesting lecturers for your enlightment.

A night club that's clubby 'til morning. An international

kitchen that features local delicacies from ports-of-call

everywhere we go.

English spoken here. And perhaps most important

of all, we carry a crew of 320—more than one for every

two passengers— that's very Norwegian when it comes
to manning the ship, very Continental in seeing to your

needs. And you'll have no problem making your needs

known. English is their common language.

The Royal Viking World. It's the whole world. From
the North Sea to the South Seas, with several seas in

between. Like the Baltic, the Mediterranean, the Caribbean

and the Inland Sea of Japan. From the granite-walled

fjords of Norway to New Zealand's Milford Sound.

Through the Kiel Canal and the Panama Canal. From

New England to New Guinea, from Los Angeles to

Leningrad. From tiny islands like Nuku 'Alofa, to the

biggest island of all—Australia. To the most intriguing ports

of call on practically every continent on the globe.

To see all the places we go, and when, see our cruise

calendar at left. Then— see your seaworthy travel agent for

information or reservations, or call us toll free at

800-227-4246. (N. Cal. or Canada call 415-398-8000 collect,

S. Cal., 213-627-1365 collect.)

To: Cruise Consultant, Royal Viking Line, Dept. B-31,

One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

I want to discover more about the Royal Vikings.

Please send me the Royal Viking World Volume
checked. (Cruise calendar lists volume numbers for

specific cruises.)

Volume I, Europe and the Mediterranean,

n Volume II, The Caribbean, Mexico, the U.S.

Volume III, Long Cruises: the South Atlantic, the

Pacific, Around the World.

Name-

Address-

City .Zip.

Travel Agent.

City

ships of Norwegian registry. And spirit.



The natural fork

branch, which has served

man for thousands of

years, has a stronger

intersection than a man-

made one. A third tine

is added for pitching hay.

accepts the promise of old age with

dignity, h becomes dark. oily, and

smooth when used bv years of

hands. It turns cragg^^ and bold in

the weather's careless handling.

\^Tien ancient, it develops the in-

tricate and comphcated patterns of

decay. Wood is perhaps the mate-

rial closest to man's own temper-

ament. It is infinite in its variety,

vital and filled with imperfections.

Each species, each tree, limb, and

trunk is an individual and should be

so treated. The woodworker adjusts

his pace to this individual, at times

asserting his strength, at other

times following the needs of his ma-

terials. He deals with wood as a

father controls an independent

son.

When wood is used to a point

near the limits of its endurance, it

can no longer be considered just a

volume of material. The grain and

the wav the grain is placed in the

tree to resist gravity become rele-

vant to the woodworker. UTien

wood is cut by wood^vorkers to

build a boat, events that molded the

growth of the tree determine the cut

of the wood and the structure of the

boat.

As the powers of natural selec-

tion winnow away the unnecessary

and clarify a species to its role, the

expediencies of need alter and

shape the evolution of boats. The

unnecessary is trimmed away and

the unworthy altered. In different

climates and waters, different spe-

cies emerge to fill their roles. On
the still lakes of Scandinavia a spe-

cies of rowboat has grown to satisfy

a need. It is made of large, thin

sheets of yellow pine. Fragile, fight,

and gracefijl, it slips easily over the

water or moyes from lake to lake on

one man"s back.

On the Atlantic coast of Mo-

^^*i
cfit?:.

rocco. fishermen have developed a

fat-belhed coracle. It is stable,

wide, and very heavy so it can

break the ocean waves. Its weight

and width hold it into the surf when
heading out; when returning, its

high-swept stern keeps it clear of

the incoming waves.

But more than water and use de-

fine the builder's work. Perhaps no-

where are the woodworker's abili-

ties more at task than in the

exacting art of shipbuilding. Every

piece of wood, every form, every in-

tersection must be justified. In the

prow, strength must be built up

without too much weight. The grain

must lie so as to resist shear from

both sides; every intersection is a

different angle; curve compounds
curve. Space must be left for expan-

sion, then contraction. The wood
needs room to move; it must be

given space to settle but the water

must be kept out. At completion

the craft must be a moving, work-

ing whole, more than the sum of its

parts.

As the grain of a standing tree

deflects the crush of the tree's

weight, the organic boatbuilder uses

the wood to structure his boat: it is

a harmony of line and stress. The
grain follows the outside planking

from stem to stern. The boards are

cut from tall, straight trees. Inside

the hull, the forces press in from

the sides, ribs throw their weight

laterally. Here, the grain must be

curved to turn its back into the

work. This requires trunks and

limbs that twist and bend as they

glow, so that thev will hold firm in

these obtuse positions.

The tough little seiners of the

Egvptian fishing fleet are built with

this kind of slmcture. The trees are

selected with great attention to

their shape: limbs are cut with the

crotch left intact to form the deep

angle of the prow when ripsawed

into planks. The grain will follow

the U's and Vs oT the hull. Each
section ol trunk is carefullv consid-

ered for placement in the frame-

work of the boat. Then it is crosscut
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Outside a Rumanian house,

notched wall planks ser^e

as supports for a gate

and also as a bannister.

into lengths, and the sections are

cleaned oi bai'k and smoothed.

Lofting the cuts for each plank is

a job resen"ed for those ^\"ith vears

of experience. Tliis work \nll deter-

mine the eventual shape of the boat.

With immense patience the lofter

judges each log, its grain and thick-

ness, the width, the knots, the

bend, and \\'here it ^\ill fit into the

form of the boat. He marks his deci-

sions with chalk lines. The cut and

lofted lengths of trunk then go to

the two-man ripsaw. Following the

chalk lines and cune, the men cut

the trunk into planks. From the

center comes a long rib for midship:

the sides of the log vield shorter

braces and stanchions. Their saw

follows the grain through trunk,

crotch, and Hmb. The undulating

planking is stacked to await its use

and the ribs ai-e squai'ed and lined

up in order. This is the unas-

sembled boat. The finished product

is a collaboration bet^\"een tree and

builder.

The indisenous builder not onlv

works with the shape of the ti-ee.

but also finds advantage in doing

so: in the limbs of the tree rest his

finelv fashioned and stoutlv assem-

bled needs. His own workmanship

would find difficultv in equaling the

tree's shape and durabUitv.

The totallv simple expedient of

cutting a forked branch to hold ts\ o

^vet boots above the fire is the sub-

lime manifestation of a complex set

of iTiles and values. ^Tiile these

rules are unspoken among the in-

digenous societies, thev are com-

pletelv understood. Tlie nales aie

born of logic and find their home in

economv and consei-\"ation. the con-

senation of energy' and material

and the recapturing of effort spent.

From seedling to sapling to ma-

turity, a tree opens its mantle: its

po^vers of gro^rth come from the

sun. soil, and air. Its limbs spread

and grow hea%"^'. Its gi^eat energies

aie spent and directed toward its

own ends. Its shape reflects its indi-

vidualitv, evolution, and environ-

ment. Then the tree is felled. Vilien

the limb is cut. not onlv are its cells

and fiber captured for reuse, but

also the ^\ av in 'svhich it gre^v. None
of its effort is wasted. The forked

branch suited the tree and no\\ suits

the use of the man.

A farmer in the east of Finland

wiU walk the soft floor of a spruce

and birch forest for his material.

Soon, gro-sving above his head, he

\vill find in the limbs of a stout

birch the form of his scvthe handle.

The gentle bend of rise and fall will

be cut from the branch and taken

home. The bai'k wiU be sbupped

and the unwanted material planed

awav. Then with his knife the

farmer wUl carefullv work into the

cune, altering it. shaping it. flat-

tening it to embrace his shoulder

and movement as the other end

works the grass. Each scvthe he

makes is an improvement over the

last. As he grows older, the shape of

each scvthe handle corresponds to

his changing arm movements.
\^Tiile cariing. he swings the nesv

and old sc\'the in mock cutting to

feel where the placement of cur\e

and hold should be for his frame

and the grass. The handgrip is

placed, the length is altered, and

the cutting blade and angle are de-

termined. \^Tiev the scvthe is fin-

ished and in use, the man will take

pleasure in it, and vet he ^sill con-

sider how it could still be impro\'ed.

The scvthe is molded from the tree,

the man, and the grass. The shape

is exact.

These people have formed elabo-

rate ties with their environment and

materials. Their lives ai^e remote

but not meaningless to us. It is not

^vhat thev build, but then thinking

that should be reinterpreted in our

CuTAcd logs are carefully

selected to form the

configuration of a boat.

Egyptian boatbuUders cut

beams that follow the log's

grain, thus proNiduig

maximum strength.
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society to control a technology that

uses no discipline.

It mav be possible for man to live

within the biological fabric and

leave it suitable for other life forms.

But for him to do so, he must have

regard for a conservation and econ-

omy that technology has taught him
to disregard. It is easy to canonize

these indigenous societies, but it

should be remembered that we
would have to become more sophis-

ticated than thev to follow their

ways. For they, like us, are acting

only out of expediency; they must

conserve and work within their en-

vironment to survive. Our ex-

pediencies are consumption, force,

and waste. If we were to follow

their example, we would be in the

unprecedented position of being

able to coexist with almost any
physical environment, the control

coming from within instead of from
the outside.

Technical manipulation alone is

not the solution. It is the result, not

the cause. Before modern tech-

nology can become compassionate,

modern man must.
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The
Supersensitivity

of Fishes
Because aquatic animals evolved

in a very stable milieu, they are especially

vulnerable to environmental change
by Jan:ies W. Atz

Of the 20,000 or more species of

fishes alive todav, fewer than a

thousand have ever been kept in

captivity. Of these, only a handful

have been domesticated, that is.

bred generation after generation in

aquariums, hatcheries, or ponds.

Despite their economic importance

(fish are the chief source of vital

animal protein in the diet of more

than a billion people) and esthetic

appeal (maintaining a home aquar-

ium has become America's third

most popular hobbv). the keeping

of fish has remained more of an art

than a science. Possession of a "wet

thumb" is still the most important

attribute for any fish keeper, be he

professional fish culturist or pet fish

fancier.

Why do t\Tos find cats or ca-

naries so much easier to keep at

home than guppies or goldfish? And
why is it that highly trained scien-

tists hardly do any better? Many
hundreds of laboratories all over the

world regularly breed white rats, pi-

geons, and fruit flies (or other spe-

cies of mammals, birds, and insects)

for experimentation, but far less

than a hundred scientific institu-

tions breed fishes.

The basic reason is the extraordi-

nary but generally unrecognized

sensitivity of fishes. Because they

are cold-blooded and, from our

viewpoint, silent and undemonstra-

tive, we tend to think of fishes as

insensate automatons. The "fishy

eye" has become a symbol of coldly

calculating appraisal or even of ut-

ter indifference. Moreover, all the

scientific evidence indicates that

fishes are not conscious creatures,

as we know consciousness. But in-

sensible though they may be, fishes

are far from insensitive.

Scientists themselves have only

recently become fully aware of how

delicately attuned to its environ-

ment a fish really is. For example,

in one experiment, w^hen goldfish

that were well adjusted to life in an

aquarium were carefully placed in

another aquarium, similar in all re-

spects to the one in which thev had

been living, it took four days for the

level of glucose in their blood to re-

turn to normal. Yet goldfish have

earned the reputation of being the

hardiest and most docile of pet

fishes. Fanciers have found, in an-

other example of fish sensitivity,

that a long chase with a net after a

particular fish in an aquarium often

results in the fish's death, even

though it has suffered no physical

injury.

Fishes ai^e extraordinarily sensi-

tive to chemicals in the water

around them. Only two parts of

copper dissolved in a hundred mil-

lion parts of water can kill some

fishes within twenty-four hours, and

concentrations of less than one part

per billion of such pesticides as En-

drin are similarly lethal. This is one

drop in about 16,000 gallons. As

far as their water supply is con-

cerned, fishes are much more deli-

cate than man. Tap water that is

perfectly fit for humans to drink

may prove deadly in an aquarium.

Small amounts of natural sub-

stances, such as their own waste

products, can also be toxic to fishes.

Ammonia is their major excretion,

but fish culturists have found that

trout kept in water with as Uttle as

six parts per billion of ammonia

showed abnormal gills. Even such

fishes as carp and goldfish, which

are much less sensitive to ammonia,

should not be exposed for long to

concentrations of more than one

part of ammonia in ten milHon

parts of water. This is equivalent to

putting one drop of ammonia into a

150-gallon tank.

Blackcap basslet
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Red Sea
butterflyfish

Physical factors, such as Hght

and heat, also impinge decisively on

fishes. Although goldfish can sur-

vive comfortably in water as cold as

50 degrees Fahrenheit and as warm
as 70 degrees, thev are greath'

stressed by a sudden change of

more than a couple of degrees. If

the change occurs too rapidly, a

goldfish will die, even though the fi-

nal temperature attained is well be-

low its upper lethal temperature or

above its lower limit. In fact, fishes

characteristically show a limited

abihty to adjust to any kind of

rapid environmental change, and

the aquarium keeper must con-

stantly guard against all kinds of

sudden changes. For instance, a

seemingly harmless act like switch-

ing on the aquarium light in a com-

pletely dark room may cause fish to

dash into the walls of the tank and

even kill them.

Although fishes are in some ways

less demanding and easier to keep

as pets than birds or mammals (they

don't have to be walked or fed ev-

ery day), they have certain rather

rigid requirements, and if the

bounds of these are overstepped,

the fishes simply die. In truth,

fishes are much more sensitive to

their surroundings than, say, dogs

or pigeons and are much less able

to adapt to any change, particularly

if it is a sudden one. Tlie reason for

this fundamental difference in the

relationship of a fish to its environ-

ment and that of the four-footed or

winged animal to its is that the fish

is an aquatic animal.

Aquatic animals live much more

intimately with their environment

than do terrestrial ones. Anything

suspended or dissolved in the water

comes into extremely close contact

with fish, mostly through their gills,

and there is little thev can do to

keep harmful substances from en-

tering their bloodstreams or bodies.

Because a fish needs a large giU sur-

face to obtain enough oxygen from

the water, its gills may have a sur-

face area ten to sixty times as large

as the surface of the rest of its body.

Practically anything that is in water

can easily pass through its gills into

its blood. Indeed, the water sur-

rounding a fish can almost be

thought of as an extension of the

fish's own body, and in this sense

all the animals and plants in an

aquarium (or lake or even the

ocean) are in a close biochemical

relationship with one another.

Terrestrial animals show no such

intimacy with their environment,

and this is the basic difference be-

tween life on land and life in water.

Life originated in the sea, and with-

out water there can be no life.

Every animal (and plant as well)

is "wet"—that is, all living things

are juicy to a greater or lesser ex-

tent. Dry out a plant or animal

and it dies; only dormant spores

or seeds are able to exist in a

dried-out state.

Aquatic animals, of course, face

no problem of desiccation, but ter-

restrial ones do. In fact, the most

serious problem for the first land

animals, when they started to

evolve and come out on land, was

to keep from cjrying out. Insects

eventually acquired a hard, imper-

vious cuticle, and reptiles devel-

oped a scaly, impervious skin. Dur-

ing their long evolution, aquatic

plants and animals have never left

their hospitable, wet environment,

and consequently they have never

had much need to isolate them-

selves from it.

In contrast, terrestrial animals

and plants live in a hostile, desic-

cating environment. Land animals

must keep the deadh dry air awa\

from all their vital organs and mem-
branes except those parts that must

come into contact with the air in or-

der to function: the lungs, eves,

ears, nose, and mouth.

Because terrestrial animals had

to become protected from an envi-

ronment that constantly threatened

to dry up their vital juices, evolu-

tion toward greater and greater in-

dependence from the environment

was inevitable. For example, ani-

mals that could withstand more and

more rigorous climates evolved.

Warm-blooded mammals and birds,

with their hair and feathers, and in-

sects, with their all-covering prolec'-

tive cuticle, eventually dominated

the earth.

We see that fateful turn of e\olu-

tion manifested every time a would-

be pet owner brings home a pupp\'

or a goldfish. For every goldfish

that survives, at least a hundrt-d

puppies make the grade.

And we siiould realize that tlic

lessons of the aquarium have

broader implications. Despite their

vastness. the oceans of the world

resemble large a(|uariums. Bolli arc

filled with peculiarly sensili\c orga-

nisms. As we continue lo (hunp

wastes and spill oils and chemicals

into the Dccan-. wc nun hiid llial

man can niiii llic seas much nmrc

rcadiK than llic laiiil.
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Protocol
at tlie Annual
Brown Bear
Fish Feast

Lcsvis and Clark's first reference

to the bro^vn beai- was that it is hard

to kill. This entrv in their journals

connotes an attitude toward these

po^verful and agile animals that is

still prevalent. In combination with

a widespread destioiction of habitat,

the belief that man and bear ai-e in-

compatible has been insti-umental

in eradicating the bro\vn beai" from

most of the conterminous Lnited

States. Tlie bears had formerly

ranged ^^"est from Ohio to California

and south from Canada to Mexico:

today, after 150 yeai'S of pressure

from man, they remain in only a

few scattered pockets in Montana,

Idaho, and Wvoming, and in the

sanctuaiies of 1t ellowstone and Gla-

cier National Parks.

The bear encountered by Lewis

and Clai-k was commonly called a

grizzly, considered by taxonomists

to be the same species. L'rsus

arctos, as the Kodiak. Alaska
bro-(\n, and Em^opean brown bears.

Onlv the bro%\ n bears of Alaska and
north\\"estern Canada stiU range
\\'idelv in a pristine enyironment

where the lack of human devel-

opment has allowed them to sm'yive

in numbers. Attempting to identify

their needs for survival, for the past

five veai-s I have studied the social

behavior of these huge omnivores in

theu- undisturbed habitats on the

Alaska Peninsula.

L nder normal circumstances, the

coastal Alaska brown bear- is a dis-

tinctly asocial animal. \\ ith the ex-

ception of mothers with cubs, re-

cently independent sibling gi-oups.

and mature adults during mating sea-

son, two bears are not likely to be liv-

ing together or even cooperating.

Tliis pattern of behavior is main-

tained irom the time the bears emerse

from their dens in the spring until

the\" gather to feed on spa\vning

salmon dm-ing the summer months.

Before the salmon come in from the

ocean, the bears sui"\iye as vegetar-

ians, except for an occasional ground

squLiTel or piece of can-ion. Tlieii"

food sources range over a wide ai'ea.

and there is enough room for each in-

dividual. If two beai-s meet during

this period, there is usually an aggres-

sive encounter, but the loser can eas-

dv find another spot \\here the grass is

just as gi-een.

^Tien the salmon enter then-

spawning streams, however, thev

create limited and highly preferred

food sites, forcing the bears to

adapt their behavior to fit ^vhat is.

in effect, a continuous social situ-

ation. This adaptation is cnicial to

the bears' fishing success and. ven*

likely, to their survival through the

leaner winter months ahead.
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The rules are quickly
and forcibly established so that

everyone can get dow n to

the serious business of eating

by Derek Stonorov

The last two years of my study

have been devoted to the social or-

ganization of the bears at one feed-

ing area within the small McNeil
River Beai" Sanctuary, where every

July and August there is probably

the highest density of bears any-

where in Alaska. The sanctuary is

owned and maintained by the

Alaska Department of Fish and

Game for the purpose of scientific

research and photography. Hunting

is prohibited within the sanctuary.

Flowing eastward out of the

mountains of the Aleutian Range
into Cook Inlet, the McNeil River is

only 25 miles long, but its upper

reaches are the spawning ground

for thousands of chum salmon. The
only obstacle between the salmon

and their spawning beds is a series

of rock slabs known as the McNeil

River Falls. Schools of salmon enter

the river with high tide and quickly

swim the mile upstream to the bot-

tom of the falls. Here, unless the

river is high, the milling fish bunch
up in groups of hundreds, even

thousands, until they can find a way
through 200 yards of white water so

swift that in places it can knock a

750-pound bear off its feet. Above
and below the falls the water is too

deep for bears to catch salmon read-

ily, but at the falls it is shallow, and

frequently a fish is half out of the

water as it wriggles up a riffle or

jumps a falls, thus becoming vul-

nerable to predation by the waiting

bears. At the height of the salmon

run, a bear may average up to four

fish per hour, while above or below

the falls it would do well to catch

one fish in the same time.

Up to thirty bears may use the

area at the same time, with as many
lingering in the immediate vicin-

ity—sleeping, resting, or feeding on

plants. The heaviest fishing pres-

sure takes place in the late after-

noon and early evening when some
bears spend up to six hours at a

stretch in the immediate area. With
such a high density in a limited

area, the development of a stable

social organization to minimize

fighting and allow the maximum
time for fishing would be highly ad-

vantageous. To determine il any

such organization exists, I observed

more than three thousand encoun-

ters in which dominant and subor-

dinate individuals could be distin-

guished, an encounter being any

situation where two or more bears

reacted with each other in such a

way as to disrupt their ongoing pat-

terns of moving, feeding, or resting.

Information gained by recording

who won or lost, and to whom,
i-lcarlv showed that the hears had
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evolved a definite social hierarchv.

Four situations lead to the en-

counters upon which the hierarchv

is based: (1) violation of the indi-

vidual distance around an animal,

which causes it to attack or flee; (2)

redirected aggression bv the loser of

an encounter, who then takes out

its feelings on a third bear; (3) com-

petition for a choice fishing spot;

and (4) the initial meeting between

two strange bears, which often re-

sults in a fight that establishes their

ranking and relationship to each

other for the entire summer.

This tvpe of hierarchy breaks

down into groups based on size,

sex, and reproductive condition.

Bears in each group are generallv

submissive to those in higher-rank-

ing groups, but are aggressive

among themselves since there are

positions of rank within each group.

The top-ranking bears tend to be

the largest males, and one of these,

called the alpha male, ranks over all

others in all situations. The large

males are followed closelv bv sows

with cubs; females not raising

young rank lower. Next are sibling

groups, which travel together and

display their intentions toward
other bears as a unit. On the bottom

of the hierarchv are the small males

and females; males tend to rank

higher but size and age are impor-

tant factors in their social position.

Large males are in a class bv

themselves. Some mav weigh more
than 750 pounds, twice the size of a

mature sow. and three or four times

as large as an immature individual.

^Tien a high-ranking male arrives,

all those nearby give him room;

some leave altogether.

Sows with cubs have varying

ranks, depending upon the age of

their young. Those with vearling or

older cubs tend to rank higher be-

cause their cubs join in aggressive

displays, while the mothers of

younger cubs have to concentrate

more on the immediate needs of

their offspring. Sows with spring

cubs frequently have to turn
around in the middle of a display

to see where their cubs are. as the

voung often become frightened bv
the sounds of the encounter. Year-

ling cubs get right in there and
display beside their mother,
matching her displav in miniature

stvle, but for the most pari keep-

ing clear of anv contact.

All sows with cubs are defensive

to the point of being offensive.

Thev are constantly aggressive

toward bears that wander too close

to their offspring. If given room,

thev are likelv to let things go on

peacefullv. but if pressed, thev will

attack and frequentlv make physi-

cal contact with an adversarv. It is

not uncommon to see a sow with a

cub smack an unsuspecting large

male that has wandered too close.

But these males are aware of the

wavs of irate sows and do not

bother to fight back.

Sows without cubs will defend

themselves and choice fishing spots,

but with no voung to feed they do

not have too much to lose if moved.

Although more easygoing, they do

not tolerate close proximitv by

smaller bears that rank below them.

Sibling groups stav together for

two to three vears after thev are

abandoned bv their mother, and

such groups can dominate all indi-

\ idual subadults in their area. Some
dominated bears mav even be older

and larger than those in the sibling

group. They were vers' likelv in a

sibling group themselves before the

bond keeping them together weak-

ened and thev went their separate

wavs. Members of sibling groups

mav become separated for short pe-

riods of time, and an examination

of individual members' won - lost

records during these separations

shows that thev may drop as manv
as fifteen places in the hierarchv

when thev are alone, falling in rank

to social stations far- below those

bears thev dominated as a group.

The hierarchy is bv no means
static, and reversals between beai^s

are common. A bear full of fish mav
move out of the wav of one slightlv

subordinate that has not eaten for a

few hours. The alpha male mav be

particularlv aggressive towai'd an

up-and-coming rival and force him
to leave for parts unknown. Special

relationships also exist. One large

sow may outrank a small male, but

tolerate him if he behaves correctlv

at distances as near as a few feet.

Rank is particulai-ly diflicult to pin-

point at the bottom of the hier-

archy, where sociallv immature sub-

adult bears, not having attained

sexual maturity, coexist peacefully.

Bear communication involves the

senses of smell, heaiing. and sight.

Simplv because of a fascination. I

have concentrated my field research

upon the behavioral characteristics

used in visual communication that

function to modify the behavior of

an opponent. These modifving char-

acteristics occur in predictable se-

quence and combinations, and I

have been able to identifv fortv-five

such vision-associated signals.

The most obvious signals are the

locomotor activities: approaching or

retreating in a walk or run, crouch-

ing, lunging, circling, backing up

while facing an opponent, standing

stock still, or just sitting down. A
subordinate mav even lie dowm and

approach a dominant bear like a

fawning dog.

In conjunction with these lo-

comotor activities, signals are given

in a stationarv position bv means of

either frontal or lateral bodv orien-

tation. Because of their short tails

and long fur, bears cannot use most

of their bodies as effectivelv as

some other animals to convey infor-

mation to opponents, and so the

head, neck, and mouth are

frequentlv used for this pui-pose.

The position of the head is a sig-

nificant indicator of a bear's mood.

There is an Aleut saving that vou

can tell a dejected bear because he

walks along slowly ^vith his head

down, and beware of dejected

bears. A head-down position, in

which the head is lower than the

hump at the shoulders, signals that

the bear is reacting to an adverse

stimulus, and some form of aggres-

sive behavior can be anticipated.

Converselv, a head held above or

level with the prominent hump
frequentlv indicates a low level of

aggression. During a pai'ticularlv in-

tense display, a bear mav twist or

tilt its head sideways, making a

From a good fishing position

in the shallow water

between rock slabs, a young
male emerges with his

catch of spawning salmon.
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i i! At 2V^»years of age, this sibling

group has^ split off from its

mother, but stfll Junctions as a unit.

Female at lower nght was

the only successful fisher, and

part of her catch was eaten by the

other two. a male and a female.
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Lower-ranking bears wait

their turn as dominant

animals monopolize the most

productive fishing spots

at the Mc>'eil River Falls.

clear biting threat; or, should one of

the protagonists want to break off

an engagement, it will suddenly and

dramaticallv drop or turn its head

a\\'av from its opponent, which may

be standing onlv a foot or so away.

The opposite of a face-away dis-

plav is a face-stare. This display,

which involves a long look at a po-

tential opponent, has a great effect

at times. An old male may put this

sort of ^vhammv on a subadult or on

another large male. One time I saw

a huge bear come up behind a small

subadult that was intent on catch-

ins a fish. The voung bear either

heard or smelled the old male when
the distance bet^veen them was only

about five feet. It turned around,

beheld the large bear looking him

right in the eve. and promptly fell

over backward into the water.

Use of the mouth also plavs an

important role in aggressive behav-

ior. A bear mav go through an en-

tire encounter with its mouth
closed, or the mouth mav be open

but the large canines kept covered.

If the bear is reallv aroused, the ca-

nines are conspicuouslv exhibited.

A variation of this behavior is the

mouth-working displav. in which



the mouth is opened and closed rap-

idly, accompanied bv hea\^' saliva-

tion. Since 1 can't statistically prove

that this behavior actually affects

the reactions of other bears, I am
not sure of its value, but I have had

it modify my behavior on several

occasions. A chomping noise can be

easily heard as the mouth opens and

closes; my response is usually a

back-up display.

Sometimes during the course of

an encounter one bear may bite or

take a forepaw swipe at an oppo-

nent. This contact is rare and is

usually only seen in sows with cubs

in tow chasing an individual that

wandered too close. It can also oc-

cur during some of the spectacular

fights between two large males. But

out of the several thousand encoun-

ters I have witnessed, not one has

resulted in a crippled bear. Several

times, sows with cubs bit pesky sub-

adults. Such bites would undoubt-

edly have inflicted severe damage to

less powerful species, but the young

bears showed few adverse after-

effects. One large male literally

picked up a rival in its mouth dur-

ing a fierce encounter. As part of a

marking study the 750-pound vic-

tim was later tranquilized and ex-

amined thoroughlv. We found that

a piece of hide 4 inches by 5 inches

was missing and that the bear had

been bitten down to its ribs. In

spite of the injury, he was back

fishing the day after the fight.

Many large males carry scars;

some probably come from domi-

nance fights like this one, and oth-

ers come from fights over females

during the mating season in May
and June. If one reads accounts of

the bull and bear fights that were

staged in California during the

Continued on page 90
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now-Flaked Alpine Biome
The producers of

the red tide and
green pond reach
a higher level

by John T. Hardy
and
Herbert Curl, Jr.

Vast fields of blinding whiteness

blanket the upper flanks of high

mountain ranges. The snow dazzles

the eye, but a closer view often re-

veals large, tinted patches of red,

green, yellow, orange, or purple.

These swatches of color, which have

perplexed generations of mountain

climbers, are increasingly drawing

the attention of scientists because

they indicate the presence of unusual

and highly specialized forms of life.

Aristotle mentioned colored

snow centuries ago, but it was not

until the early nineteenth century

that scientific examination of the

phenomenon began. In 1818, John

Ross, the Arctic explorer, discov-

ered an eight-mile expanse of red-

colored snow cliffs overlooking Baf-

fin Bay. He collected samples of the

red snow, bottled them in a pre-

servative, and upon his return to

England, presented them to several

noted British biologists. Using the

techniques available at the time to

study the samples, some of the biol-

ogists attributed the red color to the

presence of fungi, but others

thought it was caused by plants or

animals. By the late nineteenth cen-

tury biologists recognized that col-

Chlainydomonas nivalis,

a widespread algal species,

adds bands of color to a

midsummer snowbank at 10.000

feet in the Front Range

of the Colorado Rockies.
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A resting spore of

Chlamydomonas nivalis

reproduces by releasing four

'daughter" cells. The specimen,

photographed at 400 times

magnification, was
collected at 6,000 feet on

Mount Baker, Washington.

By July, Chlamydomonas
nivalis is thriving in

the granular snow from
the previous winter.

A footprint has compacted
the top layer of snow,

increasing the density of

the red cells and
heightening the color.

ored snow resulted from high con-

centrations, or "blooms," of

microscopic algal plants. Since that

time, investigators have identified

more than 100 species of snow al-

gae and mapped their geographic

distribution. But information on the

ecology and physiology of the snow
flora is still scarce.

Many snow algae have a world-

wide distribution. Some of the same
species occur in the snowfields, gla-

ciers, and alpine areas of Europe.

North and South America, Austra-

lia, Japan, Antarctica, and Green-

land. The red cells, or resting

spores, of Chlamydomonas nivalis

are probably the most common and
widely distributed type. Great num-
bers of these cells produce the wa-

termelon color commonly observed

on alpine snowfields. Other wide-

spread forms are the diatoms found

growing in sea ice. Many species

are less widely distributed, how-
ever, and are sometimes known
only from a single collection at one

geographic location. In the United

States, at least 60 species have been (

identified in the snowfields and gla-

ciers of the Rockies, Olympic Na-

tional Park, Mount Rainier, the

Cascade Ranges, the Sierra Nevada,

and in Alaska.
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Algae were probably the earliest

photosvnthetic plants on earth.

Phycologists generally divide the

great diversity of living algae into

seven major taxonomic divisions,

many of which are represented

among the snow flora. The true

number of valid species of snow al-

gae will not be known, however,

until fiurther work on their life his-

tories is completed.

They are all microscopic, ranging

from the one micron size of a bacte-

rial cell up to 100 microns, and are

mostly unicellular or living in small

colonies in which several cells are

joined end to end. The algal cells

also come in a variety of shapes-

cylindrical, spherical, or spindly.

As in most plants, the cells con-

tain chlorophyll and utilize solar en-

ergy for photosynthesis. Many types

also contain large quantities of the

red, orange, yellow, blue-green, or

purple pigments that are respon-

sible for the appearance of colored

snow. Reproduction in different

species is accomplished by simple

division into "daughter" cells, by

the formation of spores, or by the

fusion of "male" and "female" re-

productive cells. A few species have

now been grown in artificial cul-

tures in the laboratory, enabling re-

searchers to learn more of their life

histories and physiology. Dr. Ron-

ald Hoham of Colgate University,

for example, has recently found that

several snow algae among the genus

Chlamydomonas, which had been

thought to represent different spe-

cies, are probably variously colored

stages in the life cycle of the same
species.

While the effects of temperature,

light intensity, dissolved chemical

nutrients, freezing, thawing, and

grazing by microfauna on the abun-

dance and growth of snow algae

have not yet been fully determined,

it is obvious that these algae must

be extremely hardy and resistant to

environmental extremes. Our stud-

ies and those of Hoham indicate,

for example, that unlike other

plants, some snow algae grow and

photosynthesize optimally at near-

freezing temperatures. Others can

withstand being frozen in ice for

long periods of time. We have kept

resting cells of Chlamydomonas ni-

valis viable in a dried and frozen

condition for as long as seven years

after collecting them.

Studies of snow algae in the

northwestern United States and An-
tarctica indicate that the snow flora

consists of at least two temperature

types. One type does not require

low temperatures to live and grow,

but is probably restricted to cold

habitats because it cannot compete
successfully with freshwater species

found in higher temperature envi-

ronments. Stichococcus bacillaris,

for example, is sometimes found in

snow samples, but is a common alga

that grows in soil at many tempera-

tures, including hot springs, and
can even be grown successfully in a

seawater medium. Other species,

such as Chromulina chionophila

and Chlamydomonas pichinchae,

represent true cryophilic (cold-lov-

ing) types, which can grow only at

temperatures that are slightly above

freezing.

Nitrate, phosphate, and many
other chemicals are essential for the

growth of all plants, and analyses

indicate that such substances are

present in snow, where they are ei-

ther concentrated by sublimation or

diluted by rainfall. Antarctic snow
contains higher amounts of dis-

solved nitrate and phosphate than

North American snow and is richer

in algal species. Some of the Antarc-

tic algae may receive fertilization

from penguin feces.

Snowfields at higher elevations

receive intensely bright light, and

because only a thin layer of atmo-

sphere is present for filtration, the

solar rays contain a greater propor-

tion of blue and damaging ultravio-

let wavelengths than at sea level.

Some snow algae, such as Chromu-

lina chionophila, possess a photo-

reactivation enzyme that can repair

the damage done by ultraviolet radi-

ation to the chlorophyll and other

photosynthetic pigments.

The relationships between dis-

solved chemical nutrients, light in-

tensity or quality, and the growth of

snow algae remain unclear. We
know that in other aquatic environ-

ments, optimum levels of light and

nutrients can result in the rapid

growth of large numbers of algae.

Such environmental factors might

also control the colorful spring and

summer blooms of snow algae, as

well as their variations with season

and altitude.

In spring and early summer, the

algae grow most abundantly near

the surface of old, melting snow, al-

though the resting spores can be

found down to a depth of more than

two feet. By late summer, the algae

have vanished from areas where the

snow has melted; but where there is

permanent snow, they may remain

until autumn when heavy snowfalls

begin to cover the old surface. With
spring, algal cells suddenly reap-

pear and another growth cycle be-

gins. Like other life forms, snow
flora requires liquid water for active

metabolism and growth. The in-

creased presence of liquid melt wa-

ter in spring, as well as increasing

quantities of solar energy, are prob-

ably important factors in stimu-

lating the growth and blooming of

snow algae.

During the summer, algae such

as Chlamydomonas accumulate in

shallow depressions in the snow
called sun cups. Because the dark

red pigments of the algae absorb so-

lar energy, the cells melt their way
into the snow, deepening the sun

cups and increasing the melting

rate of snowfields and glaciers.

How are the algae "reseeded" on
the surface after each winter's snow
accumulation? Various hypotheses

hold that they are distributed by

one of the following means: (1) car-

ried by wind currents, resting

spores from adjacent snow-free land

areas settle on the high-altitude

snowfields; (2) birds carry the algae

in their intestinal tracts or inadvert-

ently stuck to their feet and feath-

ers; and (3) resting spores present

in the soil or in deep layers of the

snow pack produce motile cells that

swim to the surface and grow.

Present evidence, at least for

Chlamydomonas nivalis, favors the

last of these hypotheses. Experi-

ments by Emorv Sutton and others

at Oregon State University indicate

that these algae lie dormant in the

soil under snowfields during winter.

Then in the spring, under the right

combination of melting snow, light

intensity, and possibly photoperiod,

the resting spores produce green,

flagellated cells that swim upward
through the snow pack to the sur-

face. Our studies on C. nivalis show
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that the cells contain a proteolytic

enzyme that can dissolve a plug

area in the thick cell wall of the

resting spore. Suitable environ-

mental conditions probably initiate

the synthesis of this enzvme bv the

alga and the subsequent release of

motile cells.

A unique fauna is associated with

snow algae communities. During

the last part of the nineteenth cen-

tury several scientists reported that

large numbers of sno'^^^vorms in-

habited the snowfields and glaciers

of Alaska, Washington, and Califor-

nia. During an 1891 expedition to

the Malaspina Glacier in Alaska,

Dr. Israel Russell observed large

numbers of worms and later wrote:

'In the early morning before the

sunlight touched the snow, its sur-

face was literally covered with

small, slim black worms, about an
inch long, and having a remarkable

snakelike appearance. These crea-

tures were wiggling over the snow
in thousands. . .

."

Many species and varieties of

snow and ice worms are now
known. All are segmented, and be-

long to the genus Mesenchytraeus.

While these worins occur most of-

ten during spring and summer on
snowfields that melt toward the end
of summer, they are also found on
the snow of permanent glaciers.

Like snow algae, they are not found
during the winter months. Various

species of protozoans, ciliates, roti-

fers, nematodes, spiders, and
springtails are other members of the

miniature snow fauna that find tin-

cold realm a suitable habitat.

As photosynthetic plants, algat-

represent the "primary producers "
i >\

the world of snow and ice and ma\
form the beginning of a unique food 1

chain. We know, for instance, that

worms and springtails tend to occur

in association with the algae. Also, at

least a part, if not all, of the diet of

sno'wworms consists of algae; and

several authors have reported finding

red Chlamydomonas cells within the

guts of snowworms and rotifers. The
worms and rotifers can thus be con-

sidered the herbivore "grazers" of

the snow ecosystem.

A "decomposer" chain may also

occur in old snowfields. The surface

of old, melting snow often collects

great quantities of detrital material

(particularly pollen) and organic

matter windblown from nearby
trees. This material, along with

dead algae and snow animals, can

support large populations of bacte-

rial decay organisms. Bv breaking

down such detrital organic matter,

these bacteria again make essential

chemical nutrients available for the

growth of algae. Birds form the fi-

nal "predatory" link in the food

chain by feeding upon the herbivo-

rous sno\s^vorms and springtails.

As the ecosystems of colored snow
are examined in detail, the exist-

ence of life in such a harsh environ-

ment appears increasingly fascinat-

ing. The survival of minute plants

and animals in an icv habitat is a

microcosm of ingenious adaptation.

Food Chain of an Old Snowfield
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From Calcutta...

Report on
Elizabeth
Dass...

IS;-
,

To Nazareth Home, Calcutta

Name: Elizabeth Dass

Date of Birth.- April 12. 195i(

Native Place: Calcutta

Christian Children's Fund, Inc,

Calcutta, India - Caseworker Report

Date: March 17, 1969

Order of birth: third daughter

Health

Characteristics:

frail, thin, walks NX WITH
DIFFICULTY, PROTEIN DEPRWED

oF^Io'^i Zr.- ^iZTHh ?^"p^LS^"^^^ "'^ '=
AND STRENGTH IS ARE RESTORED

'""'"' ""^ ""'-™

deceased,

Malnourished, recent vittu' of

FACTOR?^'"''"'*'
""""^^ '" * ""'="

ParentwnisCondition: Father

Mother

Investigation Report:

MolHER"s'5ERV™lAKlROH™ER'REciN?'u,«%^'f'^^^' "'^^ '"^'^ TYPHUS. Her
IS ALIVE AT ALL, On[? WORK AVAILABLE TO ^ii'S^Sy, ' = "E^RKABLE SHE
FACTORY WHERE SHE EARt TWO RUPEES A DAY (JrI? wS^S"* '^ '" * '^"'^»
TO r,FT THEoc ..,„ ,.,„„„ '"" "UPtES A DAY C^bf) WHEN SHE IS STRONG ENOUGHto get there and work,

Home Conditions: House:

Sisters:

ONE ROOM BUSTEE (hOVEL) OCCUPIFn nv ccucd.,

8SgJ|1S-.?--,EL,ZA^ aS^S^^SWr.

'»rz^: ki"s'o'ut ^^?N°G"^,nH^H^"^^' 2rs"°™
F^il^l rol ^?}zA°B^E?S°"

-<FPUT'^™AN^D"^H^^jyilR

[Iaria Dass, deceased ob smallpox
LpRR*iNE Dass, also deceased of smallpoxTElizabeth fortunately entirely esJaped'contagion)

Remarks:

THi'e'C?n'g™ MlYBSiv"jN''So^\'?E%°R"L/F^^WACfo"?^^
'''' '^^^ "^

^oIh^R^ ?s°\?^SfFSR^iK l¥ -^BiTlo.S,'^HER

Strongest recommendation that Elizabeth Dass be admitted

Elizabeth Dass was admitted to the Nazareth Home a few days after

we received this report and she is doing better now. Her legs are

stronger ... she can wali< and sometimes even run with the other

children. She is beginning to read and can already write her name.

Every day desperate reports like the one above reach our over-

seas field offices. Then we must make the heartbreaking decision—

which child can we help? Could you turn away a child like Elizabeth

and still sleep at night?

For only $12 a month you can sponsor a needy little boy or girl

from the country of your choice, or you can let us select a child

for you from our emergency list.

Then in about two weeks, you will receive a photograph of your

child, along with a personal history, and information about the

project where your child receives help. Your child will write to you,

and you will receive the original plus an English translation—direct

from an overseas office.

Please, won't you help? Today?
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: India, Brazil,

Taiwan (Formosa), Mexico and Philippines.

/^ Write loday: Vereni J. Mill

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc

Box 26511. Richmond. Va. 23261

I wish to sponsor a D boy D girl in

(Country)

n Choose a child who needs me most. 1 will pay S12

month. I enclose first payment of $

Send me child's name, story, address and picture.

1 cannot sponsor a child but want to give S

n Please send me more information

Name

Address.

City

Zip.
Registered (VFA-0801 wiih the U. S. Governmenl's Advisor> C.im-
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible. Canadians:
Write 1407 Yongc. Toronto 7. NH7BN0

.
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A Naturalist at Large by Daniel H. Janzen,

The Uncertain Future
of the Tropics

"The developed nations should return
some of the resources ripped off the tropics

over the past 400 years"

The practice of sustained-yield

agriculture, with its long-range

planning and consistent crop re-

turns, is gradually replacing ex-

ploitative farming methods in

many temperate zone countries.

This approach will help the devel-

oped nations to continue their

high standards of living.

Paradoxically, the ethnocentric

attitudes and misconceptions held

hy scientists and policy-makers in

the temperate areas have often

hindered tropical countries from

adequately feeding their people

and preserving their environment.

The disregard for ecological prin-

ciples that is so dramatically evi-

dent in the rapid exploitation and

destruction of tropical habitats is

commonly viewed in temperate

zone countries as an expression of

ignorance. The widely held opin-

ion is that the governments in-

volved must be lacking the appro-

priate scientific information and
expertise with which to formulate

better land-use policies. This con-

descending, elitist judgment re-

sults in the susceptibility of devel-

oped countries to the argument
that they should fund research to

gather more data on tropical habi-

tat utilization.

Ecologists and policy-makers of

this persuasion are prone to avoid

the more direct explanation that

the lack of ecological planning is

frequently dictated by exploitation

programs that are of immediate

advantage to certain individuals or

governments. For example, an ad-

ministration may of necessity be

more concerned with meeting the

press of immediate food shortages

than with instituting long-range,

sustained-yield agroecosystem pro-

grams that will initially support

fewer people at a higher standard

of living. Green Revolution strains

of grain, which have an immediate

high yield but which may have

disastrous long-term effects, are

eagerly anticipated. Even when
sound management principles are

expounded, such as those ex-

pressed by the excellent game and

timber harvest laws on the books

of many tropical countries, they

are rarely applied, and then gen-

erally only when it benefits a

vested economic interest.

The absence of a sound ecologi-

cal perspective in tropical habitat

manipulation is basically due to

the desire to produce results in-

compatible with long-term man-
agement programs based on sus-

tained yields. This applies on all

levels: from the farmer who wants

quick money for a new radio, to

the government that wants to con-

vert its forest reserves into cash

for guns to protect its borders

from a country that some years

ago converted its forests into cot-

ton fields and is now looking for

more land for its hungry popu-

lation. High, immediate returns

have been harvested from many
tropical agroecosystems, but at the

expense of the natural "capital"

that could have been used to gen-

erate the "interest" harvested in

sustained-yield agriculture.

The result has been the gross

failure of the decision-making pro-

cesses in these countries to incor-

porate what the scientific and

folklore communities already
know about tropical ecology and
its applications. The problem will

not be alleviated by further re-

search of the type classically con-

ducted by tropical biologists from

the temperate zones: such esoteric

research will have little or no di-

rect impact on the rates, direc-

tions, and quality of the con-

version of tropical natural habitats

into living machines for the pro-

duction of society's desiderata.

Habitat manipulation will continue

to be performed primarily by the

application of resource-manage-

ment technologies, ranging from

age-old farming traditions to the

integration of genetic and biologi-

cal control programs, and by tech-

nological innovations, such as con-

verting wood from rain forests

into cattle feed and building bet-

ter mechanical peanut pickers.

This, of course, is basically the

same situation that marked the de-

velopment of the temperate zones,

but the futiu-e for the tropics will

© American Institute of Biological Sciences, Challenging Biological Problems; Directions

Towards Their Solution, edited by John A. Behnke, Oxford University Press, 1972.
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For the upcoming Christmas season, one superb
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breathtaking color photographs. Together they capture
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be much bleaker unless policies

and practices affecting resource

uses are changed.

The dust bowls of the Ameri-

can Midwest have been regener-

ated to a productive state through

large-scale emigration of the soil-

tillers, imported fertilizers, and

fossil fuel technology. In the trop-

ics, however, much of the lowland

vegetation and the associated ani-

mal communit)' have been per-

manentlv destroyed, and the soil

structure is rapidly following.

Tropical countries still do not pos-

sess the whereivithal of an Amer-
ica of the 1930s and 40s to arrest

this desti-uctive process.

The current definition of the

tropics as those areas with moder-

ately predictable weather and
vear-round, strong solai" radiation

underscores the problems in ob-

taining the necessary understand-

ing of the region. It bolsters a

grossly en-oneous impression held

by most temperate zone scientists

and policy-makers. Their research

efforts and decisions reflect a

strong bias toward thinking of the

tropics as a single unit rather than

as a collection of problems and

resource bases. The ecolog\' of

droughts/subsistence agricul-

ture/trans-Amazonian highwavs is

as different from that of rub-

ber /paddv rice /herbicides as the

ecologN' of grapes /tourists /Medi-

terranean winter rains is from thcit

of Douglas fir/SST/rain forest.

There is far more basic diver-

sitv of habitats and resource bases

within the tropics than outside

them. These habitats and their in-

digenous cultm^es have been in-

vaded bv a wide varietv of cul-

tures and economic practices that

evolved in the seasonal pulsed-en-

ergy systems of the midlatitudes.

This heterogeneity and the pre-

dictability of the tropical en\Tron-

ment at anv particular site allows

many different solutions to re-

source use, each of which may be

as profitable as the other. This hasi

resulted in a great variance

management programs through

personal idiosvncracies.

Compounding the confusion of-

ten created bv conflicting propos-

als, esoteric ecologists, whose pri-

mary goal is to understand nature,

and management-oriented re-

searchers, who wish to manipulate

habitats, have become polarized ini



their respective approaches to

tropical ecology. Checking the va-

lidity of an approach recom-

mended by a member of either

camp is made extremelv difficult

by the fact that peer judgment,

that bastion of quality control in

science, is a nearly useless tool

because of the paucity of peers. It

is rather easy to be an unques-

tioned world authority on the

ecology of Central American
acacia ants, the silviculture of

mahoganies, or the foraging be-

havior of weaver finches when you

are the onlv scientist in the coun-

try with firsthand experience in

the subject.

Also, in view of the extreme di-

versity of tropical systems, the tra-

ditional ecological approach of

constructing a generalized ecosys-

tem model upon which to base re-

source use decisions is highly im-

practical. An over-all model
detailed enough to deal simulta-

neously with all appropriate sites

would require an inordinate

amount of time to produce and

maintain in the face of changing

needs and technologies. As the

pace of tropical habitat ex-

ploitation is increasing dramati-

cally, such time is simply not

available.

Because of its inherent general-

ity, such a model would require

extensive study of natural ecosys-

tems. A good deal of attention

would be given to documentation

of community-wide energy-flow pat-

terns, productivity, mainten-

ance metabolism, and so forth. It

is highly questionable that any of

the general statements produced

by such a study (for example,

"tropical lowland rain forest has

the highest productivity of any

habitat on earth," which may well

not be true if we look at harves-

table productivity) are useful to

the development of a sustained-

yield ecosystem. As a Southeast

Asian biologist recently said: "But

how important is productivity?

The [over-all] productivity of a

crop plant is only of importance

insofar as it affects the yield of

the economic part of the crop.

The rice planter is interested only

in the harvest of rice grain, the

rubber planter in the yield and

quality of latex, and the oil-palm

grower in the yield of palm oil.

Whether these objectives are ob-
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noMo
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From Man to Demigod

BERNHARD RENSCH
$10.00
Available at your local bool<store
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Lars-Eric Lindblad

invites you to visit

a seldom-seen
Paradise.

It IS not as corny as you think.

Antarctica, with its awesome
spectacle of frozen splendor
which until recently has been re-

served for scientists and ex-

plorers, has now opened up for

those of us who cherish the sight

of seldom-seen fauna and rich

sea life

The comfortable M.S. Lindblad

Explorer, of Panamanian registry,

built especially for navigation in

icy waters, will make several ex-

peditions into the Antarctic re-

gions this coming winter. We will

be pleased to have you aboard.

Increasing interest in these tours

would suggest you make early

reservations. Write for our infor-

mative Antarctic brochure.
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TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help,

/tthout any further ado, we would now
you to continue in the battle to keep alive

J, the heritage of East African wildlife that

belongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques
on be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
J a Cheetah?" But that could be the ca

nth cats and other species if the numero
activities of the East African Wild Life Society

e to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
I, leopard and other animals of the reg;

if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African rep

lies of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in

development of game conservation. The facts

and figures of its performance may be seen
ts numerous activities, such as pollutior

study, anti poaching work, research, educa
1 and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plan:

ount to $185,000.00. Membership and inte

rest in the Society is up. there's none othei

like it in the animal kingdom! But costs anc
nmitment are recurrent-and there's always

room for one more in the ark. Your readership
proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail-

able for sale to all, are ties, cars badges, wild-

life jewellery, and prints decals, shoutdei
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110. Nairobi Kenya.

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

PJamp

Address .

NH

tained from plants with high or

low productivity is immaterial."

To use a temperate zone ex-

ample, the highly successful agri-

cultural ecosystems of temperate

zones were developed with vir-

tually no understanding of natural

systems. To maximize stable corn

production in Iowa, a knowledge

of undisturbed prauie producti\dty

is unnecessary. If there is any-

thing at all in common between

natural-, quasi-natural-, and agro-

ecosystems, it is the indi\'idual

control mechanisms and the prin-

ciples of their functioning. Tliese

are the very aspects of ecosystem

models that receive least attention.

A completed tropical ecosystem

model could even be a very ob-

structive device. Its structure

would necessarily be based on

statements of central tendency, as

would its predictions. Tropical

man's needs frequently deviate

widely from standards determined

by averages taken over all the en-

ergy flows or units in an ecosys-

tem. Adherence to such models is

also likely to greatly delay the de-

velopment of innovations (such as

converting forest directly to cattle

food). This adherence is especially

likely in tropical economic-social

systems where "elegant science,

with all its prestige-building trap-

pings (computers, foreign aid pro-

grams, big-name scientists, sys-

tems analyses, elegantlv illustrated

publications, and new equipment

with sophisticated technology), is

often treated with greater rever-

ence than is merited by its infor-

mation content or pragmatic
value. Further, the presence of

such an official "solution" causes

researchers to try to use it (much

as there is the temptation to use a

faulty tool rather than to construct

a new one), thereby becoming dis-

tracted by the inability to apply a

technique rather than focusing on

the true problem at hand. The
highly formal educational svstems

of many tropical countries tend to

generate a predilection for this er-

ror in tropically trained tech-

nicians.

The diversity of the tropics is

so extreme that pragmatic retmns

would be far greater through eco-

logically sound regional devel-

opment than through general

ecosystems models. Agricultural

experiment stations for each of

oneness
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the major ecosystems should be

estabhshed on a regional basis,

each working toward a realistic

set of sustained-yield solutions for

each region. This would be in

striking contrast to the current re-

ductionist approach of tropical ex-

periment stations, where almost

all effort is directed at yield im-

provement. The basic ecological

background already shared by the

global scientific and folklore com-

munities is an adequate knowledge

base to initiate such a program.

Detailed information would be ob-

tained as needed through direct,

large-scale experimentation at the

station and on subleased neighbor-

ing land. Under this approach,

each tropical agroecosystem is

treated as unique. Scientific link-

age among the agroecosystems

would be provided through publi-

cations and a greatly increased ex-

change of personnel among field

stations.

For such a system to develop

viable sustained-yield programs

over a large area it wiU need the

power to overrule private inter-

ests; for example, such would be

the case in an attempt to control

insecticide resistance in cotton

pests through sequential cotton-

free years on a regional basis. Ob-

viously, the system would have to

be managed by dedicated persons

commanding the respect of scien-

tists, local landowners, and the

political powers of the country it-

self. Such a state of affairs would

be the opposite of the current

status of most tropical experiment

stations.

The system being proposed here

is very susceptible to biological

imperialism from well-meaning,

but nevertheless destructive, tem-

perate zone countries. Major sets

of policy decisions must be made
as to whether the regional experi-

ment station is to aid and abet a

self-contained agroecosystem, with

most of the produce going to raise

the standard of living of that re-

gion, or whether it is to produce

an ecosystem highly integrated

with the rest of the world. A clear

example is whether to generate a

coffee-based economy, and use the

cash to provide goods and ser-

vices, or go to a much more di-

verse agriculture and land-use pro-

gram that will have little output

to temperate zone countries. When
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Lars-Eric Lindblad

announces two

thrilling expeditions

of adventure into the

SOUTH PACIFIC

During the spring of 1973 you are invited to sail on

exciting "never before" cruising expeditions that

will take you all the way from the west coast of South

America to Hong Kong in the far east.

Go ashore on islands, such as

tiny Sala y Gomez, which to our

knowledge has never been vis-

ited by a large cruise ship See
famous Pitcairn Island, where
you will meet the fascinating de-

scendants of the mutineers from

the H.M.S. Bounty Explore the

strange but beautiful Mangareva

and set foot on the exotic Mar-

quesas Islands where Paul Gau-

THE WORLD or

LINDBLAD TRAVEL

gum lived and painted The M/S
Lindblad Explorer* is specifically

built to approach these islands

All through these cruises the ship

will act as your "floating hotel:

Write for our South Pacific

brochure.
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f9i Berkey

providing economic or educational

assistance, it is extremely difficult

for temperate zone countries to

avoid the temptation of struc-

turing their aid in a manner that

will destroy self-sufficiency on the

part of the tropical ecosystems.

The problem is to interest the

tropical decision-makers in the in-

corporation of sustained-yield sys-

tems into their agroecosystem de-

velopment plans. I cannot help

but be cynical as I look around

me in the tropics: it seems that it

will take a drastic degeneration of

tropic agricultural ecosvstems until

the lack of ecological planning is

identified and felt strongly. At

that point, economic and social

forces will begin to incoi-porate

their own checks and balances.

The land's ability to support a

population at an adequate stan-

dard of living will bv then be at

some low level, depending on the

intensity of destruction of natural

capital up to that point. Most

likelv no semblance of natural

habitats will remain—even as na-

tional reserves. The critical ques-

tion, then, would become how
much of the natural capital has

been permanentlv destroved, re-

quiring a permanently lower hu-

man population densitv for a

given standard of living. Such a

gloomy scenario should not ob-

scure the obvious fact that there

are ways to determine the human
carrying capacity of a habitat

without such dramatic country-

wide or global destruction. These

methods are where the first prior-

ity should be in funding.

Even our cnide level of under-

standing of tropical ecology is

adequate to recognize the follow-

ing major areas where monev in-

vested would yield very positive

returns:

(1) Tropical decision-makers

are usually provincial in their

firsthand experience with agro-

ecosystems. When they do have

the opportunity to study abroad, it

is generally in temperate zone

countries. Thev should have the

financial means to view and work
with those few functioning sus-

tained-yield harvest systems that

are scattered about the tropics.

(2) These authorities are like-

wise unfamiliar with the ways that

tropical agroecosystems outside

their own country have repeatedly

\m̂
Ecological ^
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Tone awry. They are badly in

need of an educational system that

-ommunicates and produces sce-

narios based on real examples

drawn from around the tropics.

Must each country have its own
failures at official land coloniza-

tion by settlers drawn from urban

slums or have to rediscover the

interaction between large-scale

cotton arrowing and insecticide re-

sistance in tropical insects?

(3) When tropical biologists

travel abroad for advanced train-

ing, they return home to a gov-

ernmental hierarchy badly in need

of ministers of agriculture, depart-

ment chairmen, and bank vice-presi-

dents who have technical expertise

coupled with a broad education.

They are quickly led or forced out of

applied research itself and into ad-

ministrative roles, substantially

weakening the educational-research

structure at its base. Funding is

badlv needed to bolster job security

and other rewards for first-class re-

searchers or teachers doing the job

they were trained for. Suggestions

are also in order for ways to min-

imize the administrative loads of

tropical countries.

(4) The directors and assistant

directors of tropical agricultural

field stations, potentially the most

important roles in the tropics,

generally regard the job as a hard-

ship post. It often becomes a nine

to five job, or less, and is viewed

as a necessary evil on the road to

a top government post in one of

the larger cities. Such a person is

not hkely to take an active inter-

est in the integration of the re-

sults from his station's research

into surrounding agricultural

ecosystems or to search out ac-

tively the needs of his agricultural

ecosystem and pursue them with

research. Funds are badly needed

to make this position an honor-

able and pleasant one, which holds

the best people for long periods.

(5) Schools are devices for trans-

mitting the rules that run our so-

cieties. We teach math, biology,

chemistry, and languages because

knowledge of these subjects will

presumably be needed in the years

ahead as the child grows. Teaching

of the socioeconomic rules of a

steady-state, nonexpanding econ-

j

omy, attuned to the concept of living

within the carrying capacity of the

country's or region's resources, is an

(M-3)
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equally important subject from the

first year in school.

Any hope for the conseryation

of representatiye and unique trop-

ical habitats hes within these pro-

posals. Vast tracts of most h-opical

habitats haye ah-eady been niildly

to seyerely altered by man's actiy-

ities. Many of the animals and

plants still remain (although often

not as breeding populations), but

the interaction systems that pro-

duced and maintained them
through natural selection are often

gone; much of the tropics has

been conyerted into a haphazard

zoo and botanical garden. One al-

ternatiye could be the deyel-

opment of carefuUy planned re-

gional agroecosystems. Plots of

strategically placed and carefully

chosen undisturbed natm-al yegeta-

tion could then be used for re-

search by the esoteric ecologist, as

well as for the preser\"ation of na-

tiye flora and fauna. It is obyious.

howeyer. that until the yalues of

society change to where undis-

turbed habitats are regarded as

haying esthetic yalue in their own
right, rather than being the enyi-

ronment against which man com-

petes, as is currently the \'iew in

most of the tropics, the amount of

land under this tx^pe of use would

be minor. Also, large enough

areas w-ould haye to be retained as

resenoirs for plants and animals

in order for populations to sur-

yiye.

It should be emphasized that

the concept of regional experiment

stations is not just designed for

breeding better strains of corn or

cotton. They should haye the per-

sonnel and resources to inyestigate

and deyelop all aspects of an

agroecosystem, in many ways fill-

ing the combined idealized roles

of the Lnited States land grant

colleges of agriculture, fisheries,

forestry, the associated state ex-

periment stations, the Lnited
States Department of Agriculture,

and some priyate companies. Tem-
perate zone funding in the tropics

should be far better spent in aid-

ing and abetting such field sta-

tions than through the current

yogue of funding large confer-

ences where the same tired ques-

tions (''Are tropical soils fragile?"

Is subsistence agricultm"e con-

sistent with tlie structure of mod-
ern society?") are pontificated on
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bv various people with a few

years' experience in tlie tropics.

Any competent director of a trop-

ical experiment station could sit

down for an afternoon and draft

the same list of questions while

looking out his office window.

\^ hat he needs is the funding,

equipment, and innovative scien-

tific manpower to get to work on

these questions for his own spe-

cific region. Planning the solutions

of these problems from temperate

zone offices should stop, and the

developed nations should return

some of the resources ripped off

the tropics over the past 400
years. The repavment should be in

the form of hard cash and techni-

cal expertise going directly into

the development of regional sus-

tained-yield agroecosystems. The

details of the research should be

the subject of discussions by the

field station directors, staff, and

whatever imported personnel are in-

terested in direct involvement. If it

is felt that block funding cannot be

trusted to a particular experiment

Station, then some sort of review pro-

cess could be generated wherebv the

reviewers at other experiment sta-

tions would participate, w'ith occa-

sional input bv adequately experi-

enced ecologists from other areas of

the world.

The governments of tropical

countries obviously have to come
to grips with several policy ques-

tions before a steady-state agro-

ecosystem can develop. A decision

has to be made about the average

standard of living and the fre-

quency distributions of the indi-

vidual standards of living. Fur-

ther, the units in which it is to be

expressed (income, suicide rate,

education level, immigration rate)

must be identified. Once this is

done, planning councils can de-

cide relatively easily how many
persons the region can support

and determine the needed in-

tensity of personal population

regulation and resource con-

sumption.

The alternative to these propo-

sitions is, I fear, a continuation

down the narrow, hopeless path

that most countries are now tak-

ing. This road can only lead to a

collapse of tropical ecosystems and

an awesome increase in suffering

for a large portion of the human
species.
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Continued from page 73

nineteenth centurY and notes the

terrible destructive power that a

bear possesses, one can easily un-

derstand the sur^'ival value of ritual-

ized displays that stop short of ac-

tual contact.

Bears rarely stand up on their

hind legs during an encounter.

\^lien thev do. it is usually to in-

crease vision in dense cover rather

than to signal. Sometimes when Ufo

beai's ai'e engrossed in hitting at

each other, both front feet may be

off the ground at the same time, but

this is certainly not the same pos-

ture that is so often depicted on the

cover of outdoor magazines. Cubs,

to keep track of their familv group,

\vill also stand up while feeding in

high grass.

After an encounter a bear will of-

ten shake itself like a dog fresh out

of water. Just how this body shake

functions is uncertain, but it ap-

pears to have a correlation with the

actual intensity of the encounter:

the more intense the encounter, the

more body shaking. It is possible

that this behavior is related to

stress.

From all of these individual sig-

nals and postures come some pre-

dictable stereotyped displays. One
is a charge in which the head of the

bear is oriented in the direction of

the subject being charged. The
neck is outstretched, eyes are

pinned on the opponent, and the

mouth is likely to be opened while a

roar is emitted that can be heard a

-*ww-

fi- V
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A sow, left, approaches a

male occupying a preferred

fishing spot at McNeil Falls.

As she moves in, center, she

vocalizes loudly. Her ears

are back and her mouth
is open, but her large upper

canines are covered. She

keeps her body sideways to

the boar to show she is not

interested in combat.

He also stands sideways,

keeping his head up and

away from her. Finally,

bottom, the boar moves off.

The low level of aggression

indicates these bears are

familiar with each other.

THE DROLL TANKEES
MONOPHONIC RECORDINGS listed

below are 12 inch, 33 RPM
$6.00 each 3 for $15.00. Postpaid

THE FARM Truly an aural Currier & Ives
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This is a complete recording of Edward
Fitzgerald's 5th version, and is the cu-

mulative effort of three men of genius.

It is followed by a few comments and
comparisons, and also Pedro Calde-

ron de la Barca's The Dream Called

Life and Life is a Dream.

lastly, beginning with Homlet's solilo-

guy, there Is some of the best that is

to be found in Shakespeare.
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id over, it is my
A purchaser writt

ing played over

treasure."

And from Canada, this judgment and
request: "Because the record is such a

beauty, send me another one . . ."

A superlative delivery of

superlative poetry by Louis Zoul.
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Plus Applicable Sales Tox
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Available Only By Mail

PUBLIC OPINION
Box N-4044 Long Island City, Long Islmd

. New York 11104

mile a\vav. The canines mav be

showing, and the ears are flat

against the skull.

A variation of this is the stiflf-

legged approach. The signals are

the same as those in the charge, ex-

cept that the animal approaches at a

^valk iNith its head doKu and mus-

cles tensed, and its front knees ap-

pear to be locked.

A bear may also approach an-

other in a crouch, ^dth its body

lowered, ears flattened, and emit-

ting a low, bawling sound. This dis-

play is frequenth' used to persuade

a subordinate to relinquish, without

a fight, the fish it is eating.

Bears have markedlv different

distances around themselves. Killer,

the alpha male at McNeil during

our studv, often allowed a subordi-

nate female to fish within 50 feet of

him because she posed httle threat.

But a slightlv subordinate large

male could pose a threat, and 100

feet %vould have been close enough.

Luckily for wear and tear on tooth,

claw, and hide, the bears soon learn

each other's tolerances and keep

their distance.

Sometimes \vhen a bear loses an

encounter it stalks off to beat up a

subordinate. For instance. Majesty.

another large male, was fishing

when Killer appeared and started

walking toward him. seemingly in-

tent on the fishing spot Majestv was

using. \\Tien Killer was 15 feet

away, Majestv backed out of the

spot, moved off do"(\"nstream. and
then suddenly swatted Big Momma,
a large female engrossed in eating a

fish. This was a likely case of redi-

rected aggression, as he did not

take her fish or her fishing spot.

The dominant bears consistently

hold the preferred fishing sites.

\^lien Killer comes down to fish, he

is not going to go to fishing spots B,

C. or D: he heads straight for A. the

best place on the river. If it is occu-

pied when he gets there, the inter-

loper either fights or leaves in a

hurrv.

\^Tien two bears that are \videly

separated in rank confront one an-

other, the dominant needs only to

face the subordinate and advance
slowly to make it move. At McNeil
when a large male arrives on the

river bank, all the bears within 100
feet usually move to other places.

Displays are much more blatant

when the bears first aiTive at the

falls than later in the season. As the
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Sam) everywhere
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wildlife biologist's wife

• "Wholly delightful," says Pub-

lishers Weekly. "An eloquent
plea for wildlife."
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murres, sea parrots, elephant

seals, killer whales."
— San Francisco Chronicle
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fishing season progresses, the in-

tensity and frequency of displays

drop, running turns to walking,

charging turns to stiff-legged ap-

proaches, and actual contact is re-

placed bv hard stares. Less time is

spent on aggressive behavior and
fighting, more on fishing. One dis-

play does increase in frequency dur-

ing the summer. This is jawing, a

stereotvped, often mutual behavior

of up-and-down head movements,
with mouth open, ears back, lateral

or frontal bodv orientation, and a

stiff-legged appearance. A jawing

bear gives the immediate impres-

sion that it is threatening a rival

and is about to trigger a more asser-

tive display. Mutual jawing is more
likely to occur between bears famil-

iar with each other than between

those that have not previously met.

It is also more likely to occur be-

tween animals that are close in

rank. A jawing match might last

only a few seconds, with one bear

moving off, or it might go on for

se\eral hours between two bears

fishing a few feet apart. Large males

seldom, if ever, use this display

with each other, nor do sows ac-

companied by cubs.

-The formation of hierarchies and

stereotyped displavs are two impor-

tant methods by which bears adapt

to the crowded conditions at the

McNeil River Falls. In addition,

they also spread themselves out

over space and time. The bears

were observed to space themselves

out by using at least twenty sepa-

rate fishing spots, by using different

paths, and by using different sides

of the river. Many bears never

crossed the river during the six-

week season of 1971, thus cutting

the possibilities of social contact bv

about .50 percent, as fishing tends

to be evenly divided between the

two river banks. The bears also

made maximal use of the river by

showing up at different times; each

had a preferred fishing time.

The social tolerance and intoler-

ance manifested in various forms of

competitive behavior results in an

advantageous division of the fishing

resource. I have kept track of fish

caught over a two-year period, and

found that the success ratio corre-

lates highly with social rank. Pre-

dictably, the most dominant ani-

mals do best; there are, however,

wide differences in success within

any one class of bears. One top
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For the first time,

a book that —

brings the whole
conservation '

picture

into focus

• clarifies the
problems

• offers viable

solutions

• *"rns ecology
from a holding
action into a
positive force
for world

preservation

Conserving
Life on Earth
By DAVID EHRENFELD

"Ehrenfeld's wise definition of

conservation includes more than

soil and water conservation and
the economic use of natural re-

sources. His concept is holistic.

. . . Conservation becomes a way
of life that does not require turn-

ing back to the Stone Age."
—Stanley A. Cain, Environmental

Studies, University of California,

Santa Cruz
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for the nature photographer
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and
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VARIN

The most comprehensive work

of its kind, this lavishly illustrated

book contains a wealth of material—

from how to choose and then use the

right camera, lenses and film to build-

ing bhnds and judging animal be-

haWor. The authoritative and up-to-

date text is enhanced with diagrams,

tables, and breathtaking photographs

that bring the animals, fish, birds,

and insects \'i\-idly to hfe. Whether
you are just beginning or are an ex-

perienced photographer, you'll find

this volume invaluable—and a \-isua]

delight. 75 color plates. $ 1 5 .00

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
New York

male was observed during 1971 to

catch 62 fish at a rate of 7.8 an

hour, while a lower-ranking large

male caught 195. but at a rate of

onlv 1.5 an hour.

Observations made during the

1971 season revealed that large

males averaged 3.5 fish per hour at

the falls, while small males caught

onlv 0.8 per hour. Large sows

caught 3.3 fish per hour, small im-

mature so'ivs got 1.7. So^vs with

cubs caught 2.0 salmon for each

hour of effort. These females -svere

easilv distracted from fishing w'hen

other bears showed up, for at such

times defense of their voung took

precedence over fishing.

The bear concentration at

McNeil River Falls ends in late Au-

gust along with the chum salmon

run. The bears then switch to a diet

of vegetation or, more likelv, mo\"e

to streams that still have salmon.

The salmon that a bear catches in

the summer are probablv critical to

its annual nutritional intake. There-

fore, high rank and coiTesponding

fishing success mav pav off in the

form of weight gain and subsequent

winter survi\-al. This ties in with the

belief that social behavior is often a

causal factor in the population dy-

namics of a species and that social in-

tolerance caused bv competition for a

limited food supply mav lower the

birthrate, increase the death rate, or,

in the case of bears, increase the num-
ber of animals dispersing to less fa-

vorable habitats.

\^ ith the hope of learning more
about beai'-human interactions. 1

have kept records of the signals that

were used in encounters between

the bears and mv assistants or mv-

self. I have found that a bear signal

a human much the same w"av it sig-

nals another bear. Most frecjuenth

it shows submission bv running o

walking awav. but occasionallv it

mav pick the other extreme and go

into a stiff-legged, openmouthed,

ears back charging displav to seem-

ingly test your mettle. I have been

fortunate in that every displav of

this last t\-pe that I have seen has

been a bluff.

The most important svav for a hu-

man to signal peaceful intentions to a

bear is to have the right attitude be-

fore entering its teiTitorv. The cardi-

nal rule is to give the animal enough

room: to crowd a bear is to invite an

aggressive reaction on its part.

For those whose intentions are

not peaceful, an increased aware-

ness of the brow'U bear's rich and

fascinating social behavior will

hopefully make it a less desirable

ti-ophv. It is far easier to extermi-

nate something that you don't un-

derstand than something that

analogous to your o^vn behavior.

Chimpanzee hunters are a fai' rai'er

breed than bear hunters.

For om' convenience in destrov-

ing its habitat, and in making it a i

game animal, we have denied the

brown bear the protection it needs.

Perhaps as more people begin to en-

joy, appreciate, and understand I

wildlife, such lamentable mistakes

as the extermination of the brown
bear from the American West will

not happen elsewhere. Its future de-

pends upon this. *
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Save the world from
fun and profit

A nninority of the world's sportsmen and businessmen are still

causinga majority of the world's environmental ills.

Audubon is not against fun and profit.

Just the fun and profit of the few people who do the most

lamage to people, plants, mammals, birds, fish and everything

else that lives, breathes, flows and grows on this planet.

We want to get them to stop trampling under and polluting

ver our natural, living world. We need all the help we can get.

In return, we offer you something beautiful. Something

important. And something reassuring.

Something beautiful.

Six times a year, the National Audubon Society publishes one

of the most impressive and significant magazines in the

world: AUDUBON.
Through its spectacular color photography and authoritative,

in-depth articles, the timeless scenario of nature is revealed

and revered as in no other publication.

From the birth of Spring in a Rocky Mountain meadow to the

death of a cheetah's prey on a Kenyan plain, AUDUBON
brings you into the dramatic occurrence of natural events.

From the blazing red hues of a night-blooming Baja cactus to

the witery green of a giant turtle asleep on the

Great Barrier reef, AUDUBON unveils the

dazzling spectacle of nature's artistry, i

At the same time, each issue of AUDUBON
confronts the inescapable realities of our time '^^

in a feature section called The Audubon Cause. /

Here, you'll learn what government is or isn't

doing to safeguard our environment.

AUDUBON is not afraid to point a finger at r;

specific people, companies or public officials. *

You'll receive up-to-the-minute reports on

:onservation actions taken by Audubon Society

chapters in communities all across the country.

Skillfully researched articles from top nature

reporter/investigators fill you in on the often

itold ecological aspects of modern "progress." A

Something important. / XLyL'
By joining the National Audubon Society now, yLp

p^j
you will join one of man's great adventures: :

^

the battle to save our endangered environment. ItS PIG

It's a battle that can be won.

Audubon
Like nature itself,

it's necessary.

Since the early part of this century, the National Audubon
Society has made its views known to decision makers in

industry and government. By listening to, and considering, all

sides of the issues, the Society has become one of the most re-

spected as well as effective environmental groups in the world.

You're probably aware of some of our programs: Audubon
Wildlife Sanctuaries that protect rare and beautiful animal and

plant life; Audubon Wildlife Films that bring enrichment and

appreciation to people in over 200 local communities; Wildlife

Research that helps save some of our most endangered species;

model Camps and Nature Centers for instruction and enjoy-

ment; Education Aids in natural science for both school

children and adults.

As a member, your dues will work to support these activities,

as well as bring you AUDUBON Magazine. Also, you can

become a member of one of the Society's more
than 250 local chapters at nc{,extra cost.

Today, more than ever, the Society is expanding

its environmental action and education programs.

The key to this urgent growth is to add more members and

more chapters in order to achieve a national

level of enthusiasm and commitment.

Something reassuring. y
The National Audubon Society is not for

those who have given up hope in

tomorrow. It is for those who believe^-^

aswedo, in the wisdom of y^
;«;^'' *^ ''

nature's design and who believe y
'^

that positive action can j

conserve our wilderness, -^
rW ourwildlife, andour "^

natural environment, y/
f

'

' ,'; r 'S; If you, too, are a .

'^''". .' believer, come
join us.

National

Audubon Society
Dept. E- 575

950 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

^^ City-
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Books in Review

The
Cheyenne Experience
by Vine Deloria, Jr.

Seven Arrows, by Hyemeyohsts

Storm. Harper & Row, $4.95; 371

pp., illus.

For decades one had little

choice when looking for books

on the American Indian. Most
books followed a standard format so

dull and traditional that the subject

appeared unimportant. A friendly

white with an interest in Indians

would contact a publisher and make
arrangements for a book on the his-

tory of some tribe. He would de-

vour the dozen or so books aheady
written on the tribe, draft a good

summ£u-y of the material, being

careful not to be too obvious in us-

ing other people's words, and hand
in his manuscript. Little new mate-

rial was incorporated into the book,

the viewpoint stayed the same, and
only the book jacket changed.

Outside of a number of smaller

paperbacks of limited distribution

by Ruth Bronson Muskrat, Ella De-

loria, and D'Arcy McNickle, few

Indians had written books since the

early decades of this century, when
Charles Eastman, a Sioux physi-

cian, produced a series of books on

his recollections of Indian culture.

Other than these works, none of

which became known to the general

reading public, no books on Ameri-

can Indians by American Indians

had ever been written.

In the early 1960s the first

breakthrough occurred when Emer-
son Blackhorse Mitchell published

Miracle Hill, a recounting of his

experiences as a young Navaho try-

ing to understand the white man's

culture. Mitchell was just entering

his teen years when the book was
released and perhaps the novelty of

a teen-ager writing a book over-

shadowed the fact that the book was
an excellent presentation of a

unique and difficult story.

The real breakthrough in Ameri-

can Indian literature came in 1968
when Stan Steiner published The
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New Indians with Harper and Row.
The book was a chronicle of the ris-

ing Indian movement, particularly

as it had been experienced by post-

college Indians of the National In-

dian Youth Council and the Na-

tional Congress of American
Indians. The New Indians sold well

in non-Indian circles and virtually

exploded in Indian circles. It spoke

to the countless frustrated Indian

college students who were increas-

ingly concerned that the social

movements of the 1960s had passed

Indians by. Alcatraz followed, and
the movement was under way.

Almost immediately, publishers

began beating the bushes for Indian

authors, and Indians thought that

the time had actually come for a

presentation of their concerns to

the reading public. Alas, the desire

for income weighed heavier than

the thirst for literature and despite

N. Scott Momaday's House Made
of Dawn, which won the Pulitzer

Prize in 1969, the trend swept

from books by American Indians

to books 071 American Indians.

As the movement grew, the read-

ing public latched on to Dee
Brown's Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee and made it a phe-
nomenal bestseller. McGraw-Hill,
erasing the barriers between fiction

and nonfiction, presented the thrill-

ing Memojrs of Chief Red Fox, the

story of an alleged Sioux chief
whose supposed tribe had never
heai-d of him and whose chief claim
to Indian ancestry was his pitch as a
sausage seller during the 1950s.
Those publishers who had been
caught short at the cash register

promptly came forth with some hur-
ried anthologies of great Indian
speeches; and a maudhn collection
of sentimental trivia followed, high-
lighted by T.C. McLuhan's Touch
the Earth, with sepia pictures and
Chief Joseph's surrender speech re-

printed for the hundredth time.

Two books by Indians on current

political problems, The Tortured

Americans and Custer Died for'

Your Sins, only spurred readers to

flee to the past glory and romance'

of Indians, rather than to consider

their responsibility for the current

depredations against Indians by

their favorite senators, congress-

men, and governors. Momaday's
second book. The Way to Rainy <

Mountain, was fairly well received

since it did not deal with contempo-

rary problems but made a poetic

presentation of past Kiowa history.

The problem in judging litera-

ture on American Indians, then, has

been estabUshing the categories of

what exactly constitutes a book on

Indians. At the start we can discard

the anthologies since they show a

remarkable similarity, as if only a

certain number of documents were
|

ever available to the compilers.
'

With the exception of The Way, by

Stan Steiner and Shirley Hill Witt,

the anthologies are merely the re-

shuffling of speeches taken out of

obscure journals and reprinted peri-

odically as Indians wax and wane in

favor with the reading pubUc. The

Way is a collection of writings and

sayings of young Indians as yet un-

published and displaying, in some

cases, considerable talent.

Another category in Indian liter-

ature must surely consist of the

standard tribal histories and tradi-

tional stories of the American In-

dian, generalized histories that fol-

low the interpretive scheme of

western conquest, ending, of

course, in 1890. If one is only in-

terested in what the people were

doing in 1876 these books are all

right. If one cares to examine the

present state or location of the

people, these books are dangerously

misleading since they appear to ar-

rive at the unanimous conclusion

that the particular tribes vanished

in 1891.



The final category must be books

by American Indians covering some
particular concern of the Indian

community. A good number are po-

litical tracts involving contempo-

rary problems. These are important

books but lack the support of a uni-

fied Indian political force to give

them impact. It was not, remember,

until the Civil Rights movement
heated up that James Baldwin be-

came a philosopher in the eyes of

white America.

Seven Arrows, it seems to me, be-

gins a new and very important de-

velopment in Indian literature. It is

first a book that makes a statement

without any reference to external

buttressing evidence. That is to say,

one need not have the foggiest idea

of what Indians are like in order to

"Among the People, every person

possessed a Shield of one kind or

another. One of the most important

things to understand about these

Shields is that they were never

intended to give physical protection

in battle. . . . Sometimes they were

made from the tough hides of bears

or buffalo bulls, but more often they

were covered with the soft skins of

deer, antelope, coyote, otter, weasel,

or even mice. They were then hung

with eagle plumes, cedar pouches,

tassels of animal fur. and many other

things. They were also painted with

various symbolic figures." Two
symbolic shields designed by

llv(•lne^^>ilsls Storm and

painted by Karen Harris.
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'TVow there are Four Things

.... They are the \^ olf

Stick, the Thunder Bow. the

Pipe of Peace, and the

Brother Arrows. Now
there can be a Renewal."

understand the book. Consequently,

the usual concepts bv which books
are judged are not available for

analysis of Seven Arrows. It appears

to be a novel in that it traces the

Chevennes over a period of years

and often incorporates their friends.

the Sioux, and neighbors, the Crow,

into the story- with such smooth

transitions that one does not ques-

tion where they came from and why
they are present.

But to classif^ Seven Arrows

solely as a novel would lead readers

astray, for it lacks the rigid struc-

tm"e that defines the novel in West-

ern European traditions. It has no

definite starting and finishing

points, and thus time, so important

to Western man, appears in the In-

dian context as a relative, an ex-

tremely relative, determining force.

One day we are in the past, the next

day we are on the reser\'ation in the

early days, the following day we are

apparently talking about modern
times. Time, as such, is useful only

to keep the non-Indian readers from

losing their orientation with respect

to the major themes of the book.

The format, if we look at the se-

quence of the story, is soUdly and

traditionally Indian.

Within the general theme of the

peoples experiences we find a will-

ingness—through the question and

storvtelUng answers of the leading
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characters of the Brotherhood of the

Shield—to articulate the major

archetypal themes of Indian com-

munal existence. Tlius, at the begin-

ning of the book, when we are in

the prereservation period, members
of the camp bring their questions to

the elders and receive the medicine

stories concerning the meaning and

origin of things. With the text rap-

idly shifting between happenings

and explanations of the religious be-

liefs and doctrines, the reader

comes to understand the impor-

tance of expanding religious con-

ceptions of life as a growth phenom-

enon of a community.

Numerous characters dot the

pages of the book but not as extra-

neous figures in a colossal, histori-

cal sense. Rather, each character il-

lustrates the gradual shifting of

sensitivity and outlook as it has

been experienced by the commu-

nity as a whole. Incidents of the

story become departure points for

bringing the events of daily life into

a cosmic focus. We are told at the

beginning that the Medicine Wheel

and the Sun Dance teaching present

a mirror in which everything is re-

flected. Characters thus merge and

emerge as the reflections of the uni-

verse change through continued

growth.

WTiat we have in Seven Arrows,

therefore, is a statement about the

universe and an intense effort to il-

lustrate how that statement vali-

dates itself in the continual rein-

tegration of experiences of a

community of people. The impor-

tance of this concept for theology

and related social sciences is tre-

mendous. Religion is conceived of

and presented by Storm as a contin-

uing presence of powers and the

ways that these powers identify

with and involve the people. When
we consider that most other reh-

gious statements are concerned

with proving historical facts, such

as the Resurrection, the location of

the Garden of Eden, or the reality

of divinity in concrete terms of sal-

vation or escape on an individual

basis, the startling statements of

Seven Arrows take on a deep mean-

ing. For a world that is utterly con-

vinced that divinity exists at its

pleasure, the revelations of the

book may draw skepticism and deri-

sion. But then all fundamentally

different religious conceptions are

initiallv rejected for their doctrinal
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impossLbiliU", onlv to be later ac-

cepted because thev are meaningful

in the collapse of doctrinal cer-

tainty.

One is tempted to compare Seven

Arrous -srith the tivo books on Don
Juan, \\hich have proved so popular

\\ith voung ^vhites seeking the real

substance behind Indian rehgious

and communal ideas. Seven Arrows

is solidlv and triumphantlv an In-

dian book. Bv comparison. The

Teachings of Don Juan and A Sep-

arate Reality are peripherallv In-

dian; that is. thev have references

to the "iaqui in them. But Seven Ar-

rows is concerned with land and
the centering of the universe, riv-

ers, mountains, and other hard
facts of Indian existence that are

determining factors in the vast

majority- of Indian tribal rehgions.

One might conclude bv men-

tioning the outstanding paintings

and sepia pictures that dominate

one's recollections of the book's im-

pact. Thev are skillfullv chosen so

that when one is reading about the

buffalo people he has a picture of the

buffalo to see. Manv times a picture

often onlv previews the possibility-

that what is sho's\Ti will someho\v be

confronted at some point in the text.

If Marshall McLuhan is skillful in

combining text and visual presenta-

tions. Hvemevohsts Storm is equallv

adept at merging visual and textual

presentations for maximum impact.

Scattered throughout the book
are stark paintings of shields por-

traying the stories of the book.

Some people have remarked that

these pictures are hardlv the rigid

figures to be found on traditional

paintings of religious themes bv
American Indians. It is this objec-

tion that indicates a misunder-
standing of the book in a dreadful

and total sense. Seven Arrows is

not. like Peter Powell's Siveet Med-
icine (a book covering the same
Cheyenne religion), an explanation

of what the religion was or how it is

practiced todav. Seven Arrows is a

religious statement, not a statement
about religion, if the difference

can be understood.

^^lien one considers the nature
of the Indian movement, the impor-
tance of this book appearing at this

time is e\-ident. Almost even- In-

dian activist event has involved es-

tablishment of a particular Indian
community at a particular place to

do a particular job. The seizing of

Alcatraz was an effort to estabhsh

religious studv center and ecologi

cal laboratory. Fort Lawton, ii

Seattle, was in\-aded bv Indian

seeking a cultural center for train

ing Indians to be Indians. The ac

tinsls have ex-pressed in pohtica

deeds what Storm is saving in po
etic-novel-teaching form.

Seven Arrows is thus totaUv polit

ical if pohtics can be severed fron

man s total experience and made ;

discipline or career. It is totaUv so

ciological if sociology can also bi

severed and made a cold and ab

stract subject matter. The presenta

tion of this sense of totality- withou
apologies to recorded data on In

dian religions or to the critiques o:

purists, the simple statements of un
derstanding—these attributes make
Seven Arrotcs important and quah
tativelv distinct from evervthino

else written on or bv Indians \\-ith

the exception of Neihardt's Black

Elk material to which Seven Arrows
has great and consistent affinit\-

Hvemevohsts Storm and Douglas
Latimer of the Harper and Row In-

dian series are to be applauded for

the publication of Seven Arroics.

The book forces the field of Indian

literature bevond simple ex-

planations of gathered facts or reci-

tation of cherished stereot\"pes, no
matter how sympathetic. It presents

a statement of integrity about the

nature of man's existence in an In-

dian communal sense. Indian litera-

ture must take this statement seri-

ously and pass bevond tri\-ia to the

issues of our existence.

Vine Deloria. Jr., is author of the

books Custer Died for Your Sins and
\^ e Talk, You Listen.
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There are no simple solutions to urban

problems. Because modern cities aren't

simple places. They're concentrations of

diversity—different people with different

attitudes, backgrounds, skills. Their

interaction makes a city stimulating; their

interdependence on one another makes

the city workable. We must find solutions

that respect human diversity and balance it

in a mutually supportive environment. Not

a simple problem. But the solutions are

worth working for.

Because the city is the future.
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color slides including resolutior

nature shots take

ional observatories. To share these

ed we publish Celestron Techniques

.), and we olso hove a library of

tests, astronomical photos, and
'ith these instruments — send for listings.

Information requests promptly filled -

Celestron Pacific
2430 Amsler Box 3578H
Torrance, Calif. 90505

Phone LA. (213) 534-2322
N.Y. (212) 834-1888



Sky Reporter

Death Throes of Hot Binarie
Hot, young, massive stars tend to blow up in

what astronomers call supernova explosions. For a

few weeks the star radiates the energy of a whole

galaxy; then what is left, if anything, collapses in

on itself to produce a superdense neutron star or a

black hole.

Many of these hot stars are members of pairs, or bi-

nary systems. Tightly bound by gravitation, the stars in

such a system orbit each other at speeds of 50 miles a

second or more, although the system as a whole may be

moving through space at no more than five miles a sec-

ond. They are separated by much less than the distance

from the earth to the sun.

When one of the stars suddenly loses its mass

through a supernova explosion, however, the other

is no longer gravitationally bound. It flies off in a

straight line at the same speed with which it had

been orbiting its former companion. We get the

same effect by whirling a weight on a string around

our heads at a high speed, then suddenly letting go.

The weight flies off in a straight line. Stars moving
like this are called nanaway stars. They are detected

by their anomalously high velocities, and are usually

found moving away from associations of hot, mas-

sive stars.

Many such stars have been found. Since 1968 ra-

dio astronomers have also found many pulsars, the

rapidly rotating neutron stars left by the supernova

explosions. Nearly all the pulsars, too, are "run-

aways," moving through space at high speeds.

Because most pulsars do have a high space veloc-

ity, astronomers conclude that they were once part

of binary star systems. None have been found still

in orbit with a "normal" star, so it would appear

that pulsars represent less than half of their own
original mass: if they had retained half or more,

they would have remained gravitationally bound to

the normal star.

After one stai" in a pair has exploded, it will not

be long, by astronomical standards, before the other

does the same. The remnants of both should be

pulsing neutron stars, with the most recently formed
pulsar beeping faster than the older one. Two such
cases have been tentatively identified. Just outside

the Q-ab Nebula is a pulsar with a rate considerably

slower than the pulsar at the center of the Crab.

And in the southern sky an old pulsar is close to a

young one in the constellation Vela.

We may now have our first example of a pulsar

still gravitationally bound to a normal star. In the

Astrophysical Journal, J. Richard Gott III of

Princeton University Observatory offers his candi-

date, a seventh-magnitude runaway star about 1, 100 i

light-years away whose unseen companion could

well he the remnants of a supernova explosion.

Thus, for every runaway star we see, there prob-

ably is, or at least was, a pulsar. And the runawa\

stars themselves, like all hot, young, massive stars,

are soon themselves to be supernovae and will sub-

sequently collapse into either pulsars or black holes.

In these stars, whose lives ai^e speeded up compared

to the cooler stars like our sun, we have a hint of

the energy death of the universe: stars being

formed, burning furiously for a while, exploding,

and finally, their remnants slowing down and cooling un-

til thev become dark, shrunken, dead pulsars.

The bright star at bottom is a supernova, a

star that blew up, in the southern

constellation Centaurus. The explosion

actually occurred 10 million years ago, but

the light from it did not reach the earth

until last May. The fuzzy patch above the

supernova is the center of the galaxy to

which it belongs. Last summer the

supernova was brighter than its whole
galaxy. This is the brightest supernova

seen in 35 years, and one of the

four brightest ever recorded.
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by Jolm P. Wiley, Jr.

More on Phobos Last May we published a

close-up picture of potato-shaped Phobos, the larger

of the two Martian moons, and lamented that it cer-

tainly did not look like an artificial satellite and

that therefore the moons had lost some of their fas-

cination. Now a Texas reader, C.J. Ransom, has

pointed out that for another reason they may be

still less interesting.

For about 25 years astronomers have believed

that Phobos has been speeding up and moving

closer to the surface of Mars, setting the stage for a

spectacular crash in the next 10 to 20 million years.

Ransom told us that recent work in England in-

dicates that this may not be so.

A. T. Sinclair of the Royal Greenwich Observa-

tory used 3,107 positions of Phobos and Deimos,

the second, even smaller moon, in a study of their

orbital motions. He found that the supposed accel-

eration of Phobos depended entirely on observations

made at the oppositions of 1877, 1879, and 1881.

When these are excluded, Phobos is found not to

have speeded up at all and instead appears to be

slightly slowing down.

Sinclair wrote in the Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society: "It would seem that

the observations of the satellites are not sufficiently

accurate to show [any acceleration] conclusively.

But it looks very much like Phobos will be with us

for a long time to come."

Report from Our Sister Planet The

soil of Venus, at least in one spot, is very similar in

composition to granitic rocks on earth; it resembles

most closely terrestrial rocks that emerged in molten

form from the earth's interior and then went

through extensive modification.

This preliminary report on the first Venusian soil

samples ever analyzed was released by the Soviet

Union nearly two months after the Russian Venus 8

soft-landed on our sister planet and transmitted data

back for .50 minutes.

Similarities in composition were to be expected.

The earth and Venus are nearly the same size, den-

sity, and distance from the sun, and most astrono-

mers believe they formed out of the same materials

at the same time. But the same chemical abun-

dances can show up in different ways; much of the

carbon that on earth is locked up in rocks is in the

Venusian atmosphere in the form of carbon dioxide.

The Soviet capsule encountered high winds on

the way down, and on the surface detected some
sunlight that had penetrated the heavy cloud banks

that perpetually enshroud Venus. The winds ranged

from about llO miles per hour when the capsule

was 28 miles above the surface to less than 10

miles per hour when it was within 6 to 7 miles of

the surface.

The heavily insulated capsule landed on the only

part of the illuminated portion of the planet that

was visible from earth at that time. Thus, it was

able to be on the day side and still maintain direct

radio contact with earth. Because Venus is closer to

the sun than the earth is, and because spacecraft

are usually launched when the planet is close to us

as it swings between us and the sun, earUer land-

ings have been made on the dark side. The Soviets

have yet to release precise readings on the daylight,

but they did say that "a certain portion of sunlight

does penetrate to the surface so that there is a no-

ticeable difference in illumination between the

planet's night and day sides."

The United States, which definitely plans to land

a capsule on Mars in 1976 or later, has tentative

plans for such a landing on Venus. A year from

now the United States will launch a spacecraft that

will fly within 3,300 miles of Venus and then con-

tinue on to Mercury. Then in 1977 the U.S. may
put a spacecraft in orbit around Venus, from which

probes into the atmosphere and to the surface would

be launched.

The Gentle Terrain of Mercury Radar

observations of Mercury have revealed that this in-

nermost planet is considerably less mountainous

than either Mars or Venus. Topographic variations

apparently do not exceed a half-mile or so. On a

finer scale, however, scattering of the radar signal

suggests that the surface itself is rougher than that

of either Mars or Venus and most resembles the

moon. This surface roughness varies from one part

of the planet to another.

These findings from the Haystack Radio Observa-

tory in Massachusetts were reported in the Astro-

nomical Journal by R.P. Ingalls and L.P. Rainville.

Radar is a crude method for mapping a planet: it

cannot resolve any topographical feature less than

25 miles across. But because Mercury is far away,

so much smaller than even Mars, and always very

close to the sun as seen from earth, radar gives us

information we cannot get in any other way.
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Celestial Events
by Tliomas D. Xicliolscjii

The Moon The moon is gibbous, appearing in the evening sky

from sunset until well past midnight from mid-November until full

moon occurs on November 20. Af^er the 20th the moon begins to wane.

Rising later each night after sundown, it remains in the sky until dawn.

Last-quaiter moon occurs on November 27, after which the moon be-

comes a waning crescent in the dawn sky. After new moon on Decem-

ber 5, the moon again enters the evening sky, appearing as a crescent in

the west a few nights after, and reaching first-quarter on December 13.

Stars and Planets Although the stars of the Summer

Triangle—Altair, Deneb, and Vega—are still visible low in the west in

the early evening, the sky before midnight is now dominated by the au-

tumn constellations, from high overhead into the west, and by the

bright winter stars, which are rising in the east.

The evening skv still features Jupiter, but the bright planet, among

the stai-s of Sagittarius, sets only a little more than an hour after it be-

comes visible. Shortly after sunset, however, Saturn rises to the north of

east, among the stars of Taurus. Saturn is still in the sky at dawn this

autumn, having moved with the stars of Taurus into the west.

Before sunrise Saturn is joined by Venus and Mars. Venus, the

brighter of the two, moves from right to left to catch and pass Mars on

December 3, then sepai-ates from Mars to the left. Mercury can also be

seen as a morning star, below and to the left of Venus, for about a week

before and after the westerly elongation of Mercury on December 14.

This is a favorable morning elongation for Mercury; the planet will be

about 15 degrees above the southeastern horizon at sunrise.

Meteors One of the most famous of all meteor showers, the Leon-

ids, reaches maximum on November 16, with no moonlight during af-

ter-midnight hours. During the nineteenth century, and then again in

1966. this stream of particles produced great storms of meteors in parts

of the world. During off vears, such as this, the observer can expect to

see only about 10 to 15 meteors per hour, but many of these may be ex-

ceptionally bright.

November 20: Perigee coincides with full moon. Expect perigee

spring tides, ranging 60 to 80 percent above normal.

November 21-22: Saturn and the moon rise close together in the

early evening. The moon moves closer to the planet until conjunction at

2:00 A.M., EST, on the 22nd, then separates to the left.

November 25: Mercury, at inferior conjunction, enters the morning

sky.

December 3: The moon is in conjunction with Venus and Mars in the

early morning, and the two planets are in conjunction with one another

in the early evening. This morning at dawn, the crescent moon is below

and to the right of the bright planet Venus; Mars, dim and red, is be-

tween the two.

December 4: Look for Mercury above and to the. left of the rising

crescent moon this morning. Venus is above and to the right.

December 7-8: Jupiter is near the crescent moon on these evenings.

December 8: Saturn is at opposition.

December 13: The Geminid meteor shower reaches maximum.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction vou face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:1.5 p.m. on November 15; 9:15 p.m. on November 30: and 8:20 p.m. on Decem-

ber 15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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^^ LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOJVIORROW . . TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

V]:nvummmk^m:{m'A*i'^'i^
TERRIBLE LIZARDS-i

UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN.STUDYOR PROFIT
Explore the fascinating pre-
hiiiUiric world of dinosaurs
^int.uuu.OUU years ago. Aew
kit contains 24 auLheniic
stale models (12 dinosaurs—12 mammals) accurately
detailed in sturdy plastic.

incL. Giant Brontosaurus,
fierce Tjrannosaurus Res,
VVooly Mammoth—range in
size from 2" to 6". Also inatr

to build your own dinosaur land and Wonder Book.
Stock No. 70.8i7EF S6.00 Ppd.

IT'S FOR YOUi A I -PC. PHONE!
Authentic Swedish designed
bitlCOFONi"' is uluamou-

*t Pick up to use dial on bot-

tom, put down to hang up.
Beautiful, legal 1 Ideal for

^ crowded desk, table (base
•ilaxi\ii"; bt:8%"). Com-

mits voices w/true fidelity.

Lustrous beige hi-impact
scratch-res It. thermo- plastic. Advanced electronic tone
ringer (tweeter) for bridged & divided ringing systems.
Plug, instr.

Stock No. 7I.748EF $57.50 Ppd.
No. 7I.479EF (WITHOUT RINGER) $47.50 Ppd.

of: Bird of Paradise (seeds)
which blooms in brilliant
colors, lives for yrs;

Hawaiian Palm (seeds) _ __

Aloha Green and Hawaiian Fire, (both log roots) are
hardy, make colorful decoration. Individual growing instrs

Stock No. 60.929EF $5.35 Ppd.

rockhoundl Fasci-
ting hobby . . . loads of

inexpensive, easy. Make

Simply tumble-finish
readily available gemstones

. . then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.
cap. tumbler w/conL duty
motxjr. Full instr.

Stock No. 70.874EF $ll.2?> Ppd.
No. 70,868EF .. 6-lb. ASSORTMENT $9.00 Ppd.

VISIBLE V-a ENGINE

INDOOR "SUNSHINE"

I^'-"^i

Hours of fun! Get thrill of

building your own easily
assembled engine from over
3'i0 parts. Then push starter
and watch It run. Crank-
shaft revolves, pistons move,
valves open and close in
sequence with spark plugs.
Does everything but burn
oil. Vi scale, molded in 4
colors. Same motor used in

Excellent, easy- to- understand

$13.50 Ppd.

J^A.

FOR PLANTS
Grow healthier, bloom ier.
longer-lasting plants in-
doors with 2-Tier Growing
Stand. Its 15w Gro-Lits

^ fluorescent lamps give them
p . s^' constant "sunshine", help

i ,
any specie thrive. Sturdy

I all-metal gray finished

>-^- ,:>- stand (approx 43%' hlRh.^^ 24" wide, 12' deep) w/2
matching 2-tube light fix-

tures. Ea. has white enamel underside for high re-
flectivity. Two leakproof, hi-impact plastic trays (12 s
23 X 2%") are easily removed for cleaning.
Stock No. 80,180EF $50.00 Ppd.

POWER HORN BLASTS A MILE
Frighten prowlers, muggers,
vicious dogs with 118 deci-

bels. Just press and this
Freon powered pocket-sized
metal horn can be heard a
mile away to signal for help
or fun. Great for boating
(it floats), hiking, camping,
hunting, seashore, rooting
for your team. Can be heard
over traffic and constr. noises
to sound fire drill, lunch

break or emergency. Weighs only 3 oz. but contains up to

100 mile-piercing blasts. A real bargain.
Stock No. 4I.423EF $3.25 Ppd.
Giant 9 Ho: No. 7I.630EF $8.20 Ppd.

Terrariums are terrific ai

making plants thrive in

protected environment. Watch
your favorites grow on
tables, shelves in clear %'
acrylic that won't discolor.

craze or crack with age.

Beautifully made decora-

tive terrariums are great
conversation pieces. Also
ideal for biology projects

:

animals, fish & insect behavior; ecology. „„.„^
STOCK NO. DIA. APPROX HT. PR>CE
71 708EF 7" 6-/16" $5.75 Ppd.

80 I78EF 12" 8-3/16" $11.70 Ppd.

M.JiSEF 18
" 13-13/16" S24.65 Fob

~"
STARTS SEEDS IN 3 70 5 DAYS!

New thermostatically con-

trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow-
ing temperature, accelerates

seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants

ready for outdoor planting.

Big 3 sq. ft. planting area
—29" X 15" s 4" box holds

Vi bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wt. or less.

Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of

veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg. home current.

Slock No. 80.I53EF $12.95 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids.

,

traffic stoppers for stores,
i

terrific for amateur meteo- I

rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back-
yard fun. Eisciting beach
attraction- Amateur meteo-

cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hose
Stock No. 60.568EF
Stock No. 60.632EF I

MEASURE TEMPERATURE REMOTELY
Electronic thermometer gives
instant temperatures from
inches to 1000-ft.off. Push
button, read one of 3
separate temps. (Can con-
nect to 3 plug- in probes )-

Reads from _22 to -l-122°F
& _30 to -1-50°C. Ac-
curacy ±1%. Incls 2 solid-
state waterpf probes (one
w/18" cable, one 15-ft.).

lab. industry. Req. "D" batt.
:ab 31^ £ 4"^ X 6%". Instrs.

$40.90 Ppd.
EXTRA 15-FT TEMPERATURE PROBE
Stock No 41 839EF $2.35 Ppd.

LIE DETECTOR TYPE METER!
How a kiss, scare, etc af /

fects you is revealed by de-
gree of Hang Up Meter's

udibly
changes in skin re-

caused by stimuli
changes. Sensitivity adjust-
able from mild to wild. 12-

pg bklt has 10 psychological

people use to learn to relax. Pla;
pes. 2% -ft. contact cord.

No. 7I.738EF (2'/8X33/4X6'/4) $29.75 Ppd.

LEARN SECRETS OF HEREDITY!
Explore fascinating world
of genetics w/famous Dro-
sophila Melanogaster (fruit-
fly) Study Kit. Cross breed
them. Create mutations &
pure strains. You control
heredity—see results. See
larva change to beautiful
complex flies. Isolate
virgins. Make chromosome

,.,.., ,. , ,
smear of salivarj' glands.

Kit mclus. big manual w/fruit fly lifestory & 10 exper.
& projects; harmless anesthetizer & all nee. equipm't,
materials plus certificate for 2 fresh cultures. For ages 11

Stock No. 71 .724EF $|7.50 Ppd.

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"
Anytime there's a balloon l

the air Is festive. Especial-
ly when the "air" is he-
lium, which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous.
Now here's 20 times the fun
—20 balloons of 4. 5. or
6" diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq, in.)
can containing 20 liters of
helium to inflate all 20. He-
lium is a safe non-toxic inert gas.
Stock No. 7I.289EF $3.00 Ppd.

Build your own see-through
motorized model of revolu-
tionary pistonless type en-
gine . . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,

cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections

removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller; fewer parta
greater rel., less h.p. Switch. Req 2—1 5V batt (not incl

NO. 71.424EF (4i/2"x5''x9'') $6 75 Ppd I

519 P fl. "Wankel" Book No. 9439E F $15 25 Ppd

GROW FANTASTIC "KILLER" PLANT
World's most unusual ik. in-

teresting plants! Each car-

nivorous plant lures & traps
insect victims in own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
aiiracs prey w/odor. holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
ing. sweetness ; traps &
drowns them. Tapered hol-

low tube of Huntsman's H' quarry in bottom
plant, planung mixture, cuUuri

NEW ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR—$99.50
Terrific American-made val-

ue w/big machine capabil-
ities. Add. subtract, mul-
tiply, divide do mixed
calculations—silent answers
in milU-seconds. 8 digit

entry & readout w/16-dlgit
cap. Auto, precise to the
decimal. Also features fixed

decimal, constant key un-
derflow, zero suppression,

minus signal for true credit balance, error correction

keyboard roll over memory. Solid_ state; modular

FEATHERWEIGHT TREASURE FINDEf
Best, easiest to use solid

state, metal detector at Its

price. U.S. made I Only 3
lbs I 6" search head detects
penny at depth of 5", silver

dollar at 8", bag of coins at
18". Easily works thru dirt,

sand, wood, water (30" deep)
and rock with no power loss.

Detects your "flnd" sharply
with "sound off" loud-
speaker. Comes ready to go. One tuner control; all tran-

sistor; adjus. stem; perfect balance. Incls 9v batt, FREE
TREASURE GUIDE To 101 Treasure Sites.
Stock No. 80.I75EF $39.95 Ppd

"FISH
Go treasure hunting ^
bottom 1 Fascinating fun &. C
sometimes profitable! Tie a

line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop It overboard in bay
river, lake or ocean. Troll it

along bottom—your "treas
ure" haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb
Magnet Is war surplus

—

Alnico-V Type—Gov't

WITH A MAGNET

on land—much m re under water.

stock No. 70,571 EF ... 5 lbs $14.00 Ppd
Stock No. 70,570EF ... . 31/2 lbs

Stock No. 85.I52EF ... 15% lbs

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!
154 PAGES • MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catatoo- 164 pages packed
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting
categories. Many new Items. lOO's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
ligliting items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrlngton. N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "EF"

Name

i City_

EDMUND
SCIEMTIFIC CO.

^ 300 EDSCORP BLDC3.
^ B^RRIIMGTOIM, IMEW JERSEY 08007



How a
precipitator
captures the
Some of our steelmaking operations

generate a lot of dust and fumes. To

help insure that the air will not be

contaminated, we employ several air

pollution control techniques.

One of the systems we use to cap-

ture the dust is a highly efficient

(99%) electrostatic precipitator. In a

typical system, dust-laden gases (A)

are directed to a series of electrostatic

precipitator chambers. At this point,

iron-bearing dust particles pass

Cleaned gases
are discharged

between negative electrodes and

grounded metal collecting plates (B),

The dust, charged by electrical parti-

cles emitted from the negative elec-

trode, is attracted to the surfaces of

the collecting plates. Dust particles

adhere there until an automatic

rapping system periodically knocks

the accumulated dust into storage

hoppers (C).

In this manner, a large precipitator

installation may capture more than

140 tons of dust daily .... some

50,000 tons annually. The cleaned

dust
gases (D) are discharged through a

stack. The collected iron-bearing dust

is recycled through the ironmaking

process.

We believe in clean air. And in

clean water. In the last twenty years

we've invested more than $200

million in air and water pollution

control systems. The program is a

continuing one because we want to

be good neighbors.

BETHLEHEM STEEL

BfTHllEHEM

STfEl

(B)

Dust particles

adhere to

collecting

plates

(C)

Dust
storage
hoppers

(A)

Dust-laden
gases from
steelmaking
furnace



The Chiysler Imperial mbs biiilt ^ith the idea diat a cai' should

cmr}' you from place to place in maximum comfoit.

That idea has never chan^d.

To begin with, there's the 1973

Imperial's comfortable ride, so quiet

it's almost eerie. It's the result of a

unique combination of its torsion-bar

suspension (for good handling) and a

sound isolation system that's designed

to give 3'ou an extraordinary sense of

remoteness and serenity.

To comfort your mind,

ourElectronicIgni-

1

tion System starts

up the car's insides

no matter how
wet the weather gets outside.

And you get an electronic

digital clock that keeps time with-

in a minute a month.

We've added new sound dead-

eners to the '73 Imperial. Strategically

placed foam seals, silencer pads and

vibration absorbers, to name a few.

The interior of the new Imperial is

enough to make you wish you didn't have to

leave it. Depending on the model you pick, it

indulges you with beautiful Cologne leather

seats, individual folding center armrests, rear-

seat reading lamps and built-in foam pillow s.

The Imperial is our finest,

most comfortable car.

And the 1973 Imperial is

our finest, most comfortable
Imperial ever.

The car may change.

The idea never.

CHRYSLER

Chn^ler Imperial ^
Extra care in engbieering-it makes a difference.
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The 1973 Thunderbird.

In appearance,

in appointments, its a luxury car.

In ride and handling,

its distinctly Thunderbird.

?

Jew

7^
The automobile that is known for ride and

luxury has even more to offer this year.

Itssuspension system has been refined

and tuned to its steel-belted radial ply tires.

Tires that are tested to give the average

driver 40,000 miles of tread life in normal

driving. Result: an extraordinarily smooth
ride.

Some other special'luxuries: cushioned

front seats with twin center armrests. The
comfortable efficiency of Thunderbird's

power brakes gnd power steering. The clas-

sic look of its new optional Opera Window.

Experience it at your Ford Dealer's.

ILIl til"** \

S5!

A unique luxury automobile

THUNDERBIRD
FORD DIVISION C^^d^

:w energy-absorbing bumpei
equipment shown is optiona
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Authors

The renewed attention currently

being directed to the Nacirema
culture, a dynamic society whose
rapid disappearance has baffled

archeologists for years, prompted
Neil B. Thompson to review the

field work conducted since 1956.

htil B Tlwmpion

His interpretations, valuable for

their historic insights, could well

serve as guides to some contempo-
rary social problems. Thompson is

director of the Program of Ameri-
can Studies at St. Cloud State

College; his next research project

will concern a romantic figure

from the vanished empire, the

Plains soldier.

The life of George Catlin,

painter of Indians, was a natural

subject for Phillip Drennon
Thomas, a professor of history at

Wichita State University who has

long studied Indian history. He
has traveled throughout the West
in search of Indian artifacts and
lore. After completion of a book-

length study of the nineteenth-

century explorer and linguist Sir

Richard Burton, he will begin an

analysis of the importance of wild

I'liillif) Drennon Thomas

animals in the economic historv of

America. Thomas is the author of

"Nights in Pliny's Garden,"
which was published in the
March, 1972, issue.

Barbara R. and Michael H.
MacRoberts began studying the

acorn woodpecker in 1966, but

the project was curtailed when
they both undertook graduate
work in anthropology. They man-
aged six more months of field ob-

servations in 1968 before joining

Niko Tinbergen's Animal Behav-
iour Group at the University of

Oxford in England. The Mac-
Robertses returned to the United

States last year to complete their

woodpecker research, which is

centered at the Frances Simes
Hastings Natural History Reserva-

tion in the Carmel Valley of Cali-

fornia. Thev plan to spend two
more years investigating the be-

havior and ecology of the birds in

this area. Michael MacRoberts is a

visiting scholar at the Museum of

Vertebrate Zoology of the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley. This

husband and wife research team
wTote "The Apes of Gibraltar" in

the August-September, 1971, issue

of Natural History.

Following a 400-million-year-

old trail from New York to Michi-

gan, Niles Eldredge has pieced

together the evolution and migra-

tion of a Devonian trilobite. His
conclusions present a divergent

view of the evolution of a species.

An assistant curator of in-

vertebrate paleontology at The

IF-^^i^T
Barbara R. and Michael H. MacRoberts

\iles El Iredge

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, Eldredge is also adjunct pro-

fessor of biology at the City Uni-

versity of New York and adjunct

assistant professor of geology at'

Columbia University. His next re-

1

search project will be a study of]

the eai-ly evolution of the horse-,

shoe crab.



ro do manydifferent jobs
NASA chose manydifferent cameras. Hasselblad.

500 C
In 1962 NASA chose Hassel-

blad to be used by the Astro-
nauts on manned spaceflights.

The first Hasselblad to go
up was the 500C, aboard the
Mercury Spacecraft Sigma 7.

The camera has an 80mm
Zeiss Planar f2.8 lens and 12-

exposure magazine. All com-
ponents are interchangeable.
The famous first walk in

space by Astronaut Edward
White, aboard Gemini 4, was
recorded by Command Pilot

James McDivitt, using a 500C.

NASA chose Hasselblad for

the space program because of

its legendary reliability, qual-
ity of results, ease of operation
(Astronauts are not profes-
sional photographers) and
scope as a photographic sys-

tem. These same characteris-

tics have made Hasselblad the
choice of discriminating pho-
tographers on earth.

A Hasselblad camera is what
you make of it. Snap on a super
wide angle Zeiss Distagon
40mm lens, a 24-exposure
magazine and an eye-level
prism finder, and it becomes
one thing. Switch to a Zeiss
Tele-Tessar 500mm lens, a 70-

exposure magazine, a pistol

grip—and it becomes some-
thing else again.

That's why photographers of

all kinds — commercial, adver-
tising, news, scientific, indus-
trial, amateur—all satisfy their

diverse photographic needs
within the Hasselblad System.

500 C/M

Super Wide C
For four years and eight

manned spaceflights, the 500C
was the Hasselblad space
camera.

Then in 1966, a second Has-
selblad was added. The wide
angle Hasselblad SWC, with its

38mm Zeiss Biogon lens.

It made itsfirst flight aboard
Gemini 9, where Astronaut
Eugene Cernan used it on his

2 hour space walk. During that
walk the camera operated flaw-
lessly in total vacuum.
An exciting glimpse of life

inside the capsule was also
made possible by the SWC, be-
cause of its sweeping 90-de-
gree angle of view and great
depth of field.

On earth the SWC is used
by industrial, architectural,
landscape and amateur photog-
raphers. The SWC allows them
to work indoors and out, at ex-
tremely close quarters, with
extraordinary sharpness from
corner to corner and incredi-

ble depth of field (from 26
inches to infinity at f22).

News and sports photog-
raphers make interesting use
of the unique features of the
SWC by presetting it, snapping
on 70-exposure film magazine,
then using it to take grab shots
when there isn't time to focus.

The versatility of the SWC is

extended by the use of inter-

changeable film magazines
and other components of the
Hasselblad System.

500 EL
Two and a half years later,

in December 1968, a third Has-
selblad joined the space pro-
gram—the electrically-driven
SOOEL.The event was the flight

of Apollo 8. Two 500ELS went
along—one with an 80mm lens,

the other with a Zeiss Sonnar
250mm lens— plus 7 inter-
changeable 70mm magazines.

This was the first time that
men journeyed from earth to

orbit another world. The photo-
graphs from this voyage were
essential in planning the forth-

coming lunar landing.
The Hasselblad 500EL al-

lowed more photographs to be
taken with less effort, because
no film winding was necessary.
After each exposure the 500EL
automatically readies itself for

the next shot by advancing the
film and cocking the shutter.

cluster ol 500ELS
enliHc photography

This Hasselblad is the only
electrically-driven 2%" camera
on earth. Because of its auto-
matic features, it can be suc-
essfully operated from a
distance, freeing the photog-
rapher from the camera and
allowing him to work more
with his subject. That's part of

the reason why the Hasselblad
500EL/M has won the esteem
of advertising and publicity
photographers, as well as
sports, wildlife, industrial and
scientific photographers.

500 EL/M

500 EL Data Camera
But the first camera to be

used on the moon wasn't the
Hasselblad 500C, or the SWC,
or even the 500EL. It was a
fourth Hasselblad-the 500EL
Data Camera, with Roseau
plate and Zeiss Biogon 60mm
f5.6 lens. A photogrammetric
camera, whose tiny cross-
shaped index marks appear on
the negative, making it pos-
sible to measure distances and
heights with great accuracy.
When Astronaut Neil Arm-

strong took man's first walk on
the moon, on July 20, 1969,
the Hasselblad 500EL Data
Camera was there with him, at-

tached to his chestpack.

:JS
The 500EL Data Camera

proved so valuable that an
earth version—the MK70—was
developed and is the newest
addition to the System.

The MK70 fills a need for a
small, easy-to-handle photo-
grammetric camera capable of
producing exceptional results.

The MK70 is the ideal photo-
graphic tool for use in applied
engineering and construction
work, as well as for mapping,
architectural, industrial and
medical photography.

For a free copy of the 48-
page Hasselblad catalog,
describing all the different
cameras and accessories of

the Hasselblad System, write
Paillard Incorporated, 1900
Lower Road, Linden, N. J.

07036. Other products: Bolex
movie equipment, Hermes type-
writers and figuring machines.

IVIK70

It takes more than one camera to make a system.

HASS£LBLAD®
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU LOOK

YOU SEE MORE
WITH A QU ESTAR

With Questar Field Model's new Fast
Focus the photographer gets those spur-of-

the-moment shots—from the eye of a fly to

the craters of the moon . . . instantly!

GROUND SQUIRREL PICTURES ARE FROM QUESTARS
NEW BOOKLET CONTAINING 150 NEW PHOTO-
GRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS: $1 TO COVER
HANDLING-MAILING COSTS ON THIS CONTINENT.
AIR TO S.A., $2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA,

$3i ELSEWHERE, $3.50.

TAR
BOX 050, NEW HOPE. PENNSYLVANIA 18938

Michelle Eldredge, coauthor

of "A Trilobite Odyssey," assisted

in the collection and analysis of

Irilobite fossils on all the field

Michelle Eldn

trips undertaken by her husband

during the past five vears. She has

a master's degree in English from

Columbia University, but paleon-

tology has become her primary

avocation. She also plans to make
an ecological study of a pond in

the Adirondack Mountains of New
York, where the Eldredges spend

a part of every summer.

As director of a smallpox and
measles eradication progi-am in

Mali during the late 1960s. Pas-

cal James Imperato found it nec-

essary to make a comprehensive
study of the social organization

and migratorv movements of the

Peul and Bozo nomads. The re-

sults provided a clear picture of a

transient, but not haphazard,

society. Imperato, director of th

Bureau of Infectious Disease Cor
trol and principal epidemiologis

of the City of New York Depart

ment of Health, received a mas
ter's degree in public health am
tropical medicine from Tulan
University after completing a res

idency in internal medicine. H
has done extensive field work ii

Africa, including research into the

witchcraft and traditional medi
cine practiced by the Luo of Tan
zania and skin sensitivity amom
various tribes in west Africa.

Convinced by the continuing

reports of sightings and track;

that the Tasmanian tiger is no

extinct, Jeremy Griffith began i

thorough search for the marsupia

predator six years ago. Probing

the remote Tasmanian bush witl

electronic camera monitors and as-

sisted by a team of volunteers, he

hopes to succeed where previous

expeditions have failed. Ronalc

Strahan, director of the Tarongs

•irfL

I'axcal James Imperato

Jeremy Griffith

Zoological Park in Sydney, Aus-

tralia, writes of Griffith's ability to

continue the hunt despite a lack

of funds that "he has learned how
to hve off of the smell of an oil

rag." Griffith, who earned a B.S.

in zoology from the University of

Sydney, hopes to pursue a career

in wildlife conservation when the

search for the Tasmanian tiger is

concluded.



You can help save Bo Sulc
for $15 a month*

Or you can turn the page*

Eleven- year-old boys
like to dream. Of tomorrows'''Hytome.
And what they will be when they grow up,

Bo Suk Yang is no different. He dreams of b
an artist. But there's a big difference. Bo Su
Korean. And for many Korean children there is no
thought of tomorrow. Only getting through today.

Getting through by sharing a small straw-thatched

hut with his parents and three brothers and sisters.

A stream for a water supply. Kerosene lamps to

read by. No indoor plumbing. Surviving on an
income of $210 a year Bo Suk's father ekes out

farming his tiny plot of earth.

To dream is everyone's right. And Bo Suk deserves
that right too. You can help buy a dream for a

Korean child by sponsoring him through Save
the Children Federation. Only $15 a month will

help buy pigs to supplement the Yangs' diet and
their meager income. And help keep Bo Suk in

school. And help his little village of lee Mai Ri

to start a cooperative farm project.

Only $15 a month. To help a child, a family—

indeed, an entire community—to help itself.

For you there are many rewards. The chance to

correspond with a child. To receive a photograph.

And progress reports. And above all, to know you

are reaching out to another human being.

That's how Save the Children works. But without

you it can't work. So please: clip this coupon
and mail It today. Now you can turn the page.

Save the Children Federation, founded in 1932.

^s registered with the U.S. State Department Advisory Committee

on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income tax deductible.

I want to sponsor a Child and his n her Q community.

My first choice is: Where the need is most urgent.

Domestic

(including Appalachia, Chicano, Indian, Inner Cities, Southern Black.)

Overseas

(including Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, Middle East,)

Enclosed is my check for:

$15 monthly D $90 semi-annually

n $45 quarterly $180 annually

I know how important contributions are, so enclosed is my check for

Please send more information.

Address-

Clty _Zip_

SAVE YHE CHILDREH FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 nh 12/2



MONT^
BLANC

The
Magnificent

Dipiomat

jONTBi-A Ne] [vJq other fountain pen is

"built" like the magnificent
MONTBLANC! Man-size-big
enough to fill a man's grip

and take a man's handling.

Exclusive, extra-large, 18-karat

gold point with etched facing

assures super-smooth writing

action, responds to pen pres-

sure, and gives a man a new
"personality on paper". Its

giant ink capacity is a man-
pleasing feature too!

Many pen experts here and
abroad consider the MONT-
BLANC to be the finest pen
ever designed. It's Europe's
most prized pen, classic in

beauty, unmatched in writing

ease. There's a MONTBLANC
point, from extra fine to triple

broad, to suit every hand.

$44 is a small price for this

superb writing instrument—

a lifetime gift imported by
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph,
Inc., 212 North St., Blooms-
bury, N. J. 08804. Beautifully

gift boxed. Engraving op-
tional at low cost. Other
MONTBLANC pens at $9.50

to $242.00. Desk sets in

choice onyxes from $42.00 to

$122.00.

M line stores and pen shops every-

where, including Abercrombie &
Fitch, N.Y.C.. Chicago & San
Francisco; Alfred Dunhill, N y.C ,

Beverly Hills, Chicago & San
Francisco; Bonwit Teller, Bloom-
ingdale's, Goldsmilli Bros., N.Y.C;
Dayton's, Minneapolis; Siegel's

Stationery, Summit, N.j.; Golden
Gate Pen Co., Haverhill's, J. D.
Browne, San Francisco; Fahrney's,

Wash.,D.C.; Filene's, Shreve Crump
& Low, Boston; Marshall Field,

McLennon's, Chicago; A. Pomer-
antz, Philadelphia, and at leading

college stores and stationers.

Letters

Tlie Pig Riddle
In the October issue of Natural

History, Marvin Harris puts forth

some ideas about why we have

dietary laws against pork. \^Tiile I

found his ideas logical and inter-

esting, I also was forced to think

back to the days when I lived for

two and a half years in an Ay-

niara village on the Bolivian Alti-

plano. In that area, life is also

very difficult due to the lack of

rain and poor growing conditions.

Meat is scarce and the Aymara
people depend upon sheep and

llama for their occasional source

of meat. However, almost every

family in my village had two or

three pigs. I never saw pork eaten

in the village during the entire

two and a half years I was there.

W hen I realized that there was

a strong aversion to eating pork

among the Aymara, I started an

informal study. In the larger

Spanish cities and areas where

Mestizo families live, pork is in-

deed popular, and in the market-

places every corner seems to have

a lady making chicharon (a snack

made from fried pork skin). In

the lai"ger towns, the pigs are fed

table scraps, kitchen scraps, and
since until recently the toilet con-

sisted of a small patio in back of

the house, the pigs used to clean

that out too. Thus the pig was a

great factor in public hygiene.

Out in the rural Aymara \il-

lages. where there are no toilet fa-

cilities whatsoever, the pigs have a

field day gobbling up the human
excrement. (One time, on a trip

to a different village, I ducked be-

hind a secluded stone wall and
before I could finish, three pigs

appeared and I had to fight them
otf with stones!) Uhen I asked the

Aymara why they sold all the

pork to the people in the citv,

they replied, "Knowing what a

pig eats, \vould you eat a pig?"

The general thought seemed to be
that if the citv people liked to eat

pork, the Aymara people would

be glad to raise the animals an.

sell them—but they almost looke.

down their noses at anyone wh
would eat such a dirty animal.

Thomas R. Burrow, Jf

New York, New lor

In the many years I have reai

vour magazine I have never beforl

encountered such an inexcusable]

ignorant, poorly analyzed collec

tion of pseudoscientific claptrap a

Marvin Harris's article "Riddle o

the Pig."

Aaron S. Citroi

Flushing, New Yon

Professor Marvin Harris's ar

tide "Riddle of the Pig" appeari

to be a well-studied and well-ob

served thesis on an important do

mestic farm animal, and seems i

logical solution to an old enigma,

There is little doubt that tht

porcine family is the most difficul'

animal raised on farms and eco

logically speaking, doubtless man's

near competitor of food. Actually,

though appearing gross and tough,

the pig is probably the most deli-

cate farm animal, especially in

warm and hot climes.

Wolf A. Lederer

Tampa, Florida

Generation Ga.p
In the opening paragraph of"

\our very poetic article, "Above
the Treeline" (October, 1972), by

Zwinger and Willard, the simile

"foothills, as rough and muted as

a torn blotter" was used. 'W e set

to ^vondering if )ounger readers

would appreciate this or were
even familiar with untorn blotters.

As a result, we inquired of our

children, all of school age, if they

knew what a blotter was. Here

are their replies:

Mike, age 20, college junior:

"It's a desk cover."

Karen, age 18, college fresh-

man: didn't know.

Pat, age 17, high school sen-

ior: didn't know.



This Christmas, make a Perseverance Pie.

It takes a wee dram of Grant's 8.Scotch.

And Auntie Fiona's recipe. (Send for it.)

On Christmas day, 1887, after

much perseverance, the first drops

of Grant's Scotch ran from Major
WiUiam Grant's new distillery.

It called for a celebration. And
that was Auntie Fiona's job.

While all the other Grants

were hard at work in the distillery,

she had been working" on her own
masterpiece. A special Christmas

pie, unlike anyone in the High-

lands had ever tasted. It was
a blend of fruits and spices, a

surprise of beef, and a wee dram
of Scotch, for good measure.

Christmas hasn't changed
much in our family. Four genera-

tions later, we watch over the

family Scotch— drop by drop—
for eight full years. Our distillery

is still Gi'ant owned and Grant
operated with the kind of dedi-

cation Auntie Fiona would be

pleased with. And we still celebrate

every year with her Christmas pie.

Get to know our family a little

better this Christmas. Serve the

treat we've named Perseverance

Pie, because of everything it

stands for. Just write us, William

Grant & Sons, Inc.,

630 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y.

10020, and we'll

send you the

recipe.

i^rants

''"'In/'.Mff, llm

Grant's 8® Scotch: share our family secret.

Blended Scotch Whisky 86 Proof, © 1972 William Grant & Sons, Inc., N.Y. Importers. Bottled in Scotland



I C^BENA^ Belgian World Airiines. i

East Africa
field safaris,

A conservationist approach. 23 days from $1,675.

Sponsored by the National Parks and Conservation

Association, these safaris show you the Africa you've

always dreamed of.

Thundering Murchison Falls, Masai-Mara Game
Reserve, game-rich Ngorongoro Crater, Tsavo National

Park and the legendary plains of Serengeti are just a

part of the itinerary.

Traveling through Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania

you'll meet with government officials and private citizens

to discuss problems and programs related to conservation.

Also included are visits to the College of African

Wildlife Management at Mweka, and to the unusual

Marine National Park at Turtle Bay, Watamu.
Sabena offers a range of safaris, from economy

to luxury, Through East, South and Central Africa, from $1,338.

African travel tips.

The climate, I ike the people, is friendly with generally

mild days and crisp, cool nights. Dress is primarily practical,

i.e. jeans, desert boots, long sleeve shirts and some sweaters.

Arm yourself with binoculars and a camera with a long

lens, and you're set for the adventure of a lifetime.

Sabena's Africa
We've been flying there si nee 1923.

Rita, age 17, high school sen-

ior: defined it adequately.

Libby, age 12, 7th grade: 'T

know! It's something that holds

ink, like a bottle."

Tommy, age 8, 3rd grade: "A
what?"

Apparently, a facet of our gen-

eration gap springs from vocabu-

lary change as a reflection of ad-

vancement in technology.

Shirley A. Hammel
John M. Corliss

Baltimore, Maryland

A Va,nisliing Sound?
Because last vear you gave

awa\' a recording, "The Language

and Music of the Wolves," along

with a membership, I thought that

YOU might be interested in know-

ing that the government of Que-

bec has launched a new extermi-

nation program for wolves, which

includes hunting, traps, and poi-

son bait. Perhaps someday the

only way to identify a wolf will

be through recordings such as

yours or from stuffed specimens.

Katherine RaYNOR]
New York, New Yoric

Sexual Bia,s
1 perceive a sexual bias inl

"Conception and Contraception"

(August-September). After listing

the harmful side effects of the

pill—blood-clotting, the possibility ,

ot causing cancer with long-term
'

use, migraine headaches—and after

noting the many alternate t^-pes

and dosages that have been devel-

oped to control these side effects,

several oral contraceptives for

men are mentioned—and dis-

missed.

Two are dismissed for unspeci-

fied "toxic effects" (thromboem-
bolism and cancer sound pretty

toxic to me) and one because

males taking it would have to give i

up drinking. I can't help wonder-
ing if these pills have been re-

jected because most researchers
,

are men and willing to take less ]

risks with their own bodies.

1, for one, would gladly give up .

what little drinking I do to share

the risk of contraception with mv
wife. I can only hope that I read

the article wrong and that re-
i

search in this area is proceeding
on a reasonable scale.

Stan Davis

Greene, Maine

iiL
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This is not an ordinary gift.

Because it's not an ordinary gin.

Distilled & Bottled in London, 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. 94.6 Proof. Imported by Somerset Importers, Ltd., N.Y.



Photographer: David Hamilton Camera: Minolta SR-T 101

'/i'At

Sometimes it's easier to see a
photograph with your eyes
closed. Then your imagination
can run free.

When your mind creates an
image, the interpretations of it

are infinite.

Is David Hamilton's photo-
graph a childhood memory? Is

the girl listening to a voice com-
ing from the sea?
You can see more of Hamil-

ton's imagination in his book,
"Dreams of aYoung Girl."

1B^^

There's a visual wealth to be
discovered inside everyone.
To uncover it, just close your

eyes.

To capture it on film, choose
a camera that lets your mind
express itself.

What happens inside your mind,can happen inside acamera

With a Minolta SR-T 101, nothing interrupts David Hamilton's photographic stream of consciousness,
looking away from the viewfinder, Hamilton can compose, focus, adjust shutter speed and lens

opening. A scale shows the exact shutter speed setting from 1 to 1/ 1000th second plus
"bulb". And the finder is always at maximum brightness until the moment of

exposure. Lens changing is equally effortless. Sturdy bayonet mount. No aperture
or ASA settings to re-align. And you can choose meter-coupled Rokkor lenses

ranging from fisheye to long-range telephoto. Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped
with a patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering system that automatically

compensates to prevent under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast situations.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are
warranted by Minolta Corporation against defects in workmanship and materia

for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera
will be serviced at no charge provided it is returned within the warranty period, post-

paid, securely packaged and including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insu
The SR-T 101, from about $300, depending on your choice of f/1.7, f/1.4 or f/ 1.2 normal lens.

The SR-T 100 is about $250. For literature, write: Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South,
New York, New York 10003. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q. Mg-wjfj-



The Mysterious Fall of TV ^c
i

This vigorous culture's obsession with altering its landscapes and

waterways may have caused its own death ^^^-H^

by Nell B. Thompson

r
e

The revival of concern in the

recently extinct culture of the

NacLrema is, to say the least, most

interesting, and perhaps reflects

an increasing state of concern for

our own society. (Aspects of the

Nacirema culture were first de-

scribed by Horace Miner in

"Body Ritual Among the Naci-

rema," American Anthropologist

(1956) 58:503-507.) The use of a

multidisciplined approach in deci-

phering this puzzling culture is

gratifying, for it is only by bring-

ing all our methodological tech-

niques to bear on the fragments

of evidence in our possession that

we will be able to rationally study

and understand the history of this

apparently vigorous but short-lived

culture.

Through exploratory digs by

our archeological expeditions, we
are' able to say with some con-

fidence that the Nacirema were

the dominant group in the com-

plex of North American cultures.

Although the Nacirema left a

large number of documents, our

linguists have been unable to deci-

pher any more than a few scat-

tered fragments of the Nacirema

language. Eventually, with the

complete translation of these

documents, we will undoubtedly

learn a great deal about the reasons

for the sudden disappearance of

what, from the physical evidence,

must have been an explosive and

expansive culture. For the present,

however, we must rely upon the

physical evidence we have uncov-

ered and analyzed in order to

draw anv conclusions concerning

its extinction.

\^Tien we examine the area oc-

cupied by these people in a single

overview, it is immediately appar-

ent that the Nacirema considered

it of primary importance to com-

pletely remake the environment of

the lands they occupied. On
studying the fringes of their terri-

tory, particularly their penetration

of the Cree cultural area to the

north, one is struck by the energy

that they expended on this task.

Trees, if in large enough numbers

and size to influence the appear-

ance of the landscape, were re-

moved. In treeless regions, hills

were leveled and large holes were

dug and partially filled with wa-

ter. In a few areas the Nacirema

imported structural steel with

which they erected tall, sculp-

turesque towers. Some of these

towers were arranged in series,

making long lines that extended

beyond the horizon, and were

linked by several cables mnning

through the ah. Others, partic-

ularlv in the northern fringe area.

were erected in no discernible

geometric pattern and were con-

nected by hollow pipes laid on the

surface of the earth.

When one views areas normally

considered to be within their cul-

tural suzerainty, one sees evidence

of similar activity. Most trees

were removed. In some areas,

however, trees were replanted or

areas were allowed to reforest

themselves without assistance. Ap-

parently, the fetish against trees

went by fits and starts, for the

Nacirema would sometimes move

into a reforested area and again

remove the trees.

Most of the land, however, was

kept clear of trees and was sowed

each year with a limited variety of

plants. Esthetic considerations

must have led to the cultivation of

plants poisonous to human lile be-

cause, while the products of the
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this mark means

:

A determination
to double timber
growth in the south
within 30 years.

One of the major projects of SFPA and its member mills is a

"Trees Forever" program. This multiple-use forestry and re-

search development program has as its aim the doubling of

timber growth in Southern forests within the next thirty years.

The program is designed to increase the timber and lumber

supply to meet the nation's growing housing needs. And— most
importantly—to do so while conserving and enhancing environ-

mental values such as recreation, wildlife, and soil and water

conservation.

The "Trees Forever" program, which is supported and made
possible by the lumber manufacturers who display the SF mark,

V has many other environmental goals. If you'd like to know more

about them, write to: Southern Forest Products Association,

P. 0. Box 52468, New Orleans, Louisiana 70152.

SOUTHERN FOREST PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
POST OFFICE BOX 52468. NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70152



TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. 1

/ithout any further ado, we would now a

ou to continue in the battle to keep alive a

free, the heritage of East African wildlife that
ongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be 'What WAS ..." rather than 'What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the case
with cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society
have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-

1 and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
aunt to $185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom ! But costs and

imitment are recurrent-and there's always
m for one more in the ark. Your readership

proves your interest.

Become a member now. and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail-
able for sale to all, are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

p. 0. Box 20110. Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $70.00 for a year's subscription.

Name

Address .
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cropland were sometimes used as

food, few were consumed without

first being subjected to long peri-

ods of complicated processing. Pu-

rifying chemicals, which radically

changed the appearance and the

specific weights of the seeds or fi-

bers, were added. These purifica-

tion rituals were seldom per-

formed in the living quarters, but

rather in a series of large temple-

like buildings devoted to this pur-

pose. A vast hierarchy of priests

dressed in white (a symbol of pur-

itv) devoted their lives to this lit-

urgv. Members of another group,

the powerful ssenisub community

(whose position will be explained

later), constantly examined the ef-

forts of the first group and, if

thev approved, would afhx to the

finished product one of several

stamps, such as "ADSU" or

"Doog Gnipeekesouh." Still a

third group, the repeekkoobs, ac-

cepted and recorded on permanent

memorial rolls the gifts of the

general population to their priestly

order.

On a more limited territorial

basis, the Nacirema spent great

time and energy constructing nar-

row ribbons, called steerts, across

the landscape. Some steerts were

arranged in connected patterns,

and in regions with a great con-

centration of people, the patterns,

when viewed from the air, in-

creased in size and became more
elaborate. Other ribbons did not

follow any particular pattern but

aimlessly pushed from one popu-

lation center to another. In gen-

eral, their primary function seems
to have been to geometricize the

landscape into units that could be
manipulated by a few men. The
steerts also served as environ-

mental dividers; persons of a

lower caste lived within the

boundaries of defined areas while

those of the upper caste were free

to live where they chose. Explor-

atory digs have shown that the

quality of life in the different

areas varied from very luxurious

to poverty stricken. The various

areas were generically referred to

as ottehgs.

The task of completely altering

the appearance of the environment
to fit the Nacirema's ideology was
given such high priority that the

ssenisub community completely
controlled the amassing of re-

sources, manpower, and intelli-

gence for this purpose. This

group, whose rank bordered on

that of a nonregimented priestly

caste, lived in areas that were of-

ten guarded by electronic systems.

There is no evidence to suggest

that any restraints—moral, socio-

logical, or engineering—were
placed on their self-determined en-

terprises.

For a period of about 300 solar

cycles (a determination made on

the basis of carbon-dating studies),

the Nacirema devoted a major

part of their effort to the special

environmental problem of chang-

ing the appearance of air and wa-

ter. Until the last 50 solar cycles

of the culture's existence, thev

seemed to have had only indiffer-

ent success. But during the short

period before the fall of the cul-

ture, they mastered their art mag-

nificently. They changed the color

of the waters from the cool end of

the spectrum (blues and greens)

toward the warm end (reds and

browns).

The air was subjected to a sim-

ilar alteration: it was changed
from an azure shade to a uniform

gray-yellow. This alteration of wa-

ter and air was effected by build-

ing enormous plants in strategic

locations. These are usually found

by our archeologists in or near

large population centers, although,

as success rewarded the Naci-
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Life is hardly a fairy tale, but at least

you can wine and dine happily ever after.

Take Waterford Irish Crystal.

Each piece is a signed original, blown,

cut and made by hand, as it was two

hundred years ago.

Waterford is an investment that grows

more valuable with the passing years.

Witness, for example, the three Irish

beauties shown here: Castletown, $23.

Tramore, $9.25. Kenmare, $12.75.

Small wonder that when the president's

daughter wanted crystal, she chose

Waterford.

And when the Queen of England
wanted bone china for her wedding table,

she chose Aynsley.

Waterford & Aynsley go together like

love and kisses.

Each is made by hand, with heart.

Take these Aynsley patterns, for in-

stance. ( Prices noted for five-piece place

settings.

)

Pembroke, created by Aynsley in the

late 1700's. yet so right for today; raised

enamels. $32.50.

Indian Tree, an Oriental design repro-

duced by Aynsley in 1820; raised

enamels, $45.
Henley, a timeless design, richly tex-

tured in raised enamels, $28.95.

Other five-piece place settings, from
$20 to $300.

For colorful free booklets, write to

Waterford & Aynsley, 225 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10010.

Become a collector. For once in a

'°^^'™ WATERFORD& AYNSLEY
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a thousand

The srriilefwas made in Japan^

No, not all smiles. VVe mean the very special

smile of the young lady wearing the kimono
on Japan Air Lines.

Her smile is part of an art of hospitality begun about

the time legend gave birth tq history in Japan.

Theart flourishes still on our 747 Garden Jets.
' ^ m^ time you fly on Japan Air Lines—

r|o the Orient or Europe—take care.

^ ' Your hostess has a millenium of

^ personality behind her.

When she smiles, she smiles!
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rema's efforts, they seem to have

built smaller plants in out-

lying areas where environmental

changes had not yet been effected.

These plants constantly produced

a variety of reagents, each appro-

priate to its locale, which were

then pumped into the rivers and

lakes or released into the atmo-

sphere in the form of hot gases.

The problem of disposing of the

many by-products of this process

was solved by distributing them

among the general population,

which retained them as venerated

or decorative objects in their liv-

ing quarters for a short time, then

discarded them in the huge mid-

dens that were established near

every population center.

In regions where colder tem-

peratures apparently prevented the

reagents from changing the color

of the water sufficiently, the Naci-

For centuries man feared it, made
sacrificesfo it, wailed over it. Now we
run to greet it. You are extended a

unique invitation to view nature's

most awe-inspiring spectacle, a

total eclipse of the sun. On June30,

1973 the P&O luxury liner, Canberra,

will rendezvous off the coast of West

Africa with the longest eclipse until

2150.
Among the many features of the

June 22-July 8 cruise, priced from

$450-$1575 per person will be twenty

mini-courses in astronomy, birding,

environment, oceanography, pho-

tography etc. Courses will be taught

by leading professionals such as Dr.

Isaac Asimov and former astronaut.

Scoff Carpenter.

Included in the itinerary are stops

at Tenerife in the Canary Islands and
Senegal,West Africa. Amongthe tour

stops will be a stark volcano, beauti-

ful botanical gardens and fasci-

nating native villages.

Don't forget the shipboard life

which features international cuisine,

first run cinema, variety j
shows and three '^ *
swimming pools.

Won't you join us on our

VOVfiG€

^AFRICAN ECLIPSE CRUISE

I
c'oCUNARDLINE

' 555 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK. NY.10017
I 212-867-0157

I PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION

I
ON THE ECLIPSE 73 CRUISE.

! NAME

ADDRESS

I STATE

• TELEPHONE
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yCanadu
a special cruise ship

for travelers

to

LANDFALLS OF THE
CONQUISTADORS

and the

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

.4 Brilliant New Itinerary

Southward along the

eastern littoral of the Pacific

Ocean lie some of the most
chamiitig of lands - best

knoum, Mexico of course;

then less-znsited

GUATEMALA; still lesser

known EL SALVADOR and
COSTA RICA; and not too

far offshore the fabled islands

of the GALAPAGOS whose
fauna have intrigued the mind

of man ever since Charles

Darwin made his historic and
carefully annotated vovage in

the "f

It will be to these

landfalls and islands that

XANADU will go and where

guests -will take extensive

inland trips by motor, rail and
air to the niountairis, lakes,

volcanoes, Mayan ruins,

villages and cities - to

San ]ose, Costa Rica, amoitg

others. All of the inlayid trips

are of course included in

the passage fare.

Cruises are of 21 days

duration and originate or

terminate in Los Angeles,

California or Balboa, in the

Canal Zone - each port con-

veniently reached by air from
all U.S. cities.

Sailings: Nov. 28, Dec. 19. 1972
Jan. 9, Jan. 30, Feb. 20.

Mar. 13. Apr. 3. Apr. 24. 1973

For brochures and reservations,

your TRAVEL AGENT or

DONALD L.FERGUSON
CRUISES, LTD.

One Management Ship and Shore

219 Palermo Avenue.

Coral Gables, Florida 33134

rema. near the end of their cul-

tural explosion, built special

plants that economically raised the

-svater temperature to an accept-

able level for the desired chemical

reaction.

The idea of a man-made envi-

ronment was so pervasive that in

some areas, notablv in the prov-

inces called Ainrofilac and Anai-

siuol. the Nacirema even tried to

alter the appearance of the ocean

cmTcnts. In these regions they

erected steel sculptures in the sea

itself and through them released a

black and slick substance, which

stained the waters and the

beaches. This experiment, how-

ever, ^vas relativelv unsuccessful

since the stains were not per-

manent and the Nacirema appar-

entlv never mastered a technique

for constantlv supplving the re-

agent.

Eai'lv research has disclosed the

importance of ritualistic obser-

vance among the Nacirema. In

support of these obsenations, we
should note the presence of the

quasi-religious Elibomotua Cult,

which sought to create an intense

sense of indi^"idual involvement in

the communitv effort to com-

pletelv control the en\'ironment.

This pervasive cult was de\oted to

the creation of an aitistic svmbol

for a man-made environmental

svstem.

The high esteem of the cult is

demonstrated bv the fact that near

everv population center, when not

disturbed bv the accumulation of

debris, ai'cheologists have found

large and orderlv collections of

the Elibomotua Cult SMnbol. The
vast number of these collections

has given us the opportunitv to

reconstruct with considerable con-

fidence the principal ideas of the

cult. The newest svmbols seem to

ha\'e nearlv approached the ulti-

mate of the Naciremas cultm^al

ideal. Their colors, material, and

size suggest an enclosed mobile

device that corresponds to no

color or shape found in nature, al-

though some authorities suggest

that, at some earlv time in the de-

velopment, the egg mav have been
the model. The device was pro-

vided with its own climate control

system as well as a svstem that

screened out manv of the shorter

rays of the light spectrum.

Continued on page 80

Sankyo Hi-Focus

Focusing so almost
automatic...you'll

swear you heard it

click into

place. ^^^

The end of fuzzy

home mo\'ies.

The beginning of

sharp, clear.

memorable
mo\ies from first

frame to last.

Sankyo replaced judgment focusing with

geometry . . . made focusing an exact

science.

Simply pull back on the lens shade.

You'll see two images. Rotate the lens

shade and these two images will merge
into one. Perfect focus! You can even do

it while you're filming to follow focus on
a mo\ing subject.

Push button po\ver zoom, automatic

electric eye exposure settings, push but-

ton slow motion (on some models), make
Sank\'o Hi-Focus cameras so easy to use.

Superb Sank-yo lenses and legendary

Sankyo quality make Sankyo cameras so

easv to live \\ith.

See the full line of Sankyo home moi'ie

equipment at your camera store or iirite

for free literature. Department NY6 H-8

Sankyo Seiki CAmerica) Inc.
149 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10010/212-260-0200

13000S. Athens Way. Los Angeles. Calit. 90061 /213-321-0320
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The real

Our cities have been tied up in

stifling automotive congestion

because we have emphasized cars

at the expense of other means of

transportation.

The ideal

We will build diverse, balanced

transportation networks that move

people quickly and comfortably to,

from and within our cities.

Our love for the automobile has

blinded us to the total transportation

needs of our metropolitan

complexes. We have refused to see

that cars alone are not the total

answer to these problems.

It's time we opened our eyes to the

urgent need for balanced mass and

private metropolitan transportation

networks. Developing them will take

innovative planning, public support

and cooperation among all levels

of government.

But we must begin now to untangle

our growing metropolitan

complexes—even if it means

banning the car from certain parts

of our cities.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany <>



Teach him to dial "0"

and h^ll always havea friend.
Of all the important things your child should

learn, there's one he should learn right away.
That's how to dial "O" when he needs help in

a hurry and doesn't know the number. Because
the telephone operator is a friend who wants to

help and, what's more important, can help in an
emergency.

It's important. It may even be critical.

Because a frightened, crying child's ability to

dial "O" could save a life. Your child's life.

Maybe yours.
Tell your child not to be afraid to call. After

all, 100,000 times a day, the sick, the injured

and the frightened dial "O" for help.

We know handling emergency calls is too
important a job to learn it on the job. So our
operators learn in practice sessions, where they
receive simulated calls. How to get an ambulance.
How to alert the fire department. How to

contact medical help.

Our operators not only learn how to get the
right help in a hurry but, what's more, they know
the incalculable value of staying on the line,

reassuring the caller until that help arrives.

Of course, the extra time and training that

operators receive in order to handle emergency
calls costs extra money. But it's worth it.

Because you know there's always help on the
other end of your telephone line if you dial "0!'

AT&T and your local Bell Company.

«Mgfl|||^
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The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

Ball, HiAmbug!
All the calculators being given this Christmas

might well be used to figure out

the costs and obligations of gift giving

The distinguished anthropologist

S. K. Lauss of the University of

Thule was in town recently, doing

some Christmas shopping. I in-

vited him to the Faculty Club to

see what I could learn about his

latest Arctic research.

"Apropos of Christmas shop-

ping," he said, "have you ever

heard the Eskimo expression:

'Gifts make slaves, just as whips

make dogs'?'"

"Interesting," I said. "But that

can't be an aboriginal proverb.

How could they have known
about Christmas and Macy's?"

"They didn't," he replied, add-

ing, "they never had to worry

about getting whipped by sales-

people."

"Or getting crushed by shop-

pers," I said.

"Right," he declared. "Or the

wage slavery of consumerism."

"Or debt slavery to a bank or

loan company, "
I added.

"Precisely, and for the same rea-

son. They had never even heard of

Master Charge. Don't forget, people

were exchanging gifts thousands

of years before Christ, before

there was money or prices or inter-

est."

"So thev must ha\e been down

on gifts for some reason intrinsic

to the gifl-giving process itself."

"Yctu're beginning lo sec the

light," he said.

Recalling Uie French anthro-

pologist Marcel Mauss's lurn-of-

the-centurv book, Tlw Gift. 1 said.

"According to Mauss, there's an

inborn human compulsion lo re-

ciprocate gifts."

Lauss picked up the thread:

"And Levi-Strauss, who was

Mauss's star pupil, has been try-

ing to explain everything in terms

of what he calls the 'most \alu-

ablc gift of all—woman.'
"

"A stroke of genius," I said.

"What Frenchman could resist

such a theory. No wonder he"s the

reigning French inlelleetual.

"Well, both Mau.ss and Strauss

were wrong," said Lauss. 'Gilt

giving and reciprocity are not the

same thing. Giit giving is a form

of reciprocilv. But there are other

\\a\s Id n'ei|H(ieale.
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AN ORDINARY DOG IN AMERICA
EATS BETTER THAN SHE DOES.

Cnstina eats whatever she con find in the garbage.

And that is far less than some prowling dog would find in

your garbage con.

For just $1 2 a month, you can save such o child.

Through our Children, Inc. "Adoption" program you

can help provide a child with a better diet, new clothes and

medical attention. Even an education.

But there's not a moment to lose. Every 60 seconds,

five or six more children will die from starvation.

Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children,

Incorporated, Box 5381, Dept.NH12, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wish to "adopt" a boy D girl D in
Name of Country

1 will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for D o full year D the first month. Please send me the

child's name, story, oddress and picture.

1 understand that I can correspond with my child, and

continue the "adoption " longer than one year if I wish. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

n I cannot "adopt " a child, but want to help $

n Or, I will pledge $ per month.

n Please send me further information,

n If for a group, please specify.
Church, Class. Oub. School, Busin

Name
Address.

City -State. .Zip.

You con odopi a child from any ot the following countries: Bolivia. Chile,

Colombia, Guotemoio, Honduras, Hong Kong, India. Iran, Jopan, Koreo, Lebonon,
Mexrco, Nigeria. Parcguoy, Peru. Syria, Thailand. U.S A. — Appolochion children or

American indions. (Or o child of greotest need-) All gifts are fully lox deductible.

CHILDREN,INCORPORATED<

'"^^Tiat do you mean by reci-

procitv?" I challenged.

"Reciprocity is the most impor-

tant method of exchanging goods

and services in small egalitarian

communities, such as those in

which the Eskimo live," he be-

gan. "Reciprocal exchanges are

those in which the parties to the

exchange never specify preciselv

what return is expected or ^vhen

the return is to take place. \^ hen
Eskimo reciprocity is at full

strength, it looks to the obser\"er

as if valuables are merely being

shared or taken without any obli-

gation to provdde equitv or resto-

ration."

Fearing that I was about to be

swamped bv Lauss's inexhaustible

kno^\ledge of Arctic cultures, I in-

terrupted. "Give me an example

from some other region."

"Robert Dentan makes the

point beautifullv for the Semai of

Malaya. The Semai give and take

portions of slain animals without

any overt displav of largesse on

the part of the giver or of grat-

itude on the part of the taker.

Even to sav 'thank vou' is a faux
pas among the Semai, for it in-

dicates that vou are making men-
tal calculations about how much
vou are getting. This implies that

you are the kind of person who
thinks it is unusual to be gener-

ous. Of course, each hunter even-

tuallv reciprocates to the best of

his abilitv. That's reciprocitv", but

it's not sift o;i\ang."

'Thank vou," I said.

"Never mind," he retorted.

Take my generosity for granted.
'

''Okav. how about another ex-

ample?"

"Richard Lee's description of

Bushmen. Thev're always belit-

tling their own success as hunters.

Anvone who starts to call atten-

tion to how good he is gets the

cold shoulder. When a man brings

down an enormous kudu that he

can t carrv back to camp, he goes

home and smokes his pipe for a

while. Sooner or later, someone
asks him if he had any luck. The
hunter then replies that he has

caught a small, worthless kudu, so

small and worthless that if he

were not such a weakling, he

would have carried it back to

camp. \^Tien they hear this, the

whole camp goes out to help him
because the hunter is asking them
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to do him the favor of accepting

his food. That's reciprocity, not

gift giving."

"I can see that," I said. ' But

now I don't see why you persist

in calUng it an exchange. It seems

all giving away, with nothing

coming back."

"On the contrary, there is a

definite underlying expectation of

some sort of return. One party

can continue to take from the

other for months or years without

embarrassing the taker or annoy-

ing the siver. Nevertheless, there

are unstated limits beyond which

the relationship begins to deterio-

rate. If the balance gets too far

out of line, the freeloader will

eventually acquire a reputation as

an antisocial deviant. If mis-

fortune strikes the community, he

is likely to be the first one ac-

cused of practicing witchcraft. No
girl will marry him. and the otiier

hunters shun his companionship.

"But thei'e may never be a di-

rect tie-up between this punish-

ment and the unbalanced reciproc-

ity. People prefer to think of such

deviants as bewitched, rather than

as ungrateful. Under no circum-

stances will they admit that they

owe each other anything simply

because one has given something

of value to the other."

"Well," I admitted, "youVe ex-

plained the difference between

reciprocity and gift giving. Now
tell me why the Eskimo are down
on gift giving."

"Get me another frozen dai-

quiri," said Lauss, "and I'll tell

you."

When I returned, Lauss re-

sumed: "Gift giving is a degener-

ate and historically self-destructive

form of reciprocity. On the one

hand, in the true spirit of reci-

procity, gift giving is not sup-

posed to establish any obligations

for exchange. But at the sarne

time, gift giving happens to vio-

late the basic etiquette of recipro-

cal exchange by calling attention

to one's generosity. So, despite as-

surances that gifts are not meant

to be reciprocated, the pressure to

reciprocate is much greater than

in normal forms of reciprocal ex-

change. If the gift receiver wants

to avoid feeling inferior and pro-

tect his reputation in the commu-

nity, he must exert himself to pro-

vide a return gift. So egalitarian
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peoples are afraid of gifts. Gift

giving tends to subvert the rela-

tionships based on purer forms ofi

reciprocity. Gifts are like whipsj

because failure to provide a return!

gift may result in permanently!

asymmetrical relationships."

Looking at me sharply, Lauss

continued, "Didn't you yourself re-

cently suggest that social classes

evolved out of the increasing cen-

tralization of asymmetrical redis-

tributive networks?"

I was about to thank him for

reading my latest article when he
cut me off with a scowl. "Would
you like to hear how my analysis

applies to Christmas?" he asked.

"Sure," I said.

"You won't be offended?" he
insisted.

"Of course not. I'm not ethno-

centric."

"The contradictions of gift giv-

ing are nowhere more evident
than in your culture at Christmas

time. Aside from all the other

hazards and penalties of your na-

tional lust for consumer goods,

gift giving at this time of year is

a terrible threat to one's sanity.

Everybody has to pretend that he
wants to give away valuable items

without expectation of equivalent

items or anything at all in return.

"So the first rule of Christmas

gift giving is that all price tags

and sales slips must be removed
from the gifts. This proves that

the giver doesn't want the re-

ceiver even to think about the

possibility of a return gift of equal

value. But everybody knows that

Christmas shoppers are experts at

judging prices. So removal of

price tags and sales slips never

prevents anybody from accurately

guessing the price of the items.

"The next routine requirement

of the Christmas shopper," he
went on, "is to clearly identify

the item as a gift. It must not be

confused with ordinary items in

reciprocal exchange. Tliis is done
in two steps: the item is gift

wrapped and the giver puts his

name on a card that is tied or

glued to the package. Gift wrap-

ping by means of special brightly

colored or shiny paper, ribbons,

and plastic baubles draws atten-

tion to the gift, and identifies it

as a significant act of generosity.

The name card suggests to whom
one should be grateful until the
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act is reciprocated. Remember
that when a Semai or a Bushman
wants to provide valuables for his

campmates, he doesn't begin by

making a big fuss over it."

"Yes. Go on," I said, begin-

ning to feel uncomfortable.

"As in true reciprocity, failure

to match the value of a Christmas

gift for a short time need cause

no embarrassment. But a per-

sistent imbalance, either above or

below the actual price, will even-

tually lead to corrective action.

Either the party on the high side

lowers his desire to give, or the

party on the low side raises his.

Some of my informants have told

me that close relatives and friends

attempt to avoid this sort of un-

pleasantness by calling each other

and agreeing beforehand on what

kind of present each will give the

other. Apparently, they may even

indicate brand preferences. These

items, however, can scarcely be

called gifts, since the mode of ex-

change is closer to barter than to

reciprocity.

"With certain revealing ex-

ceptions, persistent failure to re-

ciprocate a Christmas gift will

sooner or later result in getting

oneself scratched off the gift

giver's list. The exceptions are

garbage men, janitors, secretaries,

and children, all of whom your

countrymen would like to treat as

slaves, which is precisely what the

Eskimo were afraid of."

"Wait a minute. Professor

Lauss." I found myself quite agi-

tated. 'Tf you're so down on
Christmas gift giving, how come
you're in New \ork to do your

Christmas shopping?"

Laying his finger to one side of

his nose and winking as he

quickly rose from the table, he

answered, "I consider all forms of

exchange, including reciprocity,

inappropriate to the true spirit of

Christmas.

"I'm never bothered with the

foolishness of exchange because

no one can ever find me to give

me anything in return. You see, I

just like to give things away."

And before I couki say what I

was going to give him for Christ-

mas, he sprang out the door and

into a taxi.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.
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Bios t>v Ar-thvii- W. Galston

Plants Have a Fe>v Tricks, Too
They cannot run and they cannot fight, hut plants

have evolved a variety of ways to survive

All cieaturrb liMiig in lilt- uilil

are subject to attack by predators,

and their survival as a species de-

pends in large measure on their

success in fending off such at-

tacks. Animals have many obvious

self-defense mechanisms. Some,
for example, hide from enemies

by merging into the landscape so

that it is difficult to see them;

others hide by deliberately pop-

ping into a hole or under a rock.

Because of their speed, some crea-

tures outrun potential predators,

while others outlast them by supe-

rior stamina during a long pursuit.

A cornered or alarmed animal can

ward off an enemy by obnoxious

odors, gestures, or noises, and in

a pinch can stand and fight off an

attacker. Even when iaced with a

microscopic invader, such as a

bacterium, a fungus, or a foreign

protein of any kind, many animals

can react with a \ariet\ ol de-

fenses, including ingestion of the

attacker by special mobile body

cells or the formation of specific

antibodies that couple with the in-

vading protein or cell and render

it harmless.

Plants, by contrast, seem at

first sight to be relatively defense-

less against attack, but a closer

look reveals that they do have

some mechanisms for warding off

other organisms. For the most

part, they are incapable of suf-

ficiently rapid motion to do dam-

age to an animal, although the in-

sect-trapping devices of the sun-

dew and of Venus's-flytrap have

been widely popularized. Upon
mechanical stimulation the leaves

of the sensitive plant will rapidly

fold, which is said to protect the

plant against foraging animals.

Thus, botanical humor has it that

a goat entering a patch of wild

Mimosa pudica would starve to

death, because the plant's sudden

folding of its leaves after jostling

would make it seem unavailable

for foraging. I personally doubt

whether such an obvious ploy

would deter an omnivorous goat.

Another kind of movement re-

sults from the tactile sensitivity

and coding growth of tendrils and

other climbing organs; this per-

mits some vines to grow over

trees and, as in the case of the

strangler fig, to completely kUl

the more upright host. The tree

can do nothing to escape the ever

tightening clutches of its un-

wanted epiphyte.

Most successful plant defenses

are exerted against insects and mi-

crobes. It is well known, for ex- .

ample, that among closely related

varieties or species of plants, some
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are eaten by insects while others

are not, and that some are suscep-

tible to a disease while others are

not. In such cases the differences

between the related plants are of-

ten a clue to their defense mecha-

nisms. Protection mav be rather

mechanical; some leaves are very

leathery in textme and are cov-

ered on both surfaces by a waxy
cuticle or a thick, cushiony tuft of

matted hairs. Such structural mod-
ifications of the leafs surface re-

pel some insect predators much as

thorns repel some animals.

Other defense mechanisms are

more chemical. For example,
many wild plants contain bitter-

tasting chemicals like alkaloids,

tannins, or simple phenols, whose
value to the plant is not well de-

fined. Because of a general belief

that everything in a wild creature

must have some function (or else

it would have been selected
against and eliminated during the

course of evolution), it has been

suggested that these materials may
discourage insects and large ani-

mals from eating the plant. Sim-

ilarly, pungent, volatile materials

like those of the onion and mus-

tard are said to repel some insects

at a distance, before they even get

to the plant.

In some instances plant pathol-

ogists have been able to draw cor-

relations between a plant's content

of certain chemical components,
such as the phenols, and its resis-

tance to fungal diseases. Phenols

are, after all, well-known germici-

dal materials; the carbolic acid so

easily smelled in hospital corridors

is phenol itself. If effective against

external microbes, why not against

internal ones as well?

But there are some difficulties

with this theory. Why don't the

phenols kill the plant itself? The
answer may be that the phenols,

tannins, and other germicidal ma-

terials of plants are found in vacu-

oles, separated from the living

part of the cell by a membrane
through which they cannot pass.

They do not, therefore, act to re-

pel or kill an invader unless the

cell is first attacked in such a way
as to break the membrane down
and "liberate" the previously re-

stricted phenol. The invader thus

triggers the release of a counter-

weapon hidden in a storage vault

in the cell.
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In recent years, a more active

defense against microbial invaders

has been shown to exist in some

plants. Wlien they are invaded by

filamentous fungi, these plants re-

spond by making a germicidal

compound that they did not con-

tain before the invasion. These

substances are called phytoalexins,

from the Greek phyton, "plant,"

and alexin, a warding-off sub-

stance. Unlike antibodies, thev

tend not to be specific with regard

to fungal toxicity, and are re-

stricted to a zone immediately sur-

rounding the infected area. Thus,

they are of no use in providing

systemic immunity.

One phytoalexin, a complex

phenol called pisatin, has been

isolated from pea pods inoculated

with the pathogenic fungus As-

cochyta or the nonpathogenic fun-

gus Monilinia. In general, pea

varieties resistant to the patho-

genic organism form more pisatin

than nonresistant varieties, a pic-

ture consistent with a functional

role for pisatin in disease resis-

tance. Some especially virulent in-

vaders have the ability to break

down the pisatin that is formed

by the plant, which may account

for their virulence. Plant and in-

vader appear to deliver thrust and

counterthrust in the chemical

battle for survival.

Tissues invaded by filamentous

fungi also seem to form large

quantities of certain oxidative en-

zymes, like peroxidase. When per-

oxidase acts on phenols, it con-

verts them to "free radicals,"

especially active forms of these

corhpounds that may be the actual

toxic material acting against the

fungi. Thus, the active defense

mechanism of the plant may in-

volve not only the formation of a

potential chemical toxin but also

of the catalytic "fuse" that acti-

vates it.

There is much interest in these

recent findings among plant genet-

icists, for the production of new

agriculturally important and dis-

ease-resistant crops may be linked

to phytoalexin production and ac-

tivation. If successful, such an ap-

proach might even lessen our de-

pendence on troublesome, exter-

nally applied pesticides.

Columnist Arthur W . Galston

biology at Yale University.
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II

Despite physical and

financial hardships, he

ventured into the great

American West and the

jungles of South America

''to rescue from oblivion

the looks and customs of
the vanishing races of

native man in America"

toy Pliillip

Drennon Thomas

George Catlin, born at Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania, on July 26,

1796, grew up in an atmosphere

permeated with stories of Indian

life. As a young girl, his mother,

Polly Sutton Catlin, had been

taken prisoner briefly by Indians

during the Wyoming Valley mas-

sacre of 1778. His father, Putnam

Catlin, a successful lawyer, moved
his family to a new home near the

Susquehanna River in New York
shortly after George was born.

Putnam Catlin was a stern prac-

titioner, and in guiding the endea-

vors of his fourteen children, he

decided that George (the fifth

child) was also going to be a law-

yer.

As a young man, George Cat-

lin, although small of stature, was

darkly handsome with deep blue

eyes. He had a talent for making

lasting friends that would later be

instrumental in putting him at

ease with Washington politicians,

the tribal chiefs of the Plains In-

dians, and the crowned heads of

Europe.

At the age of twenty-one, he

began his law studies in

Litchfield, Connecticut, passed the

bar examination in less than two

years, and commenced the prac-

tice of law in Lucerne County,

Pennsylvania. Four years later,

thoroughly bored with the life of

a successful eastern member of

the bar, he gave up his practice

and moved to Philadelphia to pur-

sue a boyhood passion: the study

of art.

The year was 1823. George
Catlin, at twenty-seven, was em-
barking on a new career with the

same self-assurance that would
soon send him on a forty-year ad-

venture. He began the ai'duous

task of becoming a painter by
studying the paintings in the

Peale Museum in Philadelphia and
by taking instraction from the fa-

mous portraitist Thomas Sully.

He found his first success v*?ith

miniatm-es, and from them, he
progressed to larger portraits.

From 1824 to 1830, Catlin pros-

pered as a portrait painter in New

York City. His ready wit and
pleasant personality, as well as a

modicum of skill, made him
popular society portraitist. It

seemed in 1826 that Catlin would

have a successful career capturing

on canvas the flattering features of
j

the wealthy.

Yet this life of relative comfort

did not satisfy him. Even his elec-

tion in 1826 to the Academy of

Fine Arts—the later National
Academy—did not convince him
that he had found his destiny. As
he said, his "mind was continually

reaching for some branch or en-

terprise of the arts, on which to

devote a whole life-time of enthu-

siasm." After a chance viewing of

a delegation of western Indians

who had stopped in Philadelphia

on their way to Washington—"ar-

rayed and equipped in all their

classic beauty, with shield and

helmet, with tunic and manteau,

tinted and tasselled oH, exactly for

the painter's palette"—George
Catlin knew he had found the

subject for his "life-time enthusi-

asm."

He began by painting portraits

of eastern reservation Indians. His

first known Indian portrait is that

of the Seneca orator Red Jacket,

done in 1826. This work was fol-

lowed by paintings of Iroquois,

Mohawk, and Ottawa Indians.

Eaiiy in 1830 Catlin decided to

leave his wife, Clara, behind and

move to St. Louis, where he

planned his embarkation to the

great American West "to rescue

from oblivion the looks and cus-

toms of the vanishing races of na-

tive man in America." His initial

trip into the upper Missouri re-

gion in 1832 was only the begin-

ning of his travels among the In-

dians of the West. As the first

talented artist to journey in these

areas, Catlin had the opportunity

to visually document life in re-

gions that were still relatively

unexplored. He spent the years

from 1832 to 1837 sketching and

studying Indian life—from that of

the Mandans in the north to the

Comanches in the south. Catlin
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commented upon these wanderings:

I have visited forty-eight differ-

ent tribes, the greater part of

which I found speaking differ-

ent languages, and containing

in all 400,000 souls. I have

brought home safe, and in good

order, 310 portraits in oil, all

painted in their native dress,

and in their own wigwams; and

also 200 other paintings in oil,

containing views of their vil-

lages—their wigwams—their

games and religious ceremonies—

their dances—their ball plays—

their buffalo hunting, and other

amusements (containing in all

over 3,000 full-length figures);

and the landscapes of the country

they live in, as well as a very ex-

tensive and curious collection of

their costumes, and all other man-
ufactures, from the size of a wig-

wam down to the size of a quill or

rattle.

The problems involved in trans-

porting this mass of material from

the frontier were immense. But

despite the theft of some of his

materials, once he reached "civ-

ilization," the bulk of these ob-

jects became part of his later In-

dian Gallery. Catlin was an
inveterate showman, and he de-

voted almost as much energy to

popularizing and displaying his

works as he did to preparing

them. His first published book.

Letters and Notes on the Man-
ners, Customs, and Condition of
the North American Indians (Lon-

don, 1841), included not only his

comments upon Indian life, but

also 312 steel engravings of In-

dian themes. He also published a

handsome set of 25 colored lith-

ographs, which appeared as Cat-

lin's North American Indian Port-

folio: Hunting Scenes and
Amusements of the Rocky Moun-
tains and Prairies of America
(London, 1844). The large circula-

tion of these works gave many
people a chance to see Catlin's ar-

tistic interpretation of lands and

peoples they would never see at

firsthand.

In 1837 Catlin's flab- for the

dramatic became institutionalized

when he exhibited his Indian Gal-

lery for the first time. With modi-

fications, his Indian Gallery be-

came a prototype for subsequent

"Wild West shows." In the New
York Commercial Advertiser of

September 23, 1837, Catlin ran

the following advertisement de-

scribing his new ventme:

Catlin's Indian Gallery. Opens
for exhibition on Monday Eve-

ning, the 25th instant and will

be continued each evening . . .

There will be several hundred
Portraits exhibited, as well as

Splendid Costumes—Paintings of

their villages—Dances—Buffalo
Hunts—Religious Ceremonies,

etc. Collected by himself, among
the wildest tribes of America
during an absence from this city

of seven years. Mr. Catlin will be

present at all of these exhibitions

giving illustrations and ex-

planations in the form of a lec-

ture.

Using paintings to illustrate his

lectures, Catlin vividly described

his life beyond the frontier, and

established an interest in the

American West as a subject for

visual documentation and artistic

interpretation. Despite numerous
problems, the gallery was exhib-

ited in New York, Washington,

Philadelphia, and Boston.

One of Catlin's great desires

was to sell his Indian Gallery to

the United States government, and

from 1838 until his death in De-

cember, 1872, he sought to

achieve this goal. Support was

found in Washington: Henry Clay,

Daniel Webster, and William H.

Seward endorsed Catlin's plans for

a national museum to house his

Indian collection. Nevertheless,

year after year the winds of politi-

cal fortune prevented congres-

sional appropriations for this

project, and Catlin died without

knowing of the final disposition of

his life's work.

While many applauded Catlin's

work and the merits of his paint-

ings, other voiced sentiments that

were anathema to Catlin. In 1847
a congressman from Florida
stated, "I am opposed to purchas-

ing the portraits of savages. What
great moral lesson are they in-

tended to inculcate? I would
rather see the portraits of the nu-

merous citizens who have been
murdered by these Indians. I

would not vote a cent for a por-

trait of an Indian."

In the 1852-53 congressional

session, the bill endorsing the pur-

chase of Catlin's collection failed

by one vote, that cast by Jefferson

Davis. Although Davis had been a

companion of Catlin's during the

Southwest expedition in 1834 and
had earlier praised Catlin's works,

he voted negatively because of his

party's principles.

Having failed in his first at-

tempt to persuade the United
States Congress to purchase the

collection in 1839, and after hav-

ing exhausted the possibilities of

financial gain with the gallerv in

America, Catlin sailed for England

with eight tons of Indian artifacts

and paintings, and two live grizzly

bears. In 1840 the Indian Gallery

opened in London's Egyptian Hall

in Piccadilly. English audiences,

enthralled by Catlin's displays,

flocked by the thousands to see

his canvas warriors. Nevertheless,

after five years England's enthusi-

asm for these novelties of the

American West began to wane,

even though the exhibition now
included an Iowa chief, his wife

and daughter, and eleven other

Iowa Indians who liad joined Cat-

lin in London.

In 1845 Catlin crossed the

English Channel and prepared to

display his collections in Paris.

He put together a special showing

for King Louis Philippe at the

Louvre. Amid the masterpieces of

European art, Catlin carefully ar-

ranged for the monarili's viewing

of his portraits of the kings of the

American plains.

When Catlin left America in

1839, he probably did not realize

Continued on page 42
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Continued from page 31

that he was going to spend almost
all of the next thirty-one years of

his life abroad. These were years

of economic hardship and personal
sadness. His wife and son died of

pneumonia in Paris and his three

daughters had to be sent home to

America. For years he was barely

able to meet the increasing de-

mands of his creditors, and de-

spite the publicity that attended

his showings, he was never able

to gain financial security. To sat-

isfy his creditors, his collections

were sold.

Deaf, lonely, and financially

destitute, the 54year-old Catlin

sought new adventures. Looking
for any opportunity to improve his

fortune, he became interested in a

tale of lost gold mines in the

Crystal (Tumuc-Humac) Mountains
of Brazil, which was told him by
a companion he had met while

working in the Bibliotheque Impe-
riale at Paris. Catlin wrote: "Ac-
cording to this tradition, the

Spanish miners, after having accu-

mulated great riches, were at-

tacked by Indians and massacred
in their houses, or driven out of

the country, leaving their gold be-

hind them. This wonderful rela-

tion, with other corroborating leg-

ends I had received, had enough
probability to excite my cupidity."

With the most sanguine ex-

pectations of wealth before him,

Catlin sailed for Havana in 1852.
From there he proceeded to Ca-

racas, then to the Orinoco River,

the Demerara, and finally up the

Essequibo River to the Crystal

Mountains of Brazil. With a new
Coh repeating rifle—and con-

fidence in his ability to again

negotiate an uncharted wilder-

ness—Cathn set out, accompanied
by Caesar Bolla, an escaped six-

foot, two-inch slave from Havana.
Unfortunately, Catlin and his

companion demonstrated a re-

markable ineptitude in their
search for gold. After finding a

few small nuggets, Catlin aban-

doned his quest.

His travels in South America
were for the most part conducted
on the great river systems of that

continent. He became deeply in-

terested in the variety of flora,
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fauna, and peoples, and by 1857
he had made three trips to this

still relatively unexplored region.

As always, he sought out the In-

dian tribes. Here he sketched and

observed the Caribs and Macouchis,

the Akawais and Warrows in Dutch

Guiana and the Arawaks of the Rio

Corontyn. Catlin judged the Indians

he met by the standards of North

American Indians, frequently com-

paring the two.

These people are generally

rather small in stature, and in-

ferior to the North American
races, but not inferior to some
that may be found there; and
enough like them in features

and color, as well as in cus-

toms, to stamp them, without a

doubt, as a part of the great

and national American family.

These tribes in this vicinity,

which show a strong resem-

blance to one another in com-
plexion and customs, also speak

a language much resembling,

showing them to be a family

group. Their skin is a shade

darker than that of the North
American races, and their

modes of dress very different;

the latter of which is undoubt-
edly the result of the difference

of climate. The weather in the

tropics admits of but little

clothing, and these tribes are

chiefly naked, both women and
men, seldom wearing anything
more than sandals under then-

feet, and mere "figleaves," or

bandages, about their loins; yet

they have and support a strict

sense of decency and modesty
at the same time, for which
these poor creatures deserve a

great credit.

In Brazil, Catlin encountered
Indians that were different from
those that he had met farther
north. With Spanish and Portu-
guese legends of the Amazons fill-

ing his thoughts, Catlin sought to

observe the Indians of the Ama-
zon River system. He was cau-
tioned to be aware of the canni-
balism practiced by these Indians.

Undaunted by such warnings, he
proceeded on his journey, where
he encountered neither Amazons
nor cannibals.

The nearest thing I could dis-

cover or hear of to the Ama-
zons were the women, in some
of the tribes, who were famous
for mounting their horses, and,

with the deadly bolas, to bring

down the wild ox or the wild

horse as easily as their hus-

bands could. And on inquiring

amongst the various villages for

the cannibals, I was laughed at

even by the women and chil-

dren for asking so ridiculous a

question; a thing, apparently

that they never had heard of

before.

Reaching the mouth of the

Amazon, Catlin realized that over-

land travel into the interior of the

basin was impossible. Hence, he

secured passage on a trading boat

owned by a Portuguese river mer-

chant; and on board this craft, he

traveled 1,000 miles up the river

to Obidos. For sixty-nine days,

the obhging merchant stopped at

any site that Catlin designated.

initially, Catlin had intended to

invite Indians on board and paint

them, but his inaugural attempt to

do this was a failure. The Indians

were fearful that they would be

harmed if their portraits were
painted with their names on them.

From the events of these two
days, I foresaw the difficulties

ahead of me, and was nearly

discouraged. The shores of this

mighty river, hned with tens of

thousands of human beings un-

changed by civilization, and in

their simple, native habits and
in their own homes, the most

interesting display of savage
life that could appear to me
during my existence, and for

which I was a voluntary and
unknown exile to this distant

land, and my project to be lost,

or to be achieved by a maneu-
ver.

The maneuver Catlin referred

to involved some rather successful

subterfuge on the part of the river

travelers.



Our boat was afterwards an-

chored in front of their villages

and encampments, some four or

five yards from the shore,

bringing the excited groups

with their toes to the water's

edge, when I took my pick of

them, at full length, as my
portfolio was screened from
their view by the bulwark of

the boat or by the transparent

sides of the cupola; whilst

Smyth [a companion], con-

spicuous in his scarlet capot,

riveted their attention by dis-

charging cylinder after cylinder

of my revolver rifle, the first

ever seen on that river; and if

the seance was not long enough

for my object, the boatman
held them amused with his

fiddle, which often set them to

dancing and at other amuse-

ments, or displayed on the bul-

wark of his boat a variety of

bright-colored cotton shawls

and other attractive objects,

with which, as a trader, he was

supplied, and struck up a trade

for fish, fruit, and turtle's eggs,

with which we were in this

way abundantly supplied.

At the conclusion of his Ama-
zon adventures, Catlin traveled

down the Ucayali River and

crossed the Pampa del Sacramento

to reach the eastern foothills of

the Andes. He was particularly

impressed by the Connibos who
lived on the fringes of the pampa.

Their weapons were especially in-

teresting to him, and he per-

suaded a member of the tribe to

demonstrate the efficacy of their

blow guns and poison darts. He
painted numerous portraits of the

people he met during this trip,

but again he encountered objec-

tions from a medicine man who
thought that the pictures would

bring harm to his people. With

continued ingenuity, Catlin solved

this problem by unpainting their

portraits. "This seemed to afford

them a great relief, and in a few

minutes they were all unpainted,

covered in with a thick coat of

clay, which would perfectly pre-

serve them until I wanted to see

them again. All were satisfied."

He concluded his initial trip to

South America by crossing the

Andes to Lima and then taking a

steamer up the Pacific coast to

San Francisco.

Catlin's second journey to

South America began in the fall

of 1855. From Buenos Aires, he

followed his traditional practice of

visiting tribes along the major riv-

ers. He traveled by steamer up

the Paraguay to Parana, and by

trading boat he proceeded upriver

to Goncepcidn. Reaching the Uru-

guay River, he then floated seven

hundred miles down the river in

his own pirogue.

X-o continue his exploration of

the lower half of the continent,

Catlin made his third and final

trip to South America in 1857.

From Buenos Aires, he bought

passage on the sailing packet

Gladiator, and cruised the littoral

of southeastern South America.

The people of the southern tip of

the continent were the last In-

dians of South America to receive

his careful scrutiny. He found that

the tribes of Tierra del Fuego

were particularly adept at making

flint weapons. Saf^ely passing

through the Strait of Magellan, he

proceeded north to examine geo-

logic formations in Venezuela and

shortly thereafter returned to a

small studio in Brussels, where he

began to work up the sketches he

had made on his journeys.

Catlin's interests often led him

into strange byways. In 1860 he

published a brief pamphlet. The

Steam Raft, Suggested as a

Means of Security to Human Life

upon the Ocean. A more in-

triguing work. The Breath of

Life; or Mal-respiration and Its

Effects upon the Enjoyments and

Life of Men, was published in a

number of editions. Its main

theme was that people would be

healthier if, following the example

of the Indians, they slept on their

backs and breathed through their

noses. This treatise, which also ap-

peared under the title Shut Your

Mouth and Save Your Life, may
have influenced the creative and

eccentric Cambridge mathemati-

cian C.L. Dodgson, who had ea-

gerly purchased one of the earlier

editions. Dodgson, when writing

as Lewis Canoll, may have used it

as a model for the illustrations

and lettering in Alice's Adven-

tures in Wonderland.

When Catlin returned to the

United States in 1870, the first

secretary and director of the

Smithsonian, Joseph Henry, in-

vited him to exhibit his new
works at that institution. As a

courtesy, Henry allowed Cathn to

use some rooms in the front tower

of the Smithsonian as a live-in

studio. Again, Catlin dreamed of

selling a collection of his works to

the United States government, and

again his dreams were shattered

by interminable delays. He died

two days before Christmas in

1872, without knowing that his

earlier Indian Gallery would be-

come one of the prized possessions

of the Smithsonian.

Catlin had dedicated his life to

recording the Indian cultures of

the New World. As he had once

remarked:

I have, for many years past,

contemplated the noble races of

red men, who are now spread

over these trackless forests and

boundless prairies, melting
away at the approach of civ-

ilization. Their rights invaded,

their morals corrupted, their

lands wrested from them, their

customs changed, and therefore

lost to the world; and they are

at last sunk into the earth, and

the ploughshare turning the sod

over theu" graves, and I have

flown to their rescue—not of

their lives or of their race (for

they are "doomed" and must

perish), but to the rescue of

their looks and their modes, at

which the acquisitive world

may hurl their poison and ev-

ery besom of destruction, and

trample them down and crush

them to death; yet, phoenixlike,

they may rise from the "stain

on a painter's palette" and live

again upon canvas and stand

forth for centuries yet to come,

the living monuments of a

noble race.
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A Most Sociable Bird
bv Barbara R. MacRoberts and Micbael H. Mac-Roberts

From feeding young to

building and defending

granaries, the life

of the acorn woodpecker

is a group effort

As its name so aptly signifies,

the acorn woodpecker has cast its

lot with the oaks; the birds de-

pend on these trees for acorns,

which they store each autumn,

and for sap on which they feed

from midwinter through summer.

They are, as well, master fly-

catchers, and grasslands provide

the other essential of their diet—

winged insects. Still more remark-

able in a bird belonging to a fam-

ily characterized by secretive and

solitary habits, the acorn wood-

pecker is gregarious. Individuals

live in year-round groups, and the

members of each group jointly de-

fend a territory from neighboring

acorn woodpeckers.

The acorn woodpecker is a

common resident of the mixed

oak woodlands that extend from

southern Oregon through Califor-

nia and the southwestern United

States into Mexico and Central

America. The woodpeckers are

particularly abundant in Califor-

nia; in the center of the state, in

the oak woodlands that scatter

across open grassland, they are a

presence of every day. But where

dense oak forest towers for miles

into the hills or where the cha-

miso and manzanita take over and

the oaks grow small and sparse,

acorn woodpeckers are virtually

absent, until high on a ridge

along oak-fringed flatlands they

are met with once again. It is the

combination of mature oaks and

surrounding grassland that pin-

points the habitat of this most cu-

rious woodpecker, and its wide

range coincides exactly with this

type of habitat.

They live in groups composed
of both sexes and typically num-
bering four to eight individuals,

although some groups have as

many as twelve members and oth-

ers as few as two. All birds are

attached to a group, and there is

usually no population of "float-

ing" individuals. In most groups

the sex ratio is about equal; but

in some, males outnumber fe-

males, while in others the reverse

is the case. For some time, it was

assumed that males outnumbered
females; this apparent discrepancy

arose because all young, before

the autumn molt, possess the

adult male head coloration: white

forehead and red cap. Not until

molt can young females be distin-

guished from their male siblings

by the broad black band separat-

ing the red cap from the white.

Breeding occurs within the

group, and although the details of

reproduction are not yet fully un-

derstood, what is presently known
suggests that only one pair in a

group mate to produce the single

clutch. Conspicuous courtship does

not occur, but during the first few

days after eggs are laid in each

group, two birds (a male and a fe-

male) are conspicuous in their at-

tentions to the eggs, and these in-

dividuals are probably responsible

for the clutch. Within a week af-

ter laying, however, all birds in

the group take turns incubating

the eggs, more or less equally. In

large groups this may involve as

many as ten birds; in others, as

few as a male, a female, and one

yearling share the task.

When the young have hatched,

they are fed by the entire mem-
bership, and the unequal work

load that initiated incubation no

longer exists. After the young
have fledged, they continue to beg

from the adults, who feed them with

waning frequency well into the au-

tumn. If there is a second brood in

midsummer, the adult birds again

take on the full burden of incubation

and feeding with apparently no help

from young fledged earlier in the

season.

It appears that individuals usu-

ally remain in their natal group

for at least the first year, and

probably some will spend their en-

tire lives there. Other individuals

change groups, however, and
when this occurs it is not always

a solitary bird that does so—sev-
eral may move together. Many
territories have been occupied for

decades and the founding birds

are certainly dead; it is therefore

likely that present residents are

their descendants—their children,

grandchildren, and great-grand-

children—with, through the gener-

ations, an occasional outsider es-

tablishing itseK.

It is in the later summer that

the acorn woodpecker most read-

ily catches the attention. As the

last of summer's long dusty days

An acorn woodpecker

rearranges food stored

for the winter. Acorns

shrink as they dry out,

and the birds then

transfer them to smaller

holes in their granaries.
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Because the acorns have been wedged
m tightly, the nutmeat can only

be removed by pecking out

the base of the shell and
chiseling away pieces from the hull.

Top right: a partial albino shares

a branch with a woodpecker of

normal plumage. An area of oaks and
open grassland, at right, is

the habitat of the acorn woodpecker.
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give way to autumn and the uaks

are heavy with the year's nut

crop, the woodpeckers begin to

feed on green acorns.

Like large, clumsy chickadees,

they clamber about among the ter-

minal twigs and leaves. With its

bill, a bird grasps an acorn by the

pointed end and tugs and twists

until it pulls free from its cup. If

it docs not come loose, the wood-

pecker pecks away the surround-

ing leaves and jabs at the stem

until it weakens. Again the bird

grasps the nut in its bill and

twists it until it breaks away, usu-

ally with adhering stem, cup,

twig, and a few remaining leaves.

Dropping from its awkward perch,

the woodpecker flies with the

acorn and trailing debris to an an-

vil. Anvils are special locations on

the upper surfaces of horizontal

limbs where natural cracks pro-

vide an area suitable for wedging

in the acorn. Wedging the nut

firmly in lengthwise, the bird

aligns itself end on, and directs a

few sharp blows along the midline

of the shell until it punctures.

Then, driving its bill through the

nut, with a twist of its head, the

bird splits the nut into two neat

halves. The entire maneuver is

quickly done, deft and precise,

and all the more striking in its

precision for having been done

solely with the bill; at no time

does the woodpecker use its feet

to steady or orient the acorn. The

bird now breaks the nutmeat into

swallowable bits and flings away

the pieces of shell or drops them

directly beneath the limb where a

midden quickly accumulates, llie

scatter of debris beneath a group's

anvil sites pinpoints their locations

and provides an excellent manual

on acorn-handling techni(iues.

^"or about a month, the wood-

peckers feed on green nuts, but as

the acorns ripen and their shells

become firm and tough and loosen

in their cups ready to fall, the

birds in each group begin to har-

vest and lay in their winter stores.

Although some of the harvested

nuts will be ealen immi'diately,

llic majority are stored.

An individual does not mak<'

lis own cache of nuts, but each

contributes, with no individual
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Granary sites are normally

oaks or conifers, but

sometimes power poles or

even the shingles of old

buildings are used.

proprietorship, to the common
stores. Every member of the

group takes part during the four

to six weeks of the harvest when
the acorns of the several oak spe-

cies within the territory are gath-

ered and deposited in one or two

large storage trees. Granary sites,

either oaks or conifers or some-

times telephone poles, are easily

identified by the hundreds of

holes that have been drilled in

trunks and limbs and by the thou-

sands of green and amber nuts

that run in rows within weather

cracks and poke out from holes

excavated in the conveniently soft

bark of old stumps. Favored sites

for hole making are dead and de-

caying limbs and the deeply
crenelated bark of mature vallev

oaks. Where pines and oaks are

mixed, the woodpeckers appear to

prefer the softer-barked conifers

as granaries. Close examination of

a storage tree shows that the holes

have been more or less evenly

spaced over the surface, giving

the impression of a well-conceived

pattern. Holes measure about half

an inch in diameter and are ap-

proximately one and a half inches

deep. But comparisons between

the storage trees of several wood-

pecker groups, each storing acorns

of different species, show that the

birds prepare holes that fit the

acorn species being stored. The
nuts are wedged tightly into these

prepared receptacles and have

generally been sunk well below

the surface.

The woodpeckers prune the

acorns directly from the oaks and

only rarely bother with nuts that

have fallen to the ground. The

acorns that are stored are mature

and ready to fall, and the birds

have little difficulty freeing them

from their cups—a few sharp

twists and tugs generally suffice.

Each harvested nut is transported,

blunt end outward, to an anvil.

Here the bird lays the nut down
as if to open it, but instead only

maneuvers it around to reverse

the direction of carriage.

The woodpecker then flies with

it, now with the pointed end out-

ward, to the storage tree where it

hitches about in search of a

proper-sized hole. It passes up
some, inspects others by inserting

the nut, and finally, having re-

jected holes that are too large or

too small, arrives at one of the

correct size and pokes the acorn

in, base outwards. It then wedges
the nut farther into the hole by

vigorous pounding. The bird may
now attempt to remove the acorn

by tugging at it or by pecking

around the margin of insertion; if

the nut holds fast, the bird

hitches away and perhaps tests the

security of other stores in the im-

mediate vicinity before flying off

to harvest another.

1. m.lthough most acorns are
stored in prepared boles, other

storage areas are also used. As
harvesting progresses, some birds

begin stowing nuts in abandoned

roost holes. The deeply ridged

bark of old valley oaks is used to

advantage, and nuts may even be

tucked beneath the loosened
shingles and into cracks in the di-

lapidated walls of old buildings.

Desiccation cracks in power poles

are a favorite site.

Typically, the woodpeckers
store whole acorns, but as autumn
advances and the prepared holes

are filled, the birds split the nuts

and store halves and fragments in

weather cracks or similar crevices

unsuitable for whole nuts. These

may be stored shucked or with

shell adhering.

Harvesting does not end with

putting an acorn into a storage

hole, however. Once the nut has

been stored it will probably be re-

moved and re-stored several times

in the course of the season.

Acorns, as they dry, shrink cdn-

siderably, and as desiccation

progresses, they loosen in their

first receptacles. Without further

maintenance, many of the stores

would soon fall from their holes.

During the hundreds of trips each

bird makes daily to lay in stores,

it will pause to hitch over the

other stores and peck at nuts al-

ready in place. It pulls those that

are loose from their sockets and
carries them off to store else-

where. Re-storing is a major activ-

ity through the latter part of the

harvest season and for at least six

weeks after the harvest is done.

Because the nuts have been
wedged in so tightly, the majority

cannot be removed intact, and the

birds can only extract the nutmeat

by pecking out the base of the

shell and chiseling away pieces

from the hull as it remains in

place. Once the meat has been re-

moved, they tidy up the storage

hole by pecking out the broken

hull and throwing the bits away
until the hole is free of debris and

ready for next year's nut crop.

As winter runs its course and

the stores are eaten, the birds

continually clean and repair emp-
tied holes, and granary space is

constantly added to by the con-

struction of new holes. The birds

do not make a single hole, then

store in it before making another;

hole making is an ongoing activity

in which, like harvesting, all

members of the group participate.

Storage-hole construction is

time consuming, and the thou-

sands of holes in a granary are

the work of many generations of

woodpeckers. New holes are be-

gun at points congruent with the

pattern of existing holes; a bird

begins drilling by first making a

V-shaped wedge and slowly en-

larges this by excavating out the

sides until a thin-necked socket is

achieved. It is rare that one bird

is responsible for the completion

of a new hole; at any one time

many holes will be under way, the

authorship of each belonging to

several individuals.

Acorns, however, are not the

only winter food; in midwinter,

sap is added. The birds now enter

into another group activity: sev-

eral individuals begin drilling

through the bark on the upper
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surface limbs in the middle and

upper canopy of valley oaks. The
woodpeckers do not ring the tree

with tiny punctures in the manner
of sapsuckers but rather, space the

holes as if they were preparing a

storage surface, except that the di-

ameter and depth of sap holes are

not so great.

The number of holes over a

given sapping area may be as nu-

merous as those covering a storage

limb of similar dimensions. The
monotonous tap-tap-tap of sap-hole

construction may go on for several

hours at a time; each bird spends

several minutes drilling; then

switches to feeding for another

few minutes, scooting rapidly from

hole to hole up and down several

limbs or flying to another tree and

hurriedly probing a series of fresh

holes with its long, bristle-brush

tongue.

The woodpeckers continue to

sapsuck through the remaining
winter months, but as spring ar-

rives, individuals now center their

sapping activities in the live and

black oaks and ignore altogether

the valley and blue oaks they

used earlier. In June and July sap-

sucking is a particularly frequent

feeding activity, but as autumn ar-

rives the woodpeckers abandon
their sap trees and turn once
again to acorns.

On the not infrequent warm
days in midwinter, the birds take

advantage of yet another source of

food: insects. Unlike most wood-

peckers, however, acorn wood-
peckers do not spend much time

gleaning from the bark of trees

except when a particular emer-

gence occurs, as in the case of

tent caterpillars, and the birds

never drill for wood-boring insects

but take their prey on the wing as

do phoebes and flycatchers.

As winter retreats and the na-

tive shrubs one by one contribute

their different perfumes to days

now consistently warm, the birds

depend less and less on their

acorn stores, and by late spring

feed almost exclusively on insects

and sap. What stores remain in

the granaries are left virtually un-

touched.

When insects emerge in consid-

erable numbers, groups typically

spend much of the day fly-

catching. One bird begins havvk-

ing from a favorite stump and be-

fore many minutes, all of them

are swooping among the insect

swarms that sift like dust motes

up from the open grass and
brushy understory that form part

of each group's territory.

The woodpeckers flycatch from

the uppermost branches of any

trees tall enough to offer good vis-

ibility and from stumps and
branches just above the grass. On
good hawking days the horizon

above the oaks and sycamores is

animated by black-and-white forms

boomeranging upward with strong,

steady wingbeats. Near-vertical

flights take some birds soaring in

steep ascents punctuated by
abruptly closed wings as, the in-

sect caught, the bird tumbles

earthward; at the last moment its

broad wings unfold and it lands

abruptly back on its perch. Other

members of the group hover, like

bluebirds, low above the grass and
nip up low-flying prey. The seem-

ingly endless succession of hawk-
ing flights is broken only by brief

intervals during which each bird

sits panting or flies off to give a

mouthful of prey to the nestlings,

which are fed primarily on in-

sects.

H.awking flights are usually

short sorties of between four and
seven seconds in which a single

insect is caught; more rarely, a

bird makes longer flights in which
it picks several prey from the air

before landing.

On days when an insect emer-
gence has occurred, the wood-
peckers frequently store much of

the day's catch in weather cracks

and under loose bark. Typically,

birds use special areas of the

hawking trees over and over for

caching rather than individuals

scattering their stores helter-skel-

ter through the trees. Such caches

are not the private larders of the

birds that make them, and any
member of the group may, and of-

ten does, help itself to the stores,

particularly if they have been left

overnight.

The woodpeckers carry on
most, if not all, feeding activities

within the territory. Territories en-

compass some ten to fifteen acres

and are defended by the residents

from members of other groups.

Defense from intrusion by con-

specifics does not center on any

particular locations within the

area, but rather at points here and
there on its periphery, from which

strangers are chased, or at any

points within the boundaries if an

intruder advances that far.

Any territory wiU enclose some
acrccige that is largely unused by

the residents but which they none-

theless defend: oak saplings too

small to be used for granaries or

for the harvest and patches of

dense woodland of little value for

flycatching. Each group tends to

center its feeding in particular

areas at any one time and may
use these sections of the territory

year after year—here using a

large, decaying valley oak as a

granary, there the same group of

oaks as sapping sites for several

seasons running—and to focus the

harvest on particular mature trees

season after season. However,
other areas within the defended

precincts may suddenly become
important. Depending on the nut

crop in any given year, one au-

tumn the valley oaks may be ex-

tensively used and the following

year golden oaks will provide the

majority of the winter stores. One
year the group may lose several

roosting sites to decay or storms

and, as a consequence, take over

sites long unused. And wood-
peckers will shift their hawking
activities from place to place as

insect populations fluctuate in dif-

ferent parts of the territory.

This total area of group use re-

mains closed to strange birds: this

parcel of habitat with its requisite

sources of acorns, sap, and insects;

nesting and roosting sites; and gran-

aries with their immense investment

of prepared holes and stores.

During most of the year, intru-

sion is infrequent and generally

involves single woodpeckers that,

for unknown reasons, leave their

own territories for anvwhere from
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a few minutes to several hours

and move onto a neighboring

group's territory. In most cases,

such intruders are quickly chased

from the area by resident birds,

but especially in spring some
birds become persistent in their

intruding and may even change

groups. In these cases, the bii'd

moves daily between its own terri-

tory and that of a neighboring

group, spending long periods of

time in the neighbors' territory.

When this occurs, the intruder is

almost continually chased about the

territory by from one to a dozen

birds, some dropping out and others

taking up the chase as if working on

a relay system. Occasionallv, the in-

truder is caught and both birds

tumble earthward only to separate

upon striking the ground. Then the

chase resumes. After much chasing

and fighting, the intruder is accepted

into the group or is forced to return

home. It is not at all clear what pro-

vokes individuals to intrude onto

other groups' territories or whv indi-

viduals leave their own group to join

another.

In the few instances in which

whole groups or portions of them

move en masse into land held by

other woodpeckers, however, the

reasons for moving are more obvi-

ous; in all probability such move-

ments are correlated with failure

of the acorn crop within the home
boundaries. WTien the oaks along

a large section of valley bottom

failed because of heavy frost the

previous spring, individuals from

three groups moved into the hills

above the frost line displacing an

entire group from its territory.

But every year does not bring

such catastrophe, and groups re-

main in possession of their territo-

rial holdings with little or no in-

terference from outsiders.

In many respects, acorn wood-

pecker territories are unlike those

of most other birds and might

best be likened to human settle-

ments or homesteads. Defended

areas are not simply oaks and

open grasslands but are highly

and specifically modified sections

of habitat. Territories not only

contain the requisites for feeding

and reproduction; they also have

been modified by the construction of

granaries, sapping ai^eas, and nesting

and roosting holes. These changes

represent the accumulated work of

generations of birds, and in the

woodpeckers' world of real estate,

such modified parcels of habitat

must be in high demand. Colonizing

new areas must be exceptionally dif-

ficult, even hazardous, and probably

occurs only under unusual circum-

stances. Apparently the best way to

move—if one has to—is to force a

way into another group or to take

over the territory of neighbors, not

to begin anew in previously unused

habitat.

JLnside the territory that they de-

fend against others of their own
species, the woodpeckers defend

several smaller territories against

other species. These are particular

locations within the group's terri-

tory that the residents defend

from other birds and small mam-
mals: the granaries, the oaks from

which they harvest acorns, their

sap trees, and their roosting and

nesting holes.

Granaries are defended the year

round from nuthatches, titmice,

jays, and squirrels that invade

them, invited by the rich supplies

of stored nuts. The woodpeckers

are not, however, very selective in

their defense and all intruders, re-

gardless of real nuisance value, are

chased away. Even such unlikely in-

dividuals as bluebirds and kinglets

are summarily chased from granary

sites, and one group of woodpeckers

carried proprietorship to the ex-

treme of mobbing a deer browsing

beneath their storage tree, appar-

ently too close to the nuts wedged

around its base.

A single woodpecker, diving

and calling loudly, is usually suf-

ficiently harassing to put most

other birds to flight within sec-

onds. Squirrels, however, are a

more serious nuisance and may
manage to clear away several nuts

before the concerted efforts of the

entire group dislodge them. If

there are many squirrels present,

the woodpeckers may eventually

lose a considerable part of, per-

haps all, their stores in spite of

attempts to protect them.

Defense of other feeding sites

changes with the seasons; the

woodpeckers defend the harvest

oaks only for the duration of the

harvest. Once the acorn crop has

been gathered, they cease defend-

ing these trees. From midwinter

through the summer, each group

defends its sapping sites from
hummingbirds, titmice, and Nut-

tail's woodpeckers, which soon lo-

cate freshly drilled surfaces and

often invade the trees in consid-

erable numbers. Bv spring, the

woodpeckers, no longer sapsuck-

ing in valley and blue oaks, turn

their attention to the live and

black oaks, which thev defend

from the same triumvirate of

thieves until autumn, when they

abandon sapsucking altogether and

begin once more to feed on green

acorns and to store.

In addition to defense of food

supplies within the territory, each

group defends its roosting and

nesting holes from intrusion by

other hole-nesting birds, partic-

ularly bluebirds and starlings.

These changing patterns of de-

fense pinpoint, in each case, im-

portant features of the territory. It

would be impossible for the indi-

viduals in each group to simulta-

neously defend all their food

sources, potential and immediate,

from the many different competi-

tors present; instead, they defend

each in its season.

Many questions are vet to be

answered about the acorn wood-

pecker, and not a few are yet to

be asked, but several in particular

remain outstanding: Just who are

the members of groups, how
stable is membership, which indi-

viduals reproduce, what are the

details of dispersion, and can the

c'ooperative aspects of acorn wood-

pecker life, particularly those asso-

ciated with reproduction, be ex-

plained by natural selection at the

individual leveiy

And when these questions are

answered and the acorn wood-

pecker's story is finally told with

some greater degree of complete-

ness, it may be that it will even

contribute a piece to the puzzle of

why animals live in groups at all.
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A Trllol3ite Odyssey

Moving west toward destiny has a long history

in North America; 400 million years ago primitive

arthropods migrated west, only to find extinction

by Nlles £ind Mlclielle Eldredge

During the last 600 million

years, ancient seas have flooded

North America time and again.

The hardened sediments of those

ancient seabeds compose much of

the undei-pinnings of our modern

landscape. Along highways and

railroad cuts, and in streams and

quarries all over our continent,

exposed rocks provide clues to the

distribution and nature of these

old seas. Living things, too, left

stony traces entombed in the sedi-

ments they once swam over,

walked on, or burrowed into.

These fossils show evolutionary

change in two ways. They change

through time in the vertical se-

quence of layered sedimentary

rocks. Also each species of fossil

animal shows variation from place

to place in the different environ-

mental settings it encountered as

it spread throughout the sea and

lived on through millions of years.

Evolutionary change is nothing

more than variation in both time

and space.

Traditionally, paleontologists

have emphasized time over geo-

graphic distribution as the more

important element of the evolu-

tionary process. Strong evidence

suggests, however, that evolution

is not simply slow, steady change

The trilobite Phacops rana,

found with fossil shells in

northwest Ohio, is shown

here 2.75 times actual size.

of an entire species through long

periods of time. Rather, our work

with several extinct invertebrates

has shown that a species can exist

relatively unchanged for millions

of years. Real evolutionary change

takes place when populations of a

species become geographically iso-

lated, allowing them to evolve in

different directions from the par-

ent species. Many of the anatomi-

cal differences between a new

daughter species and its parent

were established prior to isolation

when the local population adapted

to its specific environment.

The fossil record is full of ap-

parently sudden evolutionary

jumps, where a parent species is

followed by its daughter species

without intermediate fossil links

connecting the two. The tradi-

tional explanation for such jumps

is an incomplete fossil record, but

our findings contradict tradition.

When conditions permitted, ani-

mals that had evolved far away

and thousands, if not millions, of

years previously, migrated to terri-

tories formerly occupied by their

ancestors. The sudden jump effect

in any one locality actually re-

flects the sudden appearance of a

migrant that had already evolved

elsewhere. Thus, evolution re-

quires space as well as time, and

variation through space governs

variation through time.

Tlie seas of the Middle Devo-

nian period, which waxed and

waned for nearly ten million years

some 400 million years ago, pro-

vide an excellent backdrop for

evolutionary studies. Located near

the Devonian equator, these
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warm, shallow seas harbored a

vast arrav of aquatic life, and out-

crops preserving remnants of the

varied marine environments ex-

tend from New \ork as far west

as Iowa. The eastern shore of

these inland seas stretched from

New York through Virginia, along

a rugged voung mountain chain

whose swift-flowing rivers dumped
huge deposits of sand and silt into

the sea. This Devonian nearshore

environment must have been
much like todav's familiar sandy

shorelines. As the sea extended

westward from shore, heavier par-

ticles of sand gradually dropped

out and graded into increasingly

finer muds mixed with lime par-

ticles. The farther from shore, the

more limv the sediments became.

The thick accumulations of lime-

stone where the sea covered what

is now the continental interior

were formed mostly of the mil-

lions of shells belonging to dead

organisms. Thus, traveling from

east to west across the Devonian

sea, one can locate himself by the

nature of the sediments. Sand-

stone predominates near the east-

ern shore, grading into shale, or

lithified mud, farther out. Still far-

ther west, more and more lime

appears until, in what was the

center of the sea, the rocks are

predominantly limestone.

The trilobite Phacops Tana, one

of the 250 or more species of in-

vertebrate animals that lived in

this sea, had a particularly inter-

esting evolutionars' history. Be-

cause trilobites became extinct

some 200 million vears ago, we
can only guess about their mode
of hfe and study their modern
relatives such as crabs and lob-

sters. Trilobites, however, looked

more like larger versions of theh"

distant land relatives, pill bugs.

They were usually only about one

to four inches long, and like pill

bugs, they had a head with an-

tennae and eyes, followed by a se-

ries of flexible segments that

ended in a tail. To feed, P. rana

probably crawled over the sea bot-

tom searching for bits of decayed
organic matter; it swept these up
with its many legs and propelled

the bits into its mouth. If threat-

ened, most trilobites could roll up
into a ball like a pill bug.

When a trilobite shed its ar-

mor, the head portion was cast

aside and the animal crawled out

from under the remaining shell.

Then, like a recently molted soft-

shell crab, it presumably hid from
predators until its new shell hard-

Varieties of Phacops rana

can be distinguished

most easily by counting

the rows of lenses on their

compound eyes. The lines

superimposed on

the rows show that this

specimen is of the most

primitive, 18-row variety.

ened. Most trilobites we collect

are really cast-off molts, not the

remains of a dead organism.

Phacops Tana had a very large

compound eve on each side of the

swollen, rounded middle region of

the head, prompting the name
Tana, which means frog. We paid

particular attention to the eves be-

cause they show more evolution-

ary change than any other part of

the body. Each eve is covered

with many lenses aiTanged in ver-

tical rows around the eve. Twice
in the long evolutionary history of

this trilobite, the number of verti-

cal rows of lenses was reduced,

giving rise to a new variety of P.

Tana each time.

Starting with eighteen rows in

the most primitive variety, after

ten million vears and two jumps,

Phacops rana ended up with only

fifteen rows of lenses in the eye.

Our field work clearly showed
that these two important evolu-

tionary changes took place in the

nearshore environments of the

eastern Devonian sea. Both times

the sea had shrunk away from the

continental interior, extinguishing

the more primitive variety of P.

Tana. Each time the sea en-

croached again on what is now
the midwestern United States, it

brought with it a more advanced

form of P. Tana, which had been

biding its time in the east.

Our trilobite odvssev began
near the eastern shore of the De-

vonian sea. A quarry just north of

Morrisville in central New York
exposes the earliest occurrence of

the typical Middle Devonian
fauna. We found few fossils on

the quarry floor, but as we
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'olution of a Tvilobite ^*
^ ^ J;- ^ ^

15 rows of lenses

16 rows

17 rows

18 rows

These maps and schematics

of the trilobite fossil

record at five different

locations show what was

happening in the North

American interior some

400 million years ago.

With the maps and the

diagrams, the lowest

parts are the oldest

and the higher are

correspondingly younger.

The fossil layers are

positioned according

to their age. Blank

areas indicate there is

no fossil record for

that time period. The
trilobite fossils occur

only when areas are

inundated by the inland

sea. Colors indicate the

numbers of lens rows

in the eyes of the

trilobites, according

to the key above. The
entire chart represents

a 10-million-year span

of evolution and migration.



climbed up through time to higher

levels, more and more fossils be-

gan to appear. On the surfaces of

these higher levels, brachiopods.

clams, and snails were common,
presening the delicate features of

their original shells.

Phacops Tana is extremelv rare

here, its discover^' being strictlv a

matter of serendipity, but in the

few specimens we did find, we
were able to see that the popu-

lation W'as quite variable. These

oldest P. Tana occurring in the

eastern sea usuallv developed

eighteen rows of lenses in the eve.

the primitive condition for this

species. \^ e found some specimens

with an incomplete eighteenth

row, however, while a few others

showed the more advanced condi-

tion of onlv seventeen rows. Here,

confined to a rather small area in

the eastern Devonian sea. this var-

ied population reveals P. Tana in

transition. \^'e concluded that the

advanced seventeen-row varietv

evolved in the area during this

brief moment of geologic time,

still vers- earlv in the historv of

the species.

Ahove this fauna were nearlv

1.400 feet of Middle Devonian

rocks, representing a span of

about eight million vears. Onlv a

few miles from Morrisville. but a

million vears later in time, we vis-

ited a quarry- on Johnnv Cake
Hill, once a part of the eastern

sea where fossils now he scattered

richlv among the trash and spent

shotgun shells that litter the

quarrv floor. Here, all Phacops

specimens consistently had sev-

enteen rows of lenses. Combing
the countryside along back roads,

usually unpaved and unnoted on

road maps, we found other
quarries of even younger rocks in

the area and pieced together a

picture of P. Tana essentially un-

changed with seventeen rows of

lenses for five to six million years.

This lack of variation in Pha-

cops Tana throughout such a long

period of time is a remarkably

graphic illustration of the ten-

dency of organisms to persist un-

changed given the persistence of

their habitats. Such stasis, of

course, challenges the traditional

yie^^- of evolution as gradual pro-

gressive change. Only in the ver\-

youngest rocks of this area did we
again encounter variation in the

eves. Near the end of its histor^.

P. Tana evoh'ed an eve variety

with onlv fifteen ro^vs of lenses.

Again we found a transitional

population; this time a mixture of

specimens, with seventeen, six-

teen, or fifteen eve rows, briefly

coexisted. Once more, evolution-

ars" change seems to have taken

place in a short period of time in

the nearshore environment of the

eastern sea.

^ e pursued our odvssev over

the Devonian sea into quieter,

deeper ^vaters farther west. Pha-

cops gradually became more abun-

dant and seemed at home here in

the limy offshore muds.

The area south of Buffalo, New
York, is justlv famous among
trilobite lovers, and we found it

prime collecting territory. The
best exposures are natural ones in

stream beds, waterfalls, and on

the shores of Lake Erie.

^ here Eighteen-Mile Creek

meets Lake Erie, imposing cliffs

rise straight up from the shore.

Impressive as these cliffs are, the

rocks underfoot are the real

mother lode. A thin laver of an-

cient sediments crops out on the

shore, strewn about with the mod-
ern sand and flotsam of Lake

Erie. These lavers are famous as

Grabau's Trilobite Beds, named
for the Columbia Lniversitv pa-

leontologist who studied them
early in this centun. And they

are -svell named. Phacops Tana is

so common and easv to spot that

hundreds of heads, tails, and even

complete specimens can be gath-

ered in half an hour. The dark

hue of Phacops skeletons makes
them conspicuous against the light

background of grav shale. Here.

any fossil is likely to be a trilo-

bite since it exists almost to the

exclusion of other species.

Considering the all-important

eve. it was eas^• to determine with

such an excellent sample that in

Grabau's Beds. Phacops Tana uni-

formly had seventeen rows. Now
it remained to find out what Pha-
cops was doing in the older and

younger rocks of the area. As we
walked along the shore, our eleva-

Below^ the cliffs of Lake

Erie, just south of Buffalo,

lies one of the world's

best known trilobite beds.

tion remained unchanged while

the cliffs imperceptibly dipped to

the south, so we found the upper

beds of the cliff cropping out at

shore level after a couple of mUes.

Thus we were able to collect Pha-
cops from all the overlving rock

units without resorting to Alpine

gymnastics.

In the end. ever\- rock unit

sampled at Buffalo had the same
ston,- to tell: again we found Pha-

cops Tana with seventeen rows of

lenses persisting unchanged for

millions of veai's, so here too, a

remarkable picture of stability

emerges, over space as well as

time, just as in the central part of

New York.

Again we headed west, farther

out into the Middle Devonian sea.

Along the entire route bet^veen

Buffalo and the region of .\rkona

in southwestern Ontario, the

Middle Devonian rocks are deeplv

buried. Thev finaUv crop out in

the bluffs along the Ausable River

in Ontario, but only about the

middle third of Middle Devonian

time is represented. Here, for the

first time on the trip, we sa^v

significant geographic variation

across the bottom of the sea. The
Arkona specimens all had eigh-

teen rows of lenses while those of

the same age in New \ ork had

only seventeen. Apparently the

more primitive variety of Phacops

Tana was able to hang on for a

longer period of time in the inte-

rior sea than on the margin.

Along the bluffs at Hungry

Hollow on the Ausable River,

rapid erosion is tearing down the

soft, calcareous shales, creating

slipper^ tracts of light gray mud.

After being cemented nearly 400
million vears in the Devonian

seabed, clav particles rest here

momentarily in their journey back

to the modern sea. Yet even at

this moment, the processes of fos-
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silization go on. At our feet, amid

loose Devonian fossils, lav the ex-

quisite remains of mavfiies stuck

in the dried mud. But their tem-

porarv entrapment was to be as

ephemeral in the reckoning of

geologic time as were their lives

bv the dailv reckoning of man.

Collecting our wav up the shalv

bluff, we kept finding the eigh-

teen-row varietv of Phacops rana

until we reached a thick bed of

limestone. Here, where the rocks

changed abruptly, so did the trilo-

bites. Suddenly, after two million

years without change, the more
primitive varietv was supplanted

by the more advanced seventeen-

row trilobite already familiar to us

from New York. Our closest scru-

tinv of the shale-limestone bound-

ary turned up no specimens inter-

mediate between the two varieties.

Rather than supposing a sudden

evolutionary jump between the

two varieties, we concluded that

the seventeen-row P. rana, al-

ready living in the east, simply

migrated west as time passed.

Thus the seventeen-row varietv ar-

rived in the seas of the continen-

tal interior some one or two mil-

lion years after it had evolved

closer to shore.

The next outcrops were in

Michigan along the northern shore

of Lake Huron, our westernmost

stop in the Devonian sea. The
shales and limestones seen on the

lakeshore, in riverbanks, and par-

ticularly in large commercial
quarries preserve a fairly complete

record of Middle Devonian time.

The quarries are particularly im-

pressive; most of them, such as

the quarry operation just north of

Alpena, blast out huge amounts of

limestone for cement making. We
had mixed emotions whenever we
saw a large dump truck hauling

tons of fossiliferous limestone off

to the crusher. On the one hand,

we witnessed the daily destruction

of thousands of fossils; on the

other, without the quarrying, ex-

posures of fossiliferous beds would

be fewer, possibly even nonex-

istent, and we would end up with

a much poorer picture of Middle

Devonian life in Michigan.

From time to time in the past,

what is now the southern penin-
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sula of Michigan seems to have

been cut off from complete com-

munication with the seas else-

where in the continental interior.

As a consequence of this isolation,

the organisms living within the

Michigan Basin tended to diverge

slightly from their relatives else-

where. Here again, geographic iso-

lation played an important role in

evolutionary diversification.

Tlie Michigan Basin's peculiar

environmental and geographic his-

tory directly affected Phacops

rana. Another trilobite, P. io-

wensi^. which is not a close rela-

tive, dominated the Michigan seas

so completely that P. rana ap-

pears only sporadically and spar-

sely. P. ioweusis seems to have

lived mainly in the Michigan Ba-

sin throughout most of its exis-

tence, venturing outside of the

area only at odd intervals. The
Michigan Basin was its '"turf,"

and P. rana a rival interloper.

The different P. rana seen in

Michigan, then, reflect occasional

infiltration, rather than continual

habitation there.

All Phacops rana specimens

that we found in the lower half of

Michigan's Middle Devonian se-

quence had eighteen rows of

lenses in the eve. Tliev were re-

placed by the seventeen-row vari-

ety, without any sign of gradual

modification, in a thin unit corre-

sponding in age to the thick lime-

stone we found in Ontario. Thus
far, the story of P. rana in both

Ontario and Michigan was identi-

cal: persistence of the primitive

varietv over a span of time, with

an abrupt and simultaneous switch

to the seventeen-row type.

All but the very latest portion

of the more recent half of Middle
Devonian time is missing in

Michigan. Rocks of latest Middle
Devonian age crop out along the

shores of both Lake Huron and
Lake Michigan to the west. At
Lake Huron, only Phacops io-

wensis is present, but along the

shores of Lake Michigan a variety

of P. rana with fifteen eve rows
is present. These specimens are

very similar, and presumably
closely related to, those from the

uppermost part of the sequence in

eastern and central New York. It

appears that again a wave of mi-

gration of an advanced eve variety

invaded the seas of the continen-

tal interior from the east.

Although we sampled many
other formations over the interior

of the United States and along the

southern Appalachians, the local-

ities we have touched on here

provided the key for understand-

ing the evolutionary pattern of

Pliacops rana during its ten mil-

lion years of existence. Many
changes occurred in P. rana
throughout its spatial and tempo-

ral distributions, but the changes

in number of rows of lenses ulti-

mately proved to be the most sig-

nificant. The pattern was so clear

that, given the age and location of

a rock, we could predict which

eve varietv of P. rana might be

present. Conversely, given a speci-

men of P. rana, we could position

it in time and space simply by ex-

amining the eyes.

A very simple picture emerged.

Twice the great continental sea

dried up and extinguished the

Phacops living in it. But twice a

more advanced type of Phacops
with fewer eye rows had evolved



on the eastern maigin of the sea.

Each time the lontinent was
flooded, a difli'ient variety of Pha-

cops spread west with the advant-

ing sea.

All over the continental inte-

rior, the most primitive, eigliteen-

row variety of Phacops was
present in the older half of the

Middle Devonian. Meanwhile, the

more advanced seventeen-row vari-

ety of P. raiia was thriving in the

east. We know the sea shrank

away from the interior near the

end' of the first half of Middle De-

vonian times; this is clearly im-

plied by the absence of sediments

of this age anvwhere in the Mid-

west. With the disappearance of

their habitat, the primitive eigh-

teen-row variant of P. rana sim-

ply vanished.

The Centerfield Sea, named for

the Centerfield Formation of New
York, reflects the first widespread

inundation of the continent alter

this major withdrawal. This sea

left traces in New \ork, the

southern Appalachians, Ontario.

Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. Its

sediments are easily identified by

the distinctive fauna of corals and

brachiopods, and everywhere that

the remnants of this sea yield

Phacops rana. only the seventeen-

row \arict\ is present. The con-

clusion must be that the advanced

form is a migrant I'rom the east.

This migrant, however, did not

simply evolve after the extinction

of its primitive relative to the

west. On the contrary, we, found

it in very old rocks in New York
and the Appalachians. For approx-

imately two million years, the sev-

enteen-row variety had lived in

the east, unable to expand west-

ward over the continental interior

because of the continued existence

of the eighteen-row variety already

out there. Only after this primi-

tive type became extinct could its

relative gain a foothold in tiie

western seas.

A similar episode—when the

seventeen-row variety gave rise to

the fifteen-row variety, again in

the east—occurred neai" the end of

the history of Phacops rana. This

time, another, even longer with-

drawal of the continental sea pre-

ceded the repopulation of the inte-

rior by a more advanced eve

variant. Fifteen-row P. rana are

known from the very latest

Middle Devonian rocks of New
York, Micliigan, Vtisconsin. and
Iowa. Their story was short, how-

ever, lor soon the sea disappeared

once more, and by th<' lime the

continent was again Hooded. P.

rana had become entirely extinct.

Perhaps the most amazing lea-

ture of the entire Phxicops rana

story is its stasis—a persistence

against change—ihrougii vast

amounts of time. Contrar\ lo pop-

ular belief, evolutionary change
seems to occur infre(|uently. and

usually in small, isolated popu-

lations in a short span of time.

The bulk of a species" history is

stasis, and there is no inexorable,

progressive evolutionary march
through time.

As this stream in southwest

Ontario cuts its way toMard

the Ausable River, it exposes

the history of a continent.
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The inland delta of the Niger

River, a cyclical ecologic zone of

some sixty thousand square miles,

hes in the heart of the dry sa-

vanna and steppe of sub-Sahara

west Africa. Its center is Lake

Debo, a great, spider-shaped bodv

of water midway between the

towns of Mopti and Timbuktu in

the Republic of Mali.

The delta was formed during

the Pleistocene epoch when the

Niger was two distinct rivers. The
western Niger drained into a great

inland sea, of which the delta,

now composed of a complex zone

of seasonal swamps, flood plains,

rivers, and ponds, is all that re-

mains. Due to climatic changes,

the western Niger eventually

flowed northeastward toward Tim-

buktu, where it rose high enough

to travel over a bedrock barrier

known as the Tossaye SOI and

into the eastern Niger, which
flowed south through present-day

Nigeria and drained into the At-

lantic Ocean.

In late May, the monsoon
blows inland from the west, bring-

ing enormous amounts of rainfall

to Guinea and Sierra Leone where

the Niger, Africa's third longest

river, originates. Carried down-

stream, these waters swell the

river, which floods in the inland

delta. During the months of July,

August, and September the east-

ward-moving monsoon drops more

rain on the inland delta. When
the delta is swollen, the river

flows with ease and unlimited

freedom into the great landscapes

and splendid views that are the

essence of Africa. At the high-wa-

ter mark in November, the river

is tremendously wide, and its wa-

ters overflow the surrounding

plains, turning the delta into a

shallow inland sea and giving it

an immense and silent power.

With the passing of the crest in

December and the beginning of

the dry season, the waters of the

inland delta recede, exposing low

plains reminiscent of the dry, flat

wheat fields of western Kansas.

By April, the flood plains, com-

pletely dry, are covered by a luxu-

riant growth of borgus grass, Ech-

inochloa stagnina, an excellent

cattle fodder.

The cycle of rising and reced-

ing water, of flooded and exposed

plains, goes hand in hand with

another cycle involving thousands

of Peul nomads with their millions

of zebu cattle, goats, sheep, don-

keys, and camels who migrate to

Lake Debo during the dry season

and return to their traditional ter-

ritories during the wet season.

The Peul descend from the

plateau of the sahel in the north-

west and the seno in the south-

east. The sahel is a strip of semi-

desert immediately south of the

Sahara, its name coming from the

Arabic sahil meaning "shore," or

"borderland." The seno is the

high plateau country that lies

along the delta's eastern pe-

riphery.

As the waters recede, herds

grjizing on the borgus grass at the

edge of the plains move closer to

the river, utilizing the water and

grass resources as they proceed.

At the same time, the Bozo fish-

ermen on the Niger and Bani riv-

ers move downstream with the

lowering crest, following the mi-

gration of the fish toward Lake

Debo. Merchants from Ghana and

the Ivory Coast also come to

Mopti, the commercial capital of

When the rains ease

and the river recedes,

a rhythmic migration

affecting thousands of lives

is set in motion

by Pascal
James
Imperato
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the inland delta, to buv the fish

caught and dried bv the Bozo.

From 1967 to 1969, I studied

the nomadic way of Ufe of the

Peul and Bozo in order to plan

comprehensive medical programs

for them. As director of the small-

pox eradication-measles control

program in Mali. I had to plan,

organize, and execute a vaccina-

tion program that would reach the

entire population of the countrv.

At the time, the striking char-

acteristic about smallpox in Mali

was its almost exclusive occur-

rence in the central part of the

country the region of the inland

delta. Because the nomads had
never been reached bv the mobile

health sersices of the countrv,

most of them were unvaccinated

and, as a consequence, smallpox

was endemic in Mah. If a detailed

studv of Ufe and human societv in

the delta was not made, the battle

against disease would be lost. Those
without knowledge of the Peul as-

sumed that there was verv little so-

cial order among the nomads and
that an attempt to find order in the

supposed chaos of the migrations

would be a waste of time.

For the program to succeed, we
had to discover the basic charac-

teristics of the society": how people

moved, their numbers and distri-

bution, where thev came from and
where thev went, whether it was a

haphazard movement or an un-

changing annual pattern. Even
with the answers to all of these

questions there was no guarantee

that a health program directed

tow-ard the nomads would be suc-

cessful.

For several years I had wit-

nessed the arrival of the Peul

from the sahel and their herds at

the town of Diafarabe, where the

Niger widens and gives rise to its

largest single branch, the Diaka.

The first time I obsers'ed this

event. I was impressed bv the

seeming chaos, and understood

why it had been thought that the

entire life pattern of die nomads
was similarlv chaotic.

Once a vear. the cool air along

the Diaka is charged with the

noise of a drama being plaved out

by thousands of Peul and their ex-

cited herds of cattle. It is a mass
of men and animals, spilling over
the orange-colored terraces of the

river's steep banks, unrolhng into

the low skyline like an enormous
beUowing dragon. The air is filled

%dth smoke and the booming of

nineteenth-centurs- muskets. From
one shore comes the hvpnotic din

of flutes and drums plaving the

same short tune over and over

again. On the opposite shore,

most of the Peul from the north-

western portion of the delta-
herdsmen, chiefs, and nobles—wait

for the signal to cross the river.

After coming down from the sa-

hel, the herds graze along the

river bank for davs while the Peul

elders studv religious artifacts in

order to fix the dav for the cross-

ing. The date for this great event

in the lives of the nomadic Peul

depends upon the level of the

river and upon other events in the

Peul calendar. But it usuallv takes

place in December.

The annual crossing of the river

was organized bv Cheikou Ah-
madou. the first Peul emperor, in

the earlv nineteenth centurv. It

commemorates the passage of the

herds from the harsh sahel into

the rich grass-fiUed flood plains

around the Niger. The Peul call

this festival the degal, "the festi-

val of return."

The Peul clans move into the

delta in fifteen principal groups

along traditionallv established

paths, or burti. On the average,

the burti are a hundred miles

long, but a few. such as those of

the Dialloube clan, are more than
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Fifteen Paul and three Tuareg clans seasonally

migrate toward the inland delta. Movements of the

Tuareg are depicted by routes 10, 11, and 13.
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two hundred miles long. Thus, in

the annual cycle, most clans cover

at least two hundred miles and

some, four hundred. The actual

distances walked, however, by
both cattle and men are consid-

erably longer because as they

move forward, they frequently

swing off the burti in circlelike

fashion for a dozen miles or so,

enabling them to take advantage

of all the pastureland in the im-

mediate vicinity of the path.

Approximately 163,000 Peul

nomads participate in these sea-

sonal movements, together with a

million and a half cattle, a quarter

of a million sheep, and half a mil-

lion goats. Within the confines of

the delta are another 2.50,000

Peul, semisedentary farmers and

merchants who do not routinely

take part in the transhumance
treks, although they may do so

occasionally. There are also large

sedentary populations of farmers

living on the periphery of the

flood plains: an estimated 100,000

Bambara, 150,000 Bwa, 200,000
Minianka, 80,000 Marka, 250,000
Dogon, and 10,000 Songhoi.

I began my study along the

southeastern periphery of the in-

land delta. In the rainy season,

from April through September, it

is a high green land of rolling

hills and deep valleys covered

with fields of millet and colton

and accented with baobab mon-
archs and shea butter trees. When
the rainy season ends, the main

cattle herds are organized into

convoys of up to 15,000 head,

known as egguirgol, which are su-

pervised by the amirou-nai, or

chiefs of the cattle. Each convoy

is owned by a number of were,

large camps of several extended

families, each with several thou-

sand head of cattle.

Six major Peul clans move into

the lower portion of the plains

and nine into the upper portion.

The convoys make the long slow

march down the plateau through a

hundred-mile belt oi' rich farmland

toward the lower flood plains. At

the same time similar convoys de-

scend from the saliel, so that in

effect there is a viselike con-

vergence of nomads on the plains.

The forward ad\ance has to be

gauged according to the availabil-
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ity of grass and water on the

plateau and bv the state of the

har\-esting, which goes on at the

same time or slightly before
among the sedentar)-- Bambara and
Minianka farmers. The over-

whelming consideration during
this march is the optimal use of

all available water and grass be-

tween the starting point and the

final dry-season camps, which are

either on the banks of the Niger
or the Bani or on the shores of

one of the great lakes of the

delta.

By common agreement between
the herdsmen and the farmers, the

herds pass over the fields of the

sedentary villages after the harvest

is in. The cattle graze on the

fields, thereby fertilizing them, for

which the farmers pay the herds-

men with millet and corn. Tempo-
rary camps are established vear af-

ter year on \'irtuallv the same
fields and thus an intimate social

and economic relationship is es-

tablished between families of no-

mads and sedentary farmers. In

some areas, farmers can predict

with considerable accuracy the ap-

proximate time that "their no-

mads ' will arrive. Disputes arise

if the march begins before the

hardest is in, a situation common
during those years when in-

sufficient rainfall prolongs the

growing season and forces the no-

mads to move onto the plains

early, well before the harvest.

Within the camps the huts are

arranged in a semicircle; made of

ten-foot-high stalks of millet with

walls of plaited grass, they are

shaped like American Indian wig-

wams.

When the first yeUow of dawn
breaks on the horizon in the seno,

the valleys are full of singing

finches and tolhng doves. The
soothing sound of water splashing

up from a well, the muffled thuds

of the women's calabashes as they

carry the water back to their huts,

the soft shuffling of human feet

and babies' hungry cries fill the

air. Puffs of white smoke from
cooking fires drift over the wet
ground. In the background one
hears a steady stream of milk
pouring into large veUow^ cala-

bashes. Once the milking is com-
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pleted, the cows, bulls, and calves

move out of the camps in slow,

shuffling processions, following the

vride, well-beaten trails that skirt

the fields of standing millet and

ripened corn, and detour the vil-

lages of the Bambara farmers. The
herdsmen walk up and down the

columns with their wrists dangling

in relaxed fashion over their

shouldered clubs. They never

shout at the cattle, but move them
along with a constant, coughlike

sound. The sheep and goats in the

camps follow at a considerable

distance, but the donkevs and
their fuzzy colts remain behind.

Watched by shepherds who take

special care that they do not get

into the cultivated fields, the

herds of cattle pasture all day
long.

The Peul are an extremely
handsome people: the women soft,

dehcate, and graceful: the men
tall and spare, with lean, smooth
faces and deepset light-brown or,

occasionally, blue eyes, set be-

neath long black lashes. No one
really knows where these people
came from; some maintain they

originated in Ethiopia or in North
Africa and others, that they are

descendants of Jews who crossed

the Sahara to Senegal centuries

ago.

Their dress as well as their

physical appearance makes them
outstanding. The women's elabo-

rate coiffures are masterpieces,

studded with silver coins, sequins,

white cowrie shells, red beads,

great tiaras of amber stones, and
gold rings. The men look more
austere, especially the shepherds
in their tunics and robes of coarse

wool, either white or dved a ma-
roon color with the bark of the

nere tree (Parkia biglobosa).
They wear sandals and platter-

sized straw hats rimmed with red
leather and a peaked crown of the

same. During the cold season they
carry intricately woven wool blan-

kets known as khasa over one
shoulder and wear turbans and
mufflers.

Their rigid form of Islam and
austere way of life have always
seemed out of step with the ex-

travagance of their dress. One
could not call the Peul an artistic

As the level of the Niger

drops with the onset of the

dry season, fish are

trapped in the shallow waters

of temporary ponds. Bozo
fishermen then drive the fish

into a small area and catch

them with hand nets.

To celebrate the return to

the delta, a ceremonial

crossing of the Diaka River

takes place at Diafarabe

every December. A number
of bvdls painted with

religious symbols are

sacrificially slaughtered

after they have crossed the

river. Herdsmen swim
with the cattle to guide

them, but goats and sheep

are taken across by canoe.





people, for they have not pro-

duced much in the way of a mate-

rial culture such as sculpture and

masks. Yet their artistic impulses

are there, thwarted perhaps bv re-

ligious sanction, but expressed in

personal beautification.

For the Peul, cattle are the

center of hfe; the needs of these

animals shape and determine their

way of life. The owner is the ser-

vant of the possession. His entire

life is a cycle of finding water and
grass for his cattle and of drink-

ing their milk. Because of this,

many say that the Peul are a non-

productive people, their lives a

pattern of hard work and in-

efficiency in which only the cattle

grow fat and healthy and enjoy

the comforts of life. But a Peul

loves to count his cows and bulls,

to hear their bellowing, to rub

their sleek hides, to recognize

each one by sight, to have the

scent of milk and manure in his

nostrils, to be able to sav that

thev belong to him.

As the herds get closer to the

flood plains, they move in more
compact groups until thev pass

through one of the traditional

gateways into the inland delta.

There are seventeen such passage

points known as gue; each of

these is under the control of a vil-

lage that claims the pastureland

surrounding it. Each gui is gov-

erned by a chief of the pasture

who imposes a tax on each head
of cattle passing through. Once
the cattle actually enter the flood

plains, they move through those

areas of the plains that have been
set aside for them by traditional

convention with other clans.
Sometimes conventions of this

kind are not respected, either

through malice, necessity', or igno-

rance, and the result may be
armed conflict.

The plains are divided into

During the dbry season. Bozo
fishermen, above, frequent the

port of Mopti to sell their

dried fish and purchase

supplies. The large, canopied

canoes regularly transport

passengers between

Mopti and Timbuktu, a

voyage of about eight days.

During the rainy season,

when they are not herding

cattle, some Pevd nomads
hire themselves out as

goatherds to the Marka,

an inland delta tribe.

The Marka cultivate

their crops at this time

and goats must be

kept out of the fields.
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thirty-seven districts called leydi,

which are the recognized commu-
nal property of given clans of Paul.

Pasturing in them is governed by a

complex weave of traditional verbal

agreements and conventions estab-

lished by Cheikou Ahmadou, one

hundred and fifty years ago. Some
areas of the flood plain, the bourgou

as the Peul call them, have been

disputed for more than a century,

and each year witnesses a new se-

ries of disagreements between
clans, especially if water and grass

are scarce.

Since Mali became independent

in 1960, the situation has been

comphcated by the government's

declaration that the flood plains

belong to everyone, including the

Tuareg nomads who traditionally

did not enter them in great num-

bers. Although the Peul still re-

spect theu' traditional conventions,

over the years the Tuareg have

made increasingly deeper in-

cursions into the pastureland.

Even though fewer than 3,000 of

them now enter the bourgou
around Lake Debo, clashes be-

tween them and the Peul are very

common, especially at the end of

the dry season when most of the

herds are bunched together in a

desperate struggle for survival

around the shores of the lake,

where the last remaining water

and grass are to be found.

In the flood plains, the Peul

move their camps every two to

four weeks, depending on the

availability of grass and water. By
April, those who make their final

dry-season camps along the Niger

and Bani and their tributaries set

up their last campsites, where
they remain until the rains begin.

Those near Lake Debo, make
their final camps on its shores in

May and remain until June. Once
the rains begin, the nomads and

their herds move out of the plains

with great rapiditv. The soils of

the alleuvial plains around Lake
Debo become extremely muddy af-

ter even the first rainfall. The pas-

toralists leave the delta by the

second rainfall, since a third

heavy rain would trap them and

their herds in a sea of impassable

mud and water.

Those groups who come from

the southeastern periphery return

along their traditional burti

toward the seno. While their entry

into the plains is characterized by

a slow and cautioned progression,

their exit is a rapid dispersal. This



is because the grass of the scno

during the rainy season is plenti-

ful while the grass and water of

the flood plains are limited and
must suffice until the next rains.

Once the herds arrive back in the

seno, they are grazed around the

permanent Peul villages, while the

Peul themselves cultivate small

fields of millet and sorghum.

In contrast to the Peul of the

seno, those groups that enter from
the northwestern periphery do not

disperse upward toward the sahel

along their burti. Rather, they

graze their herds southwestw^ard

down the plains along the Niger

and Diaka for about a month be-

fore moving into the sahel. This

migration pattern is determined

by the fact that rainfall and the

grass it germinates are sparse in

the sahel at the beginning of the

rains. Thus, a northward dis-

persion is not possible immedi-
ately. Consequently, these groups

of Peul must graze their cattle in

the lo^ver flood plains, where early

rains replenish the land with wa-

ter and grass. Before the mud be-

comes impassable, thev move up
into the sahel where by this time
there is sufficient ^vater and grass.

As the Peul adhere to the
rhythm of the Niger for the sake

of their cattle's health, so the

95,000 Bozo of the inland delta

also follow the river's rhythm.
Their movements along the river

are determined by the migrations

of fish, their dietary staple and
economic base, which, in turn,

move according to the rise and
fall of the river. The seasonal mi-

gration pattern of the Bozo coin-

cides with that of the Peul, the

high crest causing a retreat up-

stream away from the center of the

delta; and the falling crest, a grad-

ual descent downstream toward
Lake Debo.

Nomadism in the inland delta

developed not only through an
empirical response to the rhythm
of the ecology but also thi-ough

the intelhgent planning of one
man, Cheikou Ahmadou. In 1818
this man, a Muslim Marabout,
mobilized the Mushm factions of

Continued on page 78

Bozo women, like the one

above, always dress in simple

clothing with few ornaments,

but Peul women, right, wear

ornate robes, jewelry, and

headdresses. The size of a

Peul woman's gold earrings

is related to the wealth of

her family. As a family's

wealth increases through

marriage and the

accumulation of cattle

and land, more gold

is added to her earrings.
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or* tlie Tasmanian Tiger
Do the continuing* I'eports of siglitings mean

tliat tiiis prin:iitive carnivore
is not extinct?

by Jeremy Griffith

The Tasmanian tiger is—or
was—one of the largest

marsupial carnivores in the

world. It was once
plentiful throughout

Australia's island

state of Tasmania,

persistently
tracking its
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A few thvlacines may survive

as relict populations

in the unsettled bush

country that still covers

much of western Tasmania.

prev in the abundant grassv plains

and forests that characterized

much of the territory- prior to the

arrival of white settlers. Earlv in

this centur\-, however, it seem-

inglv disappeared, and the general

opinion among zoologists is that

the species is extinct.

The possibility that the tiger

still survives in the island's re-

maining wild, and until recentlv

impenetrable. bush country- has in-

spired speculations not unlike

those associated with the Loch

Ness monster. The mvsterv sur-

rounding the animal's continued

existence has been compounded
bv frecpent reports of sightings,

although numerous expeditions

have found few traces of it.

Convinced that there is a rea-
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sonable chance that at least a lim-

ited number of the nocturnal

predators still prowl the game
trails of the remnant wilderness.

James Mallev, a native bushman.
and I have been conducting a

thorough search for the animal.

For the past six years w-e have

scoured the bush for signs and
followed up promising sightings.

In spite of a paucity- of funds and
equipment, we have developed
techniques to either live-capture

an individual or otherwise verify

its presence in an area.

The animal we are seeking has

a superficial resemblance to a

w olf. hence its other popular
name—the Tasmanian wolf. It is

also know'n as a hvena. A series

of distinctive, blackish-brow^n
stripes across the back. rump, and
base of the tail is reponsible for

its most colorful name: the Tasma-
nian tiger. But none of these is

appropriate for Thvlacinus cr-

nocephalus (which means pouched
dog with a wolf head), and such

misnomers have contributed to

many of the misconceptions and leg-

ends about this primitive, stealthy

carnivore. Since it is the only species

of its genus. Thvlacinus, thvlacine is

a preferable name.

The thvlacine's closest relative

is the Tasmanian devil, Sarco-

philus harrisii, a small bearlike

marsupial that is also confined to

Tasmania. Both animals have
strong jaws, which they can open

extremely wide. \^Tien th\lacines

yawn, the sides of their upper and

lower jaws form an almost straight

line, and thev are said to be able

to chop through the bones of any

animal they catch.

Like other marsupials, the

thvlacine carries its young in a

pouch on its belly. But unlike

some, the pouch opens backwards,

enabling the animal to run
through thick scrub without hurt-

ing the offspring inside. The fe-

male's pouch encloses four mam-
mae, and the male has a vestigial

pouch. Because she has a shorter

and broader head than the male,

the female was sometimes referred

to as a "bulldog tiger"'; males

were called "greyhound tigers."

The thvlacine is a grizzled,

tawnv-grav or vellowish-brown



color, and measures about six feet

long and two feet high at the

shoulder. There is an accurate

record of a seven-foot, nine-inch

skin, measured from snout to tip

of tail. While thvlacines have
been recorded from everv region

of Tasmania, it appears that thev

were more plentiful in areas

where environmental conditions

were the least severe. Based on

the sketchy historical record of

those who hunted or otherwise

had contact with thvlacines, the

animals preferred broken countrv.

with a combination of thick bush.

rocky recesses, and open plain.

Thylacines evidently were fond of

drv, dark places in which to "lie up"
during the day. In fact, there are still

places in the bush called "hvena

rocks" and "tiger caves."

Most of what we know of the

thylacine's habits is based on
hearsay. Statements about its life-

span, breeding behavior, or spatial

requirements are pure speculation.

Almost exclusively nocturnal, even

when thev were abundant, they

were rarely seen.

Anecdotal accounts from the

1800s and the early part of this cen-

tury suggest that thev hunt largely

by scent, doggedly pursuing their

prey for hours until it is exhausted.

The kill is made bv chopping into

the victim's skull rather than bv bit-

ing into the neck as a dog does. Tliey

feed primarily on blood, vascular tis-

sue, and occasionally muscle, but

there is evidence that thev will also

feed on carrion. The bulk of their

prey consists of kangaroos, wall-

abies, small mammals, and birds.

Basicallv solitary animals,

adults have been reported hunting

in pairs and occasionally in what

appeared to be family groups.

Mothers accompanied by one to

four young have been observed,

and the offspring apparently stay

with the mother until about
twelve months old.

Their gait has been described

as a shambling canter, and some
observers maintain that when hard

pressed, a thvlacine hops like a

kangaroo. But this seems improb-

able in view of the extreme pos-

terior position of the hind legs

and the forward position of the

center of gravity.

Describing Benjamin, the last

captive thvlacine, which died in

the Hobart Zoo in 1934, his

keeper said: "He never made any

sound, his bearing and silence was
uncanny." The few references to

the sounds made by thylacines

mention a guttural, coughing bark

while they are hunting and a

whine, which may serve as a form

of communication. Generally they

have been called shy, furtive, and

"morose." Adults were described by

one zookeeper as being "difficult to

tame, while the young are quiet and

tractable, doing well in captivity

provided they are given some small

game besides meat." One old trap-

per told us that he kept a thvlacine in

a shed and that it thrived on fresh

wallaby liver.

Bushmen have told us that ti-

gers would follow them through

the bush, and that they would

also occasionally hear the animals

around their camps at night.

Thvlacines are not aggressive

toward man, and this behavior

suggests that they have an in-

quisitive nature.

Fossil remains of thylacines

have been found in many parts of

Australia and even New Guinea.

A mummified corpse, with fur and

dried eyeballs still intact, was
found in a cave in Western Aus-

tralia in 1966. Carbon dating in-

dicated that the animal had died

somewhere between 2940 B.C. and

2240 B.C. Fossil evidence in-

dicates that the thvlacine dis-

appeared from the mainland some
3,0OO years ago, or soon after the

introduction of the dingo. It is

likely that the dingo, a more
highly developed predator with

habits similar to the thylacine's,

competitiveh excluded it from the

mainland. Tasmania and Australia

were separated about 7,000 years

ago and the dingo never reached

the island.

Tlie thvlacine is difficult to do-

mesticate, so the Tasmanian Ab-

origines did not befriend it. Nor

did they hunt it—possibly because

its clusiveness made it an unre-

warding game animal in terms of

the energy expended to kill one.

So the thvlacine was not per-

secuted until white sheep farmers

appeared on the Tasmanian scene

in the mid-nineteenth century.

Apart from the fossil record

and local legend, little remains of
its past other than a few bounty
statistics, numerous stuffed mu-
seum specimens, some old movie
footage of a caged specimen, and
a lew black-and-white photo-
graphs. The following is a collec-

tion of records and events that

contain the essence of our factual

knowledge of the thylacine's re-

cent history:

1808: Sui-vevor general George
Prideaux Harris gave the first sci-

entific description of the species.

1832-1849: Records at the

Van Diemen's Land Company of

Surry Hills in northwestern Tas-

mania show that 147 sheep were
killed by thylacines. In 1840 the

company inti-oduced a bounty for

thvlacine scalps.

1863: Naturalist J. Gould noted

that the thvlacine faced extinction.

1874-1887: Van Diemen's
Land Company records show a to-

tal of 70 thylacines killed.

1878-1893: Records of a now
defunct tannery show that a total

of 3,482 thvlacine skins were dis-

patched to a London firm, where

they were made into waistcoats.

1888: The Tasmanian govern-

ment introduced a bounty on
thylacines because the% were re-

garded as serious sheep killers.

The last bounty was paid in 1909,

and in the interim 2,184 were

paid. One hundred and fift\-lhree,

the largest number lor any one

year, were paid in 1900. A rapid

decline followed until none at all

were paid in 1910.

1888-1914: Van Diemen's
Land Company records show that

84 thvlacines were killed un their

\\ oolnorlh station iluriiig lln- pe-

riod: again, the greatest niinilur

were killed in 1900. and a sudden

decline followed.

1909: A newspaper atlverlise-

nient oHered "tiger shoots for vis-

itors in seartli of fun!"

1910-1919: A Mrs. Roberts,

who kept tiiylacines in her [)rivale

zoo in Tasmania, shipped more

tiian a dozen to zoos around the

world, including London. Wash-

ington, and Wellington. From
time to time specimens were kept

in Australian zoos. The London
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zoo has had at least a dozen thyla-

cines, the last having been pur-

chased in 1926; this specimen
died in 1931. Australian naturalist

David Fleay writes of this period:

"Tigers were caught in box traps

on bacon bait in the days when
they brought in living specimens

slung on poles to the late James
Harrison of Wynyard—the man
who acted in Tasmania as an

agent for zoos all over the world."

1930: Officially, the last thyla-

cine killed was shot at Mawbanna
on the northwest coast. However,
it is common knowledge in Tas-

mania that there were others

killed after this date.

1934: Benjamin, the last thyla-

cine in captivity, died in the Hobart

Zoo.

The Griffith-Malley team is

now concentrating its search

in northeastern Tasmania,

where reports of sightings

have been on the increase.

1938: Tlie Tasmanian govern-

ment placed the thylacine on the

list of wholly protected animals.

1938: Two naturalists, Sharland

and Fleming, conducted short,

month-long expeditions in search

of thylacines in remote west coast

areas.' Sharland reports of one ex-

pedition: "We found tracks of

thylacines every few miles—as the

toe marks were well defined and

the claws had been pressed deeply

into the mud, the plaster casts

when taken from the ground re-

sembled dental plates with the

claw impressions projecting like

teeth." This is more likely a de-

scription of a forefoot print of a

wombat, a badgerlike marsupial.

1945: David Fleay mounted a

four-month expedition, revisiting

the area Sharland surveyed in

1938. He sought to capture a pair

by dragging scent trails to large

box-t\^e traps. Plaster casts of

supposed thylacine tracks were

brought out. Of these, two are

wombat tracks, while the others

are indistinct. In his report Fleay

notes that snaring began in-

tensively in this area in 1941, and

SIGHTINGS IN NORTHEAST SEARCH AREA: 1960-72
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that by 1946 there were "snare

poles along every track and ani-

mal pad of consequence that we
traveled." He mentions recent re-

ports of sightings of thylacines by
various bushmen, but no sightings

were made by his party.

1958: Wait Disney sent a film

team to Tasmania, which con-

ducted an unsuccessful search.

1960: Su- Edmund Hillary, the

first man to climb Mount Everest,

joined a short, fruitless search.

1961: A thylacine was sup-

posedly shot on the west coast.

Mainly on the strength of this re-

port, the Tasmanian Fauna Board
launched a huge search! They re-

lied on hundreds of snares set in

the bush. But the type of trap

used was a treadlei", snare, de-

signed to be triggered by animals

with long hind feet, such as the

wallaby. Thylacines, because they

normally walk only on their foot

pads, are able to bypass the trig-

ger-stick. Also, the idea of snaring

areas without first finding other

evidence of thylacines meant, in

our opinion, that they had vir-

tually no chance of success. The
search was a fiasco.

These pieces of information

suggest that the thylacine popu-

lation was at a peak in 1900,

then suddenly crashed and never

recovered. It is widely thought

that the crash was due to a dis-

ease outbreak in about 1910 that

affected both thylacines and Tas-

manian devils, but there is no di-

rect evidence for this. Surprisingly,

it does seem that until 1900—de-

spite continued hunting and spread-

ing civilization—thylacines were

surviving in many areas.

The failure of the thylacine

population to recover after 1910
is probably due to several factors,

acting singly or together. In many
areas the original decimation of

the animals was so drastic that

their numbers were reduced to a

point where a viable breeding

population was no longer possible.

Persecution by sheep farmers was

severe and relentless. This extract

from a letter from an old Tasma-

nian resident illustrates the effec-

tiveness with which the thylacines

were exterminated over a short

period of time:
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"Tigers were a proper problem

with sheep in the Great Lake
country. . . . Around 1900 some
of the landowners . . . put to-

gether a tiger bank. . . . Tlie

bank was forty pounds in those

days and they thought to pay two

and six [25't'i per head. Well, two

men built a rough brush fence

and caught the tigers. They
fetched in a load of tiger skins

(about 300) and broke the bank
in four months."

Approximately 15 million wal-

labies and opossums have been

snared for the fur trade in Tas-

mania since 1923. Although thyla-

cines were only occasionally
caught this way, we think that the

associated practice of leaving poi-

soned carcasses for Tasmanian
devils, which habitually raided the

snare lines, has been the pri-

mary cause for the complete dis-

appearance of thylacines in many
areas. Snaring is practiced in the

winter months, when the animals"

fur is thicker and they are not yet

breeding. It is also at this time

that thylacines would probably be

ranging greater areas in search of

food. Tliey would then be prone

to feed on whatever poisoned car-

casses were left by the snarers.

Possibly after only a few years of

snaring and poisoning in an area,

any thylacines would have been

exterminated in this fashion.

This theory would account for

the fact that over the last 30-odd

years snarers have not accidentally

caught a thylacine. Since 1930
the most promising sightings have,

in fact, been in areas outside

those of extensive snaring. Fleay

came to a similar conclusion in

1946: "It is undoubtedly true that

skinhunters . . . have played a

very large part in bringing the

thylacine so quickly to the brink

of extinction." Fleay's suggestion

for saving the thylacine was to

"prohibit snaring in any form." It

is a great pity that this advice was

not followed, even in part, by the

authorities. While snaring over the

last few years has not been profit-

able and is now seldom practiced,

some does still occur—along with

poisoning—in remote areas where

the thylacine could be c\p(Hlcd lo

be making a final stanil.

The failure of the population to

recover may also be due to habi-

tat alteration. Much of the plains

country, especially the fields of

button grass—a three- to six-foot

sedge—were created by periodic

burning. It is thought that the

Aborigines originally burned the

plains out of the bush, and the

practice of "burning off was per-

petuated by the early snarers be-

cause it meant easier going and

more green forage for game.
These bush men are fast dis-

appearing, however, and today

much of the land is badly over-

grown and neglected. This has led

to a reduction in game and thus,

less food for thylacines.

Finally, it is reasonable lo ex-

pect that a large primitive preda-

tor would find it dillicull to adjust

lo the cni'cts (>r man on its cini-

runinciil. We siisixtI thai lh\la-

Reward notices have been

posted in hopes of

reducing the time between

a sighting and the chance

to check for tracks.

cines are not very adaptable and

would be easily frighteni'd li\ an\

disturbance.

Numerous sightings of tlnla-

cines have been reported in the

past twenty years. At present we
receive detailed reports ol sight-

ings about once a month. I'hc

|ir(ililem with sightings is that we
can nc\cr he sure of what was ac-

tually seen, and we oricii don't

hear of a sighting in lime In lind

tracks. However, there air a huge

nnnilier of sightings ami tin- num-
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ber has increased in recent \eai-s.

Also, there seem to be more sight-

ings in colder weather, when
thvlacines would be most likelv to

be moving about in search of

food.

^ hen searching for thvlacines we
have little hope of seeing them be-

cause of their nocturnal habits;

therefore, we must rely on either

tracking or attracting them. The lat-

ter method is inconclusive in prov-

ing their existence because if we ai^e

unsuccessful we ai-e essentiallv no
\\ iser. Because of the wet winters, ef-

fective bush work is restricted to the

more clement months.

Another difficulty is the nature of

the counti-v itself. Tlie bush of Tas-

mania s west coast, where part of our

search is now concentrated, has a

deservedly mean reputation, and
some of it remains vutuallv unex-

plored and uncharted. When he

joined a brief search for the thvla-

cine in 1960, Su- Edmund Hillary

commented that the country \vas

among the most difficult to negotiate

that he had ever encountered.

Tvpicalh", it is a wet, wild, and
rugged wilderness, with rough,

broken mountain ranges featuring

occasional vertical peaks devoid of

timber. VsJleys and ravines are

shrouded in forests of beech and
primitive pines, and the rough
plains of button grass complete

the landscape. The bauera bush,

with dense, vinelike branches,
grows in the forest like a giant

net. Twentv-foot-high tea trees

and giant cutting grass add to the

undergrowth, ^\hich, together ^vith

the high rainfaU and rugged ter-

rain, makes this wilderness so in-

V'ipitable. Animal life is not

abundant, and thvlacines—pre-
ferring the more open bushland of

central and eastern Tasmania,
which is now well settled bv
man—were never common here.

Walking in this region is often

extremely difficult, and when sur-

veying an area we follow game
tracks wherever possible. We sel-

dom encounter wildhfe and it is

only by studying game trails that

we learn about any animal mo\e-
ments. \^ e expect that a thvlacine.

unless disturbed, would have regular

habits and that we would pick up its

tracks at some point if it were hunt-
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ing in the area under search.

We have found that such track-

ing requires a lot of experience.

The only guide we have to thvla-

cine footprints comes from study-

ing the feet of museum specimens

and from drawings that were

made bv R.I. Pockock of London
in 1926.

Having been into every likelv

corner of Tasmania, we appreciate

how elusive a few thvlacines could

be in that country. That we
haven't as yet found conclusive

evidence of thylacines does not

necessaillv indicate that they aie

extinct. Rather, it illustrates the

enormity of our task.

Undoubtedly, some thvlacines

were extant at least until 1950,

and we are confident that there

are areas where they have sur-

\ ived the last twenty years. Condi-

tions in the southwest ai'e too se-

vere, and the central plateau and

midwestern regions ha\ e been ex-

tensively snai-ed. Financial support

from the Australian Conservation

Foundation enabled us to survey

the most promising of the remote

parts of these areas t^vo years ago,

and we found no sign of thvla-

cines. It is in the areas bordering

the central plateau of Tasmania,

the Arthur River in the north\\est

section, and in the northeast cor-

ner of the island that ^ve hold our

greatest hopes. Excellent reports

of sightings have come from all of

these areas. The most recent plas-

ter cast of ^\•hat we consider a

definite thvlacine footprint was
taken in 1961 at Mawbanna. neai-

the Arthur River, the same place

where officially the last th\lacine

was shot in 1930. We have also

recently found indistinct tracks

that we believe were made bv a

tiivlacine neai' the same site.

We anticipate that it may take

many more months to find conclu-

sive evidence of thvlacines. but to

complement our system of track-

ing, we have developed an auto-

matic camera-monitoring system to

place alongside Hkelv trails. Re-
sults in the last months show
these monitors to be highly reli-

able, and we have obtained photo-

graphs of wallabies, Tasmanian
devils, and other animals.

For years we have been liter-

ally beating our heads against the

bush in what some have termed a

quixotic quest. Our justification

has been the concern, shai-ed bv
zoologists and naturalists, over the

Tasmanian tiger's survival. With
growing local support and a lim-

ited amount of financial assistance

from the Australian government,
we have covered hundreds of

square miles in the pursuit of

thylacines, checking out as many
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sightings and leads as possible.

Our experiences in the held lead

us to believe the trail is at least

getting warmer.

James Mallev and I belie\e the

thylacine must be found soon if it

is to be saved. The last pockets of

wilderness will soon be cleared for

mining, timbering, and hvdro-

electric ventures, destroying the

remaining thylacine habitats. Also,

if there is another outbreak of dis-

ease among Tasmanian devils, it

could well affect any remaining

thvlacines. And not more than

five miles from where we believe

we tracked a thylacine, a notice

on a fence post warned of the use

of 1080 rabbit poison in the area.

\\ e are powerless to help thyla-

cines unless we can find them and

assess their predicament; the alter-

native is that an uncertain case of

extinction will become certain.

A pre- 1930 captive

thylacine stands with

one heel on the ground.

This posture is not

typical and may be due
to a foot injury.

^i^m^**!^T*fi^t
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INomads
of the Niger
Continued from page 68

the Peul and then usurped the

throne of the fifteenth-century

Peul Diallo dynasty, freeing the

Peul of their vassal position in the

Bambara kingdom of Segou. He
then set up a theocratic state

whose capital was Hamdallaye, a

town he had built on the south-

eastern periphery of the flood

plains. He consolidated the entire

inland delta under his power and

divided it into six regions, Fari-

make, Kounari, Seno, Macina, Se-

bera, and Pignari. Although these

names do not appear on modern

maps of the inland delta, they are

the names still used by the Peul

and Bozo. Qieikou Ahmadou or-

dered the Peul to build permanent

villages to which they would re-

turn during the rainy season. This

first attempt at semisedentation of

nomads in the delta was a suc-

cess, and the villages built under

Cheikou Ahmadou still stand on

the hillocks that lie scattered

along the periphery of the flood

plains.

He reorganized the movements
of the nomads in and out of the

inundation zone, taking into con-

sideration the grass and water
available for the herds of the vari-

ous clans. It was the first attempt

at range control in this part of the

world, and the patterns estab-

hshed by Cheikou Ahmadou still

exist in most of the delta.

Cheikou Ahmadou declined the

title of king and took instead that

of cheikou, or "spiritual guide."

Prior to overthrowing the DiaUo
dynasty, he had traveled more
than a thousand miles to Gobir. in

what is now northern Nigeria,

where he met the Muslim re-

former Usman Don Fodio. When
Cheikou Ahmadou returned to the

inland delta with several follow-

ers, he was full of Don Fodio's

zeal for Islamic reform and
launched reUgious crusades against

the animist practices of the Peul;

against the domination of the ani-

mist Bambara, whom he consid-

ered to be inferior fetish wor-
shipers; and against the Muslim
reUgious establishment. The even-

tual religious excesses of Cheikou
Ahmadou's priest-king rule drove
many of the animist Peul unwill-
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ing to accept Islam out of the in-

land delta. They migrated to the

banks of the Niger below Gao
where their descendants stiU live.

The animist Peul believe in an

omnipotent and immortal spirit

called Gueno. The guardian on

earth for cattle, acting on behalf

of Gueno, is a supernatural per-

sonality named Tyanaba. Accord-

ing to Peul mythology, he lives in

the depths of Lake Debo with an

immortal herd of cattle, which be-

long to Gueno.

Inherent in this religion is the

belief that cattle are not simply

wealth on the hoof, but rather

relatives and totems. While the

Muslim Peul explain their migra-

tion to Lake Debo on the basis of

Cheikou Ahmadou's ordinances

and on tradition based on neces-

sity, the animists explain that they

go there so that their herds can

copulate with Tyanaba's super-

natural herd, which is believed to

come up out of the lake at night.

The complexity of life in the

inland delta of the Niger is a

beautiful sequence of natural and

human events, the one following

the other in a masterful plan of

precise timing. Our success in

bringing modern health services to

the nomads lay in fitting our plan

into this sequence. Because we
learned that nomads live, not in

chaos, but within a defined pat-

tern, we were able to vaccinate

more than one million inhabitants

of the inland delta against small-

pox in 1%8 and 1969; and bv

the end of 1969 smallpox had

been entirely eradicated from

Mali. Over the same time period,

measles was reduced by 80 per-

cent.

The cyclical nature of the rising

and falling of the river has deter-

mined for centuries when, where,

and what men will do. And then,

more than a century ago, Cheikou

Ahmadou formed a plan for land

use that no man since has been

able to better, a plan not just for

sui-vival, but for prosperity.

It all begins with a drop of wa-

ter on the faraway slopes of the

highlands in Guinea. A river rises

and overflows its banks, grass

flourishes, the waters recede, and

the herdsmen descend from their

plateaus while the fishermen ride

the falling crest, ll is as simple

and complex as that.

\
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Tiie Mysterious Fall
of Naclrema
Continued Jrom page 18

The object was designed to

eliminate most sounds from the

outside and to fill the interior

with a hypnotic humming sound
when the machine was in opera-

tion. This noise could be altered
I

in pitch and intensity by the ma-
'

nipulation, through simple me-
chanical controls, of an ingenious

mechanism located outside the op-

erator's compartment. This mecha-

nism also produced a gaseous sub-

stance that, in a small area, could

change the appearance of the air

in a manner similar to the per-

manent plant installations.

In the early stages of the sym-

bol's development, this was prob-

ably only a ritualistic performance

since the production plant was
small and was fueled by a small

tank. This function, however, may
have been the primary reason for

the cult's symbol: to provide each

family with its own device for al-

tering the environment by giving

it a private microuniverse with a

system of producing the much de-

sired air-changing reagent.

The complete machined piece

was somewhat fragile. Our tests of

the suspension system indicate

that it was virtually immobile on

unimproved terrain; by all of our

physical evidence, its movement
was restricted to the surfaced

steerts that the Nacirema had
built to geometricize the land-

scape.

We are relatively certain that a

specially endowed and highly

skilled group of educators was em-

ployed to keep the importance of

these enclosed mobile devices con-

stantly in the public eye. Working
in an as yet unlocated area that

they referred to as Euneva Nosi-

dam, these specialists printed peri-

odical matter and transmitted elec-

tronic-impulse images to boxlike

apparatus in all homes.

N^Tiile some of the information

was aimed at describing the ap-

pearance and performance charac-

teristics of the various kinds of

machines, the greatest portion of

the material was seemingly aimed

at something other than these fac-

tors. A distinguished group of

linguists, social psychologists, and

theologians, who presented the
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The first

full-color

encyclopedia

of flowers

prepared by

world-renowned

authorities

by FRANCES PERRY

This magnificent bool<, with

superb color illustrations on
every page (828 in all), provides

just about all the information
anyone might want about any
flower, wild or cultivated, any-
where in the world. It includes
practical instructions and in-

formation about growing; soil,

sun, water, and fertilizer; iden-

tification; and much more.
Everything is presented in

easy ready-reference form, in

alphabetical order according to

plant families, with a thorough
index listing all the flowers by
their popular as well as botan-
ical names. Also included m the

descriptions is a wealth of back-
ground information and lore.

No gardener, no one at all in-

terested in flowers and plants

should be without FLOWERS
OF THE WORLD. 10" x IS'A"
320 pages. It is a giant, im-

mensely useful, interesting,

and beautiful book at a remark-
ably low price.

illant, George
Kalmbachet ol the Brooklyn Bo-
tanic Garden. 828 full-color illus-

trations by Leslie Greenwood.

S19.95 until December 31, 1972;

S22 50 Iherealler

ow at your bookstore, o

CROWN PUBLISHERS
419 Park Ave. South,
New York, N.Y. 10016

^-'ou/n

principal symposium at our most

recent anthropological conference,

offered the hypothesis that the

elibomotua symbols, also known
as racs, replaced the processes of

natural selection in the courtship

and mating rituals of the Naci-

rema. Through unconscious sug-

gestion, which derived from Eu-

neva Nosidam's "mcnahulesque"

materials, the female was uncon-

trollably driven to select her mate

by the kind of elibomotua he oc-

cupied. The males of the culture

were persuaded to believe that

any handicap to masculine domi-

nance could be overcome by se-

lecting the proper cult symbol. In

this way. the future of the race,

as represented by Nacirema cul-

ture, was determined bv unnatural

man-made techniques.

Tlie symposium was careful to

point out that we have not yet un-

covered any hard evidence to

show whether or not this cultural

trait actually had any effect on

the race or its population growth.

We have found, however, one

strange sculpture from the Pop
Loohcs depicting a male and fe-

male mating in an elibomotua's

rear compartment, indicating a di-

rect relationship. The hypothesis

has the virtue of corresponding to

the standard anthropological inter-

pretations of the Nacirema cul-

ture—that it was ritual ridden and

devoted to the goal of man's con-

trol of the environment.

Further evidence of the Naci-

rema's devotion to the Elibomotua

Cult has been discovered in sur-

viving scraps of gnivom serutcip.

Some of these suggest that one of

the most important quasi-religious

ceremonies was performed by

large groups who gathered at

open-air shrines built in imitation

of a planetary ellipse and called a

kcartecar. There, with intensely

emotional reactions, these crowds

watched a ritual in which pow-

erful gnicar racs performed their

idealized concept of the correct

behavior of the planets in the uni-

verse. Apparently, their deep-

seated need for a controlled envi-

ronment was thus emotionally

achieved.

The racs did not hold a steady

position in the planetarium, bul

changed their relationship to tiie

other racs rather frequently. Occa-

sionally a special ritual, designed

jewelry

Ancient Egyptian hiero-

glyph called "ANKH"
meaning "LIFE", beau-

tifully crafted 2Vi"
pendant in Solid 18K.

or 14K. Gold & Sterling

Silver. Worn today by
men and women of all

faiths as a symlMl of...

LOVE and LIFE!

1 Perfect gut
expressing long

life and liappiness!

ANKH-on 24" chain,

jewelry box & certificate...

Solid Sterling
Silver $27.95

Solid 14 Karat
Gold 79.95

Solid 18 Karat
Gold 100.95

FREE GIFT CATALOG
-t ft jewelry—unique gifts for

Iside U.S.A. please send $1.

aladdia taoase, Lcd.
Dept N-1272 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 10031

Contemporary

North American
Ornithological Painters
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The'^erk§tliie Travelled

HLmnnflCK p^d'
A Countryman's Ruminalions

The Berkshire Traveller's collection of diverting,
amusing and frequently useful nostalgic aphorisms,
epigrams, poems and literary observations, mostly
about New England weather and seasons. Illustrated

with charming 19th Century engravings. Arranged
by the

and athe possibilities 1

eclly. Sounds

^hr^erk§liirt Travelleri
STOCKBRIDGE, MASS'tts 01262 Qjl
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Lars-Eric Lindblad

announces two

thrilling expeditions

of adventure into the

SOUTH PACIFIC

1 •T

V
During the spring of 1973 you are invited to sail on

exciting "never before' cruising expeditions that

will take you all the way from the west coast of South

America to Hong Kong in the far east

Go ashore on islands, such as
tiny Sala y Gomez, which to our

knowledge has never been vis-

ited by a large cruise ship. See
famous Pitcairn Island, where
you will meet the fascinating de-

scendants of the mutineers from
the H MS. Bounty Explore the

strange but beautiful Mangareva
and set foot on the exotic Mar-
quesas Islands where Paul Gau-

THE WORLD OF

gum lived and painted The M/S
Lindblad Explorer* is specifically

built to approach these islands

All through these cruises the ship

will act as your "floating hotet

Write for our South Pacific

brochure

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

Dept. NHA1272
133 East 55th Street.

NewYork. N Y 10022

LINDBLAD TRAVEL

AMERICA'S
MOST POPULAR TELESCOPES
Thanks to our insistence on optical and nnechan
ical perfection, for over 20 years UNITRON Re-
fractors fiave been ttie overwhelming choice of
the amateur astronomer and school observatory
Explonng the skies with a telescope is a relaxing
diversion for the whole family— a hobby which
IS even more meaningful as we enter the space
age UNITRON offers a complete line of time-
proven telescopes ranging in price from SI 65
up. as well as many unique accessories to in-

crease observing pleasure All are available for

purchase using our Easy Payment Plan.

A free UNITRON Catalog is yours for the aski

UN/TffON
INSTRUMENT COMPANY. TELESCOPE SALES DIV.

66 NEEDHAM ST.. NEWTON HIGHLANDS, MA 021 61

Please rush UNITRON s Telescope Catalog Y-21

Name

Address _^
I

\ City State Zip ,

Own your own land in the

great Pacific Northwest
for as little as $1550.

start buying your own recreation land
now in the primitive areas of Montana.
Idaho or Washington. Every tract with
growing timber in the heart of country
rich in wild life. Mountain, stream, view
sites available in 5 to 40 acre tracts. Low
down payment: terms less than bank rates.
Guaranteed road access, warranty deed,
title insurance. Enjoy America's vanish-
ing wilderness now . , . keep it for retire-
ment or investment. Come in person or
write for free lists of sites, maps and
complete information.

Over 82,000 acres bought by satis-

fied purchasers in the past 10 years
from this pioneer land company.

^^ REFORESTATION^—__^^ inc. ^^^^^-'^^ -

Write Dept: D24 P.O. Box 14006 Opportunity

;

^ Station, Spokane, Washington 99214 a

to emphasize man's power over

his universe, was enacted. On
these unannounced occasions one

or more of the planet symbols was

destroyed by crashing two of them
together or by throwing one
against a wall. The emotional

pitch of the ^vorshipers rose to its

highest level at this moment.
Then, on command of the high

priest of the ceremony, all the

gnicar racs were slowed to a fune-

real speed and carefuUy held in

their relative positions. After an

appropriate memorial period hon-

oring man's symbolic control of the
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Some of the season's most attractive gift books
for nature lovers

HIDDEN ART IN NATURE
Oscar Forel. A magnificent 1 1% x 1 2Vig

full-color collection - one of the most

original views of nature ever to have

been produced. Here are intimate photo-

graphs of tree bark and wood which,

although a part of nature, are trans-

formed by a photographer's camera into

superlative works of art. Introduction

by Peter Scott; foreword by Jean Ro-

stand. Boxed, $30.00

OUT OF THE SILENCE

Adelaide de Menil and William Reid.

The spirit of the sea-faring Indians of

the Pacific Northwest, vividly captured

by perceptive text and extraordinary

photographs of totem pole carvings.

Illustrated, paperback, $4.95

ANIMAL LIFE AND LORE
Osmond P. Breland. Revised Edition.

Fascinating and improbable facts about

the ways of mammals, birds, reptiles and

amphibians, fishes, insects, and other

invertebrates. "Superb ... a wellspring

of information."—Lon« /. and Margery

Milne. Illustrated, $8.95

THE ANIMAL LIFE SERIES

Four books that provide a fascinating

picture of how animals live and behave

in a wide variety of surroundings:

Animals at Peace by Alison Maddock;
Animals at War by Carolyn Barber;

Desert Animals by Ro Tate: Mountain

A nimals by Tony Long. Over 1 50 photos

and drawings in each, many in full

color: available both in permanent li-

brary editions at $5.95 each and student

paperback editions at $2.95 each.

THE EMERGENCE OF MAN
John E. Pfeiffer. Revised Edition. This

widely praised, authoritative, enjoyable

survey of man's ancestors is now ex-

panded to include the exciting discover-

ies of recent years. Illustrated, $12.95

THE ROCKHOUND'S MANUAL
Gordon S. Fay. Every aspect of gem
and mineral collecting — from locating

and identifying to laboratory testing

and home display. Illustrated, $7.95

These superb gijt books - jor yourself as well as

friends and relatives — are now available at book-

stores or direct from the publisher.

LAND ABOVE THE TREES

AnnH. Zwinger and Beatrice E. Willard.

The first complete book on the ecology

of North American Alpine tundra, from

the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Moun-
tains of the West through the Rockies

to New Hampshire's White Mountains.

Vivid descriptions of rock formations,

terrifying storms, and the beauties of

animal and plant life are complemented

by 24 color plates and 230 exquisite

drawings. $15.00

I
Harper & Row
Mall Order Department

110 E. 53rd St., New York 10022

Please send me the following books:

copies of Hidden Art in Nature @ S30.00

copies of Land Above the Trees @ S15.00

copies of Animals at Peace (SD S5.95 D S2.95

copies of Animals at War @D S5.95 D S2.95

copies of Desert Animals @n S5,95 D S2,95

copies of Mountain Animals @n S5.95 D 52.95

copies of The Emergence of Man @ S12,95

copies of Animal Life and Lore @ S8.95

copies of Out of the Silence @ S4.95

WG
I

. cop ies of The Rockhound's Manual @ S7.95

I enclose D check D money order in the amount of

$ I understand that I may return any books

within 10 days if not fully satisfied.

ADDRESS.

CITY

STATE.
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A "different" journey through the

Saharan Lands of Morocco.

Lars-Eric Lindblad invites you to visit

the legendary outposts of the French

Foreign Legion-places seldom vis-

ited by touhsts-into the incredible

borderlands of the Sahara. Enjoy a

respite in a palm-groved oasis. See

the ancient cities and marvel at their

Moorish art and architecture. Meet

thecourteous Moroccans and enjoy

their traditional hospitality. This is

truly the tour that enables you to see

every face of the land from the Atlan-

tic Coast to the edge of the Sahara

Desert. The weather is usually per-

fect: therefore, we offer monthly de-

partures year-round. Write for our

informative brochure about the

Saharan Lands of Morocco.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept NHC1272, 133 East 55th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022

THE WORLD OFLINDBLAD TRAVEL

Now in paperback
The 1972 National Book Award Nominee

ASense
OflheEarth
David Leveson
Ibreword ByRene Dubos
'A thoughtful, timely

and sincere appeal,

not only to mod-
ern man but es-

pecially to the

modern geologist,

to re-establish a
meaningful dia-

logue with the

earth."—5m/r/!-
sonian Magazine
With photo-

graphs, $3.50

A^DOUBLEDAY ANCHOTNATURArHISTORY BOOK

Was Nero a

Good Emperor?
Did Vikings settle in North America? Was
Stonehenge built by Minoans? Are the

legends of Hercules—Medusa—the Phoenix

—based on facts? If these questions

intrigue you, read (and give)

ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY NEWSLETTER

packed with little-known facts about the

Pagan world, new finds and deductions,

reports from "digs", travel tips. Now in its

7th year. Subscribers include university

and other libraries. Send $6.00 for 2 year

subscription to OnO F. REISS, Publisher,

243 E 39th St., Boi N, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Speciai-ANCIENT COINS:

1 Greek com, over 2000 yrs.

old, 1 large Roman bronze

coin w. Imperial portrait (Au-

I Constantine) plus

y $20.00. (N.Y. res.

lins are guaran-

; with indiv. histories.

Money back in 10 days.

M.O. to above address.

universe, the machines were given

the signal to resume their erratic

speeds and permitted to make un-

natural position changes.

\^ e can onlv speculate on the

significance of this ritual, but it

seems reasonable to conclude that

it sened as an educational device,

constantlv imprinting in the indi-

vidual the societvs most impor-

tant values.

Manv of the findings of arch-

eological explorations suggest that

these svmbols of universal power

took up a large portion of the

time and energv of the Nacu-ema

societv. Evidence indicates that a

sizable portion of the work force

and enormous amounts of space

must have been devoted to the

manufacture, distribution, and cer-

emonial care of the devices. Some
of the biggest production units of

the economv were assigned this

function; extensivef design labora-

tories were given over to the ma-

nipulation of styles and appeai-

ances, and assemblv lines turned

out the pieces in serial fashion.

Thev were given a varietv of

names, although all of those made
in the same time period looked

remarkablv alike.

Everv familv assumed the re-

sponsibilit\ for one of the ma-

chined pieces and venerated it for

a period of two to four solar cv-

cles. Some families who lived in

areas where a high qualitv of life

was maintained took from two to

four pieces into their care. During

the time a familv held a piece,

thev rituallv cleansed it, housed it

from the elements, and took it to

special shrines where priests gave

it a varietv of injections.



LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!
A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A GIANT MAGNET
Go Treasure Hunting On The Bottom!
Fascinating fun, and sometimes very prof-
itable! Tie a line to our 5-pound Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay, river, lake or
ocean. Troll it along the bottom. Your
"treasured" tiaul can be outboard motors,
anchors, other metal valuables. Five-pound
Magnet is war surplus—Alnico V Type that
cost the Government $50. It lifts over 150
pounds on land—much greater weights under
water!

Stock No. 70,571 EG $14.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 70,570EG 31/2 lbs $8.75 Ppd.

Amsz'm^ Hew
WANKEL ENGINE KIT!
General Motors recently paid $50
million for rights to the Wankel. Ford
just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your own see-
through, Vs scale working motorized
model. This revolutionary pistonless
type engine replaces piston, cylin-

der and crank assemblies with ro-

tating discs (sections removed to
form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-

shift, on-off switch, instructions.
Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-

cluded).

t Stock No. 71,424 EG (4y2 X 5 X 9") $6.75 Ppd.

I^ , 519-PAGE WANKEL ENGINE BOOK^^ I Stock No. 9,439 EG $15.25 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER^ PLANE
> BOOK!
Official fly-them-yourself book

of paper airplanes from SCIEN-
TIFIC AMERICAN'S "Ist Interna-

onal Competition". Includes plans

of all winning entries, time-aloft

records, photos, technical data,

commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-

signs on perforated pages for easy
tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-

taining. 128 pages, 9" x 113/a".

Stock No, 9391EG $2.95 Ppd.

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus

4,000 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.)

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS—8' OR 16' DIAMETER^
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stop-
pers for stores, terrific for amateur
meteorologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great backyard fun.
An exciting beach attraction. Ama-
teur meteorologists can use these
balloons to measure cloud heights,
wind speed and temperature. Made
of heavy-duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner or auto air hose; or
locally available helium for high rise.

8' Diameter Balloon
stock No. 60,568EG $2.00 Ppd.
16' Diameter Balloon
stock No. 60,632EG $7.00 Ppd.

NEW, LOW-COST GEM TUMBLER
Become a rockhound! Fascinating hobby

. . . loads of fun, inexpensive, easy. Make

jewelry of all kinds—decorative bookends, 1**.

table tops, etc. Simply tumble- finish readily

available gemstones . . . then polish to

high lustre . . . brings out beautiful colors.

Rugged 3-lb. capacity tumbler w/continu-

ous duty motor compares to units selling

for many times its price,

stock No. 70,874EG $11.25 Ppd.

6 LB. CAPACITY DELUXE TUMBLER
stock No. 80096EG $28.95 Ppd.

6 LB. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)
Stock No. 70,868EG $9.00 Ppd.

^ SEE
THE STARS
MOON, PLANETS
CLOSE UP

3 "ASTRONOMICAL
REFLECTING TELESCOPE

60 To 160 Power. Famous Mt. Palomar Type

See the rings of Saturn, the fascinating planet
Mars, Seas and Craters of the Moon, Star Clus-

ters in detail. New improved, aluminized and
overcoated 3" diameter f 10 primary mirror,

ventilated cell. Equatorial mount with locks on
both axes. Equipped with 60x finder telescope,

hardwood tripod. Included FREE; VALUABLE
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book;"STAR
CHART"

Stock No. 85,050 EG $32.95 Ppd.

DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. eO,162EG $59.50 Ppd.

6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE WITH
ELECTRIC CLOCK DRIVE
Stock No. e5.086EG $239.50 F.O.B.

4V4" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45X TO 270X) Stock No. 85,105 EG $96 50 F.O.B.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN I

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS! |

VORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL

Completely new Catalog, Packed with huge selection

of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-

nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique

Lighting items, parts, kits, accessories — many hard-

to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.

For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. I. 08007

Please rusti Free Giant Catalog "EG"

r^^MEDMUND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY

How Many Stock No. Description Price Each Total

PLEASE SEND ; GIANT FREE CATALOG "EG"

I enclose n check

n money order for $_
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THE
Fascination
OF

Reptiles

Throughout a busy Hfe as a

writer, journalist, and critic,

Maurice Richardson has nursed

a secret passion for reptiles:

observing them, collecting and
keeping them, studying and
reading about them, and seek-

ing out his fellow enthusiasts.

Now he has written a book
that will enable others to share

his delight in these often-ma-

ligned creatures.

Drawing on a wealth of an-

ecdote and personal recollec-

tion, Mr. Richardson covers the

classification, evolution, and
anatomy of reptiles, and de-

scribes in detail representative

species from all the groups —
venomous and nonvenomous
snakes, lizards of all shapes and
sizes, alligators and crocodiles,

and tortoises and turtles. All

are described with verve and
enthusiasm, and with an eye
not only for their beauty, but
also for their eccentricities.

With 32 drawings and eight

superb color plates by Shaun
Milne — and a charming an-

thology of "Reptiliana," rang-

ing from Virgil to D. H. Law-
rence and Colette.

THE FASCINATION
OF REPTILES
BY MAURICE
RICHARDSON
$10, now at your bookstore

HILL and WANG
A division of Farrar, Straus 85 Giroux

19 Union Square West
New York, N.Y. 10003

k

The Nacirema spent much of

their time inside their ehbomotuas

moving about on the steerts. Pic-

tures show that almost everyone

engaged, once in the morning and

once in the evening, in what must

have been an important mass rit-

ual, which we have been unable

to decipher with any surety. Dur-

ing these periods of the dav,

people of both sexes and all ages,

except the ven' young and the

very- old, left their quarters to

move about on the steerts in their

racs. Films of these periods of the

dav show scenes analogous to the

dance one can occasionallv see in

a swarm of honeybees. In large

population centers this "dance of

the racs" lasted for two or three

hours. Some students have sug-

gested that since the swarm
dances took place at about the

time the earth completed one-half

an axial rotation, it may have

been a liturgical denial of the nat-

ural processes of the universe.

Inasmuch as we are reasonably

certain that after the rite most of

the adults and all of the children

left the racs and were confined in-

side man-made structures variously

called loohcs, eciffos, tnalps. or

emohs and, when released, went

immediately to their racs and en-

gaged in the next swarming, the

suggestion may be apropos. The

Lewis &ClarK

found n...now

you can own it!

(Less than $2000 for

primitive acreage!)
Look at our address and you'll see why we're
in the best position to offer you prime land
in the heart of Lewis & Ciark country. Much
of it stili looks the way it did in 1805 and we
know where it is. Many 5 to 40 acre tracts

for recreation, retirement, investment in

Idaho, Montana & Washington. Timber,
views, streams. Warranty deed, title insur-

f^^^^g^^^^% ance, with each sale.

^^^V^^^B Guaranteed access.

^^^a^^^I Low down payment.
^^^vA^^H Easy terms. Great hunt-

^^Mr'^^^m ''^9' 9''^^* fishing so

^^mt^^^mi ^'''"9 yp'^' S^ar when
^W#^:;S^W J you visit. In the mean-*"' ^~ " time write now for land

lists and maps.

WESTERN
HIGH LANDS

Dept. K
Western
High Lands, Inc.

P.O. Box 775 Lewlston, Idaho 83501
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The Mosauito
Its Life, Activities, and Impact
on Human Affairs

For all the pain and suffering

caused by the "frail but formid-
able" mosquito, most laymen are

unaware of its real significance.

J. D. Gillett's lively, immensely
readable book is filled with a host

of fascinating details, taking us

through the mosquito's life cycle,

and paying tribute to a system of

aerodynamics that is far superior

to anything man made. "Literate,

personal, well-illustrated and
convincing."—Sc/ence. With
photographs, color illustrations,

index, and bibliography, $9.95

Michael J. Harner

TheJivaro
People of the Sacred Waterfalls

Long famous for witchcraft, killing,

and the shrinking of their enemies'

heads, the Jivaro Indians of the

Ecuadorian Amazon are the

subject of this authoritative

account. Based on data collected

during the periods he lived with

the Jivaro, Michael Harner shows
how their outwardly bizarre

behavior has its logical basis in

economics, social conditions,

and religious ideology. With

photographs, line drawings, maps,
index, and bibliography. $7.95

A Doubleday/Natural History

Press Book.

at all booksellers

•IDOUBLEDAY

ardent involvement of the whole

population from ages 6 through

65 indicates that it was one of the

strongest mores of the culture,

perhaps approaching an instinctual

behavior pattern.

It should also be mentioned

that, when inside their racs,

people were not restricted to their

ottehgs, but were free to go any-

where they chose so long as they

remained on the steerts. Appar-

ently, when they were confined

inside a rac, the Nacrrema at-

tained a state of equality, which

eliminated the danger of any caste

contamination.

These, then, to the best of our

present state of knowledge, were

the principal familial uses of the

Elibomotua Cult symbols. After a

family had cared for a piece long

enough to burnish it with a cer-

tain patina, it was routinely re-

placed by another, and the used

rac was assigned to a gallery

keeper, who placed it on per-

manent display in an outdoor gal-

lery, sometimes surrounded by

trees or a fence, but usually not

concealed in any way. During

their free time, many persons, es-

pecially those from the ottehgs of

the lesser sorts, came to study the

various symbols on display and

sometimes carried away small

parts to be used for an unknown
purpose.

There seems to be little doubt

that the Cult of the Elibomotua

was so fervently embraced by the

general population, and that the

daily rituals of the rac's care and

use were so faithfully performed,

that the minute quantities of re-

agent thus distributed may have

had a decisive effect on the chem-

ical characteristics of the air. Tlie

elibomotua, therefore, may have

contributed in a major way
toward the prized objective of a

totally man-made environment.

In summary, our evaluation ol

both the Nacirema's man-made en-

vironmental alterations and the ar-

tifacts found in their territories

lead us to advance the hypothesis

that they may have been respon-

sible for their own extinction. The

Nacirema culture may have been

so successful in achieving its ob-

jectives that the inherited physi-

ological mechanisms of its people

were unable to cope with its man-

ufactured environment. "

A Complete
Color

Encyclopedia

brings sky

phenomena
down
to earth

Using sophisticated
equipment, including that in

man-made satellites, noted me-
teorologist Richard S Scorer pre-

sents the most comprehensive col-

lection of cloud pictures ever published.

The more than 330 m full color and 100 m
black and white, mcluding many diagrams and

drav^/ings. along with a complete explanation of

cloud formings and their effect on the atmosphere
— and man's daily living— puts the skies within easy

reach of both the technically sophisticated and
those with interest but little knowledge of mete-

orology. This first comprehensive view, amply dis-

played on large 9x13-inch pages, pulls together

all points of the globe, captures all of the awe-
inspiring wonder of both friendly and frightening

skies The serious student and casual observer

sees, identifies, and knows all clouds, their

processes, and effects S29 95

wherever good books are sold
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Sky Repoi-tei"

But >vitli SL Cloud of Steam
In the future the earth may be more of a hellhole

than Venus is now: enveloped in a cloud of steam

under an atmospheric pressure 300 times that of

current levels, the kind of pressure now found only

10,000 feet down in the ocean. At the same time.

Mars may become positively balmy and very attrac-

tive to any terrestrial survivors.

Thus do Carl Sagan of Cornell University and

George Mullen of Mansfield State College conclude

a discussion in Science of the evolution of the atmo-

spheres and surface temperatures of earth and Mars.

In essence, the authors ran the film of solar lumi-

nosity and the atmospheric evolution of Mars and
the earth first backward and then forward in time

from the present. The sun has been getting hotter

with time and will get much hotter in the future.

The earth, because of greenhouse effects, has been
warming even faster. Radiation coming from the

sun at visible and short infrared wavelengths passes

through the atmosphere and warms the earth's sur-

face. The surface radiates this heat back toward

space at longer infrared wavelengths, but certain at-

mospheric constituents are opaque to these
wavelengths and the radiation is absorbed and thus

kept on earth. At the present time, for example, the

greenhouse effect is keeping the earth 90 to 100 de-

grees warmer than it would be as a result of solar

radiation alone. For Venus this difference is much
greater.

By itself, the luminosity of the sun would not

have brought the surface temperature of the earth

above the freezing point of seawater until 2 billion

years ago, or even less. But geologic evidence places

running water on the earth at least 3.2 billion years

ago, and fossilized blue-green algae, which presum-
ably required liquid water, also date from then.

By a long process of ehmination, Sagan and Mul-
len have determined that ammonia in the early ter-

restrial atmosphere would have produced the same
greenhouse effect that water vapor and carbon diox-

ide do now. (It also would have been useful as a bi-

ological precursor.) The same ammonia greenhouse
effect could have given Mars a surface temperature
near or above the freezing point of seawater within

a billion years of formation. Life may have arisen

on Mars at the same time it did on earth. But be-

cause the gravitational field of Mars is much weaker

Note to our Readers: Because of a printing

error, the Sky Map in our November issue was
garbled. The star labels and moon positions

were correct, but the sky itself was turned 180
degrees. Natural History regrets the error and the

confusion it caused.

than the earth's, hydrogen released in the breakup

of water molecules would have escaped into space

far more rapidly. Free oxygen would have been
locked up by chemicals on the surface. Bodies of

water many tens of feet deep that formed in the

first billion years would have disappeared in a geo-

logically short time.

The authors note that any organisms that evolved

on Mars during this early period of warmth and wa-

ter would have faced an increasingly cold and dry

environment, but it is not impossible that some
adapted.

The presence of liquid water early in the planet's

history would also account for existing surface fea-

tures that look so much like the results of erosion

and so unlike features on the moon.

In another 3 to 5 billion years, the sun is ex-

pected to be half again as luminous as it is now. As
surface temperatures on earth rise, more and more
water vapor will end up in the air, trapping more
and more of the solar radiation and raising the tem-

perature faster and faster, until finally the earth will

experience a runaway greenhouse effect such as now
exists on Venus. At that point the earth's surface

will be a high-pressure steam bath.

But the same increase in solar luminosity will

bring Mars back to clement temperatures. "If there

are any organisms left on our planet in that remote
epoch," the authors conclude, "they may wish to

take advantage of this coincidence."

The Search for Planet X That trans-

Plutonian planet "discovered" by analysis of the per-

turbations of Halley's comet has not yet turned up in

anybody's telescope. It is either smaller than predicted,

not where it was predicted to be, or it simply isn't.

Each night during June and July a three-man

team at the Royal Greenwich Observatory in

England photographed that pait of the sky where
the tenth planet was predicted to be. Plates from
different nights were then placed in a machine that

very rapidly presented to the eye first one plate,

then the other. Any object moving from night to

night, as a planet would, would appear to blink first

at one position, then at another. Even though the

plates covered an area 3.5 degrees on all sides of

the predicted position, nothing blinked. Writing in

Nature, the team said they would have seen the

planet if it were magnitude 16 or brighter, and cer-

tainly would have seen it at the predicted magni-

tude' 14.

Last April, in the Publications of the Astronomi-

cal Society of the Pacific, Joseph L. Brady of the

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory at the University of

California proposed the existence of the planet. He



Halley's comet, which caused a stir

when it last approached the earth in

1910, is deviating slightly from

its calculated orbit. The difference

may be caused by the gravitational

attraction of a large unknown
planet far beyond the orbit of Pluto.

argued that a planet at twice the distance of Nep-

tune with a mass three times that of Saturn and an

orbit inchned 120 degrees to the ecHptic was caus-

ing measurable changes in the orbit of Halley's

comet. Or, more precisely, he showed that the dif-

ference between where Halley's comet was predicted

to be at any given time, and where it was actually

found, could be explained almost perfectly by the

gravitational effect of such a planet. Adding the

planet eliminated 93 percent of the discrepancies.

Postulation of the tenth planet would also clear

up similar discrepancies in the orbits of two other

long-period comets, Olbers and Pons-Brooks.

The current British search was not the first for a

trans-Plutonian planet. After the discovery of Pluto

in 1930, Clyde W. Tombaugh at the Lowell Obser-

vatory spent 16 years looking for such a planet.

Pluto did not seem large enough to account for or-

bital discrepancies in the immediately sunward plan-

ets, leading to speculation that some unknown

planet other than Pluto was responsible for their

perturbations.

Brady estimates that from 1929 to 1946, Planet

X moved from declination 60 degrees north to 67

north. In that same part of the sky. Tombaugh
ended his search at 60 north.

Now the optical search is on again, and again the

trans-Plutonian planet is proving elusive. Maybe it

just isn't, after all.

A Radio Supernova Radio astrono-

mers were knocked right out of their chairs last

September when an old familiar radio source sud-

denly flared up to 1,000 times its normal intensity.

By October four more outbursts had been observed,

and Cygnus X-3 was famous.

Tlie source, X-3 in the northern constellation Cyg-

nus, has never been seen optically because it lies

thousands of light-years away on the edge of the

galaxy and numerous dust clouds between us and

the source attenuate the light. It has long been

known as a weak, variable source to radio astrono-

mers, however, and satellites have measured its X-

ray flux.

By examining the outburst radiation at different

frequencies, the radio astronomers put together a

spectrum that reveals something of the nature of the

source. It best fits the model of an expanding cloud

of protons and electrons moving at speeds close to

that of light in a magnetic field. As such particles

spiral along magnetic lines of force, thev emit radi-

ation exactly like that seen from Cygnus X-3. This

is known as synchrotron radiation, and until now
has only been associated with supernovae and pul-

sars. Thus, Cygnus X-3 is coming to be known as a

"radio supernova."

As P.C. Gregory of the Algonquin Radio Obser-

vatory in Ontario put it in Nature, he and his col-

leagues had recorded "the most impressive outburst

ever witnessed by radio astronomers." He suggests

it is most unlikely that Cygnus X-3 is unique in this

respect and that many radio objects in our galaxy

may be violently variable, a feature that has been

missed in conventional radio surveys.

The discovery may not mark the discovery ol a

new class of objects, but it certainly marks the dis-

covery of a whole new class of activity by celestial

objects. The excitement since September has been

equivalent to that after Anthony Hewish announced

the first pulsars in 1968. Everybody who had access

to a radio telescope luned in on Cvgnus X-3. result-

ing in an equally impressive outburst of papers on

the subject. Nature's physical sciences edition of

October 2.3 alone carried more than Iwciitv. A ni'w

chapter for future textbooks is in the making.



Celestial Events
l3.v Ttion:ias D. Nicholson

The Moon First-quarter occurs on December 13. so the waxing

gibbous moon will be well up in the sky at sundown during the week
following midmonth. It becomes full on the 20th, when the moon is in

the sky all night. Thereafter, it rises later each night and remains till

dawn, as a waning gibbous moon until last-quarter on the 27th, and as a

waning crescent, rising after midnight, until month's end. On the morn-
ing of New Year's Dav, the late crescent moon will form an interesting

arrangement in the dawn sky wdth brilliant Venus, reddish Mars, and
the equally reddish but brighter star Antares in Scorpius.

Stars and Planets This is the time of year when the

brightest stars of the sky are visible in the early evening. Just after sun-

down, you can still see the brightest summer stai's low in the west: Al-

tair and Vega close to the horizon; Deneb higher, with the Northern
Cross below it, standing erect over the horizon to the left of west. Mean-
time, the closely grouped and brilliant winter stars are rising in the east

and southeast. Orion is well above the horizon at dusk, and Sirius. the

brightest of all stars we see, rises shortly after twihght ends.

Both Jupiter and Saturn are evening stars during the period. Jupiter
is in Sagittarius, low in the southwest at dusk and difficult to observe.

Saturn is in Taurus, just to the left of the Pleiades and the reddish star

Aldebaran. It should be very easy to find from early evening, when it is

high in the southeast, until dawn, w-hen it is setting in the west.

In the morning sky, Saturn will be in the west, setting with Taurus;
Venus and Mars will be low in the southeast, rising just about dawn.
The latter two planets are moving into Scoi-pius. approaching the bright
reddish star Antares. Venus passes the star and begins moving away
from it on Christmas Day, and Mars catches Antares on January 12.

Mercury is in favorable position for about a week at mid-December,
when it may be seen low^ in the southeast just after dawn.

Meteors Two meteor showers reach the earth during the period,
the Ursid shower on December 22 and the Quadrantid shower on Janu-
ary 3. The Ursids are faint and not very productive (15 per hour), and
the brightness of a waning gibbous moon after midnight will interfere.

The Quadrantids reach a short, sharp maximum, and sometimes pro-
duce up to 40 meteors per hour, but not reliably. x\t least the nearly
new moon will not hamper observations.

December 19: The moon is at perigee, nearest earth. Saturn and the
moon rise close together this evening and remain close during the night.

December 21: The sun arrives at the winter solstice at 1:13 p.m.,

EST, and winter commences in the Northern Hemisphere.
December 25: Venus is in conjunction with Antares.

December 31: Tlie moon is at apogee, farthest from earth.

January 1: Mars is above the crescent moon this morning, and Venus
is well to the left. The reddish star Antares. brighter than Mars, is be-
tween the two planets.

January 2: Earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun. The crescent moon
is much closer to Venus this morning, while Mars is higher and well to

the right.

January 10: Jupiter enters the morning sky.

* Hold the Star .Map so the compass direction you lace is at the bottom; then match
the stars in the lower hall' of the map with those in the skv near the horizon. The map is

for 10:20 P.M. on December 15; 9:20 p.m. on December' 31; and 8:15 p.m. on January
15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after these times.
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Books in Revie^v by Eliot Elisofon!
1

A Four-Eyed Vie>v of Africa
The Tree Where Man Was Born,
text by Peter Matthiessen. The
African Experience, photographs

bv Ehot Porter. A dual volume.

E.P. Dutton & Co. $17.50; 247
pp., illus.

Tihe publisher states on the

dust jacket: "Tlie idea for

this book was to engage a writer

and a photographer with the com-
bined talents to create a book un-

like any other on the human and

natural history of East Africa.

. . . Usually working apart, and
with no attempt to cover exactly

the same terrain ... to create

two parallel statements. ..." The
idea of separate identities for the

text and photographs has been

carried aU the way by giving each

a different book title. Both are

mixed together in one volume.

How does this work? Not verv

well. The photographs are over-

whelmed by the text and neither

contributes enough to the other.

No single photographer could

have equaled the rich and varied

experiences of Matthiessen during

his three trips to Africa in 1961,

1969, and 1970, unless it were
Matthiessen himself taking the

pictures. He has ranged almost ev-

erywhere and in the most unlikely

places. His writing on African

prehistory and man's origins is

outstanding. His passion for the

beauty of nature has an unlimited

horizon, albeit at times described

in purple prose. The sketches of

some of the men he was with, no-

tably Iain Douglas-Hamilton and
Peter Enderlein, rival those in

Somerset Maugham's A W titer's

Notebook. Matthiessen tackles the

Mau Mau rebelUon, and brings to-

day's black versus white drama
into focus with the succinct re-

92

mark: "Whites are needed but not

wanted." Even a naturalist's wife

about to have a premature deliv-

ery is grist for his mUl.

These are only some of the di-

verse subjects Matthiessen has

blended successfully into a com-

pletely personal, fascinating text

of some 100,000 words. He v^rites

best when he keeps it simple. He
describes some birds seen near

his camp: "Squalls of finches—fire

finches, mannikins, cutthroats, ruf-

ous-backs, queleas, cordon bleus,

gray-headed social weavers, all in-

termixed like autumn leaves—blew
in and out of a bare acacia, de-

scending in gusts to the water's

edge and whirring away again, ob-

livious of the human presence just

across the stream."

Matthiessen 's prose can also be
a mixture of information and fan-

tasy. 'The mbira, or flat-bar zi-

ther, came to East Africa cen-

turies ago from Indonesia. It is a

hollow box faced with tuned strips

of stiff metal that produces soft

swift wistful rhythms of time pass-

ing. ..." What does that mean?
He might have added that this in-

strument is usually called a thumb
piano, that its most common Afri-

can name is zanza, and that vou
can buy a kit to make one in

American novelty shops.

I'here are some superficial er-

rors in the text. The Ruwenzori.
which means cloud catcher, is a

mountain 16,790 feet high on the

border between Zaire and Uganda
that Matthiessen twice refers to as

the Ruwenzoris. He writes that

the Albert Park is now called

Kivu National Park. It is Pare
National des Virunga, or Virunga
National Park in English, named
for the group of volcanoes there.

There are several faults in his de-

scription of the white rhino that

he encountered in the southern

Sudan. He writes: "The rhinos

were of the rare 'white' (weit, or

wide-mouthed) species. . .
." This

rhino, Ceratotherium simum to be

exact, is called the square-lipped

rhino and not the wide-mouthed.

Matthiessen describes a group of

two males, a cow, and a calf to-

gether on a hill. No one can tell

the sex of an adult rhino unless

the animal will allow a close per-

sonal examination. I spent five

days this year observing and pho-

tographing this species in the Ga-

ramba Park of Zaire, an area con-

tiguous to the southern Sudan
where a large group of these ani-

mals have been preserved. Ue en-

countered about a dozen pairs of

adult rhinos and several with their

young. It is probable that the be-

havior of these animals differs sea-

sonally, but we witnessed a soli-

tary rhino attempting to join a

couple only to be driven off by
the other male. As for their being

gentle and rarely charging, which

the author notes, I wish he had

been with me when the wind
changed and I ran the fastest hun-

dred yards of my life to get away
from one.

It might have been useful to

add to the white rhino's descrip-

tion that it is the second largest

land animal in Africa after the

elephant. This species is the heav-

iest of all rhinos and can weigh as

much as 5,000 pounds. It is also

interesting that some of these ani-

mals have been moved to a game
park in South Africa, where thev

are thriving. Matthiessen observed

Llo-molo
fisherman
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these rhinos at Nimule. At the

turn of the century, Theodore

Roosevelt shot three of them near

there as specimens for The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

Matthiessen has gone far from

the beaten track in Africa. I can-

not understand why he never once

climbed one of the three snow-

capped mountains: Kenya, Kili-

manjaro, or Ruwenzori. I am not

recommending the last as a casual

climb, but almost anyone can

climb Kilimanjaro in two days in-

cluding the descent. It is a very

hard uphill walk, but no ropes or

alpine gear are needed. Going up

one of these mountains provides

an extraordinary opportunity to

observe dramatic changes in flora

as the altitude increases. There

are even some familiar plants

from our temperate zone, such as

the bracken fern. Clumps of giant

bamboo give way to a dim green

world where every twisted tree is

festooned with epiphytes swaying

in the breeze. At about 12,500

feet plant Hfe explodes: lobelias, a

tiny plant at home, are ten feet

high here; and giant groundsels,

cousin of our common aster, look

like cabbages on shaggy trees.

Eliot Porter has included photo-

graphs of some of these plants on

Mount Kenya. Strangely enough,

there isn't a single picture of Kili-

manjaro—one of the greatest and

most famous sights in East Af-

rica—either from the air or the

plains below. Porter is justlv re-

nowned as a photographer of na-

ture. He is now devoting his life

to this pursuit and it is a noble

one. His book on Penobscot Bay,

Summer Island, is sensitive and

beautiful. I find a great difference

in the qualitv of Summer Island

and The African Experience. Por-

ter knows and understands Pe-

nobscot Bav but not East Africa.

He has spent countless davs ab-

sorbing and then crystallizing his

own terrain, but he came to Af-

rica as a visitor, perhaps all too

briefly. The text mentions that

Porter went on safari accompanied

bv his two sons, a daughter-in-

law, Peter Matthiessen, and two

professional hunters, conveyed in

two Land Rovers and a truck. I

believe Matthiessen had a better

Mount Mem
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idea knocking around East Africa

in an old Land Rover Hnding ex-

perts like Myles Turner, Iain

Douglas-Hamilton, and George
Schaller to help him.

Eliot Porter is an outstanding

photographer of birds, yet there

are only eight photographs out of

eighty pages on this lovelv and

abundant African subject. There

are a few magnificent photo-

graphs, such as the six giraffes,

the elephant and its baby, and the

cheetah sequence. There are also

some that are ordinary. The single

picture of zebra and the two of

hippos do poor justice to these

photogenic animals. The same
may be said for the photograph of

buffalo, the animal made famous

by Ernest Hemingway in his story

'The Short Happy Life of Francis

Macomber." Porter is described as

a celebrated naturalist by the pub-

lisher, yet he captions his picture

of two of these animals, consid-

ered the most dangerous in Af-

rica, "Water buffalo, egrets, Am-
boseli." The water buffalo is a

domestic animal in the Middle

East and Southeast Asia. Those in

his picture are Cape buffalo.

There is only one egret, not sev-

eral, and it would have been ap-

propriate to state "cattle egret"

since there are several species. All

the picture captions are too brief

and contribute almost nothing to

our appreciation of the subject.

The photographs in this book

have a sameness of clarity and

bright sunshine. Africa has light

and shade, also mist and rain. The
sunrises and sunsets are fantastic

beyond belief. Anyone who has

camped in Africa and left his tent

early in the morning is met bv a

million prisms, the low rays of the

red sun caught and multiplied in

each drop of dew and refracted

from fairy chandeliers of gossamer

spider web. What is the most

magical moment in East Africa?

Twilight, when a whole new di-

mension absorbs the land and the

sky into oneness.

Mr. Porter is nol a jihotogra-

pher of people. His portfolio on

the Llo-Molo fishermen at Lake

Rudolf may be compared to Mi-

reilla Ricciardi's pictures of Tur-

A cheetali
in the Serengeti

kana fishermen at the same lake

that were published this year in

her book Vanishing Africa. The
place is the same but there the re-

semblance ends. Her portfoUo is

my candidate for one of the out-

standing achievements in recent

African photography. Ricciardi's

pictures are emotional. Often un-

der- or over-exposed, sometimes
soft or blurry, they have their

own magic. They could be com-
pared to Matthiessen's text; vistas

whose only limit is the printed

page. Porter's camera is often

pointed straight down, superb de-

tails of natm-e with an absolute

clarity that leaves nothing to the

imagination. There isn't even one
photograph in The African Expe-

rience of the multitude of animals

that still abound in this great

land.

The editorial judgment that or-

ganized the photographs into

seven portfolios of disparate sub-

jects must be criticized. One set

mixes the foliage high on a moun-
tain with the fishermen of Lake
Rudolf. Another is a mishmash of

Mount Meru foliage, the shores of

Lake Rudolf, the flamingos of

Lake Natron, the top of a moun-
tain, and acacia trees on the

plains. Another editorial fault is

the lack of a glossary of scientific

names. Surely one could afford a

few pages for a list that would not

interfere with the rhythm of

Matthiessen's writing. Einally, the

language families maps included

in this book seem more appropri-

ate for a hnguistics study. What is

needed is an old-fashioned, tradi-

tional map of the authors' travels,

allowing us to follow them with a

dotted line. Although I have now
made eight extensive trips in Af-

rica, I would have found this very

useful.

Matthies.sen has writ ten a fjcau-

tiful passage that seems appropri-

ate to close this review. "Lying

back against these ancient rocks

of Africa, I am content. The great

stillness in these landsca|)es that

once made me restless seeps iriln

me day by day, and with it tlic

unreasonable feeling that 1 have

lounil what I was searching for

vvillioul r\iT liaving discovered

what il was. In (he ash of the ohi

hearth, ant lions have countersunk

their traps and wail in the loose

dusl for llirir prcv: far ovcriicad a

falcon—and today I do not really

care whether it is a peregrine or

lanner—sails out over the rim of

rock and on across the valley. The
day is beautiful, my belly full,

and returning to the cave this al-

ternoon will be returning home.
For the first time I am in Africa

among Africans. ..."

Eliot EUsofon has produced three Af-
rican books: Tlie Sculpture of Africa,

The Nile, and African Animals. A
former Life photographer, he has re-

cently made the TV documentary

"Black African Heritage.
"

Hawaiian Land Mammals, by R. J.

Kramer. Charles E. Tattle Co.,

$12.50; 347 pp., illus.

Before Polynesian inhabitation

of Hawaii only two species of

land mammals lived in the Hawai-

ian chain: the Hawaiian bat and the

Hawaiian monk seal. Nature has

seldom been noted for being lavish

in her provision of higher animals

on isolated islands, and because

populations of these two remark-

able and unique mammals have

never been great, their life histories

are not well known. If a naturalist

of today found himself in Hawaii

before the aboriginal invasions that

began about the second century

A.D.. he would have little to report

on mannnals and certainly not

enough to write a book about.

Not so today, thanks to Polyne-

sian customs regarding food staples,

worthy objects for hunting, and re-

ligious beliefs. Thanks are also due

to the introductions and escapees

from countless vessels that re-

plenished provisions and sampled

llawaiis charms during the last two

centuries. In more recent times, ad-

ditional sources have been those

careless Hawaiian citizens who have

lost their exotic pets and zoo keep-

ers who have losi their charges. To-

day, no less than 22 mammalian
s|)ecies successl\dl\ li\e iti feral

rondilions in ihr llaxvaiian Islands.

This diyei-se and unlikely assem-

blage ranges from the brush-taili'd

rock wallaby of Australia, to ihe

moulion. to the ubiquitous black,

brown, and Polynesian rats and

house mice, which cause sugar cane

growers so much alarm, to the small

Indian mongoose iniported from Ja-
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ANCIENT on. LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
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maica to control them (a function at

which it has, in spite of its ex-

pansive tastes, been partially effec-

tive).

After a brief introduction that

gives the reader some orientation

regarding Hawaii and the basic

characteristics of mammals in gen-

eral, Kj-amer's book proceeds on a

random, animal-by-animal basis.

Each animal is discussed under

headings of history, description,

distribution, behavior, parasites,

and public health importance; and

each species averages 16 pages of

discussion. Sections on some of the

more troublesome species, such as

the feral goat and the mongoose, or

the more tenderly nursed in-

troductions (the mouflon, American

pronghorn) include discussions of

their future prospects. Some mam-
mals, such as the cavy and water

buffalo, having only briefly lingered

on the Hawaiian scene, are never-

theless included, as is a discussion

of the long-extinct native Hawaiian

dog, a beast whose basic appearance

is still debated.

Photographs are rare and relate

either to particular mammalian
characteristics such as the 'Tjumps"

on the soles of the rock wallaby, or

to immature animals (monk seal).

They impart to the reader some feel

ol earlier times, for example, a cow-

bov and his burro or a sheep drive.

Animals are primarilv illustrated by
the pencil sketches of Khan Pannel,

and I found them dvnamic and

thoroughly delightful if not always

technically exact. Often only a

partial view of the animal is

drawn. For the larger herbivores

especially, the perspective often

prevents accurate size estimates.

Field identification of mammals in

Hawaii, however, is not a difficult

matter even for the unprepared
visitor, except possibly with re-

gard to the rats.

Mr. Kramer draws upon his long
experiences in Hawaii as a wildhfe
biologist with the Division of Fish

and Game for a revealing picture of
the future prospects for many spe-

cies, recognizing the crossfire that

the division often faces from hunt-
ers, conservationists, pubfic health

officials, the U.S. Park Service, and
others. Case in point: the feral goat
whose overgrazing has endangered
the flora of many natural areas and
created serious erosion problems.
Hunters ai'e reluctant to lose the

plentiful and easy game that the

goats now represent. The division

;

has been partially successful in or- •

ganizing coordinated hunting sea-

sons on the many huge ranches that

fence in much of the islands, yet

the goats thrive on hundreds of

acres of national park land where

they are ironically protected by fed-

eral law. Efforts are currently under

way to exterminate the goats and

introduce more noble and less de-

structive targets, for both the Ha-

waiian providing food for' the table

and the visitor in search of a trophy

head. The mouflon and pronghorn

are examples of replacement species

tried on the sportsman, and the axis

deer is scheduled for future release

on the big island of Hawaii. Yet the

easily won feral goat can admittedly

make an impressive mount, and

conservationists are running rabid

at any further mention of the word
'introduction."

It is as discouraging to discover

how little is known of many of Ha-

waii's mammals as it is to read their

history, follow current sentiment in

regard to their management, and

speculate on their ultimate fate in

Hawaii. Besides providing informa-

tion, Kramer's book will possibly

stimulate additional and much-
needed research on Hawaiian mam-
mals or cause politicians and the

public to deal with issues involving

native flora and fauna on a more
factual basis, recognizing the value

that their protection and wise man-

agement represents.

The International Biological Pro-

gram's island ecosystems stability

and evolution subprogram in Ha-

waii, now in its second year, prom-

ises an integrated look at Hawaii's

biota that should provide many in-

sights into what could constitute

wise wildlife management practices

in the islands. It is alreadv clear,

however, that Hawaii, initially so

hospitable to all her mammalian vis-

itors and settlers, has now been per-

haps irrevokably injured by their

continued presence and unregu-

lated growth and by the destruction

of the natural biota that is, or was,

unique upon the earth. Unless ap-

propriate action is taken soon, it is

unlikely that any future book on

Hawaiian flora or fauna will ever be

able to conclude on an optimistic

note.

Perhaps Mr. Kramer might well

have concluded with a final section
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in his book about man in Hawaii,

and his incomparable predilection

for asphalt and urban sprawl, pollu-

tion, monoculture, economic greed,

and thoughtless introductions of

both plants and animals in a land

that has become an overloaded ai'k.

Here, as elsewhere, man's wisdom,

or lack of it, will certainly deter-

mine the ultimate future of his

lesser brethren, as well as himself.

Granted three wishes, my first

would be to save this jewel in the

Pacific for future generations to en-

joy. Baning magic, Kramer's book

is a good step in the right direction.

Dale K.\ukein'en

Bowling Green State University
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Rene Dubos
A GOD WITHIN

"Intelligent, profound, and encour-
aging . . . Dr. Dubos talks about
man on this planet, about the

diverse ways men have adapted
themselves to—and have altered

—

markedly divergent natural en-

vironments, and about his own
hopes for a reasonable, practical

compromise between human re-

quirements and the stability of the

natural world on which human life

depends."

—

The New Yorker $8.95
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ten, this book about a man's inti-

macy with the natural world con-

tains over 300 pictures taken in
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TelUng how the photographs were
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Profusely illustrated with photo-
graphs and drawings. $7.95
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John 6. Kemeny
MAN AND THE COMPUTER
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panded version of Dr. Kemeny's
widely acclaimed Man and Nature
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Museum of Natural History in

1971. "The author makes the com-
puter comprehensible to the gen-
eral public and, at the same time,

discusses some of the important
questions that computers raise.

Kemeny's anecdotal style is both

clear and stimulating; his book is

intelligible and intelligent."
•

—
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Gerald Carson
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animals and men, packed with tell-
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ing. Witty, too, and wise, as any
book on the subject had better be."

—Mark Van Doren $8.95

Curtis K. Stadtfeld

FROM THE LAND
AND BACK

Illustrated by Franklin McMahon
What life was like on a family farm
in Michigan and how technology

changed it. "Eloquent . . . Stadt-

feld writes movingly and with doc-

umentary simplicity. . . . Many
readers will enjoy his story as a

clue to the past worth pondering as

a possible guidepost to a better

future."

—

Publishers Weekly $6.95
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pg bklt has 10 psychological
experiments incl s

'"

people use to learn to reli

pes, 2^ -ft. contact cord,

No. 7(,738EF (IVaX^V^xG'A) .. S29.75 Ppd.

LEARN SECRETS OF HEREDITYi
Explore fascLnating world
of genetics w/famous Dro-
sophila Melanogaster (fruit-
fly) Study Kit. Cross breed
them. Create mutations &
pure strains. You control
heredity—see results. See
larva change to beautiful

T.-ir -.,^1 . K- , ,.
^""^'" of salivary glands.

Kit inclus. big manual w/fruit fly lifestory & 10 exper
& projects: harmless anesthetlzer & all nee. equipm't.
materials plus certificate for 2 fresh cultures. For ages 11

Stoc k No. 7I.724EF S17.50 Ppd .

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"
Anytime there's a balloon I

the air is festive. Especial-
ly when tlie "air" is hi
Hum. which makes a ba
loon perky and adventurous
Now here's 20 times the fun—20 balloons of 4, 5
?" diam. With them. ^ ,

pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in )

can containing 20 liters of
helium to Inflate all 20. He- i

Uum Is a safe non-toxic Inert gas.
Stock No. 7I.289EF S3.00 Ppd.

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.

Buiid your i

motorized model of revolu-
tionary pistonless type en-
gine . . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Beplaces piston,

cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections

removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller; fewer parts
greater rel., less h.p. Switch. Beq. 2—1.5V. batt. (not-i _.

NO. 7I,424EF .... {4'/2"x5''x9") S6.75 P?|

519 Pg. Wankel" Book No. 9439EF $15.25 F

GROW FANTASTIC
World's most unusual & in-

teresting plants 1 Each car-
nivorous plant lures & traps

way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/glueiite substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects

ture, lures insects w/color
ing. sweetness; traps
drowns them. Tapered hoi

nt key

NEW ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR-$99.i
Terrific American-made val-

ue w/big machine capabil-
ities. Add, subtract, mul-
tiply, divide do mixed
calculations—silent answers
in milli- seconds. 8 digit
entry & readout w/16-digit
cap. Auto, precise to the
decimal. Also features fixed

derfiow. zero suppression
minus signal for true credit balance,

keyboard roll over memory. Solid

FEATHERWEIGHT TREASURE FINDB
Best, easiest to use solid

state, metal detector at its

price. U.S. madel Only 3

lbs! 6" search head detects

penny at depth of 5". silver

dollar at 8", bag of coins at

IS". Easily works thru dirt,

sand, wood, water (30" deep)
and rock with no power loss.

Detects your "find" sharply
with "sound off" loud-
speaker. Comes ready to go. One tuner control; all

sistor: adjus. stem; perfect balance. Incls 9v batt, FRE

Go treasure hunting
bottom! Fascinating fun &
sometimes profitable! Tie a

line to our o-lb. Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay.

haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb.

Magnet Is war surplus

—

Alnlco-V Type—Gov't cost

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET

.50. Lifts over 150 lbs. on land—much i

Stock No. 70.571 EF 5 lbs S14.00 Ppd.

Stock No. 70.570EF .... S'/a lbs !.;!" E"!
Stock No. 85.I52EF ... 15% lbs S33.95 Ppd-

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 164 pages packed with

nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,

illustrations. Many hard-to-get
electit of telescope!

ologif and Iscopes, binoculars, magnets,
lighting items, kits, parts etc.,

experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

Write for Catalog "EF"

Na

I City_

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOIM, IMEW JERSEY 08007
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EXPANDING THE PERCEPTION OF MAN— A Celestron telescope increases manyfold your perception

of the hidden worlds of nature , challenges you to learn more about the universe by presenting to

you brilliantly sharp images of tiny lunar craterlets, the polar caps of Mars, the twirling moons and
belt structure of Jupiter or the fascinating rings of Saturn. Your Celestron will carry you on an imag-

inary tour of our galaxy, and show your searching eyes the hues of hundreds of stars in a compact

galactic cluster, the filamentary structure of the Great Orion Nebula or perhaps the smoke ring in

Lyra. You will dash through the endless void of space with your Celestron to view the intriguing spiral

structure of a galaxy millions of light years away.

CILCSTRON — THf NCW LOOK IN TCLtSCOPCS

Celestron . o new standard of optical excellence ... the world's

finest Sctimrdt-Cassegrain optics: they give sharper images over a

wider (lot field than any other commercially available telescope.

They also optically fold a long focal length inside o compact, light-

weight tube. And that means more thon corrying-case portability:

it also means apertures large enough to produce the bright detailed

images that make higher powers worth using. Convenient adaptors

quickly accept your 35mm SIR camera body for dramatic, extreme

telephoto shots or guided deep-sky exposures, and you'll get crisp

color negatives filled corner to corner. A rigid fork mount assures

effortless pointing and jitterfree imoges of higher powers. And for

really elegont simplicity of operation, large, finely-etched setting

circles moke it easy to diol celestial objects into the field of view,

while a precision electric clock drive keeps them there. This is on

instrument you'll display with pride in the center of your trophy

case. If you'd like to know more, we have a library of color slides

token with these instruments, including resolution tests (send for

listings), ond we also publish Celestron Techniques (subscription,

S2 for 4 issues). Prompt delivery . . . finance plan available.

CllCSTRON 5" 8" ... 74"

Useful Powers 25-300X 50-500X 50-850X
LightGrosp 188X 510X 1 ,760X

Resolution (arc sees.) 0.8 0.5 0.28

Weight (lbs.) 12 23 100

Base Price S595 S895 S3, 600

Celestron Pacific
2430 Amsler Box 3578H

Torrance, Calif. 90505

on 225mm. 1/1. 65 Sct-mldl Co

Phone LA. (213) 534-2322
N.Y. 1212) 834-1888
Chi. (312) 898-3353
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For four generations
weVe been making medicines

as if people's lives depended on them.

: AND COMPANY, INDIANAPOLl














